WiB tbe Tortuous Copyright Statute

onu
By JAY LEWIS
Washington, Nov. 4.
The copyright imbroglio, like the
weather, is much talked about
but ...
The present law has been dis¬
pleasing authors, playwrights, com¬
posers, publishers, producers, etc.,
almost from the day it went on the
books nearly 50 years ago.
It’s become'dog-eared from the
wet thumbs of scholars, judges,
lawyers and legislators seeking
meaning and possible solution to
its ambiguities and injustices.
There’s vociferous agreement
that something should be done
about it but no solidarity on . ex¬
actly what
And, except for minor non-controversial amendments, stouthearted
Congressional efforts at revision
have been pinned down by the
cross-fire of feuding special in¬
terests.
Now, for the past 40 months, the
U.S. Patent Office, under a grant
from Congress, has been systemat¬
ically scrutinizing the 1909 Act
The idea is to present Congress
with recommendations sometime
after the studies are completed
next July.
Some of the studies, issued pe¬
riodically, deal with aspects of
the law Which have been battle¬
grounds'for hot little wars among
those whose pocketbooks are af¬
fected.
• Others, a little more esoteric,
seemingly provide less justifica¬
tion for poles-apart disagreement;
The latest study (No. 11) can
be considered in this group. It
takes up the “for hire” question.
Barge Vanner, Attorney-Adviser
for the Copyright Office, gives a
scholarly run-down of tbe issues,
(Continued on page 23)
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JOSE FERRER ON HIS
YETO BY HOLLYWOOD
San. Francisco, Nov. 4.
Jose Ferrer, in Frisco with the
legit “Edwin Booth,” said last week
that “films have no use for me be¬
cause I’m considered a bad boxoffice risk.”
He felt this was ’‘unfortunate,”
wished films could use him.
But, he added, “the old guard
(of Hollywood) is frightened by the
inroads of tv and, since I am con¬
sidered a longhair, I can’t get any¬
thing.”
Film producers are acting on
“oldfashioned theories,” according
to Ferrer, and are banking on
“highpowered success films—
Brando and Sinatra can get any¬
thing.”
Consequence of this, he added, is
that his future undoubtedly will be
close to legit and Broadway. After
“Edwin Booth,” which has had a
rather cool Frisco reception, he has
“another show in mind, this time
a comedy, though.”

A Natural
Long line of persons waiting
patiently last week outside
the Metropolitan Opera House
for the season’s opening of
“Tosca” had heralds thrust in¬
to their hands spotlighting the
film version of ’Tosca** at the
Normandie Theatre, N.Y.
Publicist Noel Meadow, who
was responsible for solicitaton
of what he felt was a “pre¬
sold” audience, said yesterday
(Tues.) that it was difficultt to
determine results on the Nor¬
mandie b.o. due to use of
varied media.
Film, inci¬
dentally, is an S. Hurok pres¬
entation.

Paris Legit Not 1
Aided by Auto
Salon; B.O. Off

The Lute & Guitar Underground
(AT JULIAN BREAM’S N. Y. DEBUT}
fey ROBERT J. LANDRY
Entering Manhattan’s Town HaH last'Thursday (30) for a con¬
cert of “Lnte Music of the Elizabethan Epoch*” a young lady
turned to her escort in surprise and remarked* “Why, there are a
lot of people herel” The hall being three-quarters or better filled,
the gal was understandably impressed.
The audience cried for analysis. Who were these people? Some
had travelled great distances to attend the metropolitan debut of
the 25ryear-old English lutanist »"d guitarist, Julian Bream. Most¬
ly they were young. Women predominated. An unexplained but
numerous; sprinkling of Caribbean Negroes was present. An Epis¬
copal curate (too young to be a rector) showed up in his clerical
collar, the man.in the Anglican gray flannel suit
In short, the surprised young lady was in the midst of the lute
and guitar underground come to receive the message from the
new mahatma of the strings, friend and sometime pupil of Andrea
Segovia; This underground dotes upon ancient songs, classics ren¬
dered in this idiom but never makes the mistake of supposing it
a branch of flamenco.
Devoting the first half of the program to the lute, a 16th Cen¬
tury instrument midway between the guitar and the mandolin,
and very polite, and the second to the more flexible guitar, Bream
proved an instrumentalist of virtuosic talents and impeccable, if
highly conservative, taste. He plays with great delicacy, superb
fingering and a fine detailing of effect, like embroidery.
The underground got more and more excited as the evening
progressed. He left them limp, having done as much on his con¬
cert last week at Yassar College.
__

By GENE MOSKOWITZ
Paris, Nov. 4.
This year’s automobile. show, a
two-week affair, failed to help the
legitimate boxoffice. Estimates for
current draws suggest that Paris
legits were off $31,000 in gross
Symph-Baliet Festival Next Summer to Have
pace compared to year ago.
Only show currently near sell
Inter-Americas Stress
out is Arthur Miller’s “ViewFrom
a Bridge,” now in its second year
Chicago, Nov. 4.
at the Theatre Antoine.
Chicago, which now and then
Keeping b.o. results from being
behaves as if Culture were crum¬
really disastrous*were a group of
bling, will be cranium-deep in it
last year’s hits* among which are
next summer as host for the Fes¬
London, Nov. 4.
“The Egg,” “La Mamma,” “Oscar,”
tival of the Americas—a potpourri
Eartha Kitt, with only two num¬
(Continued on page 76)
The late Edwin G. (Ted) Lauder largely of symphony, opera, danct
bers, was the only performer able
Jr., former vice president-of Keith- and chamber music related to the
to penetrate audience reserve and
Albee-Orpheum vaudeville circuit general theme of inter-American
receive an encore at the Royal
and a trustee of the Actors Fund culture.
Command Show, at the Coliseum
of America, left a $2,600,000 estate
For 15 'days—Aug. 12-26—the
last night (Mon.). Pat Boone was
at his death on Feb. 28, 1955. This nation’s hog butcher will assume
the victim of a starchy reception,
was revealed in a report filed by an effete posture as Mecca for the
needing a younger audience to
the N. Y. State Transfer tax Dept Muse. Plans are still vague, *hut
achieve the appropriate reaction.
Under provisions of a will, the the civic-minded citizen-sponsors
Among 20 newcomers, the major
widow, Mrs. Florence B. Lauder, of presume the Fest’ will have the
click was by Roy Castle. Other top
By TOM VAN DYCKE
Chappaqua, N. Y., receives $100;000 Chicago Symphony and the -Grant
items included Antonio andx his*
outright plus the income for life Park Symphony. Guest conductors
Ajaccio, Corsica, Oct. 28.
dancers along with excerpts from
French currency restrictions, from a trust fund comprised of of both are likely to be Carlos
“Merry Widow” and #“My Fair
about half the estate. Two daugh¬ CheVex of Mexico/Juan Jose Castro
-and
the
overwhelming
-confidence
Lady.”
ters inherit the income from trust
Argentina, and the Brkzillian
Miss Kitt and Boone were among | vote given General de Gaulle, funds comprising the rest of the of
maestro-composer Heitor VillaPadded
to
the
generally
overcrowd¬
those presented to Queen Eliza¬
Helsinki, Nov. 4.
Lobos. It’s expected piano virtuosi
ed conditions on the Riviera, have estate.
beth.
The capital of Finland has now
Lauder, who was 70 at his death, will include Cuba’s Jorge Bolet,
The 12-year-old pattern of Royal given a big boost to Corsican left gross assets of $2,911,161 and Yara , Bernette of Brazil, and
definitely come aboard the strip¬
chances for cutting in for a big
tease wagon. City’s restaurants patronage of show business was slice of the Cote d’Azur’s tourist a net estate of $2,609,493.
Chile’s Claudio Arrau. Probable
(there are no night dubs allowed), temporarily ended last week when trade.
for the dance phase are the Danzas
which dose at 2 a.m., during the the Queen, having bowed out of
Venezuela,
-a troupe combining’
For years the island birthplace
last two years have tried in many the annual Royal Command gala, of Napoleon has been looking for
ballet with national dance forms,
ways to improve their floorshows, attended a charity preem of “Me a share of Riviera prosperity with¬
and the Modern Ballet of Mexico,
Last night
but prudery of certain local of¬ and the Colonel.”
plus perhaps U.S. representation
out success, due in the main to
ficials has prevented the entry of (Mon.), however, the Monarchy the lack of deluxe hotel accom¬
via the Ruth Page terpers of Chi’s
gave
its
usual
hacking
for the an¬
G-stringers.
Lyric Opera.
modations
and
opportunities
for
In face of the hard economic nual vaude show in aid of the Vari¬ 'nocturnal divertissemerit In spite
Fest will go light on opera be¬
times, however, one central restau¬ ety Artists Benevolent Fund.
of a climate superior even to that
“The Many Splendored Stomp¬ cause of steep costs for transportThe Queen’s decision not to ac¬ of Southern California, since it is
rant last spring started importing
. ing any of the major South Ameri¬
ers,
The
Oldest
Established
Per-!
cept
the
Royal
Film
gala
as
an
strip performers from the Contin¬
sans fog or smog, with beaches ga¬
can companies, but an almost sure
ent, and did excellent business. annual event has meant a loss of lore, a fisherman’s paradise cum manent Floating Jazz Band” and participant is the Opera de Camera
From October on another popular about $70,000 income for the Cine¬ plenty of sport for the nimrod “The -Executive Sweet Singers” of Buenos Aires, which elicted
restaurant has joined in, with sim¬ matograph Trade Benevolent Fund, Will sorts of game from Wild boar are scheduled to give another critical nosegays at the Brussels
ilar results, and others are ex¬ which sponsored • the event. The to pheasant), Big Money was loathe J “concert” in the Hawaiian Boom Fair with its repertory of one-act
of the Hotel Lexington on Monday,
pected to follow the obvious ex¬ alternative Royal Film Show, to invest.
Nov. 24. Proceeds will go to N. Y. works from the 17th and 18th
which is set for next February,
ample.
But with Ministry of Finance: • Herald Tribune’s Fresh Air Fund. centuries.
So far, no official reaction has with the Queen Mother as guest of
(Continued on page 24)
Participation in the chamber
Concert will be given under au¬
emerged, but it may follow, since j honor, is not likely to yield any¬
spices of Advertising Men’s Post music phase seems the most indefit is almost sure that vrrious pres¬ thing like the same amount of coin.
I
(Continued
on
page
,54)
•
(Continued on page 20)
sure groups will go to bat. What
The charity presentation of “Me
legal action the present laws will! and the Colonel,” from the sale
permit remains^ to be seen.
(Continued on page 24)

Chicago Hops Aboard for Culture

Eartka Cracks British
Reserve at Royal Show;
Qaeen Ends Film Gala

EX-RKOYf. TED LAUDER
ESTATE OF $2,609,493

Corsica May Be
A Hew Riviera’

Striptease Now Part
Of the Bill of Fare In Helsinki Restaurants

TV’s Hlany Splendored
Stompers’ Set Another
‘Concert’ fer Charity j
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Danny Thomas Pays Off
‘Debt’—In With tom For
Memphis’ St Jnde Hosp

Memphis, Nov. 4.
Danny Thomas played the “big¬
gest event of his life,” with ground¬
breaking for the SL Jude Hospital
here this weekend. The tv star
vowed to build, a shrine “some day
for St. Jude if I made good in
show biz,” and was here, to “pay
off that debt” with green light for
construction of a $2,000,000 hospi-.
tal for which Thomas has already
raised over $1,500,000 through
show biz benefits with assistance
of numerous tv and pic stars.
Thomas told a crowd of more
than 2,500 at ceremonies, “I made
good in show, business, now it-is
my turn to follow in my mother’s
footsteps to beg for others. Beg I
must and most proudly I shall, that
I build the hospital here in Mem¬
phis, at the suggestion of the late
Cardinal, Samuel Stritch, serving
the nation free and non-denominational.”
A rabbi, Protestant minister and
Catholic priest assisted Thomas in
breaking ground. Father Morris
Stritch, nephew of Cardinal
Stritch, was also on hand. Thomas
planed back to Hollywood to con¬
tinue filming of his CBS series.
Abe Lastfogel, head of the Wil¬
liam Moixis office, is prexy of the
St. Jude Hospital board.
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WORLD FILM FACTS SEMINAR
Raekmil (UI) Bars ‘Variety’
In'a 'curiously dictatorial attitude that went out of style in
show business with Ed Albee, Klaw & Erlanger and the early
days of the Shuberts, Milton R. Raekmil, president of Universal
International Pictures, has barred Variety and Daily Variety
from normal news contacts. With an. action such as this, when
a picture company or any other impresario takes unto himself
this sort of autocratic authority, there usually follows the puni¬
tive action of “no advertising."

Columbia Echelon to Hollywood
For Blueprinting of Tomorrow
ON FLAUD IDEA
+

The Motion Picture Export Assn,
last week gave assurances to Jac¬
ques Flaud that it was interested
and would cooperate in his efforts
Rackmil’s gripe is over a recent Variety story In both the to set up ah international motion
picture conference to seek solu¬
parent weekly and the Daily .(published in Hollywood) anent a tions to some of the problems com¬
Music Corp. of America $10,000,000 dicker for the' purchase of mon to all film industries.
UTs 480-acre studio in Universal City. MCA’s Revue Produc¬
The head of the French Centre
tions, now headquartered on the old Republic lot, reportedly National de la Cinematografie
needs expanded studio space, akin to Desilu’s recent takeover huddled on this question with
of the old RKO studio facilities on Gower and Melrose.
Ralph Hetzel, exec v.p. of MPEA,
and Griffith Johnson, v.p. in
The negotiation was confirmed by a top MCA executive. Rack- charge of Europe. Flaud also has
mil, traditionally impatient with the trade and lay press, has discussed his idea with the Soviets,
not denied the Variety story as untrue. His. punitive action is the Mexicans and the Italians so
fundamentally one of personal caprice. As the chief executive far.
One of Flaud’s points was, while
officer both of Universal and Decca Records Inc., which owns
it’ was absolutely necessary for the
77.2% of the UI stock—he is president of both corporations—
success of such a conference that
Rackmil’s aloofness to the press has long been regarded as the Americans participate, the im¬
strange, considering that both outfits are publicly held and ,| petus could not come from MPEA
there has long been stockholder interest in the operations of since this would automatically
Universal in particular. It came to a head with the suspension make such a powwow suspect of
serving some ulterior motives of
of production, resumed only recently.
the Americans.
Fland said that, “in principle,"
Even In the most personalized production days of Howard
Hughes (RKO) and Herbert J. Yates (Republic) they had healthy everyone was agreed on the con¬
“There are two conditions.
respect for goodwill with the press, particularly the tradepress. fab.
One is that the meeting deal with
They had. public relations counselors and;/or executives to whom commercial
aspects of the business.
they listened. Raekmil operates in a strange dictatorial vacuum. And the other is that its agenda be
The history of one-man shows, be It power politics or the pic¬ set precisely before any confer¬
ture business, is too elementary for him not to know the ulti¬ ence takes place,” he commented.
mate answer. Where will it get him barring Variety and Daily One of the main points on such an
Variety from the lot or cancelling ads in both publications?
agenda would . be the impact of
-What did it get Albee, Klaw & Erlanger and the Shubert' man¬ television and how to deal with
the sale of films to tv stations. An¬
agement?
.
other point would be international
distribution, i.e., the question of
self-limitation vs. quotas, admis¬
sions, rental terms, promotion of
quality, etc.
Last week’s Variety (29), carry¬
ing the first news of Flaud's con¬
ference plan, quoted the French
exec as saying: “Fortunately, one
may see that people are beginning
js
Hollywood, Nov. 4. 4to acquire knowledge about the in¬
^Universal and Music Corp. of
ternational truth of these prob¬
America are near an “understand¬
lems. It is possible now to admit
ing" tor the latter to acquire the
Martin Schwartz, last week leased that the division of the world into
film’s company’s studio in the San the Rio Theatre in uptown New
(Continued on page 22)
Fernando Valley. No deal has yet York from the 3825 Broadway
been finalized, but it’s believed
Corp. on a long-term, deal' Rental
that talks have reached the stage for the 2,900-seater approximates
whereby — providing there’s no
final hitch—a takeover agreement $500,000.
Transaction was consummated by
could be consummated shortly.
The talking price, as Variety John. J. Reynolds Inc,, brokers.
John
T. McCormick Jr; repped the
previously, reported, is around
$10,000,000, with the proviso that landlord.
U would obtain leaseback space
Planned film co-starring Frank
for its own theatrical feature pro¬
Sinatra and Brigitte Bardot—
gram. MCA, of course, would trans¬
“Paris
by Night”—has been called
fer the activities of its Revue Pro-,
off, producer Raoul Levy reported
ductions from the Republic lot to
in
N.
Y.
last week.
Universal City if the deal goes
through.
Reason is Sinatra’s high de¬
mands. “If we gave him what he
Meanwhile, there’s a new report
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
that the Los Angeles Dodgers, en¬
Kirk Douglas’ Bryna Produc¬ asks we could fall from awfully
meshed in a legal squabble over tions, with a forward look, has high,” Levy said. Plan had been
the Chavez Ravine site, is again earmarked 11 features and three to shoot the film iri“Paris.
eyeing the Universal lot or at least telepix series during the next
part of the land. Such negotia¬ three to four years, and allocated
tions probably would he between a company record of $30,000,000
MCA and the Dodgers rather than for combined program—$25,000,with Universal.
000 for theatrical releases and bal¬
Reports of MCA’s possible ac¬ ance for tv.
quisition of Universal started
Starting Dec. 1, 20th-Fox will
Company has added four fea¬
a flurry oL activity late last week tures, which reps a 60% boost, to consolidate its Houston and Dallas
iij the. stock of Decca Records, elevate it into the position of one branches, according to Alex Har¬
Which owns 77.2% of the out¬ of Hollywood’s top indie outfits. rison, 20th general sales manager.
standing voting stock of Universal. Ambitious plans are predicated in
Headquarters of the branch will
Decca rose 1% to 19V6. According great measure on success of “The be located in Dallas. Move is part
tb Wall Street Reports; the deal Vikings,” its seventh film, which of a “streamlining” operation,
With MCA would allegedly give
(Continued on page 20)
Harrison said.
Universal $3.80 profit on each
ijhare after capital gains.
Another story had it that A. M.
Sonnabend had mentioned Decca
& a possible merger partner for
Studebaker-Packard, but this was
denied by a source close to the
industrialist.
MCA president Lew Wasserman states the situation is un¬
“Resignation” last , week of Al¬ entire Universal operationr How¬
changed from last week and fred E. Daff as Universal’s execu¬ ever, it’s pointed out that prexy
“there’s no telling whether the tive vice president and president Milton R. Raekmil actually had
deal will be made.’of Universal International Films, the final say:so on all corporate
a wholly-owned foreign subsidiary, policy matters and whatever ac¬
was seen by industry as one of tions Daff took were carried out
the incongruities of the present with the approval of Raekmil.
Continuing his ’round the world decline of the film business. Op¬
Daff’s resignation .did not come
travels. Paramount distribution erating head of the company since as a Surprise. His influence in the
£hief George Weltner arrived in 1950, and at the helm during some U echelon was clearly declining
Paris from Rome over the past of the most successful years in when Raekmil detached him from
weekend.
U’s history, Daff was also in studio affairs some eight months
He’s conducting meetings with( charge at the time when the bot- ago and ordered him to concen¬
Par reps, exhibitors and the press! tom lell out of the business.
trate on homeoffice and for'v'gn
In various plohal canitals to focus . Some believe that he inherited business. Previous v. D^ff
’attention on the company’s forth-• the role • of “scapegoat” since he been commuting V... on N Y. and
Coming product.
"
I Was nominally in charge of the the Coast and, with Raekmil, had

MCA Takeover of Universal City
Still Hot; There’s a Dodgers Angle
Leases Manhattan’s Rio

Sinatra Prices
Self Beyond W

Kirk Douglas Plotting
Future Productions;
Big Cash Investment

HOUSTON-DALLASAS
ONE FOR 20TH-FOX

Wesker Reps Wanger
David (Skip) Weshner has been
signed as producer’s representa¬
tive on “I Want to Live.”
Film was produced by Walter
Wanger under the Figaro banner
for United Artists release.

$75,000 Guarantee Given
German‘Heaven’; Includes
Vatican, Pius XII Fik
^Embezzled Heaven” (Der Veruntreute Himmel) has been ac¬
quired by Louis de Rochemont for
U.S. distribution. It is the first
postwar UFA release to have been
sold in the States. The German
picture, showing some of the first
scenes to have been photographed
inside the Vatican, with a good
deal of footage of the Pope Pius
XII, brought a $75,000 advance
guarantee.
Deal vjas negotiated for the UFA ,
by Emile J. Lustig. Picture, a ‘
tinter, will get special handling by
the de Rochemont outfit, which;
also handled “Martin Luther.”
Lustig was connected with de
Rochemont in the past via “Lost
Boundaries.”
Lustig. who has sold a number
of top German films to indie dis¬
tributors in the U.S., has also just
completed a cooroduction deal
under which Metro, Sevpn Arts
Productions and Real Film of
Hamburg become partners in the
Real Film production of “Schinderhannes ” starring Maria Schell
and Curt Jurgens. Film, now be¬
fore, the cameras in Hamburg, is
based on the Karl Zuckmayer play.
The U.S. Darticipation runs to
about $250,000 and an English ver¬
sion will be made, with Metro com¬
mitted to hand^ the picture in
Certain territories.
Lustig also has acted as liaison
in the projected filming of the
“Wernher von Braun Story” about
the German rocket, proert now
forking for the U.SL Picture will
be mad“ bv Columbia in collabora¬
tion with F?"«a Film in Germany.
Lustig reps EPot Hyman of Seven
Arts in various coproductions
which latter outfit plans to ar¬
range for in Germany.

WARNERS’N.Y. CLERKS
MOVE TO BURBANK
Warner Bros.’ sales and account¬
ing offices in New York will close
down Nov. 20 to open in Burbank
Nov.. 24, according to v.p. E. L.
DePatie, business manager.
Some 60 clerks, bookkeepers,
typists and other white collars are
being hired locally to replace
those unahle or unwilling to trans¬
fer from Gotham. The company’s
providing $500 each to members of
the Homeoffice Employees Union
in New York to aid in the reloca¬
tion.
Interviews for new em¬
ployees begin Nov. 10 at the Bur¬
bank studio.

Variety Clubs In
‘Press Guy’Quest
Chicago, Nov. 4.
Variety Clubs International is
shopping for a salaried publicist to
base in New York. The show biz
Samaritans feel the organ-’zation’s
story, especially as it relates to
charity work, needs better dissem¬
ination to the public, and Gotham,
with its national media, is the
logical h.q.
Office of N. Y. “Press Guy” was
voted here over the weekend by
the international board. Actually,
it’s reestablishing a job that’s been
vacant since Chick Lewis held it
about a decade ago.
Board also incepted an interna¬
tional charity committee, d purely
advisory group that will offer pro¬
fessional guidance to tents in quest
of a situable charity to support.
Topping the unit is Tracy B. Hare,
a former hospital administrator
and consultant, and now adminis¬
trative director of the Variety
Children’s Hospital in Miami. Hare
will be in New Orleans today
(Tues.) to counsel the local tent
on selection of a new charity.
A board spokesman characterizes
the Hare unit as “one of the most
constructive steps taken by the In¬
ternational.” He emphasizes that
it’s only a service for individual
chapters, that latter will not be
obligated to summon the commit- .
tee or accept its advice.

EVAN HUNTER NOVEL TO
COLUMBIA FOR $87,000

Columbia Pictures has pur¬
chased the Evan Hunter novel,
“Strangers When They Meet,” for
$87,000 plus a small percentage of
the net profits. Outfit .also has
bought film rights to the Michael
V. Gazzo play, "Night Circus.”
“Strangers” originally was pedtiled for $400,900. Option on it
was acquired by Barbizon Produc¬
tion (Morris Helprin and Al
Crown) prior to their breakup. It
was then resubmitted to the
majors. Script was generally con¬
sidered a toughie to turn into a
an important voice in production film.
policies.
As part of Daff’s “resignation,”
he received a new contract which
retains him as a consultant to the
company for 10 years. This deal
is believed to be a settlement of
Sam Spiegel has entered a new
Daff’s present contract which, had
about two and half years to run. deal with Columbia at terms more
It was scheduled to terminate in favorable than his last contract
April, 1956. He has received under which the independent pro¬
$105,000 annually in salary and ducer turned out "Bridge on the
fees as executive v.p. and director. R:ver Kwai.”
Col will continue to provide the
Daff has accepted a directorship
dancing for.Spiegel but .with its
on the board of a finance
His future ' activities will he de- ’^tribution ’ charge reduced to
( Continued on page 22)
25%.

Al Daff Out As U’s Exec Veep,
Has Consultancy In Settlement

Weltner to Paris, Rome

All Columbia department heads
at the homeoffice will convene at
the studio around Nov. 10 for a
full-scale meeting on policy mat¬
ters pertaining to production.
Specific plans will be drawn, it’s
expected, to shift Completely to a
United Artists type of operation—
that is, operating with producers
who will have independent status.
Col will finance the indies and,
of. course, distribute their product,
with studio head Sam Briskin set¬
ting up the deals. New pact has
been entered with Richard Quine
in line with the new policy. Long¬
time director on the Col payroll,
Quine’s deal now makes him an
indie working in association with
Col. His first picture under the
new setup is to be “The Image
Makers,” which he’ll direct for pro¬
ducer Charles Schnee.
Abe Schneider, Col president,
and Leo Jaffe, v.p., are now on the
Coast where they’ll remain until
conclusion of the top-echelon ses¬
sions. Other officials from Gotham
will join them shortly.
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Yanks Too Prone To Associate
‘Fast-Good’and *Slow-Bad; Glenville
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National Boxoffice Survey
Politici Slough Trade; ‘Cat*®Again Champ, ‘Pacific*
2d, ‘South Seas* 3d, ‘Hurrah* 4th, ‘In Love’ 5th

Though the American sense of+
editing is probably better than
Intense interest in the fall elec¬ “Torpedo Run” (M-G), “Barbarian
OPENS IN BROOKLYN
that of the Europeans, there exists
tions is proving too much competi¬ and Geisha” (20th), “Blood of Vam¬
a faulty impressioir that most Con¬
Allied Artists Bypasses B’way on tion for the film boxoffice this pire” (U) and “Reluctant Debu¬
tinental films ar.e “slow” when—
tante” (M-G) are the runner-up
‘Never Love’
actually—they simply stress a dif¬
session, with returns plainly show¬ films in that sequence.
ferent set of values, Peter Glen¬
Allied
Artists’
“Never
Love
a
ing
how
regular
patrons
attended
“Houseboat” (Par), a promising
Titanus. Films, of Italy,- which
ville, British legit and film direc¬
Stranger” is bypassing Broadway. politico rallies rather than, the newcomer, is happy in Washington,
was involved in a three-way copro¬
tor, said in N.Y. last week.
Harold
Robbins’
production, cinema. Failure of new, strong hefty in Toronto and lofty in
Glenville, who directed ”Me and duction with United. Artists and from his own novel and screenplay,
Philly. “Old Man and Sea” (WB)
the Colonel” for Columbia, said Metro in the making of “The opens today (Wed.) at the RKO Al- product to be released is forcing continues to disappoint being rated
there was a tendency to "confuse Naked Maja,” starring Ava Gard¬ bee in Brooklyn. John Drew Barry¬ more and more exhibitors to book fair to sad in four keys where curreissues
to
fill
the
current
gap.
with what is good with what's ner, plans to film a parody of the more, Lita Milan and Robert Bray
“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” (M-G) | rent.
•past and what is bad with what’s film starring Abbe Lane 'and the are the stars;
“Party Girl” (M-G) is rated big
again is champ at the wickets just
slow,” Trouble in Britain, he added, European clown, Toto.
as
it has been for many weeks. in N.Y. and fast in St. Louis. -“At
„was that some in any of the local
Titanus has purchased the sets
War
With Army” (Par), out on re¬
Although currently only playing in
stars with “electric” personalities used in “Maja” for use in its
nine keys covered by Variety, issue, shapes okay in Cleveland
had emigrated- to Hollywood. “That parody, titled “Toto in Madrid.”
it is showing the stamina to con¬ and sad in Balto. “La Parisienhe”
kind of electrid quality automati¬ Miss Lane will play a descendent
tinue at the head of the b.o. parade. (UA), okay in K.C., looms hep in
cally makes for a Taster’ pictures, of the Duchess of Alba, the rqle
“South Pacific” (Magna), third a Balto and good in Toronto.
whereas the milder temperaments that Miss Gardner portrays in the
week
ago, is winding in second
“Adam and Eve” (Indie) is fair
maVp for film seem slower,” he recently - completed
production.
spot.in Minneapolis. “Me and Colonel”
opined. “Actually, ‘speed’ ^isn’t Toto plays a descendent of Goya.
|
“South
Seas
Adventure”
(Cine¬
(Col),
fine in Boston, looks good
always of the essence. Take "‘The The story line concerns Toto, who
rama), fifth last round, is pushing in Balto and hot in Chi. “Never
Big Country,’ for instance. It’s forges Goya paintings, using Miss
up
to
third
position.
“Last
Hurrah”
Love Stranger” (AA) shapes happy
certainly a slow film, but still an Lane as his model, and -sells them
(Col), fairly new, is winding up in Providence.
excellent one.”
as previously hidden masterpieces
fourth. “In Love and War” (20th),
“It” (UA) is rated good in Seat¬
Director, who did “The Prison¬ done by his late ancestor.
While he has noted the new ac¬ out fresh this stanza, is capturing tle. "Dunkirk” (M-G), slow in Balto,
er” with Alec Guinness and stag¬
cent on sex in the foreign film fifth money.
looms okay in Chi.
ed “Separate Tables” in London
"Gigi” (M-G), second a week ago,
'field in the States, Jacques Flaud
and on Broadway, said the Contin¬
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
thinks things will snap back and is sixth. "Defiant Ones” (UA) is still continues great in L.A. and
ental films had the advantage over
finishing
seventh while “Wind¬
the
"art”
film
again
will
come
into
Hollywood pictures in that they’re
Chi.
“Law. and Disorder” fCont)
jammer” (NT) is taking eighth
its own.*
still interested in the “what” and
looks good in St. Louis.
not only in the “how.” “U.S. tech¬
The French film topper said in money. “Big Country” (UA) will*
“White
Wilderness” (BV), big in
nicians, certainly the most, ad¬
N. Y. last week he couldn’t believe land in ninth spot.
“Man of West” (UA) is moving Minneapolis, is snappy in Boston
vanced anywhere, tend to look
that the sexsatiohal pix would blot
and
okay
in Detroit “China Doll”
to technique as an end in itself,”
out- artistically Valuable films for up to 10th position. “Onionhead”
Germany’s UFA outfit has final- j good. “This is just temporary, due (WB), seventh last round, is land¬ (20th)'is rated thin in Philly.
Glenville said. “Actually, the end
(.Complete Boxoffice Reports
really is to give the audience an ized.a limited distribution deal for to the buildup-of Brigitte Bardot,” ing in 11th place. “The Blob" (Par)
oTvPages 8-9)
emotional
experience.
t Expert six pictures in the U. S. with | he noted. Tm convinced that, after rounds out the top 12 pictures.
technique, the use of a well-oiled Bakros, distribution outfit headed j a white^appreciation of just plain
by
Herbert
Rosener
and
Sam
machinery, never has produced a
‘good’ pictures will return. Certain¬
great film. The technique always Baker. Latter is a distributor of ly, you-can't say that we don’t
must be the servant of the story German, films and also runs the make thehi.”
72nd St Playhouse in N.Y. Rosener
teller.”He dted.“Mon Oncle” as an ex¬
Mounting- Detail
operates several art outlets on ample of a picture sans sex, and
Glenville observed that, with the the Coast and also is a regional said there are several ether excel¬
tendency to take the cameras out: distrib.
lent French pix, on the way. One,
doors, to achieve huge scope, the
Deal, negotiated by Munio Pod- he said, was “Le Tricheur,” another
screen ‘was robbing i’self of the horzer, calls for Bakros to have the “La Grande Famine.”
opportunity to achieve sharp ten¬ pick of currently-released and
“What I think is going to happen
sion. “What is tension, after all?” [some of the older UFA product.
he asked. “It’s nothing more than Bakros can take six pictures over in the United States is that, even¬
tually,
you will have three differ*
the cumulative pressure, of mount¬ the period of a year, the implicaLouis A. Greeif\ and Jerome A. some aspect of, the company’s op¬
ing derail. It’s the confinement of | tion being that these films will be ent channels. There will be one- Newman, the Loew’s Inc. board eration.* Following last Wednes¬
for
the
commercial films. Another
tense.”
! showcased in the theatres owned for sex-exploitation pictures, and members whose proposal to spin day’s (29)' board meeting, at which
their proposal was nixed by the
Commenting on the status of by the Bakros partners and will, of a third for, the traditionally-accept¬
off the studio rather than the thea¬ full 19-man board. Green and New¬
the British industry, Glenville course, be distributed by Bakros.
said the hunt now was on for the [ Arrangement, said to involve no ed and apppreciated ‘art’ picture. tres was defeated 16 to S by the man said they would have a state¬
international audiences for “big advance guarantees, were complet¬ There will always be an audience board last Week, are maintaining ment within 48 hours. However,
budget” films.
“Our producers ed last week in N.Y. by Heinz H. for. artistically-valid films.”
an official silence as to whether or they have extended the time period
Flaud added that the French had not they intend to launch a proxy to later this week.
now look to that international mar¬
ket and they search for subjects Loimnerzbeim, one of the chiefs of done very well in the U. S. during fight against the management.
Industry and Wall Street opinion
which will interest the U.S. be¬ UFA distribution. Latter is cur¬ the past year. “Coming up from However indications are that the is that there will be no proxy fight.
cause that’s the only way they can rently surveying the U.S. market to Mexico City, I stopped off in Dal¬ dissident pair are trying, “to work The dissident pair have frequently
recoup,” he observed. Films on determine a future operating las. I found several art houses, out things” so that a proxy tiff can stated that they will do everything
medium budgets and with local proecdure in relation to the han¬ and they were all playing French be avoided.
in their power to avoid one. On
films,” he related.
stars are being made for the home dling of German films.
Green and Newman seemingly the basis of events of the past
Lommerzheim stressed that the
market and for Europe, but not
seek some sort of written commit¬
(Continued on page 25)
Jim Ross, head of the Jim Ross ment from the management that
Bakros arrangement was non-exfor the (States, he added.
cltfsive. One of the six films al¬ Productions of Huston, in Mexico would constitute an agreement.
Market For ‘Gob*
ready has been selected by Bakros. to sign Latin , star for his initial
Europe to N. Y.
Director said he was completely It’s “Mon Petit,” starring Homy opus, “Five Bold Women” which Their desire for a written agree¬
Beryozka Co.
convinced that there was an audi¬ Schneider. Bakros also has ac¬ is slated for production in Texas. ment, it’s said, is based on their
ence in the States for intelligent, quired the Bavaria Film release, Then goes to California where he contention that the management
Sol
Hurok
hopes to complete negotiations with previously failed to live up to a
"dialog” pictures, and that this “Taiga.”
^
B. G. Kranze
verbal agreement dealing with
Columbia for distribution.
wasn’t confined to big cities alone.
Arnold Moss.
“The trouble is that most of the
Natalie Schafer
time and effort are devoted to try
and sell the big, expensive pro¬
Joseph H. Seidelman
ductions,” he said. “The question
isn’t so much whether people
New York to Europe
would like intelligent films, that
C. Terence Clyne
ssfr something, because I’m cer¬
Joseph Green
tain they would. The problem is
how to get such pictures before
Mary Jane Lenihan
«J GLOBALLY, A DYNAMIC PUBLIC RELATIONIST
the wide public in the first place.”
Val Parnell
In the theatre he had proved,
*| NOT CLOSE—OR MUCH INTERESTED—DOMESTICALLY
Peter Riethof
Glenville said, that a good, cul¬
# DEFINITELY CANNOT ‘BOOK’ RADIO CITY
Fred Sadoff
tural play can make out just as ::
♦
well as low-standard plays.
New York to L. A.
Discussing the problem of bring¬
Top film executives were obviously awestruck last the film people. It is due to his semi-diplomatic
ing plays to the screen, Glenville
Emmett R. Cal ah an
stressed the film’s potential for week when Eric Johnston reported to them on
status, reenforced via his Jordan Valley fact-finding
Martin S. Davis
"silent visuals” which are virtu¬ his trip to the Soviet Union, including his unprece¬ mission for President Eisenhower, that Johnston
Richard Gehman
ally impossible on the stage. On dented private visit with Nikita Khrushchev, with
can rub shoulders with ministers and high govern¬
Joe Glaser
the other hand, he said, “if you whom he apparently ranged far and wide, though
ment officials abroad, and can get things done on
Betsy Holland
bring a superb piece of stage not on the topic of motion pictures.
a level where action is almost inevitable.
Paul Kalet
The treatment accorded the Motion Picture Ex¬
craftsmanship, in which the play
In Russia, it’s clear that, had Johnston not come
Chuck Rydell
is the heart of the matter, to the port Assn, president served, to underscore the unique
armed with his reputation and with an official State
Arthur S. Wenzel
Dept, hat, chances for a film deal with the Soviets
screen and turn it into a series of position he now occupies, a position which straddles
action sequences—as sometimes commercial Hollywood and diplomatic Washington,
might have been slim. In Japan, he saw the Em¬
L. A. to n. v.
happens—then you’ve in fact making both serve one another. If, in the process, peror and the Prime Minister before he got down
Sammy Cahn
' bought nothing. The great dan¬ he manages to keep himself in the national lime¬ to huddling with the Finance Minister who was the
John
Cameron
ger in filming a play is that, by light, the attention also serves Johnston person- key to the Yanks* problems.
Lee Cooley
‘merging’ the two media, you may [ ally as much as it does the film industry.
(But
in
Frances
some
years
back,
Johnston
Carl
Dudley
end up with nothing, sitting be¬
As far as is known, the MPEA prexy today no
went over the head of Jacques Flaud, director
Marc Frederic
tween two stools, so to speak. In longer has any political ambitions for himsejf.
of the Centre National, made a deal with the
Betty Furness
many plays the value of the show Though .some in the lower echelons of the film biz
minister, and then found himself stymied at
Earl Grant
is in the subtleties of the dialog still are apt to complain that Johnston isn’t as close
Flaud’s
working
level,
creating
endless
problems
Abner
J. Greshler
and in the confinements of the to the day-to-day problems of the industry as they
for the U.S. industry at that time.)
James Hill
enclosed area. You can’t disguise would prefer—and it’s quite obvious that the
John
Huston
that in a motion picture ”
cited “domestic” problems of the business hold less fasci¬
-Johnston said last week that, in the year to come,
George Jesse1
"Me and the Colonel” which he nation for him—the upper exec strata,, I.e. the com¬ he expected to spend even more time abroad. Yet,
Ranald Macdougall
called “a sort of half-way house. pany presidents,' with few exceptions see Johnston he acknowledged, too, that governments abroad
Chester Morris
We had to keep some of the dialog as doing a bangup job in a truly public relations tended to vastly exaggerate his actual powers in
even at the expense of seeming a sense.
the film industry in the States. They’re forever -David Niven
Dick Powell
little wordy. But at least the play
Even those who are apt to occasionally criticize asking him to accomplish things for which he has
Ingo Preminger
lent itself to filming because there the MPEA topper for flings into non-film areas no authority. The Russians* insistence that he get
IPmitrl Tlomkin
was room to take the camera but admit that his international standing is of consider¬ one of their pictures opened at Radio .City Music
and exploit the ’visuals’ on which able value to the business inasmuch as it opens HaU.is a fitting example of how foreigners tend;to, Glenn Wallichs
Randy Wood
‘he screen thrives.”
' doors which, normally, wouldn’t be accessible .to. ascribe to Johnston the power of d Hollywood "czar”

Parody of ‘Naked Maja’

Artistic Pictures
Not Defunct, In
Flauds Opinion

UFA Pair Close
U.S. Distrib Deal

Losing Board Vote, 16-3, Loew s
Dissidents Prefer No Proxy War
If Written Assurances Given

Unique Status of Eric Johnston ;;
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PASTERNAK NOVEL MISHMASH
-f

U.S. Prestige and Literary lifts’

Dixie’s Color War Revives ‘Nation;
Baltimore Rescinds Earlier Ban,
Ignores Inter-Racial Protests

By ROBERT J. LANDRY
Situation with the Russian novel “Doctor Zhivago” (see sep¬
arate story) recalls that only last summer the Authors League
of America delegated Adlai Stevenson to represent it in Moscow
By FRED HIFT
in an effort to collect, after 40 years, some royalties for American
writers. Stevenson’s talks were inconclusive.
Pantheon Press, which published
Russians have paid substantial sums in a few instances, notably
the Boris, Pasternak novel, “Doc¬
to Howard Fast, the novelist, when he was still in the Communist
tor Zhivago,” in the U. S., main¬
family. As far as anybody can interpret the situation, Soviet
tained last week that it owned the
30 Writers on Payroll
literary powers have made it rather a point of perverse honor, Red
film rights to the book also. Spokes¬
Hollywood, Nov, 4.
style, not to pay capitalistic writers, like John Steinbeck and
man for the publishing house
Twentieth-Fox will have 30
William Faulkner, to “prove” America was a decadent country.
stressed that these rights had not
writers
at
work presently, hit¬
The issues in the “Zhivago” case are legally tricky but Authors
been sold to anyone.
ting an 18-month peak, and ul¬
League sentiment is that for American film producers to “just
Two film companies—Josh Lo¬
timately
expects
to have as
help themselves” to the screen rights of a work by a living author
gan’s Mansfield Productions and
many as 50 scripters on active
makes a mockery of the concept of public domain, which ensues
Charles Byron’s Dragon Produc¬
projects.
after two copyright spans, or 56 years total, under current Ameri- . tions—have publicly declared
Figures compare with a low
can law.
they’ll make the Pasternak story
of 12 last June. Upped activity
“Ethics” (that oldfashioned word) is certain to arise in this
into a film. Dragon registered the
is in line with studio’s new
case. Indeed, already the apologies and rationalizations are heard.
title with the. Motion Picture Assn,
full - scale buying program,
Ironic sidelights are these:
of America title registration bu¬
which in past two months has
(a) America itself has long pressured Russia, Japan, Mexico and
reau Sept. 5. The Mansfield regis¬
netted the purchase or activa¬
other countries, complaining against the practice there of pirating.
tration is more recent.
tion of a dozen new projects,
America has invariably taken the “moral” posture.
Logan
reiterated
last
week
that
and with it the need for top
(b) The film industry itself, only a few months ago, and previous¬
he definitely planned to make the
writers to develop properties.
ly on several occasions, bitterly complained that television pro¬
picture.
There
are
three
possible
gram-makers were jumping in to present their own versions of
ways in which this could be done:
wellknown stories in advance of an expensive, long-announced,
(1.) A producer could make
long-shooting Hollywood feature taken (legitimately) from the
a deal with Pantheon, if Pan¬
public domain.
theon’s claim to hold the film
It is probably not stretching the moral of the present “Zhivago”
rights proves correct.
case to see a possible connection with the involved battle of credits
(2.) A production could be
and rights between “original authors”, and “adaptors” of such
filmed on the assumption that
material. It happens often enough to be very familiar at the
the book is in the “public do¬
Authors League that the adaptor, with the greater publicity
main” in the U. S.
and patronage apparatus of the screen, the legitimate stage or
In the belief that there is still
(3.) Filming could proceed
television, may give a special reincarnated life to a published work.
a market in the States for Italianwith the understanding that a
Author fights author, each with advice of counsel, in such cir¬
language pictures, George. Margo¬
fund be put into escrow for the
cumstances.
lin in partnership with Erberto
day when Pasternak was free
Landi has acquired five Itai-lo films
to make a deal.
Meanwhile the Authors League of America, under the signature
'and plans to get three more. Pix
of president Moss Hart, has cabled the Soviet Writers Union in Mos¬
The world publishing rights to will be distributed by Margolin’s
cow deploring expulsion from membership of Boris. Pasternak after the novel, which deals with the, Continental Pictures, with Landi
his winning «' the Nobel Prize For Literature put a political embar¬ moral deterioration of a man in to take care of the ad-pub end via
rassment upon the whole situation of a smuggled mansucript pub¬ the immediate post-revolutionary his ad agency.
lished and honored Outside. Russia while, refused publication by the period (early 1920) in Russia, are
Margolin, back recently from Eu¬
state publishing monopolies' of the Soviet.'_ vested in an Italian publisher, rope, said that, if provided with
Giangiacomo Feltrinelli.
Latter adequate product, the number of
informed Variety last week that houses catering to strictly Italian
he alone definitely owned the language audiences (as contrasted
film and dramatic rights.
with arties booking Italian films)
Pantheon in N. Y., via its at¬ could be raised again to 40 or 50.
torney John Lewis, said it had the Number has shrunk in recent
film as well as the publishing years.
rights, but Lewis said he refused
While in Rome, Margolin also
to be “cross-examined” by this signed a deal with the Institute
publication on the finer point of Nazionale Luce for 20 art shorts,
If the Soviets pick any Cinema- ♦
whether these rights were actually
Scope pictures for purchase from
he hopes to sell to theatres
‘FantasiaY 3-Yr. Run spelled out in the contract, or which
the Motion Picture Export Assn.,
and to television.
whether
he simply “construed” the
the American company involved
London, Nov. 4.
Taking cognizance of the widen¬
contract to mean that Pantheon ing market for children’s films,
must deliver both CinemaScope
Walt Disney’s “Fantasia” has
had the rights.
and a 2-D negative to the Russians.
begun its 12th “season” at the
Margolin made a deal for four Ger¬
Lewis said he had been con¬
This was disclosed last week at
Studio One cinema in London.
tacted by one outfit re filming,, and man fairytale productions. Earlier,
20th-Fox In the wake of the sign¬
The total running time of this
he
had acquired two similar films
that: he had said that Pantheon
ing of the film agreement between
pic at the Studio One amounts
was not interested at the time be¬ in partnership with Walter Reade
the Soviets and the U.S. in Mos¬
to three years.
Jr.
and Nat Taylor of Canada.
ing in selling the film rights.
cow. Under the pact, the Russians
And business is still lively.
two are now being dubbed
Since any such picture would al¬ These
bought 10 Hollywood films and
into
English.
most automatically be a heavy
Eric Johnston purchased seven
Margolin,
who represents several
grosser in the foreign market, the
Soviet features for his MPEA mem¬
question of screen rights looms im¬ French producers, reported Michel
bership. To date, no C’Scope re¬
Safra
was
making
“Liebelei,” the
portantly. The argument that the
leases have been selected by the
book is 'in the “public domain” in Arthur Schnitzler story, with Ger¬
Russians.
many’s
Romy
Schneider.
It’ll >e
the U. S. was ridiculed by the Pan¬
With basic agreement now ar¬
theon lawyer.
However, others called, “Christine.” Safra also is
rived at between Moscow and
planning
a
picture,
“Katia,”
with
argue the law to mean that the
Washington, the companies say
novel is available to anyone who Miss Schneider and Curt Jurgens.
they’re completely free to deal in¬
Rome,
Nov.
4.
i
It’s
a
love
story
involving
czar
wants to pick it up. Pantheon ar¬
dividually in the future not only
with the Soviets, but also with any . Gian Giacoma Feltrinelli office gument, however, is that, having Alexander II.
in
Milano
will
not
verify
the
status
published the novel, it? copyright
other of the Communist countries
excepting Red China. There are ac¬ of the film rights vis-a-vis Pan¬ protects it from any such unau¬
tive negotiations going on in Eu¬ theon in Manhattan. This caution thorized filming .venture. However,
rope and most of the companies is typical of the vague “assump¬ there is the counter-argument, i.e.,
by now have designated a special ; tions” and “comtemplations” with that a picture would be “adapted”
man in Paris to concern himself respect to “Doctor Zhivago” as from the original Russian and not
reported from the States. In the from the English version.
with Iron Curtain sales.
The only real limitation is the absence from Italy of Feltrinelli
Some say that, under present
necessity of having to clear any himself the option was expressed conditions, the property could be
RKO Teleradio Inc., as successor
titles sold through the U.S. Infor¬ that Pantheon should “explain.”
in the P.D. for filming only if it to RKO Radio Pictures, was
Refused here was any comment were published inside Russia.
mation Agency. In part this is
slapped with a $252,800 breach of
necessary if the companies are to on the bizzarre situation of turn There appears- no likelihood of contract suit brought in N. Y. Fed¬
benefit from any future Interna¬ U.S. rivals, each publicly declar¬ this. However, the University, of eral Court Friday (31) by Trans¬
tional Media Guarantee contracts, ing the novel was to be filmed, Michigan Press is publishing the continental Films. Action charges
under which they turn over local though the screen rights are in no actual Russian text and excerpts
RKO breached a 1951 pact under
currency to the U.S.I.A. and get satisfactory way clarified.
have appeared in a N. Y. Russian which it Was to distribute and ex¬
Sergio D’Angelo is believed in language newspaper.
paid out dollars in N.Y.
hibit the plaintiff’s Italian-made
Rome
to
be
the
actual
person
who
While the Red nations don’t pay
The Michigan translation is a
much (one company executive de¬ brought the Pasternak manuscript puzzler in the light of a report “Rome, 11 O’Clock” on a 50-50
basis.
out
of
Russia
and
turned
it
over
scribed as “ridiculous” the' $67,from'The Hague in the N. Y. Times
Transcontinental asks $225,000
000 top paid by the Russians under to Feltrinelli. He professes igno¬ Sunday (2) to the effect that Fel¬
the new deal), the companies do rance of contract terms between the trinelli was arranging for publica¬ for RKO’s alleged failure to re¬
feel that (1) even $5,000 or $10,000 Milano publisher and Pasternak tion of the original version there. lease prints and negative of the
is better than no money at alVand and therefpre eluded comment on According to a story in N. Y., Fel¬ film. ■ Sought in addition is $27,800, representing half the monies
(2) the purpose of the United the screen rights issue.
trinelli got the rights from Paster¬
States is served by having Ameri¬
Book publisher Feltrinelli was nak who told him that, if ever he defendant assertedly has received
can pictures shown in the satellite for some three years the backer, of should, contact him for changes and through distribution of the picture.
nations.
an ideological Italian film paper, suspension of the rights, he was to
Pressure of the State Dept, has “Cinema Nuova.” Although once ignore such instructions as being expelled from Russia (“Leaving my
extended only to the Russian deal believed, to have connections on communicated under pressure. The motherland would equal death for
which is part and parcel of the the political Left, Feltrinelli pub¬ Soviets did indeed try to get the me”) and currently apologizing for
larger cultural exchange agree lished “Zhivago” here against vio¬ rights away from Feltrinelli, but his “mistakes and errors.” It was
ment. Ah MPEA executive last lent objections of the Italian he refused to accede, <
another sickening display of the
week defended the Johnston Mos¬ Com'munists.
- Latest development' was that pressures the Soviet system brings
cow mission on the grounds that
Pasternak, object of violent denun¬ on dissenting individuals. It was
past efforts to deal with the Sov¬
Peter Rlethof, prexy of the ciations from various Soviet organs, proof, also, of the insecurity of a
iets on a straight commercial basis American
Dubbing Co., off to Paris wrote.to Premier Nikita S. Khrush- system that cannot afford to take
(Continued on page 14)
chev, literally begging not to be criticism.'
and London over the weekend.

Margolin-Landi’s
Italo Imports

Yanks Must Deliver Russians Both
Standard & CinemaScope Negatives

"Zhivago’ Rights
Fuzzy in Italy

Transcontinental Films
Sues on 1951RKO Pact
For'Rome, 11 OTIock’

Baltimore, Nov. 4.
Protests failed to halt the
opening here at the Cameo last
Tuesday (28) of David Wark Grif¬
fith’s 1915 12-reeler, “The Birth of
A Nation.” House is now operated
by Artistic Films Inc. of Washing¬
ton which recently revived the
pro-Ku Klux Klan silent for a 15week run in the capital.
For the Baltimore opening the
booking was preceded by news¬
paper teaser ads for a month
which only stated the nightgown
vigilantes Were due, not stating
when or where.
(Commonly credited still
to be the number one cham¬
pion boxoffice grosser of alltime, the 43-i/ear old blockbus¬
ter has been (a) also more
litigated than any other re¬
lease in film history and (b)
has been consistently cut and
re-edited, the original 1915
print never circulating after
1930—Ed.)
Money potential in “Birth of A
Nation” has grown since the
present fight between the U.S.
Supreme Court and the governors
of Arkansas and Virginia made
race relations a front-page issue.
The film showed in Little Rock
during the original episode when
President Eisenhower sent in Fed¬
eral troops to enforce right of nine
Negro students to attend the high
school there.
Back in the 1920’s, and even
later, “Nation” typically used
hooded horsemen from the local
livery stable to parade Main Street
and line uo at performance time
before the theatre. There is appar¬
ently no intention of going that
far in Baltimore.
Those protesting the revival of
the film in this heavily inter-racial
community point out that “Birth
of a Nation” ends with the klansmen turning back Negroes as they
attempt to enter the polls, a close
parallel to the Little Rock incident
of Negroes attempting to enter
(Continued on page 20)

Flaud: Yanks Did
Better V France
With Russians
The American film deal with the
Russians has set a valuable prece¬
dent for the French, Jacques Flaud,
chief of France’s Centre National
de la Cinematografie, said in N.Y.
last week. He added that he was
“very happy” with the results
Eric Johnston achieved in Mos*
cow.
“What the Americans got from
the Soviets is far better than what
we have been able to get from
them to-date,” Flaud said. “We
were very impressed with the
prices the Russians agreed to pay.
They may not be good by Motion
Picture Export Assn, standards,
but they are certainly impressive
by ours.”
Flaud plans to go to Moscow in
December, making the trip in an
official, i.e. Quai d’Orsay capacity.
“I shall be negotiating with the
Russians as a representative of
the French State Department,” he
said. “However, I will be wearing
two caps—the official one ,and the
one of an industry representative.”
Flaud said the Johnston deal
impressed him far more than did
the fact that MPEA in fact grant¬
ed to the Soviets the kind of reci¬
procity which it has always refused
to the French, the Germans and
others. “Normal conditions don’t
obtain when you deal with the Rus¬
sians,” Flaud maintained. A num¬
ber of French films have been sold
to the Soviet Union and the French
also sell to the satellites.
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Werewolves,.^ Underground group, The -Sheriff ®f Fractured
Tarawa BeadUiead
fully handled hij actors* mak¬
which plan* to assassinate General;
ing the most nf. * good, wellEisenhower and.disrupt Hie Allied'
planned Daniel
Hyatt-Eugene
Well-made bnigetplc far pro¬
<**TTIfiH-C’SjCpFE-COtiO*), war effort. Mis*-Sensing spills the;
XiQurie screenplay. Most notable
gramming; intelligent Bib
plot to US. officers because Bron¬
Visually hiaflitwif) dmaflin the generally capable produc¬
of
war,
romance,
tension.
A
elicit yock-gstherter job;
son
has
been
Mice
to
her,
end
she;
cafly Mnfuinc fttm version of
tion is a sensitive, fieiy perform¬
combo of ’Kenneth. Mon .and *
gets .killed in the resulting fracas.;
Melville’s cannibalistic “Tyance from a young actor named
. Hollywood, Oct, 31.
Jayne Mansfield look* surefire
The
picture
wastes
too
much
pee.’'' Prospects Jim.
Columbia release of Charles H. Scnneer
Robert Blake. As a young Mexi¬
draw ls both UK -rad the
Stars JKendn Mathews, Julie time on -what --should -be - brief'
can boy caught in prison circum¬ -production.
Not to be missed;
Adams, Ray Danton. Directed by Pabl establishing shots and gives other,
Hollywood,, Oct. 31.
stance, Blake should earn for him¬ Wendkos, Screenplay* Richard Alan-Sim¬ segments only cursory. attention
- Warner Bros, reissue
of Benedict
mons; camera. Henry Fraulich; editor,
London, Oct. 28.
Bogeaus production. Stars Ttama Andrews. self a deserved reputation as a nat¬ .Jerome Thoms. Previewed -atthertudio,
and
insufficient
background.
Dialog
JOCh-Fox
release
a Daniel M. Angel
Stoe Powell; costaxs Don
ural, though not u “torn-shirt,” Oct. 16, '98. Running time, 77 MIN*.
trite.
. .
iroduction. Stars Kenneth More, Jama .
reeled by Allan Dw^ Screenpiay. J*on««
Sgt. Tom Sloan ^....... Kerwin Mathers.
actor.
.
.
*ield.
Directed
by Raoul Walsh.
Leicester and Harold
Sa?}Ul*
The.struggle by .the cast is un¬ _aplay, Arthur Dales,
Julie* Adams
.from story by
Central character is a big time Ruth. CampbellJoel Brady .Ray Danton equal, but its members try to give Jacob Hay; camera, Otto HeUer; editor,
operator (Gene Evans) who, after Lt.
Paula N#Ison..
Karen Sharpe
John
Shirley;
music.
Robert
Farnon. At
many narrow escapes with the law, General .Nathan Keller... .Onslow Stevens some vitality to their shapeless' Rialto, London, Get. 28. '58; Running
Casey Nelson ........... Russell-Thorsen characterizations and occasionally time, 1M MINS.
time, 93 MINS.
finally is hauled in on a rap that Lt.^Gideon
Eddie Ryder succeed. Most successful are -Bron¬
Tibbs.. Kenneth More
sticks. From the beginning, he Johnny Campbell.— • - JdhnBaer son, Jaeckel, Miss Rensing, Robert Jonathan
Kate ....Jayne Mansfield
Westerly . Mike Garth
•T>AmWay.
..Don Dubbins takes over his fellow inmates, set¬ Major
Col. Kempler ......Larry Thor Easton, Eddie Foy HI, Arvid .Nel¬ IJncla Lucius ............ Robert Morley
“Toynbee ..Ronald Squire
ting up a clique whose purpose it Brodzky
.
Buddy Lewis. son and John Morley.
Jamet ..
David Horne
is to set up and carry out a prison
Mason ..
Eynon Evans
Kenneth G, Crane, who-edited .as Masters
Evans’ young cellmate
.....i..Henry Hull
Ijl^Lry ‘ ' * *. ’ ‘
I *- * ASistin Fernandez break;
........ Don Reardon
KctoTMan
Francisco Reignera (Blake) is conned into the break Greer
well as directing, succeeds in the Keeno .. William Campbell
Jack .
Bruce Cabot
First Mate Moore.. De* Heilman
first
capacity
better
than
the
sec¬
by his con friends, and a riot is in¬
Drummer... Donald Stewart
“Tarawa Beachheiad,” Charles H. ond. "Use of stock footage is skillful. The
The Drunk ................ Sidney James
“Enchanted Island,** a disguised stigated so that Evans can go over Scbneer production for Columbia, ;HaI McAlpin’s -photography -and Clay
bo rue ..
Reed de Rouen
Luke...Charles Trwin
version of Herman Melville's pub¬ the back wall while the guards are is a well-made program pictures Albert GLasser’s music are good;
Wilkins ..
Gordon Tuner
lic domain “Typee/ features some busy 'killing his friends at the that will be an asset in the double
Luke's Wife.Tucker McGuire
Poioe.
spectacular location scenery as front one.. Evans knifes Blake who bill market for which it is intended.
Bartender ..
Charles Farrell
Running Deer
.Jonas Applegarth
background and practically nothing nevertheless manages to warn the
It does not cover any particularly
Red Wolf ...-.. Joe Buffalo
but confusion in the foreground. prisoners that there are machine new ground in' its examination ■ of Further Up the Creek!
Benedict Bogeaus produced the guns waiting for them at the front Marine combat in the Pacific in
(BRITISH—MEGASCOPE)
Who ever greenlighted the star¬
Dana AndreWs-Jane Powell starrer gate. And; in the end, Evans gets Word War II, but Richard Alan
ring combo of Jayne Mansfield and
(originally for RKO) which War¬ bis in a subway.
Cheerful followup to a previ-. Kenneth More in “The Sheriff of
Evans is steadfast, appearing Simmons’ screenplay Is given well¬
ner Bros, is releasing. Its prospects,
paced direction by Paul Wendkos
ous auccessfnl navy farce; good . Fractured Jaw” has done them-,
except as a visually attractive filler, honest, yet brandishing a hood-: so it .compels interest continuously.
b.o. for family houses.
selves and filmgpers a good turn.
lum’s sense, Timothy Carey is ex¬
'are Him. Allan Dwan directed.
* Kerwin Mathews plays an ideal¬
These two effervescent personali¬
The screenplay by James LeK cellent in creating a caricature-like istic young Marine who is witness
„
,
London, Oct. 2$.
ties merge like bacon and eggs,
cester an*! Harold Jacob Smith has role, and fine support comes from. to the murder in combat of'a fel¬
Columbia release' of a Byron-Hanimer and the result is a wave of yocks.
Andrews and Don Dubbins as dis¬ John Qualen, Sam Edwards, John low gyrene by their commanding (Henry Hoisted) production. Stars David
On both sides of the Atlantic, the
Tomlinson,
Frankie
Howexd,
Shirley
Dennis,
Frank
Richards
and
Emile
gruntled U.S. seamen who jump
officer, Ray Danton. Mathews Eaton. Directed by Val Guest. Original team of M. & M. should prove
ship in the South Seas. The period Meyer.
story . and screenplay, Val Guest, John
Technically, the production Is keeps his mouth shut about this Warren, Len Heath; editor. Bill Lenny; alluring marquee, and the b.o.
is mid-19th Century.'They escape
for a time, believing as an enlisted camera, Len Harris; music, Stanley Black. should -tinkle happily.
from one part of the island to an¬ capably done, with cameraman man
his word will be of little worth At New Victoria, London. Running time,
other, where they are befriended William Margulies’ work standing
Raoul Walsh has directed this
by a tribe of natives supposedly out. Art director David Milton re¬ against Danton’s.
Fairweather ..David Tomlinson cheerful skit about the wild, woolly
Mathews
and Danton are thrown
.. Frankie Howerd west with vigor and pace. He gives
created an .authentic-looking cell
cannibalistic—the Typees.
... Shirley Eaton
Whether or not, they are man- block, and film editor William Aus¬ together repeatedly, both as serv¬ Mrs. Galloway
. Thera Htrd little time to remind the audience
icemen and in their private lives.
.
Lionel Jeffries that many of the situations are
eating is never clear in the film, tin, kept pace With the action.
On leave in New Zealand, Mathews Perkins .. Lionel Murton predictable and that Arthur Dales'
Ron.
though Melville was explicit. Jane
BamKydd
falls in love with Julie Adams, B*tes.-..
Powell* a toothsome native dish,
Cooky .
John Warren brisk screenplay occasionally needs
widow
of
"the
man
Danton
shot,
turns up to offer romantic interest
an upward jolt from the skill of
and Danton marries her sister,
for Andrews. He teaches her Eng¬
The Spider
the leading thesps. It could be that
Karen Sharpe.
lish quicker than Berlitz could, and
...*.Esmii Cannon “Sheriff” will give the film biz an
Climax of the story is the Marine
they became ‘‘we” in a native cere¬
unwittingly body blow, since many
Good explortationer, helped by
attack on Tarawa. Mathews has Kentoni Brothers..Jack Le White, future patrons may be unable to
mony.
interesting special effects.
prepared charges against Danton First Model ...Mary^WIlson take a ^'cowboys and Indians” pic
Marital bliss is elouded by Dub¬
which he mens to file after the Second Model ..Katherine B^e with any degree of seriousness.
bins’ disappearance. He intended to
Hollywood, Oct. 3-1.
Pohlman
Danton is President.Eric
get away, but Andrews wonders
American-International release of James action is completed.
Lieut. Commander.Michael Goodliffe
Yam starts off in London at "the
Nicholson-Samuel Z. Ark off produc¬ killed, however, in what appears a
how far he got, considering the H.
.WoKe Morris
tion;‘Stars Edward Kemmer, June Kenny,
Rides.John Singer turn of the century. More has in¬
reported gourmet habits of the Gene Persson. Producer-director, Bert L heroic gesture. The final shot has Despatch
Bo®*™"* ..
Larry Noble herited a fading gunsmith busi¬
Typees. Andrews decides some¬ Gordon. Screenplay, Laszlo Gorog and the commanding general asking Whacker Payne... Ballard Rerkelev ness. Reading that there is a spot
Worthing Yates; from a story by Mathews for information on Dan- Chief Wren ........... ^JudithF^
thing is wrong when he sees.a local George
Gordon; camera. Jack Marta; music,
of bother in the Wild West he de¬
urchin wearing Dubbins’ striped Albert Glassen editor, Ronald Sinclair. ton because he intends to recom¬ TicketCollertor.Michael RipSS cides that that’s the place to sell
jersey* and spots the medicine man Previewed at KTTV, Oct. 24, '58. Running mend him for the Medal of Honor.
..Victor Brooks
“^nalman .. Cavan Malone. his guns. So this dude salesman
sporting Dubbins’ shoes. His ardor time, 72 MINS.
Mathews
can
only
answer
“Nobody
Yeoman .Desmond Llewellyn (walking stick, brown deFby and
.:.. -Ed Kemmer
for his native bride also cools, Kingman
Carol Flynn..June Kenny kpows anybody.. . . That’s a fact” Flagship Comm. ......_Basil THfnJm strictly West End suiting) nonchal¬
somewhat, when be realizes she Mike Simpson..
Gene Persson
The story is a good action picture
.. John Stuart antly sets off with some samples,
rsf^^T-a';. Jean Conrad
has been covering up for the mur¬ Sheriff Cagle ...Gene Roth but it also has some depth. Sim¬ First
Lieut.
Patrick Holt and all the confidence in the world.
Mr. Simpson ..... - Hal Torey
derers. But he overcomes this feel¬ Mrs,
Flynn.... June Jocelyn mons writes good dialog and he AJge^occnn Officer.George Herbert It’s not long before he is up to his
ing with the observation that cus¬ Mr. Haskel.. ..Mickey Finn handles his somewhat enigmatic EI^olo - - .Charles Lloyd Pack surprised eyebrows in trouble.
Helen
Kingman
.
Sally
Fraser
M„J'?nsnd..Waltet
Hudd
toms differ the world over.
...Troy. Patterson situation with simplicity and direct¬
He becomes involved with In- .
At the end, Andrews and Miss Joe
Sam ... Skip Young ness.
"Wendkos emphasizes the
juns, two warring sets of cowboys »
Howard Wright action, properly so, to bold inter¬
Powell must flee and they are Jake .
Folio wing the successful “Up the and with Miss Mansfield, who plays
Sanders ....:. Bill Giorgio
picked up by the tyrannical ship Sheriff
Hugo .. Hank Patterson est. hut he is also adept at making Creek,” this comes as a whacky
the pistol-packing boss of a saloon.
captain Andrews originally fled. Mr. Fraser .„... Jack Kosslyn the story’s thought content palat¬
sequel.
In “Further Up The He is conned into becoming the
He has been threatening through
able.
of the one-horse town of
much of the picture to hang An- i The pattern for science-fictionMathews is both virile and Creek,” the surprise element of the sheriff
drews for mutiny but now jovially fantasy-horror pictures is usually thoughtful as the marine troubeld joke Is wearing g shade thin. But Fractured Jaw. Before it’s all dvct,
he has tamed the tough guys, made
proposes to make him first mate. that of the amazingly colossal or by his conflicts between justice and
Miss Powell appears to have been the incredibly shrinking. “The the. Marine Corps. Miss Adams is there seems no reason why this the Indians peaceful citizens and
harpooned dead by the irate med¬ Spider,” a Bert I. Gordon concoc¬ tender as the Marine widow, and simple formula for yqcks should married Miss Mansfield. He has
icine man, but it isn’t clear tion produced by Jaimes H. Nichol¬ Ray Danton handles his tricky role Rot continue indefinitely. This lat¬ also sold ‘ 4 new automatic pistol
whether she is really kayoed or son and Samuel Z. Arkoff for Amer¬ with skill. Others who contribute est pic is not so consistently funny and revived the fortunes of his
firm.
,only nicked. ‘
ican International, has for its gim¬ include Karen Sharpe, Onslow
More’s immaculate throwaway
Dwan’s direction is hampered by mick the out-sized rather, than the Stevens, Russell Thorson and Eddie as the first, but it’s still a breezy,
characters that are never realized under-sized. It is characterized by Ryder.
light-hearted pie which will be a line of comedy gets full rein In
and dialog that has an overly famil¬ well done special effects, a reason¬
this
production. With polite man¬
useful
booking
for
most
family
Film Editor Jerome Thoms does
iar ring. He doesn’t help it much ably credible plot,'and will be a an exceptionally good job of in¬ houses.
ners, Impeccable accent and a
by scenes photographed from a good feature for the exploitation tegrating stock and staged battle
David Tomlinson is still the dim- brash line of action, which leaves
fixed position, seldom using the market.
scenes so there is no obvious dis¬ witted, dithering young naval offi¬ the locals in doubt as to whether
moving camera to break or high“The Spider” of the Laszlo parity between . film quality or cer who is posted to the command he is the biggest fool or the bravest
' light them.
Gorog-George
Worthing Yates lighting. Henry Freulich’s photo¬ of the frigate" “Aristotle.” He man ever to hit their territory, he
. It isn.’t fair to blamJ the actors screenplay, from Gordon’s story, is
comes up against virtually the carries all before him and lands in
Powe.
for the debacle. George Stahl’s a monster that has been trapped in graphy is first-rate.
same crew which caused him all and out of scrapes with amiable
Technicolor photography is the one. a cave but breaks out and starts
his trouble in “Creek.” This time, aplomb* Among the memorable in¬
plus factor of the production*. He ravaging the countryside and its When Hell Broke Loose the crew is running a profitable cidents are those in which he
gets some lovely compositions and inhabitants. As usual in such
bookmaking business when the learns to fire a pistol, the first time
they are recorded with fidelity and stories to ward off annoying audi¬
frigate is sold to the Algeroccan he rides a horse, breaks up an
Uninspired war meHer dealing
taste. ‘
ence doubts, the community it hits
government. Ordered to deliver Indian attack by appeasement, gets
with Nazi activity.
Editing is sloppy. In at least two is described as an isolated one, so
the frigate to Algerocco they set tipsy in a saloon, introduces after¬
cases, connecting shots don’t match. the residents are forced to handle
out .to make the trip lucrative. The noon -tea to the hard-drinking local
Hollywood,
Oct
31.
Powe.
citizens, becomes adopted. as a
the situation with whatever meagre
Paramount release of Oscar Brodney* ship is well" under way when Tom¬
Sol Dolgin production. Stars Charles linson finds, to his horror, that the blood brother of an Indian tribe
resources they have at band.
Bronson, Richard Jaeckel, Violet BenaBd constantly escapes the Toed,
bos*n
and
his
men
have
fixed
up
This
consists
of
the
local
police
sing, Director-film editor, Kenneth G.
Revolt in tke Big House
hearse which follows
force and a posse made up mostly Crane. Screenplay, Oscar Brodney; based nine passengers for a one-way lux¬ undertaker’s
him through hs adventures like a
on articles by lb Melchior; camera, Hal ury cruise.
of
high
school
students
and
their
McAlpin; music, Albert. Glasser. Pre¬
macabre
'vulture.
Well-made low budgeter that
parents. A high school teacher, Ed viewed at the studio;. Oct. 27, *58. Run¬
The humor is scrappy and often
has some b.o. value if ex¬
Miss Mansfield gives More
Kepimer, and two of his pupils, ning time, 78 MIN?.
predictable, but Val Guest keeps
ploited. Mostly, a good dualer.
hearty support, looks attractive In
Steve Boland ...
Charles Bronson
June Kenny and Gene Persson, Karl
...-..Richard Jaeckel things moving at a brisk pace and a big, bosomy way and sing* two
lead the hunt, and eventually help Usa .... Violet Rensing the laughs come easily. Most of
Hollywood, Oct. 28.
Robert Easton the crew is on parade again, Lionel or three numbers very well. One
destroy the beast, accomplished Jonesie .
Allied Artists production and release.
Eddie Foy HT ..
Brooklyn
of them "“Valley of Love” is suffl- :
Stars Gene Evans, Robert Blake; features after considerable snarliflgs and Ludwig..
Arvid Nelson Jeffries, Lionel Murton, John War¬
Timothy Carey, John Qualen, Sam Ed¬ slaverings by the huge insect in its Chaplain. .
John Morley ren and Sam Kydd being among ciently simple and lilting to be m wards, John Dennis, Walter Barnes, Frank
possible
click. The two stars carry -■
lair.
those who keep the fun bubbling
Richards, Emile Meyer, Arlene Hunter.
most of the weight of this irrepres¬
Produced by David Diamond. Directed by
The fact that two of the char¬ over.
Gordon, who produced and di¬
R. G. Springsteen. Screenplay by Daniel
sible film on their shoulders. But,
acters
in
“When
Hell
Broke
rected
as
well
as
doing
the
special
Hyatt and Eugene Lourie: camera, Wil¬
There is,.however, a change in there are other neat performances,
liam Margunes; editor, William Austin. effects with Flora M. Gordon, uses Loose,” are named “Brooklyn” and
the bos’n. Instead of Peter Sellers,
Previewed at' the studio, Oct. 28, ~~
Carlsbad Caverns backgrounds by “JoHesie,” respectively, tells a whose excellent character acting notaHyby Henry Hull, as the local '
Running time, 79 MINS.
means of split screen and travelling great deal about the quantity of .contributed largely to the humor of mayor, Bruce Cabot and Gordon ■'
Gannon .. Gene Evans
•Tanner, as two of the local baddies,
Rudy
Robert Blake matte photography, and gets some inventiveness of this war melo¬ “Up The Greek,” Frankie Howerd
Charles Irwin, as a squatter, and
Kyle .
Umothy Carey eerie sequences. These technical drama, an indie production for
plays this role. Howerd’s humor Jonas Applegarth and Joe Buffalo,
Doc ....
John Qualen
aspects are particularly interesting Paramount. Although the Oscar is very different, and does not fit
A1 . Sam Edwards
Brodney-Sol Dolgin film is said to quite so snugly into the plot. How¬ as the two. leading incredible In¬
Red —.. John Dennis and well done.
dian warriors.
Starkly...Walter Barnes
Acting and direction are routine be based on factual material, it erd is. far more of an individual
Jake ..Frank Richards
•The film was made in Spain and
Warden
Emile Meyer in the bridge sequences not directly fails to convince or to entertain,, comedian and dialog,- and aitua?
at Pinewood, but the locations have
Girl...ArJene Hunter involving the spider. Those who and it will find a niche only in
tions often have been tailored di¬ an authentic western air while’ Ber¬
contribute in the former category double-bill filler situations.
rectly
for
his
personality.
He
has
nard Robinson’s indoor sets are
A well-concocted prison story, are Kemmer, Miss Kenny, Persson,
Charles Bronson is an unwilling
“Revolt ill the Big House” is, by Gene Roth, Hal Torey, June Joce¬ conscript in World War H, in the a big following and brings some •most effective. Otto Heller’s color
photography cannot he faulted.
any standard, more* impressive lyn, Mickey Finn and Sally Fraser. Brodney screenplay, from articles boisterous fun to the role.
Tomlinson does not put a wrong Anybody looking for an uninhibit¬
than its budget Confined to cell
Jack Marta’s photography is by lb Melchior. A bookie, a sharpie
blocks and yards," producer David capable* Ronald Sinclair’s editing and a misanthrope, be joins <fie foot forward as the naval officer. ed laugh should not fail in their
Rich.
Diamond doesn’t have"strong pro¬ is a plus- factor, and Albert Glas- army only to escape a prison sen¬ Among the passengers there are search with "“Sheriff.”
duction values, hut, especially in ser’s music is good,
tence. He spends most of his time some stalwart performances by
Poioe.
Folsom Prison location footage, he
in the guardhouse until he gets to Thora Hird, as a fussy everybody;
Writer Keade Jr. used show¬
Germany. There he meets Violet Amy D’Alby and Esina Cannon as
has drama. Although it will play
well on its own in scattered situa¬
Ramine, the 10-year-old Tahitian Rensing, a German girl who kindles two old spinsters out on a spree, manship in the unveiling last week
tions, the Allied Artists release dancer featured in “Cinema-South a spark of decencyin him in addi¬ and Shirley Eaton, as a -delectable of his new Continental Restaurant,
primarily is a strong second-fea¬ Seas Adventure,” is back in Manhat¬ tion to the usual boy-girl reactions. glamor girl. '“Further Up Creek” described as the first “gourmet'*
Miss Rensing’s brother, Richard is recommended- for a cheavful restaurant ever built in r suburban
tan after a multiple city tour
ture entry for most markets.
shopping center.
Rich*
Jaeckel, is a member of the Nazi night but.
Director R. G. Springsteen skill- behalf of the picture.”
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£ve Wants to Sleep - audacity. Clifton James, a small¬
time stock actor serving as a junior
(POLISH)
officer in" the Royal Army Pays
San Francisco, Oct. 30.
Film PoIbU (Waruv) production, di¬ Corps, bore a startling resemblance
rected by Tadeuaz Chmlelewski; script. to General Montgomery. This was
T. ChmidlewaJd. A. Czekalskj; camera. used in a daring scheme Revised
Jo>ef StawiaKi; music, Henryk Boyz. Stars
Barbara Kwiatkowska, Stanislaw Mlknl- by Army Intelligence to persuade
ski, Ludwik Benoit, Z. Zintel. At San the Germans that the forthcoming
Francisco Film Festival, Oct. 29. Running
Allies’ invasion might well take
time. 97 MINS.
place on the North African coast.
This Polish farce has some ami¬
With Monty’s full cooperation,
able qualities but is rather uneven James was trained gruellingly to
impersonate the famous soldier.
and somewhat too long.
Secretly he studied every manner¬
Film centers on a naive, saucerism of the .general and then, pos¬
eyed country girl. Eve (Barbara
ing as Monty, set off on a tour of
Kwiatowska), sent to school in a
North African divisions, a tour
provincial city. She arrives a day
which was noted by the Nazis. The
too early, is turned away and,
deception proved so successful that
though penniless, must then find a
the enemy moved several divisions
place to spend the night—thus the
to
the North-African coast, a move
title.
which helped the actual invasion
Her nocturnal adventures involve tremendously. The film has sev¬
her with a gang of young toughs, eral moments of real tension.
a police force reminiscent of Mack Even with a somewhat fictionalized
Sennett’s Keystone Kops, a safe¬ ending, there is a documentary
cracker masquerading as a cop, a flavor about it which is absorbing.
handsome policeman Whom the
Plenty of-news footage has been
thugs mistake for a master safe¬
cracker, a drunken undertaker, a woven into the pic and it has been
done
with commendable ingenuity.
barkeep and his Wife who drop a
hand grenade in a jar of pickles Bryan Forbes’ taut screenplay is
. and all the city’s horsedrawr liberally spiced with humor. James
plays both himself and General
vehicles.
'Montgomery, the biggest and most
Parts pf film, are very funny, in¬
arduous role he has ever had .to
deed, but other . sequences-don’t
tackle in show business. Apart
come off so well. In the end, of
from
his uncanny" resemblance to
course. Eve gets to school and the
Monty, James shows himself to be
handsome cop is making goo-goO
a resourceful actor in his own right.
eyes at her.
Mills and Parker are the two of¬
Gne of film’s troubles is that It
veers back and forth between a ficers who hatch the plot and see
lovely, insane style of surrealistic it through. The former gives one
farce and rather mushy realism. of his most likeable and unselfish
This gets tiresome, because it’s performances as the officer who
hard to find one’s bearings over trains James to his task and ac¬
and over. The surrealistic style, companies him on the eventful
and its low farce, is film’s greatest tour which culminates in James
being kidnapped by the Germans
yirtue.
and rescued. Parker, a master of
Miss Kwiatowska, innocent but
the
throwaway line, bumbles bril¬
impudent, is excellent, and Stanisliantly
to give , one of his outstand¬
law Mikulski is satisfactory as the
ing acting jobs.
good looking policeman.
Marius
Goring makes a suave
The Mack Sennett types, led by
appearance as a German spy who
Ludwik Benoit (who looks and acts
is
fooled
by
the hoax. In the. big,
like Femandel) as the safecracker
and Z. Zintel (shades of Ben Tur-~ talented cast, Barbara Hicks makes
a
hit
as
an
M.I. 5 stenographer
pin) as a police commissioner, are
while Sidney James, Alfie Bass,
very good.
Michael Nordern and Leslie Phil¬
Funniest scene involves trying lips
contribute brilliant little
to find heroine a room in a wom¬
cameos.
en's hotel^-dozens of men hang out
Though many filmgoers must
windows, lock themselves in bath¬
rooms, etc., as policeman seeks an think that it is time to cease fire
when it comes to war films, “I Was
empty bed.
Monty’s1 Double” is a refreshingly
, Film probably has some political different pic.
An extraordinary
significance, but this escapes U. S. story told convincingly and comaudience completely.
pellingly.
Rich.
Director Tadeusz Chmielewski
could have tightened picture up
and
cut
down—or
out—Eve’s
young-love angle, but he’s thrown
in fine small touches, such as. a
well-worn doxie leaning against a
lamppost and knitting while .wait¬
ing for a pickup. Script, by the di¬
rector and A. Czekalski, seems sly
enough and Henryk Boyz’s music,
leaning heavily on U. S. jazz, is
pleasant, as is Joseph Stawiski’s
camera work.
Picture may have some potential
in U. S. arthouse situations.

Stef.

I Was Monty’s Double
(BRITISH)
Novel war film crisply telling
story of a fantastic strategic
hoax involving the impersona¬
tion of Lord Montgomery.

Murder Reported
(BRITISH)
Mrrrder mystery of routine in¬
terest.
Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Columbia release of Guido Coen pro¬
duction. Stars Paul Carpenter, Melissa
Stribling; features Johu Laune, Peter
Swan wick, Patrick Holt. Directed by
Charles Saunders. Screenplay, Doreen
Montgomery; based on the novel, "Murder
for the Million,” by Robert Chapman;
camera, Brendan: Stafford; music, Reg
Owen; editor, Jerry Levy. Previewed at
the studio, Oct. 23, ’58. Running time,
51 MINS.
Jeff Holly . - -.. Paul Carpenter
Amanda North . Melissa Stribling
Mac ..
Jack Laurie
Hatter.:.Peter Swanwick
BUI Stevens ......
Patrick Holt
Carmady..
Maurice Durant
Myra
. Georgia Brown
Betty. .Yvonne Warren
Inspector Palissy ..Trevor Reid
Miss Jack ......, Anne Blake
Mrs. Vince ..
Edna Koye
~t-

--

“Murder Reported,” a British
.
London, Oct. 21.
Associated British-Pathe release of an
Associated British (John Guillermin) pro¬ import being distributed by Co¬
duction. Stars John Mills. Cectt Parker. lumbia, works over the plot of the
Directed by Maxwell Setton. Screenplay,
Bryan Forbes, based on a book by M. E. crusty newspaper editor, the hardClifton James; camera, Basil Emmott;
editor. Max Benedict; music, John Addi¬ driving star reporter and the lat¬
son. At Warner Theatre, London, Running ter’s early exasperation and even¬
time. 1M MINS.
Major Harvey .'.. John Mills tual adoration of the prOtty, young
Col Logan . Cecil Parker tyro femme reporter. It’s pretty
CoL Matthers .
Patrick AUen old hat .in conception, and there
CoL Dawson .Patrick Holt.
Major Tennant .Xelie Phillips isn’t much diverting about its vari¬
Governor of Gibraltar.-Michael Hordern ations. It stacks up as just another
Neilson....
Marius Goring
Hester.,.... Barbara Hicks feature for double-bill filler and
. Wing Co. Bates....-.Duncan Lamont mild even in that classification.
Guard Sgt.•. Anthony Sagar
Paul Carpenter is the reporter
1st Guard . Max Butterfield
2nd Guard .
Michael Oliver assigned to cover a murder in a
Fit, Lt. Osborne. John Gale London suburb by his apoplectic
F. O. Davies.Kenneth Warren
Sgt. Adams*. James Hayter Scots editor, John Laurie. He is
Porter YJVf.C.A......Sidney James also -told to take along the boss’s
Publican .
Michael Bird
Barmaid ... Diana Beaumont daughter, Melissa Stribling. He re¬
Despatch Rider ... .. Brian Weske sents this, naturally, until it de¬
American Captain . Bill Nagy velops, with not very amazing reve¬
Orderly Sgt.
Victor Madderh
Young Lt. ..... Bryan Forbes lation, that she has had sound
The Small Man ....
Alfie Bass l grounding in her trade and is an
American Driver.Ronald Wilson
Sgt. Driver...David Browning asset as a newspaperwoman and a
Adjutant R.A.P.C... John^Le Mesurier [ girl friend.
German CoL .
Walter Gottell
The screenplay, by Doreen Mont¬
American General.Macdonald Parke
Arab Proprietor ..Marne Maitlahd* gomery, is based on a novel, “Mur¬
Angela . Vera Day
Peggy.Maureen Connell der For the Million,” by Robert
• Go-Between . Sam Kydd Chapman, although there is hardly
Guards Officer . -.Alan Cuthbertson enough , plot apparent for either
As Himself and Gen. Montgomery
M. E. Clifton James book or film. A trunk murder
One of the most remarkable sto¬
ries of the war comes to the screen
as a crisp and novel adventure
yarn, excellently acted and di¬
rected. The title and presence of
two such sound actors as John
Mills and Cecil Parker should in¬
sure wide interest on both sides
of the Atlantic.
“I Was Monty’s Double” tells
about a great and important war¬
time hoax, almost incredible in its

touches off developments . which
finally are found to have been enj gineered by a small-town politician
who turns to killing as the only
means of disposing of his opposi¬
tion.
,
Performances are adequate al¬
though nothing much can be done
with the frequently tiresome char¬
acters. The picture is exceptionally
Short (less than an hour), and this,
possibly» will be its greatest asset
in booking.
powe.

Virgin Island
(COLOR—BRITISH)
Pleasant comedy romance set
in the Caribbean; with spar¬
kling performances by John
Cassavetes and Sidney Poitier;
stoat entertainment for femme
audiences.
’
London, Oct. 28.
British Lion release of a (Leon CloseGrahame Thorp) Countryman Film pro¬
duction. Stars John Cassavetes, Virginia
Maskell, Sidney Poitier. Directed by Pat
Jackson. Screenplay, Philip Rush and
Pat Jackson, from novel, "Our Virgin
Island,” by Robb White; editor, Gordon
Pilkington;
camera, Freddie* Francis;
music, Clifton Parker. At Studio One,
London. Running time, 94. MINS.
Evan . John Cassavetes
Tina ....
Virginia Maskell
Marcus .i.. Sidney Poitier
Mrs, Lomax...Isabel Dean
The Commissioner....-- Colin Gordon
Prescott ...... Howard Marion Crawford
Captain Jason ..
Edric Connor
Ruth--....... Ruby Dee
Mrs. Carruthers.. Gladys Boot
Band Leader .... Julian Mayfield
Doctor -’. Reginald Hearne
Heath .,..... Arnold Bell
Grant .... Alonzo Bozan

Set in the Caribbean isles and
richly photographed in exciting
color by Freddie Francis, “Virgin
Island” is a happy-go-lucky pic
whose atmosphere compensates for
a slim story, some uneven acting
and sloppy editing. Basically; it is
a happy, naive film which will cer¬
tainly lure femme customers to the
boxoffice. Two sparkling perform¬
ances by John Cassavetes and Sid¬
ney Poitier will stimulate U.S. in¬
terest in this amiable entertain¬
ment.
The plot is pure woman’s maga¬
zine hokum. A young woman, en¬
joying a luxury cruise with her
mother, meets an attractive young
American writer on a beach. He
sweeps her off her dainty feet,
sells her a bill of goods about liv¬
ing their own lives “away from it
all.” He marries her, buys a re¬
mote, deserted island for $85 and
persuades her, without much dif¬
ficulty, to set up home as a sort
of Mr, and Mrs. Robinson Crusoe.
With somewhat too much happy
laughter, which occasionally cloys/
the young couple build a home,
aided by a Man Friday, run into
trouble with the local governor and
even greater trouble when motherin-law comes visiting. They 'have
a baby in circumstances which are
unnecessarily melodramatic,
Pat Jackson’s direction is sym¬
pathetic and touches real heights
in the scenes when the two young
people become aware of each
other. There is a love scene in the
sea which is beautifully portrayed,
directed and lensed.
A standout performance is given
by Sidney Poitier as a gentle,
comic islander who helps the cou¬
ple through their problems. John
Cassavetes plays the role of the
young man with too much of a
“Johnny One Note” style, but is a
likeable character. Virginia Mas¬
kell, the girl, makes her screen
debut in this film. She is a pretty
young woman, obviously inexperi¬
enced, but easy on the eye and an
actress worth nurturing.
Isabel Dean, playing her mother,
can get little out of an undevel¬
oped character. But there are two
gems of comedy by Howard Mar¬
ian Crawford, as a genial beach¬
comber, and Colin Gordon, the
friendly governor of the islands.
Two-thirds of the way through the
film, the screenplay switches to
satire, too briefly and too ineffec¬
tively. This should either have
been more important in the film
or ignored entirely.
What went wrong with the edit¬
ing . is difficut to pin down, hut
there are several moments when
even dialog is interrupted irri¬
tatingly. Nevertheless, “Virgin Is¬
land” provides pleasant, leisurely
entertainment. Anybody. who has
ever visited the ^Caribbean , will re¬
live the experience nostalgically.
Rich.

Jazzgossen
(The Jazz Boy)
(SWEDISH)
(Color; Songs)
Stockholm, Oct. 28.
Svensk Filmindustri production and re¬
lease.
Stars Hass*
Ekman, Maj-Britt
Nilsson; features Elof Ahrle. Bengt Ekerot, Karl Gerhard. Sigge Furst, Georg
Funkquist, Per Lanqvlst, Meg Westergren.
Directed by Hasse Ekman. Screenplay,
Ekman and Gosta Stevens; camera. Mar¬
tin Bodin; dances, John Ivar Deckner;
music, Charles Redland, Jules S.vlvain;
Evert Tanbe, Ernst Rolf, Kaj Stighammer,
Helge Lindberg. Edvard Brinck, Earl
Wehle, Georg Enders,. Kai GuUmar, Nils,
Perne,
Kaj
Normann-Andersen,
KarlGustaf Hulthe, Mark Strong. At Roda
Kvam, Stockholm. Running time, 104
MINS.
Teddy Anker ...
Hasse Ekman
Karin ..; Maj-Britt Nilsson
Mille ...
Elof Ahrle
Erik Jonsson . Bengt Ekerot
Karl Gerhard .r.
. Himself
Ernst Rolf .:... Sigge Furst
Theatre Manager . Georg Funkquist
A Young Man ..
Per Lindqvist
Madeleine ..
Meg Westergren
Einar Fagstad .. Himself

It has often been said that the
Swedish film producers should
make a historical, biopic about
the great showman of the 1920s.
Ernst Rolf. Still this has not hap¬
pened, but is at least a film

about the *20s, including portions |
The Brain Eaters
of the ’30s and. start of the ’40s.
“The Jazz Boy” is the title of a
Routine
science fiction-fantasy
popular, parody song popularized
horror pie.
Same plot gim¬
by Karl Gerhard, a famous artist
mick as this producer’s ‘The
who plays himself in this. The
Spider*.
jazz boy was the sorrowless so¬
ciety boy from the gay ’20s, living
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
a life in evening clothes and cham¬
American International release of Ed¬
pagne. Here he is portrayed by win Nelson production. Stars Edwin Nel¬
Hasse Ekman, a young man with son, Joanna Lee. Alan Frost. Directed by
VeSota. Screenplay, Gordon Urqumillions. He makes a career as Bruno
nart; camera. Larry Ratmond; music. Tom
showman on big scale. He starts J?n522s.,ed5or* Garl° Lodato. Previewed
jjt
flCTTV.
Oct. 24. *58. Running time, *9
a nightclub, promotes prizefights,
hires an operetta theatre (where he
Kettering .. Edwin Nelson
presents “The Camille”—the first Dr.
Glenn • • • • -... Alan Frost
fiasco of his career), launches a Senator Powers....
Jack HiU
Joanna Lee
film company, record company, A?1?® ..
.
Jody Fair
music publishing outfit, etc.
Robert BaU
Opening scene contrasts the so¬ fan Walker.
ciety of the theatre watching Ger¬ Sheriff . Gr~gh PhiUips
hard present his number, “The Jazz
Boy,” and the socialists and syndi¬
calists having their meeting in Telegrapher . .. .*.*.*.'7.7.7 Henry°:tendolph
People’s House, talking about free¬
American International showed
dom and fraternity. Success after
success ends this period of 1920, two pictures for review at one
then comes the Kreuger crash at time, “The Spider” and “The Brain
the start of the ’30s. Millionaire Eaters,’/ that both- rely on the
Ekman has lost his millions. But same, mechanism—electrocution—
for disoosing of their monster-hor¬
the show must go on.
Dark clouds loom on the horizon, ror villains. - The pix will not be
all stemming from Adolf Hitler. booked together, so the duplica¬
People who once spoke of World tion of plot resolution will not be
War I as the last of all wars, are glaring, but indicates such features
beginning to wonder. Gerhard, one run, short of inventive potential.
of the World’s leading anti-Nfzi It is no particular criticism of
showmen, sings ironic songs about ‘The Brain Eaters,” an Edwin Nel¬
the. new Reich. German Embassy son production, which is wellprotests and the Foreign Office enough done as these horror films
stops the show. Then comes the go, but this cycle appears to have
war, Norway and Denmark are reached the point of diminishing
occupied, and the former playboy returns.
is seen now in uniform “somewhere,
“The Brain Eaters” of Gordon
in Sweden.”
Urquhart’s screenplay are visitors
Undoubtedly, this is one of the from another planet, blobs of mat¬
best Swedish pix productions in a ter which attach themselves to the
long time, and definitely the best brains of* earthlings and thus con¬
musical.
trol their actions. News of the
The complete cast has 64 names. inter-planetary invasion brings a
Outstanding is Gerhard who plays U.S. Senator to investigate and a
himself, Ernest Rolf, onetime Scan¬ research scientist to fight it. The
dinavia’s Ziegfeld, is brilliantly problem posed is how to dispose of
portraye'd by Sigge Furst. Ekman the things and their space ship
and Maj-Britt Nilsson provide the home, after ordinary means of de¬
love interests. Ekman, of course, struction fail. Finally a live elec¬
is Anker, the playboy millionaire tric cable is thrown over the ship
but not very convincingly. Because and it explodes and the creeping
of its atmosphere, this picture is things shrivel and die.
of greater value to the Swedish
This gimmick, of outer space
public than to foreigners. But un¬
doubtedly, it will prove worth j protoplasms which attach them¬
selves
to humans’ necks, has been
seeing.
]
Color by Eastmancolor is very i used before. Since much of this
fantasy-fiction
material is the same
good. All technical credits are ex- j
cellent, especially the special ■ in basis, it doesn’t make too much
stereo sound. Old newsreel clips difference, except that these pic¬
are woven into the story. It brings tures are supported by largely the
interesting scenes from the past, same audiences who notice such
showing Douglas Fairbanks and things. There isn’t much else in¬
Mary Pickford in Stockholm, Greta ventive about “The Brain Eaters”
Gustafson debuting in films as Miss except its grisly title.
Within these drawbacks, it is
Gustafson (later she became Greta
Bruno VeGarbo), the first broadcast in competently done.
Sweden, etc,
Winq.
Sota’s direction is adequate, and
performances by Edwin Nelson,
Joanna Lee, Alan Frpst. Jack Hill,
Terror From the Year Jody Fair and David Hughes are
5,000
capable.
*
Larry Raimond’s photography is
Confusing “science fiction” for
good and Tom Jonson’s music is
small exploitation field.
imaginative.
Powe.
Hollywood. Oct. 30.
American International release of Rob¬
ert J. Gurney Jr., production. Stars Joyce
Holden, Ward Costello# Frederic Downs;
features John Stratton. Director-storyscreenplay, Gurney; camera, Arthur Florman; editor, Dede AUen. Previewed Oct.
29 ’58. Running time. 44 MINS.
Robert Hedges .. Ward Costello
Claire Erling . Joyce Holden
Vietor
;
..
John Stratton
Prof. Erling .
Frederic Downs
Angelo .
/-Fred Herrick
Miss Blake
. ■ .. Beatrice Furdeaux
1st Lab.- Technician.Jack Diamond
2nd Lab. Technician . — .... Fred Taylor

,

An experimental time machine
from which emerges a creature
from the future year 5,000 A.D., is
the motivating element of this scifi repast. Overall unfoldment is
so clothed in confusion, however,
that it’s a weakie for even the
small exploitation field.
Robert J. Gurney, Jr., quadru¬
ples in brass as producer-director,
author of original story and scripter. Dangerous experiments are be¬
ing made^by a scientist's assistant
on lab helm's time machine, which
already has produced a statuette
made not in the past but in the
future, and is highly radio-active,
A horribly disfigured woman from
year 5,000 materializes, who seeks
to take the assistant back into the
future with her to provide preatomic genes to start a° new noncontaminated race, but both are
killed before change can be made.
Players are hard put to -make
any sense of their characters, vali¬
ants here including Ward Costello,
an archaeologist; -Joyce Holden,
scientist’s
daughter;
Frederic
Downs, the scientist; and John
Stratton, his assistant.
Arthur
Florman’s photography and Dede
Allen’s editing are okay.
Whit.

Re-Built House Resumes
Alvin, Tex., Nov. 4.
Alvin Theatre, closed since July,
has been remodeled. It reopened
Friday (31), under Keith Curtiss,
manager, as part of the Long Thea¬
tre Circuit.
The roof of the house collapsed
during a heavy ram storm on July
7 but with no one injured.

j
|
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Fa Vie a Deux
(Life As A Couple)
(FRENCH)
Paris. Oct. 28.
Cocinor release of CLM production.
Stars Pienre Brasseur, Danielle Darrieux,
Fernandel, Edwige Feuillere, Louis D*
Funes, Robert Lamoureux, Joan Marais,
Lili Palmer, Gerard Philipe and Jean
Richard. Directed by Clement Duhour.
Screenplay, Sacha Guitry with additions
by Jean Martin; camera, Robert Lefebvre;
editor, Paulette Robert. At Biarritz, Paris.
Running time. 100 MINS.
Carreau .
Pierre Brasseur
Monique . Danielle Darrieux
M-rcel
..
Fernandel
Francoise . Edwige FeuiUere
Stephahe .. . Louis De Funes
Tirerry ............. Robert Lamoureux
Teddy .
Jean Marais
Desire...Gerard Philipe
Andre .. Jean Richard

Made from the final scenario
outline of the late Sacha Guitry,
which was rounded out with bits
from his other writings, this is a
sketch-gimmick entry reminiscent
in form of the 1930 Yank comedy,
“If I Had A Million” (Par). It also
bundles up a batch of star names
and intros them via the will of a
dying old millionaire.
The millionaire in this case is
patterned after Guitry. He wants
to leave his coin to any of- the
couples, on whom he based a book
years ago, who have remained
happy. Investigators, hampered by
the author’s friends who want to
prove all unhappy, show they- are
all cheating on one another.
Sketches are thus dragged in as
one spatting couple finds the wife’s
escapade producing a Negro child,
another broken up by a mother-inlaw, and another marriage only a
whim to a lady with her eyes on
young men and adroit at fooling
her husband. Some censors likely
will leap on this with both feet.
Pic thus stirs up some racy mo¬
ments hut it lacks the ironic edge
and shrewdness that Guitry might
have given it himself. Stars all
shine in their brief bits. This looks
like a local bet, with possible ex¬
ploitation chances abroad on some
of its risque episodes and the star
names. It certainly is not a fitting
tribute to Guitry’s memory.
^
Mosk.
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Elections Blamed for LA. Biz
‘Hurrah’ lively $9,000, ‘Spider 14G,
In Love’ Modest 21G, Defiant’ 13G
Los Angeles, Nov. 4. 4-*First-runs continue on the downn
.
_
grade this frame, Hallowe’en being
nrflflflWaV
blamed for walloping trade badly
DlUdUndj UlUdoGd
but most of all the election is
-— .
proving the biggest handicap to
Estimated Total Gross
hamper the cinemas. “In Love and
- xhis Week.5449,700
StfflSfyftSK
™ 5?
«““*
0f any
“The Spider” looks good $14,000
In two houses while “Last Hurrah”
is rated a rousing $9,000 or near
in the 868-seat Four Star. “Decks
Ran Red” paired with .“Dunkirk”
shapes light $13,500 in three
theatres.
“Defiant Ones” still is strong
among regular holdovers with lusty
$13,000 playing two sites in fifth
stanza. “Cat on Hot Tin Roof” is
hotsy $10,000 in 10th round at Fox
Fox
Wilshire. All extended-runs are
pulling hefty biz.
Estimates for This Week
Four Star (UATC) (868; 90-$l. 50)
Sri
-“Last Hurrah” (Col). Rousing
$9,000 or near. Last week, with
Pantages, Los Angeles, Loyola,
“Barbarian and Geisha” (20th),
“Gang War” (20th) (2d wk>, $13,300.
Pantages, Los Angeles, Uptown,
Loyola (RKO-FWC) (2,81$; 2,097;
1,715; 1,298; 90-$1.50K-“In Love
and “War” (20th) and “Flaming
Frontier” (20th), Modest $21,000.
Last week. Uptown with Downtown,
Iris, “Hell Squad” (AI), “Tank
Battalion” (AI), $11,200.
WUtern, State, Iris (SW-UATCFWC) (2844; 2,404; 826; 90-$1.50)
—“Decks Ran Red” (M-G) and
“Dunkirk” (M-G). Light $13 500
Last week, Wiltem wiffi Hillstreet,
Hawaii, "Blood of Vampire" <U>,'
“Monster on Campus” (U), $13 000.
state
State with New Fox, El Rey, “Reluctant Debutante” (M-G), “Windam’s Way” (Rank), $12,800.

near. Last week, Hollywood, “Man
of West” (UA), “Raw Wind in
Eden” (U) (3d wk), $2,800

Las^*”123 ^504 500
^ on 21 Vh-'eatTest'500

Mo Waits for New
Pix; ‘Defiant’ Nice 5G,

‘PoriciAniu/ Uon
ran51tnfle nep 42U
Baltimore Nov 4
It’s the Waiting game here this
week, with1 holdovers to the fore
as exhibs wait for bigger product
to move in. Stronger ones are “Reluctant Debutante,” nice in fifth
week at the Little; “Me and ColoV.&l
in- fourth at Playhouse,
Defiant Ones, * oke in third at the
Town and “La Paris1 enne” warm
In third at the Mayfair. “Onmnhead is barely okay in third at
Century. “At War With Army,” out
on reissue, looms dull at the Hippodrotne*
Estimates for This Week
Century (R-F> (3,100; 50-$1.25)—
“Onionhead” (WB)^ (3d wk). Oke
$5,000 after $8,000 in second.
Cinema. (Schwaber) (460; 50$185)—“How to Murder Rich
Uncld” (Col). Fair $2,000. Last
week, “Naked Eye” (Indie) and
“This Is Russia” (U) (2d wk),

$2,000.

' live West (Schwaber) (460;. 50$185)—“Dunkirk” (M-G) /2d wk).
Slow $1,700 after $2,000 opener.
Hippodrome (RrF> (2,300; 50$1.25)—“At War With Army”
(Par) (reissue). Poor $4,000. Last
week, “Man of West” (UA), $6,000.
Little (R-F) (300; 5Q-$185)-^“Reluctant Debutante” (M-G) (5th
wk). Fair $2,500 after $4,000 in
fourth.
Mayfair (R-F) (900; 50-$1.25)—
“La Parisienne” (UA) (3d wk). Hep
$4,500 after $7,000 in second.
New (R-F) (1,600; $1.50-$2.50)—
“South Pacific” (Magna) (31st wk).
Oke $5,000 after $5,500 previous
week.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (460; 50$1:25)—“Me and Colonel” (Col)
(4th wk). Good $4,000 after $5,000
in third.
Stanley (R-F) (3,200; 50-$1.80)—
“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” (M-G) (10th
wk). Dim $4,500 after $5,500 in
ninth. Town (R-F) (1,125; 50-$1.25)—
“Defiant Ones (UA) (3d wk). Nice
$5,000. Second WM $8,000.

‘Defiant* Good $8,000,
Port.; ‘Torpedo* 6G, 2d
Portland, Nov. 4.
City is loaded with holdovers
and extended-runs but biz is hold¬
ing up surprisingly well. “Defiant
Ones” looks top newcomer with a
nice total at Paramount. “The
Spider” is' rated fair at Orpheum.
“Onionhead” still is sturdy in sec¬
ond round at the:Fox while “Tor¬
pedo Run” looks neat, in second at
Liberty.
“Gigi”
Gigi stays for 11th
rousing round
round at.
at. tM
the Guild,
Guild.
rousing
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (890; $1.50tfinBroadway
$1^0$2.50)—“South
Pacific”t (Magna)
foo
~^
(23d wk>. Hot
i^or»«wk*’
Hot $6,500.
$6,500' Last
Last week,
week»
$6,200. •
(Evergreen) (1,536;
? Fox
f|'<Evergreen>
a,536 $1-$1.50)
Sl-51.50)
—“Onionhead” (WB) and “Danger¬
ous Youth” (WB) (2d wk). Fine $6,000. Last week, $7,800.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25-$3)—
“Gigi” (M-G) (11th wk). Sturdy
$5,000. Last week, $5,100.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,865; $151$1.50)—Torpedo Run” (M-G) and
$1.50)—“Torpedo
“Saga of Hemp Brown”. (U) (2d
wk). Neat $6,000. Last week, $7,200.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1$1.50)—“The Spider” (AI) and
“The Brain Eaters” (AI) Fair $6,000. Last week, “Case of Dr.
Laurent” (T-L) and “Dangerous
Exile” (Rank), $5,800.
paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1$1.50)—“Defiant Ones” (UA) and
“Toughest Gun In Tombstone”
(UA). Nice $8,000 or over. Last
week, “Blob” (Par) and “Monster
From Outer Space” (Par), $9,700.
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„ , Providence, Nov. 4.
Two holdovers, “Big Country” in
thp-d at State, and “Onionhead”
‘Onionhead” in
its second week at Majestic, lead
an otherwise moderate city. RKO
Albee is good with Never Love A
Stranger
ranger'’ wmie
while Strand is fair with
enchanted
Island.
_
-. Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) C(2,200; 65r80)—
“Never Love A Stranger” (AA) and f
“Bullwhip” (AA). Happily steady f
$7,000. Last week, “Women Without Men” (AA) and “Legion of
Doomed” (AA), $4,000.
Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-80)—
“Onionhead” (WB) and “At War
Witfr^Army” (Par) (reissue) (2d
wk). Good $6,000. First sesh, $7,500.
State (Loew) (3,200; 75-$1.25)—
San. Francisco, Nov. 4.
Country" £PA)
^k).Hefty
Trade at downtown
dovratoWn deliixers-this
deluxers-this
$9,000 or over Second was $13,000. stanza
^nr7aa is very'uneven. “The
“The Blob”
Blob”
Strand (National Realty) (2,200;
YfS!
65-80)—“Enchanted Island” (WB)
and "When Hell Broke Loose"
“d ““ “dJr„m„i
:ol). Fair . $5,000. Last week, fgf ^ s^cond round at Coronet.
(Col).
Decks Ran Red” (M-G) and “Par£lood of Vampire, ’ Pe£fnp<!
paired with
“!
“Decks
ty' Crashers” (Par), $4,500.
-Re¬
dn,e
_ y
at Goldenon,*C?in£u!
Gate but “Tank Bat-—
. , n-T, _ .
talion” is sluggish at St. Francis.
“Defiant Ones”, looms okay in
1
1 DilllUUl 1L\3,
fourth United Artists stanza. “Gigi”

Blob’ Brisk 14G,
Frisco: Tank’ 9G
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St Louis
St.
Louis, Nov
Nov. 4
4.
Major stands this week are glowig with all-new bookings with the
^0-A_Hawaii
exception of the Orpheum, which

(ABPT-G&S)
*1.5q!-"lpspecte General"' (WB)
and. “Arsenic and Old Lace” (WB)
(reissues). Fair 56,100. Last week,
Downtown Par, “Band of Angels”
..
’
“
,VTB
(Continued on page IS)
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Une.sAmong me
fancy a^ Loews and
“South Seas Adventure,” great at
the Ambassador. Double horror
bill, “The Blob” and “I Married
Monster From
From Outer
Outer Space,”
Space,” at
at the
the
Monster
Fox is only mild. “South Pacific”
continues fast in a 29th week at the
Pageant.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Cinerama) (1,400;
$l.20-$2.40)—“South
Seas Adven?L2?r$?40)—“Soyth ^Seas
ture” (Cinerama).
(Cmerama). Great $13,000.
j
Last week, “Windjammer’
Oth wk), $7,000.
(7(
Apollo Art (Grace) (700;
90$1.25)—“LaW and Disorder” (Cont).
Good $3,000 or near. Last week,
“Every Second Counts” (Indie),
$2,500.
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 65-90)—
“The Blob” (Par) and “Married
Monster From Outer Space” (Par),
Mild $10,000. Last week, “Onionhead” (WB) and “Wind Across
Everglades” (WB) (2d wk), $15,000.
Lbew’s (Loew) (3,200; 60-90)—
“Party Girl” (M-G) and “Terror in
Texas1 Town” (UA). Fancy $12,000.
Last week, 43adlanders” (M-^G) and
(Continued on page 16)
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Stagedoor.
Estimates for This Week
’SSu*!? Gate
(»,85f
rSSSIf” ,TiU) ttS*
Monster on Campus^ (U).^ _F-ine
$11,500. Last week, “Scared Stiff”
(Pkr) and “Blaze" of Noon” (Par)
(reissues). $10,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651: $1.25-$1.50)—
“Mister Roberts” (WB) and “High
and the- Mighty” (WB) (reissues),
Fmr $9,000.
Last ^ week,
Bar£anan and Geisha. (20UO and
‘ViUa (20th) (3d wk). $8,000.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$185)
—"Tornedo Run” (M-G) (2d wk).
Nice $8,000. Last Week, $16,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$185)
—“Blob” (Par) and “I Married a
Monster From Outer Space” (Par):
Brisk $14,000. Last week, “Onionbead” (W-B) and “Hong Kong
Affair” (AA) (2d wk), $10,000.
StAFraneis (Par) (1,400: $185$l.50>-\“Tank Battalion” (AI) and
“Hell Squad” (AI). Poor $9,000.
Last week, “Night of Blood Beast”
(AI) and “Shark Reef” (AI), $8,000.
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1.456;
$175-$2.65) — “Search for' Paradise” (Cinerama) (34th wk). So-so
$13 000 Last week same
United Artists (No. Coast) (1.207;
90-$i.25) _ “Defiant Ones” (UA)
(4th wk). Okay $7,000. Last week.
$8*000,
Stagedoor (A-R) , (440' $185$3.00)—“Gigi” (M-G) (17th wk).
. (Continued -on page 16)

‘So. Seas’ Whopping $30,(HW, Cmcy;
‘In Love’ Torrid 9G, ‘Onionhead’ 8G
Cincinnati, tfov. 4.
Smash opening of “South Seas
Adventure,” surpassing the starts
of earlier Cinerama pix, Is piling
up a big downtown total generally
this week. However, some firstruns are only moderate.
“Onionhead” is shaping fairish
at the big Albee but “In Love and
War” looms socko at Keith’s. “Gun
Runners” is rated okay at the
Grand, all three being newcomers.
“Gigi” is winding up a three-week
revival in good tempo at the Pal¬
ace. Hard ticket “South Pacific” j
continues firm in 27th session.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)—
;“Onionhead” (WB). Fairish $8,000.
’ or over. Last week, “Man of West”
(UA), $9,000.
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376;
$1.20-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama). Preeming to

great $30,000, exceeding first weeks
of four Cinerama predecessors.
Swell'notices and heavy advance
sale are helping. Last week, eight
final days of “Search of Paradise”
(Cinerama) in 46th week was
$19,000..
.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$lJL0)
—“Gun Runners” (UA) and “Ter¬
ror in a Texas Town” (UA). Oke
$5,500. Last week, “Blob” (Far) and
“I Married a Monster” (Par) (2d
wk) at 90-$1.10 scale, $4,000.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$I85b“In Love and War” (20th), Smash
$9,000. Holds for second week. Last
week, “Barbarian and Geisha”
(20th) (2d wk), eight days, $4,800.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 90-$1.25)—
“Gigi” (M-G) (3d wk). Good $6,500
exit after $7,500 last week.
Talley (Wiethe) (1,300; $1.50$2.50)—.“South Pacific” (Magna)
27th wk). Close to last week’s okay
$6,500.
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‘h Love Great 19G, D.C.; Hurrah’ Wow
13%G, ‘West’ Big 14G, ‘Houseboat’ 10G
“

Washington, Nov. 4.
Three newcomers with big cash,
appeal are spurring business on the
main stem this week. “Last Hur-.
rah” is a hit at the Trans-Lux, with
Estimated Total Gross*
a mighty take for this 600-seat
house rated wow at Palace. “Man
This Week .$2,197,200
of West” shapes superb at Keith’s.
(Based on 22 cities and 243
Another fresh entry, “The Blob”
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
and “I Married a Monster,” at two
cluding N. Y.)
houses proved only fair, and won’t
Last Year ...... . $2,302,560
stay.
*
(Based on 21 cities and 239
Among the holdovers, “House¬
theatres.)
boat” shapes hotsy in third frame
at the Ontario while “Windjam-.
mer” is holding big in third at the
Warner. “South Pacific,” now in
31st week at Uptown and preparing
to leave Nov. 9, is excellent and
ahead of last session.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador-Metropolitan (SW)
(1,490; 1,000; 90-$1.25>—“The Blob”
(Par) and “I Married a Monster”
Pittsburgh, Nov. 4.
“Defiant Ones” is the big one (Par). Fair $12,000; leaves. Last
week.
“Onionhead” (WB) (2d wk),
this week at the Penn and a cinch
holdover. Heavy juvenile trade is $10,500.
pushing dualer of^'The Blob” and
Apex (K-B> (940; 60-90)—“Wee
“I Married a Monster From Outer Geordie” (Indie) and “The Detec¬
Space” into the money at the Ful¬ tive” (Col) (reissue). Nice $3,500.
ton. “Man of the West” is a big Last week, “On Bowery” (Indie),
disappointment at Stanley. Warner $1 800
picking up on exit of “Windjam¬
Cabitol (Loew) (3.434; 90-$1.25)
mer” and “Captain From Koe- —“Torpedo Run” (M-G) (2d wk).
penick” looks like a winner at Good $13,000 after $18,000 opener.
sure-seat Guild.
May stay.
, Columbia (Loew) (904; 90-$l,25)
Estimates for This Week
Fulton *(Shea) (1,700; 90-$185)— —“Reluctant Debutante” (M-G)
“The Blob” (Par) and “Married a (3d wk). Classy $9,000 following
Monster From Outer Space” (Par). $10,000 in second. Holds.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 9Q-$1.25)—
Small fry jam over weekend will
Robust
be the payoff with $6,500 or near, “Man of West” (UA).
Last week. “Defiant
in view of so many lower admis¬ $14,000.
sions, excellent. Last week, “Sec¬ Ones” (UA) (3d wk), $8,000.
MacArthur (K-B) (900; $1.10)—
ret Conclave” (Indie), $3,000 in 6
“Man in Raincoat” (Indie). Pleas¬
days.
Last week, “She
Guild (Green) (500; 99-$1.25)— ing $3,800.
“Capt’n From Koepenick” (DCA). Played With Fire” (Col), $3,200.
Ontario (K-B) (1,240; 90-$1.25)—
Oke $3,000. Last week, “Poor But
‘.‘Houseboat” (Par) (3d wk). Still
Beautiful” (Indie), $1,300.
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 90-$1.25) happy with $10,000 after $11,900
—“Mark of Zorro” (20th) (reissue). last week.
Palace (Loew) (3.390;. 90-$185)—
Comes out after 5 days at thin
$3,000. Last week, “Gun Runners” “In Love and War” (20th). Wham
$19,000.
Last week, “Dunkirk”
(UA), $3,500.
'Penn (UA) <3.300; 99-$1.50)— 1 (M-G), $9,500.
“Defiant Ones” (UA). Great no-! [ Plaza (T-L) (276; 90-S1.50)—tices, and should have little trouble “Time of Desire” (J#nus) (5th wk).
doing a smash $18,000, maybe
(Continued dn page 16)
more; holds naturally. Last week,
“Big Country” (UA) (3d wk),

Key City Grosses

‘Defiant’ Boffo
18G Paces Pitt

$12,000.

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 99-$1.25)
—“Truth About Women” (Indie)
(2d wk). Fair $1,900. Last Week,
$2,900.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 90-$1.25)
—“Man of West” (UA). Gary
Cooper’s name and okay reviews
were expected to give this a good
sendoff but biz isn’t as hoped: for.
Lean $8,000 looks all. Last week,
“At War With the Army” (Par)
(reissue), $7,00.
Warner (SW) (1,500; $1.20-$2.40)
—“Windjammer” .(NT) (9th wk>.
Winds up Sunday (9) with “Old
Man and Sea” (WB) opening two
days later. Finishing strong at
$11,000. Last week, $10,000.

IAN WEST’OKAY 12G,
CLEVE; ‘GIGI’ NEAT 8G
Cleveland, Nov. 4.
Political elections and weekend
football game are booting holes in
film biz, upsetting longrun predic¬
tions for some new product which
couldn’t live up to them. “Man of
West” is just okay at State. Re¬
issue of “At War With Army” looks
oke at Allen. Combo of “Villa”
and “Gun Runners” is only fizzling
like a wet fuse at the Hipp. Re¬
turning *as it-' pop-pricer, “Gigi”
turned out to be a nice sleeper on
third moveOver round "at* Stillman
although not spectacular. "South
Pacific” at Ohio and “Search For
Paradise” at Palace -are- still going
pleasantly as-marathoners. •
Estimates for This Week
Allen (S-WT (3,800; 75-$l)—“At
War With Army” (20th) (reissue).
Oke $11,500. Last w.eek, “Onionhead” (WB), $10,500.
Continental Art (Art Theatre
Guild) (850; $185)—“Foxiest Girl
in Town” (Indie). Average $2,000.
Last week, “Summer Wind Blows”
(Indie), $1,800,
Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild)
(925; $1.25)—“Red and Black” (In¬
die) (2d wk). Ordinary $2*100 after
$3,000 opener.
Hippodrome (Telem’t) (3,700; 75$1)—“Villa” (20th) and “Gun Run¬
ners.” poor $7,500. Last week,
“Defiant Ones” (UA> (4th wk),
$6,000 for 5 days.
Lower Mall (Community) (500;
70-90)—“1 Led Two Lives” (Indie)
and “White Slavery” (Indie) (2d
wk). Okay $2,100 after $3,500 in
first.
, .
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2l50)
(Continued on page 16)

Election Bops K.C. Biz;
‘Wind’ Moderate at 6iG,
‘Streetcar’ Fair $8,000
Kansas City, Nov. 4.
. Trend is to average or slow gross¬
es this Session. “Defiant Ones” at
Midland and “Wind Across Ever¬
glades” at Paramount both are
moderate. "Streetcar Named De¬
sire,” out on reissue, at Fox Mid¬
west three-theatre combo shapes
fair. Dickinson drive-ins have in¬
stalled heaters and will continue
their first-run policy through the
winter. They are mfld this session
with “Haunted Strangler.” “La
parisienne’ In . second week at the
Roxy is pleasing and will go a
third. Interest in fall election is
blamed for slow trade.
Estimates for This Week
Crest, Riverside (Commonwealth)
(1,000 cars each; 85)—“Spider”
(AI) and “Brain Eaters” (AI).
Returns these usually subsequentrun ozoners to first-run this ses¬
sion. Mild 6,000. Last week, sUbsequents.
-j.
Glen, Dickinson, Shawnee Drivein, Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson)
(700; 750; 1,100 cars; 900 cars; 7590)—-“Haunted Strangler”. (M-G)
and "Fiend Without a Face” (M-G).
Light $4,(H>Q. Last week; “Wolf
Larsen” (AA) and “Rawhide .Trail”
(AA), $5;000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25)
—“God Created Womah”' • (Kings)
(39th. wk). Modest $1,500. Last
week;'’Same.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-90)—
“Defiant Ones”.(UA) and “CrossUp” (UA). Mild $5,500. Last week,
“Man of West*-’ (UA) and “Hong
Kong Confidential” (UA), $6,000. ‘
Missouri (SW-Cinerama) <1,194;
$185-$2)—“Windjammer” (NT) 9th
Wk). Moderate $8,000/ Last week
ditto.
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)—
“Wind Across Ever-glafies” (WB)
and “Enchanted Island” (WB).
House .temporarily into duals. Fair
$6,500. Last week, “Onionhead”
(WB) 2d wk), $5,500.
Roxy (Durwood , (879; 75-90)—
f4La Parisienne” (UA) (2d wk). Sat¬
isfactory $6,000. Last week, $7,500.
Uptown, Fairway, Granada’(Fox
Midwest) (2,043; 700; 1,217; 75-90)
—“Streetcar Named Desire” (20th)
(reissue) and “Stage Struck” (In¬
die). Fair $8,000. Last week, Up¬
town only “Case of Dr, Laurent”
(T-L) (2d wk), oke $6,000.

PICTURE GROSSES
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Chi Still Spotty But ‘In love Socko
$19,000; ‘Omonhead’ Lush 22G, 'Cat’
Fat 19G, 10th, ‘Days Big 11G, 83d
-----:-:--

In Lore’ Loud $14,000
In Buff; ‘Vampire’ 8G
Buffalo, Nov.. 4.
Boxoffice. takings range from
mild to lively In current session
with! some of longruns starting to
taper off. “In Love and War”
shapes as best bet with a bright
total at the Center. “Blood of
Vampire” is rated trim at Lafayette
while “High School Hellcats” is
only fair in five days at Paramount.
“South Pacific” and “Cat on Hot
Tin Roof” are not getting far in
current sessions.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-$1.25)
— “Gigi” (M-G) (4th wk). Okay
$10,000. Last week, $11,000.
Center (AB-PT) (2,000; 70-90) —
“Id Love and War” (20th). Spark¬
ling $14,000. Last week, “Villa”
(20th) and “When Hell Broke
Loose” (Par), $7,000.
Century (UATC) (1,410; $1.50$3)—“South Pacific” (Magna! (24th
wk). Oke $7,000. Last week, ditto.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-90)—
“Mood of Vampire” (U) and “Mon¬
ster on Campus” (U). Trim $8,000
or near. Last week, “Queen of
Outer Space” (AA) and “Legend
of Doomed” (AA), same.
' Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 7090)—“High School Hellcats” (AI)
and “Hot Rod Gang” (AI). Fair
$7,000 in 5 days. Last week,
“Onionhead” (WB) and “Escape
San Quentin” (Col), $14,800 for
9 days.
Teck (Loew) (1,200; 70-$1.25) —
“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” (M-G)
(10th wk). Tame $5,000. Last week,
same. ,
Cinema (Martina) (450; 70-90)—
“Case of Dr. Laurent” (T-L) (4th
wk). Steady $1,500. Last week,

Election Interest Bops B’way; Tarty’
Fancy $24000; ‘h Love’ Happy 42G,
‘Hurrah’—Stageshow Lofty 68G, 2d

Terrific interest in the fall elec¬
Chicago, Nov. 4. 4
tion is cutting deeply into Broad¬
Firstrun biz is spotty here again
way film business this stanza. Elec¬
Estimates Are Net
this round, and warmish weather is
tion Day holiday yesterday (Tues.)
no help. Top opener is Roosevelt’s
Film gross estimates as re¬
bro’ught somewhat - of an upbeat,
"In Love and War,” climbing to a
ported herewith from the vari¬
however, and enabled a few houses
smash $19,000. “Onionhead” should
ous key cities, are net; i.e.t
to recoup part of their earlier
nail a fragrant $22,000 at • the
without usual tax. Distrib¬
losses. .All-day rains both Saturday
State-Lake.
utors
share
on
net
take,
when
and Sunday, the two prize days of
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” in 10th
playing percentage, hence the
the week, hurt considerably though
and final session at the Chicago
estimated figures are net in¬
boxoffice takings held up surpris¬
looks great. “Me and Colonel” is
come.
ingly well in the face of the mis¬
holding at the Esquire for a hep
The parenthetic admission
erable weather Saturday (1) night.
sixth frame.
prices,, however, as indicated,
Oriental’s second round of “Tor¬
“In Love and War,” one of the
include
the
U.
S.
amusement
pedo Run” is slow while “Dunkirk”
.two newcomers, is heading for a
tax.
expects fair second’ stanza at the
good $42,000 in first week at the
Loop. Garrick’s comho of “Fort
Paramount.
The other newie,
Massacre” and “China Doll” shapes
“Party Girl,” hit a big $24,000 at
nice in second week. “Barbarian
the State in initial round.
and Geisha” expects a good third
“Last Hurrah,” with stageshow,
stanza at United ArtL#\
is holding at lofty $68,000 in sec¬
Of the hard-ticket pix, “South
ond week at the Roxy. “Night
Seas Adventure” continues fancy
Heaven Fell” looms okay with
at Palace for sixth week while
$16,000, day-dating the Odeon and
“Gigi” shapes trim in 17th round
Fine Arts. It’s running consider¬
at the Harris. "South Pacific”
ably below hopes at the latter arty
looms steady for 32d week at the
Toronto, Nov. 4.
house.
McVickers. “Around World in 80
Of the newcomers here currently
“Cat on Hot Tin Roof,” with
Days” continues great through the stunning disaster is “Old Man
stageshow, looks to wind up its
83d frame at Todd's Cinestage.
and Sea,” sad at Eglinton. “Big
seven-week run at the Music Hall
Country” and “Man of the West”
Estimates for This Week
with a fair $105,000 in final ses¬
Capri (Dowd) (585; $1.25-$1.50) are rated big. Leading the city on
sion. “Home Before Dark” with
—“Martine” (Indie). Fancy $6,800. holdovers .is “Cat on Hot Tin
new stageshow opens there to¬
Roof,”
which
will
exceed
last
Last week “Time of Desire”
morrow (Thurs.).
week’s gross'in the third stanza at
(Janus) (3d wk), $4,800.
“Big r Country” is finishing its
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.80) the Uptown. Second frame of $2,000. fifth round at the Astor today
—“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” (M-G) “Houseboat” shapes hefty. “Seven
(Wed.) with a trim $17,000. “De¬
(10th wk). Strong $19,000. Last Wonders of World,” in 15th frame,
fiant Ones” completed its sixth
is above last week's figure and
week, $23,000.
frame at the Victoria yesterday
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350; means postponement of the hither¬
(Tues.) with a solid $14,000.
$1.50)—“Me and Colonel” (Col) to announced incoming of “South
“My Uncle, Mr. Hulot” opened
(6th wk). Hep $8,000. Last week, Seas Adventure” at same house.
day-date at the Baronet and Guild
Also holding hep here are second
$12,000.
Monday
(3). . Doing consistently
Garrick (B&K) (850^ 90-$1.25)— stanza of “La Parisienne” and 15th
fine biz is “Inspector Maigret,”
“China Doll” (UA) and “Ft. Mas¬ frame of “Gigi.”
with a tall $10,100 in fourth session
sacre” (UA) (2d wk). Fine $8,000.
Estimates for This Week
at the Plaza. “Gigi,” on popscale
Last week, $10,000.
Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 75-$L25)
run at the Sutton, hit records the
Detroit, Nov. 4.
Harris (Todd) (984; $1.25-$3)— —“La
Parisienne”
(UA)
(2d
wk).;
first
three days.
Pace
is
slackening
somewhat
“Gigi” (M-G). (17th wk). Steady Holding at fine $13,0®0. Last week,
among the downtowners this week
“The Blob” moves into the May$14,800. Last week, $15,000.
$16,000.
hut
overall
biz
remains
good.
fair
tomorrow
(Thurs.) where it is
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.50)—
Century, Downtown, Glendale, “White Wilderness” shapes hep at replacing “Streetcar Named De¬
“Dunkirk” (M-G) (2d wk). Fair
Kingsway, Midtown, Oakwood, Madison. “Fearmakers” is aver¬ sire,” which looks barely okay at
$6,800. Last week, $8,000.
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25- CM eon. Prince of Wales, Scarboro, age at Broadway-Capitol hut “The $10,000.
Even the hard-ticket pictures are
$3.30)—“South Pacific” (20th) (32d State (Taylor) (1,338; 1,059; 995; I Blob” looks barely fair at the Fox.
wk). Solid $22,800. Last week, 697; 1,089; 1,393; 752; 1,200; 684; i “Defiant Ones” is great in fourth being sloughed in current stanza.
694; 50-75)—“Man of West” (UA) round at the Palms. “South Seas However, where added matinee^
$23,200.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50) and Hong Kong Confidential” (UA). j Adventure” shapes wham in fifth were used yesterday (Election
Okay $33,000. Last week, “Wind! session at^ Music Hall. “.Cat On a Day), some improvement at the
(Continued oh page 16)
Across Everglades” (WB) and Hot Tin Roof” stays warm in 10th b.o., even if slight, was noted.
“High Hell” (Par). $12,500 for four "outing at the Adams.
Estimates for This. Week
Estimates for This Week
houses with seating capacity ot
•Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,100; $1.25- ' Astor (Ciiy Inv.'t (1,054; 75-$2)—
3,948.
“Big
Country” (UA) (5th wk).
$1.50)
—
“The
Blob”
(Par)
-and
Eglinton (FP) (1,080; $l-$2)—
“Old Man and Sea” (WB). Sad “Married Monster From Outer Present stanza winding up today
$6,000. Last week, “White Wilder¬ Space” (Par). Fair $12,500. Last (Wed.) is heading for fine $17,500.
ness” (BV) (3d wk), $3,500 at"50-$L week, “Streetcar Named Desire” Fourth week, $20,000: Stays on.
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.35Hyland (Rank) (1,057; $1)— (20th) and ‘Viva Zapata” (20th) (re¬
$1.70) — “My Uncle, Mr. Hulot”
Boston, Nov. '4. j “Whole Truth” (Col). Light $6,000. issues), $14,300.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; (Cont).. Opened Monday (3). Last
Generally moderate biz is in Last week, “Tale of Two Cities”
$1.25-$1.50) — “Here to Eternity” week, “Of Life and Love” (DCA)
sight for Hub deluxers with little (Rank) (4th wk), $4,500.
Imperial (FP) (3,343; 7541.50)— (Col) (reissue) and “Party Crash¬ (4th wk), this week ended Sunday
new product. Holdovers are nab¬
bing the real trade. New entries “Houseboat" (Par) (2d wk). Hold¬ ers” (Par) (2d wk). Oke $12,000 in (2; dipped to lean $3,000. Third
was $3,800.
are modest to fair. “ViPa” is only ing hefty at $13,500. Last week 5 days. Last week, $19,000.Palms (UD) (2,961; $1.25-$1.50)—
fair at Paramount . hnd Fenway $18,000.
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
Lofcw’s (Loew) (2,096; 75-$1.25)— “Defiant Ones” (UA) and “Hong —“Torpedo Run” (M-G) (2d wk).
combo. Big winner is “Last Hur¬
rah” in second session at Orpheum. “Big Country” (UA). Big $18,000. Kong Confidential" (UA) (4th wk). This round finishing tomorrow
“Old Man and" Sea” is a real d:s- Last week, “Cat on Hot Tin Roof”
(Thurs.) looks like lightweight
(Continued on page 16)
appointer at Astor and failing in (M-G) (2d wk). $14,500. '
$15,0.00 or near. First was $19,000.
second week. “Barbarian and
Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.75-$2;40)—
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80Geisha” shapes neat at the Memo¬ “South Pacific” (Magna) (18th wk).
$2.50)--“Old Man and Sea" (WB)
rial in second. Biz is perking, how¬ Fine $12,00t). Last week, $12,500:
(5th wk). Fourth stanza ended
ever, for the hard ticket shows. ■ Town© (Taylor) (695; $l-$2.50)—
Sunday (2) was fair $16,000 for 12
“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” is sock in “Gigi” (M-G) (15th wk). Nice
shows plu3 school kids’ matinee.
11th at the State..
$8,000. Last week, $8,509.
Third week, $19,800 in 12 shows.
University (FP) (1,255; $1.50Estimates for This Week
Due to come out around Dec. 17,
Astor (B&Q) (1,371; $1.75-$2.50) $2.40)—“Seven Wonders of World”
pic being booked in on 10-week
Philadelphia, Nov. 4.
—“Old Man and Sea” (WB) (2d (Cinerama). (15th wk). Upsurge to
deal. .
*
Football crowds here helped
Wk)'. Flat $7,000. Last week, $9,000. dandy $10,000. Last week, $9,000.
Fine Art* (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Uptown
(Loew)
(2,074;
75-$1.25)
Saturday trade but rain washed ■—“Night Heaven Fell” (Kings) (3d
, Beacon Hill (Sack) (678;,9O-$1.50)
-“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” (M-G) (3d out the boxoffice on the following wk). Second, frame concluded
—“White Wilderness” (BV). (4th
Wk>. Smart $5,000. Last week, wk). Terrific upsurge to $16,000; day (Sunday). “Windjammer” off Monday (3) was fair $6,500. First
Last week, $15,090.
to brisk start and shapes unusually was $8,000, far-from up to- expecta¬
$6,500.
bright for 1,480-seat Boyd. ’‘House¬ tions.
■ Boston (SW-Ginerama) (1,354;
boat’’ had lines. over weekend and
$1.25-$2.65) — “Windjammer” (NT) ‘Blob’ Sockeroo 12G,
55th St. Playhouse (Moss) (300;'
shapes lofty In third stanza at Ar: $1.25-$1.80) -r- “Senechal, the .Mag¬
(llth-wk). The 10th week was slick
Indpls.; ‘West’ Dull 6G cadia. “Torpedo Run” looms only nificent” (DCA) (4th wk). Third
$18*000. Last week, $20,000. .
okay at Goldman. “Onionhead” is stanza finished Sunday (2) was fair
Indianapolis, Nov. 4.
•Capri (Sack) (l,150r 90-$l-50)—
“Tides of-Passion” (Indie) (3d wk)". ■ “The "Blob” is getting the lion’s rated smart at Randolph on open¬ $3,800. Second, was $5,100.
j . Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75) —
share of attention in a quiet week ing frame.
Good. $5,000. Last week, $7,500.
“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” still is
. Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 75-$1.25)— at-first-runs here. It’s piling up im¬ lively in sixth session at Stanley “My Uncle, Mr. Hulot” (Cont).
“Me and Colonel’.’ (Col) (7th wk). pressive gross at Circle to lead the whle “Defiant Ones” is fancy in Opened Monday (3). In ahead,
“Hot Spell” (Par) (6th wk-11 days),
* Sixth week, fine $6,000. Last week, city by a wide margin. “Man of same week at Stanton.
$4,000,
"West” looks mpdest at Loew’s
$7,500. ‘
“
Estimates for This Week
Mayfair (Indie) (1,736; 79-$1.80)
while
“Onionhead”
is
rated
neat
in
Fenway (NET) (1,376; 60-$'1.10)—
Arcadia (S&S) (536; 9ff-$1.80)— —"“Streetcar Named Desire” (20th)
at Keith’s. “South Pacific”
“Villa” (20th) and “New Orleans third
“Houseboat” (Par) (3d wk). Lofty (reissue) (4th wk). Session ending
shapes
sturdy
in
28th
round.
. After Dark” (AA). Fair $4,000 or
$12,500, or near. Last week, $14,- today (Wed.) looks like okay $10,Estimates for This Week
near. Last week, “Queen Outer
000, same as last stanza. “The
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 75- 000.
Space” (AA) and “Legion of
. Boyd (SW) (1,480; $1.20-$2.40)— Blob” (Par) opens tomorrow
90)—“Blob”
(Par)
and
“Married
Doomed’.’ (AA), same.
Monster from Outer Space” (Par). “Windjammer” (NT). Bright $16,- (Thurs.).
Gary (Sack) (1,340; $1.25-$3>— Sock $12,000. Last week, “White 000.
Normandie (Trans - Lux) (592;
“Gigi” (M-G) (10th wk). Perky $13,- Wilderness” (BV) and “Saga of
Fox (National) (2,250; 65-$J.49) $1.80-$2.80) — “Tosca” (Indie) (2d
000. Last week, $14,000. -—“China Doll” (20th) and “Hong wk). This round winding up today
Hemp Brown” (U), $10,000.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 75-$l,25)
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 75-90) — Kong Confidential” (20th). Sad (Wed.) looks like great $12,000
—“Blue Murder at St. Trinian’s” “Onionhead” (WB) (3d wk). Nice $7,000. Last weelq,' “Barbarian and same as first week. Stays on, with
Geisha” (20th) (3d wk), $7,500.
f(Cont) (4th wk-final). Oke $3,800. $5,000. Last week, $6,500.
advance still building.
Last week, $5,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; .65Palace (RKO) (1,642; $1.25-$3)—
.Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-90)—
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$1.10) “Man of West” (UA) and “Hong $1.49)—“Torpedo Run” (M-G). Oke “Roots of Heaven" (20th) (4th wk).
—“Barbarian and Geisha” (20th) Kong Confidential” (UA). Moderate $8,500. Last week, “Never Love Third stanza ended yesterday
and “Gun Fever” (UA) (2d wk- at $6,000. Last week, “Reluctant Stranger” (AA), $7,000.
(Tues.) was modest $16,000 or near
Midtown (Goldman) (1,100; $2- with one extra show yesterday.
final). Neat $12,000. Last week, Debutante” (M-G) and “I Accuse”
$2.75) — “South Pacific (Magna) Second was $12,000.
$17,000. “Blood of Vampire” (U) (M-G), $6,500.
opened today (Tues.).
Odeon (Rank) (813; 90-$1.80) —
Lyric (C-D) (850; $l;25-$2.20)— (32d wk). Holding at $9,000? Last
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 70- “South Pacific” (Magna) (28th wk). week, $9,500. “Night Heaven Fell” (Kings) (3d
$1.10)—“Onionhead” (WB) and Still sturdy at $9,000. Last week,
Randolph (Goldman) <1,250; 65- wk). Second week concluded Mon¬
(Continued on page 16)
1 $9,500.
X Continued on page 16)
day (3) was trim $9,000 or close.

‘Country’ Hot 18G,
Toronto;‘Cat’16G

‘Seas’ Mighty 21G,
Detjlob’lJ/zG

Hub Uneven; ‘Villa’ Fair
14G, ’Hurrah’ Giant 22G
’Geisha’ Great 12G, 2d

‘Windjammer’ Lofty 16G,
Philly, ’Onionhead’ Fancy
13G,‘Houseboat’12& 3
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First was $15,000 considerably
below expectancy.
Royale (Loew) (934; $1.50-$3>—
“Gigi” (M-G) (24th wk). This week
finished Saturday (1) with capacity
$19,300, same as 23d week. Pic
moved to Sutton, where it opened
Sunday (2).
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $l-$2).
—“In Love and War” (20th). Inr
itial session ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks like good $42,000.
In ahead, “Barbarian and Geisha”
(20th) (4th wk), $25,000.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90$1.8)—“Seventh Seal” (Janus) (4th
wk). Third round finished Sunday
(2) was good $6,500." Second was
$7,5Q0. “Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert)
opens Nov. 11.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel¬
lers) (6,200; 90-$2.75)—“Cat on Hot
Tin Roof” (M-G) with stageshow
(7th-final wk). With boost from
Election Day biz, final week looks
to hit fair $105,000. Sixth was
$107,500.
“Home Before Dark”
(WB) opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $2-$3.5Q)—
“South Pacific” (Magna) (5th wk).
Fourth round winding Monday (3)
was modest $17,000. Third was

$21,000.

Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)—
“Inspector Maigret” (Lopert) (4th
wk). This stanza finishing today
(Wed.) looks to hit fancy $10,200.
Third was $10,000. Stays on.
.Roxy (Indie) (5,705; 90-$2.50)—
“Last Hurrah” (Col) with stageshow (2d wk). Current week wind¬
ing up today (Wed.) is holding with
big $68,000. Election Day yester¬
day no doubt helping as did ces¬
sation of heavy rains. First was
$71,000.
State (Loew) (3,450; 50-S1.75'—
“Party Girl” (M-G) (2d wk). In¬
itial session ended Monday (3) was
big $24,000.
In ahead, “Decks
(Continued on page 16)

Mpls. Off; ‘Wilderness’
Socko $7,000, ‘Blob’ 6€,
‘Search’ TaU 10G, 36th
Minneapolis, Nov. 4.
After a hefty week during which
a big teachers’ convention and sev¬
eral school holidays helped to
stimulate biz, the Loop entertain¬
ment traffic is back to its former
not-so-hot stage currently. “White
Wilderness” looks big at World.
“Adam and Eye,” another newcomer, is only fair at -Orpheum.
“The Blob” shapes barely okav at
RKO Pan.
It’s the 19th and 36th wTeek, re¬
spectively, for two hard-ticket pix,
“South Pacific” and “Search for
Paradise.” A fourth okay stanza is
being chalked up by “Barbarian
and Geisha” at the Lyric.
'Estimates for This Week
Academy (Mann) (947; $1.50$2.65) — “South Pacific” (Magna)
(19th wk.). Continues to score boxofficewise. Dandy $8,000, Last
week, $10,000.
Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150;
$I,75-$2.65) — “Search for Para¬
dise” (Cinerama) (36th wk). Round¬
ing out ninth month. Tall $10,000.
Last week, $11,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)—
“Blood‘of Vampire” (U) and “Mon¬
ster on Campus” (U) (2d wk).
Helped by excellent exploitation
and publicity, this combo has given
fine b.o. account of itself. Modest
$3,000. Last week, $7,700, record
for UI pic here.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 90-$1.25)—
“Barbarian and Geisha” (20th)
(4th) wk). An eleventh-hour spuri
earned it this additional .final
canto. Okay $4,500. Last week,
$5,500.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 8590)—“Adam and Eve” (Indie). Big
$11,000. Last week, “Gigi” (M-G)
(2d wk), $8,500 at $1.25 top.
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-85)—
“The Blob” (Par) and “I Married
Monster From Outer Space” (Par).
Just okay at $6,000. Last week;
“Jumping Jacks”* (Par) and “Bored
Stiff” (Par) (reissues), $6,000.
State (Par) (2,200; 85-90) —
“Onionhead” (WB) (2d wk). Good
$8,000. Last week, $13,500.
Suburban World (Mann) (800;
85)—“Summertime” (UA) (2d run).
Oke $1,800. Last week, “Law and
Disorder” (Ihdie) (3d wk), $1J500.
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)—
“White Wilderness” (BV).
Big
$7,000. Last week, “Truth About
Women” (Indie), $2,700 in 5 days,
and
“Bolshoi Ballet”
(Rank),
$5,500 for 4 days.
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French Cinema BirSlump Grows, Wifii
11% Patronage Dig From 1957 Seen

PSttiEfr

Plan Pic on Race Riots
London, Oct. 28.
British film producers are pre¬
pared to step in where Hollywood
seemingly is afraid to tread. The
Rank Organization revealed it is to
put into immediate production a
film dealing with race riots in the
Notting Hill district. Script is be¬
ing written by Janet Green and
leads have already been assigned ta
Yvonne Mitchell, Michael Craig
and Nigel Patrick.
Eilm, which will be titled “Sap¬
phire,” Will be directed by Basil
Dearden and produced by Michael
Relph. The central theme will be
the murder of a girl.

'VAWITY'S' LONDON OFFIC1
• ft. Martin's
Trofolwr Squat*

Sudsidy Setup for Portagal Legit
Revealed Before New Season Opens

Lisbon, Oct. 28.
Following complaints of the¬
atrical and intellectual circles in
the last four years, it was an¬
nounced earlier than usual the
Auckland, N.Z., Oct. 28.
amount of the subsidy given to the
London, Oct. 28.
Closing here after a 15-week run legit stage in Portugal, and to
Pete Tower, managing director
is "Around the World in 80 Days” whom it was to be paid. This is
of Westrex, is to be replaced by
(UA). Seemingly somewhat dis¬ in’ keeping with the new,. active
H. L. Masterson, who has been di¬
appointing in comparison with the policy toward show biz employed
rector of the London outfit for a
marathon figures clocked up by by the new General Director for
number of years. This was dis¬
this Todd epic in such cities as Information, Dr. Cesar Moreira
closed by Gleri McDaniel, the. nqw
London and N.Y.. 15-weeks for a Baptista. For a season of six
Westrex prexy, currently making
pic is okay by New Zealand stand¬ months; from November this year
his first trip to Britain.
ards. All*time high is the recent to April in 1959, the subsidy will
Tower will move hack to N.Y. to
18-weeks registered by “Witness be around $100,000.
become eastern manager for the
for Prosecution” (UA).
This will be distributed ^5%. to
company. Other changes place T.
Apart from relatively modest producer Francisco Ribeiro and
M. Houston, chief accountant of
population (360,000), a factor pre¬ his company at the Teatro TrinWestrex, in as elected secretary
venting extra-long runs 'is number dade; 35% to producer Gino
and a director of the company,
of cinemas here—one mile of the dade, 35% to producer Giuseppe
and H. W. T. Hampshire as operat¬
city’s main. street has 10 houses Basto for their company at the
Rome, Nov. 4.
ing manager in place of L. F. Mor¬
while.27. ire in the' city and Its
International Exhibitor’s suburbs. Some exhibs claim Auck¬ Teatro Avenida, 15% each to the
ris, who has taken over sales.
Union (U.I.E.C.), of which the U.S. land is over-seated and cite “Theatre for The Young,” directed
is a member, has addressed an of¬ the short runs of several recent by Couto ’ Viana, at the Teatro
Monumental and to the “Teatro
ficial plea to the Italian govern¬ blockbuster
pix, such as “Sayonment for the reduction of admis¬ ara” (WB) which went three weeks, Experimental” of Oporto directed
by producer-playwriter Antonio
sion taxes in this country. Petition,
Pedro, translator and producer of
contents of which have just been weeks.
plays by O’Neill and Miller.
revealed, was voted at the recent
The subsidized companies are
U.IJE.C. meeting in Wiesbaden,
compelled to present a certain
and is addressed to the Italian
number of Portuguese plays and
Prime Minister and to the Minister
Helsinki, Oct. 28.
give performances at reduced
of Finance.
prices for workers, students and
The Finnish public here was
Petition points ont the Italo exmembers of the armed forces. They
shocked, last week at the news of hihs* plight, which it terms “one
will also give some shows In the
the first political censoring of a of the gravest" because of the ex-^
provinces.
These spring and
picture in years. Concerned is the ceptionally high taxes and th$
summer tours, however, will re¬
West German pic, “The Surgeon of large number of cinemas in Italy
Washington, Oct. 28.
ceive
an
extra-subsidy.
Stalingrad,” widely attacked by (triple those in France and Gt
In Denmark, 21 feature films
The Portuguese government is
the Soviets and much prized by Britain). Note also indicates that have been produced so far this
also giving help through the Minthe West. One of the latest pix in Britain and the U.S. already have
Sweden, it has been called a sin¬ realized the exhib problem, and year, with two more planned for isvtry of Education, to impresarios
cere and understanding picture have come through with some tax the remainder of the year, the U.S. Robles Monteiro and Amelia Rey
here.
cutting.
Commerce Dept reports. Produc¬ Colaco, who for. the last 30 Tears
The nix came after a month’s
Meanwhile, an old hill regarding tion costs of these range between have managed the Teatro NacionaL
Also the San Carlo opera house re¬
long hustle, topped by a furious tax cuts in this country is once $55,000 and $80,000.
ceived a handsome subsidy for the
attack in a Moscow newspaper |/nore! before the government. It’s
The Danish government sub¬ concerts, opera and ballet, season
against the Finnish distributor Khoped that the UTEC plea will help
sidizes such feature films at the from December*to April.- The
and the theatre owner who was speed it through red. tape.
to preem the picture in this city.
rate of 25% for black and white Marquise de Cadaval will help, as
usual, the “Sociedade de Con¬
The Soviet displeasure with the
pix and 40% for color films. Nine certos” in presenting its eight con¬
pic Was widely known from other
companies have accounted for this
certs during the winter. Also the
countries. Even if it coincided
year’s output
“Circulo Culture Musical” will
here with a larger political
Gross Warnings of Danish feature give its eight concerts this coming
action from Moscow . against al¬
films released this year have aver¬ season, but the death of its founder
leged Finnish misbehavior in . its
aged about $87,000, the Govern¬ and president Viscountess Elisa
relations to the big eastern neigh¬
ment report said. Since last June Penroso, will likely cause some *&•
bor, nobody had expected the So¬
New Delhi, Oct. 28.
9, the rental rate for Danish films arranging of its finances.
For
viet pressure to influence the Fin¬
shown in Copenhagen firstrun the¬ 1958-59 top foreign -artists are of¬
Jack
Teagarden
and
his
sextet
nish censors.
are on a swing around South Asia atres is 31% of net receipts (gross
Films distributor intends to ap¬ which includes Afghanistan, India, intake after taxes). At evening fered only two concerts in Lisbon
peal against the decision. Evident¬ Ceylon and Burma. In from Ka¬ performances, the rental is boosted and one in Oporto instead of the
ly he has to go all the way to the rachi, where they played the Rex to 40% if attendance is 70% or usual six, plus from four to six in
Supreme Court, if he wants to Theatre under auspices of the Arts higher. For second-run theatre the provinces.
Gnlbenkian Foundation Aid
get a reversal. Even then, some Council of Pakistan, they hit Bom¬ and provincial theatres, slightly
political observers doubt if he will bay, first stop on a five-city Indian lower rental rates apply.
The Gulbenkiah Foundation will
succeed. They point out that an¬ tour, with a couple of jazz concerts
Current Danish entertainment help with small subsidies such bal¬
other political censoring act took that roused press and public to tax is 7/17 of gross theatre recepts, let groups as the Margarita de
place here only within the same enthusiastic acclaim.
with a subsequent rebate to the Abreu Ballet, the Fernando Lima24 hours when the memoirs of a
Agueda Sena Ballet and the bal¬
The gazettes, which in this coun¬ theatre of 1/17.
former Communist top politico try normally try (with varying de¬
let group, attached to the “Teatro
Buenos Aires, Oct. 28.
was
withdrawn
from
publication
Experimefital”
of Oporto.
Dr.
grees of success) to model their
Despite a falling peso, which is
Baptista has announced that the
below 54 to the dollar and an in¬ "because of foreign relations con¬ prose on the London Times rather
sideration.”
Folklore
Dance
Group
"Verde
than the N.Y. Daily News, really
flationary spiral, impresarios here
Gaio,” which during the summer
went to town. ‘Teagarden Toots
are willing to take risks this spring
appeared at the Brussels Exposi¬
Terrific,” said the Bombay Chron¬
Importing costly name acts for
tion, and Lausanne Fair, will in
icle in a headline which set the
entertainment seeking Argentines.
future tour the U. S., Brazil and
tone of its whole review. “Bombay
France’s comedian Jacques Tati (of
Portuguese
Africa.
could use more music of the Tea¬
“Mon Oncle1’, film series) will be
London, Nov. 4.
From May to September, only
garden breed,” the Western-music
here this months attending the re¬
As a development of the deal
critic of the Indian Express whereby Columbia last week ac¬ the Teatro Monumental has been
lease of that film.
summed up his piece,
Brigitte Bardot’s agents have
quired a 49% interest in Bray Stu¬ open in Lisbon, with farces pre¬
Teagarden’s
crew
comprises dios and will distribute worldwide sented by Laura Alves. It now has
Johannesburg, Oct. .28.
been dickering with the Entertain¬
ment Board currently managing
Met Opera tenor Jan Peerce is trumpeter Max Kaminsky, clari¬ a minimum o£ five Hammer pix per a Brazilian farce, with Laura
Argentina’s one tele outlet while a hit in South Africa. Seldom be¬ netist Jimmy Fuller, bassman year, a major expansion program Alves in the lead. Alves is now
the management for cheesecake fore has a visiting singer showed Stan Puls, drummer Ronnie Greb, is to be launched at the lot next the impresario of the Monumental.
revues are falling over each other so wide a range of. songs, and never 88er Don Ewell, and Big T himself year. Two new stages are to be Impresario Amerlco Covoes is now
In an effort to sign her for their have the critics pronounced judg¬ on trombone. American National built, as well as an administration presenting „ at his 6,000-seat Coli¬
shows.
ment With such grave impartiality Theatre 9c Academy is sponsoring block, cutting rooms, projection seum, the Brazilian revue com¬
Arthur Kutscher plans inaugu¬ oh the relative merits of items so the tour.
and dubbing theatres, work shops pany which impresario Giuseppe
rating a new nitery, called the many poles apart as, say, Handel’s
and canteen. Development pro¬ Basto offered last spring at the
Embassy Casino soon and has “Enjoy The Sweet Elysian Fields,”
gram will give the Bray plant five Evenida Theatre.
The Maria Victoria theatre
booked a Brazilian folklore act to the “Flower Song” from “Carmen,”
major stages.
opened this month with a revue
start it off. Juan B. Petrelli has “My Yiddisha Momma,” and—in¬
The
Bray-Columbia
deal,
which
starring comedian Eugenio Salva¬
booked cinema star Hugo del Car- evitably—“The Bluebird Of Hap¬
involved the latter company in an dor. Not decided as yet what the
ril to warble tangoes at his Babi- piness.”
investment of close to $1,000,000, Teatro Variedades and the Teatro
lonia nitery in the port district, at
New Delhi, Oct. 28.
Brought to South Africa by
a reported $1,500 weekly. "
A traffic-jamming, three-mile gives Columbia, subject to script ABC will present next season.
African Consolidated' Theatres
and story approval, world rights to
Ltd., via the Sol Hurok office in procession in Madras, culminating five out of six Hammer films an¬
in
a rally of 100,000, protested In¬
New York, Peerce has so far given
nually.
Agreement has already
concerts in Port Elizabeth, Cape dia’s current, curb on import of been reached on the five pix for
Town, Durban and Johannesburg. raw film, and demanded its imme¬ 1959 and among them will be a
Rome, Oct 28.
Setting up of a new Mexican- His three Johannesburg recitals— diate withdrawal. The demonstra¬ new*, comedy starring Bernard
Italian film agreement calling for two at the City Hall and one at tion in South India’s biggest city Bresslaw; “The Horrors of Thug¬
London, Nov. 4.
pic exchange and co-production be¬ the * Colosseum Theatre ^(seating was organized by several film in¬ gee”; “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde”;
Prominent names in’ show busi¬
tween the two countries was re¬ capacity 1,640 and 2,200 respec¬ dustry organizations, repping ac¬ and a followup to “Camp on Blood ness
and sport, as well as diploma¬
vealed here -by Egidio Ariosto, tively)—have been "sell-outs. After tors, studio workers, technicians, Island.”
tic and civic dignitaries, were in¬
Italian Undersecretary, for Enter- a farewell appearance at the City theatre employees, cinemusicians
In addition to Hammer’s five-a- vited" to the opening of “The De¬
■ tainment, following his return from Hall with the South African Broad¬ and film journalists.
fiant Ones” at the Odeon, Camber¬
year
for
Columbia,
the
British
pro¬
The position is so tight , there
Mexico City, where he attended casting Corp.’s Symphony Orches¬
the film festival. Pact marks the tra, and his accompanist Warner S. isn’t one foot of raw film positive duction company has retained the well, a south London suburb, which
has
a growing Colored population.
right
to
make
one
film
per
year
resumption of activity between the Bass as guest conductor, he flies for release prints left in the south.
two nations’ pix industries after a to. Salisbury in the Central Afri¬ The entire quota allocated by the for world release through Univers¬ About half of the top guests were
Negroes.
al-International.
Three
Columbia
can Federation, and .from there government for the current license
lengthy impasse.
Among those ‘who went to the
First move here has been setting to Israel for a. special performance period has been consumed and pro¬ directors will be joining the Bray
up of a Mexican outlet, CIMEX, given for the atomic scientists who ducers must wait at least two studios board, hut the investment opening last Monday X27) were the
does
not
extend
to
Hammer
Film
High
Commissioners for the West
mqpths
for
more.
Release
of
15
similar to °state-owned setup in will be foregathering for a con¬
features, five ready and apraiting Productions, which continues as a Indies -and Ghana, bandleader
France and Germany. CIMEX ference in Tel Aviv.
production
company
~
operated
by
Johnny
Dankworth (who is married
the
censors’
o.o.
and
10
more
near
A
concert
toiir
of
Canada
will
ITALIANA will release a selection
of the 400-odd Mexican pix made precede his return to the United completion, is now consequently James and Michael Carreras, and to a Negro singer), Orlando Mar¬
tins
and
John Justin.
held
up.
Tony
Hinds.
States and late season at the Met.
since 1955 on the Italo market.

Paris, Nov. 3. * The French fiimgoing slump
seems even more aggravated as
time goes on here, and film peo¬
ple are gravely taking cognizance
of Its widening scope. It is felt
.that total patronage will not ex¬
ceed 374,000,000 this year or 1*1%
under last year. This is way be¬
hind such peak years as 1947*
There was a brief climb two years
ago with new screen processes
held responsible. Now there’s a
new decline.
Various reasons are given for
these new pix troubles, but being
blamed quite often by producers,
distributors and exhibitors is that
’hew film biz devil, video* Accord¬
ing to them, the northern sectors
which are heavily covered with tv
6ets have already reported the
most decisive declines in film at¬
tendance. A recent tele strike
showed a corresponding rise in
cinema biz.
TV Threat Looms Slight Now
. However, video still looms slight
in the overall film troubles of
France. The tele threat may really
be important if, and when, a sec¬
ond commercial web is establish*
ed. Other factors blamed are the
rise of disk popularity and bur¬
geoning auto sales.
industry people blame high
taxes, lade of free programming
no double feature bills, but most
of all, the decline in film quality.
This has been somewhat of a boon
for the art theatres showing for¬
eign pix. Biz is so good that they,
the directors of these houses, are
talking of hacking special offbeat
productions for their own houses.
With the dip in fiimgoing, Yank
pix naturally have suffered along
with French product. Most French
film people feel that the Centre
Du Cinema should give up its idea
of giving out the remaining 40
Yank dubbing visas on a merit
basis to those U.S. companies
which have done the most for
French films in a distrib or pro¬
duction capacity. They feel the
Americans should be allowed td
diwy their visas as they see fit
Yank films are being released
here in quantity and not staying
too long. Turnover is rapid with
French pix, too, except those of
real hit proportions.
On the
bright side, is the rapidly clear¬
ing up of trouble growing from
backlogs of unreleased pix here.

Masterson Named To
Head Westrex in Brit.

‘80 Days’ Chalks Up
15 Wks. in Auckland

htllxhibsAsk
Cinema Tax Cut

Finn Censors Bow
To Red Pressure

Denmark Made 21
Features in 1958

India Papers Dust Off
The Snperlatires For
Jack Teagarden Bashes

Despite Coin Troubles,
Arg. Booking Name Acts

Bray Studios Expanding
As Result of $1,000,000
Columbia Pix Buy-In

Jan Peerce’s South African
Click, Range From Iieder
To *My Yiddish Momma’

3-Mile Madras Parade
Protests Raw Stock Ban

New Italo-Mex Film Pact

Colored Patrons Swell
London ‘Defiant’ Preem

'VARIETY'S' LONDON OFFICE
S It. Martin's Flaw, Trafalgar Moira

Scot Ban on Sunday Cnema Shows
Persists But Sabbath TV Humes
By GORDON IRVING
Glasgow, Nov. 4.
Despitethe spread of tele enter¬
tainment in Scotland on Sundays,
the age-old prejudice against Sun- ]
day film shows persists in the Auld j
Lang Syne territory, with church
authorities nixing moves to open
cinemas even on Sunday nights.
This unusual situation holds- while
thousands of viewers sit indoors
and laugh at comedians and vaude
acta appearing on weekend light- j
entertainment shows such as “Sun¬
day- Night at the London Falla-1
dium” “Late Hours/’ “I Love Lucy” ;
and “The Invisible Man.”
i
The Church of Scotland holds a
lot of weight in public feeling In
Scotland. Until recently, it was a
crime among certain sections to be
seen reading Sunday newspapers in
Scotland.
The tradition of the
weekend was for quietness, long
walks in the country, twice-daily
attendance at church, and no
whistling or singing. Remnants of
this tradition linger on in public
utterances against Sunday enter¬
tainment.
Some See Films As Helpful
Argument is repeatedly put for*
ward by cinema bosses that Sunday i
night films take the juve. element
off the streets, and into compara¬
tive safety of the cinema. Against
this, one body, the Ministers’ Assn,
of Alloa, central Scotland town,
says it finds difficulty in accepting
this idea.
“Such entertainment may well
attract greater numbers of young
people away from their own com¬
munities into the center of the
town*” it declares, “and then dis¬
gorge ^them back in greater num¬
bers Into, the streets after their
emotions have been stimulated.”
• Despite this, the local council in
Alloa, with forward-looking feel¬
ing, has okayed the opening of
Sunday cinemas. Edinburgh, a city
which prides itself oh modern
Views and a cosmopolitan outlook,
still nixes Sunday night ffiin shows
•a any commercial basis. Accord¬
ing to civic chief Ian Johnson-Gilbert, there will be* no case at all !
for nixing dancing or other enter¬
tainment once the door is opened ]
for Sunday films.
j
«, ' Meantime, in Aberdeen, north- ;
east capital* the local hoteliers andi
boarding-house proprietors' are I
pressing for Sunday night cineihas.
They complain that a Sunday eve¬
ning in the city is “dreich” (Auld
Lang Syne word for dull .and
monotonous).
" Even Pan Sabbath Dancing OK
Vacation and weekend holiday
cities on the beautiful Scot -coast¬
line are also in midst of arguments
about. Sunday entertainment Sab¬
bath show biz is the center of a
word' battle with ministers and
councillors in Rothesay,-on the
west'coast This follows the local
Council’s okaying of Sunday danc-:
Ing in the cMc-controlled pavilion.
One cleric. Rev. Hector Hackinpon, has accused the town council
of Ignoring a Holy Commandment,
Introducing into the town a fresh
flood of wickedness. Against this
viewpoint another minister. Rev.
A. S. Borrowman, has asked if the
church plans to stop people from
fuhing-in radiosand tv sets on Sun¬
day evenings. He adds: "We cannot
legislate people into being Chris¬
tians.”
,'.- And so the argument goes on in
fqwns and cities up and down Auld
. Lang Syne territory. Still the num¬
ber of tele sets grows. Thousands
still go to church on Sunday eve¬
nings, then head for home to tunein on tv shows.

Claudio Arrau’s Face
Taking seven separate con¬
cert dates to do it, Claudio
Arrau will play all 32 Beetho¬
ven piano sonatas in four Eu¬
ropean centers, Berlin, Ham¬
burg, Zurich and London. To
complete this herculean"'task
will span, with layoffs between,
March 12 to July 9 next.
However, the ‘layoffs” are
only from Beethoven. He will
occupy himself between times
with regular concerts in Mun¬
ich, Cologne, Paris, Dublin
and Norway.
Arrau did the 32 sonata rou-.
-tine first in Manhattan during
the season of 1953-’54.

PfodEFr

Sapphire Into Westerns
London, Oct. 28.
Sapphire Films, the British vidfilmery which came into promin¬
ence with "Robin Hood” and has
since done other costume pix, is
planning a western skein which
will be filmed in Australia next
year. Hannah Fisher (formerly
Hannah Weinstein), Sapphire’s
exec producer, is to visit Australia
shortly to choose locations.
The new series, entitled “Stingaree/’ which will tell the story
of the development of Australia
in the 1860’s, will he lensed almost
entirely on locations near Sydney.

BELGIAN GOVT. SEEN
CHANGING PIX DECREE

INTERNATIONAL
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British 'Camp on Blood Island’ Hay
Hurt Japanese m U.S-Kido Fears
Wrong Language
Havana, Nov. 4.
Songstress Teddi King, do¬
ing a 12 days stint at the Ha¬
vana Riviera Hotel’s Copa
Room, and a big click with the
Cubans, was moved to prepare
a “thank you” speech in Span¬
ish.
But the night she elected to
do it was the night, unbe¬
knownst to her. When the room
was largely full of Americans. .

Tokyo, Nov. 4.
Shochiku topper Shiro Kido, in
his capacity as chairman of the
Motion Picture Producers’ Asso¬
ciation of Japan (Eiren), sub¬
mitted a letter to Eric Johnston
asking that “The Camp on Blood
Island,” a British Hammer pro¬
duction released in the U. S. by
Columbia, be banned from Ameri¬
can screens.
Picture depicts acts nf brutality
by Japanese troops against noncombatants in a POW camp at
dose of World War II. Kido’s
letter expressed fear of the pos¬
sibility of the film wrenching the
postwar friendly relations between
the U. S. and Japan and of making
America’s Nisei population inse¬
cure by spreading the shock of
these atrocities. The film is show¬
ing in 18 situations in the Los An¬
geles area where a heavy Nisei
population is concentrated.
“It is most unfortunate that a
certain country still maintains a
hostile feeling toward Japan and
cannot forget the hightmare of
the Japanese army,” the letter
stated, adding “I am certainly not
aloof of the moral responsibility of
what our nation has done in the
past.” But, it'pointed out, the
trend since the war has been and
should continue to be a “search for
peace.”
In noting “the dreadful infer¬
ence of presenting such a film to
the public of the United States
where a great many people of
Japanese parentage live peacefully
as good citizens,” Kido cited the
ad-pub quotes, ‘Til Kill Every
Woman and Child in this Camp if
My Country Loses the War,” “The
Strange Terrifying Truth About
! the Most Brutal War of All,” and
“Authenticated By the Very Few
Who Survived the Massacre.”
The matter was brought to
Kido’s attention by Fred I. Wada,
manager of Shochiku’s L. A. office
and a member of the Japan-American Society of Southern Cali¬
fornia. George Eastman, presi¬
dent of the Society, is also re¬
ported to have submitted a letter
of protest to Johnston accompanied
by newspaper clips of the ads.
j
In his letter, Kido acknowledged
the- delicacy of the matter inas¬
much as Columbia is a member
MPAA company, but asked that it
be solved to the friendly satisfac¬
tion of all concerned.

Paris, Nov. 4.
Indications here are that the
Belgian government is disposed to
making changes In its pic decree
which stipulated maximum rentals
for all films, shown there. Promises
had been made to the Motion Pic; ture Export Assn, and groups in
other countries, to study and
I change this decree some time ago.
I However, no moves had been made ;
until recently.
|
Frankfurt, Oct 28.
With blockbusters the order of
During the first nine months of
the day, MPEA is particularly in¬
1958,
more
U.S.
films have been
terested in rental changes on this
: score In Belgium. Exhibs there cleared by the German censorship
for
release,
in
West
Germany than
promised talks and changes but
last year. Yank companies bought
The -Japanese, objecting to the did nothing. Finally, It is the gov¬ out 186 films in the January
British-made “Camp on Blood Is¬ ernment .which is taking the first through September period of this
land,’* have set X precedent which J steps to try to discuss and adjust year, as against 158% for the
matters. The Federation of Inter¬
could explode into several direc¬ national Film Producer almost same time last year. .
tions.
West Germans are second, with
boycotted the Brussels Film Fest
Following a letter of protest to j At the exposition last June because 63% films this year, a drop from
Columbia Pictures, distributor of; of this rental setup.
the 72 it showed during those
eight months last year.
the film in most_of the world mar¬
ket, from Shiro Kido, president of!
Total number of films brought
Japan’s film producers association,
out during the period this year
the Japanese consulate in Sao
was 424, a considerable jump from
Paulo prevailed on the local police;
the 368 released by the film cen¬
chief to deny the film a license for
sorship organization, in 1957.
local showing.
London, Oct 28.
France is third on the list, with
Further roadshow engagements 47% films this year, over 36%
Columbia is frank to admit that
it expects the film to run into sim¬ are being lined up for “South] last year. England follows with 36
ilar troubles elsewhere, . since Pacific,” which has already been this year and 32 for 1957. Russia
Japanese embassies obviously have, running in the. West End for more brought 3% into Germany this
been asked to keep an eye out for than six months. It is still draw¬ year, as against 2% last year.
it. If the Japanese method is ef¬ ing near-capacity biz oh this first
fective, American film execs fear run.
that other countries may from time
New openings have been set by
20th-FOx with ABC at theatres in
to time seek to anolv it.
Hull,
Oxford, Leicester and South¬
There has long been unhappiness
In Germany 'over the number of ampton. Other dates are being
Buenos Aires, Oct. .28.
fixed
for Scotland, Ireland and
old anti-Nazi and war film* being
Now that there is no longer mili¬
shown on U.S. television. Though other key provincial cities* while tary
rule in Argentina, the Soviets
return
date
Is
planned
for
Ply¬
there have been protests, they have
seem disposed to go all out to woo
been to no avail, Similar diploma¬ mouth, where 20th has its own this country via “cultural" inter¬
I
tic moves abroad, however, where theatre.
change which has been stepped up.
film, industries-tend to. be under
A Festival of Soviet Seventh Art
the thumb of government, are in¬ Washington's Ballet To
was staged at the Trocadero and!
variably more effective.
Libertador cinemas recently. The
Hit Dominican Republic Film Critic Assn, sponsored. A
From time to time in the past,
Washington, Nov. 4.
American films dealing with Com¬
Chinese Acrobatic Group. Tinder
With guest stars Alicia Alonso Chou Er Fu, made its. bow at the
munism or the Soviets have been
bahned in various countries on the and Igor Youskevitch participat¬ Opera Theatre (Lococo).
Paris, Nov. 4.
A Soviet Youth Group also ar¬
grounds that these pictures are of¬ ing, the Washington Ballet will
join forces with the National Sym¬ rived « couple of weeks ago. This
National Federation of French
fensive to a fremo^r nation.
phony Orchestra for a special included a young scientist who Film Theatres has dispatched an
“Ballet Night” Nov. 15 at Constitu¬ claimed to have worked on launch¬ open letter to Paramount here
tion Hall. The program will be ing of the Sputniks. There also was apropos of the terms being asked
sponsored by the Washington Gas the Soviet screen actress Isolda for “The 10 Commandments.” ExLight Co. and will benefit several Isvitzkaia in the group. Of the hib body claim to be astonished
local charities.
eight features and a short a day that Paramount is breaking local
Rome, Oct. 28.
It will be the Washington Ballet’s exhibited at the Film Festival, “The concepts by its demands.
In asking for more .than 50%,
Dino DeLaurentiis has given up first local appearance after a tour Passing of the Cranes,” a Cannes
plans to produce “Sweet Life” I of the Dominican Republic follow¬ Gold Palm winner, made the big¬ in spite of covering publicity costs,
with director Federico Fellini, fol¬ ing performances in several eastern gest impact* It is ready for general the Federation asserts that Pararelease soon.
amount is being “abusive” since
lowing reported disagreement over cities in late summer.
French regulations state that no
cost, content, and casting. t The
film can get more than 50% even
Oscar-winning director indicated
in the face of outlays by the dis¬
that he will go through with the
tributor.
project on his own, possibly with
Federation argues that it is ex¬
another producer. Pic, which was
orbitant ht a time of falling film¬
to have started shooting this wek,
going
and receipts here, and that
has been variously announced as
starring Marcello Mastroianni, Poor Seaton for Longhair—Aspire to Send Its Own other -big-scale, spec pix, treated
on the 50% level, have done al¬
Anita Ekberg, Barbara Stanwyck,
Symphony to Europe
most as well box-officewise as
Maurice Chevalier and Silvana
“10 C’s.”
Mangano.
Paramount claims that the un¬
DeLaurentiis backed his nix
suggested European tour this precedented scope *f the film calls
By NID EMBER
with claims that Fellini’s budget
: (South' American) summer (Dec. for its distiib setup and its turn¬
estimate of $1,000,000 for the pic
Montevideo, Oct. 28.
to March). The- orchestra is good, over to charity of part of the re¬
was too high and'that he wanted
Uruguayans are a music-loving but many question if good enough
a U.S. star in the key role while people, but the scope is limited by , for such a tour to pay off, despite ceipts is also another aspect in¬
volved. At any rate, the future disthe director insisted on MastroiSdmogyi’s good work. All depends
annL Also that the story was too j the population size (800,000) In on the Uruguayan Senate’s voting trib percentages, when It goes into
Montevideo. This year’s economic the necessary $120,000 subsidy, regular release around France, are
downbeat
still being discussed here.
Fellini has countered l)y stating ' stresses were a further limitation and mat’s doubtful with prevailing
that his budget estimate is closer I and concert managers even ruled economic stringencies.
to $600,000, and that he could not j out the customary two-three preSan Francisco Ballet also did
London, Oct. 28.
make the pic with a Yank thesp, formance stopovers for longhair three SODRE performances as
Warwick ' Productions is asso-; which would _make it necessary to i talent enroute to Buenos Aires, part of its subsidized tour, but
London, Nov. 4.
dated with a new company, Tel- i shoot in English.
i realizing .there would be no profit with weak results. Iriberri Con¬
John Woolf, head of Romulus
in them. The four New York Phil¬ certs also booked the Berliner Bal¬ Films and Independent Film Dis¬
applications Ltd., registered* with
harmonic concerts, were the only let there, but apart from Argen¬ tributors, has resigned his direc¬
a nominal capital of $836, with
'Beauty’ on 6 Channels highlight, but still Involved a loss tine fiddler Jan Thomasov, who torship of British Lion. He only
the object of applying to the
.Independent Television Authority
tor the State-subsidized SODRE concertized with the SODRE or¬ joined the board of the Gov¬
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
for an appointment as a commer¬
First release of an animated concert-hall despite .a sell-out and chestra, not even Fritz Gulda ernment-owned company a few
cial tv program contractor.
subject in the new Technirama-70 U.S. State Dept, payment of trans¬ played Montevideo this year. Re¬ months ago.
Irving Allen, who, with A, R. Will he Walt Disney’s $8,000,000 port. At a $3 top, it was impos¬ cently with U.S. State Dept, lift¬
In due course, Woolf will also
(Cubby) Broccoli, heads Warwick, “Sleeping Beauty,” carrying six- sible to cover the Philharmonic^ ing the airline tab. Woody Herman be ankling his directorship of
$4,000 fee.
declined to make any comment, nor channel streophonic sound.
packed them in at the SODRE Lion-International, the company
would he disclose the names of
Feature has been Set for select¬
SODRE has its own 90-piece or¬ hall, showing there are more jazz which operates in Overseas terri¬
other outfits associated with them ed, key city release beginning next chestra and has asked Conductor than longhair, spenders in Monte¬ tories. He has been a partner In
in the new venture.
February.
, this company for some years.
Laszlo vSomogyi’s to conduct a video.

WARWICK TIES UP
WITH TELE PRODUCER]

More Yank Pix
Into Germany
Than in 195?

Japan Consulate
Keeps'Blood Isle’

New Roadshow Dates
In London for Tacific’

RUSSOS WOO ARG. VIA
CULTURAL INTERCHANGE

FRENCH EXHIBS RAP
‘COMMANDMENTS’TERMS

DE LAURENTHS GIVES /
UP‘SWEET LIFE’PROD.

Uruguay’s Loss on N,Y. Philharmonic

Woolf Quits British lion
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INGRID BERGMAN JH| ■
1

unforgettable as ?
woman of courage and faith

■EI^Hl

JB
■

CURT JURGENS
1

Bj

the international
star in his most
romantic role

ROBERT DONAT
1

a performance
that wins his place
in immortality
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£

1
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|

BUDDY ADLER
.K2P
an achievement

;

lla ■

to stand alongside
“From Here to Eternity"
and “South Pacifictr
,

jr 1 MARK ROBSON
1
1
..* 1 for his direction
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Yank Slickers Peddle To Europeans i; New York Sound Track •;
Film Rights They Don’t Have—Pathak
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Elevation of Cardinal Giuseppe Ronealii, to the Papacy as John XXIII
There are a number of Amerl-f\
has started Italy’s industry talk as to what influence the new Pontiff
cans in Europe today selling films
will exercise over the field of motion pictures and entertainment in
to which they don’t own the rights,
general. His predecessor, Pius XII, often expressed his views on this
Vinod B. Pathak, an independent
subject. It’s too soon to tell, but the Catholic Church's strong influ¬
distributor, ’ complained in N. Y.
ence on the world of Italian show biz will continue to be felt Main
last week.
DanieL Blum, who has done pic¬
factor in this feeling, as always, is the physical nearness of the Va¬
He said the need was great for ture books on. the $ilfent scrten
tican. Also, the new Pope is again an ^Italian. It’s known that in re¬
the establishment of some sort of and legit, has brought out “A Pic¬
cent years he’s shown personal interest in the motion picture, per¬
•title clearance bureau in- N.Y., torial History of the Talkies”
A significant rapprochement be¬ haps due _to his position as Patriarch of Venice, site of the yearly film
where the .actual ownership rights (Putnam; $12:50; special pre^Xmas tween a church group and motion festival
-of a film could be checked. Any- price, $10) which, like mqst vol¬ pictures' took place Saturday (1) in
A ^Robert Donat scholarship at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art
‘ one selling a film should then be umes of this sort, has fetching eye- Cincinnati' when leaders of the
required to file a copy of the con¬ appeaL Not to mention the nos¬ Methodist Church, at a week long in London is planned as a memorial to the .late actor. A charity show¬
tract with this central clearing talgic values.
conference, employed a Hollywood ing of Donat’s last film, -“The Inn of the Sixth Happiness,” which stars
house.
film to point up the theme of the Ingrid Bergman, will be given in this cause on Nov. 23, at LeicesterIt is a kingsize, in the main meeting—“The Christians’ Eco¬ Square Theatre. Vivien Leigh at a cocktail party given by Billy Butlin
One of the results of this prac¬
well-laid-out
book,
with
year-by¬
5
tice of selling without rights has
nomic Responsibility in an Indus¬ at his house described the project. „ /
been a deep European distrust in year breakdowns from- 1930-1958. trial Age.” It is believed to be
¥ul Brynner gets Saturday Evening Post profile treatment via Pete
The
text
is
at
a
minimum;
merely
any dealings with Americans,
the first time any religious group Martin in the Nov. 20th issue ! . Metro readying special 12-page book¬
Pathak reported. H?*said he him¬ the highlights per annum, and has used a Hollywood motion pic¬ let for distribution to editors and exhibitors to highlight the Austrian
self had lost about £3,000 taboui then the scenes from pictures and ture for such a purpose.
- ! location of “The Journey.” . . . Charles-Kaufman signed by M-G to
$8,600.) on one deal where he had top personalities for each respec¬
The picture selected to keynote write the screenplay for “Bridge to the Sim,” autobiographical novel
acquired-the option on some films tive year, dominate the “pictorial the conference’s theme Was Metro’s by Gwen Terasaki . . . Metro’s “Ben-Hur” company has moved to its
and, on seeking to re-sell them, history.” The bigger the name the “High Cost of Loving,” a Jose Fer- third- and final location site during the film’s lengthy production
had found that the American end larger the photo, yiz., Garbo, Har¬ rer-Gena Rowlands starrer re¬ schedule. Director William Wyler heads a unit of more than 100 per- ■
low, Astaire-Rogers, Crosby et aL
didn’t own the rights.
leased some, months ago. Film sons now filming the leper colony sequences near Salorie, about< 30
Since .both the trade and public concerns a corporation employee miles from Rome . . . Radio City Music Hall topper Russell V. Down¬
Pathak, who used to headquarter
on the Coast, now makes his home dates the real impetus to the talk¬ who mistakenly thinks he is about ing and Columbia sales chief Rube Jackter are joint chairmen of the
in N. Y. He’s distributing the Dan¬ ers from “The Jazz Singer” (1927) to be fired. The problem of finan¬ film producers and distributors section of the annual of the Greater
ish “Dollars from the Sky,” a story and “The Singing Fool” (1928), cial insecurity is the basis of the New York Councils of the Boy Scouts of America. Paul N. Lazarus
• of the arrival of Texans on two both A1 Jolson and each, individu¬ pic’s themes
Jr., Col veepee, and National Screen’s Burton E. Robbins are co-chair¬
small Danish islands where oil has ally, the greatest single impetus
man of the amusement industries division of the campaign
been found. Film is due to preem to soundpix, it does seem a, brushNed E. Depinet, president of Motion Picture Pioneers Inc. and the
at the 55th St. Playhouse at Christ- off to include him only in the cas¬
Foundation of the Motion Picture Pioneers Inc., sparking a member¬
' mas. Pathak also has some Swedish, ual pot-pourri titled "The Early
ship drive in connection with the 20th annual dinner Monday (24)
German and Finish pix for release. Talkies.”
honoring Robert Benjamin and Arthur Krim at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Continued from page 1
On the Coast he specialized in
Joan Crawford did the foreward
Friends from global show biz sent congratulatory cables and tele¬
the release of the Finnish product, and she is among the decorative tribution comes later for the gen¬
which is well-known for nudity personalities, along with others eral releases and worldwide han¬ grams to Sir Alexander Boyne King, Scot cinema magnate, on his
70th birthday. Distributors tossed a lavish lunch for the Auld Lang
and= highly exploitable for its sex such as Garland, Temple, Arliss, dling.
Syne knight, who controls bookings for over 80 Scot cinemas and is
content. Pathak reported that he Tracy, Rooney, Harlow, Chaplin,
“Dave Selznick had the right
had taken an option on the Franco- Weismuller, Roy Rogers, Barry¬ idea—only a handful of key sales chairman and managing director of half of them, chairman of Films
Italian coproduction, “An Eye for more, Fields, Bette Davis, Gable, experts to sell his product but, un¬ of Scotland Committee, and leading light of the Scot Tourist Board...
Germany’s NF Filmverleih asking $100,000' in' guarantees for the
an Eye,” starring Curt Jurgens.
plus Mickey Mouse (deservedly). fortunately, at that time he didn’t
Reason for the situation in Eu¬ But no Jolson. None the less it’s have % strong enough product to U.S. rights to “Rosemarie,” the controversial German film about a
prostitute.
One of the presumed reasons why there haven’t been any
rope is the rise of the independ¬
attractive book, for gift or back it up. Incidentally, I can think
ents in the States and the sales to reference.
Abel.
of only a handful of producers who U.S. takers so far: The music in the film is said to sound very much
like
Kurt
Weill’s
music from “The Beggar’s Opera”-. . . Government
television. A major company exec
are really ‘independents’. By that
last week confirmed Pathak’s
I mean, who put up their own' film aid for the French industry is to be continued at the present lev¬
el
for
two
years,
says
Jacques Flaud, director of France’s Centre Na¬
charge, but said that, in quite a
money. Goldwyn does. Eddie Small
few cases, the man selling the pic¬
does. Selznick is. another. Maybe tional. After that,.the aid may become more “flexible” ...
ture in Europe was honestly un¬
I
By
the
time
of
its
opening
Rodgers & Hammersteln’s “Flower Drum
,Sol Lesser did when he was more
aware of the fact that he didn’t
active. But as we know an ‘in¬ Song” will have an advance of close to $1,500,000, according to legit
have the rights. Irving Sochin, for¬
sources.
An
original
motion
picture from R & H would be nice to
dependent’ today usually means
merly Rank Film Distributors of
that the studio is still advancing | have . . . Film vets' becoming more numerous, what with 36 new mem*
America sales topper, is tied up
I bers to be inducted at the 20th annual Motion Picture Pioneers dinner
Cecil -B. DeMille’s “The Ten his financing.”
with Pathak in “Dollars from the Commandments” grossed over $2,An inveterate globetrotter, Feld¬ Nov. 24. This one honors Arthur Krim and Bob Benjamin . . . Bernard
Sky.”
800,000. in special drive-in theatre man knows the European ' tech¬ Kamber back from Hollywood and Chicago publicity work on "Sepa¬
engagements that-began during the nique of financing. It’s SOP for a rate Tables” and “Devil’s Disciple.” . . . Tony Silver switched from
summer, Edward G. Chumley, the producer to sell off the Italian or UA to a copywriter’s post at National Screen Service.
production’s sales supervisor, re¬ the French or the. Scandinavian or
Elizabeth Taylor set for “Suddenly, Last Summer,” Sam Spiegel’s
the. Spanish rights even before a picturization of the Tennessee Williams play, “Garden District,” to
ported in New York this week.
“Commandments” played in 365 foot of film is shot “Each distrib¬ be scripted by playwright for 1959 production ... ^ Orson Welles* sum¬
Chicago, Nov. 4. j ozoners with the runs varying utor gambles on that producer, mation speech as the attorney in Darryl F. Zanuck’s “Compulsion”
A record turnout of more than from two to seven weeks. Release and handles his selling in indi¬ will- be edited to 12 to 15 minutes, longest single speech ever in a
1,000 is expected at. the Variety! of the picture to the al fresco spots vidual' manner, attuned to his own 20th-Fox film . . . Indie producer Dwight Brooks launches a two-pix
Clubs next international conven- j was timed to coincide with school territory. There’s no reason why program Nov. 17, with “I’ll Never Go Back,” followed by “Death from
tion in Las Vegas March 31-) vacations.
Business tally is be* a national campaign should be as Orbit X” Dec. 15 . . . N.Y. "stage-tv actress Jean Robbins screen bows
April 3.
? lieved to be a record for sych a good in'New York as what they in Allied Artists’'“Battle Flame,” Scott Brady starrer . , . “The Trial
might go for in Texas. Maybe we’ll
Meeting will dedicate the spa’s; limited number of situations,
also see territorial rights coming of Major Reno/’ based on factual data recently de-classified by U. S.
new convention hall, appropriate
, back, a sort of super-states* rights, Army,’ydll be produced by Arrowhead Productions ... Producer Phil¬
since the VCI was the first organi¬
[where some group of theatres or ip A. Waxr^an and writer Orin Jannings, now collabing on “The Gene
zation to parley there, back in
j distributors will buy the exhibition Krupa Story,” Sal Mineo starrer for Columbia Pictures release* will
1952. Confab will also dedicate a
rights to a film and handle it as partner again next year on “La -Bella. Sorrento.”
new wing of the nursery school
The German “Hauptmann von Koepenick” (Captain von Koepenick),
- Continued from page 5
| they see fit.”
supported by the Vegas tent.
j which has done very well in N.Y., has been something of a letdown in
Better Quality
I had been unsuccessful. “Johnston
several out-of-town dates . . . “The Horse’s Mouth,” Alec Guinness
This changing pattern will result starrer which United Artists put up for bid in N.Y., goes into the
RE-PLANT 'ROOTS OF HEAVEN' didn’t get anywhere when he sat
down with the Russians the'last in better .quality want-to-see pic- Paris Theatre ....
couple
of
times,”
he
said.
“It’s
only
j'tures,
the kind that will drag the
Taking an- admitted “calculated risk,” 'Israel’s -film censor board
More Roadshows —. To
this time, with the diplomatic people out of their houses and has passed “The Young Lions” and the picture is now being shown in
Market at Christmas
weight of the United States be¬ away from their television sets, he Jerusalem without any incident, the N.Y. Times recently reported. In
hind
him,
that
he
got
a
deal.”
observes. He feels that, as time pro¬ the past, any film portraying a Nazi in a favorable light would never
Frankly disappointed with the
The Russian negotiations orig¬ gresses, the film backlogs will be¬ have hit the screen in Israel. One of* the reasons why Israel passed
performance of Darryl F. Zanuck’s
“Roots of Heaven” at the Palace inally started on a commercial come more valuable. Warners’ $22,- the Marlon Brando starrer: Egypt had nixed it on the grounds that
Theatre, N. Y., where it’s being basis with individual companies. [000,000 backlog deal was a “steal” the Jewish soldier (Montgomery Clift) was shown in a good light.
roadshown, 20th-Fox has dropped However, the Soviet traders began ; for the telefilm people, in his
Joe Hyams in a series on Hollywood in the Herald Tribune quotes
plans for any further roadshows of to play one company against the opinion, and Feldman feels that a talent agency exec as saying it’s cheaper for a studio to pay the
other, and attached reciprocity con¬
the film in the U. S. Picture now ditions which the distribs found Paramount’s $50,000,000 package agent’s 10% commission than develop talent on its own . . . But what
will go out as a regular release at unacceptable. It was decided, at • sale too is also a “steal” for MCA. about the studios’ beefs about the sky-high payoffs demanded by the
There again he points to Goldwyn’s
Christmas time.
that point, to assign all rights to unwillingness to sell-off; there will agents in behalf of that talent? .
Hand-in-hand with this, the ad¬
Robert L. Mann former salesman for 20th-Fox and Columbia, has
always be time for that, and with the Texas franchise for Movie Stamps Inc., N.Y. outfit which is adapt¬
vertising campaign for “Roots” will MPEA.
Johnston went to Moscow with
be switched to put greater empha¬ carte blanche to buy and sell. This time the values will pyramid.
ing the trading stamp idea for theatres ... Col has rewritten the book
sis on the adventure aspect of the< power extends also to assigning . Feldman’s current properties in¬ [ —the pressbook, that is, for “Bridge on the River Kwai.” Added fea¬
clude the new Sam Behrman play, tures are ads playing up the suctess which picture has had so far
yarn.
the seven Soviet films to the maj“Roots” got mixed reviews when prs for distribution in the U.S. “Cold Wind and the War,” for and new exploitation gimmicks which clicked in JU-youts . . . Sam Marx
$150,000
advance plus 10% of the showing interest in Bill Ornstein’s book, “Miss' Napoleon.”
it opened. Some at 20th feel that It’s presumed that he’ll give a
the allegory in the picture is large¬ Soviet film to each of the compa¬ gross of every week the show runs
That measure to revise the Chicago Aim censorship code won’t,
on
Broadway;
Sam Locke’s “Fair
ly lost on audiences, who thus find nies which have sold a picture'to'
reach the city council till late in February, after the aldermanic elec¬
the film confusing. Whether the Moscow. So far, the Americans Game,” last season’s Sam Levene tions. It’ll likely have considerably more support then, since the counfilm, reportedly brought in at a have picked only four Russian play, which may become a Kim cilmeh will be much less concerned over toe-stepping. Measure would
Novak-Doris Day package at Co¬
negative cost of over $3,000,000, is films. It’s implicitly stated in the lumbia;
Shaw’s novelette, revise by restricting police censorship of pictures orily to the juvenile
to be trimmed for general release agreement that the pictures will be “Voyage Irwin
Gut, Voyage Home,” for (under 21) trade . . . "On .another front. Windy City’s move to abolish
hasn’t been decided yet.
given “maximum distribution” and which he paid $50,000; Charles the 3% admission tax on the first 90c appears certain of passage at
wide publicity in the respective Morgan’s new novel, “Sparkem the next council session Friday (7), and probably will go into effect
Hufford Heads Society
countries. How this is to be done broke,” which may be a Cary Jan. 1.
Two reps of the Czech film monopoly currently in the States, look¬
is still a large question, though it’s Grant-Stanley Dqnen property;
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Robert G. Hufford of Eastman assumed that the Government will Ladzslo Bush-Fekete’s “Lot’s Wife,” ing to buy American pictures. They’re Jiri Marek of- the CSR Film
Kodak heads up new 1959-60 slate urge exhibs to cooperate.
which I.A-L. Diamond is adapting Commission, and L. Kachdik, who’s in charge of exports . . . Leo
Company most affected by the and which Jean Negulesco is pro¬ Hochstetter, MPEA’s German rep, off to Turkey again in another week
of officers, as chairman, of Holly¬
wood Section, Society of Motion necessity to submit two negatives ducing; a three-play deal with Jed to try and straighten out trouble for U. S. films there. The Govern¬
Picture & Television Engineers. if a Cinemascope picture is sold Harris; a $75,000 buy of Nelson ment has issued a decree confiscating all goods not cleared through
Carl W. Hauge, Consolidated Film is 20th-Fox. There’s no trouble Algren’s “Walk on the Wild Side,” Customs by Nov. 25. However, these are only goods on the “permitted
Industries, is secretry-treasurer:
giving the Russians , a dupe nega¬ which Merle Miller is adapting; a imports” list, and Hollywood films aren’t on that roster as of now . . .
Three new members of Board of tive, which is available. What costs $150,000 western for John Wayne. Rank Organization will do the Eric Ambler novel, “The Nightcomers,”
Managers also have been elected money is the ^unsqueezing of the
Feldman returned to Hollywood on location in Singapore next year. Jean Simmons and hubby Stewart
for 1959-60. William E. Gephart, C’Scope print. None of 20th’s
over the weekend. He came east Granger will star.
General Film Lab; James P. Cor¬
Jerry Wald is negotiating with John Frankenbeimer for the latter
C’Scope
releases
have
ever
been
chiefly
to huddle with Darryl F.
coran. ?0th-Fox; Ralph E. Lovell,
NBC-TV.
Continuing on Board made available in 2-D. Only “The Zanuck when the latter was east to direct. Wald’s production of “Winesburg, Ohio,” which Wald in¬
during 1959 a**e Theodore Grenier, Robe” was shot in a standard attendant to the launching of tends to produce as his first indie venture following his 20th-Fox ten¬
ABC; James T. Pettus, RCA; Petro cover version. Most other studios “Roots of Heaven” at the RKO ure. Pic would be Frankenheimer’s second; his film bow was as di¬
have shot such versions.
Palace, on Broadway.
rector-of “The- Young -Stranger” for
a couple* of -years’ ago. Vlahos.

Use High Cost of Loving’
To Make Methodists’ Point
At Cincinnati Confab

Feldman

365 Ozoners Exhibited
‘Commandments’ for Gross
Of $2,800,000—Chumley

Variety Clubs Foresee
1,000 at Las Vegas Meet

Soviet Terms
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Gigj’ and Yankees Tail 'Hot Cat’;
'Defiant Ones’in October Money;
Houses Forced to Re-Issues

The importance to film produc-*
By HY HOLLINGER
tion of.pre-soldliterary properties,
the‘keen competition. among, inde¬
Executives of American Interna¬
pendents' and the majors' for manu¬
tional Pictures, faced' with, attacks
Variety’s
regular, weekly
scripts, and the.scarcity of the type
from both! within and outside the
boxoffice reports are summar¬
of . material to intrigue today’s se¬
Hollywood* Nov. 4.
industry for their exploitation pic¬
ized
each
month,
retrospec¬
lective audiences has led'fhe pic¬ . A Z% stock dividend jn addition tures and their advertising policy,
tively. Based on an average bf
ture business into hook promotion to regular 10c cash divvy on com¬ frankly admitted in N. Y. last week
1. “Cat on Tin Roof” (M-G).
24
key
situations,
the
source
on a gigantic scale. There-’s hardly mon stock has been declared by that their ads “are obviously over¬
2. “Gigi” (M-G).\
.
data constitute an adequate
a studio or an indie company Walt Disney Productions.
drawn for the deEberate and calcu¬
3.
“Damn
Yankees”
(WB).
sampling
of
current
releases
around which isn’t devoting a por¬
Melon will be cut Jan. 1, 1959 to lated purpose of bringing people
4. “South Pacific” (Magna).
but are not, of course, fully
tion of pre-production activities to stockholders of record Dec. 3, .1958. into theatres.”
5. “Defiant Ones” (UA).
definite. An index of relative
building an acquired property into
6. “Barbarian-Geisha”. (20th).
They acknowledged that the
grossing strength in the U.S.a best-seller.
7: “Big Country” (UA).
promises made in the advertising
Canada
market, the monthly
Many of the functions, formerly
8, “So. Seas Adventure” (Cine).
are not always fulfiEed in the
report does not pretend to ex¬
in the domain of the book publish¬
9. “Onionhead” (WB).
actual pictures, but they defended
press
-total
rentals.
er, have now been assumed by
10. “Windjammer” (NT).
this poHcy on the ground that the
filmites in their desperate effort to
11. “Search Paradise” (Cine).
film industry is essentially a carni¬
By MIKE WEAR
make the titles of books “house-;
12. “Me and Colonel” (Col).
val business and that it must there¬
hold” words before they are con¬
fore deal in carnival terms. Just
Always known as an “in-be¬
verted to the screen.
tween” month, October this year
as books should not be judged by
In instances, publishers resent
ran true to form. It was an offish
Price of Paramount stock on their covers, they contended. that
the early linking of a book to an the New York Stock Exchange their pix should not be condemned
period at the national boxoffice,
•upcoming film, fe'aring that a por¬ went to the highest point in the because of the advertising. They
being further handicaped by the
tion of the book-reading public company’s history Mon. (3) with pointed out, for example, that
distractions of national and state
may decide to skip purchasing' the a dosing quotation of $46.50 peri many of the company's problems
election campaigns and lack of
book and wait for the screen Ver¬ share. The after-divorcement out- J with local censor and pressure
strong, new screen fare. There
sion. Producers, too, are divided fit started out (in I960)- at a price groups have been solved by merely
were a few new pictures but too
on the approach. Some—like Otto of around $20 and has been on the screening the pictures which, they
Columbia Pictures, for the first few. Some, exhibs became so des¬
Preminger, for instance—feel that climb.
ever since, with few set¬ stressed, have been found com¬ time in its history, is. acquiring a perate for boxoffice winners they the primary objective is to place
pletely innocuous.
foreign showcase. Theatre, to be accepted former combinations to
backs.
the book on the best-seller list
Pointing out that the U. S. Su¬ caHed The Columbia, is now near¬ fiU the gap. About half of these
Current new high compares with '
without reference to the fact that
preme Court has gone a long way ing completion in London. It’s due returns paid off.
the property will be made into a X low for the year of $30.62V6.
“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” (M-G),
‘ Trading volume has been mod¬ toward the elimination of film cen¬ to open Feb. I, 1959, with “Gigi.”
picture. Others;—depending on the erate
and the increase in price is j sorship, Samuel Z. Arkoff, v.p. and
House seats 770, is ultra-modern which was first in September,
property—take the position that
general counsel of AIP, declared and wiE be able to accommodate again copped the b.o. laurels last
taken
to
mean
the
company
has
!
the earlier the connection is made
month. The Burl Ives-Paul New¬
that “oddbaE groups” and “overthe better, because many readers cooking a new capital gains deal. zealous spinster Parent- Teacher” all types and systems of film. It’s man - Elizabeth
Taylor
feature
enjoy reading the book and then This has been hinted by inside organizations, now lacking a cause, lease is held by Richard Davis, racked better than $1,000,000 gross
although, the specific
who operates the Fine Arts in N.Y.
seeing how it is interpreted by the sources
because of the Supreme Court de¬ and who also runs the Curzon In at key cities reported weekly by
nature
of
the
source
of
added
film-maker.
Variety. It was out of first spot
revenue hasn’t been disclosed. For cisions, are now aiming their at¬ London.
Although Preminger’s Carlyle one thing, however. Par has a tacks on film advertising.
in the weekly surveys only once
According to a Col spokesman, for “Damn Yankees” (WB). “Gigi,”
Productions is presently inactive library of 1,500 sEent films which
“The industry has to face these
production-wise while the' produc¬ are being studied for the possibil¬ elements,” he said. “It’s wrong to the company is taking over the another Metro release which was
er-director is directing “Porgy and ity, of a sale to television interests. adopt a hoEer-fhan-thou policy.” house from Davis for 21 years frith third in September, is winding up
an option for more. Davis gets a in second place.
Bess” for Samuel Goldwyn, the
,
Further, earnings have been He pointed out that the ads of the
company’s N. Y. office, under the steady and the sale of the ppe- major companies have been' at¬ percentage of the receipts.
“Damn Yankees” (WB)/ a new¬
Col plans to use its theatre as
direction of Nat Rudich, is occu¬ 1940 sound features to a subsidiary tacked as often 'as those of AIP.
comer
which
was
just
getting
pied with building up three books of Music Corp. of America wEl James H. Nicholson* AIP prexy, a roadshow house, partly to ‘show¬ started late in September, is tak¬
on Preminger’s upcoming produc¬ provide $10,000,000 a year for this commenting on the reaction of the case its own major releases. Thea¬ ing third money. Film apparently
tre, slated to be one of the most
tion schedule.
and the next four years.
rest of the industry versus AIP, elegant in London, is part of a cashed in somewhat on the tag
These Include “Anatomy of Mur¬
said: “AH of us live in glass houses. newly-constructed business budd¬ end of the baseball season as the
der” by Robert Traver, “Exodus”
It’s dangerous to throw stones.”
ing, Very few new film, houses Yankees were battling the Braves
by Leon Uris, and “The Other Side
Discussing the type of pictures have been brnlt in London since for the world’s championship.
of the Coin” by Pierre Boule, au¬
for which they have been rapped, the war. According to Lacy East- j “South Pacific” (Magna), second
thor of “The Bridge of .the River
Nicholson said his company has ner, prez of Columbia Internation-! in September, is landing in fourth
Kwai.”
made a careful study of the teen¬ al, the company isn’t planning ac-1 positon, barely edging out “De¬
Jerry Wald is' another producer
age market and it has discovered quisition of any other showcases fiant Ones” (UA).
who has placed great emphasis on
“Defiant Ones” was a strong
that teenagers do not Eke films in in the world.
the care and feeding of a best¬
fifth, rising as high as second, and
which, they are depicted as juvenile
Los Angeles, Nov. 4;
seller.
third
in weekly ratings. Especially
delinquents.
He
said
the
company’s
Further reverberations in, squab¬
Columbia has been spending con¬ ble aver film rights to “Anatomy objective was to make escapist and
big in larger key cties, it bids to
siderable time and money in. pro¬ of a Murder/’ which Otto Prem¬ entertaining films. Arkoff stressed
make a really great profit for the
moting Bernard V. Dryer’s “The inger is skedded to produce for there is no identification between
company. “Barbarian and Geisha”
Image Makers,” which Charles Columbia Pictures, were sounded ! the characters in the films and the
(20th) is winding up in sixth place,
Schnee will produce. The company here last week when the John van viewers. 'Nicholson declared that
not far behind “Defiant.”
has been running a contest asking Druten estate brought action in the pix were made with a tongue“Big Country” of which greater
the public to vote on the cast.
Superior Court for $2,500,000 in-cheek viewpoint and were not to
Bavaria-FHmkunst, which runs things were anticipated apparently
Hollywood’s great interest in damages, charging conspiracy and be taken seriously. He admitted
was slowed by not getting more
books is. placing many authors: in asking for an injunction against that the youngsters frequently the largest studios in West Ger¬
many (in Munich) and also is in firstrun playoffs earlier. Despite
positions equal to performers. They film's production.
laughed at the pictures. However,
an unusually costly ballyhoo cam¬
' are in great demand for newspaper - Suit was directed against Prem¬ he said that the pix had been distribution, is considering follow¬ paign
it has been slow in getting
interviews and radio-tv appear¬ inger and his Carlyle Productions, proven successful at the boxoffice ing the “United Artists pattern”
placement in a holdover field
by
cutting
down
its
production
to
ances. If the author is not avail¬ Ray Stark and his Seven Arts and had come to the aid of many
around
the country. Fourth on the
able, arrangements are made for Productions, Columbia Pictures, theatremen in a time of a serious possibly no more than- two filmsnext year! In turn, it’H finance in¬ markets taHIed in September it’s
telephone and/or tape interviews. United Artists and John D. product shortage.
position
in October was not with¬
dependent producers to make pic¬
Voelker, Michigan Supreme Court
Nicholson emphasized that the tures on its lot and for Bavaria out strength but not as vigorous as
justice and author of "novel which last 16 of the company’s pictures release.
United Artists hoped.
van Druten dramatized before his had received a production code ■ Report came last week from Karl
Only four keys are represented
death. Tome was written under seal and that with the exception of F. De Vogt, export manager of the for “South Seas Adventure,” fifth
nomJ de plume of Robert Traver. four “B” ratings, all the pix had Bavaria, who’s on his first U. S. release for Cinerama reserved seat
Preminger took over production been placed, in the “A” category visit, seeking to explore the mar¬ operaton but the pace added up
Albany, Nov. 4.
The impact of Watertown’s com¬ iff September following a hassle by the Catholic Legion, of Decency. ket. The Bavaria, in part controlled to eighth biggest money “in the
with
Stark and UA over right to He complained that many of the by the same banks which control October push. The evaluation of
paratively new 2% sales tax on
smaH theatres was Ulustrated. do picture, which culminated in company’s pix hail been rapped by the UFA, this year produced eight “Onionhead” (WB) is that the film
StarkrUA
conceding “Anatomy” to people who hadn’t seen them and pictures of its own. In addition, pleases the smaller burgs best. •
when Pete Vournakis’ Liberty ad¬
vertised that due to the local levy Preminger and Columbia in ex- who were basing their opinions it financed and took on for re¬
“White WHderness” (BV), a new
;
change
for
property, “Exodus,” only on. the newspaper ads. “The lease about a dozen more, putting entrant; “Man of West” (UA), also
on “film rentals and misceUaneous
supplies used in the operation of with ail parties to share in each majority-of the complaints,” Arkoff approximately 20 films through its a newie; and “Reluctant Debu¬
said, “come from people who do distribution channel.
the theatre,” a “slight increase” In others’ profits off two pix..
tante” (M-G), fifth in September,
Action brought by estate charges not have chHdren.”
De Vogt said the Bavaria, head¬ are the runner-up films.
scale was taking effect.
ed by Wolf Schwarz, had no in¬
This lifted the matinee tap to that the Preminger-Stark deal con¬
A line of new pictures has now
tention for the moment to create
50c; evening-Sunday-hoBday, 60c; stituted a conspiracy to do estate
out of the share it was to get from
its own foreign setup, but may in¬ hit the key cities but only a few
children, 25c.
show. promise. “Houseboat” (Par)
film
rights
to
play
based
on
the
stall
its
own
agencies
in
Europe
The impost, which includes the
in the not too distant future. Dur¬ has been good on its two initial
standard compensating use levy \ novel, agreed upon by van Druten
ing his trip to the U. S. (he’s cur¬ playdates. “Last Hurrah” (Col)
(on goods and the Eke brought into j before his death and Voelker.
Los Angeles* Nov. 4.
rently attending the San Francisco also hints potential, being big on
the city from outside, and to be r Agreement, according to com¬
Orson
WeHes-still
owes
film
edi¬
plaint*
gave
Voelker
and
van
Dru¬
film fest) De Vogt said he planned first week at N.Y. Roxy and at its
used within), affects film rentals
preem in Boston, whose ex-mayor
and supplies. This is true in other ten equal shares of profits from, tor Louis Lindsay $14,096 as un¬ to search out the possibEities for the film is “not” about. “Torpedo
paid
balance
assertedly
due
under
any
picture
to
be
made.
Suit
American
production at the Bava¬
cities-voting a sales tax, according
! claims that Voelker - van_ Druten terms of a contract signed in 1949,. ria studios, where there are eight Run” (M-G) shaped a bit spotty
to authorities in Albany.
the first week out. It was fine in
The Watertown “bite,” legisla¬ agreement is violated* and en¬ according, to a suit filed in Superior modem stages. Several American Frisco and Chi. okay In Portland
outfits, notably Kirk Douglas*
tion approved by the Common dangers the upcoming Theatre 20(9 Court against actor-producer.
Lindsay,
suit
charges*
was
to
production
of
play.
Bryna Productions, have made and mild in N.Y.
Council May 12 and in effect since
(Of the reissues, “Streetcar
work on a picture for Welles to be films at the Bavaria.
July 1, provides for quarterly pay¬
Named Desire” (20th) made
filmed
in
Europe
and
Africa;
for
Chasing
‘Tiger’s
Tail*
The Bavaria export chief doubt-:
ments. The latter are how due.
the best showing.)
which he was to be paid $14,740 ed any future merger between
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Columbia is negotiating for in salary and $776 travel expenses. Bavaria and UFA, but didn’t rule
Oscar Haney, formerly relief,
Fredric March and Florence
operator in the Dallas area for the “Tiger’s Tail,”' an original story Of .this moment, only $1,42(1 has out a combination with some otlmr,
Phil Isley Theatre circuit, has been and screenplay by Robert .Buck¬ been forthcoming, it’-s aEeged. Late possibly smaller units. He’ll be Eldridge join Spencer Tracy in
filing is due to Welles having been, back in N.Y. before heading for stellar lineup of Stanley Kramer’s
ner.
named manager of the Canyo
“Inherit the Wind,”
totjfli ^ce»h’-suslfehse
• j out of the U.^vS.Y editor said;' ’;J 1 home.
Drive4h;;Th&ra-er At’SifJdei*, TefxS

Disney Jan. 1 Melon

Semi-Golden October

ParM-TimeHi
Quote of $4650

Columbia Pictures’
London Showcase

Van Drutea Estate Sues;
Says Preminger Infringes
In ‘Anatomy’ Project

Bararia-Filmkoost Talks
Adoption of Pattern
A La United Artists

fWatertown 7% Sales Tax

Lindsay Sues 0. Welles
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Picture Grossed
BOSTON

‘Vampire’ Hefty $9,000,
L’yille; Tacific’. 66, 2d
Louisville, Nov. 4. .
First-run biz this week is uneven
to slower. “South Pacific," in 26th j
week, ahd “Big Country,” in. third
stanza at the Kentucky, are show¬
ing remarkable stamina. “Torpedo
Run” at United Artists is drab.
Horror combo “Blood of Vampire”
and “Monster on Campus” at the
Rialto looks hefty.
Estimates for This Week
Brown '(Fourth Ave.) (1,200;
$1.25-$2)—“South Pacific” (Magna)
(26th wk). Good $6,000 after 25th
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 60-90)—
“Big Country” (UA) (3d wk). Nice
$6,000 after second week’s $5,000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000;
60-90)—“Naked and Dead” (WB)
(2d wk). Oke $4,500 after last
week's $7,000.
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (!f,000; 6085^—“Blood of Vampire” (U) and:
“Monster on Campus” (U). Just
what teen-agers like. Hefty $9,000.
, United Artists (UA) (3,000; 60DO)—“Torpedo Run” (M-G). Dull
$4,000. Last week, “Defiant Ones”
(UA), $9,000.

LOS ANGELES
(Continued from page 8)
(WB), “Baby Doll” (WB) (reissues),

$2,200.

Downtown (SW) (1,757; 90-$1.50).
—“Giant” (WB) and “High and
Mighty” (WB) (reissues). Limp
$3,500.
New Fox, El Rey (FWC). (765;
861;' 90-$1.50)—“Reluctant Debu¬
tante” (M-G) and “Windom’s Way”
(Rank) (New Fox), “Me and Col¬
onel” (Col) (El Rey) (2d wk). Okay

$6,000.

Vogue (FWC) (825; 90-$1.50)—
“Onionhead” (WB) and “Me and
the Colonel” (Col) (3d wk). Perky
$3,500. Last week, $4,200.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50)
—“Tale of Two Cities” (Rank) (3d
wk). Lean $1,600. Last week,
$1,600.
Fox Beverly, Orphenm (FWCMetropolitan) (1,170; 2,213; 90-$2)
—"Defiant Ones” (UA) (5th wk).
Lusty $13,000. Last week, $14,700.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,389;
$1.20-$2.65)— “South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama). Started 6th
week Sunday (2) after big $23,000
last week.
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 90$1.50)—“Cat On Hot Tin Roof’
(M-G) (10th wk). Lush $10,000.
Last week, $11,100.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1.612;
$1.25^$2) — “Big Country” (UA)
(11th wk). Slim $3,400. Last week,
$3,500.
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
(1,468; $1.65-$3)‘ — “Gigi” <M-G)
(17th wk). Big $16,500. Last week,
$16,600.
Egyptian (UATC) (1,392; $1.65$3.30) — “South Pacific” (Magna)
(22d wk). Plump $15,000. Last
week. $15600.
Chinese (FWC) (1,408; $1.75$3.50)—“Windjammer” (NT) (30th
wk). Stout $17,000. Last week,
$17,800.
Carthay (FWC) (1,135; $1.75$3.50)—“Around World in 80 Days”
(UA) (98th wk). Great $13,500. |
i
Last week, $14,500.
i

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 8)
Big $10,500. Last week, $11,000,
with one extra show.
Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774;
$1.25-$1.5Q) — “Sorceress” (Indie)
(2d wk). Good $2,500. Last week,
$2,600.
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (364;
$1.25)—“Pather Panchali” (Indie)
(3d wk). Nice $2,800. Last week,
$3,000.
t
Coronet (United California) (1,250;. $1.25-$3.00)—“Old Man and
Sea” (W-B) (2d wk). Fair $13,000.
Last week, $15,500.
Alexandria (United California)
(1,170; $1.50-$3.50) — “South Pa¬
cific” (Magna) (18th wk). Okay
$14,000. Last week, $14,500.

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 8)
Hot sex product with $3,500.
Fourth week, $4,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; $1.25$1.80) — “Last
Hurrah”
(Col).
Mighty $13,500. Last week, “Here
to Eternity” (Col) (reissue) (2d wk),
$2,800.
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.25-$2.50)
—“South Pacific” (Magna) (31st
wk). Up to excellent $9,000 with
announcement that run ends Nov.
9. Last week, $7,000.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300;
$l,25-$2.40)—“Windjammer” (NT)
(3d wk). Big $13,500 for second
week in row.

(Continued from page 9T
“Littlest Hobo” (AA) (2d wk). Mild
$8,000. Last week, $12,000.
Mayflower (ATC) (683; 75-$lJ25)
—“Certain Smile” (20th) and “10
North Frederick” (20th) (2d runs).
Oke $3,200. Last week, “Match¬
maker” (Par) and “Stage Struck”
(BV) (2d runs), $4,000.
Paramount (NET) (2,357; 70$1.16)—’“Villa” (20th) and “New
Orleans After Dark” (AA). Fair
$10,000. Last Week, “Queen Outer
Space” (AA) and “Legion of
Doomed” (AA), $9,500.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 60-$l,10)—
“Defiant Ones” (UA) and “Fort
Massacre” (UA) (2d rims). Fat
$8,000. Last week, “Return of
Dracula” *(UA) and “Flame Bar¬
rier” (UA), $7,000.
Saxon (Sack) (1,000; $1.50-$3,50)
—“South Pacific” (Magna) (30th
wk). Nice $12,000. Last week, ditto.
5Trans-Lux (T-L) (730; 75-$1.25)—
“White Slavery” (Indie) and “Paris
Vice Squad” (Indie). Oke $4,000.
Last week, “Foxiest Girl in Paris”
(Indie) and “Port of Shame” (Indie),
$4,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90-$1.50)
—“Last Hurrah” (Col) (2d wk).
Boff $22,000. Last week, $30,000.
State (Loew). (3,600; 75-$1.25)—
“Cat On Hot Tin Roof” (M-G) (11th
wk). Hotsy $9,000. Last week, same.

CHICAGO
(Continued from page 9).
—“Torpedo Run” (M-G) (2d wk).
Slow $13,000. Last week, $24,000.
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,434;
$1.25-$3.40)—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (6th wk). Solid
$33,000. Last week, $34,500.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 90$1.80)—“In Love and War” (20th).
Sock $19,000. Last week, “Never
Love a Stranger” (AA) (1st wk),
$17,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90$1.80)—“Onionhead” (WB). Fancy
$22,000. Last week, “Man of West”
(UA) (3d wk), $12,500.
Surf (H&EBalaban) (685; $1.25)
—“Truth About Women” (Cont).
Fair $3,500. Last week, “Senechal.
Magnificent” (DCA). (2d wk), $2,700.
Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) U.036:
$1.75-$3fi0) — “Around World”
(UA) 783d wk). Great $11,000. Last
week, $12,500.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90$1.80)—“Barbarian and Geisha”
(20th) (3d wk). Fine $12,000. Last
week, $17,000.
Woods (Essanessl (1,200; 90$1.50)—“Decks Ran Red” (M-G)
(3d wk). Okay $10,000. Last week,
$15,000.

NEW YORK
(Continued from page 9)
Ran Red” (M-G) (3d wk-4 days),
$4,000.
,
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75)—
“Gigi” (M-G). Opened Sunday (2).
In ahead,
“Dangerous , Exile”
(Rank) (3d wk-9 days), mild $3,000.
“Gigi” playing on continuous-run
here and at usual scale racked up
records on first three days despite
rain on Sunday and Monday.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1$1.50)—“Case of Dr. Laurent”
(Cont) (20th wk). The 19th stanza
competed yesterday (Tues.) was
modest $3,500. The 18th week,
$4,100.
“What Price Murder”
(UMPO) opens Nov. 10.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003: 50-$2)
—“Defiant Ones” (UA) (7th wk).
Sixth round completed yesterday
(Tues.) held at fine $14,000. Fifth
week, $14,500.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600;
$1.80-$3.50)—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (16th wk). The
15th session ended Saturday (1)
was good $24,400. The 14th week,
$30,800.

* PHILADELPHIA
(Continued from page 9)
$1.80)—“Onionhead” (WB). Smart
$13,000. Last- week, “Damn
Yankees” (WB) (4th wk), $7,200.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80)—
“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” (M-G) (6th
wk). Lively $13,000. Last week,
$16,000. ,
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.80)
—“Defiant Ones” (UA) (6th wk).
Fancy $7,500. Last week, $8,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (385; 95-$1.40)
—“Camp on Blood Island” (Indie)
and “Snorkel” (Indie) (2d wk).
Strong $5,200. Last week. $7,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)
—“Reluctant Debutante” (M-G)
(6thwk). Steady $4,500. Last week,
$4,800.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49)—
“From Earth to Moon” (WB). Slow
$8,000. Last week, “Man of West’.’
(UA) (4th wk), $6,500.
World (Pathe) (604; 95-$1.80)—
“Mitsou” (Indie). Fine $4,000. Last
week, “Age of Infidelity” (Indie)

$2,000.

‘It’ Trim $9,000 Leads
Seattle; ‘Geisha’ 5G, 4th

Hollywood Production Pulse

Seattle, Nov. 4.
• Bulk of strength this session is
coming from holdovers and longruns here. “Barbarian and Geisha”
A LI JED ARTISTS
still is okay in fourth round at
Fifth Avenue while “Gigi” con¬
Starts, This Year,.16
tinues big in fourth’at Music Box.
This Date, Last Year.21
|L“Defiant. Ones” continues solid on
moveover to Paramount, making
it the third downtown week for
this film. “It, Terror From Beyond
Space” and “Curse of Faceless
COLUMBIA
Man” at Coliseum loo'ms good.
Starts, This Year.........2?
“South Pacific is okay in 23d stanza
at the Blue Mouse,
This Date, Last Year.28
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; "THEY CAME TO CORDURA"
$1.50-$2;50)
“S-o u t h Pacific” (Goetz Prods.)
(Magna) (23d wk). Oke $6,000. (Shooting in Utah)
Prod.—William Goetz
Last week, $6,200.
Dir.—Robert Rossen
Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (2,Gary Cooper,
Rita Hayworth,
Van
Heflin, Tab HuDter, Richard Conte,
500; 90-$1.50)— “It! Terror from
Dick York, Michael Callan, Robert
Beyond Space” (UA) and “Face¬
Keith, James Bannon, Ed Platt, Sam
less Man” (UA). Good $9,000. Last
Buffington, Arthur “ Hansen, Carlos
Romero, Maurice Jara
week, “Defiant Ones” (UA) and
(Started Oct. 6)
“Terror in Texas Town” (UA), "SUMMER CAMP"
(2d wk), $9,600.
(Shooting in Las Vegas)
Prod.—Harry Romm
Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen)
Assoc. Producer.—Barbara Belle
(2,500; 9Q-$1.50)—“Barbarian and
Dir.-*-David Rich
Geisha” (20th) (4th wk) and “Men¬
Louis Prima, Keely Smith, Henry Slate,
Sam Butera & The Witnesses, Kim
ace in Night” (UA), replacing
Charney, James Gregory
“Desert Hell” (20tb). Okay $5,000.
(Started Oct. 20)
Last week, $5,800.
"THE MOUSE THAT ROARED"
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; $1.25- (Shooting in England)
Prod.—William Shenson
$2.80)—“Gigi” (M-G) (4th wk).
Dir.—Jack Arnold
Jean Seaberg, Peter Seller
Big $7,000. Last week, $8,300.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90$1.50)—“Torpedo Run” (M-G) and ;
WALT DISNEY
“Cop Hater” (UA). Dull $5,500. i
Last week, “White Wilderness”! Starts, This Year. 6
(BV) and “Once Upon Horse” (U)
This Date, Last Year.2
(4th wk—5 days), $5,000.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700)
Stage fare. Last week, “Dunkirk”
(M-G) and “Andy Hardy Comes
Home” (M-G), drab $2,800 in 4
METRO
days at 90c-$1.50 scale. \
Paramount (Fox-Evergreen). (3,- •Starts, This Year.24
This Date, Last Year...... 79
107;
90-$1.50)—“Defiant Ones”
(UA) and “Terror in Texas Town”
(UA) (m.o.). Big $8,000 for third "BEN-HUR"
week downtown. Last week, “Wolf (Shooting in Rome)
Prod.—Sam Zimbalist
Larsen” (AA) and “Legion of
Dir.—William Wyler
Doomed” (AA), $3,200.
Charlton Heston, Jack Hawkins, Stephen

DETROIT
(Continued from .page 8)
Smash $14,000. Last week, $18,700.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$1.50)
— “White Wilderness’ (BV) and
“Littlest Hobo” (AA). Hep $13.000. Last week, “Me and Colonel”
(Col) and “Great to Be Young” (In¬
die) (2d wk); $8,000.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
90-$1.25)^-“Fearmakers” (UA) and
“Terror in Texas Town” (UA). Av¬
erage $12,000. Last week, “It”
(Indie) and “Curse of Faceless
Man” (Indie), $14,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25$3)—“South Pacific” (Magna) (30th
wk).
Solid $9,500. Last week,
$8,500.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25$1.50)—“Cat On Hot Tin Roof”
(M-G) (10th wk). Hotsy $7,500.
Last week, $7,700.
Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,205; $1.25-82.65)—“South Seas Ad¬
venture” (Cinerama) (5th wk). Ter¬
rific $21,000. Last week, $21,500.
. Trans-Lux Krim
(Trans-Lux)
(1,000; 90-$1.65)—“Gigi” (M-G) (3d
wk). Steady $7,000. Last week,.
$8,000.

ST. LOUIS
(Continued from page 8)
“Tarzan’s Fight , for Life” (M-G),

$10,000.

Orpheum (Loew) (1,900; 60-90)—
“Defiant Ones” (UA) (3d wk).
Okay $5,500. Last week, $7,000.
Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; $1.80$2.25) — “South Pacific” (20th)
(29th wk). Fair $5,000. Last week,
same..
Richmond (Arthur) (1,000; 60-90)
—“Mademoiselle Striptease” (In¬
die). Okay $2,000. Last week,
“Constant Husband” (Indie), $1,500.
St. Louis (Arthur) (3,600; 60-75)
—“Case of Dr. Laurent” (T-L) and
“Dangerous Exile” (Rank). Pass¬
able $9,000. Last week, “Here to
Eternity” (Col) and “Peyton Place”
(20th) (reissues), $9,500.
Shady Oak (Arthur) (560; 60-90)
—“Mademoiselle Striptease” (In¬
die).
Fast $2,500.
Last week,
“Me and Colonel” (Col) (3d wk),
$1,800.

"CLEVELAND
(Continued from page 8)
.-“South Pacific” '(20th> (29th wk).
Sturdy $8,000 after $8,500 last
week.
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,523;
$1.25-$2.40) —“Search For Para¬
dise” (Cinerama) (11th wk). Mod¬
erate $11,500 after $13,000 last
round.
•State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90) —
'‘Man of West” (UA). Okay $12,000. Last week, “Gigi” (M-G) (2d
wk), $8,000.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)—
‘Gigi” (M-G) (m.o.). Pleasing
$8,000. Last week, “Matchmaker”
(Par), same.
,

Boyd, Hdya Harareep, Hugh Griffith,
Sam Jaffe, Martha Scott, Finlay Cur¬
rie, Cathy O’DonneU
(Started May 21)
"GREEN MANSIONS"
Prod.—Edmund Grainger
Dir.—Mel Ferrer
Audrey Hepburn, Anthony Perkins, Lee
J. Cobb, Sessue Hayakawa, Henry
Silva, Estelle Hemsley
(Started July 21)
"COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS"
Prod.—Karl Tunberg
Dir.—Jean Negulesco
Deborah Kerr, Rossan'd Brazzl, Maurice
Chevalier
*
(Started Aug. 26)
"NORTH BY NORTHWEST"
Prod.-Dir.- -Alfred Hitchcock
Cary Grant, Evk Marie Saint, James
Mason
(Started Aug. 26)
"THE MATING GAME"
Prod.—Philip Barry Jr..
Dir.—George Marshall
Debbie Reynolds, Tony Randall, Paul
Douglas, Una Merkel, Donald Losby
(Started Sept. 29)
"THE BEAT GENERATION"
Prod.—A1 Zugsmith
Dir.—Charles Haas
Steve Cochran, Mamie Van Doren, Mar¬
garet Hayes, Fay Spain, Ray Danton.
Louis Armstrong A His All-Stars,
Jackie Coogan, Jim Mitchum, Irish
McCalla, guest stars: Cathy Crosby,
Hay Anthony, Billy. Daniels, Dick
Contino, vampira
(Started Oct. 22)

PARAMOUNT
Starts, This Year...73
This Date, Last Year.74
"THE FIVE PENNIES"
CDena Piets.)
Prod.—Jack Rose
Dir.—Melville Shavelson
Danny Kaye, Louis Armstrong, Barbara
Bel Geddes, Harry Guardino, Bob
■ 'Crosby, Susan Gordon.
(Started Oct. 6)
"DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP"
Prod.—Hal B. Wallis
Dir.—Norman Taurog
Jerry Lewis, Dina Merrill, Diana Spen¬
cer, Mickey Shaughnessy, Robert Mid¬
dleton
(Started Oct. 21)

20th CENTURY-FOX
Starts, This Year.16
This Date, Last Year..... .34
"COMPULSION"
(Darryl F. Zanuck Prod.)
Prod.—-Richard Zanuck
Dir.—Richard Fleischer *
Orson Welles, Diane Varsi, Bradford
Dillman, Dean StockwelL E. G. Mar¬
shall, Martin Milner, Richard Ander¬
son
(Started Oct. 6)
"WARLOCK"
Prod.-Dir.—Edward Dmytryk
Richard Widmark, Henry Fonda, An¬
thony Quinn, Dorothy Malone, Dolores
Michaels. Tom Drake. Richard Arlen,
Don Barry, Wallace Ford, Regis
Toomey
(Started Oct. 13)

UNIVERSAL
Starts, This Year......... 7
This Date, Last Year..... .27
"THE EARTH IS MINE"
(Vintage Prod.)
Dir.—Henry King
Exec Prod.—Edward Muhl
Prods,—Casey Robinson, Claude Heil¬
man
Rock Hudson, Jean Simmons,' Dorothy
McGuire, Claude Rains, Ken Scott,
Cindy Robbins, Kent Smith, Anna

Lee, Peter Chong, August Merlghi,
Francis Betencourt
(Started Sept. 2) .
"THE BUCKSKIN LAD AND THI
CALICO CAL"
Prod.—Sy Gomberg
Dir.—Jack Sher
Audie Murphy, Joanne Dru, Gemge
Mitchell. Sandra Dee, GUbert Roland,
Jim Backus
(Started Oct. 6)

WARNER BROS.
Starts, This Year......... 12
This Date, Last Year.18
"THE MIRACLE"
Prod.—Henry Blanks
Dir.—Irving Rapper
CarroU Baker, Walter Slezak, Roger
Moore, Vittorio
Gassman, Katrina
Paxinou, Carlos Rivas, Gustavo Rojos,
Dennis King
(Started July 29)
"THE FBI STORY"
(Shooting in Washington, D.C,)
Prod.-Dir.—Mervyn LeRoy
James Stewart, Vera Miles
(Started Aug ID
"THE PHILADELPHIAN"
Dir.—Vincent Sherman
Paul Newman, Barbara Rush, Dlan#
Brewster, Brian Keith.
(Sept. 25)
/}LOOK BACK IN ANGER"
(Woodfall Prod.)
(Shooting in London)
Prod.—Harry Saltzman
Dir.—Tony Richardson
Richard Burton, Claire Bloom, Mary
Ure, Dame Edith Evans
(Started Oct. 1)
'THE PHILADELPHIAN"
Dir.—Vincent Sherman
Paul Newman, Barbara Rush, Diane
Brewster, Brian Keith, Robert Vaughn
(Started Oct. 1) -

INDEPENDENT
Starts, This Year.77
This Date, Last Year..... 123
"SOME LIKE IT HOT"
(Ashton-Prods.-Mirisch CoJ
(For UA Release)
Prod.-Dir.—BiUv Wilder
Marilyn Monroe, Tony Curtis. Jack
Lemmon, George Raft, Pat O'Brien,
Joe E. Brown, George E. Stone, Joan
Shawlee, Barbara Drew, Mike Mazurki
(Started Aug. 4)
"SHAKE HANDS WITH THE DEVIL"
(Glass-Seltzer Prod.)
(Shooting for UA in Bray, Ireland)
Exec
Prods.—George
Glass,
Walter
Seltzer
Prod.-Dir.—Michael Anderson
James
Cagney, Don Murray, ‘Dana
Wynters, Glynis Johns, Cyril Cusack.
Sybil Thorndike, Michael Redgrave.
Noel Purcell, Marianne Benet
(Started Sept. 8)
"SOLOMON AND SHEBA"
(Theme-Copa for U.A.)
(Shooting in Spain)
' Prod.—Ted Richmond
Dir.—King Vidor
Tyrone
Power,
Gina
Lollobriglda*
George Sanders. Marlsa Pavan
(Started Sept. 15)
"ALIAS JESSE JAMES"
(Hope Ent. for UA)
Prods.—Jack & Bob Hope
Dir.—Norman McLeod
Bob Hope, Rhonda Fleming. Wendell
Corey. Mary Young, Gloria Talbott,
Jim Davis, Mickey Finn, Will Wright
(Started Sept. 29>
"THE BIG FISHERMAN"
(Rowland V. Lee ProdJ
(For Buena Vista)
Prod.—Rowland V. Lee
Dir.—Frank Borzage
Howard Keel, Susan Kohner, John
Saxon, Herbert Lorn, Beulah Bondi,
Alexander Scourby, Rhodes Reason,
Henry Brandon, Brian Hutton, Tom
Troupe
(Started Oct. 1)
"THE WONDERFUL COUNTRY"
(MPL Prod, for UA)
(Shooting in .Mexico)
Prod.—Cheste Erskin#
Dir.—Robert Parrish
Robert Mitchum, Julie Londen, Gary
Merrill, Jack Oakie, Albert Dekkerw
Peter Armendariz, Leroy ‘'Satchel*.
Paige, Victor Mendoza, Charles MeGraw, Max .Slaten, Mike Kellen, Jay
Novello, Chester Hayes
(Started Oct. 6)
"THE LITTLE SAVAGE"
(Associated Prods.)
(For 20th-Fox)
(Shooting in Mexico)
Prod.—Jack Leewood
Dir.—Byron Haskin
Pedro Armendariz, Arleen Sax, Robert
Palmer, Rodolfo Hoyos, Terry Rangao,
Christine Martel
(Started Oct. 16)
"HORRORS OF THE BLACK MUSEUM"
(Amer.-International Piets.)
(Shooting in England)
Prod.—Herman Cohen
Dir.—Arthur Crabtree
Michael Gough, June
Cummjngham,
Shirley Ann Field, GodfreyKeen,
Beatrice
Varley,
John
Warwick,
Auctin Trevor
(Started Oct. 20)
"PORGY AND BESS"
(Samuel Goldwyn ProdJ
(For Columbia)
Prod.—Samuel Goldwyn
Dir.—Otto Preminger
Sidney
Poitier,
Dorothy Dandrldge,
Pearl Briley, Sammy Davis Jr., Brock
Peters, Leslie Scott, Diahann Carroll,
Ruth Attaway, Clarence Muse
"THE HORSE SOLDIERS"
(Mahin-Rackin-Mirisch)
Prods.—Martin Racldn, John Lee Mahin
Dir.—John Ford
John Wayne, William Holden, Constance
Towers, Hoot Gibson, Chuck Hayward,
Dan Borzage
(Started Qct. 28)

Texas Return of *80 Days*
Dallas, Nov. 4.
Mike Todd extravaganza,
‘Around the World in .80 Days”
(UA) will make its first return en¬
gagement to Dallas on Nov. 6 with
simultaneous openings at the Bev¬
erly Hills, Granada and Major
Theatres.
Todd-AO version of' the film
showed here for almost; a year at
the Tower Theatre, running from
Deo. 20, 1956 to Nov. 20, 1957.
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Blocked Pesetas Foreseen as Hypo
To Yank Film-Making in Spain

L&ntz’s No. 1,000
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Walter Lantz, vet cartoon
producer who turned^ out his
first film in 1916, is now mak¬
ing his 1,000th Animated short.
“Space Mouse.”
He produced “The Katzenjammer Kids” for .initialer.

By HANK WERBA
4
Madrid, Nov. 4.
Significant clause in the June
interim agreement between Spain
and' the Motion Picture Export
Metro’s “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,”
Assn, freezing in pesetas ail Yank
earnings from percentage release having completed 272 engagements
and outright royalty sales of ap¬ for total playing time of 800 weeks,
proximately 100 Hollywood films is has rolled up a gross of $7,500,000
expected to give impetus to large- ' since Labor Day. Several bookings
scale U.S. motion picture produc¬ are currently in their eighth and
tion in this country.
i ninth weeks.
Key city dates accounted for
With dollar ~ remittances cur¬
Nat Cohn, brother of the late
tailed, ^American film companies $6,500,000, with the non-index Harry and the late Jack Cohn, and
now have the choice of making cities adding another $1,000,000.
compensation deals or dje-blocking First weeks of the 272 engage¬ longtime member of the Columbia
peseta accounts to produce their ments brought $2,700,000 to the sales department, is switching to
own features. The trend, from a boxoffice. Breakdown of the vari¬ ’the Col homeoffice in a new capac¬
number of recent developments, is ous engagements showed that 232 ity. This marks the first time that
of the. 272 engagements played
to produce.
he’ll function at the company’s
Judging the Yank production second weeks, bringing in $1,400,chart here this year, the upswing 000; 118 third weeks accounted for headquarters, heretofore; having
already o exists. Samuel Bronston $800,000; 74 fourth weeks brought been stationed at the New York
and John Farrow brought in “John $600,000; 37 fifth weeks brought exchange as division manager.
Paul Jones” (WB) with blocked $350,000; 25 sixth weeks and 23
Cohn, who ill past has had inter¬
coin estimated around 75,000,000 seventh weeks totaled $250,000 and ests in other enterprises in addi¬
pesetas. 20th-Fox de-blocked for $145,000. The 11 eighth week and tion to the film company, has
Danny Angel’s "Sheriff of Frac¬ seven ninth week play dates worked out a new deal with Col
brought in $80,000 and $45,000,
tured Jaw."
president Abe Schneider under
Currently in production with a
which he’ll seek out businesses in
record 100,000,000 peseta ($2,000,which Col might. invest.
000) budget for Spanish costs is
“ ^-Specifically, Col toppers want to
the Edward Small-Ted Richmond
diversify further and Cohn has the
biblical venture, “Solomon and
job of ascertaining the approach.
Sheba" OJA).
New interests will be acquired both
Production picture for 1959, how¬
within and beyond show business,
ever ris of vaster dimensions.
according to present plans.The Bronston-Farrow skeleton
Cohn’s association with Col be¬
organization in Madrid is expected
gan in 1924 when he took over the
to be implemented soon for prep¬
N. Y. franchise.
aration of “Son of Man,” slated for
a February studio start.
^
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Mike Todd Jr., accompanied by
Rory Calhoun won’t star in any¬
Ned Mann and Vincent Korda, ar¬
rived this week to study Spanish more indie pix on participation
production possibilities and to sur¬ deals—not without firm guarantees.
vey exteriors in southern Spain for Actor revealed here that various
a modem warm-up feature in 70m indie companies in town owe him
Paris, Nov. 4.
which United Artists will re¬ approximately $100,000 for fea¬
lease. Presence of Vincent Korda, tures he starred in via the “partici¬ • With the governmental Centre
pation”
route,
and
frankly
admit¬
production designer of the shelved
Du Cinema still talking of handing
“Don Quixote,” revived specula¬ ted he doubts he’ll ever see the out the remaining 40 American
tion young Todd will follow up coin.
here with the Cervantes classic.
. Said Calhoun, currently starring film distribution visas to the
Metro’s roving unit production in “The Texan,” a Rorvic-Desilu majors on a merit basis (based on
manager. Bill Kaplan, is making a series: “I’ve got a lot of money what the various companies 'did
month long survey of “Solomon owed me on participation plus to help -French pix), the Motion
and Sheba” installations and costs ownership deals that I don’t think
as well as probing the trade ter¬ I’ll ever get. I’d estimate it at Picture Export is getting more
rain generally. While Kaplan talks 'around $100,000.” He emphasized touchy about wasting or misuse of
only of a three-week Metro loca¬ he did not include in his remarks, any of these valuable quota visas.
Republic is a current case in
tion stint next year, sources here Metro and Columbia, where he has
are of the opinion M-G-M is plan¬ ’made features in such manner, but point. Though no longer a* real
ning to shift its re-make of “Four rather that he was referring to in¬ seven production outfit^ it still gets
visas a year under the old agree¬
Horsemen” to Spain and/or bring die operations.
the oft-mentioned big-budget cos¬
“I’ve done these pictures part .on ment These have been usually
tumer, “Raquel,” out of the project salary deferment and part on a sublet to French distribs who
files.
percentage. I won’t do anymore sometimes waste them on small
20th-Fox continental manager like that unless there’s a guarantee, sca^e westerns, etc.
With each visa worth up to
Jean Lefevre, visiting this week, m take a deferment if they guar¬
confirmed “Blood and Sand” has antee me a certain amount of $100,000 per film. MPEA has tried
been earmarked for this country money a year. On my pictures at to get them redistributed among
and will roll here next year provid¬ Columbia and Metro, I was in on the active companies for important
ing shortage problem of top cast ownership deals, and came out pix. So far, MPEA has .picked up
stars can be overcome.
okay; we will earn money jm them. two and is trying for the remain¬
Information from London and But I was burned by the indies. I ing five.
Hollywood
indicate ^Fractured haven’t had a financial statement
Jaw” director Raoul Walsh and in a year from one or two of
Benny Rubin into Frank Capra’s
and Danny Angel will again team them.”
“A Hole in the Head.”
to produce a western video series
here with Walsh favorably mulling
chances to set his “Black River”
oater subsequently in the Spanish
sierras.
Columbia Pictures will also join
the Iberian invasiofi, represented
by Morningside producer Charles
Jacques Tati Cites Hazards of Screen Comedy—
Schneer, who lensed “Seventh
Voyage of Sinbad” here in ’57.'
Deplores Europe’s American Market Phobia
Schneer has already taken initial
steps to set two projects in Spain
next year.
The world, lamented French do it. And now I’ve got a hit, and
Re-entry of American films in
I still live in the little house, and
the Spanish market appears to comedian Jacques Tati in N. Y. the big boys are worried.”
last
week, is rapidly losing its
have set off a parallel production
In^“Mon Oncle,” Tati said he
chain reaction to utilize anticipated sense of humor. And since this had tried to avoid the film pro¬
heavy peseta earnings as fast as trend has reflected itself in films, ducers’ ordinary tendency to ex¬
they can be de-blocked.
that’s probably one reason why press themselves too ^ much in
his “Men Oncle” has turned up as terms of technique. “I am for mo¬
a top grosser in France and other tion,” he declared. “That’s * what
European countries.
the screen is for—motion. Also, I
Tati is in Gotham to help launch try to tell my story in terms of
“Mon Oncle” at the Baronet The¬ color, and that’s very important in
atre.- Picture, which has been cut this film.”
Montreal, Nov. 4.
Glenn Gilbert, former editorial about five minutes from the origi¬ • Trouble in France today, he said,
director of Weekend-Magazine and nal, is being distributed in the is that the French producers try
vicepresident and gm. of North States by Walter Reade’s Continen¬ so hard to please every foreign
American ^Newspaper Alliance in tal Distributing. Starring Tati in a country. “It’s no good for the in¬
New York' will direct syndication wordless, Chaplinesque role, it’s a dustry,” he opined. Tati worked
and develop new properties for takeoff on gadgetry end an well- two years on “Mon Oncle.” There
Crawley, McConnell Ltd. in Ottawa, organized, modem life in general; was a long interruption due to in¬
“It’s the first time that a differ¬ juries he suffered in an automobile
of which he is also a director.
Outfit is presently completing a ent picture of this type really has accident “Mon Oncle” has a very
sound stage near Ottawa, skedded caught on in Europe,” Tati said. distinctive musical background,
to make a series of 39 half-hour “Frankly, I’m just delighted, be¬ and the producer-director-star said
telefilms based on the Royal cause When I started it, everyone he hoped it would catch on big in
The the States. Tati said he may put
Canadian Mounted- Police. Series said it just can’t succeed.
is being made in cooperation with trouble is everyone gets to be too in an appearance at the French
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. big. Now, I live in a little house. I Film Week in Montreal and he
and the British Broadcasting Corp. do everything myself, and they also plans to go to the Coast where
who have lieen commissioned same. laughed at me and said I couldn’t he’s never been.

‘Cat’s’ 272 Bookings

Brother Nat Cohn’s
New Col Role

Rory Calhoun
Chary of Indies
On ‘Participation’

CDC Talk of Alloting
40 Yank Film Visas
On Merit Irks MPEA

Serfse of Humor on World Ropes

Glenn Gilbert’s CBC-BBC
Teleseries on Mounties

At MitdLf-^eitwe tyeitival
San Francisco, Nov. 4,
Delegation of Poles, including Mayor Wladyslaw Spychaldd of War¬
saw, planed into San Francisco less than an hour before the Film
Festival opened. Police escort hustled the five up from Frisco Air¬
port- in time to take a stage bow just before night’s feature film, Po¬
land’s “Eve Wants to Sleep,” was screened . , . Union Films’ Peter
Horner, in from New York, says Raoul Levy, producer of “And God
Created Woman,” would have "settled for $100,000 American gross”
before Brigitte Bardot blockhuster ever opened in U.S. . . . director
Irving Lerner says his justyfinished “Anna Lucasta” is “warmer, more
human” than it was on stage, plans Frisco sneak shortly . . . Herman
Wobber, ex-20th-Fox sales chief, looking fit and feeling fine on fete’s
opening night . . . Goro Uzaki, UlS. head of Tohb, Japanese distrib¬
utor,-,on scene for festival, expecting group from Tokyo in time for
showing of two Japanese films, “The Precipice” and “Rickshaw Man”
(latter’s out of competition).
Sidney J. Furia, producer-director of Canada’s “A Dangerous Age,”
caught mixup in film’s reels shortly before film was to be screened
Friday (31) night, got it all straightened out in time but was so nerv¬
ous during showing that he kept leaving seat and strolling into Metro’s
renovated lobby. His wife’s with him . . . also on scene was Canadian
film’s leading actor, Ben Piazza . . . French actor Charles Vanel re¬
marked of Brigitte Bardot, “She has talent and is constantly- improv¬
ing as an actress.5” Remarked a fellow French actor, Daniel Gelin,
also in Fris.co for fete: “There has been a revolution in picture-mak¬
ing in the last two years, with more emphasis on psychology and fo¬
cus on emotion” . . . third Frenchman visiting is director Francois
Vivier and Jean-Pierre Aumont is expected up from Hollywood.
On scene from Hungary’s embassy in Washington is cultural secre¬
tary Janos Bartha . . . Ella Fitzgerald made brief appearance on thea¬
tre’s stage after showing of John Hubley’s short,* “Tender Game,” in
which she sings. Said Ella, “It’s the first time I’ve ever heard myself
on the screen” . . . Jim' Lebenthal said he wouldn’t sell his short, “T
Is for Tumbleweed,” because he “couldn’t get an offer anywhere near
my price and-1 won’t give it away for nothing.” Leading human being
in Lebenthal’s Short is five-year-old Anne Loskhart, daughter of ac¬
tress June Lockhart ... in from Tokyo was rock *n’ roll Japanese
actor Masahiko Tsuctawa, an Oriental Elvis ... in from India was pro¬
ducer Prabhat Kumar ...
German producer J.. Waldleitner, who made “El Hakim,” expected
in . . . Ow Kheng Law, head of Malayan Film Unit, says his country
has 360 theatres, half playing “mostly English-language” product,
rest playing Hongkong Chinese product. It’s a prime market for the
Hongkong quickies ... Arnold C. Childhouse, secretary-treasurer of
[ United California circuit, says fete came close to getting 20th “Roots
of Heaven” . . . among opening-nighters was Robert Naify, general
manager of United Cal circuit . . . fete’s getting strong support from
three main Northern California arthouse operators, Herbert Rosener,
Maury Schwan and John Parsons . . . festival director Irving M. Levin
honored as “man of day” on two radio stations, KCBS and KJBS,
day fete opened . . . whatever consolation that is.__

San Francisco Festival s So-So Start
Polish Short Best Item So Far—Levin Puts Up Own
Coin for Ads
By WILLIAM STEIF
San Francisco Nov. 4.
Despite the absence of glamor
names and a series of discourage¬
ments the San Franpisco Film Fes¬
tival opened.to a full house in the
1,000-seat Metro Theatre last Wed¬
nesday (29). Quality of first five
entries,‘through last Saturday (1)
night, was not high and, in fact,
film getting -the most comment up
.until Sunday (2> seemed to be a
Polish short, “Two Men and a
Wardrobe,” with a smashing jazz
soundtrack.
Furthermore, festival hasn’t yet
spawned a first or even secondclass hassle, which appears to be
necessary to keep spotlight on
such fetes.
Indeed, placidity
reigns supreme in all quarters of
this festival.
But the nagging question about
Hollywood neglect keeps popping
up from such divergent persons
as Arthur Knight, the Saturday
Review’s film critic who is serv¬
ing as a Frisco juror, and Peter
Horner, of New York’s Union
Films. No one knows the answer,
probably because no one knows
whether it was by design or by in¬
advertence that the U.S. has gone
unrepresented at this first U.S.
festival bearing the International
Federation’s “sanction.”
One thing is sure: at least a
half-dozen importers of foreign
films are on the ground making
certain not to miss any bets.
Among them are Irving Shapiro,
David Emanuel, Arthur Kerman,
Mickey Hymes, Harold Wiesenthal
and-Homer. Hollywood’s only rep¬
resentative, so far as can be learn¬
ed, is director Irving Lerner, who
just finished “Anna- Lucasta”—
and he is on what is delicately
described as a "scouting mission.”
Festival got some encourage¬
ment from unexpected quarters
when regional Theatre Owners of
America
group
endorsed
it
through resolution of Roy Coop¬
er, who owns a Northern California
circuit.
Fete director Irving M. Levin
cracked local press “blackout” by
a very simple expedient. Morning
the festival opened he took quar¬

ter-page ads in all four Frisco
dailies—close to $2,000 out of his
own pocket—and has had no prob¬
lems in .getting space since.
Ad listed whole festival pro¬
gram and, equally as important,
announces that’each festival entry
would be shown at 6 p.m. the fol¬
lowing Say at the Metro. Levin
did this to try to recoup some of
expenses of nonprofit corporation
which runs fete. Fiscal results of
6 pjn. showings have not, so far,
been sensational, but anything
that gets a couple of hundred per¬
sons—the average turnout at 6
p.m.—to lay- out $2 apiece is
worthwhile from Nevin’s view¬
point.
Problem* of jury, which had
bedn “flexible” almost to day fete
opened, finally was settled by add¬
ing Albert Johnson, film critic for
Britain’s “Sight and Sound,” and
Irving Ackerman, dean of North¬
ern California exhibitors, to panel
with Knight.
“ Also throwing their weight be¬
hind Levin were artie exhibitordistributor Herbert Rosener, and
arthouse operators Maury Schwarz
and John Parsons.
On. the other hand, Screen Di¬
rectors Guild, which participated
in 1957 fete, told Levin just a
couple of days before opening that
it did not plan to participate in
this fesival.

Frisco Festival Films
San Francisco, Nov. 4.
Here’s official program of Film
Festival opening here, last week:
Oct. 29, ,rEve Wants to Sleep” {Poland)
Oct. 30j “A Cry from the Streets”
(Britain)
Oct. 3L "A Dangerous Age (Canada)
Not. 1, "El Hakim” (Germany) (matihee), "I/Ean Vive” (France)
Nov. 2, "The Road a Year Long” (Yugo¬
slavia)
Nov. 3; "White Nights?’ (Italy)
Nov. 4, "The House Under the Rocks”
(Hungary)
Nov. St "Tht Wind Cannot Read”
(Britain)
Nov, 6, "Two Eyes, 12 Hands” (India)
Nov. 7, "Aparajito” (India)
Nov. 8, ^The Precipice” (Japan)
Nov. 9, ’'Nobody’s Child” (Hongkong)
(matinee), "Taiga” (Germany)
NOv. 10, "The Night and the Dawn*
<S~»h)
Nov. 11, "The Rickshaw Man,” Japan
(ouv of competition)
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Tide Similarity Protests at Peak

Kirk Draglas
j Continued from pace 3 =

Indie Gramercy Wins TBI Story* Okay Over WB—
Other Recent Squabbles
v
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Gramercy Pictures, indie headed
by Arthur Gardner and Jules Levy,
won out over Warner Bros., in title
arbitration proceedings over “FBI
Story.” Tab is to be used for out-fit’s upcoming picturLation of book
by Mildred and Gordon Gordon.
Indie had filed title with MPAA
Title. Registration Bureau, and WB
“The FBI Stqry,” for its currently
shooting adaptation of the Don
Whitehead tome. However, it’s un¬
derstood WB may appeal case to
MPAA chief Eric Johnston.
Rash of title registration pro¬
tests has hit the studios during
past couple of weeks.' Benedict
Bogeaus* “The Miracle Maker” ls>
object of both Paramount and
Warner Bros, action, former con¬
tending it is too similar to its own
releases, "The Matchmaker” and
"The Rainmaker,” and latter its
currently shooting “The Miracle.”
Bogeaus also is involved over his
registration of “Jules Verne’s
Mysterious Island” for upcoming
production,
Columbia
Pictures
countering with its own registra¬
tion of “Mysterious Island.”.
Howard Hughes and Charles
Schneer have protested United
Artists’ “The Day of the Outlaw,”
former because of his prior regis¬
tration, "The Outlaw,” Schneer on
claim it conflicts with his “Face
of an Outlaw.” Schneer himself is
at counterhooks with Joseph M.
Schenck Enterprises over his
* "Journey
to
Other
Worlds,”
Schenck contending it too similar
to its registration o', “tourney to
the Center of the Eartti.”
Walt Disney is involved in two
protests, on either end. Producer
filed against RD-DR Corp.’s "Nine
Lives,” basing his claim on his own
registration of “The Nine Lives of
Elf ego Baca.” In turn, he’s filed
against by Sam Katzman’s Clover
Productions and Columbia for “The
Shaggy Dog,” as in conflict with
their own “Old Shaggy.” Columbia
likewise filed protest with MPAA
on Alciona’s “The Magnificent
Six," which it states is an alter¬
nate for distrib's American version
of Japanese film, “The Magnificent
Seven.”
Seven Arts Productions and Al¬
bert Zugsmith’s Famous Plg^ers
are another pair protesting a- title,
The Mirisch Co.’s “Adventures of
Munchausen,” both claiming prior
registration. Warwick’s “Bad Girl”
is protested by 20th-Fox, latter
basing its right on studios 1931
picturization of Vina Dehnar’s
novel of same tag, which it may
re-make. Metro has taken excep¬
tion to Samuel Fuller’s “Saddle
the Sim” as too closely aligned to
"Saddle the Wind.”
Both Shenandoah Co. and Metro,
under banner of Arthur Freed, are
planning Mark Twain’s “Huckle¬
berry Finn,” but no protest yet
has been made by either. Former
is projected'as straight, latter a
musicalized version of the Twain
classic. Metro, however, which also
registered “Life Along the Missis¬
sippi” as a possible tab, has pro¬
tested same title by Sol Lesser
Productions, and Kirk Douglas’
Bryna Productions also protested
the Lesser tag, as opposed to its
own “Life on the Mississippi.”
With a fracas possible between
Dragon Productions and Joshua
Logan over lensing of Boris
Pasternak’s ‘‘Doctor Zhivago,” both
planning on putting book on cellu¬
loid, Warner Bros, also registered
title last week. Dragon registered
its tag Sept. 5.

tel Patrons View Stars
London, Nov, 4.
Ducat-buyers at charity film
preems have complained that they
never see the stars because they
are always herded together in the
"best” seats.
So the Variety Club of Great
Britain is making an experiment
with its preem of 20th-Fox’s
"Sheriff of Fractured Jaw” next
Thursday (6). Star guests will be
sprinkled throughout the Carlton
theatre so that the public will have
a chance of sitting near their fav¬
orites.

New Novelist** Break
Competition among the film
cbmpanies for literary prop¬
erties is working to the ad’ vantage of many young Writers
and first-novel authors. Be¬
cause of the insatiable, demand
of Hollywood, unusual first
novels are being snapped up
at fine prices.
What is believed to be one
of the largest
prices ever
obtained for a first novel prior
to publication was snared by
Mildred Savage, the Con¬
necticut housewife who wrote
“Parrish,” which Warner Bros,
asquired from Simon & Schus¬
ter and turned over to Joshua
„ Logan for production, War¬
ners paid $160,000 with a slid-..ing scale up to $250,000 de¬
pending on the sale of the
book. Deal was set by Phyllis
Jackson and Ned Brown of
MCA.
■*
The film version is sched¬
uled for production in June,
1959. John Patrick has com¬
pleted'the screenplay. Logan
plans to film the picture en. tirely on location in the to¬
bacco area of Connecticut
Where the story takes place.

DCA To Hal Roach,
Ditto Schwartz
Deal for Hal Roach to take over
Distributors Corp. of America is
virtually set, it was reported last
week. Under the new setup, Fred
Schwartz now prez of DCA, will
stay on to run the organization,
with Roach putting in $150,000.
Asked about the status of the
negotiations, Schwartz said last
week he couldn’t comment. Earlier
this year, he told Variety that
DCA would have its first year in
the black. Outsiders say, however,
the outfit’s been losing $8,000 to
$10,000 a week.
DCA is considered to have a
good distribution setup. In past
months it has cut down on its ex¬
changes to trim overhead. The
Roach coin will allow DCA to ac¬
quire more film.

now looms as second or third
top grosser in United Artists his¬
tory.
Newly-set are' “And the Rock
’Cried Back,” original story-screen¬
play by Ray Bradbury;'“The Indian
Wars”; “The Sun at Midnight,”
original and screenplay by Bryna
v.p. Edward Lewis, with Eskimo
background; and “The Shadow,
original by Ben Hecht.
Previously slated were “Spactacus,” “A Most Contagious Game,”
“Viva Gringo,” “The Silent Gun,”
“The Brave Cowboy,” “Michael
Strpgoff” and “Simon Bolivar,”
Bryna’s newest tv series will be
“The Indian Fighter,” joining “The
Vikings’- and “Report from Space”
in its electronic pitch.
Douglas, who heads company,
won’t appear in more than five of
the IX features. Many - of the
scripts are being. tailored to fit
other stars.’ While firm has non¬
exclusive distribution deals . with
United Artists and Universal, it is
open tp deals with other releasing
companies, according to Douglas.
With “Vikings” brought in for
$4,000,000 and “Spartacus” next
on the firm’s sked, some $9,000,000
will have been laid out for a pair
of productions filmed back- to back.
“Spartacus,” with Douglas, Tony
Curtis, Laurence Olivier, Charles
Laughton and Peter Ustinov to top¬
line, rolls Jan. 5 with Anthony
Mann directing for producer Ed¬
ward Lewis. Curtis also will star
in. “A Most- Contagious Game,”
with screenplay by Sydney Boehm
and Samuel Grafton from a novel
by Grafton. Rock Hudson is set for
a co-starring role with Douglas in
“Viva Gringo,” with pic to roll
next summer.
Douglas declared he will shoot
as many of the films in the United
States as possibly can be done here.
Major move will take place if
current negotiations with the
Soviet Union are finalized for film¬
ing in Russia of Jules Verne’s
“Michael Strogoff.” When filmed,
budget is expected to exceed
$7,500,000.
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Inside Stuff—Pictures
Rome is being strongly considered as the site for the planned film
industry-"summit meeting” proposed by Italy** ANICA -President Eitel
Monaco. Idea was unanimously .espoused by the International Exhibi¬
tor’s Assn. (UIEC). at its^ just-ended assembly in Wiesbaden (Ger¬
many).
>
;
A group of UIEC toppers, including president Miedema, Britain’s
Pinkney, Spain’s Villa Cardona, Belgium’s Polome, Germany’s Theile
and Italy’s Barattolo, have been charged with 'setting up details of the
forthcoming meeting between the UIEC and the producer’s union,
FIAPF. Talk.is that the summit meet would he held ih the Eternal
City during the latter part of January next year.
From Rome comes word that ANICA President Eitel Monaco has
denied a U.S. press report in another film trade paper that his recent
proposal for a summit conference of world film industries was a
maneuver to-%et foreign markets against the. Yank distribs, and that
his plea for unification was a veiled invitation to , cartelization.
Monaco expressed himself “surprised, and very unhappy” over these
reports, said he had intended just the opposite, and that his motion
was merely a plea for a last-ditch appraisal of the situation the Ital¬
ian film industry currently finds itself in, before it’s too late.
The Italian official noted that he had clearly outlined his ideas and
divided them into three main points: (1) relations with television; (2)
governments and taxes; (3) unified stand and unification of techriiques,
etc.. All of these were intended to create a united front against the
video menace, and certainly not, says Monaco, divide the industry in
the moment of gravest danger.
New use of Pahavisioris new single-strip process for adaptation to
both Cinerama and Cinemascope Was revealed here over the weekend
by Robert Gottschalk, Pana prexy. Following the successful trans¬
ference of “Raintree County,” originally Shot in Panavision 65 process,
to a three-strip Cinerama print, discussions now are on between
Gottschalk and Cinerama v.p. Nat Lapkin for use of Panavision for all
upcoming Cinerama product.
Metro’s “Ben-Hur,” now being lensed in the anamorphic Pana sys¬
tem, will be adaptable to Cinerama showings, according to' Gottschalk.
Pana cameras are only one-fifth the hulk and weight of the threecamera Cinerama unit, it’s pointed out by Gottschalk. Distortion and
inter-panel “jiggles” have been practically eliminated, he reports,
adding the single negatiye also ensures color consistency from one
Cinerama strip to the others. Editing costs also would be slashed, be¬
cause film could he edited from a printed-down 35m print. A Cinerama
release made on a single negative likewise could be re-released in
CinmaScope, prexy declares.
While the Theatre Owners of America at its Miami convention last
week pledged full exhibitor support, financially, for the proposed in¬
dustry institutional campaign on radio, there’s a new rub. Represen¬
tatives of distribution, which would be required to match the exhib
money dollar for dollar, don’t want it.
Specifically, the ad-pub committee of the Motion Picture Assn, of
America for the most part feels that a radio campaign on its own
wouldn’t mean much. They want the exhibs to back the entire busi¬
ness-building program—or forget the whole thing.
However, it’s reported that Ralph Hetzel, MPAA v.p., is approach¬
ing officers of the various film companies individually with the hope
6f inducing them to go along with the radio commercials, this as’ a
start toward a full-scale b-b undertaking.

Jerry Wald, an independent with a great deal of independence,
thinks his colleagues in indie production are hurting the business Via
“hit-and-run” tactics.
“They’re not interested in developing new stars and new personali¬
ties;” he said. “All they want is to get their money and make a pic¬
ture with names, regardless of how much of the film , they’ve got to
give away to do it Actually, this doesn’t help anybody, and some of
Continued from
ce X ssi
the talent who go for these fabulous percentage deals find that, in the
long
rim, they can lose.”
inite at present, though ~Fine Arts
Wald said that, while stars are naturally important, “none of them
Quartet has 'been mentioned for can rise above their material.” •
the lineup.
Officials of the Atlantic City’s Miss America Pageant have received
Besides music and dance, -Fest
will also offer a variety of confer¬ an exploratory telephone call from an unnamed motion picture execu¬
ences and special events, as well tive in Hollywood who would place all 48 contestants in a motion pic¬
ture. Howard Melvin, past president of the Miss America Pageant
as a series ofa exhibitions of the board informed the executive that any negotiations would have to be
Seeking Tom Tryon
visual arts. Prepping the music conducted face-to-face.
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Producers Norman Panama and and ballet programs is a commit¬
Kim *Novak beat out Marilyn Monrop 2-1 and Louis Armstrong
Melvin Frank are paging Tom tee of 32 Chicagoans noted for
Tryon for a top role with Jeff their- contribution to these fields, kayoed Benny Goodman by 55% in an'mternational popularity poll at
Brussels
World’s Fair, which closed Qct. 19. Voting was by 200,000
Chandler in “The Jayhawkers,’“ among, them impressario Harry Zdlshooting Dec. 1 for Paramount re¬ zer, Chi Symphony manager Kuy- visitors—mainly European—in booths set up at President Eisenhow¬
er’s
suggestion
to demonstrate the secret ballot.
lease.
per, Carol Fox, Lyric Opera gjn.,
_
,■■1-4--=-----;Tryon is under contract to Walt and Walter Larsen, boss of the.
Disney, but under terms ofihis pact Grant Park concerts.
actor can preempt himself for offFestival of the Americas will run
the-lot assignments in alternate almost concurrently with the Pan
Continued from pane 5 =
six-month periods. First of these American Games here, arid both
starts Dec. 1. Tryon stars in “Texas are part of Windy City’k projected the public schools. Both are, by
Memphis, Nov. 4.
John Slaughter,” Disney’s new whoop-to-do next, year for the St. propaganda implication, reserved
Lloyd Royal, Meridian, Miss.,hour-long films bowing, on ABC-TV Lawrence . Seaway opening in for whites.
Friday under the aegis of “Walt April, which Chi' figures will help
Largest of the groups to protest was-elected prexy of the 49th an¬
make it the foremost inland port. was the Maryland Commission on nual MPTO convention of Arkan¬
Disney Presents.”
Interracial Problems and Relations, sas, Mississippi and Tennessee. He
represented by Samuel T. Daniels, succeeds Alton Sims, who was
who blasted film and said he’d ask
exhibitors not to show it, National named ty> the board of directors.
Other officers named were Bill
Assn. For Advancement of -Colored
Peoples also protested. Mark Red¬ Bruster, Dickson, Tenn., Leon
wood, executive vice president of Rountree, Holly Springs, Miss., and
600 Exhibs at Toronto Meeting—Free Trailers For Artistic Films, met with Tepre- W. L. Pullen, Little Rock, Ark.,
sentetives of both and presented
Causes That Pay Other Media Also an Issue
vice-presidents., Gordon L. Hutch¬
his side of story.
Calls were many and letters, too, ins was elected vsec-treas.
Board of director members
By ROBERT McSTAY
| on the government’s taxation ideas but most have been from white
but members are continuing their people, according to Redwood. Be¬ elected from Tennessee include Bill
Toronto, Nov. *4.
cause
of
vague
ads
that
failed
to
efforts for mediation.
Wells, Milan, Guy Amis, Lexington,
Legislation permitting Sunday
Another point brought up at con¬ say. .that’ picture had already Nathan Flexer, Waverly, Hayes
movies in Ontario (which has one- vention: Ontario theatres are run¬ opened, first day biz was “only Redmon, .Millington, M. E. Rice,
third of Canada’s population of ning trailer advertising 'gratis for good” but second day, when it was Brownsville, Joe Keifer and Sims,
some 17,000,000) was passed in organizations which are paying clear that film was actually show¬ Memphis. From Mississippi: C. N.
unanimous resolution at the ahriual newspapers, radio and tv stations ing, it’s stated that patrons had Eudy, Houston, Earl Elkin, Aber¬
meeting of the Motion Picture and advertising agencies. Claim to he “turned away."
deen, W. P. McCowan, West Point,
Theatres Assn, of Ontario at the was that theatres should be paid
House is being run on integrated Martin Malinger, Calhoun City,
King Edward Hotel here. Theatre- a handling^ charge or rental, with basis hut few if any Negroes have Max Connett, Newton, T. M. Jourmen assert a check shows 90%'of the proceeds—estimated at a po¬ appeared at the box office.
dan, Iuka, George Davis, Drew.
the people were in favor.
tential of $100,000 a year-r-con“Nation” was first shown in,| From Arkansas: Nona White and
* It’s smalltowns in the province tributed to the MPT AO coffers.
Baltimore in 1916, to giant biz and* Mildred Wren, Little Rock, vRoy
where animositv of certain church
With some 600 present, iuncheon then acclaimed as great art by Cochran and Bill Sockwell, North
groups is voluble. Labor group* address was given by Abram F. critics. It was shown on later Little -Rock, Orris Collins, Paraand chiefs of police want Sunday Myers, chief counsel of U. S.. Allied dates hut in recent years was gould, Ben Huffer, Clinton and
films to keep restless Ontario kids States Association from Washing¬ banned. Last attempt to show it J. T. Hitt. Bentonville. K. K. King,
off the streets-r-if after church ton, who traced the cur;
fight h^re was made in 1952 when Board Searcy, Ark., R. B. Coates of Batesservice hours.
between the U.. S. motion picture of Motion Pictures Censors re¬ ville, Miss., and Sims of Memphis
Association admitted its defeat industry and U. S. television.
were named reps to TOA.
fused to okay it.
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‘Birth of Nation’

Push for Sunday Fix in Ontario
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Clips From Film Row
LOS ANGELES
Allied Artists merged its Okla¬
homa City exchange with Dallas
office, headquarters to be in latter.
Ben Jordan, Okla. City exchange
manager, remains there as sales
and booking office head, and Paul
Kerans stays on as booker.
. John De Costa resigned as
branch manager of LA. office of
Bank Film Distributors of Amer. ica.
Homer Gill retired after 35 years
•with Fox West Coast Theatres as a
district and theatre manager.
M. Spencer Leve, veepee in
charge of theatre operations, will
rep National Theatres Amus. Co.,
Inc., at Theatre Owners of Amer¬
ica annual convention in Miami
Beich, Oct. 21-25.
Robert R. Northmore, headquar¬
tered in Frisco since 1944 in north¬
ern California division of Fox West
Coast Theatres, returned to homeoffice here in real estate dept. Cliff
Reynolds continues in Frisco dept.
Juan Bueno set as prexy-general
manager of Clasa-Mohme Inc,,
headquartering in LA. for U.S.
' distribution of Spanish-language
pix.
NTA Pictures takes over U.S.
and Canadian distribution of “A
Question of Adultery,” Julie London-Anthony Steel starrer dealing
with artificial insemination.
Kenneth Darnels new western
sales rep for Warner Bros, in¬
dustrial and commercial division.
Milton Westennan named sales
veepee of Jayark Films Corp.,
heading up midwestern territory.

DENVER
Harvey Gollogher, in the thea¬
tre business 25 years, most of it
as manager with Fox Inter-Moun¬
tain Theatres, has retired. His
last job was manager of the Blue- ]
bird, Denver.
Hugh Haynes took over the Val¬
ley, Fowler, Colo., from Schumour j
Corp,, and will, operate it five
days a week.
Joe Kaitz, head booker at War¬
ner Bros., moved, to Buffalo as
salesman. His post goes to Gene
Vitale.
.
'
Wm. Hart„ assistant city man¬
ager at Cheyenne, Wo., for Fox
Inter-Mountain Theatres, took, over
' the Civic, Hay Springs, Neb;,
- Azteca Films reopening its local,
office with Edmund B. Noonan as
branch manager. He .was recently
with foreign language film com¬
panies in. Montreal.
Moe Rudick resigned as city
manager for Silco Theatres, Silco,
NJd.

veepee; Joe Buffa, sec-treasurer;
Frank Allara, board chairman, and
Roy Letsinger, Ross Filson, Joe
Joseph, Joe Cogna, Louis Shbr,
Floyd Price and G. C. Porter, mem¬
bers of board.
Larry Knee assigned to roving'
managerial pool of Stanley-Warner
circuit now that his house, the
Rowland in Wilkinsburg, has shut¬
tered.
Bill Basle sold his half interest
in the Westover Drive-In near
Morgantown, W. Va., to Ted
Laskey, who owns the other .50%.
Crescent in Mahoningtown, re¬
opened a short time ago under
lease to Freeborn and Brogan, of
the State in New Castle, and then
closed, is open once more but on
a weekend operation only at pre¬
sent.
Harold Tinker, a shipper on Film
Row for 36 years, will preach at
the Central Baptist Church, of
which he is a member. The pastor,
Cornell T. Talley, said Tinker has been leading a youth group for:
some time.

PHILADELPHIA
Jesse Shields, a member of the
state legislature, reelected presi¬
dent of Local 307-A of Philly Mo¬
tion Picture Operators Union.
Addle Gottschalk, former DCA
branch manager, replaced Stanley
Smithers as Columbia office man¬
ager.
Herman Comer, formerly of the
Stanley, replaces vet theatre man¬
ager Barney Cohen at the SW
Logan. Cohen becomes manager
of the .midtown Arcadia.
Bobby Quinn, who used to host
local night clubs, now managing
the Warren Theatrt, Atlantic City’s
new legit house.
Bauer, former reporter on
the Inquirer, now f iliri critic On the
Philadelphia Daily News.
Dore ■ Schary will be guest
speaker at Federation . of Jewish
Agencies of Phila.; at Sheraton
Hotel (Noy. 5).
Barney Cohen now managing, the
Arcadia, indie midtown house. .
Irv Blumberg, former Philly and
Washington press ^rep for ; WB,
resigned from • the. W. G. Rblley
agency* for whom, he handled the
Steel Pier, account, *
Local preem of “Old- Man. and
Sea” at the Goldman (Nov,, ^spon¬
sored by the Philadelphia . Inquirer
Charities, Inc.

MINNEAPOLIS

Carl -Olson in from Des Moines
to take over as United Artists
PITTSBURGH
[branch manager succeeding Herb
Albert Kolkmeyer, from com¬ Buschmann . who resigned, to re¬
pany’s Cincinnati office, new man¬ enter insurance business. ,
ager of UI exchange here. He re¬
Nort Rosevold,. United Para¬
places Francis Guehl, resigned.
mount’s Aberdeen, S. D., man¬
Bemie Elinoff transferred from ager, transferred to Mankato,
booking department of SW Thea¬ Minn., as city manager of two
tres to Squirrel Hill, circuit’s art houses there. Karl Hemlebem
house, as manager. He follows shifted from Watertown, S.D., to
Larry Knee, who switches to Row¬ succeed him at Aberdeen.
land in Wilkinsburg with resigna¬
“Gigi,” which earlier ran four
tion of Leopold Satori.
weeks here as a $2.25 hard-ticket
Louella Troy, wife of former attraction, back downtown, this
Parker exhibitor John Troy, now time at the RKO Orpheum. It’s
booker and buyer for Mr. and Mrs. also having its St. Paul first-run,
Max Summerville, operating thea¬ daydate at RKO Orpheum there.
tres in Parker and Knox.
St Paul Paramount Theatre
Frontier Theatre at Ligonier, manager Arlo Van Syckel pro¬
dark for a long time, reopened by moted by United Paramount to
Roger Barr, formerly with the manager of /Riviera, circuit’s other
Manos circuit.
St. Paul downtown house.
SW circuit decided to keep open
Fight to prevent daylight saging
Its Rowland Theatre in Wilkins¬ time’s continuation when state
burg now that the borough ‘ has i legislature meets in January reach¬
just removed its 10-year-old 10% ing hitter stage, with Charles Winamusement tax. Management had chell. United Paramount circuit
threatened to shut down unless the prexy here, upbraiding local Cham¬
levy was rescinded.
1 ber of Commerce for sending letter
Harry Wilt, formerly with the to other similar bodies throughout
Wilson Theatres in Tyrone, leased state urging their efforts for fast
the Sykes in Sykesville, Pa., which time’s perpetuation.
was formerly a chain of the Mid¬
Clint Kaiser switched from Na¬
state circuit.
tional Screen to 20th-Fox as assist¬
Freeborn and Brogan, operators ant Shipper.
*
of the State Theatre in New Castle,
During current year Sired cine¬
took over the Crescent in nearby mas here were converted into
Mahoningtown.
i churches, W. R. Frank’s nabe Ava¬
Art Goldsmith, who used to man¬ lon being latest to be\bought by a
age the old Pathe exchange here, religious group.
Despite low temperatures, two
opened the Seaway Film Distrib¬
of Twin Cities’ 14 outdoor theatres
uting Co. in Cleveland.
Lee M. Conrad, who piloted the 1 continued to operate into the last
Park in Meadville for 13 years \ October week and a third was open
before it folded recently, named weekends.
“Old Man of the Sea” goes to
manager of the Wilson and El
Patio Theatres in Tyrone. Before United Paramount .for Twin Cities’
going to Meadville, Conrad di¬ first-runs and admission will be
rected the Grand circuit in Johns¬ upped to $1.25.
town.
Territory’s new exhibitor body,
Louis Thomas leased th£ Strand Northwest Theatre Owners Busi¬
in Zelienople to William R. Metz ness Building Forum, sard by its
and will join his brother. Bill, for¬ board chairman, Harry Green, to
mer exhibitor, in Tarpon Springs, have 150 theatres enrolled as mem¬
Fla.
bers, is on solid financial ground
Ruben Shor, whose interests are i arid will employ salaried executive
chiefly in Cincinnati, elected prexy secretary to keep membership in¬
of Allied MPTO of West Virginia formed about ways to stimulate
and delegate to National Allied. the boxoffice.
Other officers are: John Goodrio, I “Around the World in 80 Days”,

making Jts second round of up¬
town theatres, this time those in
35-day clearance slot, going, to
three houses on conipetitiye bids
and the upped $1.25 price con¬
tinues.
Universal’s “The Perfect Fur¬
lough” up for competitive bids in
the Twin Cities.
“The Buccaneer” set for indefi¬
nite day-date runs at the Twin
Cities’ RKO Orpheum, opening
Dec. 17.
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Re: Production Code 'Relaxation
Time Mag Raises Issues—Film Men See Screen
Urged to ‘Break Out’ But Chided If They Do

FOR THE MOPPET TRADE
Time Magazine said out loud last
week what many in the industry
Metro Pushes Pal’s Puppet Film, have been saying privately (and
‘tom thumb’
Variety has observed to the trade
frequently) i.e. that tbe Production
Metro’s general sales . manager Code has been relaxed to a point
Jack Byrne is lining up key city where, at times, it appears nonContinued fronj page 3
dates for the company’s Christmas exi? 'nt.
producing nations on the one side: offering, George Pal’s live action
Reaction was immediate* via a
and consuming ones on the other puppet film, “tom thumb.”
statement from Kenneth Clark,
In addition to key city openings, vice-president of the Motion Pic¬
is an antiquated idea. Every coun¬
15 holiday bookings have been set
try must actually consider itself j in the Los Angeles area and 100 ture Assn, of America, in which
he said “The Code calls the signals
bound to film production.”
in New York and its surrounding as it sees them and will always con¬
territory. Picture will open be¬ tinue to do so. There is no pos¬
It’s Practical
Flaud denied that there was too tween Dec. 17 and 24 and will, of sible doubt that any picture ap¬
proved by the Production Code
much diversity of interests be¬ course, include Christmas week.
Administration conforms to the
tween the U. S. and other nations
provisions of the Code.”
to allow any kind of common regu¬
What puzzles film men is that
latory procedure to take place.
outfits like Time on the one hand
However, a great many American
want films to be free to say what
fim men disagree, holding that
they want and to deal with all
conditions are so vastly different
topics, arid on the other they imply
in the U. S. as against Europe that
strong criticism of what is an ob¬
the common bond exists more in
viously relaxed Code.
spirit than in, commercial reality.
Source very close to the Code
Washington, Nov. 4.
On the other handt what Europeans
Administration said last week that
State Dept, has set Nov. 10 as the Code was operating under a re¬
decide (among themselves) can
have a very definite impact on the the date for- the conference of vised version which certainly was
American companies doing busi¬ about 50 exhibitors to discuss the more permissive than the old ver¬
new U. S.-Russian film exchange sion. He points-out that, to men¬
ness on the Continent.
agreement.
tion one example, sin in films
Flaud noted that France had now
William S. B. Lacy, special as¬
agreed to participate in the Euro¬ sistant to the Secretary of State in wasn’t: necessarily punshable; that
pean Common Market which, on charge of the Government’s cul¬ the efforts of the Code were di¬
Jan. 1, 1959, starts lowering duties tural exchange program; Turner rected to not making it appear
among its six member countries. Shelton, U. S. Information Agency desirable.
Time’s story had pointed out
He felt that this was the beginning motion pictures chief; and Eric
in “Harry Black and the
of a significant era: since films are Johnston, MPEA president, will that,
Tiger,”
Stewart Granger carried
definitely affected.
explain the agreement.
on a love affair with his friend's
Regarding the common problem
Shelton said original plans wife and “the movie makes _ clear
of tv, the chief of the Centre Na¬ called for the meeting with exhibi¬ (it is) a most enjoyable affair fortional said that in Europe, as . in tors before he and Johnston went both parties.” According to the
the U. S., viewers were becoming to Moscow, but time for it could Code, the film never showed Gran¬
more selective and that the; need not be arranged then. They did ger going to bed with anyone (he
for good pictures on the air would meet then with distributors and was badly clawed by the tiger)
make control of their sale easier. producers.*.
and, in any case, there was no need
He felt that toll-tv “could be. one.
for that “snowflake of distribution”
of. the solutions,” since, in the long
which Time thirsts after even had
run, it’d likely result in a deal, be¬
there been an affair.
tween tv and the theatreSi
Trine also said “Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof”
implied homosexuality in
.' Flaud said he attached great im¬
violation of the Code, a contention
portance..'to..themaking'of some co¬
denied
by
the Code. However,.per¬
ordinated; effort among the world’s
Pittsburgh, Nov. 4.
film industries. • •'There was . a
Mti Lebanon *DriVe-in last week usal of the “cat” script brings up
this
line
among
others. Elizabeth
time when we had three ‘blocs’,” be (27) Won its four-year-old antitrust
heRL:. “We had the Uy S., the Rus¬ case against six defendant . film Taylor, talking to Paul Newman,
her
husband,,
about
the days long
sians.’and their satellites,-arid the companies and. both sides were I
rest of the world: But, more and given TO days to submit proposals before, there was trouble, between
them.
more; it’s becoming a truly global for . a final decree.
She says: “You were so exciting
cinema. I have no illusions about . Pittsburgh
Federal
District
getting some common action on the , Court Judge John W. Mcllvaine to be in love with . , . mostly I
most pressing problems affecting found the ozoner had unreasonably guess 'cause You were . . . indif¬
us all. But I also know that it been denied suburban clearance on ferent Strange, Isn’t it? Your in*
is ‘now or never’ on this question.” ■pictures as a “result of conspiracy** difference made you a wonderful
by Warner Bros., RKO, 20th-Fox, lover,”
According to thir Code, the peelUniversal, United Artists and
scene involving Lili St Cyr in
Loew’s Inc.
.
Theatres in six suburbs are un¬ “Naked and the Dead” was reshot
der a 14-day clearance after first- to make it acceptable (though the
Continued from pa*e' 3 —
run, but the Mt. Lebanon, in un¬ Code didn’t necessarily think it in
terrained when he returns from a incorporated territory, has had to good taste at that), and seduction
long vacation early next year.
compete under the same 28-day in “Onionhead” was “treated seri¬
During Daff’s tenure as operat¬ clearance that applies to Pitts¬ ously.” Time called the picture “an
ing chief, the company experi¬ burgh nabes. Ozoner, via Chi at¬ unfunny comedy.” As for ‘The
enced six profitable, years. The big torney Seymour Simon, had sought Key,” in which Sophia Loren lives
drop came within the last 12 an injunction that would have with a succession of tugboat Cap¬
months when the entire industry placed it on a clearance par with tains during the war, the Code
faced one of its toughest years. the suburban hardtops. In finding maintains that it’s wartime and
Universal’s losses, although sub-* for the plaintiff, Judge Mcllvaine, the Loren character is in a state of
stantial, were less than some of however, did not rule on whether shock. "When she comes out of it,
i she wants marriage (from Bill
its rival companies.
the Mt Lebanon should be under [Holden).
Daff came up from the ranks— the Pittsburgh release system.
,Code argues further that “Harry
Attorneys Jay Eisenberg Black and the Tiger,” “Cat on a
starting as an office boy in Aus¬
tralia with Progressive films—and (Loew’s), Gerald Philips (UA) and ; Hot Tin Roof” and “Naked and the
became first world-wide sales man¬ Saul Friedberg <U) had testified Dead” all got A-III (OK for adults)
ager^ in the industry. He was the that no conspiracy was involved.
ratings from the usually tough
first top executive who had been
National Legion of Decency, the
actively* involved in studio opera¬
Roman
Catholic rating body.
tions as well as foreign and do-, George K. Arthur Brings
“Onionhead” got a B, but not for
mestic sales and one of the first to In ‘Shamus’ From Ireland the reason cited by Time.
foresee that the foreign revenues
Interesting point is raised by
George K. Arthur, who in effect Time
would equal and even surpass the
via its mention of “Cry
domestic take and, as a conse¬ is a one-man importing and dis¬ Tough,” which has a nude scene
tributing
organization,
has
re¬
quence, he took the leadership at
for foreign consumption, with a
Universal in building up the for¬ turned to his New York headquar¬ “cover” Version made for the U.S.
eign market. Although it’s be¬ ters from Europe where he picked MPAA prez Eric Johnston on many
lieved that "Daff opposed the use: | up theatrical and television rights past occasions has praised the Code
to a new batch of product. In¬ as guaranteeing family entertain¬
of outside producers, it’s -now felt
that he was merely carrying out i' eluded in the lineup are “Shamus,” ment not only for Americans, but
which is a feature filmed in Ire¬ also for foreign audiences. It ap¬
company policy.
land, one 26-minute entry and four pears that the Code has no jurisdic¬
Daff joined Universal in 1920. one-reelers.
tion over export versions.
He subsequently moved up the
These bring to 42 the number
ladder from booker, salesman, of properties which Arthur has
manager for Victoria and Tas¬ prepared for release. Other, fea¬
IRWIN YABINS TO ALBANY
mania, and managing director for tures are “Wee Geordie” and “The |
Albany, Nov. 4.
Japan. He was named far east Ship Was Loaded.” The others | Another Albany Film Row
supervisor in 1938 and two years range in length from five minutes: change brought Irwin Yabins from
later added'the middle east to .his to the 32-minute “Bespoke Over¬ the Washington exchange of War¬
jurisdiction. Hfe came to N.Y. in coat.”
ner Bros, to the local branch as
1942 as foreign supervisor, becom¬
Entire roster looks like some¬ booker. He replaced the veteran
ing president of overseas subsidi¬ thing put together by a good-sized Jim Evans.
ary six years later. Later be was company.
(It’s billed as the
Evans served as head shipper for
named v.p. and director of world-, “George K. Arthur Prize Package.) Paramount 28 years, before retir¬
wide sales for Universal. In May,
Yet Arthur, who was a star com¬ ing. Returning to the industry in.
1952 he joined the U Board and in edian in the silent era, works 1953 as one of two WB bookers, he
July of the same year was chosen alone. He sets his deals with continued with that company until
by Rackmil to become executive theatremen via telephone .and fre¬ the shuttering of the Albany ex¬
v.p.
quent trips to the field:
change March 28 last.

World Seminar

50 Exhibs to Be
Briefed ohU^Jl

PITTSBURGH OZONER
WINS ANTITRUSTER

AIDaff
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Ban on Children (As Advocated)
‘Not Censorship in Maryland
Baltimore, Nov. 4.
Film exhibs rqay have a govtrnor-size headache if James P.
Devereux, Republican candidate
for that office wins today’s (Tues.)
election.
Candidate Devereux has prom¬
ised that he will reintroduce meas¬
ure giving the Board of Motion
Picture Censors power to desig¬
nate certain films as unshowable to
children under 17, in the General
Assembly, if elected.
Measure which would make the¬
atre owners responsible for com¬
pliance with the ban, was Intro¬
duced at last session of General
Assembly but failed to pass.
Candidate made statement that
he would urge passage of bill at
the Frank Culotta Republican
Club. He said he would go on
record for enactment of “sorely
needed legislation.”
:He told audience it was not a
censorship bill as the “opponents
would have us believe” adding “it
would bar no picture from any
theatre* It is a bill that would
protect children- from viewing of
pictures officially proclaimed unfit
for their viewing.
“And to. say that picture-sugges¬
tion is noTa force in the formation
of childish thoughts and acts is to
forget that one was ever a boy or
girl.
“The argument that the obliga¬
tion to keep children from seeing
unsuitable films should rest entire¬
ly with parents and not at all with
the theatre operators is silly as it
Is impracticable. No one denies
the constant and pressing- obliga¬
tions of parents to guide their
children but nothing could be more
absurd than expecting a parent or
team of parents to review every
picture that. comes to town before
saying what shows the children
should or should not. see,” he said.
“When the picture is declared
unfit foj viewing of children by
the Board of Censors, the theater
owner, should be responsible for
enforcing the ruling. Such a law
would be just common sense and
there would be nothing , radical
about it. When I am governor, the
bill will be major legislation in the
administration program.”

Embezzle Charge
Hits Ozoner Mgr.
& 2 Ticket Gals
Hartford, Nov. 4.
Three persons were, booked In
Hartford Police Court on charges
of embezzling an estimated. $15,000 from the Meadows Drive-inTheatre here. Free, on bail until
trial are Joseph D. Bresnahan,
Priscilla E. Durgan, and Doris Cor¬
mier*
Former was manager of the
ozoner, which is owned by the
Smith Management Co. of Boston,
Mass. Latter were cashiers at the
drive-in. Still sought is Bresnahan's wife on similar charges.
Trial is scheduled for Nov. 20.
Gray-O’Reilly Productions Inc*
has been authorized to conduct a
motion picture productions busi¬
ness in New York, with capital
stock of 100 shares, no par value.
Bernard M. Berkowitz of N.Y.C.,
was filing attorney at Albany.

FOR SALE
2 FeH-Leitgrti UarclMsetf Footer**
All Rights, Hi*otrica!-t*]*vi*loii
Writ* to Box V-1H-58. VARIETY
154 W. 46 St., New York 36, N. Y*
Or Call FLaxa 7-7417
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Source Sacred
Minneapolis, Nov. 4.
Possibly because it purports
to be the Biblical story
adapted for the screen, the
RKO Ocpheum is getting away
with some daring advertising
for its current picture, “Adam
- and Eve.”
On the opening day large
newspaper ads in color showed
-a partially nude man and wom¬
an and described the picture
as “the boldly daring story of
the first man, the first woman
and their love affair.”
The two local newspapers
under a single ownership have
their own self-imposed censor¬
ship on theatre ads and fre¬
quently turn thumbs down on
copy and art submitted.

Stagehands Back,
Boothmen Would
Not Cross Lines
Toronto, Nov. 4.
Back with $7,200 in retroactive
pay, nine stagehands of Local 58,
International Association of The¬
atrical and Stage Employees, have
scored a temporary victory over
the Famous Players and Odeon
chains in Toronto after a one-day
walk-out (backed in sympathy by
Toronto projectionists who refused
to cross picket -lines) closed seven
houses, including the Canadian
show-caises of Famous players and
Odeon, on Labor Day last.
. The stagehands, who claim they
.were “locked, out,” not only get
$7,200 in back . pay. but have re¬
turned to their respective theatres
at an average of $80 a week. How¬
ever, negotiations must be resumed
immediately between the chains
and the former striking stage¬
hands. Management’s claim is that
retroactive pay is to “help arrive
at a settlement of the dispute” and
referred. to ar-conciliation board.
Theatres in Toronto had operat¬
ed without stagehands since Sept.
2, with former claiming that stage¬
hands had only to draw curtains by
pressing a button between shows
but were getting weekly stipends
for “work that an usher could do,”
and also cutting into the theatre’s
marginal earnings.

MONTREAL FRENCH FILM
WEEK ON SHUTTLE
Montreal, Nov. 4.
Montreal’s first major French
Film Festival got underway last
night at the 2,500-seater St. Denis
with the world premiere of “Maxime” to a capacity house. Festival,
sponsored by Unifrance Films and
the French government, will show
eight films during the week, two
of which will be premieres.
To bolster attractions, such .film
personalities as, Rene Clair,
Jacques Tati, director . Louis Malle,
actress Arletty, Charles Venel,
Daniel Gelin and Francois Perier
will make personal appearances
during the session.
Festival, which opened at the St.
Denis, .moves tonight to the
Comedie Canadienne .for ^balance
of week and windsup next Sunday
(9) with Jacques Tati’s “Mon
Oncle.” Tonight (4), “Les Grandes
Families” directed by Deny de
La Patelliere, adapted from the
novel by Maurice Druhon and star¬
ring Jean Gabin will be given it’s
first public screening. Balance of
programming will be made up. of
“L’eau Vive” (Living Waters),
“Ascenseur pour l’echafaud” (Gal¬
lows Lift), “Celui qui Doit Mourir”
(He Who Is to Die), “La Loi, C’est
la Loi” (The Law Is the Law), “Le
Bourgeois Gentilhomme” with the
company of La Comedie Francaise
and' “Mon . Oncle;” Besides selected
short subjects from France and the
French section of the National
Film Board, festival will replay
films by Rene Clair and. Jacques
.Tati during the afternoons. Biz
is near sellout for all showings.

Lollobrigida
Continued from page 1 ——
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Rappaport-Fnicbtman to Operate
Jointly, Curbing Baltimore Rivalry

clamed invalidation of the prelim¬
inary contract when Hughes failed
to call for her services by the
Baltimore, Nov. 4.
April deadline date..
Distribs with first-Tun product,
The Skofics admit Hughes’ West
Up
Goes
the
Admission
looking
for
a
downtown
outlet here,
Coast celluloid curtain has effec¬
will be dealing with one office
Minneapolis, Nov. 4.
tively prevented La Lollo from
from here on now that the I. M.
Upping of admissions, a
becoming a Hollywood star. •
Rappaport and Jack Fruchtman
commonplace practice at the
When Sol Siegel offered her one
theatre chains have joined to form
local loop United Paramount
of the three femme leads in “Les
the R-F Theatres.
and RKO loop theatres, is
Girls,” the long hand of Howard
spreading. Ted Mann’s World
Union took place last Septem¬
Hughes intervened to insist La
and Bennie Berger’s Gopher
ber, centralizing control of all
Lollo was only available on a loanhave gone and done likewise.
downtown
houses plus a few nabes.
out basis. Faced with possible
For the “Bolshoi Ballet” the
Only first-runs not affected by
legal delays, the producer dropped
World boosted its regular
merger
are
the three art theatres,
the offer.
after-5 p.m. $1.25 tap to $1.65.
owned by the Schwaber chain and
Hughes Left The Chains
When it plays “Houseboat”
not generally regarded as “down¬
next month Bennie Berger’s
" By this time, Hughes had sold
town” houses.
’Gopher will go from 90c to
R-K-Q. But among the company’s
Obvious advantage in merger is
$1.25.
[ assets his Howard Hughes Produc¬
fact that cutthroat competition,
. It’s only the second time this
tions was assigned, he included
long a part of the scene here, is
year
for
the
World
which
Lollobrigida’s 1950 contract.
gone, and with it, the sometimes
went to $1.50 for “The Young
Hughes seemed to hold the win¬
hefty boxoffice guarantees made
Lions.” It’s Gopher 1958 first.
ning hand until the Italian screen
to distribs with hot properties and
actress emerged in the number
practice of forcing exhibs to ac¬
one slot -on the Continent, follow¬
cept weak films in order to latch
ing her potent box-office success
onto stronger ones.
in the “Bread, Love . . " film
Theatres affected by the union
cycle. She climbed even higher on i
are the Hippodrome, Little, Town
international film star listings
and Aurora, formerly exclusive
when a wave of U.S. producers
properties of Mr. Rappaport; and
came to Europe seeking new world :
the Mayfair, Stanley, Century,
market faces and screen back¬
New, Rex and Charles, , the Frucht¬
grounds.
man houses.
Her ^ European
commitments
Aurora, a former second and
were invariably followed by a
third-run nabe, will be doing what
threat of legal action from Hughes
the Times did before it became the
to producers of “Beat the Devil,”.
Rome, Nov. 4.
Charles and show double features
“Crossed Swords.” “The Most
The Italian Film Industry has
Beautiful Woman an the World,” no further plans to set up a New until 4 a.m. The Charles, revamped
and renovated, is specializing in
“Trapeze” and “Hunchback of
Notice^ Dame.” In only, one in¬ York representation along the second-runs on an exclusive basis.
Rappaport has long been part of
stance did Hughes follow through. -lines of its former IFE or the cur¬
Hughes attorney Greg Bautzer rent French Film Office, accord¬ the local picture but Fruchtman is
Is the. . authority, according to ing to Eitel Monaco, President of relatively newcomer. He came here
in 1954 to take over New, Century
Skofic, for the statement United
Artists was forced to make a fi¬ ANTCA. Matter had been broached and Keith's (a garage now) from
nancial settlement orior to U.S. here in connection with reports of Morris Mechanic.
release of “Trapeze”—a statement strengthening of the French in¬
the distributor later denied;
dustry’s New York contract, and
Attorneys for the clashing pro¬
ducer and star have spent years previous talk of shift of IFE func¬
searching for possible comorotmse tions to the newly strengthened
formulas; The latest, an offer UNIT ALIA Films group, which
from Hughes which the Skofics handles all Italian pic industry
found acceptable two years affO, propaganda abroad.
is still without the magnate’s sig¬
Commenting on the recent im¬
nature. Proposal calls for LoiTobris;da to star in tjvo films Hughes portance-. given, the New York
. would produce with a. major com¬ French ..Film , Office, Monaco
pany. Pending pact is non-exclu¬ termed Paris’ hopes in the Amer¬
sive.
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
. Fact. that Hughes d’d eotne no ica an “illusion.” IFE in its time
Nine of television’s top western
with a new proposal and that he had been based on a mistaken
.stars
will
appear
together in a
has not intervened with t*0 oro- evaluation of the U.S. market for
ducers of “Solomon and Sheba.” foreign (Italian) films, based on single motion picture. Boh Hope’s
“Alias
Jesse
James,”
currently
Is a sign to the Skofics of a possi-j
success of such early pix as “Open filming at Paramount. The videble peaceful arrangement.
oater heroes will appear together,
City” and “Paisan.”
In addition to which, the more in a single gag scene near the end
recent drop in boxoffice in the of the film.
Apart from the unusual easting,
U.S.A., and elsewhere, has made
Hope’s attempting to keep the bill¬
w^mm^ Continued from page 2
' ■ — - the situation there even more difing
a secret, and will neither pub¬
.ficult for. imports; Monaco felt.
which, relatively sneaking, h*ve What can we expect from the U.S. licize nor advertise names of the
evoked a few court, contests—a fair market, he said, when figures show cowpokes, using the scene as a
gauge of controversy.
a mere 6-1 ratio between U.S. and surprise audience gimmick. Two of
But even here, the old bugaboo Italian grosses? A similar situa¬ the tv stars are Hugh O'Brian and
of contention appears certain to tion pertains, with Britain, he Fess Parker.
intrude. Comments of prominent i added.
?
copyright attorneys are included j Monaco summed up Italian pro¬
in the “for hire” study, and they duction prospects for the U. S. Twin Pine*' New Owners
don’t see eye-to-eye at all.
Longview, Tex., Nov. 4.
market in two groups: (1) the
Basic question examined is who
Cliff Turner of Athens, Tex., and
should be considered “author” or spectacle film, in which Italy has B. L. Hagle of Corsicana, Tex.,
a good chance but must combine
first copyright holder of works with
U.S. companies in advance have .purchased the Twin Pines
turned out by an employe for his
of production, as has recently been Drive-In Theatre here. Wayne Ma¬
boss.
done
by Dina DeLaurentiis Pro¬ honey has been named manager.
The law dubs the employer "au¬
This drive-in is rated by theatrethor” of works “made for hire” ductions and Goffredo-Lombardo’s nien as one of three ultra deluxe
Titanus
Films; (2) more special¬
by people in his pay. And as long,
theatres in Texas. The others are
as he remains proprietor of the ized fare, but here again a tie-up located at Houston and San An¬
copyright, this producer or pub¬ with an American interest, prefer¬ tonio.
lisher, as the case may be, re¬ ably an indie distributor, is neces¬
Turner is owner of the Trail
tains renewal rights. This applies, sary for best results. In both cases,
ofi course, only in the absence of Monaeo points out, the function Drive-In at Athens while Hagle,
of
an
Italian
Film
Office
in
the
his
partner, operates the Navarro
a contract.
Drive-In at Corsicana.
Although the Patent Office U.S. would be superfluous.
studies make no positive recom¬
mendations, Varmer obviously feels
that any major change in the
present provision would create
more problems than it would solve.
He does suggest, however, that for
the sake of clarity, “works for
35mm or 16mm short subject motion pictures for
| hire” be spelled out as “works
created by an employe within the
children’s audiences in six to twelve age range.
scope of his employment.”
Running time ten -to twenty minutes. To be
The copyright attorneys were in
wide disagreement over the law’s
released in the “Adventure Series.” Must be en¬
concept of authorship by employ¬
tertaining for children and not documentary type
ment. John Schulman attacked it
as “philosophically indefensible and
product. Want only finished pictures ready for
undesirable from the viewpoint of
public policy.”
screening. No reissues. Pictures must not have
Taking the opposite tack was Ed¬
been committed for television. Send full informa¬
ward A- Sargoy, motion picture at¬
torney, who said the authorship
tion including titles, running time and synopsis
provision has worked well over
on each to
the years. So many talents are
combined to produce an “intel¬
OSCAR A. MORGAN,
lectual and artistic Creation” these
CONTINENTAL DISTRIBUTING, INC.,
days, he said, that a simple rule
making the employer the author
251 WEST 57 STREET, NEW YORK I9, .N. Y.
| is “fundamental.”

Italy’s Monaco In
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Yankee Market
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Judge Exempts Lippert From Fee
Payments to Writers on Hacking’

PGL’s Expansion

PGL Productions, which was
formed recently to do tv commer¬
cial production, is now seeking
properties for straight theatrical
production. Coihpany is headed
by sportscaster Bud Palmer and
Los Angeles, Nov. 4.
4
-■among
the,several partners In the
Los Angeles, Nov. 4.
Strictly as an “experiment,'*
outfit, created out of merger with Albany Tent Re-Elects
U.S. District Judge Thurmond
Robert L, Lippert, who operates a
Howard
Goldstein
Takes
Group
Ten
Productions,
is
Skitch
Clarke last week tossed out
Go-Doer Rosenblatt chain of film houses in California
Hepderson.
the Writers Guild of America Over Two Upstate Houses
PGL has just finished “Men
Albany, Nov. 4.
and Oregon, has opened a twinAlbany, Nov. 4.
West’s suit against Lippert Pictures
With
Cars,”
an
industrial
on
the
His
achievement
in surpassing theatre setup here for simultane¬
Expanding his exhibition inter¬
Inc. in which it sought an account¬
1958 Grand Prix Auto Race at the $11,000 goal fixed for collection
ous showing, of foreign and Ameri¬
to finance the operation of Camp can films. Repping an investment
ing of the coin the company re¬ ests, Howard Goldstein, erstwhile Sebring, Fla.
Thacher, and in liquidating pre¬ of around $80,000, two theatres,
ceived for selling post-1948 pix. 20th Century-Fox and RKO sales¬
vious indebtedness won for Samuel side by side and separated by a
man in the Albany exchange dis¬
to television.
E. Rosenblatt reelection as chief permanent partition, are housed
Judge Clarke ruled Lippert Pic¬ trict, has taken over the State in
barker of Albany Variety Club last under a single roof, having a single
Mechanicville and the Capitol in
tures was not in any way hound
week. Rosenblatt also spearheaded boxoffice and lobby and with a
Whitehall,
from
James
E.
Benton,
hy the 1951 pact between the then
the successful effort to buy new single projection room containing
Screen Writers Guild and the Inde¬ of Benton Theatres in Saratoga.
quarters—a
three-story .brick-build¬ a complete unit of projectors for
Jules Perlmutter, of Albany, re¬
pendent Motion Picture Producers
ing at 326 State St.
each theatre.
Assn, calling on indie producers cently handed back both houses,
Renamed
to serve with him
to give writers a cut of the post-’48 along with the Capitol in Ballston
Twins are the 202-seat Riviera,
were: first assistant chief barker, devoted to second-run foreign pix,
coin when the industry pattern Spa, to Benton—after operating
Elias Schlenger, Fabian division and Capri, a 104-seater catering to
was established. In the suit, which them on lease for two years.
manager; second assistant chief so-called American classics. Throw
has industrywide ramifications,
Goldstein resigned from Fox last
barker, Irwin Ullman, area super¬ of approximately 90 feet Is on a
WGAW claimed Lippert and his at¬ April to become a partner with his
torney, I. Hi.; Prinzmetal, had par¬ father-in-law (since died) in a.
A new and totally different visor of Fabian drive-ins; dough 20%-byr9V5-foot screen in the Riv¬
ticipated in the 1951 negotiations; Schenectady dress shop. Owner, formula for the future distribution guy, Oscar Raskin, comptroller of iera, and Capri’s 15-by-8-foot
that the late L E. Chadwick, then with
a younger brother, of of dubbing licenses hy the French RTA Distributors, Inc.; property screen. No format yet has been
IMPPA prez, had issued rosters con¬ the Fort Warren Drive-in at Castle- Government is currently under master, Aaron Winig, State Tax worked out for length of time the
taining Lippert Pictures' name as ton, Vt., he also began buying and discussion in Paris, Jacques Flaud, Commission aide.
two engagements, each scaled at
of the association members. Guild booking for several indoor and, out¬ director of France’s Centre Nation¬
Under Rosenblatt (who still main¬ $1.25, will play. At first, according
further introduced publicity from door theatres.
al de la Cinematografie, reported tains .an interest in several thea¬ to Lippert, in light of project’s
Hollywood trade papers saying Lip¬
in N.Y. last week.
: tres) Tent 9 raised more than $14,- novelty it will have to be on a
pert was one of association nego¬
Flaud was in Manhattan for two 000 for Camp Thacher. With ex¬ trial-ahd-error basis. Opening bills
tiators.
days, coming from the Mexican penses deducted, the amount hand¬ are “Confessions of Felix KrulT*
Guild’s claims were countered by
film festival and going up to Mon¬ ed to Albany Boys Club was over and “Plea for Passion,” at Riviera;
“The Great Caruso” andg^ust for
the defendant, who declared Lip¬
treal to attend the French ‘ film $13,000, he reported.
Life,” Capri.
pert Pictures has never been a
week there. He expected to return
member of the IMPPA, and that
; to Paris on NoV. 6 or 7.
Added feature is a small coffee
the association was not its agent,
lounge next door* dispensing free
Flaud said he had given no
implied op expressed. Judge Clarke
refreshments to customers during
thought as yet to the distribution
held also that the defendant did
a 15-minute Intermission between
of the 40 permits • still due the
Minneapolis, Nov. 4.
not intentionally nor by want of
pix. There Is only one show
Hard feelings are being created Americans for 1958-59. That deci¬
ordinary care cause the Guild to
nightly.
sion
will
be
taken
in
December.
•believe that the association was in local independent exhibitor cir¬
The Americans (Motion Picture
Lippert’s agent and that defendant cles by alleged “unfair” trade Export
Assn.) got the usual 110
had never ratified group’s agree¬ practices hy some of the theatres
permits for the year. However, for
Madrid, Nov. 4.
in
what’s
probably
desperate
ef¬
ment with the Guild, nor was it a
Corsica
the
first
rime, Flaud reserved the
EigKtrnonths after the late Mike
party to or bound by tbc contract* forts to holster the boxoffice.
right to allocate 40 of the 110 Todd staged a whirlwind press re¬ aaii CantfcHM* from safe 2 —
William Volk, co-owner. of four on the basis of merit, i.e. as a
Guild had contended that when
ception
here
to
reject
government
Allied Artists signed the pact with of the city's leading uptown^"thea¬ bonus for companies that had in “editorial interference” with his restrictions limiting native tour¬
the WGAW providing for a cut to tres. has called upon distributors some ways served the French in¬ planned film production of “Don ists to taking more than 20,000
writers of the post-’48 pix, this to ‘'‘crack down” on what he re¬ dustry via production, the distribu¬ Quixote,” an anti-cyclonic Mike. francs (less than $50) out of the
established an industrywide pattern gards as “offenders.”
tion of French films, etc.
Todd Jr. arrived tq open shop for country, French holiday-makers
to which the defendant must ad¬
who frequently headed for Italy,
Volk cites particularly the
Though MPEA originally agreed his debut as a producer.
Spain, Switzerland and Austria
here.
Broadway, an independent neigh¬ to this procedure, it later changed
Project
now
being
planned
for
are compelled to remain within
Lippert Pictures, as part of its borhood theatre, in the 40-day its mind and the issue became em¬
an early camera start next year, the fatherlaqd. And although Cor¬
defense, said it sat in on the clearance slot. It has-inaugurated barrassing to the association and will
add a new sense dimension to sica is an overnight boat ride from
IMPPA meetings with the Guild, a reduced 40c adult admission to
Eric Johnston. It approached theatrical films. with the introduc¬ Marseille', Nice and Toulon (al¬
but that it wasn’t satisfied with 7:30 p.m. and is admitting children to
Flaud
with
a
view
of
working
but
tion
of smell to synchronize with! though only an hour and a half
the agreement reached, wouldn’t under 12 free six'nights a week,
a different system for the new sight and sound.
’
] by air) it is part of Metropolitan
sign it under those terms and he says. 1
year
starting
in
June
of
1959,
Aptly
titled “Scent of Mystery,” France and therefore carries no
therefore was not liable.
The Broadway is in comparative¬ and these discussion are now going
the low budget comedy thriller j monetary taboos whatever.
ly close competition with the Volks’ on in Paris.
scripted by William Ross, will pipe-;
One prior attempt to exploit
Camden which is in the 35-day
The French executive was em¬ line 30 odors, one of which solves Corsica with reported multi-mil¬
clearance slot and has a 75c and phatic in saying that once the 40
the whodunit, during 90 minutes lion dollars raised to give the is¬
25c admission for adults and chil¬ licenses were distributed, there of
screen time.
land what it needs—top-drawer
Coatixmed from pass 2 £=■ dren, respectively, at all times,
was no qustion of “swapping”
London production designer Vin¬ hotels and restaurants, improved
Volk accuses other theatres, in¬ among the distributors. "These
of seats which were scaled to a $75
roads
and a nite life—foundered
cent
Korda
and
production
man-;
top, and from advertising space in cluding the leading downtown permits are allocated to specific ager Ned Mann returned yesterday when its main condition, a 10the souvenir brochure at $300 a houses, of double featuring top pictures from specific companies,” (29) with Todd from a location sur¬ year tax exemption, was nixed by
page, netted the British Empire pictures under the guise of “sneak” he said. “They aren’t valid for vey on the Malaga Coast where a previous government But with
Cancer Campaign over $70,000, be¬ prevues on Friday nights frequent¬ anyone else.” It was Universal most of the shooting will be done the Corsican stand on General de
lieved to be a record sum—other ly. This is despite the fact that which had suggested that, once in a new 70mm large-screen Gaulle’s coining to power (the is¬
than for a Royal Command event. local exhibitors are committed to .Flaud had allocated the permits, process. Odd interiors are planned land’s population immediately dit¬
The presentation was given fullest abstain from twin billing of “A” MPEA would then have to re¬ for one of the Madrid studios.
toed that of the Algerian colons)
allocate them on the basis of its - Femme lead has already been as¬ being well-known -at the Matignon
backing by Columbia, the stars and product, he says.
global license formula.
the British film industry. Danny
signed to a new Hollywood actress, Palace, it is felt that the present
Kaye and Sylvia Fine, Curt Jur¬
Flaud said he, naturally, was Beverly Bently. United Artists will Chief of State will lead a much
AWARD TO LOCKWOOD
more ^sympathetic ear. This is felt
gens and Nicole Maurey were in
aware of the non-existent status finance and release.
to * be doubly true since a good
line for the presentation, with Incredibly-Many-Activities Show¬ of RKO and Republic, whose li¬
deal of the expansion money is
Frank Sinatra, who later did the
censes are included in the_ current
men Honored
expected to come from such gov¬
intro honors onstage. Mike J.
issuance of 110 a year. However,
ernment-subsidized sources as Air
Frankovich and Lord Rank es¬
he poipted out, “only about 70 pic¬
Boston, Nov. 4.
France, Compagni General© Transcorted the Royal guests along the
Arthur H. Lockwood, prexy of tures of the 110 the Americans
atlantique (reported to be part
presentation line.
Lockwood & Gordon Enterprises, bring into France each year are
owners of the only really first class
Boston, Nov. 4.
At last night’s vaude show at the operators of 34 New England film really important The rest are just
George Wein,.ja2z entrepreneur, hotel on the Island, the Napoleon
Coliseum, the emphasis was on houses, was presented “The Great program films. Cut down the 110
Bonapart
at He Rousse) and the
new talent. Bernard Delfont, who Heart' Award” of the Variety Club some, and this still wouldn’t ma¬ operator of Storyville jazz nitery,
terially affect attendance.” :
director-Newport Jazz Festival, and money men who generally financed
presented the gala for the first of N. E. at a luncheon recently.
the
de
Gaulle
campaign. The
time—Robert Nesbitt did the stag¬
Lockwood, member of the New
There is no French objection to jazz prof at Boston U., doesn’t dig
ing—recruited more than 20 acts York State Bar, who gave up the a new license issuance procedure intermissions at hard ticket film angels point out that the State
will
not
be
losers
since revenues
practice of law in 1922 when he en¬ that eliminates the '‘bonus’* aspects shows for “the purpose of selling
making their Royal debut.
will be coming back through in¬
Among the long string of new- ■ tered film exhibition, is also treas¬ which seems to rile MPEA. Flaud popcorn, candy and ice cream.”
creased
payrolls,
income from
In his weekly column, “Jazz
comers were Bernard Bresslaw, j urer, Screen Guild Productions of said. Main question isn’t how it’s
transportation, and luxury and
Bruce Forsyth, Hattie Jacques, the N. E., Federal Film Co., and Clas¬ done, but whether the formula Beat,” in the Boston Sunday- gaming taxes.
King Bros., Hetty King, Adele sics Iiic. of N.- E.,; prexy* Screen meets French requirements and Herald, Wein wrote: “I don’t know
The present entertainment set¬
Leigh, Mantovanl orch, Kenneth Art Pictures Corp., Hollywood; di¬ somehow embodies the necessity what this has to do with jazz, but
More, the Mudlarks, Victor Sylves¬ rector of Affiliated Productions of of some American company activ¬ j I went to the movies last week and up is meager to say the least with
no
more than 25 cinemas and a
Hollywood;
past
prexy
Theatre
I
find
the
movies
the
easiest
and
ity in behalf of the french.
ter’s orch, Harry Worth and Yana.
few casinos devoting themselves
Owners of America, now director
As for this year’s 40 permits, [safest way to escape from reality to boule, a penny-ante version of
Additionally* the program in¬ of its exec, committee.
for
a
few
short
hours.
Flaud said they’d be divvied up
cluded excerpts from three shows,
Michael Redstone, prexy Variety by his office, there having been
“I was absorbed in the story line roulette. With the New Look, it is
with Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews
a dead cinch that gaming will he
and Stanley Holloway leading in a Club, made the award at a special received no request by the French of a gigantic. Cinemascope musical expanded tff include roulette,
luncheon
opening
the
new
Jimmy
in
one of Boston’s leading theatres
industry
per
se
to
participate
m
scene from “My Fair Lady”; Nor¬
chemin-de-fer, trente-et-quarante
man Wisdom, Jerry Desmond and Fund Research Laboratories. The the decision on how to go about when at the end of the touching and possibly crap tables. Big name
is presented annually to the it. Plan originally had been to scene I was jarred from my re¬
Pip Hinton, with the “Where’s award
attractions
for the casinos are in¬
who has done the greatest set up a committee, which would laxed state of lethargy by a dark¬
Charley?” company; and June person
amount of good for the greatest have included Flaud, the French ening screen, the raising of house evitable.
Bronhill, Thomas Round, Howell number of people.
That the idea has gone far be¬
industry and some U.S. representa¬ lights and the cry of intermission.
Glynne and Marion Lowe in an
The last two honored by the tives.
Do you know why they have an in¬ yond the “let’s - think - about - itexcerpt from “Merry Widow.”
Variety Club were Thomas A. Yawtermission?
So that the actors stage” is evident hy the fact that
Dick Henderson Sr., who had key, prexy Boston Red Sox, and
can. have -a rest? To change G. Bernard Paldacci, one of
been named to make his first ap¬ Archbishop Richard J. Cushing.
scenery? So that the mental capac¬ France’s biggest construction na¬
Beer. With TNT
pearance in a Royal vaude gala,
Lockwood is also chairman of
John L. Beers has been ap¬ ities of the audience should not be bobs, has already started ;a large
died within 48 hours of the an¬
scale hotel building program with
special committee, Brandeis U.; pointed manager, central division, taxed too heavily?
nouncement.
“Noi none of these reasons. The a new development at Porto Vecmember of executive committee. serving the midwest, of Theatre
Children’s . Medical Center; gen. Network Television. He’ll head¬ purpose of intermission at a movie phio on the. East Coast.under way.
is to sell popcorn, candy and ice Other top-drawer hosteleries are
*
Doreleo Productions Inc. is em¬ chairman with Joe Cronin of 1954 quarter in Detroit.
cream. With the spell created by in the works for* Ajaccio, Bastia,
powered to conduct a motion pic¬ Jimmy Fund Drive; trustee and
Before
joining
TNT,
Beers
was
the story broken my inclination Calvi and lie Rousse,
tures business in New York. Cap¬ member of executive committee
ital stock is 200 shares* no par [ and for the past four years prexy. sales promotion manager of the was to leave the theatre. I stayed • It is estimated that the program
value. Michael Rosen of Man¬ Children’s Cancer Research Foun¬ Chrysler Corp. Previously he wa* bqt next time I might not. In fact, will require five: years to be com¬
with Young & Rubicam.
- . ..next time,-; I might.'not even go.”
hattan filing attorney.
pleted*., . >
■' ;
dation. -

Small Capacity Twin Theatres

New French Dab
License System

Volk Hits'Sneaks
At Low Admish

Jr. Todd’s Spanish
Sound & Smeller

Eariba

Reality: It’s Popcorn
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Prefer To Avoid Loew’s ‘War’
a Continued from page 4.—

week, it appears that they stick to
that promise.
The board’s overwhelming 16 to
3 vote was a clear cut victory for
Loew’s prexy Joseph R. Vogel,
with the board approving the plan
proposed -by the management for
the division of the company.
Earlier in the five-hour meeting,
which started at 10:30 a.m. and
then broke for lunch before resum¬
ing, the board nixed, by the same
16 to 3 vote, the plan submitted
by Green and Newman for spin¬
ning off the studio instead of the
theatres.
Management Slant
Essentially, the management plan
—divorcement of the theatres from
the production - distribution com¬
pany—is similar to the one ap-.
proved by the stockholders in
August, 1952. There was, how¬
ever, one change in the original
divorcement plan. Radio Station
WMGM, N. Y., which was previ¬
ously scheduled to be a part of the
production - distribution setup, is
now slated to become part of the
theatre company.
Only opposition votes against the
management proposal were record¬
ed by Green, Newman and Joseph
Tomlinson. The latter was Involved
in the abortive attempt to unseat
the management in a proxy fight
last year.
As forecast in Variety last week,
I. John Snyder (president of U. S.
Industries), the director who suc¬
ceeded Samuel J. Briskin on the
board as a representative of the
Wall Street banking firms of Leh¬
man Bros, and Lazard Freres, was
in Vogel’s corner, supporting the
management’s divorcement plan.
Some observers interpret this move
as meaning that the banking firms
are favoring Vogel, although pre¬
vious reports had them siding with
the Green-Newman group.
According to general counsel
Benjamin Melniker, the new plan
—involving the combination of
WMGM with the a theatres—does
not, in the opinion of the com¬
pany’s counsel, require reapproval
by the stockholders. The plan ap¬
proved by. the board last week, it
was noted by Melniker and attor¬
ney Louis Nizer, will be submitted
to the U. S. District Court immedi¬
ately. The board of directors of
Loew’s Theatres approved the plan
unanimously, thus clearing the way
for its submission to Judge Ed¬
mund L. Palmieri who had ordered
that, a final/division proposal be
submitted to the Federal Court.
If the Court approves the plan—
and if there is no counter court ac¬
tion by the Green-Newman faction
—the split of the company into
separate production - distribution
and theatre firms will be accom¬
plished before the Court-ordered
deadline of August, 1959. When
and if it is okayed by the Court,
stockholders will receive a half¬
share of stock in each company for
each share now held in Loew’s Inc.
It’s understood that the GreenNewman group has made it known
to the Court that it might want to
be heard when the management
proposal is presented^
Funded Debt
As part of the management’s
plan, a method for dividing the
$25,000,000 funded debt was also
proposed. This proposal, which
also' requires Court approval,
would apportion-the. funded debt
between the two companies, with
the assignment of $20,000,000 to
the film production company 2nd
$5,000,000 to the theatre company
at the time of the expected con¬
summation of the split. The plan,
it was stressed, would not change
the present obligation to the
creditor insurance companies.
After the meeting, Voger said the
boards of each of the new compa¬
nies would' meet to determine
where the coin would come from to
pay for the funded debt.
It was underscored that the link¬
ing of WMGM with theatres did
not constitute a compromise and
that the management had this idea
in mind for some- time. Vogel
said that after careful study it was
determined- that the radio station*
being in N.Y. metropolitan area,
would be more valuable to the
theatre company which has most of
its theatres in the same area.
The final breakdown of the new
setup, if approved, will find for¬
eign theatres, recording, music and

television assets grouped with pro¬
duction-distribution, and WMGM
with the domestic and Canadian
theatres.
The theatre company
has operated independently since
Sept. 1, 1954, with its own officers,
board and employees.
Last week’s meeting was pre¬
sided over by board, chairman
George L. Killion, who pointed out
to the directors that primarily be-,
cause of turnabout of studio opera¬
tion, consolidated earnings of com¬
pany, including1 Loew’s Theatres,
were currently running at rate of
45c per share after taxes for the
first quarter.
Tn a prepared statement, Vogel
said “the plan would create two
strong,
independent companies
e|ch fully capable of sound opera¬
tions. in its own field.”
He added: “In our judgment, ap¬
proval of this plan by the board
constitutes a major step forward in
our corporate history. Many seri¬
ous problems had to be solved
so that the resulting companies
would have a potential equal, at
the very least, to the potential that
existed in the original structure.
“The proposal is being submitted
at a time when every division of
the company is in the black. Per¬
haps the most important factor
has been the turnabout at our
MGM studios which are again re¬
porting profits after a period of
heavy losses.”

RKO Theatres Bids
High For Product
Minneapolis, Nov. 4.
With its pair of loop houses
here and one in St. Paul, RKO
Theatres continues to grab off via
competitive bidding for Twin
Cities’ firstruns a record amount
of the cream of the Hollywood
crop, outdistancing its competitors,
Including United Paramount which
formerly for a long time had the
whip hand in this connection.
Latest awards to the RKO Min¬
neapolis and St Paul Orpheums
for initial showings in the towns
are “The Buccaneer” (Par) and
“The Last Hurrah,” (Columbia) for
which boxoffice hopes are high.
This is on top of Metro’s “Gigi”
(for its second but first non-hard
ticket loop run), Warners* “No
Time for Sergeants” and Metro’s
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof.” Both of
the latter enjoyed long runs.
With United Paramount having
relinquished its 4,100-seat flagship
house, Radio City, and the latter
no longer a factor because it’s to
be razed by its new owner, RKO
Theatres’ Orpheum here, seating
2,800, is the largest Twin Cities’
showhouse.
Paramount’s
local
State seats 2,200 and the circuit’s
only other loop house left out of
originally six is the 1,000-seat
Lyric. Its Century is leased to
Stanley-Warner for Cinerama.
Earlier this year RKO Theatres
seldom landed any important boxoffice pictures. Others here down¬
town bidding competitively for the
big releases are Ted Mann’s two
and Bennie Berger’s one theatres.
4On the whole, Mann has fared well.
But, until recently, United Para¬
mount was pretty much in the
driver’s seat.
.For many years RKO Theatres
and United Paramount (the Minne¬
sota Amusement Co.) had a prod¬
uct splitting agreement for the
Twin Cities. But RKO withdrew
and demanded the privilege to bid
competitively for all product.

Research Council as Was
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Motion Picture Research Coun¬
cil reelected all incumbent officers
and directors for another year,
with Y. Frank Freeman again
board chairman. Other officers
continuing terms include William
Delley, prexy-treasurer; George
Golitzen, vp; Farciot Edouart, sec¬
retary,
Morris Weiner, who heretofore
has functioned in liaison capacity
between Assn, of Motion Picture
Producers and the Council boards,
was elected MPRC vice chairman,
post vacant for several years.

Uses Method With Garroway To
Open Research Center
The H. J. Heinz Co. unveiled its
new research center in Pittsburgh
recently via closed-circuit televi¬
sion. Telecast, seen in 31 locations
in 29 cities, was handled by the
TelePrompter Corp. An additional
camera pickup was made in Tracy,
Calif., at one of Heinz’s leading
contract tomato farms.
Dave Garroway served as host
and commentator during the onehour presentation. The program
was written, directed and produced
under the direction of executive
producer Edward Reveaux, with
over-all arrangements supervised
by Robert M. Rosencrans, director
of the company's Group Communi¬
cations Division. /
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TelePrompter Chief Touts Toll As
Saviour of Undergraduate Football
2 Mark Twain‘Hucks’

Columbus. Nov. *
Use of large screen closed-cir¬
cuit television as a means to save
American baseball and as method
to corral large crowds for college
football was advocated by Irving
B. Kahn, president of the Tele¬
Prompter Corp., in a talk before
the Advertising Club here last
week.
Kahn said he was opposed to
most pay-tv schemes that had been
proposed for “putting slot ma¬
chines” in the home. He main¬
tained that Saturday’s Ohio StateNorthwestern game could have
been seen by a potential audience
of 30,000 in Columbus on large
screen closed-tv. He added that at
a $2 admission it would provide
$60,000 in additional revenue and
would satisfy the problems of the
universities — which have limited
free tv showings because they are
fearful of losses at the gate.
Pointing to the severe economic
problem in sports, Kahn proposed
that the World Series and the AllStar games be telecast on largescreen 1 closed-circuit. He said all
other games could go to home tv.
Here’s how Kahn figures it: The
minor league ball parks in 95 cities
could provide closed-circuit facili¬
ties for a seating capacity of 772,000. Approximately the same
number of seats would be available
in major league parks where the
games are not being played. Large
screens would be placed strategic¬
ally throughout the ball parks. The
games, of necessity, would be
played at night.
Kahn estimates that these, plus
other facilities, .would provide a
seating capacity of 2,000,000. He
said that after all costs were de¬
ducted closed-circuit could net
baseball $12,000,000. It now*1 re¬
ceives, he noted, $3,100,000 a year
from horpe-tv under the present
five-year contract.

Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Mark
Twain’s
“Huckleberry
Finn” is the cause of an upcoming
hassle between two film outfits,
both of which are readying produc¬
tions. The .property is being pre¬
pared by the newlyformed Shenan¬
doah Co., headed by writer James
Poe and producer Stuart Miller,
and by Metro, where Arthur Freed
plans to produce a version under
his own banner as a musical.
The latter has a script by Alan
Jay Lemer and a musical score by
Lerner and Burton Lane which was
completed in 1953 when Metro
originally planned the filming.
; Shenandoah plans the film as a
high budget roadshower. While the
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
I property is in the public domain
Clarence Greene and Russell in the U.S., Metro claims the world
Rouse will indie produce “The copyright in all other countries.
Spanish Armada” under their own
banner for United Artists release,
following a .re-negotiation of for¬
mer exclusive pact with Seven Arts
Productions . . . SAP and Richard
Widmark’s Heath- Productions
dickering-over “Irresistible,” orig¬
inal by Dan Mainwaring about the
Launching a new campaign,
Dead Sea Scrolls, whether it be a which it hopes will result in Fed¬
-co-production or transference of eral legislation banning all form
title to Widmark, since actor has it of pay-tv. Theatre Owners of
on his production slate and SAP America has retained Washington
registered title last June . . . Nick attorney Marcus Cohn to prepare
Adams ^ into Warner Bros.' “The briefs for submission to the Con¬
FBI Story" . . . Edward Small and gressional sub-committee headed
Anthony Mann, cast Sarita Montiel,
latter's wife, to star in duo’s up¬ by Rep. Oren Harris. The Harris
coming indie, “Ripe Fruit” . . . committee js scheduled to conduct
Hugo Fregonese will co-produce a hearing 4>n the pay-tv issue dur¬
as well as direct “The Wild Pam¬ ing the next session of Congress.
pas,” first Barclay Films. Inter¬ .. Cohn, member of the law firm
national production to roll in the of Cohn & Marks, represented the
exhibitors’
Joint
Committee
Argentine.
Lou Morhein has skedded biopic Against Pay-TV in the previous
on Benito Mussolini, to be lensed efforts of theatremen to prevent
next year in Europe . . . William the approval of over-the-air tollCastle will indie produce - direct tv. Philip F. Harling, head of TOA’s
Thomas De Quincy’s classic, "Con¬ pay-tv committee, plans to gain
fessions of an Opium Eater,” for the cooperation of other exhibitor
Allied Artists release . . . Lou organizations for a joint drive
Rusoff added “Janis Psycho,” teen¬ against toll-tv.
Exhibitors are
Ohio State-Iowa Set
age problem pic, to his sked for hopeful that the hearings will
American International . * . Scott bring forth a bill outlawing both
Detroit, Nov. 4.
Brady will star in Lester Sansom’s oyer-the-air and cable-tv. If the
Closed circuit tv will bring,Ohio
“Battle Flame” for AA . . . Colum¬
State’s game at Iowa into St. John's
bia Pictures bought Robert Buck¬ Congressional comfnittee does not Arena, a 13,000-seater, in Colum¬
ner’s “Tiger’s Tail’* for $65,000, prepare a bill, it’s understood that bus, Nov. 15. Same deal was ar¬
writer also to script... Paramount Harling’s group will be prepared
ranged last Saturday (1) for the
and Joseph M. Schenck Enterprises to offer suggested legislation.
Ohio State-Northwestern game.
will co-produce story of North
Arrangements are handled by
America Air Defense Command,
Richard Alan Simmons to write
the GiantView Closed Circuit Tele¬
screenplay . . . Daniel .UUman
vision Network.
draws scripting chores on Charles
Schneer’s Columbia Pictures’ “Air
Force Academy” . . Martin Jurow
and Richard Shepherd will picturize Richard Prather’s private eye
Buenos Aires, Oct. 28.
character. Shell Scott.
ACA, the local Screen Critics
Columbia Pictures, currently ne¬ Assn., summoned an informal
Tyler, Tex., Nov. 4.
gotiating for Evan Hunter novel, members’ meeting at the head¬
Alleging he virtually is not per¬
“Strangers When We Meet,” closed quarters to sound out views on
mitted
to
obtain
first run product
for Michael Y. Gazzo’s new drama, Organizing an International Film
for his theatres, East Texas exhib¬
“The Night Circus” , . . Martha'
Hyer copped one of top roles in Festival at Mar del Plata, early in itor S. G. Fry has filed suit for
Rowland V. Lee’s “The Big Fisher¬ March next year. Plan got al¬ $904,350 in Federal Court here
man” . . . Stanley Frazen is ex¬ most unanimous approval although against Interstate Theatre Circuit
panding from commercial produc¬ everyone was conscious that the Inc., and 11 other major motion
tion to features with “Soft .Touch,” venture could involve considerable picture companies.
based on Cosmo mag yarn by John responsibility for the association,
The suit, filed in the court of
P. MacDonald .
. Ben Johnson which has never before sponsored
Federal Judge Joe Sheely, alleges
departs sympathetic roles for a an event of this kind.
the
defendants have violated the
heavy in PenneJbaker’s “One-Eyed
The idea stemmed from an ap¬
Jacks” .. . . Fred Kohlmar cast proach to the association by the I Clayton and the Sherman Antitrust
acts.
Nancy Pollock as Paul Muni’s wife Mar del Plata Promotion Board
in his Columbia Pictures produc¬
Fry says he purchased the
tion, “The Last Angry Man” . . . (equivalent to a U.S. Chamber of Liberty, Theatre from the Inter¬
Jack Copeland bought Harold R. Commerce) which hopes to lure state Theatre Circuit and has been
Daniels’ “The Accused” for indie local and foreign tourists, and
production . . . Eduard Franz into would prefer the critics to organ¬ operating the house since Jan. 1,
Robert E. Kent’s “The Four Skulls ize, rather than have the sort of 1953. He purchased the house -for
of Jonathan Drake” for UA release state junket which Peron whipped $74,750 and has spent $20,000 for
... Hal Wallis set Fritz Feld for up in 1954. As there is only about improvements. He also operates a
“Don’t Give Up the Ship,” with four months left in which to se¬ house in Grand Saline.
Jerry Lewis.
cure International Federation of ! Fry also alleges that two Inter¬
Producer Assn, support, the event state theatres here are permitted
would be an independent one just to book first run films before or
this once.
-extemporaneously with the execu¬
The Mar del Plata promoters, tion of a contract with the distribu¬
hope to enlist the Screen Institute tor, and that the two Interstate
support to obtain grants of funds houses, the Tyler and Arcadia, are
Sydney, Oct. 28.
from the provincial government permitted to cancel the contract of
Metro will take over Aussie dis¬ (Mar del Plata is the main port for
the films booked to not gross as
tribution of the RKO product as the province of Buenos Aires) and expected.
of last Oct. 26. This means that its Lottery and Casino Administra¬
In other instances, Fry alleges,
RKO will cease to exist as a major tion. The National Lottery Ad¬ motion picture distributors have
ministration gave a $100,000 grant
distrib here, and will shutter of¬ for the Rio Hondo festival in San¬ refused his requests for first run
fices coast to coast. Pix listed in tiago del Estero last August. It’s product on the grounds they have
the takeover .include “Stagestruck,” hoped that much more would be been previously licensed to first
“Naked and Dead,” “Rodan” and assigned for the Mar del Plata run movie houses.
“Escapade in Japan.” Metro will event, which would be inter¬
Besides Interstate, other defen¬
also handle all Disney product.
national, whereas Rio Hondo was dant firms are Paramount Film
Writing on the wall for RKO merely local. The State Airlines Distributors, 20th Century-Fox
Argentinas)
would Film, Warner Bros., Columbia
as an-active distribution force was (Aerolineas
seen here many months ago. Gen¬ help out by affording free trans¬ Pictures, Loew’s Inc., United
eral figuring had either Metro or portation. for the 17 foreign dele¬ Artists, Empire Pictures, Allied
British Empire Films, 50-50 part¬ gations to be invited, the Mar del Artists of Texas, Buena Vista, Uni¬
ner . with the Rank Organization, Plata Hotel Assn, is willing to chip versal Film Exchanges and Texas
Consolidated Theatres.
taking over the RKO setup.
, i in with grats meals and lodging.

Briefs From The Lots

TOA Hires Cohn
To Thwart Toll

Buenos Aires Crix Okay
Plan to Organize 1959
Arg. Int’l Film Fest CLAIMING SHUTOUT,
FRY SUES INTERSTATE

Metro to Handle RKO
Distribution in Anssie
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AB-FTs Theatre-TV-Radio ‘1 Roof
Mating Poses Realty Problems

Be Resolved But It AD Depends
On Future Life of Harris Probers
Washington, Nov. 4. "
The House Harris Subcomitte§
which reopens for business Nov.
12 has a file loaded with charges
of monkey-business that has never
been mentioned publicly concern¬
ing a number of television stations.
But there is little, if any, chance
that hearings will be held on any
of it unless the life of the sub¬
committee is extended beyond its i
present Jan. 1 terminus. And the
decision on whether to keep the
submittee snapping at the heels of
the Federal Communications Com¬
mission, as well as other federal
independent agencies, after the
first of the year will not be made
until then. The odds on whether
it will continue going next year
are currently even money.
I
First item of business when the ]
group headed by Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) reconvenes public hear¬
ings Nov. 12 is the Pittsburgh tv;
channel 4 case, which was started
and then abruptly stopped by the
Harris group in September after
some unpleasant political material
hit the fan.
Former FCC Chairman George.
'•<3. McConnaughey has been invited
to testify during that week, along
with all other persons (except one)
whose names were mentioned dur¬
ing previous hearings. A staff in¬
vestigator told the subcommittee
in a September public session that
he had heard “rumors? that Mc¬
Connaughey both solicited and ac¬
cented a bribe in the Pittsburgh
channel 4 case.
As things now stand, the sub¬
committee may not have time in
its final round of public hearings
to go into any other tv case except
Pittsburgh. But staff members say
the group has “lots” of other ma¬
terial.
The schedule calls for the hear¬
ings to be cut off Thanksgiving
Week. Subcommittee members and
the staff will spend December
writing a report on the subcom¬
mittee’s findings and recommenda¬
tions after a sensational year of
work that cost both FCC Commis¬
sioner Richard A. Mack and the
ton White House aide, Sherman
Adams, their jobs.
Following the Pittsburgh chan¬
nel 4 hearing, the subcommittee
will look into the Interstate Com(Continued on page 54)

Strike Averted At
ABCs Press Shop
ABC and the new pressagents
local of the National Assn, of
Broadcast Employees & Techni¬
cians met in dealine negotiations
* at l a.m. Monday (3) morning and,
after nearly a weeklong deadlock,
settled on the local’s first con¬
tract, which will run until Jan. 31,
1961. .
Last-minute
settlement
averted a crippling strike, which
would have begun yesterday
(Tues.).
The 14-man press shop, because
of its affiliation, would have had
the support of ABC’s technical
and engineering staffs. Technical
men were expected to honor the
pressagent picket lines. ’
Network gave the union a con¬
tract retroactive to last Septem¬
ber, which is described as. being
similar to the one given ABC Hol¬
lywood pressagents, who also fall
under NABET purview. Gotham
planters and writers get $169.63
top minimum after four years, this
rising to $174.28 next August. One
copy editor and two contact men
in N.Y. qualify for an additional
$10 over the weekly minimum.
NABET, during the previous
meeting with ABC, demanded $180
a week after five years and was
willing to forego any increments
for the pact’s two-year-two-month
duration. In the final dicker, un¬
ion >get the network to agree to
provide men with under four year’s
experience an additional year of
automatic experience in order to
boost them more quickly to four
year top minimum status. (N.Y.
had five men * without four-year,
seniority.)

HARD LIQUOR ADS?
NEVER,’ SEZ HUBBARD
Minneapolis, Nov. 4.
Stan Hubbard; KSTP-TV (NBC
affiliate) president-general man¬
ager, announces that bis station,
one of the largest and> most suc¬
cessful independent operations
in the U.S., under no circum¬
stances ever will accept any hard
liquor advertising.
Hubbard feels that any station
doing so “will be acting contrary
to the public interest, inasmuch as
programs go into homes where au¬
diences include many children.’’
“We believe that it’ll prove to
be penny wise and pound foolish
for any station to accept this kind
of advertising,” explains Hubbard.
“If it becomes widespread I’m sure
that it’ll bring adverse Congres¬
sional action against video.”
The two Minneapolis newspapers
will not accept hard liquor ads’
but the St. Paul dailies do so. Thus
far none of the three ’commercial
stations other than KSTP-TV has
carried this kind of advertising.

$4,580,000 Prefit
To Hoyt ffodten
In Memphis Sale
Memphis, Nov. 4.
WREC radio and television prop¬
erties owned and operated by Hoyt
Wooten was sold for a cool $6,000,000 cash to Cowles Broadcast¬
ing Co. Announcement of the
sale was made in Washington, D.C.,
today (Mon.) where Wocrten and
Luther Hill, prexy of the Cowles
interests and publisher of the Des
Moines Register and Tribune
were signing final papers. Sale is
contingent on approval of FCC.
Wooten established WREC in
1922, and WREC-TV in 1958. Both
are CBS affiliates. He has been
One of tv’s few individual station
owners and had no corporation and
owned both properties outright.']
Wooten will clear some $4,500,000
on the sale to the Cowles interests
which also own Look magazine.
Station is on Channel 3. Other tv
stations here are WHBQ-TV on
Channel 13 owned by General
Teleradio and WMCT, owned by
Memphis Publishing Co.
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‘IMAGE—RUSSIA’
NBC RADIO ENTRY
A comprehensive, 30 to 40-hour
study of Russia today in all jts
aspects will launch NBC’s new
“Image* series as part of the web’s,
regular nighttime 'Schedule in
January. The series is designed as
a two-hours-nightly, fcmr-nightsweekly entry devoted exhaustively
to a subject at a time, following
which it will lay off until a new
HONEY DREAMERS topic is ready for the same type
of wrapup.
Records
Transcriptions
NBC news and program staffs
Direction
Mgmt: ART WARD
MCA
Oxford 7-90*4
are beginning work on “Image—
Russia” and will have it ready for
(January airing, with the show run¬
ning Monday - through - Thursday
nights for the entire month or
longer. It will he employed within
the -“Nightime” format, with the
regular “Nightline” format then
taking over in the interval be¬
tween first show’s completion and
start of the second report in the
series.

the

British Com! A-R
Hits ‘Sensational
$14,300,000 Profit

London, Nov. 4.
With profits hitting a sensational
$14*300,000, Associated Rediffusian, the commercial tv company
operating on weekdays in the Lon¬
don area, has more than wiped out
losses of around $10,000,000 which
it had previously incurred.
The actual profit has surprised
the city, and is considerably in ad¬
vance of most forecasts. It was $3,000,000 higher than the $11,000,000
announced recently by Associated
Television.
A-R is not declaring a dividend,
but Is making a bonus scrip , issue
which will raise the capital of the
company from its present $1,400,000 to $14,000,000. It is considered
likely that before long A-R will
seek a quotation for its stock.,
J. Spencer Wilis, A-R’s hoard
chairman, stated at a press confer¬
ence that he hoped to introduce a
normal policy of dividend dis¬
tribution for the current year. The
accounts in question cover the 12
months up to April 30 last.'

Caesar’s Top Trendex

PONTIAC SPONSORING
MENOTTI’S ‘AMAHL’

Sid Caesar was top Trendex dog
In the competitive 9 to 10 p.m.
Sunday roundelay, heating out “GE
Theatre” and “Colt .45” in -the
first half hour with a high of 25.6
and trimming “Hitchcock Presents”
and “Encounter” in the second
half with a 25.3. Caesar averaged
out a 25.3.
Perry Como out-Trendexed the
Saturday night field, his 27.8 aver¬
age for the 8 to 9 hour not .only
edging out his opposition, includ¬
ing “Perry Mason,” but topping
“Gunsmoke’s” 27.o.

Pontiac Division of General
Motors will pick up the tab for the
“Amahl and the Night Visitors”
presentation on NBC-TV’s “Kaliedoscope” Sunday, Dec. 14.
The NBC Opera Co. version of
the Menotti work will have its
ninth airing. Rosemary Kuhlman,
Andrew McKinley, Leon Lishner
and David Aiken will he in the
linkup. Samuel Chotzinoff will
produce with Herbert Grossman
conducting.

'GOLDILOCKS* AM COIN
Producers of the Broadway musi¬
cal comedy, “Goldilocks” have de¬
rided to splurge with a saturation
campaign of spots on WRCA*
NBC’s radio outlet in Gotham,
starting Monday, Nov. 8.
Heavy schedule will be run for.
an entire week. All spots will be
of one-minute duration. Agency
handling deal was Lawrence Wein1 er Associates.

Wanna Buy a Coast TV Station?
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Day after N.Y. radio-tv broker Howard Stark said publicly he \
on an expedition of seeking tv and radio stations on the Coa^t '
hut couldn’t find a single one for sale, another broker replied with
the statement he had several with pricetags.
Colin Selph, Coast manager of the BevHills office of Blackburn
& Co., national media brokers, let it be known he reps three video
channels on the Coast and five radio stations, all available. The tv
stations are priced from $3,500,000 to $5,000,000,. and the radio
stations from $150,000 to $1,000,000, Selph said. However, he de¬
clined to Identify the stations on grounds his clients wouldn’t like
that.
Stark had previously reported he came here on behalf of a num¬
ber of prospective buyers but lamented there was nothing to buy.
Nonetheless, he still estimated he had a 50-50 chance of swinging
a.deal, as he explained “nothing is ever for sale. If we make a
good enough offer, there might be a deal.”
Stark has been the broker in tv and radio deals Involving ap¬
proximately $100,000,000.

Dozier’s Big Kick:
Rotating Pattern
On TV Producers

With the entire . administrative
crowd of the Par theatrical arm
shortly moving north to Manhat¬
tan’s 66th St. from. the present
1501 Broadway address, there is
again speculation on when tod how
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres plans to develop all the
real estate it has bought in the
past couple of years. Latest word
from ABC, which currently Is the
sole AB-PT occupant of 66th St.,
is' that St. Nicholas Arena, which
borders on already developed
property, will ultimately be razed.
For a long time prior to word
on the destruction of the arena, to
make way for new AB-PT struc¬
tures, belief was that ABC-TV
would try to keep the old shell and
convert the fight palace interior
into studio space. While the net¬
work has not decided on any of
the several architectural plans sub¬
mitted, they feel from those they’ve
seen that a simple refurbishing job
is impractical.
AB-PT owns all the land and
buildings on the north side of 66th
between Columbus'Ave. and Cen¬
tral Park West, except for the
apartment building on the corner
of CPW. It’s nearly finished redo¬
ing Columbus Ave. corner, which
contains the old Healy’s restaurant
site, as additional office space, but
the arena and the adjoining tene¬
ments, which occupy the rest of
the land, have not yet been
touched.
/
Theatre personnel are moving
into the existing network plant, but
the prospect of future development
is raised, because Ampar Records
and one or two smaller AB-PT subsids are being left behind at 15Q1,
yet the plan for the future is to
make them a part of this theatretv-radio geographical mating, and
that will require additional space.
Futhermore, as ABC expands,
new studios will be required. But'
only a handful of live programs
are now done in N. Y. by ABC, and
the network seds no shortrange
change in that situation, so that
final redevelopment of St. Nicholas
Arena is not expected to take place
for four to five years.

Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Practice of rotating producers on
i single series, as developed by
CBS-TV on “Playhouse 90” and
“Pursuit,” holds many advantages
oyer the old single-producer pat¬
tern, in the opinion of Bill Dozier,
the web’s programming v.p. here.
, Appreciable benefits accrue in
wider availability of talent to the
series, Dozier states. There are
some stars who’ll work tv only
with a particular producer; simi¬
larly, some directors will work
with one producer but not with
another. On the script end, some
writers who’ve moved out of the
tv orbit will return to the medium
as a favor to some producer who
helped them in the past or whq’s
had a track record in supporting
original scripts for tv over the
Chicago, Nov. 4.
trend toward adaptations of. estab¬
lished properties.
Donald H. McGannon, prez of
Thus, with a “Playhouse 90” Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
(Continued on page 55)
will be principal speaker at this
year’s convention of Broadcasters’
Promotion Assn, held in St Louis
Nov. 17-19. Subject has hot .yet
been announced but will be appropos the interests of the organiza¬
tion. BPA's third annual conclave
is ’expected to draw in excess of
300, based on advance registra¬
Atlanta, Nov. 4.
For. four months Ed Murraw has tions.
Other speakers will be Edward
been trying to figure out a way
to get Gene Austin and wife, Lou, A. Falasca, creative veep of Bu¬
onto his CBS Person to Person reau of Advertising, American
Publishers
Assn.;
segment, hut has been stymied by Newspapers
technical difficulties. And up to Albert M. Snook, Chicago manager
now, they’ve been insurmountable. of Magazine Advertising Bureau;
Home to the Austins is a super- John L, Bricker, exec veepee of
duper split level trailer, a 50- Outdoor Advertising Co., New
footer named “My Blue Heaven” York; and Elliott W. Henry, pcez
(Continued on page 54)
(what else?). It is a spectacular
among mobile homes and is moor¬
ed, permanently in Las Vegas,
which the Austins call home. It’s
physical. location is such that the
tv apparatus can’t get a signal
over the mountains after the cam¬
eras do their work.
Los Angeles, Nov. 4.
Los Angeles Dodgers have again
A suggestion that they move
.the mobile home to some spot sold radio rights to the Bums’ 1959
where Murrow and Ids operatives schedule to Easfside Beer, Pabst
could properly stage the interview, subsidiary, and American Tobacco*
brought this explanation, from for a reported $600,000. And again,
the club has withheld television
Mrs. A:
“Driving it on the highway rights presumably pending the date
might bang it up too much.” She Skiatron can get off the ground,
went on to explain this paradox with pay-tv operations.
by revealing that “My Blue Hea¬
As per last year, KMPC, the Bob
ven” is a special type trailer (pink Reynolds-Gene Autry indie, will
on the outside, blue on the inside, handle the originations, with the
bath and a half, two tv sets, two games to he fed over an L.A,
picture windows and blue wall-to- Dodgers Raffia Network covering
all carpeting on the floorboards) all of Southern California. Vin
mid Murrow wants to show it off on Scully and Jerry Doggett, both
Tinder contract to the Dodgers, will
his program.
So, until someone comes up with repeat as commentators. Schedule
a suitable suggestion, Murrow, and calls for coverage of 184 games,
the Austins won’t be chatting with opening March 7 with an exhibition
one another from “My Blue Hea- tilt against the Philadelphia Phil¬
lies.
■ ven” any time soon.

B east Promotion
Assn. Sets Agenda

Mhitow’s Dilemma:
How Do Yo« T to F
On a Trailer Pickup?

LA. DODGERS’60QG
RADIO SPONSORSHIP

f'SkWFr
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AFTRA POISED FOR WEB STRIKE
The Star& The Stripe
Jackifr Gleason is now helping out on the Stripe toothpaste
commercial for Lever Bros, on his Friday night CBS-TV Show.
All of which has occasioned some in-fighting in the two-sponsor¬
ship setup for the comedian.
'Pharmaceuticals, it’s reported, is doing a big fat burn over the
fact that Gleason has been showing a partiality and loyalty to
Stripe but has refused to do the1 commercial, or even the lead-in,
for Geritol. On its skip-week sponsor arrangement, Geritol’s turn
conies up this Friday (7) and it looks 'like Gleason may come
through. At end of last Friday’s (31) outing, Gleason worked in
some kind words for the product,
Gleason is not alone among the top stars of the medium to plug
for the client. Practically all are doing it these days—with but
few notable exceptions, particularly on the live shows. Where a
film entry is concerned, special care is taken to use supplementary
footage for the “star plug’r so as not to disturb the ,continuity
when “residual time” rolls around and others clients move in for
the reruns.

47 Directors at ABC Ankle RTDG;
Ask to Be Absorbed Into NABET
Forty-seven of the 56 men In*'
Radio-TV Directors Guild at ABC
All-Aluminum Web
have quit the union and will for¬
ABC is now called the “Alumally approach the National Assn,
4minum Broadcasting Co.”
of Radio & Television Broadcasters
With Alcoa now in the
house, it's the only network
for admission. Group, which de¬
with the three major U. S.
cided to ankle RTDG late Monday
aluminum companies, includ¬
(3) night, said it’s, been assured by
ing Kaiser and Reynolds, in
“high-ranking” NABET officials
tow.
that the 47 men will be absorbed'
shortly.
RTDG’s current industry contract
is up ort Dec. 31, and was expected
to commence negotiations on or
about Dec. 1. Spokesman for the
breakaway group, which represents
all RTDG work classifications ex- j
cept tv directors, said it. had re-1
ceived “feelers” from ABC and
NBC in Hollywood, ABC-TV in
Chicago (Chicago ABC Radio is
already NABET) and that NBC in
John C. Daly, a heavily utilized
N. Y. has discussed leaving RTDG
network talent and vicepresid^t
unofficially with us.”
RTDG officials filed with the in charge Of ABC news and pub¬
National Labor Relations Board lic affairs, may be replaced eany
on Monday (3) for a national ref¬ next year in his administrative ca¬
erendum by tv associate directors pacity by Thomas Velotta. Velot¬
and tv stage managers to decide ta, who was until several months
on representation. This step pre¬ ago v.p. under Daly, will reported¬
ceded, the ankling by the majority ly return from the Coast to take
of the ABC shop, but was only the Daly, command.
The high command, it is re¬
revealed yesterday (Tues.) by
■ RTDG. RTDG did not know wheth¬ ported, would use Daly exclusively
er the ABC men would participate | as talent upon the return of Velot¬
in the referendum, but said it ta.
Steps leading up to last night’s
hoped that all rank-and-filers
(Tues.) election coverage caused
(Continued on page 54)
disagreement between Daly and
Oliver Treyz, the tv network prexy,
that is said to have added fuel to
the management’s desire to- put
Velotta in Daly’s post. The news
department made it clear yester¬
day afternoon that it did not ap¬
prove of the “late” (10 p.m. EST)
starting election coverage or of the
“short” schedule (Hollywood Car¬
It now looks like the Fred As¬ ried returns at the outset of its
taire hour show will not only get evening sked only from 7 to. 7:30
Coast time),
a tape repeat but will probably i p.m.,
Management spokesmen said
be brought in once more under later that they felt it best to be¬
Chrysler sponsorship
auspices. gin election coverage at 10 because
Auto company has been sounding the strong Tuesday commercial
out NBC-TV on time availabilities lineup was a good lead-in and in
next spring, when it hopes to tie election coverage “nothing really
in the repeat with its spring sell¬ important happens until 10
ing drive.
o’clock.”
Leonard Goldenson, president of
Incidentally, many of the na¬
the
parent American Broadcastingtion’s tv editors and critics missed
the show when 'originally pre¬ Paramount Theatres, said last week
that
he knew nothing of any plan to
sented since they were in flight
that night, bound for N.Y. as make yelotta the new boss of
news-public
affairs.
guests of NBC in connection with
the web’s annual press junket and
affiliate meet. NBC ran off a tape
for the tv editors the following
week. They liked it.
Academy of Television. Arts &
Sciences, borrowing a page from
the Friars Club, will throw a bash
in February or march of next year
to “roast” a member, in this in¬
stance Milton Berle. Max Liebman
Block Drug Co. renewed its par¬ will produce the dinner show, dur¬
ticipation in. the Jack Paar show ing which the guest of honor will
on NBC-TV to the tune of some be lampooned by fellow per¬
$800,000 in gross billings starting formers.
in January.
Dinner honoring Berle will be
Participation calls for 103 shots. the first in a series of annual
With ^Block’s renewal all charter roastings by the ATAS N.Y. chap¬
members of the Paar show have ter to pay homage to top names in
now renewed their original sched¬ video. NBC will wing Berle and
ules. They are Briston-Myers for his troupe from Hollywood to N.Y.
Bufferin' General Foods for Pos- that week so that he can do his
tum; Philip Morris for Marlboro, show and still be on hand for the
and Polaroid Corp.
-Academy fete.

Daly As Talent
Only, Velotta As
ABC News Boss?

Chrysler Wants
Astaire Repeat

Acad’s Berk Bash

BLOCK DRUG’S 800G
RENEWAL ON PAAR
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"Help, Help Familiar Cry Around
Networks as Trouble Spots Cue
Cancellation Fears, Lotsa Fixin

By ART WOODSTONE
The television networks are
really concerned over the growing -:---+
Sponsor distress on new season
prospect of an all-out strike by the
entries is mounting. Within the
American Federation of Television
Strike
Vote
next two weeks some cancellations
& Radio Artists on or soon after
will be in order. This year they’ll
All locals of the American
Nov. 15, when the latest two-year
come fast—clients can’t afford to
Federation of Television &
labor pact, expires. Major concern
hang
around with bombs, so costly
Radio
Artists
have
been
told
is for daytime programnfing, which
is the medium.
to take a strike vote on or be¬
is mostly live on all three webs,
There
are flops all over the
fore
Nov.
13,
so
that
the
un¬
and about the many tv specials (in¬
three-network tv spectrum, involv¬
ion. can walk out on Nov. 15 if
cluding the $500,000 “Wonderful
ing
some
of tv’s major personali¬
need
be.
Strike
authorization
Town” spec) to which they are con¬
ties. Arthur Godfrey’s new format
tractually committed.
j is a formality the union has
has fallen flat on its face. . The
followed as all past contract
Negotiations for a 1958-60 con¬
$100,000 - weekly budgeted Gary
talks neared termination day,
tract are at a critical impasse, es¬
Moore show on CBS-TV is getting
but in this instance everybody
pecially in the area of residuals on
nowhere and network execs are
is taking matters quite seri¬
taped tv commercials, and if
more than just slightly concerned
ously. •
neither* side relents many ob¬
over what to do, lest the sponsors
N.Y. local membership is to
servers on both sides feel a strike
beat them to the punch. Ralph
meet at City Center Wednes¬
cannot be averted.
Levy has been replaced as' pro¬
day (12) afternoon to take a
Networks disclosed that they are
ducer with Bob Banner going in
vote on strike authorization.
taking “the normal precautions” in
as director-producer. (Levy, un¬
case of strike. They feel they’ve
der contract to CBS, will probably
stockpiled more than- enough film,
^e assigned to another show.)
kinescope and even tape reruns to
Jackie Gleason has one of the
avert a fullscale nighttime crisis,
more outstanding going-no where
except for the costly live Specs that
entries of the ’58-’59 semester and
cannot be taped in advance. In
both his clients. Pharmaceuticals
some instances, network whitecoland Lever Bros., are far from jubi¬
lar workers, trained for just such
lant over the turn of events. (Don’t
an event, have been notified to
be surprised, goes the report, if
stand by as substitute technicians,
Gleason and Buddy Hackett termi¬
just in case NABET and IBEW
nate their teamup.)
crews refuse to cross AFTRA
Then there’s the Ed Wynn vidpicket lines. But without per¬
fiasco on NBC-TV, involving a
A last-minute bid to salvage the film
formers, there is little or nothing
shortterm deal by sponsor Liggett
that these substitute cameramen “Brains & Brawn” quizzer by re¬ & Myers, with probability of show
and technicians can shoot.
vamping the format has failed with fading in Jan. In fact Liggett &
AFTRA insists on payments (for
Myers is having more than its
performances in commercials made the show slated to be replaced on share of trouble this season, with
on tape) which 'the networks ab¬ Jan; 3 by the suspense series the client’s Saturday night ■ quiz
solutely refuse to give. The net¬ “D.A.’s Man,” a Jack Webb pro¬ entry on NBC, “Brains & Brawn”
works in the past several days have duction.
already getting the axe.
(See
been besieged by clients, at whom
Liggett & Myers, current spon¬ separate story.)
the commercial fees are aimed,
Meanwhile,
along
Madison
Ave.,
who do not want them to capitu¬ sor of “Brains” in the 10:30 Satur¬
late on the blurb issue. Union day slot on NBC-TV, will pick up the agency boys are engaged in
demands elimination of the blurb the tab on the replacement show. some frantic shopping for program
payment cut off. Now, after a thesp L&M for a number of years spon¬ replacements. At some houses the
is paid three times the initial com¬ sored another Webb series, “Drag¬ activity is on a par with late spring,
when most of the fall shows are
mercial fee, all payments cease, net.”
acquired.
and AFTRA wants payments to
Producer Herb Moss of the
continue indefinitely.
“Brains & Brawn” program made
Not the. agencies, but the clients a last ditch stand to save the show
themselves, have made the trek to by eliminating the electronic split
CBS and, in turn, to NBC and ABC in the screen between the com¬
to assert themselves, and they ap¬ peting teams on the show. It- ap¬
pear to have convinced network pears that this change in the pro¬
negotiators to hold the line. Re^ gram was not enough to satisfy
portedly among the clients who Liggett & Myers and the rug has
have made first-hand contact with officially been pulled from .under
the nets are General Foods, Gen¬ “B & B.” McCann-Erickson reps
Nabisco, which has enjoyed con¬
eral Motors, Procter & Gamble and L&M.
siderable rating popularity from
Lever Bros. Afterwards, a network
It’s one of the first casualties of the ABC-TV Friday night “Rin
executive acknowledged, adver¬ season among the new entries.
Tin Tin” series, has been trying
tisers are eoming in here and are
to peddle off half sponsorship of
really up in arms.”
the show, thus far without success.
It’s not that Nabisco is unhappy
‘Demands out of Line’
about the program/which has be¬
“AFTRA’s demands are too far
come one of the video standards
out of line—nothing like those of
in
outlasting all the Friday at
Screen Actors Guild,” he stated.
In either January or February 7:30 competitive fare (although
Many of the lobbying sponsors
it
now
faces the CBS-TV “Hit
are understood to have offered sup- ABCtTV hopes to install an hour
port during a strike to the net¬ telefilm actioner in the 9-10 Sab¬ Parade rivalry), but the client
f^pls
that,
in terms of program¬
works, since the tape commercial
issue is more directly their concern bath anchorage, the slot which the ming for all its products for maxi¬
mum
effectiveness,
“Rin Tin Tin”
than the networks’. But the extent Canadian r produced “Encounter”
of that support is not being spelled vacated after four exposures. Web isn’t the answer.
ABC-TV
would
like
to oblige
out officially. -One network execu- may gamble and go sustaining with
the film stanza to follow the spon¬ the sponsor in relie'ving it of its
(Continued on page 55)
dog
drama
obligation
but
the net¬
sored “Maverick” and “Lawman”
work. is committed to the Screen
filmed westerns.
Gems’
packaged
entry.
Web presently believes “Law¬
man” ratings are climbing fast
enough to provide a strong leadin
for an expensive film package, so
that the 1959 insertion won’t take
too long in attracting sponsor in¬
terest. ABC is thinking in terms
The hassle between Pharmaceu¬
With both P. Lorillard and Rev¬ of another Warner . 60-minuter
lon having proclaimed that they ! (which still has a piliot available ticals and P. Lorllard has been
patched
up and the drug products
want out of CBS-TV’s $64,000 ! for “Public Enemy”) or a like ad¬ concern has won the battle to co¬
Question,” aired Sunday at 10, the venture show from TCF, the 20th sponsor “Arthur Murray Party”
subsid.
ball has been dumped squarely in
on Monday nights on NBC-TV with
one minor reservation.
the network’s lap. Lorillard is
ready to move into the time slot
The disagreement basically was
as co-sponsor of the “Keep Talk¬
over the objection by Lorillard
ing” show wifich had a network
which claimed cigarets should not
run on Tuesday nights, but Revlon
be associated with drug products
Lever Bros, has bought alternate- on the same program..
can’t seem to get excited over the
week sponsorship of “The Gale
Lennen & Newell and Parkson
latter show.
If CBS gives its permission Rev¬ Storm Show,” currently being car¬ execs finally agreed on the solu¬
lon instead will co-sponsor the Ed ried over CBS-TV, Saturday at 9. tion for co-^onsorship. Parkson
Murrow “Person to Person” Friday Lever will share the time slot Agency would not plug a drug
■ at 10:30. CBS in the * meantime With Nestle beginning in January. product on the major night of
Alternate-weeks of the half-hour Lorillard sponsorship but rather
isn’t willing to go along with the
new arrangement until it has the skein have been carried on a sus¬ products of the Williams Electric
Sunday at 10 period fully sold out. taining basis. Program is a CBS Shave Co. Pharmaceuticals will
A decision . by the network is ex¬ package. Deal was for 13 weeks start picking up the tab on Dec. 1
pected during the latter part of with Kenyon & Eckhardt repping instead of Nov. 17. as originally
Lever.
planned.
this week.

'Brains & Brawn'
Not Brainy Enuf,
Bumped (or DA’

Is Rin Tin Tin

ABC-TV PONDERING
HOUR SUNDAY ENTRY

Redon Prefers Buying
Terson to Person’ If
Talking’ Replaces 64G

Resolve Co-Sponsor
Duel on Murray TV’er

Lever to Share In
Gale Storm TV Show:
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NBC Radio is overwhelmingly the #1 network by the most significant business
yardstick—total measured network sponsored hours! NBC Radio offers adver¬
tisers creative programming ideas like Monitor, News On The Hour, Hot Line and
Stardust, marketing plans like Engineered Circulation and Imagery Transfer, and
the unique Salesvertising Plan which includes dealers in national-local campaigns.
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For the past two years NBC Radio has pioneered the development of these
programming and marketing patterns which have set the pace for all network
radio. NBC Radio firmly intends to continue developing new and productive
ways to serve its Jistening public, its sponsors and its affiliated stations. Now—and
in the future—the leadership radio network is the NBC RADIO NETWORK.
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TV-FILMS

’HOMESTEAD U-S.A.’
KTLA Gears Its Entire Operation
RELIGIOSO SERIES
For Tape Revolution’; tPly Strategy
By

bob chandler

J.P. Miller Pilot Da
Maureen O’Hara Series

Hollywood, Nov. 4.
New half-hour religioso series,
“Homestead U.S A.,” is. going into
production: at Universal studios
here, with World Wide Pictures
producing and the Christian Tele¬
vision Mission underwriting the
series. Show is already on KGOTV in San Francisco and WBKB
in Chicago as a sustainer, and the
Mission is dickering exposure In
New York and Los Angeles.
World Wide has made several
Billy Graham pictures, including
“The Heart Is a Rebel,” which
Richard Ross, who’ll produce and
direct “Homestead,” also produceddirected for World Wide.
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LA-Just One Big Courtroom
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
With six “court” shows currently on the air,, plus an additional
five in various stages of preparation, Los Angeles television is rap¬
idly beginning to resemble “one. big courtroom,” according to opin¬
ions voiced by several local telestation execs.
Newest addition to the growing li$t of courtroom entries is
KTTV’s “Court Martial,” which station execs have slated for No¬
vember debut. Series, which will deal with military court cases, is
the second courtroom venture for KTTV, with “Divorce Court”
continuing to beam both locally and, via videotape, in New York,
Boston, San Francisco and Seattle. Another upcoming court ses¬
sion on KTTV is the long-delayed “Juvenile Court,” which sta¬
tion is priming for a running-spread late this fall. Station already
has aired the pilot made for this series, presumably to beat rival
KTLA, which is currently beaming its own “Youth Court” series.
Other court-type shows current at KTLA, local leader in ex¬
ploitation of this type of series, are “Night Court” and “Police
Station,” former the subject Of a contractual hassle last week
which resulted In the llth-hour debut of yet another court entry,
“Municipal. Oourt—Criminal Division.” Latter replacement, pro¬
duced by Charles Irving, also producer of “Youth Court ” pre¬
sumably will remain as a regular weekly program. In addition to
all of"these, still another court series is being prepared by KTLA,
according to station topper Jim Schulke.
KABC-TV, which began the cycle with its “Traffic Court” ser¬
ies, recently added “Day in Court” as part of its “Operation Day¬
break” splash. Both Channel 7 shows are now beaming as regular
network entries, but KABC-TV spokesmen maintained that, al¬
though, they have discussed new court series, they are now look¬
ing to other creative areas, feeling being that courtroom sessions
have been.'.'saturated” locally.
Nevertheless, other new courtroom ventures have been report¬
ed, including a video visit to “Small Claims Court,” leaving the
U.S. Supreme Court as one of the few legal areas remaining virgin
ground a* Los Angeles television, originator of, and still virtually
exclusive market for, the courtroom project, continues its relent¬
less pursuit of the law for new programming.

Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Unique status of KTLA, the Par¬
amount Pictures independent here,
in relation to the future potential
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
of video tape in station operation,
A Maureen O’Hara pilot on
distribution and motion-picture proposed CBS-TV anthology se¬
making is such as to have made
the imminence of tape economics ries, “Woman In the Case,” is due
the most impelling factor in the for delivery this fall. Pilot will he
station’s managerial strategy.
scripted by J. P. Miller.
KTLA is moving into what v.p.Sam Fuller is also at work ready¬
general manager Jim Schulhe calls ing a pilot for CBS on a proposed
the “tape revolution” with a four- “Combat” series, which will' be
ply strategy which involves:
ready some time in December.
1,. Hypoed live programming, and
Both shows are earmarked for
lots of it, involving music with top the ’59-’S0 season.
names, low-cost drama, and bigtime daytime shows, with the
premise that tape syndication can
pay off either the slight losses on
local production or the high talent
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
fees commanded by such names as
Dik Darley has been appointed
Guy Mitchell. Schulke expects to
producer-director of 'Hawaiian
have eight shows' in syndication
Holiday,” projected vidsenes to be
by Dec. 1.
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
videotaped by Don Feddersoh Pro¬
2. Its own distribution setup,
ductions at Henry Kaiser’s Hawair
.
Andrews-Spears-Wolper
Produc¬
first such for a station, under the
ian Village Hotel in Honolulu. Fed-'
direction, of former Ziv eastern tions, currently filming 'Divorce derson plans to tape a pilot early,
sales manager A1 Goustin. Cur¬ Hearing” for syndication via Allied in December, with VTR equipment
rently it’s a one-man operation, but Artists* Interstate TV subsld, Is now being procured for the pur¬
Schulke expects the volume to now propping a pilot on “Juvenile pose.
reach such proportions that it will
Projected series, a half-hour mu¬
have more product than it can Hearing,” with Art Baker inked te sical Variety strip for national tele¬
handle, with some shows to be moderate the show. They’ll do the casting five-days weekly, will be
farmed out through normal telepix pilot this week at Universal" Re¬ videotaped and shipped to Los
distribution channels on a guaran¬ corders Studios here..
Angeles by air. tee basis. Goustin. will build his or¬
A second Hawaii-originated pilot
Juvenile Hearing,” utilizing real
ganisation slowly, out of sales.
for proposed nighttime beaming
3. Relationship of Paramount- youngsters and their families .and will also be taped, and will consist
showing
them
In
counselling
ses¬
By DAVE KAUFMAN
Sunset Studios to KTLA through
of an entirely different format
the parent Par corporation, cou¬ sions, will be produced with the than the daytime entry. Darley and
Hollywood,'Nov. 4.
pled with the fact that crews at cooperation of the Family Counsel¬ Fedderson exec producer Fred
'Vidpix producers whoVe never
both the Station and film studio ling Service of the Volunteers of Henry wing to Honolulu within
had it so good-*—in the past—will
Telecasts
of
“Martin
Luther"
America.
Like
“Divorce
Hearing,”
are IATSE will give KTLA a com¬
the next two weeks-to finalize ar¬ scheduled In connection with? ob¬ have to retool their thinking and
manding lead in experimentation, it will have an expert counseller rangements for the ventures.
servances of the Protestant Re¬ operation, to take a gamble just
with motion picture techniques in giving advice on the cases; ‘Di¬
formation in some 2d cities this as the client does, and improve
tape, as well as the opportunity to vorce” counsellor is the wi. Dr.
month, will boost the total tv sta¬ the quality of tv programming. So
Paul
Poppenoe.
Andrew-Spearsdevelop largescale dramatic shows Wolper is discussing syndication
declares “Dragnet” producer-Ditions showing the feature to 35.
on tape, with about 25% belowStations in the “Luther” roster reetbr-star Jack Webb, who pre¬
Independent Television Corp.
the-line savings over film. IA’s in¬ distribution with Interstate on this
include KSD-TV, St. Louis; KYW- dicts those 39-week firm deals are
show too.
(ITC)
has
formed
a
rerun
division,
ternational execs have already
Ralph Andrews will produce, helmed by Alvin E. Unger and TV, Cleveland; KOIN-TV, Port¬ going to become, just a memory,
looked over the setup and prom¬
land; WDAY, Fargo; KDAL, Du¬ with 13-week deals to be common¬
ised cooperation in mixing crews, Harry Spears direct and DaVe Wol- Stanley Levey, under the banner luth; WBOC, Salisbury, Md.; and place.
and Schulke hopes to work out per, onetime principal in the Harris of Arrow Productions.
KELO, Sioux Falls.
Webb believes tv is on the eve
Unger
was*named
administrative
Group
and
Flamingo
Films,
will
similar formulas with other film
of a transition to better program¬
guilds like the Screen Directors ’handling financing and distribution manager of the division and Levey,
ming,
and he thinks such quality
sales
manager.
Both
will
head¬
arrangements.
Guild and the. Screen Writers
can be achieved only if the pro¬
quarter at ITC offices in N.Y„
Guild.
ducer and sponsor take a gamble,
topping regional Arrow Produc¬
Inks Creative Talent
adding he for one was willing to
tions sales execs.
4. Station has signed some bigdo it. Sponsors have been burned
time creative talent to handle the
in the past, particularly in cases
Richard Kiley will portray Peter'
'26 MEN' RENEWALS
where they bought good pilot#
program development Lee Cooley in Henry Denker’s religious drama,
A&P food stores renewed ABC
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
and Bob Quinlan, both ex-CBS-TV, “The Power of the Resurrection,”
but subsequent films in the series
Contrary to the general feeling didn’t match its quality, he point¬
are the program bosses, and on the which he is co-producing with Sam Films* “26 Men” in three markets,
WnC,
Pittsburgh;
WSTV-TV,
Steu¬
among
film
producers,
Paramount- ed out AS a result, they’re more
packaging end as indie contractees Hirsh of Family1 Films for the Na¬
benville;
and
WBOY-TV,
Clarks¬
Sunset Studios and KTLA v.p,- wary when buying; he added.
are Charles Irving, vet producer, tional Council of Churches. The burg.
general manager Jim Schulke is
Gerry Gross, former Gotham pack¬ National Council will televise the
But responsibility for improved
Other recent renewals include downbeat about, the potential of
ager (Gross-Baer)
and Sandy hour-long color film Easter Sun¬
stations
WGN-TV,
Chicago;
KOSAvideotape
production for theatrical programming depends not only on
Howard.
day.
the producers, but also on
TV, Odessa; WJXT, Jacksonville; filming.
Shows which will be readied, for
Harold Schuster is directing
and KTHV, Little Rock.
His objection is not to the feasi¬ “clients, agencies and network
syndication for December are the
bility of wiring theatre screens, or people who are going to have to
Mitchell stanza, “Youth Court,”
even filming with live ' cameras, display more sheer guts than ever
“Municipal Court,” wrestling, “Po-‘
but to the quality of the higsereen before, to take new types of shows,
lice Station,” “Hollywood Diary,”
picture which will result. “A tele¬ new formats, new ideas, and see
“Polka Parade,” .'“Breakfast in
vision system still works on a 525- them through,” he said.
Hollywood” (on a strip basis),
Webb said in the past there has
line picture, and when that’s blown
“Emergency Ward” and a still un¬
up, to the size of a theatre screen, been a “reluctance, fear and total
titled one-set detective series. Ad¬
those lines are going to show and inability” on the part of the pro¬
ditionally, Schulke’s in negotiation
quality will suffer,” he points out. ducer to gamble, hut in the new
for . other properties, principally
Even developing a smaller- scheme of things, he will be forced
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
ing telefilms on a regular basis
vehicles for top musical names of
to. “Maybe a small company can
Continuing television exposure (he’s done plenty of live tv, lined picture, up to 800 lines used not take the chance on a 13-week
the calibre of Mitchell, for syndi¬
by
some foreign countries, won’t
cation later. The dramatic Stanzas doesn’t harm an actor’s chances at though), figuring it might hurt help, he states. Quality of the pic¬ deal. But if they just break even,
are cwhat Schulke calls “rating- choice motion picture assignments; his stature as an actor. But the ture on the screen will suffer, and and can take care of the overhead,
hook shows,” programs that have in- fact, it enhances them, in the combination of the comfortable the savings that accrue from tape they should. TV today is in a
built a respectable rating in Los opinion of Lloyd Bridges, who’s financial cushibn, the possibilities aren’t worth the loss of pictorial
(Continued on page 52)
never had it so good since starting of capital gain and most of all,
(Continued on. page 54)
his “Sea Hunt” series for Ziv the tremendous public reaction quality.
“We
figure
below-the-line
sav¬
Television Programs,.
make it a must for' actors.
Bridges winds up 26 “Sea Hunt” ings using videotape at about
Now into his second year of
production on “Sea Hunt,” Bridges epsiodes in November, then lays 25%,” he says. “That includes all
states he’s never had so many off till April, when he starts the savings on processing, opticals,
feature film offers, for one thing. final 13 segments of the second even color. Now if a producer
Ziv’s rating click “Sea Htint” it
For anpther, he’s completing ar¬ year cycle. He’ll do a “U.S. Steel sinks $3,000,000 into a picture, of
'
London, Nov. 4.
rangements for his first indie film Hour” in December, and of course, which $1,000,000 is below-the-line ticking off renewals for second
Edward Rissien, American vid- production, “Beatsville,” to be (Vomplete “Beatsville” in the inter¬ and the other $2,000,000 invested year production at a good clip.
pix producer currently filming 390 produced
With airing not due until mid¬
Probability is that “Sea in stars, script and director, his
with
and
released val.
five-minute telepix in Britain, has through Allied Artists via his own Hunt” will be renewed for a third savings from the use of tape winter, Standard* Oil' inked for a
sold the skein to sponsors Wilson Lloyd Bridges Enterprises. Latter year, on the basis of its current amount to only $250,000. Tor a multi-market renewal in seven
& Co., the Yank meat packers. would not have been possible sales record. Ziv ordered second- $250,000 savings, he’s not going to states, covering such major cities
Rissien, who was Responsible for without his tv coin and exposure. year production last Jyly, even jeopardize a $3,000,000 investment as Los Angeles, Seattle, Pheonix,
NBC's “Big Town” show's, has in¬ Bridges points out.
though the first year’s product by ending up with a poor-quality Portland, Salt Lake City, Spokane,
timated that the series is being
plus Honolulu.
Fact is, Bridges states, his tele^ won’t bo played off until January picture in the theatre.”
Telefilms are quite another mat¬
made mainly for American and vision cushion has enabled him to next.
For N.Y., Bristol-Myers has re¬
Continental outlets. So far no assure his standing as an actor by; Actor is on a percentage of the ter, of course; since there’s no newed the Floyd Bridges starrer
pacts have been arranged with allowing him to turn down picture gross, per the customary Ziv deal problem involving blowup to thea¬ as co-sponsor with Sun OiL
British tv.
roles he didn’t like, whereas with¬ with stars on syndicated series. tre-screen size, and tape quality on O’Keeef Brewing has signed for
When the current series ends out the television work he’d nor-! He begins to collect a percentage the 21-inch set is far superior to a second year in Buffalo and
shooting, probably in March, it mally have accepted them. Main ! after the gross reaches $40,000 per that of film.
Watertown. Others repacting in¬
is likely that Rissien will stay to point, however, is. that “Sea Hunt” episode; then* climbs to 10% of
clude Carling Brewing for Pitts¬
BAGNALL'S 'CLUTCH CARGO' burgh, Des Moines Savings A Loan
produce other vidpix skeins. The has made a name out of him and the take on anything after $50,000.
current series, being made by Duo giving him a following that must He’s currently in the 10% bracket
for Des Moines and People’s Gas
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Productions, is directed by and spell boxoffice, or else why all the under the deal, and formation of
“Clutch Cargo,” series of four- in Johnstown.
features Mark Stevens. It covers offers?
Station renewals include WTVJ,
Lloyd Bridges Enterprises is one minute comic tv strip episodes, will
the general interest field with in¬
WTCN,
Minneapolis;
Day when stars viewed tv as result. One investment of the new be distributed by George Bagnall Miami;
terviews, locations, etc. Most of distasteful is just about over, with company is a piece of the Whisper¬ & Associates.
WANE, Ft; Wayne; WMALr Wash¬
the shooting, however, is being only a handful of top name hold¬ ing Waters Hotel outside Palm
Produced by Cambria Studios, ington; WNEM, Bay City-Saglnaw;
done at London’s St. John’s Wood | outs left. Bridges recalls that he Springs, in partnership with seven series consists of 130 episodes, com¬ KVn, Amarillo; and WLOS, Ashe- .
Studios.
ville Greenville- Spartanburg.
I too, had reservations about enter¬ other tv stars.
prising 26 adventures.
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‘3 TO MAKE READY’ FORMULA
Can Goldwyn Get $10,000,000
For Catalog of 55? Tides Listed

Top 20 National Syndicated Shows
'(Based on U.S. Poise Spot Film. Report for September)
Compilation of the fop 20 syndicated shows In the U S. is based
on 22 basic markets, representing about 16,391,500 tv homes.
Pulse, in compiling the list, utilizes a weighted average keyed to
the number of sets in each of the 22 markets. The weighted aver*
age takes in only the markets in which the program has been tele*
cast. In order to qualify, a property must be telecast in at least
ten of the 22 marketsTotal number of the 22 basic markets in*
eluded In the rating compilation /or each series is listed in the
brackets.
The markets include Atlanta, Baltimore, Birmingham, Boston,
Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, Detroit,
Los Angeles, Milxcaukee, Minneapolis-St. Paul, New Orleans, New
York, Philadelphia, Providence, San Francisco-Oakland, Seattle*
Tacoma, St. Louis and Washington.
NatL
Wrht.
No. of Major
Ave.
Dist.
Markets
Program

Talks for tv distribution of the
Samuel Goldwyn group of 55 pix
Tha magic number for a syndi*
are continuing, but at this stag*
cation, operation appears to be at.
a deal doesn’t seem in the imme¬
least three first-run series Jntroed
Gross-Krasne-Sillerman distrib- diate offing.
oyer the course of a year.
bery is holding a sales powwow in
Some established tv distribs
Telestar Films, whit*, is building N. Y. today (Wed.), it being the
its sales organization, expects to first under the direction of Mickey ; feel that the price remains the
have three. At least three per year Sillerman, who joined the tele¬ big stumbling block, quoted by
are pencilled In by United Artists film company three weeks ago as one distrib to be as high as $10,000,000. Understanding is that
Television, which plans to : open president and partner.
Goldwyn is confining negotiations
its syndication arm of half-hour
Phil Krasne, board chairman is to a licensing arrangement rather
"§ntries in March. Screen Gems,
which recently formed a separate flying east for the sessions. New than a negative sale.
syndication production department, administrative veepee Gerry King
Breakdown., of the titles in the
also plans three annually. Ditto will also be on hand, plus the group, shows that the bulk of the
.15.9
1, Highway Patrol ..
.Ziv ...
three, releases on the agenda of outfit’s, seven salesmen. (Raymond 55 Goldwyn pix being offered we/e
W. Wild, who just resigned MCA.MCA ....... .14.8
2. Mike Hammer
Flamingo Films.
TV to join G-K-S as boss of mid¬ released during the *30’s. There
3. Sea Hunt .. .(18)... .Ziv ......... .13.9
Ziv, kingpin of the syndication west sales, is included in the num¬ are about 13 released between 1940
majors, releases six first-runners ber.)
and 1948 and eight after '48, in¬
4. Honeymooners .... .(17)-.. .CBS ........ .13.6
over the course of the year. Estab¬
cluding the ’52 release of the
5. State Trooper ..... ....,(13)... .MCA ....... ,12.4
lished majors and minors in the
Danny Kaye starrer '‘Hans Chris¬
.12.3
(18)... .CNP ........
field, including SG, also have a
tian Andersen.” At- least, three
7. Whirlybirds. .(15).,. .CBS -- .11.7
backlog of product outdistancing
were released In the 1920’s, one
that of the'newcomers.
in 1925 and two in 1929.
8. Death YaUey Days .(17)... ,U. S. Borax . .11.6
But
that
the
young
Turks
have,
.11.1
Because of the widespread trade
.OTA
-(18)...
9. Sheriff of Cochise ..
set their sights on three per year
interest in the package, here’s a
10. Code 3 ..,. .....(10)... .ABC ........ .10.5
is an indication of the virility of
rundown
of the titles and some
*. 11. Popeye ........... ,....(17)... .AAP ........ .10.4
the biz, and their need to feed
stars: “The Little Foxes,” Bette
product to an expensive sales or¬
12. Harhor Command . .....(21)... .Ziv ......... .10.3
Davis, Herbert Marshall; “Pride
ganization. Overhead would be
of the Yankees,” Gary Cooper,
13 Annie 0®kli»y j . t. .(19)... .CBS .. . 9.5
heavier With one or two first-run¬
Teresa Wright, Babe Ruth; “Ball
14 Turret
. .(16)... .Ziv .. . 8 3
ners going out to the field in a 12of Fire,” Gary Cooper, Barbara
.
8.9
..,.,(16)... .ABC ..
14. 2* Men .
month period. Without a backlog,
Stanwyck; “They’ve Got Me Cov¬
it’s even questionable whether one
What has happened to the prices ered,” Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour;
15. Boots and Saddles . .(15)... .CNP .. . 8.7
or two first-runners in a year's of features over the course of four “Up In Arms,” Danny Kaye, Dinah
Ifi Crav (vfinet
.(14)... .CBS .. . 8.6
period, would he economically
.
8.4
.CBS
........
.....(15)...
to
five years? Anewer is supplied Shore; “The Princess and the Pi17. Our Miss Brooks ..
feasible.
.
Cate,” Bob Hope, Virginia Mayo;
. 8.2
1
®. alvlHlvl
FmntipT 1/VVIwl
Dactor • 4 •
(14) ... .HTS
XOo
Telestar’s exec v.p. David Sav¬ by Show Corp. of America, helmed “Wonder Man,” Danny Kaye, Vir¬
age, referring to the virility of syn¬ by Robert Manby, who moved over ginia Mayo.
19. San Francisco Beat .(ii)... .CBS ........ .-8.1
dication, points to the dramatic to Show Corp. from RKO Teleradio
Also "The Kid from Brooklyn,”
growth of the number of spot ad¬
vertisers, In 1950, there were only Pictures. Manby started selling the Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo; “The
970 advertisers in the nation buy¬ Bank of America pix about four to Best Years of Our Lives,” Myrna
ing tv spots. Last year, more than five years ago, one of the first Loy, Frederic March; “Secret Life
4,000 companies invested in spot group of impressive titles to hit of Walter Mitty,” Danny Kaye,
Virginia Mayo.
“The Bishop’s
time.
the airways. His current organ¬
Telestar only six months ago had ization now is selling a group of 18 Wife,” Cary Grant, Loretta Young;
Blueprint Worked Out on Repayment* for Theop* four
“Enchantment,”
David Niven,
representatives, operating out pix, post-*48’s.
Teresa Wright; “Roseanna Mc¬
of Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, Atlan¬
Involving Syndication
Comparing
prices
obtained
then
Coy,”
Farley
Granger,
Charles
ta and . Dallas. • Now the regional:
now off a per pic basis in the Bickford; “My Foolish Heart ”
4
office lineup includes Chicago, and
top
20
markets
in
the
country,
they
Dana
Andrews,
Susan
Hayward;
Houston, St Louis, Memphis, Min¬
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
neapolis, Atlanta, Washington, D.C., are about 23% higher .today. . In “A Song Is Bom,” Danny Kaye,
American federation of Televi- i
and Boston, as well as N.Y. Sales the markets of Chicago and Pitts¬ Virginia Mayo.
Hollywood,
Nov.
4.
lion & Radio Artists here has
burgh, because of competitive situ-;
Also “Our Very Own,” Ann
worked out a basic formula for re- ! Lou Breslow has exited as pro¬ staff of four has grown to 15, with ation, Manby’s outfit has secured Blythe, Farley Granger, “Edge of
new offices scheduled.
payment of thesps for videotape j ducer at Ziv TV, after 14 months
prices 50% higher. On the oppo¬ Doom,” Dana Andrews, Farley
shows on indie stations which are i at the telefilmery, and plans to dis¬
site side of the scale, lower prices Granger; “I Want You,” Dana
subsequently placed into syndica¬ close new production plans in the
than four to five years ago were ob- i Andrews, Dorothy McGuire; “Bar¬
tion, Formula has been offered near future.
tained in Baltimore, a unique situ-: bary Coast,” Edward G. Robinson,
to the Indies but no contract has j Producer finished his chores on
ation. That’s about the range, ’ Joel McCrea; “Arrowsmith,” Ron¬
been inked, since there are stum¬ “MacKenzie’s Raiders,” on which
with the norm falling in the 23% ald Coleman, Helen Hayes; “Ad¬
higher bracket.
bling blocks on repayment for com¬ he and Elliott Lewis shared pro¬
ventures of Marco Polo,” Gary
mercials, andlAFTKA is negotiating ducer reins.
Cooper, Basil Rathbone; “These
Prior to jofhing Ziv, he was pro¬
a single contract covering all
Three,” Joel McCrea, Miriam Hop¬
ducer
of
i
“Man
Without
a
Gun”
at
Tokyo,
Nov.
4.
joints.
kins;
“Dodsworth,” Walter Huston,
Pacific Television Corp. is await¬
However, the formula for shows TCF-TV, and before that he pro¬
Ruth Chatterton;
“Kid
from
done on tape at an-indie and; then duced a number of series at Screen ing Finance Ministry approval of
Spain,”
Eddie * Cantor, Robert
the first telefilm deal involving
syndicated is a major point, since Gems.
Young.
M&A Alexander has a new!
KTTV is already in tape syndica¬
francs. Contract calls for 3,000
Other titles include: “They Shall
tion and KTLA, KCOP and KHJminutes of Pathe Overseas short package of' post—’48 features, J
(Continued on page 52)
TV have extensive plans for it
subjects being sold to Fuji TV, basically initial Allied Artists' re¬
Formula calls for payment of local
new station in. Tokyo opening leases, many of them produced by
fees for the original production,
Lindley Parsons.
March 1.
plus 75% of the national fee once
the property' is syndicated. Local
Group, already sold In Boston,
Akira Shimizu, prez of Pacific
one-hour fee is $66, while the na¬
which is agenting the pact, told consists of 21 pix. Titles include:
tional one-hour fee is $210, so that;
Variety a trend is starting here “Dragon Wells Massacre ” starring
station doing a show locally and
in station requests for European Barry Sullivan, Dennis O’Keefe,
then putting it into syndication
short subjects as a refresher from *51 release; “Jack Slade,” Mark
would- pay a total of $223.50. Sta- j
Stevens, Dorothy Malone, ’53;
American product programming.
Reason CBS Films is humming
tion, however, has the option of
Pacific, the single agency hand-' “Finger Man,” Frank Lovejoy;‘
London, Nov. 4.
ling the most Japanese rights to “Jennifer,” Howard Duff, Ida these days can be traced to some
(Continued on page 52)
large
regional deals made on a
More than 60% of the writers foreign telefilms, recently ac¬ .Lupino, ’53; “Cry Vengence,”
engaged in scripting vidpix pro¬ quired some from Bosch of Ger¬ “Torpedo Alley,” "The Strange variety of shows—one six months
prior
to
air date.
grams for commercial- tv from 1956 many. The shortcoming of Euro¬ Interlude,” and "Navy Wife,” star¬
have been British and the percent¬ pean films, Shimizu said, is that ring Lorraine Day and Joan Ben¬
Rundown starts back in July
age is rising. This Is stated in very few are of the syndicated nett, the latter produced by Wal¬ when General Foods inked for 60
the annual report of the Indepen¬ variety, most of them falling into ter Wanger.
markets of Terrytoons and’Sweets
dent Television Authority, which the educational category.
Co. going along as the alternate
Earlier, the French Embassy
sponsor in a multi-market spread.
devotes more than a page to what
“CoL Flack,” with an October
it describes as “British matter in here was distributing telefilms
free to the semi-Govemmental Ja¬
programs.”
starting date, had 90 markets lined
Writers Guild of America, after
for it, most of them sold direct¬
The cost of the non-British ele¬ pan Broadcasting Corp. (NHK),
searching around for six months, ments in filmed series has been but Pathe protests have halted
ly to sponsors.
has signed a deal with Screen between 5% and 10% of the totaL that.
Amoco inked for “Border Patrol”
Chicago, Nov. 4.
Gems to. produce on a 50-50 part¬ Nine out of 10 of the producers, di¬
With five stations tapped last for a major regional. The Sam
nership basis 39 half-hour telefilms rectors and performers were Brit¬
week for the houplong filmed keg- Gallu production won’t be aired
the first WGA anthology. SG is ish, as were all the camera crews,
ler series, Pete De Met’s “Cham¬ until April, with Amoco account¬
budgeting the package at $2,000,- technicians and craftsmen.
pionship Bowling’! is being beamed ing for about $750,000 in commit¬
000 and will ready the package for j
this year in 155. markets in the ments at this early date. Rheingold
In an average week a commersale (probably to networks) by the
U.S., in addition’to provinces of Beer signed for N. Y. Bingham¬
(Continued on page 52)
fall of 1959.
MGM-TV, which expects to have Alaska and Hawaii. Five skeins of ton, and New Haven, on “Rendez¬
Harry Ackerman, SG veepee,
from five to 10 properties readied 13 have been shot to date, and vous” anthology series, which will
while most of the repeat markets not be aired until midwinter.
will be exec producer of the series, WOR-TV INKS 'LA^STRADA'
but. WGA will pick specific pro-, | WOR-TV, N.Y., which has a se¬ for the spring selling season, also have contracted the latest series, | Rheingold is putting up about $12,syndicator Walt Schwimmer indi- j 500 per episode for the three mar¬
gram producers from recommenda¬ lective buying approach on fea¬ is eyeing the syndication mart
Some of the properties being 'Cated that the first four skeins are kets.
tions by the production company. tures for its “Million Dollar
In addition to regular script fees, Movie” showcase, has inked for mulled are those lending them¬ still making the rounds.
| Continental Baking signed a
selves both to network and syndi¬
a $10,000 prize will be given for “La Strada.”
Latest stations to purchase the two-year renewal starting January
Pic, distributed by Trans-Lux, cation distribution. With such series are WGN-TV, Chicago; for alternate sponsorship of “An¬
the best of the 39 scripts. A WGA
coqamiftee will pick the winner. At was bought on a delayed telecast¬ proprties, it’s hoped to seek region¬ WHJO-TV, Dayton; WBNS-TV, Co¬ nie Oakley,” with the other half of
present, series already has several ing basis, with airing set for Sep- al deals, if a network sale isn’t lumbus; KOMO-TV, Seattle, and the show being sold locally. Con¬
tinental’s is a national spot buy.
% , WHEN-TV, Syracuse, N.Y.
scripts prepared.
i {ember, ’59.
1 consummated.
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LAUGH
OF
RILEY
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That well-known Bendix grin is all over the map! The LIFE OF RILEY, in 217
half-hours, is completely sold out in New York, Philadelphia, Houston-Galveston, and
Buffalo. Just a little room left for participations in New Orleans, Los Angeles, SeattleTacoma, and Detroit, Likewise, in Honolulu, Tulsa, Scranton, and Columbus, Ohio. Meanwhile, the love of RILEY by his faithful audiences keeps piling up happy
statistics. In New York, for instance, Arbitron figures for the final week in Septem¬
ber show RILEY leading all his competition all week long with an average 8.0 rating
and a 81% share-of-audience.
That’s the way it’s always been with RILEY. As a network attraction of five years
standing, the show averaged a Nielsen AA rating of 27.8. During that same period,
RILEY also ranked as the Number One syndicated show on the air—the only off-,
network program in all television history to carry with it a twin record of network
triumph and syndicated success!
To get the best laughs on your station (and the last laugh on your competition),
the LIFE OF RILEY is the life for you!

NBC TELEVISION FILMS -A DIVISION OF

CNP

CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC.

33
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McDermott Sees 50% Mortality
Rate on Season s TV Programming
-On Other Madison Ave. Fronts
and services that the individual
By JACK BERNSTEBt
account requires.”
Approximately half of «*ie cur¬
Radio station WOV, N.Y., is
rent nighttime networK^ tv pro¬
grams "will die” and' not be kicking off a Jingle contest for ad
agency
personnel on Oct. 12.
around for the ’59-’60 tv season.
Emil Mogul Co. talking merger
This prediction comes from Tom
McDermott, veepee in charge of with Lewin, .Williams & Saylor.
tv programming at. Benton & Combined billings "of .two estimated
to be $15,000,000.
Bowles.
Settle Schick-W&L Suit
McDermott bases the high mor¬
tality rate of tv shows on the in¬
The all-important question as to
ability* of advertising agencies to who owns an advertising idea, the
choose programs- and keep the advertising agency or the client
programs up to par. “Most agen¬ is still up in the air.
It was
cies at least try to select a strong thought by the advertising trade
show but pay little or no attention that the suit brought hy Warwick
to th3 need for bolstering and & Legler against Schick, Inc.
maintaining public acceptance of would settle the problem but the
the program,” he said.
[litigation failed to touch upon the
The Benton & Bowles topper point.
points out that more than half of
The legal hassle concerning the
tlie nighttime programs on the air ownership of an advertising idea
this fall are replacements for employing the. use of cotton to
shows that failed to survive last demonstrate a close shave, was
season or are old shows moved to settled on Friday (31); and under
new time periods. McDermott fig¬ the terms of the settlement Schick
ures that 35% of the programs admitted that Warwick & Legler
currently being aired are new owned the" cotton test idea.
series, with another 19% of the [Schick’s appeal was abandoned
programs moving into different and $25,000 was. paid by. the shav¬
lime berths in an effort to garner ing company.
higher ratings. Less than half of
While this settlement would
the skeins on tv are holdovers from ; make it appear that agencies own
last season, according to the tv their ideas and creations, attor¬
topner.
neys for the agency stated that
Two of the B&B programs were had Schick paid for and used the
in the Top 10 charmed circle, cotton test idea, the property
points out McDermott, while an¬ would have belonged to the shav¬
other two shows bankrolled by ing company.
clients of the agency were in the
The cotton test idea was de¬
Top 20 listings. Not only does McDermolt boast about his ratings veloped by Warwick & Legler dur¬
ing the period the agency held
but’he says that “every one of the Schick account. At the time
the shows we aired last*season de- Schick decided it would not- use
]fa~i>ed messages at a cost substant’aHv lower than th°- p^erege the idea.
. When Warwick & Legler’s rep¬
ni^M/ime half-hour.”
“"We have achieved a cost-per- resentation of Schick was termi¬
thousand record of performance nated, a written agreement between
we make advertising men Schick & the agency was entered
out of showmen, instead of trying into which provided certain ideas
to make showmen out of'advertis¬ remained the property of the
ing me.” McDermo** pi sums to agency. Subsequent to the termi¬
have the largest staff of experi¬ nation, the Schick account moving
enced producers-d’rectors in the to Benton & Bowles, the identi¬
cal cotton idea appeared on Sept.
'agency business.
19, 1957, in a commercial on the
SWITCHES: Fred B. Manchee “Dragnet” program, sponsored by
has resigned as exec v.p. and treas¬ Schick.
•
*
urer of BBDO, effective the end
In a suit filed by Warwick &
of the year. Manchee .asked to be
Legler in the U.S. District Court
relieved of his management post in Philadelphia, the Court en¬
in order to have more time for
writing and personal business af¬ joined Schick from using the cot¬
test idea and determined that
fairs. Most of the duties handled ton
by Manchee will “he turned over to the idea was owned by Warwick &
Legler/
Thomas C. Dillon, a veepee and
director of the agency who will
become head of marketing, re¬
search and media on Jan. 1.
Lois A. Seiffert, formerly with
By LES BROWN
Paul Raymer Co., joins FeigenChicago, Nov. 4.
baum & Werman, Philadelphia, a^
Wade
advertising’s
move to new
assistant to the radio-tv director.
and
larger
quarters
in the Kem¬
Gordon Hellmann formerly di¬
rector of sales promotion at the per Insurance Bldg, represents, an¬
Television Bureau-of Advertising, other milestone for. the agency,
named director of sales at Trans- which started here in 1909 with
capital of $2,500. Wade now has
continent Television Corp.
Lawrence P. Higgins appointed offices in New York and Holly¬
wood, hills around $21,000,000 a
as art director of Emil MoguL
Betty Barton has joined Ander¬ years, and occupies two floors at its
new billet.
son & Cairns as copywriter.
Needham, Louis & Brorby Sand¬
Howard K. Grey and Samuel F.
Melcher Jr. named to the sales ed out veep stripes to five last
week, one of them a new appoint¬
staff of O. E. McIntyre.
ment filling a vacancy. Newcomer
LOST AND FOUND: Doulton & is John F. Whalley, former comp¬
Co. has appointed Anderson & troller and director of operations
Cairns to handle its advertising at NBC, who joined NL&B as finan¬
effective Jan. 1.
cial veepee. ’ Promoted were Char¬
Sunset Stores, metropolitan N.Y. les D. Ewart, Richard H. Need¬
tv chain, has named the Getschal ham, George W. Oliver and Robert
Co. as its agency.
F. Steinhoff, all of them account
SHORTS: Doyle Dane Bernbach, execs And supervisors.
has been awarded first prize in the
Incidentally, Hal Smith, whom
tv category for live film commer¬
cials at the Fifth International Film NL&B lured away from the NBCChi
for its radio-tv department, is
Festival for a blurb on the Chemhandling press for the agency, as
strand nylon stocking.
well.
Agency compensation methods
With a mind to centralizing na¬
should be tailored to the specific
nature of the individual clients, ac¬ tional activities in New York,
cording to Emil Mogul, prexy of Foote, Cone & Belding has blue¬
the agency which bears his name. printed some shifts at top echelon
"While most agencies still operate come the first of the year. Rich¬
quite hapilly with, if not’ within, ard W. Tully, veep and general
the traditional 15% s; *tem, it is manager of the Chi office, trans¬
becoming more a point of depart¬ fers to N.Y. at year’s end to ocure than a finite definition of i I cupy the newly created post of
agency income. Like most other] chairman of national operations.
agencies who render fullscale mod¬ With the promotion comes dubbing
ern advertising and marketing as senior veep and election to the
services, we have frequently found board of directors. Charles Win¬
that 15% gross, is not enough to ston Jr. replaces Tully as g.rn. in
cover costs to yield *a reasonable Chi when the transfer is effected.
profit. Agencies should determine Recently transferred back tc the
their total compensation and billing Windy City from the Detroit office,
formulae on the basis on the work Winston :s also a director • and
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senior v.p., and he direct activi¬
ties at FC&B re the Edsel account.
Linden Chiles out of the serv¬
ice and. hack to Edwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan as asst producer.
Earl Collins and John Wilson
to Taham-Laird as group copy su¬ t* ♦♦4 4♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ + ♦<
pervisors/
Fred Kein heading new Chi of¬ IN NEW YORK CITY ...
fice of Doyle, Dane Bernbach Inc.,
NBC exec veepee Ken*Bilby the pride of Westchester with his holeNew York based, agency. Klein in-one Sunday (2) at the Blind Brook Country Club . * . WOR Radio’s
had been with Earle Ludgin.
election night coverage from 7:20 p.m. to 2 a.m. was sponsored en¬
tirely by Excelsior Savings Bank of N.Y. It was the bank’s first pro¬
gram buy. Client previously had used radio spots ~ . . Art Rankin,
prez of Video Crafts, Inc., recently returned from. Japan on his “di¬
mensional puppetry” project Rankin said he was instrumental in
By BARRY BARNETT
forming the Japan Animation Producers Assn., composed of six studios.
London, Nov. 4.
He added that Video Crafts has an exclusive deal with each of the
The Allardyce and Palmer studios.
agency is planning a four-week
Carleton Hence, formerly time salesman with Headley-Reed rep
pre - Christmas campaign for
Pretty Polly . Nylon stockings. house, appointed national tv sales manager of WBRE-TV. Wilkes
Barre-Scranton
. . . Nicholas R. Madonna, formerly account exec at
Drive will use national papers and
magazines plugging a special sea¬ Edward Petry & Co., joined the radio sales staff of NBC Spot Sales
.
.
.
Jack
Narz
this
week stepped into the role of emcee of CBS-TV's
sonal pack.
Alfred Bird and Sons, Ltd., “Top Dollar.” He replaced -Warren Hull in the Colgate-Palmolive
Monday
night
production
Z . / Jim Stephens, actor-announcer, did nine
makers of custards etc., begins a
nine-week tv campaign to boost its films for Pennsylvania Dutch Egg Noodles and also signed as an¬
nouncer
for
Dorman’s
Swiss
Cheese and voice of “Buster Brown” in
Instant Whip on Thursday (6).
Through agents Foote, Cone & their animated commercials . . . Marvin Josephson, prexy of Broad¬
cast
Management
Inc.,
moving
into larger quarters in the new Canada
Belding, the company will use two
30-second spots each week in the House structure. Robert Keeshan Associates (packager of tv’s “Cap¬
tain
Kangaroo”)
also
move
into
the same Fifth Avenue building this
Midlands zone.
_<
month . . . Jack Sterling is celebrating his 10th anni on WCBS-TV
Around 10,000 miniature televi¬ with the publication of a new book, “So Early in the Morning” and
sion receivers are to be distribu¬ an open house party tomorrow (Thurs.) in Studio 22 . . . Dorothy Col¬
ted to leading grocery stores by lins booked for a guest shot on ABC-TV’s “Voice of Firestone” Feb.
Associated-Rediffusion, the Lon¬ 23 . . . Don Morrow signed for commercial chores on the Jackie Glea¬
don weekday commercial tv 'pro¬ son show . . . Matt Mattox, Patti Page’s choreographer, signed hy the
grammers," in a point-of-sale cam¬ Met to stage a new ballet for “Aida” . . . Dale Wasserman and Dave
paign being lauched by the web.
Idla behind the drive is to en¬ Susskind negotiating a tv version of “Don Quixote.” . . . WCBS Ra¬
able advertisers to follow up their dio’s Bill Leonard and Hazard Reeves, prexy of Cinerama, joined
spots with reminder ads in the forces for the annual DX ham radio contest last weekend and spoke
stores. Each set is equipped with with 890 amateurs in 105 countries including some behind the Iron
a 25-watt lamp which lights the Curtain ... Jime Lowe, WCBS Radio, back from a two-week holiday
screen; a revolving drum screens in Miami . . . Isaac Kleinerman, associate producer of CBS-TV’s
a color transparency ad every five “Twentieth Century,” back from Turkey where he researched data for
upcoming Ataturk stanza . . . Associate director Mack Bing (CBS-TV
seconds.
^
Garry Moore show! is .also a director of CBS Sports. He’ll call the
shots for web’s coverage of Colts-Giants game Sunday (9) . . . Larry
Lesueur, CBS News, spieled last week before student body of Hood
College, Maryland . . . Jim Abere upped to administrative assistant
to CBS-TV daytime sales manager Sam Maxwell . . . Ethel Shutta has
a role in two upcoming “Wagon Train” episodes, today1 (Wed*) and.
Dec. 31.-Today’s teleplay was penned by Harry Von Zell . . . NBCTV’s "Ellery Queen” production for Friday (7) titled “Death Before
Bedtime” was authored by Gore Vidal under pen name of Edgar Box
. . . John Peyser set to direct upcoming ‘‘Behind. Closed Doors” epi¬
A new top management group sodes on NBC-TV. Sam Gallu, producer on same series, off to Europe
has been named at Cunningham & to film two episodes . , . U.S. Information Agency will air audio por¬
Walsh with the appointment of tions of "Omnibus” for overseas consumption . . . A first novel, “In¬
Robert R. Newell to fill the presi¬ genue,” by actress Millicent Brower will be brought out by Ballantine
dency’s role. John P. Cunningham, publishers in February. Miss Brower played the lead on “Young Widformer prexy of the agency, and der Brown” and recently completed a year’s run on “Backstage Wife.”
chairman of the board, will, con¬
Ewen C. Anderson, exec veepee in charge of public relations for
tinue to hold down the chairman’s RCA, who suffered a heart attack at Nantucket, is being moved to his
seat. At the same time the agency home in Bronxville this week, with medics reporting him on the
named William W. Mulvey as ex¬ mend . . . Walter Winchell’s kickoff date on the Mutual net for his
ecutive veepee and appointed Carl 15-minute news-commentary show has been set for Sunday (15) at 6
R. Giegerich chairman of the ex¬ p.m. Columnist was heard in the same time period when he had a
ecutive committee.
MBS show two years ago . . ^Indie station KXOX, St. Louis, hooked
Appointment of Newell marks up to Mutual net for last night’s election returns . . . Robert Schultz
the second elevation to a presi¬ is sales manager of Termini Video Tape Services . . . Bob Hoffman,
dency in two weeks, among the director of promotion and planning for the WOR Division, appointed
major advertising agencies with to the research committee of Television Bureau of Advertising . . .
George Gribbin of Young & Rubi- A. E. Hotchner doing a three-hour video adaptation on “For Whom
cam stepping into Sig Larmon’s the Bell Tolls,” as a two-part “Playhouse 90” presentation on March
shoes.
6 and 13 . . . Milton Robertson to produce the four-hour Heart Assn,
Newell, like Gribbin, is* a crea¬ special Nov. 16 on WNTA-TV . . . Frank Cooper set a deal for sale
tive man. For several years he was of “Happy Hill,” an original by Barney Slater for “Desilu-Westingcopy chief, then director of crea¬ house” with the scribe also pacted for the teleplay treatment . . . Fred1
tive services, until 1955 When he Grunfeld, disk critic, will front. a new WBAI-FM series beginning
became executive v.p. of the Friday (7) in the 8:15 p.m. slot . . . Bill Snsman becomes an MPO
agency. He‘ has also been chairman Television Films producer,
of the C&W's operations and fi¬
Herman Rush, prexy of Flamingo Telefilms, named his new daughter
nance committees and director of
client service. As president of the Mandy after his late uncle, Emanuel (Manie) Sacks, NBC-TV v.p., who
agency, he along with Cunningham, died last February . . . Leslie Barrett, who recently filmed a Jonathan
have laid plans to devote more of Winters pilot, does a “Deadline” for'Pyramid Productions this week
. . . Maggi McNellis—after seven years—resumed as moderator of
their time to client contact.
William W. Mulvey, .the jiew “Leave It To the Girls,” in its televised WNTA version last night
exec v.p. will continue his present (Tues.). She was joined by Gail Whitney and Harriet Van Horne . . .
client responsibility and take over John J. Murray, credit-collection manager in ABC accounting, is new
the administration of the com¬ chairman of Radio-TV Broadcasting. Group of N.Y, Credit & Financial
pany’s .operations. He had served Management Assn.
on the company’s operations and
finance committees, as well as be¬ IN HOLLYWOOD . . .
ing director of marketing services.
ABC publicity staff tossed Coast boss Ernie Stern a surprise party
Giegerich,. named as chairman
of the exec committee, is a 24-year on his ninth anniversary with the web last week . . . KTTV to do sev¬
veteran of the. agency principally en special telecasts on selection of the Tournament-of Roses Queen,
in the creative and contact areas. with special events director Bill Welsh handling remote commentary
He is director of all creative serv¬ . . . Loyd Sigmon, KMPC veep, back after a two-week tour of Radio
ices and will continue to supervise Free Europe facilities abroad . . . Lee Johnson exiting KMPC to be¬
come a staff announcer-engineer at KRAI; Craig, Colo. . . . KTTV
important client business.
tossed another one in the courtroom sweepstakes, “Court Martial,”
with Jackson Hill, who produces the station’s “Divorce Court” and
“Parole” syndicated series, also producing this one.
Arthur Lubin, who produced the successful “Francis” series for
London, Nov. 4.
Sir Lionel Heald, a prominent Universal, has a "talking” horse named “Mr. Ed,” which he piloted
Queens Counsel, is conducting an with George Burns, but can’t understand why the admen all like it
independent inquiry into the run¬ but no one is willing to take a gamble with it . . . Wen Niles and Bill
ning of “Twenty .One/’ This is a Leyden brought down two deer with bow and arrow so it looks like
version of an American quiz pro¬ venison all around . . . Marty Hill moved up as producer of "House
gram televised here by Granada- Party” and John Guedel becomes executive producer. As titles go they
TV. The probe has been started mean little at the Guedel office. Everyone, including the switchboard
by Granada, . after consultation operator, is a veepee. There is no prez ... Jan (Mrs. Tom) Sarnoff
with Independent Television Au¬ won $1,150 on hej^$3 Irish sweeps ticket . . . “Omnibus” has a psy¬
chiatry show coming up Nov. 23 and Bob Saudek wants* Jimmy Du¬
thority.
*
A contestant, Walter Armstrong, rante to play a neighborhood head shrinkre.
sparked off the inquiry by alleg¬
ing that he was helped before his IN CHICAGO , . .
appearance.
Knocked out after
Ray Jones, AFTRA exec secretary, making an “equal time” appear¬
winning only $84, Armstrong in¬
sists that he was briefed over the ance on Norm Ross’ “VIP” this Sunday (9). Jones asked for the tv
questions and helped with ini- platform after Sterling (Red) Quinlan’s appearance Oct. 19, on which
formation on those that he could he bandied some remarks on the talent union’s petition to the FCC for
not answer. He wrote to I.T.A. open hearings on licenses of o&o stations here. On tap for a Ross,
and Granada, while denying the grilling Nov. 23 is Adlai Stevenson ... Jack Angell, recently dropped
allegations, got busy in its own by WNBQ, hooked a job on the radio-tv staff of American Farm Budefense.
; :(Continued on page 50)
; •
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Los Angeles, Nov. 4.
Sen. William F. Knowland, Republican, candidate for Governor,
staged an unusual 20-hour telethon over the weekend, taking over
all the facilities of KTTY, the Los Angeles Times indie here, from
late Friday night C31) right through early Saturday evening. Most
of the telethon was also fed' to KTVU, San Francisco.
The telethon, which involved three remote trucks with man-onthe-street questions for Knowland, as well as-studio-audience
questions and chitchat, cost approximately $20,000, about $15,000
of it for the 20 hours and 20 minutes of airtime {most of it Glass
C time) and $5,000 for facilities, which included the remote units,,
studio charges,-etc. Cable charges and KTVU time charges .aren't
included in the -figures.
Telecast, which preempted old features, primarily, was paid for
out of Knowland’s campaign funds, with the idea starting from an
open-letter to a newspaper and snowballing with contributions to
put Knowland on tv to discuss the issues of the campaign. Telethon
took the form qf a- question and answer session, with 25 operators .
manning a studio switchboard for telephoned questions, the three
remote units operating primarily to get questions, and the studio
audience also firing questions of the Senator. Also, arrangements
were made for celebs to drop in during the telethon and chat
with Knowland on the issues. Show ran from 10:40 pm. Friday
through 7 p.m. Saturday._ ____

RADIO-TELE VISION

TO-TELL STORY’ Shuttering at 8 PJH.; ‘Barter Free
News (or Daytime Shows to Affils

.. Washington, Nov. 4.
)ok for the oil industry to
Look
send up. a gusher of dollars for
--*--4- Despite CBS Radio’s roseate astelevision in 1959.
A »
imri
surances that it was determined to
Next year is the centennial of
(lUlfc I KN
’’strengthen audience values and
the discovery of oil in the U.S.
f
,
financial stability of. both the CBS
And although nothing has yet ad¬
.
Hollywood,
Nov.
4.
Radio
Network and its affiliates,”
vanced beyond the talk and "idea”
CBS-TV producer Warner Toub the impression among observers at
stage, it . seems certain that oil
men—who like to do things in a Jr., whose pact had four months the affiliates gathering last week
big way—will be spending^ heavily to go, has asked for and received a*
Waldorf-Astoria was that
to celebrate and get the “oil story” his release from his contract efVm60 wasT rainmg solar
across in favorable terms.
his release from his contract, ef- p]exuS blows aplently at AM
.
»
. ,
.
. .
... fective on Jan. 1.
radio.
As the picture of what might
„ ,
x
..
___ „
... , . x
happens comes slowly into focus,
Toub:will take with him seven
CBS Radio indicated to its affilithe American Petroleum Institute, series ideas he has been working ates
planned to reduce its presdaddy group of all oil organiza- on. They are a trio of crime
tions, has just established a new shows "The Enforcer” "Tokvo Jira,e,to JP
in a X.aBant eJ“
high level Committee on Public
Thf
‘
^rt to eliminate some of the netaffairs
Police” and “The Gringo,” a work-affiliate cqnfusion that has
Its primary purpose Is to find c°Wle ot oaters" “Medicine Man" existed for the past five years,
out why the oil man has become and "The Name’s Buckanan,” a . As a result of numerous meetthe target, of increasing negative show .biz series. “Showtime,” and
*n
public acceptance. The oil man “Deadline ” about a newsbaoer tbe past fe-V j11011*}13’ C,BB Radl°3
feels this with the sharpest sennewspaper exeqs unveiled a plan at the meetsation, (and the most pain) in femme*
mg last week which called for the
Washington, where oil’s influence
He leaves in a . week for Europe web to schedule five minute news
in Congress has steadily decreased and a four weeks vacation, and sa0^s on tbf.hour” seyen da^s a
Los Angeles, Nov. 4. . 4---:—:- in n»epnt vparc
week, as. well as 15-mmute news
... 15 currently discussing a new affil- features such as "World News
California broadcasters last week
j* ^ m
-known to the public lation with various companies here. Roundup” for their local sales
were slung over the horns of a
Nfl££6SlS if r£SQY&l
dilemma even more far-reaching
“5o.
Toub has been with CBS for three without payments by affiliates of
jokes about zillionaire Texas oil
OUD
than 'the Sec. 315 libel liability
New York,
any cooperative fee.
men (a recent• example is about years“
cases currently in the courts. The Editor, Variety:
_
In exchange, affiliates would be
the
Texan
whose
Cadillac
broke
Is
there
any
way
to
suggest
to
problem: must a station accept
asked to carry, without station pay¬
political copy inciting to racial or tv shows that they have a - TV loose and rolled while parked, - __
ment,
a schedule of programs
religious hatred in order to fulfill Festival each year at which time smashing 12 other Cadillacs; but jl D|
which the network would make
its obligations as an FCC licensee? they might rerun their telecasts the. worse part of .it for him was rllll
available for sponsorship by na¬
that it happened in his own gar¬
The dilemma cropped up-*r ttat have earned
accUim?
tional advertisers. As proposed,
‘ ' ‘ ‘ - week
' when
'
We, in our household, miss so age).
it would be a Monday through Fri¬
rather, exploded—last
API’s Committee on Public Afsome 127 California radio stations, many of the really outstanding
day schedule for network sales
£ (J
aired commercials from a group presentations because there is no fairs is . headed by Kerryn King,
consisting of two hours of morn¬
calling itself Californians for Public way to know when a good show Texas Co. vice president and for¬
ing programs such as “Arthur
r%
Schools^ The group favors passage is going to he good. None has the mer Hill and Knowlton senior v,p.
Godfrey Time,” “Art Linkletter”
It is a fresh creation, the merged
V
of Proposition 16, a state measure time to watch them all.
and other similar type shows, plus
which would lift tax exemptions
Can this appeal be-brought to result of two former API coma two-hour afternoon block of
from private and parochial schools, j the/ attention of someone able to mittes devoted to press agentry
and exerting influence in Wash- . ABC
The group’s commercials created a see that it gets consideration?
I ?ngton.X The ideals ^^bidoa^f^
ABC-TV may make two key
in
the
evenings,
Mondayfurore that extended to the FCC
Mrs. John D. Seymour.
k^ up both activitfes in one co- changes m lts Programming sched- through-Friday, the network sched. and even to the White House when
—-—:—:ordinated operation
ule which would markedly alter the ule would comprise one and a
it accused the Roman Catholic _ ^ _ _____
■
conmuttee 'had fis first current maW the Wednesday « pm^S'en^Tat^°PT
Church of attacking Proposition Iff
Til
_
meeting in October in New York night lineup. The more imminent wittl the Edward R. Murrow prounder orders from Rome.
and wdl meet again in Chicago in step is to shift Patti Page from a gram.
The dilemma faced by the broad¬
caster* stemmed from the fact that
A
^
.
convention ^here*6 °n Witb
S °nce-weekly half-hour Wednesday * On weekend, the network would
they had already sold time to the!
\&AfL
D/toIr
’ A better n,Vb,w nf «i,at nn-n Ks. at 9:30 to an every third week hour reserve for its sales the 5 to 8
opponents of the measure, and had
illflll I IIIS f rHR
picture of what wiU be
7.on
p.m. period on Sundays consistno choice but to furnish, their fadlne may develop m Chicago.
y
' *
.
ing of drama from 5 to 7 pm. and
ities to its proponents. In this case,
_
.
^
nnnnuL
. aPPears lhat,tIle
Second, ABC-TV top brass see «Mitch Miller” from 7 to 8 pm.
the only proponents who came forI A1TA| An I Aaa( committee wiU take on the “Oil the possibility of moving the Wed- The plan also would call for CBS
xW*rd with a, request for.facilities
p!ansoffers a nesday 7:30-8:30 Lawrence Welk Radio to supply, in addition, four
was
Californians for
Public
WTVI w
VWMUl natund springboard for an adver- show to Thursdays at 10. Some dif- hours of special features including
using thrust at winning friends for ficulty is seen'in trying to move the “N.Y. Philharmonic,” “Face
Schools, ana
ud their copy stressed
Hollywood NOV
Nov 4
• 0CUU015,
suowi
Hollvwoad
the,. “foreign interventionintervention" an^e,
sngle.
ms-™ Gently has
h„. ^
the^Toreign
CBS_^
the 60-minute musical show into the Nation,” “Salt Lake Tabernacle
Although there is not yet a bud- the 10 p.m. slot because it would Choir,”
“Capitol
Cloakroom,”
Where some stations missed the onlyfour nighttime entries a week
get,
a
single
super-spectacular
or
mean
rearranging in some way “Church of the Air,” “Unit One”
boat, however, was in falling to ex*, originating at its Television City
(Continued on page-531
- here, the web’s creative staff , is a series of ty shows in 1969 are John Daly’s sponsored 10:30-10:45 and broadcast of national and in¬
Extensive newscast. Feeling also is Welk's ternational events as they occur,
—:-----.
: now at an alltime peak high, with definite possibilities."
This plan had been mulled over,
^
_
no less than 17 fulltime producers advertising and promotion through ratings may pick up in the recently
radio,
newspapers
and
magazines
occupied Wednesday slot as the as indicated, for months, by an
___ 1_ _ and three exec producers currentmay also result.
season progresses, thereby obviat- affiliates group consisting of John
It could involve a fabulous sum. ■ mg the need for a shift. But it Hayes of WTOP; Charles Caley of
--there’s a way out ABC would like WMBD and Lee Wailes of Storer
fl n/1 mf m
/n
By way of contrasty and empha- _
.
to maneuver the
tne switch.
switen.
__ Broadcasting
Co.
The
trio
ARf TV Vhnfflnp 15121118 the Outside package” phU- Storer mokes Out rasp
It’s reported Oldsmobile, Miss huddled with Arthur Hull Hayes,o
MIHj" I f a jUfillosophy at NBC, the latter web’s
mu&w
vui
va*G
Page’s
sponsor,
is
already
interprexy
of
CBS
Radio;
Jim
Seward,
i*
vt* ‘
.
Page’s sponsor, is already interBurbank plant currently has only
ested in
Fur HhllCAlf
nniKpIr m Ri/t
RU
111 shifting the program -to
*to exec veep; and Bill Schudt Jr.,
Johif Green has been shifted by
Producers on staff, although
ivi uiuirai
lUl
UUUdOl 111 Dill
Mondays every third week. Move veep in charge of affiliate relaABC-TV to network executive pros originating seven nighttime;
JPAr
M
would
give
ABC-TV
two
out
of tions, and the new network proFur MikvanirAA ChCn would 8ive ABC-TV two out of
ducer under program veepee shows. And only three of the
rui InltWaUACU
hours gram consplidation plan resulted.
TUI
lfUtWOUKee uUlUOn
utOuOD every three Monday 7:30 houfs
Thomas W. Moore. Shift of Green eight are^in active production, the
4.
sponsored, what with the recent acThe Pian wa? presented to the
Washington Nov i
from manager of the program de-: others Involved^ either in program
Storer Broadra^Knir
Temple affiliates last Thursday (30) and
Broadcasting Pa
Co. has as- quisition of 13
13 Shirley
Shirley Temple
partment, which is largely an ad- development or in occasional one- P1I Storer
.
... Storybook film reruns to be spon(Continued on page 48)
ministrative post, cued a series of «hots.
surea federal Communications sored, as of January, by Breck.
departmental shuffles.
The CBS list, of'course, includes Commission its proposed purchase.
Interested in. moving the Page
Chief aim in the promotion of producers on film properties which of WTTI-TV, Milwaukee, will not show even before the plan involvGreen, it seems, was to ^ve the the web owns or controls. These
Monday nights, the network
'hard-pressed ABC program depart- include Norman Macdonnell (“Gun- result in any concentration of conoriginally considered switching her
ment a man to work on a high smoke”), Fred deCordova (“Decem- trol end It can make »
^ xiixouueti. harbour show m a 10 o’clock Sunlevel with ad agencies on the pro-; her Bride”), Jaime del ’ Valle go of the outlet
day time period
Auction of shows. Always short- {“Lineup”), Ben Brady ("Perry
Company’s letter was in reply
ABC-TV has not indicated what
handed, the network’s program ex- Mason”), Sam Rolfe (“Have Gun,
ecutives have found it difficult rid-; Will •Travel”) and Charles Mar¬ to FCC’s request to make this plain the replacements will be, if the
in
shifts
of
m
its
application
for
purchasing
smfts
or its two Wednesday musiJohn Henry Faulk, who is suing
ine herd on programs once they , qnis Warren (“Rawhide”),
Aware, Inc., Vincent Hartnett and
15 accomplished.
were
end on the elr. Greert
But on the live side, there’s still [ the Miiwaukee station. FCC had 031 telecasts 13
raised!
*
Laurence Johnson for libel and conmain Job, It was reported will Be „ imposing list comprising Fred pointed out that acquisition raised
CUtrent Coe. Herb BrodMn and John concentration
concentration question
question since
since Storer
Storer
& Black BOVS
premT’cmJrt Justice SidneT F^ne
nighttime programming.
I Houseman
(“Playhouse 00”),
»0”),
Houseman (“Playhouse
already has five VHF outlets. It .
* '
9
ruled Monday (3) that the defendGreen, who was a production!
^
(Continued on
on page
page 54)
exec until two years ago at NBC(Continued
54)
also noted that WITI will con¬
conlllffl I flllPPnh'JI Hfllt7 ants must answer all questions and
uziw vvuvvuii auvu produce certain documents in pretinue to operate as an independent
TV, will still have a hand in super__ ~
“
~ ’^
and StoferV
Stoper’s^ WVUE, WilmingtonChicago, Nov. 4.-- trial examination.
vising the department’s bix affairs
- HAlUAr t (ram .WHR '
Philadelphia, had been
but, mostly he’U work on the more
RWHCI « VWH MMf
Wen a loss opBauer A Black, through Leo!
Roy Cohn is the lawyer for the
Herbert
W.
Hobler,
formerly
creative aspects of programming.;
eration partly because it couldn’t Burnett agency, is close to firm* defendants and Louis Nizer’s office
Filling Gre«i’s shoes- in. most of veep in charge of sales for Tele- link with a network.
ing a quarter hour of NBC-TV’s is representing Faulk. The suit
his former dudes is Leonard! PrompTer Corp., has set up his
Storer said concentration of con- “Concentration” starting Jan. 16. was instituted two years ago.
Maskin, who moves from manager! own organization as'an indie sales tfol shouldn’t be a problem slhce Niche*will be that vacated by Dow
Supreme Court ruled that Hartof production services to admlnis-? specialist and consultant in broad- it will have rid itself of. Wilming- Chemical at the year’s end, main- nett must produce membership &
trative manager of programming, casting and related fields. He’ll- ton station before taking over taming the Friday night quizzer’s mailing list of Aware, Ine., his
John Kneedaw tejdaces Maskm: operate out. of Princeton, N. J.
WITI. And, company insisted, SRQ status.
correspondence with relation to
in production ^services. And Arthur! Hobler will offer services in mar-: WITT is in a much better competiIt’s to be an alternate week buy alleged blacklisting or “clearance”
Segal succeeds1 Kneeshaw. as at; keting, merchandising, direct-sedl- live position.than the Wilmington for 26 weeks over the year, with of other TV-radio artists and his
plant services supervisor.% <
ting and'promotional campaigns,
v channel.
*!> • l&ficettatidh* privileges/‘
• vf«e9rd9?al'to:'fiflances & incomes.

M

Can Station Reject Political Copy
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COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO
NBC KALEIDOSCOPE
SID CAESAR SHOW
(Du Pont Show of the Month)
(The S-Bahn Stops At Freedom)
With Art Carney, Jo Stafford, Cliff
With Hurd Hatfield, Elisabeth With Charles Van Doren, host;
Norton, Kirby Stone Four, Paul
Sellars, Torin Thatcher,. Max
Chet Huntley, others
Weston orch, others
Adrian, Ina Balls, John Colicos, Producer: Reuven-Frank
Producer-Director: Alan Handley
George Voskoveo, Michael Ebert, Director: Jack Sughrue
Writers: Larry Gelbart, Woody Al¬
M-MH
►4++4+4
M-M
Colleen Dewhurst, Douglas Writer: Piers Anderton
len
Phil Silvers Show
and vice (no pun intended) versa;
60 Mins., Spn«, 5 pan.
Campbell, others
60 Mins., Sun. (2), 9 p.m.
NBC-TV, from N. Y.
In four years of tv • exposure, Miss West, sharp and forthright; Producer: David Susskind
CHEVROLET
NBC-TV premiered its ambitious NBC-TV, from H’wood
the “Phil Silvers Show” could be the admiral, playing it deadpan Director: Sidney Lumet
expected to run into script dry- and with sweeping statements, with Adaptation: Sumner Locke Elliott hourlong “Kaleidoscope” series
(Campbell-Ewald)
last Sunday afternoon (2) in the 5
spells of repetition. But the Series no hedging or qualification. They 90 Mins., Tues. (28), 7:30 p.m.
Joining the ranks of the everyto 6 afternoon period (alternating
holds up remarkably well, as evi¬ set up! a good mood for the con¬ DU PONT
now-and-then
comics on tv who
with “Omnibus”). Designed, in the
denced on last Friday's (31) episode; ciliatory, gentle and humorous CBS-TV,. from New York
words of “host” Charles Van Dor¬ prefer to make themselves scarce,
when writers Billy Friedberg and tones of Prof. Van Doren.
(BBD&O)
Sid
Caesar
took
over Dinah Shore’s
Terry Ryan found still another
“Small World” is result of an
Mounted without a* name cast, en, as a showcase to encompass
totally implausible story line which extra-complicated editing job (Fred Alexander Dumas’ classic of an “the whole wide spectrum of enter¬ Sunday night 9 to 10 slot' on NBCTV
for
Chevy
for
his first video
tainment and human curiosity,” the
had an air of believability. This Friendly’s forte), but on Sunday’s
chapter of the Bilko. Verse found get-together ‘some Of it seemed obsession for revenge was done new experimental series will uti¬ appearance of the season and de¬
the . platoon’s topkick out to sea overly precise. Much of the quick credit in David Susskm<Ts slick lize a variety of formats, subjects livered a fun show that was, more
decked out in sailor blue.
give & take' of a true in-person production on CBS-TV last Tues¬ and techniques. The aims and de¬ often than not, reminiscent of the
“good old Caesar days.” For the
' Bilko; In search of a floating crap debate .seemed missing. Yet each day (28). Sumner, Locke Elliott’s signs are wholly laudatory*
game held for members of the fleet of the three was interesting in his
NBC decided to play it the safe occasion he was teamed with Art
only, dons a sailor suit to get a or her own way. Prof. Doren was adaptation: held reasonably close to way, however, for the kickoff Carney and as a combo it turned
crack at the bones. This paved the really doing an at-home, facing the the novel, and the slight exaggera¬ stanza. The presentation of “The out to be one of the happiest un¬
ions since Goodson met Todman.
way for the good sergeant'to. be cameras in a jazzy plaid sports tion in Sidney Lumet’s direction S-Bahn Stops At Freedom,”
picked up by the shore patrol and shirt.
to Caesar’s 10th anni in
Trait.
and Hurd Hatfield’s performance highly-effective visual study of the theKeyed
returned, to a ship. The attempt to
medium, which lent itself to
day-after-day migration to freedom
are easily apologized for as being of East Germans (3,000,000 since a decade of trends and fashions in
desert the Navy, to prove the'Capt.
apropos tjjp spirit of 19th century 1949), took up precisely where tv, writers Larry Gelbart and
of the warship was crazy and to
Steve Allen Show
stir up a mutiny followed. All in
Steve Allen was a generous boss- French romanticism.
CBS-TV’s late-lamented “See It Woody Allen turned out some
all a fuhny bit characterized by host on his weekly NBC-TV stanza
From a less academic approach, Now” left off. (There’s more than satiric material, geared strictly to
witty writing.
last Sunday (2) and as a result the “Count of Monte Cristo” was a a-touch of irony to the bandied- the Caesar comicalities, that paid
The half-hour situation was high program suffered. He was generous well told adventure story for both afaout suggestion that “You Can off with a succession of peak mo¬
on production values and the direc¬ to his writers by not requiring children and adults, produced with See It Now On NBC”). Hardly ex¬ ments in hilarity. Much of it was
tion-was neat. A fast moving half- more than one full‘ sketch from taste and flair. The somewhat thick perimental, yet within the context on the broad, slapstick side: there
hour.
! them and he was generous to his performances lent the - live-on-vid- of Sunday afternoon programming, were moments when the writers
R. J. Reynolds Co. via its agency I guests with the load of plugs (or eotape production a sense of the you can hardly go wrong with this could have flirted' with subtlety
William Esty has mastered, the art j half-plugs in the case of the disk- swashbuckling; which was all to kind of penetrating examination, to better advantage; one or—twq
of commercial integration. *
ers) he dished out in -their intros. the good.
particularly, as in the case of “S- of the skits may have been over=-"’
Bern,
Cuffo ads were given Jacques
Dumas’ theme is Universal, Bahn,” when it's done so expertly. long, but if yocks are the criteria
Tati’s pic, “My Uncle,” opening in
therefore still fascinating. In mod¬
Far from deploring the fact that for a Sunday night funfest, Caesar
New
York
this
week,
George
Mela„ Milton Berle
ern terms- the story concerns a the “See It Now” pattern is being & Co. delivered in spades.
Milton Berle’s Wednesday night chrino’s current concert tour, Earl man who is jailed in a clever pursued around the NBC precincts,
Laying the major credits side by
Grants
LP,
(Mike)
Nichols
&
(20) outing was a pleasant half-hour
frameup at the very time he has eggheads and viewers in general side, a bigchUnk of the plaudits go
highlighted by the star’s clowning (Elaine) May’s LP and Jane Rus¬ reached the peak of his personal can he grateful. If Chet Huntley’s to
Shirley MacLaine who, either
with his guest, Sammy Davis Jr* sell’s LP. Plugs for the albums profit curve. Losing his .woman, the no Ed Murrow, he’s the next best in solo on the hoofology, or in con¬
While the material was not par¬ were made by Allen by. holding the ship he is to be captain of, and his thing in this area of programming cert with Carney and Caesar in
ticularly sharp, Berle and Davis package in front of the camera but honor he stews in prison 18 years for he and the crew of cameramen the fun dept., captured the tempo
Seenied to be having a lot of fun with no mention of the company as an accused agent of Napoleon. accompanying him for the on-theonstage, and it was the kind which releasing the set. If Allen is going The conspirators who frame him spot analysis of this vast “escape of the takeoffs and matched them
tongue for cheek.
to be a freebee pitchman, he ought
is infectious.
did so because they coveted the to freedom” explored the situation
No time was wasted and they
. Davis socked over some of his to go all the way.
Show itself was routine variety things he prized most, and to make in all its ramifications and came up dug in from the word go (with a
w.k. impressions, limning such
with an unusually fine and reveal¬ hilarious intro to the Chevy onenames as Sinatra, Jerry Lewis, fare and not up to .the individualis¬ the irony stronger they get them ing
documentary
and
commentary
alL
shot). First off they took "care
James’Stewart, Cagney and Brando. tic standard that Allen has set for
In the prison cell he nearly goes on East vs. West ideology.
However* on a Berle imitation, he himself. Even the .sketch* with his
of the tv politicos and the tortures
Huntley and the cameras did an inflicted on a candidate in getting
came off as Sammy Davis Jr., with regulars Louis Nye; Tom Poston mad with hate and a thirst to get
and Don Knotts, abput inebriated even: A fellow prisoner who dies exacting and detailed job in show¬ him ready for tffe cameras. This
no resemblance to Mr. B.
Peggy Sands, a newcomer, dis¬ wine, tasters, was slipshod eomedic wills him a fortune in treasure ing how the refugees pouring in one was laid on a little too thick.
hidden on the island of Monte to West Berlin (600 a day) mostly Then a production number fronted
played more energy than talent in invention.
Except for the. Nichols & May Cristo, and when Hatfield finally by S-Bahn (elevated train) but also by Miss MacLaine in’ a cycle of
her version of the standard, .“Sunny
Side of the Street.” Gal failed to routine and the problems of get¬ manages to escape he has the by underground train, foot and by hoofing from soft shoe to Charles¬
impress, either on. that one, or. her ting an apartment in. New York, power of money 'add title to* help motor, are screened and examined^ ton to ballroomology. Then the
second number,: “Take Me Out to the guest roster-stirred up little him carry out his vengeful mission. as necessary steps in becoming' major “showpiece” of‘ the hour—
the Ball. Game?* Staging for her excitement. Earl Grant, who’s Predictable as the story becomes, “citizens of Freedom.” The- worker, “Hothouse 9-D,” a laugh-packed
numbers was silly, with mannikins clicking on Decca with “The End” there is novelty and artistry- in the student, the lawyer, the teach¬ travesty on CBS’ “Playhouse 90”
sitting at ringside tables. Sup¬ (also plugged) did a number called Monte Cristo’s technique of - re¬ er the industrialist and other pro¬ with Caesar, Carney and Miss Mac- •
“Fever,” George Melachrino’s orch venge, each of the adversaries fessionals and businessmen were Laine alternating as “this week’s
posedly clever* idea didn’t click.
But that clowning, dancing and was lush but not very camera- maneuvered to where he .is hoist interrogated by Huntley on- their guest and next week’s star” in a
singing by Berle and Davis made worthy in a “Star Dhst Fantasy,” with his own petard. There is no reasons for fleeing the Soviet zone round-robin of three capsullzed 90it • worth watching, and it was a and Miss Russell had a three-song direct drawing of blood by the and from each came telling evi¬ minute drama: “Portrait Of A
good, pleasant show, if not stand¬ shot that displayed only a moder¬ hero. It is sweet revenge and not dence of the daily realities of life Shadow,” “Portrait Of A Gun” and
in East Germany. It was all cor¬ “Hot Tin Cat.” If it was overiong
ate piping style; Tatis pugilistic offensive to watch.
out.
Baku.
panto was mild fare.
Gros,
Hatfield, whose sculptured face related into a* tightly-knit whole, it was nonetheless highly reward¬
Perry Como Show
As theatre-on-a-merry-go- .
is perfect for the role of the long topped by Huntley’s own excellent ing.
For the greater part of the Perry
Ed Sullivan Show
suffering hero, does a fine job de¬ climatic summation.
round (thanks to the wonders of
Como show on its accustomed Sat¬ . Decidedly international in scope spite some moments of over-acting.
On this occasion Van Doren only tape), it demonstrated what good
urday night slot on NBC-TV, the was Sunday’s (2) Ed Sullivan Show In the prison scenes he and George appeared briefly for the intro and scripting can achieve’ when the
peaceful* placid program, provided via CBS-TV. For the bulk of the Voskovec come close to hamming closing hut handled himself with Caesar-Camey buffoonery .is oper¬
its usual smooth flow of entertain¬ laydut comprised softie' 10 winners it up but stop, while, they’re still, considerable composure and ease; ating in high gear.
Rose.
ment. -AlthoughJthe guest depart-,] of an Israeli talent contest'Which on the credit side.. Rest-.of the
Similarly a “Teen Time” tv rec¬
ment wasn’t
forte.as.some of its Sullivan judged in September. parts are effeefiyely played,' the
ord show and a finale in which
previous shows* it worked, out ex-, -Also on hand were the Salt^Lake outstanding, featured contributions
everybody plaques -and - scrolls
THE BIG BLACKBOARD
ceedingly.well. .
Tabernacle Choir,*'comedian Sain •being those of Colleen Dewhurst Producer: Warren Wright
everybody else provided some
Jqdy -Holiday’s turn, however, Levenson, __ two Survivors of the and Tofin. Thatcher.
Program Director: Jack Dolpft
funny addenda to the tv mores.
showed some signs of being hur- Nova Scotia coal-mine disaster as
Camera
direction
was
excellent.
Even
Jo Stafford's vocalizing (and
Director:
James
HirscMield
.ried. Of. course, she .appeared on well as Carol Lawrence and Larry
what class the gal has!) was cued
this; layout,iust before, going on in Kent from the “West Side Story'* On the whole,--the production had 3ft Mins.; Sat. 8:30 ami.
the plasticity of film and the pal¬ WCAU-TV, Philadelphia
to the “trend” business (of last
her; legiterv .“Bells are Ringing.!’ cast.
“The Big Blackboard” is one of season’s singer. cycle) -and the
pability and immediacy of a live
Bttfcieyen .with the not' too. fortui¬
Appropriate lead-in for the
tous slotting, more was expected of Israeli performers was- the Use of show. A good entry in Pu Pont’s the six Saturday periods on the Kirby Stone Four had an enter¬
roster
of the newly-created WCAU- taining in.sert highlighted by some
series
of
specials.
Les.
the. comedienne. On this show she some films taken during Sullivan’s
TV department of public affairs. of their . wJk, vocal impressions
demonstrated her ability as a sing¬ recent trip to the new state. Foot¬
Leading educational authorities (Gable, Lanza, Godfrey, Satchmo,
er to plug her new album. Her role age showed the modern city of Tel TV XTRA
have been chalked up to explore Liberace, et al).
Cliff Norton
had her demonstrating the canon, Aviv and other points of interest. With Bob Brock, guests
fuge and counterpoint with Como. Among the imported talent were a Producer-Director: J. B. McTag- fields ranging from astrophysics to lent a good assist in the comedy
prehistoric
man.
sequences.
It made for a melodic session, hut 33-year-old boy violin virtuoso, an
On session caught, the guest
disappointment resulted in the fact Israeli Ethel Merman, a two-piano ISgert
A scarce Caesar, if last Sunday’s
Mins., Saf., 3:45 pm.
lecturer was Princeton chemistry entry is the answer, is infinitely
that Miss Holliday did no comedy. team and a shadowgraph artist. KRLD-TV,
Dallas
professor Dr. Hubert N. Alyea, dis¬ better than a weekly Caesar,
There was some good writing Some of their work was fresh and
This
new
weekend
shot
Is
a
re¬
cussing “Lucky Accidents and the
and material on gimmicks such as rewarding.
Rose,
placement tot Dallas Times Herald Prepared Mind.” Dr. Alyea seems
the operatic rendition of next
Salt: Lake Choir’s appearance radio-tv editor Bob Brock’s sum¬ to have found a formula, a little
week’s-show, the sand dance with obviously
was
tied
to
its
stint
at
Como, The Dunhills and-everyone Carnegie Hall- last night (Tues.). mer across-the-board 'five-minute fun, a lot of knowledge, and "man¬ THE INVISIBLE MAN
show. It’s better this way, and with ages to hold an audience while (Secret Experiment)
else in the cast,, and per usual; the While
the group of mixed voices the advantage of video, taping he’s delving into the most abstruse sub¬ With Lisa Daniely Deborah Wai¬
Frank Gallop station breaks.
is of top "quality, it’s a come up with a more entertaining jects. The professor has just re¬
ting, Lloyd Lambic* Brace Seton,
•Talent included Jane Morgan in undeniably
unit that would have been much quarter-hour segment each Satur¬ turned from the Brussels’ World's
Ernest Clark, Mibhael Goodliffe,
her rock *n* roller “The Rains more
suitable for a date around day.
;
Fair, where he delivered 160 lec¬
others
Came” and the Dunhills, one of
Since the shorter “shakedown” tures on elementary and advanced Producer: Ralph Smart
the more fluid tap trios. -Kulda & Easter or Christmas. Sam Leven¬
son,
per
usual,
registered
handily
series Brock, has -developed a chemistry.
Directin’: C. M. Pennington Rich¬
Ollie (minus Fran) provided some
ards
delightful dialog in a variety of with his schooldays anecdotes smooth, relaxed style of interroga¬
The exploding properties of
while Miss Lawrence and Kent tion of his guests and makes this chemicals are a natural for tvand Writers: Michael Connor, Michael
capacities.
Jose.
clicked in the balcony scene from slot extremely interesting. TV "the doctor is as explosive as his
Cannoy
“West Side Story.” .
columnist is more at ease, and he’s materials. With test tubes bubbling 30-Mins., Toes., 8 pan.
Small World
Particularly timely was the pre¬ had a windfall of tv names in the and hands waving, he moves Sustaining
Ed Murrow’s and Fred Friendly’s
sentation
of
the
Nova
Scotian
mine
new series. In the “catch as catch, around like ah alchemist generat¬ CBS-TV (film)
“Small World” continues to be a
Other than novelty—and it has
pretty good trick in putting three survivors. However, in light of the can” show he’s taped 15-minute ing such excitement that he doesn’t
public interest in the wrecked shows with Desi Arnaz and Betty lose a spectator for a second—as that—there is little to commend in
parts of the globe into one half- shaft
it would have been more ab¬ Furness during sudden visits and the intent faces of his tv students “The Invisible Man,” the opening
hour basket. It .would he even nicer
to have the personalities triple- sorbing if Sullivan had done a brief the Saturday exposure gets the attest. If things don’t get hectic episode of which bowed last night
enough for Alyea he shoots smok¬ (4) on CBS-TV.
played into a studio as a more ef¬ interview with the two men and advantage of advance flacking.
Late English novelist H. G.
fective person-to-person-to-person, their doctor instead"of .merely
Show caught had Brock inter¬ ing gases into the classroom*
but that’s another format and it having them rise in the audience viewing a trio of lovelies, Lori
For all the “Hellzapoppin* ” ef¬ Wells, a man of imagination, would
maybe ain’t cricket-to carp that for a how* Emphasizing the many Nelson, Merry Anders and Barbara fects the scientist manages to get have cringed at this stereotyped
way; it’s costly enough as is. Sun¬ fatherless children the disaster Eden, here to plug their new tv a terrific amqunt of information adaptation of his opus. Produced
day’s (2) parlay over CBS-TV, with left in its wake, Sullivan made a series, “How to Marry a Million¬ across in the half-hour segment, on under the aegis of Official Films,
Murrow in the.conferencier’s chair, plea for contributions to the aire,” and the session made good “three lucky accidents,” penicillin, in association with CBS in London,
brought "together” British novel¬ Springhill, N.S., Disaster Fund.
visual and vocal exposure. Brock plastics and the atom bomb. He the initiator turned out to be noth¬
Gilb,
ing better than a formula cops and
ist Rebecca West (Buckinghamdeftly eared for the q&a bit with demonstrated phases of all three.
shore, Eng.) Vice (erstwhile Rear)
taste, drawing the plugs for the
As closing advice he counselled robbers tale.
. The Eddie Fisher Show
Admiral Hyman G. * Rickover, ■
trio’s show,, and—for lack of color his young listeners to learn to be
As to the big plus in the series,
Producer-director George En¬ exposure—queried the girls into human, to be leaders, to guess in¬ the novelty aspect, opener pre¬
stormy' petrel of nuclear propul¬
sion (Washington, D.C.,) and Dr. gland is beginning to find some describing their frocks, even to telligently (“the best guessers get pared the viewer with the dis¬
Mark Van Doren, English prof at sense of order out of the chaos colors, which obviously pleased the the Nobel prize”), ana ter have a appearance of a lab mouse* It fol¬
Columbia IT. (Cornwall, Conn,). that’s plagued the Eddie Fisher distaffers, and no doubt the view¬ .prepared mind. He also advised the lowed with the rays making the
Subject: Patterns* trends and sys- show in its first .two starts this ers*
reading of good science-fiction— scientist invisible. Viewer is fed
,
season* For one, thing, he’s eli¬
tebia in education.
with the sight of an unseen hand
Weekly show, almost a local ver¬ H. G. Wells, Jules Verne, etc. .
%A good deal of thethree-way minated . the - somewhat juvenile sion of “Person'to Person,” but
Program reasserted the ▼alu'e of dialing a phone, a child feeling, the
conversation piece • found Miss- notion that ■ e^ch ^howhas to Have with tvceiebs,should drawn hefty television as a top drawer teaching face of an unseen phizz, a mad
We*«i*&.odd. with^^tr^ r.rofGo^tiniiedi<XLpage452^.
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ach year as television’s audience continued to
grow, the prudent ones among us; cautioned

against a hasty acceptance of its heady statistics.
Each year, they said you would have to wait for it to
settle down ... until the audience got used to having
a moving, talking picture in their living rooms.
And each year the audience grew larger.
Surely, now in the eleventh year of network television
it seems reasonable to agree that television is no longer
a novelty—that the audience and the advertiser have
had time to evaluate it.
It is clear to even the most conservative eye that tele¬
vision today is more attractive to the American’family
than ever before.

I

N 1958 die -average television, family is watching
. more than ever—an average of four hours and

. 59 minutes a day. Tonight,at. 9, for example, three

The

families out of every five will he watching television.
Today there is at least one television Set in 43,900.-

♦

000 homes — 86% of the nation’s total. And 6,000

11()V('

new television homes are being added every day

Advertisers today are reaching the largest audiences
in history at a lower cost per thousand customers than
any printed medium can provide.
powever you evaluate television today—as a
. medium of entertainment and information—
or as an advertising vehicle — it clearly retains its
compelling ability to hold the interest of its audience.
And it always will.
For television moves in the main stream of American
life. And the continuing novelty in the images it brings
to the viewer reflects the ever changing'world of his
experience..

B

ecause it reaches more people—at the same in¬
stant—than any form of mass communication

ever devised, American business invests more of its
national advertising appropriation in television than
in any other advertising medium.
Because it is attracting the largest nationwide audi¬
ences in all television (as shown in the 79 consecutive
<Nielsen Reports issued since July 1955). the .CBS
Television Network continues to be the largest single
advertising medium in the world.

CBS TELEVISION NETWORK®

])j^
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^fe®f7.TELEPULSE OTY-BY-OTY PROGRAM CHART.
over the course of a year. Cities wU be rotated weekly. The Vahtitt chart is a compilation of data on syndicated films, as well as network and live programsk in each
market. Under the top 10 multi-weekly heading, the (t) stands for local programming and the i*) for network shows.
.

PORTLAND
RK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
RK.
—
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7*
8.
9.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.
Miss America Pageant (Sat. 8:00-10).KOIN
Sngarfoot „ (Tues. 7:30-8:30).. .KGW
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00). .KGW
Boxing (Wed. 6:00-6:50).. .KGW
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00). .KGW
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 7:30-8). .KOIN
Disneyland (Wed. 8:00-9:00). .KGWOzrie & Harriet (Wed. 9:30-10:00).. .KGW
Broken Arrow (Tues. 9:00-9:30). .KGW
Boxing (Fri. 6:00-6:45)..
.KPTV
TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA♦Mickey Moudfe Club (M-F 5:30-6:00). KGW
tNewsbeat (M-F 6:30-7:00). .KGW
♦CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30). .KOIN
tWea„ Sports, News (M-F 6:00-6:15).KOIN
tPioneer Club (M-F 4:00^5:00). .KGW
tAcademy Theatre (M,T (10-Signoff). KPTV
♦High lime (M-F 4:30-5:30) . .KPTV
♦Queen For A Day (M-F 1:00-1:45).. .KPTV
tRomper Room (M-F 8:00-9:00 a.m.) .KGW
♦Price Is‘Right (M-F 9:00-9:30 ami.) .KPTV

Stations: KGW, KOIN, KPTV.
AV.
RTG. RK.
42.7
34.5
32,5
28.3
27.5
26.9
26.8
26.5
26.2
25.9

1.
1.
2.
4.
5.
5.
6.

fAmos
Andy (M-F 6:00-6:30).WSB
tNewsy Wea. (M-F 6:30-6:45).WSB
*NBC News (M-F 6:45-7:00).WSB
*Search Tomorrow (M-F 12:30-12:45).WAGA
*Price Is Right' (M-F 11-11:30 a.m.).. WSB
*Amer. Bandstand (M-F 3-3:30, 4-5).'. WLW-A
*GuIding Light (M-F 12:45-1:00).WAGA
*Who Do You Trust (M-F 3:30-4:00) - - WLW-A
*Love of Life (M-F 12:00-12:30).WAGA
*CBS News (T-F 7:15-7:30).. WAGA

..

1
2

39.3
35.5
34.5
32.7
31.9
30.2 7.
29.5 7.
29.2 8
8
28.5 9.
28.5 10

17.8
16.8
16.2
14.7
14.6
14.5
14.5
13.9
13.6
13.3

..
.
10.
10.
11.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30).....WKRG
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9). .WKRG
Phil Silvers^ (Fri. 8:00-8:30).WKRG
Wyatt EtfftTUes. 8:30-9:00). .WKRG
Playhous^f Stars (Fri. 8:30-9:00).. .WKRG
Oh Susanna (Sat. 8:00-8:30).-.°.WKRG
Dragnet (Thurs. 7:30-8:00).WALA
Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon. 7:30-8). .WALA
Perry Mason (Sat. 6:30-7:30).WKRG
Destiny (Fri. 7:30-8:00):.
WKRG
Restless Gun (Mon. 7:00-7:30).WALA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7.
8.
9.

*CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30).WKRG
fHome Edition, Wea. (M-F 6:00-6:15) - WKRG
tPopeye (M-F 4:30-5:00).WKRG
*Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:00). WKRG
fNight Edition, Wea; (M-F 10-10:15). WALA
tChuckwagon Charlie (M-F 4-4:30). .WKRG
tBoston Blackie (M-F 5:30^6:00).WALA
iMr, District Attorney (M-F 5-5:30). .WALA
i5 Star Final (M-F 10:30-10:45).WKRG
*Verdict Is Yours (M-F 2:30-3:00).. .WKRG

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
Gunsmoke (Sat. 8:00-8:30)...KKTV
Millionaire (Sat. 8:30-9:00).KKTV
Real McCoys (Wed. 8:30-9:00).KCSJ
G. E. Theatre (Sun. 7:00-7:30).KKTV
Maverick (Sun. 8:30-9:30)..... „, KKTV
Wyatt Ea’—' (Mon. 8:00-8:30).KKTV
Lawrence Welk (Sat. 9:00-10:00)_KKTV
Frontier Justice (Mon. 7:30-8:00)_KKTV
Ed Sullivan (Sun. 6:00-7:00).KKTV
Wagon Train (Sat. 7:00-8:00).KCSJ

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

fDeadHne (M-F 9:30-9:45).KCSJ
tSports, Wea. (M, W, F 9:45-10:00)... KCSJ
tStar Theatre (M, W 9:30-11:15)....KCSJ
fPopeye (M-F 4:00-4:45)...KKTV
*CBS News (M-F 5:15-5:30).KKTV
f 10 O’clock Report, Sports, Wea.
KKTV
(M-F 10:00-10:15)...
fChaiu 11 Commen. (M-F 5:30-5:45). KKTV
tWeau,, Carter, Rptr. (M-F 5:45-6:0Q> KKTV
tSports, Wea. (M-F 10:15-10:30).KKTV
*Edge of Night (M-F 1:30-2:00)...... KKTV
♦Secret Storm- (M-F-;«.'KKTV

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

7.
B.
9.
10.
10..

37
26
28
29
26
28
34
37

13.5
13.5
13.5

34
33
39

13.5

33

TV Homes: 223,300.

Honeymooners (Fri. 7:00).WSB..CBS

19.5

Amos *n*/^nd3MMon.-Fri. 6:00).WSB.. CBS
Sheriff at Cochise (Tues. 7:00).WSB... . . .NTA .

17.8
17.5

Boots And Saddles (Thurs. 7:30).WAGA.... CNP
Sea Hunt (Wedr 10:30).;.WSB.Ziv
Silent Service (Sat. 7:00)...WAGA... .CNP
Frontier (Tues. 10:30) .... .v.___WSB.CNP .
Studio 57 (Tues. 10:30)..... WAGA. f. .MCA
Popeye tMon.-Fri. 5:30)..
WSB.A A?
Dial 999 (Sat. 7:00)..
WSB:..... Ziv
Frontier (Sun. 12:30)....WSB...... CNP
Joe Palooka* (Sat. 12:00).WLW-A... Guild
Frontier Dr. (Tues. 6:30)..WLW-A... HTS

14.2
13.5
13.5
12.5
12.5
12.2
10.5
10.5
10.5
9:9

*

Last of the Mohicans (Fri. 6:30)..... WLW-A... TPA

9.9

.
12.

Gray Ghost (Wed. 7:30).. WAGA.... CBS
Victory at Sea (Sun. 12:00)...... WSB.CNP

9.5
9.5

13.
13.

Brave Kagle (Wed. 6:00)..WLW-A;.. CBS
Death Valley Days (Thurs. 6:30).... .WLW-A... U. S. Borax

9.2
9.2

13.
13.

Kingdom of the Sea (Sun. 6:00).WLW-A... Guild
Star Performance (Sun. 6:30)... WAGA.... Official

9.2
9.2

Whirlyhirds <£fat. ^9:30).... .WKRG:. .. CBS’
Highway Patrol (Thurs. 8:00)....... .WALA.. .:Ziv •
Reader’s Digest (Sun. 8:30). .WKRG.. .. Telestar
Soldiers of Fortune (Sat. 10:00)_ .WKRG.. ..MCA
Chariife Chan (Wed. 8:00)_'. .WALA.. ..TPA
Gray (Ghost (Thurs. 7:00) ... .WKRG.. CBS
Harbor Command (Tues. 7:30). .WALA.. .. Ziv
Frontiers (Sat 8:00)...._____ ^. . WALA.’. ..'CNP
Studio 57 (Tues. 9:30)..
.WKRG.. ..MCA
Boots *& Saddles (Fri. 6:30)__... .WKRG.. .. CNP
Wonders of the World (Wed. 9:30).. .WALA.. .. Caples
Famous Playhouse (Fri. 9:30).. rWKRG.. ..MCA
Frontier Dpctor (Fri. 7:00)......... .WALA.. ..HTS
Union Pacific (Fri. 7:30) .:... .WALA.. ..CNP
24.7
Capt. David Grief (Thurs. 9:00). .WALA.. .. Guild
24.1
22.9
Star Performance (Sat. 6:00). .WKRG.. .. Official
21.4
Ramar of the Jungle (Wed; 6:00)... .WALA.. .. TPA
18.3
*
18.2
16.8 13. Stories of the Century .(Mon. 7:30) . - .WKRG.. ..HTS
16.8 14. Popeye (Mon.-Fri. 4:30).. .WKRG.. .. AAP
16.3 15. Decoy (Tues. 10:00). .WKRG.. .. Official
16.2
• /
Stations: KCSJ, KKTV.

" I.
2.
48.8 3.
45.3
43.8 4.
42.8 5.
41.3 6.
39.8 I 7.
39.5
37.3 1
37.0 8.
36.5 9.
9.
10.
23,9 1L
23.3 12.
20.3
15.4- ! 13.
14.5
13.7 14.
14.
13.6 14.
13.4 15,
11.6
10.6 16..
•10.6 17.

42.8
39.0
34.5
33.3
30.0
30.0
30.0
.29.8
28.3
27.3
27.0
26.8
26.8
26.3
25.5
25.5
24.3
24.3
' 22.9
$2.3

.KKTV..,..HTS
. KKTV.. ..MCA
.KKTV.. .. NTA
.KCSJ... ..Ziv
.KKTV.. ,. CNP
.KCSJ... ..ABC
.KKTV..,., CBS

40.8
40.3
37.3
33.8
30.8
30.3
29.8

.KCSJ... .. U. S. Borax
.KCSJ... .. Official
.KKTV;.,;. Gross-Krasne
.KCSJ... .. Ziv
.KKTV..,,. .TPA
.KCSJ... .. Ziv

29.3
28.8
28.8
27.8
24.a
24.3

Reader’s Digest (Mon. 9:00).......
Annie Oakley (Thurs. 6;00)...
Mike Hammer (Thurs. 9:00).
San; Francisco Beat. (Thurs. 9:30)
I Search For Adventure (Fri. 8:30)
Honeymooners (Wed. 8:30). 1_;
Case^<Jones (Wed:- 6:00). VWU .< U

.KCSJ... .. Telestar
24.0
2.2.3
.KKTV..,.. CBS
22.3
.KCSJ... .-.MCA
22.3
.KKTV..,.. CBS
. 21.8
.KKTV.. .. Bagnall
20.3
. KKTV*,; CBS
. K€8J.v; Scteen*G«6i* J.46.8

Survey Dates: September 2-9, 1958.

Survey Dates: September 2-29, 1958.

14.3
Brains & Rrawn.,.
26.3
Verdict Is Yours...
......WALA . ' 30.3‘.
.Chevy Show
Lawrence Welk ... ...... WALA ‘, .. i3.r
Millionaire . . . .,;.WKRGV 33.8 ~
Best of Groucho... ......WALA*. 29.3'
Keep. Talking
?93*
"37.8.
Oh Susanna.
21.8
Price Is Right. .......WALA
24.3.
Texas Rangers
U. S. Steel Hour... _WKRG“ 31.8
$6.3
Thin Man...
Trackdown .. .WKRG. 27.8
.. T.. .WKRQ,’ .34.3
Destiny ..
Playhouse 90
<:34.3
20.8,
Dick Clark...
19.5.
$ Home Edition ..,
20.0*.
1 CBS News .
35.8
40 Tales- of Wells Fargo,.. . WALA
9.8
WALA
70 Cartoon Circus v.
.WALA -18.0,
.
57 f Night Edition
1 ( United Fund Show-WALA T,15.5'

75
60
53
71
47
51
51
44
56
53
46
51
•49
43
43
55
55

TV Homes: 25,500.

Frontier Doctor (Sun. 8:00)’.
State Trooper (Sun. 7:30).
Sheriff of Cochise (Thurs, 8:30)...!
Sea Hunt (Fri. 9:00)..
Silent Service (Mon. 8:30)... i....
26 Men (Thurs. 7:00)...
Whirlyhirds (Tues. 9:00)..
'
■
Death Valley Days (Fri. 8:00)......
Decoy CFri. 8:30)...
O. Henry Playhouse (Tues. 8:30)..
Harbor Command (Tues. 8:30)_
Stage 7 (Thursjt 9:00).....
Cisco Kid (Wed. 7:30)..

Suspicion . *. ...KPTV ,21.9
Tombstone Territory ...KGW *>•24.5
Highway Patrol ..... ...KGW ,7 13.5*
., .'KGW - 219
Big Show .. . .. ...KGW •£■■■.21.9:
Best of GrouchO..... ...KPTV - . 18.5
223
I’ve Got A Secret... ...KOIN
17.7(Wea., Sports, News. . .'.KOIN
17.5
( CBS News .. ...KQIN
16.5
Newsbeat . .-;.KGW
21.9
Restless Gun --- .. .KPTV
21.5 ;
Big Show . ...KGW
20.5
To Tell the Truth... .. .KOINBig Show --- ...KGW : -21.9
18.2.
Pantomime Quiz .... ...KGW
14.2
Brothers . .:. KOIN
13.7
f Wea., Sports; News. ...KOIN
14.0
1 CBS News . ...KOIN
18.5
Badge 714.. 1. .. .KPTV;
Lassie ... ...KOIN / 15.5
12.3
(Wea., Sports, News. ...KOIN
12.7:
...KOIN
1 CBS News
• 15.7
f News Wire .. .i.KOIN
13.7( Showtime On 6 ...: .KOIN.

10.5
55 Big Game... . ..WSB 11.7
54 ( City Camera ......... . .WAGA
12.0
7 CBS News .. ..WAGA
50 \ City Camera. ..WAGA • 13.3
13.7
( CBS News .. . .WAGA
52 Brave Eagle . . .WLW-A - 9.2
13.7
- ..WAGA
40 ( City Camera
| CBS News -*.... ..WAGA ” 14.0
15.5’
..WSB 32 Political Speech
33 Circle Theatre.-... ..WAGA’ ' 19.27
10.5
41 Dial 999 . ..WSB
33 ‘Movie .. ..WLW-A 13.2
13.2
33 Movie . . .WLW-A
11.1
37 •Mickey Mouse Club.;. .".WLW-A
..WAGA
13.5
32 Silent Service
7.5
46 Million $ Movie. . .WLW-A5.9
..WSB *
52 True Story..
16.7
29 (News, Wea.. ..WSB
15.0
? NBC News..... ..WSB
16.0
28 J News* Wea. ... ..WSB
16.3
\ NBC News.1.. ..WSB
.47 Wagon Train . . .WSB - 33.5
58 f This Is The Life..... ..WAGA - % "3.5
(Ramar of the'Jungle. . WLW-A> 5 35
«‘£19.5
26 Amos ’n’ Andy...'.- . WSB
’ *>17.3
26 (News, Wea. ......... . .WSB
17.7
( NBC News .. ..WSB
3m
33 Meet the Press ....... ..WSB
9.9
33 Outlook . , .WSB

TV Homes: 59,400.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
10.
IL
12.
12.
13.

PUEBLO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
.7.
8.
9.
10.

16.5
14.5
14.5
14.2
13.9
13.9
13.9
13.5

24.5
22.9

Stations: WALA, WKRG.

49.3
42.0
40.3
39.3
39.0
37.8
37.5
35.8
35.1
34.3
34.3

38
35
46
30
33
34
30
41

Highway Patrol (Fri. 7:30)...WAGA_Ziv
Whirlyhirds (Wed. 7:00).... i.WSB.CBS

Survey Dates: September 2-9, 1958.

TOP COMPETITION
AV.
AV.
STA* -"rtg:
SH. PROGRAM

• 20.2
20.2
J8.5
17 9
17.5
17.2
17.2
16.9

12

MOBILE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
10.’

Sea Hunt (Mon. 9:30)... .KGW... .. Ziv
Studio 57 (Wed. 9:00). .KOIN.. ..MCA
Badge-714 (Mon. 10:00)...,. . KPTV.. . .CNP
TCPTV
MCA
Mike Hammer (Fri. 9:00)......... .KPTV.. . .MCA
.Gray Ghost (Thurs. 7:00)... .KOIN.. ..CBS
Silent ‘Service (Wed. 7:30)........ , KGW,.. .. CNP
Flash Gordon (Thurs. 6:00). .KGW... .. Guild

Stations: WAGA, WLW-A, WSB.

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6.
7.
8.
9.

AV.
RTG.

7. I Search For Adventure (Thurs. 6:30) KOIN.. .. Bagnall
8. Kingdom of the Sea (Mon; 7:00)_ . KG.W... .. Guild
8. Medic (Fri. 9:30)..;.. .KPTV.. ...CNP
9. State Trooper (Tues. 7:00).... .KGW.:.
MCA
10. Sheriff of Cochise (Fri. 9:00). .KOIN.. ..NT A
16.7 10. Target (Tues. 3:30). . .KOIN...,. .Ziv
14.8 10. Wonders of the World (Sun. 6:30).. .KGW... .. Caples
12.3 IX. . Annie Oakley (Tues. 6:00):.. .KGW... .. CBS
12.1
11.6 11. Highway Patrol (Mon. 10:00). .KGW... .. Ziv
10.9 11. Honeymooners (Sun. 6:00). .KGW... .. CBS
9.8 11. Popeye (Mon. 6:00)...... .KGW... .. AAP' 9.8
' 9.4 11. Racket Souad (Sat. 10:00).... .KGW,.. .. ABC
9.1

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
Miss America Pgnt, (Sat. 10-12 mid.) WAGA
G. E. Theatre (Sun. 9:00-9:30).WAGA
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) WAGA
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)_’. .WSB
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00).. .WAGA
Phil Silvers CFfi. 9:00-9:30).WAGA
Millionaire (Wed. 9:00-9:30).. '.WAGA
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00). .WAGA
Destiny (Fri. 8:30-9:00).WAGA
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00).WLW-A

TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA. DISTRIB.

AV.
RTG.

ATLANTA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
9.

TV Homes: 253,000.

Survey Dates: September 2-2.9, 1958.

! Decision ..
16.3
Chevy Show ..... .KCSJ
18.3
Music Bingo .....
20.8
Studio One.. ..KKTV
16.3
Suspicion .*.. _KCSJ
.,24.a:
Andy Williams ....
KKTV 1 "15^
f Deadline .
23 J5
22.0
\ Score Board .... .KCSJ
24.8
54 Undercurrent. .KKTV
21.8
57 I Search for Adventure.. KKTV
27.8
'51 Harbor Command . .KCSJ
28.8.
49 O. Henry Playhouse..,. .KKTV
223
53 Mike Hammer _ ..KCSJ
34.0
44 (Boxing .. ......KKTV
27J5
1 Outdoor Colorado
Burns
&
Allen..;;
22.3
. 52
12.3
64 Martin Kane .....
24.8
.47 Stage 7 ..
. 19.8
53 Deadline .
43 Decoy : ;..
....^.Kcsj : %28.r:
i32 Real McCoys ...
KCSJ’ 43.3?
pNaine That Tuhei-.'^
71
69
64
67
55
66
57

CHARLESTON, S, C.

Stations: .V/CSC, WUSN.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) ....... WCSC
Have Gan Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) . WCSC
G. E. Theatre (Sun. 9:00-9:30). WCSC
Alfred Hitchcock (Sat. 10:30-11:00) . .WCSC
Oh Susanna (Sat. 9:00-9:30).WCSC
Millionaire (Wed. 9:00 9:30).WCSC
Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00) ..WCSC
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00) .WCSC
Destiny (Fri. 8:30-9:00).WCSC
Fofinosa Special (Sun. 10:00-10:30) .. WCSC

51.8
44.8
44.5
41.3
40.8
38.8
38.0
36.8
34.8
34.8

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
24.7
24.7
24.4
22.9
16.7
14.8
14.5
14.4
14.1
14.1

tEsso Reporter (M-F 6:45-7:00).WCSC
♦Mickey Mouse Club <M-F 5:30-6) ..WCSC
tWea., Sportscope (M-F 6:30-6:45) ..WCSC
tPopeye (M, T, Th, F 6:00-6:30) .... WCSC
tWea., News, Sports (M-F' 11-11:15) .WUSN
♦Jack Paar Show (M.-F 11:15-12 mid.). WUSN
♦Secret Storm (M-F 4:15-4:30) .WCSC
♦Brighter Day (M-F 4:00-4:15).WCSC
♦Edge of Night (M-F 4:30-5:00).WCSC
♦Guiding JJght (M-F 12:45-1:00) .... WCSC

..WUSN.
. .WUSN.
..WUSN.
..WCSC

iff3
48.8
- 46.8
46:0
45.8
44.3
44.3
43.1
42.3
41.3

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
tWorld Today, Local News
(M-F 10:00-10:30) .KWTX
♦CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30)-....KWTX
tNews, Wea. (M-F 6:00-6:15) ..... 'KWTX
♦American Bandstand (M-F 4:00-5) .KWTX
tWea., Sports (M-F 10:15-10:30) .... KWTX
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6) ‘. .KWTX
♦Queen For A Day (M-F 3:00-3:30) . .KCEN
♦Verdict Is Yours (M-F 2:30-3:00) ..KWTX
tUncle Elihu (M-F 3:00-4:00)
.. :,KWTX
v?Pric* la-Right (M-E T0-lQ;3O -a.m.L ,KCEN *

41.8
33.8
32.8
29.8
28.3
27.3
27.3
27.3
26.8

.. CBS
.. CNP
..CNP
. . AAP

26.3
25.3
23.3
22.9

..
..
..
..

22.8 1
21.3
20.8
20.5

8.
9.
10.
11.

Gray Ghost (Thurs. 7:30) .
Silent Service (Mon. 8:00) .
Badge 714 (Fri. 7:30).
Popeye (M, T, Th, F 6:00) .

12.
13.
14.,
15.

..WUSN.
Sea Hunt (Fri. 7:00) .
Captain David Grief (Thurs. 7:00) . .WUSN.
Target (Tues. 7:00) ... .WUSN.
. .WUSN.
Dial 999 (Fri. 6:30) ..

15.
16.

Public Defender (Tues. 10:30) .....,.WCSC.. .. Interstate
Favorite Story (Tues. 6:30) .....WUSN. O^iv

20.5
19.3

17.

O., Henry Playhouse (Wed. 10:30) . . WCSC

16.8

Ziv
Guild
Ziv
Ziv

.. Gross-Krasne

tions: KCEN,. KWTX.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS

TV Homes: 46,000.

1. Twenty Six Men (Sun. 9:30) . .^.. ..WCSC. ...ABC
2. Sheriff of Cochise (Fri. 8:00). ..WCSC. .. NTA
3. Highway Patrol (Mon. 9:30) ...... ..WUSN. ..Ziv
4. Harbor Command (Tues. 8:30) ... . .WCSC. .. Ziv
5. Cisco Kid (Wed. 7:00) . ..WCSC. .. Ziv
6. African Patrol (Thurs. 7:00) . . .WCSC. .. Gross-Krasne
6. State Trooper (Thurs. 7:30) *.. ..WCSC. ., MCA
6. Union Pacific (Fri. 7:30) . ..WCSC. .. CNP
7. Foreign Legionnaire (Wed. 6:00) . . .WCSC. .. tfPA

WACO
Gunsmoke (Sat 9:00-9:30) ..KWTX
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 8:30-9:00) . .KWTX
G. E. Theatre (Sun. 8:00-8:30) ..KWTX
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) .KWTX
Trackdown (Fri. 7:00-7:30).KWTX
Destiny (Fri. 7:30-8:00) .,.KWTX
Phil Silvers (Fri. 8:00-8:30) ........KWTX
Lawrence Welk (Sat. 8:00-9:00) ....KWTX
Perry Mason (Sat. 6:30-7:30) ..KWTX
Ed Sullivan (Sun. 7;00-8:Q0) _...KWTX

TV-FILMS

ftf&iEfr

Wednesday, -November 5, 1958

1. Sheriff of Cochise (Fri. 8:30) .KWTX..... NTA
Highway Patrol (Sun. 9:00) ........ KWTX..... Z.v
?*'
ABC
3‘ Code Three (Mon. 8:30) .. KWTX.....ABC
4. Big Story (Wed. 9:00) ..KWTX.,... Official
5
Harbor Command (Tues. 8:30) .KWTX..... Ziv.
Mike Hammer (Wed. 7:30) ......... KWTX..... MCA .
. AEC
7.
. CBS
8.
9
.CBS
Gray Ghost (Wed. 8:00) .KCEN.
9
.TPA Frankie Laine (Sat. 6:00) ....KWTX. . Guild
.Ziv
Target (Mon. 8:30) ....KCEN,
12. Union Pacific (Tiles. 9:30) ..KCEN.
.CNP
. Guild
*7
.
Guild
14*
.Bagnall
15.
16. Star Performance (Sun. 6:30) ...
.Official
.Gross-Krasne

31.0
26.7
26.2
24.6
24.6
21.4
12.3
11.8
11.3 18UJZ

Conrad Nagel Thea. (Sat. 11:30 a.mJ.KWTX... . Guild

45.3
42.5
34.8
32.3
31.3
29.8
27.8
25.0
23.3
23.3
20.8
19.8
15.3
12.3
10.8
9.8
9.3
8.5
7.8

Survey Dates: September 2-29, 1958.

75 Chevy Show.
57 Shirley Temple-5S Frontier Justice .
49 Mr. Kane .
55 Zorro .
56 Capt. David Grief ...
51 Gray Ghost .
54’Badge 714 .
76 j RKO Presents J f News, Sports, Wca. .
49 State Trooper .
42 Burns and Allen.
46 Unionr.Pacific.
62 (RKO Presents ....
I Sports, News, Wea. .
47 Trackdown
....
44 African Patrol.
40 Tombstone Territory .
44 j Wea., Sportscope ...
1 .Esso Reporter.
53 Jubilee, U.S.A.
46 i Wea., Sportscope ...
( Esso Reporter.
51 I Spy ..
.

TV Homes: 37,100.
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..WUSN
..WUSN
..WCSC
, . WUSN
..WUSN
.. WUSN
..WUSN
.. WUSN
. .WUSN
..WUSN
.. WCSC
..WCSC
..WCSC
..WUSN
. .WUSN
..WCSC
.. WCSC
.. WCSC
.. IV CSC
.. V/CSC
..WUSN
..WCSC
.. V/CSC
.. WUSN

13.8
25.8
25.8
30.8
22.8
21.3
26.3
23.3
8.0
8.5
26.3
34.3
27.3
13.6
14.9
25.8
27.3
31.3
26.0
25.5
18.3
22.5
23.0
16.3

Survey Dates: September 2-29, 1958.

77; Boxing . . .KCEN
74 j Decision ... ..KCEN
64 Target ... . .KCS-N
61 It Could Be You. ..KCEN
55 Bob Cummings
. ..KCEN
52 Father Knows Be.c;t ... ..KCEN
59 Tic Tac Dough . .1 OEN
62 Union Pacific. .KCEN
42 Millionaire . ..KWTX
40 I’ve Got A Secret. . KWTX
68 Search For Adventure . . .KCEN
36 Code Three . . JUWTX
38 Whirlybirds .. .. KWTX
70 Sports Parade . ..KCEN
72 Film . . .1 CCN
32 Frankie Laine. . .K‘..7X
24 Bachelor Father ...... . .KWTX
36 ( President Eisenhower . .KWTX
lA.l'X
| ( Wea., Sports
I.WKJ
65 j.Church In The Home
...KWTX
v3Up.h

13.3
14.8
19.8
20.3
25.3
27.5
19.5
15.3
32.8
35.0
9.8
34.8
25.0
5.3
4J3
20.8
29.8
17.0
15.0
4.3
,14.3
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WITH the inclusion of Associated-Rediffusion in the advertising pages of
tfigiETrs Oct. 22d issue, all four British commercial television networks

,

[Granada-TV ATM, ABC-TV, Associafed-Rediffusion)
are now using longrange advertising campaigns in p^ieTy.
- Why?

Because these corporations have found that psmEff is the

medium in which to showcase their individual achievement stories to impor¬
tant decision-makers not only in America but around the world.
All the-American networks consistently use

as a primary

trade advertising buy. Again because they know that to reach the top level
people in the business pssmff\s a must.
When you seek the attention of the decision-makers of the entertain¬
ment industry around the world you should use PsmEFr too.

DAYS!
LONDON, W.C. 2

PARIS

ROME

8 St. Martin’s PI.
Trafalgar Square
COVent Garden 0135

28 Rue Huchette
Odeon 49-44

Stampa Estera
Tel, 675 906

PtSstlETf
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and we've had three great ones!

WRCA-TV has stacked up quarterly records one

after the other this year. The third quarter was the sweetest! WRCA-TV’s share of audience was up
a juicy 17%*bver last year... sales up a mighty 26%. It has been the biggest third quarter and the
biggest first nine months in the station’s history! Whatever your product, don’t miss the recordbreaking harvest of the last quarter.. . on the NBC leadership station in America's richest market.

spurge: ns, july

sept

^ssvs

1952WRCA-TV*4

NBC IN NEW YORK SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES
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Post-Election Day Fever Key To
Chi Ruckus Over Live Talent Axings;
Stations Complacent, AFTRA Bitter
By LES BROWN
Chicago, Nov. 4.
If the heat’s on here you’d never
know it. For all the ruckus raised
by the local chapter of AFTRA
and certain. Democratic politicos
anent wholesale cutbacks in live
talent at the o&o stations, there’s
been nay a palpitation at any of
the stations, not even at the NBC
shop, which has been drawing
most of the fire.
Windy City
managements the past two weeks
have been watching the chain re, action of events with cud-chewing
complacency.
The near indifference is ac¬
countable two ways: (1) the sta¬
tions believe the political foot¬
balling of the issue will end to¬
day (Tues.) as soon as the elec¬
tion results are toted up, and (2)
they’re convinced the Federal
Communications Commission won’t
act on the AFTRA petition for an
investigation of station practices
. because this would establish a dan¬
gerous precedent. It would mean,
the station toppers feel, that any¬
one could beef to the FCC every
time a station starts juggling
around its programming.
Nevertheless, the AFTRA chap¬
ter continues to brandish touchy
rhetoric straight out of the Bar¬
row Report. In fact, the talent
union was scouring the town last
week for a copy of the complete
Barrow literature, tipping the di¬
rection of its strategy. And, all
this at a time when negotiations
are getting underway for new un¬
ion contracts with the stations.
At a special meeting of AFTRA
membership here last week, a
president’s committee was ap¬
pointed to work with exec secretary
Ray Jones on the petition for a
public hearing of NBC’s license
renewal application in Chicago,
Furthermore,
the membership
voted unanimously to authorize
Jones to spend whatever funds he
deems necessary to further the
purpose. ’Members were .appealed
to on the J>asis that their “entire
future as (performers) iiTChicago
are at stake.”
AFTRA’s support to date has
come abundantly from politicians,
with Mayor Richard J. £>aley.
Senator Paul H. Douglas, apd Con¬
gressmen Sidney R. Yates and
Peter F. Mack registering appeals
to the FCC and other government
phalanges for open hearings on
the NBC license and complaining
that the web’s Chi o&os, WNBC
and WMAQ, are not being oper¬
ated in the public interest Lat¬
est political fuel to be added was
that of the City Council a week
ago, which sent another missive to
the FCC demanding an investiga¬
tion.
Some industry observers feel,
the stations will be shocked after
elections to find the solons still
carrying the ball. They cite, for
instance, the fact tha Dorsey Con¬
nors, one . of he WNBQ fixtures re¬
cently deleted by new veep-g.m.
Lloyd Yoder, is the daughter of
William (Botchy) Connors, a state
senator who is known to be very
influential at the Mayor’s office.
Also that certain newsman caught
in the program pruning have po¬
litical chums who won’t sit still
for the firings.
The AFTRA complaint was
answered by NBC attorneys in
New York, who argued that the
FCC would be permitting itself to
become embroiled in a private
labor controversy between a un¬
ion and a station if it.were to act
on the petition. Argument accuses
the talent union of “seeking to
use the Commission as a forum
for its supposed complaints so
that it can harass .NBC, examine
the financial records of WNBQ
and WMAQ, cross-examine the sta¬
tions’ management and obtain as
much publicity as possible.”
The NBC brief stated that only
6% of WNBQ’s programs were af¬
fected by the shakeup and that the
shows bumped-were let go "on the
basis
of
audience
response.”
ARB share-of-audience statistics
were attached to show that all but
one of the shows cancelled rated
fourth ' in this market, and the
lone exception ran a poor third.
AFTRA’s rebuttal reprised the

P’SsttEff

Robb’s New NBC Slot

Aroh Robb is slated to step into
the role of manager of special pro¬
gram's for the NBC-TV NetWork
within the next few weeks.
Previously he held down such
NBC-TV chores as director of adj-ministration for color, and manager
of special events and administra¬
tive exec of “Wide Wide World.”
Since June‘he has served as man¬
point that it was involving itself ager of administration.
in the day-to-day programming de¬
cisions at the stations but was
alerting the Commission to “the
latest sequence of actions in a
continued policy of disregarding
certain aspects of the public in¬
terest in the community.”
The rebuttal was punctuated
with a statement that the NBC
brief “brazenly insults the activi¬
ties of a United States Senator, a
United States Representative, the
Mayor of Chicago and others.”
Spot television, often considered
the-unglamouroUs sister of network
tv, and chiefly used by giant adver¬
tisers to supplement their network
buys, isn’t running true to form
during the first half of the ’58-59
television season. A study , of the
top network spenders finds that
out of the first 15, six of the adver¬
tisers
did not qualify in the spot
Washington, Nov. 4.
The Joint Council on Educa¬ picture as big spenders.
General Motors Corp., ranked
tional Television asked the Federal
Communications Commission Mon¬ second in the first six months of.
day (3) to launch a fullscale in¬ ’58 in network buys was not among
vestigation leading toward new the top 50 spot buyers. GM on be¬
policies on allocation of education¬ half of its divisions shelled out
al channels.
over $11,000,000 in gross network
In a separate petition filed simul¬ time charges alone during the first
taneously, Council asked FCC to half of ’58. Chrysler, which ranks
set- aside for educational use of as the fifth largest backer of net¬
VHF channels in five cities. They work tv also is not among the top
were Rochester, N. Y.; Norfolk, 50 spot tv spenders. Ditto for Ford,
Va., area,* Reno, Nev.; Waycross, Kellogg, American Tobacco and
Pharmaceuticals.
Ga., and Panama City, Fla.
While this group would lead one
Petition for probe cited “serious
obstacles to effective noncommer¬ to think that the spenders of net¬
cial telecasting, particularlyXjn work tv are shunning spot for fi¬
large metropolitan areas.” It said nancial or other reasons this is not
there are no educational outlets in necessarily so, foe’four of the top
such cities as Washington,. Balti¬ five network spenders are the
more, New York, Cleveland and largest spenders in spot television.
Los Angeles. Principal reason, ac¬ Procter & Gamble ranks both
cording to Council, is that FCC number one in network and spot
has reserved only UHF channels tv and General Foods, while being
the third largest web spender is
for education in these areas.
It urged FCC to take steps en¬ the fourth largest spot buyer. Col-.
abling an expansion of educational gate-Palmoliver the fourth largest
service through use of VHF chan* network buyer is the third largest
spot purchaser. Holding down the
nels.
fifth slot in network buys is Lever
Bros., which ranks number two as
a spot buyer.
A total of 29 of the top 50 net¬
work spenders do not appear on
the top 50 spot tv list though and
while the largest of the bluechip
corporations may be badong net¬
Public Information and Service work tv buy? with spot, the major¬
Bureau—in short a lecture, bureau ity of network buyers either can’t
—is being established by the N. Y. afford it or don’t find it a &ood
Chapter of the Academy of Tele¬ buy.
vision Arts At Sciences. In addi¬
tion to lining up speakers from
video to make the rounds of col¬
leges, foundations and other organ¬
izations, the new outfit will serv¬
ice the same outlets with con¬
Chicago, Nov. 4.
sultants “from all phases of tele¬
Two WGN announcers are leav¬
vision.”
ing Chicago this week to operate
Grey agency v.p. Hal Davis, who radio stations of their ownj- Howard
recommended the need of this Dorsey to KFMA in Davenport, Ta.
speaker service in the first place, and Jim Johnston to an .AM-er in
becomes chairman of the new bu¬ Watertown, N. Y. Dorsey will he
reau. Also working in the setup partner and general manager of
will be Bertram Berman of CBS, the Davenport station and will con¬
Don Cash of NBC, producer Paul tinue to make weekly trips to Chi
Tripp and puppeteer Bill Baird.
for “World Is Yours,a tv show on
There was discussion of a fee for which he has been commercial an¬
speakers and consultants, who it nouncer for six years.
seems will work largely with uni¬
Johnston will detour for six
versities and colleges with courses months to WQUA, Moline, HL to
in video, but latest expectation is learn the commercial end of the
that the participants will work on business while the facilities of his
a feeless basis, as a nationwide Watertown station are erected.
service. As for travel expenses,
the issue is still unresolved, al¬
Hartford—Harvey Olson, pro¬
though it’s considered possible that
the Academy itself will try to raise gram manager for WDRC here, has
travel money for its troupe of ex¬ been upped to#v.p. in charge of
public ralations, a new post. Re-,
perts.
placing is Charles Parker,

Soaps Dominate

Autos Way Off

Ask FuDscale
Educ 1 TV Probe

ATAS Sets Up Lecture
Bureau As An AM To
Groups, Universities

Two Chi Announcers
Buy Their Own Stations

Chrysler’s Holiday Boy
Chrysler Corp. is picking up the
tab on ABC-TV’s Thanksgiving
parade in Detroit for the fifth con¬
secutive year. Telecast will be
from 10:15 to 11 a.m. on Nov. 27.
Bob Keeshan, CBS’ “Captain
Kangaroo,” will star in the ABC
show. Chrysler pacted via Leo
Burnett.
Memphis — George Monrose,
Tampa, Fla., was put in the prexy
slot of KWEM. Memphis daytime
indie, in a full scale changeover
made by owner Ed Dee Rivers Jr.
New station chief at the same time
made a complete program change
in making the outlet an outright
country music station.

WMCA’s Ticket
A precedent for radio out¬
lets may have been established
with WMCA’s (Nathan Straus*
owned indie in Gotham) deci¬
sion to take an editorial stand
on leading political candidates
for office.
As part of his regular Fri¬
day editorials, Straus last week
took to the air to proclaim
WMCA’s endorsement of spe¬
cific state and congressional
candidates. In this instance,
Straus advocated the election
of the Democratic ticket with
Averell Harriman as . head.
Advocacy of the Dems was re¬
peated on Shnday (2) at same
time.
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Chi’s Whoop-DerDo
Chicago, Nov. 4.
If the Windy City observance of National Television Week turns
out to be one of the splashiest in the country, as it promises to
by present blueprint, this will have happened at least partly be¬
cause the local industry knows it needs a good public relations
job done on itself in a hurry.
The bad press resulting from personnnel cutbacks at WNBQ
and the AFTRA complaint to the FCC against network practices
at the owned stations here is felt to have affected all of television
in this city. Even the indie WGN-TV, feels itself splashed in the
mud-slinging, as a mere bystander in the controversy.
As a matter of fact, it was WGN-TV that took the initiative in
whipping up the cooperation of all five Chi stations (including the*
educational one, WTTW) and three major industry organizations
in the city—the Chi chapter of Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences, the Broadcast Advertising Club, and Chicago Unlimited.
This was effectuated by the position of Jim Hanlon, WGN-TV’s
press chief, as a pivotal figure in all three organizations.
.The five stations have pledged to cooperate in-Ahe on-the-air
campaign with filmed and live announcements and special program
features and interviews, and each has appointed a representative
to committee for the coordinated Chi observance. Kiwanis, Rotary
and Lions Clubs will all get the NTW pitch during the week of
Nov. 16, and Kiwanis is contributing a motorcade through the
Loop plugging the theme of National Television Week on Nov. 20.

WOR-TV’s Taped Grapplers
WOR-TV is picking up a video
taped wrestling show from Boston.
“Wrestling—Bedlam from Boston,”
title of the taped show, debuts Fri¬
day (7) in the 9:15 to 10:3Q p.m.
time slat.
‘ Addition of wrestling ups the
sports shows on the station, which
now includes: “Harness Racing,”
“Top Pro Golf,” “Championship
Bowling,” “Big League Bowling,”
and “Blue Ribbon Bowling,” as
well as Saturday’-s “High School
Football Game of the Week.”

CBS Radio
Continued from pace 35 —

86 of them at the gathering
voted in its favor. Nine negative
votes were cast, with eight stations
abstaining from.voting. The rest
of the approximately 200 affils
were not present at the meeting.
It was pointed out that under
the new. arrangements, affiliates
would have a chance to do more
regional sports broadcasting af¬
ter 8 p.m. thus bringing in addi¬
tional revenue. Realistic affiliates
reps thought the new network
program consolidation plan was
an attempt to “patch up kn old
tire” but what was really needed
was a “new kind of tire for an old
car.” Hi any event, they were
willing to try to operate within the
revised setup, aware that many
national advertisers apparently
weren’t too hot on network radio
particularly in evening time, but
that network Tadio should exist,
especially in view of its news cov¬
erage from all global points.
Charles C. Caley of WMBD,
Peoria, was re-elected chairman of
the CBS Radio Affiliates Assn.
Board of Directors at last week’s
meeting in Gotham. He was re¬
tained in his job by acclamation.
John S. Hayes of WTOP, Wash¬
ington, was reelected vice-chair¬
man and Worth Kramer, WJR,
Detroit, and Lee B. Wales, Storer
Broadcasting Co., Miami Beach,
were once again chosen directorsat-larger
Board of Directors also includes
Joseph K. Close, WKNE, Keene,
District 1; George M. Perkins,
WROW, Albany, District 2; Har¬
old P. Danforth, WDBO, Orlando,
District 4; Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC,
Memphis, District 5; Joseph M.
Higgins, WTHI, Terre Haute, Dis¬
trict 6; Frank Fogarty, WOW,
Omaha, District 7; J. C. Kellam,
KTBC, Austin, District 8 and Westerman Whillock, KBOI, Boise,
District 9. Hayes, vice-chairman,
represents District 3.
On the surface, all appeared to
be relatively calm at the affiliates
meeting and the resolution passed
at the end of the conclave gave
the impression that the broadcast¬
ers were impressed with “the ob¬
jectives and purposes set forth in
the new Program Consolidation
Plan . . .” and expressed their
“appreciation to the members of
the Committees who have pro¬
duced .this new forward-looking
radio network broadcast concept.”
HoweverT there was some dis¬
content with thp revised program
setup and future financial arrange¬
ments between the web and its
affiliates. It was evident that a
few dissatisfied affiliates would be
willing to give up their alliance
with CBS Radio in favor of NBC
Radio. A couple of such overtures
were reported.

Crutcher’s Death
A Shock to NBC
Sudden death of Jack Crutcher
10 days’ ago in Brussels, only a
week after he had wound up a
gruelling sixmonth assignment at
the World’s Fair on behalf of NBCRCA International, came as a
shock to execs at the network ana
the parent company.
Crutcher, who was 41 years old,
was found dead in his Brussels
apartment,
having suffered a
cerebral hemorrhage apparently
in his sleep. He was found by the
superintendent of the apartment
building who notified the U.S. Em¬
bassy. Latter in turn notified NBC
in New York and arrangements
were made for removal of his body
to St. Louis, where his mother and
sister reside. His wife and two chil¬
dren, living in California, also
survive.
As director of NBC color tv ex¬
hibit at the fair (where over the
sixmonth span more than 2,000,000
visitors witnessed tint tv) Crutcher
was responsible for turning out
120 15-minute live tint “produc¬
tions” per week, operating seven
days a week. It was a feat that so
impressed his superiors in N. Y.
that they had decided on some farreaching plans for Crutcher in con¬
nection with the future expansion
of NBfe International. His next as¬
signment was to have -been South
America, and it was while taking
a brief sabbatical in Brussels that
Crutcher suffered the fatal stroke.
Crutcher'came to the Brussels
assignment cold; having never be¬
fore ventured into production. For
years he was Hollywood-berthed
►turning out comedy scripts for
Ozzi Nelson and other tv (and prior
to that radio) performers.

BRUNSWICK’S 40QG
FOR TV BOWLING
Chicago, Nov. 4.
Brunswick, makers of bowling
equipment, has purchased a skein
of seven distaff kegler shows on
NBC-TV, the first of which goes
on Dec. 13 in what will be the
web’s Saturday afternoon sports
block. “Women’s Major League
Bowling,” as it’s titled, will be
slotted at 5 p.m. (EST), directly
after the NCAA football games. It
will be on film.
Estimated expenditure by Bruns¬
wick is $400,000. McCann-Erickson
is the agency.

Zenith’s Peak Profits
Chicago, Nov. 4.
Zenith Radio Corp. reported net
profits in third period and first
line months as- new alltime highs
for any corresponding periods in
the company’s history.* Net income
for the nine months (ended Sept.
30) was $6,537*561 or $6.64 a share,
a gain of 33% over the same period
in 1957. Profits in* the third quar¬
ter rose to $3,54T,877 or $3.60 a
share from $2,487,164: or $2.53 a
sharethe same, period last year.
Zenith also established hew alltime highs in factory shipments of
tv sets and dollar value of ship¬
ments.
Day after Zenith’s, import was
published, £the .s’onflpahy’s stock
went up seven points on the big
board.
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Post-Election Day Fever Key To
Chi Ruckus Over Live Talent Axings;
Stations Complacent, AFTRA Bitter
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Robb’s New NBC Slot

Aroh Robb is slated to step into
the role of manager of special pro¬
grams for the NBG-TV NetWork
within the next few weeks.
Previously he held down such
NBC-TV chores as director of adj-ministration for color, and manager
of special events and administra¬
tive exec of “Wide Wide World.”
Since June ‘he has served as man¬
point that it. was involving itself ager of administration.
By LES BROWN
in
the
day-to-day
programming
de¬
Chicago, Nov. 4.
If the heat’s on here you’d never cisions at the stations but was
alerting the Commission to “the
know it. For all the ruckus raised latest sequence of actions, in a
by the local chapter of AFTRA continued policy of disregarding
and certain. Democratic politicos certain aspects of the public in¬
anent wholesale cutbacks in live terest in the community.”
talent at the o&o stations, there’s
The rebuttal was punctuated
been nary a palpitation at any of. with a statement that the NBC
the stations, not even at the NBC brief “brazenly insults the activi¬
shop, which has -been drawing ties of a United States Senator, a
most of the fire. Windy City United States Representative, the
managements the past two weeks Mayor of Chicago and others.”
have been watching the chain re¬
Spot-television', often considered
action of events with cud-chewing
the unglamourous sister of network
complacency.
tv, and chiefly used by giant adver¬
The near indifference is ac¬
tisers to supplement their network
countable two ways: (1) the sta¬
buys, isn’t running true to form
tions believe the political foot¬
during the first half of the ’58-59
balling of the issue will end to¬
television season. A study , of the
day (Tues.) as soon as the elec¬
top network spenders finds that
tion results are toted up, and (2)
out of the first 15, six of the adver¬
they’re convinced the Federal
tisers
'did not qualify in the spot
Washington, Nov. 4.
Communications Commission won’t
The Joint Council on Educa¬ picture as big spenders.
act on the AFTRA petition for an
General Motors Corp., ranked
tional
Television
asked
the
Federal
investigation of station practices
second in the first six months of
because this would establish a dan¬ Communications Commission Mon¬ *58 in network buys was not among
day (3) to launch a fullscale in¬
gerous precedent, it would mean, vestigation
leading
toward
new
the top 50 spot buyers. GM on be¬
the station toppers feel, that any¬
on allocation, of education¬ half of its divisions shelled out
one could beef to the FCC every policies
al
channels.
over $11,000,000 in gross network
time a station starts juggling
In a separate petition filed simul¬ time charges alone during the first
around its programming.
half of ’58. Chrysler, which ranks
taneously,
Council
asked
FCC
to
Nevertheless, the AFTRA chap¬
as the fifth largest hacker of net¬
ter continues to brandish touchy set aside for educational use of work tv also is not among the top
rhetoric straight out of the Bar- VHF channels in five cities. They 50 spot tv spenders. Ditto for Ford,
were
Rochester,
N.
Y.;
Norfolk,
row' Report. In fact, the talent
Kellogg, American’ Tobacco aihd
union wras scouring the town last Ya., area; Reno, Nev.; Waycross, Pharmaceuticals.
week for a copy of the complete Ga., and Panama City, Fla.
While this group would lead one
Petition for probe cited “serious
Barrow literature, tipping the di¬
rection of its strategy. An<^ all obstacles to effective noncommer¬ to think that the 'Renders of net¬
this at a time when negotiations cial telecasting, particularly in work tv are shunning spot for fi¬
are getting underway for new un¬ large metropolitan areas.” It said nancial or other reasons this is not
there are no educational outlets in necessarily so, for four of the top
ion contracts with the stations.
five network spenders are the
At a special meeting of AFTRA such cities as Washington,. Balti¬ largest spenders in spot television.
membership here last week, a more, New York, Cleveland and Procter & Gamble ranks both
Los
Angeles.
Principal
reason,
ac¬
president's committee was ap¬
number one in network and spot
pointed to work with exec secretary cording to Council, is that FCC tv and General Foods, while being
Ray Jones on the petition for a has reserved only UHF channels the third largest web spender is
public hearing cf NBC's license for education in these areas.
It urged FCC to take steps en¬ the fourth largest spot buyer. Col-.
renewal application in Chicago.
gate-Palmolive, the fourth largest
Furthermore,
the
membership abling an expansion of educational network buyer is the third largest
voted unanimously to authorize service through use of "VHF chan¬ spot purchaser. Holding down the
Jones to spend whatever funds he nels.
fifth slot in network buys is Lever
deems necessary to further the
Brps., which ranks number two as
purpose. ‘Members were appealed
a spot buyer.
to on the basis that their “entire
A total of-29 of the top 50 net¬
future as (performers) iiTChlcago
work spenders do not appear on
are at stake.”
the top 50 spot tv list though add
AFTRA's support to date has
while the largest of the bluechip
come abundantly from politicians,
corporations may be barfang net¬
with Mayor Richard J. JDaley,
Public Information and Service work tv buys with spot, the major¬
Senator Paul H. Douglas, apd Con¬
of network buyers either can’t
gressmen Sidney R. Yates and Bureau—-in short a lecture, bureau ity
afford it or don’t find it a stood
Peter F. Mack registering appeals —is being established by the N. y. buy.
to the FCC and other government Chapter of the Academy of Tele¬
phalanges for open hearings on vision Arts & Sciences. In addi¬
the NBC license and complaining tion to lining up speakers from
that the web’s Chi o&os, WNBC video to make the rounds of col¬
and WMAQ, are not being oper¬ leges, foundations and other organ¬
ated in the public interest. Lat¬ izations, the new outfit will serv¬
est political fuel to be added was ice the* same, outlets with con¬
Chicago, Nov. 4.
that of the City Council a week sultants “from all phases of tele¬
Two WGN announcers are leav¬
ago, which sent another missive to vision.”
ing
Chicago
this
week to operate
the FCC demanding an investiga¬
Grey agency v.p. Hal Davis, who radio stations of their own, Howard
tion.
recommended the need of this Dorsey to KFMA in Davenport, la.
Some industry observers feel speaker service in the first place, and Jim Johnston to an AM-er in
the stations will be shocked after becomes chairman of the new bu¬ Watertown, N. Y. Dorsey will he
elections to find the sdlons still reau. Also ‘working in the setup partner and general manager of
carrying the ball. They cite, for will be Bertram Berman of CBS, the Davenport station and will con¬
instance, the fact tha Dorsey Con¬ Don Cash of NBC, producer Paul tinue tQ make weekly trips to Chi
nors, one .of he WNBQ fixtures re¬ Tripp and puppeteer Bill Baird.
for “World Is Yours,”Na tv show on
cently deleted by new veep-g.m.
There was discussion of a fee for which he has been commercial an¬
Lloyd Yoder, is the daughter of speakers and consultants, who it nouncer for six years.
William (Botchy) Connors, a state seems will work largely with uni¬
Johnston will detour for six
senator who is known to be very versities and colleges , with courses
influential at the Mayor’s office. in video, but latest expectation is months to WQUA, Moline, Ill. to
learn
the commercial end of the
Also that certain newsman caught that the participants will work on
in the program pruning have po-1 a feeless basis, as a nationwide business while the facilities of his
Watertown
station are erected.
litical chums who won’t sit still service. As for travel expenses,
for the firings.
the issue is still unresolved, al¬
Hartford—Harvey Olson, pro¬
The AFTRA complaint was though it’s considered possible that
answered by NBC attorneys in the Academy itself will try to raise gram manager for WDRC here, has
New York, who argued that the travel money for its troupe of ex¬ been upped, to v.p. in charge of
public ralations, a new post.. Re¬
FCC would be permitting itself to perts.
placing is Charles Parker.
become embroiled m a private
labor controversy between a un¬
ion and a station if it were to act
WMCA’s Ticket
on the petition. Argument accuses
the talent .Union of “seeking to
Chrysler Corp. is picking up the
A precedent for radio out¬
use the Commission as a forum tab on ABC-TV’s Thanksgiving
lets may have heen established
for its supposed complaints so parade in Detroit for the fifth con¬
with WMCA’s (Nathan Straus*
that it can harass NBC, examine secutive year. Telecast will be
owned indie in Gotham) deci¬
the financial records of WNBQ from 10:15 to 11 a.m. on Nov. 27.
sion to take an editorial stand
and WMAQ, cross-examine the sta¬
on leading political candidates
Bob Keeshan, CBS’ “Captain
tions’ management and obtain as Kangaroo,” will star in the ABC
for office.
much publicity as • possible.”
As part of his regular Fri¬
show. Chrysler pacted via Leo
day editorials, Straus last week
The NBC brief stated that only Burnett.
took to the air to proclaim
6% of WNBQ’s programs were af¬
WMCA’s endorsement of spe¬
fected by the shakeup and that the
Memphis — George Monrose,
cific state and congressional
shows humped were let go “on the
Tampa,
Fla.,
was
put
in
the
prexy
candidates. In this instance,
basis
of
audience
response.” slot of KWEM. Memphis daytime
Straus advocated the election
ARB share-of-atldience statistics indie, in a full scale changpover
of the Democratic ticket with
were attached to show that all hut made by owner Ed Dee Rivers Jr.
Averell Harriman as head.
one of the Shows cancelled rated New station chief at the same time
Advocacy
of the Dems was re¬
fourth in this market, and the made a complete program change
peated oh Shnday (2) at same
lone exception ran a poor third.
in making the outlet an outright
time.
AFTRA’s rebuttal reprised the country music station.

Autos Way Off

Ask Fullscale
Educ’l TV Probe

ATAS Sets Up Lecture
Bureau As An Aid To
Groups, Universities

Two Chi Announcers
Buy Their Own Stations

Chrysler’s Holiday Boy
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Chicago, Nov. 4.
If the Windy City observance of National Television Week turns
out to he one of the splashiest in the country, as it promises to
by present blueprint, this will have happened at least partly be¬
cause the local industry knows it needs a good public relations
job done on itself in a hurry.
The bad press resulting from personnnel cutbacks at WNBQ
and the AFTRA complaint to the FCC against network practices
at the owned stations here is felt to have affected all of television
in this city. Even the indie WGN-TV, feels itself splashed in the.
mud-slinging, as a mere bystander in the controversy.'
As a matter of fact, it was WGN-TV that took the initiative in
whipping up the cooperation of all five Chi stations (including the"
educational one, WTTW) and three major industry organizations
in the city—the Chi chapter of Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences, the Broadcast Advertising Club, and Chicago Unlimited.
This was effectuated by the position of Jim Hanlon, WGN-TV’s.
press chief, as a pivotal figure in all three organizations.
The five stations have pledged to cooperate inv4he on-the-air
campaign with filmed and live announcements and special program
features and interviews, and each has appointed a representative
to committee for the coordinated Chi observance. Kiwanis, Rotary
and Lions Clubs will all get the NTW pitch during the week of
Nov. 16, and Kiwanis is contributing a motorcade through the
Loop plugging the theme of National Television Week on Nov. 20.

WOR-TY’s Taped Grapplers
WOR-TV is picking up a video
taped wrestling show from Boston.
“Wrestling—Bedlam from Boston,”
title of the taped show, debuts Fri¬
day (7) in the 9:15 to 10:30 p.m.
time slot.
Addition of wrestling ups the
sports shows on the station, which
now includes: “Harness Racing,”
“Top Pro Golf,” “Championship
Bowling,” “Big League Bowling,”
and “Blue Ribbon Bowling,” as
well as Saturdays “High School
Football Game of the Week.”

Crutcher s Death
A Shock to NBC

Sudden death of Jack Crutcher
10 days’ ago in Brussels, only a
week after he had wound up a
gruelling sixmonth assignment at
the World’s Fair on behalf of NBCRCA International, came as a
shock to execs at the network ana
the parent company.
Crutcher, who was 41 years old,
was found dead in his Brussels
apartment, having suffered a
cerebral hemorrhage apparently
in his sleep. He was found by the
superintendent of the apartment
Continued from page 35
building who notified the U.S. Em¬
86 of them at the gathering bassy. Latter in turn notified NBC
voted in its favor. Nine negative in New York and arrangements
votes were cast, with eight stations were made for removal of his body
abstaining from voting. The rest to St. Louis, where his mother and
of the approximately 200 affils sister reside. His wife and two chil¬
were not present at the meeting. dren, living in California, also
It was pointed out that under survive.
the new. arrangements, affiliates
As director of NBC color tv ex¬
would have a chance to do more hibit at the fair (where over the
regional sports broadcasting af¬ sixmonth span more than 2,000,000
ter 8 p.m. thus bringing in addi¬ visitors witnessed tint tv) Crutcher
tional revenue. Realistic affiliates was responsible for turning out
reps thought the hew network 120 15-minute live tint “produc¬
program consolidation plan was tions” per week, operating seven
an attempt to “patch up kn old days a week. It was a feat that so
tire” hut what was really needed impressed his superiors in N. Y.
was a “new kind of tire for an old j that they had decided on some farcar.” In any event, they were j xeaching plans for Crutcher in con¬
willing to try to operate within the nection with the future expansion
revised setup, aware that many | of NBfc International. His next as¬
national advertisers apparently signment was to have 4>een South
weren’t too hot on network radio America, and it was. while taking
particularly in evening time, but a brief sabbatical in Brussels that
that network radio should exist, Crutcher suffered the fatal stroke.
especially in view of its news cov¬
Crutcher 'came to the Brussels
erage from all global points.
assignment cold; having never be¬
Charles C. Caley of WMBD, fore ventured into production. For
Peoria, was re-elected chairman of years he was Hollywood-berthed
the CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. 'turning out comedy scripts for
Board of Directors at last week’s Ozzi Nelson and other tv (and prior
meeting in Gotham. He was re¬ to that radio) performers.
tained in his job by acclamation.
John S. Hayes of WTOP, Wash¬
ington, was reelected, vice-chair¬
man and Worth Kramer, WJR,
Detroit, and Lee B. Wales, Storer
Broadcasting Co., Miami Beach,
Chicago, Nov. 4.
were once again chosen directorsBrunswick, makers of bowling
at-larger
equipment, has purchased a skein
Board of Directors also includes of seven distaff kegler shows on
Joseph K. Close, WKNE, Keene, NBC-TV, the first of which goes
District 1; George M. Perkins, on Dec. 13 in what will be the
WROW, Albany, District 2; Har¬ web’s Saturday afternoon sports
old P. Danforth, WDBO, Orlando, block. “Women’s Major League
District 4; Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC, Bowling,” as it’s titled, will be
Memphis, District 5; Joseph M. slotted at 5 p.m. (EST), directly
Higgins, WTHL Terre Haute, Dis¬ after the NCAA football games. It
trict 6; Frank Fogarty, WOW, will be on film.
Omaha, District 7; J. C. Kellam,
Estimated expenditure by BrunsKTBC, Austin, District 8 and Westerman Whillock, KBOI, Boise, wick is $400,000. McCann-Erickson
District 9. Hayes, vice-chairman, is the agency.
represents District 3.
On the surface, all appeared to
be relatively calm at the affiliates
meeting apd the resolution passed
Chicago, Nov. 4.
at the end of the conclave gave
Zenith Radio Corp. reported net
the impression that the broadcast¬ profits in third period and first
ers were impressed with “the ob¬ %ne months as- new alltime highs
jectives and purposes set forth in for any corresponding periods in
the new Program Consolidation the company’s history.* Net income
Plan . .
and expressed their for the nine months (ended Sept.
“appreciation to the members of 30) was $6,537,561 or $6.64 a share,
the Committees who have pro¬ a gain of 33% over the same period
duced this new forward-looking in 1957. .Profits in'the third quar¬
radio network broadcast concept/’ ter rose .to $3,547,877 or $3.60 a
HoweverT there was some dis¬ share from $2,487,164.; hr $2.53 a
content with the revised program share'the same, period last year.
Zenith also established new allsetup and future financial arrange¬
ments between the web and its time highs in factory shipments of
affiliates. It was evident that a tv sets and dollar value of ship¬
few dissatisfied affiliates would be ments.
Day after Zefaith’s report was
willing to give up their alliance
with CBS Radio in favor of NBC published,"^fhe company’s stock
Radio. A couple of such overtures went up seven points on the big
board.
were reported.

CBS Radio

BRUNSWICK’S 400G
FOR TY BOWLING

Zenith’s Peak Profits
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THE POINT WE’RE EXOAIMING IS THIS:

TfCGQ SMHEiHBa
IS POWER-LOADED!
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bade Stuff—Ka£o-TV

From the Production Centres
; Continued from page 34 ;

reatt. Jim Hurlbut takes over Angell’s last broadcast chore, “Sounds
of the City," on WMAQ . .. Max Cooper, prqssagent turned producer,
left town over the weekend: to Florida and points south to shoot at
pilot of a projectedoffbeat sports teleseries . . . King’s Jesters tick
off 16 years on WBBM’s "Gold Coast" show this week and their 33d
in show biz as a trio . , . Ralph Atlass, 'Vyestinghouse Broadcasting
veep In charge of WIND, delivered the station’s first editorial last
Thursday (28) on the Education-Welfare Bond Issue. He recommend¬
ed <an affirmative vote . . . Gary Mann signed on as regular singer on
WGN-TY*s "Fran Allison Show” ... Ed Farron, former announcer at
WBBM who was bumped a week ago, joined a stock brokerage firm.

IN LONDON

. . .

Dolores Gray, who first became a star in London when she appeared
in "Annie Get Your Gun," shared top of the bill on "Sunday Night at
the London Palladium" with Domenico Medugno. He’s the Italian
song writer, whose "Volare” has become an international smash. Also
on the bill were Pinky mid Perky «„v ABC-TV is to run a special 15minute Armistice Day show, "Hie Bomb,” on Nov. 9. There will he
no credits for anyone involved, not even the stars, director, writer, etc.
. . . Victor Fnncea, who played the lead in ‘The Strong Are Lonely"
‘in Paris and on Broadway, repeated his role in Granada-TV’s Rever¬
sion last week . . . Charlie Drake and the Beverley Sisters starting
new series for BBC-TV . . . Ana Bussell, who is completing another
British tour, was featured in "Music for You” on BBC-TV last Sun¬
day (2):_CBS filmed the idiot of a new series entitled "The Diplo-.i
mat” in London last week. Philip Abbott came in from New York to
play the title role. The web will now decide whether the skein should
be completed in London or Hollywood.

IN SAN FRANCISCO

. ..

First California tv teaching project started last week, when KQED,
Frisco, began beaming 14 weekly hours of teleclasses to 140,060 stu¬
dents, 4,500 teachers and 40 public school districts in Frisco area.
School districts have put up $55,000 of necessary outlay for Reclames
and Fund for Advancement of Education has adefed another $25,000.
Raymond L. (Larry) Smith Is XQED’s director of school broadcasting
and classes being taught include physics, Spanish, current events
(with ex-CBS news analyst Ann Hunter), natural science, math and
music . . . KSFO issued a new rate card, according to General Man¬
ager Bill Shaw. New rates are up almost 20%—Shaw points to com¬
parison of July-August Pulse surveys for ’57 and *58 as justification
of raise, notes KSFO audience was up 92% overall. Cost of a single
one-minute spot on Don Sherwood's morning show is now $45, on Bob
Colvig’s afternoon show $40, in any other Class A'time $35 and hr all
other time $30 . . . XCBS did first network station editorial in Frisco
area last Friday (31), coming out fiatfootedly against State Proposition
No. 17. New General Manager Mamie Webster voiced the five-minute
edit This isn’t quite so brave as it sounds—no one favors No. 17 and
it was put on ballot simply as a stalking horse for the "right-to-work”
proposition, over which California is in a great lather.

HARRY GOLDEN
(Monitor)
Producer; Al Ciptaff
Director: Elliott Drake
SJfinfc, San. (2), 5:48 ml
B. MANISCHEWITZ
NBC Radio, from New York
(Al Paul Lefton}
Harry Golden, who halls from
the East Side of Gothanrs melting
cauldron and is now living in Char¬
lotte^ N.C. where be publishes the
Carolina Israelite and is the author
of the current best-seller, "Only
in America," is being packaged by
the Al Paul Lefton Co. ad agency
in these five-minute NBC Radio
segements.
Latching on to the -colorful
Golden is a sound Idea hut In the
initial segment caught Sunday (2)
the editor-philosopher seemed to
hfc building up to an arrant pitch
for Manischewitx’i bottled gefulte
fish. During the briefie on "Moni¬
tor" he hurriedly spoke of the
wonders of Yiddish cooking, sigh¬
ing madrigally over kreplaeh,
chicken liver, schmaltz and gefulte
fish, all baric staples In Jewish
households. He did manage how¬
ever to get off an amusing yarn
about the Methodist lady’s husband
who thought be would locate a
20-pound gefulte fish in his fa¬
vorite body of water.
Golden comes over strongly with
a warm, unaffected style of re¬
counting yarns. More time to
story-telling and less to. the spon¬
sor’s products would* add consid¬
erably to the precious few minutes
allotted him.
Bans.

Georgs Abrams' status and tenure as advertising chief of the Rev¬
lon account is whispered on the wobble. His sounding-off in the press
against "The $64,000 Question” heretofore not notably hit by the
quiz-blitz, supposedly angered boss Charles Revson. Although the
continuance of the bellwether and long toprated program controlled
by Entertainment Productions . Inc. is now uncertain, the behindscenes palaver involving Revon, Abrams, Steve Carlin and CBS has
been quite acute.
On Sunday night (26) in Its "The Way of Life” series, BBC radio
put the spotlight on nude shows and prostitution in the West End of
London. The program featured interviews by a minister of religion,
with a producer at a newly opened club theatre and wit^h two of tho
show girls backstage; with two hostesses, who frankly admitted that
they were subject to temptation and that their job was to gef male
customers to spend money; and with two young prostitutes.
The program was surprisingly frank and there was no ’ attempt to
gloss over the spread of vice in the West End. The prosties made no
hones about the fact that they indulged in that way of life purely for
the monetary gain;, and one, when asked for her definition of sin,
said "when one did it for nothing.” The program wound up with a
discussion between the minister and m rabbi.
William S. Paley, chairman, of the board of CBS, will receive a spe¬
cial award at the Thursday, Nov. 20, Broadcast Pioneers’ luncheon re¬
ception at the Hotel Ambassador, N.Y.
The special award was voted him earlier this year by the Broadcast
Pioneers at the NAB convention. Ralph W. Weil, prexy of the organ¬
ization, will make the presentation.
CSS-TV’S "Conquest” scienceshow which, bows in Sunday, Nov. 18
is conceivably the most cooperative undertaking in tv annals. With two9
big reports due on the human brain and ocean waves, it appears every
interested outfit in the land is pitching in to make the shows punctureproof. Some of the organizations actively participating are Nat’l
Academy of Science, Yale Univ., U.S. Nayy, Stevens Institute of Tech¬
nology, Dept of Interior, American Assn, for Advancement of Science,
Univ. of Michigan, U.S. Soil and Beaeh Erosion Board, U.S. Coast
Guard, National Institutes of Health, Johns Hopkins Univ. (a tv
packager in its own right) and an outfit known as CBC Public Affairs.
Only body. It. appears, not participating is Society for Prevention of
Disparaging Remarks About Brooklyn,

BACKGROUNDS OF MUSIC
With John Brownlee, host
The National. Assn, of Broadcasters will sponsor a Broadcast Man¬
Director: Kathy Berner
agement Seminar next July 6-17 at the Harvard Business School if'
25 Mins* Sat, 6:34 pjn.
enough broadcasters are Interested, Proposed studies will deal with
WCBS Radio, from New York
administrative skills Involved in top executive jobs. Enrollment will
A healthy chunk of good music be limited to 60, at a cost of about $500 a bead for the course.
and sensible program notes form
the basis of "Backgrounds' of
NBC veep Lloyd. Yoder may be having popularity troubles at his new
Music." John Brownlee of the
Metropolitan Opera ^abdvdirector assignment in. Chicago, but in Denver, where he hasn’t worked in
of the Manhattan Schoonpf Music, years, he’s still esteemed as an outstanding citizen. That was proved
is well cast In the role of operatic last week when Yoder received one of 50 Distinguished Citizens Awards
disk jock.
doled Out at the city’s centennial celebration, the only person in
On the program caught (1) broadcasting management to be so, honored. Others in radio-tv to
Brownlee was indeed In his ele¬ receive the accolade were performers Ted Mack and Ralph Edwards.
IN CLEVELAND
ment with interesting narration of
Yoder bad managed XQA in Denver for It years until 1951.
WHK skedded for all-night broadcasting with Tom Brown as host Verdi’s “H TrOvatore." Recordings
. . . WEWS to switch from Bill Gordon live II pm. Saturday stanza featured scenes from the first net
Dorothy Lewis, prexy of the International Assn, of Women in Ra¬
to film programming. . Gordon remains on daily 1 p.m. show
. West- of the Italian opera with such dio-TV and exec director of “Covering the tJN," weekly news service,
in ghouse Broadcasting kicked off its editorial programming on "for" famous arias as "Tacea la ndtte was. cited by the United Church Women during their assembly In
placida”
and
"Di
tale
amore
die
county charter with Roland T. Tooke, vice president, and/John Mcbersi.” Music was conducted by Denver last week.
Clay, general manager talking oa tv. Gordon Davis, radio general man- jiRenato
Mrs. Lewis was among five American women honored by the organ¬
Cellini and featured Zinka
. ager, doing AM stints . . . Ben Armstrong, WJW-TV news director, Milanov as Lenora; Jussi Bjoerling ization and also elected t* the board of managers of the UCM, an af¬
bopped on the head by Russian while touring in Kiev. Armstrong was as Manricoj Leonard Warren, as filiate of the Nat’l Council of Churches of Christ in America. Mrs. Lew¬
not seriously injured in the stone-throwing incident The Russian, Count de Lima; Margaret Roggero is was presented with the citation fer her work in the field of mass
reportedly a mental case, jumped to his death beneath passing trol¬ as Inez, and Nicola Moscana as communications.
ley. Armstrong spent five days in the hospital, said he was “well Ferrando,
treated” . . . KYW’s Bud Wendell and Dick Reynolds staged four-hour
Program comes at an hour of
"Sugar Diabetes” talkathon for volunteers to ring’ doorbells for do¬ the day when sagging spirits call make a salute to the late Glenn
for such lofty musical fare and Miller * fairly cohesive affair.
nations, etc.
Brownlee is a particularly fitting Show, incidentally, devotes 10
figure to annotate the Saturday hours weekly as a tribute to atop
IN DETROIT
dinner-time operatic stanza. The name in the recording and music
Don McLeod is celebrating his 10th year as WJBK disk jockey this Alan Freed and Peter Tripp devo¬ industry.
That’s s lotta time for a tribute.
tees
won’t dig this one. Rons.
week . . . WJR is auditioning talented young musicians for a junior
But the superfluous matter sub¬
Hollywood, Nov.. 4.
symphonic'band . . *. Bob Reynolds, WJR’.s sports director, has been
tracted, actually there,aren’t too
Though CBS-TV is on the hook
named a member of the Board of Electors for the 1958 Heisman
many hours left for a pure salute. for plenty of coin for its 13-week
Memorial Trophy award to the outstanding football player . . . WWJ
And If the Miller memorial pattern
and WJR made elaborate plans for election coverage, remote crews,
is any criterion, ovations to other commitment on "The Divisible
tote boards and special trend reports „ . . Walter Gehrke, chairman
greats of the music world include Man” vidseries starting on the web
of the Board of First Federal Savings and Loan Association, credits
a round of Interviews with the tonight (TuesJ, It’s not going to
Guest of Honor
Affable Ed Herlihy, NBC’s ver-' guest and his associates plus turn- get its full money’s worth as far
the Bud Guest program on WJR with helping boost savings from near¬
satile announcer-emcee who’s han¬ tabling of some appropriate wax- as exposure of the series is con¬
ly $39 million in 1948 to more than $236 million in 1958.
cerned. Web has been unable to
dled everything from the Horn Jc
Hardart Children’s Hour to quiz ln£ effect, "G. of H.” Is a glorified clear its own o&o outlet here,
IN PHILADELPHIA
shows, is running a Mon.-ttrru-FrL disk jockey show that’s a cut above KNXT, with the result that the
average platter pilot's product show won’t be seen at all in the
Democrats bought two-hour live political telethon by Senate can¬ gauntlet in "Guest of Honor." For: the
this noonday WRCA, N.Y., airer because of its “angle.” Human in-:
didate Gov. Leader on WBCV-TV (1) . . . Schmidt 2c Sons, Philly which runs for two hours has an terest element is strong as mani¬ Los Angeles: area.
Situation can change on a mo¬
brewers, sponsoring 20 pro ice hockey games on WCAU-TV, Satur¬ obstacle course of plugs that would fested in the interviews and the
days continuing through March 21 . . . Glen Derringer and sister tend to disrupt almost any spieler’s show undeniably is a peg to hang: ment’s notice, if CBS-TV can come
Brenda (duo-organists) appear on the Jimmy Dean show (Nov. 5) . . . continuity.
countless singj.es and album ex-; up with a sponsor for the series.
Pearl Buck to be guest speaker on initial broadcast of "University
Between commercials which aver¬ cerpts. In ro<Jst cases this makes, But as long as it’s a isustainer,
Round Table” on WCAU (13) . . . Meteoroligist Wally
preemed aged one every five minutes plus for pleasant listening both for KNXT won’t cany the Official
weather show, on WRCV-TV, bankrolled by the Bell Telephone Co. of the five-minute newscasts on the dialers as well as pressagents Films package. Station has a fat
Penna. . . , Barry Nemeoff, WCAU staffer and parttime journalism hour and half-hour, Herlihy . never¬ whose clients are getting "ex¬ commercial order in the time slot,
’ Gitb.
with Nucoa Margarine, in for everyinstructor at Temple U., named tv news editor of WCAU-TV . .. "What theless on Friday (31) managed to posure.”
week sponsorship of the “People’s
in the World?," winner of the 1952 Peabody award, returned to the
air (2) over WCAU-TV. Dr. FroeHch Rainey, professor* of anthropol¬ can’t at that hour. Show includes pictures of previous day’s U. of Choice” reruns.
KNXT set the Nucoa deal several .
ogy at the U* of Pennsylvania,, will again be moderator.
Minnesota football game and coach Murray Wannouth. station re¬
gretfully informed ministers schedule prevents change in time for weeks back, before the network
had
decided on its Tuesday 8-8:30
show . . Twin Cities’ educational tv station, KTCA-TV, one of na¬
IN BOSTON
tion’s 32, now entering second year. In first year it presented 3,500 programming. When the web in¬
Guy Gfcuapapa, film ed of WNAC-TV since ’51, upped to film op¬ programs, including 1,500 live. To help it raise $60,000, which it needs stalled "Keep Talking,” station
erations mgr. and David S. Baker promoted to asst, film operation in addition to its earned income (80%), school children took envel¬ fought off the network’s effort to
mgr. . . . Jerry Williams, -WMEX commentator, honored by City of opes to parents for latter’s donations ... At cost of nearly million get it to carry the show, and same
Hope for civic philanthropic contribs . . . WHDH-TV preems "Curt dollars, WTCN-TV bought Paramount’s 700 pre-1948 library, aug¬ situation now obtains for "Invisible
Gowdy Show,” news, views and interviews, Wed. (5) following the menting its already formidable features lineup. Latest Nielsen figures Man.” KNXT is also carrying local
fights . . . WHDH, radio puts new completely equipped mobile radio reveal its "Movies Spectaculars” nightly 10 o’clock show now tops vidfilm in the Tuesday and Wednes¬
studio into operation this week and first use is broadcast of Fred B. competitors in rating, edging out KSTP-TWs 11 o'clock Jack Paar net¬ day 7:30-8 periods (6:30-7 local
time), but thatfs per the new affili¬
Cole show from shopping area Rosdindale . . WBZ. monitored the Va¬ work show during their competing final 60 minutes.
ation agreement turning over sus¬
tican Radio day and night ”to get first news of election of new Pope
taining 7:30 periods to the stations.
. . . Tony LaCamera, Boston Sunday Advertiser and Boston American IN PITTSBURGH
The 8 o’clock slot, however, repre¬
tv columnist, hack from round of'interviews in Manhattan . . . Mor¬
Barry Kaye’s late night Interview strip from Holiday House over sents network option time.
gan Baker, director "Housewives Protective League” program on
WAMP
dropped
from
three
to
two
hours
(midnight
to
2
a.m.)
.
.
.
Rob¬
WEEI, making p.a.’s in supermkts . .*. WGBH-TV, Channel 2, to be
operating with maximum ’power of 100,000 watts effective Sunday (9). ert Ferguson, executive veep of Ch. 7 in Wheeling, Yf. Va., reelected
St. Lonis — CBS has Contracted
to two-year term on NBC Affiliates Board of Directors. He’s also
the building of a completely
prexy of West Virginia Broadcasters Assn. ... Ed Conway, WIIC news¬ for
modern structure exclusively for
IN MINNEAPOLIS
caster, and his Wife have dated the stork again . . Karl Kraft has KMOX, CBS-owned St Louis staWLOL started something new for Twin Cities, a "two-headed” disk resigned from Ch. 2 announcing staff and will be replaced by Jim ti6n, KMOX General Manager Rob¬
jockey show, its stellar platter spinners, Dan Anderson and Fete Boy-: Gerard, coming here from WLW-D in Dayton . . .Zoel Silverman ert Hyland ahnounced last week.
sen, combining on a daily 6 to 9 morning program... Groupe of minis¬ upped from sales trainee to account exec at KDKA radio . . . Helen It will mark the first time in 20
ters protested to WCCO-TV because station has slotted its “Minnesota Castaldo, formerly in Ch. 2 film department, after living in Italy for years that CBS'has had a building
Football” show Sunday mornings at 10:30, fearful that it will curtail a couple of years, has returned to station as secretary to Bob McGaw constructed to bouse only radio
churchgoingi One pastor complained he’d want to watch show, but assistant program director.
facilities.
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SUSSKIND!

"David Susskind last week turned in a fascinating and
wholly enjoyable OPEN END showonWNT4-TV.lt
was adults it was literate, the conversation flowed
smoothly and the participants, along with Susskind
himself, injected into their gabfestthe kind of infor¬
mality and sense of humor that’s so frequently miss¬
ing from thistype programVARIETY, OCTOBER 29

"One of the most civilized and delightful conversa¬
tions over heard hereabouts on TV, a heartening illus¬
tration of how a literate and witty discussion can be
a most attractive commodity." JACK GOULD,NY TIMES

OPEN END
TUESDAY NIGHT 11PM ON WNTA-TV CHANNEL 13
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Television Followup Comment
^ Continued from page 39 ——

an integrating “theme,” a notion bombed with a long and unfunny
which instead of typing up all the folksong routine.
There’s one technical annoy¬
loose ends merely served as an ance on the show, |he constant
artistic and formating
strait- and-needless switching of camera
angles from side to side during
jacket.
_
Chan.
With its new-found freedom of i a conversation.
format, the Fisher show emerged
Playhouse 90
as a merely routine musicalMaria Schell bowed on the Amer¬
variety hour, which is still more
than a jump ahead of what it’s ican tv channels over CBS-TV in
been to date. Much of the trou¬ “Playhouse 90” on Thursday (30) in
ble still lies in the writing of Ken a weak Mayo Simon adaptation of a
Englund and Bobby O’Brien; while New Yorker story by Henriette
aware that Fisher can’t carry the Roosenburg. Title was “Word From
hour. on his own back, they’ve a Sealed-Off Box” and plot dealt
failed to come up with satisfactory with three women and a man, pris¬
utili2atiori of their guests. More¬ oners in Nazi-occupied Holland
over, the chit-chat dialog they’ve shortly before the end of World
furnished Fisher is both insipid War II and described their com¬
mon bond of resistance, to the Ges¬
and too time-consuming.
The adaptation was weak
Eddie Cantor was on for one | tapo.
and lagging and consequently han¬
-of his now-rare guest shots, and dicapped Miss Schell in her at¬
his stint, covering virtually the tempt to portray the young teacher
entire last half-hour, was devoted of languages who also served as a
to an A1 Jolson salute, with Harry courier for the resistance move¬
Akst on hand to participate. Trou¬ ment.
ble, is it seemed more a salute to ] Despite the shortcomings of the
Fisher than Jolson, with Cantor script, there were scenes in the 90and Akst going to some lengths minute production that quickly re¬
to imply that Fisher is the heir- vealed Miss Schell’s ability to han¬
apparent to the Jolson mantle. dle dramatic scenes with consider¬
Fisher turned out some okay Jol¬ able virtuosity, notably in the first
son numbers, “Rockabye,” “Mam¬ act where she was seen as a Ges¬
my,” “Toot Toot T o o t s i e,” tapo prisoner confined to solitary
“Swanee;” “April Showers” and quarters. Her behavior in the cell
the other standards, but a Jolson was a perceptive piece of acting.
he ain’t, lacking the vocal agility,
Jean Pierre Aumont appeared
the ability of movement, the spirit briefly in opening scenes as the
and charm and the overbearing leader, of the underground movepersonality of Jolie.
- ment. He was on so little as to
In fact, the highlight of the turn leave scarcely an impression. Vivi¬
wras when Cantor stepped out of an Nathan and Betsy Von Furstenhis chair to due^with Fisher on berg played the other prisoners
“Carolina in the Morning,” sup¬ with Miss Von Furstenberg rising
planting Fisher with some oldtime markedly in portrayal of a black
harmony that carried the kind of marketeer. Theodore Bikel gave a
vocal authority and ease that one good performance as the Gestapo
doesn’t see so often anymore. Can¬ cliief.
Fred Coe, who ordinarily infuses
tor limited himself to the one num¬
ber, but the show could have used his production with an electric in¬
some more of him.
tensity, failed to do so in “Word
Otherwise, Fisher on his own From a Sealed-Off Box,” nor did
did more than nicely on the vocal Franklin Schaffher’s direction give
front, turning in a pleasing “Thank off continuous sparks. Some excel¬
Heaven for Little Girls,” a strong lent camera work was evident how¬
“Pennies from Heaven,” and some ever in the onening scenes. Too
excellent duetting with Anna bad. Miss Schell had to grapple
Maria Alberghetti on a 'trio of with such a soft shell of a paly.
standards, “Why Do I Love You,”
Rans.
“Make Believe” and “You Are
Love.” Miss Alberghetti, as al¬
ways, was attractive and in ex¬
cellent voice in the duet and in her
solo turn, “Une Belle Die.” George
Gobel, in his first stint of the — Continued from page 30
season on the Fisher show, had a state of flux, and this will stimu¬
funny staircase entrance bit but
late business.. We’re not wealthy,
but we’re willing to gamble. The
big companies In tv have no
financial worry at all. They should
go along with helping the me¬
dium; the public is entitled to the
best we can give them. How can
you lose on%a 13-week deal when
you have possession of the. nega¬
tives?” he stated.
Webb predicted that the 13-week
deal for producers will become
commonplace, and he added, “in¬
stead of carping about it, why not
take the gamble and meet the
M|t. William Morris Aponcy
clients half-way? It we bofh gam¬
ble, we’ll see if we can’t bring
about this renaissance in tv more

Webb

PERFORMER!

quickly. Here at Mark VII, we’re
more than willing to take that
chance.
“I don’t care if we don’t make
a profit on the 13 films, just so we
break even, and take care of our
overhead. However, if a show
proves itseif in 13 weeks, I think
a new arrangement should be
made to give the. producer a profit.
I don’t think the producers should
give their • wares away, but they
should be willing to sacrifice pro¬
viding they come out even..
“This will take a great deal more
courage on the part of the client,
to try* a new type of show and
see if it can make it in 13. Actu¬
ally, on a 13-week deal the client
notifies the producer regarding re¬
newal in five or six weeks after the
show is on the air, and that isn’t
much time to judge. The sponsor
is going to have to use more oldfashioned intuition and horse-sense
and not rely wholly on ratings.
Unfortunately, rrjany sponsors have
been victims of- splendorous, magnificient. pilots of a series which
then turned out to be not so good.
So today they’re afraid to take a
chance. When we talk to the
agencies these days, they’re not
satisfied with just a pilot, they ask
us what about the second, third
and fourth shows.
“Actually,. it takes longer than
13 weeks to prove a show, in many
cases, and here is where the spon¬
sor must rely on his judgment,
[ hot solely oh the ratings.”

Brit. Vidpix
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Television Reviews
Continued from page 39

ehase in the woods between a seen I
and unseen man, a car seemingly]
driven by an unseen man, a knock¬
down dragout fight between a seen
and unseen proiaganist, etc. Some
of these segments were shocking,
some amusing, and some just
didn’t stand up dramatically.
Not helping the situation was
the humdrum script penned by
Michael Connor and Michael Carmoy. Scripted, characters from the
“doomed” scientist to the heavy
were cliche-ridden. Plot lines also
were unnecessarily complicated,
with the use of too many wrinkles
over the half-hour span. Insuffi¬
cient time and effort was spent in
.establishing the situation and char¬
acters, for one thing.
Photography, including the trick
shots, was good. The English scien¬
tist who becomes invisible is an¬
onymous in the credits. He went,
around during most of the episode*
with a bandaged face. Lisa Daniely,
as his widowed sister, was wooden
in her role. Deborah Watling, child
actress playing the scientist’s niece,
was okay. Michael Goodliffe played
the heavy competently. Supporting
cast did an okay job.
Show at this point is without a
sponsor. It’s the first of the new
science-fictioners this season to get
an airing. Unless the public flips
for novelty alone, prospects for the
show don’t look bright, judging
from the preem.
Horo.

bility—within the pattern set down
—would help.
When caught, the half-hour was
largely concerned with drill and
repetition; as such, required un¬
usual concentration (students ar®
supposed to be either in class¬
rooms, or in groups at home, when
“taking” the course). Pronunciation
of common words and phrases, and
the writing of Russian, were other
facets—well handled.
The professor should avoid shirts
with two-pronounced stripes; also
a large-stone ring on the right hand
distracts in closeups.
Jaco.

Goldwyn Pix
Continued from page 31

Have. Music,” “Cynara,” “Raffles,”
“One Heavenly Night,” “Roman
Scandals,” “Beloved Enemy,"
“Condejnned,” “The Cowboy and
the Lady,” “Bulldog Drummond,”
“Strike Me Pink,” “Come and Get
It,” “The Devil to Pay,” “The Wed¬
ding Nights,” “Goldwyn Follies,”
“Palmy Days,” “Woman Chased
Man,” “The Unholy Garden,” “Kid
Millions,” “Dead End,” “Wuthering Heights,” “Stella Dallas,” Hur¬
ricane,” “We Live Again,” “The
Westerner,” “Dark Angel,”
“Nana,” “The Masquerader,”
“Whoopee,” “The Real Glory,” and
“Splendor.”

Continued from page 31

cial tv station beamed 107 pro¬
grams, of which 16 consisted of
American films equalling 13% of
the running time. The remainder
of the program contained 11 films,
made in Britain mostly under An¬
glo-American auspices, and of the
balance of 80 programs both live
and recorded, no more than six or
eight had some minority non-Brit¬
ish element in them, either in their
writing, production or their per¬
formance. The British-made films,
the report explains, eanr all the
dollar revenue necessary to pay for
the, American filmed imports.
While the Television Act, the re¬
port adds, echoes a widespread de¬
sire that British tv should provide
the fullest possible scope for Brit¬
ish creative talent and should pre¬
dominantly reflect British cultural
values, no reasonable person would
think it right for Britain tofisolate
itself from the rest of the world.
Indeed, if the attempt were made
it would soon be found that the
work of British writers, actors, di¬
rectors and producers was no long¬
er -wanted abroad.
Atlanta—James E. Bailey and J.
Robert Kerns, managing directors
of WAGA Radio and WAGA-TV,
announced appointment of. Dale
Clark, known as “dean of Atlanta
newsmen,” as news director of
WAGA-Radio and WAGA-TV.
Clark has been associated with
news department of WAGA radio
14 years and news side of WAGATV since station opened 10 years
ago.

PRODUCER 1

SPONSOR 1*

“NO MATTER HOW YOU LOOK AT IT . .,
IT’S DESIGNED FOR YOU’’

.. . THE FINEST IN PROMPTING .. .
TAILORED TO FIT YOUR BUDGET .. »
DESIGNED TO m ALL CAMERAS
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

630 9th Ave..
JU 6-6466

5 W. Hubbard,
MO 4-6646

810 N. Highland
HO 7-9262

WJZ-EDITORIAL
With Larry Israel
Director: Harry C. Shoubin
Writer: Gwinn Owens
10 Mins., Thurs.. (23), 10:50 p.m.
WJZ-TV, Baltimore
WJZ-TV has gone editorial, join¬
ing the still few ip number sta¬
tions . that tell viewers what they
think, and finished product is a
neatly done, literate and simply but
effectively produced spot that does
the channel credit.
This is second in a newlylaunched.series of editorials, prom¬
ising to cover topical but local
subjects. The first hit the Balti¬
more Transit, this one treated
traffic and safety hazards as re¬
lated to suburban home develop¬
ment and the next will cover the
proposed Charles Center. TheyTre being presented on a
time-to-time basis. Ten minutes
is all station gives it and this be¬
fore the “Late Show,” but 10 is all
it seems to need.
Pros, cons and suggested solu¬
tions are presented by manager"
Larry Israel, who simply sits at
table and sneaks directly into cam¬
era. .In this edition, Israel cov¬
ered hazards presented in typical
row house development in and
around city, with emphasis on au¬
tomobile danger to children, cited
lack of planning on part of builders
and then concluded with solutions.
It was straightforward, wellconstructed and intelligently pre¬
sented. To, date subjects have
been surefire ones, not likely to of¬
fend too many. What will happen
when hotly-contested topics ape
hit will be interesting to watch.
Cedro.
BASIC RUSSIAN
With Dr. Arash Bormanshinov
30* Mhu.; Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 2:30 pjn.
MOHAWK - HUDSON COUNCIL
ON
EDUCATIONAL.* TELE¬
VISION
WTRI-TV, Albany
Mohawk-Hudson Council, on Edu¬
cational Television has launched
an ambitious project, over local
Stanley Warner-owned .station, in
this course. It is primarily aimed 'at
high' school students - desiring to'
earn graduation" credits/by study¬
ing, via* television, the .Russian
language. An examination will be
given at the completion of two
“air” years/
...
Dr. Arasfi Bormanshinov,' as-j
sistant professor of Russian and
German at Rennselaer Polytechnic
Institute in Troy, conducts the pm- j
gram. “Essentials Of Russian,” by
Von Gronicka, is the textbook used.
Supplementary material is offered
—this obtainable by writing the
Council in care of WTRI.
Dr. Bormanshinov is obviously
new to the video medium, which
is far from an easy one for a^ub-1
ject as difficult to teach, within!
i the allotted time and format, as
Russian. However, there were in¬
dications, toward the end of the
second origination viewed, that the
I competent -college instructor had
begun to relax and to project more,
i effectively..Smiling as he held up j
! a^ camera—to illustrate the mean-]
ing of Russian he had written on!
a blackboard—he suddenly became J
warmer, friendlier. Greater use of!
visual backup material, as well as
emphasis on imagination and flexi¬

AFTRA-Indies
Continued from page . 31 a—^

paying the full national rate at th®
outset.
These rates cover one-time use
in any or every market in the coun¬
try. For reruns, the customary
AFTRA code applies, 75% of the
national rate for the* first rerun,
75% for the second and 50% for
third, fourth and fifth reruns.
Claude McCue, local exec secre¬
tary, said that the indie stations
haven’t raised any serious objec¬
tions to the formula, but added
that an agreement hasn’t been
reached yet because of the other
stumbling-blocks in negotiations.

_
A REAL
“DUTCH TREAT1',.*
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Political Copy
X—; Continued from page 35

ercise their limits of continuity ac¬
ceptance over the copy submitted,
and this apparently was due to
misinterpretation of the law and
FCC rulings on “political issues,”
as opposed to those on “candidates
for public office.” Latter group
falls under the provisions of Sec. I
315 of the Communications Act,
and licensees are forbidden from
tampering with copy except in
obvious cases of obscenity, etc.
However, the “public issues” rul¬
ings are a different matter alto¬
gether, rules being covered not by
Sec. 315 but by the “FCC Report
on Editorializing by Broadcast Li¬
censees.” This “Report” gives the
station a broad power over broad¬
cast of public issues, calling on the
station to use its “best judgment
and good sense” in the handling oi
such issues, stricturlng it to as¬
sume a “positive” mle and to as¬
sure itself that it find “responsible
representation” for each side of
an issue.
Many California stations, particu¬
larly those in the Los Angeles area,
used these rules to exercise string¬
ent censorship over the material
submitted by Californians for
Public Schools. Others, unaware
of the fine points of the law, be¬
lieved they had to accept the ma¬
terial as submitted, and aired it
without blue-pencilling. It wa&
these commercials that produced
the furore, resulting in protests to
the FBI, along with the FCC. In
fact, mention of president Eisen¬
hower in the commercials drew a
prompt disavowal from the White
House.
Even the right of continuity ac¬
ceptance, however, didn’t solve the
problem for stations. Under their
interpretations of the rules, they
could have refused business from
both sides on the Proposition 16
issue, ducking the matter alto¬
gether. But once having given facil¬
ities to the measurers opponents,
they felt obliged to allow their
facilities for its proponents, under
the “fairness and balance” clauses
of the FCC “Report on Editorializ¬
ing.” Although they may have felt
that
Californians
for
Public
Schools were not “responsible rep¬
resentatives” of the pro side, there
were no other representatives avail¬
able, and in the end, stations felt
there was no other choice but to
accept their commercials..
Those stations who did censor
the copy did a heavy job of it
One station exec in L.A. said that
the original copy was “real hatemongering stuff” and was immedi¬
ately rejected. Group then offered
two other commercials, a watereddown version of one of them being
the final choice by the station. This
particular outlet checked its Wash¬
ington. attorneys before making a
decision on the matter, but other
outlets weren't so fortunate in
their ability -to get advice.
The seven LA television outlets
were lucky, -Same group submitted
commercials to them, but because
all it could afford was eight-second
ID’s, it kept its copy clean, arguing
only on the tax advantages passage
of the measure would afford. Sta¬
tions accepted this without demur,
though they used the customary
“following, is a paid political an¬
nouncement” disclaimer preceding
the copy. *

CBSand‘Lady’
Continued front pare 1

.been tremendous, with the album
a sock seller and the three com-'
panie# playing ‘to smash- business.
Tim Broadway production, cur¬
rently
139th week at the;
Bellinger"- Theatre, has been a
steady sellout* while . the London
edition has been going clean since
Its opening last April 30 at the
Drury. Lane Theatre. The road
company,"- currently in the 53d
week of an indefinite run at the
Shubert 'Theatre, . Chicago, has
been playing to healthy business,
although not in the Capacity
groove.

WISK: Tor Women Only’ SCOTS, TOO, FEAR
St. Paul, Nov. 4.
YANK-TEMPOED TV
WISKf owned by the Tedesco
brothers who built It with their
own hands, now .advertises itself as
the Twin Cities.’ “for-women-only
radio station;”
Its programming includes, along
with two-minute newscasts and
editorials, “quickie” lectures of 30
to 60 seconds duration on sex, mar¬
riage and family problems by one
of its staffers, James Alden.
Alden gives this advice to the
lovelorn and anguished five to
eight times a day.
The station also is employing Dr.
Jacob Berg, a local consulting
psychologist, to discuss feminine
problems submitted to him by
women dialers. •

WLIB'S NATIONAL CLIENTS
WLIB, N.Y., which programs
primarily for the Negro market,
signed eight new national sponsors
to spot schedules running as long
as 60 weeks.

Glasgow, Nov. 4.
A television board for Scotland
is advocated here Ijy. the Scottish
Nationalist Party “if Scotland is
not to be submerged in a stream
of Anglo-American ideas and cul¬
ture.”
The party has asked the British
Government to allocate the re¬
maining four television frequency
channels to a non-profit-making
board.
The Nationalists also hit out at
Scot indie tv services. “Their most
popular items are their Scottish
programs,” they claim, “but‘never¬
theless Scottish commercial tv
has so far not produced a single
Scot play or a play from Scotland.
“Despite promises of greater
Scottish emphasis, because of its
commercial nature, the probability
is that 'canned’ programs from
America and England at cheap
rates will remain the vital thread
in its organization.”

5ft

Third TV Channel for Britain May
. Invite Whole New Trogram Mosaic
----1

By HAROLD MYERS

London, Nov. 4.
The future role of the tv pro¬
gramming companies, if a third
network is allocated to the Inde¬
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
pendent
Television Authority, was
Shelley Hull has exited Henry
Jaffe Enterprises to join the Ted explained by Sir Robert Fraser,
ITA’s
director
general, when intro¬
Bates agency as a production su¬ ducing the annual
report to the
pervisor in the Hollywood office.
press.
It
was
proposed,
subject to
Hull was associate producer of
the
programmers
acceptance,
to
Jaffe’s “Shirley Temple Story-,
end
the
existing
“mosaic”
whereby
book,” and earlier, “Producers
the
three
principal
areas
were
Showcase.”
divided among four major com¬
Prior to his Jaffe stint, Hull was panies on a split-week arrangement
with MCA, where he was associate and to reallocate the territory on
producer on “General Electric The¬ a seven-day-a-week operation.
atre,” and with ABC-TV as a di¬
The details. Sir Robert revealed,
rector.
had been settled by the ITA with
the program companies as far back
Pittsburgh—James L. Snyder, as 1955, under what has become
news director of KDKA-radio for known as the “option agreement.”
the last three years,_has been ap¬ The bare details of this agreement
pointed assistant to Guy S. Harris, have been common knowledge for
the station’s programming head. _{Continued on page 54) «*.

Shelley Hull Exits Jaffe
To Join Bates Agency

The cake says “Anniversary”-^just ten years since Blair-TV
began operations in November of 1948, as television’s first
exclusive national representative.

proved by the experience of John Blair & Company in station
representation, including:
Development of a mature staff to concentrate on television

In those ten significant years, television has outdistanced all
other forms of national advertising.
The TV-homes total has leaped from 172,000 in early 1948
to more than 43,500,000. *
, ,

exclusively.
Constant selling-through to decision-levels both with agencies
and'ddvertisers.

Spot television, barely started with 9-miHion-dbIlar volume .
in 1949, is headed toward a 400-million dollar year in 1958. •
Yes, in ten significant years television has proved itself the
most powerful selling force ever developed. In that development*
Blair-TV has taken an active part.
From the outset Blair-TV followed principles thoroughly

limitation of our list to stations and markets we could sell
effectively.
*
The start of our next ten years provides a fitting occasion to
express our deep and sincere thanks to the stations listed
below—stations whose alert cooperation has enabled us. to help
advertisers take full advantage of the almost-Iimitless selling
power inherent in Spot Television,
*TvB estimate —10/15/61

Duggan/ Salkfti Settle
Chicago, Nov. 4.
West Coast tv ^personality Tom
Duggan, a Chicago exile, has set¬
tled his differences witli former
agent and business manager Leo
Salkin, who had sued Duggan sev¬
eral years ago for jumping con¬
tract. Duggan, according lo his-at¬
torney Sol R. Friedman, has agreed
to a settlement of $15,000

KAH0-TELEVKION

W-TENAlbany*$.chenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV—Altoona •
WJZ-JV-Baltimore •

TELEVISION'S FIRST EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV-Boston
WBKB-Chicago
WCPO-TV—Cincinnati
WEWS—Cleveland
WBNS-TV-Columbus

KFJZ-TV—Dallas-Ft. Worth
WXVZ-TV—Detroit
KFRE-TV-Fresno:
WNHC-TV—
Haftford-New Haven
KTTY—ios Angeles
WMCT-Memphis
WDSU-TV—New Orleans
WABC-TV-New York
WOW-TV-Omaha

WFIL-TV—Philadelphia
WIIC—Pittsburgh
KGW-TY—Portland
WPRO-TV—Providence
KGQ-TV—San Francisco ,
KING-TV—
Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI-St Louis
WFLA-TV—
Tampa-St Petersburg
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Third British TV Channel
; Continued from page 53
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some time, but have never before tv, is hardly likely to give a blank
been publicly referred to in an check to the- program companies
without imposing severe restric¬
ITA report.
<■
The ITA topper explained that tions. Among them could be a
with the coming of a second com¬ tax on advertising, which would
mercial network there would be seriously affect earning capacity of
six major outlets in London, the the commercial networks. Such a
Midlands and the North. The exist¬ tax would be at source and imposed
ing major companies, AssOciated- on the advertiser; at the present
Rediffusion, Associated Television, time, all ad expenditure is an ac¬
Granada-TV and ABC-TV, would cepted relief against taxation.
have the first option to operate four
The Socialists, too, would look
out of these six outlets on a seven- askance at- any influence-moulding
day basis. The remaining two industry which was able to rack up
contractors might be chosen from such sensational profits as are cur¬
among the other programming rently being earned in commercial
companies already operating on a tv.
If anything, the Laborites
regional basis, but there were no would want to curb the earning
advance commitments.
power of such companies, rather
Under the present division of the than extend them.
territory, London is shared Toy
A-R and ATV, the former having
the five weekdays; the Midlands
territory is divided between ATV
and ABC-TV, the latter taking care
Continued from pace 1 ===
of the weekends; ABC-TV also has
the weekend allocation in the tronic extension of utilizing the
northern areas, with Granada-TV same headliners who made their
in charge of the weekday program¬ mark in films and radio and many
ming.
of whom date back to the great old
The division of the three terri¬ days of vaudeville.
tories among the four majors has
“We’ll be worse off than, the
yet to be agreed. So far, the
“option” only applies to the prin¬ movies,” he observes, “unless the
networks
.and, the affiliates do
ciple of reallocation.
On the prospects of the third something to cradle new talent.
That
also
goes
for the talent agen¬
network Sir Robert listed several
possibilities.
The new station cies. But, no,'the moment some¬
body
is
‘hot’
or
even looks hot the
could, of course, be allocated to
the BBC; it could be handed over pricetag on him goes up. ’
“I’ve
proposed
a 1%-of-the-gross
to a new public corporation, which
would either have to be financed from each station affiliate into a
common
talent
fund to scout,
out of license revenue., or pay its
way from the sale of advertising; groom and develop new talent. The
thirdly, it could be handed over to big leagues do it with baseball:
the ITA to run a new competitive Big business does it as a matter of
service within the commerical course. But the very thing that
framework; or the Government makes the entire tv medium pos¬
could decide to set up a new sible—good talent—gets the big¬
public authority on the lines of gest sluffoff
Clyne is serious about propogatthe ITA to take over the opera¬
tion and administration. Sir Rob¬ ing the talent idea. His $60,000,ert didn't consider the latter a 000 of tv show billings makes it
sound business for him, since some
likely course.
At what time the Government of the McCann-Erickson clients
intends to make up its mind about sponsor items from a $11,000,000
a third channel appears to be ob¬ Desilu Playhouse” deal and Bob
scure. As of the present, it is Hope and Frank Sinatra spectacu¬
still trying to enlist a team to lars to panel, whodunit and soap
serve on a Royal Commission and opera strips.
Clyne indicts the stations and
make a detailed investigation, but
there is no certainty that that the nets alike “for their lack of
course will be pursued. It seems j imagination.
Just like research
unlikely that a snap decision will and development* is part of big
be made before the anticipated j corporate enterprise, so too the deSpring election, but, banking on a j velopment of new program ideas
return to power, the Conservatives and components should be part of
may announce their plans immedi¬ day-to-day management planning.
ately after an election.
Instead, all we do is for agents and
The whole situation, of course, packagers to bring us ideas. We
would be transformed in the event have the bankroll; they have the
of a Conservative defeat and a shows. We can only be as good
Labor victory at the polls. The in merchandising impact (ratings,
Socialist Party, which was hostile etc.) as their shows.”
to the introduction of commercial

Clyne Proposes

TV's Rating Blight
S5S Continued from pace 1

..

sens when stacked up against
prime time displays, yet it’s far
and away one of the best things
tv has produced. A “Small World,”
the Ed* Murrow-Fred Friendly con¬
tribution to Sunday afternoon elec¬
tronic razzmatazz and the better
things in tv life, isn’t likely to
have a chance in terms of Top
10 thinking. A Bing Crosby special,
because of opposition entries, won’t
court Top 10 favor. A “Playhouse
90,” because there’s Groucho Marx
and Tennessee Ernie as rivals, suf¬

fers on the Nielsen-charts. Even a
“Maverick,” one of. the slickest of
the westerns, loses out in -the Top
10 rating sweepstakes because of
the Ed Sullivan-Steve Alien-Jack
Benny competition. Yet these, oyer
the course . of a season’s span, are
the shows worth remembering and
that contribute—no matter what
the ratings say—toward taking tv
out of its trivia classification. •
In fact the list of qualitative,
worth-watching, 'doomed-to-low-rat¬
ing shows is fairly impressive. Yet
the intra-network bleeding, scratch¬
ing and screaming over which net¬
work captured the most half-hours
on the rating charts, down to the
last fractional percentage point,
throws the real meaningful picture
completely opt of focus and puts
the accent where it doesn’t belong.
Over the span of the season, it’s
more tlian likely, regardless of Top
10 evaluations or night-by-night
competitive standings, that NBC
and CBS (and perhaps to an equal
degree the revitalized ABC) will
emerge with a fairly well distri¬
buted quota of clinkers and, quali¬
tatively speaking, hits. A measure¬
ment that will pinpoint this aspect
of programming, it’s felt, would
help the industry immeasureably
in wronging existing evils; in rid¬
ding tv of inferior programs and
perpetuating the worthwhile.
The nihilist -school of “video
snobs” contends on the one hand
that “tv is suicide-happy; bent on
self-destruction.”
The network
chieftains, on the other, maintain
that programming is better than
ever. The truth lies somewhere in
between. As long as there is a
Groucho Marx, a Phil Silvers, a
Jack Benny, a “Playhouse 90,” a
few good westerns, an “Omnibus”
and a “Small World”—tv will be
keeping pace with progress.
As yet nobody’s come up with
a better .measurement. But that
doesn’t mean it can’t be done.

Harris Probers
Continued from page 26

merce Commission, Civil Aeronau¬
tic Board and Federal Power Com¬
mission, federal independent agen¬
cies under its jurisdicition, along
with FCC.
Although the Pittsburgh channel
4 matter is before a federal grand
jury here, the subcommittee wants
to go into it further to “clear up”
accusations which had been made
in public sessions earlier, Robert
W. Lishman, subcommittee general
counsel, explained. Thus, the in¬
vitation to all the accused to come
and have their say.
Only one person mentioned in
earlier hearings has not been for¬
mally asked to testify. That is
Sen. George Smathers (D-Fla.j.
Congressional rules of politeness
forbid a House subcommittee from
calling in a Senator to explain his
conduct, and vice versa with Sen¬
ate investigating groups.
Smathers was accused of making
an appointment for Richard Berlin,
a Hearst executive, with then-Commissioner Mack. Hearst was an
applicant.
Continuation of the Harris Sub¬
committee involves highest level
politics. The top Democratic and
Republican leaders of the House,
Sam Rayburn and Joseph W. Mar¬
tin Jr., will decide the position
their, parties will take on the fu¬
ture of the controversial investi¬
gating subcommittee. And that
will determine what happens to it
following its present expiration at
New Year.

■ 0-LAND

More than a Marketl It’s a Big Slice of the U.S.A.!

Joe Floyd’s Great 4-State TV Beam!

South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska^
plus several counties in N.D.

KEL0
KDL0
KPL0

and boosters

tv

Sion Falls:
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AberdoeR — HiiroR — WatertowR
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Fierro — Valerttino — ChamborlalR

General Offices: Sion Falls, S. D.
JOE FLOYD, President
Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr, * Larry Bentson, Vice-Pros.
REPRESENTED BY H-R
!■ Minneapolis; Wayne Evans & Assoc.
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CBS Creative Staff
Continued from page 35

Charles Russell and Eva Wolas
(“Pursuit”), Cecil -Barker (“Red
Skelton Show”), Stanley Rubin,
David Lewis Larry Burns, Peter
Kortner and Julian Claman. On
the exec producer level, there’s
Norman Felton, William Self and
Edgar Peterson. Bob Banner is
being moved last to film the Garry
Moore show.
At NBC, only active staff pro¬
ducers are A1 McCleery, as exec
producer on “Ellery Queen,” Bob
Finkel, producing the Tennessee
Ernie Ford show, and Bill Asher,
producing - directing the Dinah
Shore “Chevy Show.” Others on
staff are Jack Chertok, who oper¬
ates primarily on program devel¬
opment, Bob Henry, who produced
the summer “Chevy Show,” Allen
Handley, who did last Sunday’s
Sid Caesar entry and operates pri¬
marily on one-shots, and Tom McKnight, operating on development
of new properties. There’s also
Jess Oppenheimer, who’s currently
dickering for his release from a
five-year contract.
Web leans heavily on outside
packages for its programming, and
on this basis, packagers can bring
in producers of their own choos¬
ing. Thus, Hal Kanter producesdirects the Milton Berle stanza;
George Englund dittoes on Eddie
Fisher; Bill Burch is the George
Gobel producer; Ralph Edwards
produces “This Is Your Life” with
his own staff. On film, Groucho
Marx show is still produced with
John Guedel, this going way back,
of course, even to the days when
NBC did so much of its own pro¬
duction.
At ABC-TV, situation is entirely
different, due to the fact that
KABC-TV, web’s . o&o here, is
feeding three shows onto the web.
Thus, KABC-TV staff producers
are getting into the network act,
though the only web-payrolled
nroducer is still exec producer
Bob Adams. On the local front,
Jimmy Baker / ts billing as pro¬
ducer on “Stars of Jazz,” Gene
Banks on “Day in Court” and
Banks and Bob Arbogast on “Traf¬
fic Court.” Moreover, KABC-TV
v.p.-general manager Selig Seligman takes exec Droducer credit, as
does program director Pete Rob¬
inson, on the courtroom shows.

Last-Place Nats
Lose 3506 Client
Washington, Nov. 4
Washington’s Nats, in the Ameri¬
can Baseball League cellar again,
have lost their tv-radio sponsor.
National Brewing Co., which did
not exercise its option after com¬
pleting a three-year contract.
Ball Club President Calvin Grif¬
fith commented: “I’ve just re¬
turned ‘from Cuba and, frankly,
haven’t had a chance to talk to
new sponsors.”
Brewery reportedly paid $350,000 a year for radio-tv rights.

B’casi Promotion
Continued from page 26

of BPA, who will deliver the key¬
note address. ®
Panel on breaking into print
will have Pete Rahn, AM-TV edi¬
tor of St. Louis Globe Democrat,
repping the consumer press and
Steve Libby of Communications
Counsellors (N. YJ, the trade press.
Robert Riemenschneider, media
director of Gardner Advertising,
St. Louis, and Dr. Thomas Coffin,
director of research for NBC, N.Y.,
will form another panel analyzing
ratings. Another panel evaluating’
promotion as a key management
function will be comprised of
Joseph M. Baisch, general manager
of WREX-TV, Rockford, Ill.; Joha
Stilli, sales manager of KDKA-TV,
Pittsburgh; and Lon King, asst v.p.
in charge to tv promotion and re¬
search for Peters-Grif fin-Wood¬
ward, N.Y.

TV’s Stompers
SS Continued from page 2

No. 209 and will feature combos
of men in radio-tv and advertising
fields. George Scanlon, account
exec at WCBS Radio, and Thaine
Engle, commander of the Post and
manager of broadcast promotion at
NBC, are handling ticket distribu¬
tion. Hal Davis of Grey Advertis¬
ing, once again is lining up the
talent.
Last year Benny Goodman and
Helen Ward whooped up a storm
at the concert with the “Batten,
Barton, Durstine and Osborn
Blues.” A similar project Is in the
works
this year.
Continued from page 30 —

KTLA

Angeles as live entries and make
solid cost-per-thousand buys in less
competitive markets by virtue of
their track records and low cost.
Schulke believes KTLA, by vir¬
tue of its live programming sched¬
ule, its relative lack of heavy film
commitments and its studio affili¬
ation, will become the heaviest in¬
dividual supplier of tape syndica¬
tion shows in the. country. His
analysis contends that only nine
stations, the indies in New York,
L. A. and Chicago, will furnish
the bulk of programming, and that
all the others have either heavy
film commitments that prevent ex¬
tensive live program development
or are saddled with 10w capital
funds for development purposes.

Washington — Charles W. God¬
win, Mutual Broadcasting System’s
v.p. for station relations, has been
named to represent his network on
the NAB’s Radio Board of Direc¬
tors. He succeeds Armand Ham¬
mer, former MBS president and
board chairman, who is now a
dircetor of the web.

LOOKING FOR A HOME
IN WESTCHESTER?
I’d Ilka very much to help you. We her*
extensive listings oT most attractive prop¬
erties In North Westchester, ranging from
a charming year 'round cottage at 512,800
to prestige estate*. Several sharply reduced.
This Is the time to buy. Let me know your
requirements. I'll find what you seek. No
obligation of cost. Writ* or phone.

LEYERETT S.

RTDG
—— Continued from page 27 —

would participate, “in keeping
with their duty as members.”
Independent group thought until
Monday afternoon that they might
have to establish an’interim indie
directors union so that NABET
could avoid raiding under the AFLCIO banner. However, they were
informed later that it was only
necessary for them to disassociate
themselves from RTDG officially
in order to make the way legally
clear for NABET absorption.
Spokesman for new body, which
has all ABC radio directors and
assistant directors and all ABC-TV
stage managers and A.D.’s, hoped
that full directors in tv would fol¬
low them “when they realize that
the majority of the shop is leaving
RTDG.”
Breakaways expressed
dissatisfaction with RTDG’s bar¬
gaining strength and feel the larg¬
er NABET organization will be
able to enforce higher demands.
Last week, Michael Kane, RTDG
prexy, said only 20 out of 900
members “voiced a dissident note”
and “This does not represent the
disintegration of a union.”

GLEASON
“The Friendly Broker”

P.O. Bex 594 Yorktown Heights,. N.Y.
YOrfctown Heights 3-4454

The Skowploce of Fort Loo, N. J.
— Tr«ly Lutary .UviBg —
Brick Colonial — 4 bedroomr, dining
room, kitchen, 2 enclosed perches,
recreation room with kitchen area,
4 bathrooms, 2-car garage with lets
of storage, 2 fire places. Beautiful
landscaped grounds. Tile Swimming
Poel with enclosed lockers, plus many
more extras . . . has to be seen to
be appreciated.
$75,000
OTHER LUXURY HOMES
AVAILABLE for YOUR INSPECTION
BERN REALTY
1282 Palisade Ave.,
Fort Lao, New Jersey
WHitRey 3-9110

ON EVEBY CHANNEL

BROOKS
COSTUMES
3 Wert Ntl SI., N.r.C.<T*t. PL 7-J*00
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Nielsens Top 10 In Britain
(Week ending Oct. 19)

Continued front pt{e 2f i—

jaunday Night at the London Palladium .... .(ATV)
Take Your Pick
... .(AR)
The Army Game ..1.<GRANADA)
Double Your Money ..., ,(AR>
Yal Parnell’s Startime..(ATV)
Wagon Train
.... (GRANADA)
Armchair Theatre—“The Time of Your Life’MABCTV)
Dotto .....(ATV)
Spot the Tune ..... .(GRANADA)
International Soccer—
“England vs. Czechosolavkia” .. ,.(AR)
*

79%
)
j
\

77%
:

|76%
75%
74%
73%.
71%
70%

AFTRA Strike Threat Cohunbia 0 Honors
Continued from pace 27

Emffio Azcarraga

lineup like Fred Coe, Herb Brodkin, Gordon Duff and John Housemah, Dozier states, the variety of
top, writers, directors and stars
available to the series becomes far
broader than with a single pro¬
ducer. To the objection raised in
some industry quarters that a show i
tends to lose a sense of continuity
or single viewpoint with a mul¬
tiple-producer setup, Dozier points
put that a variety of viewpoints
tend to keep the show fresher, with
new approaches to story and star
values that tend to be eliminated
with a single producer.
“There's even an element of
competition that’s good for a
show,” Dozier_states. “It may not
be conscious competition, but each j
of these producers look at the
other guy’s work and make up
their minds they’re going to do it
better. The diversity of viewpoint,
the competition and the ability to
attract a wider range of talent tend
to keep the show fresher and more
exciting than' with a single pro¬
ducer,” he states.
While the quartet of producers
on “Pursuit” report to an executive
producer, Norman Felton, the
producers on “Playhouse 90” enjoy
a Unique distinction—they report
directly to management, which in
this case is Dozier and v.p.-programming director Guy della
Cioppa.

HAOIO-TELpVISiey
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CBS-TVs Femme 49 ers May Be
Blown Up to Big Wing-Ding in ’59
CBS Daytime Televisit Week
will, In all probability, he extended
to include all affiliates of CBS-TV
in 1959, as result of this year’s
successful endeavor.
Forty-nine women from each
state in the union including Alaska
Came to Gotham,in September as
guests of CBS-TV to meet up with
daytime personalities and to re¬
port back to their local newspapers
regarding their video adventures.
It proved effective in cementing re¬
lations between newspapers, localaffiliates and a keener awareness
of daytime tv among the women
representatives.
Approximately 180 affiliates with
a like number of newspapers may
be involved in next year’s project.
If CBS management approves the
blueprints for the 1059 project.
Also, advertising agency personnel
may be invited to join with the
woman representatives in. forum
discussions, perhaps along the lines
of the. N.Y. Herald Trib sessions
on public affairs.
CBS-TV, last week, also un¬
veiled “Byline: New York” a filmed
account of the activities of ladies
who covered the video daytime ac¬
tivities, for their hometown
gazettes. The film, produced by
David Gordon and scripted by D.

Z. Sbefrin of CBS News, was
shown at a special screening for
agency execs at the WaldorfAstoria.
Narrated by Walter Cronkite, It
depicted the women attending the
various studio activities, parties,
filing dispatches and interviewing
daytime personalities and network
execs. It also showed the group
descending upon Mayor Wagner at
City Hall and flooding Hizzoner
with souvenirs from the mayors
and governors of various states in
the union.

tive inferred from the sponsors
Emilio Azcarraga, prexy and
that they’d continue paying card director of Cadena Radioifusora
rate for the time. They own even Mexicana, which .operates station
if they have to substitute kines and XEW in Mexico City, and head of
old films in place of fresh material. Mexico’s chief tv network, TelesisThat, he believed, would go for tema Mexicano, will be a recipient
Washington, Nov. 4.
daytime TV too:
But it is not of Coumbia University’s 1958 Maria
Federal Communications Com¬
known whether the offer to sup¬ Moors Cabot gold medal for the
mission has dropped the idea of
port also includes ..paying the “advancement of international
giving Providence, R. I., a third
VHF channel. It said the proposal
specialists -qho are under con¬ friendship in the Americas.”
wouldn’t serve the public Interest
tract to produce, direct, write
Azcarraga is the first represen¬
and ordered an end to rule-making
shows between Nov. 20 and 30, and
proceedings on the matter.
who probably won’t be available tative of radio-tv to obtain a Cabot
for deferred telecasts. Nor is there prize. Three other Latin American
Air hazard considerations, re¬
quired changes in present tv chan¬
any -certainty that bankrollers will newsmen also will be on hand to¬
continue sponsoring daytime tele¬ day (Wed.) at Columbia University
nels and sites and other factors
were cited in. the decision. Com¬
casts indefinitely in light of the to receive their honors from Dr.
probability that rerun films and Grayson Kirk, prexy of .the uni¬
missioners T. A. M. Craven and
kinescopes won’t keep the audi¬ versity.
' John S. Cross dissented.
ence up and the cost-per-1,000 low.
AFTRA spokesmen readily ad¬
mit they are asking for consider-,
ably more than the current SAG
film commercial rates. They ex¬
plain that tape commercials will be
a key means of livlihood in the
future. A union source asserted
that advertisers are upset, not be¬
cause of tape so much, but if
AFTRA wins its tape demands it
will set a precedent which SAG
will follow in negotiating its next
telefilm commercial contract. To
explain* this, he said that the pros¬
pect in the next couple of years is
for the large majority of blurbs to
remain on film. “So naturally,” he
added, “they, fear precedent more
than they do fact.”
“It's a big political factor with
AFTRA • to scoop SAG in some
way,” a web spokesman declared.
He referred to the fact that
AFTRA -and -SAG are currently
waging a fight before the NLRB
for control of tape commercials.
Another executive said that
AFTRA can gain considerable im¬
portance and prestige by winning
the point for high tape residual
payments. (Both AFTRA and SAG
are acutely aware that if NLRB
orders a national referendum to
resolve the issue of tape jurisdic¬
tion, tho loser could readily go out
of biz the day tape really gets go¬
ing, and hence both have made a
series of gestures to win over
thesps.)
Though the networks are trying
to tipe as many, shows in advance
of Nov. 15 as they can, many ex*,
ecutives don’t feel they can get toq
many done.
For instance, CBS cannot muster
all the- required components at this
stage to tape in advance the $50.0,000 budgeted “Wonderful Town,”
which Westclox is signed to spon¬
sor. Show is due on Nov. 30. A
night earlier, CBS will do another.
Victor Borge special, with Pontiac
bankrolling. This too is an expen¬
sive show. NBC will have “Kiss Me
Kate” for Hallmark on the 20fb
(but this will be on tape)* Jn all,
there are six live specials sched¬
uled for NBC and CBS between
the middle and end of November,
when a strike is most likely to take
place, ABC has one skedded.
In addition to the demand for
continuing rates on taped (and
transcribed radio) commercials,
the networks are strongly resisting
AFTRA on at least two other de¬
He’s switched to a brand of cigarettes he saw advertised on WGN-TV.
mands, first of which, it is report¬
ed, is a point adamantly defended,
And he’s sold! The program he saw was Festival of Stars where he and
by the union. (1) Union demands
1,068,000* viewers watch—and buy as a result—every week. (*Nielsen
that the networks write into the
—Sept 7-Oct. 4, 1958).
next contract a proyiso against
A receptive, loyal audience to top-rated programs, is the WGN-TV audience.
feeding programming to an affili¬
ate engaged in a local strike
against AFTRA.
(AFTRA lecats
That’s why Top Drawer Advertisers use WGN-TV.
made this a “must” demand during
Let our specialists fill you in on some exciting case histories, discuss your sales
last .summer’s union conclave.) (2)
AFTRA demands that the networks
problems and advise you on current availabilities.
agree not to use tape reruns or
kinescopes during a strike by
AFTRA. At the negotiations table,
AFTRA was told by the networks
The station that puts ,fGEEl” in your Chicago sales I
that this is impossible—“like try¬
ing to stop the automobile ^manu¬
facturers from selling cars. <hu>
Chicagoans watch Channel 9
ing a strike by DAW.”

NIX THIRD VHF
FOR PROVIDENCE

THIS IS SOME SMOKE!”

WON-TV
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks

Album Reviews

By MXKE GROSS
Vic Damone (Columbia). “SEPARATE TABLES” (Hecht, Lancaster
& Buzzell*) is a pic title tune that
makes sense in the current disk
wars and Vic Damone gives the
ballad a treatment that’s good for
plenty of play. “WE KISS IN A

strikes up a happy beat for lighthearted terping.
Lee Laurence (Metro). “LONELY BALLERINA” (Kassner*) has
some pretty melodic touches but
not enough for a pop stepout.
“'HIS SERVANT” (Jefferson*) is

Best Bets
LLOYD PRICE.......STAGGER LEE
(ABC-Paramount) . /.You Need Love
Lloyd Price's “Stagger Lee'* (Sheldonfj reworks an old folk
item into a hot current property via a heat that's surefire jock &
juke material. “You Need Love” (Pamcot) is another strong item
that will win the rocking crowd.
*

*

LAWRENCE WELK
and Hia Champagne Musio

*

' Present

EDDIE COCHRAN.C’MON EVERYBODY
(Liberty)..
Don’t Ever Let Me Go
Eddie Cochran’s “C'mon Eeverybody” (Metricf) has the right
kind of heat and pepped-up vocalizing that wall continue to keep
him a teen fave. “Don't Ever Let Me Go” (Americanf) sets a win¬
ning beat in a vocal trapping that the kids go for.

"KEYBOARD KAPERS”

With Tiny Little, Jr., Larry Hooper
Frank Scott and Jerry Burke
(Coral Album No. 57214)

1 1 1
the vocal action that usually get
a good spinning workout. “MAYBE YOU’LL BE THERE” (TriAL MAfeTINO. ...HERE IN MY HEART angle*) is another oldie fashioned
('CuM
.
Two Lovers
for ‘the younger generation but
^
' .*.
thev’H Drobablv nass this one by.
AZ Martino's “Here In My Heart” (MeUinf) puts the crooner
J.
$
JYP
back with his first click and he should be able to do it again with
..paqctvp *555?
the rocking beat that's been added. “Two Lovers” (Selmaf) is a
M * °Hdv item
fiivca wic
vcidaiuca a. uuj ivcm
big ballad that fits Martino's vocal temperament.
I with
SSa
catoiSbeat
thatcouldgo
a catching
beat that
could go
places. “CRYING” (Progressive!)
REG OWEN ORCH..MANHATTAN SPIRITUAL is a weeping rocking ballad that’s
(Palette)......Ritual Blues
sure to pull in plays in certain
Reg Owen's “Manhattan Spiritual” (Zodiaci) is a nifty swinging
instrumental headed for big returns all over the spinning circuit,
-Ritual
Blues" (Zodiac
fZodiact;
au in“Ritual Blues'
t) has a moody blues Quality
quality but an
mfeettous beat to pull it through.
fectxous

*
*
*
SONC AF THE DTTCONCS
* .
ill. Sk
(.Gone; ....Jack Gobb
Jimmy Martin’s “Song of the Dugongs” (Gilt) is a strong folk

TTMMY MARTIN
J

item built for a sure commercial payoff. “Jack Cobb1' (Gilt) follows
the lines set by the click “Tom Dooley” but not so effectively.

*

*

*'

ROGER WILLIAMS. ............THE WO_RLD OUTSIDE
(Kapp)..Tchaikovsky Piano Concerto # 1
Roger Williams' “The World Outside” (Chappellf) gives the

pianist another clicko side, this time ‘with the help of a standout
choral backing. “Tchaikovsky’s Piano Concerto No. 1” (Garland*)
gives the keyboarder, enough room to display his fancy fingermark.
*

*

*

EL ROJO..WHEN YQU CHA CHA CHA
(Redd-E) ... .B-B-B Baby
El Rojo's “When You Cha Cha Cha” (Jefferson*) should con¬
tinue the cha cha craze through its hip-swinging style and attrac¬
tive lyric. “B-B-B Baby” (Jefferson*) has a frisky rhythmic pat¬
tern that's okay for some spins.

SHADOW” (Williamson*) is a ro- an average religioso that gets a ‘

ar®as-

.
.
pX, mabth”’
(^^LSn^staSoenSl
(Feist*) gets a rousing instrumental
Tim thaf ^ help
helD promote
oromote the
run
“Mardi Gras” pic for 20th Fox.
“BOURBON STREET BLUES”
(Feist*) is-from the same pic.and
features an interesting blues flavor,
Witches Three & Friends (Disneyland). “JINGLE .BONES” (Dis
ney*> is a weirdie pegged on a
witch’s Xmas day but it has a spin-yuNGL
ES TREE”
TREE”
approach.
y UN GLE
(Disney*) puts Christmas in the
jungle and it gets lost there.
Jane^Joan & Maryann (Paris),
“BE MY LIFE, BE MY LOVE
(Greta!) works into an okay spinning property for the jean set
with a lilting heat and juve-flavored delivery. “WOULDN'T IT
BE WONDERFUL” (Greta!) is another neatly fashioned item that
that will win some spinning friends.
Jerry Madison (Kern): “MERRY
MARY” (St. Lawrence!), a takeoff
on a nursery rhyme, is'a cute
rhythm side crooned pleasantly by
this youngster. “DON’T EVER
J"wgSrlV
MAKE
ME CRY” (St. rLrinS
Lawrence!)

™grot?,nCe

Mi

m¥«™»arner Bros,.
CTooner knows just what to do with TODB8 ^
Domenico

Modusmo

Don Amech'e - Elaine Stritch:
“Goldilocks’1 (Columbia). Leroy
Anderson (music) and Joan FordJean Kerr-Walter Kerr (lyrics)
have worked up a lighthearted,
appealing score 'for their '‘Goldi¬
locks” legituner. It’s heavier on
material than melody but it’s a
serviceable item in the original
cast set genre and should be
highly marketable with the showtune buffs. Elaine Stritch carries
the burden of the vocal responsi¬
bility ■ with a gruff but fetching
piping style and Don Amech'e does
well in the talk-song styling that’s
become standard for the musical
comedy leading men today. Pat
Stanley and Russell Nype round
out most of the other spots nicely.
Lehman Engel’s musical direction
is sharp, as usual.
Mever Davi« Orch: “Dancinr
With Smart Set” (RCA Victor). The
dancing-at-home crowd gets another nifty addition for terp-tables
with this new Meyer Davis package. Maestro* Davis has programmed a dance card that covers
enough styles and rhythms to keep
the dancing feet moving. In the
set are medleys that make waltzfoxtrotting,****hoedown or what
| ^dVe
bave'jou eas^
easy as
as Pie*
pie.
Tommy Sands: “Sands Storm”
(Capitol). - Tommy Sands sticks to
the rock ’n’ roll groove here^which
ought to keep his young fans happy
but will limit the sales potential
with the adult buyers. “Oop Shoop,”
“Maybellene, “Tweedly Dee” and
“Hey Miss Fannie,” or any of the
others for that matter, are strictly
for.the jeaners. He knows what
the young folks want however, and
he gives it to ’em m top style.
Mary Martin: “Walt Disney’s
story of Sleeping Beauty” (Disneyland). This package should answer
; the problem of what to get the

KXU?”
gift
item that’ll hold up as a strong
bread-and-butter item for the Disneyland company. The music from
the score of the Disney pic based
on Tchaikovsky’s “Sleeping Beauty
Ballet” adapted by George Bruns
serves as an excellent setting for
Mary Martin’s narration and vocalizmg
* ^
■ ■
The Keymen: “Dance With Dick
Clark (ABC-Paramount). The tie
here with the ABC-TV disk jock
Dick Clark makes the set a natural
for teenage approval. With Clark
currently running a hot tv “Bandstand” show and with the package
followinrtheoattern
following
the pattern of
of his
his danSe
dance
jSSSlSS
awl^Lay^ Sown'the Te^or

(D ec caV We cr^d who should make It I adier^) is a charming novelty cha ‘^““LJIThe“t™en who "e

s klm.: a^thS^ &essss

Modugno in an English lyric pattern that ought to get him back in
spinning contention. “STRADA’N’
FORSA” (Leeds*) sets up an Ita¬
lian lyric for Modugno with an at¬
tractive beat to help it along.
Lester Lanin Orch (Epic).
“OVER THE RAINBOW CHA
CHA" (Feist*) is another oldie with
a cha cha treatment that ought to
get it back on the spinning parade.
“I WANT MY MAMA” (Robbins*)
is a fine danceable slicing out of
the standard repertoire.
Sons of the Pioneers (RCA Vic¬
tor). “A FIDDLE. A RIFLE, AN
AXE AND A BIBLE” (Feist*) is a
melodic folk item with a popular
flair, from 20th’s “Mardi Gras” pic.
“MY LAST GOODBYE” (Bourne*)
is a soft ballad handled in group’s
standout harmony styling.
Ralph Marterie Orch (Mercury).
“PRETEND CHA CHA” (Brandom*) is .the old Marterie click
but this time in cha cha dress and
it works out extremely well.
“FLIGHTY” (Dreyeft) flies at an
attractive instrumental pace, mak¬
ing it a good programming bet.
Nick Noble (Coral).
“BON
JOUR, BON SOIR, BONNE NUIT”
(Famous*) has a lilting feel that
will appeal to the jocks who like
Songs that have some taste. “A
LUCKY SILVER DOLLA R”
(Southern*) has the handclapping
flavor that pulls coins into the
jukes.
Billy Dawn (Cqed). “SUSIE WE
GOOFED AGAIN” (Winneton!) is
a frisky item with a teenaged fla¬
vor that will get proper attention
from the younger set. “THIS IS
REAL” (Roncom*) is a rhythmical
ballad in which Billy Dawn gets a
good assist from a femme vocal
group.
Bobby Edge (Jubilee). “BARB’RY
ANN” (Portrait!) blends a folk fla¬
vor with a hot beat that should
pay off in the spinning column.
“FIDDLE & BOW” (Royalty*)

Dial with a rocking flavor to attract the teeners but it’s a doubtfu.l shot.
Lee Andrews & The Hearts
(United Artists). “ALL I ASK IS
LOVE” (G&H!) has the beat and

f'ZfRIETY

1.
2.
3.
4.

ANYMORE^ (Shapiro-Bernstein*) of the beat.
-Somethin’ Smith Sc The Redis an excellent ballad .vocalled by
Johnny Wells whose similarity to . heads: “Crazy People” (Epic).
Perry Como is uncanny.
Something happens when Some—r| thin’ Smith and his gang take over
*ASCAP. !BMI.‘
on a popular standard — and it’,s

JO Best Sellers on Coin Machines

IT'S ALL IN THE GAME (8) ...... Tommy Edv
Edwards ... .MGM
IT’S ONLY MAKE BELIEVE (4) __....,..Conrad
;
Conrad Tw
Twitty
.... .MGM
TOPSY (6) ........... Cozy Cole
TOM DOOLEY (3) :..........
Kingston Trio
Tr ..

5. CHANTILLY LACE (2) ...
6. TEA FOR TWO CHA CHA (7) ................. T.. ..

.., .. .Mercury
..
7. THE END (2) ......... Earl Grant ..
8. ROCKIN’ ROBIN (1) ....
__...-. , Bobby Day .
9. I’VE GOT A FEELING <1) ..... _......___:...
10. BIRD DOG (10) ._
....

Big Bopper

Dorsey-Covi
Dorsey-Covington

Ricky Nelsc
Nelson

. ... Imperial

Everly Bros
Bros . .... Cadence

Second Group
DAY THE RAINS CAME
TO KNOW HIM IS TO LOVE HIM
LONESOME TOWN ...
I’LL REMEMBER TONIGHT .....;
WITH YOUR LOVE
TEARS ON MI PILLOW ........
NEAR YOU ....
FOR MY GOOD FORTUNE..
NEL BLU DIPINTO DI BLU ......
SUSIE DARLIN* .. ...

(Raymond LeFevre ...
* (Jane Morgan....
. Teddy Bears ....... .Dore
,. Ricky Nelson .......... .. Imperial
. Pat Boone . ...Dot
;. Jack Scott .. ... Carlton
. Imperials ...........
.. Roger Williams ..... .... .Kapp
. Pat Boone ....•. .Dot
. Domenico Madugno .

.

Robin Luke ........

.......Dot

' [Figures in parentheses indicate, number of weeks song has been in the Top 101

usually for the better. The boys
have a brisk and almost irreverent
approach to their material but it
always comes out as irresistible
listening. The nifty repertoire was
arranged and conducted by O. B.
Masingill.
Ray Ventura Orch:' “La Belle
Bardot” (Dot). Peg for this package
is Brigitte Bardot and with that
marquee lure it ought to do well
across the counters. But Ray Ven¬
tura makes ^what’s in the groove
count, too. He’s taken tunes and
themes from French pix, including
Mile. Bardot’s “And God Created
Woman,” and given them a spright¬
ly and enjoyable Gallic touch. The
photo of the Bardot femme on the
cover will also attract customers
even though it’s only a head shot.
George Feyer: “Memories of
Viennese Operettas” (RCA Victor).
The Viennese mood is right up
George Feyer’s keyboard alley.
This is strictly for those who dig
the Alt Wein schmaltz but there
are enough around to make this a
worthwhile packaging angle. Feyer
covers enough ground here to keep
everybody happy. Included are
such representatives from the
“Blue. Danube15 school as Lehar,
Stolz, Kalman, Linke and Straus
and they are all treated handsome¬
ly. Feyer gets a rhythm accomp
from Al Warner on bass and Tom¬
my Lucas on guitar. ■
Jennie Smith: “Love Among The
Young” (Columbia). Starting with
the Alec Wilder-Norman Gimbel
title tune, Jennie Smith works
through a standup repertoire that
ably shows off her ingratiating
styling on the rhythm and ballad
patterns. It’s her first set for Col¬
umbia—she bowed last year in an
RCA Victor package—and from the
sounds on this package she shapes
as an important addition to the Col
family. Helping to build the ro¬
mantic motif are such pleasing
items as “A Very Special Love”
and “Young and Foolish.”- Ray
Ellis’ orch gives an invaluable
assist.
June Christy: “June's Got Rhy¬
thm” (Captiol). The loose and easy
quality that’s usually found in in¬
time clubs has been successfully
transplanted into the grooves in
this new June Christy package.
The vocal mood is light and airy
with an unstrained swinging beat
that makes the thrush sound better
than ever before. She’s also got a
good selective sense of repertoire
(“They Can’t Take That Away
From Me,” “Blue Moon,” “My One
And Only Love”) which helps give
everything a lift. Bob Cooper’s
arrangements and batonning give
everything a boost.
Bing Crosby: “That Christmas
Feeling” (Decca). There’s probably
no other singer around with as
many Christmas tunes in his
groove than Bing Crosby, but
Xmas and The Groaner have'virtu¬
ally become synonymous so there’s
probably lots of sense to this new¬
est entry for the 1958 season. In it
are the pops, the hymns and tha
carols culled from Crosby’s long¬
time Decca catalog. For the col¬
lectors are “The Twelve Days of
Christmas” and “Here Comes
Santa Claus,” which he does with
the Andrews Sisters.
John Scott Trotter Orch; “A
Thousand And One Notes” (War¬
ner Bros.) There’s a lot of instru¬
mental pleasure, to be found in
John Scott Trotter’s package. It’s
more than just a mood music al¬
bum, for there’s enough imagina¬
tion and musicianship involved to
keep the listener interested in
what he’s going to do next. His
range is wide, covering “Fiddle
Faddle,” “Blue .Tango,” “In An
Eighteenth Century Drawing
Room” and “Anna” to give an idea
of how long is Trotter’s trot..
Toni Carroll: “This One Is The
Toni” (MGM). There are styles that
work in night clubs and there are
styles that work on disks and sel¬
dom has a singer been able to
score on both. In Toni Carrol’s
instance it seems that she’s build¬
ing a style pegged for nitery en¬
joyment by using a breathless and
intime mood. Somehow, though, it
gets to be a bit pretentious coming
out of the .home speakqn
Charles Magnane Sc All-Sfar
Orch: “Panorama” (Grand Award).
Accordionist Charles Magnane fits
right into, the Paris scene that he’s
chosen for this musical “Pano¬
rama.” Assisted by an “all-star”
group featuring Terry . Snyder
(drums). Bob Haggart and Jack
Lesberg
(bass),
Dick
Hyman
(piano) and Al Caiola and Tony
Mottola alternating on guitar, Magnante presehts a melodic Gallic
front that will appeal to the mood
music fans.
Groa.
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PUBS* HEAVY FOREIGN ACCENT
ASCAP Taps Antitrust Atty. to Face
O'SEASm Justice Dept.; Radio Gabs to Start

UA Label Going Strong on Jazz With
8 Sets in Nov.; Hike Artist Roster

Hollywood, Nov. 4.
The American Federation of
Musicians, via Local 47, scored a
major victory over the Musicians
Guild of America with the ousting
of the latter tooters from orches¬
tra chores for the Ringling Bros.
Barnum & Bailey Circus at the
Hollywood Bowl.
The circus,
which wound up a 10-day stand
at the Bowl on Sunday (2), pre¬
viously had hired MGA men to
supply the music during the id¬
eal stand only to bring objections
and threat of pickets from the
AFM.
Local 47 tooters, after
threatening to picket the circus
with the sanction of the Central
Labor Council,- were hired just
nine minutes prior to setting up
the human chain.
Although the AFM had not re¬
ceived a decision on a restraining
order that was previously issued
by Superior Judge John Ford
against picketing, the union musi¬
cians decided to go ahead with the
picketing after they received back¬
ing from other AFL unions, all
part of the Central Labor Council.
If the picketing had taken place,
expectations were that the circus
(Continued on page 62)

‘Blues’ With Beer
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Richard Cannon, Negro bar¬
tender working at Ben Blue’s
Santa Monica nitery, has been
signed to an exclusive record¬
ing pact by Capitol Records.
Singer, in addition to mix¬
ing drinks at the bistro,
would do a routine interpreta¬
tion of “St. Louis Blues” as
part of Blue’s revue. While
doing his number he was
spotted by some Cap execs
and signed to the diskery deal.
His
Initial
recording,
“Blues,” was produced by
Buck Stapleton and is due for.
release Nov. 17.

MGM to Debut
In legit’ Role
With “Whoop-Up
MGM Records will break into the
original Broadway cast album field
thh; season with . “Whoop-Up.”
Deal Is first in prexy Arnold Maxin’s plan to bring the label into
the “upper strata” via legit sets
and symph orchs.
“Whoop-Up” is the Ernest Martin-Cy Feuer musical adaptation
of Dan Cushman’s novel “Stay
Away Joe,” with a score by Moose
Charlop (music) and Norman Glmbel (lyrics).
Deal for the cast
package was set between Maxin
and Stu-Ostrow, veepee at Frank
Music which is
publishing the
score. Tuner is slated for a Dec.
18 Broadway preem.
In arranging for his first origin¬
al cast package, Maxin brought in
producers Feuer and Martin for a
participation deal on the two ad¬
ditional' LPs with which he’s plan¬
ning to supplement the cast album.
Usual disk deal is to include the
show’s producers on a royalty par¬
ticipation on the original cast set
only. Other twd LPs Maxin has
scheduled for the “Whoop-Up”
push is an instrumental set by Da¬
vid Rose and a jazz version by Dick
Hyman. The LP program is simi¬
lar to Maxin’s treatment of the
Alan Jay Lemer-Frederick Loewe
score for the Metro fflmusical
(Continued on page 63)
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KOLSKY HITS THE ROAD
Joe Kolsky, exec veepee at Roul¬ |
.
ette Records, is on the road for a I
three-week tour of distributors;'
11
cteejays and dealers.
12
15
He’s concentrating on Roulette’s
13A
8
overall sales picture as well as pav¬
13B
ing the way for the release of new
monaural and-stereo albums for
i|_ii • - '
the holiday season.

Title and Publisher
*It’s All In The Game (Remick).
♦Near You (Supreme) ... .
♦Day Rains Came (Garland).
♦Volare (Robbins).
♦Firefly (Morris)..
♦Tears On Pillow (Vanderbilt)......
tTorn Dooley (Beechwood).
♦Born Too Late (Mansion).
tKnow Him Is to Love Him (Remick)
♦The End (Criterion)......
♦There Goes My Heart (Fiest).
tHideaway (Greta)...
tPatricia (Peer Int.).
Find Yonr Love In Paris (MPH).. .
tBird Dog (A-Rose).
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Minneapolis—(Schmitt Music Co.)

National
'Rating
This Last
wk, wk.

t BMI

Detroit—(Pled Piper Music)

* ASCAP

Indianapolis—(Pearson’s)

Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.

Chicago— (Lyon-Healy Music Co.)

V'A'RlETr

San Antonio—(San Antonio Mus.)

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERsi
*1
Philadelphia—(Charles DuMont)

' Colleges are giving the bands a
lot of work this season. Howard
Sinnott, veepee in charge of hands
at General Artists Corp., reports
. an upbeat in band booking with
* prices now ranging from $3,000 to
$3,500 a night
The demand for bands for
campus dances has become so
great, says Sinnott, that colleges
are now getting together to coor¬
dinate their buying. He points out,
for example, that two neighboring
colleges will put in a bid for two
bands -on a specific weekend so
that they can alternate them for
Friday and Saturday dance dates.
It’s helped to make routing easier
because there are also colleges in
the territory who’ll take the bands
for special midweek concert dates.
Rolling strohg in the prom field
from the GAC orbit are Ralph
Marterie, Stan Kenton, Billy May
and Buddy Morrow. The bands'
prom drive started in the last week
. of. October and dates have been
' coming. In to fill up the schedule
through mid-December before the
undergrads take off for the Christ¬
mas holidays.

Local 47 Tooters
Bowl Over MGA
At Circus Stand

New York—(MDS)

Rah-Rahs Rev Up
Band Bookings

WB’« LPi&no Parade
The Warner Bros, label is
going on a keyboard kick for
November. Diskery is pitching
a “Keys a La Carte” promo¬
tion with 10 new piano pack¬
ages scheduled for release this
month.
The piano pitch will he spot¬
lighted by a two-pocket 12-inch
LP package of material culled
from the 10 sets. The doublepocketer will sell for $3.98.
Pianists represented in the
WB drive are Ray Sherman,
Herm Saunders, Henri Rose,
Barclay Allen, Alton Purnell,
Geri Galian, Brooke Pember¬
ton, Eddie LeMar, Buddy Cole
and Marvin Wright. Six of the
packages will be released for
the stereo market.

Accompanying the rise of the
foreign market to nearly 50% of
the Big Three’s operation has
come the need, for a closer liaison
and understanding of the publish¬
ing problems on both sides of the
Atlantic. That’s why Maurice
(Mickey) Scopp, Big Three’s v.p.
and general manager, brought in
representatives from firm’s over¬
seas affiliates for an international
conclave at the New York homeoffice last week.
In for the huddle were Paddy
Crookshank, European rep for the i
Big Three companies; Jack Den¬
ton, managing director of Publi¬
cations Francis-Day & Hunter;
Ben Nisbet, general manager of
B.. Feldman & Co. Ltd.' of Lon¬
don, and Brian Bradley, director
of background music for FrancisDay ic Hunter.
According to Scopp, the ties
have to be so close now that he
considers London "another branch
office” like Chicago or Hollywood.
The subjects of the confabs with
the overseas boys centered on (1)
getting foreign material, (2) rep¬
resenting it and (3) exploiting it.
Scopp helmed the open discus¬
sions and he admitted that all
the answers to the developing
problems have not been resolved
but that headway Is being made.
Lyric Translation
One of 'the major problems con¬
fronting the Big Three (Robbins,
Feist & Miller) in the U.S., said
Scopp’ said, is the lyric transla¬
tion.. The foreign writer is de¬
manding that some semblance of
the original idea be retained in
the English translation which at
times makes the job tougher for
the adapting lyricist On the other
end, the overseas boys say it’s get¬
ting tougher to get the new U. S.
hits for foreign representation.
(The Big Three’s overseas firms
also represent small American
publishing firms.) With U.S.-orig¬
inated times close to 80% of the
hits overseas, the small-U.S. pubs
are in the catbird seat and are
getting top prices for their ma¬
terial. In some cases, it was men¬
tioned, the price for a song has
gone as high as »$7,000. According
to Crookshank, “that takes a lot
of getting hack” with sheet sales
falling off 50% during the past
year and disk sales off about 20%.
Crookshank revealed that the total
disk volume is up but that single
hits aren’t selling as big as they
used -to. On the bullish side, howcontinued on page 62)

Boston—(Mosher Music)

United Artists Records, which"
has been, revamping its exec staff
since the appointment of Monte
Kay as v.p. and general manager,
is mapping an expanded program
of package releases with an initial,
but not exclusive, accent on jazz.
Both Kay and Robert Alshuler,
recently named advertising-public¬
ity and' album production chief for
the label, are wellknown in. the
jazz field. Likewise, the newest
exec for the diskery is Lester Lees,
the new sales chief, who was
formerly sales manager for Atlan¬
tic Records, which is also promin¬
ent in the jazz market.
The UA label is kicking off Its
new program with eight jazz pack¬
ages this month. Included are
two sets from the film, “I Want To
Live,” one being the soundtrack
and the other featuring the Gerry
Mulligan combo playing - the
Johnny Mandel pic score. Other
sets will feature Peewee Erwin,
Art Farmer, Bob Brookmeyer,
Randy Weston, Lee Schaefer and
. Rex Stewart, latter LP being taken
from the Great South Bay Jazz
Festival held last-summer.
The pic company subsid has also
wrapped up several artists in ex¬
clusive deals, including songstress
Irene Krai, formas vocalist with
the Maynard Ferguson band, and
the Herb Pomeroy band from Bos¬
ton. Upcoming for the Christmas
market is”“The Gift of the Magi
based on the score by Richard
Adler for an NBC-TV production.
Other UA packages will spotlight
Diahann Carroll, Connie Russell
. and Morgana King.
In the singles field, UA will con¬
tinue to pitch with pop and rock
rii’ roll material, although it will
-try to be more selective in the
number and quality of releases
than heretofore. Jack Lewis con¬
tinues to handle artists & reper¬
toire duties in this field.
* UA is also building up its pub¬
lishing operation. Charlie Janoff,
vet songplugger, has been named
professional manager for the UA
music companies. United Artists
Music (ASCAP) and Unart (BMI);
to handle exploitation of the .com¬
pany's catalog. Kenny Luttman
remains with UA to manage disk
jockey promotion.
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ASCAP is now facing problems
on two fronts. One involves the
Dept, of Justice, ~ and the other,
the radio industry, with which the
Society will open negotiations for
a new licensing pact tomorrow
(Thurs.).
The seriousness of the current
discussions between the Society
and the Justice Dept, is indicated
by the fact that ASCAP has hired
one of the country’s top antitrust
legal experts, Arthur Dean, of the
firm of Sullivan & Cromwell as a
consultant. While the Justice Dept,
has had continuing talks ’with
ASCAP during the last three years
over its operation under the con¬
sent decree, the current discussions
have come into sharp focus as a
result of the recent Congressional
hearings. There is a strong pos¬
sibility that ASCAP will have to
revise some aspects of its distribu¬
tion, logging and voting systems to
get a Justice Dept, bill of health.
On the radio licensing front,
there is another strong possibility
that ASCAP will hot be able to
come to an agreement with the
broadcasters over a new licensing
fee. Since the last pact was nego¬
tiated back in 1941 with the broad¬
casters, radio has undergone a
complete ^ revolution and both
sides hav£ differing concepts about
the role ASCAP now plays in the
setup.
The broadcasters have already
indicated4 that they will ask for a
reduction in the current licensing
fees which now amount to about
2% of the gross under blanket
licenses. ASCAP, on .the other
hand, believes that radio, more
than ever, is a purveyor of music,
plus spot announcements, and
hence should pay for this accented
use of music.
Jack BregmSn, board member
who is chairman of the executive
committee, hinted to the member¬
ship meeting-last week that the
question of the licensing fees for
the radio industry may go into
the Federal courts for arbitration.
This procedure is specified under
the consent decree if ASCAP’s cus¬
tomers refuse to meet ASCAP’s
terms.

Victor Folds
Vik Records, the RCA Victor
subsidiary label, has gone out of
business. Victor execs informed
the network of Vik distribs last
week of the dissolution, although
it has been known for some time
that the label’s days were num¬
bered. There had been no Vik re¬
leases, either in the package or
single field, for the past several
weeks.
Vik Records came into existence
about five years ago as a hid by
Victor for the indie market.
Known for the first few months of
its existence as Label X, it was
born at a time when the indie
labels first came into prominence
(Continued on page 63)

HERB HENDLER AIDE
TO WB’S CONKUNG
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Herbert Hendler has been named
to the post of administrative as¬
sistant to James B. Conkling, prexy
of Warner Bros. Records. He will
assist in establishing administra¬
tive and operational procedures of
the label.
Hendler’s past associations in¬
clude li years with RCA Victor,
during which he served as direc¬
tor of artists & repertoire, and
various other capacities in the sales
and advertising departments. He
organized and managed the Ralph
Flanagan and Buddy Morrow bands
in. 1950-1952. H's appointment is
effective .'nrnsd'ately, and he wil'
quarter in the Burbank studios.
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Iron Curtain Kids Swing to U.S.
Pops and Jazz; IP Prices 'Fantastic
By HERBERT WISE
(G. M., Consolidated Music)

Wally Robinson Joins

British Disk Bestsellers
London, Nov. 4.
Bird Dog ...-flverly Bros.
(London)
Stupid Cupid.-.; .FrancI*
(MGM)
Come Prima ..
Marini
(Durium )
Move It _.Richard
(Columbia)
King Creole. ........Presley
(RCA)
,
It’s All In Game_Edwards
(MGM)
A Certain Smile-..Mathis
(Fontana)
Bom Too Late .... Poni-Tails
(HMV)
Hoots Mon. .Rickingham’s XI
(Decca)
Volare .... . r......... Martin
. .(Capitol).*

Inside Stuff-Music
Yet timesmlth Ray Walker, who recently observed his 60th anni¬
versary as a cleffer. Is currently bedded In Brooklyn Lutheran Medi¬
cal Center, but Is happy, nevertheless. One of the dwindling number
of still living show biz personalities Who went overseas to entertain
American troops in World War I, Walker has long had a yen to see
an account of his experience in print. Now, commemorating 40th an¬
niversary of the signing of the Armistice, the November issue of Hob¬
bies magazine carries the Walker reminiscences as related to Variety
musicologist Jijn Walsh. Story, is illustrated with photos of Walker,
surrounded by sheet music of his erstwhile song hits; the Mayo Shock
Troupe Unit, of which he was a member; Irving Berlin, Elsie Janis,
Geoffrey O’Hara and one of the late Arthur Fields-riding a Hippo¬
drome elephant down Broadway to present an Edison “Army and
Navy” phonograph to the First Signal Corps.
Joe Franklin will discuss the article on his Armistice Day “Memo¬
ry Lane” program from WABC-TV, N.Y7 Walsh will give a similar pro¬
gram from WSLS-TV, Roanoke.
' »

Moscow, Oct. 28.
Nogas’ Mgt. Operations
There’s no question that popular
Wally Robinson, ex-pop publicity
music is America’s greatest ex¬
port. That’s true both in Eastern manager for Columbia Records,
and Western Europe.
Polish, has joined the personal manage¬
Czech and Russian youth express ment firm of John & Helen Noga.
great enthusiasm for Radio Tan- in charge of eastern and foreign
giers (The Voice^of America—al¬ operations. The Nogas handle
though they don’t call* it that) and. singer Johnny Mathis, among
Radio Luxembourg (commercial). others.
Both stations‘feature the latest in
.Robinson will set up a New York
American pops including rock and office late next month when his
roll.
association, with the Nogas take ef¬
The 60th birthday anniversary of George Gershwin has sparked
In Krakow (Poland) the .wailing fect. As one of his initial targets,
more books on his and Ira’s careers—while for . the first time “The
of the local jazz club could be Robinson is now studying the. radm
Gershwin
.-Years” gives more accent to his; lyricist-brother, latter is
-heard more than a block, away market abroad as a possible nutlet
himself working on a book of lyrics, annotated with background stories
from the rented room they call for triS. disk artists. . . ..
oh
the;
songs
and song ideas. As his. intimates aver, this will, emerge
their, club.. These "students of
“perhaps for the first time as a more definite autobiographical closesong’’ hold nightly sessions! An
up
on
If
a
Gershwin
who, .for** long time, also hid behind the nom-deattempt is made . to imitate . the
7 Stan Rubin will head “The Ivy plume of * Arthur. Francis.’ ” Latter was a hybrid contrivance from his
American sound but it rarely suc¬
Jazz
Band
'Ball”
..at
New:
York’s
brother’s
and
sister’s
first names; Frances (Frankie) Gershwin is; Mrs.
ceeds. American jazz musicians;
. Hotel Roosevelt • Nov./ 28.. Along Leopold Godowsky Jr.
show -a certain familiarity with
their instruments that cannot be
This is; the 35th' yeaf .that the with; Rubin’s 13rpie«e :orch;-will be
The .“Listen and Learn Language Series!” a division of Dover Pub^
- duplicated.
jerry Vogel - Foundation Inc., college ^dixieland bands from Holy
And it’s not that these people sparked by the .music'publisher, :.is Cross, Lehigh, Williams, Yale, and Iicatipns, has tied in with Decca Records, for distribution. Deal was.
set
by Harold. Friedman,, record consultant. Dover’s recorded language
have not heard what , our jazz
launching its Thanksgiving, drive. the. College 'AU-Sfare7with''Mike- course consists of. three 10-inch LPs- ahd an instruction book in a
.sounds..
• •.
box
container. Package retails for $4.95. The Dover disk sets of French,
The Russians, continue to jam Some ,$20;000 annually is collected ] Allen. Campus singing groups Spanish, German and Italian are now being shipped to the 43 ‘ Decca
our Russian language news pro¬ and j virtually 98c-dn-the-dpllar dis¬ •will be repped by;Colgate,. George¬ branches., Dover currentlyis preparing a course in Russian.
grams. but allow, music- to penie- bursed for candy and .'ether, goodies town; Princeton,; Yale, Skidmore
and.Smith.
;7-‘ 7
. trate the. curtain. Record coilec-.
Ini - addition to the / undergrads,
MGM Records has tied in on the Robert Q. Lewis album, “The ,
tioris are extensive and are freely for children and patients - In the
U.S.,
Hawaii
and
Alaska,
•
the
Roosevelt
bash
will feature. 25. Wonderful World of Fairy Tales,” with Classics , illustrated Jr. The ;
shared by the devotees.
Dave
The certified audit indicates, that Yet jazzsters. Among them will be promotion consists of a gratis copy of the Classics Illustrated mag
Brubeck and Paul Desmond and
the Glenn Miller Orchestra have 1,1)00,000. packages of candy were Eddie CondOp, Wilbur De Paris, to be inserted into the album jacket along with a subscription coupon
visited many of these far away shipped in the 1957-58 semester to Buck Clayton; Rex Stewart, Pee offer entitling the disk buyer to a 50% subscription reduction on the
Wee Russell and Coleman Hawkins. mag. MGM is releasing the Lewis package via its low-price Lion label.
cities and the ^ficianado recalls institutions and hospitals.
with fond affection the date of the
visit, the program and other minutia. The Krakow club has an
amazing familiarity with other
American artists and recordings.
One of the local men had played
at Newport this year.
Jazz long play records still bring
fantastic prices and there seems
to be no resentment toward the
J^AHIETYseller on the part of the buyer
for—what seems to us—the exor¬
Survey _ of retail album best
bitant prices chargedsellers based on reports from lead¬
ing stores and showing comparative
Local Music Big
ratings for this week and last.
And local music flourishes. Fine
legitimate orchestra? in Moscow (
are the rule although hotel orches- i
tras—still playing American tunes j
—sound like to seventh grade t
prom band in rehearsal. Moscow * National
Rating
opera is topnotch.
This Last
Moscow teenage boys speak to
wk. wk.
Artist, Label, Title
you on the street and ask 1. “Do
you speak English”? and 2. “Are
. FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
you a businessman”? The later
1
1
Only the Lonely (W 1053)...
129
2
4
8
4
1
4
1
1
2
1
8
1
1
1
7
1
question has nothing to do with
SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
your occupation but implies some
2
2
Soundtrack (LOC 1932). 54 3
2 114 ]
2
6
sort of bartering is in the offing.
7
4
2
1
1
7
5
3
6
3
5
He most likely wants to purchase
MITCH MILLER (Columbia*
American style clothing.
Suits
3A 3
Sing Along With Mitch (CL 1160)......
5 70
9 10
2
2
5
5
6
2
8
3
5
with narrow lapels or button down
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
shirts of nylon and dacron are the
SB 10
Kingston ^rio (T 996)......
2
1 70
8
2
2
I
1
1
most popular. Failing this, long
VAN CLIBURN (Victor)
conversations reveal interest in
5
7
Tchaikovsky C’nc’rfo (LM 2250).
2
3 62
6
8
6
3
5
3
1
the American automobile, Ameri¬
JOHNNY MATHIS* (Columbia)
can salaries for workers and Amer¬
6
9
Johnny’s GVst Hits (CL 1133). 6
5
4
59
6
3 10
4
4
9
3
8
ican music in that approximate
GIGI (MGM)
order.
4
7
Soundtrack (E 3641). 4
With this desire on the part of
2
10
7
8
3
1
5 10 *
4 56
the European to acquire, perform,
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
listen to and participate in Ameri¬
8
5
Swing Softly (CL 1165) .
9
2
6
5
7
53
7
4
4
8
5
can music we can only regret the
RAY CONIFF (Columbia)
absence of a record department at
9
11
Concert in Rythm (CL 1163).
2
41
7
10
7
6
7
3
9
7
the Brussells’ American exhibit.
AHMAD JAMAL (Argo)
Crowds constantly gathered round
10
12
But Not For Me (LP 628).
4
3
7
2
6 40
9
7
the tables in the Soviet pavilion
MUSIC MAN (Capitol)
where poor quality, unattractively
11
6
Original Cast (WAO 990).
8
4 10
89
8
31
8
5
9
5
packaged LP’s were offered for
sale.
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
12
20
Sings the Blues (LC 1006) . 1
7
10
7 19
DAKOTA STATON (Capitol)
13
15
Dynamic (T 1054).
6
9
17
3
9
PAT BOONE (Dot)
14A 8
Stardust (DLP 3118).
2
10
10
15
8
10
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
Bert White, director of classical
14B
14
Cole
Espanol
(W.
1031)
.
15
7
3_
8
artists & repertoire for. the new¬
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
ly formed Everest label, left for
16A 16
King Creole (LPM 1884)..
9
6
10
9 10
Europe last week for five weeks of
recording sessions in London and
DOMENICO MODUGNO (Decca)
Paris. Accompanying him was Har¬
16B 21
Nel Blu Dipinto Di BIu (DL 8808).
6
6
10
ry F. Belock, prexy of Belock In¬
JONAH JONES (Capitol)
strument Co., Everest’s parent
16C 18
Jumping With Jones (T 1039)..
4
" 8
10
company. Raoul Poliakin, Everest’s
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
musical director, and Joseph Kane,
9
19A
More
Sing
With
Mitch
(CL
1243)
.
10
_
9
5
recording engineer, will join White
DAKOTA STATON (Capitol)
in London.
3
19B
10
Late,
Late
Show
(T
876)
..
_
9
White will record Sir Adrian
Boult, Jenos Ferencsik and Mal¬
LAWRENCE WELK (Brunswick)
colm Arnold' recording the Lon¬
9
19C »..
Presents Dick Kessner (BR 54044).
3
10
don Philharmonic; and Sir Eugene
PAT BOONE (Dot)
Goossens, Aaron Copland and Ru¬
6
_8
22
Yes Indeed (DLP 3121).....
7.
dolph Schwarz, musical director
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
of the BBC Symphony, conducting
_7
9
Original Cast (CL 5090)....:.:..:
9
8
23
13
the London Symphony at WaltROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
hamshow, London, from Nov. 10 to
'
8
5
9
24
20
Fabulous Century (KXL 5005).
Nov. 30. The Orchestra Lamoureux, undo- the* '"'ration of Igor
ROBERT RUSSEL BENNETT (Victor)
Markeviteb, will be recorded in
2
10
10
Victory at Sea, Vol. 2 (LM 2226).
25
Paris from Dec. 8 to 14.

Vogel’s Candy-for-Bds
Charity in New Drive

Ivy Jazz Band Ball
Set for Roosevelt, N. Y.

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS

Everest’s Bert White In
Europe to Cut Longhairs
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Republic Did Not Sell
Rim Song to TV; Exits
Test Suit by Publishers

ABC-ParVTeen Commandments’
ABC-Paramount has teamed three of its top dickers, Paul Anka,
George Hamilton IV and Johnny Hash, in a special disk tagged
“The Teen Commandments,” a suggested 10-point guide for teen¬
age conduct. Don Costa, diskery’s pop artists & repertoire direc¬
tor, did the orch hacking.
“The Teen Commandments” broke on KDKA, Pittsburgh, when
deejay Art Pallan read them over the air. The author of the
“Commandments,” incidentally, is anonymous. Pallan then sent
it to Norm Prescott, deejay at WBZ, Boston, and his reading
pulled in a hefty mail response.
Sam Clark, ABC-Par prexy, figured it would be an opportunity
to perform a public service if he got the “Commandments” disked,
so he rounded up the trio for the session. Label is sending out
3,500 deejay copies, suggesting it would be an appropriate manner
for the spinners to close their program.

One of several test suits involv-:
ing use of music in motion pictures
sold to television was settled and
marked "discontinued last Friday
(31) in N.Y. Federal Court, This
was the case of Broadway Music
Corp. versus Hollywood Television
Service Inc. Back of this was the
information that the song, “Har¬
riet,” by Abel Baer and Paul Cun¬
ningham, in a Republic picture,
“My Pal Trigger,” had not been
infringed upon since that particu¬
lar film had not been sold to
television.
The music men, through Julian
• T. Abeles (& Bernstein), are suing
on the ground that the film syn¬
Gian-Carla Menotti’s new opera, chronization rights did not give
Bobby Shad, who ’ exited his.
artists & repertoire post at Mer¬ “Maria Golovin,” will be put on. the picture companies the right
cury Records a couple of weeks the market by RCA Victor within to sell to television; that these tv
rights-were another property value
ago, is going into the disk business
on. his own. He’s formed two a few days after the Broadway which, according to the attorneys,
labels. Time and Junior, for his preem today. (Wed.) at the Martin could embrace damages into the
millions. .
diskery bow.
Beck Theatre. The disk cast will
Instead of monetary damages,
The labels are going into market include all of the singers who apr
however, Broadway Music, along
this, week and Shad will stick. to
a pop singles pattern until Feb¬ peared: when the opera bowed as with Southern Music, Shapird-Bemruary when he plans to launch ain an NBC Opera Co. production at stein and Carl*'Fischer Inc. sued
album program. The- LP blueprint the: Brussels World’s Fair in Au¬ divers sidfilm distributors for an
calls for * a release schedule of be¬ gust. .Among them are Fraha Du¬ interpretation; by the courts,.. of
tween four, and six: albums a val,. Richard Cross, Patricia Neway. the law as : it affects the music
. rights for. video.
month, and William Chapman, also .of the
The defendants have made, mo¬
Shad, who’s concentrating on Broadway cast.
tion^ to : dismiss, claiming . “no
new. talent, already has p'acted 10
It’ll be the third Menotti opera cause- of action”; a decision on. that
diskers to his companies. He’s, also in the Victor catalog, others being Will, probably be forthcoming in
set up a string of indie distributors “Amah.l and The Night Visitors” two. Weeks.- ."
around the country with different and “The Saint of Bleecker Street.”
ones handling each line,
' Menotti is also repped on Victor
Guy Lombardo orch booked for
Arpina Tavatiam, who . was with disks as the librettist on “Vanessa,” Nov.
9 one-nighter at Music Hall,
Shad at Mercury, moved over to for which Samuel Barber wrote the Houston, under the asupices of
Time and Junior as exec aide. • music.
Ted Roggen.

BOBBY SHAD LAUNCHES RCA’s Etcb of Menotti’s
TIME & JUNIOR LABELS ‘Golovin’ After B’wajr Bow

Big Pubberies, Logging Under Fire
As Rank-and-Filers Tee Off Against
‘Big Brass’ in Stormy ASCAP Meet
■4-

HUB JUDGE WON’T K.O.
RIOT CHARGES VS. FREED|
Boston, Nov. 4.
Alan Freed will have to standt
trial on the indictment charging!
him with inciting to riot. Superior“
Judge Charles Fairhurst. Mondayr
(3) refused to quash the indict¬■
ment filed against Freed in con¬*
nection with a brawl that followed,
one of his rock ’n’ roll shows here'
last spring.
_
At the same time. Judge Fair-[
hurst refused to rule on a second,
indictment brought against the
New York deejay, charging viola¬*
tion of state’s anti-anarchy law.
Freed was indicated ’.May 8 and[
has been free on $2,500 bail.•

Howard Miller** Chi 4th
. Chicago, Nov. 4^
- Fourth “Howard Miller Show”,
at the Opera House is down for.,
•Dec.; . 6, With./ the vet Chi diskc
jockey again trotting out a lineupj
of currently hot jukebox artists.
Latest showcase so far boasts the;
Everly Bros., and Conway Twitty,
’
With at least eight other acts forthr
coming.
j
Per previous three outings, there
will be two performances.
.

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
t/KRiE?rr~

71

Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob¬
tained from leading stores in
20 cities and showing com*
parative sales rating for this
and last week.

National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.
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Artist, Label, Title_I fe

KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
Tom Dooley.
...
CONWAY TWITTY (MGM)
It’s Only Make Believe.
COZY COLE (Love)
Topsy ...
TOMMY EDWARDS (MGM)
It’s All In The Game.. 1
TEDDY BEARS (Dore)
To Know Him Is to Love Him..
..
BIG BOPPER (Mercury)
Chantilly Lace.
6
DORSEY-COVINGTON (Decca)
Tea for Two Cha Cha.,. ..
PLAYMATES (Roulette)
Beep Beep.,.
EARL GRANT (Decca)
The End.....
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Call Me.
..
ROBIN LUKE (Dot)
Susie Darlin*. .
9
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
I’ve Got a Feeling. ..*.
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
Lonesome Town..., ..
“TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
Firefly .
..
KALIN TWINS (Decca)
Forget Me. Not.:■... .
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
One Night./../.
ESQUIRES (Paris)
Hideaway .
.
BOBBY DARIN (Atco)
Queen of the Hop ..
“RAYMOND LeFEVRE (Kapp)
The Day the Rains Came.
“DION & BELMONTS (Laurie)
No One Knows......
“APPLEJACKS (Cameo)
Mexican Hat Rack.
.
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
I Got Stung........
MOONGLOWS (Chess)
Ten Commandents of Love.
PAT BOONE (Dot)
*
ril Remember Tonight...
“BOBBY-DAY (Class)
Rockin’ Robin . .
.
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2

10

2
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1
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1
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7

2
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1
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2

5
6

6

3

1

1

1

5

2

6

8

4

11
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17

6

7

4

5

2

8

7

6
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The era of peaceful membership
meetings for the American Society
of Composers, Authors & Publish¬
ers, which lasted for a few years,
came to an end with a bang last
Thursday (30) afternoon at the Wal¬
dorf-Astoria, N. Y., when the rankand-file oppositionists once again
began throwing rocks at the administration.
It was a tough war
of words, but without any serious
casualties except for some tempers
which were lost in battle.
The mood of the dissidents was
tipped at the very outset of the
meeting when Pinky Herman interrupted prexy Paul Cunningham’s
report with the proposal that the
formal portion ..of the session be
skipped in favor of speeches from
the floor. Although voted down,
Herman’s motion received a con¬
siderable sprinkling, of ayes in the
voice , vote; General counsel Her¬
man. Finkelstein, who played a key
role in the counterattack/on the
critics, termed: the proposal to dispense with the president’s report
“incredible” and “irresponsible.”
Some dissension was even evi¬
dent on the dais when board meinher L. Wolfe Gilbert, spoke about
a report in Walter Winchell’s column that ASCAP’s •‘brass’! was
about to dump him from the board,
Gilbert demanded to know whether
there are such a . force in the Society as “big brass” and whether
they could control the elections to
the board. Cunningham parried
this challenge by replying that the
only “big brass” in the Society
was the membership itself.
‘ASCAP Incapable*: Evans
The fireworks from the floor
were launched by Redd Evans,
songwriter and publisher who was
among those who complained about
ASCAP’s operation to the Dept,
of Justice eight years ago. This
was Evans’ first appearance at an
ASCAP meet since that time be¬
cause, he explained, it was clear
that the present leadership of
ASCAP was incapable of reforming
itself. Instead of getting better,
the ASCAP setup was getting
(Continued on page 62)

DUNNJ8AYLESS NAMED
TO BOARD OF CAPITOL
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Lloyd W. Dunn and James W.
Bayless have been elected to the
board of directors of Capitol Rec¬
ords. The election was at the an¬
nual meeting of stockholders and
now brings to nine the number of
directors on the board.
In addition to prexy Glenn E.
Wallichs and veepee and counsel
Daniel C. Bonbright, the other
board members include L. J.
Brown and J. F. Lockwood of Lon¬
don; A. J. Gock of Los Angeles; J.
B. Lovelace of Beverly Hills, and
J. A, Wells of New York. Robert
E. Carp is secretary and Walter H.
Theiss is treasurer. Dunn is veepee of sales and merchandising and
Balyess is v.p. of manufacturing
and engineering.

WB Label Waitin’ For
A Hit Ere Brit Tie

8

5.

..

..

9

The new Warner Bros, label isn’t
yet ready for a disk distribution tie
in Great Britain. According to Hal
B. Cook, label's sales Veepee, disk¬
ery is waiting until it can command
at least a $50,000 guarantee from
a British firm.
There are now 24 packages (Sep¬
tember and October release) in the
WB line but Cook figures that the
diskery will he in a better bargain- ing position once a “leader” steps
out of its line. He also pointed oat
that a “leader” LP also sparks in¬
terest in the rest of the product
and forces the overseas disk affili¬
ate to push the rest of the line.
WB launched its disk activity In
the U.S. in September with foreign
ties only for Canada and Australia.
Joe Reichmaa orch will aid an
18-month engagement at the Hotel
Adolphus* Century Room, Dallas,
on New Year’s Eve. The Leighton
Noble orch will open on New Year’s
Day at-the spot
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IF YOU'RE PITCHING FOR BIG LEAGUE PROFITS,

WITH THIS ONE!
RCaViCTOR

AN OR'GINAL ' (
SOUND!RACK|
RECORDING '

LOC-1047
A "Hew Orthophtwitt" High Fidelity Recording

WARNER BROS.
GEORGE ABBOTT
STANLEY DONEN
PJlSBffSA

fWB ■

.

PRQOUCTION::

HUN
GWEN VERDON
RAY WALSTON

MS# AttimsiJY

RICHARD ADLER
JERRY ROSS

It's RCA Victor’s new original movie soundtrack album of ajl the
wonderful songs from "Damn Yankees,” including Gwen Verdon’s
very special treatment of Whatever Lola Wants. Available on regu¬
lar L P. and new “Living Stereo” records. And here are some of the
reasons why it’s goingto be your Most Valuable Player of the Year!
■ National ads in The New Yorker, Esquire, Photoplay, Modern
Screen,High Fidelity,Schwann,LongPlayer,andThe NewYorkTimes!
■ And...it’s goingto be featured in NBC-TV network commercials
on the Ellery Queen Show, the nights of October 24 and 31!
■ And...it's going to be featured in network radio commercials

on Monitor during the months of October and November!
■ And...it's going to have nation-wide disc jockey coverage, plus
disc jockey contest and other exciting special promotions!
■ Your point-of-sale display (a traffic-stopping blow-up of the "Damn
Yankees” album cover with cut-out figure of Gwen Verdon), adver¬
tising mats in two sizes, and special statement stuffers are ready
now! Get in touch with your RCA Victor distributor today!
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Disk Signings

P^RIETY Scoreboard

Continued from pace 57

OF
' Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Warner Bros. Records is building up its jazz talent roster under
recent signings by George Avakian,
a&r director. Avakian has pacted
the Chico Hamilton Quintet, the
Sonny Moon orch, and a new vocal
group called the Stereos.
Cap Inks Cannon
Crooner ' Richard Cannon has
joined the Capitol Records roster.
Cannon was picked up by Cap sales
execs during an appearance at
Ben Blue’s Supper Club, Santa
Monica, Calif. His first Cap recording, due for Nov. 17 release,
was produced on the Coast by
Buck Stapelton.
Karen Chandler to Sunbeam
Karen Chandler, formerly a Dec-.ca-Coral pactee, has joined the
roster of Sunbeam Records, Tommy
Valando’s disk firm. She’s the
wife of Jack Pleis, pianist-musical
director for Decca.

'
-

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

=
■
!
;
j

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

j

’
:
.
\

=

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two Ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disksy and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week
1
2

TALENT
ARTIST AND LABEL
COZY COLE (Love)

..

TUNE
Topsy*

CONWAY TWITTY (MGM)... It’s.Only Make-Believef

Paris Fadings
Jack Gold’s Paris label has add¬
ed a St. Paul vocal trio, Hoan,
Jane & Maryann, to its roster.
Trio has appeared on Arthur God¬
frey’s tv stanzas under the name
of the Schmitz Sisters
Also joining Paris is crooner
Nicky De Matteo. Gold found him
at the 500 Club, Atlantic. City. He
Matteo’s release is due Dec. 1
while the trio's*’ first slice will be
rushed into the market this week.

• KINGSTON TRIO {Capitol)..

Tom Dooleyf

TOMMY EDWARDS (MGM) .It’s All In The Game*
BIG BOPPER (Mercury) . :.... Chantilly Lacef
TEDDYBEARS (Dore) ..; To Know Him, Love Himf
DORSEY-COVINGTON (Decca)- ... Tea For .Two Cha Cha*

ever, is the performance -payoff.
The Big Three firm’s are now run¬
ning neck and neck with Chap¬
pell Ltd. on the performance
scale and the introduction of
commercial tv has given them,
both strong new outlets.
The U.S.-tune dominance m
Great Britain is not looked upon
kindly by the British songwriter,
however. The Songwriters Guild
in London is pressing the broad¬
casting interests there to restrict
the play of U.S. originals sq that
their material can get more expo¬
sure. A decision on the SG pres¬
sure, it was revealed, is a long way
off.
On the Paris end, Jack Denton
declared that he’s open to do busi¬
ness with any American publisher.
As part of his French buildup,
-Denton has worked out a deal with
Howard Miller, deejay at WIND,
Chicago, whereby he’ll ship a plat¬
ter via Air France once a week
for a spin on Miller’s show. The
disk will be either a French ver¬
sion of an American song or a
French tune that’s slated for a
U.S. promotion.
' And back on the home front,
Scopp also is’, working toward
closer ties between the New York
and Coast office. The east and
west,” he said, “must • be more
conversant on the distinctive film
problems.”

RICKY NELSON (Imperial)..•'{EraSome'fowtf**
EARL GRANT (Decca) ... The End*
DOBBY DAY (Class)

3 HITS
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IT’S All IN THE SAME

.......... Rockm* Robbinf
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flTTS ONLY MAKE BELIEVE.

. Remick
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*TOPSY
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..
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*THE END
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Stormy ASCAP Meet
555^5

Continued from page 59

ging sheets, Evans , urged that an
independent body, such as the Brit¬
ish Performing Rights Society, be
called in to put ASCAP’s affairs "in
shape.
Evans was the chief spokesman
for the opjbsition which also in¬
cluded publishers Hans Lengsfelder and Fred Fox, latter as the
head of Sam Fox Music.
Both
Lengsfelder and Fox also spoke,
but chiefly to clarify points made
by-,others in the discussion.
Would Amend Voting
Pinky Herman, who dissociates
himself from the Lengsf elder group
but has his, own bones to pick
with the ASCAP leadership,
touched upon his proposal to
amend ASCAP’s weighted voting
system. While Lengsfelder wants
kk k kkkkkkkkkkkkkk k*k kkkk kkkkkkkkkkkkk equal votes for all members, re¬
gardless of their income from the
*
“LADY DAY”
* Society, Herman would modify the
present system “consistent with
the interests of democracy and the
equity of each member in the So¬
ciety.”
•
Finkelstein, as chief spokesman
+
*
for the administration, stated that
J
Currently EUROPEAN TOUR Covering
* the record of the Congressional
must be judged in the light
J France, Switzerland, Belgium, Germany, * probe
of the fact that no cross-examina¬
tion was permitted. He vigorously
*
Italy and also No. Africa
* rapped
Evans for stating that the
BMI payoff system was more
equitable than. ASCAP’s, as far as
+
Decca and Columbia Recordings
* the small publisher is concerned.
Finkelstein said: “I don’t under' stand how the membership can
permit . a man who makes such
JOE GLASER, Pres.
statements to speak.”
745 Fifth Ave.
205 N. Waf>«hAve
407 Lincoln Rd.
14If Sunset Bird.
New Washington, hoard member
Now York 22. N.Y
Chicago, III.
Miami loach. Fla. H'waod 45, Calif.
from the Coast, also defended the
board as.a hard-working, selfless
Phono:'
Phono:
Phono:
Phono:
PLan 7-4400
CEntraJ 4-945!
JEfforson t-0303
OLympIa 2-9940
body which bends over backward to
avoid favoring its own interests.
worse,- he charged, and he laid the
alleged inequities in the ASCAP
. - ■■■■ ■■
i ■■
system - to the big publishers on.
.
the bdard. He made a special tarMUSIC BY
Set of ASCAP’s logging system in
I which plugs on indie stations, he
JESSE GREER
charged, are not counted while the
network plugs are.
IMDJIIICCIT
Evans, moreover, charged that
JMiMiVLuL
Richard Murray, ASCAP exec- in
w Mm ■
*■ <1 ■ W
charge of publisher relations, was
getting “$40,000 a year, but didn’t
I ll Y I A M II
know how the ASCAP distribution
|
| Ih
|R
system -worked.”
Evans pointed
to the report" of the hearings beVocal - Instrumental
fore the Congressional Committee
on Small Business to substantiate
Pablisbed by
his point.
Evans also, charged
SHAPIRO BERNSTEIN
J there was skulduggery afoot in so^^————^—called “erasures” on ASCAP’s log-

:BILLIE HOLIDAY!

—ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION—

Stereo Fidelity Sets
Foot Regional Huddles m
Four regional meetings for dis¬
tributors and salesman will
launch Miller International Co.’s
Stereo Fidelity-label 15-album re¬
lease. The regional meets will be¬
gin Friday (7) with a session in
Philadelphia. Attending the con¬
fab will be reps from Newark,
Boston, Hartford, New York and
Philly.
Label’s topper Dave Miller has
devised special EP packages for
deejay promotion. The EPs, will
contain all material recorded by
the “101 Strings” with info per¬
tinent for station usage.

I FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION

LATEST RELEASE
LLOYD PRICE
Slogs

YOU NEED LOVE
b/w

STAGGER LEE

Local 47
■■■■
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FOLKWAYS RECORDS
would have been forced to shut
WORLD'S LEADEK IN AUTHENTIC
down since all circus performers
POLK MUSIC
are members of the American
REW HIGH -FIDELITY RELEASES
EVERY MONTH, ",
Guild of Variety Artists, part of
Wrjte for « complete catalog of 400
the Central Labor Council.
Lortgplay Becord Albums In ETHNIC
AMERICA N,
INTERNATIONAL,
The decision to avoid the AFM
JAZZ.
SCIENCE,
INSTRUCTIONAL.
picketing and to cancel out the
CHIDBEX. LITEItATUBE.
FOLKWAYS
RECORDS
A SERVICE CQRP.
MGA musicians, who had been
117 West 44th St,. N. Y. C. 30, N. ,Y. '
working with the circus since Oct. i
24, came about when Arthur M.
Concello, exec director of the cir¬
cus, planed in from N.Y. to settle
Musicians 18-25; Mast Chairs
the dispute between the AFM and
Available; See RICHIE PUR.
Ted Bentley Productions, reps of
the circus. Bentley outfit is’ the
DUE, 11-4, Hotel Centory,
one which first negotiated with
Ill W. 44 St.. New York 34.
Local .47 -tooters, but later closed
a-deal with MGA.
Don't phone.

Orchestra Forming

Recording Studio Auditorium
ONLY THE HIGHEST QUALITY RECORDING

HI-FI HEADQUARTERS

234 East 44. St. New York
Hr*. 10*4

‘

On Appl. 24 Hrs. a Day .

YU4-S040
.

-
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On The Upbeat
New York
With the music business the way
it is, publisher Happy Goday is'
thinking of changing his first name.
Webber Parrish set as director of
album promotion for Dot Records,
headquartering on the Coast ......
Eydie Gonne at the Latin Casino,
Philly, until Nov. 9 . .. Audio Fide¬
lity disks getting an exclusive
showcasing during Saks Quality
Store’s 45-day sales fair . . . Bill
Doggett opens at Jimmy Menuti’s
Lounge, Houston, tomorrow
(Thurs.) . . . Isaac Jofe, currently
serving as company manager for
George Melachrino’s tour, will go
out Jan. 5 with Marian Anderson
for his 21st season with the singer
. . . Steve Clayton, Roulette disker,
opens at the Town House, Pitts¬
burgh, Nov. 10 . . . John Levy tak¬
ing over as personal manager for
Ernestine Anderson.

Hollywood
Bobby Troup’s first album under
his new RCA Victor pact will be
tagged “Bobby Troup Presents
Stars of Jazz” which he will pro¬
duce as well as perform_Margie
Raeburn has cut “To Each His
Own/’ utilizing a rock ’n’ roll back¬
ing against ballad style vocalizing,
for Liberty Records. The flip is
“And He Told Me A Lie” by Ross
(“Witch Doctor”) Bagdasarian . . .
Sal Peruggio, field sales manager
for RCA Victor, and Irwin Tarr, in
charge of merchandising, were in
for a week of confabs with label’s
Coast topper, Bob Torke . . . Wil¬
liam B. Williams, WNEW deepay
from N. Y., making his annual visit
here . . . Barney McDevitt, Norine
McGee and Carole La Vine holding
down Robbins, Feist & Miller of¬
fices here while Eddie Mac Harg
and Hy Ranter are in N. Y. for an¬
nual meeting . . . World - Pacific
prexy Richard Bock back from
Gotham where he cut sessions with
Annie Ross and the Gerry MulKgah
Quartet.

Chicago
Oscar Peterson is back at the
London House, but sans vet per¬
cussionist Herb Ellis. Split looks
permanent, with Gene Gammage
replacing on drums . . . Kiki Wil¬
liams is chirping at the Nocturne,
Chi key club . . . Billy Williams
Quartet has a March date at Hous¬
ton’s new Tidelands ... Count
Basie comes back to the Blue Note
in January for a month.

Philadelphia
Johnny Mathis off on 10-day tour
of Australia after closing at the
Latin Casino . . . Eydie Gorme fol¬
lowed at spot <3) sans Steve Law¬
rence whose Army duties keep
him from skedded joint appear¬
ance with wife ... Harry James
orch plays Sunnybrook Nov. 8...
Georgie Shaw, just inked to the
Metro label, signed for three-week
run, Nov. 3-23 at Big Bill’s, mid-,
town spot where he got start six
years ago . . . Cathy Crosby can¬
celled out of Celebrity Room en¬
gagement . . . Dave Appell and Hie
Applejacks current at Lindenwold
Inn . . . Mke Pedicin into Andy’s
Log Cabin Nov. 3-8 . . . Bill Haley,
now on European tour, signed to
make pic in Germany . . . Tommy
Holmes, formerly with Ink Spots,
current , at Carousel . . . Freddie

MY
HEART

Bell A The Bell Boys, who closed
La Maina’s, back for Las Vegas
run . . . Ethel Ennis, featured with
Benny Goodman orch at Brussels
World’s Fair, booked for Showboat
in February . . . DeLloyd McKay
back at Orssati’s Pump Room . . .
Dick Lee slated for the Erie Social
Club Nov. -9.

Continued from page

both of whom will now be record¬
ing under the Victor banner. Ben
Rosner, who has been heading the
Vik operation for the past couple
of years, is being transferred to an¬
other key spot in the Victor opera¬
tion.
Vik is the second RCA label to
disappear -in recent years. Another
label. Groove, which was pitching
for the rhythm & blues market, bit
the dust about two years ago.
Victor’s remaining separate . la¬
bel, RCA Camden, is, however, a
highly successful operation. Cam¬
den specializes in the low-priced*
LP field and its annual gross has
been climbing steadily both in the
| regular dealer stores and via the
[ rackjobbing outlets in the super¬
markets and syndicate stores.

to descend enmasse on the tank
operator, and with signs along the
main highways leading to Ray Ca¬
serne and a big checking of press
credentials at the gate, it created
the kind of stir that few other
celebrities have ever caused on ar¬
rival in Europe.
Elvis’ arrival at Bremerhaven
port of embarkation was covered—
by military order—only by photog¬
raphers, with no interviews per¬
mitted, and the hundred teenage
German girls who bought tickets
onto the train platform (entry
tickets for those not traveling are
generally sold for about five cents
in European railroad stations)
didn’t even get a glimpse of him as
his military train debarked at a
special exit.
D. C. Calls the Shots
Advance word from Washington
ordered the military to keep Pres¬
ley under restraint without too
much ado. AFN was given the
word not to go all-out for him—
no . guest appearances, no Presley
platter parties, etc. But for the
rest of the press, it was a field day
from the moment Presley got to
Germany. Army has forbidden all
other private interviews, but some
of the reporters have tried to
crash the hotel in. Bad Homburg
where he spends nearly every free
evening with his father and grand¬
mother.
Another difference here is that
the press treated him very courte¬
ously with heaps of plaudits and
only the Army coming in for cri¬
ticism because of the way it alter¬
nately puts him on display and
then under wraps, and because it
keeps him out of the Entertain¬
ment Division—where it’s put
many a less. talented draftee.
Complained an article in a news¬
paper for the American military in
Europe, The American Weekend:
“The Army is apparently torn be¬
tween a desire to keep Elvis locked
out of sight and a half-concealed,
wish that he had enlisted in. the
Navy or Air Force in the first
place. Everywhere Elvis has gone,
the Army has been forced to make
battle plans well in advance to
keep the peace.
Presley is far
bigger than his company com¬
mander, bigger than the generals
who watch over him, and the soon¬
er the Army gives in to this truth,
the sooner the furor will die down
and everybody can get back* to
work.
“What about those five to ten
thousand letters Presley receives
every week?
How is the mail,
room going to cope, with that
mountain of mail and packages?
Will extra trucks have to be as¬
signed, extra personnel? Put him
in an entertainment outfit and fly
him around Europe and let him
bring pleasure to his fellow sol¬
diers. Send him down to Lebanon
and Turkey and to France and all
those places where our .troops are
bored to death and hard up for en¬
tertainment. Let him sing before
Europeans. He will make millions
of friends for America. Take him
out of 3rd Armored.
When the
time comes to fight, Elvis will fight
just as well as the soldier-typists,
radio, announcers, golf pros, club
managers and sedan chauffeurs
who are performing Army jobs in
keeping with their previous train¬
ing and experience.”

MUSIC

MGM’s Legit Cast Set
Continued from pace 57 ia———■——U

“Gigi." In addition to the soundtrack package, MGM released an
instrumental set by Rose and a
jazz LP by Hyman.
Maxin is also planning g, pop
push on the score with plans for
six single releases. Already lined
up are singles by Connie Francis,
Fran Warren, Tommy Edwards,
Maurice Chevalier and Johnny
Desmond.
Feuer & Martin originally had
planned to adapt the “Stay Away
Joe” tome as a straight screen
treatment for Metro. In the switch
from Hollywood to Broadway,

Metro got first refusal op the musteal adaptation. Tuner represents
the first showcasing of the Charlop-Gimbel team as Broadway cleffers. Charlop had a crack several
seasons ago on songs for Mary Martin’s “Peter Pan,” on which he
collaborated with Carolyn Leigh.
The “Whoop-Up” cast features
Ralph Young, Susan Jonhson, Sylvia Sims, Danny Meehan, Romo
Vincent and Paul Ford. Miss Sims,
a Columbia Records pactee, has
been given an okay to appear un¬
der the MGM banner for the original cast package.

Has Victor Herbert's
Great Idea Got Lost?
My little crusade re the evident bitterness of 33 fine songwritermembers of ASCAP against their best customers (various radio¬
tv stations and record companies) is not based on being a spy
for the defendants.

I know hardly anybody at the networks

and only have met Bob Sour once—the only guy at BMI I ever
knew.
I just believe Victor Herberts basic idea has been accomplished:
"Fair pay for small rights"—and I'm delighted that we're get¬
ting the 20,000,000 bucks.

I think Mr. Herbert would too!

The publishers were the villains when SPA was formed, and
that great guy, Charlie Tobias, and others hammered through
a wonderful contract.
But under the grander name of AGAC (rackety-cack-cack) I
think it is bad taste for 33 songwriters to spray around the type
\

of bitter public relations material that does not necessarily
reflect the thinking of all its dues-paying members, including
me.

I was never asked to vote on using AGAC to further a

private lawsuit and I think all that stuff in Washington got
nowhere except to cause a lot of suspicion that somebody was
unduly frustrated in not getting current hits.
I can't believe that 1% of some 3,000 ASCAP writers speak for ^
the whole bunch and that's all my fuss is about*
I pay for these ads myself in the cause of peaceful customerrelations, because I get my payoff when the radio and tv boys
play my songs. And I am very, very grateful that they like 'em
well enough to do so.

More Hits from MILLS—*

THE MAGICIAN
DEAN MARTIN
•r Capitol F-40A5

THAT’S MY DESIRE
CREW CUTS
oa RCA Victor 47-7371
MILLS MUSIC. INC.

Continued from pace

in the pop disk market. The late
Manie Sacks, then manager of the
Victor disk division, sparked the
label’s formation as an indepen¬
dent entity operating through its
own distrib channels, apart from
the regular RCA outlets.
- Except for a handful of releases,
the Vik operation did not make
much of a dent in the disk market.
The label,, however, did succeed in
developing two important names,
Gisele MacKenzie and Pat Suzuki,

If this be treason instead of reason I guess I'll just have to be
unpopular with 33 fine guys.

Pat Bailatid

VAUDEVILLE
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SMALL CAFES MUSHROOMING
Delinquent on Does, Members Left Out
On a Limb By AGVA Hospital Fund
The stringent rules of the Amer¬
ican Guild of Variety Artists’ hos¬
pitalization plan is leaving many
members without any protection
and without hopes of coverage for
as much as five years. Complaints
are coming in that momentary
lapses in payments of dues, trips
abroad, and long, periods of unem¬
ployment are cancelling out any
protection a member can have
when illness takes over.
One unfortunate case was un¬
earthed last week, that of Landre
& Verna, a vet dance team. A long
period of hospitalization found
them delinquent for 24 days in
their dues, and they were refused
any aid from the hospitalization
plan- that is run. under the direc¬
tion of Margie Coate, director of
the Sick & Relief Fund.
Mrs. P. J. Landry (Verna) said:
“Last December, my husband, Lan¬
dre, became ill. He was in the
hospital with ain undiagnosed ill¬
ness when we received the notice
that AGVA was starting a hospi¬
talization plan due to become ef¬
fective in February, 1958. His ill¬
ness continued even after leaving
the hospital and it was a very try¬
ing and upsetting time for us.
With all the worry and anxiety, I
became confused as to when our
next AGVA payment were due. I
thought I had until the last of
March and sent our payment in on
March 24, 1958.
“Landre was in the hospital
again from April 12 through the
14th, again June 10 through the
12th, and the last time from June
16 through June 30, at which time
he underwent a very serious kid¬
ney operation.
When I applied
for hospital benefits, I was in¬
formed that, because I was 24 days
late in paying our February to
August dues, we would not be eli¬
gible for benefits until 1963.”
The team has since applied for
and obtained an honorable with-'
drawal. They cannot work during
this period, but neither are they
taxed with dues.
The team has also asked AGVA
president Penny Singleton to look
into the matter, citing their finan¬
cial and mental strain during this
period. Mr^. Landry stated that
“It’s impossible to put the hor¬
rors of that period into a letter.
When you are not sure your hus¬
band will live until the next union
(Continued on page 67)

Jean Fenn Third Week
H.O. at K.C. Muehlebach;
Inn Eyes Ditto Runs
Kansas City, Nov. 4.
Hotel Muehlebach currently is
-breaking a long-standing policy in
holding over Jean Fenn to warble
a third week in the Terraee Grill.
It has been years since any act
has played more than two weeks in
the deluxe dinner room down¬
stairs.
To rearrange booking schedules,
entertainment chief Larry Larrea
has been keeping an eye on acts
for some time to find one which
would hold up for a third week.
Miss Fenn in her first appearance
in the Grill has held trade at a
very pleasant level throughout
her original two weeks, and the
engagement is extended through
Thursday (6), whereas it was set to
close Oct 30.
Larrea has set Evelyn Knight to
follow Miss Fenn.
Miss Knight
opens Nov. 7 for two weeks, and
will bd followed by Sophie Tucker,
in. her first engagement, in the
room, beginning Nov. 21 for a fort¬
night.
The holdover is the more remark¬
able since Miss Fenn has played
comparatively few night spots on
her own.
Illness forced her to
cancel a series of night club dates
in Europe.

'Clown & Baton’ 25G, L. A.
Los Angeles, Nov. 4.
“Clown and Baton,” the Red
Skelton-David Rose variety show,
hit an excellent $25,000 for a split
week which encompassed five per¬
formances at the Ritz Theatre. The
1,330-seater is scaled to $5.50.
Layout is slated for two and a
half weeks. It had a break-in at
San Jose, Richmond and San Fran-

‘Jewel'and Freed
Loews State End
Before Facelift
Loew’s State, N.Y., once the
Broadway flagship of vaudeville,
will have two stage shows in De¬
cember and then close for exten¬
sive alterations when the house’s
3,450 seats will be cut to 1,500
with stores built into the 45th St.
side of the house.
Booked for the State are the
“Jewel Box Revue” which starts
Dec. 3 for three weeks, and the
Alan Freed Show coming in
Christmas Day and winding up
Jan. 4. After the rock ’n’ rollers
break up the house, the builders
come in.
“The Jewel Box Revue” is cur¬
rently at the Hillside Theatre, Ja¬
maica, where it has been doing
excellent business. It started this
summer on the Catskill Mt. cir¬
cuit, thence into the Shubert,
Washington, and after that into
its present situation. Originally
designed for legiters, it’s now do¬
ing the vauders wherever possible.
Show comprises a batch of femme
impersonators plus one girl (gen¬
uine).
The Alan Freed show, which
long played the Paramount cir¬
cuit where it created record
grosses, will shutter the theatre
following its 10-day stand.
Plans. for the theatre call for a
more intimate house which will
aim for hard-ticket films. Theatre
will be equipped to play films of
nearly every process when changes
are completed.

me cue
By JOE COHEN
A new set of values is spinning
in the nitery orbit. While many
are bemoaning that the field is
shrinking into oblivion, a new set
of cafes has come about which may
indicate the shape of things to
come. At the same time, a new
style of performer is coming into
being, and new habits are being
formed.
While many have been mourning
the diminishing number of largeseaters, an ever increasing number
of intime cafes have been spring¬
ing up and with it, performers to
suit the new style of nitery op¬
eration.
Throughout the country new
outlets for talent are -rising—the
beat joynts in San Francisco the
expresso houses in Los Angeles,
the revue showcases and the sup¬
per rooms in New York, the
lounges in Chicago, the jazz rooms
nearly everywhere and the small
rooms in so many towns built
around a host or a single enter¬
tainer.
To a great extent these have
taken the play away from the large
rooms. The major cafes admitted¬
ly have lost a. lot of business and
many aren’t doing too well until
an entertainer of stature becomes
available. With salaries of names
zooming to the point of breaking
the bonifaces, theory is that menu
tariffs have been boosted to the
point where business from young¬
sters or the masses has decreased.
This business, it’s felt, has gone
into the smaller rooms.
Fitting Them In
However, with the shift in busi¬
ness has come a new. set of per¬
formance values.
While Tony.
Martin, for example, would mean
a prosperous engagement at the
Chez Paree, Chicago, it’s doubtful
(Coife^gued on page 70)

DAVIS (& ALL STARS)
IN TAYOFF TO HOSP

Thompson Tax-Cut Idea Would
Reward ‘Live’ Talent Situations
Borge SRO 14G, D.C.
Washington, Nov. 4.
Victor Borge was a sellout in
Contitutional Hall, grossing $14,000. In a recital the following
evening in the same auditorium,
Victoria de los Angeles grossed
$4,200.
Both appeared under the spon¬
sorship of Patrick Hayes.

%.
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Police Permits
In N,Y. Niteries
In Court Test
The first legal challenge of the
N. Y. Police Department’s right to
require licenses from cabaret em¬
ployees has been made in N. Y.
Supreme Court by three musicians
in a suit brought against Stephen
P. Kennedy, N. Y. City Police Com¬
missioner, the Police Pension
Fund, and others.
Maxwell T.
Cohen, attorney for the plaintiffs,
has been working on this case for
more than a year.
Action stems from the fact that
Beril W. Rubenstein and James L.
Johnson, both plaintiffs, have been,
unable to get a permanent license
to work in N. Y. niteries because
of arrests on their record. The
third plaintiff, Johnny Richards,
an arranger and bandleader, is
suing because his right to employ
musicians of his own choice has
been curtailed by the licensing re¬
quirements.
The plaintiffs' charge that the
Police Department’s licensing
power has been self-assumed; that
there never was any statutory au¬
thority giving the police such a
right to impose a charge of $2 for
the cabaret licenses or the right
to put such sums in the Police
Pension Fund.
Cohen estimates
that the Pension Fund has now
collected $500,000 from the caba¬
ret licenses.
The plaintiffs contend that ap¬
proximately 5,000 cabaret employ¬
ees have been denied identification
cards. There are about 40,000 em¬
ployees in the field, who needs’such
licenses.
They are asking the
court to grant an injunction against
the defendants and for an account¬
ing of the Police Pension Fund so
that the money collected from the
cabaret employees can be turned
over to the City Treasury.

Hollywood, Nov. 4.
In a gesture of appreciation to
the hospital which treated him four
years ago following his neartragic auto accident, Sammy Davis
Jr. will headline benefit show in
San Bernardino Nov. 15, with flock
of name personalities to back him.
Announced to appear will be
Judy Garland, Gary Crosby, Danny
Thomas, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Shirley
MacLaine, Sidney Poitier, Jim
Garner and music conductor Bud¬
dy Bregman.
It’s to be held at Swing Audi¬
torium with proceeds, which could
Houston, Nov. 4.
total
$50,000, to town's Community
Marie McDonald will headline
the opening of. the posh Tidelands Hospital for purchase of equip¬
ment.
Club Nov. 17 at the new Tidelands
Motor Inn. She will be backed by
Ted Fio Rito at the piano. Come¬
dian Jackie Miles is booked as the
supporting act.
Others signed for the Tidelands
this year and early 1959 are the
Olsen & Johnson Show, the Hill-,
toppers, Billy Williams Quartet, Seven Produced by Tom Arnold—Three by Littler—
Guy Mitchell, Denise Lor and
Parnell’s Palladium Yuletider
Monique Van Yooren. The Don
Cannon orch (10) will be the resi¬
dent band. Bill Newkirk will book
podrome; “Babes in the Wood”
London, Oct. 28.
acts for the 25-seat private club,
Out of 15 pantomimes to play with Jack Radcliffe and Jackie
mostly on a two-week basis.
Dennis
at the Edinburgh Empire;
Moss Empires’ circuit over the
Martha Raye was scheduled ^o the
Christmas holiday season, seven “Humpty Dumpty” at the Glasgow
open the club in September, but a will be presented by Tom Arnold Empire; “Aladdin” at both the
carpenters’ strike here delayed the and three by Emile Littler.
Liverpool and Newcastle Empires;
opening and forced a cancellation.
“Cinderella” at the Manchester
Val Parnell, who recently re¬ alace; and “Jack and the Bean¬
signed as Moss Empires’ managing stalk” at the Nottingham Theatre
Amsterdam’s U.K. TVers director, but retains his seat on the Royal.
board, will be presenting the Pal¬
London, Nov. 4.
Emile Littler’s’seasonal trio will
Morey Amsterdam,. U. S. come¬ ladium’s annual Christmas show, be “Goody Two Shoes” with Reg
dian, is skedded to plane out from which this year will be “Sleeping Dixon, Tommy Fields and Connor
N. Y. to do+some tv dates in the Beauty,” due to open on Dec. 23, & Drake at the Hanley. Theatre
U.K. He will be featured on “Sun¬ with. Charlie Drake, Bernard Bres- Royal; “Jack and Jill” with Charlie
day Night at the London Palladi¬ slaw, Edmund Hockridge r" and Chester at the Leeds Empire; and
um” here Sunday (9), and do an¬ Bruce Forsyth. The second. Moss Edna Savage and Laura London in
other peak-hour video date. He Empires London panto will be “Babes in the Wood” at the Shef¬
will be accompanied by his wife “Aladdin,” starring Dickie Valen¬ field Empire.
tine, which opens on Christmas
Kay.
Remaining three Moss pantos
Amsterdam was last in Europe Eve at the Finsbury Park Empire. will be “Mother Goose” at the
some years ago when, he played This production will be presented Brighton Hippodrome and “Babes
two vaude weeks at Glasgow and by the Lew and Leslie Grade in the . Wood” at the Southsea
Edinburgh prior to a business and agency.
Kings, both of* which will be pre¬
vacation., trek through Germany,
The seven Tom Arnold shows sented by Newco Productions; and
are “Robinson Crime’-'iWithiClayid “Red; Riding.,tfc# iMfireand Greece.
Whitfield at the Birmingham Hip¬ cambe Winter Gardens.

Marie McDonald to Bow
Tidelands in Honston

Washington, Nov. 4.
An admission tax reduction bill
with a new twist—and with bipar¬
tisan support already lined <up—
will be introduced, when the new
Congress meets, by Rep. Frank
Thompson Jr. (D-N.J.).
The Thompson bill would re¬
move federal taxes on the first $2
of an admission ticket’s cost for
a program “primarily” involving
a live performance. In another
section, the bill would scale down
the U.S. cabaret tax from 20 to

Moss Empires Sets 15 Pantomimes

In the bill’s present form, mo¬
tion picture theatres would not
benefit, but Thompson may reword
it later to apply to $2 taxfree ad¬
vantage to films featured with a
“live” stage show.
As now drafted, the bill pro¬
vides that the $2 tax write off ap¬
plies to a “live performance” when
the “principal act of the program
is performed in person within the
place of admission.”
The* bill also says that after the
first. $2 is exempt, the tax “shall
be 1c for each 20c or major frac¬
tion thereof of the amount paid in
excess of $2.” The bill specifi¬
cally applies the exemption to
season tickets as well as single
purchases.
Thompson, remembered as co¬
sponsor of the bill which was en¬
acted in 1958 to build a Cultural
Center in Washington, has already
(Continued on page 67)

Texas Liquor Bd. Raids
4 Dallas Privateries,
Arrest Mgrs., Employees
Dallas, Nov. 4.
Local police and Texas Liquor
Control Board agents raided four
private clubs last week, seized
more than 100 cases of liquor and
arrested club managers as well as
several employees in each spot.
Those raided were the King's Club,
in midtown Hotel Adolphus; the
midtown Club Derby. Artists of
Dallas Club (frequented by musi¬
cians and visitinng club acts) and
the Oaks Club, located in a suburba motel.
Officials said undercover agents
visited all four clubs .without
membership cards, a violation of
the Texas Liquor Control Act.
Club operators can be charged with
a misdemeanor, with maximum
penalty of a year in' jail, a $1,000
fine, or both. Spots can continue to
operate, but building owners will
be notified that their property is
being, used to serve drinks to club
members.
Mpls. License Raps
Minneapolis, Nov. 4.
Owners of two loop niteries, the
24 Club and the Washington Ave.
'90s, have been ordered to appear
before the city council license com¬
mittee to show cause why their
on-sale liquor liceses should not
be revoked.
The committee acted on a ve¬
nereal disease report by Dr. K. R.
Kundberg, city health, commission¬
er. Lundberg informed it that on
reports of venereal disease pa¬
tients treated at the city hospital
he found that during the past year
the clubs had ranked high as
“places of encounter.”

'Holiday on Ice’in India
New Delhi, Oct. 28.
Spectacle on a scale rarely seen
here before keynoted the Indian
preem of “Holiday on Ice” in this
capital city. Though not the first
icer to. visit India (a Scandinavian
compapy has preceded it), U.S.producer “Holiday” is the first to
play New Delhi.
Staged -on an artifically frozen
“lake .of ice” in an 8,000-seat (25c
to $2 (semicircular segment of the
National Stadium here, the Morris
Chalfen show features some 50
American and “' European-'** Wade
artists.

m
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New York
Harry Mimno down for the
Latin Quarter Jan. 8;.-. Tinunle
Rogers booked for- the Apollo
Friday (7) and follows with the
Howard, Washington, Nov. 3A;» . .
Robert Clary goes into the Queen
Elizabeth, Montreal, March 30 ....
Gretehen Wyler tapped for the
Royal York, Toronto, Dec. 31 . . .
Doubletalker A1 Kelly recently be¬
came a grandfather . . . Jimmy
Darante down for,the Latin Casino,
Philadelphia, Feb. 6 . . * Joe E.
Lewis to work the Adolphus, Dal¬
las, March 5 . . . Fran Warren set
for the New Arena, Pittsburgh,
Dec. 1 . . . Davis & Keese to the
Eden Roc, Miami Beach, Dec. 10
. . . Toni Arden marked for the
Diplomat, Miami Beach, March 20
, . . Wally Griffin signed for that
hotel Feb. 13 . . . Rover Boys wan¬
der into Sciolla’s, Philadelphia, for
week of Nov. 17 . . . Bernard Bros,
lined up for the Moulin Rouge, Los
Angeles, Nov. 11 and the Desert
Inn, Las Vegas, Dec. 23, and re¬
turn to Europe for Le Lido, Paris,
date starting March'20.
Nancy Kenyon started at In
Boboli last night (Tues.)_Henry
Youngman opened at the New
Arena, Pittsburgh . . . Earl Grant
signed with the William Morris
Office . . . Jimmy Dnrante to Blinstrub’s, Boston, Feb. 11 . . . Nat M.
Abramson head of the WOR Artists
Bureau, to again chairman the
annual benefit committee for the
Actors Temple at the Majestic
Theatre Dec. 7.

Hollywood
Joe Loco Quartet hold over at
Garden of Allah two weeks . . .
Singer Wynn Gould back at Ben
Blue’s nitery in Santa Monica . . .
Barbara Barr is the new chirp at
Dino’s Restaurant on the Sunset
atrip . . . Jimmie Clark Trio held
over at Vaux Supper Club in Bal¬
boa ... Pianist Jack Russell
opened an indefinite stand at Art
Williams’ Caribbean Monday (3>...
Singe? - dancer - pianist Johnny
Bachemin opens in lounge at Dunes
Hotel in Las Vegas Dec. 18.
Bobby Troup has been set to
headline the new entertainment
policy at Jack Denison’s Restau¬
rant for the next four weeks . . .
Latin-American singer Dorita set
for a two-weeker at Charles Soffer’s Encore Restaurant.

Chicago
Lucille A Eddie Roberts to the
Radisson, Minneapolis, Nov. 6 for
a pair . . . Hfldegarde is booked
there Dec. 26 . . . Jean Fens held
over a week at the Muehlebach,
Kansas City ... Gogi Grant set for
the Monteleone, New Orleans, Jan.
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27 for- a fortnight - , EfrelyAKnight opens Thursday’ (6) -at the
Muehlebach . . . Jonathan Win|cn
booked for the Tidelands, Houston,
Dec. 31 for two weeks ..» Granada
Dancers, with Estrelita A Rani,
open Nov. 5 at the Crescendo,
Houston . . . Marquez Sisters fol¬
low Nov. 17 ... Crandall & Charles
inked for Houston’s Club Bistro
Nov. 19_Gene JBaylos toplining
at Mr. Kelly’s here.

Pittsburgh
Kathy Crosby, on doctor’s orders,
cancelled Town House booking
Dec. 5 for nine days. Playmates
replace her. Also set for same spot;
Kirby Stone 4 week of Dec. 15 and
Chordettea May 18 . » . Guy Lom¬
bardo band set for return to Twin
Coaches April 3 . . . Allen A De
Wood last-minute addition to Eydie
Gorme show this week at Latin
Casino in Philly ... Lisa Kirk,
opening two-week stand at Ankara
Monday. (10), comes in a night
earlier to work Saints A Sinners
“Fall Guy” banquet honoring Jobs
H. Harris ... Eli Mintz headlines
annual B’nai B’rith Donor Lunch¬
eon at Penn-Sheraton Hotel Nov.
23-24 . . . Martha. Raye opens at
New Arena Nov. 14 for nine days
. . . Dakota Staton follows Ahmad
Jamal Trio into Copa Monday (10)
for a week.

. Atlanta.
Four Mints opened at Domino
Lounge in Imperial Hotel on same
bill with exotic Kalantan and
George Bruton Trio playing for
show and dancing ... Another new
lineup on scene is Peachtree Chib’s
dancing Concho A Futtl, singing
Tracey Twins and exotic Nancy
Childress.
Somethin' Smith A The Redheads
staying an extra week at Paradise
Room in Henry Grady Hotel, with
Don Grimes orch (6) playing for
show and dancing and spot’s
Luncheon in Paradise offering
-magician Carl Cartwright, with
Jim Scott Duo holding forth in
Dogwood Lounge . . , Comedian
Bengee Harris and Glorio Oakley
topping Atlanta Biltmore Hotel
Empire Room’s Ice-O-Rama, pro¬
duced by singer Freddie Martell,
with music by Emile Poisson’s
orch.

Detroit
Red Norvo strokes the vibes at
Baker’s Keyboard Lounge . . .
Song, dance, comedy and impres¬
sions by the Jaye Bros, are the new
attraction at the Roostertall . . .
Sunny West chirps at Shepherd’s
. . . Glenn Miller orch, directed by
Ray McKinley, is at Club Cliche
... Eight years at Town Pump is
being celebrated this week by Syl¬
via who sings saucy songs ...
Jerry Gale, pantomimist, • heads
Gay Haven show ... Billy Maxted’s
dixieland jazz band is at the Crest
Lounge.

Honolulu
' New talent’s been booked into
Prineess Kaiulani Hotel’s two nitery rooms. Kimo McVay, who for¬
merly presided at piano bars at the
ex-Christian’s Hut and more re¬
cently at the Edgewater Hotel, Is
88’ing in the downstairs Kahili
Room of the Matsofi-owned Kaiu¬
lani. Mahi Beamer, a mainstay of
the Queen’s Surf nitery for several
years, Opened (30) in the roofside
Mauna Kea Room, be backed by
the Kaiulani Serenaders.

pantomimist Pepe Miller
. Joan
Dixoa, yocallstf in top {ortqight at
Cork Chib , . :*Ms*oii*C»hrai will:
play two frames at Shamrock Hil¬
ton’s Continental Room. Suppbrt- -i.The widely reported decision by Eddie Jackson to go it alone afterMm will be. the Billy Willimns. ,4$.. years ..with Jiparoy-Dujrante,- ^bux-spjiktjng -hr .-jEfet-.-last remnant 0^'
.orch . . . Bill Doggett booked;for the original Clayton, Jackson & Durante team,' jj. hot too seriously
Jimmie. Menutis’ Lounge and Club regarded intra-trade^ Jackson -decided to splits away -from-tho- Schnoz
sigrieiRuthT.Ffowh, singer, hacked
by Paul Williamson orch, ' Nov. once before,' and'the iatter’s Affection for his longtime partner ;is such
that^thejfe is always the chance p’f reunion-: Durante, has a number of
18-19. -f- *■* “*
•'*
/
'
old. faithfuls on Ins, staff. When Jackson was'on a Sabbatical,-, for retfsons of health, Durante got Sonny King to’ handle the prime vocal
chores, which is the fundamental for Jackson’s belief that “Jimmy
don’t want me around no more.”
Durante still talks With affection of the time they .got. $3,000 a week
at the old Parody Club, a Prohibition era- cabaret in New York where,
The Clown A The Baton they were the prime draw. They got paid off in-.three $1,(410. bills- and
(RITZ THEATRE,. L.A.)
the first time-it happened Jackson insisted,. “Gimme a couple , of 100s.
Los- Angeles^ Opt. 30. . and the rest .in small .bills; I want the actors to see how big-a bank¬
A revue in -two .acts presented roll $1,000 can make—just that one Gmote doesn’t look like ‘important’
by Harry Zeviit. Stars Red .Skelton, money.”
David Rose Orch : (35); features
The Modernaires, -Rafael Mendez,
Eileen Christy. Opened at Ritz
Theatre, Los Angeles, Oct. 30, ‘58?

$5.50 top.
There’s a certain element of
class and a great element of appeal
in “The Clown and -the Baton,”
variety show which has relighted
the Ritz Theatre as a legit bouse.
But just as evident in the Red
Stelton-David Rose revue is a feel¬
ing that somewhere all this has
been seen before. Despite Over¬
exposure of the material, the offer¬
ing is a commercial one that should
fare reasonably in its two-and-ahalf-week engagement
Skelton is. a rare comedian who
assumes a hundred faces and a
hundred persons. There’s no deny¬
ing his sincerity and his overall
talent, but whether the public will
takejrpadily at a $5.50 top to rou¬
tines that are similar to or the
same as those they’ve seen on tele¬
vision is another matter. Soloing
for the last hour of the show,
Skelton proves a most natural
down and a most proficient actor:'
Pantomime undeniably is bis forte,
and bis desert doctor and old man
sketches are priceless bits of makebelieve.
First half of the program centers
on Rose and his- 35-^piece-orch play¬
ing arrangements that are anything
but run-of-the-mill. A* few strains
of “Yolare,” slipped into a rousing
“American Hoedown,” comprise
the newest notes, with "The Baton”
Scoring well with film tunes and his
own compositions. From pizzacato
to humming strings and stirring
brass, “the music is.excellent. .
The fine-sounding Modernaires
make no attempt to come up with
anything new, concentrating in¬
stead on the tunes they sang for
years for daytime televiewers.
They combine good barbershop
quartefting with the standby Glenn
Miller hits and “Juke Box Saturday
Night, “The Customer Is Always
Right” and “Foggy Day in London
Town.”
One of the brightest points in
the show is pert Efleen Christy, a
blonde looker with fine vocal quali¬
ty and a great enthusiasm, both of
which keep the show’s flickering
spark alive and kicking. Rafael
•Mendez proves with gleaming
trumpet and clean sound that his
tag as “the world’s greatest trum¬
peter” comes close or all the way
to being correct.
All in all, there’s nothing wrong
with the premise or the personali¬
ties of ‘The Clown and the Baton,”
and they, in fact, present a pleas¬
ing picture. Trouble is the picture
has been screened too many times,
and Usually for nothing.
Harry Zevin, managing director
of the Ritz, so far has skedded the
American Puppet: Theatre and_Ken
Murray’s ‘‘Blackouts of 1959” to
follow “Clown and Baton” at his
Wilshire Blvd. house.
Ron.

In a perfect example of, type casting, vaudevillian Jack Soo, who’s
played night clubs from the Hub to Frisco* for -17 years as a siandup.
Oriental comic, is playing a nitery comic emcee in Rodgers & Hammerstein’s “Flower Drum Song,” which opened to great reviews at
the Shubert, Boston, last week, under his real monicker, Jack Suzuki.
He even uses one-liners from his act, most familiar of which is- “Back
to the laundry.” He was tapped for the role of Frankie Wing in the
musical while playing in a Chinese nitery in San Francisco. Backed
by a line of girls, he emcees the show in the mythical “Celestial Bar”
of the musical. All he has to do is be himself ; he -reports, quipping:
“For 17 years I’ve been doing this act—now comes my-big legit chance
—and what am I doing?—the same old act.” Tof further complicate
matters, Pat Suzuki, pony tailed bombshell piper, is one of the leads
of the show—no relation.
George A, Hamid, operator of the Greensboro (N.C.) Fair, rebuts,
the story in the Oct. 15 issue with the assertion that bad business was
due to the fact that the fair was rained out throughout the week. He
declares that Gene Autry’s show was scheduled for only one perform¬
ance, and would do a second if business warranted. Considering the
weather, Hamid says, Autry did excellently in his one show.' Hamid
also stated that he tried to hold the fair over for the Sunday at the re¬
quest of civic organizations, but found that a ruling from the attorney
general prohibited him from selling tickets for the rides. Thus kids
under 16 were given a strip good for 16 rides. He also said that de¬
spite loss of four-and-a-half days, the fair did “all right.”
The recent national board meeting of the American Guild of Variety
Artists revealed a petty racket by some of the board members from
New York. With connivance of several in the administration of the
national office, these board members collected for-the hotel rooms
they didn’t use, living at home instead. Legislation was subsequently
passed at the instigation of out-of-town members that there was to be
no reimbursement for rooms not used.
Double talker A1 Kelly, who makes like an expert in virtually any
field, took a quick trip to Elko, Nev., last week, to tell cattle rancher*
in that territory how it’s done. He was invited to the .rancher’s wingding at the recommendation of Bing Crosby. Kelly left for this data
after his speech at the Friars luncheon for Joe E. Lewis. Kelly, also
a self-styled expert in diction, is to do a stint on the Eddie Fisher tv
show Nov. 11.
Ankara nitery in Pittsburgh permitted Jane Morgan to skip what
was to have been the dosing night of her fortnight booking last week
in order to Teturn to New York for rehearsals -of the Perry Como
program. As it was, Miss Morgan had to fly out one day to get in a
practice session and then come back here for her two shows In the
evening. Bon Bons, a singing trio who make their homes in Pitts¬
burgh, happened to be laying off at the time and filled in for a single
night at the Ankara between Miss Morgan’s windup and Jose Greco’s
opening Friday (31).
Since Bill Miller, who is set to open Cafe de Paris, N.Y., probably
as Bill Miller’s Riviera, closed the original Riviera, Ft. Lee, N.J., some
years ago, he has been casting about for a site which could bear that
name again. When he took over the Royal Nevada Hotel, Las*.Vegas,
some years ago, he told associates that he would go to court to force
the Riviera Hotel there to return that label to him. In Havana, where ha
is involved in the building of the Hotel Monte Carlo, he came upon
that scene too late 'to prevent the Havana Riviera from using that
name. It looks like an ambition of several years Is now close to ful¬
fillment with the N.Y. operation, which will preem late December.*
-■---+ —-■ ■ ■
.
■■ ■

Jose Vs. Roberto, Coba

OLASON't

FUN-MASTER

PROFESSIONAL
Havana is to have -a battle of
COMEDY MATftlAL
flamenco troupes to start the win¬
for oil Theatricals
-Wo Servfco the Stars”
ter season. Roberto Iglesias, on
Mg Temporary Special oo All
Show Tones are raving about the j
tour for S. Hurok in the U.S., has
U Oat Fllos-for SIS, Flat Site Pasta#*
signed to open at the Havana
all new Hotel Avery. AH new, large, [
Forolfii; SI.SC oa„ *5 lor *4*
Riviera starting Dec. 23. Jose
beautifully furnished deluxe, rooms ]
• 9 Parody looks. Par Bk. ... SIS •
Greco will return to the' nearby
with private bath and television. \
• 4 Blacfeovt Books, For Bk. ..»*§#
Capri
Dec.
19.
Greco
headed
the
• Minstrel ^Budfot .......... SIS •
Houston:
Many Air Conditioned.
How to Master the Coromofties
first show in the Capri at its open¬
Ozzie A Anita Reyes, dancers, Settle Tootef Dispute
te.por Copy
ing late, last year.
AVERY & WASHINGTON STS.
.
No
C.O.D's _.... "Always Opott"
opened, a two-week stand at Club
In Youngstown House Riviera has also. signed the
BILLY GLASON
Crescendo. Also on the bill Is
Youngstown, O., Nov. 4.
ISO
W.
34th
St.,
N.Y.C,, lf Circle 7-113*
Israeli import, Hanna Aharon!, who {WBTBACH BMCBinie
end COMBDY)
The Strand, which is operating comes' in Dee. 2, succeeding the
<L*t a Bool Professional Treks Yo«>
a combined1 burlesque ' and film current Olga GufTiot._-• :
program, almost closed down 10
LUXOR
days ago as a result of a dispute
with AFM Local 86 . Manager Le¬
roy Griffith said, the local failed
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS
to provide competent musicians for
the stagesbows, in violation of its
Opening 10th International Tonr
contract, and therefore an outside
Currently
orch, not belonging to Local
BATIN IAU COUNTRY CLUB
was brought in.
OPENING NOVEMBER 20, DALLAS, TEXAS, 2 WEEKS
Hull, Qt
-' Herbert McPherson, prez of Lo¬
cal 86, said its pact provides for YmtHom: WHUAM MOUIS AGENCY
musicians to work seven nights a
Fora. Myj M> KIRKBV
week and only two matinees, while
THANKS TO MAURICE AND JOE REICHMAN
iiih
hi
urn
Griffith
wanted
the
musicians
to
DECEMBER 8, ATLANTA, GA., TWO WEEKS
work an extra five matinees a week
without a raise in pay.
When tire outside orch arrived,
TTio Amaotn# Mars of "WHAT'S ON YOUR BUNDthe motion picture operator and
Thanks to MONK ARNOLD
stagehands refused, to work. It
was agreed that Cferiffith would pay
h6me address
union scale for the extra matinees
LUXOR APTSt 147 PHILADELPHIA AVENUE,
Currently—FLAME *OOM.
for at least a week, after which he
wiU.make a decision ,qu. whether or
LA$ VEOAS, NEVADA ^ ,000^4-1567 . .
RAWSSOM^IOTEL. Min* ,, v Mgt. M.^.A,.,
not Td’dose xthe'rh6us&'
•
‘
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New Acts

Continued frtm pace
payment, it*s very easy to forget
when it’s due.”

Apollo, N. V.
Larry Williams Band (10), Hines
Kids (2), Joan Shaw, Teenchords
(5), Baby Washington, Ed Town¬
send, John Bubbles,' Pastels (4);
“Nightfall" (Col)
The “big beat” spearheaded by
rock ’n* roller Larry Williams, and
backed by the Pastels and Teen¬
chords, makes for a noisy and dull
session at this Harlem house. To
regular Apollo patrons the numer¬
ous rock groups which play here
offer little in the way of entertain¬
ment with their almost identical
stylings.
Williams is a master of gyration
but deficient in singing talent. He
runs through a catalog of six numbers^ each resembling the other.
In his first Apollo appearanee and
with accompanying frantic gestures
he races into “Dizzy Miss Lizzy,”
“Slow Down” and other tunes
which because of rapid blending of
words are hardly recognizable. Wil¬
liams is of the Little Richard cult
as “he stands up to play the 88 and
strums the electric guitar. His mu¬
sical talents are on about par with
his singing ability.
The Hines Kids are two teenage
youngsters with plenty of stage
savvy in their terping and with
added experience should make the
grade. The spins and the splits are
not as yet polished, but the rudi¬
ments are there in the form of
natural ability.
Little Louis Lyman guides his
Teenchords through a songalog
wjiich includes “Dance Girl.” “Tell
the Angel” and “I am so Happy”
in okay r&r fashion. After hearing
one song by the quintet, you have
heard them all. Pastels differ little
from the* Lynan group except in
choosing their numbers.
Baby Washington, another house
regular, is dull. As with other
singers of her genre, she breaks
her voice. On the more pleasant
side is the vocalling of Joan Shaw
and Ed Townsend. Miss Shaw, at¬
tractively gowned, has a pleasing
voice, and ditto Townsend. His best
rendition is “For Your Love”
which gets house approval.
John Bubbles, of the old team
of Buck & Bubbles, is a past master
of vaude and by far the best act
on the current bill. He can still
belt out a tune with a flair for
showmanship and his numbers are
marked by originality. His stepping
is still to be admired and the kids
on the show could learn a thing, or
two or possibly three from Bubbles.
Bern.

comedian who scores in his needled
look at current events.-Olganos (2)
do fine comic and straight bits on
the tight wire. Jean Harold has a
neat offbeat gambit in picture
slides that put the heads of celebri¬
ties in strange juxtaposition with
other bodies—in a famous paint¬
ing, etc: It is witty and accom¬
panied by clever talk.
Gisele Frery is an unobstrusive
but pretty femcee who keeps this
savvy bill rolling. It looks like the
Bobino comes back into important
house status in its. first show this
season.
Mosk.

Peep Hall, Tel Aviv
Tel Aviv, Oct. 28.
Bruno Coquatrix and Giora Godik present Paris’ Olympia Music
Hall, with John William, Trio
Medini, Monique Albin, Duda’im
Duo, Trio Oliveras, Arie Lavie,
Saltano,
Anny
Gould, . Claude
Vasori, Orch-directed by Roman
Messing.

After an. interval of five months,
French impresario Bruno Coqua¬
trix and Israeli manager Giora
Godik offered the second Olympia
Music Hall program. IU-fated at
the huge Z.O.A. Garden location
last May, show now plays the 1,000seat Peer Cinema* Hall in northern
Tel Aviv. Venture is under aus¬
pices of the French Embassy of Tel
Aviv which has lately cooperated
in bringing to Tel Aviv singer
Charles Trenet and ballet troupe
of Jean Babille.
The Olympia program is attrac¬
tive on many counts, with the acts
being presented in lively succes¬
sion, well emceed and full .of va¬
riety.
The Trio Medini, as cur¬
tain-raisers, are comedy acrobats.
Most diverting are their musical
performances, with one of three
(tw,o boys and a girl) playing trum¬
pet and sax simultaneously. Moni¬
que Albin is a young French thrush
who should have a big future.
Highlight is her French version of
“Volare.”
•The Duda’im Duo is a popular
Israeli team singing folksy items.
The Trio Oliveras perform class
acrobatic in humorous fashion.
Arie Lavi, who also emcees, is an
accomplished actor and puts across
two Israeli ballads. Saltano does
some novel illusions.
Star-billing is given to negro
singer John Williams, handles bal¬
lads and pops in French and Eng¬
lish, and Anny Gould, who won
Bobino9 Paris
the French Grand Prix du Disque
of 1958. Miss Gould’s offerings in^
Paris, Nov. 1.
Dalida, Francis Lemarque, Jac¬ cud e songs by Charles Aznavour
ques Courtois, Paola, Nelson Bros. and Gilbert Becaud as well as items
(2), Leo Bassi & June, Symins (3), like “Summertime,” “Only You,”
“Love is a Many Splendored
Pierre Still, Jean Harold, Olganosi
Thing.” She’s assisted by an out¬
(2), Giesele Frery; $L50 top.
standing piano accompanist in
Claude Vasori. Entire show was
Bruno Coquatrty, owner of the backed by the Olympia orch under
flagship house here, the Olympia, the direction of Roman Messing.
has taken over the direction of this
Vern.
900-seater, Left Bank, nabe-slanted
hall. He has put together a solid,
folksy bill and ' turned it into a
Empire, Glasgow
headline spot for disk names on
- Glasgow, Oct. 31.
their way up or toppers after their
Lonnie Donegan & Group (3),
Olympia stint. Stanza looks good
Annell
&
Brask,
Billy Dainty, Miki
for a sock three weeks.
Dalida is a sultry thrush who is & Griff, Carlo Sisters (3), Doreen
&
Sylvia
Stephens,
Flack & Lamar,
one of the platter bestsellers here.
She has been dressed better and Bobby Dowds Orch.
given a rep of Hispano and Italo
type standards that fit in with her
Current popularity of Lonnie
big voice. Though she still has Donegan, known as Britain’s skiffle
need for more ease in her mike king, is still' high, mainly among
stance, and smoother bodily under¬ teenage element, tout this is no
lining, she looks to emerge a reason why he should top one of
standard, if not an outstanding and the lightest-weight bills in vaude
individualistic, singing star here for some, months. On this showing,
(see New Acts).
regulars will be persuaded to give
Francis Lemarqu#, an excellent British vaudery a wide berth, -for
songwriter, now purveys his ditties it doesn’t rate a No. 1 bill despite
himself. He does full justice to individual merit of certain acts..
them.yith a pleasant manner, be¬
Donegan leads his trio (drums,
guiling voice and an understanding bass and guitar) in folk tunes and
of his own catchy, poetic numbers. skiffle music. He is largely inau¬
Whether about a hired killer who dible himself in between-song gab¬
has no time to relax, Paris charms bing, but becomes clearer when
or street chants, he is in form and talking on his own. Singer and his
a becoming, solid addition to singr group wisely go in for some com¬
ing ranks here.
edy business in their act, which
Jacques Courtois is a smooth has warm Support from the juve
ventrilo with the usual saucy outfronters. As a general vaude
dummy for good results. Paola is a .act, however, its worth is question¬
zany songstress with a solid, vulgar able.
streak that is more taking than
Annell & Brask, who close the
annoying. Smart repertoire has her
in for yocks and mitts, but less on first segment, are gaily garbed
the mugging could bring her in as mixed duo who wear crinolines and
18th century costumes for an-at¬
a good offbeat act.
Nelson Bros. (2) indulge in danc¬ tractive cycling act. Pair wind
ing with instruments and knock¬ round and round on unicycles, and
about acrobatics for a good filler male uses a blue-rimmed Penny
in this type house. Leo Bassi & Farthing style of velocipede for
June are a smart risley act with -further - oldtime effect. Femme
Bassi even juggling with hands and perches on revolving ladder atop
hoofs at the same time. It is a good partner’s shoulder^ while he cycles
visual number with Yank chances. round stage. Exit to good palming.
Billy Dainty is a diminutive
Symins (3) have two men throwing
around a; girl for a .solid aero- comedian with eccentric walk and
adagio act.
potential for future (see New Acts).
Pierre" Still is' a waspish patter Ddfeeh &" Sylvia Stephens offer

In another instance, hospital
benefits were eliminated for* a
member who had spent some time
abroad. His agent was instructed
to pay the dues when it became
due.
Inasmuch as AGVA doesn’t
bill its members, the dues lapsed
without the union having given
any notice of delinquency.
In another case, a member who
had obtained a- withdrawal because
of extended work abroad was also
told he wasn’t eligible.
Life insurance benefits are also
alleged to be handled in a puzzling'
manner. One of the most bizarre
instances came with tlje recent
death of comedian Joe Frisco.
Shortly before his demise, he. was
awarded a life membership. Upon
his death, it was ruled he wasn’t
eligible for the $500 death benefit
payment.
To share in the hospitalization
program, it is stipulated that a
member must pay dues continu¬
ously for five years.. When a de¬
linquency occurs, eligibility starts
five years after the lapse is set¬
tled.

Thompson Tax Gut
Continued from page 65 —
won for his new bill the support
of the Eisenhower’s Administra¬
tion’s political egghead group, the
Committee cf Arts and Sciences
for Eisenhower (CASE).
Mr. Robert Rogers, executive di¬
rector of CASE, which includes
many VIP show biz names among
its membership, wrote Thompson:
“ . . . I have long been con¬
cerned about the .unfavorable
affect of.amusement taxes on
the expansion, and develop¬
ment, indeed, the survival, of
public performances by live
artists, as distinguished from
cinema, radio, television, recordings, etc.
I am person¬
ally in favor of the abolition
* of all admission taxes where
an appreciable portion of the
performance is by personal
appearance ... I know that
; the members of CASE, many
of whom are performing art¬
ists, would support your bill,
as I have here.”
Rogers, of the Republican cul¬
tural organization, said that . the
“immediate loss” to the U.S.
Treasury in revenue from the drop
in admission taxes would be sur¬
passed by additional income taxes
paid by musicians, singers* actors,
and dancers, who would earn more
as a result of it.
But whether the Treasury De¬
partment Will agree remains to
be seen. Congressional experts on
taxes expect that. Department to
oppose the Thompson bill or any
measure which would reduce Gov¬
ernment revenue in the 1959 ses¬
sion of Congress.
The Thompson bill has also
drew a “bravo” from Hal Leysbon
of the American Federation of
Musicians.
Leyshon wrote Thompson that
the bill “is completely meritorious
and a continuation of your leader¬
ship in Congress in behalf: of the
living arts.”
Thompson was a strong sup¬
porter of a reduction of the cab¬
aret .'tax in the 1958 session of
Congress, an effort, which failed:
In addition to his sponsorship
of the Cultural Center bill, Thomp¬
son was an . author, with Sen. Hu¬
bert Humphrey (D-Minii.), of an¬
other law which made permanent
the State Department’s program
of sending cultural performing
artists overesas- under Government
aegis.
Congress in 1958 wiped out taxes
on the first $1 of a ticket to an
amusements event, effective Jan.
1. Now, the first 90 cents is ex¬
empt if the ticket price is no more
than that. Under the new law, the
first $1 will be tax free regardless
of the total price of the ticket.
accordion selection garbed in the
Scot kilt. Flack & Lamar are com¬
petent dancers, scoring in a “Me
and My Shadow” routine in second
part of layout. The Carlo Sisters,
femme trio, offer conventional
thrills on the trapeze and ropes.
Miki & Griff are 'amusing, the
male registering well with zany
style and being cleverer at comedy
than his distaff partner.
Gord.

SHIRLEY JONES & JACK
CASSIDY
Songs, Dancing
45 Mins.
SUtler-Hilton, Dallas
Debuting as a ^nitery team,
Shirley Jones and husband Jack
Cassidy have tidied up the finest,
liveliest duo ever seen here, and
act should click wherever they
display their talents. From the
reception accorded the handsome
pair at opening (30) in the Empire
Room, Mr. and Mrs. Cassidy can
continue the plush pub path for
years.
They offer an exciting,
delightful evening of vocalizing,
interspersed with dancing bits, all
abetted by their visual assets. Per¬
formance is smooth, slick and
sophisticated, but warm enough to.
reach the back row.
Clever intro by Cassidy is “Have
You Met Miss Jones?” and she’s
an eyeful in a clinging, strapless
gown, coming on for a duet of
“Marriage Type Love,” segueing
into “I Am Loved.” Light patter
precedes dueting of “Two Lost
Souls” and light dance steps.
Follow with “Bess, You Is My
Woman Now” for good response.
Cassidy solos “Wish You Were
Here,” as she appears (in one of
four costume changes) in a kneelength, low-cut getup for a vocal
medley of w. k. tunes from her
film efforts in “Oklahoma!” and
“Carousel,” and the very receptive
“You’ll Never Walk Alone.” They
join again for “April Love” before
the takeoffs start. Miss Jones, in
a brief sequinned leotard, reveal¬
ing shapely gams, joins Cassidy
for an imitafon of Ruby Keeler
and Dick Powell, with “42d Street"
and “Off to Buffalo,” aided by tero
bits. Satirical stint continues with
an impression of Jeanette MacDqnald-Nelson Eddy: “Time for us
to s’ng 28 of our favorite songs.”
This fast bit has Miss Jones sport¬
ing curls and a floppy hat, under
which Cassidy leans to chant his
lyrics. Windup is "Ginger RogersFred Astaire,” with the Cassidys
do;ng “Cheek to Cheek.”
Exciting show, strictly clean,
builds throughout and pair has to
beg off. Musical director George
Kent gets top support from the
Bob Cross band for the intricate
show. Choreography, neatly inter¬
lacing the boff show, is by Jona¬
than Lucas, with Miriam Neon's
assist.
Bark.
ZOZO SAPOUNTZAKI
Sengs
?0 Mins.
Viennese Lantern, N.Y.

CUADRO FLAMENCO
Songs, Dance
25 Mins.

El Chico, N.Y.
This Spanish group (three males
and a girl) does nicely in providing
a combination of music, songs and
dancing. Of the trio, one is a gui¬
tarist, another a singer and the
third works the terp end of the
act opposite the femme member of
the quartet.
Scoring with their exhibition of
flamenco footwork are Angel Mancheno and Pepa Reyes, while Manolo Leiva does a satisfactory job
on the vocals. Juan Garcia cte^la
Mata provides fine guitar accom¬
paniment and. also registers strong¬
ly in a solo stand.
” Jess.
BLANCA
Dance
8 Mins.
Chaudiere, Ottawa
Blanca, an effervescent blond
terp-and-thrusher from the Domi¬
nican Republic, was lifted from the
Christian Lamont Latin Revue,
currently at the Chaudiere Club,
and solo-spotted to good returns.
Femme’s stint is too brief but into
her eight minutes she crowds more
action than a chorus line. What
she lacks in terp routining she
makes up in zip and wiggle, at one
point claiming a male customer for
a fast-paced merengue item. Girl
is looker, nicely costumed.
Stronger choreographing would
make her clicko for niteries and
stage.
Gorm.
MAX- DE SOUSA
Songs
30 Mins.
El Chico, N.Y.
Max de Sousa, Portuguese com¬
poser and singer, is a likeable per¬
former. Singing in his native lan¬
guage, he delivers a variety .of
tunes for okay results. His .top¬
per, though, involves a neat take¬
off on the sounds of different mu¬
sical instruments.
His opening number, in which
he employs a traditional Portugu¬
ese toy, is colorful, with the act
adding up as a gcod bet for spots
catering to a Spanish clientele.
Jose.
THE MARKSMEN (3)
Songs, Instrumental
33 Mins.
Chaudiere, Ottawa
In some parts of modern show
biz, a year is a long time. The
Marksmen have
been working
smaller rooms for more than a
year and in that time slicked up
an act that would sit nicely on
any nitery fare.
Stint is solidly
built with good material and the
threesome works hard throughout
to good returns. Stanza exhibits
plenty construction, designing and
preparation and the boys are able
in both chant and musicianship.
Dick Fox is on bass, Eddie DeSantison guitar and Tommy Deering, the youngest (22) features ac¬
cordion but claims ability to han¬
dle more that 40 instruments,
plus arranging for this and other
groups.
Routine includes a brief string
of impressions of the usual chant
names (Laine, Monroe, cowboy,
others), a novelty bit with “Sabre
Dance” as done in Italy, China,
England, and a dramatic item with.
trumpet and chant on “Prayer for
the Matador,”
Besides being clicko for niteries,
The Marksmen would fill a tele¬
vision spot nicely and should disk
profitably.
'
Gorm.

The oddly named Greek imoort,
Zozo Sapountazaki, will -no doubt
be cut down to a single Zozo ojice
she
expands
her
employment
horizon, otherwise she’ll cause
a crisis among typesetters et al.
She’s a well stacked singer with a
lot of • charm and knowhow who
should, find a haven in the midtowneries after certain corrections.
This Max Loew import has an
international catalog, all of it
melod’c and some of it familiar.
She also gives out, as an important
byproduct, some provocative torsolos.
Her costuming shows her
off to excellent advantage as well.
Miss Sapountzaki’s pipes aren’t
too highly developed, but her
body-English glosses over a lot of
defects. Her spoken English car¬
ries with it a charming accent. In
all, this Hellenic miss got this
crowd to yell for a couple of
earned encores.
One of her attributes is her ap¬ DALIDA
peal to women despite her physi¬ Songs
cal accent.
' Jose.
40 Mins.
Bobino, Paris
Dalida is a thrush of Italian
MICHELINE BARDIN
origin who has been skyrocketed
Songs-Dance
to star status by the phenom rec¬
12 Mins.
ord sales of her records.
Dark,
Viennese Lantern, N.Y.
sultry and leggy, she gives out with
Micheline Bardin, a former bal¬ a big voice and a smartly selected
lerina of the Paris Opera, is now group of love, dramatic and La¬
branching opt as a singing single tino-type Standards. Her range is
using .her ballet training as in¬ good, but she still needs some more
cidental choreography to her tunes. ease in mike stance and a smarter
She has a low and rich voice in wardrobe to play up her dusky
which a few rough spots are evi¬ looks and muscular figure. As is,
dent, but the general effect is she has a solid delivery and could
pleasing.
develop into a fine addition for
Miss Bardin uses the familiar Yank intime rooms when she picks
French chansons to full advantage up some more polish.
She looks to become a staple
and brings out some fullfledged
Mosk.
ballet movements to point up her topliner here.
turn.
Of
course,
there
isn’t
enough room at this hospice to do
5 CLOVERS TO EUROPE
full justice to the terp sequences,
Five Clovers have been booked
but in a few brief moments she
for
a tour of Europe starting Nov,
does a miniature version of full20 in Genoa. Booking was made
scale dances.
by
General
Artists Corp. through
However, it’s her pipes that she
concentrates on and on which she the Marouani office in Paris.
They sail on the Queen Elizabeth
is basing her major appeal She
j
needs work in'this sector: " Jose. - tomorrow-4Thurs.)f
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’ ef the highlights- of her act was "I

Hofei St." Reglr, H. Yi

Fernanda Mantel; Milt Shaw and Like a Novelty Song,” in which
she smartly spoofs the older gen¬
Ray Bari Orchs; $2-$3 convert.
French
chanteiise
Fernanda
Montel, a regular in the St. Regis’
Maisonette, is Gallic glamor on the
hoof and makes it pay off big in
class nitery trade season after sea¬
son. Same is true when she essays
the French-Canadian boites, the
Latin American countries qnd in
her general global preregrinatlons.
Striking blonde is a couturier’s
delight—that green gown in con¬
trast to her platinum coiff is eye¬
filling. Miss Montel is a statuesque
personality with complete authority
on the cafe floor as she gravitates
around the ringside.
She wisely minimizes the French;
accents the ' Franco-American fa¬
miliars (“Chanson d’Amour,” “Parlez Moi d’Amour” and “Hymn to
Love”). -mixes it up with French
rock ’n* roll and a yesteryear Yank
pot-pourri (“Alexander’s Ragtime
Band,” “Charleston,” etc.), clicks
with a “Gigi” medley, and other
surefires.
She essays a spoof on, the flowers-for-the-star
presentation by
opening a glamorous-looking gift
box and extracting a sleazy-looking
raccoon for her “Charleston” non¬
sense.
Besides his expert batoning Miss
Montel has made a straight man
out of Milt Shaw with “Remember
it WelL”- They back her up like
the Yanks backstopped the pitchers
in the deciding game of the World
Series. Belief Ray Bari combo is
also beaucoup socko for the dansapation.
Abel.

Queen Elizabeth, Mont’l
Montreal, Oct. 30.

Jacqueline Francois with Jack
Elliott, Don Warner Orch (11),
Louis Bannet Trio; $2.50-$3 cover.
Returning to Montreal for the
first time in several years, Jacque¬
line Francois proves decisively that
she has few peers in the Gallic
thrush biz. True, there are more
flamboyant performers with gim¬
mick outfits, lush bosoms and
startling wardrobes who may score
occasionally, but Miss Francois is
the polished pro, loaded with as¬
surance, a fine set of pipes and
phrasing that is immaculate.
Primarily a recording personal¬
ity, Miss Francois is a household
name with all French collectors
but' her first appearance here in a
east end club failed to make much
of an impression despite her plat¬
ter rep. Act at that time was stilt¬
ed, forced and lacked any particu¬
lar routining or showmanship. The
Francois now gracing the elegant
Salle Bon a venture in the Hiltonoperated Queen Elizabeth is a vast¬
ly improved person. Backed by the ]
hep pianoisms of Jack Elliott, who
does most of her arranging and
writes some of her material, plus
guitarist Jean-Jacques Tilkay and
. the bass player and drummer from
the Don Warner orch, she does up¬
ward of a dozen numbers all in
French with one exception.
Songs are varied, from the torchants of Paris to sock interp of
“Lady Is a Tramp” and “Septem¬
ber Song,” both in French. There
is no milking or senseless patter
when Miss Francois is working, in
fact, the .'act is almost too spartan
at times. A more relaxed delivery
would soften some of the sharp
edges and bring chanteuse into a
better relationship with the pa¬
trons. She is a cinch to draw
heavily in the bilingual areas but
might be questionable bet in strict¬
ly English-speaking rooms without
the support of another act or acts.
Miss Francois is in until Nov. 15
and then is skedded for the Persian
Room of Plaza in New York. Mo¬
nique Van Vooren follows on Nov.
17 with the Dornan Bros, set for
Dec. 8.
Newt.

Statler Hilton, L. A.
Los Angeles, Oct. 28.

Gogi Grant, Slyter, Skinnay En¬
nis Orch (14); $2 cover.
Gogi Grant, in her fifth engage¬
ment at the Terrace Room of the
Statler Hilton, comes up with a
solid songalog which should draw
the conventioneers and tourists to
the spot for hefty biz. A very good
singer who knows how to belt a
tune. Miss Grant clicks, but she
would improve her turn by slicing
several numbers from the overlong
act. It may have been due to open¬
ing night over - enthusiasm, but
Miss Grant stayed on and on and
on — for 40 minutes. Act would
benefit if trimmed by at least 10
minutes.
Aside from that, however, it’s a
good act, as she warbles such
numbers as “Best Things In Life
Are Freej” “How Deep is the
Ocean?” a poignant rendition of
“Poor Butterfly”; a medley of the
tunes she sang in Warner Bros/
biopie (dubbing for Ann Blyth);
closing with her disk hit of some
time ago, “Wayward fW5nd/*‘-Ottc|

eration^ disdain of rock ’n’ roll by
reprising such oddball oldies as
“Barney Google,” “Mairzy Boats,”
“Where Did Robinson Go With
Friday on Saturday Night?” and
“Music Goes ’Round and ’Round.”
It is a clever routine.
Slyter precedes Miss Grant on
the bill, and he proves to be an
adept sleight-of-hander with a
keen sense of showmanship. He’s
a crowd-please*.
Bill is in for three weeks, to
Nov. 13. Skinnay Ennis and his.
crew provide good ihusical backstopping as well as music for the
dancers.
Daku.

Desert Inn, I .as Vegas
Las Vegas, Oct, 28.

Jane Powell, Patti Moore & Ben
Lessy, Art Johnson, Ted & T&aria
Morca, Bonn Arden. Dancers (13),
Carlton Hayes Orch (13); $3 min¬
imum.
Jane Powell has changed her act
from the last time around, and it’s
still one that is a potent turn for
any nitery. Miss Powell is a looker
with refreshing talent, and she
scored handily with first-nighters
in the Painted Desert Rofom with
such numbers as “St Louis Blues,”
“Goin’ Courtin,’ ” and a most effec¬
tive jewel box bit from Leonard
Bernstein’s “Candide.” Latter skit
is well staged, has dramatic light¬
ing, and in it star proves again
that she’s a fine actress. With
bongo player Jack Costanzo, she
clicks with some interesting and
unusual vocal moods. Dick Pribor
neatly weaves the notes as her
musical conductor, -fronting the
Carlton Hayes orch (13).
Patti Moore &. Ben Lessy are
always popular here with their dis¬
tinctive type of comedy. They’ve
added new parodies which are re¬
warded with consistent laughter
and warm mitting.
Two holdover Donn Arden pro¬
duction numbers feature the terps
of Ted & Maria Morca, the big
voice of Art Johnson, and the Ar¬
den’ dancers
(13).
Package is
skedded for four frames. Duke.

Fairmont, San Franciseo
San Francisco, Oct. 28.

Ella Fitzgerald &. Quartet, Ernie
Heckscher Orch (11 >; $2 cover.
Ella Fitzgerald is without peer
in her 46-minute stint of 14 songs.
Mostly she does oldies, but the
way she does them makes them
fresh and lovely. Crowd went wild
and she had a rough time begging

off.

She comes on with “You Know
the Lady’s in Love with You” and
swings neatly into “Lovely Day to
Be Caught in the Rain.” Then
come a dozen of the finest song
renditions extant. Especially effec¬
tive are her “Russian Lullaby,” al¬
most unaccompanied, her beautiful
“Angel Eyes,” her brisk “You’re
Laughing at Me,” her raucous, lowdown, funny “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band” and her absolute gas of a
“How High the Moon” with bits of
scat singing
and
chords
and
phrases from other numbers inter¬
spersed.
Miss Fitzgerald is relaxed and
friendly at the mike, between
songs, but when she’s working one
can see the beads of perspiration
rolling off her forehead and there’s
an awareness, as she sings with
half-shut eyes, that she’s putting
everything she’s got into every
number. The payoff is there.
Quartet backing her—Lou Levy
on piano, Herb Ellis on guitar,
John Martin on drums and Vern
Alley on bass—is unusually strong,
and shares Miss Fitzgerald’s jazz
feeling and devotion to music won¬
derfully. Ernie Heckscher’s orch
is good. Altogether, it’s a sock
package and will run through Nov.
19.
Stef.
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Monlia Koage, HVirad airy via bits- and banter, weirdie
Los Angeles, Oct. 28.

Roberta Sherwood,’Paul Gilbert,
Dphn, Arden’s “Wonderful World"
revue,. Dick St&bite Orch (16);
$2J>0-$5.50 package. .

lyrics, and some straight chirping
by the femme. Miss Hines fs the
focal member, a rubberfaced pfide
with prominent choppers* the set¬
ter to carbon Bugs Bunny pr a
Nippon maiden. She’s got a fine
comedic sense including a neat flair
for the subtle adlib.
CqupJe
coaxes good laughs when he’s
blacked out to croon “Tenderly”
(with special lyrics) while she
mouths in the spot.
Score ’em
high too as veddy English lovers.
And fine reaction for Miss Hines’
fluid, almost fragile, sober Crush¬
ing via “Till There Was -You” and
“Lili.” Act seemed a bit longish
at the opener (24), but left tablers
happy all the same..
Recently in town at the Gate of
Horn, Gateway Singers are up
against a different breed in this
chophouse, but their ebullient har¬
monics and quippery tally a nice
audit after the first tentative re¬
turns. Their best this sesh were
the spoofed “Rock Island Line”
and a moxie “Kisses Sweeter Than
Wine,” Lead man Jerry Walter’s
annotation remains urbane, but at
times he could dilute it for broader
appeal.
Joe Parnello Trio’s entr’acte jazz
is fine, as usual, and they help nice¬
ly in spots for Hines & Ford. Don
Rickies is due Nov. 6.
Pit*

It's pretty hard to follow an ele¬
phant Roberta Sherwood didn’t
have that problem at her" Moulin
Rouge opening Thursday (23), but
she did come on after Frank Sennes’ latest extravaganza had fea¬
tured an underwater act, horses (2),
and the revolving stage, swarming
with , dancers. She was followed by
the
elephants
(3),
flights
of*
pigeons,
smoke,
phosphorescent
paint effects and rain (onstage).
Restraint is not a hallmark of .the
Rouge.
But it would take more than a
trio of elephants , or a pair of large
white horses to ruffle Miss Sher¬
wood. She may be, as she says,
“the newest oldest” of the current
top club personalities, but there
are years of seasoning there and
they show. Miss Sherwood never
seems-in any doubt that the capac¬
ity crowds she plays to have turned
out to see and hear her, and her
easy confidence communicates.
She makes her entrance,
usual, through the big club, shak¬
ing hands, exchanging a word or
two with aisle-sitters, some old
friends, some strangers. Her act is
basically the same. The songs are
those now identified with her, Shamrock Hilton, H’st’n
Houston, Oct. 30.
“Love
Is
A
Many-Splendored
Myron Cohen, Billy Williams
Thing,” “Lazy River,” “All Alone,”
“If I Can Help Somebody,” “All Orch (10); private club; no cover
Over Now.” She also does some or minimum.
numbers from her album, “Coun¬
try Songs For City People.”
The not quite capacity opening
Miss Sherwood, in a nice way,
also shows that sex appeal needn’t night audience was so solidly with
Myron
Cohen that the laughs some¬
be wasted pn the young. For her
“gitaway,” she does “Bill Bailey.” times beat his punchlines, but early
or
late,
the yocks were as big as
It’s a trim, top act, easy in presen¬
tation but obyiously as disciplined Cohen’s delivery is leisurely.
Cohen’s material is generally
as *a metronome, and hits both
rounders .and squares. She is ac¬ good, yet it’s material that a bride
companied by pianist Ernie De- might carry (old, new, borrowed,
Lorenzo ahd electric guitarist Red blue). He often gives a brief in¬
Newmark, as well as the Dick Sta¬ troduction to his jokes, which takes
bile orch.
nothing from them. And he leans
Paul Gilbert scores with his often on a Yiddish dialect and a
standup patter and a tv takeoff, a Texas dialect with Yiddish over¬
show
not-so-improbably
titled, tones.
The crowd wanted more,
“Know Your Doctor.”
He’s a but Cohen explained that he
frantic comic who is rewarded with wanted to quit before he reached
healthy laughs. He tops his chat¬ the saturation point.
ter with a race through the band,
The baritone batoneer, Billy Wil¬
playing snatches of “St. Louis
Blues” on the sax, piano, bass, liams, opens the show with “My
trumpet ahd drums. It’s-the kind Blue Heaven,” then plays Cohen
of thing the Moulin Rouge trade on and off to “There’s No Busi¬
ness . .
The Williams orch,
dotes on.
New Don Arden revue, “Won¬ house hand for the International
derful World,” has shaken down Club’s Continental Room at the
some from opening two weeks ago. Shamrock Hilton, plays the most
With its lavish costumes, scenic danceable tunes in this section.
effects and the wild life noted. It
When Cohen finishes his two
is probably unique in this country. frames Nov. 12, Gene Whalen, who
Two shows a night are geared for has been scoring well with his
90 minutes each with Miss Sher¬ bookings, will bring in Allen &
wood on for about a half-hour and DeWood with Teal Joy for another
Gilbert in at 20 minutes. Stabile’s two weeks.
Skip.
crew alternates for. dancing with
Max Fidler’s quartet. Headliners
are in through Nov. 9.
Powe.
Crescendo,

L. A.

Los Angeles, Oct. 28,

Den in the Daane, N.Y.
Milt Kamen, Barbara Dane; Lit¬
tle, Dane & Mason, Al Shackman
Trio; $4 minimum.

The current show at the Den in
the Duane (formerly Down in the
Depths) is good for a few laughs,
hut comes off best in the music
department. The spot has a winner
in singer Barbara Dane, while musicalization by the AI Shackman
Trio is in the click groove.
Miss Dane, who’s been active on
the Coast, is a sock songseller and
a savvy performer. Delivering in
Dixieland style, she belts out a
flock of numbers in a husky, ex¬
pressive voice that’s perfect for
the selections offered. Her run¬
down of various blues numbers,
including a Yiddish language offer¬
ing rates high, while her rendition
of “Porgy” is excellent. Gal also
accompanies herself on the guitar
on a number of the tunes offered.
Working the comedy portion of
the bill are Milt Kamen and a trio,
Cafe Lounge, Wash’ton Little, Dane . & Mason (latter in
Washington, Oct. 28.
New Acts last week).
Kamen
Eddie Phyfe Three; no cover or has some funny material, although
minimum.
not of the side-splitting variety.
His routine, mostly topical in eonCharlie Hapsas opened his classy tent, deals with Confidential mag,
looking room in the DuPont Circle rockets, the. depression era, the
area as a drink and dine estab¬ Upcoming election. Brooks Bros,
lishment a few months ago but suits and science fiction films.
captured little public interest until
Jess.
he recently added the Eddie PhyfeThree, as pleasing a jazz combina¬
Blaek Orchid* Chi
tion as you are likely to hear.. Now
Chicago, Oct. 28.
Hapsas’ Gafe Lounge is a solid
Phil Ford & Mimi Hines, Gate¬
success.
way
Singers
(4),
Joe Parnello Trio;
Headed by Phyfe, a handsome
young drummer, the trio includes $1.50 cover.
T. Carson at piano and Billy Taylor
New layout in this eozery is rare
on bass. All have played with an
impressive list of top jazz: artists fare for the habitues, a double¬
in their time, and are making a hit deck pastry larded with refresh¬
here now as a combination for the ing charm and whimsy. In Phil
first time.
Ford & Mimi Hines, Show biz has
Hapsas lined the walls with one of its more talented Mr, and
good oil paintings, and the place Mrs. teams; and the Gateway Sing-*
generally is tastefully
.
. decorated.
_ers, out of Frisco, do some droll
It’s a pleasant place to spend an pied-piping in the folksong dodge,
evening.-"-'*'*" <-* *
- Carp, j Fortin Hines keep it light and

Mort Sahl, Rene Touzet Orch
(6); $1.50 cover, 2-drtnJc minimum.
Mort Sahl has rushed back from
Washington, this time in a blue
sweater, to perpetrate a bit of Zen
and Freud on a suspecting Los
Angeles. His flowing satire gams
stature with each hooking, and his
current Crescendo stand will do
its part to bolster the nitery scene
as well as the move toWard literacy.
Some of the commentary has
seen the light of Los Angeles in
prior outings—Sahl still is anxious
to describe Sherman Adams’ latest
difficulties and Billy Graham’s trip
to unyielding San Francisco—but
most of the commentary is, as it
must be, as new as Dulles* latest
trip abroad.
In shows of 30 minutes, the
satirist rushes with furious adeptness through the Pentagon, Chang
and segregation, aiming his points
with deadly accuracy. He judges
that,' after six years, President
Eisenhower “has decided not * to
rise above it.” And in the next
breath he describes his recent bout
with mononucleosis at a local
hospital.
Tm going to write a
book about it with Jim Bishop,” he
said, “and it’ll be called ‘God
Pulled Me Through/ I know, be¬
cause I rang for everyone else,”
There’s nothing sacred when this
performer has an opinion, but the
fun is compounded by the fact
there is no offensive after-taste.
Sahl is an amazing comedian who
fills a spot fhat needs filling, and
it may just be that, like social
qomics before him, he’ll be long
enjoyed and long remembered.
Crescendo has inked Sahl for at
least four weeks, and his stay may
extend 'far beyond that.
Ailing
Billy Ward, scheduled to start the
engagement with his Dominoes,
was replaced on* opening night by
Ruth Olay; coming down from the
Interlude.
Fine-. rhythms from
Rene" Touzet and his orch 16)
separate the “Individual percep¬
tions” netted by Sahl.
Ron. ,

Riviera*. Lae Vega*
Las Vegas, Oct. 28.

The Phil Silvers Show, Trude
Adams, Birk Twins, Walter Dare
Wahl & Emmet Oldfield, Dorothy
Dorben Dancers (12), Ray Sinatra
Qrch (17); presented by Sammy
Lewis; $3 minimum.
Phil Silvers heads a yock-filled
package that should keep biz brisk
In the Clover Room for the next
three weeks.
Silvers, as Sgt.
Bilko, has his tv gang with him,
plus three acts and two production
numbers that are ^gracefully inte¬
grated into the 80-minute show
which he dominates from top to
bottom.
Silvers makes his entrance in
the opening number where the.
Dorothy Dorben Dancers (12) are"
WAC’s in “Sgt. Bilko's Morale
Builder Platoon,” and throughout
the evening he leads his colleagues
at a fast & funny clip. Maurice
Gosfield, the improbable-looking
soldier with a wonderful face,
heads the quintet of GIs who are
appropriate foils for Silvers (and
vice versa). Gosfield, Billy Sands,
Allan Melvin, Herbie Faye and Joe
E. Ross score individually and
collectively in the comedy romp.
Trude Adams is a solid click with
her singing which includes such
numbers as. “I Hear Music,” “In
The Still of The Night” and
.“Whole World In His Hands.” Her
tones are clear with dramatic lyricconsciousness; she has a pleasant
personality and puts showmanship
into her sock songselling. A couple
of novelties, "Com” and the
femme version of “Figaro” (“why
shouldn’t there be women bar¬
bers?”) are especially delightful.
Her 88er, Norman Martin, gives
strong backing.
Walter Dare Wahl & Emmet
Oldfield get big laughs with their
unusual physical comedy routines,
and wind up getting Silvers’ arms
and legs hopelessly tied up in the
act. The Birk Twins offer a snappy
tumbling and balancing routine,
and get a yock from tradesters
when they enter and tell Silvers
they are new recruits—he asks
them what outfit they are with and
they say “MCA." Ray Sinatra and
orch (17) give first-class assistance
to the goings-on.
Duke.

New Arena, Pitt
Pittsburgh, Oct. 30.

Marty Allen & Mitch DeWood,
Gretchen Wyler, Steve Gaynor, Al
Marsico Orch (7); $1-$1.50 cover.

Management of remodeled New
Arena, plush downtown spot, made
a wise move in dropping line of
girls it had since opening nearly
two years ago, to put the money
into acts. Present layout is a good
case in point.
Comedy team of Allen & DeWood and Gretchen Wyler, a slick
chick with plenty of talent and
loads of sex, give the spot a fast
show and a solid hour of enter¬
tainment. Backed by Steve Gay¬
nor, house emcee, who opens
things with a couple of sock songs
and warms them,up for the head¬
liners, the bill sells hard with
plenty to spare.
Miss Wyler follows Gaynor and
the temperature goes up as she
reveals a tantalizing torso cloaked
in a skin-tight leotard of green
that hugs her like a kissin’ cousin.
Gal shows her wealth of musical
comedy experience with a classy,
stylish song-and-dance turn that
encompasses the"two big times she
did in “Damn Yankees” (“A Little
Bit of Talent” and “Whatever Lola
Wants”), an imitation of Ray Bolger, with strawhat, doing “Once in
Love With Amy” from Where’s
Charley?” and a Caribbean sizzler
that puts her curves and angles
to good use. Over big, with good
reason.
Allen & DeWood are longtime
favorites here (Allen Is a local boy,
Marty Alpern) but it’s not civic
pride that covers them with clover
whenever they turn up locally—
five or six times in last couple of
years. They’re steady laugh bait
and the act has been brewed and
distilled with craft and care.
Besides giving a song the works,
DeWood is a corking straight for
the skillful comedies of the smaller
Allen, who has a great comedy
puss and a flexibility of style that
is unfailing.
His mugging is
shrewd, capitally timed and di¬
verse, and their topical stuff mixed
with some old,. surefire routines
which have been refined make up
a half-hour or more of whacky
clowning. The boys have already
made it big, they can’t help mak¬
ing it bigger.
Shows here have a head start on
a click with the hacking of Al Marsico house orch; he’s been playing
the cafe belt for more than 25.
years now and his accompaniment
is faultless. Ditto his dance music.
*;'■>• . *» .
» -Cohen.

Wednesday^ .November. 5, 1958
Latin Quarter; N. V.
E. M. Loeu^Eddie Rismah pres¬
entation of Donn Arden production, “All About Dames “ with Jane
Russell, Bennett & Patterson,.Mar¬
vin Roy (2), Pony Sherreil, Boubouka,Dick Curry, Line,'Jo Lom¬
bardi and Buddy Harlowe Orchs.
Staged by Arden; costumes, Fred¬
die Witiop; music & lyric?. Miss
Sherreil & Phil Moody; sets, David
Hays; $6 minimum.

PfiRIEfY

Hilton
chain ... (Palmer
House),
Evelyn Knight-makes her Camellia
House bow a'happy one. Singer is
up ;with a thoughtful^ sorigalong
that she delivers* with beaucoup
authority - and lotsa warmth that
rivets ’em in this small poshery.
She can be softly witty -or
poignantly-torchy without' telltale
strain either way. Her “St. Louis
Blues,” for one, is an almost mem¬
orable delineation. As the band¬
stand is arranged, Miss Knight has
to forego her familiar piano-top
perching, subbing a stdol instead.
Standing-or sitting, she’s a know¬
ing performer, a paragon for
lesser chanteuses to study. Solid
backstopping from Jimmy Blade’s
(6) footers.
Dorretta Morrow is in* Nov. 7
for three frames.
Pit.

The Latin Quarter’s second show
under the Loew-Risman adminis¬
tration provides further proof that
they’ve got the format down pat.
The Donn Arden concoction, “All
About Dames,” is a lithe and lively
display, lushly produced and lav¬
ishly costumed. It’s an orb-filler
that’s been tightened down to a
smart 90 minutes and with all the
Grady Hotel, Atlanta
production showing up as firstrate
Atlanta, Oct. 28.
entertainment. It’s as potent, at
Somethin* Smith & The Redleast, as any floorpiece that has
I heads (3), Don Grimes Orch (6);
come off in this spot.
While the framework is excel- |! $3 minimum.
lent, there are times when it seems
.,
even sufficient to overcome the i
About four years ago when this
headliners, who - aren’t the most i act v/as struggling for recognition
fortuitous selected by the cafe, manager Lark Bragg booked them
However, the name value is there, (into the Paradise Room of the Hen_jr_o (28)
_ j ry Grady Hotel and they
_ clicked
.
and for the official opening
to
id behind th
the rope waiting: such an extent that their path was
the crowd
immodations was
substan-1 considerably smoothed. Their refor accommodations
_ _
tial.
I turn engagement discloses a maturJane
Russell
under
Howard ity that comes with experience
Hughes’ auspices is credited with ; properly admixed with talent,
having been the modern forerun- !
Boys—Somethin’ Smith, guitar
ner in the boom in upstairs cheese- • and banjo; Saul Strike, piano, and
cake. When M. Monroe and J. Major Short, bull fiddle—specialMa'nsfield hadn’t yet cast their con- ' ize in harmony and are adept at
siderable profiles around, Miss. their instruments.
They vocalize
Russell was making her presence : well together and toss in a lot of
known. She’s now trying to stress ; hokum, comedy and mugging, all
her other attributes, mainly her good for laughs,
singing talent, and appears in a j
Act gets started with lilting arsheathed-beaded gown, that’s al- j rangement of “You Always Hurt
most chaste-looking when com-; the One You Love,” followed by
pared to those worn by her very : “New Sounds,” which parodies old
healthy contemporaries.
; tunes in modern rhythms. PlayMiss
Russell apparently has(ing it smart, lads don’t stray too
worked hard on her present act and ■ far off beaten path and offer plenty
has invested a lot of coin in it. j 0f standards.
Gowning and arrangements 'are j
Biggest laugh getter is “Impresgood and there are a couple of! sions of Those Who Didn’t Make
blues numbers in which something j It>” a hilarious takeoff, followed
comes through. But this is the ex- closely by an advice-to-lovelorn
ception. She doesn’t have the! bit title(j “Dear Abby,” with basstrength to project sufficiently and : sist Short propounding the queries
in trying to get up the necessary ; and Smith singing the answers.
volume, sometimes the color goes
Trio tears into “Mac the Knife’
0UrL°f the Pipp-S*
,.
,
! with gusto and winds up with a
The production surrounding her , res0Unding “Bill Bailey.”
Their
act is good. Three dancing boys ; normal time out front is 35 mindressed in dead black give the turn ; utes
At show caught they were
movement, and a pianist and a:doing so well they ran nearly 15
bongo player provide the rhythm-: min*te
overtime.
Since
they
ics. Miss Russell has made a gend u
the
hole bill this dis_

Tropicana, Las Vegas
:‘

.

*'

.Las Vegas, Oct. 29.

“Tropicana Holiday " Dick Shawn,
Bob DeVoye Trio, Dante D’Paulo,
Barbara Luna, Jack Ackerman, Ray
Malone, Don Williams Singers with
Dee Arlen (5), Showgirls & Dan¬
cers (191,- Nat Brandwynne Orch
(17); produced by Monte Proser;
words & music by Gordon Jenkins;
staged by Dante D’Paulo; settings
by Glenn Holse; $3 minimum; $5
Fri-Sat..
, With his latest outing on the
boards here, Dick Shawn takes a
giant step up the ladder which
should lead him to recognition as
a blockbuster. His singing, danc¬
ing and offbeat comedy are power¬
house stuff which improves with
each visit to Vegas, Currently he’s
scoring with both new and w.k. ma¬
terial neatly blended into what is
probably the best show yet pre¬
sented at the Tropicana. In this
one, Monte Proser’s last for the
hotel, outstanding numbers from
previous revues . surround Shawn,
who churns in arid out of them for
maximum effect. Because of the
many complaints when he omitted
it last time he was here, he revives
I his now-classic “Massa Richard”
| skit, and uses it to spark one of
the funniest finales ever seen in a
Vegashow.
Carla Alberghetti is involved in
the festivities, making her*bpw as
a single, and she’s highly impres¬
sive. Miss Alberghetti proves she’s
obvious opera bait when her so¬
prano voice clearly and faultlessly
brings new excitement to “Mattinata,” “Tosca,” “El Relicario”.
and “Un Bel Di.”
The Bob DeVoye Trio (DeVoye,
Sandi Bonner, Fred Favorite) is a
dandy terp act with perfect rhythmatic coordination which pulls
hefty mitting. Miss Bonner is a
shapely looker whose acrobatic
skill matches that of her partners,
who toss her about with uncanny
skill.
Dante D’Paulo, who staged and
did the choreography for the show,
also is featured as a dancer and
singer, displaying himself as a top
talent.
With Jack Ackerman, a
fine comedian and brilliarit howfer,
plus Ray Malone, another of the
best terpers around today, he does
fancy footwork of the highest. cali¬
bre. Barbara Luna, a petite brunett singer-dancer, comes off best
in the terp’ department, since her
delivery of the clever Gordon Jen¬
kins lyrics makes them difficult to
understand. However, her overall
performance is on the plus side.
The Don Williams Singer^ with
Dee Arlen (5) smoothly interpret
the music, all of which is memor¬
able and.tied in with a new Capi¬
tol album, "Tropicana Holiday.”
The settings by Glenn Holse frame
the eight-week skedded show, with
colorful flair, and the music by Nat
Brandywnne and his orch "(17) tops
it off as a bigtime entertainment.

Sfi
XLi?: commoded no one.
Luce.
gether. Perhaps the present modus,
operand! is too ambitious for her,
Slate
Bros.,
L.
A*
and maybe the dancing boys should
Los Angeles, Nov. 1.,
be equipped to make with the ton¬
Rose. Marie, Lenny Kent, Buddy
sils to get-her over the rough
spots, which are considerable, but Freed Combo (3); $1 cover.
the girl is in there pitching. Per-!
-haps it’s in recognition of this fact i
Nightlife along La Cienega takes
that she ripped off a rewarding an explosive upturn for the ensuing
mitt. .
'
four - weeks while the detonators
Another major headliner is Ben fjre away with the fastest round of
Bennett & Dick Patterson who look revelry seen at the Freres Slate
Duke.
like they are fresh out of the life- ■ clubroom in a year of Fridays. On
of-the-party class. Their riiaterial tap are Rose Marie and Lenny
and deliveries aren’t for the large- Kent, a combo that spells out high
Versailles. N. Y.
seaters at this point in their carnival in any rounder’s book. The
Stella Brooks, Oscar Nord, Bill
careers. It’s thin, wispy stuff that go minutes of spirited byplay kept
forces them to work hard without the sitters chortling past midnight Pemberton, Daphne Heilman; $2.50
commensurate results. They do a as the room kept filling: No Hal- minimum.
few impressions, with one on the j lowe’en reveler had a bigger eveThe Versailles tag, previously
voice and the other providing the . ning of laughs,
action. They do try to be different
A faster, comic
■*.—; than Kent doesn’t | associated with the defunct uptown
A
and off the beaten path, but unfor- pay a call any oftener than Joe E. I nitery on the eastside (now the
tunately, that which has been se- Lewis comes around. Fact is, and ! Roundtable), is being used by aforlected isn’t for the commercial fault, too that he’s too fast. His5 mer Greenwich Village restaurant,
marts.
asides have more pop and bounce 1 The spot, which in going in for
Working out excellently is Mar- than most routines and to get the j acts, is currently showcasing singer
vin Roy plus a comely assistant, most out of it, you gotta know the Stella Brooks, a savvy performer
Roy, out of Vegas, where he worked i score in the topical events. Most of who’s been around the intime club
in Le Lido show at the Stardust, is his quips are spun at the expense circuit.
Working’with Miss Brooks are
a
manipulator. He handlesj of personalities who make headlighted bulbs with the ease of some ! lines and the paperback gossip 88er Oskar Nord and bass player
of his craft who manipulate coins.1 mags. He warms up the customers Bill Pemberton. The duo also take
There’s puzzlement on
several; for Rose Marie although the se- the spotlight on their own, as does
counts; where does the current quence doesn’t necessarily involve harpist Daphne Heilman. The mucome from and how does he ma- any billing choice,
sicalizing is in a relaxed groove
neuver such large objects? Roy is ]
To even up the score both work and easy to take, while the room,
an excellent novelty for any sit- • together in an* afterpiece that is which also plays up its cuisine, is
nation.
i almost chaotic in its spinoff. It is comfortable.
The Arden production has the doubtful that any active performer
Miss Brooks is an entertaining
benefit of Pony Sherreil, a singer has had a longer professional life songseller with a bright delivery
of competence who can also dance in the femme bracket than Rose and some clever material. Her
creditably. Miss Sherrill is per¬ Marie (Sophie. Tucker excepted). poetry quickies and other offbeat
sonable and comes off especially She was the rage of early radio at items - are good, while her piping
well in the excellently “ staged the age of five and maturity hasn’t takes in such offerings as “Sweet¬
“Sadie Thompson” number, a sexy slowed her down. She has more hearts on Parade,” “Keepin’ Out Of
exposition which utilizes the LQ energy and vitality than a line of Mischief Now.” “Dancing on the
rain curtain. Miss Sherreil weayes doncing debs and for this room and Ceiling,” which she gags ud a bit,
in and out of the production to add its intimacy she steams up the and- “My Judy,” a particularly
further strength to the show. Not mirrors.
strong entry.
Jess.
a minor matter is the fact that
Vocally she and/or Kent are .no
Miss Sherreil in company with great shakes but their impressions
The
Cloister,
Chi
Phil Moody contributed the words of other singers are top-grade
Chicago. Oct. 28. and lyrics of the tunes. The male miming. His carbon of Billy Dan¬
Lonnie Sattin (unth Otis Butler)
Vocals are by Dick Curry who iels, hers of Jimmy Durante, are
projects well. Another production gems of caricature. Together their Don AdAms, Ramsey Lewis Trio;
bit is by Boubouka, a sultry belly stencil of Patti Moore and Ben two-drink minimum.
dancer who works the harem num¬ Lessy is howlarious. Whoever wrote
ber.
Cloister has itself a solid new
the special material for her British
Per usual, Jo Lombardi carries takeoff on “Walter” and “Nice show that should hold well for the
out the musical backing flawlessly, Work if You Can Get It” was well skedded four rounds. Lonnie Sat¬
and Buddy Harlowe provides the repaid' for his clever lyrics with a tin has the vocal savvy and looks
relief.
^ Jose.
sparkling rendition: As.iTto prove and that was heeded at session
that she-doesn’t, wind easily, she caught (21) to charm his turn in
topped, off her section with a tprso the face of outfront adversity from
Brake Hotel, Chi .
tossing.that would be the envy of* some, booze-and-bellowers. Singer
Chicago, Oct. 2&
swivel-hipped set./Buddy Freed’s comes- on with “Let There Be -Love”
> Evelyn., Knight, Jimmy ■ - Blade trio played along, with’ the frCnzied from rear *of chouse sans mike,
Orqh:(6>-;. $1:50 cover. 7 ■
* , = tempo,: "according ;' ;the attraction th^h puts his creamy resonance to
sprightly- accompaniment. 7
;. - Items as- diverse as the oldie “Mil¬
Longtime repeater here for the • •
*1 lion* Dollar hy£ “Ebb. Tide” ..and

-rHem.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
"Accentuate the Positive,” Latter,
•with strong belting, gets the palm
assist from auditors and really
swings for two choruses.
Sattin
also works a dramatic paraphrase
from the “Body Beautiful” tuner in
Which he labored, and finales With
a rousing, visual “Stand Up And
Fight”
from
‘‘Carmen Jones.”
Only in “Ebb Tide” did star seem
to overdraw the dramatics.
Oth¬
erwise he has it in control and
keeps the focus on the lyrics,
Otis Butler, 88er, joins Ramsey
Lewis Trio for effective if unin¬
spired support.
Don Adams, a Black' Orchid re¬
peater, Collects nic.e reaction with
his wry monologing.
Lotsa gig¬
gles greet his rundown of cinema
cliches, including sharp stereotype
impreshes notably of C. Aubrey
Sinith and Cary Grant.
Comic
clicks with his musing on the “Get¬
tysburg Address” if history had
gone differently, and winds with
his defense attorney fracturer.w.k.
from tv guestinting.
It’s still
plenty funny.
Dick Haymes and Fran Jeffries
are in Nov. 18.
Pit.

Ed<lys% EL* C.
Kansas City, Nov. 4.

Harvey Stone, Jerry Vale, Tom¬
my Reid Orch (8); $1-$1.50 cover.
There is a generous allotment of
entertainment in the combo of
singer Jerry Vale and comic Har¬
vey Stone at Eddys’ Restaurant for
the fortnight.
Each contributes
about equally to the 50 minutes
and the level of the show is high
throughout. Biz is mild, possibly
a part of what seems to be a cur¬
rent trend evident in several seg¬
ments of the entertainment front
here currently.
Vale is especially effective on
the ballads and he uses plenty of
them among 10 numbers. The as¬
sortment is well mixed, some from
his Columbia albums, some past
hits, some current releases, some
just favorites. Among the better
numbers
are
“Go,”
“I’m
All
Dressed Up in a Broken Heart,”
“Go Chase a Moonbeam” and “Pre¬
tend You Don’t See Her.”
The
pace should improve as the show
settles into its groove.
Stone appeared here some years
back, and now returns to show
himself glib of tongue and sharp
on cueing the customers to atten¬
tion. He jibes at Florida weather,
moppets, eating out and married
life, letting these lead into song
parodies, “That’s Why I Talk About
Them Though They’re Gone” and
’Lois,” plus his established “Army
Blues.” He keeps it laughful and
ticks off his half of the show in
workmanlike
fashion,
finishing
with a strong hand.
Quin.

Barclay Hotel, Toronto
Toronto, Oct. 28.

Ken Barry, Gloria & Jimmy Vin¬
cent, Bob Carter, Graig Daye Dan¬
cers 15), Jimmy Amaro Orch (8);
$1.25 cover.
As headliner of the floorshow
which Al Siegel has whipped to¬
gether for his twice-a-night at the
Barclay Hotel, the drawling Ken
Barry is a sophisticated storyteller.
He intersperses his act with some
zany magic and later does his hat
bit for a hot narration in which,
he plays a score- of characters for
quick hat changes and change of
voice. It’s a speedy finish, marked
by swift character switches that
had the hilarious customers asking
for more to his begoff.
Gloria & Jimmy Vincent, she in
pony. tail and blue velvet briefies
and he in dinner jacket* follow
with fast Latin-American dansations. Femme is in with lots of
hip-swinging and both with pirou¬
ettes. Duo is back for a Roaring
*20s routine, she in cloche hat,
beads and wardrobe of the period,
with the two into a rousing “Black
Bottom” and “Charleston,” to solid
support from Jimmy Amaro’s orch.
It’s also a triumph for the bringback this season of Bob Carter with
his bouncy, singing opener of “I
Feel a Song Coming On” and then
into an Irish medley for change of
pace.
Climaxes with “Little Bit
of Heaven” and leads into “Gran¬
ada”-to bring on the Vincents.
With new routines and costumes,
the Craig Daye. Dancers are in¬
terspersed for three visually delect¬
able numbers.
Entire show had
the customers in a receptive mood.

McStay.

BRIT. THRUSH TO VEGAS
Glasgow, Oct. 28.
Shirley Bassey, British sepian
thrush, currently headlining in
Vaude here, , will play a month’s
stint at the Sahara, Las Vegas, in
June.
Singer, now winding a vaude
trek through the U.K. following
her Australian season, is set to
open Nov. 17 in a new revue at
th^. Winter Garden, Londog41
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Cocoanut Grave, L. A.
Los Angeles_Oct. 29.

Carol Channing, Bud & Cece
Robinson, > Freddy Martin Orch
(17); $2-$2.50 cover, $3 minimum.
Carol
Channing,
the
blonde
whom gentlemen prefer, is, as
George Burns introed her, “daffy
but delightful.”
The ingredients
she pours into her current Cocoanut Grove engagement are enter¬
taining ones that should keep the
palm trees rocking for the next
three weeks.
The comedienne, who proves
more effective with musical ma¬
terial than routine patter, came
into her own on opening night with
a 15-minute adlibbed windup that
kept Grovers in perpetual laughter.
Helping the rest of the time were
a flexible face and a sense of know¬
ing when and when not to inject
words into the moods she creates.
Two of Miss Channing’s most
effective numbers are “Little Girl
from Little Rock” and “Diamonds
are a Girl’s Best Friend,” both
from “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”
the Broadway show that made her
a name. Top original numbers by
Charles Gaynor, include “Calypso
Pete” and a devastating takeoff,
“You’ve Got To Take Your Clothes
Off in Las Vegas.” Performer was
up for an hour on her opening
show but likely cut that time alter
the first night.
Fine openers are Bud & Cece
Robinson, a lively dance duo who
scored with light footing and
clever “Greatest Invention Is a
Boy and a Girl.”
Freddy Martin and his orch (17)
continue to provide top music for
backing and dancing, and currently
are honoring Jimmy McHugh in a
pre-show medley.
Ron.

a

Sahara. Las Yogas
*

Las Vegas, Oct. 28.

Ann Blyth, Billy DeWolfe, Saharem Dancers (12), Louis Basil
Orch (14); produced by Stan
Irwin; production numbers by
Shaw-Hitchcock; $3 minimum.
Ann Blyth is a beautiful singer
who combines the qualities of dig¬
nity and grace.
Her disarming
humility has great appeal; her
voice has good intonation, and she
has lyric-consciousness which is
seemingly effortless. In the Conga
Room, she has a motley selection
of numbers which blend into a
sock nitery act. Included are “Let
There Be Love,” “Volare,” “Swing
Low Sweet Chariot,” “It’s A Most
Unusual Day,” “Singing In The
Rain,” “Long Ago and Far Away,”
“I’m In Love With A Wonderful
Guy,” “Love and Marriage,” “Molly
Malone” and a medley of songs
saluting the months of the year.
“Jim,” with special lyrics about her
hubby, is a standout. Lois Kraft,
harpist, lends strong assistance in
the act imaginatively staged by
Charles Henderson.
Billy DeWolfe, always a fave -on
the Strip, 'is a fine balancer on
the bill with his imnreshes which
pull hefty yocks. He revives his
w.k. “Mrs. Murgatroyd” bit to
excellent effect.
.
Holdover
production
number
created by Sonia Shaw and Bill
Hitchcock delightfully spoofs the
sad dresses.
Show, booked for
four weeks, is capably backed by
the Louis Basil orch il4». Dus*e.

Riversides Eleno
Reno, Oct. 31.

Sportsmen (4), Estelle Sloan,
Starlets (8), Eddie Fitzpatrick
(11); $2 minimum.
Reaction to the smooth har¬
monics of the Sportsmen quartet
indicates the Jack Benny boys have
lost none of their appeal on the
Reno Circuit. On the bill with the
Reno faves for the single frame is
Estelle Sloan, redhaired and viva¬
cious, and sure to rate a playback
in the Riverside’s, plush theatrerestaurant.
As a fast tempo and with little
chatter, the Sportsmen offer a
variety package including the old¬
ies and the novelties, and mix the
vocals with terping and clowning
to please varied tastes. Boys show
good timing and stage presence.
Able warmer for the double bill
is petite and shapely Miss Sloan
in a solo bit rating top approval.
Curvaceous miss, with neat costum¬
ing, shows perfected timing in
routines described as “abstract
rhythm” and her stylized version of
“Syncopated Clock,” introed with
a clever metronome theme. Pop
stuff is well rehearsed and in taste,
and interpretations show feeling
and symmetry.
Bracketing show are the Star¬
lets, smart and precise. Paul Miller
rates .plaudits for his vocals with
the terpers. Eddie Fitzpatrick and
musicians, talented and smooth,
back .the full show and offer music
for dancing. Show exits Nov. 6,
with John Raitt following for a

double frame.*
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VARIETY RILLS

[Borge’s Symphony Gesture

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 5

LOS ANGLES

HEW YORK CITY
MUtIC HALL <
Corps de Ballet
Rockottes
R. Paige Ore.
*
ROXY
Yernon

Mark BeddJ
Ian Brace
Trouper*
Balladeer*
Rayo Bros.
Robt. Boucher Or*

AUSTRALIA
Simone Monin
MELBOURNE
w.rgn Glancy
Tivoli
John Broadway
Wlnifrod Atwell
Horocamb* A Wise { Norman Yemm
Gaston Palmer
Sally Richardson
2 Earl*
. .
Deldre Green
Boss A. Howitt
Susanna A Escort*
£ * I>
BRISBANE

.

H.r M.luty'.
Lorraine Bransgrove'
Beverly Urqdhart
SYDNEY
Tivoli
Merry Mac*
Fredye Marshall
Arnley A Gloria
Terry Scanlon
Kuban Dancer*
Max A Cherie

ASTON
Hippodrome
Terry Cantor
Bed Preston
Dal* Whxren.
Colloen Lain*
Toiya Xee
Lake A Bose
Kenny Cantor
John Walters
BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome
David Hughes
Murray A Maldie
Bruce Forsyth
Joyce Shock
Jean A Von*
Nat GonoUa
PeterCavanagh,
Van Veen 2
BRADFORD
Alhembra
Paulos
Bay Alan
Rose A Marion.
Ron A Rita
Fox Girls
BRIGHTON
Hippodrome
Toni Dalli
De Vere 3
Devine A Barbara >.
Des O’Connor
^Digby Wolfe
Benson Dulay 4k Co.
K el wins
Clifts
FINSBURY FARK
Empire
Max Miller
Edorics
Saveen
Sally Barnes
Joan Mann
B A J Yoon*

Larry Griswold
.
Johnny Lockwood
Anny Berryer
Medlock A Marlow*
Wlnnetou A Squaw
Rayes A Faye
■ Barton & Stuchb'r*y
wmiimr a Shand
Edit Juhasz
>
Frank Ward

Band Box
Billy Gray
Barbara Heller
Guy Kenni#
Jackie Hilliard *
Bob- Bailey's ore
Bon Biuo'i
Ben Blue
Helen Boice
Smith Twins
Sally Blythe
Charles Vesrpla
Simmy Wolf
Dick Beraio
Richard Cannon
Ivan Lane Ore
Cocoomrt- Grove
Carol Charming
Freddy Martin Ore

Donn Arden Ducts

Carlton Hayes Ore
Dunos
“Minsky's Foller
LEE?*
International"
Emp|r*
Tempest Storm
Jackie Collin*
Norton A Patricia
Horler 3
Irv Benson
Griff Kendall
Marilyn Dann
Even 4c Toni
Sarny Bros.
MiM Griff
Sharon Randall Les BraxQianos
Alan Roberts
LIVERPOOL
Tommy CMoe) Raft
Empire
Barbara. Esko
Edmund Hockridg*
Murray Brisco
Bill Maynard
Vickie Denas
Taylor Maids
Ce* Davidson Ore
Baker A Douglas
El Cortox
3 Hello*
Dubonnet Trio
JAP Barbour
Dan Baker 4
Jackie Ross
Three AT* .
Cooper 2
El Rancho Vos**
NEWCASTL*
Vic Damon*
Empire
Lilt St. Cyr
Nitwits
„
Hal Loman
Morton Fraser's Co. Dick Rice Orch
Magyar Ballet
Flamingo
Danny Porches
Mill* Bros.
O’Neill 4c Haig
Andrews Sisters
Gold- A Cordell
Sid Krofft
SHEFFIELD*
Don Kirk
Empire
Flandngoette*
Ken Dodd
Jack Cathcart Or*
Orchid Dancers
Fremont Hotel ‘
Max Geldray
NItecaps
El Granada*
Mark Wayne 4
Don Renni*
Make Believes
Roy Earl
Golden Nos tot
Johnny lister
Turk Murphy
Donna Douglas
Ish Xalrihbl*
SUNDERLAND
Emplr*
Johnny Duncan .Co.
Billie Anthony
Americana
Flack A Lamar
Alan King
Billy O'Sullivan
Hackford A Doyl* . Sheila Reynolds
Stan Ross Trio
Roslnas
Lee Martin Ore
J A D Adams
Nina Ramon
Balmoral
Charlie Farrell
Billy Mitchell
Mickey Gentile
-Joae Curbelo Ore
Clpver Club
Moorman A Picadllly Pipers
Bonnie Davis
Bob Novack Ore
Eden Roc
Milt Shaw Ore
Robert Clary
Hot*! St. Moritz
Mitzi Mason
Marshall Grant 3
Lou WilL,
In Bobo 11
Jackie Heller
Nancy Kenyon
Mai Malkin Ore
Dean Sheldon
Sonny Kendis Ore
j Latin Quarter
Luis Varona Ore
A. M. Alberghetti
Prof. Backward*
Marvyn Roy
Dick Curry Capri
Pony Sherxell
Juan Guerrero
Jo Lombardi Or*
Gloria y Rolando
B Harlowe Ore
Victor Alverez
Le CupMon
Somavilla Ore
Mary Small
Calvet Ore
Howard Beder
Hlffon
Ish Ugardi Ore
Fernando
Albueme
Cattm Ore
Metamoros Trio
International
Gladys
A Freddy
Alan Gale
J.
Moreno
.Ore
Kay Brown
Fajardo Ore
Arnold Dover
National
Mike Durso Ore
Celeste
Mendoza
RS V P
Monica CasteU
Mabel Mercer
Manteca
Savoy Hilton
Dancing Waters
Emile Petti Ore
W Reyes Ore
Town A Country
Gina Romand
Jack Carter
Manolo Torrent*
Rose Hardaway
Ana y Julio
Agostinas
Riviera
Burnell Dncrs
Olga Guillot
Ned Harvey Ore
Sicari Ora
Two Guitars
Olga Valdi
Ivan Nepa
Backstage
Xenia Brant*
Stan Arnold
K. Poliansky Ortf
Rene Joubert
Misha Usdanoff
Alfredo Cortez
Vlonnose Lonforn Elnard Burt
Micheline Bardin
Blackhawlr
Zozo Sapountzakl
Earl Bostic 6
Ernest Schoen
Easy Street
Villas* Barn
Louis Jordan 3
Belle Carroll
Fade's
Tex Fletcher
Lenny Bruce
Flash Mason
Andre Previn
Karen ThorseH
Fairmont Hotel
Mickey O’Malley
Ella Fitzgerald
Lou Harold Ore
Villas* Vanguard
E. Hedtscher Ore
Lawson A Newborn
440 ’Club
Irwin Corey
Larry Winters
Waldorf-Astoria
Geneva Vallier
Gordon MacRa*
Leonard Dixon
Sheila Stephens
Gay Wi
Emil Coleman Ore
Bee A Ray
Bel? Babai Ore
Jack Farrell

Fla Dreyer
Carmen Le Fav* 3
Rlviora
Phil Silvers Show
Ray Sinatra. Ore
Sahara
Ann Blyth
Billy De Wolf*
Saharem Dancer*
Louio Basil Ore
j
Mary Kaye Trio
Sands
Dean Martin
Maitison Trio
Texas Copa Girl*
Antonio Morelli Ore
Showpoat
Shirley Scott
Garr Nelson
Showboat Girl*
Vie Arteae Ore
Silver Slipper
Hank Henry
Sally Band
Sparky Kaye
Red Marshall
Danny Jacob*
Annie Maloney
Geo. Redman Or*
Stardust
Lido De Paris
“CesT MagmUquo*
Billy Daniels
Happy Jester*
Wingy Manon*
-Tropica na
Dick Shawn
SaUy Forrest
Carla Alberghetti
Jack Ackerman
Ray Malone
Perez Prado
D Williams Singers
Nat Brandwynn#
Ore

MIAMI - MIAMI BEACH

HEW YORK cmr

Black Orchid
Don Rickies
Vicki Castl*
Joe Parnello (3)
Blue Angel
Barbara Velasco
Mighty Panther
Lord Carlton
Rick Shaw
Malley A Margot
Lord Christo
Blue Note
Sarah Vaughan
Peter Appleyard 4
Chez Pares
Tony Martin
Sue Carson
Geo. Cook 'Ore.
Chez Adorables <9)
Cloister Inn
Don Adams
Lonnie Sattin
Ramsey Lewis Trio
Conrad Hilton
Harrison A Kossi
Nobertt

Crescendo
Mart Sahl
Reno Touzot Ore
Interlude
Ea^I Grant
Tom Lehrer
Morty Jacob* Trio
Slat* Bros.
Rose Marie
Lenny Kent
Paul Freed Trio
Staflor Hotel
Gogi Grant
Skinnay Knnii Or*
Y* Little Club
Cleopatra John’*
Joe Felix
Roger Nichols

LAS VEGAS
Doeort inn
Jane Powell
Patti Moore
Ben Lessy
Art Johnson

Cabaret Bills
Bfuo Angst
Nichols A May
M. Davis A Spouse
Dorothy Loudon
Jo March
Jimmy Lyon 3
Bart Howard
Bon Solr
Kay Ballard
Mae Barnes
Jay Lawrence
Jimmie Daniels
Three Flames
Murray Grand
Cooaneva
Margaret Lecuona 3
Chateau Madria
Tun Tun
Nejla Ates
Ralph Font Ore
Panchito Ore
Candl Cortez
Copa cabana
Nat King Cole
Blackburn Twins
Jerry Collins
Peggy Womack
Bob Warren
Downstairs Room
Demi Dozen
Jean Arnold
Jane Connell
Ceil Cabot
Jack Fletcher
George Hall
Gerry Mathews
Stan Keen
No. 1 Fifth Avo.
Phyllis Dilier
Stewart Rose
Garold Fonvill*
Joan Bishop
Hotel Roosovett
Lenny Herman
Bill Snyder
Hofei Plaza
Hildegarde
Ted Straeter Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Hotel Florr*
Earl Wrightson
Felix Knight
Betty Bennee
Joseph Ricardel Ore
Alan Logan Ore
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel St. Res Is
Fernanda Montel
Ray Bari Ore.

»\

Fontainebleau
Murray Schlamm
Sacasas Ore
Pup! Campo Ore
Harbour Leung*
Simmy Walsh
Gilbert A Tracy
Rasha Rodell
Tony Matas
Lumtm
Havana ManB Gras
Diosa Costello
Milos Velar d*
Don Casino
Tonia Flores
Tony A Francella
Juan Romero
David Tyler Or*
The Grata
Joe Mooney Quartet
Johnny Smith
Herbie Brock Ore
Phil Ruedy 3

MitsouM A Roberto
Gina Martin
Raul de Mesa
Nilo Rodriguez
Conrad Wilson
Felix Guerrero Ore.
Sans Sottci
Alberto Agnila
Agloria A Rolando
Victor Alverez
La Serie Or*
Ortega Ore
Tropjcana
Leonella Gonzalez
Xiomara Alfaro
Marta Castillo
Berta Depuy
Guaracheros
Rolo Martinez
Henry Boyer
Tropjcana Ballet
S Suarez Orq
Somea Orq

SAN FRANCISCO

Helga Neff
Hans Letter
Heinz Kroel
Charlie Fisk Ork 10
Drake
Doretta Morrow
Jimmy Blade Ore
Gate of Horn
Bob Gibson
Anita Sheer
London Hous*
Jonah Jones <3)
Mister Kelly's
Gene Baylot
Peggy Dietrick
Marty Rubinstein 3
Marx & Frigo .
Palmer Hous*
Marguerite Piazza
Ben Arden Ore
Provlow Leung*
Harry Epps' Muskat Ramblers
Sutherland
"Wild Bill" Davis 3

ABOniet on the Potomac

the Hartford Symphony Orchestra,
Continued, lrom pate 1 ——5—i^ja
[Victor Borge drew a packed house
and tabbed some $15,000 at the them. A deluxe new nitery, the support of a bill which would bar
Bushnell
Memorial
here
on dub Waldorf, recently opened in the operations of slot machines in.
Wednesday (Oct. 29).
.
Waldorf (Charles County) with, 200 the state except on dry land. The

Joy Healy Dncrs 6
Wally Bose Ore
Earl Fatha Hines
Ore
Muggsy Spinier
Joe Sullivan
Hungry l
Shelley Berman
Stan Wilson
Pat Yankee
Jazz Workshop
Buddy De Franco
On the Lev**
Kid Ory Ore
Purple Onion
Travelers
D. HoRingswortll
Lou Gottlieb
345 Club
Corinne Calvet
Appletons
Moro-Landis Dcrs
Bill Clifford Ore.

Harolds Club
Harry Ranch Revu*
Patsy Shaw
Mapos
Characters
Nancy Lee Bache¬
lors
Harrah's Club
Dick Contino
Meri Ellen Cohorts
Dubonnet 3
Joe Karnes
Riverside
Triple Daters
Sportsmen
Mike Wallace
Satt elites
Don Baker
Glen Henry
Ronnie Pearson
Holiday
Estelle Slpane
4 Barons
Riverside Starlets
Don, Dick A Jimmy Freddy Martin Ore.

“Loyalty,” the Sammy Fain-Paul
Francis Webster tune which is get¬
ting a Pat Boone-Steve Allen
teamtip on Dot, is from 20th-Fox’s
“Mardi Gras” and from not “In
Love And War” as erratumed last
week.

CoSicSt^de^ he^'ba- $lot machines
toned the
the longhair
longhair crew.
toned
crew.
__
—-—“ ^
“
FftllilaPf
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; Continned from page M ;
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Continued from page *•
Fedders, they feel that they must
take over a hotel completely, and
bring in only enough to fill all the
rooms, and then bring in a new
batch of dealers every, week. All
expenses, except bar bills and
merchandise purchases, are taken
care of.
As a matter of fact, the local
merchants in Montego Bay, where
the dealers are presently qaartered, provide free taxicabs to the
cm-the-cuff vacationers, because of

aming its

elegant .purpose was to rid the Potomac

decor. This was before the 650 machines from piers in the Colonial
Beach, Ya„ area landed in a nearby
warehouse
warenouse.
Eye Ent€rtaiM“cn*
Meantime, a group of casinos on
Potomac River piers which own the
gg0 maciuneS are in trouble. Al,
DDerated from sub_
though they operated tr m
merged Maryland soil, they aepended on Virginia resort towns
like Colonial Beach and Freestone
Point for coins as well as folding
money. Now, all they have to offer
Virginians which is not legally
available in Virginia is mixed
drinks.
Some 0f the operators, the slot

River of slots.
The pier operators couldn’t have
been more surprised when the bill
passed. They quickly engineered
several legal maneuvers blocking
the act from becoming effective until they could challenge it as contrary to the state constitution in
court. * They lost their last court
battle last week, were unable to
^jn a new stay from U. S. Supreme
court Chief Justice Earl Warren
and were forced to move all 650
slots from the piers at night
Wednesday (29).
Reposing in Warehouse
p
timr from
transDortinn
them iSofs any Skte H^ SdS
f?L S£„i^ w
fishing boats to the Maryland

Iht SrS^t?co?toSitf?iSoeraf machine revenue gone, are talking
te?»M about booking bigtime entertaintively to the cabs. When severe! ment in an effort to get Virginians
merchants beefed because the taxis hi to buy drinks and food. Courts
were permitted to stop in front of a h v been told that the operators
specific store, a neutral ground in
aD|ro(W OOO iSveSment S^e
front of a^sank was selected as the casinos and piers
*
__casinos ana piers.
stopping-off point
^
,
a
„
According to Landcy, the pro- . The Virgmia-Maryland sihiation
gram cost considerably less than a k P«rh*PS
most noJf.1
television show, for example, and C0UI^ry as far as gambling (slot
they believe it does more for them, machines only) operations are conThe vacation prograjn. gives the cerned*
dealer a personal stake in selling
*The Potomac Biver belongs -enthe Tedders line, he claims. Aside tirely to Maryland. Piers were
from the normal profit, which therefore thrown up in the Jiver^
comes with every sale, the prospect stretching from the middle Of the.
of a free vacation, when a certain river to the Virginia state line (the
quota is hit, gives the dealer and shore) to offer Virginians pleasures
his wife a more personal incentive denied them but available on the
to stick to that line.
soil of Maryland, even the soil unThe show hooked for the Fed- der water.
ders soiree by Jimmy Grady inThe piers go to the edge of Virclndes Bill Tabbed Lou. Seiler, ginia, where they are met by a
Manny Williams, Kiki & Maria, ramp.
A Virginian takes a few
Claudia Curtis, Johnny Morgan, steps and is in a new “land,” where
Jimmie Qrippo and Tony Noice. he can order a martini and until
The acts do two shows weekly, and last week could deposit coins in
get rooms, board, and round-tnp slot machines.
A La English Channel
transportation. Five hotels are bebe¬
ing used for this airlift, the Casa

shore; where trucks picked them up
to carry them to a Waldorf warehouse
,T/7
,
'
.
Although there have been repo.r* *or yf“s tba! Maryland
might be on the road to becoming
_
+ rnast
a tntiran east coast Las Vegas, as a tour^t lure, it seems-highly doubtful,
Gambling, other than slot machines, seems to have no chance as
things now stand.
Anne Arundel County (which ineludes Annapolis) last year licensed
aiai, hut the Maryland Legislatur'e stopped that fast. The Legisiature denied authority to the
county to develop the new gamhling enterprise,
^^^^^^
5=3
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whether he would draw at the
hungry I, San Francisco. At the
time, Mdrt Sahl or Shelley
„
.,
_.
Berman would
would mean
mean very
very little
little at
at
Berman
the Latin Quarter, N.Y.
Intime revues which have been

^e*0BwaISC«ibb^*»dU^ th«ep“*caSrtbere.^ea^m
whlc>» have
Bock.6* R^aI Cai:ibbean md Bay the Maryland mainland except by drcko at Julius Monk’s Upstairs
The Tedders incentive deals ‘S®!1 or by a
summer. The
make this firm the largest single pot.omac 1S a Wlde nver 111 that
air flight purchaser outside the reglonU. S. Government. They are using
The Piers ^ sprinkled with
39 Pan-Xmerican charter flights to casinos.
transport their guests.
The present trouble stems from
Another factor that goes into the the last session of the Maryland
yselection of a ate for their cuffo Legislature which was more antiholidays is the stability of the poll- gambling than had been generally
tical situation. On the trip to Eu- expected in advance. Maryland
rope, earlier this year, the stay Gov. Theodore B. McKeldin bowed
was marred by the De Gaulle to long-standing pleas from Vircrisis and many dealers felt uneasy, ginia authorities and announced his
^—^^^^———^MM^—^—^—^
----—
,m
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Ice Capades Near Russ Pact

Continned from
tron. page C4
•S—Continued

Moscow
because,
Harris said,
“That the only place they have the
ice.” There, the. show will play at
an arena Harris Has approved
which seats 16,000.
In Russia, Harris was accompanied by Jerry Mayhall, his music
director and conductor, and George
W. Eby, chief barker of Variety
Clubs International. En route, they
stopped in Ireland and London for
Variety tent meetings.
During their week in Japan with
a possible sandwiched hop to Hong
Kong. Harris and. Ma/hall wifi
screen local entertainment for possihilities on the U. S. arena circuit.
Both were brimful of Soviet experiences from the sightseeing
freedom they enjoyed which led to
ecstatic theatrical impressions and
an awe of the various organized
training programs for Russian artists and athletes.
Theatrically
speaking,
Harris
said, “Everything is spld out every
night. It’s like the United States
during the war. Everybody is making money and they can’t spend it
except on books and entertain*
ment.”
He noted that they were able to
dismiss
their
interpreter
and
browse as they pleased. Of the
Russian puppets, Harris said, “The
most sensational . thing you ever
saw. They do a different show
every night with 45 shows in their
repertoire”
Tn Leningrad* they saw the
Kieroff Ballet which Harris described as “a wonderful company,
It was the first time I saw ballet
use showmanship. They have an
elevator stag# section which

Hoorn, N.Y., couldn’t be moved to
the Copacabana, for example. Any
room catering to the more mature’
trade would find it hard to_ justify
the booking of jazz units,
With the passage of time, the
differences
in the types of performers are becoming more marked. The acts in the-Latin Quarter-Copdcabana orbit must be able
to project In the large rooms, and
hit before heavy audiences, in addition to drawing them in. The
workers in the Intimeries do not
need to project as heavily. They
work in smaller and more subtle

“t*.

—jjaa

opened a number of times during
the show. The villain disappears
through the stage.”
Mayhall echoed. Harris’ statement that the Russians are starved
for information about America.
Everywhere they stopped on the
street and buttonholed into conversation.
“When they found out I was. a
musician,” Mayhall said, “they
asked about Presley, Bill Haley (&
Comets) and I heard more about
Dave Brubeck than I ever heard
in America. They taow .H the
slang too, from the Voice of America. I never realized its impact.
They would ask if I was a shorthair
or longhair. If they couldn’t speak
the words, they’d shape a square
with their hands..
“I was able to pick up a complete ‘Prince Igor’ : two-volume
score for $6. A pair of shoes cost
$40,” Mayhall related.
The scale and thoroughness of
training in Russia led Harris to
observe, “Government endowment
is the only answer. We must develop our people the same way.
They have competition in everything. There are 84 hockey teams
in' Moscow alone. It’s unbelievable. I. met a man who wanted to
bet me 100 rubles that in three
years they could have a football
team that could beat the best of
ours.
^
“They have movies of everything
and study everything. Our show is
completely different than anything
they have in Russia. But they’ll
learn from us. I promised that our
stars will teach them. Why not?
They’ll study every move anyway,
Better let them get it right.”
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»Vhile the direction of the husloessseems to be moving, it is
large rooms will
disappear completely for a very
long tune. In New York, the two
?Ig?les’
Copacabana and the
Latin Quarter, are doing.excellent
pusumss at this points. These are
1116 sP°ts
make feasible the
ma?s ,
cheesecake that comes
with the chorus lines. These are
the rooms that feel that once a
j?1116 dfvel°Ps *5
any me“P111’ they can afford to buy them,
£“e. conventioneers,
the party
business and the bus packages
stu! create a market for large
phenes. Unfortunately, the numbar, ^ dwindlinS» hut the business
-pat 15111 S0I°g to the biggies has
been gomg off on many tangents,
Fortunately, these offshoots are
giving the the nitery business a
vast market, catering mainly to the
young, who. in the final analysis,
is the customer of tomorrow, and
with changing tastes, these kids
may get to be the conventioneers
of the future with a yen to see and
be seen in the outsized rooms.-
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Do4t-YourseIf Trend in Chi Legit;
Windy City Intelligentsia 'Starved’
For Plays Not Blatantly Slid
By LES JBROWN
Chicago, Nov. 4.
The dwindling number of seri¬
ous dramas exported to Chicago by
New York producers over recent
years is prompting a do-it-yourself
movement here, and by the first of
the year Chi should have the be¬
ginnings of its own home-grown
legit, 1,000 miles off Broadway.
(During the 1920s and1* into the
1930s Chicago produced a good
many legit shows—Ed.).
Feeling among the new entre¬
preneurs is that Loop legit—i.e.,
the roadshows—has lost the sup¬
port of the Windy City’s intelli¬
gentsia because of Its excesses of
late racy comedy, slick musicals,
and other shows with the distinct
stamp of "commercialism” on them.
Theatre Guild may satisfy some
needs, say the new theatremen, but
Chicago has too long been lacking
in legit Wares for those who like
their drama with grit.
Two of the ventures are to be
entirely professional and will be
launched within the next 60 days.
American Theatre Cavalcade,
headed by veteran character actor
Art Peterson, has leased the 11th
St. Theatre just off the Loop for
six months and will open Nov. 18
with "The Crucible" for as long a
run as traffic bears. Imported from
both coasts for the show are
Frederic Tozere, Harry Townes and
Alfredine Parham, the rest of the
roles being filled by Chioago thesps.
Minnie Galatzer will direct "Cru¬
cible" and most of ATC’s subse¬
quent shows. Theatre ' seats 549
and in the past has housed Equity
library Theatre productions and
the touring company of "World of
Sholem Alelchem.”
Second off-Loop enterprise is set
to open juj't after Christmas week
at the refurbished Civic Theatre,
'sister; auditorium to the Opera
House recently relinquished by the
ABC network, which had used the
900 seater as its major Windy City
studio. A pair of tyros, Alan Carr
and Jack Tourville, are leasing the
house for a year with hopes of
bringing in artistic successes from
(Continued on page 76)

New No. Philly Legiter;
Broker Teller Teams
With Ann Cork), Ex-Strip
Philadelphia, Nov. 4,
Investment broker Charles D,
Teller and former burlesque star
Ann Corio, trading as Cor-Tel
Corp., have leased the Ogontz The¬
atre; in North Philadelphia, as a
legitimate stage house.
The former Stanley Warner
neighborhood key was built in 1926
and closed seven years ago. It was
purchased with surrounding stores
six months ago for $200,000.
Teller, a newcomer in show Busi¬
ness, says he plans to open Dec.
30t with Joseph Schildkraut in
"Sweet and Sour,” domestic com¬
edy which had a tryout in nearby
Bristol’s Grand Theatre last sum,
mer (with Melvin Douglas). New
owners are spending $40,000 to in¬
stall stage, intermisssion lounge
and other features.
Plays announced as set for this
season include "The Loud Red
Patrick,” with Pat O’Brien, and
"Nice People,” with Peggy Cum¬
mins. Ogontz Theatre is located
about seven miles from regular
midtown legit district.

Plan a Marine Theatre
Next Year at Houston
Houston, Nov. 4.
Houston may get a waterfront
outdoor summer theatre for the
presentation of light opera and
operettas. It may be ready next
June.
Plans for the mew amphitheatre,
with a minimum .seating capacity
of 10,000 were detailed by Fortune
Gallo, veteran pop-price operatic
producer of New. York, and Earl
J. Welch, Los. Angeles and New
York real estate developer. Welch
says a group headed by him wilL
finance the construction "on a
water location” at an undisclosed
site.

'LADY' COMPLETES YEAR
In Sight. of Matching 67 Weeks
of ‘Pacific’ In Chicago
,
Chicago, Nov. 4.
"My Fair Lady” clocks Its first
full year in Chicago tomorrow
(Wed.) with .promise now of top¬
ping the longnrn for timers in
the Windy City held by "South
Pacific,” with .a total of 67 weeks.
"MFL” has- already outstripped
"SP’s’s all time record gross for
Chi of $3,204,380, as it notches its
first anni with an overall take of
over $3,500,000.
Particularly gratifying to “MFL” j
management Is the fact that it has j
weathered a recession, that it is
holding up well in an election
year, and that it has set its record
in spite of high prices, to wit, a
$7 top. "South Pacific,” the man¬
agement feels, has had an easier
time of it.
Anne Rogers, star of the show,
receives the Sarah Siddons Society,
award as “Chicago Actress of the
Year” at the Ambassador East Ho¬
tel tonight.
i

Milwaukee Stock;

$1,000 Weekly Wig Rent
*' Wall Street Journal in a re- !
cent comprehensive apiece, on
the economics of the Metro¬
politan Opera revealed one cal¬
cinated economy, the five-year
wig-buying campaign. Final re¬
sult: Met will be able to per¬
uke or coiff any singer from
stock, save $1,000 a week hair¬
piece rentals of present time.
Met’s hope of operating its
own laundry and saving $5,000
a season ran into the objection
that It would involve another
union—and they got plenty
already.
That scheme was
dumped.
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New Means Sought for Financing;
Above-Auditorium Structural Okay
Hasn’t Helped B way Shortage
ALGREN NOVEL AS MUSICAL
Chicago Writer To Supply Lyrics
To Will Holt Score

Chicago, Nov. 4.
Nelson ’ Algren, who authored
"Man With the Golden Arm,” is
collaborating with folksinger Will
Holt on a musicalization of his lat¬
est novel, "A Walk On the Wild
Side.”
Algren, whose principal
contribution to the tuner will he
song lyrics while Holt does the
adaptation and pens Hie music,
sees it as a "country ballet, a per¬
fect vehicle for Elvis Presley.”
An earlier Algren novel, "Never
Washington, Nov. 4.
Come Morning,” has been adapted
Is there a psychiatrist in -the for the stage by Leonard Stone but
house?
is being held up from making the
Maybe he can tell why theatre rounds by a dispute over terms be¬
lost and found departments get tween author and adaptor.
their greatest hauls during heavy:
dramas. At least, this is the ex-;
perience at the National Theatre.
"People don’t leave many things
behind during an ‘Oklahoma!,”
Manager Scott Kirkpatrick ob¬
served.
"The tremendous takes
come on a ‘Cat on a Hot Tin Roof*.
Then, people forget everything.”;
Gloves,
earrings,
eyeglasses,
The all-American company of
fancy buttons, opera glasses, an oc¬
casional diamond wristwateh. the London production of "West
Side
Story” planes overseas next
These are the customary lost loot.
When the L&F closet bidges, Kirk¬ Friday (7) after four rehearsal
weeks
in New York. The troupe
patrick bundles it up and sends it
will make a brief stop in London
off to some charity bazaar.
for
press
interviews prior to mov¬
"Women are much more forget¬
ful than men,” Kirkpatrick said. ing to the Manchester Opera
House
where
the musical begins
"Occasionally a man will leave his
car keys or a shopping. charge a three-week tryout Nov. 14.
plate, that’s alL They never leave
The West End opening of the
umbrellas. I know. I’ve been hop¬ tuner, which is being presented
ing a good man’s umbrella would in England by H. M. Tennent, Ltd.,
turn up, and not be called for, for Robert E. Griffith & Harold S,
years. And not a single one has. Prince,
by
arrangement
with
But women—well, any rainy- day, Roger L. Stevens, is slated for
we can count on two or three lad¬ Dec. 11 at Her Majesty’s Theatre.
ies’ umbrellas.”
During the New York rehearsal
. Women are ftiuch more likely period the performers were put
to call for lost fancy buttons, than through their paces by Jerome
they are for prescription eye Robbins, who choreographed and
glasses, Kirkpatrick said.
directed the original Broadway
Let a psychiatrist explain that!
producHon, now in its 59lh week
at the Winter Garden Theatre.

If Heavy Drama
Lost-and-Found
Gets Very Busy

Ready London Co.
Of‘W. Side Story’

The huge returns obtained by
legit theatres housing hits is caus¬
ing a renewed ripple among realty
operators, who may try to find
means to build more houses in
New York. The recent legislation
permitting building above audito¬
riums having thus far failed to pro¬
duce plans for a single new struc¬
ture, realty interests are looking
toward syndicaHon in an effort to
find new means of
obtaining
finances for new theatre building.
One such conference has already
taken place between Kermit Bloomgarden and realty man Louis J.
Glickman.
Bloomgarden’s
"The
Music Man” is returning more than
$18,000 weekly to the MajesHc The¬
atre, N. Y. This has been going
on for more than a year based on
receipts hovering around $69,000.
Theatre’s share, incidentally. Is
just a shade over the average
weekly profits of the show.
Glickman, operator of the Gen¬
eral Motors Building, which is
owned on a syndicaHon basis with
shares going to the' general pub¬
lic, points up anew the fact that
cautious insurance companies and
banks still find theatres an "un¬
suitable” risk and therefore aren’t
financing any such construction, de¬
spite the fact that one hit show
keeping a house going for three
years could retrieve a sizable por¬
tion of the original cost. Glickman
is'currently studying the syndica¬
tion aspects of such a project.

House of Bliss Agency
In Richmond Expanding
With National Bookings

Milwaukee’s 350-seat downtown
theatre-in-the-round,
the
Fred
Miller, closed since last March,
will reopen Jan. 12 for a 20-week
season. Productions will run two
weeks each at $3.50 top, with a
permanent company plus guest
The House of Bliss, a “celebrity
stars. It is contemplated that the
bureau” run by Mason and Terry
season after the run will be ex¬
Bliss from headquarters in Rich¬
tended to 30 weeks, giving each
mond, Va., is branching out as a
play three weeks on the floor.
national booking operation. The
Committee
from
Milwaukee’s
outfit has previously functioned on
Drama Inc. was In Manhattan over
a regional level, with bookings of
the weekend and hired as its new
southern originaHon.
qianaging director, Edward ManThe firm’s emergence into the
gum, for the past four years a
national picture is reflected in the
globe-trotting executive of Amer¬
recent tour of Cedric Hardwicke
Robbins,
Griffith
and
Prince
ican National Theatre & Acad¬
In a one-man show, "Come Backare making the overseas hop with
emy’s State Dept, project.
stage With Me.”
The Blisses
the cast, which includes Marlys
Magnum has staged plays In Ha¬
booked the offering in colleges and
Watters, Don McKay, Chita Ri¬
waii, Turkey and Germany as well
universities from Pennsylvania to
vera,
Ken
LeRoy,
George
Chaas originating the Arena in Wash¬
Texas.
Dallas, Nov. 4.
kiris, .Eddie Roll and Tony Morington, D.C. He is the author of
The Hardwicke entry was actu¬
Margo Jones Theatre ’58 began
Incidentally, the London
a book on the latter operation, its 12th year here yesterday (Mon.) dente.
ally a replacement for a previously
, written,
under
a
Rockefeller with another 30-Week season in the Sun Times sent feature writer contemplated tour by Raymond
Kenneth
Pearson
to
New
York
Foundation grant
198-seaf; arena playhouse in the several weeks ago to do a piece in Massey with "A literary concert
Texas State fairgrounds.
Aaron advance of the musical’s West End from the world’s greatest authors.”
The Blisses had lined up a string
Frankel is the new managing direc¬ opening.
of dates, hut Massey had to cancel.
tor, replacing Ramsey Burch, re¬
Hardwicke
was brought into cover
signed. Jean Elliot is the new busi¬
those and other bookings. The
ness manager. Returning staffers
Blisses,
incidentally,
are also rout¬
are Zelma Naylor, treasurer; James
Hartford, Nov. 4.
ing Virginia’s Barter Theatre in a
Pringle, technical director and
A new musical tent is planned production manager, and Fred
"Richard II” tour.
for next summer at nearby Spring- Hoskins, stage manager.
Hardwicke’s solo offering played
Greensboro, N.C., Nov. 4.
field, Mass. The project will be
16 stands in 10 states, ending last
Entirely new resident cast in¬
called the
Springfield
Musical j cludes Ruthe Elliot, Lilly Lodge,: ' A rainy summer put a financial Friday (31) at the Wake Forrest
Theatre, and will be located on Paula Houston, Jay Lanin, Richard blight on the outdoor drama op¬ College, Winston-Salem, N.C. It
the grounds of the Eastern States Longman, Henry Barnard, Bennye erations of the Southern Appala¬ consisted of readings of scenes
Exposition.
j Gatteys and Robert Short. John chian Historical Assn.
from Shaw and Shakespeare, with
Walrath J. Beach, formerly with McQuade will be guest star in the
State auditor Henry Bridges re¬ scattered comments by the actor
the publicity staff of the 'Oakdale Nov. 25-Dec. 15 staging of “Willie veals the association, which prer about productions in which he ap¬
tunetent at Wallingford, Conn., Starck.”
sents “Horn in the West” at peared during his 48-year career.
says the new canvastop will seat
Schedule to date for productions, Boone, ran up a $14,578.14 deficit
I, 800.
He is currently seeking each to run three weeks, includes for the fiscal year ending last Sept.
$100,000 capitalization.
Hie current "Penelope’s Web,” 30.
Associated with Beach is Daniel which runs through Nov.
23;
The association already^ had a I
J. Maloney, also of Springfield, He "Willie Starck: His Rise and Fall,”
$31,062.02 deficit and the new red
has a background in legit and Nov. 25-Dec. 14; "Legends and ink pushed the figure to $45,640.16.
films as well as with Eastern Fables” (double bill of Kurt Weill’s
Dallas, Nov. 4.
Under a 1957 law, up to $10,000
States Exposition.
Thomas L. Hughes has been ap¬
“Down In the Valley” and James in state money can be allocated
pointed
.manager
of the State Fair
Thurber’s "Fables for Our Times”), annually for operations of “Horn j
Dec. 16-Jan. 4, and "October Gal,” in the West” when the deficit is | Music Hall, effective Saturday (1).
The appointment was made in
by Charles Robinson, Jan. 6-25.
judged beyond control of . the as¬
a joint announcement from James
Also, what’s to be hilled as an sociation.
H. Stewart, execuUve veepee and
“American classic,” to be selected,
London, Nov. 4.
general manager of the State Fair,
Jan. 27-Feb. 15; a new play to be
A^2i-year-old version of Ibsen’s selected Feb. 17-March 8; “Tiger
and Charles R. Meeker Jr., veepee
and assistant general manager of
"Ghosts” is to be staged at the Old at the Gates,” March 10-29; "Much
the fair and managing director of
Vic on Nov. 12, with Flora Robson Ada About Nothing,” March 31Pittsburgh,
Nov.
4.
the
State Fair Musicals.
April
19;
"line
Nuit
Chez
Vous,
as -Mrs. Alving. It was originally
In addition to his Music Hall
The Pittsburgh Playhouse, j
commissioned by the Vic-Wells Madame,” April 21-May 10. The
which already has two theatres duties, Hughes will also assist in
closing
three
weeks,
May
12-31,
management and played at the
under the same roof, one seating the operation of. the new "Grand
Buxton Theatre Festival in 1937, will be -a resumption of a reportory
: cycle comprising the season’s most 300 and the other 600, is about to Ol’ Texas” project State Fair will
and subsequently at the Vaudeville
get a third. It’s being made pos¬ build and manage the $2,500,000
popular plays.
Theatre.
j
Except for yesterday’s opening, sible by a $100,000 grant from the recreation of an early day West¬
It will be the smallest cast ever the theatre will be closed on Mon¬ A. W. Mellon EducaUon & Char¬ ern town at Fair Park on a six
to appear at the Old Vic—five— days, witb each opening Tuesday itable Trust.
acre tract on Hie-cast side of the
and, for the first time the Old Vic night. Matinees Will be on Wed¬
The new auditorium will be main parking lot and south of the
workshops will be making “near nesday. Saturday and Sunday. small, with a capacity of 65, and Cotton Bowl.
contemporary” furniture,- designed Ducats again will be $3.50 nights, is being designed as a sort of offConstruction is expected to start
by Neil Hobson.
\ $3 for matinees.
playhouse project for the produc¬ next spring and "Grand Ol’ Texas”
Future productions of the Old
Hon of unorthodox shows which- is expected to be ready for biz *
Vic include Michael Hordern in]
Michael Sean O'Shea has taken the non-pro community theatre year later. Peter Wolf Associates
"Macbeth” and in Pinero’s "The over as company manager for proper would not consider com¬ is creating the design for the proj¬
Magistrate.”
**
mercially likely.
ect.
“Ulysses in Nighttown.”

THEATRE ’58, DALLAS,
OPENS 30-WK. SEASON

PLANS NEW TUNETENT
AT SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

PAGEANT LEAKS RED,
BLAME RAINY SPEL

Thomas Hughes Heading
Texas Fair Music Hail

Flora Robson Stars
In Old Vic’s ‘Ghosts’

Pittsburgh Playhouse
To Get Third Theatre

J
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CASTING NEWS
Following are available parts in upcoming Broadway, of-Broad¬
way and touring shows. All information has been obtained directly by
the Variety Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been re¬
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.}
The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi¬
tions to the list will be made only when information is secured from
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads
provided by the managements of the shows involved rather than to
run a lengthy list of blind items.
In addition to the available parts listed, the tabulation includes pro¬
ductions announced for later this season, but. for which, the manage¬
ments, as yet, aren’t holding, open casting calls. Parenthetical designa¬
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy,
(AID) Musical Drama, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic Reading.

-

4--

BROADWAY

Broadway producer; male for role
of suave, successful businessman;
“character” landlady; ballet dan¬
cers to double as understudies and
play minor parts. (Mail photos &
resume to producers c/o Phyllis
Anderson Theatre, 2d Ave. & '4th
St.).
Many Loves (D)—producer. Liv¬
ing Theatre (530 6th Ave.); direc¬
tor Julian Beck. Available part:
male lead of Noel Coward or Clif¬
ton Webb type, 50. (Mail photo
and resume to Beck).
The Matchmaker (C)—Equity
Library Theatre production; direc¬
tor, William Putch. Casting, 11
West 18th St., Nov. 6, 7, & 10 from
10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Nov. 8 from 6-10
p.m., Equity members only (pres¬
ent membership cards). Available
parts: male lead, 60, choleric, vain
and sly; artist, 30; barber, 50,
lanky, mass of grey hair falling
into his eyes; housekeeper, 70,
deaf, half-blind, pleased with her¬
self; clerk lead, 33, mock-deferen¬
tial; femme, 24, pretty, sentimen¬
tal; clerk, 50. sardonic; femme lead,
impoverished elegance, shrewd but
generous nature, mass-of sandy
hair; clerk, round-faced, wide-eyed
innocence; femme lead, 30, spir¬
ited; femme, shy and fussy; cab¬
man, enormous; femme cook, enor¬
mous; femme, 50, florid, stout and
sentimental; gypsy violinist; 2 wait¬
ers.

(Parts Available)
Daarlin’ Alan (MD)—producers,
Playwrights Co. & Oliver Smith;
director, Tony Richardson; musical
director, Robert Dolah.
Chorus
call for Equity singers Nov. 13 at
Majestic Theatre (245 W. 44th St.):
female, 10:30 a.m.; male, 2:30 p.m.
First Impressions (MD)—produc¬
ers, George Gilbert & Edward
Specter in association with Jule
Styne Productions (237 W. 51st St.):
director Abe Burrows. Available
parts: Englishman, 25-33, good
singer, handsome, four exceptional
femme dancers, 17-24, some sing¬
ing; male and female chorus sing¬
ers, dancers. (Mail photo and
resume).
Poker Game (C)—producer, Nor¬
man Forman (106 CPS); director,Ruth Rawson. Available parts for
understudies only: mother and
father, Italian immigrants in their
60s; Jewish girl, 30-40; five smaller ■
parts, including three male and
two female, Italian-American rela¬
tives. (Mail photo and resume to
Forman'.
Raisin in the Sun (D)—producer,
Philip Rose (157 W. 57th St., Cl 52255); director, Lloyd Richard.
Available parts (all-Negro): Sidney
Poitier’s mother, 55-65; wife, 3035; sister, 20, bright college type;
son, 10; African male college stu¬
dent, 24; Chicago college student,
24; female, 40-60; man, 35-50.
Redhead (MC)—producers, Rob¬
ert Fryer & Lawrence Carr (234f W.
44th St., LA 4-2844); director. Bob
Fosse; musical director. Jay Blackton.
Available parts for under¬
studies only (all English with the
exception of the American lead):
male lead, 30’s, baritone, self-con¬
fident, swaggers, quality of Albert
Salmi in “Bus Stop”; male, 30-40,
slightly cockney, medium -height
and build, sing and dance, warmth
and charm; femme, late 40’s, sings,
moves well to music, combination
fluttery style of comedy; spinster,
50, severe matriarch type, ramrod;
male, 50’s, Charles Laughton-ish,
quiet dignity, forcefulness, perhaps
slightly formal; male, plays pro¬
ducer, cockney; male, 30-40, Eng¬
lish gentleman, medium height and
build. Chorus call for Equity sing¬
ers Nov. 10 at 46th St. Theatre
(226 W. 46th St): male, 10:30 a.m.;
female, 2:30 p.m. Chorus call for
non-Equity singers at same theatre
Nov. 11: male, 10:30 a.m.; female,
2:30 p.m.
Tall Story (C)—producers, Em¬
mett Rogers & Robert Weiner
(234 W. 44th St., LA 4-4937); direc¬
tor, Herman Shumlin. Available
part: a lead male, slim, likeable,
six-foot-four, 22-23. (Mail photo
and resume to Rogers).
Three Against Time (D)—produc¬
ers, Tad Danielewski & Morris
Feld. Available parts: femme lead,
30, foreign accent, beautiful, warm;
middle-aged male scientist; hand¬
some English scientist, 20’s; cul¬
tured well-built American general;
General’s wife, 45, submissive,
quiet, dominated by husband;
young, energetic businessman and
pretty, restless, discontented wife;
retired prbfessor, old, .but still
bright and alive; efficient, relaxed
Government official, 40-45; two
servants, either authentic Indians
or of American-Indian descent;
sandy blonde eight-year-old giri,
vigorous, bright; scholarly nineyear-old boy. (Mail photo. and
resume to production assistant
Jeanette. Kamins, 234 W. 44th St.,
Suite 702).

BROADWAY
Ariadne & the Concrete Duck
(C)—producer, Howard Erskine (56
W. 45th St., OX 7-9620).
Far Away the Train-Birds Cry
(CD) — producer, Louis d’AImeida
(480 Lexington Ave., JU 2-8115).
Gypsy (MC)—producers, David
Merrick & Leland Hayward (246
W. 44th St., LO 3-0830).
Let’s Go Steady . (MC)—producer,
Edward Padula (1501 Broadway,
LA 4-4860).
Madonna and Child (C)—pro¬
ducer, Guthrie McClintic (1270
6th Ave., Cl 7-5152).
.
Rashomon (D)—producers, David
Susskind & Hardie- Smith (444
Madison Ave., PL 3-1030).
Rivalry (DR)—producers, Cheryl
Crawford & Joel Schehker (49 W.
45th St., 3U 2-3466), in association
with Actors Studio Inc.
OFF BROADWAY
On the Town (MC)—producer,'
Nancy Nugent Crawford. w ^
Salad - Days (R) -V producers,
Nicholas Benton &: Stanley Flink
(103 E. 84th-St., RE 4-7005).
Triad (Three one act musicals)—
producer. Delta Co.,. (1. J3; 42d Sfi,
MU 7-0442).

OFF-BROADWAY

SHOWS IN REHEARSAL

ROAD COMPANIES
(Parts Available)

Li’l Abner (MC)—Triad Produc¬
tions. Available parts for under¬
studies: Daisy Mae, Li’l Abner.
Apply Alvin Theatre (250 W. 52d
St.) Nov. 7 at 10 a.m.
Mistress of the House (D)—de
Lys Theatre Associates Inc.; direc¬
tor, William de Lys; casting, Col¬
ette Wolff (EN 2-9208). Avialable
parts: femme 20-28, sensual, child¬
like, beautiful; mulatto male, 3035, handsome, alluring; Negro
femme 30-40, primitive beauty, fullbodied; servants, 5 male,. 5 femme,
Negro & white, non-speaking-mime,
modern dance, classic ballet back¬
ground. No casting until Nov. 10.

FUTURE SHOWS

(Parts Available)

I’ll Call Tou (MC>—producers,
Lyn Swann & Sterling Noel; direc¬
tor, Tad Danielewski. Available
parts (experience required) : Gene
Kel’y type, 22; male comedian,
singer-dancer; femme dancersinger, ballet background, 19-25;
romantic femme singer; two femme
comediennes, one an Eve Arden
type; male singer for role of

BROADWAY
Gazebo (CD)—producer. Play¬
wrights Co. & Frederick Brisson
(745 5th Ave., PL 3 7500)
J. B. (D)—producer, Alfred de
Liagre Jr. (55 W. 42d St., PE
6 6678).
Redhead (see available parts).
Shadow" of a Gunman (D)—pro¬

ducers, Cheryl Crawford & Joel
Schenker, (49 W. 45th St., JU
2 3466).
OFF-BROADWAY
Cock-a-Doodle Dandy (CD)—
producers, Lucille Lortell, Paul
Shyre & Howard Gottfried, (250 W.
57th St., JU 2 1778).
Hamlet of Stepney Green (CD)—
producers, Joe O’Brien & Rhett
Cone (162 2d Ave., OR 4 3960).
Journey With Strangers <D)—
producer, Stella Holt, (141 W. 13th
St.. AL 5 4222), >
Of Mice and Men (MD)—pro¬
ducer, Ira J. Bilowitt in association
with Unicorn Productions.
Quare Fellow (CD)—producers.
Circle in the Square- & Banner
Productions (5 Sheridan Square,
CH 3-5646).
TOUR
Li’l Abner (see available parts):
BOOKED
BROADWAY
Rivalry; Richard Boone.
Papa; Helen Herkman.
Whoop-Up:
Asia
Mercoolova,
Mike
Kermoyan:
Gazebo: William Clemens, Ralph Cham¬
bers, Pat Patterson, James McGuire, John
Ford.
Redhead: Richard Kiley.
Cold Wind and the Warm:
Susan
Pleshette.
Daarlin' Man: Nancy Andrews.
J.B.: Clifton James, Ford: Rainey, Ivor
Francis.
yisit: Ralph Stantley (succeeded Vin¬
cent Gardenia).
Ideil Husbands: Cindy Cameron.
Sunrise at Campobello: Linda Seff (suc¬
ceeded Roni Dengel).
Listen to the Mocking Bird: Biff Mc¬
Guire, Francis Compton.
Disenchanted: Woodrow Parfrey; Michael
Del Medico, John Leslie, Eleanor Phelps.
Look. Homeward, Angel: Patience Cleve¬
land (succeeded Lenka Peterson)..
Faster, Faster: Polly Bergen. •
OFF-BROADWAY
Threepenny Opera: Joe Elic (return,
succeeding Tony BaUen).
Quare Fellow: Leslie Barrie, Barry
Macollum.
Man Who Never Died: Bea Roth, Daniel
Keyes.
Children of Darkness: Mark Leonard.
On the Town: Helen Gallagher, Harold
Lang, Milt Kammen.
Journev With Strangers: Mary Sinclair,
Michael Ray, Rusty Parker, Lois Holmes
Lock B*ck in Anger: Diana Herbert,:
William Drniels, Andree Rae, Michael
Lewis. Gene Ruppert.
Quare Fellow: Leslie' Barrie, Barry
MacoUrm. Tahn Le^hton, William Myers.
Scarlet Ribbons; Kaarlyn Kitch.
Cock-’-Doedle-Dandy:
John
Aronson,
D-vid Samples.
Crucible:
Tim
O'Connor
(succeeded
Michael Higgins).
Tri»d: Muriel Birkhead, Bruce Mackay,
Dorothy Renzi, Virginia Carroll. William
Carroro. Anita Dari2n, Travis Hudson.
Cf Mice •■»nd Men: Art Lund, Leo Penn,
John F, -Hamilton. Kennv Atkins, Jay
Lawrence. John Afarriott, Tom Noel.
Tov.arich CKLT): Gertrudfc Corey, Don
Gnder.ron,
Mathleen
CIvpool,
Curtis
Wheeler,
M-rilvn
Stafford.
Denn«'s
Cooney. Gerri Cenra, Richard Kronold,
-TuJ’.a
Ke'ety.
Alan James. Lawrence
Kabot.
Boylan. Taylor
Graves,
Thomas Stubblefield.

Taniastiske Tante’ Big
In Norway; Lillie Ditto In
London; WB ‘Marne’ Soon
Oslo, Nov. 4.
“Auntie Marne” is a click in
Norway under the title of “Min
Fantastiske Tante.” Produced by
Lars Schmidt; it stars LQlebil Ib¬
sen, granddaughter of the famed
Norwegian dramatist. After its
SRO business in Bergen it moveis
here.
Schmidt also plans Danish and
Swedish road companies, having
the Scandinavian rights to the
Jerome Lawrence & Robert E.
Lee
legiter
which
originally
starred Rosalind Russell and which
will soon find Miss Russell, in the
Warner Bros: film version* oppos¬
ing still running'legit road compa¬
nies in America. .

Wednesday, November !?, 1958

Shows Out of Town
The Disenchanted
William Darrid and Eleanor* Saidenberg production of drama In three acta
by Budd Schulberg and Harvey Breit,
based on the novel by Schulberg. Stars
Jason Robards Jr., Rosemary Harris; fea-.
tures George Grizzard, Whitfield Connor,
Woodrow Parfrey, Bernard Kates, Jon
Cypher, Salome Jens and Jason Robards
Sr. Directed by David Pressman; settings
by Ben Edwards; lighting by Jean Rosen¬
thal; costumes by Ann Roth. At Shubert
Theatre, New Haven, Oct. 29, '58; $4.80
top.
Hanley Halliday .v .... Jason Robards Jr.
A1 Harper.Woodrow Parfrey
Victor Milgrim ....... Whitfield Connor
Shep Stearns . George Grizzard
Jere Halliday . Rosemary Harris
1st Soldier .. Larry Ward
2nd Soldier.Moultrie Patten
Burt Seixas ........... Jason Robards Sr.
Georgette . Salome Jens
Freddie .
'Bernard Kates
Tuxedo Girl . Merle Albertson
Actress . ..-i. Nancy Kovack
Actor. .Richard Kneeland
Boris Shlepnikov... .Michael Del Medico
Wister LaSalle .
Jon Cypher
Valerie . Sybil White
Roffman . Henry Beckman
Girl ... Nina Clair
Dean Llewellyn . John Leslie
Mrs. Llewellvri.Eleanor Fnelps
Prof. Connelly . Salem Ludwig
Mrs. Connelly
. Dorothea Biddle
Mr. Ridgefield .
Ned Wertlmer

“Disenchanted” is a bare-knuckle.
chronicle of the fadeout years of a
once-great literary giant.
Its
dialog and action pour salt on the
open wounds of a career shattered
by a dissipating influence it could
not control. Tense, at times stir¬
ring drama and exceptionally well
acted, this isn’t “entertainment” in
the more frivolous sense of the
word but it should have substantial
appeal to playgoers who appreciate
something more.
Presently a good half hour over¬
time, the necessary clipping prob¬
ably can • tighten up play’s values.
SupDosedly based on the life of F.Scott Fitzgerald, script opens with
the literary pride of the 1920s
shacked up in a Malibu Beach
broken down hideaway where he
is trying to recapture the screen¬
ing magic that had at one time
elevated him into best seller status.
Offered a screenplay,collabora¬
tion opportunity,* at a fat stipend,
he turns it down because it will
mean returning to New York and
possible contact with a source (his
wife) that had already batted him
to his knees. Subsequently con¬
vinced that the 10-week collabora¬
tion period can bring him enough
money to retire for a year and fin¬
ish the novel he has been strug¬
gling with, writer accepts and re¬
turns east. Following events bring
on the crash that spells curtain for
the author.
Play is presented in flashback
technique, a method that is en¬
hanced bv novel scrim-type settings
that oscillate time periods between
past and present. Fluid staging
aids in shifting eras back and
forth.
. As the writer, Jason Robards Jr.
contributes thesping skill to the
characterization.
His emotional
scale from pitiful groping to bit¬
ter contempt seems authentically
tuned. Interpretation of the role
of the author’s wife, the negative
influence in his life, is well han¬
dled by Rosemary Harris.
Top support comes from George
Grizzard. the writer’s hero-worship¬
per and ultimate collaborator;
Whitfield Connor, as an ulcer-rid¬
den film producer; Jason Robards
Sr., as the writer’s longtime father
confessor and friend.
Taking over direction in midrehearsal period, David -Pressman
has blended the elements, at .this
point into a shape that gives
promise with further playing.
Herman Levin is billed as assist¬
ant to co-producer Eleanore Said-,
enberg. SJhe’s his sister! Bone.

back In tha 20’s and early 30’s a
number, of other plays by Italy’s
Luigi Pirandello, only a little less
complex and fanciful than “Enrico,”
won considerable box-office suc¬
cess as well as artistic commenda¬
tion.
The Philadelphia premiere audi¬
ence, although frankly admitting
complete mystification as to what
the goings-on were all about, gave
it respectful attention throughout.
Part of that may have been due to
the fine performances, especially
by Burgess Meredith in the title
role, and to the ingenious setting
by Frederick Kiesler and the gusto
of the staging.
John Reich’s adaptation is con¬
siderably different than the origi¬
nal which despite the success of
other Pirandello plays was never
given a professional production
over here. The scene is present-day
Italy and the action takes place in
the . isolated villa of an . eccentric
(to say the least) nobleman who
since an almost-fatal fall from his
horse at an elaborate masquerade
20 years previous, has, too all in¬
tents, assumed the role of the
medeaval German monarch he was
representing at. the time of his
accident. This Henry IV, an ob¬
scure figure known only to his¬
torians, gained some fame by his
open defiance of Pope Gregory.
Enrico has gone to the extreme
of hiring a number of young men
to . assume the roles of attendants,
always in full costume of the pe¬
riod. Is he mad? Is he pretending?
Pirandello is up to his old tricks,
so successful in “As You Desire
Me.” However, “Enrico,” while
filled with fine writing and pro¬
vocative scenes, is more puzzling
than “Desire Me” or, say, “Six
Characters in Search of an Author”
and “Right You Are, if You Think
You Are.”
The misty border line between
madness and sanity—always a
Pirandello favorite—is explored
with all the author’s familiar en¬
thusiasm for the subject; time and
space are given a working over so
that from the very outset the on¬
lookers out' front are not only
puzzled as to whether Enrico is
nutty or pretending, but equally
unsure just what century the action
they are watching really is.
Meredith has a field day in the
title role; he does a sound job and
it’s obvious he enjoys his part pnd
the play as a whole. Alida Valli,
Italian actress making her Ameri¬
can debut, has the leading femme,
role of a lady evidently once in
love with Enrico. Barnard Hughes
plays a psychiatrist trying to un¬
ravel the mystery of Enrico's
strange “madness” and Charles
Korvin, screen and television
player, is excellent as another gen¬
tleman (and a hostile one) who
would like to know the true facts. •
Peter Helm, Thom Koutsoukos,
Peter Benzoni and Jerry Lockwood
supply some of the play’s drollest
comedy scenes as the costumed
attendants.
The apparently simple setting of
Frederick Kiesler turn out to be
novel and ingenious, mostly due to
its lighting. Billy Matthews’ direc¬
tion seems uncertain at first but
grows in stature. In fact, the play
does just that and before Act H is
over, the audience, still in a fog,
becomes pretty absorbed.
Good writing, playing and stag¬
ing, but “Enrico” is unqualifiedly
oeviar entertainment.
Waters.
The Warm Peninsula*
Wilmington, Oct. 29. •
Manning Gurion production of new com¬
edy drama in two. adta by Joe Master off.
Stars JulTfe Harris.^Directed by Warren
Enters; scenery bv. Frederick Fox; cos¬
tumes by Kenn Harr. Presented at - the.
Playhouse, Wilminvtod, Del.,.Oct, 29, 30,
31, and Nov. 1 at *5.40 top.
Ruth-Arnold .
... . Julie Harris
Mrs. Arnold
... Olga Fabian
SteVe Crawford ,
.. Steye Holland
June De Lynn ,.
. Oarroll Brooks
Jack- W.Viams
• Peter Baldwin

Enrico
" Philadelphia, Noy.. 3. .
London Reversal
-William B. -Duff On association with
London, Nov/4.. Tom
H. Sand A Rick MandclDyPJyscntaCritical followup on the „ Bea¬ tlon of two-act comedy by Luigi TfrnndeUo;
by John- Belch, with Bartrice Lillie-FIorence/Desmond run . nard
HnA**; .jrtaging, Billy Matthews;
of “Auntie Marne” h^e~ has. been 1 .setting; Frederick Kiesler; 'coatumes*
Dorine Ackenn?n;. lighting, Robert L.Laureate Hark.
a reversal of the. initial captiouS-, Ramsay;'entire
physical nroduction super¬ Howard.Shore
Francis ---: Thotna* Ruiainger
ness, by the drama oracles. Papers vised bv KlWler." Stars Burgess Meredith,.. ' Tony
* Man*..v..Michael Qulmlvkn'
VaUh «harhw ^otwn. AL Etlanger
like the Manchester. Guardian,. Allda
Theatre,.Ehiladelphia, Nor. A *58. - .
Time & Tide, Reynolds News, Lon¬ Bertold ./:.... Peter Helm
Joe. Mastefoff has written an’cxHarold
.....■. Thom Kottfsoukos .oellent role, for: Julie : Harris in
don Times and tBe’ G.ourier,'-. tak¬ , -Landolph._v.
:.V..v.. Peter-Benxofli
ing cognizance of the 'show’s big Qrdulph .....
Jerry RockwopcL ,“The Warm Peninsula.” The show
! -- . Bimton MallorT , ‘sparklesiwhen„ she’s, around Which,
b.o., have found kinder things to .Giovanni
'Marches* Matilda.Dt Spina
*Alida V>llij fortunately,-is most Hf the time.
say in . retrospect, . ..
'.Frida . .....Delphpne Seyrig1
Guido Belcredl.... •. Charles. Korvin This is” strictly a star vehicle. ,.
- Click biz may* extend Miss Lil¬ Barone
Conte G»xIo Hz Nolli-v...' ... Dario Bani
The.show, has .special feminine
lie’s. London engagement • beyond Doctor- Genonl A- •..-Barnard Hughes 'appeal
both in the story line and
Guard
.......... Richard Bauman
her contractual, six-month commit¬ First
Second Guard ......... .... Louis Crlss dialog, being a modern variation
ment
Enrico .Burgess Meredith of the ugly duckling theme. A
plain, naive girl from Milwaukee,
. Philadelphia, Nov. 2.
spends a vacation in Florida, learns
Legit VS- Pic Version
A William Duff, in association with-Tom
“Maine” (WB) ■ opens . at Radio H. Sajld and Rich Mandell, production <r£ some bitter facts about life from
Luigi Pirandello's plays, adapted by John several high-stepping
characters,
City Music Hall, ’ NX, on Dec. 4, Reich.
Starring Burgess Meredith, Allda
with Rosalind Russell recreating Valli and Charles Korvin; featuring and returns home a sadder but
Hughes.
Directed
by
Billy wiser gal.
her original foie. It’s slated for •Barnard
Matthews; setting by Frederick Kiesler;
The plot is thin but the flashback
Grauman’s Chinese, Hollywood, costumes by Dorine Ackerman; lighting method of presentation and the
design by Robert L. Ramsey; entire
Xmas night and in Chicago Jan. physical
production supervised by Mr. dialog, plus the performances, help
20 which makes the-four concur¬ Kiesler. Presented at the Erlanger Thea¬ convert the show into enjoyable
rent legit companies now on the tre, Philadelphia, Nov. 2 (preview); *4.80. theatre.
road a b.o. problem.
Ruth Arnold, the heroine, first
Although presumably skedded
Eve Arden is in San Francisco, .for presentation in a regular up¬ appears in her wedding gown. The
Constance Bennett heads the Chi town Manhattan commercial .house, scenes then shift back to her Flor¬
company, Sylvia Sidney is touring this one looks like a much better ida sojourn and the experiences
Texas and the Shirl Conway bet for off-Broadway. Even then that convinced her life in Milwau(Continued oti page 76)
troupe in Miami on Nov. 20.
its chances would be limited. Yet
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Road Okay; ‘Circus' $26,300, Del;
‘Warm 18G W’m’gton; ‘Booth' 16G,S.F.;
‘Drum’ 52G, Hub; ‘Sunrise' 23G, Cincy
The road was uneven again last
week. Business . was generally
okay, though, with receipts drop¬
ping for some entries and picking
up for others.
Most of the tryouts ' played to
healthy, business.
Estimates for Last Week
Parenthetic designations for out-

Harris). Nearly $18,000 for five
performances!

of-town shows are the same as for
Broadway, except that hyphenated
T With show classification indicates
tryout and RS indicates road show.
Also, prices on touring shows in¬
clude 10% Federal Tax and local
tax, if any, hut as on Broadway
grosses are net; i.e. exclusive of
taxes. Engagements ar& for single
week unless otherwise noted.

BALTIMORE
Romanoff and Juliet, Ford’s (CRS) ($1.66-$4.98; 1,819; $45,000)
(Peter Ustinoff). Almost $34,800
with Guild- subscription. Previous
week, $41,700 at the National,
Washington.
BOSTON
Comes a Day, Colonial (D-T) (2d
wk) ($5.50-$4.95; 1,590; $46,000)
(Judith, Anderson). Almost $32,800
with Guild subscription. Previous
week, $31,300.
>
Flower Dram Song, Shubert
(MC-T) (1st wk) ($6.23 - $4.95;
1,717; $52,000). Opened* Oct. 27
to unanimous approval (Doyle,
American; Durgin, Globe; Hughes,
Herald; Maloney, Traveler; Melvin,
Monitor; Norton, Record); sold out
for its entire four-and-a-half-week
run, drawing $52,000 on the initial
frame.
CHICAGO
Auntie Mame, Erlanger (C-RS)
(9th wk) ($6.60-$5.50; 1,333; $45,-:
187) (Constance Bennett). Over
$31,200. Previous week, $38,300. '
My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC-RS)
(52d wk) ($7; 2,100; $72,979). Al¬
most $56,500.
Previous week,
$59,700.
Tunnel of Love, Blackstone (CRS) (3d wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,450;
$36,800) (Eddie Bracken). Nearly
$22,800. Previous week, $21,100.
CINCINNATI
Sunrise at Campobello, Shubert
(D-RS) ($5.09-$4.52; 2,000; $58,000).
Over $23,000 with Guild subscrip¬
tion. Previous week, $24,500 at the
Nixon, Pittsburgh.
CLEVELAND
Two for the Seesaw, Hanna (CDRS) (2d wk) ($4.50; 1,515; $36,000)
(Ruth Roman, Jeffrey Lynn). Over
$19,500. Previous week, $20,100,
DETROIT
Night Circus, Shubert (D-T) (1st
wk) ($4.40; 2,050; $38,000) (Ben
Gazzara). Over $26,300.
Third Best Sport, Cass (C-T) (2d
wk) ($4.40; 1,482; $42,000) (Celeste
Holm). Nearly $22,500. Previous
week, $20,500.
NEW HAVEN
Disenchanted, Shubert (D-T) (5
perfs) ($4.80; 1,650; $27,0001. Al¬
most $20,300 for five performances.
PHILADELPHIA
La Phune de ma Xante, Forrest
(R-T) t2d wk) f$5.20-$4.80; 1,760;
$45,000). Over $32,800. Previous
week, $26,700 for seven perform¬
ances.
PITTSBURGH
Look Back in Anger, Nixon CDRS) ($4.95-$4.50; 1,760). Almost
$14,400 with Guild subs crib tion.
Previous . week, $15,500 -f or eight
performances split equally between,
the Victory, Dayton, and the1 Hart¬
man, Columbus.
SAN. FRANCISCO
Aunfle Mame, Gbary (C-RS) (4th
wk). ($5,50; 1,550; $47,000) (Eve
Arden).,’ About $47,000. Previous
Week, same.
.
Edwin Booth, Alcazar (D-T) -(1st
wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,147; $30,000)
(Jose Ferrer). Opened Oct. 27 to
one favorable review (Morton, Ex¬
aminer); two inconclusive (Hodel,
News; . Hall, CkH-Bulletm) and
two unfavorable (Knickerbocker,
Chronicle; Cone, Oakland Trib¬
une). About $16,000 on Guild sub¬
scription. Previous week, $18,800
at the Hartford, Los Angeles.'
, Music Man, Curran (MC-RS) (2d
Wk)
($6.40-$5.50; 1,756; $58,000).
Over $55,900 with Guild subscrip¬
tion. Previous week, $50,4100 In
two performances at the State "Fair
Music Hall, Dallas, and four per¬
formances here.
WILMINGTON
Warm Peninsula, Playhouse (CT) (5 perfs) ($5.40; 1,251) (Julie

SPLIT WEEKS
Auntie Marne (C-RS) (Sylvia Sid¬
ney). Totalled $35,200 for seven
performances, as follows: Rogers
Auditorium, Ft. Worth, MondayTuesday (27-28), two, $6,500; Music
Hall, Houston, Wednesday-Saturday (29-1), five, $28,700. Previous
week, $40,300 for six-performance
split,
<
Diary of Anne Frank (D-RS)
(Francis Lederer). Totalled $23,400
for eight performances, as follows:
Wisconsin Union, Madison, Sunday
(26), two, $7,300; Mayo Civic Audi¬
torium, Rochester, Minn., Monday
<27single, $2,800; Michigan State
U., East Lansing, Wednesday (29),
^single* $5,300? Michigan Theatre,
Ann Arbor, Thursday (30), single,
$2,900; Murat, Indianapolis, Friday-Saturday (31-1), three, $5,100.
Previous week, $24,400 for six per¬
formances.
Lil Abner (MC-RS). Totalled
$31,100 for eight performances, as
follows: Palace, South Bend, Mon¬
day (27), single, $4,400; Regent,
Grand Rapids, Tuesday-Wednesday
(28-29), three, $12,000; Paramount,
Toledo, Thursday-Saturday (30-1),
four, $14,700. Previous week, $32,500 for eight performance split.
Shakespeare's Ages of Man (DRRS) (John. Gielgud). Totalled $13,900 for five performances, as fol¬
lows: College Auditorium, Cedar
Rapids, single, $3,100; Art School
Auditorium, Ft. Wayne, Tuesday
(28), single, $2,000; Art Gallery,
Columbus, Wednesday (29), single,
$2,200; MacBride Auditorium, Iowa
City, Saturday (1), single, $2,900;
Knox College, Galesburg, Ill., Sun¬
day (2), single, $3,700. Previous]
week, $21,000 for seven-perform-j
ance split

Touring Shows
(Nov.

3-16)

Aunti* Mama (Eve Arden)—Geary, S.F.
(3-15).
Auntie .Mame (Constance Bennett)—
Erlanger, Chi (continue* indefinitely).
Auntie Mame (Sylvia Sidney)—-And.,
Corpus Christie (3-4); Municipal. Shreve¬
port, La. (6); NevUle H. S., Monroe, La.
(7); Robinson Memorial, Little Rock (8-9);
Municipal Aud., Tulsa (10-11); Arcadia,
Wichita (13-14); Municipal, Oklahoma City
(15).
Canadian Players—Villia Maria College,
Erie. Pa. (10); CoUege, Brockport, N. Y.
(11); CoUege, Indiana, Pa. (12); College,
Shippensberg Pa. (13): Schwab Aud., Uni¬
versity Park, Pa. (14-15).
Candida—Escondido H. S., Vista, Cal.
G); Thorne Hall, L.A. (4); Philharmonic
Aud., L.A. (3); UCLA, L.A. (6); War
Memorial Opera House. SJF. (B); Memorial
Han, Stanford. Cal. ((9); Jr. H. S. And,,
Stockton, Cal (10); Berkeley (CaU Com-,
munity Theatre (llfc Paramount, Port¬
land, Ore. (13); Georgian Aud., Vancouver,
B.C. (14); Orpheum, Seattle (15).
Cold Wind and the Warm (tryout) (Eli
Wallach,
Maureen
Stapleton)—Locust,
Philly (4-8); Shubert, New Haven (10-15).
Crazy October (tryout) (Tallulah. Bankhead)—Cass, Det (10-15) (Reviewed in VA¬
RIETY, Oct. 15, *58).
Cut for Passion (tryout) (Diana Wynyard, John Kerr)—Shubert, New Haven
(5-8); Forrest, Philly (11-15).
Diary of Anno Frank (Francis Lederer)
—Loew’s State, Syracuse (4); Stanley,
Utica (5-6); Memorial Aud., Burlington,
Vt. (7): Aycock Aud., Greensboro (10-11);
Duke U. Aud., Durham, S.C. (12); Temple,
Burmingham CL4-I5).
•Dlsohcharftad (tryout) (Jason Robards
Jr., Rosemary Harris)—Colonial, Boston
(3-15).
Edwin Booth (tryout) (Jose Ferrer)—
Alcazar, S.F. (3-15) (Reviewed in VARI¬
ETY, Oct. 15, *58).
v
Enrico
(tryout)
(Burgess
Meredith,
Alida Valli,: Charles JCorvin)—Erlanger,
Philly (3-15). .
, Flower Drum Song (tryout)—Shubert,
Boston (3-15) (Reviewed in VARIETY,
Oct, 29, *58).
Gazebo (tryout) (Walter ~Slez*k)—Play¬
house, Wilmington 0205).
' Ll'l Abner—Memorial And., Dayton 0-5);
Field House. Madison, Wis. (7): Coronado,
Rodcford, Ht (8); U. 6f Indiana Aud.,
Bloomingtrbh (10-11); Orpheum, Springfield 02); Murat, Indpls. 03-15).
Look Back In Angsf—Walnut, Philly
(3.15).
'
Music Man (2d Co.)—Curran, S.F. (3-15).
My Fair L»dv (2d Co.)—Shubert, Chi
(contindes indefinitely).
NJsbt -Cfreus (tryout) (Ben. Gazzara).
Janice Rule)—Shubert, Det. 0-8): Ford’s
Balto OO-J 5)- (Reviewed ” in VARIETY,
Oct. 29, ’3B).
OM Vic—Great Northern. Chi (4,16).
Romanoff and Judlet (Peter Ustinoff)—
American, St. L. (3-8); Blackstone, Chi
(10-15).
Shakespeare's Apes of Man (John Giel¬
gud)—do o dm an. Memorial Chi (3): College
AutL, Cedar Falls, la. (4); Milwaukee
(Wis.) Aud. (5); Kiel Aud., -St. L. (7);
College Aud<» Northfield, Minn. (8): Good¬
man Memorial,-Chi (9); Stewart. Hall Aud.,
St. Cloud, Minn. (ID; Weld. Hall. Moor¬
head, Minn. 02); AUd^ Denver (15).
^Sunrise ot Campobello (2d Co.) (Leif
Erickson)—Hanna, Cleve. (3-15).
. Third Bsst Sport (tryout) (Celeste Holm)
—Shubert, Cincy (3-8); American, St. L.
OOjlSj (Reviewed in VARIETY, Oct. 32,
Tonnol -ef Love (Eddie Bracken)—Para¬
mount, Toledo G-4); Palace, South' Bend
(5); Indiana, Indpls. (6-8); Shubert, Cincy
<10-15).
Two f$r .tho Seesaw (2d Co.) (Ruth
Roman, Jeffrey Lynn)—Royal Alexandra,
Toronto. <o-8); .His Majesty’s, Montreal j
00-15)*
%
Warm Fen»nsitla (tryout) (Julie Harris)
-National. Wash. (3-15).
Whoop-Up
(tryout)—Shubert,
Philly

tsorriMATE

PITTSBURGH'S TWO TENTS
Civic Will Be Downtown Under
Canvas Temporarily
Pittsburgh, Nov. 4.
It’s certain now that city will
have two musical tents next sum¬
mer, with Civic Light Opera’s de¬
cision that Pitt Stadium, where al
fresco shows have been presented
for last 13 years, would be aban¬
doned in favor of canvas. Site al¬
ready'picked is in downtown sec¬
tor adjoining new Public Audito¬
rium, which is now going up and
will be ready in 1961.
That means Civic will do its
shows in a tent for only two sum¬
mers since it gets a permanent, in¬ door home, with a movable roof,
in the Auditorium when it is ready,
for occupancy. Opera management
has already signed a five-year
tenancy lease with Auditorium
Authority.
The other tent will be privatelybacked by a number of local busi¬
nessmen headed by Lawrence Car;
ra, of the Carnegie Tech Drama
School faculty and stager past few
seasons for Beverly, Mass., big top.
This one will be situated in Murrysville, about 15 miles from Gold¬
en Triangle. Original announce¬
ment that David Holtzman would
be in on the management was in
error;-he’ll only serve in an ad¬
visory capacity.

OLD WAGNER OPERA
IN STANLEY HOUSE
Albany, Nov. 4.
Stanley Warner will present the
former Wagner Opera Company,
now operating under the name of
the New York Opera Festival, for
afternoon and evening perform¬
ances at the Stanley in Utica, Nov.
23. Top for “La Boheme” in the
afternoon, and for “Rigoletto” at
night, will he $3,60.
The * following night, Fabianowned Proctor’s in Schenectady
will offer the same company in
“La Traviata”—advertised as an
“all new stage production, with
company of 75.”
The Stanley seats 3,000; Proc¬
tor’s, about 2,700. Both cities have
large Italian populations, which
are expected to be a “plus” for the
opera bookings.
Original proposal of New York
Opera Festival to Stanley Warner
is said to have been for a Sunday
in Albany — at the 1,900-seat
Strand. The circuit would not give,
such a -date; the Stanley in Utica
was then substituted-

British Shows
(Figures denote opening dates)

LONDON
At Drop of Hat, Fortune <1-24-57).
Auntr# Mam#. Adelphi (9-10-58).
Boy Friend, Wyndham’s 02-1-53).
’Breath of Spring, Duke York’s (3-26-58).
Brouhaha, Aldwych (8-27-58).
Day in Life Of, Savoy (10-1-58).
Dual of Angels, Apollo (4-24-58).
Eldar Statesman, Cambridge (9-25-58).
Expresso Bongo, SavOle (4-23-58).
Flva Finger Exercise, Comedy (7-16-58).
Flowering Cherry, Haymarket tl 1-21-57).
For Adults Only, Strand (6-25-58).
Irma La Douce, Lyric (7-17-58).
Living for Pleasure, Garrick (7-10-58).
Long Day's Journey, Globe (9-24-58).
Repertory, Old Vic (9-17-58).
Mister Venus, Prince'Wales (10-22-58).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58).
Not In the Book, Criterion (4-2-58).
Party, New (5-28-58).
Roar -Like e Dove, Phoenix (9-25-57).
Salad Days. Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Shadows of Heroes, PicatJiHy (10-7-58).
Simple Spyman, Wnltehall (3-19-58).
Tunnel of Love, Majesty’s (12-3-57)
Unexpected Guest, Duchess (8-12-58).
Where's Charley, Palace (2-20-58).
transferred
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
.Stepmother, SL Martins (11-5-58).
.No Concern* Westminster (10-6-58). ~
Chrysanthemum, Wint. Hard. 01-11-58).
Hot Sumner Night, New 01-2658).
West
LASTStVVEE < 12"58)'
Ah, Duel la Foil#, Wint. Gard. (6-28-58).
Speaking, of Murder, St. Mart. (6-4-58).

SCHEDULED ftY. OPENINGS
(Theatres Set)'

BROADWAY
Plume do Ma Tan*#, Koyale (11-11-58).
Shadow of Gunman, Bijou. (11-1958).
Edwin Booth, 46th St (11-2458).
Cue for Passion, Miller (11-2558).
-Flower Drum Song, St. James (12-1-58).
Gazabo, Lyceum (12-2-58).
Cold Wind A Warm, Morosco (12-4-58).
Old Vie, B’way (12-9-58).
J. B., ANTA (12-1158).
Whoop-Up, Shubert 02-18-58).
Rashomori, Music Box (1-27-59).
Redhead, 46th St. (25-59).
Rivalry, Bijou (2-12-59).
First Impressions, Alvin G-12-59).

OFF-BROAD WAY
Look Back in Anger, 41st St. (11-7-58).
Diversions, Downtown 01-758).
Salad Days, Barbizon-PIaza 01-1058).
Cock-A-Doodle, Carnegie 01-32-58).
Stepney (rrean. Cricket 01*13-58).
Man Who Never Died, Jan Hus 01-18-58).
Journey With Strangers, Mews 01-20-58).
Triad, Theatre Marquee 01*21-58).
Guare,Fellow, Circle in Sq. (11-22-58).
Of Mice A Man, Prtvincetown (11-28-58).
Power A Glpry, Phoenix 02-8-58).
Mr. President, E. 74th St. 02-10-58).
Searlot Ribbons, Actors 0-659).
On the Town, New Orphebm 0*15-59).
I'll Call You, Anderson (2-359).
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B’way Drops; ‘Marriage 35G for 7,
‘Suit’ $19,880 in 5, ‘Feeling’ 40%G,
‘Pleasure’ $35,880, Levine $21,800
Broadway tumbled last week,
with receipts dropping substantial¬
ly for a number of shows. There
were 23 Main Stem entries, of
which eight were sellout or virtual
capacity. These included “Goldi¬
locks” “Music Man.” “My Fair
Lady,” “Once More With Feeling,”
-“Pleasure
of His
Company,”
“Touch of the Poet.” “World of
Suzie Wong” and * “Marriage-GoRound.”
Of the three shows that opened
last week, one, “Patate,” closed last
Saturday night (1).
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
eretta) i
Rep
(Repertory),
DR
(Drama Reading).
Other parenthetic designations
refer, fespectively, to weeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices (where
two prices ate given, the higher is
for Friday-Saturday nights and the
lower for weeknights), number
of seats, capacity gross and stars.
Price includes 10% Federal and
5% City tax, but grosses are net
Le., exclusive of taxes.

500) (Ralph Bellamy).
Nearly
$37,600. Previous week, $38,600.
Touch of the Poet, Haves iD)
(5th wk; 36 p) ($7.50; 1,139; $43,067) (Helen Hayes, Eric Portman,
Betty Field, Kim Stanley). Over
$42,000 with parties. Previous
week, $42,000 with parties..
Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD)
(42d wk; 332 p) ($6.90; 780; $31,700)
(Dana Andrews). Almost $30,900.
Previous week, $32,000.
Visit, Morosco (D) (20th wk: 157
p) ($6.90; 946; $37,500) (Alfred
Lunt, Lynn Fontanne). Over $26,500. Previous week, $32,000.
West Side Story, Winter Garden
(MD) (58th wk; 460 p) ($8.05; 1.464;
$63,203). Over $43,100. Previous
week, $51,900.
World of Suzie Wong, Broadhurst <D) (3d wk; 23 p) ($6.90;
1214; $46,500). Almost $45,900
with Guild subscription. Previous
week, $45,700 with Guild subscrip¬
tion.
Miscellaneous
Family Reunion, Phoenix (D) (2d
wk;. 16 p) ($4.60; 1,150; $29,382)
(Lillian Gish, Florence Reed, Fritz
Weaver). Almost $12,400. Previous
week, $14,200. Closes Nov. 16.
Closed Last Week
Patate, Miller (C) (1st wk; 7 p)
($6.90; 946;. $32,000) (Tom Ewell).
Opened last Tuesday (28) to unani¬
mous pans (Aston, World-Tele¬
gram; Atkinson, Times; Chapman,
News: Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, Her¬
ald Tribune; McClain, JouraalAmerican; Watts, Post); almost
$12,000 for first seven perform¬
ances and one preview and closed
last Saturday (1). The loss on the
production, reduced by income of
$50,000 from the sale of the film
rights, is figured at approximately
$45,000.
• Theatre National Populaire,
Broadway (Rep) (3d wk; 24 p) ($6;
1,900; $59,000). Nearly $44,000.
Previous week, $24,600. Ended
limited three-week stand last Sat¬
urday (1) and playing a split-week
on the road this frame.
Opening This Week
Epitaph for George Dillon, Gold¬
en <D) ($5.75; 800; $25,152). David
Merrick and Joshua Logan, by ar¬
rangement with the English Stage
Co., presentation of a drama by
John Osborne and Anthony Creigh¬
ton; opened last night (Tues.).
Comes a Day, Ambassador ID)
($6.90; 1,155; $43,000) (Judith Arfderson). Cheryl Crawford and
Alan Pakula presentation of a
drama by Speed Lamkin; opens
tomorrow night (Thurs.).

Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC)
(98th wk; 780 p) ($8.05; 1,453; $58,101) (Judy Holliday). Over $50,300.
Previous week, $58,100.
Dark at the Top of the Stairs,.
Music Box (D) (48th wk; 380 p)
($5.75-$6.90; 1,010; $33,000). Near¬
ly $21,700. Previous week, $28,400.
Drink to Me Only, 54th St. (C)
(4th wk; 29 p) ($5.75; 1,218; $36,000). Almost $21,300 with, parties.
Previous week, $21,400.
Girls in 509, Belasco (C) (3d wk;
21 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,D37; $33,000)
(Peggy Wood, Iihogene Coca).
Nearly $20,100 with parties. Pre¬
vious week, $31,000 with parties.
Goldilocks, Lunt-Fontanne (MC)
(3d wk; 25 p) ($9.90; 1,402; $68,843)
(Don Ameche). Over $64,200 with
parties. Previous week, $67,200
with parties.
Jamaica, Imperial (MC) (47th
wk; 372 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000)
(Lena Horne, Ricardo Montalban).
Almost $38,400. Previous week,
$49,500.
Look Homeward, Angel, Barry¬
more (D) (49th wk; 388 p) ($6.90;
1,076; $40,716) (Miriam Hopkins).
Over $25,400.
Previous week,
$30,300.
Make a Million, Playhouse (C)
(2d wk; 12 p) ($6.90; 996; $36,000)
(Sam Levene). Over $21,800 with
parties. Previous week, $20,500 for
first four performandes and two
previews.
Blood Wedding, c Actors Play¬
Man in the Dog Suit, Coronet house (3-31-58).
(C) (1st wk; 4 p) ($6.90; 1,101;
Boy Friend, Cherry Lane (1-25$35,040) (Jessica Tandy, Hume 58).
Cronyn). Opened last Thursday
Children of Darkness, Circle In
(30) to one favorable review (Mc¬ the Square (2-28-58); closes Nov. 18.
Clain, Journa1-American) and six
Crucible, Martinique (3-11-58).
unfavorable (Aston, World-Tele¬
Deathwatch, Theatre East (10-9gram; Atkinson, Times; Chapman, 58).
Golden Six, York (10-25-58).
News; Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, Her¬
Heloise, Gate (9-24-58).
ald Tribune; Watts, Post); nearly
Ivanov, Renata (10-7-58).
$19,800 for first four performances
and one preview.
Laurents Series, Sheridan Sq.
Marriage - Go - Round, Plymouth (10-27-58).
Playboy of the Western World,
(C) (1st wk; 5 p) ($6.90; 1,062; $42,200) (Charles Boyer, Claudette Col¬ Tara (5-8-58).
Threepenny Opera, deLys <9-20bert).. Opened last. Wednesday (29)
to three affirmative notices (Aston, 55).
Ulysses, Rooftop (6-5-58); closes
World-Telegram; Atkinson, Times;
Chapman, News) and four negative Nov. 30.
Closed Last Week
(Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, Herald
Foenix in Choir, Allen (10-27-58);
Tribune; O’Connor, Joumal-Ameriean; Watts, Post); nearly $35,000 closed last Saturday (1).
Ionesco Flays, -Sullivan St (6for first five performances and two
3-58); closed last Sunday (2).
previews,
.
Music Mid, Majestic (MO (46th
wk; 364 p) ($8.05; 1,626; $68,658)
(Robert Preston). Nearly $69,100
with student discount tickets. Pre¬
. Detroit, Nov. 4.
vious week, $69,200.
“Jerome Robbins Ballet: U.S'A.”
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) grossed around $24,000 last week
(138th wk: 1,099 p) ($8:05; 1,551; at the 2,700-seat Riviera Theatre
$68,210). Steady at $69,400.
here.
. Once More With Feeling, Na¬
Tickets were scaled to a $4.40
tional (C) (2d wk; 15 p) ($6.90; top.
1,162; $43,000) (Joseph Cotton, Ar¬
lene Francis). Almost $40,500 with
parties. Previous week, $36,000 for
Big Stage-Lift Contract
seven performances with parties.
Greensboro, N.C., Nov. 4.
Pleasure of His Company, LongSouthern Elevator Co. of Greens¬
acre (C) (2d wk; 13 p) ($6.90; 1,- boro has been awarded the con¬
101; $36,800) (Cyril Ritchard, Cor¬ tract to build and install the stage
nelia Otis Skinner, Charles Bug¬ lift for the-^War Memorial Coli¬
gies, Walter Abel). Nearly $35,900 seum here.
with parties. Previous week, $29,The push-buttdn controlled lift
500 for five performances and two
will be supported by four large
previews.
hydraulic
pistons powered by an
Say Darling, ANTA (MD) (31st
wk; 244 p) ($7,50; 1,185; $50,460) oil-pressure system capable of lift¬
ing
a
gross
load of over 100,000
(David Wayne). Almost $37,200.
pounds. It will he electrically out¬
Previous week, $48,000.
Sunrise at Campobello, Cort (D) fitted to accommodate a full
(40th wk; 316 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $37,- orchestra.
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Z'&slETr
this case, baffling. Perhaps It’s
meant to be slightly naughty and
shocking, but it appears only un¬
real.
The story involves an Incurable
boob, the title character, of course,
who has been victimized and
treated with good-natured con¬
tempt for ‘20 years by his unscru¬
pulous, suave old schoolmate, with
whom he -maintains the pretense
of friendship so he can obtain
small loans from, time to time.
When he discovers that his patron¬
izing benefactor has seduced his !
daughter, he attempts to use the
knowledge for revenge, but is such'
an inept, soft-hearted chump that
he bungles that, too.
Considering the silliness of the
material, the actors do admirably.
As Old Potato Face, as they some¬
times call him with dubious affec¬
tion, Tom Ewell is pretty much
stuck with an impossible assign¬
ment. The title character is not
only a misfit and a sycophant, but
is not above trying to sacrifice the
happiness of the foster-daughter
he professes to love so dearly, to
vent Ins secret envy and hatred on
his old “friend.”. He’s not a very
attractive hero nor even a funny
one, although Ewell works hard,
employing all his comic tricks and
mannerisms to give the role sub¬
stance and humor..
Lee Bowman is perhaps a little
too consistently cool and assured
as the deceitful family friend, so
the part tends to lack dimension.
Haila Stoddard is persuasive as the
hero’s almost saintly wife who
finally reveals a touch of feminine
vanity and Murial Williams is
properly decorative and poised as
the roue’s undeceited spouse, and
has an effective suggestion-of inner
spirit.
Susan Oliver gives a notable per¬
formance in the seemingly ex¬
panded but insufficiently varied
role of the daughter whose direct¬
ness and lack .of inhibition is pre¬
sumably supposed to. be breath¬
taking. She has looks and, in this
change-of-pace from the wan her¬
oine she recently played in “Look
Back in Anger,” she impresses as
a versatile actress. More experi¬
ence in leading parts will probably
bring a better sense of shading and
pacing, but in the meantime she
reveals skill and personality.
Jed Horner has staged the play, i
having succeeded H. T. Potter
during the tryout torn*. Raymond
Sovey has designed the opulent
inter.'or settings and Kathryn Mil¬
ler, the producer’s wife, has sup¬
plied the stunning costumes. The
whole evening adds up to a lot of
production and not much theatre.
(Closed last Saturday Night (1)
after seven performances.)
“
Hobe.

The Man in the Dog Suit Stevens, comedy should provide
Producers. Theatre
presentation
of Broadway with a solid hit.
Sub¬
three-act (five scenes) comedy by Albert
Belch and William H. Wright, adapted ject to casting problems- it is a
from Edwin Corle’s novel. "Three Ways prospect for the road, and with
to Mecca.” Stars Jessica Tandy and Hume resourceful
adaptation it could
Cronyn; features Carmen Mathews. Clin¬
ton Sundber^, John McGovern. Kathleen be a click picture. It’s a natural as
Comesys,
John
Griggs, Tom
Carlin, a costarring vehicle for stock.
Arthur Hughes, Nancy Cushman. Staging,
Even in a season already notable
Ralph Nelson; setting and lighting, Don¬
ald Oenslager; costumes. Anna Hill John¬ for
thin plots, “Marriage-Gostone; associate producer, Lewis Alien.
But
At the Coronet Theatre, N.Y., Oct. 30, Bound” is a wisp of a play.
the lecture-into-dramatization form
*58; $6.90 fop.
,
„
J
Martha Walling . Jessica Tandy of presentation, the simple but
Oliver Walling...Hume Cronyn.
situation, the spoofing
Letty Gaxtcm.Nancy Cushman amusing
Henry Gaxton
. John McGovern dialog and the playing and per¬
George Stoddard. John Griggs
sonalities
of
the stars make it an
Eileen Stoddard
. .. Carmen Mathews
Mrs. Louisa Stoddard. Kathleen Comegys enjoyable show.
Only an incur¬
Stewart Stoddard.Clinton Sundberg able grouch is likely to miss the
Anthony Roberti . Tom Carlin
Mr. Beal . . Arthur Hughes substance in an evening of such
fun.
When a play is called “The Man
The lecture setup Involves op¬
in the Dog Suit” it raises a ques¬ posite side-of-the-stage talks to
tion. The answer, it appears, is the audience by Boyer as an emi¬
that the costume gives him a satis¬ nent science professor and Miss
fying feeling of non-conformity.
Colbert as his wife, the dean of
The comedy, adapte’d by screen¬ women at the college. They’ve
writers Albert Beich and William been married 25 pleasant years and
H. Wright from the Edwin Corle have two grown children. But into
novel, “Three Ways to Mecca,” is their home comes an old scientistessentially earnest beneath its wag¬ friend’s daughter, a sumptuouslygish surface. As entertainment, that stacked Swedish valkyrie.
is, as a boxoffice prospect for
She calmly announces that she
Broadway, it’s modestly effective wants
the professor to sire her
and may have a passable run, be¬
which, considering her per¬
sides being a fair prospect for the baby,
fect
body
his superior mind,
screen and a likely bet for stock should he and
an ideal child. After
(except where the present stars,
Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn, two acts of skirmishing, with the
visitor slithering about the pre¬
have already played it).
mises, shedding clothes and pawing
The Cronyns are giving an ex- j the^profe^
pert performance and^ the show is , qU€nt interruptions for pseudotastefully presented by the Pro¬ scholary explanation and comment
ducers Theatre. It may make audi¬ to the audience, domesticity is in¬
ences laugh a good deal and per¬ tact.
haps think a little. But as the thea¬
There- may be possibly be two
trical expression of a serious idea
it is something of a bromide, with or three lines in the show that
don’t
at least indirectly concern
the dog suit simply as a gimmick.
Protests against conformity are sex, but they don’t readily come
practically a required profession of to mind. There’s nothing veiy
faith these days, although in actual original said—after all, what is
practice the streets are not exactly there new to say? Undoubtedly
jammed with heretics. At any rate, all the lines aren’t funny, but a
“Man in the Dog Suit” is voicing good many seem so at the moment,
a plea that’s been expressed a good particularly as read by Miss Col¬
many times and considerably better bert and Boyer.
As the wise and winning spouse
before. Not that there's anything
wrong with the idea—itrs just over- who tries* to keep it gay, who ob¬
familiar. For that matter, “Holi¬ serves the proceedings with wry
day,” Philip Barry’s hit of exactly amusement even as she gradually
30 years ago. made the same point. becomes panicky. Miss Colbert has
“Dog Suit” is localed in one of perhaps the slightly showier part,
those snobbishly fashionable subur- and she handles it with superb pre¬
ban communities. It’s about a nice t cision and seeming ease,
young couple with two twin boys I Boyer, in the somewhat straight¬
away at camp at the moment, j er roie> has the drive, the sure
which is a relief out front as well; authority and the technical finesse
as onstage) and a ranch-style home i
keep the play in motion, and
in not quite the “right” realty the subtlety of a perfect foil. Par¬
development. The wife’s clannish, ticularly in their scenes together,
narrow-minded family lives not far but at times admirably alone, they
enough away, and is continually keep the gossamer entertainingly
dropping, in to bury the couple with afloat. They are a virtuoso team.
togetherness and conventionality.
Julie Newmar is excellent in the
has
. The husband
.
, w’orn
, ,, a dog
- suit
, ! relatively uncomplicated part of
‘o a-costume party at the country:
0'0US amazon. She maniclub and enjoys the feeling of mdi-!f rtl h
the physical qualificaviduality it gives him. But as h-s ti y and her playing is direct
various m-lav;s kindly point out to ‘ nough t0 be convincing. As the
him. an amusing prank is one thing. ® ly» th
member of the cast, a
but !t would never do for the head,y
professor who is relucteller at the family-omied bank to {|atly 0nly a-friend of the wife, Music With Mary Martin
appear unorthodox He can have |
gIves a thoroughly
Chicago, Oct. 21.
the vacant pbst of loan officer, <
Mary Martin’s one- .and twohowever, if he’ll promise never \ pr?^lnhn Anthonv has staeed the niter tour of the hinterlands for
again to wear the dog suit. At the !.
that his hind™s' Columbia Concerts with what
amounts to a one-woman show
ought to meet solid boxoffice re¬
turns
straight down the line—but
career of forestry^
SS?>gJ5LS?,5§| ’ptt
The Cronos play this charade turntfle. settm^ and Lan«n- may not be a bet for repeat dates,
as
mouth-of-mouth
may he unwith admirable flair. As the hus- Castillo .ba*.
h
Paui
enthusiastic.
band who almost succumbs to so-1 ^gocy'^Se'prodnSr Hobe.
If
it
were
not
for
the three vi¬
cial pressure and 'economic ad¬
gnettes on which she closes her pro¬
vantage, Cronyn gives an impres¬
gram.
Miss
Martin’s
barnstorming
sively full-dimensioned and re¬
Patate
concert might be a missout. As it is,
sourceful performance, and Miss
Gilbert Miller production of three-act
Tandy is persuasively spirited and comedy by Marcel Achard, adapted by they almost put it over. Producers
Shaw; staging, Jed Horner; set¬ Andre
Mertens and Humphrey
warm and- appealing as his wife. Irwin
tings, Raymond Sovey; costumes, Kathryn
There are also capable supporting MiUer. Stars Tom Ewell; features Lee Doulens have apparently mis¬
performances by John McGovern, Bowman, Susan Oliver, HaUa Stoddard, judged or overrated the star.
Williams. At Henry Miller’s Thea¬
Clinton Sundberg, Kathleen Co¬ Murial
In the constraining context of her
tre. N.Y., Oct, 28, *58; $6.80 top ($8.05
megys, John Griggs as automaton opening).
generates but lit¬
_
_
„ program she
Leon
Rollo
.-.
• Tom Ewell tle excitement as just plain Mary
relatives. Carmen Mathews as an
Edith Rollo .,. Halla Stoddard
in-law who stands it by staying Butler.-.George Turner Martin. Only when she recreates
soused, Tom Carlin as near-victim Veronique TaiUade.Murial Williams her well-known roles of Nellie Forof respectability, and Arthur Noel TaiUade.. Lee Bowman busji, Annie Oakley and Peter Pan
Hughes as a happily demented Alexa Rollo . Susan. Oliver does she ignite with infectious
neighbor.
It’s just possible to imagine, in charm and personality.
Ralph Nelson has staged the
Between the unsubtle, arty stag¬
performance at Henry Miller’s
play, with a setting by Donald theTheatre,
N.Y., how “Patate,” in ing of Ernest Platt, the abortive
Oenslager and costumes by Anna
lighting tricks of Peter Lawrence
Paris
in
its
original
French,
might
Hill Johnstone.
Hobe.
be a successful farce. But on and the. fashionplate gowns by
Broadway, in an English adapta¬ Mainbocher, the star has too many
The Marrlage-Go-Round tion, the play seems merely in¬ self-conscious visual effects. Nor
does the selection of her songs
Paul Gregory production of two*act credible.
comedy by Leslie Steyens. Stars Claudette
strategic, and they are ar¬
As a program note, explains, the seem
Colbert, Charles Boyer (alternating- preceranged and staged rather starchily,
dance daily); features Julie Newmar, title means sweet potato and, by
and
help
inhibit animation.
Edmon Ryan. Staging, Joseph Anthony;
extension, bumpkin, patsy or fall
scenery and lighting. Donald Oenslager;
Change-of-pace may have been
To the French, a deceived
Miss Colbert's dresses, Lanvin-Castillo. guy.
At the Playhouse Theatre. N.Y., Oct. 29, husband is an irresistibly comic the reasoning for using such dis¬
*58; $5.90 top ($8.05 opening).
parate talents as modem dancer
Paul Delville
..
Charles Boyer figure, and presumably a deceived
Content Lowell.Claudette Colbert father is a diverting switch on a Dirk Sanders and Spanish guitarist
Katrin Sveg.... Julie Newmar
Luiz Bonfa to back star.
Ross Barnett . Edmon Ryan classic joke. At any rate, “Patate,”
in Marcel Achard's original French,
Sanders is a good enough dancer
There’s one thing about “The has been convulsing Parisian thea¬ and Bonfa a'good enough musician,
but together and with Miss Martin
Marriage-Go-Round,” anyway. No¬ tregoers for many months.
body need wonder what it’s about.
As adapted by Irwin Shaw and they are not happily harmonized.
It's about sex, that’s all—just sex. in the context of less sophisicated First act capper was a produc¬
Judging from the opening-night America, the play seems arch, in¬ tion number integrating all three
reception, that’s all right with the comprehensible and practically talents in Villa-Lobos’ “Bachianas
audience.
endless. It has been handsomely Brasileiras No, 5.” ..It wasn’t
With personable costars Claudr produced by Gilbert Miller and played for. laughs but perhaps
ette Colbert and Charles Boyer offers several engaging perform¬ should have been.
Whole production suffers from
(who get alternate precedence daily ances. But the whole Gallic con¬
in- the newspaper ads) giving glit¬ ception of sexual intrigue as deli- attempts at artiness with make¬
Les.
tering performances, the Leslie ciously diverting seems, at least in shift means.

Concert Reviews

Wednesday, November 5, 1958

Washington, Nov. 4.
When you ask for the “Diary of Anne Frank” at a place near
the National Theatre in Washington, D.C., you know its a gim¬
mick-minded eatery with “Smash Hit” titles. For macabre apt-,
ness, “Anne Frank” heads the bill. You get a kosher frank, sala¬
mi and eggs (pancake style) with Boston baked beans. »
“Inherit the Wind” consists of a king size banana split with
three scoops of ice cream topped with fruits, nuts and whipped
cream.
Heartier patrons can order “No Time For Sergeants” and get
raw meat chopped up with capers, onions, mustard and a raw egg.
But an innocuous little offering dubbed “Middle of the Night”
rates among-the most ordered. It’s just corn flakes with fruit.

Off-Broadway Reviews
accepts, rather than renounces, a
few days of romance with her hand¬
somely graying Italian lover. A
little of the former poignancy has
been sacrificed for a touchingly
satisfying close.
With no apologies to her distin¬
guished predecessors in the part
Man’s probing nearly 80,000 (Shirley Booth, stage; Katharine'
miles into space hasn’t helped the. Hepburn, film) Kathleen Maguire
science-fiction fantasy “Night o% swings into a performance of Leona
the Auk.” When this three-actj that is scarcely short of stunning.
selfconsciously dialogged, fancy of Miss Maguire is a sensitively at¬
Arch Oboler’s was produced on tuned actress who has great rang®
Broadway for eight performances, and potential. In a small moment,
in Dec. ’56, Sputniks, Explorers she can wring a tear, draw a wry
and Pioneers were yet to be smile, or fill a theatre with em¬
launched. Now the Equity Library barrassed outrage when that is
Theatre revival has given its audi¬ called for. Her portrait of the
ences a chance to see whether appealing Leona is the principal
distinction of a distinctive produc¬
Oboler out-Vemed Jules Verne.
Watching the group of five ac¬ tion.
tors trying to make good sense out *■ Robert Pastene is stalwartly ro¬
of Oboler’s overwritten concept of mantic as Leona’s Venetian shop¬
a journey in interstellar space, as keeper paramour. Although lacking
they return from man's first trip the Latin'temperament and tongue,
to the moon, is more painful than Pastene is a good enough actor to
contemplating the fiery death that deliver a strong, vital performance
awaits them when their out-of¬ that is filled with instants of rue¬
control spaceship enters the earth’s ful humor.
atmosphere.
Reva Rose plays the shufflingly
If the author had been more susceptible maid, getting every
concerned with these men as peo¬ legitimate laugh from the part.
ple than he appears to have been (This role is becoming a small
in writing flighty dialog that pre¬ career for Miss Rose who has
sumably comes under the head of played it in several other produc¬
poetry, he wojild have given his ac¬ tions). As the pensione proprietress,
tors a less improbable task and who knows enough to take romance
helped an audience care a little. where and when she can find it,
That there are the makings of dra¬ Pepa Kantor is smolderingly som¬
matic tension at the end of Act III nolent, and Richard Carafa, as th®
in the ELT revival is saying a impish 10-year old booker of gon¬
great deal for the overwhelmed ac¬ dolas, is constantly risible.
Craig Huebing and Grace Gen¬
tors.
Wesley Kenney, an established teel, as a brooding American
video director, plays the very G.I. painter and his Billy Dawn-ish wife,
colonel, Sorrell Booke appears as- Justine Johnston and Louis Girard,
the space mission’s doctor, Edwin as stereotypic American tourists,
Sherin has the tough task of play¬ and Garry Phillips, as the shop¬
ing the effeminate civilian leader keeper’s open-faced son, all meas¬
of the crew, Wayne Maxwell is the ure up to the high standards of
communications lieutenant, and M. this tasty revivaL
Ragotzy has drawn about every¬
David Samples enacts the rocket
thing that could be wished from
designer’s son.
That they do not emerge from the play and his company by way
Oboler’s mass of verbiage with dis¬ of nostalgia, humor, delicacy,
tinction ought not be held against understanding and mood, while
them. At least they struggle for Boyd Durmose has designed an
survival, which is a more hopeful amiable pinkish plaster setting of
message for mankind than the the pensione garden, a chore he
also fulfilled at Lenox Hill Play¬
author has vouchsafed.
Ray Boyle has directed “Auk.” house last Spring. (Among the com¬
He presumably was selected for pany, Huebing, Phillips, the Misses
and Kantor are holdovers
this task, or chose it, as the case Rose the
ELT showcase cast.)
may be, because he had stage- from
Producers
Paul Michael and
managed the original Broadway Gayle Hinckley
a six*week
production. Since ELT showcases run for “Cuckoo” plan
before “A Clear¬
its directors, Boyle's abilities might ing in the Woods,”
second
revival
better have been tested against in the Laurents cycle. The present
something with which he was less admirable production could indue®
familiar. Certainly he has added them to extend its announced lim¬
nothing to his stature or the play’s ited engagement.
Geor.
with his handling of this revival.
Timeliness is probably the rea¬
son why ELT elected to revive
“Auk.”
The headlines haven’t
helped.
Gear.
Night of the Auk

Equity Library Theatre, Inc. revival of
three-act drama by Arch Oboler. Staged
by Ray Boyle; setting and lighting, Shel¬
don Haber. At Lenox Hill Playhouse, N.Y.,
Oct. 24, *58; admission by- contribution.
Cast: Wesley Kenney, Sorrell Booke,
Edwin Sherin, Wayne Maxwell, M. David
Samples.

Met Opera, N. Y.

The Time of the Cuckoo
Paul Michael & Gayle Hinckley revival
of two-act comedy by Arthur Laurenti.
Features Kathleen Maguire, Robert Pastene. Staged by Jack Ragotxy; setting,
Boyd Dumrose. At Sheridan-Square Play¬
house, N.Y.. Oct. 27, *58; $4.20 top ($5.00
opening).
Cast: Pepa Kantor, Craig Hueblng,
Grace
Genteel, Reva Rose, Kathleen
Maguire, Justine Johnston, Louis Girard,
Richard Carafa, Robert Pastene, Garry
Phillips.

Arthur Laurents’ tender saga of
Leona Samish, American maiden
lady wistfully yenning romance in
Venice, looks like becoming a
minor American classic. Playgoers
who saw the Broadway production
of ‘The Time of the Cuckoo,” as
well as those new to the play,
should be equally satisfied with
the exceptionally good revival that
has opened at the Sheridan Square
Playhouse.
Last March author Laurents saw
a revival of “Cuckoo,” as staged
by Jack Ragotzy, at Equity Library
Theatre. Out of this author-director
contact grew plans for an offRroadway revival of four Laurents’
plays this season, of which
“Cuckoo” is the first. Laurents is
said to have tinkered with the
scripts, an unusual procedure for
a playwright after Irs plays have
had Broadway outings.
The principal alteration in
“Cuckoo” has been a change of ac¬
cent at the close. As revised, Leona

Boris Godunov
With 24 Weeks and about as
many operas, it can’t all be Verdi.
Every few years it's Mussorgsky’s
1872 opera about the horrors of
having a czar and being one. “Boris
Godunov” is hard going for much
of the way, its virtues more tech¬
nical than pyrotechnical, the sing¬
ing not often fiery, and the show
slow. Except for the lead role
(Cesare Siepi) no one singer can,
stand out, though in her tiny part
as the imperial nurse the debuting
Mignon Dunn revealed a voice of
special coloring that may kick up
some bravoes in a fatter part and
another opera.
The same pair of Greeks, con¬
ductor Dimitri Mitropoulos and
stager Dino Yannopoulos who
worked the opening night “Tosca”
were back for this Wednesday (29)
job, and the difficulties of the
“realistic” score and the “realistic”
pageantry were both clearly ex¬
pert in handling.
*
There remains the natural query:
what about John Gutman’s new
English text? Probably this is
pretty successful.
The words
seemed suitable. They threw occa¬
sional light on the murky, mean¬
dering scenario. Some of the time
some of the singers mahaged to
be quite understandable, notably
(Continued on page 76)
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Corneille—the type of tragedy that
seems to be .so dear to the heart of
every classic-minded Frenchman—
PMIipe gets a chance to show off
and. - to deliver some lengthy
speeches.
“Le- Cid,” despite all stirring
choly, almost bored, the people, sentiments and noble speeches, is
Ilea Jui
S. Hurok presentation. of Theatre Na¬ around^him romp gaily, mid sol£h> hardly the kind Of theatre that
tional Populaire production of Moliere quies are broken by bits pf nonseems worthy as export Particu¬
comedy. Stars Jean Vilar, Daniel' Sorano,
Monique Chaumette, Qeorjej Riquier. I sense that break the toood ex¬ larly not if one considers that this
Jean Topart, Roger Mollien. Georges Wil¬ pertly.
capable
company didn’t offer Amer¬
son, Zanie Campan, Jean-Pierre Darrai.
Daniel Sorano, as Sganarelle, icans a single modern play. “Le
Staged by Vilar; costumer, Leon Giachia;
music, Maurice Jarre. Reviewed at the Don Juan’s servant, is excellent, a Cid,” though well acted, reeks of
Broadway Theatre* N.Y, Oct. £8. *58;
buffoon with a Fernandel-lXke the text books and is so antiquated,
96 top.
Don Juan ....
Jean Vilar quality and an actor of Superior creaks,
s.
Sganarello .;. Daniel Sorano talents and superb diction.
Mon¬
Certainly, it’s a treat for the eye,
Elvire...Monique Chaumette
Gusman .........rw... Georges Riquier ique Chaumette is appealing as the since Leon Gischia’s eostumes are
Don Carlos ........
Jean Topart wronged wife of Don Juan, whose
dazzling and Jean Vilar’s direction
Don Alonso ....Roger Mdflien
Don Luis ..
Georges Wilson hate in the end turns into pity for keeps things moving properly. Also,
Charlotte .. Zanie Campan him. . Zanie Campan and Jean- Vilar’s characterization of the king,
Mathurine ..., Simone Boudhateau Pieird Darras make a delightful
slightly hunchbacked and resonant
Pierrot .Tean-Pierto Parras
rustic couple, both having a well- of Voice with a natural kind of
The Statue of the Commandant
Philippe Noiret developed sense of comedy. Jeandignity, has fascination. But for
La Violetta ..
Coussonneau
Paul
Mouiinot
has
an
extremely
Ragotin.v. Andre. Scblesser
the rest ■ “Le Cid” has the artistic
M. Dlmanche ........ Jean-Paul Maullnot funny bit as the tailor who’s talked
quality of modem soap opera.
A Pauper. ....
Georges Riquier out of Ms bill by Don Juan and
La Ramee .Phflippt Noiret
Girl loves boy. Boy kills her ar¬
Don Louis is played with great
rogant father. Girl vows revenge.
dignity by Georges Wilson.
Leave it to the French to present
Boy
goes off to the war and be¬
But the production carries the
on an American stage a “Don stamp of Vilar, both as the actor comes a hero. Girl is torn between
Juan.” that is thought-provokingly and as the director. He moves ! love and loyalty, but still insists on
different in concept and presenta¬ quietly and yet purposefully. Every i his punishment. Girl is told he’s
tion. And trust the Theatre Na¬ little movement is calculated and dead, almost faints, then hears
tional Populaire to . shape ftps counts, for the overall effect, the ^he’s alive but there’ll be a duel.
Moliere classic into a hit of stages design being to create the per¬ She finally begs the king to pardon
craft that is as cunning and intrigu¬ sonality of the rogue who has run the man she loves. All this, of
ing in form as it is valid in grasp¬ out of excitement. It is -a joy to course, in flowery French and
ing the basics of its subject.
played with an eye to the tragic.
see so expert an actor at work.
Philipe cuts a heroic figure, and
Hift.
For the Don Juan whom Jean
he certainly knows how to deliver
Vilar here portrays is hardly the
a speech. Maria Casares plays
traditional picture of a marathon
Chimene, tom between love and
lover and seducer. ' This is. a
Sol Hurok presentation, of Theatre Na¬ loyalty and weeping almost con¬
middle-aged Don Juan, bored with tional
Populaire production of Pierre
life, practicing his wiles as -a man= Corneille tragicomedy in five acts. Star* tinuously. (The amazing fact is that
Casares, Lucienne Le Marchana. she really -cries on stage most of
might test a skill to make sure he i Maria
Chaumette* Simone Bonchateeu,
time). Monique Chaumette,
still hat it Be is a scoundrel and Monique
Andre Schleeser, Philippe Noiret, Georges the
a libertine, and yet, the way Vilar Wilson. Gerard Philipe, Jean-Paul Mouii¬ magnificently gowned, is appro¬
not, Jean Vilar, Roger Mollien, Georges priately severe as the frustrated
plays him, he is also a man alone Riquier.
Staged by vilar; costumes, Leon
with his scorn and troubled by his G Ischia. Reviewed at the. Broadway Thea¬ Infanta, who also has her eye on
own shallowness and inability to tre, N.Y., Oct. 35, *58; 98 top.
Philipe. Philippe Noiret is cold and
Chimene .,..
Maria Casares
feel.
Elvire.Lucienne Le Marchand menacing as Miss Casares’ father.
Dona Urraque.Monique Chaumette
One footnote to the Theatre Na¬
*Don Juan” gained from simple Leonor......
Simone Bouchateau tional Populaire series might be
staging. Set, consisting of little Page.......
Andre Schlesaer
more than stools and a black velvet Count Don Gorinas.Philippe Noiret pertinent. The opening night shows
Diegue .,..Georges Wilson always start at eight. Latecomers
backdrop, aids an aura of eventual Don
Don Rodrigue .. Gerard Philipe
doom. Meanwhile, though, the gay Don Arias ............. Jean-Paul Mouhnot by the dozen arrive until well after
Don Fernand.. Jean Vflar 8:30 pjn., making it almost impos¬
costumes, with their accent on red, Don
Sanche .....*2 Roger Mollien
gold and silver, stand out in vivid Don Alouse
....Georges B^viier sible to follow the action or hear
the dialog until then. Arriving
contrast And when the white
ghost of the commander appears,
This is the final presentation In “fashionably late” may be a
the apparition takes on a plastic the Theatre National Populaire French custom. If so, it’s also an
quality that furthers the illusion. repertory series at the Sol Huxok- intensly annoying one, and Hurok
Moliere was an extraordinarily leased Broadway, and—fittingly 'should do something about it. If a
clever man, not only in his witty enough—it gives prominence to show starts at eight, why seat peo¬
dialog, with its many bidden ob¬ Gerard Philipe, one of the few ple later than 8;10? It’s unfair
servations on life and people, but French actors really well known otherwise both to the performers
also in his dramatic imagination. in the U.S. keys. In “Le Cid” that, and to the audience already seated.
n
Hift.
For as Don Juan appears melan¬ somewhat weepy drama by Pierre
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Minimum salaries for members against a $146.11 minimum for the
of the Assn, of Theatrical Press- League.)
Company managers of dramatic
agents & Managers are being shows in N. Y., $173.65.
upped on a staggered basis. Terms
Company managers of N. Y. mu¬
of a new three-year contract nego- j sicals, $179.45.
Company managers of touring
tiated by the union with the]
League of N. Y. Theatres and the dramatic shows, $231.55.
Shuberts call for a percentage.
Company managers of , touring
boost during each year covered by musical, $277.80. N. Y. pressagents,
the agreement.
$242.55.
Road pressagents, $283.60.
The initial hike, retroactive to •
last Sept. 1, is 5%. Another 2%
jump goes into effect Sept 1, 19591
and an additional 3% Sept 1,1960.
Negotiations for the new pact,
wMch will eventually bring the
top minimum in the varied employ¬
London, Nov. 4.
ment fields covered by ATPAM to
Because of tv and film commit¬
$297.95 for road drumbeaters, were ments, the next Crazy Gang show,
launched more than three months originally skedded to open at the
ago.
Victoria Palace in December, h'as
The contract also calls for one- been postponed until February.
week vacation period for 35 weeks This will be the sixth Jack Hylton
of employment and a fortnight for production of the Crazy Gang.
52 weeks of employment, while a
Titled “Clown Jewels”, the re¬
new condition requires that con¬ vue will be once-nightly instead
tracts for house managers be filed of the usual twice-nightly, as a
at least one-month prior to Labor concession to the advancing years
Day. The commencement of em¬ of the comedians.
ployment for company managers is
two weeks prior to the Monday of
the week in which a show gives its
Initial public performance, while
pressagents start a week earlier.
Before going on a regular weekly
Hollywood, Nov, 4.
salary, company managers of musi¬
Players Ring Theatres Inc., a
cals get a minimum of two days
semi-pro
group
operating under an
salary for each week a payroll Is
required and company managers Equity franchise, will turn fullscale
pro
under
union rules if it
of dramatic show a minimum of
one dafp's salary. One major issue can procure touring rights to
“Compulsion,”
the
dramatization
in the negotiations, in which the
union was unsuccessful, was its at¬ [ of Meyer Levin’s bestseller about
the
Leopold-Loeb
case.
tempt, for the first time, to get the
Paul Levitt and Ted Thorpe are
League and the Shuberts to con¬
tribute to an ATPAM Pension fund. negotiating for the melodrama,
which played Broadway last sea¬
Under the initial 5% hike, mini¬ son and currently is being filmed
mum salaries are currently as by Darryl F. Zanuek for 20th-Fox
follows.
release. The idea is to tour the
House managers in all cities, show to Frisco, Seattle, Portland
$173.65. (Under ihe eld terms the and possibly beyond.
salary for house managers in all
cities other than Boston and Chi¬
Philip Wiseman left New York
cago was $165.38, while file Shu^ for London recently to direct the
bert agreement in those cities [ upcoming West End production of
called for a $153.15 minimum “Ponder Heart”

CRAZY GANG SHOWTO
PLAY ONCE-NIGHTLY

L. A. Players Ring Plans
Tour of Pro ‘Compulsion’
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LEGITIMATE

Bookings Mostly Lively on Road,
But Alls Quiet in Mpls. and Pitt
The road is having its usual re¬
gional booking headaches this
season. There’s bustling legit ac¬
tivity in a number of hinterland
cities* but a comparative lull else¬
where, notably Minneapolis and
Pittsburgh.
Minneapolis, in particular, hasn’t
had a touring show thus far this
season and nothing is definitely
booked yet for 1959. Two sched¬
uled entries have already can¬
celled out, “Jerome Robbins Bal¬
let U. S. A.” and “Romanoff and
Juliet.” The former was. slated for
November and the latter for Jan¬
uary'.
“Romanoff” was the first of four
Theatre Guild-American Theatre
Society entries slated for the State
theatre, which has replaced the
Lyceum as ;the town’s legit show¬
case. The State, a film house,
will interrupt its pic policy to
house the' live offerings.
The
Guild, incidentally, planned five
subscription entries in Minneapolis,
but announced only four, includ¬
ing “Romanoff.”
Last season, the defunct Lyceum
offered five shows, all on Guild
subscription.
This semester, the
number of TG-ATS suscribers is
about 3,000, °a hike of around 1,000
over the previous season’s total. As
far as bookings are concerned, the
season in Minneapolis is shaping
up as the worst ever.
The situation in Pittsburgh isn’t
as bleak, but the pickings are slim.
The 1,760-seat Nixon, regular local
legit house, has lost two entries to
the 3,800-seat Syria Mosque. The
•hows are “Can Can,” starring

GUESS WHO?

Genevieve, and “Tunnel of Love,”
starring Eddie Bracken.
The
former played two performances
Wednesda^-Thursday (29-30) and
the latter is slated for one per¬
formance Nov. 19.
The producers of both shows
wanted; to play the Nixon, but the
house was booked for the periods
desired. The Nixon launched its
season Oct. 6 with “Li’l Abner”
l and is pretty well booked until
the end of November. It then goes
dark until the Christmas- week ar¬
rival of “Romanoff.”
Following that booking, the
house will again switch to a film
policy with a revival of “South
Pacific,” which it previously ran
for 26 weeks. As it stands now, the
Nixon, doesn't figure to get a legit
show during January and Febru¬
ary, and the prospects are good
for “Pacific” to continue at least
two months.

DONALD H. COLEMAN IN
GRAND LARCENY JAM
Donald H. Coleman, co-producer
of. the flop Broadway production
of “Oh Captain” and the principal
target of two law suits filed last
Sept. 19 in N.Y. Supreme Court;
was indicated last Thursday (30)
by a N.Y. County grand jury for
forgery and grand larceny.
Coleman, whose firm Theatre
Corp. of America was actually
hilled as co-sponsor of the musical
with Howard Merrill, pleaded not
guilty to the charges and was
paroled for trial in General Ses¬
sions Court. Acting District Attor¬
ney Alfred J. Scotti charged that
Coleman had “doctored the books
and records” of the show, had
sold non-existent stock in a new
company and had forged Merrill’s
name to a check.
The Supreme Court suits, which
were filed separately against “Cap¬
tain” and TCA by attorney Joel.
H. Weinberg, charged Ooleman
with mismanagement and misap¬
propriation of funds of both ven¬
tures.

Do It Yourself

.i Continued from pate 71
MAURICE SEYMOUR
NEW YORK
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New York, on or off Broadway,
Which had otherwise not planned
to tour. House would also like to
lure promising “tryouts.” Efforts
*to date have been fruitless, so
theatre will probably start off with
a smart revue, just as an eyeopener, until it can snare a solid
serious property.
Lawyer-Angel
Carr and Touiyille are being
counseled by attorney Lew Manilow, an investor in New York legit
for several years and underwriter,
of “Purple Dust,” which had a very
successful run at Cherry Lane.
Manilow is also associated with
industrialist Arnold Maremont in
a‘third off-Loop project, which is
seeking to take over Cafe Brauer
in Lincoln Park for purposes of a
staging off-Broadway-type shows.
Efforts are stymied as of now by
the CM Park District’s lack of in¬
terest (“We have no obligation to
the arts,” said one park official)
and by the recalcitrance of Cafe
Brauer’s present owner.
Most certain of the off-Loop legit
enterprises is Goodman Memorial
Theatre, connected with the drama
school, which started its ’58-’59
season last Friday (31) with a semipro production of “Billy Budd.”
As was incepted last year when
Dr, John Reich took over the reins
oft he school, student casts are
buttressed with professional actors
in key parts. Mpst of the shows are
staged by pros and the set designs
supervised by them. “Billy Budd”
is directed by Charles McGaw.
Equity players in the show are
Fitzroy Davis, Sid Breese and
Frank Savino.
This season’s lineup at Goodman
is devoted to modern plays, that
have never before been produced
in Chi. Slated are “The Young and
Fair” by N. Richard Nash, “Purple
Dust” hy Sean O’Casey, and Andre
Gide’s adaptation of Franz Kafka’s
“The Trial.” Second play of the
season will he “Lady Precious
Stream,” an ancient Chinese ro¬
mance updated for modern theatre
by S. I. Hsiung. Dr. Reich will
direct it

Wednesday* November 5, 1958

Mary Martin’s B.O. Sow
Louisville, Nov. 4.
One-night appearance of Mary
Martin and her show at the Rialto,
downtown 3,000 seater, Wednesday
(29), plus matinees for children,
'failed to draw up to expectations.
Some 800 attended the afternoon
show, which was slanted strictly for
the kids. Night show drew slightly
more than 1,500 patrons. .
Miss Martin’s appearance was
under Courier-Journal and Times
sponsorship, profits of which were^
to go to the Louisville Fund, a lo-"
cal cultural group. Merle E. Rob¬
ertson, the. fund's treasurer, said
the fund would realize very little
from the two Mary Martin shows.
Show cost about $7,500, and his
guess was that the Fund would re¬
ceive at best only a few hundred
dollars.
Supporting Miss Martin were
Dancer, Dirk Sanders, and guitar¬
ist, Luiz Bonfa, plus orchestra di¬
rected by John Lesko.

Shows Out of Town
Continued from page 72

* Warm Peninsula
kee wasn’t so bad after all. The
author has provided a surprise
twist at the end.
Miss Harris has a field day as
Ruth Arnold, being onstage almost
continuously and apparently thor¬
oughly enjoying a role which fits
her like a glove. Her scenes range
from comedy to tense drama with
liberal dashes of sentiment.
The supporting cast is excellent.
Carroll Brooks is fine as the girl
friend^ of flexible morals who uses
men for her own ends. Josephine
Brown provides a Mgh comedy
characterization of a faded movie
star of the 20’s, and Olga Fabian,
the only other feniale in the cast,
has a brief-scene,as Ruth’s dying
mother.
The leading male roles are well
handled by Peter Baldwin and
Steve Holland. Baldwin especially
is impressive as the would-be artist
turned gigolo who for a time plays
the Prince Charming in Ruth’s life.
Laurence Haddon has several good
scenes as the girl friend’s lover
and Thomas Ruisinger is properly
repulsive as the ex-movie star’s
boy friend.
Warren Enters sensitive direc¬
tion keeps the play moving from
one episode to another and Fred¬
erick Fox|s modernistic setting is
effective. ’
“The Warm Peninsula” left here
for Washington, the first stop on
a projected 25-week tour prior to
New York..
Klep.

Met Opera, N. Y.
—■; Continued irom page 74

Boris Gudimov
Giorgio Tozzi, Siepi and Charles
Kullman in a small role. So clear
were the words as sung by Tozzi
in an old monk’s wMte beard that
it made the young monk of Kurt
Baum seem like he was singing
in,. say, Greek, most of the time,
although on the short English
phrases he did manage to be clear,
proving it’s possible.
Land.
Tales of Hoffmann
,
Aside from the skip-a-season re¬
turn of “Tales of Hoffmann” to the
Metopera lists last week <31), native
partisans would naturally focus
major attention on Mattiwilda
Dobbs , in Cyril Ritchard’s theatri¬
cally-hypoed, often brilliant pro¬
duction of “Tales of Hoffmann.”
Miss Dobbs was bowing in the role
of the doll Olympia in Offenbach’s
final (and unfinished) work con¬
verting him at long last from goodtime-Charlie buffo to serioso boffo.
Negro soprano was made up
beautifully. She had all the tech¬
nical requirements of the mecchano
part, plus an engaging vocal attack.
Eminently worthy of a permanent
mantle as Olympia.
Two other key debuts in their
respective chores: Nicolai Gedda,
the Swedish tenor, in the name
role, and Jean Morel, conducting
for the first time at the Met. Gedda
is stalwart and handsome as the
poet Hoffmann, with perhaps . a
shade of hamminess -as an actor,
tut vocally correct, particularly in
approaching the French.
In the other standout roles, ex¬
cellent' performances by George
London as the' four-part heavy,
Mildred Miller’s Nicklausse, Rosa¬
lind Elias’ Giuletta, Lucine Amara’s
Antonia, and Alessio De Paolls, in
his four-character scene-stealing
conceits.
' Trau.

A1 Jones is pinchhitting for the
vacationing Edward Blatt as house
manager at the Hellinger Theatre,
N. Y.
Studio Three, a non-profit ven¬
ture, has been formed by the Thea¬
tre Guild to do off-Broadway pro¬
ductions of plays by new authors.
Ronny Graham will direct “New
Faces 1959,” which Leonard Sillman plans presenting on Broadway
next spring in association with
Frank Productions. Graham will
also contribute material along with
June Carpoll, Arthur Siegel, Shel¬
don Harnick and Jerry Herman.
Sillman has also engaged Lucienne
Hill to adapt Colette’s short novel,
“La Seconde,” (“The Other One”),
which he contemplates as a solo
Main Stem venture without James
W. Gardiner, who was originally
announced as co-producer.
Laurence Rosenthal will write
incidental music for “Rashomon.”
Mitch Jason, currently appearing
off-Broadway in "Threepenny Op¬
era,” will direct Louis Lippa’s oneacters, “Penelope” and “Clytemnestra” which will comprise the
opening bill Nov. 10 of the new
Monday Night Playhouse Series at
Actors Playhouse, N. Y.
George Mully is directing the up¬
coming off-Broadway production of
“Look Back in Anger,” which will
have sets by Tom Jewett.
Actress-comedienne Shirl Con¬
way has switched agents, moving
from William Morris to the BaumNewborn office.
The 22d Anniversary Ball of The
Ziegfeld Club, Inc., will be held
Nov. 21 in the Serf Ballroom of the
Hotel Waldorf-Astorfa, N. Y.
. The Broadway Chapel Players
is presenting “Potting Shed” on
Sunday afternoons at the Broad¬
way Congregational Church, N. Y.,
through Jan. 4.
Robert L. Foreman’s recentlypublished novel, “The Hot Half
Hour,”- has beteo picked up for
Broadway production next spring
by Alex Gottlieb, who’ll also
double as adaptor.
Franchot Productions, co-spon¬
sors of the off-Broadway produc¬
tion of “The Crucible,” are now
partnered with the Playwrights
Co. in the upcoming Broadway
presentation of “Cue for Passion.”
James Yaffe, who a d.a p t e d
Friedrich Duerrenmatt’s novelette,
“Breakdown” for NBC-TV produc¬
tion last December, will ditto on a
legit version, planned for Broad¬
way production by Alton Wilkes
and Joe Manchester in association
with Emfl Coleman.
The Lighthouse Players- of the
N.Y. Assn, for the Blind will cele¬
brate the completion of its 35th
season Nov. 19 with a revival of
“All My Sons.”
Tharon Musser will do the light¬
ing for “Shadow of a Gunman.”
Harold J. Kennedy will open
Norman Krasna’s “Who Was That
Lady I Saw You With?” in Los
Angeles Dec. 29—theatre still to be
set—with tour to follow.
“Enrico” was forced to cancel its
“World Premiere” at Erlanger,
PMlly, Saturday (1) until Monday
(3) because of set difficulties.
Pirandella revival, costars Burgess
Meredith, Alida Valli and Charles
Korvin.
Canadian Players did reported
SRO in 1,800-seat Capitol Theatre
Halifax, on its two-night stand (2829). - Shows were “Romeo and
Juliet” and “Pygmalion."
N. Y. Daily News drama critic
John Chapman, who injured his
ankle ’ recently, is ' catching the
Broadway openings with his foot
in a cast.
Joe Shea has withdrawn as ad¬
vance pressagent for the touring
“Romanoff and Juliet” to go ahead
of the “Li’l Abner” company,
which recently finished a Las
Yegas stand. Emmett Callahan will
be company manager of the musi¬
cal and Maurice Turet will take
over as p.a. for the extended road
trip of “Romanoff.”
“Diary of Anne Frank,” with
Joseph Weisman, Augusta Dabny,
Sally Schemerhom and Robert
Field, will launch the winter sea¬
son next Monday (10) at the Coco¬
nut Grove -Theatre, Miami.
Ralph Bellamy, currently star¬
ring in the Broadway production of
^Sunrise at Campobello,” has sold
his country estate In Hunterdon
County, N. J., to F. Jack Hartley,
son of former U.S. Senator Fred
Allan Hartley of New Jersey.
The 14th volume of Daniel
Blum’s “Theatre World” will be
published tomorrow (Thurs.) by
Chilton Co., Philadelphia.
All ■ tickets for Tuesday night
performance of the off-Broadway
production of “Time of the
Cuckoo,” are being priced at $2.30.
Pan! Shyre’s adaptation of Sean
O’Casey’s “Pictures in the Hall¬
way” will be presented by the Irish
National Theatre Group at the
Master Arts Institute, N. Y., Nov.

7-9. The INTG is also sponsoring
a playwriting contest for original,
unpublished and unproduced works
relating to the Irish scene on a na¬
tional or international level. A
$250 prize will be awarded to the
winner of the contest, which closes
next September.
“Scarlet Ribbons,” a musieomedy
based on several 17th century com¬
edies, is slated for production next
Jan. 6 at the Actors Playhouse,
N. Y., by Stuart Bishop, author of
the book, and Dede Meyer, who
contributed the score and lyrics.

Paris Legit
Continued from page 2 —

“The Diary of Anne Frank,” “Ro¬
manoff and Juliette,” “Patate,” and
some others.
Among the new batch of plays(
rushed in for the Auto Salon
crowds, four have already folded
and only two will emerge real hits,
namely “La Bonne Soupe” and
“Lucy Crown.”
In for probable fair to good runs
are “La Hobereaute,” “Thunder
Rock,” “Rididine,” and “Lady
Godiva.” Theatre directors are
again yelling crisis which is an an¬
nual affair here. However, an im¬
pressive number of new shows due
in from big name playwrights may
right things somewhat.
DESIGNER AND COUTURIER
CLOTHES
AT INCREDIBLE BARGAINS
Wa carry current and advancad
samples and "closaouts" of the
most glamorous elotKas in Amer¬
ica at pricas far lass than thosa
advertised in thr leading fashion
magazines. Many important show
people sava thousands of dol¬
lars on thair wardrobes at our
fabulous stora.

^JUe Bom Pbix.
"ttoborgaia store for nlllloeotros11
1006 First Aveeae, cor. 55th St.
Now York City

YOUNG MAN WITH
UNUSUAL CHARM
WANTED...
One who hos o porsooilvo personality and at tbo soma time, axeda e
wit to wie aedloecos, os a prolleiInary to oh Important act.
The porsoeollty Mast Introduce oe
unusual teen known Internationally.
If yoe hove the qualifications
Contact MARCEL VENTURA
PL 3-9430

FOH SALE »
| SHUBERT end COX THEATRES f
]■ Clecleeatf, Ohio

BIACKST0NE THEATRE
GREAT NORTHERN THEATRE
I. CUc^., Illl.oi.
to purchasers Intandlni ta usa the
property beusht at Lafltlmata
Theatre*.
Reply to Box V-1050-59, Variety,
154 W. 46th St.. Now York 36
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the hook show Papa in the proper
light,” Mrs. Wheaton said. She
said that her brother’s exaggera¬
tion in writing the book tended to
show their father, W. O. Wolfe, in
a vastly different light from his
By Frank Scully ♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦,
real
life.
regularly
copy
edits
W&S
and
occa¬
Semantics Aweigh
The book will be “by Mabel
Charles Earle Funk, editor of sionally saves it from falling on its
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
arrogant
face.”
Wolfe
Wheaton
as
told
to
LeGette
the famed dictionary, with Funk
Two nights before I caught “The Last Hurrah” in Hollywood I em¬
The redundancy ring, the cliche Blythe.” Blythe, a writer of both
Jr., and illustrations by Tom
Funk, has made a highly palatable clubsters, the syntax sinners and fiction and nonfiction, was a class¬ ceed a dinner of a major political party at the Palm Springs Chi Chi.
family package out of “Horse- other grammatical gangsters are mate of Wolfe at the U. of North A gubernatorial goober from an eastern state was the main draw and
an Indian who had been elected to the U. S. Congress was the guest
feathers
(And
Other
Curious quickly put to rout in Bernstein’s Carolina.
of honor. Of course, if he had been a native-born Indian he couldn’t
Words)” (Harper; $3.95(. It’s in the book. Under “Words That Need
have been elected garbage-collector, but he was born in India and
Macmillan’s $7,500 Contest
same captivating idiom as his pre¬ Watching” he presents such case
histories
as
“matinee
performance”
vious books, “A Hog On Ice!” (And
Macmillan is launching an an¬ educated at the U. of California.
Other
Curious
Expressions),” (“. . . omit’ ‘performance’; a mati¬ nual $7,500 fiction prize with $2,500
There were several other speakers, all seeking political office, most
“Thereby Hangs a Tale” and nee is a daytime, especially an as an outright award and the rest of them for the first time. An emcee’s job on such an occasion is
afternoon,
performance”);
“protag¬
“Heavens To Betsy! (And Other
an
advance
against
all
royalty
in¬
much
like a traffic cop’s. He has to see that the parade keeps moving
Curious Sayings).” Since students onist” (“The main protagonist of come. Manuscripts must be deliv¬ —all in good humor, on account it’s an election year and feelings be¬
of semantics are forever curious the play is one Nick Bellino . . .” ered from Jan. 1 to March 31, 1959. longing to voters must be treated tenderly.
“There
is
only
one
protagonist
in
about curious language “Horseplay, not a main one”); “rock *n’
’Winning novel will be announced
One of the candidates was running for an office I once ran for 20
feathers” falls into the same pleas¬ aroll”
(“so it’s rock ’n’ roll—no on or before May 15, 1959, and years ago. I described it as “the lowest office in the lowest legisla¬
ant category.
no quotes. No peace”); will be published in the fall of ture in the land” and explained that I wasn’t quite low enough to
The etymology of words which hyphens,
make it, hut believed the present candidate was. It got a bigger howl
have fallen into common usage, “whir” (tv cameras don’t whir, same year.
grind or roll; they just look at you
many- having a perverted slang red-eyed.)
than anything said during the clambake of “The Last Hurrah.” At any
Now We’ll Know!
meaning, is interestingly detailed.
rate,
a candidate for a much higher office leaned over to me and said,
Jacques Barzun contributes the
However, “Horsefeathers” is not a preface
Answers
to
such
queries
as
why
“That’s the funniest intro I ever heard in my life, and I only hope
to this -crackerjack book.
book of slang. The anecdotal defi¬
Elvis
Presley
isn’t
in
.“Who’s
Who”
you
have
something half as good for me,” I didn’t.
Rans.
nitions are presented pell-mell,
and why Frank Sinatra Had such a
Early in the unreeling of “The Last Hurrah” old Suspender Tracy
sans any orderly forxnat, not even
long wait before making it are to as a nice (“clean,” I believe the word is) carbon copy of old Mayor
2 Legit Books
alphabetization. Only the index is
be found in Cedric Larson’s “Who:
“The Medieval Theatre in the 60 Years of American Eminence” James Curley of Boston (called Frank Skeffington by author Eddie
alphabetized to keynote the pages.
Incidentally, a word like pell-mell Bound” by Richard Southern just published by McDowell, OJ> O’Connor) says to his nephew Adam Caulfield, played by Jeffrey
is interpreted, along with G-string, (Theatre Arts; $8.50), seeks the lensky, “Who” is reportedly the Hunter, that he wants to take the newspaperman around to see a
tycoon,, soda jerker etc. Sometimes source of modern arena staging in only history of the A. N. Marquis type of political campaigning which in the future will be as dead as
there is a dubious root or evolu¬ circular theatres of the Middle Co., which publishes “Who’s Who” a dodo bird.
Next-To-The-Last-Hurrah, Then?
tion, and even this makes interest¬ Ages. Author is prominent au¬ and other major biographical refer¬
It’s quite possible that not only O’Connor but Rear Admiral John
ing reading, and sometimes a word thority in technical fields of thea¬ ence works.
tike jew’s-harp defies interpreta¬ tre, with several important stage
Ford, as well as the hierarchy of Columbia Pictures and the cast of
In
addition
to
the
full
history
of
tion; there’s vague information books to his credit. While this tome the company; Larson’s book con¬ valiant Irishmen, who surrounded Basil Rathbone in a way all Irish¬
that it’s of a British, French, Scot-, is highly specialized,. its scholar¬ tains articles on “Who’s Who” by men would like to surround all Englishmen, believed that the type
tish evolution, and never had any¬ ship is topflight and illustrations H. L. Mencken, Westbrook Pegler of campaigning shown in this gay and mad picture is as dead as a
thing to do with a Jewish source, are excellent.
dodo bird. But it isn’t so. It’s more alive than this afternoon’s news¬
Printed in Britain, imprint is and others.
d'ffering from such terms as Ger¬
paper.
man measles, German silver, and likely overpriced for average
All over the land. Presidents, ex-Presidents, Vice Presidents, gov¬
reader,
but
should
do
well
as
vital
CHATTER
the like.
Abel.
fodder for stage libraries.
Jason Epstein, ex-Anchor Books ernors, congressmen, also-rans and candidates are putting on their
“Shakespeare’s Stage” by A. M. (Doubleday)
last
hurrahs, some of them with material so old, so transparent, so
editor, has joined the
Jack Webb Book Launched
Nagler (Yale U. Press; $2) is an
editorial staff of Random House. phony that it must have been first tried out on dodo birds.
Jack (“Dragnet”) Webb’s book, excellent study of physical aspects
Another
thing wrong with this otherwise magnificent picture is Its
Suffolk County Watchman Inc.
‘The Badge: Story of the Los An¬ of the theatres in which the Baard
timing. It was previewed in Hollywood Oct 16, three weeks before
geles Police,” was launched With a functioned. Author is Yale prof of authorized to conduct a news¬ the elections would be held throughout the land. It should have been
Beverly-Hilton Hotel shindig in dramatic history and criticism, and paper publishing business in Hunt¬ in picture houses at least a month before that. This delay can cost
BevHills last week. Its first 15,- wrote this book originally in Ger¬ ington, L.I.
Romney Publications Inc., au¬ Columbia millions.
000 printing was sold pre-publica¬ man. Ralph Manheim has trans¬
Uh-huh *
tion and a second 10,000 printing lated. Tome covers acting styles, thorized to carry on a business as
The general view of all most closely concerned is that they have a
costumes and backstage operations printers and publishers in N.Y.
is now on the press.
classic,
and
classics
are
timeless.
But even classics have started out
in
Elizabethan
theatres
as
well
as
City.
200
shares,
no
par
value.
Prentice-Hall publish.es this and
Art Linkletteris bestseller, “Kids dealing with technical facets of
Max Pfeffer, literary agent, in the main as well-timed hot hits; and political pictures are like
Say The Darndest Things.” The staging. Invaluable to student or opening a branch in Havana, with football pictures or any other seasonal madness. They have their peak
radio-tv emcee’s book also was director of Shakespeare; Doton,
emphasis bn spreading the works interest in the fall of an election year, and a week after tfie first
the occasion of a P-H “pour” at
of Cuban authors and journalists Tuesday-following the first Monday in November they are as dead as
Discount Tip Sheet
the same hotel. Bichard P. Etdodo birds.
throughout the world.
tinger, board chairman of the pub¬
“The Money Paper” is a new
Previous to that time the voting peasantry can't get enough of this
Doubleday’s Louise Thomas
lishing house, presented a spe¬ every-two-week publication to hit “pouring” tonight (Wed.) at her political stuff—in newspapers, weeklies, radio, television or. picture
cially bound (blue-and-gold) copy the stands. Lawrence A. Benenson home for Leland Frederick Cooley houses. But once the election is over and the votes counted, every¬
of the 400,000 copy on Linkletter’s is its publisher. Newssheet, selling on the eve of. the publication of his one, including the victorious candidates, feels like a man with a had
‘!HouSe Party” show.
for 20c, is devoted to theme of new book, “The Run for Home.”
hangover.
economy in purchasing with de¬
Much of the poetry of O’Connor's prose naturally is lost in the pic¬
Chicago Sun-Times incepting a
tailed lists of discount prices on regular Sunday column of legit ture version. But Jack Ford has a lot of poetry ip his own makeup and
New Doubleday Editors
cars, home appliances, insurance, notes and observations penned by this comes through as an excellent substitute.
Samuel S. Vaughan has been etc.
Time To Go Now
made senior editor at Doubleday,
One of the feature articles in the Glenna Syse, recently appointed
where he was both ad manager and current issue deals with risks and drama editor and first-string re¬
Up to the time .Mayor Skeffington is defeated by a cluck named*
trade sales manager since 1952, rewards of investing in show biz viewer.
Kevin McCluskey, there isn’t a dead spot in this-picture, but after¬
and will specialize on special edi¬ and also lists shows in production
Irving Sablosky, ex-music ap¬ ward there are plenty. If the picture ended on the scene where Skef¬
torial proiects. He will work with seeking investment dough.
praiser for the Chicago Daily News, fington is walking up a winding path to his home, while the victor is
Ferris Made and Harold KUtbler.
has a piece on Broadway musical marching with his henchmen in the opposite direction, this would
Auatol Bendukov is the new art
comedies in Atlantico, the Spanish have been a great finish. But when Skeffington stumbles upstairs
Mackey’s Sleuth Sale
hook editor of Douhleday and
Joe Mackey’s short story, “The mag on contemporary culture. with a heart attack and spends more time dying than Lincoln, it’s an
Anne Freedgood is a new editor of
Sablosky’s now overseas with the anticlimax. Everybody saw the tabulation of the votes and the votes
the . firm’s Anchor Books. She Best Idea I Ever Have; Almost,” U.S. Information Agency.
finished Pancho Skeffington.
comes from Harper’s where she sold to a new mag, Sleuth, which
Gov. C. William O'Neill of Ohio j Besides, Tracy plays this death scene like a guy who obviously Is
is
affiliated
with
the
Mystery
Writ¬
was an associate editor.
ers of America, and goes into the has named a seven-member com-1 not dying at alL I guess this scene was kept in to let Tracy get the
maiden issue hitting the stands late mittee to tackle the problem of most out of the book's fambus last line.
. . fHhOtOyfdO Libel Suit'
obscene literature. The Citizens
this month.
Add: Famous Last Lines
Adolph Hohensee, Akron* has
Mackey, publicity director of a for Decent Literature Committee] That’s the scene where the. father-in-law of Skeffington’s favorite
filed suit against the Akron Beacon N.Y. publishing firm, is a former for Ohio will draft recommenda¬
nephew,
the
character
of Roger Sugrue, played by Willis Bouchey, is
Journal Publishing Co., John S. Gotham newspaperman (World- tions for consideration by the next
looking at the supposedly dead mayor and says/ “At least he made
Legislature.
Knight, its publisher, and Bobert Telegram) and ABC publicist.
his
peace
with
God.
One
thing we can all be sure of: “if he had to do
Feldkamp, a reporter, as well as
Napa Register, 95-year-old daily
the Brush-Moore Newspapers Inc.,
Minn. *Music & Theatre*
in winery, country 40 miles north¬ it all over again, there’s no doubt in the world he’d do it very, very
publishers of the Canton Reposi¬
differently.”
.
John K. Sherman’s “Music and east of Frisco, was sold recently
tory, J. G. Green, its editor, and
Skeffington raises his head and says, “Like hell I would,” and
in ' Minnesota History” to John P. Scripps chain of small
several others, seeking $10,000,000 Theatre
(Univ. of Minnesota Press; $1), a California daillies. Sellers Were croaks.
damages for libeL Hohensee says Minnesota
As reading matter, this sounds like a great finish, but it didn’t reg¬
Centennial Celebration George H. Francis and Whitfield
that he is engaged in interstate contribution,
is a fascinating mine Griffiths. Daily has circulation of ister so in the theatre, and I can understand why. It just isn’t true.
commerce through lecturing, pub¬
14,000 in rapidly growing area. No man who had received the last rites of his church and is dying in
of
information,
and
also
pleasant
lic relations, sellingfood products, jading.
Price was not revealed but was be¬ a state of grace would turn back and show such little sorrow for his
»
and publishing, writing, and dis¬
Vet Minneapolis Star newspaper lieved to he well over $500,000..
trespasses as to want to repeat them, not oh the threshold of meet¬
tributing books, periodicals, «nd
Frederic Dannay, who with Man¬ ing his Maker. He would like to go, as was announced of Plus XII,
drama,
music,
art
and
book
critic
other publications. He charges that
Lee shares the Ellery Queen “in a saintly manner.”
both papers printed -libelous stor¬ reflects deep digging in the accu¬ fred
byline, has joined the faculty of | Of course, this defiant crack was in O’Connor’s book and If it were
ies tending to destroy Hohensee’s mulation of the material and skill¬ the
TJniv. of Texas as a visiting J left out there would be those who might berate the picture on that
Rees.
business. He also charged them ful selection.
professor
for the fall-winter semes- j
with slander, naming among de¬
ter, giving two courses in creative grounds, but a picture company’s job is to improve where they fan
Better Library Facilities
fendants the American Medical
writing.
One is for undergrad¬ on a novel, or keep their hands off it, and this was one place where
Authors
and
scholars,
hence-1
Assn, and its officers, the Summit
scripter Frank Nugent or director Ford, who knows New England and
County Medical Assn, and its offi¬ forth, will have private quarters uates and one for students of the the goings-on' of the Irish, could have topped the author and helped >
cers, and the Better Business Bu¬ for study and writing in the Fifth1 Extension School. Team just pub- j them both.
.
»
lished
“Ellery
Queen’s
13th
An¬
Avenue
building
of
the
N.Y.
Public
reau, Akron, and W. J. Hihe, Can¬
Sounds Like Geo. Washington Plunkett, Too
Library as result of a $25,000 grant nual” via Random House.
ton, O., city safety director.,
from the Ford Foundation in honor
It might be argued that a mayor who could be funny, at Knocko
Frederick Mordaunt Hall, former
of Frederick Lewis Allen, late film critic of the N. Y. Times and Minihan’s wake could just as logically be funny at his own end. But
Ted Bernstein’s Tiptop Book
of Harper’s Magazine.
now a copy editor at Bell Syndi¬ there’s a lot of difference in viewing the remains of a dead man and
Theodore Bernstein, assistant editor
Former conference room*"has cate, and Dan Daniel, “dean of being him.
m.e. of the N.Y. Times, is in the been
into comfortable cu¬ baseball writers,” wfll be the major
It’s a very funny line when Tracy walks around Knocko’s casket,
bookstalls with his “Watch Your i bicles turned
typewriters, electric attractions at the Society of Siluri¬ banging it with his knuckles to test how solid it is, and says, “Well,
Language” (Channel Press; $3.95) outlets, with
swivel chairs, ans dinner at the Hotel Astor this Knocko, I see you finally made it.”
a bright, easy-to-read reference . etc., for bookshelves,
convenience of writers and month. C. Norman Stabler is chair¬ j But that isn’t the real mayor because the real mayor hands the
book. Tome is an outgrowth of his researchers
engaged in lengthy man of the dinner committee.
“Winners & Sinners,” the lively,
'widow a thousand dollars and then knocks down the undertaker’s
. frequently biting “bulletin of sec¬ projects. Cubicles will be noise¬ Barry Faris is prexy of the news¬ price to $35. That’s the way to win friends and influence people, and
proof.
paper organization this semester.
ond-guessing issued occasionally
every politician of whatever party in whatever land has to have It
Bantam Books will issue paper?
from the southeast corner of The
New Slant on Wolfe
back editions of 11 upcoming mo¬ and it didn’t die with Skeffington.
Times News Boom.”
It is 26 years since John Ford first- directed Spencer Tracy. Both
Mrs. Mabel Wolfe Wheaton of tion pictures as part of its active
Bernstein makes At abundantly
clear that he doesn’t believe in the :Asheville and LeGette Blythe of participation in the film-literary of them have a lot of pictures under their belts since—Ford 117,
Huntersville
will
collaborate
on
a
Tracy
61. They both have had their fill of Academy Awards, too, and
field. Skedded for publication be¬
“Write-like-you-talk” school. Writ¬
ing, he insists. i£ a much more book about the late writer, Thomas tween now and June are: “Bell, in this picture they certainly were surrounded by old cronies.
Wolfe,
and
the
Wolfe
family.
Book
and
Candle,”
“The
Beach
Pat
O’Brien,
who went to school with Tracy in Milwaukee and joined
precise form or expression and he
Mrs. Wheaton, Wolfe’s siter, Boys,” “The Image Maker,” all the Navy with him, played his No. 1 defensive halfback in the picture.
proves it brilliantly in “Watch Your
said she hopes the proposed, book : Columbia Pictures; “The Journey,” Others of the old crowd, all magnificent troupers, were Donald Crisp,
Language.”
• '
Book Is dedicated to two Indi¬ will correct what she called errone¬ “THe Night of the Quarter Moon,” Jimmy Gleason, Eddie Brophy, John Carradine, Frank McHugh, Wal¬
viduals, Bernstein’s wife, Beatrice, ous impressions of the family Metro: “Bat Masterson Story,” ly Ford, Frank Albertson, Bob Sweeney and Frank Sully.
and to Lewis Jordan, assistant news gained through Wolfe’s first novel, “The Naked Maja,” UA; “Inn of
Edmund Lowe was listed in the cast of characters, but I didn’t see
editor of The* Times, who "is the “Look Homeward Angel,” and with the Sixth Happiness,” 20th-Fox;
. solid anvil against which much •’of the presentation of the play by the “Rio Bravo,” WB; “A Stranger in him on the screen. Naturally, with -a flock of top hams of this calibre,
they
had to move in and out mighty last to get noticed at ,aH. But it
‘ Winners and Sinnefs Jnaterial is same name on Broadway. ;. My" Arms,”* UI; “A Night to Re¬
was a great day for the Irish and they come out wjth a great picture.
“I am particularly anxious that" member” Rank.
hammered but. It is-itlsd-fie who
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fest kudos and become an art
can now play Todd-AO films! Five
house fave here. In to ask Ingrid
more theatres to be ready by next
Bergman to play Georges Sand in
. . -v • •
Card Walker In. from N. Y.
By Robert F. Hawkinj .
Charlie Freeman, the ex-RKO spring.
his next pic to be made in Sweden
George Pal returned frOm Lon¬
“My
99
Brides”
is
title
of
new
(Stanipa
Estera;
tel.
675905)
booker and now Interstate Circuit
and France as Franco-Swedish co¬ don.
,
exec in Dallas, marks his 77th InterW est production, Alfred . ABC’s. Sy Siegel at Excelsior for. production.
Vohrer
is
directing
filmfor
Europa
Roman
mo..
Lucita changed name to Lucl
birthday today (Wed.)
Blain.
Halo exhibs opened all Italian
' Adman* .Milton (and Melisse) release,..;..,
Johnny Mandel taking to road to
Blow “pouringVf or Ann- and Art » Toni Sailer, former Olympic ski pic houses to members of aimed
bally “I Want to .Live!”
Buchwald when they arrive from champ and film star with Bavaria, forces, Nov. 4, A.F. day in this
on publicity tour through 35 Gerv country. .
:
... (Delaware 74984)
Paris next month..
Elliott Witt resigned as general
cities.
Blue Angel resumed dancing at manager-treasurer of H-H-L.
Piero Gadda Conti, elected new
"Trudy Goth who. travels both . man
Willi.Schaeffers! “TihgeLTarigel,”
continents in quest of musical, cabaret at which artists give .non¬ prexy of Italian . Film Critics Assn, cocktail hour.
Earl Hedrick, elected prexy of
following voluntary resignation 61
events will side-trip to Dallas this profit
Lurlean Hunter first headliner Society of Motion - Picture Art Di-.
performances for charity, Domenico. Meccoli,
. at new Sahara on northside.
week to catch Maria Callas.
rectors.
marked its 100th, performance..
Floris Animannati now officially
Peter Fleming joined James H.
Pianist Van Cliburn will appear
Count Basie completed three-day
German - Italian . coproduction,
Hines personal management firm
with the U. of Texas Symphony “Polikuschka”. (CCC-LuX-Gallone- reconfirmed as "Miead of Venice stand at Roberts Show Club.
Orchestra on Nov. 23, with Walter Criterion), which Carmine Gallone .Film Festival for another year’by - Barbara Siegel left Jack McGuire as associate,
Biennale authorities.
Stanley Kramer clippered to
von Kreisler conducting.
directed, will have its German
Radio, tv, music equipment will flackery to start her own firm.
Next regional AGVA talent audi¬ Australia for six-month shooting
John Fossati, ex-Roosevelt, is preem Nov. 14. Bavaria is distribu¬ form permanent part of World
of
“On the Beach.”
set for next Monday (10) at
the headwaiter at the new Playbill tor
Trade Fair which will open in tions
American Cinema Editors toss
Hotel.
“Black Nylons—Hot Nights”, is Rome
room of the Hotel Manhattan;
next summer for indetermi¬ Sherman
Lillian Roth doing fortnight at fifth annual critics’ award shindig
Benny Hansen, ex-Stork, is his as¬ new title of Filmaufbau’s “Outlaw nate stay.
at Romanoff’s Dec. 2.
of Love” which Alfred Braun cur¬
sistant.
Vittorio DeSica mulling German Drury Lane in “Come Back Little
James Terry skied to Mexico to
American conductor Antonio de rently d’rects at CCC studios. coproduction for forthcoming pro¬ Sheba,” which opened last night check location sites for “The Fish,
(Tues.).
Almeida, now permanently with Susanne Cramer and Horst Frank duction-direction stint: “The Last
Wolfe Kaufman, first drama Are Dying in the Sea.”
Portuguese radio symphony, just in leads.
Judgment.” May also link with critic for old Chicago Sun, here
Samuel Goldwyn made his an¬
Deutsche Film Hansa (DFH), French producer.
guested with the Barcelona Symph
this week as company-manager of nual donation of $30,000 to Motion
German distributor, has another
In Spain.
Domenioo Modugno almost cer¬ Old Vic.
Picture Permanent Charities.
Russian
film,
“Malwa.”
Company
Reader's Digest has invited
tain to be present at Jan 29-31
Charles Bole joined Metro’s,
' Doc Howe, boxoffice man at Pal¬
Oscar Hammerstein 2d to expand also released “The Flying Cranes” San Remo songfest, both as singer ace, has shifted to b.o. of new legal staff after acting as biz man¬
his philosophy on “advice that has and will distribute “The Silent and composer. He won there with Michael Todd Theatre, formerly ager of 20th-Fox TV for two years.
meant much to me” for a mag Don,” also Russian, next year.
Blu” last year.
Tony Curtis and Sidney Poitier
Harris.
Interiors of Fritz Lang’s “Tiger “Nel
piece.
Masashi Shimizu, Toho Films of
Sun-Times columnist Irv Kupci- kudosed with 1958 Award of Merit
of Eschnapur” and “The Indian
Sir Francis Cassel, Bart., the Tomb” completed at local CCC Japan prexy, in Rome for o.o. of net and WBBM-TV program direc¬ by National Council of Negro
His tor Frank Atlass personally bought Women for “The~Defiant Ones.”
British pianist, again in the States studios. Outfit moved to New local production facilities.
Copyright attorney Herbert T.
and. his publicity still identifies Delhi for exteriors. Debra Paget “Rickshaw Man” won top prize at out the second show at the Black1
“baronet" as a peer, though usu¬ and Paul Hubschmid (Paul Chris¬ this year’s Venice Festival.
Orchid tomorrow (Thurs.) to intro Silverberg off on a leisurely five“Poveri ma belli” (Poor But new' comic Don Rickies to the in¬ week-boat trip aboard the SS Ma¬
ally rated a hereditary knight.
tian) star.
Beautiful) joins two other recent fluential.
riposa for Sydney, Australia, due
Unveiling of Jayne Meadows and
Italian pix, “Venus of Cheronea”
McGuire Sisters contributed a back Dec. 1. Recuperative trip
Steve Allen’s caricatures by Don
and “Frihe, Oriental Courtesan,” couple gratis appearances last Sat¬ is as result of a recent heart attack.
Bevan in the new ‘TV Room of
on list of films forbidden in toto in urday (1) during their Chez Paree
Sardi’s East occasioned a Sunday
Spain.
stand, one at Northwestern ,U.’s
night cocktailery hosted by Vin¬
By Lary Solloway
J. C. Pascal, Pasclae Roberts, homecoming ball in Evanston,
cent Sardi Jr.
(1755 Calais Dr., UNign 5-5489) Raymond Rouleau, Roger Hanin other at Israel Bond Man-of-lheSoviet Russian advertising has
Marion Colby set for date at and other French thesps here from Year dinner.
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomls
been “interpreted" by Ernest Cincy’s Beverly Hills with Joe. E. Paris for exteriors on “La Grana”
(Anglic 43, Tel. 30-89-20)
Dichter, the motivational research Lewis on the 7th.
(Greenbacks), Franco-Italian co¬
italian
playwright Aldo Beneoperator who began his career,
Fontainebleau’s LaRonde may production.
detti in town preparing presenta¬
with J. Sterling Getchell and CBS. remain shuttered until Dec. 19>
Silvana Pampanini signed to do
tion
of
his
comedy, “El Libertino”
He predicts Commies will use more pending enlarging plan.
Mexican pic, “The Light.” Ac¬
By Eric Gorrick
(The Libertine).
and more advertising of foods in
Jack Bailey and “Queen For A tress was approached, for role dur¬
(Film House, Sydney)
Legit actor Rafael Rivelles, at
over-supply.
Day” will be aired from Beach ing recent- Mexico City film fes¬
Royal Covent Garden Ballet Barcelona Theatre," presented “The
Part of 10th Anni observation by Auditorium on the 10th.
tival, where she was member of solid at Empire, Sydney.
Heritage” by Joaquin Calyo Sotelo
Comic Eddie Shaeffer, now re¬ Italian delegation,
N.Y. City • Center Ballet will be
William Heidenreich joined Ad¬ and was well received.
mounting of Swedish “Medea.” siding here, named entertainment
Abbe Lane recording Domenico miral tv sides promotion. Former¬
Veteran actress Maria Fernanda
The choreographer, Birgit Cull- director of new Montmartre MoteL Modugno’s “La., Donna Riccia” ly he was Republic rep here.
Ladron de Guevara in Barcelona
Lou Walters seeking either Zsa (The Curl Woman) for her cur¬
berg, herself will rehearse the
Ron Mooney, longtime London for pic, “Yesterday’s Music,” di¬
company but will probably miss Zsa or Eva Gabor to topline his rent stint in “Marinai, Donne et Films rep, swung over to commer¬ rected by Juan de Orduna.
performance due to a Copenhagen “Ziegfeld Follies” at Carillon this Guai” (Sailors, Women and Trou¬ cial field as g.m. of Security Units
Windsor art theatre opening.
winter.
commitment.
ble), for tyhich Modugno also wrote Pty. Ltd.
1958-59 season with “An April
Julian Slade, composer and co-‘ * Bob Crosby orclr will stay, at title tune.
Harald Bowden, executive direc¬ Day.” Leads are Enrique Diosdado,
author (with Dorothy Reynolds) of Ben Gaines’ Sahara when they play
tor of J. C. Williamson Ltd., due who also directs, and Amelia de lafour-year-old London musical “Sal¬ druggists convensh at Americana
back before year’s end after talent Torre.
ad* Days,” will attend N.Y. preem on the 6th.
Joaquin Soler Serrano, radio
hunting in London and N. Y.
Frank Sinatra, Frank Capra and
of the Canadian production at BarMetro uncanning “Green Dol¬ writer of his own show, back .after
By
A.
Hanson
company
due
in
this
week
for
loca¬
bizon-PIaza Hotel Nov. 10. He’ll
phin
Street”
and
"Waterloo an absence of two years in Vene¬
Vic Oliver Show on tour in Bridge” on repeat bid in Sydney. zuela. He’s now under contract to
stay 2^ weeks in N.Y., completing tion filing of pic version of “A Hole
South Africa.
Radio Barcelona.
score of his new untitled show, his In The Head.”
Oldies are finding it hardgoing.
“80 Days” (UA) preems in Cape
fifth in collab with Miss Reynolds.
Understood that Metro will dis¬
Town Nov. 10..
tribute
six
additional
features
and
One of the steadiest lines on
“Gigi” (MG) preemed in Cape four fealurettes on new deal with
Broadway last week was when
Town at charity preem. Booking for •Disney. Disney product formerly
the new Thom McAn shoestore
season very heavy in spite of raised handled by RKO here.
By
Hank
Werba
By Harold A. Nichols
opened on the site of what was the
prices.
(Gral Sanjurjo 24; tel 34-48-65)
Lens trouble is reported reason
(LO 2-3600)
lobby of the old Globe Theatre
Jan Peerce, Metropolitan Opera for delay in opening “JSouth Paci¬
Yehudi Menuhin fiddling with
“80 Days” (UA) cruised into 16th
(now the Lunt-Fontanne, with its
tenor,
completed
a
short
tour.
War¬
fic”" at Mayfair, Sydney. Pic was week at the Monroe.
entrance shifted to West 46th St.). Symphony next week.
Lorenzo Gonzalez and his orches¬ ner S. Bass was Peerce’s accom¬ timed for this month but will not
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
A $5.95 shoeshine kit was the
panist; all theatres reported capac¬ preem before year’s end.
into Eastman Theatre last Friday
giveaway to the opening week’s tra heads show at Parrilla Rex.
Sporting Club revue from Monte ity biz. ’
Ifldie exhibs still sore at day- (31). Always sellout here.
customers.
First drive-in, for nonTEuropeans and-date release by distributors.
Carlo a holdover at latespot PasaIce Capades near 25,000-ticket
Max Liebman has French tune- poga.
only, to be built about five miles Latest -burnup is with Rank setup advance
,
for Nov. 24-30 stand. City
smith Georges Auric (“Song of the
from Cape-Town; Ozoner will hold for “Carve Her Name With Prided Axemen
“Marina”
click
light
opera
in
to benefit from first three
Moulin Rouge,” etc.) signed to lavish production at Teatro de la 800 cars and is being erected in
at 26 nabes in Sydney currently* nights.
write the score of his proposed mu- Zarzuela.
Color-zoned area.
in key release at State Theatre via
Rochester Civic Orchestra and
sicomedy version of an old Metro
New type cinema with latest Greater Union.
Titanus of Rome and Madrid pro¬
Junior League Players presented
film script, “The Shop Around the
widescreen opened in Cape Town
duction
company
Hispamex
signed
Pic
industry
will
wine-dine
Stan¬
“Cinderella.”
Eastman’s Dr. Paul
Corner,” which he acquired rights coproduction pact.
and is intended to tie intimate ley Kramer, Gregory Peck, John White conducted.
recently.
Ernst Lubitsch pic
Fada song artist Amalia Rod¬ Continental theatre. Named the Mills, Ernest Borgnine, Ava Gard¬
Touring
“Dark
at the Top of the
starred James Stewart and Mar¬
riguez, in. for short nitery stint, Broadway, it seats only 344, shows ner, Ann Baxter, Anthony Per¬ Stairs” booked by Rochester's
garet Sullavan.
are timed for business people.
has returned to Lisbon.
kins, and Fred Astaire during stop¬ Broadway Theatre League at Aud
Rose and Joe Seidelman en route
All 20 Madrid theatres in opera¬
over here on productions, “On the Feb. 5-7. Season opens week of
back from London and Paris where tion, with straight legit and Span¬
Beach” and “Summer of 17th Dec. 8 with “Li’l Abner.”
they were “greatly surprised at the ish musicals equally divided.
Doll.”
Baritone Calvin Dash to be pre¬
tremendous progress? made by
Rafael Gil to direct “House of
sented by Empire State Federa¬
. By Gene Moskowitx
Harry Novak (Mrs. Seidelman’s Troy” which starts next month and
tion
of Women’s Clubs In Cutler
(28
rue
Huchette,
Odeon
49-44)
brother) who had been hospitalized preparing “The Litri Story” based
Union Nov. 7. Juilliard School grad
Fernand Gravey elected prexy of
for almost a year in the American on life of Spain’s famed matador
is degree candidate at Eastman
International Federation of Actors,
Hospital at Neuilly-sur-Seine. For¬ for next April.
By Fred Tew
* School of Music.
covering films, legit and now
mer Continental sales chief for
Argentine director Tullio Demi“An Evening with Rodgers &
(TU 5-8694)
Columbia Pictures (previously ditto chelli will direct Benito Perojo video.
Hammerstein’1 next Saturday (8)
Variety
Tent
5
evaluating
result
Film
Palace
m
Cannes
now
be¬
with Universal) “feels certain” he production of “Carmen” to star
will be able to go back to work in Sarita Montiel, Jorge Mistral and ing enlarged to hold overflow of Heart of Variety Fund campaign", will have B’way singers Willi am
crowds expected at next Cannes which consisted of running-three- Tabbert, Patricia Marand, Jack
January or February.
new male lead, Milo Quesada.
1 hour shows for 25c at eight subur¬ Russell and Bonnie Murray, with
Film Fest.
Jules Alberti, president of En¬
Willis 'Page as special conductor.
Jacques Tati turning producer ban houses,
dorsements Inc., was presented
Detroit exhibs paid farewell
for
other
pix
besides
his
own.
with the Meritorious Award of
He’ll back Robert Bresson’s luncheon tribute to Jack Haynes,
1958 by the Navy League of the
film buyer for W. S. Butterfield,
“Lancelot Du Lac.”
U. S. before an audience of 1,500
A. P. Scully
Yank producer Alexandre Ince United Detroit Theatres and Clark
guests at its 56th annual dinner
(FA 4-1828)
Theatre Service; who left to join
snared
Felecien
Marceau’s
new
hit,
By Matty Brescia
last Wednesday (Oct. 29) at the
Biz booming early this year.
“La Bonne Soupe,” and also lias Chakeres Circuit in Springfield, O. (61 S. Second St., Jackson 5518Q)
Waldorf-Astoria. As national civil¬
Variety Tent Barkerettes elected
Chuck Foster, orch hooked for
ian coordinator' of special projects . Sally Eilers Morse and Margaret Marceau’s former hit, “The Egg.”
Henri Vemeuil will film Mrs. Lou Marks, president; Mrs. November at Peabody Hotel’s Sky¬
by the Navy in 1957, he helped Chapman making rounds.
screaming over traffic O. Henry’s “The Ransom of Red Bob c Bothwell, .veepee; Mrs. Bill way.
raise more than $3,000,000 to build tixPeasants
upon
learning
parking
meters
Chief’
with Femandel as harassed Clark, recording sec; Mrs. Arthur
Charlotte Champagne'trio to Joe
the Navy-Marine Corps Memorial work here Sundays.
kidnaper and moppet player Pap- Herzog Jr., corresponding sec; Mrs. Jaffee’s Rivermon East Club for
Stadium which is now under con¬
Lou Mitchell, treasurer; Mrs. Carl fwA tvPAlrc
Jerry Lewis didn’t show for Sy ouf as brat victim.
struction at Annapolis.
Devore’s opening but Danny
Oldtime pic director Abel Gance Buermele, sergeant-at-arms.
Bill Grumbles, WHBQ and
Lion football prexy Ed Ander¬ WHBQ-TV skipper, hosting Robert
Thomas shilled in his place,
doing his first legit staging with
Charley Farrell’s Racquet Club Berthe Dominguez’ “The Cathe¬ son, who has advocated full tv cov¬ Eastman rep and his crew, in starlimping along without P.A. Marj dral of Ashes” at Theatre Aujourd’- erage of his team while it was on tion powwow.
PohLwho won’t be back for a while. hui. It deals with Mexican Revolu¬ top past three years, is reported
Red Grange, gridland immortal,
By Hans Hoehn
switching to more conservative at¬ and NBC sportspielef, SRO at
Sir Francis Scully, a weekly at¬ tion.
(76 02 64)
traction, speaking at Chi Chi din-'
Leonard Bernstein’s three con¬ titude now that Lions are at bot¬ sports dinner last week at Peabody
Duke Ellington orch will appear ners, last one involving 890 women. ducting stints with concert Lamou- tom of league and gate receipts are Hotel.
here Nov. 8.
Tv cable monopoly dropping reux Orqh here Nov. 2, 9 and 13 Off.
Tony Barrasso, Memphis accor¬
Bavaria’s “Taiga” is Germany’s hookups from $150 to $35, due to expected to . be SRO. Bernstein ' Ron Dunn, popular WBRB radio dion whiz, jho.w under wing of
contribution to San Francisco fest pressure from the reflector op- will also conduct three of his Own announcer in suburban Mt. Clem¬ Frank Liberto, Ford dealer and
Billy Vaughn’s “Sail Along posish.
ens, received .many offers of free w.k. sportsman here.
compositions.
Silv’ry Moon” nearing million mark
Tys Terwey and Norm Brewer,
Hopalong Bill Boyd back to
Grand. Prix. or . Avant-Garde trips to Philadelphia to .undergo
here.
Palm Desert home with wife, Films was. devised here, via vote by new type hone-graft "operation oq ! WMPS. newshawks, racked up topGerman documentary, “Nurem¬ Grace, who is billed as “Trip- film clubs around France. About his leg, shattered in" an auto acci¬ drawer committee posts at RTNDA
berg Trial," Prisma release, doing along.”
10,000 gave nods almost equally to dent. After need for free transpor¬ sessions in Chicago."' .
brisk biz.
Will Carruthers, Press-Scimitar
Dave Margolis, who owns How¬ Sweden’s “The Seventh Seal” and tation was reported in Detroit Free
United Artists' ‘Tefiant Ones” ard Manor with Jack Dempsey, French comedy of Jacques Tati, Press, 35-year-old Dunn, who for¬ sports scribe, doing yeoman’s stint
picked by Protest..-t Tilm Guild dropped his Interest in station “Mon Oncle.”
merly worked at - York (Pa.) and for; Danny Thomas’ St Jude hos¬
of Germany as Fi'.v.i c" October.
HR AM, Las’Vegas. Still owns one . Swedish pic director, Insrnar Cjncmn:..Ii" ra^io stations, accepted pital ground-breaking scheduled
Seven West GeiTuaii cinemas here.
Bergman, who has won many film one and left for Philadelphia.
for next week! •
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UfaiMEffY
cpllabed with him on many* Broad¬
way, musicals and pop songs.
Holiner wrote the lyrics and his
wife the music on five editions of
“Blackbirds”, and other Shubert
musicals.
A year ago, “Holly”—
as he was known in radio and tvfinished. a musical, “Cinderella,”
which he and his wife had worked
on for years. He filed suit against
CBS and Rodgers & Hammerstein for. alleged appropriation of
his material fori a; spec last year,:
which still is pending.:
In 1940, Holiner swung: over- to
the agency biz and was sent to Hol¬
lywood by Benton & Bowles to.
head up its radio dept. He later
joined the then Lennen & Mitch¬
ell agency as Coast v.p., and two
years ago headed up the Ted Bates 1
agency in Hollywood.

OBITUARIES
HARRY REVEL
Harry Revel, 53, composer of
numerous pop song standards,, died
in his Nesw York home of a cere¬
bral hemorrhage’ Nov.: 3. Britishhorn Revel turned out most of
his top hits in collaboration with
Mack Gordon, when under 20thFok Film contract, including songs
like ‘‘Did You Ever See A Dream
Walking?” “Stay As Sweet As You
Are,” “With. My Eyes Wide Open
I’m Dreaming,” “Paris in the
Spring” and others.
Revel began his professional ca¬
reer-at 17 working overseas in a
band as a pianist. At one time, he
worked in an Hawaiian orchestra
and later toured Europe with a
group known as the New York Jazz

play for Carlo: Ponti-Marcello Girosi’s Paramount release.)
Among Miss Akins’ best known
plays were “The Greeks Had a
Word for It,” which she was writ¬
ing when she first went to Holly¬
wood in 1928; “Declasse;” in which
Ethel Barrymore starred; “The
Magical City,” written in blank
verse and produced by Theatre
Guild; “Footloose” and “Daddy’s
Gone A-Hunting.”
Others were
“The Varying Shore,” “The Texas
Nightingale/* “The Royal Fandan¬
go,” “First Love/* ‘The Love
ALEXANDER B. MOTENK0
Duel,” “The Furies” and Mrs. Jan¬
Alexander B. Motenko, 44, veeuary and Mr. Ex.” She also wrote
the novel, “Forever Young/’ and. pee in charge of recording, pro¬
two volumes of poetry, “Interprets- gramming research and engineer¬
ing of Muzak,, died of a heart at¬
tack Nov. 3 “in Larchmont, N. Y.
Motenko joined Musak in 1950
as manager of the transcription
and record manufacturing division
and file next year was prompted
to veepee_in charge of recording.
He assumed his final post with the
company this year. He was chief:
founder in 1945 of Brason Assoc.,
Chicago, wholesale distributors pf
records, books and toys and served
as its prexy until the time of his
death.
Surviving are his wife, a son;
a daughter, his father, a sister and
1942
a brother.

In Loving Memory

GEORGE M. COHAN
1S79

MRS. SAM CARLTON
Mrs. Sam Carlton, 52, wife of
the comedy writer, died in New
Fork Oct. 24. She was a victim
af pan per and had been, lingering¬
ly in for the -past 14 years.
Mrs. Carlton was Barbara Rob¬
erts, musicoroedy and vaude dan¬
cer, before her marriage.
Carl¬
ton has long been George Jessels
No. 1 comedy writer. They had no

The Cohan Family

and
“The
Hills
Grew
Band, which eonaiated of two other fions”
Englishmen, two Italians, a cou¬ Smaller.”
ple of Frenchmen, three Russians
Bom in Humansville, Mo., where
and a Texan: While still In Eu¬ her father was a political leader.
rope, he wrote *Tm Going Bade: Miss Akins started her writing ca¬
To Old Nebraska/* He’d never reer at the age of 12, when she
been there, before or since.
authored a play for her school.
In 1929 ReVel arrived in the US. Her first published works were in
and after clearing up some dif¬ |<he St Louis Mirror,, a weekly
ficulties with the Immigration Bu¬ journal.
Surviving is a sister.
reau due to his claim to being a '
native-born American, he settled
permanently
in
this
country.
FRANK A. KEENEY
Working with Gordon, he was a
Frank A. Keeney, about 90, a
prolific writer of film music, in-' former owner of vaudeville and
eluding all the Shirley Temple motion picture theatres in the east
starrers in the 1930s. In 1931, the died Oct 29 in Miami after a brief
songwriting team scored “Ziegfield Illness. Some of the top names in
Follies of 1931.” Revel also wrote the vaude firmament played bis
the music for such musical shows theatres. Some houses were used
as “Fast and Furious,” “Marching as break-ins, a policy which per¬

I Like to Remember

GUS EDWARDS
November 7, 1945

LiHran

By,” “Smiling Faces” and “The
Little Racketeer.”
After 1933, Revel spent most of
his time in Hollywood doing film
scores with Gordon. In 1945, he
returned to New York to write the
music for the Br.oadway musical
hit, “Are You With It?,” for which
he received a bonus of a 1% in¬
terest in the production. In 1954,
he wrote “Perfume Set To Music,”
sponsored by Corday Perfumes,
which was performed in a Carnegie
Hall (N.Y.) “pops” concert.
An
ASCAP member since 1934, Revel

mitted him to play expensive acts
for little money. It’s recalled that
Fanny Brice once won an amateur
contest at Keeney’s, at the age of
15, and got the grand prize of five
cents.
Born in New York, Keeney tried
various forms of exhibition before
he became an exhibitor. He was
U.S. billiard champion at the age
of 21. In 1924 he was among the
first horse owners to race hils stable
at Hialeah. For the past 30 years
Keeney divided his.time between
New York -and Florida, where he

&tgtnunb ftomtierg
(November 9, 1951)
HARRY D. SQUIRES

had been living in New York for
the past few years.
His mother, sister, and brother
survive.

maintained stables. He was the
builder of Keeney Park, St. Augus¬
tine, where he hoped to bring flat
racing. Track is now used for har¬
ness matches.
Survived by a daughter and a
grandson.

ZOE AKINS
Zoe Akins, 74, vet writer whose
-dramatization of Edith Wharton’s
MANN HOL1NER
story, “The Old Maid,” brought
Mann Holiner, 65, vet ad agency
her the Pulitzer Prize in 1935, died
of cancer Oct. 29 in Hollywood. exec and songwriter, died in Hol¬
She was a brilliant novelist and] lywood Oct. 29 of gunshot wounds,
poetess as well. At the time of her listed by police as self-inflicted.
death, following. three weeks’ ill¬ ! He had been in ill health and des¬
ness, she was working on the script pondent since the death 18 months
of “Heller With a Gun.” (Dudley ago of his wife, professionally
Nichols now will complete screen- i known as Alberta Nichols, who

L. FRED STEIN
L. Fred Stein, 69, director of the
annual Shrine* Circus in Kansas
City for 15 years and a former ac-

79
production director of WBTV in
1951.
He is survived by his wife,
daughter, sister and three broth-

JACOB PERLMAN
Jacob (Jake) Perlman, 80, one¬
time stage carpenter of the old
Metropolitan theatre, St. ‘ Paul,
died Oct. 23 in Los Angeles, where
he had made his home since 1940.
In the latter, city he. was associated
with., the. Biltmore Theatre for:
many years. .
Survived by a. sister «id three
brothers. .
JOHN WOOLDRIDGE
John de Lacey Wooldridge, 46,
composer and playwright, died Oct.
27 in Watford, Eng., following in¬
juries sustained in an auto.crash.
He wrote the music for some 22
films including “Bomber Com¬
mand.” He also composed much
orchestral music.
Surviving are his actress-wife,
Margaretta Scott, and two children.
JANE SOUSA.
Jane Priscilla Sousa,* a daughter
of the late John PhilipjSonsa, com¬
poser and bandleader, died Oct. 26
in New York. A graduate of Vassar
College, she studied to be a concert
pianist. She also wrote the music
and iyrics of “Me . and My OF
Banjo.”
Her sister survives.

j

Burlington, Vt. She was a retired
dramatic teacher..
John Bielamowiez, 72, theatre
builder, died recently in Bremond,
Tex; He built the Texan Theatre
in 1941 in that city.
Mrs. L. B. Wisch, longtime oper¬
ator of the Grand Theatre, Moha,
N.D., died Oct. 17 in Palo Alto, Cal.
Two daughters survive.
Robert Ahrens, 57, manager of
the Firank circuit theatre at Owatonna, Minn., for 20 years, died
there Oct. 22.
Father, 71, of Del Courtney, San
Francisco bandleader and deejay,
died Oct. 21 in Orinda, Cal.
Carol Eden Stein, 31, former film
bit player, died Oct. 18 in San
Francisco,

v.p. of the Compton Agency, died
Oct. 21 in Hollywood.
Wife, 69, of film producer Cliff
Reid, died Oct. 21 in Woodland
Hills, Cal.
Nathan Schnlman, 64, veteran
projectionist,
died
recently
in
Houston.

Wife of producer Lindsley ParfQHs died Oct. 22 in Corona Del
Mar, Cal.
CHARLES SINCLAIR
Charles .Sinclair, 88, a musicomedy director during the early 1900s,
died Nov, 1 in Staten Island, New
.York. He was director of the
“Prince of Pilsen” and other shows
for Henry W. Savage between
1900-15.
His wife survives.
to Harold McDon¬
ald* Pittsburgh, Oct. 15. He’s with
Mrs. Ida Wood, mother of Aud-; the Pittsburgh Symphony.
rey Wood, play agent with MCA,
Sharon Levine to Lieut, (j.g.)
died Oct. 23 in New York. Mrs.’ Ronald Fineberg, Honolulu, Oct.
Wood was the widow of William 12. He's the son of Sam Fineberg,
H. Wood, formerly manager of the: longtime Pittsburgh
distributor
Broadway Theatre and first man-: now living in Phoenix, Ariz., and
ager of the Palace Theatre, both ex-owner of Republic franchise in
in N. Y.
; Pitt.

,T Pve Chatterton to Gene Micheli,
Philip R. Johnson, production New York, Nov. 1. Bride is in the
stage manager with the national Rank Films nublicity dept
company of “Music Man,” died Oct.
25 in Duarte, CaL He was a native
of Dayton, O. Surviving are his
In Loving Memdry
brother and sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Wes Parker, son.
November I, 1955
Pittsburgh, Oct. 21. Father’s a
Sam Miller, 64, longtime exhib ballroom operator and former
who owned film houses in Glad¬ bandleader.
tor, died Oct 30 in K. C. Born in stone, Mich., and Rhinelander,
(
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Van Nostrand,
Vicksburg, Miss^ he came to K. C. Wis., died of a heart ailment Oct
son. Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Father
in 1925 while a member of the ; 29 in San Jacinto, CaL His wife
| is a KNXT account exec.
Dubinsky Bros,
traveling
tent survives.
Mr. add Mrs. Irving Sachs,
show. His wife, Blanche, was also j
daughter, New York, Oct. 22. Fa¬
a member of the troupe.
]
R. V. Hindmarsh, 61, managing ttier is a film editor with MPO
Couple later played in stock at
director of the Royal Hotel, Whit¬ Television Films.
the Orpheum Theatre, K. C-, and
by, Eng., and of a chain of danat one time Stein was active in ceries, died recently in Middles¬
Mr. and Mrs. Max Kimbrel,
radio. He was stricken while tak¬
daughter. Lakes Wales, Fla., Oct.
brough, Eng.
ing part in the annual fall conclave
27.
Father is manager of radio
station W-GTO, Cypress Gardens.
of Ararat Shrine.
.
Theodore H. Hauptle, 58, stage Fla.
Surviving besides his wife, is a
manager for the Philadelphia Orstepson.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Foster, son.
rchestra, died Oct. 26 in Philadel¬
Chicago, Oct. 7. Mother, Georgiphia. Surviving are his wife, two
CHARLES EGELSTON
anne,
is a former show.biz publi¬
Charles Egelston, 72, radio char¬ sons and a daughter.
cist in that city.
acter actor who was featured as
■
Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Gregoris,
Shuffle Shober on the CBS day¬
Son, Michael, 19, of actress Mau¬
time serial, “Ma Perkins,” died reen O’Sullivan and producer- daughter, Chicago, Oct. 27. Fath¬
er
is
producer
at WGN-TV there.
Oct. 30 in New York. A showbiz director John Farrow was killed
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Scheid, daugh¬
veteran for 50 years he appeared Oct 28 in mid-air plane collision
ter, Burbank. Cal., Oct. 28. Mother
on the “Ma Perkins” show for 26 over Pacoima, Cal.
is Joan Scheid, former film publi¬
years. He was credited with having
cist; father is head of Warner Bros,
been the first person to portray
Father of Jack Schachtel, Allied re-recording dept.
Scrooge of Dicken’s “Christmas
Carol” on the air. The production = Artists advertising business man¬
Mr. and Mrs. C. Huntley Rylandwas broadcast by radio station ager, died Oct. 31 in New York. er, son. Portchester, N.Y., recently
WLW in Cincinnati about 30 years Also survived by a daughter.
Father is chief of CBS-TV special
ago.
effects.
His wife, actress Aileen Poe
Mother, 69, of William R. McMr. and Mrs. George Mair,
Egelston survives.
Andrew, an NBC v.p., died Oct. 29 daughter, Encino, Cal., Oct. 28.
in Washington. Also surviving are Mother is the daughter of Carl
JESSIE WELBURN
her husband, brother, half-brother Haverlin, Broadcast Music Inc.
Mrs. Jessie Fremont Welburn and a daughter.
prexy.
Pierson, 84, a Broadway legit
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Rush,
actress at the turn of the century,
known professionally as Jess;e
Mrs. Rosie Day, 82, balladeer, daughter. New York, Oct. 14. Fa¬
Welburn, died Oct. 27 in Newark, died Oct. 19 in Canton, O. She ap¬ ther is prez of Flamingo Telefilms.
N.J., after a brief illness. She) peared in all 28 of the American
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Lane, son,
began her acting career about 1890 Folk Song Festivals near Ashland, Hollywood, Oct. 30. Father is mu¬
and continued through World War Ky.
sical director-conductor at Ben
II. She appeared in more than 150
Blue’s nitery.
productions on Broadway and with
Wallace A. Calvert, 48, co-owner
Mr. and Mrs. N. Taylor Yaden,*
road companies.
of Twin Tree Inn and the Tree son, Philadelphia, Oct. 17. Father
Her son, brother and sister sur¬ Club, Dallas, died Oct. 20 in that
is director of sales promotion at
vive.
city of a heart attack. Survived by WCAU-TV.
his father.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Hillstorm,
LUISA FIELD
daughter, San Antonio, recently.
Luisa Field, 51, assistant director
Wife, 58, of Jack Steckj director Father is technical supervisor at
of publisher relations at Broadcast
Music Inc., died Oct. 31 in Pasa¬ of radio operations, WFIL, died WOAI-TV in that city.
Oct. 24 in Philadelphia. In addi¬
dena, after a short illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Curran,
Trained as a concert pianist, Miss tion to her husband, two daughters daughter, Wimbledon,
England,
Field was a consultant to Walt Dis¬ survive.
Oct. 29. Father is an actor.
ney Productions in the filming of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Palma,
“Fantasia.” Prior to joining BMI,
Arthur M. Bennett, vet musician daughter, Jamaica, L.I„ Oct. 13.
she was copyright researcher for and member of the Nashua (Vt) Father is a film editor with TransCapitol Records.
Symphony Orchestra, died Oct. 23 film Inc., producers of telefilm
Her mother and two sisters sur¬ in that city.
commercials.
vive.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Eisenberg, son.
. Arthur Frank Doyle,. 69, man¬ New York, Oct. 14. Father is an
GLENN W. JOHNSON
ager of Universal Studios’ credit
Glenn W. Johnson, 35, production union for past 25 years, died Oct. executive with Q-TV Inc., in N.Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McPhillips,
director of WBTV, Charlotte, N.C.,
28 in Hollywood.
son. New York, Oct 31. Mother
died Oct. 26 in. that city. He was
was formerly with Caesar’s Hour;
rsscciated with the production
Grandmother, 83, of Orson Bean, father is an NBC-TV associate
Gepartment of WFMY-TV, Greens¬
boro, NkC. in 1950-’51 and became stage and tv actor, died Oct. 26 in director.
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$45,000,000 SHUBERT OFFER
Civil War’s Centennial (1961) Looks
Like Home, Not Screen, Hurrah
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Television is going to hit the
Civil War Centennial—1961—hard.
But feature pictures, according
to present plans, at least, is ignor¬
ing the whole thing.
It’s a very short-sighted atti¬
tude,’’ says James'Warner Bellah,
screenwriter and Civil War buff,
“especially considering that the
two highest grossing pictures of all
time—‘The Birth of a Nation’ and
‘Gone With The Wind’—were both
directly concerned with the Civil
War.”
A check of the studios supports
Bellah’s contention that features
are giving the nation-wide Centen¬
nial the go-by.
Although the
per.iod of the War Between the
States, as it’s termed below the
Mason-Dixon Line, has always
been a popular one with pix, there
are planned at this time only the
normal quota of stories dealing
with the war and the period fol¬
lowing it.
On the other hand, tv is already
well along with plans for capitaliz¬
ing on the Centennial.
NBC has contracted with Dore
Schary to write and produce a
series of live spectaculars in color
(Continued on page 56)

Lash Soviet Pop Singer
As a Fifth Columnist For
Torchy Western Music!
Frankfurt, Nov. 11.
The Soviets, who have formerly
confined their attacks on popular,
rock ’n’ roll or jazz music to ban¬
ning such, records and western per¬
formers from their land, have
switched to an attack on their own
performers.
A series of articles in Pravda
and other official papers is now
presenting violent objections to
“fifth columnists” who are infil¬
trating the “trite” and “convul¬
sive” music of the West by playing
and singing its songs.
Latest to be censured strongly
Is- Mark Bernes, well known Rus¬
sian film actor and singer. Pravda
insisted that he sings with "tears
in his voice,” “suggestive whispers”
and “mournful monotone” that is
unlike the . happy, upbeat style of
music which is Communistically
acceptable. Then followed an at¬
tack on him in the official organ
of the Young Communist League,
Komsomolskaya Pravda,
which
charged that he was arrogant when
driving One of the six Soviet autos
he owns.
Soviets have continued their at¬
tacks on other western music in■ fluences that are coming in via
records,'radio and films, also ob¬
jecting to sentimental hillbillytype tunes. But worst of all, con¬
cludes the article, is when their
own top singers follow these un¬
fortunate Western influences.

J Sex-Only Film Formula Wont Work,
|]|y Says Bardots Levy, Who Oughta Know
f

By ABEL GREEN
Sinatra’s Bardot Terms:
William Zeckendorf Sr., presi¬
dent of Webb & Knapp Realty 40% as Prod., 6% as Actor
Sir Laurence Olivier is on board Corp,, figures that the 18 Shubert
The deal foi* Frank Sinatra to coof the company awarded the con¬ theatres in mid-Manhattan are star with Brigitte Bardot in “Paris
tract to operate Northern 'Ireland’s worth $45,000,000 and has made by Night” fell through primarily
first commercial television station. an offer of that amount. Under¬ because Sinatra refused to make
Earl of Antrim will be chairman stood that the surviving frere of the picture in Europe, Raoul Levy,
and other directors include film the theatrical dynasty, J. J. Shu¬ who had planned to produce the
producers Betty Box and William bert, would be “interested” in film, said last week in N.Y,
McQuitty.
$80,000,000.
Sinatra’s terms: $250,000 and
While the parties are far apart 40% of the profits as coproducer,
Station is due on air at end of
next year.
I on price, Zeckendorf figures that and 6% of the profits as an actor.
some of the theatre properties Levy considered these terms stiff,
would be continued as is, or face¬ but would have gone along with
lifted, in the pattern of City "In¬ them. Then, however, Sinatra al¬
vestment’s playhouses in the Times. legedly refused to film in Paris,
Square sector, and others razed which Levy considered & “must.”
for redevelopment as office sites,
Levy said “the case isn’t fihetc.
The Shuberts have 19 the¬ ished” yet. He claims to have $100,atres in the heart of the theatrical 000 invested in the picture already
district, all choice properties on via screenplay, etc. Harry Kurnitz
realty value alone, but only 18 the¬ had written the script with Sinatra
atres supposedly figure in the deaL directly in mind.
It may be because of a partnership
interest in the 19th playhouse, pos¬
sibly the Music Box, of which Irv¬
Paramount hit another new high ing Berlin is half-owner.
($47.75 per share) on the New York
Among Webb & Knapp’s ideas,
Stock Exchange last week in ac¬ it’s figured, is that $22,000,000 could
tivity that’s believed to have sig¬ come out of operating profits, fig- j
nificance beyond this one film com¬ uring $1,250,000 per annum per 1
pany. It’s reported in some parts theatre, and the rest in cash. Shu-1
of Manhattan’s financial area that bert’s reported figure is almost
numerous show business issues are double the offering price. There is
being reviewed by brokerage also, of course, the factor that the
houses and are being recommended Lee Shubert estate is still in proc¬
to clients on various counts.
ess of settlement, said to be an¬
New York niteries last week
One, of course, is that Par has a other reason for not facelifting the
resembled New Years Eve almost
consistent record of earnings from theatre properties now.
every night.
Conventions and
operations and this impresses the
trade shows brought in a healthy
investors. Add to this capital gains
influx of spenders. Not all hotels
benefits from the sale of its library
were SRO during this period, but
for television and possibly from
business was excellent. ‘
other sources.
Contributing to the temporary
It’s become a matter of fact that
population ihcrease were the con¬
many show business enterprises
vention of the International Travel
are being analyzed, but not only
Congress of 'American- Society of
in terms of current earnings, hut
Travel Agents, the horse show
importantly for those non-recurring
at
Madison Square Garden, and
profits. Decca Records, which con¬
the Hotel Show at the Coliseum.
trols Universal, Is an outstanding
ASTA
and the hoteliers, particu¬
(Continued on page 62)
larly, brought in a lot of corollary
Paperback hooks are proving the business. In addition there was a
"purity” of motion picture adver¬
(Continued on page 16)
1st New Anthem Disk
tising. Ad-pub heads of several
In 25 Years on WB Label film companies are pointing to the
In keeping with the current kind of published merchandise Minnesota’s Football
disk company swing to standard offered the public that make the
1957 Profit: $835,840
material, the new Warner Bros, pic displays look tame and, in
Minneapolis, Nov. 11.
label has come up with a new their opinion, the soft-cover novels
Best paying entertainment here
slicing of the national anthem. are a convenient example.
According to WB, this is the first
The matter is of particular con¬ by far is an amateur (?) sport, U.
new etching of “The Star Span¬ sequence at present because of of Minnesota football.
Despite the fact that the grid¬
gled Bkhher” to be marketed in pressures from outside the indus¬
more than 25-years. Disk was cut try to tone down film ad copy and iron team had a losing season, its
by “The. Warner Bros. Military art work. It's the subject of con¬ half share of the .nine.games’, gates
Band” ynder the direction of Hen¬ tinuing meetings at the Motion last fall was $835,840, or approxi¬
ry Manqini.
Picture Assn, of America; the ac¬ mately $95,000* per -’contest, ac¬
In addition to the retail push, cusers include newspaper critics cording to figures just made
the disk.is. jieing sent to radio and and publishers, official censors and public.
Football supports the
tv stations .and the Armed Forces non-official blue-pencil groups.
school’s entire athletic program.
Network to be used as opening or
The aforementioned “purity”
The team this season has lost
closing themes. . Heretofore, only derives from comparison of course. all of its first seven games, "but
version . of “The Star Spangled It boils down to this: How can attendance at each of the four
Banner” available to broadcasters picture ads be attacked on grounds home contests (two more to go)
was on electrical transcription.
of over-sexiness when the paper¬ has exceeded 55,000 at $4 a throw.
The Francis Scott Key Anthem backs which are prominently dis¬
In fact, last Saturday's game
is backed by John Philip Sousa's played in drug stores and by other with Iowa drew a capacity crowd
“Stars and Stripes Forever.”
(Continued on page 16)
of 62,000.

Olivier in Syndicate
For Irish Aircaster

Par Hits $47.75;
Brokers Favoring
Show Biz Shares?

N.Y. Cafes, Hotels
Swinging at B.O.
Via Trade Influx

Film Men Say Ads
Pure m Contrast
To Paper-Books

Admitting that he’s partly the
one to blame, Raoul Levy said in
N.Y. last week that French films
had “their worst year for quality”
in 1958. Producer of “God Created
Woman” said his Paris colleagues
were failing with their determined
effort to turn out “premeditated
masterpieces.”
“These pictures all have the
same aim—they should be sexy
and they should make as much
money as ‘God Created Woman’
($4,000,000 in the U.S. alone),”
Levy commented.
“The only
trouble is, this kind of formula
rarely works twice.”
Producer, who's just signed to
do three more French pix for
Columbia Pictures release, opined
that distributors and exhibitors
had only themselves to blame if
the public no longer appears as
enchanted with Brigitte Bardot as
it was when “God Created Wom¬
an” first came out. .“Brigitte has
been a very smart girl,” he said.
“She hasn’t made too many pic¬
tures. But, of course, she had
made a lot of films before she be¬
came famous,vand many of their
earlier ones were released in the
States when ‘Woman’ caught on.
“We are definitely going to hold
back ‘En Cas de Malheur’ (In
Case of Accident), and as far as
I know. United Artists won’t re¬
lease ‘Woman and the Puppet’ un¬
til mid-1959. That’ll give the pub¬
lic a little breathing spell. And
we aren’t going to be in a rush to
(Continued on page 16)

Cuban Boy Actor Not
Ou Ambassador’s Guest
List for Tracy Film
Washington, Nov. 11.
The turbulence of Cuban politics
has blocked Felipe Pazos, 13, who
plays the second lead in “Old Man
and the Sea," from attending the
Washington premiere of the Spen¬
cer Tracy film Wednesday (12).
Cuban Ambassador Don Arroyo
is host for the first local showing
at the Uptown Theatre, inviting
numerous guests among the Gov¬
ernment, diplomatic corps., hi-si
and the press.
Young Pazos Is also Cuban. But
not the same type as Ambassador
Arroyo.
Arroyo represents the Batista re- gime. Felipe’s father played a big
role with the revolutionaries led by
Fidel Castro before heading for
Washington a few months ago.
The youth, playing his first act¬
ing role (for which he earned $30,000), is uncertain whether to con¬
tinue as a> performer.
He has already seen the film at
its Oct. 7 New York preem. But
Ambassador Arroyo did not invite
him to opening night here.
“It is all right,” said Felipe. “I
wouldn’t have gone if he had.”
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Callas Power-Divas Dallas Opera
OnDay Bing Yanks Her Met Dates
By TRUDY GOTH

Bob Hope
airs

Some Pulsating Lines
(On Ratings, That Is)

Dallas, Nov, 11.
Maria Callas wowed DallasT so¬
cial and musical sets jointly as¬
sembled to the capacity of 3.800
last Thursday (6) at the State Fair
Tokyo, Oct. 28.
Music Hall. Texan oil and beef
Topper George Breakston of
showed conspicuously in the furs,
gowns, gems. The big men of the Shaw-Breakston Productions signed
uni6nTs second-biggest state were a five-year contract with a girl who
in tails. The work was Cherubi¬ eould become the Oriental threat to
ni’s “Medea” (1797),
Brigitte Bardot. Threat is Eurasian
That the Greek-American so¬
prano thrives on crisis might be; Lotus (Lee), a 22-year-old non-pro
inferred from the performance she discovered in Hong Kong. Break¬
gave in a title role which is a dra¬ ston couldn’t recite her vital sta¬
matic diva’s dream come true. For tistics. Lotus will be featured in
she had the day before had $39,- the S-R feature tentatively titled,
000 worthy of Metropolitan Opera “The Split,” a film about a twodates shot* out from under her. headed man skedded to roll here
The front page war of the tele¬ Nov. 15. Lotus is also appearing in
grams, the fatal failure of Callas, a tv series being made under the
rehearsing here, to meet the dead¬ same banner.
line for replying to Rudolf Bing
Outfit also plans two other fea¬
at the Met had ho visible effect ture plx within the next year, all
upon her performance. Or perhaps to be tied in with a major U.S. dis¬
it gave her an added will to draw tributor soon to he announced. S-B
a bead on the whites of their chin¬ utilizing what is becoming a stock
chilla here in Dallas.
company in these projects with
No doubt was left at the con¬ Peter Dyneley, Alan Tarlten, Teddy
clusion of “Medea,” highlight of
Nakamura and Jane Hilton in
Dallas’ second year in the opera addition to Miss Lotus. The two
bigtime. Callas had topped Callas. features after ’The Split” will be
The ovation was worthy of the a light comedy called “The Amaz¬
descendants of cowboys and lasted ing Miss Jones” and a farce, “Devil
six minutes by the watch, which is May Care.”
a lot of ovation. (No Italian colony
claquers in this burg).
Dallas heard Callas in much the
same pent-up tension that marked
her debut two autumns back at
The first of the second season
the Met. Since then her strife with of the revived Mayfair Dances last
the Lyric of Chicago, San Fran¬ Saturday (8) at the Hotel Plaza,
cisco, Rome and Milano have been New York, drew some 275 and re¬
better publicized than her suc¬ captured the spirit of the yester¬
cesses in Portugal, Greece, Britain year show biz supper dances when
and elsewhere. Enough to say that the Mayfair was first inaugurated
her fans’ constant point that the at the old Ritz-Carlton, New York.
diva has “brought back” the old
Charles Columbus (ex-& Snow),
style prima donna was evident lo¬ professional * ballroomologist, is
cally.
j the sparkplug of the show biz
She was in top form vocally.! socialite event, with some five or
Plainly she had rehearsed and ‘ six similar events scheduled for
prepared to the exclusion of all j the fall-winter season.
Meyer
else — including Rudolf Bing’s.' Davis’ dansapation is* back, as
(Continued on page 17)
i heretofore.

Oriental Threat To
Bardot's Film Laurels

Rented Mayfairs
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OX Homo Plays
Op London Stage
London, Nov. 11.
The Lord Chamberlain has lifted
the century-old British stage ban
on plays dealing with homosexu¬
ality. The change of policy was
revealed in a letter to Charles Killick, chairman of the Theatres’ Na¬
tional Committee. Wrote the Lord
Chamberlain, “The subject of ho¬
mosexuality is now so widely de¬
bated, written about and talked of
that its complete exclusion from
the stage can no longer he regard¬
ed as justifiable.”
The official censor stressed, how¬
ever, that his decision referred
only to serious and sincere plays on
the subject or references which are
necessary to plot and dialogue and
are neither salacious nor offensive.
Previously, plays dealing with this
theme have been able to be staged
only in theatre clubs, over which
the Lord Chamberlain has no con¬
trol, but were tabu for “public”'
performance.
Many responsible people in the
theatre have spent years urging a
relaxation of the Lord Chamber¬
lain’s authority over the theatre on
the grounds that many of the rul¬
ings are archaic.

Entertainment Talent In Congress
Washington, Nov. 11.
Musicians, dancers, vocalists, fiddlers, pianists and, above all,
amateur comedians have been represented before but when the
86th Congress comes to town in January their ranks will be
strengthened by fresh talent.
Howard W. Cannon, the new Democratic Senator from Nevada,
is a bona fide professional. A life member of the musicians un¬
ion, Las Vegas Local 771, he once had his own dance orchestra.
Robert C. Byrd, freshman Democratic Senator from West Vir¬
ginia, coupled his country fiddling for the hill folk with dittie^like
this:
.
“Went to kiss my girl last night and thought I was a’sneakin’
“Missed her mouth and kissed her nose but the doggone thing
was leakin'.”

Sen. Estes Kefauver,' Tennessee Democrat, has taken up magic
in recent years.
Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the important House Com¬
merce Committee has long sung tenor in a Congressional quartet
which has been reduced to a duet by electoral attrition.
Rep. James A. Haley (D-Fla.) is an ex-president, director and
general manager of Ringling Bros.—Barnum & Bailey Circus.
Rep. William C. Cramer (R.-Fla.) performed in circuses.
Rep. Frances Bolton (R.-Ohio) once studied to be a concert sing¬
er.
Sen. Albert Gore (D.-Tenn.) is a country-style fiddler, important
qualification for office in his state.

Sold lifetime Lessons to Mr.-Old
Indict Three Albany Men on Larceny—Dance Fee*
Of $11,80G Half of Savings

Late VJ\ Dawes Didn’t
Know Song Would Click

Washington, Oct. 28.
The late Vice President Charles
G. Dawes was chagrined when he
learned “It’s All in the Game”
had been published, fearing ‘ he
would become the target for puns.
The incident is related in Dawes’
biography, “Portrait of an Amer¬
ican,” written by veteran Washing¬
ton correspondent Bascom N. Tim¬
mons.
“My business is that of a
banker,” Dawes is quoted in the
book, “and few bankers have won
renown as composers of music.
I know that I will be the target of
punster friends. They will say
that if all the notes in my hank
are as bad as my musical ones,
they are not worth the paper they
are written on.”
Dawes wrote “It’s All in the
Game” in 1911, long before his
election to the Vice Presidency.
He titled it “Melody in A Major,”
after composing it at one sitting
In these days of diminishing
(Continued on page 16)
comedy returns, two-fifths of The
Revuers, a legendary act- of the
late 1930s, is better than no Re¬
vuers at all.
London, Nov. 11.
Betty Comden & Adolph Green,
The Rank Organization is prepwho made up the team with John
Frank, Alvin Hammer and Judith ping a color film of last week’s
Tuvim, now Judy Holliday, came crowning of the Pope, which will be
back to the boards last Monday distributed throughout the "World
(10) after 14 years of toying with with commentaries in English,
scripts and music for legit and pix French, German, Spanish and pos¬
and gave a smash display pf the sibly Italian.
G. Grafton Green, head of the
wit and sparkle that The Revuers
once brought to nitery entertain¬ organization’s newsreel and special
ing, especially to Max Gordon’s features division, was in Rome last
Village Vanguard in New York’s week preparing the pic. ' The Rank
Greenwich Village.
group is to make 200 prints imme¬
Site for the duo’s “comeback” diately available.
was the intime Cherry Lane Thea¬
tre, a-few blocks south of their
original Vanguard home, in a
theatrical “diversion” devised by
JJG Productions (Joseph Ademic,
John O’Donnell and Gus Sehirmer
Jr.). They’re, slated for just one
Trade Mark Registered
more showcasing next Monday (17),
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but hookers, agents, nitery ops, et
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al. shouldn’t let ’em go: back into
Hollywood 20
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hiding behind the typewriter. They
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belong on stage.
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Chicago 11
The program, neatly divided into
612 No. Michigan Ave., DElawara 7-4064
three parts and excellently staged
London WC2
8 St. Martin's PL, Trafalgar Sq., COVent Garden 6135
by Sehirmer, serves as a socko
“audition” for the Comden & Green
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shenanigans. Material, all theirs, is
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(Continued on page €3)
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Break in 'New Act’ For
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Albany, Nov. 11.
Three men affiliated with the
Arthur Murray School of Dancing
in Albany pleaded not guilty when
arraigned in County Court Thurs¬
day (6) on a sealed indictment
charging each with first degree
grand larceny and two counts 'of
conspiracy—in the alleged obtain¬
ing of $11,800 from a 79-year-old
local woman whom they were giv¬
ing lessons.
The trio consisted of Clyde E.
Russell, 35, of suburban Loudonville, identified as the owner of the
franchised .. school; Anthony T.
Polito, 21, of this city; Edward
Crofton, 28, of nearby Colonie.
Complainant against them is Mrs.
Jessie C. Lee who told police thfr
dancing fees represented half ol
her life savings.
County Judge Martin Sehenck
released the three men in $3,500
bail to await trail.
The indictment followed an. in¬
vestigation by the Albany County
District Attorney’s office, after
Mrs. Lee complained to police on
Nov. 4 that she had paid almost
$12,000 for. dancing lessons started
on September 20. According to
witnesses, Mrs. Lee received a let¬
ter from the dancing school, de¬
scribing the various courses of¬
fered. She contacted the school and
signed to take one of the courses,
Mrs. Lee claimed that each time
she returned for a lesson, she was
told that for additional fees, she
could take more courses and par¬
ticipate in other functions at the
School.
*
Assistant District Attorney John
T. Garry 2d said, during an inter¬
view prior to the grand jury pre¬
sentation, that Mrs. Lee informed .
him at first she paid only small
sums. However, later they ranged
(Continued on page 14)

Copyright Attorney

Harriet F. Pilpel
explores

So What’} New?—
Legally
in the constantly churning skew biz
which seemingly always gen*
orates new problems on
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Tony Curtis, Kirk Douglas Tell Rackmil
‘Variety'Ban Doesn’t Go With Them
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Kirk Douglas, scheduled to make a costly independent picture
soon for Universal release, has taken issue with that company’s
prexy Milton R. Rackmil over his barring of Variety, Daily and
Weekly, from U news and advertising.
Douglas thus takes a position, though 'independently, alongside
that of Tony Curtis, who earlier served notice he will not start
“Operation Petticoat” at U next month as scheduled if Variety
newsmen are barred from normal news contacts with his set.
Douglas, who plans extensive ad-publicity campaign on Bryna’s
$5,000,000 production “Spartacus” for U. release, not only ex¬
pressed concern to top U executives about the barring of report¬
ers for capricious personal reasons but went on record with them.
'He wants full coverage of “Spartacus” in both news and ad col¬
umns in both Variety and its Daily subsidiary. Douglas has not yet
met with Rackmil on the matter, but said he told other U executives
“it’s tough enough, as is to get things in print without eliminating
one of the most important outlets.
In voluntary statement last week, Curtis, now shooting in “Some
Like It Hot” at Goldwyn studio, said he was “shocked” by Rack-:
mil’s “ban” of. Variety and that he personally "will not tolerate
the barring of any member of the press while I am working there.”
Rackmil “barred” both Variety publications because they pub¬
lished, three weeks ago, that MCA was dickering with Rackmil
to buy Universal studios acreage. A top MCA executive confirmed
that conversations were being held; Rackmil, however, refused
comment, then barred Variety after publication of story.

Ed Muhl Credit on All Titles
Universal, last of the majors to-fwelcome independent producers,
U Skips Pfd. Divvy
plans to maintain tighter reins on
its partners than do other film
For the third successive
companies. Some of the majors,
time,'Universal’s board of di¬
particularly United Artists, give
rectors decided to omit a divi¬
many of their associated film¬
dend payment on the com¬
makers something like carte
pany’s 1.061-4 cumulative pre¬
ferred stock.
blanche. They approve the script,
Unlike common stock divi¬
and cast, put up the coin and wait
dends, however, melon on the
for the delivery of the pictures. In
preferred shares must be paid
many cases, the indie producer can
to the holders as soon as sufmake the picture wherever he
ficent coin is obtained. In the
chooses.
case of common stock divvies,
Universal, on the other hand, is
which U has also bypassed,
demanding a full partnership basis
payment depends only on
and will require the indies to em¬
profits.
ploy U contracts layers and U studio
facilities. The indies,, in a sense,
will be merely partners and not
completely “independent.” Univer¬
sal will have studio chief Edward
Muhl share in production author¬
ity. While the credits for each
picture will list the independents
as the producers, they will also
note that Muhl is the executive
producer for Universal.
Although Jphnny-come-lately in
the independent field, U was actu¬
ally one of the first to launch a
Forced to put up two of its pic¬
participation system with perform¬
ers. It started with Harold Hecht tures for bidding in N.Y., United
and Burt Lancaster with “Kiss the Artists promptly lost them for the
Elood Off My Hands” and reached Plaza Theatre, in w'hich it has an
its height with a multi-picture deal interest.
Films Involved are £he Alec
with James Stewart. These deals
• were made at the time when Wil¬ Guinness starrer, “The Horse’s
liam Goetz was production chief Mouth,” and the Hecht-Hill-Lanand were Conceived by Goetz and caster production of “Separate
Tables.” Former was awarded on
MCA topper Lew Washerman.
a high bid to the Paris Theatre,
Goetz Exit
When Goetz exited the studio which opened it yesterday (Tues.)
because he could not obtain a par¬ and the latter went to the Transticipation arrangement for himself, Lux Normandie, which preems is
several of the percentage arrange¬ Dec. 18.
Prior to HA sending out invites
ments with stars remained but few
new ones were made. Thus, at a for bids, it had been generally
time when the other majors were assumed that “Horse’s Mouth”
busily involved in lining up per¬ would lodge at the Plaza, which
formers on participation deals, became a UA outlet after UA ab¬
sorbed Lopert Films. Fly in the
(Continued on page 14)
ointment, however, was the suit
which Jean Goldwurm of Times
Theatre Historian
Film filed earlier this year, naming
The Plaza, Lopert Films and
Sam Stark
United Artists as parties to a con¬
spiracy to keep product from
hat written on
Goldwurm’s Little Carnegie. Film
Sports and Sportsmen involved wgs “Witness for the
Prosecution” which—incidentally—
In the Theatre
has grossed some $3,250,000 domes¬
tically by now and should wind up
stars from Cohan to Jolson qnd
with about $3,700,000. ^
Cantor in scripts glorifying
With the Goldwurm action still
racing, boxing and other
pending, UA apparently thought it
sports
wise
to invite bids.
* * *

UA’s Own Plaza
Loses Pair To
Rival Houses
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Lynn-Romero Productions Inc.
has been authorized to conduct a
motion pictures business in New
York, with capital stock of 200
shares, no par value. Cdrro &
.Bpanbock were filing attorneys at
1 Albany.

Exhibition’s “good faith” in seek¬
ing a unified solution to some of
the problems plaguing • the film
business will be put to the test Fri¬
day (14) when theatremen from all
over the country—responding to
the call of 20th-Fox prez Spyros P.
Skouras—meet at the 20th homeoffice in N. Y.
Invites to the conclave, out¬
growth of a resolution originally
passed at the Allied States conven¬
tion in Chicago, originally went out
to 143 exhibitors. Since then, 20th
has been swamped with complaints
from theatremen who were left
out, and chances are the meeting
will bring together 175 to 200 exhib
reps.
Procedure will be simple. Skou¬
ras will call the powwow to order
and chairman it until the group
elects its own chairman. He’ll then
leave the exhibs to themselves,
having accomplished his mission
as .a mediator.
According to thqse close to
Skouras, the 20th topper feels
strongly that, unless exhibition can
arrive at a unified approach to
some of the issues facting it, noth¬
ing whatever can be accomplished,
either (a) via an exhib meeting
with the heads of production-dis¬
tribution, or (b) via an appeal to
the Government to back a relaxa¬
tion of the decree.
While Skouras is openly plug¬
ging for a single, strong exhibitor
organization, observers say he actu(Continued on page 14)

Is It Becoming
1 Was a Teenage
Bore?’: N, Herman
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Teenage cycle is drying up, ac¬
cording. to Norman Herman, exec
producer of fracirema Productions,
whose 1956 “Hot Rod Girl” was
one of earliest entries in this
class. Consequently, unit is look¬
ing to other fields in planning its
three-pix sked for 1959.
Upcoming slate will include
“Hell Street,” narcotics traffic yarn
set in N.Y.’s Puerto Rican section;
“Sports Car Wife,” a comedj” and
untitled Civil War film. All will
be made sans release, for later sale
to major distribs.
Company,
independently
fi¬
nanced by California Nisei (Amer¬
ican-born Japanese) businessmen,
followed tliis policy previously with
two pix, and turned an immediate
profit of $130,000.
“Dateline
Tokyo” was sold to Paramount for
$180,000 and “Sierra Stranger” to
Columbia Pictures for $150,000.
Pix were lensed for $100,000 each.
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Carl Foreman to Percenters:
‘Don’t Call Me, III Call You;
Producers Unique ‘Casting’ Letter
Dostoevski Revised
Noting the existence of vari¬
ous • previous versions, and
the upcoming American film,
“C r im e and Punishment,
U.S.A.,’’ Kingsley-International
has changed the title of its
French import from “Crime
and Punishment” to “The Most
Dangerous Sin.”
Picture recently had its U.S.
preem at the Paris Theatre,
N.Y.

Raoul Levy Sets
3 (or Columbia;
Pair of Bardots
Raoul Levy in N.Y. last week!
signed a deal with Columbia to
produce three pictures for the com¬
pany In France. Two of them will
star Brigitte Bardot. An invest¬
ment of about $2,500,000 on Col’s
part is involved, according to Levy.
First to roll is “Babette Goes to
War,” in which Gerard Philipe will
costar with Miss Bardot. It’ll be
in color. All of the films will be
done in French, with later Englishdubbing possible.
Second film is “Les Regattes de
San Francisco,” which Claude
Autant-Lara
will
direct.
It
launches March 15, is budgeted^
$500,000 and will star unkndfc&i
young players. It’s a yarn about
children making the transition to
adolescence. Third project will
be directed by George Cluzot and
will star Miss Bardot.
Levy also expects to be^associated
with Louis Malle in “Single
Handed,” a yarn about a man cross¬
ing the Atlantic alone, only to find
he’s Hot a woman stowaway. Film
probably will get a Col release.
'THE VISIT' AS FILM
Nunn ally Johnson Would Script,
Direct, Produce Swiss Play
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Nunnally Johnson, whose pact
with 20th-Fox allows him outside
pix. is dickering for- Swiss play
“The Visit,” now in its 21st week
on Broadway with Alfred LuntLynn Fontanne.
Johnson projects triple chore of
scripting-producing-directing, but
not necessarily for 20th.
Sam Levin, of the Esquire Thea¬
tre in St. Louis, has joined Theatre
Owners of America.

Stan Meyer: ‘In TV—Where I Belong’
Stanley Meyer, board chairman of Bob Stabler’s Filmaster Pro¬
ductions, returned to his Hollywood base over the weekend after
huddles with the presidents of the three major networks and
their key programming veeps on some new program ideas he has.
Filmaster. is partnered with CBS in several properties, including
“Gunsmoke,” but says he found all the executives as much con¬
cerned as he with introducing new formats, particularly if of a
nature that will “elevate” the conventional sequence of video
shows.
Meyer, son-in-law of Universal International Pictures’ board
chairman Nate J. “Blumberg, footnotes that “I’m back in televi¬
sion where I belong” and now takes a matiirer view' of his abor¬
tive alliance with Joseph Tomlinson’s internecine battle within
Loew’s Inc. in an effort to unseat prexy Joe Vogel.
Meyer reports that Blumberg’s recurrent heart attack —“prob¬
ably the result of the company’s current situation”—has again
been successfully weathered.
The 44-year-old former partner with Jack Webb in Mark VII
Productions (“Dragnet” etc.), who sold out for a $1,000,000 capital
gain personally in a deal with MCA, more than incidentally has a
maturer viewpoint on what had transpired when he was allied
with the Tomlinson faction in the Loew’s battle. While Meyer
still has his 5,000 block of Loew stock he disclaims any further
interest in the current maneuvers of the Louis Green-Jerry New¬
man faction; “in fact if I fell over them I wouldn't know what
they looked like.” This is In further refutation of a previous report
in this paper that he was east for tj^at purposes.
He reiterates, “I’m back in television where; I belohg'.” "

Ever since it definitely became
known that “The Guns of Navarone,” based on Alistair MacLean’s
novel, was to be Columbia’s top re¬
lease of 1959 ($5,000,000 budget),
Carl Foreman, whose Highroad
Films is scheduled to produce the
film, has been bombarded by
agents seeking to cast their clients.
Gossip columns have been filled
(i.e. “leaked”) with names al¬
legedly cast for various roles in the
film.
To set the record straight, Fore¬
man—in a communication which
he frankly admits is “a form letter”
—has notified European and Amer¬
ican agents of the actual status of
the film. “I have spent a great deal
of time answering the telephone,
letters and cables to say what 1
am going to say to you nowr,” Fore¬
man wrote.
In essence, Foreman indicated
that he didn’t want to talk about
casting now' and that any discus¬
sion now would be “a waste ot
your valuable time and mine.” He
noted that he didn’t want to do
anything about casting until he was
completely satisfied with the script;,
that he wanted the artists to fit the
roles and no vice versa; that the
logistics for the film were stagger¬
ing and there’s a tremendous
amount of pre-production required.
There will be five top male roles:
two Americans, two Britons ‘ and
one European. “As it happens,” he
explained, “one of the American
roles was set some time ago with
a top American star—not, as ru¬
mored, Cary Grant . . .” The re(Continued on page 63)

Scoff at‘1(
Profit’Terms As
Booby-Trapped
One of the top producer-direc¬
tors last week was offered one of
those deals by a major company
under which he’d make a picture
and, together with the star, would
share 100% of the “profit.”
He turned it down—angrily.
“I think such an offer is an in¬
sult.” he said. “Obviously, if I
get 100% of the profits, the com¬
pany which finances aind releases
the film must , get its cut some¬
where. They wouldn’t be satis¬
fied just with the distribution fee.
So, it seems to me they're keep¬
ing certain things from me before
we even get started.”
Commenting on this type of
proposition, producer Jerry Wald
recently scoffed at it. The way
these things worked out, he main¬
tained, it’s the actor who loses
in the long run, i.e. after overhead,
costs, distribution charges, recoup¬
ment of negative costs, etc. are
taken off. While all these may be
legitimate items, the studio does
stand to make money Dn every one
of them and thus can well afford
to make such a proposition. It’s
the actor who really takes the risk.
Copyright Expert

W.

Samuel
Tanneubaum
has an Interesting treatise on

Problems and the Uses
of Titles in Works
for the
Amusement Field
,
* * * .
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WB Policy: 12-14 a Year. Ali Big;
Vidpix Uses Up Studio Facilities
By GENE ARNEEL
Carloonht - Humorlit
While shifting the greater part
of the homeoffice operation to its
Rube Goldberg
Burbank studios, Warners at the
same time is moving closer to its
has soma 9dm views or the
modus operandi of the future, pro¬
duction-wise. The blueprint calls
Great American
for the making of 12 to 14 pictures
a year, all of them in strictly the
Institution of
"A” category.
And along with this WB is lean¬
Name-Dropping
ing heavily on television film pro¬
*
duction which, of course, will be
a strong assist in the allocating of
one of the many Editorial Features
studio overhead.
In the upcoming
Regardless of how extensive the
53d Anniversary Number
budgets are on the theatrical pic¬
tures, it’s a cinch these alone,
of
when numerically reduced to 12
to 14 per annum, couldn't provide ,
P'Skiety
for the upkeep on the Coast j
lot. The tv work, as a oonse- j
quence, is designed to mesh nicely j
in a financial way. WB is now]
turning out four and a half hours
of tv network time weekly—all
programs being on ABC and all
with sponsors. Shows are "Mave¬
rick” arid "Cheyenne.” both an
hour in length, and "Sugarfoot,”
"Colt .45,” “77 Sunset Strip” and
"Lawman,” all a half hour.
WB started 12 new theatrical
features this year, a drop from 18
By the end o£ this month Warat this time in 1957. On the release Schedule for the current year !
are about 25• j+*
features,
5°ih/"S
. v with £ the
*i. j| wg, tn& shift of most of
thfi whst

* *

By End of Month
WB’s Westward Ho
Will Be Complete
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ON NEW YORK LOCATION
‘Last

Angry Man’ Shoots
Brooklyn Streets

In

Location filming of Columbia's
"The Last Angry Man,” based on
Gerald Green's bestseller, got un¬
derway in the streets of Brooklyn
on Monday (10).
Among the locations will be
sites in the Brownsville, East New
York, Sheepshead Bay,' Prospect
Heights and Crown Heights sec¬
tions of the borough. .
Daniel Mann is directing the
Fred Kohlmar production which
stars Paul Muni, David Wayne and
Betsy Palmer. Location unit, un¬
der cinematographer James Wong
Howe, will spend two weeks in
Brooklyn.

Budd Schulberg Likely
To Retrieve Rights Of
'What Makes Sammy?’
Though United Artists carries
the title as one'of its forthcoming
productions, chances of the old
Budd Schulberg novel, "What
Makes Sammy Run?” being made
into a film for the moment appear
slim.
Fred Finklehoffe and associates
bought the film rights to the
Schulberg yarn two years ago. One
of the stipulations in the contract,
negotiated for her son by agent
Ad Schulberg, was that, unless
work on the picture started before
Dec. 31, 1958, the rights would
revert to Schulberg.
According to UA, there is virtu¬
ally no chance of "Sammy” going
into production before the end of
the year. If the rights *do revert
to the author, chances are good
that the story will eventually be
filmed by Schulberg Productions
in which Budd Schulberg is as¬
sociated with his brother, Stuart.
Former”is currently polishing "The
Disenchanted” for a Broadway
legit bow next month, and the
play will he filmed. Both "The
Disenchanted” and "Sammy” deal
with life and people In the early
Hollywood. Neither presents the
place In a particularly favorable
light.
The Schulbergs this year pro¬
duced "Across the. Everglades”
and, though currently much taken
up with tv projects, also plan to
make "The Bridge at Remagen,” a
war story.

iQ^v-m spa I through the years had been hometh! nSrihntinn
tD the Burbank StUa cut in the
distribution program J office
^ j California,
commensurate with the numericalj Company,
now leasing one and a
production lopping.
half floors (85.000 square feet) at
The new WB policy is being 666 Fifth Avenue in N. Y., is now
shaped in tune with much think¬ trying to sub-lease one floor (the
ing expressed in both the indus¬ seventh) with the reduced person¬
try itself and in Wall Street cir¬ nel to fimetion on the remaining
cles, latter being in reference to half, (on the sixth).
important film company investors.
Exec v.p. Ben Kalmenson, do¬
The guesswork has it that the mestic distribution chief Charles
key to riches in the future lies in Boasherg and foreign department
the "blockbuster” type of product head Wolfe Cohen are the toppers
for theatres; enough programmers headquartering west, along with
are already being produced and their staffs.
any more of them simply wouldn’t
Remaining in Gotham are Robert
pay off.
Perkins, chief counsel; the talent
As for the cost of keeping the and story department (at full
studio going, helping to amortize strength) under Harry Mayer;
this is the telefilm end.
Myer Hutner and Charles Cohen,
running the ad and publicity de¬
partment, which includes contact
men for all outlets and a staff of
accountants to work only on local
N. Y.- business.
Feeling ait WB is that Boasberg’s
MARTIN DAVIS RETURNS
domestic distribution operation is
not to be particularly affected.
Martin S. Davis, second in com¬
His division managers have been mand of the Paramount ad-pub
located in the field right along and department, is. back at the homethe exec himself spends more time office after a week’s stay at the
hopping around the key cities than studio.
at the homeoffice anyway.
He viewed the new product and
The major switch concerns the discussed campaigns with pro¬
Nathan Kroll has just produced
(Continued
on
page
6)
1
ducers
and execs on the lot.
a 30-minute film starring dancer
Martha Graham in "Appalachian
Spring,” written for her in 1943
by Aaron Copland.- Peter Glushanok directed at the Hi Brown
studio in Manhattan. It required
five shooting days.
Film was photographed by Glus- New- Pix Perk Biz; ‘In Love* New Champ, ‘So. Sea*’
hanok and Stanley Meredith- The
Second, ‘Hurrah’ 3d; ‘Pacific,’ ‘Gigi’ Next
grant of $50,000 came through Sta¬
tion WQEf) <City of PittsburghSome new, stronger product is
"Tunnel of Love” (M-G) shapes
owned) from the Mellon Founda¬
tion and the Rothchild Foundation. helping to cheer the film biz scene as standout newcomer, being great
somewhat
this
stanza
as
additional
in
CM on ititlal playdate. “Home
Dancing with Miss Graham are
Stuart Hodes, Bertram Ross, Matt screen vehicles went out on more Before Dark” (WB), the other im¬
general
release.
Fairly
good
weath¬
portant
opener, is rated good on
Turney, Yuriko, Helen McGehee,
Ethel Winter and Miriam Cole. er and some help from Veterans’ opening session at N. Y. Music
Day
(Tues.)
are
plus
factors.
Hall.
Sets were by Isamu Noguchi. Or¬
‘In Love and War” (20th),
chestra was conductor by Eugene
"Fantasia” (BV), out on reissue,
Lester although producer Kroll is which was fifth last round, is new is rated bright in CM. "The Blob”
champ at wickets. It is was ahead (Par), robust in Omaha, is barely
himself a musical conductor.
This is the second Pittsburgh- of "South Seas Adventure” (Cin¬ passable in N. Y. "Omonhead”
financed film starring Martha Gra¬ erama) which is moving up into (WB), fair in Chi, looms slow in
ham to be promoted and produced second position. "Last Hurrah” Philly.
by Kroll.
Frist, "A Dancer’s (Col), inclined to be somewhat
"Blood bf Vampire” (U), solid
World,” which will have its first uneven, also is climbing to-, take in CM and big in Boston, looks
New York commercial theatre third spot.
only fair in Portland. "La Paribooking at the 5th Avenue Play¬
‘South Pacific” (Magna) Is sienne” (UA), trim in Balto and
house in December, was made for winding up fourth. It was second Toronto, shapes fancy in K. C.
"Me and Colonel” (Col) Is rated
$25,000 and hr* since sold some 300 a week ago. "Gigi” (M-G), long
prints to educational and art or¬ high on list, is finishing fifth. good in Balto and Boston. "Wolfe
ganizations. After three years of “Party Girl” (M-G), a newcomer, Larsen” (AA) is very mild, in
Boston.
showing (handled by Bill Snyder’s is taking over sixth position.
"Around World In 80 Days”
Rembrandt Films), the “educa¬
"Houseboat” (Par), which
tional” subject stands to make a looked promising last stanza, is (UA), hotsy in CM, shapes socko
profit of $50,000.
capturing seventh place. "Wind¬ In L. A. It Is going out on release
"Dancer’s World” copped docu¬ jammer” (NT) will take eighth in a batch of larger N. Y. nabes
mentary prizes a year ago at the money while "Big Country” (UA) this week.
Venice and Czech film festivals is landing ninth position.
"Damn Yankees” (WB) still Is
and its sponsoring station, WQED,
"Defiant Ones” (UA) is 10 th- good in Boston. Reissue of "At
won Peabody and Ohio State place winner, "White Wilderness” War With Army” (Par) -shapes
awards in the U. S, tWQED’s chief, (BV) is taking 11th spot while nifty in Buffalo and okay, in St,
John F. White, has since become "Torpedo Run” (M-G) rounds out Louis,
b6ad of the Tv-Radio Center the Top 12. "Party Crashers” (Par) looms
(Ford) at Ann Arbor).
"Reluctant Debutante” (M-G), nice in K. C. "Streetcar Named
Desire”
(20th), out on reissue, is
“Man of West” (UA), “Old Man
Norbert Auerbach, Columbia’s and Sea” (WB) and "Cat on Hot good in Cincy,
European sales manager, and wife, Tin Roof” (M-G) figure as runner i (Complete Boxoffics Reports on
Inez, coiniifg irt from Paris.,
Pages.8-9)r
up films currently.
!

Kroll Produces
Martha Graham
In "Appalachian’

National Boxoffice Survey

Another Millionaire Wins
St. Paul, Nov. 11.
They’re getting a big laugh in film Industry circles here from
a want ad that appeared ih the St. Paul Dispatch.
Ad stated: "F. K. Weyerhaeuser, 294 Summit ave., wins two
free luncheons at Walgreen Drug tomorrow and two tickets to the
RlfcO Orpheum or Paramount theatre . . . redeemable by showing
this ad and proper identification at the above store.”
The ad never was redeemed. Weyerhaeuser is a local multi¬
millionaire lumberman. A half dozen names are chosen at ran¬
dom from, the telephone directory each day and concealed in tha
newspaper’s Want ad section—a'tieup among the sheet, theatre
and store—and it just happened that on this occasion Weyer¬
haeuser was one of them.

'Roots of Heaven’ as B’way Lesson
Some See Further Evidence That Broadway Lose*
Significance; 20th Ponders ‘Anne Frank’ for Palace
Editor - Publisher - Author

Bennett A. Cerf
has his. own viows or phonoy pub¬
licly vis-a-vis litorary pro potties
In an entertaining place or

‘There Has to Be
Some Law!9
* * *
one of the many Editorial Features
in tha upcoming
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10,441 Bookings
(Nov. 23 Week) As
20th Guns Sales
Driving hard to build up fourth
quarter, 20th-Fox sales executives
have booked 20th features into a
record 10,441 U.S. and Canadian
houses for the week starting Nov.
23, I.e. 20th’s 42nd aimiversary
week. Last year, the same anni
week saw 9,934 houses booking a
20th film.
ExMbitors have been asked by
20th to pay a personal tribute to
20th prexy Spyros P. Skouras on
Dec. 12, wMch is observed by the
HelleMc Eastern Orthodox Church
at St. Spyridon Day. Skouras was
named after that Church’s Saint.
According to Alex Harrison, 20th
sales topper, more U.S. and Cana¬
dian outlets will show a 20th film
on that day than at any time in
20th’s Mstory.
Part of the anniversary week
bookings, include the launching of
"Mardi Gras” in 500 houses across
the country.

D«n Rann to UA
Donald Rann has taken over
as assistant to Nat Lax, production
manager at United Artists. He
replaces Tony Silver* who has
moved to National Screen.
Rann was formerly with the
William Morris Agency.

Europe to N. Y.
C. Terence Clyne
Bob Edwards .
William H. Fitelson
Leland Hayward
Leo Lax
Henri Lelser
Gisele MacKenzie

New York to L. A.
Jim Boles
Chester F. Casanave
James S. Elliott
Hal Hamilton
Lacy Kastner
Parke Levy
Thelma Ritter
Jane Russell
Bernie WHens
Max E. Younffstein, United Ar.taists v.p, arrived back in New
York Monday (10) after c month's
swing abroad. Included Russia
.y/here he considered tome pos¬
sible co-production deals.

Though It got burned at the
Palace Theatre, N.Y., on a two-aday run of "Roots of Heaven,”
20th-Fox has sIott§d its "Diary of
Anne Frank” into the Broadway
showcase, probably as the Easter
attraction. There’s a good ehanc#
that the George . Stevens film will
play the Palace on a continuous
run basis.
Performance of "Roots,” which
did only a little over $8,000 one
recent week, has 20th execs split
on the "lesson” to be drawn from
the engagement. Some say it means
nothing, i.e. the picture just isn’t
what the public either Wants to
see, wants to pay top admissions
for, or considers worthwhile com¬
ing downtown for.
Others view It as a confirmation
of the theory that Broadway is
simply going put of style, except
for the very top attractions. They
cite the current business on the
main stem ($450 at the b.o. at one
of the big houses on recent day)
as further proof, though admitting
that, the present lineup of prod¬
uct is something less than impre**
sive.
"Broadway no longer counts as
a ‘key’ to the rest of the country,”
one sales exec opined in N.Y. last
week. "We’ve got to start thinking
more practically in terms of bring¬
ing the entertainment where the
people are, I.e. in the suburbs.”
He cited the instance of Los An¬
geles, arguing that a picture can
be opened there firstrun for *
gross of $240,000 where, the same
film on Broadway, will bring only
$32,000 or thereabouts.
Apart from this, the cost of
opening a film on Brbadway virtu¬
ally eliminates profit possibilities^
and—on the reserved-seat shows—
it’s a problem to get people to
come downtown to the boxoffic#
to make their reservations. "This
New York Broadway has become no
different than either downtown Lo»
Angeles or the CMcago Loop.” the
comment went. "And tMs is being
proven already. Pictures , like 'The
Defiant Ones,’ ’Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof,' 'The Hunters' and ‘The Big
Country* all -opened out-of-town
before they premiered in New
York.”
There are a number of compaMes wMch would like to experi¬
ment with expanding the firstrun*
by day-dating downtown and the
suburbs. It’s been done in some
instances, but the resistance of
downtown operators to the prac¬
tice is considerable and bitter.

L.

A. to

N. v.

Eddie Albert
Milton Berle
Barney Bigard
Caroline Burke
Frank Cooper .
Wally Cox
Laraine Day
Ken Englund
Andrew J. Fenady
Marcello Girosi
Kim Hunter
John Huston
Phil Krasne
Jose Iturbi
Richard Kiley
Margaret Leighton
Joel McCrea
Carlo Poriti
Vincent Price
Wynn Rocamora
Maxie Rosenbloom
Keely Smith
Barry Sullivan.
Loretta Young

New York to Europe
Morey Amsterdam
Bob Hart . James Hill
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RKO’S CHEAP O’SEAS JOY-RIDE
UA Builds 'History of Success
Before Pressing for Playdates
On 'Defiant Ones in the South
United Artists isn't pressing for
southern dates of its “Defiant
Ones,” the Stanley Kramer picture
starring Sidney Poitier and Tony
Curtis. Instead, the company is
“building up a history of success”
for the film in the north, where,
it’s been a hit in the big cities.
Picture, which has garnered
much praise from the critics, is
naturally a problem film for the
south since its message is that un¬
derstanding can bring about com¬
passion among the races. “Defiant
Ones” has played some of the In¬
terstate houses in. Texas and is due
to open in Memphis this week.
William J. Heineman, UA sales
v.p., said las* week that no at¬
tempts would be made, for the
moment, to seek dates in such
deep-south places, as Atlanta or
Birmingham. However, he main¬
tained, he expected to book the
film eventually in many southern
towns.
“Defiant Ones” has done top
business in the colored houses
wherever it's played them. Film
to date has had about 300 dates.
'Pattern has. been one of success
in the bigger cities and so-so busi¬
ness in the smaller towns, where
“message” films rarely click.
Victoria Theatre run in N. Y.
has been very good. Pic exits the
house to go on the Lpew’s circuit
on Thanksgiving.
Heineman said another UA re¬
lease with a race theme—“Kings
Go Forth”:—was performing weH
and had encountered little trou¬
ble anywhere. UA has “Anna
Lucasta” with an all-colored cast
coming up. After that it's due to
hit a more controversial area again
with the filmization of “Take, a
Giant Step.”

Economics ofNew
Todd ‘Smellies’
Partnering with Michael Todd
Jr., United Artists is sinking coin
Into Todd's "Scent of Mystery,’*'
first of the “smellies,” and also will
distribute the film worldwide.
Budgeted at an overall $1,000,000,
picture, rolls in Spain in midMarch*
It’ll world preem at
Todd’s Cinestage Theatre in Chi¬
cago in early summer.
The UA deal with Todd calls
for the company to contribute part
of the financing and to share pro¬
portionately in the proceeds from
the 30 or 40 houses where the
film will be shown with scents
added. In addition, UA will re¬
leases the regular (non-smelly)
version of the picture domestically
and overseas on a straight distri¬
bution deal.
Todd this week (10) put the
cost of converting the Cinestage to
Smell-o-Vision at about $30,000.
House sea*s 1,000. Gadget dis¬
pensing the various smells will be
Attached to each seat. “Scent of
Mystery” (formerly titled “Scent
of Danger”) use; the various
smells ..as clues to the solution of
a murder. Pic will run about 105
minutes and will contain some 30
different scents.
Show at the Cinestage will start
off with the feature and wind up
with a cartoon short in which the
smells will be used as laughgetters, more or less to demonstrate
what can be done with the process.
“In the picture itself, we’ll try
not to take ourselves too seri¬
ously, but on the other hand we
aren’t going to turn it into a dem¬
onstration either.
It'll be the
kind of film1 which, eventually, can
get by on its visual values alone.”
“Scent” will be in color .and
70m, with a couple of rollercoaster
rides thrown in for thrills. Pic
will be roadshown in moderatelysized houses. Casting so far in¬
cludes newcomer Beverly Bentley,
and—not yet firmed up—Peter
Lorre.

AB-PT 25c Diwy.
American Broadcasting-Par¬
amount Theatres declared the
regular quarterly dividend
(the fourth quarter) of 25c.
per share on both the out¬
standing common and pre¬
ferred stock issues.
Payable Dec. 15 to stock¬
holders of record on Nov. 21.

King Bros. Include Tire
• Company in Antitrust
Suit Vs. RKO, Universal
Los Angeles, Nov. 11.
In what is the largest sum ever
asked by an indie producer from
a distributor in an antitrust action,
King Bros. Productions slapped a
$6,000,000 suit in Federal Court
here against RKO Teleradio Pic¬
tures and Universal Pictures Co.
Inc.
Involved is the King’s produc¬
tion, “The Brave One.” which, ac¬
cording to complaint, RKO was
to have handled exclusively, but
turned over to Universal as one of
11 films company transferred after
RKO abandoned all its domestic
distribution activity several years
ago.
Co-defendants in antitrust case
are General Tire & Rubber Co.,
parent company of RKO; Tom
O’Neil, RKO board chairman;
Daniel T. O’Shea, onetime RKO
prexy; Edward L. Walton, former
operations vp of RKO; and Walter
Branson, RKO sales chief. Action
alleged that through transference
of “Brave One” to U its value was
lessened because of decreased com¬
petition. Universal subsequently
transferred film to J. Arthur Rank
Organization for distribution; suit
contended.
In another cause of action. Kings
claimed fraud over “Brave One,”
naming all defendants but Univer¬
sal.. Charge of conspiracy over pic
also was made.
In still another cause of action,
Kings charged breach of contract
over two additional pix, “Carnival
Story” and “Drums in the Deep
South,” and asked another $30,000
from RKO.

‘STREETCAR’NEW RUN
HEADS FOR $700,000
Reissue of Charles K. Feldman’s
“Streetcar Named Desire” on the
basis of early returns will gross
in the area of $700,000 or close in
domestic distribution rentals. This
adds up to a good profit for 20 thFox ■ and has at least one other
company going through its vaults
for product that might have a simi¬
lar chance in the rerun market.
“Streetcar" originally was dis¬
tributed by Warners but the rights
reverted to Feldman who pro¬
duced the picture as an independent. He reportedly sold the re¬
lease for the theatrical market to
20th for a flat $100,000.

Mrs. Looram of Legion’s
Reviewers in Address
Albany, Nov. 11.
An afternoon program, at the
State convention of the Inter¬
national Federation of Catholic
Alumnae, to be held here Satur¬
day (15) at Academy of the Holy
Names, will be devoted to Motion
Pictures.
Mrs. James Looram, in charge
of the reviewing committee at the
Legion of Decency office in New
York City, and Rev. Thomas H.
Kay, Albany Diocese Legion of
Decency director, will speak.
Henri Leiser, who produces in
Spain, due in N. Y, Nov. 13 on
visit . , , he’s father of Mitchell
Leiser.

U.S. 0ISTR1BS IN
T
Current inoperative status of
RKO poses a delicate and yet press¬
ing problem for the Motion Picture
Export Assn, in w'hich RKO con¬
tinues as a member, with all the
attendant privileges—and licenses.
Though some of the MPEA mem¬
ber companies frankly favor get¬
ting RKO out of the Association,
which is easier said than done un¬
less RKO itself decides to resign,
others aren’t sure it wouldn’t be
wiser to keep even a defunct RKO
within the group. Question isn’t
one of dues, of which RKO pays
very little down since they’re com¬
puted on the .basis of a percentage
of the domestic U.S. gross.
Rather, it’s one of the MPEA’s
strength in the international mar¬
ket, where countries are forever
trying to cut down on the number
of permits being issued to the U.S.
distributors. Once RKO quits
MPEA, as Republic already has
done, some, execs fear that this will
be the cue for various governments
to automatically reduce Hollywood
imports.
Japan's Reaction
Already, in Japan, the govern¬
ment has switched from an over¬
all license allocation to MPEA to
an allocation to individual compan¬
ies. Though there have been some
quiet modifications in that ruling,
it nevertheless strikes at the most
sensitive nerve of the American
companies—the use of the global
license division formula. A percompany allocation circumvents
the formula and circumvents, also,
a shifting of permits among the
distribs.
The official MPEA position of¬
fers its own brand of logic: If RKO
and Republic drop out, the overall
situation, hasn’t substantially
changed since other companies step
into the gap and takeover with
good pictures. Therefore, in a
place like France, where MPEA
draws 110 licenses, the total issue
of permits should remain the same
regardless of whether or not RKO
quits.
One company exec last week
opined that a resignation of RKO
from the Association would also
represent a blow to the MPEA
prestige abroad. “Today, more than
ever before, it’s important to rep¬
resent a united front overseas.” he
said. “Any time a company defects,
or drops out, it hurts us all.”
It’s out of this kind of reasoning
that some in the Association actu¬
ally prefer RKO to stay in. “They
could stay in the family, but. they
wouldn’t eat,” cracked one exec.
In recent months,'RKO has turned
back several licenses for distribu¬
tion to other companies in various
countries. RKO’s competitors, even
if RKO paid no dues at all, would
prefer this sort of arrangement to
an overall reduction of licenses
Subject of. RKO’s MPEA mem¬
bership has come up at several re¬
cent meetings, the latest being the
board powwow in N.Y. last week.
No decisions were taken and the
pros and cons of the current RKO
status were batted around. It's un¬
derstood that the MPEA brass
(prdbably Eric Johnston and Ralph
Hetzel have set up a meeting with
Thomas F. O’Neil, head of General
Teleradio, which owns RKO, to
discuss the situation with him and
sound him out on his sentiments.
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Don’t Boot Out Loyal Directors
Is Vogel View; Lawyers Continue
Loews Internal Peace Agenda
+

A promise of a reduction and
revision of Loew’s 19-man board is
reportedly one of the terms of the
written agreement dissident di¬
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
rectors Louis A. Green and Jer¬
Robert Taylor will receive
ome
A. Newman are seeking at
5Co of the profits from two
their price for a “peaceful” settle¬
pictures in which he’ll star,
ment
of their differences with
under a new deal with Metro,
; Loew’s management,
in addition to his salary.
Ipitialer will be “House of i They hold that the current
] board
is too
Unwieldy
and
Seven Flies,” smuggler yarn
“stacked” too heavily in the
produced by David E. Rose.
! corner of prexy Joseph R. Vogel,
j They are believed to favor a 13j man board composed, it’s said,
j of more independents who would
lend an open ear to their proposI als. Their plan to spin off the
III* J*
If -f* <D
U *'■ studio rather than the theatres was
Winding
Ben Ilur | defeated by the board by a 16 to 3

Bob Taylor’s Added 5%

Zimbalist of ‘Quo Vadis’
Dies at 57 on Eve Of

Sam Zimbalist, 57, film producer. I T0£hm>n Bros. and Lazard Freres
died of a heart attack which he j also favor a revision of the board,
suffered on the set of “Ben-Hur” j but are less inclined to press this
in Rome Nov. 4. This is the cost- I demand to the point of a proxy
liest picture in M-G’s history, the I £?ht. They’d prefer more Wall
negative investment being figured ! Streeters and big business men on
at $13,500,000 to $15,000,000. The j th.e D°ard who have no connection
production will be an important!."*.*1 filni-making.
factor in the film corporation’s j ?ank$rs now tend to accept Vofiscal welfare for the next several! ?.e* *■? *ea<*
company, a swerve.
years and it is being put out at Vogel has made headway in bring¬
a crucial point in the Loew’s-M-G ing Loew’s back into the black.
It’s anticipated that a 25c dividend
history;
will he paid for the first o -u er
The trade sees irony in that of the new fiscal year, probably
Zimbalist died before the “special’ ahead of annual stockholders’
was completed. He began the: meeting in February,
shooting in the Italian capital j Vogel is not inclined to accept
May 21.
i any change in the board, his attiM-G entrusted Zimbalist with i tude being that the current direc“Ben-Hur” on the basis of his | tors came to the support of the
previous “epic” “Quo Vadis,” made j company in a time of crisis (last
at a cost of $7,000,000 seven years j year’s proxy fight by Joseph Tomaro. Though critical reaction wasihnson) and should not be asked
mixed, its worldwide gross of $23,- i to vacate after serving loyally.
000,000 it proved the biggest Metro I Numerous meetings between atmoney-maker of the era.
i torneys for Loew’s and the GreenI Newman faction took place last
__ _ .
1 week in an effort to reach a settle-

GREG BAUTZER REPPING 1 sented Loew
,Loui,ss inNi?er;
wh° rePr«last year s proxy
tiff, served as spokesman for the
FILM STUDIO BUYER? management
while Henry Friendly,

In. the midst of the negotiations of the law firm of Cleary, Friendly*
between attorneys for Loew’s and- Gottlieb and Ball, represented the
the Green-Newman group, there Green-Newman group.
Meanwhile, Judge Edmund L.
was a report that Hollywood at¬
torney Greg Bautzer had been in Palmieri has set Nov. 18 as the
touch with Green- and Newman tentative date for the hearing on
with a proposal concerning a pos¬ the divorcement plan approved by
sible buyer of the Metro studio. the board. It was at the court’s
Should Green and Newman decide urging that a plan be presented by
It’s anticipated by
to launch a proxy fight, which ap¬ the board.
pears doubtful at this time, it’s Loew’s that the court will go along
supposed that Bautzer would go with the decision. Green and
along with them. Wall Streeters, Newman have asked to be heard
however, believe that a proxy battle and it’s expected and will also
cannot be successful without the present their plan.
support of Lehman and' Lazard [
and present indications are thatf
the banking * firms have no taste
for one. . On the Coast, Bautzer
stated: “I have an interest in the
Loew’s situation but in behalf of
whom I would have to decline com¬
ment,” . Loew’s officials acknowl¬
edged they were aware of Bautzer’s
position but declined to elaborate.
Chicago, Nov. 11.
The written agreement that
Balaban & Katz chain is InstallGreen and Newman want is re¬
ported to be similar to an alleged =
the

Todd-AO Gear At
B&K State-Lake

S,
12-«<>-seat State-Lake.
Move is
ELdrv>
as . presaging entry of the
board
member representing Leh':!d.°Pef
circuit into the roadshow sweepman and Lazard. Green and New¬ stakes, and a high official says
man, however, seem to be insisting
B&K will almost certainly bid on
on “getting it in writing.”
some of the upcoming speciallensed product, such as Disney’s
“Sleeping Beauty,” Metro’s “Ben
SEEK AIR-SOLD CAST
Hur” and Sam Gdtdwyn’s “Porgy
Wald After Benny, Shore, Thomas, and Bess.”
Marx, Durante For Film
Completion of the Todd-AO in¬
stallation awaits two projectors,
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
which should arrive before the
Jerry Wald will seek Jack Ben¬ year’s out. It was learned that
ny, Dinah Shore, Danny Thomas, Todd-AO equipment is also ear¬
Groucho Marx, Jemmy Durante marked for one of the situations
and Gwen Verdon, among other in the sister Great States circuit.
top show biz personalities, for ap¬
Only Todd-AO houses so far in
pearances in “The Billionaire,” Chi are the McVickers, where
original screenplay by Norman “South Pacific” is ciirrent, and
Krasna which 20th-Fox purchased Todd's Cinestage (the whilom
last week for production under the Selwyn legit stand), housing the
Wald banner.
longrun “Around World in 80
Budgetted near $3,000,000, film Days.” Both are roadshowing their
rolls in February with locations set product. Other hard-ticketers in
for N.Y., Europe and West Indies. town are Cinerama’s "South Seas
Wald is also producing Krasna's I Adventure’ at the Palace, and
“High Dive.”
““
\ “Gigi” (M-G)
at the Harris.
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Tke Sereamiag Skill
goads the soldier back to work and The R«ai * Tear Loig | they’ve been through all this beI fore, the acting throughout reaches
his sexual desires awaken. His
(Yugoslar-Ultrascope)
Jadran (Zagreb) production, directed by ua high standard. Michael Craig as
landlord finds him a beautiful,
Fair entry for horror market.
Giuseppe de Santis; script, Giuseppe de the
“indestructible” Desert Rat
(COLOR)
shapely young wife, the sister-in- Santis,
Maurizio Ferrara, Toniono Guerra, officer gives one of his best per¬
Hollywood*, Oct. 30.
law is moved out and the newly¬ Elio Petri,
Gianni Puccini, Mario Socrate;
Handsomely stayed hut dramat¬
American International release of John
weds are deliriously happy-—until camera, Pasquale de Saptis, Stars Silvana formances to date. He is well Kneubuhl
production. Stars John Hudson,
ically confusing period sci¬
Elenora • Rossi-Drago,
Bert [ matched by John Gregson as the
the sister-in-law first tries to hang Pampanini,
Peggy Webber, Alex Nicol. Directed by
Sotlar,
Gordana
Miletie.
At
San
Francis-^
ence-fiction yarn based on
herself and then Insists on moving Film Festival, Nov. 2. Running time, 159 regular officer who cannot tolerate NicoL Screenplay, Kneubuhl; camera,
Jules Verne’s classic. Good
the Desert Rats’ apparent lack of Frank Crosley; editor, Betty Lane; music,
back in with the couple on the MINS.
Gold. Previewed Oct. 29, '58. Run¬
exploitation pic.
discipline. Richard Attenborough Ernest
grounds that half the cottage is
ning time, 41 MINS.
hers.
Slowly the sister-in-law
This is a long* rambling semi- is also outstanding as an irrepres¬ Eric...
John Hudson
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
sible
Cockney
trooper
with
a
com¬
Jenni
.... Peggy Webber
ruins the couple’s love and in a documentary about one Yugo¬
Mrs. Snow...Toni Johnson
Warner
Bros,
release
of
Benedict
plete
disregard
for
discipline.
Percy
superb
climactic
scene
the
soldier
slavian
village’s
fight
against
pov¬
Bev
Snow...Russ
Conway
Bogeaus production. Stars Joseph Cotten.
George Sanders, Debra Paget, Don Dub¬ pushes the sister-in-law to death erty embodied in its, fight for a Herbert and Barry Foster have the Mickey . Alex Nicol
best opportunities among. the rebins. Directed by Byron. Harskin. Screen¬ atcp a high bluff, thinking he’ll road to the sea.
play, Robert Bleea and James Leicester;
“The Screaming Skull” is a
He tells
One unemployed villager starts 1 mander of the cast, and turn in
based on the story by Jules Verne; cam¬ regain his wife’s love.
pitch at the horror fan who takes
era.
iTeChnicolor)
Edwin
B.
DuPar; his wife he’s a murderer, she re¬ hacking'awAy at’ the' road, almost sound performances.
For
a
great
deal
of
the
time
music, Louis Forbes; editor, James Lei¬ coils and the soldier gives up to
as a joke, and persuades the other
his entertainment as he finds it: A
cester. Previewed at Academy Awards
the police and will pay with his unemployed’, unhappy villagers— nothing very much happens, but
Theatre, Oct. 27, '58. Running time, 1M
blowing up of the dump is straight story line is embellished
life as film ends.
MINS.
men and .women-r-to join him. A the
spectacular.
And
there
is
consid¬
with weird sound and photographic
As
the
soldier,
Janos
Gorbe,
of¬
Victor Barbicane . Joseph Cotten;
dozen obstacles are thrown in
Stuyvesant Nicholl.. George Sanders; fers a performance of depth and
their way, including government erable tension as the cut-off patrol effects, but misses in an overlyVirginia Nicholl . Debra Paget; mobility. The sister-in-law, played
encounters
the
Germans.
Some
ex¬
opposition, but eventually all ob¬
Ben Sharpe ...
Don Dubbi -ss ;
cellent music by Clifton Parker contrived ghost climax. For the
Josef Cartier..Patric Knowles * by Iren Psota, is tender and hate¬ stacles are overcome and the road
occasionally is too obtrusive But less discriminating exploitation
J. V. Carl Esmond j ful by turns, and Margit Bara,
is completed, amid rejoicing.
Morgana . Henry Daniell I as the young wife, is passionate,
the whole film has a compelling air market, film is a fair entry.
Bancroft .
Melville Cooper j
In the course of this story, four of realism. Only once or twice is
Scripted and produced by John
incidentally, very
Aldo Von Metz. Ludwig Stosg'el i knowing and,
separate love Stories are told and it in danger of falling into false Kneubuhl, action follows efforts
U. S. Grant. Morris Ankrum j handsome.
the
camera
observes
Lysistrataof
a husband to drive his new wife
heroics.
Rich.
Koroly Makk’s direction is crisp
to suicide for her money. He takes
“From Earth To The Moon” suf¬ and wastes no footage—every like revolt against governmental
her to the big mansion left him
fers from the Cape Canaveral com¬ scene contributing to unfolding authorities, a Gandhi-like hunger
Behind the Mask
by his first wife, who died mysteri¬
plaint; getting off the ground. The the story effectively and artistical¬ strike on the part of the village’s
(BRITISH—COLOR)
ously, and here strange goings-on
Benedict B o g'e a u s production, ly. Gyorgy Illes’ camera work is men, an older leader’s death, a
triangle
among
a
storekeeper,
his
begin to return her to the mental
which Warner Bros, is releasing, impeccable and Istvan Sarkozi’s
wife
and
a
good-looking
young
Smooth,
h jspiial
romantic
state for which she once was
should . be a natural exploitation score is unobtrusive.
drama, with impressive per¬
[treated in ah institution." Suspi¬
Item, concerned, as it is, with early
Picture abunds with great buck and the serious injury of a
formances by Michael Red¬
cion rests upon the dull-witted gar¬
attempts at a moon shoot. It is scenes, such as one in which the young boy.
grave and Tony Britton; sound
dener, who worshipped his first
Some of this is. fairly absorbing,
handsome, well cast and timely. hunchbacked sister-in-law, riding
booking.
mistress and resents others in the
Unfortunately, it is a horse-and- atop an oxcart, comes down a nar¬ but it tends to be quite drawn out,
house, until it becomes appafent
buggy treatment of a rocket-pro¬ row, rutted road from the cottage as if there were enough material
London, Nov. 4.
[husband is the perpetrator.
pelled theme and as confusing as a as the soldier’s wedding party, with here for half a dozen pictures. The
British Lion release of Sergi Bolbankovscientific formula for solid fuel. bride in pristine white, struggles black-and-white photography is Josef
John Hudson and^eggy Webber
Soxnlo production. Stars Michael
If played for quick returns on its up the- road.
Climactic scene, good, catching, the bleakness of Redgrave, Tony Britton, Carl Mohner, undertake their roles well enough
MacGinnis. Directed by Brian Des¬
promise rather than its payment, which drives soldier to murder, Yukoslavian mountain life and dol¬ Niall
mond Hurst. Screenplay, John Hunter, as man and wife and Alex Nicolit should turn a fast buck.
shows sister-in-law’s morbid, hys¬ lying in on many fine closeups of from “The Pack” by John Rowan Wilson; nlays the gardner. His direction,
camera, Robert Krasker; e^j+or, Alan however, isn’t able to rise above
Robert Blees and James Leices¬ terical fury at a fox being run the rugged villagers’ faces.
Morrison; music, Geoffrey
right. At
ter did the screenplay from tne down by fellow grape growers in [ Some of the film’s transitions Studio
Russ
One. London, Oct. 24, ’58. Run¬ static qualities ef his script.
Jules Verne story. The locale is the woods—this touches off the seem rather rough and the Social- ning time, 99 MINS.
Conway and Toni Johnson are com¬
I istic moral—“if we all put to- Sir Arthur Benson Gray
Florida, three years af ter-the end essentially gentle soldier. Stef.
petent as minister neighbor and his
Michael Redgrave
of the Civil War. Joseph Cotten
I gether, we can create Cl brave new
_ Philip Selwood.Tony Britton wife.
has discovered a new source of
1 world”—seems pat,
but picture Dr. Carl Romek . Carl Mohner
Oil technical end, Ernest Gold’s
Frontier Gut
Neil Isherwv.d.Niall MacGinnis
energy that can be used as a fuel
has considerable interest, never¬ Mr.
Mr. Alan Craoiree.
Ian Banben music score contributes to mood
(REGALSCOPE)
or an explosive. George Senders,
theless.
Elizabeth FaUon . Brenda Bruce and Betty Lane’s editing *s some¬
a rival munitions manufacturer,
.Lionel Jeffries
Silvana Pampanini, Eleanora ; •Walter Froy
Frank Crosley’s*
Oswald Pettiford.Miles Malleson times effective.
Routine oater for lower berth
first ridicules Cotten’s claims,
Rossi-Drago and Gordana Miletie Sir
Colonel Langley
.
John Welsh camera work is standard.
Whit.
placement.
then joins him to exploit them.
head a cast of exceedingly buxom Pamela Benson Gray. .Vanessa Redgrave
Judson.Ann Firbank
They raise $50,000,000 to finance
women—sturdiness, . rather than Mrs.
Mr. John Greenwood. John Gale
Hollywood,
Nov.
7.
a rocket ship to the moon. Prob¬
slenderness, must be the hallmark Dr. Galbraith
La Lot C’Est La Lot
Jack Hedley
Twentieth-Fox release of Regal produc¬
lems develop, caused partially by tion.
The Examiner at Royal CoUege Hugh Miller
(The Law Is The Law)
Stars John Agar, Joyce Meadows. of the Yugoslavian female.
Sister .
Mary Skinner
the fact that Debra Paget, Sanders* Barton MacLanc, Robert Strauss, Lyn women do a good acting job, as Theatre
(FRENCH-ITALIAN)
Night
Sister
.
Margaret
Tyzack
Thomas. Produced by Richard E. Lyons.
daughter, stows away on the ship. Directed
do the men, led by Bert Sotler.
Paris. Nov. 4.
by Paul Landres. Screenplay,
The ending is so confusing it is Stephen Kandelr
Cinedis
release of Ari-ne-FilmsonorFilm may have some value in
camera, Walter Strenge;
Hospital
yarns
invariably
add
up
difficult to say with certainty what music, Paul Dunlap; editor, Robert Fritch. U.S. art situations, and could be to good cinema drama and “Behind VSdes production. Stars Fernandel, Totoi
features Noel Roquevert, Nathalie Nerval,
at Wratber's screening room,
happens, but apparently Cotten Previewed
exploited on the strength of the the Mask” is no , exception. - It Leda
Gloria. Directed by Christian-Jaque.
Nov. 4, '58. Running time, 70 MINS.
and Sanders get to the moon in a Jim Crayle.,,.John Agar leading women’s curves. Stef.
Jean Emmanuel, Jean-Charles
should reap useful'b.o. rewards, Screenplay,
Tachella; camera, A. Venanza; editor.
.damaged portion of the rocket T»eg Barton .Joyce Meadows
for though produced on conven¬ Jacques
Desageneaux.' At
Normandie,
Simon Crayle .Barton MacLane
ship, while Miss Paget and Don Yobo
tional
lines
it
has
a
sound
story,
Paris.
Running
time, 1M MINS,
.
Robert Strauss
Sea of Sand
Dubbins. Cotten’s assistant, re¬ Kate Durand . Lyn Thomas
literate dialog and some impres¬ Ferdinand....Fernandel
Andrew Barton ........ Morris Ankrum
(BRITISH)
turn safely to earth.
sive ^performances. There are sev¬ Giuseppe .... Toto
Skelton
. James Griffith
...Noel Roquevert
In addition to confusion about Cash
Rev. Jacob Hall.
Leslie Bradley
eral of the usual hospital film Captain
Helene
.Nathalie Nerval
Well directed and acted, of¬
what is going on, the film suffers Eph Loveman. Doodles Weaver
cliches, but the atmosphere is cred¬ First Wife ...Leda Gloria
Tanner
-..
Mike
Ragan
fering
several
good
thrills;
from anachronisms and factual dis¬ Cowhand. Tom Daly
ible and Brian Desmond Hurst’s
adds up to routine war drama
crepancies. Perhaps the fault lies Vircil Barton .... Sammy Ogg
directorial chore has dignity.
Fernandel is Fernandel and Toto
of which the market has been
in too stringent editing. Connec¬ Judge Ard Becker.George Brand
Film is based on John Rowan is Toto in this, with the top French
Loveman_........ Claire DuBrey
fairly saturated, but good b.o.
tive scenes may have been elim¬ Bess
Sam Kilgore ..
Daniel White
Wilson’s novel, “The. Pack,” which and Italo-comics trotting out their
inated that perhaps " explained Harry Corman . Dan Simmons
title gives a better key to the plot hep routiness before the back¬
London, Nov. 4.
what is now obscure. At any rate, Doc. Studdeford. Sydney Mason
Rank release of a Robert S. Baker- than the one chosen for the pic. ground of a little town divided by
the result is bewilderment and ir¬
Berman Tempean’ Films production. Set in a country hospital, it im¬ the French and Italo borders.
“Frontier Gun" is yet again the Monty
ritation.
Stars Richard Attenborough, John Greg- plies that not to run with the pack
The former is a stolid customs
Technically, it is a beautiful story of the town terrorized by the son, Michael Craig. Directed by Guy is to have the success dice loaded
Screenplay, Robert Westerby; edi¬
guard while Toto is a wily smug¬
film. The Mexican locations result ruthless outlaw, and the hunt for Green.
tor, Gordon Pilldngton; camera, Wilkie formidably against one. Intrigue, gler. The byplay between the two
one
fearless
guy*to
restore
order.
in some striking exteriors and in¬
Cooper; music, Clifton Parker. At Odeon, ambition, strained loyalties, tradi¬
teriors.
The art work on the The Regal production for 20th-Fox Leicester Sqnare, London: Running time, tion and unscrupulous saving-of- leads to the biggest yocks as Fer¬
nandel bristles and burns with out¬
rocket ship is reminiscent of the has nothing to distinguish it from 97 MINS.
face all play a part in the goingssubmarine in that other Jules too many others of the same for¬ Trooper Brody ... Richard Attenborough on at Graftondale Royal Hospital. raged pompous dignity as he is
Captain Williams ........John Gregson
Exasperated by the cowering but
Verne story, Walt Disney’s “20,000 mula. It is competently made by Captain
..Michael Craig
The principal characters involved shrewd Toto. This rarely lets
producer Richard E. Lyons and SergeantCotton
Leagues Under The Sea.”
Nesbitt.Vincent Ball
.Percy Herbert are two senior surgeons who are the secondary characters emerge
Byron Haskin, who directed, has dii ector Paul Landres, but the lack Trooper White
Corporal Matheson . Barry Foster deadly rivals. One favors tradi¬ rounded, with the result the film’*
staged individual scenes with con¬ of originality in treatment makes Sergeant
Parker .Andrew Faulds;
siderable imagination, and the it basically a dull item even for its Corporal Simms ...George Murcell tional methods of running a hospi¬ more serious edge never quite jives
cast cannot be accused of muffing normal placement on the lower Sergeant Hardy ......_Ray McAnally tal; the other wants to turn it into with its folksy comedy.
1st Road Watch....Harold Goodwin a research laboratory. Also con¬
half
of
twin-Bills.
their assignments. “Joseph Cot¬
This looks to have good Conti¬
Captain Giles ...Tony' Thawnton
are the first surgeon’s as¬
John Agar takes on the job of A German Sergeant. Wolf Frees cerned
ten, George Sanders, Debra Paget
sistant, who is in love with his nental pull, and is slickly, made
and Don Dubbins perform with city marshall dedicated to putting A German Officer--George Mikell ' daughter,
with enough offbeat humor/ to
and
an
anaesthetist
who
their customary competence. In badman Robert Strauss out of busi¬
slant this for arty and even general
“Sea of Sand,” it’s claimed, is is a Polish refugee, a drug addict, dates in the world marts. Fer¬
lesser roles, Patric Knowles, Carl ness. The local townspeople don’t
Esmond, Heniy Daniell, Melville give him much’ backing. There is a based on an original story by Sean who is being blackmailed.
nandel finds he is not really
Michael Redgrave, smooth, ur¬ French when Toto proves he was .
Cooper, Ludwig Stossel and MorriS promising hint for a time that the Fielding, but there is nothing very
Ankrum give brisk and capable Stephen Kandel screenplay will original about it. It is a routine bane and highly professional, and born in the kitchen of a hotel
performances.
develop the theme that it is the war adventure such as has been Niall MacGinnis, bluff, blustering divided by the border. The kitchen
Edwin B. DuPar’s Technicolor fault of the people when they wind filmed many times before. But it and envious, give rounded perform¬ is bn the Italo side.
lensing is very good, and the spe¬ up cowed and cowering under a stands up as a good b.o. proposi¬ ances as the two.senior surgeons.
Fernandel Is bluff and unsparing
cial camera effects by Albert M. cnminal. But this premise is blown tion, thanks to excellent all-round Tony Britton plays the assistant ! in his timing and facial contortions
Simpson and special effects by when the climax scene turns out acting and" taut direction by Guy with charin'" and integrity while and brings more into the pic than
Lee Zavitz are often highlights of to her the old gun duel between Green.. If the public is still in the Carl Mohner is strong support as ils storyline gives it. Toto is a
the picture. Hal Wilson Cox’s pro¬ lawman and badman.
mood for war episodes then “Sea the anaesthetist The film also in¬ perfect foil as the clever smug¬
troduces Redgrave’s own daughter,
duction design is interesting, often
There is some romance between of Sand” will satisfy.
gler. Christian-Jaque has directed
more fascinating than the story in Agar and Joyce Meadows, and a
Pic deals with the Long Range Vanessa Redgrave, as his screen smoothly and gotten some good
front of it. Leicester’s editing is subsidiary attempt at character Desert Group on the eve of Ala- daughter. She is a good-looking comics bits out of it. The Fernan¬
slick as is sound by Weldon Coe. and depth between Lyn Thomas mein. Y Patrol is given the ardu¬ girl, obviously short on experience del name is a plus for U.S. chances.
equally obviously having in¬
Louis Forbes’ music is helpful.
and James Griffith, latter abused ous task of blowing up one of the but
Mosk.
some of her father’s ability.
Powe.
minions of Strauss. There seems Nazis’ biggest petrol dumps. Mis¬ herited
As
often happens in British
a tendency here to set some sion accomplished, the nine men films, so
its
value
is
built
up
by
some
interesting characterizations and fight their way back to base and excellent smaller performances.
.The House Under the
then back away from them, so no five survive. Shot entirely on loca¬ Ian Bannen, as a cynical young
Reeks
value ever develops out of them. tion, director Green and camera¬ surgeon; Brenda Bruce, as a black¬
Walter Strenge’s camera work is man Wilkie Cooper splendidly mailing young woman, Miles Malle¬
Continued 'from page 4 —a
(HUNGARIAN)
a highlight of the picture, making capture the remote loneliness of son, as chairman of the hospital’s
San Francisco, Nov. 5.
Bunina Film Studios <Budapest) pro¬ scenes more interesting in com¬ the
vast desert, the heat, the board; Lionel Jeffries, as the hos¬ foreign department, which tradi¬
duction, directed by Koroly Makk; script,
tionally has maintained Its con¬
Sandor Tatay; camera, ■ Gyorky Illes; position than they are in the writ¬ boredom and the sense of pending pital secretary, and Ann Firbank,
However, the
music, Istvan Sarkozi. Stars Janos Gorbe, ing. and Paul Dunlap’s music is danger. Robert Westerby’s screen¬ m a charming cameo as a patient tacts from N. Y.
Mar git Bara. Iren Psota. At San Fran¬ also a plus factor, showing once play is predictable, but the dialog
point
is made that Wolfe Cohen is
all bring real value to their roles.
cisco Film Festival, Nov. 4, '58. Banning
aga?n how these so-called technical is reasonably natural and the
time, 93 MINS.
There is one tense highspot in now nearer to the Orient, which
credits can give a shallow story various characters well drawn.
production. It is a heart operation, he frequently visits, and this com¬
The characters follow the con¬ seen" on a close-circuit tv screen, pensates for the greater distance
This impressive picture is what and superficial treatment depth
film festivals are made for—ex¬ and importance, however transi¬ ventional lines of such films. There which is uncommonly revealing. from Europe to some extent;.
are the two officers who at first Color throughout is good. Robert
posure of completely unknown tory.
The outposts abroad are kept
The cast is competent, including are at loggerheads but who come Krasker’s photography and William
product of high quality.
Shot in blaek and white, set in Agar, Miss Meadows, Strauss Miss to respect each other in their! Kellner’s production designs are apprised of United States goingson
via the. mailing of copies of the
the hilly vineyards around Lake Thomas, Barton MacLane, Griffith, mutual danger. There’s the new faultless.
Rich.
same publicity releases which are
Balaton, film centers on a sick Morris Ankrum, Leslie Bradley and boy fighting his fear. There’s the
Doodles
Weaver.
Powe.
irrepressible
Cockney,
the
country¬
sent
to the press. This will be con¬
soldier who. has returned from war
man who yearns to be back on his
to find his wife dead and his sisterJim Mulvey’s Side Job tinued from N. Y.
farm
and
the
man
whose
only
in¬
in-law caring for his little cottage
It’s understood some problem
James A. Muivey, president of
Polaris Productions Inc. has terest in the war is getting regular
and his son. The sister-in-law, a
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, is exists concerning national ad cam¬
hunchback, nurses the soldier back beep authorized to produce motion food and drink. In between fight¬ serving as chairman, motion pic¬ paigns. Plan is for these to be
pictures,
with
offices
in
New
York.
ing,
the
Nazis
they
indulge
in
some
to health and keeps him out of
touch with the community, earn¬ Capital stock is 200 shares, no par sentimental talk about home, and ture division, of the Visiting Nurse drawn on the Coast but the rub is
ing the soldier’s gratitude if ,not value. Clarence W. Archibold of the usual banter between them¬ Service of New York’s 1958 fund that WB’s agency, Buchanan, func¬
raising campaign.
tions only in N. Y. for the most
i N.Y., is a director and filing, attor¬ selves. ,
the love she desires.
Agency’s goal is $525,000.
part.
Though audiences will feel that
Eventually the soldier’s mother ney.
the Earth to the

WB’s WssIwariKo
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COLUMBIA’S CUE: ‘DIVERSIFY’
Col Scrutinizes Feature Blueprints
Out of Columbia’s top-echelon conference, currently taking
place on the Coast with Abe Schneider presiding, is expected to
emerge one of the most ambitious production programs, in the
company’s history.
The company executives are reviewing each property, studying
deals with independent producers: and establishing budgets for
each picture that receives the greenlight. The average budget, per
picture should represent a considerable increase on an average
basis over what Col has alloted for its features in the past.
Presentation of the various deals and potential pictures is being
made by production chief Samuel J. Briskin who was named to
the post after the death of prexy Harry.Cohn.
Announcement of the company’s complete 1959 program, in¬
cluding the total amount of coin to be spent on production, will
probably be withheld until the company's annual stockholders’
meeting in New York later this , month.
Execs attending the meeting include v.p. B. B. Kahane, exec
v.p. Abe Montague, v.p. Leo Jaffe, foreign chief Lacy W. Kastner,
British production topper Mike Frankovitch and v.p. Paul N.
Lazarus Jr. A routine board meeting will also be held.

Mike Todd Jr. on '80 Days Gross
$16,900,000 So Far—Producers Domestic Rentals
Minimally $2,500,000
Having grossed $16,900,000 do¬
mestically and $4,552,000 overseas,
“Around the World in 80 Days” is
now running in the black, Michael:
Todd, Jr., prez of Michael Todd
Inc., reported in N.Y. Monday
(10). Some $800,000 in uncollect¬
ed domestic rentals must be add¬
ed to the total figure.
Todd estimated that “80 Days”
should net a minimum of $2,500,000 in producer’s share. Picture is
distributed by United Artists.
*
Film carries a negative cost of
over $5,000,000, and Todd said the
breakeven point was at more than
100%. Remarkable fact about the
picture is that it has managed to
gross (in film rentals! to date over
$22,000,000 in only less than 2,000
engagements. It Has had 1,569
-bookings in the U.S. and Canada
and 280 abroad. None of the for¬
eign dates has been in the ToddAO version.
“80 Days” is being released at
a deliberately slow speed, Todd
maintained. Saturation bookings
are planned at the tailend of the
distribution cycle, i.e. after it has
hit tjje drive-in market next spring
and summer. Will it ever go on
television?
“I doubt it," said Todd. “After
the film has finished its theatri¬
cal run we’ll just lock it up and
hold it for release five or six years
later. In any case, if there’s a tv
deal, CBS has first call.” The web
has a large piece of the picture.

Gene & Roger Connan
Made ‘Unfair’ Re $2,400
Screenplay Compensation
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Gene and Roger CQrman arid
Balboa Productions have been
placed on the “unfair list” of
Writers Guild of America West.
Guild in a memo to members
charged the Cormans and Balboa
failed to pay writers $2,400 due in
connection with writing of a
screenplay and that in addition
they didn’t comply with WGAW’s
arbitration committee findings.
Also added to i^e WGAW-list
was tv producer Michael S. Colin.
Guild contends that he failed to
pay a writer $500 final payment
due in connection with the writing
of a story and teleplay.
WGAW also reminded members
that Republic is on its “strike list”
for having refused to negotiate
terms on the post-1948 pix it sold
to television.
Guild warned any members
working for producers On its “un¬
fair list” unless such proiMcer first
post a bond guaranteeing full
amount of compensation is sub¬
ject to fine.
Among producers on the “un¬
fair” list is Errol Flynn, who once
turned out a vidpix series.
John P. Curtin has been named
vice president of Color Service Inc.
in charge of.sales for the motion
picture lab. ,He’s been with, .the
firm for ‘the past tWo years.

Charity Pledges
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Total
of
$892,469
was
pledged by 20,852 subscribers
in first two weeks of Motion
Picture Permanent Charities’
1959 drive. Figure reps 72.9%
of the $1,225,000 goal set for
film industry’s annual cam-,
paign, funds to be allocated
to 21 Los Angeles charitable
agencies.
In breakdown, executives,
dept, heads, guilds and-1 cor¬
porations pledged $485,993
from 5,188 donors;
Labor’s
Executive Committee, repping
all studio crafts of AFL and
indie unions and guilds, $406,476 from 15,664 subscribers.

Regret Neglect Of
Frisco Festival
San Francisco, Nov. 11.
The San Francisco film festival
got a sudden boost this week when
20th-Fox pre? Spyros P. Skouras
and Coast exhibitor Mike Naify
agreed that lack of U.S., participa¬
tion in the event gave the industry
a black eye.
With Naify, boss of the 100-thea¬
tre United California chain, first
phoning Skouras and then follow¬
ing up with a wire, hope was ex¬
pressed here that a push from
Skouras could and would crack the
Hollywood barrier against the
Frisco fest.
20th originally had entered
“Rally Around the Flag, Boys” at
San Francisco, but withdraw it at
the last minute, the explanation
being that the picture wasn’t ready.
Film also was pulled from 20th’s
fourth-quarter release sked. After phoning Skouras, Naify
sent a wire in which he asked the
20th topper to supply some top
stars for the closing days of the
festival. He said the lack of co¬
operation with the event was- “bad
for the entire industry.”
The American industry has
never been enthusiastic about a
U.S. festival, though Eric Johnston
endorsed Frisco some weeks ago.
Though the festival has the ap¬
proval from the International Fed¬
eration of Film Producer Assns.
it’s not really considered a truly
“international” event in the sense
that publicity from' its spreads
globally. Also, some of the Ameri¬
can independent distributors are
hesitant to allow their pictures to
go to Frisco, partly on the theory
that the San Francisco critics can
ruin a film. There’s been little lo¬
cal newspaper support for the fest
this year.
State Comptroller Arthur Levitt,
the only Democrat elected on the
N. Y. State ticket last week, is an
honorary member of the Albany
Variety Club, which he has visited
many times and before which, he
has spoken on several, pccafcipns..

EMULATES AB-PT,

‘Gigi’ Socko Biz at Sutton, N. Y.,
Enhances East Side B.O. Potential
'

By HY HOLLINGER
Industry observers*are- carefully
watching developments in Colum¬
bia’s program of diversification.
While the company has been fairly
active in increasing its stake in
amusement entertprises linked to
the picture business, the new plan
is to seek businesses without as
well as within the entertainment
sphere.
Charged with the diversification
program is Nat Cohn, brother of
the late Harry and Jack Cohn.
Although Cohn has been shifted
from a division sales manager’s
post, he is reported , to have had
considerable personal experience
in outside business enterprises,
particularly in real estate.
The word diversification has
been bandied around in the pic¬
ture business for years, but with
the except of Stanley Warner,
Paramount and perhaps Ameri¬
can Broadcasting-Paramount The¬
atres few of the major companies
—both in production and exhibi¬
tion—have managed to latch on to
'profitable outside interests. Stan¬
ley hit a jackpot with International
Latex Corp., a manufacturer of
girdles, bras and baby pants. In
addition. International Latex has
itself diversified into the pharma¬
ceutical field and makes such pro¬
ducts as Isodine.
Paramount, via the Internation¬
al Telemeter Corp., not only has
an interest in a pay-tv gimmick
but is also involved in the manu¬
facture of calculating machines.
Par also has an interest in a com¬
pany that makes . television tubes.
AB-PT, in addition to its tele¬
vision and theatre interests, also
has a .stake In Disneyland.
Columbia, meanwhile, has been
active for the past several years
in expanding fis activities in the
amusement industry! Col’s telepix subsidiary, Screen Gems, the
first telepix outfit to be organized
by a major company, is one of the
most successful in the field and is
credited with contributing consid¬
erably to Col’s treasury.
More recently. Col organized a
record company, Colpix Records
and a music company, Columbia
Pictures Music. It entered the
real estate business via the pur¬
chase of its homeoffice building,
711 Fifth Ave. in N.Y., which in
addition to housing Col’s activities
also brings in coin from rental
space to other tenants. Within the
past several weeks Col acquired
studio facilities in London via the
purchase of a 49% interest in the
Bray Studios. The company also
became a theatre operator for the
first time by acquiring. the new
Columbia Theatre in London as
a foreign showcase.

Censorship: Dirty Word
Albany, Nov. 11.
Censorship, or control, goes
back to man’s earliest taboos;
Aristotle "and Plato both wrote
about it; one of the first great
acts of censorship was the Bull
of Pope Alexander VI, in 1501,
Stating that “All books printed
in the Christian world should
be submitted to the Church
for approval”—this came with
the invention of printing and
movable type.
. So Hugh M. Flick, former
“Censor” of N. Y. State as¬
serted in a discussion before
the Albany Kiwanis Club.
He argued that "censorship”
control or regulation” can not
be separated from “freedom”
—one insures the other but
admitted that in a democracy
“censorship is a ‘dirty’ word.”

Red Films Seen
Tops in Frisco
San Francisco, NOv. 11.
With the San Francisco Film
Festival two thirds complete, it is
pretty obvious to motion picure
professionals in attendance that
the three Iron Curtain entries are
sweeping the honors.
Far and ajvay best film shown
so. far has been Hungary’s “House
Under the Rocks,” a superbly
drawn melodrama.
Tipoff on how fast the word
has gotten around about the Hun¬
garian entry lay in the fact that
at its second showing—6 p.m. Nov.
6 after its original Nov. 5 exhibi¬
tion—it drew the biggest secondshowing house of any picture yet
screened in the fete.
The two other Communist en¬
tries, Yugoslavia’s “Road a Year
Long” and Poland's “Eve Wants
to Sleep,” both exhibited the Same
kind of imaginative quality which
the free wofld entries generally
have lacked. And this is despite
the fact that both the Yugoslav
arid Polish films contained plenti¬
ful flaw's.
General impression is that only
the Indian and possibly the Japan¬
ese, pictures may rescue some lau¬
rels for the free world.
Consensus among -the pros w’ho
have seen all the entries is that the
British, French, German, Italian
and Canadian entries have all
either been almost amateurish or
have been tired, cliche-ridden re¬
hashes for familiar formulas.

....

At The Golden Gate Festival

Run of Metro’s “Gigi” at the
Sutton Theatre, N. Y., not only has
buoyed the spirits of two theatremen but has served for them also
as a confirmation that “regardless
of what anyone says, a good film—
of what anyone says, a good film
still can do excellent business on
the east side, and doesn’t have to
be of the Bardot sexpot genre.”
Exhibitors involved are Don
Rugoff, prez of Rugoff & Becker,
w'hich operates the Sutton, and
Clem Perry, v.p. and general man¬
ager of the art chain. They pointed
out that, in its first week at the
Sutton, though a moveover from
Broadw'ay, “Gigi” managed to rack
up the highest gross the house has
ever done at a $1.80 top. It’s fig¬
ured that the first stanza will wind
up with around $27,000.
The “Gigi” run carries 0a good
deal of significance for the house,
one of the best on the east side.
Theoretically, the Sutton still “be¬
longs” to the Rank Organization.
In April of 1957, Rank Film Dis¬
tributors of America made a deal
with R & B under w'hich it had the
right to book its pix into the thea¬
tre. Agreement wfas for one year,
with options on two more years.
Current arrangement runs out in
April, 1959. and there is every ex¬
pectation that Rank w’on’t pick up
its option again.
“Gigi” was booked into the Sut¬
ton by Rugoff and Perry on a sort
of “leave of absence” from the
Rank deal. RFDA, during its
tenure, hasn’t had any really suc¬
cessful pix at the house.
“We’re delighted, because the
‘Gigi’ run proves that a good film,
just that arid nothing more, with¬
out any elaborate, offbeat exploita¬
tion angles, can still bring in’ a lot
Of people,” Rugoff said. “This con¬
tradicts all those who’ve gone
arourid saying that the public
won’t see anything any longer un¬
less it’s Brigitte Bardot at her
sexiest.”
Perry said the Sutton had long
lines even on the days when rain
came pouring dow?n. “People w'ere
getting soaked to the skin, and yet
they came out to see the picture,”
he said. “It proves to us how
strong the attraction of a good film
can be.”
The R & B execs said their new’
Manhasset house, The Cinema, was
doing well. They’re planning to
add additional art outlets in the
suburbs and still are mulling the
possibility of going into the foreign
film distribution field.

Buddy Rogers, Grofe Jr.
Team to Co-Produce
In Foreign Nations
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Charles (Buddy) Rogers and
Ferde. Grofe, Jr. are partnered in
R.,G. Productions, new indie firm
projecting a yearly program of
from four to six medium-budget
pix. Initialers, to be shot back-toback, will be “The Sea Witch” and
“The Hell Benders,” slated to roll
early next year in Manila with
Philippine co-financing.
Aim of new' organization is to
make pix outside the U.S. in co¬
production deals. Charles. Fawcett,
outfit’s European rep, currently is
in Madrid to arrange deals there.
Negotiations are on to distribute
first two through Allied Artists.

San Francisco, Nov. 11.
Much-beset San Francisco Film Festival got its hardest blow at^the
boxoffice from an unlikely source—the Pacific Gas & Electric Co. Be¬
tween 300 and 400 persons had coughed up $2 a head to see 6 p.m.
second showing of Hungary’s “House Under the Rocks” when a pow¬
er'failure blacked out the 1,000-seat Metro Theatre. This was biggest
house y.et for the 6 p.m. second showings of films exhibited previous
nights and fete director Irving M. Levin was forced to refund the
whole take. Necessary repairs, in fact, delayed 8:45 p.m. showing of
Britain's “The Wind Cannot Read” 45 minutes, keeping British Con¬
sul General Herbert S. Marchant and a full house waiting . . . direc¬
tor Irving Lerner—who did not direct “Anna Lucasta” but was asso¬
ciate to the director of that film—has sat through every festival pro¬
gram, believes that the tremendous change in shorts throughout the
world is worth shouting about. He got a big charge out of a. new “TerHollywood, Nov. 11.
rytoon” which no/ one would have' believed possible a decade ago.
“The Jungle.” a novelet by
Very impressionistic, very fey, very funny , . . lots of beatniks are get¬ James Michener, has been bought
ting off their pads, making the scene at the Metro—this offers an in¬ by 20th-Fox. David Weisbart has
teresting contrast to the tuxedoed socialites who are also attending been named as producer of the ve¬
. , . in Frisco to attend screening of Germany’s “Taiga” is producer hicle.
Karl F, de Vogt and his wife, of Munich, and Munio Podhorzer, U. S.
Story was included in Michenrep for the German Film Export Union . . . despite the fact that er’s time, “Return to Paradise,” a
Hungary’s “House Under the Rocks” was screened on second anniver¬ collection of the author’s yarns.
sary of the Hungarian Revolution, not a picket showed up at the thea¬ It’s a South Pacific drama set in
tre. Fete director Levin had received a phone call warning him that World War II.
picketing was planned, but nothing happened . . . rumor is that Ger¬
Michener will not screenplay
many^ “Rosemarie” might be screened in Frisco out of competition “Jungle,” but has already signed
. . Spanish delegation is expected for screening of “The Night and the •; to do another screenplay. “The
Dawn” . . French composer Darius Milhaud, great film fan, has at- \ Battle of Leyte Gulf,” for the
tended almost every showing in his Wheelchair.
••
l Westwood lot. •

20th Buys Michener Tale
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10G,
New Pix Hypo Hub; Deb’ Lush 13G,
Det Biz in Sharp Upbeat; ‘Houseboat’ ‘HURRAH.’MODEST
PROV.; ‘IN LOVE’ $7,000
‘Hurrah’ Huge $19,000, ‘Vampire 9G
Sockerco $25,000, In Love Okay 14G,
‘West' Big 16G, ‘Seas Great $21,500
Detroit, Nov. 11.
Over-all biz at downtowners this
^ week looks sharply up, with the
* leader, “Houseboat,” terrific at the
Michigan. “Man of West” looks
big at the Palms. However, “Party
Girl” shapes only fair at the
Adams.
“In Love and War” is about
average at the Fox. “South Seas
Adventure” continues a wow click
In sixth week at the Music Hall.
“Gigi" stays strong in fourth round
at the Trans-Lux Krim. “White
Wilderness” looms fancy in second
round at Madison.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5.100; $1.25$1.50^—"in Love and War” (20th)
and “Wolf Dog” (20th). Average
$14,000. Last week, “The Blob”
(Par) and “Married Monster OuterSpace” (Par), $12,500.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
$1.25-$1.50) — “Houseboat” (Par)
and “As Young As We Are” (Par).
Boffo $25,000. Last week, “From
Here, to Eternity” (Col) (reissue)
and '‘Party Crashers” (Par) (2d
wk». $12,000.
Palms fUD) (2.961; $1.25-$1.50)—
“Man of West” (UA) and “I Bury
Living” (UA). Big $16,000. Last
week, “Defiant Ones” (UA) and
“Hong Kong Confidential” (UA)
(4th wk), $14,000.
Madison (UD) (1.900; 41.25-$1.50)
—“White Wilderness” (BV). and
“Littlest Hobo” (AA> (2d wk). Fine
$9,000. Last week, $13,000.
Broadway - Capitol (UD) (3,500;
90-$1.25) — “Tarawa Beachhead”
(Col) and “Ghost of China Sea”
(Col). Average $12,000. Last week,
“Fearmakers” (UA) and “Terror in
Texas Town” (UA), ditto.
United Artists (UA) (1.667; $1.25$3)—“South Pacific” (Magna) (31st
wk). Oke $8,500. Last week, $8,700.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90$1.25)—“Party Girl” (M-G). Fair
$8,000. Last week, “Cat on Hot Tin
Roof” (M-G) (10th wk), $7,000.
Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,205; $1.25-$2.65)—“South Seas Ad¬
venture” (Cinerama) (6th wk.
Wham $21,500. Last week, $21,000.
Trans-Lux Krim (Trans-Lux). (1,000; 90-$1.65)—“Gigi” (M-G) (4th
wk). Great $8..000. Last week,
$8,500.

In Love’ Brisk $16,000,
St Loo; ‘Seas’ Torrid
13G, Torpedo’ Fair 8G

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week..$492,700
(Based on 22 theatres)
Last Year. $576,800
(Based oh 21 theatres)

Mo Blue But
“Party’OK $7J
Baltimore, Nov. 11.
Biz is sluggish again this week,
with city heavy with holdovers.
New entries are not doing much
to lift the take. Topper looks to
be “Party Girl,” only okay at tfte
Hippodrome. “Torpedo. Run” looks
slow at the Century while “Truth
About Women” is rated warm at
the Five West. “Defiant Ones”
shapes hot in fourth session at
the Town but “Cat On Hot Tin
Roof’ is down in 11th at the Stan¬
ley. “How To Murder a Rich Un¬
cle” is disappointing in second at
the Cinema. . “La Parisienne”
looms trim in fourth Mayfair
round.
Estimates for This Week
Century (R-F) (3,100; 50-$1.25)—
“Torpedo Run” (M-G).
Tame
$5,000. Last week, “Onionhead”
(WB) (3d wk), $5,000.
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50$1.25)—“How To Murder Rich Un¬
cle” (Col) (2d wk). Slow $1,500
after $2,000 opener.
Five West (Schwaber) (460;; 50$1.25) — “Truth About \ Women”
(Cont). Warm $2,500. Last week,
“Dunkirk” (M-G) (2d wk), $1,700.
Hippodrome (R-F) (2,300; 50$1.25)—“Party Girl” (M-G). Okay
$7,000. Last week, “At War With
Army” (Par) (reissue), $4,000.
Little (R-F) (300; 50-$1.25)—
“Reluctant Debutante” (M-G) (6th
wk). Nice $2,300 after $2,500 in
previous week.
Mayfair (R-F) (50-$i.25)—'“La
Parisienne” (UA) (4th wk). Trim
$3,500 after $4,500 in third.
New (R-F) (1,600; $1.50-$2.50)—
“South Pacific” (20th) (32d wk).
Low $4,500 after $5,000 for 31st
week.
Playhouse (Schwaber (460; 50$1.50)—“Me and Colonel” (Col)
(5th wk). Good $3,500 after $4,000
in fourth.
Stanley (R-F) (3,200; 50-$1.80)—
“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” (M-G) (11th
wk). Small $4,000. Last week,
$4,500.
Town. (R-F) (1,125; 50-$1.50)—
“Defiant Ones” (UA) (4th wk).
Warm $4,000 after $5,000 for third.

St. Louis, Nov. 11.
War pix have taken over at three
major houses this week, with “In
Love and War, lofty at the Fox,
“Torpedo Run,” fair at the Or¬
pheum and a revival of “At War
With Army,” okay at the St. Louis.
“Party Girl” is fair in second week
at Loew’s. “South Seas Adven¬
ture” in second week at the Am¬
bassador shapes big.
Estimates for'This Week
Ambassador < SW-Cinerama) (1,400; $1.20r$2.40)—“South Seas Ad¬
venture” (Cinerama) (2d wk). Big
$13,000. Last week, same.
Apollo Art (Grace) (700; 90$1.25 •—“Capt. From Koepenick’
(Indie). So^so $3,300. Last week,
“Law and Disorder” (Cont), $2,500.
Fox (Arthur) (5.000; 65-90)—“In
Love and War” (20th) and “Forbid¬
den Island” (Col). Lofty $16,000.
Last week, “The Blob” (Par) and
“Married Monster From /Outer
Kansas City, Nov. 11.
Space” (Par), $10,000.
Annual convention of Missouri
Loew’s (Loew) (3,200; 60-90)— teachers here last Thursday and
“Party Girl” (M-G) and “Terror in Friday proved a shot in the arm to
Texas Town” (UA) (2d wk). Fair cinema business, with a couple of
strong entries helping. “White
$7,000. Last week, $12,000.
in three Fox Midwest
Orpheum (Loew) (1.900; 60-90)— Wilderness”
is rated smart while “Tor¬
“Torpedo Run” (M-G) and "Men¬ houses
pedo
Run”
at Midland is fairly
ace in Night” (UA). Fair $8,000 or good. “Windjammer”
took a surge
over. Last week, “Defiant Ones” at the Missouri to a solid
figure as
(UA) (3d wk), $5,500.
I did “La Parisienne” at Roxy.
Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; $1.80- ! Weather looms mostly pleasant.
$2.25» — “South Pacific” (Magna)
Estimates for This Week
(30th wk). Passable $5,000. Last
Crest, Riverside (Common¬
week, ditto.
wealth) (1,000 cars each; 85c) —
Richinond (Arthur) (1,000; 60- Currently subsequent-run. Last
90 > — “Mademoiselle Striptease” week “Spider” (AI) and “Brain
(Indie) (2d wk). Light $1,800. Last Eaters” (AI), mild $5,000.
week, $2,000.
Glen, Dickinson, Shawnee DriveSt. Lonis (Arthur) (3,600; 60-75) in, Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson)
—“At War With Army” (Par) and (700; 750; 1,100 cars; 900 cars; 75“Let’s Go Navy” (Indie). Okay $9,- 90)—“Cop Hater” (UA) and “The
000. Last week, “Case of Dr. Lau¬ Mugger” (UA). Moderate $7,000,
rent” (T-L) and “Dangerous Exile” but up from recent doldrums Last
(Ran^. $9,500.
week, “Haunted Strangler” (M-G)
Shady Oak (Arthur) <560; 60-90) and “Fiend Without Face” (M-G)
“Case of Dr. Laurent” (T-L). Oke $4,000.
$2,000. Last week, "Mademoiselle
Kimo (Dickinson) .(504; 90-$1.25)
Striptease” (Indie), $2,500.
—“God Created Woman” (Kings)

Providence, Nov. 11.
The State’s “Last Hurrah” is
getting the most coin- this stanza
but its only moderately okay. The
holiday is helping many locations.
Albee’s “Man of West” shapes fair¬
ly good. “In Love and War” looks
good.
Strand opened “Tarawa
Beachhead” today (Tues.).
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80)—
“Man of West” (UA) and “Street
of Sinners” (UA).
Fairly good!
$6,000. Last weekr “Never Love A
Stranger” (AA) and' “Bullwhip”
(AA), $5,50t).
Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-80)—
“In Love and War” (20th) and
“Showdown at Boot Hill” (20th),
Good. $7,000. Last week, “Qnionhead” (.WB) and “At War With
Army” (Par) (reissue) (2d wk),
$5,000..
State (Loew) (3.200; 65-80)—
“Last Hurrah” (Col). Moderate
$10,000. Last week, “Big Coun¬
try” (UA) (3d Wk), $6,500.
Strand (National Realty) (2,200;
65-80>—“Tarawa Beachhead” (Col)
and “Murder Reported” (I).
Opened today (Tues.). Last week,
“Union Pacific” (Par) and “Wild
Harvest” (Par) (reissues), only
$1,200 in three days.

Cleve. Off Albeit
‘Party Trim 12G
Cleveland, Nov. 11.
Major film houses here in cur¬
rent stanza still are being hit by
sluggish business.
“Party Girl”
looks over average at State but
elsewhere except for hard-ticket
pix trade is unexciting. “In Love
and’ War” is rated just okay at
Allen while “Last Hurrah” looks
mild at Hipp.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (S-W) (3,800;. 70-90)—“In
Love and War” (20th). Okay $13,000 in 9 days. Last week, “At War
With Army”
(20th)
(reissue),
$7,800.
Continental Art (Art Theatre
Guild) (850; $1.25)—“Crime and
Punishment” (Indie). Fair $2,300.
Last week, “Foxiest Girl in Town”
(Indie), $1,800.
Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild)
(925; $1.25)—“Premier May” (In¬
die). Poor $1,100. Last week,
“Red and Black” (Indie) (2d wk),
$2,000'.
^
Hippodrome (Telem’t) (3,700; 85$1.50)—“Last Hurrah” (Col)‘ Mild
$10,000. Last week, “Villa” (20th)
and “Gun Runners” (UA), $9,000.
Lower Mall - (Community) (500;
70-90)—“Wild and.Wicked” (Indie)
and “Assault” (Indie).
Good
$3,500. Last week, “I Led Two
Lives” (Indie) and “White Slavery”
(Indie) (2d wk), $1,800.
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.50)
—“South Pacific” (20th) (30th wk).
Neat $7*000- Last week, ditto.
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,523;
$1.25-$2.40)—“Search For Para¬
dise” (Cinerama) (12th wk). Up to
big $13,500 after $11,600 last week.
State (Loew) (8,500;- 70-90)—
“Party Girl” (M-G). Over average
$12,000 or better.
Last week,
“Man of West” (UA), $9,000.
Stilhnan (Loew). (2,700; 70-90)—
“Gigi” (M-G) (m.o.). Okay $5,000.
Last week, $6,500.

Teachers’ Meet Ups K.C.; ‘Wilderness
Fine $12,10, ‘Windjammer Hot HOC
(40th wk). Okay $1,500. Last week,
same.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-90)—
“Torpedo Run” (M-G) and “Men¬
ace in the Night” (UA)..Fairly good
$7,000. Last week, “Defiant Ones”
(UA) and “Cross Up” (UA), $6,500.
Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194;
$l,25-$2) — “Windjammer” (NT)
(10th wk). Spurted with help from
visiting teachefs to stout $10,000. j
Last week, $8,000.
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)—
“From Earth To the Moon” (WB)
and. “Party Crashers” (Par). Sur¬
prising $8,000 for this combo. Last
week, “Wind Across the Ever¬
glades” (WB) and “Enchanted
Island” (WB), 6 days, $5,000.
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-90)—
“La Parisienne” (UA) (3d wk).
Boosted !by teachers to fancy
$7,000. Last week, $6,000.
Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox
Midwest) (2.643; 700; 1,217; 75-90)
—“White Wilderness” (BV). Smart
$12,000, may hold. Last week,
“Streetcar Named Desire*’ (20th)
(reissue) and
“Stage Struck”
(Indie), $7,000. .

Estimated Total Grosa
This Week .$2,274,900
(Based on 22 cities and 232
theatres, chiefly flrst runs, in¬
cluding N, Y.)
Last Year .$2,985,300
(Based on 22 cities and 255
theatres.)

‘In Love Mighty
$17,000 in PhiDy
Philadelphia, Nov. 11.
Saturday .boxoffice takings gen¬
erally were good despite a long
holdover list. “In Love and War”
looks terrific at theo Viking, with
patrons waiting in long lines to get
in. “Houseboat” shapes smart in
fourth stanza at Arcadia. “Wind¬
jammer” is rated fast in second
session at the Boyd. “Onionhead”
is slow in second Randolph stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99-$1.80)—
“Houseboat” (Par) (4th wk). Smart
$11,000. Last week, $12,500. .
Boyd (SW) (1,480; $1.20-$2.40)—
“Windjammer” (NT) (2d wk). Fast!
$14,000. Last, week, $16,000.
Fox (National) (2.250; 65-$1.49)—
“She Played with Fire” (Col) and
“Buchanan Rides Alone” (Col). I
Mild $7,600.- Last week, “China
Doll” (20th) and “Hong Kong Con¬
fidential” (20th), same.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 65$1.49)—“Torpedo Run” (M-G) (2d
wk). Slow $4,000 for four days.
Last week, $8,500.
*
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2$2.75)—“South Pacific” (20th) (33d
wk). Steady $7,000. Last week,

$8,000.

Randolph (Goldman) (1,250; 65$1.80)—“Onionhead” (WB) (2d wk).
Slow $8,000. Last week, $13,000.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80)—
“Cat on Hot Tin. Roof” (M-G) (7th
wk). Slick $12,000. Last week,
$13,000.
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)—
“Defiant Ones” (UA) (7th wk).
Good $7,000. Last week, $7,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)—
“Reluctant Debutante” (M-G) (7th
wk). Fair $3,900. Last week, $4,500.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49)*!Th Love and War” (20th). Sock
$17,000 hr over. Last week, “From
Earth to Moon” (WB), $8,000.
World (Pathe) (604; 95-$1.80)—
“Mitsou” (Indie) (2d wk). Neat
$2,900. Last week, $4,000.

Tarty’ Oke $9,000 In
Cincy; ‘So. Seas’ Wham
25G, 2d, ‘In Lore’ 5iG
- Cincinnati, Nov. 11.
“Party Girl,” shaping all right
at the flagship Albee, is getting the
most coin of regular-run pix in
this moderate session. “Haunted
Strangler,” new bill at the Grand,
looms fairish. -“Streetcar Named
Desire” is in so-so stride on return
trip at the Palace. Holdover “In
Love and War” is okay at Keith’s.
Boff second session looms for
“South Seas Adventure,” down¬
town leader by a wide margin.
Long-run “South Pacific” main¬
tains pleasing tempo at suburban
Valley.
Estimates for This Week
J
Albee (RKO) (3,100;. 90-$1.25)— ;
“Party Girl” (M-G). Okay $9,000.,
Last week, “Onionhead”. (WB),
$8,500.
Capitol (SW - Cinerama) (1,376;
$1.20-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (2d wk). Boff
$25,000. Last week, nine days, with
presold Wednesday preem, $29,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$1.10)—
‘‘Haunted Strangler” (M-G) and
“Friend Without a Face” (M-G).
Fairish $6,000. Last week, “Gun
Runners” (UA) and “Terror in
•Texas Town” (UA), $5,500.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)—
“In Love and. War” (20th) (2d wk).
Five days. Oke $5,500. Last w*eek,
$7,506.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)—
“Streetcar Named Desire” (20th)
(reissue). So-so $6,000. Last week,
“Gigi” (M-G) (3d wk-6 days),
$5,500.
Valley (Wiethe) (1,300,- $1.50$2.50) — “South Pacific” (Magna)
(28th wk). Okay $5,700. Last week,
$6,000-

Boston, Nov. 11.
Big rash of new product at boxoffice with holiday and* fine
weather helping hypo grosses.
“Reluctant Debutante” looks big
at Loew’s State. “Demoniaque” is
wow at the Capri. “In Love And
War” is not so strong at the Met.
“Blood of Vampire” is okay at
MemoriaL
Leading the holdovers is “Last
Hurrah,” still great in third round
at the Orpheum. Hardticket shows
are holding up fine with excep¬
tion of “Old Man and Sea” at
the Astor, failing in third week.
“Gigi” is robust in 11th frame at
the Gary. “Windjammer” is pack¬
ing ’em in at the Boston in 12th
round. “South Pacific” is sharp
in 31st' session at Saxon. “White
Wilderness” is still lively in fifth
round at small Beacon Hill.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,371; $1.75-$2.50)
— “Old Man and Sea” (WB) (3d
wk). Slim" $6,5Q6. Last week,
$5,500.
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90-$l‘.50)
— “White Wilderness” (BV) (5th
wk). Surging $5,000 again. Last
week, same.
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354;
$1.25-$2.65) — “Windjammer” (NT)
(12th wk). The 11th week; sharp
$18,000. Last week, ditto.
Capri (Sack) (1,150; 90-$1.50) —
“Demoniaque” (UMPO).
Wow
$10,000. Last week, “Tides of Pas¬
sion” (Indie) (3d wk),. $5,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 75-$1.25)—
“Me And Colonel” (Col) (8th wk).
Seventh week was good $6,800.
Last week, $7,000Fenway (NET) (1,376; 60-$1.10)
—“Wolf Larsen” (AA) and. “Snowfire” (Col). Dull $3,000. Last week,
“Villa” (20th) and “New Orleans
After Dark” (AA), $2,200.
Gary (Sack) (1,340; $1.25-$3) —
“Gigi” (M-G) (11th wk). Neat $13,000. Last. week, dittor
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 75-$1.25)
— “Arsenic And Old Lace” and
“Inspector General”
(reissues).
Oke $5,500. Last week, “Blue
Murder St. Trinian’s” (Cont),
$2,800.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$1.10)
(Continued on page 12)

‘In Lore’ Lusty $10,500,
Pitt; ‘Wilderness’ Wow
‘Gigi’ Fine 11}G

m

Pittsburgh, Nov. 11.
Downtown trade is looking up
again after the recent downbeat.
The big noise is out at the Squirrel
Hill, nabe art house, where “White
Wilderness" will be the biggest
thing in a long time. “In Love
and War” is getting the Harris back
into the money for a change. “De¬
fiant Ones” is holding up well at
the Penn and may stay again.
“Gigi” at popular prices isn’t com¬
ing up to expectations at Stanley.
Reissue of “Tom Sawyer” is doing
very Well at Fulton.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 90-$1.25)—
“Tom Sawyer” (DCA) (reissue).
Very good $6,000.
Last week,
“Blob” (Par) and “Married Mon¬
ster Outer Space” (Par), $5,700.
Guild (Green) (500; 99-$1.25)—
“Capt. From Koepenick” (DCA)
(2d wk). Only okay at $1,700.
Last^week, $2,700.
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 90-$1.25)
—“In Love and War” (20th). First
time in some time anything has
looked okay here. Should hit stout
$10,500 and naturally stays. Last
week, “Mark of Zorro” (26th) (re¬
issue), $2,766 in 5 days.
Penn (UA) (3,300; 99-$1.50)—
“Defiant Ones” (UA) (2d wk).
Helped by sneak of “Buccaneer”
(Par) on Saturday night (8), and
helping to big $12,000. Figures to
say another five days or longer.
Last week, $16,200.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 90-$1.25)
—“White Wilderness” (BV). Broke
house record Saturday (8) and
can’t miss a sensational $7,500;
maybe more. Last week, “Truth
About Women” (Indie) (2d wk),
$2 200

Stanley* (SW) (3,800; 90-$1.25):—
“Gigi” (M-G). Here at pop scale
following 10-week roadshow run
last summer. While considerably
above recent takes here, $11,500 is
rated only nice. Last week, “Man
of West” (UA), $8,000.
Warner (SW) (1,500; $1.20-$2.40)
—“Windjammer” (NT). Wound up
nine and a half weeks Sunday (9)
and “Old Man and Sea” (WB)
opened-tonight (Tues.) on reservedseat preem but goes to grind to¬
morrow. Final session for “Wind¬
jammer” was best of entire run at
great $15,500, and $85,000 total for
engagement.
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FRESH FARE FANS CHI TRADE
♦

LA Modest; 'Country' Stout $31,000, ‘TUNNEL. PARTY,’ Broadway Uneven But Arties Clicking;
'Torpedo’ Fair 15G, 'Old Man’ Boffo 1USEBM!' HITS ‘Uncle’Wow 31G,‘Gigi’Record $28,(1
‘Home’ OK 1406, “Blob’ Mushy $11,000
$9,500, ‘So. Seas’ Rousing 22G, 7th
Los^ Angeles,.. Nov. 11. 4-—:---------L. A. first-run prospects are only
moderate here this week despite ‘Old Man’ Tall $4,500,
Veterans’ Day holiday which bol¬
Buff; Tn Love’ 9G, 2d
stered biz in a majority of situa¬
Buffalo, Nov. 11.
tions. Leader is "Big Country”
Takings are largely dull in cur¬
which is swinging into a multiplerun after showcasing 11 weeks at rent round hefre although "In Love
Warner Beverly. It shapes stout and War” still is big in second
week at the Center. Reissue of “At
$31,000 in five theatres.
"Torpedo Run” looks fairish War With Army” shapes nifty at
"$15,000 in three houses but "Old Lafayette. "Old Man and Sea”
Man and Sea” is rated boff $9,500 looms near-capacity on opening
at 631-seat Fine Arts.
"White Session at the tiny Cinema.
Wilderness,’!, also on multi-run,
Estimates for This Week
looms good $9,500 in two situations.
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)—
Regular holdovers include “Cat “Man of West” (UA). Fairish $11,on Hot Tin Roof,” torrid $9,500 in 000. Last week, "Gigi” (4th wk),
11th round at Fox Wilshire, and $7,400 at $1.25 top.
"Last Hurrah.” fine $$800 in sec¬
Center (AB-PT) (3,000; 70-90)—
ond week at Four Star.
“In Love and War” (20th) (2d wk).
Majority of extended-runs on Big $9,000. Last week, $14,000.
hard-ticket engagements are doing
Century (UATC) (1,410; $1.50good to big trade currently, being
led by "South Seas Adventure,” $3)—"South Pacific” (Magna) (25th
wk).
Tall $8,000 in 6 days. Last
heading for lush $22,000 in seventh
week, $7,500.
round at Warner Hollywood.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-90)—
Estimates for This Week
"At War-With Army” (Par) (reis¬
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90- sue) and “Littlest Hobo” (AA).
$1.50)—"Old Man and Sea” (WB). Nifty $10,000. Last wteek, "Blood
Boff $9,500. Last week, “Tale of of Vampire” (U) and ‘^Monster on
Two Cities” (Rank) (3d wk), $1,200. Campus” (U), $7,500.
Hawaii, Wiltern, State (G&S'Paramount (AB^PT) (3,000; 70SW-UATC) (1,106; 2,344; 2,404; 90- 90)—"From Earth to Moon” (WB)
$1.50)—"Torpedo Run” (M-G) and and “Hot Angel” (Par).. Fair $7,"Fiend Without a Face” (M-G). 500. Last week, “High School Hell¬
Fair $15,000. Last Week, Hawaii cats” (AI) and "Hot Rod Gang”
with Downtown Paramount, “In¬ (AI) (5 days), $7,000.
spector General” (WB), "Arsenic
Teck (Loew) (1,200; 70-$1.25)—
and Old Lace” (WB) (reissues) "Cat On Hot Tin Roof” (M-G) (11th
$8,900. Wiltern, State with Iris, wk). Slim $5,000 or less. Last
"Decks Ran Red” (M-G), "Dun¬ uranlr CR TOO
Cinema (Martina) (450; 70-90)—
kirk” (M-G), $11,800. .
Downtown Paramount, Vogue "Old Man and Sea” (WB). Near
(ABPT-FWC) (3,300; 825; 90-$1.50) capacity $4,500. Last week, $1,500.
—"White Wilderness” (BV) (1st
»multiple run) and "Lone Ranger
Lost City of Gold” (UA). Good
$9,500. Last week, Vogue, "Onionhead” (WB), "Me and Colonel”
(Col) (3d wk), $2,500.
Warner Beverly, Orpheum,Hol¬
lywood, Uptown, Loyola (SWMetropolitan-FWC) (1,612; 2,213;
756; 1,715; 1,298; 90-$1.50)—“Big
Country” (UA) (1st multiple run)
Minneapolis, NoV. 11.
(12th wk, War Bev; 1st wk, others)
It has been some time since
and ‘‘Cop Hater” (UA) (except War there have been four Loop new¬
Bev). Stout $31,000 or close. Last comers in any one week, as in
week. Warner Beverly (5 days), current session, and the boxoffice
$3,200. Orpheum with Fox Bev¬ is being invigorated. Fresh entries
erly, "Defiant Ones” (UA) (5th wk), are topped by "Party Girl,” socko i
$10,400.
Hollywood with Hill- at Lyric. "Torpedo Run” looks oke
street, "The Spider” (AI), “Terror “Raw Wind in Eden” shapes mild
Year 5,000” (AI), $13,900. Uptown, at Orpheum.
Loyola with Pantages, Los Angeles,
“Search, for Paradise” is socko in
(Continued on page 12)
its 37th and next to last week. It’s
the second big week for "White
Wilderness” at the World. The
Minnesota-Iowa football game Sat¬
urday, pulling a Capacity crowd of
62,000 at $4 a throw, diverted some
attention away from the Loop
houses.
Estimates for This Week
Louisville, Nov. 11.
Alvin (Mann) (947; $1.50-$2.65)—
"South
Pacific” (Magna) (20th wk).
Biz is spotty on town’s main drag
this week.
Weekend football Good $8,000. Last week, $8,500.
Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150;
games, both high school and col¬
legiate, draw good sized crowds, $1.75-$2.65) — "Search for Para¬
but the film houses got their share, dise” (Cinerama) (37th wk). Just
particularly" at night. “In Love one more canto to go before giving
tfnd War,” new entry at the Rialto, way to "Windjammer” (NT). Great
shapes hep.
"Last Hurrah” at $22,000 in last eight days. Last
United Artists is way below ex¬ week, $15,500.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)—
ceptions. "From Earth to Moon”
at the Mary Anderson is getting a “Torpedo Run” (M-G), Oke $6,000
nice play. Holdover of "Big Coun¬ or close. Last week, "Blood of
try” in fourth week at the Ken¬ Vampire” (U) and "Monster on
Campus” (U), $2,500.
tucky is still nice.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-90)—
Estimates for. This Week
"Party Girl” (M-G). Socko $8,000.
Brown (Fourth Ave.) (1,200; Last week, "Barbarian and Geisha”
$1.25-$2);—"South Pacific” (Magna) (20th) (4th wk), $3,500 at 90-$L25.
(27th wk). Firm $7,000 in 5 days.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75"Gigi” (M-G) opens Tuesday (11). 90) — "Raw Wind in Eden” (U).
Last week "Pacific” was $6,000 for Sizes up as a natural for femme
. seven days.
patrons. Moderate $7,000. Last
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 60-90)— week, “Adam and Eve” (Indie),
• "Big Country” (UA) (4th wk). Still $10,500.
stufdy at $5,000, after third week’s
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-90)—
$6 000.
"Adam and Eve” (Indie) (m.o.).
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000; Mild, $5,000. Last week, "Blob”
60-90) — "From Earth to Moon” (Par) and “Married Monster Outer
(WB). Nice $6,000. Last week, Space” (Par), $6,000.
"Naked and Dead” (WB) (2d wk),
State (Par) (2,200; 85-90)—"At¬
$4,500.
tila” (Indie). Smash $12,000 or
Rialto (Fourth Avfe.) (3,000; 60- thereabouts. Last week. "Onion85)—"In Love and War” (20th). head” (WB) (2d wk), $8,000.
Hep $9,000 or near. Last week,
Suburban World (Mann) (800;
"Blood of Vampire” (U) and “Mon¬ 85)—“Mile. Striptease” (Indie) and
ster on Campus” (U), same.
“Miller’s Beautiful Wife” (Indie)
United Artists (UA> (3,000; 60-90) (2 runs). Bardot again.
Slight
—"Last Hurrah” (Col). Spencer with $1,100. Last week, "Summer¬
Tracy name seems to lack b.o. im¬ time (UA) (2d runs), $1,800.
pact, so m id $5,000 is all. Last
World (Mann) (400; 85-$l-25)—
week,
"Torpedo Run”
(M-G), "White Wilderness” (BV) (2d wk).
$4,000.
Good $5,500. Last week, $6,500.

‘Attila’ Sock 12G,
Mpk; ‘Party’ 8G

Tn Love’ Lively $9,000,
L’ville; 1000’ Fine 6G,
‘Hurrah’ Laggard $5,000

Chicago, Nov. 11.
.Burst of new product, including
several blockbusters, plus crisper
weather will hypo first-run biz
greatly this round after several
lighter weeks. Of the newcomers,
"Last Hurrah” looks to cheer up a
good $27,000 at the Chicago. “Party
Girl” shapes a sock $26,000 at the
United Artists. “Houseboat” is
soaring to a wham $23,000 at the
Esquire.
"Tunnel of Love” world preem
at the Wopds will garner a great
$27,000. Horror cpmbo of "Mon¬
ster on Campus” and "Blood of
Vampire” at Garrick is reaching
for sockeroo $10,000.
Second round of “Onionhead” at
State-Lake sagged to a fairish total
while "In Love and War” in Roose¬
velt second looks lively. Oriental’s
"Torpedo Run” posted a slow third
round of four days..
Of the hard-ticket pix, "South
Seas Adventure” is sturdy in'sev¬
enth Palace session while "Gigi”
remains good after 18 stanzas at
the Harris. "South Pacific” is solid
in 33d McVickers week. "Around
World in 80 Days” is tenaciously
holding at a torrid total after 84
rounds at Todd’s Cinestage.
Estimates for This Week
Capri (Dowd) (585; $1.25-$1.50)—
Reissues. Last week, "Martine”
(Indie) fine $6,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.80)
^“Last Hurrah” (Col). Good $27,000. Last week, "Cat on Hot Tin
Roof” (M-G) (10th wk), $18,500.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350;
$1.50)—“Houseboat” (Par). Great
$23,000. Last week, “Me and Colo¬
nel” (C6ir (6th wk), $8,000.
Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)—
“Blood of Vampire” (U) and "Mon¬
ster on Campus” (U). Smash $10.000. Last week, “Ft. Massacre”
(UA) and "China Doll” (UA) (2d
wk), $8,000.
Harris (Todd) (984; $1.25-$3)—
‘Gigi” (M-G) (18th wk).. Steady
$15,000. Last week, $14,800.
Loop (Telem’i) (606; 90-$1.50)—
“Fantasia” (BV) (reissue). Spark¬
ling $7,500. Last week, “Dunkirk”
(M-G) (2d wk), $6,800.
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25$3.30) — "South Pacific” (Magna)
(33d wk). Solid $23,000. Last week,
$22,500.
Monroe (Jovan) (1,000; 65-90)—
“Toughest Gun in Tombstone”
(UA) and "Terror in Texas Town”
(UA).. Good $5,500. Last week, re¬
issues.
Oriental (Indie) (3.400; 90-$1.50)
■—“Torpedo Run” (M-G) (3d wkh
Fair $9,000 in final 4 days. Last
week, $13,000.
'*Palace (SW - Cinerama) (1,434;
$1.25-$3.40)—"South Seas -Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (7th wk). Dandy
$31,2Q0. Last week, $28,500.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 90-$1.80)
—“In Love and War" (20tb) (2d
wk). Lively $17,000. Last week,
$19,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90$1.80)—“Onionhead” (WB) (2d wTk).
Fairish $17,000. Last week, $21,000.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25)
—"Truth About Women” ^Cont)
(2d wk). Modest $2,200. Last week,
$3,500.
Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1,036;
$1.75-$3.50) — "Around World”
(UA) (84th wk). Hotsy $14,000.
Last week, $11,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90$1.80)—“Party Girl” (M-G). Hot
$26,000. Last week, "Barbarian
and Geisha” (20th) (3d wk), $12,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90$1.50)—“Tunnel of Love” (M-G).
Great $27,000. Last week, “Decks
Ran Red” (M-G) (3d wk). $10,000.
World (Teitel) (606; 90)—“Rice”
(Indie). Dandy $5,800. Last week,
reissue.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re¬
ported herewith from the vari¬
ous key cities, are net; l.e„
without usual tax. Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in¬
come.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however as Indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tar.

‘Party’ Slow $15,000,
D. C.; ‘Houseboat’ 9G, 4
Washington, Nov. 11.
Major election shakeups took the
bl.rnie for a slump at Wickets in
nation’s most politically affected
town. “Party Girl,” only newT
entry, shapes slow at Capitol.
“Reluctant Debutante.” in 904-seat
Columbia, held hicely in fourth
stanza. “From Earth To Moon”
shapes only okay in two houses.
“Houseboat” still is great in fourth
round.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW)
(1.490; 1,000; 90-$1.25) — “From
Earth to Moon” (WB). Okay $10,500. Last week, “Blob” (Par) and
“Married Monster” (Par), $10,200.
Apex (K-B) (940; 60-90)—“Last
Bridge” (Union) and “The Awaken¬
ing” (Union). Good $3,800. Last
week, “Wee Geordie” (Indie) and
“The Detective” (Col) (reissue),
$4,000.Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 90-$1.25)
—“Party Girl” (M-G). Slow $15,000, but holds* Last week, “Tor¬
pedo Run” (M-G) (2d wk), $13,000.
Columbia (Loew) (904; 90-$1.25)
— “Reluctant Debutante” (M-G)
(4th wk). Big. $8,000 after $9,000
in fourth. Stays.
MacArthur (K-B) (900; $1.10) —
“Man in Raincoat” (Indie) (2d wk).
Good $3,000. Last week, $3,800.
Ontario (K-B) (1,240; 90-$1.25)—
“Houseboat” (Par) (4lh wk). Great
$9,000. Stays. Last week. $10,000.
Palace (Loew) (2,390; 90-$1.25)—
“In Love and War”,(20th) (2d wk).
Oke $13,000. Last week, $18,000.
Plaza (T-L) (276; 90-$1.50) —
“Time of Desire” (Janus) (6th wk).
Excellent $2,800 after $3,100 a
week ago.
Tran-s-Lux . (T-L) (600; $1.25$3.80) — “Last Hurrah” (Col) (2d
wk). Hot $10,000 following $13,000
opener.
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.25-$2.50)
— “South Pacific” (Magna) (32d
wk). Nice $6,000 in 3 days. Last
week, $8,000.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1.300;
$1.25-$2.40) — "Windjammer” (NT)
<4th wk). Fair $11,300 after $13,500 in third.

‘In Love’ Nice 14G,
Frisco; ‘Moon’ 13G
San Francisco, Nov. 11.
Local first-run biz is fair this
stanza with "Reluctant Debutante”
trim at Warfield. “In Love and
War” is nice at the Fox while
"Tarawa Beachhead” is good at
Paramount.
“Earth To Moon”
looks strong at St. Francis. "Old
Man and. Sea” looms weak in third
Coronet session.and leaves on Nov.
30. “Gigi” still is excellent in 18th
round at Stagedoor.
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; $1.25)
—"Mark Of Hawk” (U) and “Tanganyka” (U). Mild $7,000. Last
week, “Blood Of Vampire” (U) and
"Monster On Campus” (U). $10,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
"In Love and War” (20th) and
"Showdown At Boot Hill” (20th).
Nice $14,000 or near. Last week,
"Mister Roberts” (WB) and “High;
and Mighty” (WB)
(reissues),

$8,000.

Warfield (Loew) (2.656; 90-81.25)
—"Reluctant Debutante” (M-G).
Trim $16,000. Last week, "Torpedo
Run” (M-G) (2d wk), $7,000.
Paramoimt (Par) (2.646: 90-$1.25)
—"Tarawa Beachhead” (Col> and
"Tijuana Story” (Col). Good $13,000. Last week. "Blob” (Par) and
"Married Monster Outer Space”
(Par). $12,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1.25$1.50) — "From Earth To. Moon”
(WB) and "Brain From Planet
Arous” (WB). Strong $13,000 or
over. Last week, “Tank Battalion”
(AT) and "Hell Sauad” (AI), $9,000.
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1.456;
$1.75-82.65) — "Search For Para¬
dise” (Cinerama) (35th wk). Good
$14,000. Last week, $13,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
(Continued on page 12)'

Several new, strong bills will
give Broadway first-run business a
slight lift in the otherwise very
uneven to downbeat current ses¬
sion. While mild and sans ram
most of the time, the weather did
not prove much help to trade in
the last six or seven days. Vet¬
erans’ Day yesterday (Tues.) was
only slightly beneficial.
“Home Before Dark” with stageshow is. winding up with a good
$140,000 in opening stanza at the
Music Hall. It stays on. Big win¬
ners are in the arty theatres this
week. ° “My Uncle, Mr. Hulot,”
which hit a new record of $15,800
opening round at the Baronet, will
show a wow $31,000 total for both
this house and the Guild where
day-dating.
“Gigi” hung up an alltime high
of $28,600 in first session at the
Sutton where playing grind and at
usual scale there. It was running
ahead" of the initial week in first
three days of the second round.
“The Blob,” the other newcomer,
shapes only fair $11,000 at the
Mayfair.
"In Love and War” is heading
for a good $36,000 in second week
at the Paramount. "Party -Girl”
held at fine $18,500 in second
round, at the State, and is now in
third week.
"Last Hurrah” with stageshow
is holding with good $60,000 in.
third session at the Roxy, and con¬
tinues. "Torpedo Run” is dragging
bottom at a thin $19,999 or near in
third week at the Capitol where
"Houseboat” moves in tommorrow
(Thurs.).
"Big Country” looks to top the
fifth week's total to grab a fancy
$17,000 in sixth round at the Astor.
"Night Heaven Fell” held at hefty
$9,000 in third stanza at the Odeon
but is limping at the Fine Arts
where it is being replaced by
"Orders To Kill” on Nov. 17. "De¬
fiant Ones” held even with last
week to grab a solid $14,500 in
seventh session at the Victoria.
"South Seas Adventure” climbed
to a sturdy $29,000 in 16th stanza
at the Warner where it is now in
its 17th week. "South Pacific” held
at good $21,000 in fifth week at the
Rivoli but the other hard-tickefers
are way down.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)—
"Big Country” (UA) (6th wk). Cur¬
rent round ending today (Wed.)
looks like trim $17,000. Fifth was
$16,500.
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)—
"My Uncle, Mr. Hulot” (Cont) (2d
wk). First session ended Sunday
(9) was new all-time high of
$15,800.
Capitol (Loew) (4 820; $l-$2.50)
—"Torpedo Run” (M-G) (3d-final
wk). Going only six days^and get¬
ting thin $11,000 or near. Second
full week was $13,500, below hopes.
"Houseboat” (Par) opens tomorrow
(Thurs.),
•
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; -$1.80$2.50)—“Old Man and Sea” (WB)
(6th wk). Fifth stanza completed
Sunday (9) was modest $13,900.
Fourth was $16,000.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-31.80)
—"Night Heaven Fell” (Kings) (4th
wk). Third week finished Monday
(10) was fair $6,600. Second was
$6,500. "Orders To Kill” (Indie)
due to open I{pv. 17.
. 55th St. Playhouse (Moss) (300;
$1.25-$1 80) — "Up the Qreek”
(Indie). Opened Monday. (10). In
ahead, "Senechal, the Magnificent”
(DCA) (4th wk), light $2,300. Third
was $3,800.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75>—
"My Uncle, Mr. Hulot” (Cont) (2d
wk). Initial frame finished Sunday
(9) was smash $15,200, one of big
figures here.
Mayfair (Indie) (1,736; 79-$1.80)
—"The Blob” (Par). Initial session
ending, today (Wed.) looks to hit
fair $11,000 or close. Last week;
“Streetcar Named Desire” (20th)
(reissue) (4th wk>, $10,000.
Normandie (Trans - Lux) (592;
$1.80-$2.80) — "Tosca” (Indie) (3d
wk). This stanza ending today
(Wed.) is heading for solid $10,000,
with extra matinee Tuesday (11).
Second was $12,000. Stays on, with
advance still solid.
Palace (RKO) (1,642; $1.25-$3)—
"Roots of Heaven” (20th) (5th wk).
Fourth week ended yesterday
(Continued on page 12)
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Omaha Biz Soars; 'Guns’ 1b Lo?e’ Rugged $7,000,
Port;‘Defiant’ 6iG, 2d
Loud 5G, Tarty’ Same
Portland, Ore., Nov. 11.
First-run trade is very uneven
Tacific’ Socko $13,000 here
this stanza, with “In Love and

(Continued from page 9)
“In Love and War” (20th), “Flam¬
ing Frontier” (20th), $19,900.
Four Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1.50)
^-“Last • Hurrah’’ (Col) (2d wk).
Lush $6,800. Last week, $8,100.
Pantares, Los Angeles (RKOFWC) (2,815; 2,097; 90-$1.50)—“In
Love and War” (20th) and “Flam¬
ing Frontier” (20th) (2d wk). Light
$9,800..
Hillstreet (RKO). <2,752; 90-$1.50)
—“The Spider” (AI) and “Terror
from Year. 5,000” (AI) (2d wk).
Traggy $2,500.
Fox Beyerly (FWC) (1,170; 90-$2)
—“Defiant Ones” (UA) (6th wk).
Hefty $4,500.
• Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine¬
rama) (1,389; $1.20-$2.65)—“South
Seas Adventure” (Cine). Started
7lh week Sunday (9) after big $22,000 last week.
Fox. Wilshire (FWC) (2:296; 90$1.50) —? “Cat On Hot Tin Roof”
(M-G> (11th wk>. Hotsy $9,500.
Last week, $8,300.
- Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
(1.468; $1..65-$3J — “Gigi” (M-G)
(18th wk). Big $16,000. Last week,
$14,800.
Egyptian (UATC) (1,392; $1.65$3,30) — “South Pacific” (Magna)
(23d wk). Torrid $15,500. Last
week. $13,700.
Chinese (FWC) (1,408; $1.75$3.50)^—“Windjammer” ‘NT) (31st
wk). Trim -$16,500. Last week,
$15,700.
Carthay (FWC) (1,135; $1.75$3.50)—“Around World in 80 Days”
(UA) (99th wk). Sock $14,000: Last
week, $12,200.
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“Ben Hur" director William Wyler briefly commemmorated the
film’s producer, Sam £imbalist, on the film’s set (the day after his
death from 4 heart attack), after w-hich the entire assembled cast of
the picture observed five minutes of silence in'tribute to the filmmak¬
er. Producer had been tired for some weeks previous to his death, a
fellow-worker said in Rome, but “was not a man who paid excessive
Omaha, Nov. 13.
attention to his health.” Zimbalist had complained that he was not
War” standout newcomer. It is
An influx of strong new entries rated tall at the Fox. “Blood of
feeling well, however, on morning of attack which led to his death
has first-run trade perking this Vampire” looms slim in first round
in his Yia Appia Antica home. “Ben Hur” is expected to wind up its
week. Biggest surprise is “Love at Liberty and “Hell Squad” is
local shooting schedule towrarAs the end of December.
and War,” which is lively enough barely okay in first at Orpheum.
French producer Raoul Levy, who. has no contract with Brigitte;
at the Orpheum to be headed for a “Defiant Ones” is rated fine in
Bardot but has an agreement with her, says the French sexpot suffers
holdover stanza.
“Party Girl” second Paramount session. “Gigi”
|
from
an overdose of big-money offers and a lack of good scripts . . .
looks fine at the State and also continues stout in 12th stanza at
:20th-Fox prez Spyros P. Skouras presided over the launching of an¬
may repeat, "Blob,” thanks to the the Guild.
other
one of his tankers last week . . . French director Roger Vadim
Estimates for This Week
teen-age group is rated rousing at
signed to direct Carlo Ponti’s “Liaison Dangereuse” in France .
Broadway (Parker) (890; $1.50the Omaha. “Last of Fast Guns”
Bidding’s
hot for Harry Kurnitz’s “Once' More With Feeling” legiter
$2.50)—“South
Pacific”
(Magna)
is torrid at the Brandeis while in
. . . French director Louis Malle to Puerto Rico to scout locations for
the hard-ticket bracket, "South (24th wk). Strong $6,500. Last
week,
$6,400.
his
projected
“Single Handed.” It was Malle who directed the con¬
Pacific” is. lusty in third session
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1,50)
troversial “Les Amants:” . . . Audrey Hepburn offered $750,000 to do
at the new Cooper.
—“In Love and War” <20th) .and
Estimates for Tjs Week
a picture . . . Darryl F. Zanuck reediting the first part of “Roots for
From Red Rock” (Indie).
Brande's (Cooper) <1,10,0; 90)— “Escape
Heaven” prior to the film’s going into general release at Christmas
$7,000. Last week, “Onion“Last of Fast Guns” <U> and “Voice Tall
time.
head”
(WB)
and “Dangerous.
in Mirror” <U).
Hotsy $5,000. Youth” (WB1 (2d wk), $5,800.
Konrad Adenauer, Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany,
Last week, “Ride Crocked Trail”
has been presented the Golden Heart of Variety Clubs International
Guild (Indie) <400; $1.25 $3)—
<U) and “Once Upon Horse” (U>, “Gigi” (M-G) (12th wk). Stout
as recipient of the 1S57 Humanitarian Award. Presentation was made
$2,200.
$4,500. Last w'eek, $5,000.
by George W. Eby, International Chief Barker, to Ambassador WilCooper (Cooper) <708; $1.50Liberty (Hamrick) (1,865; $1(helm G. Grewe at the German Embassy in Washington.
$2.20)—“South Pacific” (Magna) $1.50)—“Blood of Vampire” (U)
Blessed with strong business, both trie Guild and the Baronet Thea¬
(3d wk). Smash $13,000 with some and “Monster On Campus” <U).
tres upped their prices for “Mon Oncle,” the Tati film, in N.Y; Top
standees. Last week, $11,600.
Slim $4,000. Last week, "Torpedo
now
is $2 . . . Leo Lax due on one of his periodic visits from Paris
Omaha (Tristates) <2,066; 75-90) Run” (M-G) and “Saga of Hemp
next week . . . N.Y. Times’ Bosley Crowther nixed appearance on the
—“Blob” (Par) and “Married Mon¬ Brown” (U) (2d wk), $5,800.
David
Susskind “Open End” tv sliowr Nov. 18. The topic: Film critics.
,
Orpheum
(Evergreen)
(1,600;
$1ster from Outer Space” (Par).
Michael Todd Jr. has contributed to the Museum of Modern Art the
Rousing $5,500 or near.
Last $1.50)—r"Hell Squad” (AI) and
documentary which the late Mike Todd shot in conjunction with his
week, “Big Country” (UA) (3d wk). j “Tank Battalion” (AI). Oke $6,000.
production of “80 Days Around the World.” The Museum will edit
$5,000 at 90c-$1.25 scale.
j Last week, “The Spider” (AI> and
the footage into a special subject for non-theatrical distribution
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 90- i “Brain Eaters” (AI), $5,700.
schools, colleges, etc. Todd once made a $250,000 tv deal for the film,
$1.25»—“In Love and War” (20th).J Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1but then changed his mind on the theory it might hurt the feature
Good $9,000 or near. Last week, j $1.50)—“Defiant Ones” (UA> and
Gun In Tombstone”
itself . . . David Susskind, nowT rooted in films, tv and the theatre; has
“Never Love Stranger” <AA) and i “Toughest
(UA) (2d wk). Fine $6,509. Last
“Legidn of Doomed” <AA>, $4,000. i week, $7,700.
a. four-picture deal with Columbia. He’ll shoot one film every summer
at 90c top.
wTith “Revival” to be his first.
Toronto, Nov. 11.
State (Cooper) (850; 90)—'“Party
Florence Lowe, longtime Variety correspondent in Washington,
With no newcomers at downtown
Girl” (M-G). Nice $5,000. Last
BROADWAY
deluxers, biz is spotty here cur- commuted from her Philadelphia home to work on the successful
week, “White Wilderness” 1BV)
[=rently,. with “Big County” pacing Keating-for-senator campaign. Mrs. Lowe became a Keating fan while
. (Continued from page 9)
and “Paul Bunyan” (BV)'(2d wk'»,
(Tues.) was mild $12,000 or near the city. in . third, stanza and “Cat covering his activities as ranking Republican on the House Judiciary
$3,500. v. '
with, added' matinee Tuesday. Third . on a Hot Tin Roof” still torrid in Committee. Keating, incidentally, , may be expected to expand his; al¬
i =fourth .frame. • “La Parisienne-’ and ready extensive tv activities in his new role as solon from the Em-'
•was $13,000. .
j “Houseboat,’’.both in third stanzas,
. Odeon (Rank)..: f 813; 90-$i .89)— 1 are holding nicely’. Saturday sell-. jpire ;State. As Representative from Rochester he was sole member of
“Night Heaven Fell”. (Kings)/ < 4th out on “Seven Wonders of World,” .Congress . with a statewide tv netw'o'rk, appearing regularly on . seven
.wk). Third round concluded Mon¬ i'i.n i6th stanza, showed a pickup stations throughout the state.
King Features’ Hyman Goldberg expanding the Variety stories on
day (10twas good.$9,000.. Second 1 over, last week's bizL
was $9*400.
\
.•
“U.S. moviemakers’ sex gambit” into a syndicated feature.
. Indianapolis, Nov. 11.
1 * .' Estimates fqr This Week
.
Eric
Johnston due bn the Coast Nov, 17 for the first of his regular,
“In Love .and. War” at Circle is.
Paramount (AB-PiT) (3,665; $1Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 75-$1.25) bi-monthly huddles with studio heads. Meet was pushed up this time
doing brisk business, to lead town $2)—“In Love and War” (20th) (2d H
In an. otherwise quiet week at first wk). This stanza winding up to¬ • —“Parisiemie” (UA): (3d wife).: Nice since Johnston plans a .Far East trip . . . Bob Edwards,'.Titanus’. 11taly)
runs. “Big Country” at Loew’s morrow (Thurs.) is heading for ; $10,000. Last week, $13,000. .
' Downtown, Glendale, Prince of p.r; -man, in N.Y. on a vacation-business trip. Edwards last worked on
looks fair. “Me and Colonel” at good $36,000. First was
Wales, State (Taylor) (1,059; 995; “Naked Maja.” He makes Rome his permanent headquarters.
Keith's shapes nice. “South Paci¬ Stays on.
“The Pagan,” Ramon Novarro’s 1928 Metro silent starrer, will be
1.200; 694; 50-75) —- “Never Lovfe
fic” is plugging along at moderate
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- Gangster” (AA) and “You Can’t remade by indie producer Philip A. Waxman, with John Kneubuhl
level in 29th stanza at Lyric.
$1.80;—“Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert). Escape” (AA). Okay $15,000. Last set to write screenplay . . . .Oscar Levant may go into "Say One for
Estimates for This Week
Opened yesterday (Tues.).
In
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2.800; 75- ahead, “Seventh Seal” ( Janus) (4th week, “Man of West” (UA) and Me,” Frank Tashlin production for 20th . . . Henry Greenberg and
90)—“In Love and War” (20th) and wk), okay $6,000 for 8.days. Third “Hong Kong Confidential” (UA), Malvin Wald team up on script of “Confessions of an Opium Eater”
for indie producer William Castle.
“Hell Strip Mutiny” (Indie). Fancy regular week of seven days, $6,500. for 10-honse combo, $33,000.
Egllnton <FP) (1,080; $l-$2)—
$10,000. Last week, “Blob” (Par)
While Metro has a smash in “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” the company
and “Married Monster Outer | Radio City Mnsio Hall (Rocke¬ “Old Man and Sea” (WB) (2d wk). also has a less impressive entry. Joseph R. Vogel frankly states he*d
fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75) — "Home Despite pickup still sad at $5,000.
Space" (Par), $11,000.
be
happy if he could break even with “Party Girl,” which stars Robert
Keith’s tC-D) d,300; 75-90>—j Before Dark” (WB) plus stageshow. Last week, $4,500.
Hollywood <FP) G.080; $1-$1.25) Taylor and Cyd Charisse.
“‘Me And Colonel’” (Col). Nice 56.- \ Initial session ending today (Wed.)
Paramount’s Pilades Levi in from his Rome base on business* To
000. Last week, “Onionhead” (VB) looks to reach good $140J)00. Last —“Certain Smile” (20th) (2d wk).
Dallas, his “home” town, although longtime resident abroad, and due
week, “Cat on Hot Tin Roof’ (M-G) Light $7,000. Last week, $9,000.
(3d wk), $5,000.
Hyland (Rank) G.057; $1)- back in N.Y. Dec. 1.
Loew’s iLoew) <2,427; 75-90)— and stageshow (7th wk), $105,000.
B. G. Kranze, v.p. of3 Stanley Warner Cinerama Corp., back from
“Big Country” <UA). Fair $7,000. “Dark” is staying on, and look “Whole Truth” (Col) (2d wk).
Last week, “Man of West” <UA) headed for a four-week run here. Hefty $5,000. Last week, $6,000. Germany, Holland, Belgium and France w’here he surveyed Cinera¬
Imperial (FP) (3,343; 75-$1.50)— ma oerations . . . Columbia has signed world’s table tennis champ
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50)
and “Hong Kong Confidential”
—“South Pacific” (Magna) (6IIi “Houseboat” (Par) (3d wk). Lusty Reba Moness for a short, “Table Tennis Anyone?” . . Ranald Mac(UA», 56,000.
Lyric <C-D) <850; $1.25-52.20)— wk). The fifth stanza concluded $10,000 for final 4 days. Last week, Dongall, author-director of Metro’s, "The World, the Flesh and the
“South Pacific” (Magna) <29th wk). Monday (10) was good $21,000. $12,500. • .
Devil,” in Gotham for location shots on the Sol C. Siegel production
International (Taylor) (557; $1)— starring Harry Belafonie and Mel Ferrer . . , Glenn Ford in town for
Steady $9,000. Last week, about ^Fourth was same.
Plaza (Lopert) <525; $1.50-$2)— “Orders to Kill” (IFD) (5th wk). “Torpedo Run.” . . . . England’s Sapphire Films has acquired A. E.
same.
Okay
$3,000.
Last
week,
$4,000.
“Inspector Maigret” (Lopert) (5th
Loew’s . (Loew) (2,096; 75-$1.25) Hotchner’s novel, “The Dangerous American,” for 1959 production.
wk). Current round winding up t6BOSTON
day (Wed.) Is heading for fancy —“Big, Country” (UA) (2d. w'k). Hotchner, tv and screenwriter, has just complete'^' the screenplay for
Fine $14,000 or close. Last week, Otto Preminger’* production of Pierre Boulle'* “The Other Side of
$9,800. Fourth, $10,100.'
(Continued from page 8>
the Coin.” ..
Roxy (Indie; (5,705; 90^$2.50)— $17,000.
— “Blood Of Vampire” (U) and
Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.75-$2.40)—
Ernie Emerling, Loew’s Theatres pub-ad chief, is disturbed by the
“Monster On Campus” (UK Okay “Last Hurrah” (Col) and stageshow “South
Pacific”
»20th)
G9th
wk).
(3d
wk).
This
frame
finishing
to¬
listing
of only four American pictures in the “12 best films of all time”
$9,000. Last week, “Barbarian And
off to $10,000. Last week, selected by 117 film historians of 26 nations and announced at 'the
Geisha” «20th) and “Gun Fever” day (Wed.) lpoks like lusty $60,000. Easing
Second was $65,000. Stays on, with $11,000.
Brussels World Fair. In his “movie news letter” to editors, Emerling
(UA) (2d wk), $10,000.
• Towne (Taylor) (695; $l-$2.50)- is attempting to stir up a nationwide controversy and asks the film
Metropolitan (NET) <4,357; 70- “Tunnel of Love” (M-G) due in on “Gigi”
(M-G) G6th wk). Swell $7,$1.101—“In Love And War" (20th) Nov. 21.
scribes to try to find out what their readers think are the best films
500.
Last week. $8,000.
State
(Loew)
(3,450;
50-$1.75)—
and “Frontier Gun” (Indie). Fair
University (FP) (1,255; $1.50- of all time . . . Charles Schlaifer, head of the ad agency bearing his
Girl” (M-G) (3d wk). Sec¬
$13,000. Last week, “On onhcad” “Party
name,
has been re-elected secretary-treasurer of the Joint Commis¬
round finished’ Monday .GO) $2.40)—“Seven Wonders of World”
(WB) and “Littlest Hobo” ‘AA) <2d ond
was hangup $18,500. First was (Cinerama) G6th wk). Up to fine sion on Mental Illness and Health. Schlaifer is* the only layman on
wk>, $7,000.
$11,000. with Saturday sellout. Last the Commission, which was established by Congress in 1955 to con¬
$23,500.
Mayflower (ATC) (683; 75-$1.23)
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.80)— week, $10,000.
duct a three-year study on mental health and illness. . . ..
— “Damn Yankees” <WB) and “Gigi”
Uptown (Loew) <2,074; 75-$1.25)
(M-G) (2d wk-). Playing at
John Farrow and Samuel Bronston have teamed up, following “John
“Ama G^rls” (Indie) (2d runs). pop prices and regular scale for —“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” (M-G)
Paul
Jones,” in partnership for trio of high-budgetters, starting off
Oke $3*200. Last week. “Certain this house, this spared to a new (4th wk).- Tall $12,000 or near. Last
with Farrow’s long-planned “Son of Man,” story of Christ . . . Gary
Smile” <20th) and “10 North Fred¬ record
week,
$14,500.
here in first week concluded
Crosby on payroll at 20th-Fox and handed role in "Holiday for Lov¬
erick” (20th) <2d runs), ditto.
Saturday (9) of $28,600. Pic is play¬
ers” as initialer . . . John Michael Hayes will script “Carnet de Bal”
Paramount (NET) (92.357; 70- ing here after 24 weeks on re¬
SAN FRANCISCO
$1.10) — "Wolf Larsen” (AA) and served-seat, two-a-day policy at the
for Perlberg-Seaton . . - Minta Durfee, silent pic thesp, goes into Row¬
“Snowfire” »Col). Dull $7,000. Last Royale. Last Sunday (9) came in
(Continued from page 9)
land V. Lee’s “The Big Fisherman” . . . “The Roger Williams Story,”
week, “Villa” <20th) and “New with a figure ahead of initial 90-51.25) — “Defiant Ones” (UA) biopie of founder of Rhode Island Colony, being propped by Romina
Orleans After Dark” (AA), same. week's opening Sunday. Playing (5th wk). So-so $4,600. Last week, Productions . . . Henry Darnell set for Vogde’s “Four Skulls of Jona¬
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 60-Sl.lOi seven shows per day on Friday- $7,000.
than Drake,” Eduard Franx stairer.
— "Tarawa Beachhead” (Cob and Saturday but only six shows on
Stagedcor (A-R) <440; $1.25-$3)—
Dimitri Tiomkin east for huddles with Prosper Buranelli, former
“Kill Her Gently” (Col). Whopping other days.
“Gigi” (M-G) <18th wk). Dandy music critic, w’ho’s collaborating on the film composer’s memoirs,
$9,000. Last week, “Defiant Ones”
Trans-Lux 52a St (T-L) (540; $1- $10,000. Last week, $10,500.
“Don’t
Hate Me,” for Doubleday publication next spring. Tiomkin al¬
(UA) and “Fort Massacre” <UA) $1.50) — “What Price Murder”
Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774; so set the music to hotelman Conrad N. Hilton’s “Prayer For Peace”
(2d runs), $6,000.
(UMPO). Opened Monday GO). In $1.25-$1.50) — “Wild Fruit”
Saxon 'Sack) (1,000; $1.50-$3.50> ahead, “Case of Dr. Laurent” (UMPO). Looks under $2,000. Last which will be the feature of the.Berlin-Hilton when it opens the end
— “South Pacific” (Magna) <31st (Cont) (20th wk-5 days), fair $2,700 week, “Sorceress” (Indie) (2d wk), of this month . . . The Hernando (Marcella) Courtrights (former bosswk>. Sharp $13,000. Last week, after $3,500 for 19th full week.
man of the BevHills Hotel, wanted their second: to be a girl and that’s
$1,500.
same.
Victoria (City Inv.) G.003; 50-$2)
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (364; what it is . . . Ken Englund, prez of the Screen Writers’.Guild, east
Trans-Lux »T-L) (730; 75-$1.25) —“Defiant Ones” (UA) (8th wk). $1.25 >—“Pather Panchali” (Indie) for a 48-hour meeting of the national council of Writers’ Guild offi¬
— “White Slavery” <Ind‘e) and Seventh stanza ended yesterday (4th w’k). Okay $1,700* Last week, cers ...
“Paris Vice Squad” (Indie) (2d wkn (Tues.) was smooth $14,500 or the $1,800.
Mrs. William Keighley (Genevieve Tobin) has just returned to her
Big $6,000. Last week, $7,000.
same as the sixth week.
Coronet (United California) (1,- Paris home after spending a month in Gotham, rejoining her husband,
Orpheum iLoew) (2,900; 90-$1.50)
Warner (SW-Cinerama) G.6Q0; 250; $1.25-$3)—“Old Man and Sea” former top WB film director. The Keighleys have called Paris home
— “Last Hurrah” (Col) <3d wki. $1.80-$3.50)—“South Seas Adven¬ (WB).J3d w'k). Weak $7,000, .and
Wham $19,000. Last week, 522.500. ture” (Cinerama) (17th wk). The exits Nov. 30. Last week, $13,000. for past six years. He was recently decorated by City of Paris for his
State (.Loewi (3.600; 75-$1.25) — 16th week finished Saturday (8)
Alexandria (United California) contributions to Louvre of thousands of still pictures of French his¬
“Reluctant Debutante” (M-G). Big perked to fine $29,000. The 15th (1.170; $1.50-$3.50) — “South Paci¬ torical and art treasures. Pix, all shot by Keighley, are shown to public
$13,009. Last week, “Cat On Hot round, $24,400. Extra shows helped fic” (20th) <19th wk). Okay $14,000. on large screeq twice weekly at Louvre and have been given to New
York’s Metropolitan Museum.
Tm Roof” (M-G) (11th wk), $7,500. in the 16th stanza.
Last week, same.

‘Country’ Brisk 14G,
Toronto;‘Cat’12G, 4th

In Love’ Robust $10,000
In Indpls.; ‘Country’ 7G
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Allied Artists’ Big Goodwill Haul
Via Goldstein s Wit Before TOA
The value of an appearance of
a film company sales manager at
an exhibitor convention has often Ernie Ford to Make Film
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
been questioned, but the results
Tennessee Ernie Ford is set¬
accruing from the “in person”
ting up his own motion picture
outings at Theatre Owners of
America’s recent meeting in Miami
unit to augment his activities
in video. Star, in association,
Beach has put a new emphasis on
with his manager, Cliffie
these annual meetings from the
standpoint of cementing relation¬ .. Stone, has formed a subsidiary
of his BetFord Corporation,
ships between exhibitors and dis¬
which produces his Thursday
tributors.
Although all the sales managers
night NBC-TV show.
present made fine. impressions for
. First film will be turned out
during Ford’s eight-week hi¬
their companies, the greatest bene¬
fit from the hands-across-the-table
atus from tv next summer.
and face-to-face palaver seems to
have gone to Allied Artists as a
result of the strong impact made
by sales topper Maurice “Razz"
Goldstein.,
Goldstein entered the conven¬
tion as the low man on the totem
pole as far as his company’s prod¬
uct is concerned, but his firm, as
a consequence of Goldstein’s
straight - from - the - shoulder and
witty talk, emerged .with new sta¬
ture. Goldstein had two main
points to make: (1) eliminate Allied)
Paramount appears cozying up
Artists ' from antitrust suits and
(2» give the company a fairer break to the French film industry in a
on the booking of second features. move Avhich could have the effect
He pointed out that AA was usu¬ of enhancing the American com¬
ally automatically included in om¬ pany’s
marketing
position in
nibus antitrust suits although the
company is prepared to give most France. In an address before a
theatres better runs than they have meeting of . industryites in Paris
now. In addition, he urged thea¬ last week, George Weltner, Par’s
tremen not to book blindly a sec¬ global sales chief, discolsed his
ond feature of the company that company’s intention of undertak¬
supplied the top film, but to take ing “more active collaboration”
a look at “some of the fine, play¬ with French producers.
able second features” issued by
Specifically, Par has in mind to
Allied Artists.
distribute certain French films in
Assurances
the future on either a territorial
Immediately after his talk Gold¬ or international basis. He didn’t
stein was congratulated by circuit go into detail but this has the look
toppers, indie exhibitors and even of a reciprocity arrangement.
executives of rival film companies.
Jacques F1 a u d, director of
More concretely, he received as¬ France’s Centre National de la
surances, personally and via the Cinematografie, is holding up on
mail, from industry attorneys that the allocation of 40 dubbing per¬
they had not realized the barm mits for American pictures. Flaud
they were causing AA and would next month will decide on which
henceforth not include the com¬ of the Yank comrsnies get lie \
pany in the filing of antitrust suits. many such permits with the deci¬
At the same time, Goldstein ob¬
tained promises from theatremen sions to be influenced on which
that they would make every effort companies contributed to the wel¬
to give AA pix a better break at fare of the French trade.
With Par about to distribute
their theatres. When Goldstein re¬
turned to his N. Y. office, he re¬ some French product this company
logically
will get the “favored
ceived numerous letters, telegrams
and telephone calls from his field nation” treatment from Flaud.
staff as well as from individual
theatremen indicating that efforts
would be made to cooperate with
A A more fully.
As a result of the new rapport
that has been apparently estab¬
lished with exhibitors, Goldstein
said that AA’s production program,
particularly in the making of big¬
ger, important pictures, would only
Chicago, Nov. 11.
be restricted by the extent of the
Chicago picture censorship set¬
help’ it receives from exhibitors on
up
sprung
another
leak last week
its current and soon-to-be-released
product. “The cooperation and when the U. S. Court of Appeals.
7Uj^Circuit,
ruled
the
city’s ban of
playoffs we receive from now on,”
he said, “will influence the number “Mom and Dad,” the sex hygiene
film,
is
unconstitutional.
Tribunal
of important pictures we can
directed the lower court to issue
make.”
an
order
enjoining
Chicago
from
AA’s entry in the big picture
field via “The Friendly Persuasion” refusing exhibition of the film.
Litigation began last March 25,
and “Love in the Afternoon” was
successful from an artistic stand¬ although attempts to show the pic¬
point but not as commendable ture here had been made repeat¬
financially, although it’s figured edly almost since its initial release
that the company will just about in 1945. “Mom and Dad” has been
break even on both pictures. These !*one of the most censor-harassed
two experiences has not disheart¬ ! films in the annals of the industry,
ened the company and it has placed, and has won most of its court bat¬
tles for the right to play. Pic,
other biggies on its future slate.
In the meantime, it is banking however, Is still banned in one
on such films as “The A1 Capone State (Kansas) and several cities,
Story,” starring Rod Steiger, including Detroit, Atlanta, Pasa¬
scheduled for March release; “The dena and Evanston, Ill.
Big Circus.” a $1,500,000 entry
Although the hygiener has been
starring Victor Mature, Red But¬ prohibited from the Windy City,
tons and Rhonda Fleming; "The it has off and on played several
Behemoth,” “79 Park Ave.,” suburban situations, including a
“House on Haunted Hill,” “Some¬ run in adjacent Berwyn late in
thing for Nothing,” starring Arlene 1945.
Dahl. Fernardo Lamas and Anita
The Appeals Court ruled “Mom
Eckberg, and “Man From Mont¬ and Dad” is neither obscene nor
martre,” film biography of the immoral, as the ploice bliie-pencilpainter Utrillo. In addition, AA lers charged, and that the cops had
will release its usual number of no constitutional basis for banning
so-called timely exploitation pix— it. Plaintiff Modern Films (Irwin
that is. films based on current news Joseph) was repped in the'courts
events. According to Goldstein, by attorney Abner Mikva. Deci¬
the company, which will release 32 sion leaves the Supreme Court as
pictures in 1958, hopes to make last resort for Chi, but it’s con¬
the same number in 1959 "if condi¬ sidered doubtful the matter will
tions warrant it.”
be pressed any further.
Distrib said it had no immediate
Film Imports IntT Inc. has been plans for showing the picture
authorized to conduct a motion pic¬
locally.
Joseph acquired sole world
tures business in New York, with
capital stock of 200 shares, no par rights to it in August," 1977, when
he
bought
nut Kroger Babb, one
value. Dayid Kallman . filing at¬
of" the original principals.
torney at Albany.

Par Tells French
More Cooperation
With Them Due

lorn & Dad’Victor
Over Chi Censor

Amusement Stock Quotations

Tight-Rein U
Continued from page 3

- '-,ts

Week Ended Tuesday (11)
Universal — for the most part —
N. Y. Stock Exchange
maintained the time-honored sys¬
Net
tem of producing its own pictures
Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues.
Change
High
Low
with salaried or contract person¬
for
2
wks.
Low
Close
High
in 100s
nel. This system worked success¬
185%
18%
ABC Vending 84
20
— %
201 % 14
fully for a time, for U had six of
195ft
21%
+2
21
Am Br-Tar Th 513
13
217s
the most successful years in its
38*4
40
39*8 241% CBS “A” .... 241
41%
+ 17%
history. Companies set their
+2
405%
391/4 247% CBS “B” ..... 141
40
38i%
sights on blockbusters. U was
187%
33
18*4
— 74
20 V4 127% Col Pix ....
19
grinding out the so-called bread
187%
183%
19% 137% Decca . 236
18
+ 1%
and butter pictures—the cornball
367% 14
37%
4034
+ 7%
Disney . 174
4034
“Ma and Pa Kettle” and “Francis”
+12*4
mb Eastman KdK 224 136)4 1287% 1397%
entries and the sex and sand ac- 131
+ 15%
8
7i 6
7%
3i/4 EMI . 572
8%'
tioners.
+25%
9
10
634 List Ind.529
914
10%
Then the bottom dropped out of
205%
Loewis
.
638
19%
+ 1%
21%
237%
127/s
the market for U’s type of pictures.
97%
107%
97%
7% Nat. Thea. .. 312
10%
+1
Some suspect television saturation
46
• 4734 305% Paramount ..
+
1%
4534
4734
88
of the hinterlands, the backbone of
247%
2334
+2
237%
23 V4 12% Philco .285
U’s grassroots policy, Was the ma¬
+5%
93%
86%
927%
43%
937%
Polaroid .... 250
jor cause of U’s decline. At any
427%
38%
+47%
4134 30i/4 RCA .814
4174
rate,, the company found itself
+ 7%
67%
774
Republic .... 334
77%
7 7%
5
with a full year’s program of some
12%
13
+1%
13
131/4
9%
Rep.,
pfd.
...
7
30. odd pictures of a type no long¬
18%
17%
+17%
18
1874
14% . . Stanley War . 206
er in great demand.
24
23%
26
20
.
Storer
.
51
2474
+1
It was at this point that prexy
2134 20th-Fox .... 248
33%
34%
31%
35
+ 174
Milton R. Rackmil halted produc¬
25*%
2434
24% 151/4 United Artists 74
2574
+ %
tion, instigated a major cutback
247%
24% .
27
18% Univ. Pix ...
25%
11
+ %
for economy purposes and revised
68
67%
71
57
Univ.,
pfd.
..*250
687%
+
74
the company’s production program,
217/s
22
22
+1%
23U 167% Warner Bros. 26
with the latter calling for fewer
142
138
12874
67%
Zenith
.
112
+
12
1347
s
and bigger * pictures and partner¬
ship deals with- independents.
American Stock Exchange
Near completion at Universal is
4?%
37/%
4
37%
+ 7%
27's Allied Artists 23
the first of its new “indie” pic¬
— 34
83«
1034
7% Ail’d Art., pfd. 10
8%
87%
tures, “This Earth Is Mine,” star¬
8% Assoc. Artists 18
10%
107%
107%
1176
+
.74
ring Hock Hudson, who’s under
5%
3
5
DuMont Lab 277
57%
434
+ 74
contract. U is partners in this
4%
2% Guild Films . 782
3
3
2%
—
7%
deal with Vint* ge Productions,
934
5% Nat’l Telefilm 194
9
9%
87%
+ 74
made up of Henry King, Casey
3% Skiatron .... 363
734
534
5%
47%
+
%
Robinson and Claude Heilman. It
8i/%
75*
3% Technicolor . 192
7%
87%
+ %
has another deal with Kirk Doug¬
634
674 Tele Indus ..
39
67%
6
87 s
+ 7%
las’ Bryna Productions for “Spartacus,” starring Douglas, Laurence
Over-the-Counter Securities
Olivier, Charles Laughton and
Ask
Bid
Peter Ustinov. This is set to roll
Ampex ....
.
527% 56
+ 127%
early in ’59. Another agreement
Chesapeake Industries..
2*4
314
involves Arwyn . Pt o d uctions
Cinerama Prod. ..
2%
2%
—
7%
(Marty Melcher and Doris Day) for
Magna ThCatre ..
2
.
1%
+ 7%
“That Time of Year,” which will
Metropolitan Broadcasting.
103%
97%
star. Miss Day and Rock Hudson.
Teleprompter.
,
10
107s
+ %
Universal, however, is not de¬
U. A. Theatres..
.
6%
7
—1
pending wholly on partnership ar¬
rangements. It’s continuing with
* Actual Volume.
studio-made product, such as. “Im¬
(.Quotations famished by Dreyfus & Co.)
itation of Life,” starring Lana
Turner; “Buckskin Kid and Calico
Girl” (Audie Murphy), “The Per¬
fect Furlough” and' “Operation
Petticoat,” starring Tony Curtis.

_

Skouras Leads Exhibs to Water
;. Continued from page 3 ;

‘Lifetime’ Lessons
—Continued from page 2 —^

from $50 to $5,000—the last named,
for a “lifetime” enrollment. Be¬
fore Mrs. Lee was entitled to pur¬
chase the lifetime membership,
she allegedly had to pass a qual¬
ifying dance course before a threemember board, one of whom was
Russell.
All the fees were paid by check,
to the dancing school. On some oc¬
casions, Mrs. Lee allegedly was
accompanied to the bank by one
of the three defendants, who also
reported had accompanied her
home, at other times, to get her
bankbook.
She produced to the police and
the district attorney’s office cor¬
respondence had with the terping
school, also, bank books showing
the withdrawals and cancelled
checks.
George J. Myers, attorney for
Russell and Crofton, was quoted as
telling The Knickerbocker News it
was not uncommon for elderly
people to take dancing courses ana
to avail themselves of .“lifetime”
privileges. It was also said Russell
contended Mrs. Lee had not asked
for her money back; could have.
Because of several court cases
in Westchester County against
dancing studios, Assemblyman Mal¬
colm Wilson, of Yonkers (Lieuten¬
ant Governor elect), introduced a
bill in the Legislature on Feb. 24
last, proposing a new article to the
General Business Law for the li¬
censing of studios by the munici¬
pality. It affected so-called ball¬
room dancing schools and studios;
did not apply to professional
schools or those for non-adults.
The tightly - drawn measure,
which sought to put a limit on the
number of hours of dancing which
could be sold under a contract, re¬
quired the posting of a $3,000 bond,
among other things,
It reached the third reading
calendar in the Assembly, but did
not come to a final vote. Operators
of a number of studios, particularly
smaller ones, registered strong ob¬
jection to the bill. There was also
reported to be some concern,
among legislators, about the effect
of the. measure on dancing classes
’ at country clubs.

ally is seeking areas of agreement
rather, than organization unity.
Even at 20th there is a good deal
of skepticism over the possibility
of obtaining effective unity in ex¬
hibition. “Asking TOA (Theatre
Owners of America) and Allied to
sit down together is pretty much
like asking A & P to meet with the
owners of the little grocery stores,”
ran one comment. “They all sell
groceries, but that’s about all
they’ve got in common.”
And, as has already been brought
out at the organizations’ respective
conventions, ihe differences be¬
tween TOA and Allied go pretty
deep, particularly on the crucial
issue of the decree, which TOA
wants modified (possibly to even
allow some form of block booking
again) and Allied has accused the
Justice Dept, of enforcing inade¬
quately.
What Skouras wants to achieve,
say his aides, is a compromise ap¬
proach on the part of exhibition,
i.e. a middle-of-the-road view tak¬
ing into account the conservative
attitude of the big circuits in TOA
and the "firebrand,” aggressive
policy pursued by Allied, which
takes in the small operators. Both
parties do realize, of course, that
nothing can be done unless there’s
a gettogether on the part of exhibi¬
tion.
/‘We can’t meet with the

would insure the success of the
second, industrywide, pow “be¬
cause production and distribution
executives will be informed of
the results of the Nov. 14 meeting
and will then be in a better posi¬
tion to study and assist in what¬
ever steps the exhibitors decide it
is necessary to take ... A united
front of exhibition, which can
emerge from the Nov. 14 meeting,
will be a better-equipped voice to
meet with the leaders of produc-jmip isjg pun sjaquiaui pmog
tion
and
distribution
subse¬
quently.”
The 20th prexy said the conclave
would have to be held “in a climate
of confidence and mutual respect”
because “only in this atmosphere
can we lead to the creation and
development of one Industry or¬
ganization that will serve as a forum
of all of us with present, or pend¬
ing, or as yet unborn problems.
On the success of this meeting de¬
pends our only hope of bringing
about a movement to reestablish
the health and preeminence of the
entertainment industry.”
There were indications last week
that Skouras had sought, original¬
ly, to broaden the invite by having
it come from other company presi¬
dents apart from himself. The
others nixed the proposition, partly
due to the. prominent role taken
by Skouras at the TOA and Allied
conventions, which he practically
company presidents, or with
dominated. He was asked to speak
the Government, and then
at Allied, but himself initiated his
start squabbling among our¬
invite to address the TOA. 20th
selves" commented one exhib¬
stealing the show at the two con¬
itor last week.
ventions cued some negative reac¬
Trouble, as many see it, is thet tion at the other companies.
the Allied leadership, and particu¬
larly Allied general counsel Abram
Saskatchewan Officers
F. Myers, will be put on the spot
by the meet this week. Myers for
Saskatoon, Sask., Nov. 11.
years has kept Allied in the lime¬
Officers op the Saskatchewan
light via his “great dissenter” role, Motion Picture Exhibitors’ Assn,
a part which has led his organiza¬ for the coming year include F. J.
tion before the Senate Small Busi¬ Lundholm, Swift Current, presi¬
ness Committee and has seen it dent; Reg Plumb, Saskatoon, viceneedling both TOA and the dis¬ president, and Jack M. Heaps,
tributors incessantly. Big question Regina, secretary-treasurer.
At a two-day conference in Sask¬
is: Will Allied (and Myers) be will¬
ing to “make -peace,” or will it risk atoon a resolution was passed that
being branded as the party that the organization “considers'the im¬
wouldn’t play ball In “saving the position of amusement tax on thea¬
tres unfair when you consider the
industry?”
Skouras, in his letter to the ex¬ fact there is no such tax on tele¬
hibitors,' said the Friday meeting vision.”
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Bureau of Missing Business
Extra Charge For Bottled Sunshine
. . By ROBERT J. LANDRY

Over in Vienna, Austria, the patron of shaggy dog tales Is the pro¬
verbial “Count Bobby” who it seems became a film exhibitor and not•ing that his house was half empty promptly doubled .the admission
price and then argued he was running capacity!
This kind of figuring is by no means unknown among the operators
of film establishments in the United States of America. Indeed thea¬
tre operators and circuit masterminds, some of whom absolutely have
no other constructive ideas are almost sure to suggest that admission
prices be increased at the slightest sign of merit in the product.
There’s no point in arguing the wisdom of their slapping on that
extra 35c because its John Wayne or Frank Sinatra or Cary Grant
They just have an irresistible desire to tinker and tamper with the
admission price.
Most exhibitors seem convinced that there are only two possible
admission policies: (a) the regular-high. and (b) the special-high. No
account is taken of the regular customer who supports the in-between
so-what’s. Regular or not he must pay the bonus for the “blockbuster,”
the same as any Joe or Jane who hasn’t stepped up to the pay win¬
dow since the last “big one.”
Indeed this is almost literally true: during the last two years of os¬
cillating manic-depressive stages, of half-yearly hysterics and postEaster and post-Labor Day slumps practically-every possible reasonwhy for the industry’s troubles has been extensively and exhaustive¬
ly discussed except, by coincidence, whether the boxoffice price may
be too high.
Think of all the advocated measures: enforce divorce, abolish di¬
vorce, economize on prints,' use saturation bookings, open downtown,
open in the neighborhoods, don’t open at
go after New York re¬
views, play New York last, add jazz bands, add hot dogs, add hot soup*
keep the stars in line, give the+stars whatever they want, give ’
newsreel and the short and part
them 100% of the profit, give three
between the short and the
them zebra upholstery, put in feature.
turnstiles and fire the ticket-tak¬
The first part shows Kim Novak
er, keep the window open in the approaching, a transparent table
toilet and fire the janitor, provide and placing a bell upon it. Second
pillow's, exclude mashers, start the part sees Miss Novak, garbed dif¬
picture earlier, clean the theatre ferently, place a book on the table.
(radical notion!) once in awhile.
In thefinal segment, again dressed
Every plan, every blueprint, ev¬ differently, places a candle on the
ery point of view has its forum. table. At this point the trailer,
Everything hut the idea that may¬ which to this point has had no
be raising the price every time titles and has been silent except
there's something good belongs for a musical background, erupts
with carnivals.
into a scene trailer, with titles,
.sound and selling copy.
Main Feature at 8:40
Century Theatres this week got Headline-Making for/and Via Film
underway with a programming
Chicago, Nov. 11.
swdtch designed to attract both
“I Want to Live," the Walter
single-picture fans and the family Wanger production for United Art¬
trade which_ balks at the neces¬ ists release, may help wrrite a head-sity of staying out to nearly mid¬ Ime-making addenda to the story
night in order to see the top fea¬ of Barbara Graham, the California
ture on an evening’s program.
“bad girl” executed in 1955 for
New' York circuit has now’ murder. Picture, coupled with new
scheduled the main picture for evidence in the case dug up by
showing at 8:40 each evening. Pre¬ San Francisco Examiner reporter
viously the bottom half of the bill Ed Montgomery, may spark some
went on at this time and wras fol¬ action to either posthumously ex¬
lowed by the top half. In order to onerate the woman or financially
catch the whole show' and be home benefit her three children, or both.
at an early hour patrons had to be
Montgomery, whose trackdown
in the theatre by 7 p.m. Either
that or get home at about mid¬ of counter - evidence resulted in
Wanger’s decision to picturize Mrs.
night.
Graham’s saga, indicated as much
at a news conference here as part
Some Husbands* Shame
of the bally for the film’s preem
London, Nov. II.
today (Tues.) at the State-Lake
The big-selling Daily Express Theatre. The scribe and others
(London) is supporting a “back-to- close to the case, including some
the-cinema” campaign launched by officials, have long felt the murder
Associated British Cinemas. Daily rap and the subsequent gassing
Express posters are carrying an was a cruel miscarriage of justice.
ABC advertisement which bears a Montgomery indicated that evi¬
big head of a surprised looking man dence turned up recently show's
W'ith the tagline: “Some husbands overwhelmingly that Mrs. Graham
should be ashamedJ”.
could not have committed the
It goes on to stress, chattily, that crime. Much of this later evidence,
W'omen can get bored at home and according to Montgomery, w'ill pop
continues: “Don’t take your w'ife up shortly in a national mag.
for granted—take her out to the
Reporter noted that Pat Brown,
pictures.” Pay-off particularizes California’s governor - elect and
“Take her to your local Associated then attorney-general, has publicly
British Cinema.”
stated his conviction of Mrs.
Graham’s innocence.* Montgomery
says further that Governor Good¬
‘Three-Chaptered* Trailer
Special three-part multi-trailer win Knight told him he would
has been prepared by Columbia never have consented to the ex¬
ecution if the later evidence had
for “Bell, Book and Candle.”
As demonstrated to the trade come-out In time.
Apart from the aforementioned
press, the trailer consists of three
separate lengths of Technicolor rectifications that may be gener¬
film designed to be spotted ated, there’s no. telling what side
throughout the program preceding effects might also result, though *
the “Bell, Book and Candle” play- possibility is indictments of some
date. First two segments are 28 officials for ignoring serious con¬
and 27 feet long, while-the third tradictions in state testimony and
evidence. Principal contradiction,
phase runs for 231 feet.
Montgomery said, lay in the two
Col is suggesting that part one statements given authorities by a
be run between the feature and the
central figure in the case. His
new'sreel, part twro. between the original statement clearly' estab¬
lishes that Mrs. Graham had no
part in the holdup-murder of aged
Mrs. Mabel Monahan in 1953 in
suburban Los Angeles, W'hile the
second one contends she did the
killing. Montgomery adds that it
was a month or so after the execu¬
iMuMkiCMUr. emm
tion that he came on “conclusive”
JEAN SIMMONS
evidence of Mrs, Graham’s inno¬
cence.
| "HOME BEFORE DARK”
Newsman said “I Want to Live”
IITOW • MKM HUM • END BMMffT.C.
is an extremely faithful portrayal
AW«MrSrM.ntta«
of
hoth the case and Mrsv Graham.
GAIA NEW STAGE SPECTACLE
He . ,said /he taught;. audiences

New York Theatre

Him cm utie mi—,

might find certain bits of dialog
and action unrealistic, “but that's
the way Barbara Graham was.’’ An
example of possibly suspect dialog
cited by Montgomery is the ex¬
change between the woman and
the prison priest, when he gives
her a St. Jude medal saying Jude
is saint of the impossible. Mrs.
Graham replies, “He sure has a
beaut to work on this time.” An¬
other realistic touch is the hot
fudge sundae brought to the death
cell early on the morning Mrs.
Graham is to be executed.
It was six or sdVen weeks after
he’d been on the story, said Mont¬
gomery, when his attitude began
to change and doubts of the wom¬
an’s guilt began to creep in. Later,
he was contacted by a man from
the old Mickey Cohen mob who
told hint “something wras wrong
and that the girl was a setup.”
Montgomery then flew down to Los
Angeles and began checking out
discrepancies in accounts of the
crime.

Allied Artist’s Revised Dual Credo:
Make Both Features Like-Themed
By JIM POWERS
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Allied Artists is now engaged in
breaking some of the old rules for
double-bills and finding that it
pays off handsomely.
What Allied is doing is plan¬
ning its duallers so.the two pix
making up a package are identical
in theme, and specifically de¬
signed to play together.
Old thinking was that a twin
bill should consist' of opposites, or
pix constituting as great a variety
as possible. A musical.would be
grouped with a straight drama* a
comedy with a more seri’ousthemed pic, etc. The thinking was
of appealing to as broad'a poten¬
tial audience as possible.
Allied now finds that just the

opposite is true. That putting two
gangster pix together, or twro mellers, actually builds both into a
greater potential than either would
have paired with a feature of op¬
posite theme or selected at ran¬
dom.
This-has been done to some ex¬
tent before, of course, w'ith
Straight exploitation items that ob¬
viously would have no broad ap¬
peal, but would sell only to tick¬
et-buyers of specific tastes. Most
commonly it has been done with
fantasy-horror films.
Allied, while making the pix for
single billing as well as pairing,
is now planning its bookings from
story-buying, through casting, pro-,
duction and exploitation.
This list Includes, respectively,
youth, crime,. wrar and science fan¬
tasy.

THE FSBHLOUS STORY
'

OF THE

-CV

Impressario and big time operator, Mike Todd reigned unchallenged/'"'
as the Showman of the Century! Son of poor immigrants, he made
and lost fortunes... was a show business genius who married a
beautiful movie queen... a flamboyant gambler who lived as if
there were no tomorrow.
Beginning Wednesday in the Herald Tribune read the first instal¬
ment of The Nine Lives of Michael Todd, the extravagant, intimate
biography written by Art Cohn, the man who lived and died with
Todd. Illustrated with photographs, many never
before published, the story of Mike Todd reveals
his rise from meager beginnings to world recognition.
Begin.with a fascinating chapter entitled “Portrait
of the Artist as a Young Hustler”. Don’t miss a single
one of the twelve amazing articles that detail the
legendary career of the fabulous Mike Todd. Start
it Wednesday in the Herald Tribune*
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What Have They Got (Television)
But Old F3ms?—Canada’s Film
Houses Seek Sunday Sanction

Sex Formula
Continued from pace 1

release ‘Babette Goes to War’
which is Miss Bardot’s next film
and which will start in about three
weeks.”
Levy emphasized how, in pic¬
tures subsequent to “Woman.” he
had sought to fall into his own
trap. Every French producer to¬
day thinks sex has a big market
in the U.S. Actually, the Ameri¬
can public will buy the topnotch
French films if they’re properly
presented.
When I made ‘The
Night Heaven Fell’ with Miss Bardot, wre tried to get away from the
line that was set in ‘God Created
Woman.’ ‘In Case of .Accident’ is
a psychological thriller, and ‘Ba¬
bette Goes to War’ will be wartime
comedy.”
Levy said he had discussed with
Columbia the question of spacing
Miss Bardot’s, releases. He also
reported that he had settled to
his “complete satisfaction” ques¬
tions re Col’s accounting on “God
Created Woman,” which actually
is being distributed by KingsleyInternational.
What’s the matter with the for¬
eign film market in the U.S.? Levy
said he thought he had the answer;
“Too many importer-distributors
for too few quality films.”
Levy
left for Paris over the weekend.

Toronto, Nov. 11.
To increase theatre box-office
Sharc-Name-and-Party
returns and to offset the circula¬
tion of late television movies—
Harold Robbins, producer
which are shown in this country
and author of “Never Love a
nncensored—the Motion Picture
Stranger”
joined Gale Robbins
Industry Council of Canada will
in hosting a cocktail parly at
immediately undertake -a ProvinceNew
York’s
Le Gupidon last
wide campaign for the establish¬
Thursday (6).
ment of the Sunday showings of
Seemed like a natural since
films. This was carried in a resolu¬
producer Robbins’ picture had
tion here of the MPICC, meeting
just opened and Miss Robbins
in annual two-day convention at
the night before bowed with
the K'ng Edward Hptel. <At pres¬
her singing act at the bistro.
ent. Sunday films in Canada are
Surprise for unknowing re¬
permissible only in Quebec, and
porters was that ac the party
their a child under 16 must be
Robbins
and Miss Robbins
accompanied by a parent or
were introduced for the first
guardian even in mid-week.)
time; they’re not related.
With delegates from all parts of
Canada present, resolutions were
also passed calling for a better
poster and accessories service to
exhibitors by distributors. While
latter have mainly given uo this
department, trans-Canada exhibi¬
tors claimed that the^supplying of
posters and accessories by the ex¬
changes should be included by dis¬
Detroit, Nov. 11.
tributors as part of the service of
In a strongly worded bulletin,
film-selling.
The battle for the cancellation Milton London, prexy of Michigan
Continued from page 1
or reduction of Provincial amuse¬ 1 Allied, has warned members * not
ment taxes has seen no success to show Warner Brothers’ “Girl on
during the past- year* it was report¬ the Run,” a film used to kick off confab by the American Press Re¬
lations Society at the Hotel Wal¬
ed by delegates, and the financial
aid of distributors was sought by WB’s tv series “77 Sunset Strip.” dorf-Astoria.
Additional business was particu¬
“Warner Brothers has advertised
exhibitors.
larly true in the case of the ASTA
Newly elected officers of the to the public that it had made a confab. Many hotels and firms
MPICC are C. S. Chaplin, (United regular motion picture feature took additional hospitality suites.
Artists), chairman; Frank Fisher, which can only be seen free on For example, Aeronaves de Mexico
(Odeon Theatres), W. Lester, (Unit¬ television before it can be seen and the Holland-America lines
ed Amusement Corp.), vice chair¬ in any motion picture theatre,” the maintained open house continually
men; H. C. D: Main, indie exhibi¬ bulletin said.
at the Waldorf-Astoria.
The
tor, secretary-treasurer.
It continued: “Warner Bros, has Nassau Trade Development Board
The executive of the Motion Pic¬ deliberately added insult -to the was dispensing cheer and fourture Theatres Association gf On¬ incalculable injury done to ex¬ shilling notes in a suite at the
tario, who will select their chair¬ hibitors. I wonder. Is there just Commodore.
It maintained a
man within the next fortnight, are; one exhibitor in this country really straw and souvenir market at the
David Axler, Jack Clarke, E. G. stupid enough to ask his patrons suite where the notes could be
Forsyth, Lionel Lester, Harry S. to pay to see this movie after it redeemed.
Mandell, Robert E. Myers, Toronto; has been given a well-publicized
The major beneficiaries of this
Morris Berlin, Ottawa; Louis Con- first run on free tv? Is these just business, other than the hotels,
sky, Haliburton; H. C. D. Main, one exhibitor in this country really were New York’s major niteries.
Sutton West; G. B. Markell, Corn¬ stupid enough to pay Warner Bros, The Latin Quarter with Jane
wall; Albert E. Rolston, Little Cur¬ a film rental for this movie and •Russell headlining, changed to
rent. Archie Jolley remains as ex¬ thus help pay the cost of produc¬ Anna Maria Alberghetti the latter
ecutive-secretary.
ing free motion picture features, part of the week, was packing
for tv? I doubt it.
I
them in for the dinner trade and
“Warning! Present plans are to getting a healthy spill for the
release it as “Girl on the Run,” second trade. The Copacabana,
but movie titles can be changed. with Nat King Cole on the ros¬
It will smell no sweeter under any trum, similarly did tremendous
other name. Don’t let Warner business for both shows.
Brothers slip this one over on you.” • Also various hoteliers from
around the world were hosting
parties at either niteries or hotels
on an almost continual basis.
Philadelphia, Nov. 11.
Even outside the niteries, the
In a two-hour opinion which he
travel agents entertained with
road from the bench, U.S. District
the Tropicana, Havana, show, at
Court Judge C. WTilliam Kraft Jr.
Sol A. Schwartz, president of the Waldorf-Astoria Starlight
fully cleared National Screen Serv¬
ice and the distributors of all RKO Theatres, will be inducted Roof. ASTA took over the Latin
Next
as
president of the Metropolitan Quarter Tuesday- night.
charges of monopoly and conspir¬
acy in the business of advertising Motion Picture Theatres Associa¬ year’s conclave will be in Havana
(Castro
willing).
p
tion
at
a
luncheon
meeting
tomor¬
accessories and posters.
The horse show followers gave
National et al. were the defend¬ row (Thurs.) at the St. Moritz Ho¬
er s in an antitrust suit brought tel, N.Y. At the same meeting, a big play to the supper clubs in¬
Solomon
M.
Strausberg,
president
asmuch
as Garden display took up
by Independent Poster Exchange
ol Philadelphia. Action had been of the Interboro Circuit, will be the evenings.
installed
as
chairman
of
the
board.
The
niteries,
generally, expect a
in the courts nine years.
Russell V. Downing, Emanuel healthy business this month, at
Judge Kraft ruled that NSS
least
until
Thanksgiving
Day.
Frisch
and
Strausberg,
members
neither monopolized nor attempted
MMPTA
inauguration After that, the general pattern
to monopolize the ad accessory of the
has
been
a
sharp
dip
until
New
luncheon
committee
will
have
field; that the plaintiff failed to
I*i ove any damages; that the plain¬ leaders of all branches of the in¬ Year’s Eve because of the Christ¬
mas
shopping
season.
tiff had obtained sub-licenses from dustry, including Barney Balaban,
NSS and there were estopped from Robert S. Benjamin, Eric Johnston,
claiming that the exclusive licenses Ben Kalmenson, Spyros Skouras,
given NSS by the film companies and Joseph R. Vogel, attending.
were illegal.
Continued from page 2
Decision was a major victory for
NSS since numerous other cases
with no thought of publishing it.
around the country were depend¬
He gave it to a young musician he
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
ent on the outcome. By a prior
Screen Extras Guild is looking liked, Francis MacMillan,, who
agreement all these are to be
later
sold it to a publisher for
dropped because of the disposition into complaints by some members $100, according to Timmons.
who went to Las Vegas to work in
of the Philly suit.
Carl Sigman wrote the current
. “Summer Camp,” Columbia piclyric to the Dawes’ instrumental in
j ture.
I. Extras complained they weren’t 1951 and shortly afterwards it was
! given two days work as promised. cut by Tommy Edwards for MGM
However, studio had told the Records. It was only a mid-hit and
j extras they might have two days had to wait for the second Edwards
Regina, Sask., Nov. 11.
! work, had given no firm commit- version this year. The song is now
published by Remick Music, of the
William E. Murray, of Regina, . ment. After one day’s shooting Music Publishers Holding Corp.
has been named Saskatchewan studio finished with them and in- combine, which acquired it when
film censor, succeeding the late : formed them they were to return it bought out the Gamble-Hinged
Rev. D. J. Vaughan. He U lo¬ j that night. However, 12 of the Music Co. of Chicago. The tune
cated in Winnipeg where prov¬ ’25 extras involved refused, saying had another lyric by Don Wilson,
ince's films are censored.
they had been promised two days titled “Let Me Dream,” back in
Murray in recent years hr.s ser¬ work..
1931, but it never caught on.
ved as direc’or of film sa’es y. :*h ' SEG got wind of the beef and
General Films Ltd. of Regina. He . sent a rep to Las Vegas for a look-'
Dan Goodwin, of the Winkler
is a former school teacher and ■ see into the situation, and the Drive-In Theatre, reelected prez of
YMCA worker.
[extras returned the next'day.
the Houston Drive-in Theatre Assn.

Michigan Allied Raps
WB Redressed Video
‘Girl’ as Theatre Item

N.Y. Cafes, Hotels

National Screen
Wins in PhiDy

INDUCT SOL SCHWARTZ
ASTHEPREZOFMMPTA

Dawes Song Click

Extras’ Las Vegas Beef

Ex-Teacher Now Censor

Heilman Building Two New Theatres,
Escalators to Balcony; May Play Legits
Deserves Repeat ‘Riot’
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Success of ad campaign ac¬
corded “Riot in Cell Block 11”
by Allied Artists in 1953 is
cueing company to repeat
pitch for its new release, “Re¬
volt in the Big House.”
Company will go all-out in
a concentrated effort to match
earlier pic’s b.o. take, aecord. ing to prexy Steve Brdidy.

Broadcast-Owned Victoria
Broadens From Legit
To Film Operations
Kansas City, Nov. 11.
. Durwood Theatres will take over
operation of the Victoria Theatre
next spring on lease, per Stanley
Durwood, general manager of the
circuit.
The lease, is with the
KMBC Broadcasting Co. in whose
building the Victoria is located.
The theatre seats about 1,900
now and is serving as a home for
road legit, one-nighter concerts
and other various affairs. The
average occupancy has been nmining about 15 weeks per year for
! these attractions, and by the new
arrangement the broadcasting out¬
fit is seeking more assured revenue.
Cook Paint & Varnish Company is
owner of the broadcasting stations
—KMBC-AM and KMBC-TV.
The lease is with. the Kansas
City Theatres Inc., a Durwood subsid.
Circuit will install motion
picture equipment and begin op¬
eration after the present legit dates
are completed.
Not yet deter¬
mined is “policy.” That has occa¬
sioned some • wonder on film row.
Durwood’s Roxy, an 879-seater is
on the Main stem, whereas the Vic¬
toria is two blocks from the heart
of town.

S1M0NELU RETAILORS
AD-PUB MPAA UNIT
Long-planned reorganization of
the advertising and publicity direc¬
tors committee of the Motion Pic¬
ture Assn, of America was voted
into effect last week. Developed
by Universal’s Charles F. Simonelli, group’s chairman, plan calls for
the appointment of four coordina¬
tors, each to be responsible for a
different phase of the committee’s
activities.
Si Seadler of Metro will be ad¬
vertising coordinator; Meyer Hutner of Warners is responsible for
publicity; Rodney Bush heads exploitatioiK and Rohert Ferguson of
Columbia functions as tv and radio
coordinator. Full committee still
retains responsibility for setting of
final policy.
At the regular, once-montlily
meets the committee will hold, out¬
standing leaders from various sec¬
tions of the industry along with
members of the press, tv and radio
will be asked to sit in with the
committee on roundtable discus¬
sions on mutual problems and
projects.

Film Men Say
Continued from page 1

retailers throughout the country,
make us look like Sunday School?
Ad-pub chief of one film com¬
pany provided the "evidence” in
the form of four books published
by Avon. One is titled “The Bitch”
and the front cover depicts a
thigh-exposed and scantily-clad
femme sitting on a bed. “Lustful
Summer” has for its cover a man
and woman, the latter in a trans¬
parent negligee, in a hotsy em¬
brace. “Too Hot to Kill” has sim[ ilar type art work and this for its
j “sell” line: “They hunted a killer
in every brothel in town.” As for
| the fourth, "A Hell of a Murder,”
this focusses on a starry-eyed
blonde—who’s in the nude.
Merchandisers of Hollywood’s
wares insist that the paperbacks
are a single example, but a start¬
ling one, of the aggressiveness
shown by other enterprises so far
as ad exposure to the public is
concerned! News stories in the
daily press often are far more
lurid than the film ads, they fur¬
ther add.

Albany, Nov. 11.
Plans for the construction of two
suburban theatres—a 1,200 seater
on Washington Avenue adjoining,
his Thruway Motel and opposite
the State Campus, within the Al¬
bany city limits—and a 1,400seater on Cheltenham Avenue, be¬
tween Broad Street and Old York
Road in Philadelphia—were re¬
vealed here by Neil Heilman. He
presently operates the Lincoln and
Andalusia Drive-ins at North
Philadelphia, has conducted in¬
door theatres in Albany and Troy.
Heilman estimated the cost of
the Albany house, wi h parking
facilities for 500 cars, at $500,000;
the Philadelphia' theatre, also
with parking for 500 automobiles,
at $750,000.
He said that work, would start
in the spring and should be com¬
pleted by Labor Day,
Leon
Einhorn, who served as architect
lor Heilman’s Thruway and Town
House Motels in Albany, as well
as for the Lincoln and other driveins, is preparing the plans.
The theatres will have escala¬
tors to the balcony, where the
seats will be of the lounge type.
^oth houses will he equipped
with Todd—AO. Heilman stated
iie hoped to present a ‘"varied”
policy in Albany, this including
roadshow 1ms, first-run pictures,
and the art type. . The house will
have a slage and dressing rooms
“just in case”—for traveling legi¬
timate.
It's a new turn in a cycle begun,
by Heilman’s father, the late Harry
Heilman, who opened the White¬
way in the South End of the ci‘y,
in 1908.
The son believes the Washington
Avenue house, only 10 minutes
from Schenectady via the Thruway, will be “the last in Albany."
A housing project has been an¬
nounced for the Pine Bush area,
Uvo miles from the site of the
planned theatre.
Ed Potash, formerly with Uni¬
versal in Philadelphia and now
general manager for Heilman, will
supervise the new situations.

Mgr., 72, Mom, 91,
Still Run Theatre
Glencoe, Minn., Nov. 11.
Although she celebrated her 91st
birthday anniversary this month,
!Mrs. Kate Gould, probably the old¬
est person active in exhibition any¬
where, continues to sell tickets at
the family’s Crystal theatre here
and she and her 72-year-old son.
Jay Gould, who runs the showhouse, continue to be optimistic
over exhibition’s future.
Their own operation still is
profitable and they point out that
there have been many another
crisis for exhibition and “it always
has emetged victorious.”
Jay Gould has had 51 years in
show business as exhibitor and
traveling show impresario. Still
hale, he’s unworried about tv com¬
petition. (He credits his vigor in
part to a liberal daily consumption
of honey which, he believes, helps
him mentally as well as physical¬
ly.)

All-Year Drive-Ins
Albany, Nov. 11.
The 700-car Turnpike Drive-in,
Westmere, weht Friday (7), per
Alan V. Iselin, on an all-winter
schedule through the use of port¬
able heaters loaned to patrons.
It is the first large automobiler
in the immediate Albany area to
try all-year operation, although
the smaller Hollywood Drive-in
at West Sand Lake (near Troy)
has been on a 12-month schedule
for three years. The Hollywood
usually shifts to week-end pro¬
gramming during the bitter cold
months.
Granbur Theatre' Corp. has been
authorized to conduct a theatre
business in New York, with capi-.
tal stock Of 100 shares, no par val¬
ue. Jacob Left of Manhattan, is
director and filing attorney.
f
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Ted Ayers fluffs & Puffs CBS-TV’s
Tace the Nation’ Into Eminence
By LES CARPENTER
Washington, Nov. 11.
The success of CBS' “Face the
Nation," which celebrated its
fourth birthday Sunday <9), proves
that producer Ted Ayers is not
accustomed to goofing.
But there was the time he chose
the wrong minute to go to the
men's room and almost missed get¬
ting Soviet Premier Nikita Khrush¬
chev on his show.
He got him, nevertheless, be¬
cause the Ayers luck and deter¬
mined hard work almost always
pay off.
There was also the time, for
Instance, when the Senate Labor
Rackets Committee investigation
of Dave Beck was the hottest item
in the headlines. Ayers had a
hunch he could get Beck before
his “Face” cameras if he went to
Seattle, Wash., Beck’s home.
Ayers headed for Seattle, leav¬
ing CBS execs with the impression
he already had Beck signed up.
From a pay phone in the Seattle
airport, he gave Beck a call, told
Beck he was there to put him on
his program, argued with the team¬
sters boss at length and had Beck’s
consent before he hung up.
Some one asked Ayers later what
he Would have done if Beck re¬
fused.
“Lord knows,” he said. “I don’t.”
Ayers, a worrier and something
of a perfectionist as far as his
program is concerned, has made a
habit of putting everything he has
into a big smash on a big story.
This has left him too close to air¬
time with no program many times.
In many cases, the guest he poured
all his effort into getting has come
through in the final hours. But he
has been stranded with no one a
few times.
This happened when, after ef¬
forts too extensive to relate here,
he finally convinced - Vyacheslav
Molotov, then Russia’s foreign
minister, to “Face the Nation” on
CBS radio-tv.
Molotov, who was in San Fran¬
cisco for a United Nations anni¬
versary meeting, announced the
night before the program that he
would appear only if all questions
were submitted to him in advance.
Ayers nixed those terms and can¬
celled him. He decided' Carlos
Romulo, the Philippine statesman
who was then UN president gen¬
eral, would be a good substitute,
but no one knew where he was. It
Was after 1 a.m. when Ayers lo¬
cated him in a Chinatown restau¬
rant.
He got Khrushchev on a straight
l Continued on page 38)
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ABC-TV Eyeing
'Alaskan’ Series;
Hour WB Entry
It look like Warner Bros, tv subsid might be programming the
whole ABC-TV operation.
Still
another hour series may be com¬
ing off the WB production shelf
in the near future. This would be
a 60-minute entry called “The Alas¬
kan,” dealing with the gold rush
days, and ABC specifically is eye¬
ing the Sunday 9 to 10 p.m. seg¬
ments for the new entry, in a bid
to stake a major rating claim in
the Sabbath sweepstakes. (Thus
far this season the network has
practically written off Sim. 9 to 10,
with its “Encounter” live dramatic
series out of Canada going no¬
where.
ABC plans to Install the "Alas¬
kan” next April, with the Sunday
lineup thus reading "Maverick,”
“Lawman” and “Alaskan” 7:30 to
10, all carrying the WB trademark.
April start is designed to give the
series a firm footing by the time
the new season rolls around, buildink up its 9 to 10 audience while
Dinah Shore vacations during the
summer and "GE Theatre” an&
“Hitchcock Presents” goes into
reruns.

$1,000,000 SPONSOR
SPREAD FOR NBC-AM

Current sales by NBC Radio pro¬
vide more than $1,000,000 in net
revenue, according to the network.
Biggest sale is Bristol-Myers’ new
52-week commercial spread, which
include? the cross-the-hoard Made¬
leine Carroll stanza and a schedule
of spots in other daytime programs
and the weekend "Monitor.”
Other recent radio deals were
Now that it’s co-producing a tele¬ with Scott Paper, Lever, Alcoa and
vision show with full control over Elgin Watch.
the scripting, Writers Guild of
America is o.n the spot. There is
considerable speculation whether
the union will put its money where
its mouth is. The mouth speaks
“controversy.”
Last week,'WGA announced that
it had entered a co-ownership, co¬
production arrangement with
Screen Gems on a half-hour tele¬
By JO RANSON
film anthology for sale next fall.
There’s apparently no biz like
The 39 half-hour scripts will be
chosen by a special WGA commit¬ closed-circuit biz shows and in¬
tee from among several hundred dustry nabobs are now plunking
submitted. The committee, which down some $5,000,000 annually to
is an official part of the Guild, has spell out their sales pitches via
to do its selecting in an atmosphere private tv avenues. It is also re¬
created last May by the WGA Na¬ portedly putting a considerable
tional Council. In the monthly is¬ dent in live convention revenue.
sue of the WGA News, the Council, Moreover, dames with elastic
as a body, declared that “TV Ta¬ mu als in the purlieu of conven¬
boos Contribute to Recession” and tions fear their income will be
that “Controversy Sells.”
slashed since they no longer are
“Sponsors and agencies,” a Coun¬ able to compete with vidicon tubes
cil delegate declared, “are trying at remote shirtsleeve seminars.
to cram longer, shinier, more ex¬
Closed circuit sales meetings, in
pensive programs down the throats many instances, are knee-deep in
of the American public. Despite show biz flavor „ despite the fact
the rating wizards the truth is that that corporate headliners can’t
these 1958 model programs are not pull out Nielsen and Trendex
doing the job.”
pocketpieces and rattle off their
This creates a two-ply problem latest ratings, Marc Daniels, pro¬
for the selection committee: (1) gram director of closed-circuit
Will they follow their org’s advice tveasts for Theatre Network Tele¬
and go heavy for “scripts that vision Inc., said this week.
jump” and (2) Will “the rating
Daniels’ varied career has led
wizards” buy them? And if‘they him from directing "I Love Lucy,”
do, the industry will soon learn “Ford TV Theatre” and “Molly
who’s right—the writer or the Goldberg” productions to IBM Fall
agency.
Kickoff Sales. Meetings and spec¬

WGA, With Own Show,
Put to the Test In
Controversy in TV
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WW’s Matual Sponsors
Bon .Ami and Symphonic Elec¬
tronics Corp. are sharing sponsor¬
ship of Walter Winchell’s 15-min¬
ute news-commentary show, which
preems on Mutual Sunday (16) at
6 p.m.
Bon. Ami’s agency Cole, Fischer,
Rogow has .hired Don Wilson to
do the client’s commercials. Sym¬
phonic Electronics, makers of hifi equipment, is a subsid of Scran¬
ton Corp., which owns Mutual.

CBS-TV ‘Savage’
Cues New Era Of
Writer‘Freedom’
CHANDLER
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
First dramatic series originally
scheduled to be filmed and now
switching, to tape is "Savage Is
the Name,” CBS-TV entry created
by Gwen and Irwin Gielgud and to
be produced by Stan Rubin. “Sav¬
age” pilot will be taped at the
end of the month, and all subse¬
quent episodes will be pre-taped,
including some location work.
Barry Sullivan has been set as
the lead.
Until, now, conversions to tape
have been limited to live entries.
“Pursuit,” only weekly network
taped entry, for example, was
plotted as a live show. So was
“Peck’s Bad Girl,” CBS-TV situa¬
tion comedy entry starring Patty
McCormack, which has already
taped a couple of shows and will
tape at least 19 more half-hours
in advance of sale by the web.
But “Savage” had been slated
to go as a half-hour film series,
and switch to tape was made last
week; following the taping of a
“Savage” one - hour "preview”
stanza written by the Gielguds and
produced as a "Pursuit” entry.
Stanza, which starred Barry Sul¬
livan and was tabbed ‘Ticket to
Tangier,” used the same charac¬
ters as will appear in the series
and in effect was a test episode
for the series. Production on tape
went smoothly and convinced the
web that "Savage” could be done
on tape.
To Gielgud, a vet Hollywood
scripter, who with his wife will-do
four out of every 13 "Savage”
scripts, tape represents a "newfound freedom for the writer.” By
(Continued on page 40)
By BOB
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Texas Co.’s purchase of Cotton
Bowl football classic on New Year’s
Day as well as other recent spon¬
sor purchases on CBS Radio have
given the web more than $325,000
worth of biz. Orders include con¬
siderable Christmas and New Year
specials.
In addition to Texas Co.’s buy,
web received orders from Com¬
stock Foods, Plough, Stanley Home
Products and renewal biz from
Lamp Division of General Electric.

TNTs Marc Daniels Believes TV’s
Closed-Circuit Show Biz Is Dynamite
tacular General Motors Motoramas.
Closed-circuit telecasts, he likes
better. He assumed the job of pro¬
gram chief of TNT three years
ago and since has shown the na¬
tion’s top banana tycoons how to
hurdles the obstacles of vast com¬
pany personnel on the larger-thanlife-sized screens, and r get their
messages over with impact.
Daniels observed that a business
telecast is indeed very real for
the people he is putting it on for
(Continued oh page 35)

Papp Ordered Reinstated
Joseph Papp, former tv production aide at CBS, who was dis¬
missed last spring “for cause” was ordered reinstated by a Federal
arbitrator yesterday (Tues.). He, along with Charles Dubin, the
tv producer who was slated to helm the Dinah Shore Show this
season, were ousted following the House Un-American Activities
Committee hearing.
The Federal arbitrator ruled that Papp should be reinstated to
a CBS position but that he would forfeit one half of his back pay
to which he would have been entitled.
The arbitrator noted that “this is not a Fifth Amendment case”
and “that CBS did not discharge Papp because he pleaded the
Fifth Amendment in his testimony before the House Committee
and CBS has not justified the discharge on this ground.”
Papp, in addition to working for CBS-TV, was active as a pro¬
ducer of the New York Shakespeare Festival.

Red Barber Does the Far East Bit
Sportsc&ster Creates Portable Hot Stove League
In 21-Day Swing of U. S* Eases
ix-YAMIETY Correspondent

Col. Barney Oldfield
recalls tbe time who* ha wot

On 3 ‘Money Shows9
(And
Nobody Helped Me)
*

.*

*

aeotber special Faatara
la Hi# apeomlag
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‘Diamond’ Giving
Dick Powell Setup
A 5-Show Parlay
Dick Powell’s television fortunes
are looking up (not that they were
ever down). With the anticipated
slotting of a new and revised ver¬
sion of “Dick Diamond” going into
the Sunday night at 10 slot on
CBS-TV next February (“Keep
Talking” warms the spot in the
meantime), Powell will boast a
-five-show parlay on the tv net¬
works, most of them getting a fair
(or better) shake on the Nielsens.
, Powell’s “Zane Grey Theatre”
along with two other Powell en¬
tries are in the Top 40—“Wanted
Dead or Alive” (CBS) and “Rifle¬
man” (ABC). In addition Powell
is riding with “Trackdown,” the
Friday night CBS-TV entry that
[ suffers from “Disneyland” com¬
petition.
CBS was particularly anxious to
grab itself a private-eye adventure
type of show for the 10 o’clock Sab¬
bath berth for bracketing with the
preceding “Alfred Hitchcock Pre¬
sents” 9:30 series.

CONNIE GAY BUYING
WGAY FOR $650,000
Washington, Nov. 11.
CQnnie B. Gay, country music
impresario who’s managed Jimmy
Dean and George Hamilton IV,
has signed to buy suburban Silver
Springs, Md., WGAY.
The owner of four other radio
properties (Kentucky, North Caro¬
lina, Texas and Louisiana) said he
found the call letters “irresistible”
having always wanted a Washing¬
ton area radio property, anyway.
, With FCC’s approval, Gay will
pay “in excess of $650,000” to John
W. Kluge for WGAY.

SEP No Sap
- Hollywood, Nov. 11.
There’s nothing like the
power of television to make
changes.
Saturday
Evening
Post,
which for years has carried
the Erie Stanley Gardner
“Perry Mason” stories, last
week changed its illustrations
for the stories to make pic¬
tures of Mason resemble Ray¬
mond Burr, who platys the at¬
torney on television*

Drug Addiction Segs
For ‘20th Century’
Two-part report on drug addic¬
tion tagged “The Addicted” will be
presented by CBS-TV on “Twen¬
tieth Century” program Nov. 30
and Dec. 7. Hidden cameras were
used to record considerable por¬
tions of the visual report.
Programs will be produced and
directed by Albert Wasserman.
Walter Cronkite will do narration.

Tokyo, Nov. 4.
Vet sportscaster Red Barber was
given a refresher course in ama¬
teur sports as he toured U. S. mili¬
tary installations in the Far East
huddling informally with the .troops
and creating a portable Hot Stove
League.
Citing professional baseball and
college football as being compara¬
tively unscathed and a part of the
entertainment business in that they
compete, for entertainment money
and, more important, entertain¬
ment time, Barber said he moved
into a different arena of sports
while visiting with the troops.
Fresh from a Korean tour, he
told Variety, "I saw sports in the
pure sense. I saw two football
games and the recruiting. was all
done in the same way with nothing
under the table.
“The great problem for the men
in Korea is loneliness. Their lei¬
sure time can be positive or nega¬
tive. Special Sendees gives them
many things to do • which can be
positive; elaborate sporting pro¬
grams, bowling alleys, craft shops,
librarys, movies and there is a tv
film circuit, U. of Maryland courses
and I even saw a little pool table
that can give them something to
do.”
t
;
Barber’s junket runs 21 days.
Via helicopter, he has been visiting
hospitals, attending luncheons,
dinners and holding his sessions,
as many as six in a day.
Sans props. Barber just talks.
“I did a similar tour in Germany
in 1948 and quickly found that
their thinking is entirely different
than mine. They’re a long way
from home. I string together a
talk with anecdotes. All I ask for
! is a mike and a pitcher of water.
! I don’t even want to go on a stage.
My work has taken me into dugouts and close contact with sports
(Continued on page 40)

Chi AFTRA Levels Blast
At Sun-Times Writer
In Fight Vs. Networks
Chicago, Nov. 11.
Chi’s lately outspoken chapter
of American Federation of Tele¬
vision-Radio Artists took a swipe
at Sun-Times tv columnist Paul
Molloy, as a sideline to its war
with the networks.
Talent union’s attorney, Sanford
I. Wolff, penned a letter to Molloy’s boss, Marshall Field Jr. (pub¬
lisher _of the morning gazette), ask¬
ing him to look into the “biased
distortions” of the columnist’s
piece last Monday (3) in which he
reported the “exclusive” that the
FCC had nixed an AFTRA petition
for an investigation of web prac¬
tices at the o&o stations. Mollo^
had written thiat the FCC had an¬
swered the union’s complaint
against NBC by saying that Sec,
326 of the Communications Act pre¬
vents the FCC from acting in the
case. This is the section that bars
the FCC from any program censor¬
ship.
! The AFTRA letter to Marshall
Field stated that the union had re[ ceived no such communication
(Continued on page 40)
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TOP 40:1 OUT OF 3 A WESTERN
SHOOT-EMS With ‘N west Passage Cancellation
HOTTER! EVER Steve Allen May Go 90-Min. Weekly

Here They Are—Nielsen’s Top 40
(Second October Report)

Danny Thomas ..
Have Gun Will Travel .
Wells Fargo ...
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz
I’ve Got A Secret ......
Ann Sothem
Cheyenne
Real McCoys
Rifleman
Wanted—Dead Or Alive
Alfred Hitchcock .
Father Knows Best ....
GE Theatre .
Texan
.

Perry Mason
Sugarfoot ..
Perry Como
Red Skelton

Name That Tune
Millionaire
Gale Storm

... CBS
... NBC
_CBS
... CBS
... NBC
... CBS
... CBS
... ABC
... CBS
... ABC
... NBC
... ABC
... ABC
... NBC
... CBS
... CBS
... CBS
... CBS
... CBS
... ABC
... NBC
... NBC
... CBS
... ABC
... NBC
... CBS
... NBC
... CBS
... NBC
... CBS
... NBC
... CBS
... CBS
.... NBC
... NBC
... CBS
... CBS
... CBS'
... NBC
.. . NBC

37.7
32.4
32.1
30.8
30.2
30.1
29.5
29.2
23.7
28.2
27.8
27.5
27.5
27.4
27.3
27.1
27.0
23.6
26.4
.26.3
26.0
25.8
25.7
25.7
25.2
25.2
24.9
“ 24.9
‘ 24.9
24.5
24.4
24.4
24.2
24.1.
24.1
23.8
23.8
23.8
23.7
23.3

v

By GEORGE ROSEN

1

Sol Saks

The Nielsens for the second
seriously appraises
October period are in. These are
the ones that count, for all of the
The
Monstrous
Infant
new season’s entries are accounted
for, and the manner in which they \
(Television—*line up pretty accurately reflects
What Else?)
the ’58-’59 programming pattern.
*
*
*
Perhaps the most astonishing rev¬
elation is that the westerns are
j one of the many Editorial Features
hotter today than ever—a com¬
in the upcoming
plete reversal of the thinking of
the past several months.
53d Anniversary Number
Of the top. 40 shows listed, 13
of
(or one out of every three) are in ■i
the western category. The predom¬
!
inance of the shoot-em-ups is even
P'S-RIETY
more pronounced as the list nar¬
rows. Four of the., top five Nielsen
shows are westerns—or 80ro. Even
in their finest hour the oaters
never enjoyed such a rating dis¬
tinction. Six of. the Top 10 shows
are off the western shelf; nine of
the top 15.
Even the trade is astonished by
the Nielsen revelation, for in blue¬
printing their ’59 programming
;
schedules, the networks and vir¬
tually all independent producers
and packagers were shooting in
Liggett & Myers, No. 1 spender
other directions with a minimum
of accent on westerns. It’s a ver- on NBC-TV with a five-show' parlay,
is taking a beating this semes¬
tual certainty that the Nielsen
findings will occasion a reappraisal ter on virtually all fronts. In fact
! of their thinking and a reeva’ua- the distress flag has been up for
tion of the western as tv’s hottest
the past few’ weeks, with two shows
program commodity.
Death of the quiz shows in the already ticketed for cancellation.
wake of the scandals and the fail¬ ! L & M’s Saturday night “Brains
ure of the medium to come up • and Brawn” gets the heave in Jan’ with any new* trend or fresh pro¬ ; uary. Likely successor will be Jack
gram ideas has reentrenched the T Webb’s “Mr. D. A.” Cigaret com| hoss. opry as the No. 1 entertain! ment form. If the quiz shows were •pany’s Ed Wynn show' is also slated
. fixed—so were the westerns, but ; for the axe after the first of the
Hollywood Scripter
; fixed for maximum viewer Jnter- ; year.. Client is shopping around
j
est. as reflected in the Top 40’s i for a w’estern as reolacement.
J&M Productions Inc. has pur¬
Lou Derman
! “one out of every three” payoffj L & M’s “Behind Closed Doors,” chased rights to controversial Jack
Perhaps no better illustration of
"c-nv
tb'' MGn
has authored a bright whimsy titled |
’ their pulling power can be found ; Thursday night entry, has been go- film drama, “Gaslight” and will
in the fact that '“Gunsnioxe” i ing nowhere and there’s conside.- present it shortly on CBS-TV.
The Comedy Writers iI than
retains its No. 1 standing—with a ! able speculation as to whether it
Purchases clear way to telecast
| 37.7—even in the face of a com- | will survive beyond its initial cycle in the n°xt month or two of the
Murder
i petitive NBC western, “Cimarron ! of 13. Sponsor is also shopping satire which was the basis of a
i City.” NBC’s “Wagon Train” has ' around for other NBC time avail- precedent-setting 4-4 U.S. Supreme
moved into the No. 2 Nielsen spot | abilities for its “Steve Canyon” Court decision earlier this rear,
another bright Editorial Feature
with a 32.4 Danny Thomas—the j show, currently berthed Saturday j J&M Productions, which proin the upcoming
only non-western among the top ! nights at 9. On the new Nielsens I duces all live aM-fi'n Jr^k Ronnv
.five—is No. 3 with a 32.1. “Have.lit runs third to Gale Stonn fCBS) j programs on CBS-TV, purchased
53d Anniversary Number
Gun Will Travel” cops the No. 4 ! and Lawrence 'Welk (ABC. “Can¬ j seven-:, ear license to satirize the
laurels with 30.8 and ‘’Wells yon” also gets a format revamp ‘ film f om MGM, as well as similar
! Fargo” fifth place with 30.2.
| with a switch to more story and ; right to lampoon the play from
j author Patrick Hamilton. Outfit has
j
Of the top 40 shows, CBS has less air stuff.
I'fi&IETY
grabbed off 20; NBC has 15 and j Remaining L & M entry is the ; also obtained complete rights to
ABC five. Also in the Top 15 are ! Eddie Fisher Tuesday night show. half-hour film poking fun at “Gassuch entries as “Wyatt Earp,” ; Trouble here is that the ciggie out- light” w’hich was made a couple of
“Cheyenne,” “Real McCoys” and ; fit plunked down $100,000 per I years ago by CBS-TV as a Jack
“Rifleman”—a western-happy par- ! alternate-week attraction to cash j Benny episode. It has never been
lay that gives ABC four Top 15 • in on Fisher’s merchandising value, seen .pn tv.- Film includes.Barbara
chevrons.
j Since 1’ affaire Elizabeth Taylor it’s Stanwyck, Bob Crosby, Eddie
To support the growing convic¬ i been more or less obliged to write “Rochester” Anderson and Don
tion in the trade that tatings as a ; off the merchandising factor. Also Wilson.
measurement yardstick are to be Bob Finkel goes in as producer of
deplored in the eight-hall status Fisher Show' replacing George
Show will be over¬
of qualitative entries, the new’ Englund.
Nielsens relegate the Saturady hauled from top to bottom’ with
night Perry Como show' to No. 26 j only Gray Lockw’ood remaining as
There was considerable specula¬ position by virtue of the fact that ‘.director.
tion this week as to the timetable its competition, “Wanted—Dead
New Gobel Producer
'The problem of Bowery dere¬
for scheduled cutbacks at CBS Or Alive,” generally considered a
lowercase vidfilm, topped it by two
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
licts was to have been the subject
Radio, now that the network has rating points.
NBC-TV and Gomalco are search¬ of the Ben Hecht Show Friday
trimmed its nighttime sails and
Further intelligence: CBS boasts ing for a producer for the George night (7) over WABC-tV, N. Y.,
embarked on a “barter” arrange¬ a clear-cut victory on the Nielsens Gobel show' to replace Bill Burch. but a few minutes before it was
Execs yesterday confirmed re¬ scheduled to go on the air, the in¬
ment with its affiliate on daytime in terms of half-hour prime time
leadership throughout the week ports they are in process of lining terview’ program was cancelled and
programming.
up
a new producer, but said none replaced by a horror movie.
(7:30 to 11 and 7 to 11 on Sun¬
It’s understood that the initial, days), breaking it dowm thusly: has been signed yet.
A WABC-TV spokesman staled,
impact of CBS Radio’s “retooling CBS—31;. ABC—10; NBC—9. Also
‘About a half-hour before the pro¬
gram was slated to go on the sta¬
for the future” will be felt on the on all the prime time segments in
tion manager arrived and found
Coast, though in what. areas the which the three networks compete,
that Mr. Hecht had decided to have
the scorecard reads: CBS—19;
axe will be applied isn’t known. NBC—5; ABC^-8.
a group of derelicts—about eight—
Also, it’s reported that retrench¬
on the show. We decided that the
Seems as though there’s just no condition of the men was such that
ments are on tap in the station
stopping that Arthur Murray Mon¬ ! they probably would not be able
relations division, with ultimately
day night NBC-TV show’. He not to control their actions on the pro¬
the program dept, to be affected.
Singer Bet E. Martin joins the only did it again this week, but in gram. So we decided in the in¬
Of all. the networks, CBS, as a NBC-TV Bert Parks “County Fair” the process trounced the competing terest of good taste and public re¬
completely separate entity within show' for a week starting next “Timex All-Star Jazz Show” special sponsibility to cancel the show for
on CBS-TV as he wrapped up a
the corporate Columbia framework, Monday (17). After that the net- 24.2 Trendex against a 15.8 for the tonight.”
w'ork is sending her on an eightA few nights earlier Hecht had
has been operating somewhat akin city tour to promote the program, jazz entry.
told his viewing audience that the
to the “good old days” when net- | . At the same time she’ll be plug¬
On Sunday night, Steve Allen station had never interfered in the
work radio spelled big profits. How ging her new' Coral release, “Tell and “Man of the Hour” in the Sul¬ presentation of his show and said
long this will continue is. of course, Me Pretty Lies.” Chirper just livan 8 to 9 slot came out a dead- in effect that television as far as
a source for major speculation to¬ closed at Rancho Don> Carlos, Win¬ heat—19.6 to 19.6 for the 8 to 9 his own personal experience was
day,
*
•* . nipeg.
Concerned had guts.
hour’s: average.^
*
■
;

j

j
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’58-’59 Entries

No Comfort To
Liggett & Myers

With Flock of Cancellations on Tap,

jRsissiys ‘Gaslight’
Saiire on CBS-TV

H’wood Propping for New Entries
Hollywood, Nov. 11. „
With an abundance of 13-week
deals currently on the networks
and consequently an expected
flock of cancellations in January
instead of the customary MarchApril cutoff, Hollywood’s telefilm
producers are making more invest¬
ments in new properties this year
earlier than in any prior season.
These
investments represent
either actual production or exten¬
sive scriptbuying. Customary pat¬
tern is to film a pilot and then
hold off on any further invest¬
ment until a sale or commitment
is consummated.
This season,
however, several producers, are
either actually in production be¬
yond a pilot or are buying several
scripts, even if not actually pro¬
ceeding with shooting.
In some cases, of course, the
property in the works is earmarked
for syndication possibilities, with
the result that production would
normally go ahead without any
firm sponsor commitments. Such
properties include “Stake-Out,”
first project in Screen Gems’ syn¬
dicated programming operation;
“Fate,”
the
upcoming
GrossKrasne-Sillerman
entry;
“Bold
.Venture” and “Lock Out,” both at
Ziv (former is Dane Clark starrer,
latter MacDonald Carey); and
“Third Man,” National Telefilm
(Continued on page 40)

Benny Goodman s
Texaco Special
Texaco, which recently purchased
three specials from CBS-TV plus a
Sports event, isn’t stopping there
but is currently laying plans to
have a special “Swing Into Spring”
show sometime in April. The pro¬
gram will feature Benny Goodman
and his band and will be produced
by Cunningham & Walsh, agency
for Texaco.
A network hasn’t been selected
yet with negotiations currently be¬
ing carried on. The “Swing Into
Spring” idea is not novel with the
oil company for last year Texaco
employed the theme for kicking off
a three-phase promotional program
for building service station “traffic.

“Northw'est Passage,” out of the
M-G-M vidpix shops, which has
been a Trendex-Nielsen flop in its
Sunday night 7:30 berth on NBCTV, is being knocked off by the
network at the completion of the
current cycle. Network prexy Rob¬
ert Kintner is seriously considering
expanding the Steve Allen 8 to 9
weekly showcase to 90 minutes,
starting at 7:30. If current plan¬
ning jells, the “new’ Steve Allen
Show” will kick off about Feb. 1.
While NBC doesn’t expect Allen
to take “Maverick’s” count on the
rating charts, nonetheless it’s the
network’s thinking that with a big
Allen splash tantamount to a week¬
ly 90-minute variety “spec,” it can
move into a commanding position.
Thus, w’ith a parlay of Allen, Dinah
Shore and Loretta Young 7:30 to
10:30, it would clinch NBC’s Sun¬
day night preeminent status.
Within the framework of a 90minute showcase, the Allen pro¬
gram would undergo considerable
revision, permitting, for example,
for major guest stars. Sometime in
’59 Allen and his entourage will
shift to the Coast, which will
broaden the “name” availabilities
for the show.
Fact that Allen hasn't been far¬
ing too well on the Nielsen-Trendex returns this season is attrib¬
uted not only to the “Maverick”Ed Sullivan competition, but to the
lack of a good 7:30 lead-in attrac¬
tion. (“Northwest Passage" has
been getting clobbered.) Thus the
web feels: what better lead-in can
vou get than Allen himself?

I _

I

Lotsa Speculation

On CBS Cutbacks

!

_,_

Bowery Derelicts Get
Bum’s Rush Along With
Ben Hecht hy WABC-TV

In Radio Division

Arthur Murray a Big
Mon. Nile Trendex Hero

NBC Bets on Bet
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Howard Meighan Leases
Red Hot Pofitkkmg Going On
N. Y. Century Theatre
For SAG Council Seats in N.Y. As ‘Videotape Center’
Videotape Productions

For the first time in the union's}
recent history, an election for
seats on the N.Y. Council of Screen
Actors. Guild is rife with contro¬
versy. Caucus of TV Performers in
Commercial Television has posed

21-CITY ‘RENDEZVOUS'
BUY FOR HUMBLE OIL

Humble Oil and Refining Co.
buying syndicated film for the first
an independent slate for the nine time, has purchased CBS Films’
vacant seats and has begun an in¬ “Rendezvous” for 21 markets in
tensive election campaign which New Mexico and Texas. Deal is
Includes telephone, politicking and for 52 weeks.
Anthology series, due to debut
mailings to the entire local mem¬ January, ’59, also was bought by
bership.
Rheingold Beer for three markets,
Voting deadline is Nov. 25, seven N. Y., Binghamton and New Haven.
days after the annual branch meeting at the Hotel Edison on Nov. 18.
Evidently miffed that SAG did not
clearly identify Caucus candidates
in the latest SAG N.Y. Intelligence
Report, the dissident body sent out
its own missives, clearly marking
them non-SAG “communications,”
and listing the names and pictures
of its nine candidates, Carl Frank,
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Chuck Goldstein, Joyce Gordon,
National Theatres’ board of di¬
Ken Roberts, Luis Van Rooten,
Del Sharbutt, Ron Rawson, Adri¬ rectors has approved the purchase
enne Moore and Matt Mattox. of the common stock in National
They were endorsed by some 650
SAGites, who signed the circulars. Telefilm Associates held by Ely
Simultaneously, the Caucus is Landau, Oliver A. Unger and

NT Board Okays
NTA Stock Buy

paying some of the major tele¬
phone answering services in N.Y.
to wage a “commeriar campaign
by phone. Each SAG actor who
calls in gets approximately oneminute pitch on how poorly the
Caucus thinks the 'present SAG
hierarchy functions,'especially
where it concerns the “wild spot,”
and how a vote for the indie slate
will deter Hollywood from alleged¬
ly ruling the entire union.
In all, there are 22 candidates for
council seats, 12 of them nominated
by the local SAG nomination com¬
mittee. Besides, the nine indies
for the Coalition, there is Don De
Leo, who is running on his own
after a successful campaign to get
the necessary number of nominat¬
ing votes.
Coalition does not have any can¬
didates for local office. There are
seven names listed in the Intelli¬
gence Report as candidates for sev¬
en positions and they are uncon¬
tested. Tom Shirely is up for
prexy; Philip Foster, Len Wayland,
Jock MacGregor and Dwight Weist
for vice presidencies; Hazel K.
Mack for treasurer, and Joseph
Bell for recording secretary. Coun¬
cil candidates nominated by the
regular committee were Dan Bergin, Jerome Cowan, Philip Foster,
John Graham, Walter Klavun, Miss
Mack, Charles Martin, Thelma Rit¬
ter, Lorraine MacMartin, Harry
Stanton, Weist and Wayland.

NTA Dickering
55 Goldwyn Pix
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
National Telefilm Associates is
negotiating for acquisition of the
55-pic Samuel Goldwyn backlog,
but is still far from a deal on the
library. Main bone of contention
is price, with Goldwyn reportedly
demanding $10,000,000 for the li¬
brary, which would boil down to
an average of $185,000 per pic.
Oliver Unger, NTA prexy, met
here with Goldwyn last Friday (7)
and planed back to New York the
same night, but said that negotia¬
tions would continue, with Gold¬
wyn prexy James Mulvey in Goth¬
am and with Goldwyn personally
via phone and quickie visits to the
Coast. Unger refused to discuss
terms or to indicate what price
Goldwyn was demanding, but he
said they were working on a num¬
ber of alternative formulas that in¬
volved several figures. No agree¬
ment has been reached op any of
them, however.
On a per-pic basis, the $10,000,000 asking price constitutes a new
high for films-to-tv. Four years
ago, NTA paid the then record
price of $100,000 apiece for 11 Da¬
vid O. Selznick films. Since that
time, there have been bigger vol¬
ume deals, but nothing so high on
a per-pic basis. Paramount library,
for example, averaged to $70,000 a
film. NTA’s deal with 20th-Fox in¬
volves payment of about $75,000
per film.

of New

York, topped by Howard S. Mei¬
ghan, has leased the Century The¬
atre for conversion to a video tape
production center.
Ampex Corp., developer and
manufacturer of the video tape
process,; is. a stockholder in the
Meighan-heimed corporation. Am¬
pex prez George I. Long also serves
as a member of Videotape’s board
of directors.

Meighan, a broad¬

cast vet, was formerly v.p. of CBS
Television In. charge of the west¬
ern division.
Conversion of the Century The¬
atre is due be completed Dec. 1.

Desilu Stock on Open Market
Hollywood, Nov. 11,
Proposed offering to the public of 525,000 share* of Desilu Pro*
ductions common stock has been filed in a registration statement
with the Securities and Exchange Commission
The 525,000 shares proposed to be offered publicly Include 250,000 shares to be sold by the company, and 275,000 shares to be
sold by Desi Arnaz, prez, and his wife Lucille Ball Amaz. Up to
this time the company has been owned by Amaz and his wife,
and a small group of their associates. Following the offering, more
than 50% of the company will continue to be owned by present
stockholders, thus giving the Arnaz team effective control of the
company.
Underwriters Bache Sc Co. \yill handle x the public offering.
Price per share and other terms will be supplied by a later amend¬
ment to the SEC registration statement.
The Desilu success story is as fresh as the tv age. Desilu pro¬
duction organization had its beginning in the ’51-’52 season when
the first “I Love Lucy” show’s, were televised. Since that time,
Desilu has acquired the RKO Pictures studio lot and has grown
into a production organization that is now making 19 series for
the ’58-’59 tv season.
Shows produced and filmed by Desilu, representing series in
which the company owns an interest for the current season in¬
clude: “Westinghouse Desilu Playhouse,” “Ann Sothera Show,”
“Grand Jury,” “The Texan,” “This Is Alice,” "U. S. Marshal,”
“Walter Winchell File” and “Whirlybirds.” Additionally, the com¬
pany, also films for others.

For the past four years, NBC has
used the Century Theatre, which
has a large stage area, for the
origination of many of its tv show’s.
With the takeover, the theatre will
be renamed Vidoetape Center,
The house was leased from, one
of the Shubert enterprises.
Meighan. paralleling CBS union
setup, is signing with IBEW for
technicians in his new tape opera¬
tion and with IATSE Local 1 for
stagehands. As for signing with --f
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Harold
Goldman,
NTA’s
three SAG or AFTRA in actors field, a
Bruce Eells, exec v.p. of the re¬
spokesman for Meighan said that
principal officers.
cently constituted United Artists
they'd await the outcome of the
Television, lashed out over the
Agreement, which is a prelude present hassle between the unions.
weekend at Jack Webb’s proposal
to
National
Theatres’
planned
that producers accept 13-week deals
takeover of NTA, covers 160.500
A co-productlon deal for the film¬ from sponsors as “dangerous and

Bruce Eells in Swipe at Webb’s
Proposal for 13-Week Vidpix Deals
‘BOOMERANG’ SERIES
ON M-P-M ROSTER

shares. Reason agreement was ef- •
fected at this time, according to
National Theatres, was to acceler¬
ate

sought-after Government ap¬

provals. Traditionally, the Depart¬
ment of Justice, one of the agen¬

Into Tape Hopper

Flock of Coast-originated syndi¬
cies called into play by the
planned acquisition, is reluctant cated taped shows, either in the
to render an opinion prior to the hopper or planned, has put N. Y.,
as an origination point, way be¬
consummation of a deal.
hind. But that gap is due to be
Remaining as an open question
narrowed.
j is the attitude of the Justice De¬
National Telefilm Associates has
partment. National Theatres was
split off from 20th-Fox, under the an ambitious syndicated tape proj¬
ect,
which is due to be unveiled
motion picture company’s consent
decree. Twentieth-Fox currently shortly. NTA’s o&o WNTA-TV,
N.
Y.-Newark,
which has an Ampex
is partnered with £ETA in the NTA
Film Network,
Motion
picture machine on order, is part of the
planned
operation.
Telestudios,
company also has a deal with NTA
for the leasing of feature films now owned by NTA, which is
equipped
with
tape
equipment,
also
and the production of half-hour
is understood to be part of the
series.
project.
Under terms of the approved
Triumvirate
of
Ely Landau,
agreement, for each share of NTA
stock Landau, Unger and Goldman board chairman, Mort Abrahams,
head
of
creative
programming,
and
will receive $11 principal amount
of 5i£% subordinated sinking fund Ted Cott, o&o topper, has been
working on the tape situation. Ten¬
debentures of National Theatres,
tatively, three WNTA-TV shows
plus a warrant for the purchase
arc being eyed for taped syndica¬
of one-quarter of a share of Na¬
tion. They are “Art Ford’s Jazz
tional Theatres common stock.
Party,” “Leave It to the Girls,”
They will continue to serve in
and David Susskind’s “Open End.”
their present capacities at NTA;
WNEW-TV, which has two Am¬
Landau, board chairman; Unger,
pex recorders installed, also has
prez; and Goldman, exec v.p.
plans to syndicate some of its
The purchase is on the same bas¬
shows. But the selection of the
is as will be contained in the ex¬
shows and a tieup with a syndicator
change offer to be submitted to
still has to be made.
all stockholders of NTA, follow¬
In planning to syndicate tapes
ing approval by National Theatres
of Susskind’s new latenighter, NTA
stockholders at a special meeting
will be selling them just as they
scheduled for December.
appear
on
WNTA-TV.
Conse¬
quently, it’ll be the first time a
regularly syndicated program won’t
have a fixed length. (Some of the
early Susskind shows, which were
not taped,‘ran in length from 70
minutes to two hours.)
Philadelphia, Nov. 11.
Regular taping begins with last
WCAU-TV, CBS owned-and-oper*
night’s (Tues.) program, a round¬
ated Channel 10, reaffirms its faith
table discussion by Susskind and
in full-length feature films for tv
top television writers. Next week’s
with the purchase of Screen Gems
tape is about filmmen Dare Schary
V “Sweet 65” package.
and Howard Dietz and newspaper
“Sweet 65” contains film pix re¬
critic Justin Gilbert and William
leased prior to 1950 and bringsi
Zinsser, who lately gave up a re¬
the WCAU-TV film library to well
viewer’s post with the Herajd
over 2,000 full length features.
Tribune, N.Y.
Among the top titles are “Mr.
Deeds Goes To Town,” “The Spoil¬
ers,” “My Little Chickadee” and
A Close Student ef TV Commercials
several from the Abbott & Costello
series.

WCAU-TV BUYS
SC’S‘SWEET 65'

Mannie Manheim

Dicker Telepix Series
For Esther Williams
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Esther Williams will star in a
telepix series for TCF-TV, 20thFox tv subsid, if current negotia¬
tions are finalized.
Series would be a romanticconiedy vehicle, with the pilot pro¬
duced personally by TCP produc¬
tion chief Martin Manulis. Miss
Williams would have a hefty owner
ship in the series* ujafler, terms
now being discussed. - •.. i
■:' .

expounds on them In o humorous
treatise

Please, Not While
Ym Eating !
★

*

*

one of the many Editorial Features
In tha upcoming

53d Anniversary Number
of

PAriety

ing in Australia of an adventure destructive.”
series, “Boomerang,”-has been set]
Eells said that no producer
by Mills-Park-Milford, currently | should offer a 13-week deal and
the producers of. the “Patti Page that actually, no agency really ex¬
Show.”
! pects to get one when it asks for
Mills-Park-Milford set the deal it. In his experience, Eells said,
with Southern International PTY agencies have often asked for 13of Sydney, Australia. Series, for week cancellation privileges, but
which an American actor will be always with a “you can’t blame us
selected as the lead, will be filmed for trying” attitude after they were
at Southern International’s Sydney, . refused.
Studios and on location in Austra¬
WjebbVpFoposal is “destructive,”
lia. Skein is set to role In March
Eells stated, because such deals
’59.
must he harmful to the quality of
Southern International PTY, con¬
the show Involved. Producer can’t
trolled by Chips Rafferty and Lee
possibly work out all the kinks in
Robinson, has just finished "Stow¬
a new property by the time can¬
away,” starring Martine Carol and
cellation notice rolls around, Eells
shot on location in Tahiti.
states. Yet, there are many in¬
stances of shows developing into
topnotch properties subsequent to
their first 13 weeks on the air.
Eells goes back to his Young &
Rubicam days, recalling the agency
tried to come up with every out in
the hook to dump a new radio show
called “Ozzie & Harriet” after 13
weeks. It failed to do so, because
Advantage of carrying two hats of its contract, and at the end of
—that of a syndicator and station 39 weeks it was an established
owner—is spotlighted by National hit and the agency would sooner
Telefilm Associates' deal with Sun¬ have parted with its last dollar
beam on the “George Jessel’s than drop the show. “We must
Show Business” series.
have had some faith in the concep¬
NTA is conducting a six-week tion of the show when it was pre¬
experiment at KMSP-TV, Minneap- sented to us, in order to buy it for
olis-St. Paul, with the series which 39; why didn’t we have that faith
could result in Sunbeam inking during the difficult first 13 weeks?”
for 30 to 40 markets. KMSP-TV
Though in agreement with Webb
is a o&o of NTA.
that advertisers have been stung
The test, vwhich got underway on the basis of a single pilot, Eells
Thursday (6) with KMSP-TV tele¬ feels that a 13-week deal is just as
casting the first half-hodr episode, harmful to the sponsor, as well as
has the full cooperation of George to the producer. He believes that
Jessel. He’s hypoing his hosted the only way for a producer to pro¬
series by p.a.*s in’ Minneapolis on ceed is to commit for production
behalf of the sponsor. Jessel, if of a full cycle of 39 shows, with
the large regional goes through, the timing such that when a spon¬
also will make himself available sor is approached the producer can
in other key cities. Interestingly, show him four or five completed
it’s Jessel’s availability which was films and 17 or 18 additional
important in swinging the Minne¬
(Continued on page 42)
apolis test, and the possibility of
the major regional.
Series, consisting of 39 episodes,
is composed of clips from ParaT
mount shorts, with newly shot
footage added. The fresh footage
is that of Jessel acting as host and
talking with show biz guests, in¬
cluding
Eddie
Cantor,
George
Burns, Jack Benny and Pamela
Mason.
WBBM-TV, CBS’ Chicago owned
& operated, reportedly plans to get
into the production of tape for syn¬
dication with a Connee Boswellfronter called "Jazz in the Round.”
Station has a pilot, but the under¬
standing is that the Chicago opera¬
Official Films prex Harold Hack-r tion is going to remake it for pre¬
ett is scouting new production pos-1 sentation to distributors.
sibilities in Puerto Rico, Hollywood j * Miss Boswell was repped by
General Artists Corp. which is get¬
and England.
First stop was Puerto Rico to o.o. ting its hand more and more into
For instance.
production .facilities for a planned; tape production.
adventure series.: He then .was KTLA, L.A., is going to begin tap¬
scheduled to leave for Hollywood ing a Guy Mitchell stanza on Dec.
and scout a possible comedy entry. 3, with Guild Films the probable
Following the Coast visit, England -syndicator of the musical skein.
will be his next stop. Official’s cur¬ Another GAC deal, this time front¬
rent “Invisible Man” on CBS-TV ing Julius La Rosa is pending with
was made in England, with Ralph KTJ+A, but;, it probably won’t ma¬
Smart holding the production reins. terialize until after Jan.. 1.

Jessel Test’ May
Invite Big Deal

Flock of Singers
Going Tape Route

HACKEIT ON SCOUTING
I
EXPEDITION FOR OF
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SEG’s ‘Foreign’ Boycott Threat
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Growing rash of foreign coproduction deals, topped by last
week's J- Arthur Rank-Sol Lesser Productions multiple-series ar¬
rangement (see separate story), touched off a warning from the
Screen Extras Guild that if the foreign production trend continues
sponsors will see their products boycotted by the AFL-CIO.
Such a boycott proposal would be presented to the national
AFL-CIO convention in San Francisco next fall, an SEG spokesman
stated, having first been funneled through the California State
Federation of Labor. A resolution against foreign production was
voted by the AFL national convention in 1952, but a specific boy¬
cott resolution would be proposed to . the since-merged AFL-CIO
convention.
H. O’Neil Shanks, exec secretary of SEG, found it incredible
that any sponsor seeking to sell goods to the great mass of the
American public would flout the public interest by choosing a tele¬
vision series made abroad to advertise his products in America.
“Such a foreign-made television series deprives American tech¬
nicians and American players of sorely-needed employment, for
usually only the star and the director are American. Obviously,
Americans who have lost jobs because a certain series was made
abroad rather than in this country will not feel like buying the
products advertised by such films and neither would their friends.
“The American producer who runs away to a foreign country
to escape paying American wage scales is unfairly competing with
the hundreds of other producers who make their pictures in this
country," Shanks declared.
,
, T j
- ,
.
Aside from the Rank-Lesser deal. Jack Wrather's Independent
Television Corp. is planning British coproduction So is National.
Telefilm Associates on “The Third Man.
And th®.
Soldier" series being destributed by Flamingo Telefilm Sales
touched off a Defense Dept, inquiry into use of service personnnel
and facilities in feature and telefilm production._
_

Ya Gotta Dig That Digges
WCBS-TV Chief’s Formula on Repeating Features
Reaps a Harvest
Correct
formula
for
repeat
showings of features can reap a
rating harvest, according to Sam
Digges, WCBS-TV, N.Y., station
manager.
Digges, topper of the kingpin
feature station in N.Y., speaks with
some experience in the field. Of
course, the CBS-TV Gotham flag¬
ship is in an enviable position on
repeats. Because station s loaded
with cinematics, having bought
the Metro and Paramount libraries,
as well as others, it has worked
out a repeat schedule of six
months intervals. (Having 2,150
cinematics in its library helps it
from developing “rerunitis.")
WCBS-TV shuffles a pic from
the “Late Show” to the “Early
Show” to the “Late Late Show"
and other weekend slots. Aim,is
to try to hit as many time seg¬
ments of the day with an individ¬
ual pic. Reasoning is that different
viewers are available at different
parts of the day, thereby increas¬
ing the audience potential for each
individual pic.
With its stripped feature show¬
casing in off-hours, WCBS-TV util¬
ized about 60Q different pix per
year. Station tries to get no re¬
peats.
Digges’ position is that
there’s “still a lot of life” in most
any pic after the • initial run. His
aim is to have every pic reach
what he considers to be its poten¬
tial rating level Essentially the
same 'approach is true of reruns
of half-hours, according to Digges.
Half-hour syndicated product can
be stripped, aired at different
times, and scrambled in' the sta¬
tion’s schedule in order to get
maximum audience viewing on
reruns.

Churchill Series
On Towers’ Slate
London, Nov. 11.
A .vidpix series based 'on Sir
Winston Churchill’s “History of the
English-Speaking Peoples” is like¬
ly to be made in Britain by Harry
Alan Towers. Towers would make
no comment other than that the
idea was in the early stages of
discussion at the moment. If the
series is made, it is almost certain
that it will be with backing from
ABC-TV.
It is believed that Sir Laurence
Olivier has been paged to narrate
tlv» series. The work traces the
history of Britain from Britannia
to the death of Queen Victoria.
!

Milt Gordon to Far East
Milton Gordon, former prez of
Television Programs of America,
leaves tomorrow (Thurs.) for Hong
Kong and Tokyo to scout Far East
production facilities.
Gordon, who received hefty coin
for his sale of TPA to Independent
Television Corp., is setting up shop
for film financing and other show
biz ventures. He also has a con¬
sultancy post with ITC.

Telefilm Studios
Make Like Nets On
Creative Setups
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Hollywood telefilm studios are
undergoing an almost impercepti¬
ble but nonetheless significant
change in their top echelon crea¬
tive structure. Slowly but surely,
they are evolving away from the
studio head-to-producer chain of
command
into
a
sophisticated
structure that more than anything
else resembles a network program
department.
Process
is • most evident at
Screen Gems, Metro-TV and TCFTV, the 20th-Fox tv arm, where
not surprisingly, men who came
out of network television and not
film production, are in' command.
It’s evident to a lesser extent at
such operations as Desilu and Re¬
vue Productions too, but curiously
enough, it’s at the major studios
where the structure has crystal¬
lized . most.
In every case, the emphasis is
on “develoomerit” at the high
echelon staff level, with the actual
production later turned over to
staff producers. At TCF-TV, for
example, tv chief Martin ,Manulis
has signed on his ex-“Plavhouse
90” -assistant, Dominick Dunne,
and tv-to-films-to-tv producer Herb
Swope Jr. as his staffers, concen¬
trating on the development of
properties through the pilot*and
early scrint stages. Series, once
away, would be turned over to line
producers with Swooe and Dunne
acting as exec producers over the
shows. ’
At Screen Gems. ex-CBS Coast
nrogram v.p. Harrv Ackerman,
Screen Gems Pro'itiction-oropramT"mg v.p., recf'r,t1w' signM .Alvin
Cooperman and Paul Harrison,
(Continued on page 42) •

Triple trouble faces the pro¬
ducer-distributors with short-term
network vidpix deals. Problem is
a brain crusher at this time, with
a number of short-termers facing
the axe.
More short-term deals, those
under 26 weeks, were inked this
season than any year in the past,
and if the 40% casualty rate of
vidpix over the course of last sea¬
son operates for the 13-week peri¬
od, many vidpixers will be hurt—
but bad.
Of importance, too, is that the
network trend appears to be grow¬
ing for short-term deals, those
less than the tradtional 26 and 39week variety. So there’s no easy ,
dismissal of the problem.
Triple trouble of a short-term
network flop is this.
1. Whether the producer-distrib¬
utor recoups costs, let alone prof¬
its, on a 13-weeker is doubtful.
2. Ideas, hard to come by these
days, are crushed when a series
fails to make it on the initial rat¬
ing charts.
3. Most important, w’hat was
commonly held, to be a safety factor—the field of syndcation—just
isn’t there in most instances for a
floperoo.
Latter point deserves some clari¬
fication. Vet syndicators who have
handled
off-network
properties
will be the first to aclqiowledge
that the successful off-network
skein can get a healthy ride in
syndication. Conversely, the dogs
die. But that isn’t the entire story.
With a series of 39 episodes, even
for those that weren’t hot-shots on
the networks a market exists on
the syndication level, the price de¬
pending on the success of the net¬
work run.
But what happens to a series
lopped off the wqb prior to a 39week run? National Telefilm As¬
sociates picked up the “Walter
Winchell File,” making 13 fresh
episodes at Desilu, to complete the
package for the syndication ride.
Ziv has now greenlghted at least
13 episodes for “Tombstone Terri¬
tory,” another show on ABC-TV
which only had a 26-week ride.
But these shows, despite their axings, have commercial qualities
which the syndication mart can
absorb.
Quite a different problem is
posed by some of the 13-weekers.
Does it pay to film another 26 epi¬
sodes, as opposed to 13, when the
show has had one big strike struck
against it? Why not start afresh
with a new series for syndication?
A 13-weeker axed on the net leaves
the greater majority of episodes
to be producd.

Metro-TV's 'Amigo’
Hollywood* Nov. 11.
Herb Meadow, who created the
“Have Gun, Will Travel” series
for CBS-TV, has been signed to
write the pilot for Metro-TV’s Gil¬
bert Roland starrer about a San
Diego detective, “Amigo.” Deal
was agented by the Frank Cooper
office.
Metro-TV production head Dick
Maibaum hasn’t assigned a pror
ducer to the project yet.

Vot London Music Man

John Abbott
appralsos the

Gramophone Record
Business in England
*

a

*
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Screen Gems Looks Headed For
Banner $40,000,080 Gross With
Multiple Web, Syndicated Entries
Ziv’s Six Per Year
Ziv, as planned, has reached
the .releasing pattern of introing a fresh syndication
show every two months.
Taking thd period starting
with Jan. ’58 and projecting
it for the -remainder of the
year, here’s how the Ziv run¬
down appears: “Target,” “Dial
999,” “Mackenzie’s Raiders,”
“Highway
Patrol”
(fourth
year production), “Bold Ven¬
ture,” and “Sea Hunt,” (sec¬
ond year production. Tally of
six per year, as indicated, in¬
cludes fresh production on es¬
tablished shows.

Weintraub, Rank
Team on Telefilms;
$5,000,000 Budget

Screen Gems could rack up a
$40,000,000 telefilm gross in the
current fiscal year. And, at the
worst from this moment until next
June, the company’s gross tally
will probably not go any lower
than $36,000,000. Either way, no
television film company is believed
to have previously matched such a
one-year figure.
At the maximum, the take is
100% more than the productiondistribution company is said to
have grossed two years ago, and
50% more than the $30,000,000
sum for the last June-to-June fiscal
year. The ’58-’59 take, a projection
through next June and based on
the rate of gross income until now,
is unofficial. Columbia Pictures,
which owns SG, does not make it a
policy of breaking down earnings
by its subsidiaries.
SG has had 17 programs on net¬
work or in syndication since June,
1958—itself a record for one com¬
pany. The gross was reportedly
swelled by the sale of 240 Burns &
Allen half-hour off-network reruns
to television stations and, occasion¬
ally, to advertisers. SG paid soma
$6,000,000 to McCadden Produc¬
tions for the negatives and has
been asking—and getting—top dol¬
lar for the comedy shows.
Company could fall short of $40,000,000 by the sum of $3,150,000 or
slightly more, depending on how
badly matters go for its network
packages which are presently fac¬
ing varying degrees and kinds of
trouble on the sponsor front. Al¬
most a certainty to be cancelled
next January is Ed Wynn, pacted
originally on a- 14-week deal; al| though SG got a one-week exten¬
sion, little hope is held that there
will be a renewal into next spring.
If it is not renewed SG will be los¬
ing revenue on approximately 24
[Wynn half-hours, which it could
[ have produced and aired before
June rolls around.
“Rin Tin Tin,” “Behind Closed
[ Doors” and Donna Reed are shaky
at the moment, “Doors” and Miss
Reed from weak ratings and “Rinnie” because the sponsor is said
to be contemplating a change in
its merchandising attack. The rest
of SG’s network shows appear to
be rating-strong, or, at least, rat¬
ing-safe for the rest of the season.
But even’on the three troublesome
series, SG still has a firm 26-week
deal.
The 13 hourlong “Shirley Tem-

Hollywood, Nov. li.
Entry of J. Arthur Rank into
television production through a co¬
production and co-financing deal
with Sy Weintraub’s SoL Lesser
Productions was set last week. Deal
involves production of four series
of at least 39 films each, plus addi¬
tional pilots and possibly feature
film coproduction.
Deal marks Weintraub’s return
to telepix for the first time since
purchasing the Lesser organization.
Besides the four Rank coproduc¬
tions, he’s starting production on
his own with an “Our Town” tele¬
film series, for which he’s signed
Jerry Stagg as executive producer.
“Town” is one of the properties he
purchased with the Lesser com¬
pany, and author Thornton Wilder
will advise on scripts for the series.
Rank deal, involving a minimum
$5,000,000 investment to be shared
equally between the two compan¬
ies, is actually with Sydney Box
TV, the British producer acting in
behalf of Rank. The Rank company
will put up coin and facilities, but
Box will handle their telefilm pro¬
duction, since they don’t have any
tv staff yet. James Swann, Rank
exec, negotiated the deal for the
British company.
Two of the four properties are
(Continued on page 42)
set, “The Man from Lloyds,” which
Box will, produce at Rank's Pinewood Studios starting in January
and for whom Edtpond O’Brien is
being dickered as the lead, and a
still untitled situation comedy
created by Phil Rapp, which Rapp
will produce in both England and
America. Third property is a tossup between an outdoor adventure
In a fresh study, Ziv has found
series and a science-fiction series
called “Project X,” based on a that the types of sponsors riding
on syndicated, shows follow* the
(Continued on j>age 38)
traditional pattern, established the
past few years.
Only chief change in the lineup
Is the swelling of the service spon¬
sors,
local laundries,
cleaners,
jewelers, etc. But the big three
Ziv wrapped up two major re¬ syndication advertisers remain food
gional on “Bold Venture,” its new products, breweries and gas and
syndication entry, as well as a oil companies, respectively.
Food products, which includes
roster of tv stations.
P. Ballantine brewery inked for dairies, bakeries and supermar
kets.
accounted for 26% of Zi\
22
eastern
markets,
including
WCBS-TV, N.Y. Firm only recent¬ syndicated sales; brewers regis¬
ly had renewed Ziv’s “Highway tered 23%; and gas and oil cornPatrol” in 35 eastern markets for paries wrere- resnonsible for 12%
the fourth consecutive year. Wil¬ of +he syndicated buys from Ziv.
The bulk of the remaining 39%
liam Esty is the agency .
G. Heileman Brewing, via Comp¬ retirement a wide variety of spon¬
ton, took the series for Chicago sor Hassificatlons. Advertisers in
thn latter category were, in the
and Wisconsin.
Stations inking for the Dane Clark- order of their standing: home im¬
starrer include: WTVJ, Miami; provements: banks, loan and sav¬
KVII,
Amarillo,
Tex.,*
WICA, in* institutions: automobile deal¬
Erie, Pa.; KOMO, Seattle, WKY, er*: tobacco companies; public utilOklahoma City; WSM, Nashville; ifinc- drugs and nharmanmiticals;
WDSU, New Orelans. Electric Co¬ retail stores; and miscellaneous
operatives bought the show for
telecasting on WSUN-TV, Charles¬
was taken in roniim/'Hon
ton, and Midway Furniture inked
cales Diisb on “^old Ven¬
for WTAR-TV, Norfolk.
ture,” Ziv’s new syndication entry

‘Foods’ Still Tops
Among Ziv Big 3

ZIV’S MAJORDEALS
ON ‘BOLD VENTURE’
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Pair of Sponsors For
Justice Dept, to FCC: Disqualify
Masters Golf Tourney
TV-Radio Production Centres
3 of Original Miami 10 Bidders
IN NEW YORK CITY • . .

Washington, Nov. 11. -f
Attorney General WiDiam P.
Rogers and FCC associate general
counsel Edgar W. Holtz joined Mon¬
day < 10 > is urging the Miami* Chan¬
nel 10 grant set-aside and the dis¬
Bob Banner, who was called in
qualification of three out of the
from the Coast to take'over Ralph
four original applicants.
The stern lines were laid down Levy’s assignment as producer-dij
in ^briefsfiledTfor final oral
rector of CTS-TV’s “Garry Moore
ments on the channel 10 shennan-1 Show” last night (Tues.), has now
igans slated Nov. 17 before Judge • set his entire production staff.
Horace Stern, special FCC hearing.}
Banner is getting producer-director billing while Levy got only
examiner in the case.
Both Justice Dept, and Holtz, producer credit. Joe Hamilton is
argued that ex-commissioner Rich¬ now associate producer and Julio
ard A. Mack should not have been di> Benedetto is co-director. Ernie
disqualified from taking part in Flatt is choreographer and Sam
the award. But Justice went a step Leve is the new scenic designer.
further, saying former chairman
The former producer of the
George McConnaughey should have j “Garry Moore” show remains with
steeped out also.
I CBS-TV and plans are under way
Citing the tangled history of for Levy to do several specs during
wire-pulling for the channel. Jus-! the coming season.
tice and Holtz urged Stem to dis- j
-=qualifv Public Service Television,1
Inc., "North Dade Video, Inc., and
WAKT, Inc. from any further con-;
sideration as applicants. This would
leave only L. B. Wilson, Inc. in.
the running.
To back up its stand. Dept, cited
alleged ex parte approaches to
Mack and McConnaughey by per¬
sons plugging either the WKAT or
Public Service cause, including
tav/makers.
Dept, said North Dade Video
Glasgow, Nov. 11.
lired former Commissioner and exCongressman
Robert
F.
Jones
Despite the popularity of tele¬
months after arguments were vision there is every likelihood
closed in the case seemingly “to in¬
that commercial radio wilt operate
fluence, by means other than rec¬

Bob Banner Sets Staff
For Garry Moore TV’er

Brit. Com! Radio
Seen ’64 Certainty
Despite TVs Rise

ord presentation, the Commission’s
pending decision.”
The brief rejected arguments
that attempts to influence individ¬
ual
commissioners were
made
merely to offset pressure being
exerted by other parties in the
wrangle. If this were the case, the
duty was to inform officially FCC
and law-enforcement agencies.
Dept. said.
Responding to the Dept, argu¬
ments. Col. A. Frank Katzentine,
WKAT operator, said in Miami:
“Such an attitude places a value on
silence by any citizen who is
knowledgeable of wrong-doing and
seeks to expose it. There is no
place in this country for those who
seek decency in
governmental
processes to stand mute. I sought
to expose wrong-doing in this case
and I would do the same thing
again."

CBS-TV Wings In
A Jet-Propelled
Coronation Scoop
Both CBS-TV and NBC-TV did
their utmost to be first with pic¬
tures of the coronation of Pope
John XXIII but the former man¬
aged, with ingenuity and logistic
savvy to flash them ahead of other
video web rivals.
As result of much advance'plan¬
ning, John Day, director of news
for CBS, and his cohorts were
able to show the first pictures from
6:03 to 6:12 p.m. Tuesday (4). This
was made possible with an assist
from Granada Ltd. of England.
Recording, via Eurovision telecast
from Rome, was made in London,
flown by jet to Gotham, and trans¬
mitted directly from the Idlewild
Airport.
In order to make the 6:03 p.m.
scoop from the BO AC landing
strip at the airport, CBS News had
a remote truck parked on the field
for the origination point of the
telecast. The truck facilities were
augmented by -temporary installa¬
tion of a 16m telecine projector
lifted from the Telecine Room at
Grand Central Studios.
Harry Reasoner, CBS newsman,
introduced the special report with
voice description. Second corona¬
tion report was seen at 7:26 p.m.
on the “Douglas Edwards With the
News” program. Third report was
aired via video tape at 12:21. Cov¬
erage of the election was inter¬
rupted to show the actual crown¬
ing. However, biggest wrapup ceme
at 2 a.m. with a 55-minute v:deotape account. It also was repeated
(Continued on page- 42)

in the U.K. after 1964, according
to a forecast made by Roy Thom¬
son, chairman of Scottish Televi¬
sion Ltd.
The advent of commercial radio,
he said, would not mean large
companies doing a lot of business
and making a lot of money. Rather
it would consist of a multitude of
small companies providing a lot
of employment and earning rea¬
sonable profits on reasonable^capital.
The
opening
of
commercial
radio in the UJL would create a
great many new opportunities for
a very large number of people in¬
deed, he forecast.
It would set
many persons up in business for
themselves with the ability to earn
a satisfactory profit. Indie tv boss
was talking to the Publicity Club
of Glasgow,
He added: “I know it is said
that, since the advent of televi¬
sion, radio has become less im¬
portant, and doubts are expressed
that commercial radio service will
pay in Britain under present con¬
ditions, I don’t agree with this
reasoning.”
Independent contracts were due
to run out in 1964 and the BBC
charter in 1962.
“Undoubtedly commercial ra¬
dio will be considered.
1 think
there is every likelihood that it
will be, and: approved.”
Referring
to
the
possibility
within the nejt two years of a
third tv service in Britain. Thom¬
son said, in his opinion, the new
service: should be carried out un¬
der the Independent Television
Authority.
This
would
create
tougher competition for the pres¬
ent program companies than any¬
thing else would do.
Outlining ways in which the
third tv service might be set up,
indie tv topper added: “It seems
to me there is an unanswerable
case for further competitive tele¬
vision companies to operate on
the remaining bands of Channel
Three, and if this is carried out
under the general supervision of
the LTA., I believe that every¬
one
concerned—viewers,
public
and advertisers—will get the max¬
imum satisfaction.”

American Express'Co. and Tra¬
velers Insurance Co. signed to
sponsor coverage of the Masters
Golf Tourney over CBS-TV next
April.
Coverage will consist of one-hour
pickup on Saturday, April 4 and
90-minute show on Sunday, April
5, final day of the tourney.
American Express is a repeat
client oh this year’s coverage with
Travelers: e Insurance coming in
this season to give coverage SRO
status.; .

Billion and Half
TV Adv. Billings
In ’59: Abrams
Hot Springs, Va., Nov. 11..
George J. Abrams, v.p. in charge
of advertising at Revlon and
chairman of the A.N.A. radio-tv
committee, addressed the 49th an¬
nual fall meeting of the Assn, of
National
Advertisers
here
<
“What’s Ahead for Radio and
Television.”
"It is my forecast that adver¬
tisers will spend one and a half
billion dollars in television in 1959,
of which approximately 400 mil¬
lion dollars will be in spot tv ad¬
vertising, 800 million in network
tv, and 300 million dollars in local
tv advertising. At the same time,
I believe 1959 Will witness *network
radio soaring to approximately 70
million dollars” he said.
There will be a substantial in¬
crease in advertising expenditures
generally in 1959, Paul B. West,
president of the ANA predicted.
- “An A.N.A, survey shows that
the pace-setters in many industries
maintained or even increased their
expenditures in 1958. The large
majority of companies, reporting,
are planning to increase advertis¬
ing and promotion expenditures
for 1959 and there will be substan¬
tial increases in many cases, par¬
ticularly in the packaged goods
field.
From the percentages re¬
ported, we can predict an average
increase of 11%.
Among those
who reduced their 1958 appropria¬
tions, many of 'them have already
restored those cuts and are in¬
creasing appropriations for 1959.”
West said that “American busi¬
ness management is showing in¬
creasing recognition of the power
of advertising to cushion the effects
of a recession on* sales and profits.”
Wallach on Ratings
M. A. Wallach, prexy of the re¬
search company which bears his
name told members of the A.N.A.
that in many cases tv ratings havedisagreed completely.
In other
cases, advertisers were challeng¬
ing technique of measurement, size
of sample .
. but, basically, this
^Continued on page 40)

BERNSTEIN SERIES
TO BOW ON NOV. 30
New hour-long series “Lincoln
Presents Leonard Bernstein and
New York- Philharmonic” preems
Sunday, Nov. 30 over WCBS-TV
at 5 p.m. Sponsor is Lincoln Di¬
vision of Ford Motor Co.
Bob Saudek Associates is pro¬
ducing with Bernstein in roles of
conductor, pianist and annotator.
First program will be given over
tn Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony.
Soloists will be . Leontyne Price,
soprano; Maureen. Forrester, con¬
tralto; Leopold Simoneau, tenor,
and Norman Scott, bass. First pro¬
gram also will feature Westmin¬
ster Choir,
i
• Lincoln plans Bernstein shows
on monthly basis.

Nielsens Top in Britain
(Week Ending Oct 26)

Play of the Week—“Frenzy”

Television Playhouse—

(GRANADA)
(GRANADA)
CAR),
(GRANADA)
(AR) .
(ATV)
(AR)
(ATV)
.(ARK:
. (ATV)

Pat Weaver off to Hawaii for 10 days . . . Fred Thrower, WPIX
topper, vacationing in Nassau . . . Mutual signed the Pittsburgh Pir¬
ates as its first major league baseball team to return to the net’s
“Game of the. Day” for next season . . . United Press International’s
sports by-liner Oscar Fraley plans a bio of MES’ sportscaster Bill
Stern ...
Tony Marvin WABC radio show emanates live from. Toronto next
week (Monday-thru-Friday) due to his commitments with Arthur God¬
frey. Latter telecasts his daily morning show from the Canadian city
for the entire week . . . Leslie Barrett makes two appearances on “The
Edge of Night,” CBS-TV, today and tomorrow.
Neil Simon’s name inadvertently omitted from writer credits on
last week’s Phil Silvers follow up review . . . WRCA-TV program man¬
ager George Heinemann speaks at Workshop of Roxbury Community
Assn, of Stamford today (Wed.) . . . Arnold' Starr, WRCA-TV sales¬
man, named prexy of Montvale, (N.J.), P.T.A. . . . CBS-TV’s “Father
Knows Best” and Robert Young cited by Jewish Family Service Assn.
. . . CBS-TV Jimmy Dean Show originated from N.Y. Vets Adminis¬
tration Hospital yesterday (Tues.) in honor of Veterans Day . . . Naneyann Graham subbing for WRCA-TV’s Josie McCarthy while she va¬
cations for three weeks . . . Larry Lowenstein, director of special
services for CBS Press Info, back from Chicago trip after screening
of Daytime Televist Week film . . . WRCA-TV’s Tex Antoine and his
“Uncle Wethbee” observing 9th anni for Consolidated Edison this
week. Program is oldest continuously sponsored weather show in
Gotham . . . Hnme Cronyh, currently in Broadway production of “Man
in the Dog Suit” guested on Dave Garroway show yesterday (Tues.)
and also slated for an appearance on the Arthur Godfrey Show to¬
morrow (Thurs.) . . . Shari Lewis set for guest shot on the Pat Boone
Show Nov. 20 and Kay Moore will do likewise on Garry Moore Show
Nov. 25 ... Commercial deals also set by Lester Lewis office for Eloise
McElhone on Regimen Tablets; Boh Williams for Florida Citrus; Bill Ma¬
lone for. Cities Service; Jean Sullivan for Desert Flower and Shulton;
Caroline O’Connor for Eversharp; Virginia Graham for Travis Fab¬
rics; Walter Kiernan for NAM pilot film, and Ed McMahon as commer¬
cial announcer on ABC-TV’s “Who Do You Trust?” . . . Ricardo Montalban set for guest shot on CBS-TV’s “Play Your Hunch” tomorrow
(Thurs.)... Mari Lynn signed for lead role on NBC Radio’s “My True
Story”. tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . WCBS Radio director Walter Cheetam
back on job after three-week holiday in Florida . . . WCBS Radio’s
Martha Wright opens at Blue Angel tomorrow ^Thurs.) . . . Ethel
Frank, NBC-TV’s “Ellery Qeen” associate producer, left for Europe
this week to scan script market in London, Paris and Rome . . . Char¬
lotte Manson resumes role of Gillian Gray on CBS Radio’s “This is
Nora Drake” today (Wed.) after being hospitalized with broken back.
She'll he working in a heavy steel body brace.
Martha Nold, formerly public relations coordinator for “Today”
joined Suzy Perette JDresses in’same capacity . . . Brig. General David
Sarnoff, chairman of board of RCA, spoke annual ceremonies in ob¬
servance of Veterans Day at Arlington Cemetery yesterday (Tues.) . . .
Louis Dorfsman, director of art, advertising and promotion for CBS
Radio, awarded seventh gold medal in as many years by Art Directors*
Club of N.Y. His entry, along with others, will be seen at Time-Life
Bldg. Reception Center for next two weeks , . . Amram Nowak, pro¬
ducer of META’s Russian-language course, addresses Port Chester’s
PTA group on Wednesday, Nov. 19 . . . Archibald Maclelsh slated for
interview on META’s drama series Friday (14) over WPIX ... It was
Larry Kert who did the balcony scene duet from “West Side Story”
on Sunday’s (2) Ed Sullivan Show, not Larry Kent as erratumed . . .
Mike Merrick, formerly v.p. of Brandt Public Relations, has opened
his own publicity firm, Merrick Associates, for the representation of
broadcast, personality and commercial accounts. Took the Harry Belafonte account with him.
Robert D. Craver joins WCBS Radio’s directorial staff next week.
He’ll handle "Jim Lowe Saturday Hideaway” and “Backgrounds of
Literature” programs . . . Jack Gould, N.Y. Times’ tv critic, addresses
N.Y.C. Chapter of American Women in Radio-TV at NYU Club Mon¬
day, Nov. 17. Lucille Mason, chapter prexy, will officiate, and Eleanore Hurley, WQXR’s publicity chief, will Introduce .Gould at lunch¬
eon gathering . . . Sybil Trubin has joined staff of NBC-TV’s “Today”
as talent coordinator. She replaces associate producer Mary Kelly who
left to join William McCaffrey’s talent office . , . WCBS Radio gen¬
eral manager Sam J. Slate is teaching a class in radio-tv at NYU this
term . . . New “Today” producer Bob Bendick on Coast making ar¬
rangements to move his family east.
Ted Granik, who produced “American Forum” and “Youth Wants
to Know,” was appointed by President Eisenhower to serve on a spe¬
cial children’s and youth committee convening in D.C.—he'll rep the
radio-tv^industry . . . Gfl Ralston to produce and David Alexander to
direct a brace of episodes for CBS-TV’s “The Gamblers,” with film¬
ing to begin Nov. 17 in the N.Y. area . . . Before it goes off once and
for all, “Brains •& Brawn” travels the next few weeks to Annapolis,
Cleveland and Miami with Bill Wendell, new 'Tic Tac Dough” em¬
cee, aboard as announcer . . . Paul Taubman to conduct music on
“Concentration” evening edition . . . Dee jay Jack Laxare, one of, the
WNEW stable, to m.c. next rock ’n’ roll sesh at the Apollo, Harlem
vaudery

IN HOLLYWOOD

j 73%
72%
70%
69%
67%
66%
65%

...

Ralph Edwards will take a crew to Hawaii Dec. 1 for the first tap¬
ing outside continental U.S.A. For “This Is Your Life” his subject
will be a. personality identified with Pearl Harbor (day of infamy) to
be televised two nights later. Swept with the tide of diversification,
Edwards will be partnered in a book publishing firm with, strangely
enough, rivals in his own idiom—John Guedel, Art Linkletter, Mark
Good son and Bill Todman . . . Erna Lazarus and Matt Brooks teamed
up as a comedy writing team . . . NBC-TV publicist Don Allen has
been upped to exploitation manager for the web’s western division
. . . Jack Runyon, ex-veepee at Kenyon & Eckhardt, turned down the
prexyship of a new agency to hang out his own shingle ... If ABC
and Mitch Hamilburg* get together on a deal for “Yackety Yack” the
emcee will be Ralph Story. Panel show is now a hot number on the
British airlanes . . . Virginia Gibson, late Hit Parader, came out from
N.Y. to do a series of one-minute commercials for Pepsi-Cola at Hol¬
lywood Film Commercials studio. That’s a long jaunt, 6,000 miles, to
make a few briefies . . . Lou Quinn, Palm Springs deejay, will play a
continuing character as a bookie-in “77 Sunset Strip.”

IN CHICAGO
74%

;i
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...

Add Congressman Barratt O’Hara to the list of polls supporting
AFTRA’s complaints against NBC practices at WMAQ and WNBQ.
He too dispatched a wire to FCC requesting open hearings . ... Vin¬
cent Murray and John P. Fendley joined Jim Beach’s ABC-TV cen¬
tral, division sales staff . . .Don McNeill getting Ed Morrow’s “Person
to Person” once-over Nov. 21 . . . WBBM-TV’s Susan Heinkel turns up,
on WBKB Sunday (16) as interviewee on Norm Ross’ “VIP” . . . Tom
Vachon is new film editor at WBBM-TV ... Alfred L. Lewis, WNBQ*
(Continued on page 26)
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RADIO-TV ELECTION BACKWASH
AFTRA’s Amended Demands On
Tape Com’I Fees Eases Tension But
Networks Still Hold Off on Deal

TVs ‘Southerns’
Greensboro, N.C., Nov. 11.
A lot of folks in this area of the “moderate" south are propos¬
ing a new classification for tv shows. They are suggesting—to go
along with ..the “western" badge—a new term to be applied to
television shows: “the southern."
This is prompted by the ever increasing number of typed tv
shows using southern locals and drawling characters. They point
out that Tennessee Williams and.others have given the legit stage
a type of play that can well be called a “southern," and that now
tv is more and more following suit.
And, regardless of what the western native thinks of western
drama, wherever he finds it, the southerners generate consider¬
able resentment at the tv (as well as motion picture and stage)
“southerns” because of what they call overemphasis on ignorance,
poverty, sex and squalor.

How to Sell Dented Cans
Down Mobile Way Grappler* Bloody Up The
Merchandise and Viewers Love It

John Derr to Maxon

Mobile, Nov. 11.
Westerns may be cluttering up
the tv screens in the deep south
John Derr, former CBS sports
but the corniest of all offerings is director and until recently special
moving the goods—rassling.
assistant to Arthur Godfrey, joined
Here, for example, WKRG-TV Maxon ad agency as public rela¬
puts rassling on every Saturday j tions consultant on new GE tv
night, but the grunt-and-groaners j show, “College Quiz Bowl” which
add sales appeal to products—by debuts on CBS-TV Jan. 4.
This is in the nature of a QEbloodying up the merchandise!
Several seasons
Example: in a recent match in a Derr reunion.
Sousa-like race around the outside ago, he was producer-director on
Red
Barber’s
CBS
Radio Football
of' the ring one rassler grabbed a
paint can off a two-for-one-at-the- Roundup sponsored by GE.
same-price
deal
display
and
smacked his opponent with it,!
denting the can. This on a Satur¬
day night near midnight. Monday,
before the store opened, 36 people
were lined up outside the store,
not for the bargain as advertised,
but to buy the dented can. The
store operator spent most of the
morning and wore out the toes on
both shoes kicking the cans in and
sold $1,100 worth of dented cans
because the buyers wanted the
very can swung by the grappler.
Now the sweating behemoths are
merchandise-wise. Recently after
a tag team match during which the
announcer had shown eight framed
pictures and held a ninth in his
hand, offering a bargain of a choice
of any at 97 cents, the “soreheads"
staged an out-of-the-ring battle
with the display boards, smashed
up the frames of most of the pic¬
tures on each other’s noggins. Re¬
sult: early Sunday about 75 people
went into the store with questions:
would the store sell them the dam¬
aged pictures? Who Was going to
pay the store for the nine pictures
(Continued on page 42)

Indict Freedmen
In Quiz Scandal
“Twenty-One" tv producer Al¬
bert Freedman was slapped down
last week with a two-count indict¬
ment for rigging the quiz'’show. It
marked the first indictment arising
from recent investigations into quiz
show irregularities.

Yoder‘Atrocities’
Get a Handsome
Payoff on ARB’s
Chicago, Nov. 11.
. Lloyd Yoder seems to have
proved his point. The NBC veep
took a pummeling from the local
press, politicians and citizenry for
the bloodbaths
he
perpetrated
when he moved in as veep in
charge of the NBC o&os a month
ago, but the . latest ARB—the first
since he took the helm—defends
him down the line.. Yoder’s argu¬
ment at the time of his unpopu¬
lar executions was that WNBQ's
local programming was lagging in
the ratings and that there was no
reason why a station feeding the
schedule of a major network
should rank fourth in a four-sta¬
tion market in any time period.
First step, which was to delete
three old five-minute strips ' at
10:15 p.m. to bring in the first*
quarter hour of “Jack Paar Show,"
proved a solid move. Paar’s first
quarter notched a 13.1 weekly
average in the latest ARB, com¬
pared with 4,7, final average for
the trio of Norm Barry, Clifton
Utley and Dorsey Connors.
The
rating points are nearly trebled
and the time period is nearly SRO.
Paar now leads all Chicago pro¬
gramming from 10:30 to midnight
with, an average rating of 11.7 for
the 90-minute stretch.
Competi¬
tion on the other three channels
are late cinematics, rating around
7 and 8.

Freedman was arrested and re¬
leased on bail of $1,500. Many in¬
dividuals in the entertainment
world were surprised to read news¬
Even the Ieadin to Paar, a 15paper accounts that Freedman was minute newsweather strip, showed
handcuffed during the proceedings. signs of being helped in the latest
They thought this was an unneces¬
( Continued on page 35)
sary move on the part of the en¬
forcement officers.
Freedman was identified by Dis¬
trict Attorney. Hogan as an exec
of Production Services Inc.,. cor¬
porate name of Barry 8c Enright,
producers of “Twenty-One." Freed¬
man’ took over production
of
“Twenty-One”
from
November,
1956, until shortly before it der
parted from NBC-TV channels last
Oct. 16.
'
D. A. Hogan said Freedman was
Indicted for knowingly lying while
testifying before the grand jury.
Hogan said Freedman had given
contestants answers to questions
before going on the air. If con¬
victed, Freedman could. receive a
(Continued on’page.<42)-

Renault Also Getting
Into Sports Sponsorship
Renault Inc., which bowed in as
a network figure this season via
co-sponsorship of CBS-TWs “Small
World,” plans to get into the sports
sponsorship picture for the first
time, too.
Foreign motor car company has
bought one-quarter sponsorship of
the Gator Bowl football game on
Dec. 27 via CBS-TV from Jackson¬
ville.
Auto maker will sl^are sponsor¬
ship of game with R; J. Reynolds
To^^ico Co., and Carter Products,:

Washington, Nov. 11.
Operation Pack Those Bags is
rampant here. The Democrats are
coming.

'Bagels & Ballots

And the thumping majorities of
Democrats elected to the House
and Senate would indicate that
radio-tv and ether facets of show
biz will see some changes made.
But the most important new law
likely to emerge from the new
Congress affecting the entertain¬
ment world carries no partisan
overtones.
It is a complete rewrite of the
25-year-old Federal Communica¬
tions Act, involving drastic changes 1
in the organization and power of
the Federal Communications Com¬
mission.
Both the House and Senate Com¬
merce Committees are now quietlypreparing to undertake this size¬
able task. The Senate Committee
has the knowledge gathered in
some six months of hearings on
various major tv problems in 1958.
as well as many earlier studies of
other problems. The House Com¬
mittee
has
the
facts' already
gathered and slated to be gathered !
later this month by its' Harris FCC i|
investigating subcommittee. In new !
hearings soon, the Harris group is;|
calling in a crowd of legal experts
on administrative practices at FCC
and other federal independent
agencies.

j

Radio and tv lawyers who have
gotten rich off the Federal Com¬
munications Act also complain that
it is out of date and full of “holes."
Written in 1934 (when the Demo¬
crats had Congressional majorities
like they will in 1959), it has had
no major substantive amendment
since. The sections were put to¬
gether when radib was young and
tv unknown.
Streamlining Job
Various proposals will be considered for shaking up FCC in an
effort to streamline its operations
for more efficiency. The number
of commissioners might be in¬
creased or. decreased from the present seven.
■
There has been sentiment In
Congress before for the idea of
setting up a FCC administrator
with power to handle aU ot
the agency’s administrative work,
which is the lion’s share of the
load now on the backs of commissioners. His decisions cotild be
appealed to the commission under
this plan, because the’commission
would retain all policy-making,
(Continued on page 42)

Food consumption at CBS
News headquarters on Elec¬
tion Night:
Exactly 1,955 cups of coffee;
1,346 sandwiches; 1,000 pieces
of pastry; 30 quarts of milk;
three cases of Coke; 16 pints
of heavy cream; three bagels.
. NJBC News reportedly con¬
sumed similar quantities in all
categories
save
the
bagel
division.

Networks On Coast
Taping Like Mad In
Event of a Strike

Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Both NBC and ABC are making
intensive preparations for a strike
eventuality by AFTRA following
expiration of the union’s two-year
contract on Saturday night (15).
Both
webs
are
advance-taping
their live programming here, or as
much of it as possible, to work up
at least a two-week backlog to
cope with a strike situation.
Taping includes the Dean Mar¬
tin special on NBC-TV, schedu’ed
for air on Nov. 22 but to be taoed
later this week, probably Satur¬
day. NBC in New York has pre¬
taped “Kiss Me Kate,” slated for
Nov. 20, as another just-in-case
:measure. But bulk of the taoing
at NBC is on its weekly live Bur¬
bank originations.
.. Included in this lineup are Mil!ton Berle, Dinah Shore, Tennessee
:Ernie Ford. George' Gobel, “This
■Is Your Life” and “Queen for a
Day,” with each show, prepping
‘anywhere from one to three stanzas
in
advance and “Queen” attempt¬
\
ing to squeez in as many as possi¬
,
ble before the deadline.
At ABC-TV, the web is not tap¬
;ing Lawrence Welk, because his
current
schedule of two hours a
1
:week is so heavy, but is recording
a
pair
of
extra “You Asked for It”
1
:and “Anybody Can Play” shows.
It already has a backlog of “Stars
“Traffic Court”
*of Jazz” and
jstanzas. Daytime, the net ordinari¬
ly tapes its pair of Coast origina¬
tions, the LiBferace show and “Day
in Courts a week in advance and
shins them to New York fo7' orig¬
inating the following week. In
case of a strike, the web could
put the week’s advance tapes on
the air off the Hollywood cable.
CBS-TV is making no advance
preparations here, according to
;
v.p. Bill Dozier. Web only has four
iCoa^i originations, plus - the Art
’Linkletter daytime “House Party."
One
of these, “Pursuit,” is normal¬
*
ly taped in advance and has a
;
small backlog already. Web is tap¬
;ing one Red Skelton show, but
3not because of the strike, accord-i
^ing to Dozier. And Jack Benny Is |
]taping his Sunday (16) show on |
Thursday (13), but in order to ■
jIpaye Sunday morning for . his
-Nov. 19 concert in New Orleans in
’plenty of time for rehearsal, pub¬
]licity and public appearances.

Okay for a CBS Affil
To Invite a Russian I
Family Over formas?
Tulsa, Nov! 11.
A Russian family from the USSR
may be saying “Zdrastvouitye, kak
pozhiyaetye," (Hello and how are
you?) face to face with an American

family

in

this

city, during

Christmas Week if Station KTUL’s
goodwill gesture is accepted by
Moscow leaders.
,
James H.- Schoonover, general
manager of KTUL tendered an invitation, via the director of Moscow
radio, to have a Russian family
spend Christmas and New Year’s
in Tulsa as guests of the station.
Moscow Radio was asked to select
the family and KTUL would make
all the necessary travel and hous¬
ing arrangements. Schoonover said
he had asked the Stgte Dept., the
Russian Ambassador^ in Washington and the American Ambassador
in Moscow to assist in necessary
clearances. ■
P.S.—KTUL is an affiliate of
CBS Radio. This could conceivably be guilt by association inasmuch as the web is currently personna non grata, in the. wodka-■ Caviar producirtg/region*
*

Gulf, Hamm’s Regional
Buys on Terry Mason’

j

CBS-TV sold a piece of its Sat¬
turday night “Perry Mason" series
0on a regional basis. Gulf Oil Corp.
jhas picked up one third of the
sshow in the eastern area with
IHamm Brewing, regional client on
‘“Person to Person" for many years,
ipicking up the regional tab in the
rmidwest time zone.
Purchases are effective immedi¬
ately.
•

A slight decrease in tension was
detected in the contract negotia¬
tion Saturday (8) between the net¬
works and, American Federation
of Television & Radio Artists, due
to the amended demands for video
tape commercial fees by the union.
While the fees were lower than
those originally demanded, the net¬
works withheld approval.
New offer notwithstanding, the
meeting was marked by many hot
words. Throughout the three-hour
session, a number of accusations
were made, some apparently in¬
tended to affect the’ outcome of
the concurrent NLRB examination
.called to determine whether
AFTRA or Screen Actors Guild
j will have jurisdiction over video
j tape blurbs.
Comments at the

SAG’* ‘Yes’ on Merger
Gotham membership of
Screen Actors Guild voted in
favor of a merger with rival
American Federation of Tele¬
virion & Radio Artists, report¬
edly by an “overwhelming”
majority. Union, which fin¬
ished counting returns yester¬
day (Tues.) on referendum,
has not disclosed official re¬
sults.
Merger proposition now
must go to the SAG national
council, which is expected to
delay action at least until late
November, when national
group gets together.
dicke*- table often seemed to be di¬
rected to attending rank-and-file
union members, who .in addition
to acting as adlib negotiators are
observers and reporters in a posi¬
tion to carry back the outcome of
the negotiations to the general
membership.
Latest proposal on tape wras due
for discussion last night (Tues.), at
the recommencement of negotia¬
tions, after the networks had time
to examine it. There was no indi¬
cation before' yesterday’s meeting
that the network, supported in
their resistance to AFTRA’s origi¬
nal blurb demands by many spon¬
sors, w’ould accept the latest pro¬
posal’.
AFTRA recommended that actors
(Continued on page 42)

CBS-TV Special
On‘Dr, Zhivago’
CBS-TV is planning an in-depth
appraisal of Boris Pasternak’s
literary
bombshell,
“Dr.
Zhi¬
vago.” It would mark tv’s first real
probing of the Nobel Prize winner’s
bestselling document.
Special program will be aired
Sunday, Nov. 23, at 5 p.m. Harri¬
son Salisbury, former Moscow cor¬
respondent of N. Y. Times; George
Reavey, former deputy press at¬
tache of British *Embassy in Mos¬
cow and friend of Pasternak and
translator of his poetry; Jerry
Cooke, who recently photographed
the Russian author for Life maga¬
zine;* and Marvin Kalb, CBS news
staff writer and former press
attache of U.S. Embassy jn Mos¬
cow, will participate in the discus¬
sion. CBS News Washington cor¬
respondent, Howard K. Smith, will
narrate, Pantheon Books, publish¬
ers of “Dr.‘ Zhivago,” gave CBSTV permission to quote extensive¬
ly from the novel. James Fleming,
of CBS pubaffairs dept, will pro¬
duce the special.
Russian author, it appears, is no
stranger to banning and burning.
Digging into the Third Reich for
an upcoming program on CBS-TVs
“Twentieth Century," researcher
Marshall Flaum discovered that,
among the authors whose books
were ordered -burned by Hitler was
the same Pasternak. •
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WNEW (AM4TV) Plans j
Own 12-Man News Org, I
Severs Tie With Daily

Radio Reviews

THE JAVITS AT HOME
With Jacob and Marion Javits;
Tom O’Brien, announcer
Director: Rick Sklar
15 Mins., Sun., 8.45 aom
WINS, New York (tape)
Borrowing from the Kollmars,
Fitzgeralds and McCrarys, who are
or have been successful practition¬
ers of breakfast table chitchat, the
Javits—Jacob and Marion—began
their own morning talks last Sun¬
day ‘9) on WINS, the N. Y. radio
indie.
The Republican Senator
from New’ York is an articulate
man, and his wife is charming and
blessed with a warm, sweet voice,
but they haven’t grasped the im¬
portance of informality.
When heard, the senator en¬
gaged in what was tantamount to
a speech, upon carefully rehearsed
promptings _ from
his
spouse,
though the program was supposed
to duplicate their normal Sabbath
morning table talk.
It’s not actually as if the senator
is bombastic or flowery—he’s far
from that—but he delivered noth¬
ing more than a political platform.
The senator is more the leftwing of the Republican party and,
consequently, his comments were
more often down the middle than
they were not.' And while this was
okay, it was delivered dully. Per¬
haps it’s asking too much for a
politician to let down his hair and
talk to his wife publicly the way
we suppose he talks privately, but
if he did, he’d have a great many
more New Yorkers up at 8:45 a.m.
of a Sunday to hear his weekly
reviews.
First program was on tape, made
the previous day, but WINS reports
that hereafter his shows will most¬
ly all be live from the Javits apart¬
ment. Incidentally, to keep things
non-partisan at WINS, there are
plans to return Democratic Con¬
gressman Emanuel Celler to the
air shortly. He did a q. & a. review
(with the help of an annodncer)
until shortly before the recent
election campaign.
Art.
FREEMAN-HAYES SHOW
With Stan Freeman, Richard Hayes
Director: Marlon Swing
55 Mins„ Mon, thru Fri., 9:05 a.m.
(Safi, 25 Mins.)
PARTICIPATING
WCBS Radio, from N.Y.
This is a palatable morning fea¬
ture with a proper blend of pop
recordings, some nimble piano
playing by Stan Freeman and
pleasant vocals by Richard Hayes.
The two boys stay On top of
the news, particularly in showbiz
spheres, by cracking and punning
on current happenings, to wit: the
recent Jack Paar mishap when the
latter bruised himself on a break¬
away chair and Rudolf Bing’s fir¬
ing of soprano Maria Callas. Gags
may not always be in best taste but
they’re certainly in topical haste.
Gags run gamut from “I’m a Volks
singer” to “cast” credit for Jack
Paar’s maimed arm.
Program caught (8) featured an
amusing folk singer routine deal¬
ing with Gov. Hamman’s defeat in
the gubemational race.
Freeman’s pianistie acrobatics
with the Gus Kahn melody, “Pretty
Baby,” also contributed to the defi¬
nitely airy, peppy proceedings of
this ayem airer.
Rans.

I plan for use in conjunction with
the broadcasts of “Backgrounds of
Literature.” It is an important ad¬
junct to the program. Only draw¬
back to Dando’s program is the
brevity of the broadcast. Full jus¬
tice cahnot be done to leading fig¬
ures in English literature in mere
15-minute segments. As it current¬
ly shapes up, program is a scholas¬
tic 'Striptease, but sufficiently tan¬
talizing to come back for *more.
Rans.

Martha Rountree Sells
Her 50% of WKTF, Va.
Washington, Nov. 11.
Martha Rountree has contracted
to sell her 50% ownership of
WKTF, Warrenton, Va., 5,000-watt
AM day timer, to Dr. Fred J. Crescente, Paterson, N.J., surgeon and
real estate investor.
'Miss Rountree’s attorney, exFCC Commissioner Frieda Hennock, said papers asking FCC ap¬
proval of the sale will be filed
within a few days.
FCC recently'okayed sale of the
other half of the radio property
to sportscaster Harry Wismer, with
Ruth Montgomery, Hearst news¬
paper columnist, and Rountree
Productions, Inc.,
each selling
Wismer 25%.

Pebble Beach Tourney
In Switch to ABC-TV
The Pebble Beach Golf Tour¬
ney, carried last winter on CBSTV, reportedly is moving to ABCTV, with the latter presenting the
Bing Crosby one-shot under Oldsmobile sponsorship sometime in
January.
Last season, John Daly teamed
with Crosby as co-host.
i

WNEW, Gotham audio indie,
severs a 17-year-old tie with the
N.Y. Daily News on Dec. 31, in
order to form its own news¬
gathering operation, which u'fcimately will be shared by feister
station WNEW-TV. The station
split costs with the newspaper in
maintaining a nine-man staff of
writers who fed WNEW with hour¬
ly five-minute news reports.
Understanding is that WNEW
Radio will maintain hourly news¬
casts after the split, but it’ll be
adding a number of other facets
to the news operation. Though the
radio outlet isn’t talking about the
specifics of its upcoming plans for
news-gathering, it’s believed that
the management plans to get its
own 12-man staff out on the street
to cover spot news, something
other N.Y. radio stations have
been doing but an area barely
touched til now by WNEW.
The nine men, currently in the
combined employ of The News and
WNEW, are located at the news¬
paper building,
several blocks
from the station itself. Station
admitted that one of the big prob¬
lems in making plans for a new
1
operation Is the physical separa¬
tion of the station from its writer's.
As the department begins roll¬
ing, WNEW-TV ...will utilize its
writers and staff also. The tv sta¬
tion, which bought the radio sta¬
tion a couple of years ago, has a
one or two-man news department
of its own.
Radio coverage bv the News may
not be dead, desoite the cessation
of relations by WNEW- It’s under¬
stood rival WINS is talking with
the News management regarding a
pickup of the newspaper’s material.
Memphis—Alex Bonner, Mem^
phis tv sales peddler, has been
upped to local sales manager of
WHBQ-TV
by
vice-prexy
Bill
Grumbles here.

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
About 20 members of the Women’s National Press Corps, in from
Washington to cover the New York political elections last week, took
time out to dip their pens in New York show biz. NBC’s Steve Allen
show; the election setup at NBC; CBS’ “$64,000 Question,” Helen
Hayes’ “Touch of the Poet,” interviews with Miss Hayes (a native
Washingtonian and frequent visitor to the capital, in hep backstage
dressing room) all made for copy.
Highlight of the. Gotham visit was an Election Day cocktail party
and press conference hosted by the Nelson Rockefellers in the execu¬
tive suite of Radio City Music HalL Prior to the q. & a. session with
the Rockefellers, newsgals relaxed at showing of “Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof” and toured backstage areas of Music Hall. There were no' show
biz aspects to the cocktail party hosted at their town house by Gov.
and Mrs. Harriman, several hours before election returns. However,
in addition to the newsgathering session with the Governor, visitors
enjoyed a-look-see at the fabulous Harriman art collection.

It may seem longer than only half a decade, but the rage for bowl¬
ing on tv becomes five years old on Nov. 15. That’s the anni of “Cham¬
pionship Bowling” (now titled "Live,Bowling”) on WNBQ, Chicago,
the pioneer kegler show brainstormed by Matt Niesen and Joe Wil¬
son. In 1953 it was the first regular bowling show to be installed on
the video airwaves anywhere.
Jules Herbuveaux, then veep and g.m. of the Chi NBC o&o, put the
series on sustaining, and after three weeks it was purchased with some
reservation by Pete De Met, who had a Pontiac agency. Show turned
into such a phenom that De Met eventually went out of the auto busi¬
ness to produce his own bowling shows on film. He has claimed the
original “Championship Bowling” tag for his own syndicated prop¬
erty, which is now in 155 markets. De. Met also has sold a skein of
seven hourlong kegler stanzas recently to NBC-TV for a new Bruns¬
LITERA¬ wick-sponsored series called “Women’s Major League Bowling.”

BACKGROUNDS
OF
TURE
With John Dando, host
Director: Dick Blodget
15 Mins., Sun. (2), 10:15 p.m.
WCBS Radio, from New York
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NBC has sent a Special Projects force to Hawaii to film a Civil De- j
fense show for airing Dec. 6. Unit, headed by producer-director.
Robert D. Graff, is now at work in Honolulu. Show, as yet untitled,
is designed to report the experience of civilian population of Hawaii
John Dando, professor of English under attack during Pearl Harbor raids of the tragic Dec. 7 date.
at Trinity College, Hartford, Conn., Program, produced in cooperation with U.S. Office of Civil and
is the stimulating voice on this Defense Mobilization, will include interviews With survivors and rescue
once-a-week Sunday evening Intro personnel in Pearl Harbor attack. Top name Is being sought as narrator.
to the treasures of literature. On the
program heard (2) the clear-voiced
Leading Government scientists got a preview Monday (10) in Wash¬
prof sounded off on Geoffrey Chau¬
cer, father of English literature. ington of new season “Conquest” CBS-TV series. They were called on
to
criticize the scientific documentary which takes up separate topics
He made Chaucer appear like to¬
morrow morning’s headlines, also of ocean waves and the human brain. The program, filmed in coop¬
eration
with the National Academy of Sciences and other scientific
pointing out that the author of the
“Canterbury Tales” may have been organizations, is narrated by Eric Sevareid and opens on network
bawdy and boisterous but never Nov. 16 under Monsanto Chemical sponsorship.
lewd. Dando cited Chaucer’s debt
to Boccaccio and also mentioned
Eleventh annual Comma ion Breakfast of CARTA (Catholic AposLongfellow’s salute to the English tolate of Radio-TV-Advertising) will be held in the grand ballroom
writer.
of the Waldorf-Astoria following 9 a.m. mass at St. Patrick’s Sunday,
Dando, unlike ^ many English Nov. 23, Jack (WCBS Radiol Sterling will be emcee; John Patrick
profs, holds his audience through¬ Costello (NBC announcer) will be toastmaster and guest speaker
out the session. He’s a former actor will be the Rev. Robert I. Gannon, S.J., Superior of Jesuit Mission.
with the Montreal Shakespearian
Society and the Montreal Reper¬
Death of Dr. Casper J. Kraemer, NYU prof and WCBS-TV “Sun¬
tory Theatre as well as the Cana¬
rise Semester” teacher, won’t prevent his video classics course from
dian Broadcasting Corp. His ex¬
continuing.
•
perience with these groups is vivid¬
Prof. Kraemer had videotaped 13 lectures and WCBS-TV plans to
ly reflected in his WCBS Radio
appearances. His reading of Chau¬ show them through this month and first week of December. Mean¬
cer excerpts was on the highly while, NYU will scout for a replacement from the faculty. The 63-yearold pref was stricken last Wednesday (5) as he arrived at WCBS-TV
creditable side.
Station offers listeners a study studios to tape one of his^classics lectures.

j

From the Production Centres
^ Continued from page 22
WMAQ business manager, appointed acting director of operations
vice John Whalley, who left to join Needham, Louis & Brorby as
financial veepee . , . Jack Taylor, ex-WIND and WCFL, joined WGN
announcing staff . . . WLS snatched jockey Bob Porter from WJJD
. . . Irv Kupcinet, Frank Atlass and Ned Williams are the three mem¬
bers of the Chi chapter named National Board Trustees of Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences . . . Gene Filip upped to asst, director
of hews under Tom Foy at WGN Inc. . . . WBBM’s “Fashions In Mu¬
sic,” once Chi’s most pretentious live local radio show, trimmed down
to Jim Conway, Patty Clark, and Larry Taylor’s seven piece band now
that Morris B. Sachs stores have ankled sponsorship.

...

IN WASHINGTON

Thirty-four post-48 foreign films (including some with BB and La
Lollo) are the latest purchase by WTOP-TV which is compiling one of
the. nation’s largest film libraries and leaving slim pickings for the
Capital’s three other tv outlets . . . Ben Strouse, president of WWDC,
Washington, and WMBR, Jacksonville, both radio, and an enthusiast
for giving his opinions in' one-minute recorded speeches, will discuss
“Editorials” at Tennessee Broadcasters Association confab in Knox¬
ville Nov 14 . . . Eddie Gallaker is running a contest on WTOP radio
for the best guess of the total take in the current Dollars for Orphans
campaign, with a New Year’s Eve in Paris as the prize . . . WGMS
became the first radio station ever to land I. Miller as a sponsor; shoe
firm is backing “Ballet Theatre,” with music and commentary . . .
WTTG-TV’s MUt.Grant creating interest in search for local “’Teen
Queen” . . . WWDC’s Steve Allison is vacationing in Dixie, having
lined up various columnists to sub on his nightly “Talk Show.”

IN LONDON

...

Percy Howard Newby has been appointed controller of the BBC’s
highbrow radio outlet, the Third Program. He joined the BBC in 1949
as a talks producer. He replaces John Morris, who is to retire at the
end of this month . . . Jack Cron sails on the Mauretania for New York
Dec. 14 to join a new tv production and distribution outfit . . . Alan
King lined up to head the bill of Granada-TV’s “Chelsa At Nine” show
next Tuesday (18) . . . Eartha Kitt topped-the bill of Associated Tele¬
vision’s “Sunday Night At The London Palladium” (9) ... A new-As¬
sociated-Rediffusion series featuring Daniel Parson and directed by
Rollo Gamble, who have worked as a team on several past offbeat
skeins, is being lined up to start next month. Program theme is de¬
scribed as “taking the mickey out of British cults.”

IN BOSTON

...

WHDH-TV hosted press party for Walter Brennan at Statler Thurs¬
day (6) . . . Joe Levine, WHDH-TV news chief and film'dir., back from
Havana where he shot footage at Hotel Capri for Hub showing . , .
Jim Harrington, WHDH-TV news staff, planed in from Rome where
he covered the Vatican . . . Duncan MacDonald, WNAC, guesting
Jacques Tati, the French film star, in town for his-film opening, on
her “Yankee Home And Food Show” Friday (14) . . . covered open¬
ing of Boris Goldovsky’s Opera Theatre at the Wilbur Tuesday (11)
on news program . . . WEEI’s Marie Houlahan, tub thumper, set up
press confab for incoming Salt Lake Tabernacle Choir concert at
Symphony Hall, and WEEI broadcast it . . . Election work handled in
slick fashion on the three commercial tv statiops, WHDH-TV, WNACTV, WBZ-TV

IN PHILADELPHIA

. . . .'

George C. Lenfest appointed director of operations for WRCV,
WRCV-TV, succeeding Curtis D. Feck who has been transferred to
KNBC, San Francisco . . . John Raleigh, WFIL, WFIL-TV newscaster,
presented certificate by the Mayfair Amvets Post 193 at their annual
installation dinner . . . Nat Rutstein, formerly of Portchester, N.Y.
Citizen, and Tom Simonton, of the Easton, Pa. Express, added to the
WRCV-TV news staff . . . With elections over. Mayor Richardson Dilworth resumes “Tell It to the Mayor,” on WFIL-TV . . . Roma Wine,
of California, joins other national advertisers (Tetley Tea, BromoQuinine, etc.) with programming on WDAS aimed directly to the Ne¬
gro market. Station has largest Negro listening audience in area . . .
Richard Crenna-and. Cathy Nolan of ABC’s “The Real McCoys” in for
promotion on WFIL-TV, the set’s outlet here . . . WIBG’s Top 99 Mu¬
sic List promotion, started three weeks ago, now has 82 record shops
participating.

•..

IN PITTSBURGH

Harry Kodinsky office has resigned as producers and public rela¬
tions counsellors for Barry Kaye’s late night WAMP radio show from
Holiday House and two-hour early Sunday morning tv program on
Ch. 4. Goldman and Shoop agency has taken over for Kaye on the lat¬
ter .. . Mrs. Pat Nicholson has resigned from WTAE publicity depart¬
ment and Kathy Braden taking her place . . . Les Rawlins, g.m. of
KDKA radio, recuperating at home after surgery at St. Francis Hos¬
pital . .
Announcer Jim Westover’s year-old-son, Jonathan, got his
first pay check. He posed for a filmed television diaper commercial
. . . B. £. Randolph, of Alcoa Co., in Hollywood as consultant on com¬
pany’s upcoming new ABC-TV series. It tees off in January Tuesday
nights at TO.

IN MINNEAPOLIS

...

National Television Associates’ KMSP-TV, the only one of the four
Twin Cities’ video stations sans network affiliation, going in for lo¬
cally produced shows on big scale to supplement its feature pictures,
added 25 accounts in October alone, according to its general manager
Donald Swartz . . . Both WCCO-TV and KMSP-TV have shelled out
approximately. $50,000 for Ampex Video tape machines . . . Minnea¬
polis Morning Tribune columnist Will Jones in Hollywood interview¬
ing tv shows’ stars . . KSTP-TV news analysts George Grim and Boh
Ryan and Ken Barry back from European trips... Minnesota Broad¬
casters Association elected Jack Thayer of WDGY here as president..,
Only two of Twin Cities’ commercial radio stations are broadcasting U,
of Minnesota football games, a new alltime low ... U. of Minnesota 21year-old radio station KUOM featuring the state’s folksongs for the first
time. They’re sung by a faculty member, Gene Bluestein, who accu¬
mulated them during a tour of Minnesota last summer.

IN ST. LOUIS .

,.

A television advertising “spectacular,” reaching an estimated 60,000,000 viewers each week, will be launched by International Shoe
Co. for the Easter selling season. Starting the first week in March in
some 130 tv markets, the spec.will feature a weekly minimum of 1,700
one-minute commercials advertising International’s general line shoes
. . . Bob Ingham’s KSD-TV sports show has been renewed for anoth¬
er 52 weeks by Standard Oil. This will be the program’s seventh con¬
secutive year, a record for the same local tv show under the same
sponsor . , .Arnold Knippenberg, former account exec with KMQXTV, now with KTVI-TV in the same capacity . . . KWK has inaugurat¬
ed “Operation Skywatch,” featuring morning and late afternoon traf¬
fic reports from a Skyrama unit flying all over town
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Tele Follow-Up Comment
Ed Sullivan
(THan of the Hour*)
A Efiars -Club “fry"—ribbing the
guest pf honor—has. become tradi¬
tional on both coasts as intra-trade
hilarities
usually
emceed
by
George Jessel in Hollywood and
alternately by Joe E. Lewis, Milton
Berle, Jack E. Leonard, Jack Car¬
ter et al. when the . shindigs are
held in New York. When done
stag-and-stagger some of the most
ribald but uproariously funny stuff
inevitably jrolls off the production
line. When done as a public func¬
tion it is generally rewarding. The
taped “Man of the Hour" testi¬
monial to Ed Sullivan was up to
par.
It was good showmanship for
Sul ivan to utilize the taped show
to fill the hour this past Sunday
night in his usual CBS slot and it
was a first, consistent with the col¬
umnist-impresario’s many firsts on
h.'s decade of television presenta¬
tions, in that a videtaped manquet
(from the grand ballroom of the
Hotel Pierre.' N. Y., held a few
weeks ago) was spotted into a com¬
mercial tv time-slot for wide ap¬
preciation.
Consistent with the intra-trade
heckling, one-liners, barbs, even
stepping on another’s lines, this
had almost the same al fresco at¬
mosphere. For the masses it must
have had wide appeaL It imparted
a sense of being on the ‘‘inside*’ of
show biz. The special flavor added
up to a big plus.
By coincidence it falls within the
up-to-the-moment mahifestatiion of
a'perhaJJs new tv tangent—conver¬
sational ad lib. Jackie Gleason evi¬
denced that in tiptop style during
Arthur Godfrey’s 11 a.m. half-hour
all of last week. They were to have
reprised it last night (Tues.) and
how that come off is for the future
annals. Godfrey, incidentally, is
wisely contiriuing the “conversa¬
tions” format this and probably in
future weeks. ^
While some rehearsed “ad libs”
are necessary*. for obvious reasons
of mass disemination and less ribald
approach, the “Man of the Hoar”
al fresco was not too disciplined
and its heckling and interruptions
added to the flavor. If.mayhapsN. Y.
Daily News publisher F, M. {Jack)
Flynn wasn’t treated with the same
reverence that Sullivan manifested
in his good-humored and, more
than
incidentally,
unfaltering
speechlet of acknowledgement, it
was consistent with the general
iconoclasm of the event
Abbott Joe E. Lewis made it
clear that the Friars rib only those
whom they love, and Friar Histor¬
ian Walter Cronkite attested to
that.
The others proved it in
spades. When -the latter observed
that Sullivan was a special person¬
ality who couldn’t act, sing, per¬
form. didn't smile, etc., Leonard
solemnly agree. “True!” Senator
Jacob K. Javits. in a stand-up trib¬
ute from the vox pop viewpoint;
Phil Silvers for the “Golden Friar”
award; Abbe Lane for the oil paint¬
ing (of Steve Allen) award; Morey
Amsterdam, Joey Bishop, Wayne &
Shuster, Rocky Graziano and Julia
Meade rounded out the partici¬
pants in this Eupolis Production,
skillfully scripted and produced by
Nat Hiken {whom Cronkite herald¬
ed as “television’s funniest comedy
writer”);
The fun was there
aplenty. CBS’.“new projects” di¬
rector, Lester Gottlieb, seems to
have struck rich ore with this taped
banqueteering foamaL
Abel,
Steve .Allen Show
Harry Belafonte, recently re¬
turned from a European tour and
making his first tv appearance in
year, gave a tremendous lift to the
Steve Allen show Sunday night {9)
on NBC-TV. The singer was given
adequate scope in a 20-minute stint
to develop a varied routine and he
socked over five numbers* intrud¬
ing spirituals, blues, folksongs, and
calypso. Belafonte gave one of his
finest performances on the old
Billie Holiday number,' “God Bless
The Child," backed by Allen on the
piano and a?quiet jazz combo. The
“Saints Go March in’ In" routine,
with chorus, was a jubilant num¬
ber that contrasted with the in¬
tensely dramatic ballads.
Martha Raye was wasted- on a
long, obvious parody on the “show
must go on” theme. It was a onejoke skit that took a long time to
wind up. Johnny Carson contrib¬
uted an amusing bit in a three-way
impression of Allen, Ed Sullivan;
and “Maverick,” the three Sunday!
night contenders.
These cross- j
plugs -are getting to be routine.;
While Allen was indirectly plug-;
ging the competition, the Sullivan]
show had a gag about Allen. The1
only show playing it .straight is1

J^ARIEhTY

CBS-TV Cops Major
Electronic Laurels
On Election Coverage

“Maverick” since it’s tough to work
When all political precincts had
a variety show gag into a western, been heard from last Tuesday (4)
even an adult one.
Herm.
the nation’s voters and viewers had
voted the straight CBS-TV ticket
Small World
and no amount of ballot-box stuff¬
Edward R. Murrow permitted ing could help NBC-TV score a
hirhself the luxury Sunday (9) of victory, not even for a dogcatcher
putting on a “Small World” show around Gowanus Bay.
CBS-TV
over CBS-TV that lacked a point- turned in a dazzling performance
of-view. The result, despite the while NBC-TV was sluggish and
quality of the participants, was a dullish.
rather disjointed, at times, point¬
From a production point of view,
less discussion, which skipped from the CBS newsmen had it-all over
topic to topic, never remaining long the competition down the street.
^enough to elicit more than surface There was far more freshness
opinions.
and clarity evident at CBS’ el ac¬
It was unfortunate, for it was tion night nerve center in the
obvious Jthat all of the men' on Grand Central Terminal Building.
the program had something to say. The Columbia score board with its
The fourway hookup included ac¬ cuts of the candidates and other
tor-playwright Peter Ustinovs, in vital statistics was instantly under¬
NBC, cn the other
Toronto, impresario Sol Hurok in standable.
San Francisco, and Gov. Theodore hand, struggled with “Tote-Vote”
R.
McKeldin
of Maryland
in gimmick that proved as spiritless
Baltimore.
They
started
off. as the campaign promises of the
without much relation to anything, Vegetarian Party.
Furthermore,
NBC-TV
was
talking about humor in politics, an
appropriate enough topic in the guilty of allowing the advertisers
light, of the show itself, \vhich— to run rampant with banners, desk
with -the exception of Ustinov— 1 plugs and profuse video* commer¬
There was far more re¬
was singularity devoid of precisely cials.
straint in the commercial pitches
that quality.
at CBS-TV.
Most intriguing topic discussed
Alert viewers wondered how
was the question of cultural ex-1
come Edward R. Murrow, usually
changes, and here McKeldin, a j
staunch
“left-wing” Republican,] a top banana in such vast network
undertakings, was assigned a minor
supported the contention that not ]
role, that of reporting the returns
only should American reporters be
from the Eastern states, which is
allowed to go into Red China, but I
akin to a Gotham city editor as¬
Red Chinese “cultural” ambassa- j
signing a crackerjack journalist
dors should also be permitted to
to the Municipal Court in Brook¬
visits the U.S.
He asided that
lyn's Bay Ridge. Eric Sevaried, in
Secretary of State Dulles was tak¬
this instance, was the news anaing a faulty position in this matter.
lvist who pundited on the fatg of
Hurok proposed the establishing the nation based on the contents
of an American Ministry of Cul¬ of the ballot boxes. Seeing Mur¬
ture, and opined that the State row traipsing the catwalk of the
Dept, should be allocated enough election board was seeing a snunky
funds to seDd a reoertory com¬ copper banished to a Staten Island
pany around the world. He was all station house.
for governmental subsidy of the
Thoroughly capable was Walter
arts, in which the others on the Cronkite as CBS anchor man. De¬
show heartily concurred. Nobody spite a bad throat and constant
bothered mentioning films,,which medication from a nurse standing
also are* an expression of culture, by, Cronkite pulled the election'
and which now are being shown strings with complete mastery.
behind the Iron Curtain and—next Hbs counterparts at NBC-TV. Chet
year—also-will be seen in Russia. Huntley and''David Brinkley, cap¬
Apart from the fact that “Small able and knowledgeable under
World” seemed determined not to ordinary, circumstances, gave off a
stick exhaustively to any one sub¬ depressing and funereal air in this
ject, it also suffered from a lack of instance.
At. times, one had the
controversy.
On
most
issues feeling that the nationwide Repub¬
brought up, the three participants lican debacle was too much for
seemed in agreement, with one them. Huntley and Brinkley were
merely elaborating on what the grim, humorless emcees who had
other had said. If there was a sav¬ indeed lost their anchor. ABC-TV,
ing grace about it all it was Us- with Johnny Daly and Quincy
tmov’s cleverly subtle sense of Howe, 'among others, decided to
humor which at times resulted in do its public service mite one-hour
some fine barbs, mostly at McKel- later than its rivals. The ABC-TV
din’s expense.
wrapup was mediocre.
It "was,
Latter, incidentally, had the in- ] without doubt, CBS-TV’s night,
credibly bad taste, when discussing ] a night filled with a fine narra¬
the impact of tv, of saying that ] tive account of the Democratic
“if they dug up F.D.R., stuffed ; tidal sweep across the country.
Emerging from the 1958 political
him and ran him, he’d be elected j
again,"
Since the. show is on | campaign was Nelson Rockefeller,
film, it’s amazing that Murrow al- j the new governor of the Empire
lowed thisNbit to go on the air.
| State, .He scored a considerable
Area of unanimity certainly ex¬ amount of his victory as a direct,
tended to the brief and foolishly result of superbly presented video
Virtually unknown
superficial comments re the status appearances.
of tv. Everyone agreed it was bad to video viewers half-vejr ago, he
and full of murder shows and soon became a forceful personality
quizzes. There’s no use pretend¬ during -the campaign, because of
ing that the millenium hasn’t as his informal manner in front of
yet arrived, but if Messrs. Hurok. tv cameras. In this he was coun¬
Ustinov
and
McKeldin
would seled and coached by an old col¬
spend, a little more time looking at lege classmate, Sylvester. L. {Pat)
tv, they may just discover a couple Weaver,- onetime chairman of the
board of NBC.
Rans.
of very fine show's.
Hift.
Pat Boone Chevy Show
Pat Boone, as most everyone
knows, is a versatile performer and
on his Thursday (6) ABC-TV romp
he proved it anew with a delightful
folk tune stint Aided and abetted
by Gordon MacRae, he and his
guestar duetted such classics as
“Foggy Foggy Dew” and “Frog
Went a-Courtin’.” Latter was a]
solid finale for this wholesome,;
“family-type” show.
From .the opening scene — in j
which the sweater-and-slacks clad
Boone crooned “I'm Bidin.* My
Time”—the half-hour session was
geared
for
viewer
relaxation.
There wasn't a discordant note or
sequence,-Just good entertainment
for teenagers to view whilst sip¬
ping Cokes and vicariously driving
Chevies.
Show’s homey qualities were
further emphasized by a run-off of
films of Boone’s recent Command
Performance in Londqn. He re¬
called his pleasure in meeting the
Queen and reprised “St. Louis
Blues," which he did for Her Ma¬
jesty. While this standard has been
sung better by others, judging by
audience shrieks Boone can do no
wrong. •
Gloria Lambert, a “mighty mite"
whom Columbia Records has been
grooming fpi? better things, contribbed a diverting' song-and-dance
routine. Helping the t Canadian
(Continued on page' 33)

CORONATION OF POPE JOHN
XXIII
Directors: Franco Morabito, Gius¬
eppe Sibilla
4V& hours,; Tmes. (4) 8:34 ami.
RAI-TV, from Rome
As it did for the funeral cere¬
monies of Pope Pius XII, RAI-TV
went all out in jits coverage of the
coronation proceedings following
the election to the Papacy of-JCphn
XXIII. The telecast, which {vent
out to 14 countries in Eurovision
(for an estimated set total of 10
million), was caught by 14 cameras
set up inside and outside the Ba¬
silica of St. Peter’s in Rome—prob¬
ably a record total in this country
for the coverage of a single event.
The telecast lasted 4 hours and 35
minutes.
The impact, especially in distant
European nations,, must have been
tremendous In this first-ever live
cast of coronation ceremonies from
inside St. Peter’s, where few cam¬
eras are allowed at any tirrie. Tech¬
nically, RAI’s effort, especially in
the lensing department, was firstrate, and it caught the general- pic¬
ture as well as the individual high¬
lights of the long ritual as perhaps
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TV’s 2 ‘GY (Godfrey & Gleason)
Brighten Dp Daytime Spectrum
+

Probably

the

top

television

shows have come as the result of
JKEEPTALKING
With Joey Bishop, Paul Winchell, natural events. The question and
Pat Carroll, Audrey Meadows,
answer periods of the Kefauver
Orson Bean, Danny Dayton, Carl
hearings, the natural drama of the
Reiner
Producer: Herb Wolf
Army-McCarthy probe and the adDirector: Jerome Shaw
liberties of some of the news
30 Mirs.. Sun., 10 pan.
shows have frequently provided
P. LORRILARD
CBS-TV, from New York
more drama than could be found
(Lenven & Newell)
in a cycleful of the scripted lay¬
“Keep Talking” has talked itself outs.
into a tough spot. Starting off as
There has long been a feeling
an unsponsored midiveek summer that television, having gotten into
show', it has now been moved, over a carefully planned groove, might
to a prime Sunday night spot (re¬
soar to new heights if some natu¬
placing “$64,000 Question”) with a
P. Lorillard (for Kent cigs) hack¬ ral movement were allowed it. The
ing to do battle against NBC-TV’s Gleason-Godfrey cross - the - board
toprated “Loretta Young Show'.”
dialog, of five-half-hours duration,
It ought to be a good fight.
The newr burden of responsibility proved that people and television
hasn’t put any noticeable strain on are just loaded with surprises.
the show’s breezy “pace .or free¬ This event transpiring on the
wheeling good humor. -It moves Arthur Godfrey morning show was
merrily along with yocks in abun¬
probably one of the more stimulat¬
dance falling along the way. Since
it’s .an extemporaneous affair a lot ing and exciting sessions video has
depends on the nimbleness of the had to offer in some time.
These boys, just talking with
panelists. The teams, for the first
Sunday night try mastered their respite only for commercials- and
assignments
well.
With
Joey an occasional guest artist, proved
Bishop. Paul Winchell and Pat to be one of the rare treats of the
Carroll teamed against Danny Day- year.
But with their gabfests.
ton, Orson Bean and Audrey Mea¬ they have opened up an entirely
dows, the show' was a frolicsome
new phase of their careers. Them
affair throughout. Format w'hich
conversations
revealed
entirely
requires the ad lib talker to slip
in a selected phrase is a natural new facets of each performers*
pubic
personality.
There
has
for a funny buildup and the teams
took advantage of every opportu¬ rare'y been such stimulation of
performers
revelling
in
*
one
an¬
nity.
Opening show really spar¬
kled when Bishop and Dayton op¬ other since the early days of
Martin & Lewis.
posed each Other.
Carl Reiner, as interlocutor,
Their talks showed a d^ep and
keeps everything in proper bal¬ abiding affection, a wholesome re¬
ance. And Jerome Shaw can be spect of abilities and opinions and
credited for giving the unrehearsed a fe<»lip«j of pleasure in being vrilh
outing an unusually smooth run, each other. They brought out the
Gros.
best in each other ard with it one
of the more delightful tele .ses¬
TIMEX ALL-STAR JAZZ SHOW sions.
With Louis Armstrong ic All-Stars,
At on? point in the proceedings,
Lionel Hampton. Anita O’Day, after Oleason had given off some
Gene Krupa, Jane Morgan, Boh rare moments. Godfrey a*ked why
Crosby’s Bobcats, Les Brown
would let anybo^r write
Orch, Chico Hamilton Quintet,
Hoagy Carmichael; John Cam¬ for bini. It seems that GWson’s
readv
and
witty mind is much too
eron Swayze, announcer
mercurial to be hemmed ;n hv the
Exec Producer: Lawrence White
confines
decreed
bv writers. He
Producer-Director: Garth Dietrich
has a cranium that soars under
Writer: George T. Simon
60 Mins.: Mon. (10), 10 pan,
nroT>nr stimulus and seemingly
TIMEX WATCHES
God'-'w provided the re^ssary
NBC-TV, from Miami Beach
prod^g.
(Peck)
Pinch-Bottle ‘Authorship*
The third annual “Timex AllAs a matter of fact. Gleason did
Star Jazz Show” collected an im¬
pressive roster of jazz names, but recommend a pair of writers to
failed to jell them into a swinging Godfrey—Haig & Haig. Urder their
session. It was an earthbound hour, guidance, some of the top theatrical
shackled by a script that fumbled moments can come about. But like
some stale talk and a musical pro¬ every temperamental writer, the
gram that rarely ventured from a stars must know how to handle
safe and stale groove. The show, them.
moreover, had a most unlikely set¬
Some of the moments were
ting for a jazz bash—a druggists
convention in the ballroom of the wow’s. There wras the instance
Americana Hotel in' Miami Beach. when they were discussing tou¬
In this framework, it shaped up pees, another the problem of
more like another big floorshow Gleason's tailor when going from
production rather than a recogniz¬ 286 to 186 lbs. Golf with Nick
able jazz layout.
Kenny—around the course in 76—
The show1, moreover, was not poems, that is. On more serious
consistently- in the jazz idiom, subjects, Gleason gave a pitch on
hedging with straight pop material. juvenile^ delinquency that seemed
to make, a-lot of sense. He laid
(Continued on page 40)
much of the blame to mental un¬
employment. The kids must have
something to excite them mental¬
ly, and besides how’ can the kids
be keot on the straight ard nar¬
row when there’s so much ?duR
delinnuency — and with all
this
wholesale
destrucrion
by
no -other means could. Intricate adults, it’s hard to scold a krd for
lighting was likewise a top effort gJvir*g lumos to only ore individu¬
Direction by Franco Morabito al. F> claims others five in a 33
and Giuseppe Sibilla was likewise spepd; he comes on at 78.
successful almost throughout One
In sDeakng of tele taboos. Oieanoted, however, that while details
of the pre-ordained ceremony were son al'-o had a fewT words of v;sdom.
In contrasting stars of c’d
suitably explained to all, the com¬
mentary. (in Italian audio, at least) davs ard those of todav.
failed to identify’many of the par¬ spcmJngiv must live in a,'orv-''‘y
ticipants, both among the cardinals (with a press agent to helo
and the' official bystanders. Top GWcon observed. “When a any
moments of the telecast perhaps h°rt''m«s a frtar, be become*2 an uncame in the “intimate” closeup u-tlMna m*ser hoarding
shots of the new Pope receiving tjon ”
and exchanging'greetings of his re¬
Tbo 1-Mighs came freouenth*. and
cent electors, the cardinals.
Unsponsored, as are most shows just as frenupot were so^e s°t’’oms
that comma*,d''d -iH-non RAI-TV’s subsidized, subscrip¬
Ai! fii-o chow’s were *>■
tion-fee setup, the Coronation tele¬
•c HlUncr ouf a Ipt
]?ycast must have made a considerable dent in- the RAI-TV finances,: in" T* '’’a* as revealing, nm-boos.
especially if placed together with j as
r01,^
rmirii
the recent (and similarly elaborate) \
f,.r, for the listeners
live coverage of the late Pope’s.
OI.Qri.i,Anv „„„
*
,
funeral, which also lasted four and
,.yv
c®fl do f show'
one-half hours.
?f Vl^ *!n.d- Jhf Participants must
Certain, how'ever* that .at least; |;a'e ir U-2ed deenlv in life, have
in
Italy,
and
most
probably j done a .ot of thinking and h^ve a
throughout Western Europe (via its i
affection for each other.
Eurovision link», the great possi- j Gl^-on and Godfrey, apprrmitly
- .(Contihued on page ,38)
■lhaye .all these things.
" Jose.
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'PSutaift

were positively
hare-raising
The thunderous report of the November Trendex, this past
Monday morning, was enough to make a network pop its
buttons. Now has the smoke of battle cleared... now does
a studious calm prevail.. * and now does this network's ap¬
plication of the first Trendex of the season stand vindicated
in a clear analysis of the second.
Trendex ratings for all 29 common commercial nighttime pe¬
riods in the first week of November: ABC, 15.8. Another net¬
work, 18.3. The third network, 15.3.*
Hare-raising, did we say?. That's barely the half of it) ABC
programs ranked first in fen of those time periods.** Another
network had fourteen first places* The third networfc had
only five*
We suspect there may be anguished cries of “Recount!
Recount!” *.. mutterings about “scattered precincts." We
expect to be cautioned that “it's still too early to tell.”
But as the blustering winds of .November (and the blis¬
tering truths of Trendex) descend with increasing author¬
ity, demurrers are swept aside. The people, Hess their
hearts, have spokem Again*

ABC TELEVISION
^Source; Trendex ^Report, November 1958; Sunday through Saturday ,
7:30-10:30 F.M;,NYT*
**Look Left. Bach fint-place ■hew 1* right on the button.
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tf’TTY RY f^ITTY PffOPR AM PH ART
Variety’s weekly chart is based on the 22 major markets regularly reported by Telel I -D I -L<1 I I r xi.uijrfyniT.1
1«
pulse each month, in addition to 133 other Telepulse tabulated U.S. markets, covered
over the course of a year. Cities-will be rotated weekly. Tne Vartett cnart is a compilation of data on syndicated films, as well as network and live programs, in each
market. Under the top 10 multi-weekly heading, the (t) stands for local programming and tMe <*) for network shows.

PHILADELPHIA

Stations: WCAU, WFIL, WRCV,

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME

.

10
19.

Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:C0) .WRCV
Gun mcke (Sat. 10:00-10:r.0>.WCAU
Danny Thoir.as *Mon. 9.00-9:30) ... WCAU
Loretta Y'ourg (Sun. 10:00-10:30)
WRCV
Desilu Playhouse .(Mon. 10:00-11:00) WCAU
Playhouse SO (Thurs. 9:30-11:00)... WCAU
Lineun «F.'I. 10:09-10:30)
WCAU
Bob Hope (Tues. 9:00-10:00)
. .. .WRCV
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00) . WCAU
Person To Person (Fri. 10:30-11:00) WCAU
Playhouse of Stars (Fri. 9:30-10:00) .WCAU
TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

9.

10.

AV.

STA.

vPopeye «M-F 6:00-7:00)
.
..WFIL
*Amer. Bandstand iM-F 3:30-5:30)
WFIL
*}Iickey Mou-e (Tub (M-F 5:30-6:00) WFIL
‘fWor’d’s Best Movies
■ M. W-F ll:00-Signoff)
WFIL
* Price Is R ght (M-F 11-11:30 a.m.) WRCV
vXews-Facenda, V7ea., Sports
‘M-F 11:00-11:15)
.
WCAU
♦Search Tomorrow (M-F 12:30-12:45) WCAU
-Guid'ng Light (M-F 12:45-1:00)
WCAU
♦As World Turns (M-F l:30-*>:00) . . WCAU
♦Concentration (M-F 11:30-12 Nn.)
WRCV

TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS
RK.

,,'V*

2.
3.
4.
4.
5.

b.
1.
8.
9.

2.
3.
4
5.
6.
7.
f.
9.

STA.

vBoston Moviet'me (M-F 4:45-6:45) WBZ
■(■News, Wea. (M-F 6:45-7:00)
WBZ
-(-News, Wea. <M-F 11:00-11:15)
WBZ
-Search Tomorrow C.I-F 12:30-12:4.>) WNAC
*Gu:di g Light (M-F 12:45-1:00)
WNAC
vLate News, "Wea. 'M-F 11:00-11:15) WNAC
*Qu?en For A Day OI-F 4:G0-4:45) WBZ
*Lcve of L'fe (M-F 12:00-12:30). .. WNAC
(-Amos h\* Andy (M-F 5:00-5:30)
.WNAC
* \rner Bandstand C.l-F 3-3:30, 4-5) WHDH

AV.

AV.

rtg;

SH.

1.

San Francisco Beat (Sat. 10:30)... ..WCAU.. .. CBS

25.4

53

Popeye (Mon.-Sat. 6:C0) .:. • WFIL... . AAP
Mike Hammer (Tues. 8:00).. ..... • WCAU.. . MCA
Man Without A Gun (Mon. 7:30)... ..WFIL... . NTA
Highway Patrol (Tues. 10:30)..... .WRCV.. . .Ziv
Farmer Alfalfa (S?t. 6:30)...
• WFIL... .. CBS
Jeff’s cCollie (Sat. 7:00) .
* .. ..WFIL .. . TP A
Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00) .... ■ WRCV.. . U. S. Borax

22.1
16.5
15.2
14.5
14.2
14.2
12.5

69
31
41
29
44
45
39

7.
8.

Sheriff of Cochise (Sat. 6:30)......
State Trooper (Thurs. 7:00)...-

• WCAU.. . NTA
• WRCV.. . .MCA

12.5
12.2

38
37

AV.
RTG.

8.

Twenty Six Men (Wed. 7:00).

-WRCV..

..ABC

12.2

39

9.

If You Hrd A Million (Tues. 7:00).

.WRCV..

. MCA

11.5

37

12.

Annie Oakley (Sat. *5:00)---. .WCAU. .,.. CBS
Flight (Tues. 10:00) .. . .WFIL
.. CNP
Jim Bow'e (Fri. 7:00)
..WRCV... . ABC
Mackenzie’s Raiders (Wed. 10:30).. ..WRCV... . Ziv
Sky King (Sat. 6:Q0)
. ..WCAU..... Nabisco
Silent Service (Sun. 6:30). ..WFIL...... CNP
Walter Winchell (Sun. 10:00). ..WFIL .. ..NTA
Burns & Allen (Sat. 7:00).. . ..WCAU..... Screen Gems
Notre Dame Football (Sat. 1:30).. ..WRCV... . Tel Ra

11.2
11.2
11.2
11.211.2
10.5
10.5
10.2
10.2\

35
21
37
22
33
30
20
32
51

V>.

Sea Hunt (Tues. 7:30) . .._........WCAU . . - Ziv

10.2

24

22.7
18.2
17.7
15.4
13.9
13.4
12.7
12.6
12.4
11.6

10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
11.
11.

12.

NETWORK SHOWS

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)
... WNAC
ATfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00) . WNAC
Wagon Tra n (Wed. 7:30-3:30) .WBZ
Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00)
.WNAC
Playhouse 99 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00).WNAC
G. E. Theatre (Sun. 9:00-9:30) ..... WNAC
Pevrv Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00)
.WBZ
Father Knows Eest (Wed. 8:30-9:00) • WPZ
Goodyear Theatre (Mon. 9:30-10:00) WBZ
Phil Silvers (Fri. 9:00-9:30)
. . ,
WNAC

DISTRIB.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6.
7.

Stations! WBZ,; WHDH, WNAC.

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
1.
2.

PROGRAM—DAY—TIME

33.4
33.2
3^.5
?9 2
T8.7
28.?
27.9
27.8
27.9
2^.9
20.9

BOSTON
1.

TV Homes: 1,198,900.

33.9
32.9
32.5
31.3
31.3
30.9
30.7
29.5
29.2
28.9

2.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5.
6.
6.
7.

9.
19.
18 0
16.4 11
13.4 11
14.?. 12
13.9 13.
13.7 j
13.6! 13.
13.5 : 13.
13.1 :14.
12.6 (

.
.
.

TV Homes: 878,100.

27.2
22.5
22.5
22.2
20.9

Code 3 (Tues. 10:30) . ...WNAC.... Hal Roach
Harbor Command (Sun. 7:00)-...WNAC-Ziv
Official Detective. (Mon. 7:00).WBZ .NTA
Sheriff of Cochise (Sun. 6:30)...WNAC.... NTA
Tugboat Annie (Wed. 7:00)... WBZ ;....'. TP A
Martin Kane (Sun. 5:30).WNAC.... Ziv
Patti Page (Tues. 8:45).WNAC-Screen Gems
Topper (Fri. 6:30) ... ..WNAC.... Telestar

20.5
20.5
19,5
19.5
18.9
18.0
17.7
16.9

Sky King (Wed. 6:00).
.WNAC_Nabisco
28 Men (Sun. 7:00)
WBZ .ABC
Waterfront (Wed. 7:00)........WNAC.... MCA
Long John Silver (Mon. 6:30)....... WNAC-CBS

16.5
16.5
16.2
15.5

Men of Annapolis (Sun. 6:00).. .WNAC. . .. Ziv
Our Miss Brooks <Fri. 7:30) ...WNAC.. .. CBS
City Detective (Thurs. 7:00).WNAC.... MCA

15.5
15.5
14.9

Stations: WBEN, WGR.

TOP COMPETITION
PROGRAM

STA.

J News, Wea. . -WFIL
I Larry Ferrari . . .WFIL
Sky King . . .WCAU
Sugarfoot .— . .WFIL
Tic Tac Dough. . .WRCV
Garry Moore .; . .WCAU
Sheriff of Cochise. . .WCAU
Burns ’n’ Allen . . .WCAU
J TV Newsreel Wea. .. . .WFIL
j News, Don Goddard . . WFIL
Farmer Alfalfa . .:WFIL
J TV Newsreel Wea. .. . -WFIL
} Frank Leahy. . -WFIL
j TV Newsreel Wea. .. . WFIL
) News. Don Goddard . . WFIL
( TV Newsreel Wea. .. . .WFIL
I News, Don Goddard . . .WFIL
All Star Golf. . .WFIL
Garry Moore ..
. .WCAU
TV Newsreel, Wea._ . .WFIL
Ginger Rogers . , .WCAU
Popeye . ..WFIL
Swiss Family Robinson. . .WRCV
Loretta Young . . .WRCV
Jeff’s Collie .. . .WFIL
f Overseas Advent. „.. . .WCAU
) Favorite Film Plyhs. . . -WFIL
Sugarfoot .. . WFIL

AV.
RTG.
11.3
12.0
11.2
23.2
11.2
25.9
12.5
10.2
10.3
9.7
14.2
10.7
11.0
11.3
11.0
10.7
10.3
10.9
255
10.0
23.2
16.9
16.2
29.2
14.2
4.9
4.9
21.9

Survey Dates: 4 Weeks Ending October 14, 1958.

Whirlybirds (Tues. 7:00) .WBZ ...... CBS
Silent Service (Fri. .7:00)..WBZ.CNP
State Trooper (Sun. 10:30) .WNAC.... MCA
Frontier Doctor (Thurs. 7:00).WBZ.HTS
Frontier (Fri. 10:30)... WNAC.. - CNP

BUFFALO

Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

58 Boots & Saddles.
51 Badge 714 .
.
47 Movie
51 City Detective.
42 f Boxing .
j Post Fight Beat ....
43 Big Movie .
45 Twenty-Six Men.
37 Dr. Hudson .
50 Casey Jones .
44 Waterfront .
45 Movie ....
30 Wvatt Earp.
44 I Boston Movietime ..
) News, Wea.
43 Boston Movietime
36 Harbor Command
38 Tugboat Annie .
46 I Boston Movietime ..
} News, Wea.
45 Jeff’s Collie ....
34 Roberta .' ..
34 Frontier Doctor .

TV Homes: 363,500.

.. .WNAC
.. .WNAC
.. WBZ
.. .WNAZ
.. WBZ
.. .WBZ
.. .WBZ
.. .WBZ,
.. .WNAC
...WBZ
.. .WNAC
. . .WBZ
.. .WHDH
.. WBZ
.. .WBZ
.. .WBZ
.. .WNAC
.. .WBZ
.. .WBZ
.. .WBZ
.. .WBZ
.. WBZ
.. WBZ

12.2
14.5
16.9
14.9
19.7
18.3
15.5
16.5
14.5
14.5
16.2
11.9
21.0
15.7
16.0
17.2
20.5
18.9
16.0
15.3
14.5
155
22.2

Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

TOP TFN NETWORK SHOWS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30). WBEN
Bob Hone (Tues. 9:00-10:00).WGR
Dnimy Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30)
..WBEN
Alfred Hitchcock 'Sun. 9:30-10:00). .WBEN
I Love Lucv (Thurs. 7:30-8:00)
..WBEN.
I’ve Get A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00) . WBEN
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00) .WGR
Phil Silvers (Fri. 9:00-9:30).WBEN
Playhouse 90 'Thurs. 9:30-11:00)_WBEN
Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30) ...... WBEN
TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

tEsso Reporter (M.T.Th 11-11:15)
WBEN
vll O’Clock News (W,F 11:00-11:15) WBEN
tNews-Poth, Wea. (M-F 11:00-11:15) WGR
♦Amer. Bandstand (M-F 4:30-5:00).. WGR
fSportsreel-Mazer (M-F 11:15-11:30) WGR
rWea., Sports Rev. (M-F 11:15-11:30) WBEN
*Art Linkletter (M-F 2:30-3:00).WBEN
-Big Payoff (M-F 3:00-3:30).WBEN
-CBS News (M-F 6:45-7:00) .WBEN
-Verdict Is Yours <M-F 3:30-4:00> . WBEN

40.2
33.5
32.9
31.5
30.9
30.9
30.7
30.5
30.1
29.8

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
22.8
14.
21.8
14.
19.4
15.
16.2
.15.8
16.
15.7
15.6
15.5
14.9
14.8

17.
18.

Silent Service (Sat. 10:30). ..WBEN..
Sheriff of Cochise (Fri. 7:00). ..WGR. ..
Annie Oakley (Tues. 7:00)... . . WBEN..
Target (Mon. 9:30) . ..WBEN..
Highway Patrol (Tues. 10:30).....' ..WGR ..
State Trooper (Thurs. 7:00). ..WBEN..
Whirlybirds (Tues. 7:30)... . .WBEN. .
26 Men (Thurs. 10:30) . ..WGR...
N. Y. Confidential (Fri. 7:00). ..WGR...
Boots & Saddles (Sun. 10:30)..... . .WGR...
Medic (Sat. 10:301.. . ... ..WGR...
MacKenzie’s Raiders (Wed. 7:00).. ..WBEN..
Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00).... ..WBEN..
Gray Ghost (Wed. 7:00) . ....... ..'WGR ..
Boston Blackie (Sat. 10:00). ..WBEN..
Tugboat Annie (Sun. 6:00) ....... ..WGR ..
Laurel & Hardy (Sun. 4:30).-- . .WGR:..

1.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS

4*
5.
5.
5.
6.

7.
7.

2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
5.
6

7.
8.
9.
10.
TWea., News Rpt, (M-F 11-11:15)... .WOOD
16.2 11.
*Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:00) WOOD
15.2
tChan. 3 Clubhouse (M-F 5:00-5:30).WKZO
13.1 12.
tilth Hour Newsreel (M-F 11-11:15) WKZO
13.1
*Art Linkletter (M-F 2:30-3:00).WKZO
12.8 13.
^Deadline News <M-F 5:45-6:00)....WKZO
12.6 14.
*Edge of Night (M-F 4:30-5:00).WKZO
12.6 15.
*Guiding Light (M-F 12:45-1:00)... .WKZO
12.6 15.
*As World Turns (M-F 1:30-2:00)... .WKZO
12.5
fNews Rpt., Sports (M-F 6:15-8:30). ,-WOOD < * 12.4 16.
tWea., News Rpt. (M-F 6:00-6:15)... .WOOD
12.4 17.
TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

1.
2.
3.
3.

39.0
36.3
35.8
35.3
35.3
35.3
34.5
34.5
34.3
34.3

35.5
27.5
25.0
24.2
23.9
23.5
22.5
21.7
20.3
20.2
19.5
19.2
18.9
18.7
18.5
18.5
16.9

Beat the Champ (Sat. 5:00). . .WBEN.. .. .Sterling

16.5

Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 5:30).. ..WGR...
..WGR...
Jet Jalkson (Sun. 5:30)....

15.5
14.9

GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).WKZO
2. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00). .WKZO
3. Maverick (Thurs. 8:30-9:30) .WKZO
4. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00) .WKZO
4. I Love Lucy (Mon. 9:00-9:30) ..... WKZO
4. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00). .WKZO
5. G. E. Theatre (Sun. 9:00-9:30).......WKZO
5. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00).WKZO
6. Phil Silvers (Fri. 9:00-9:38)....WKZO
6. Robin Hood (Mon. 7:30-8:00)_, .WKZO

.. CNP
. .NTA
.. CBS
.. Ziv
. .Ziv
.. MCA
..CBS
. .ABC
. .TPA
. .CNP
. .CNP
,. .Ziv
,. .U. S. Borax
..CBS
.. .Ziv
. .TPA
. .Governor

.. Screen Gems
.. Screen Gems

Stations: WKZO, WOOD.

Medic . . WGR
See the Pro’s . .WBEN
If You Had A Million... .WGR
Hall of Fame. .WGR
Garry Moore .. .WBEN
Sammv Kaye..
.WGR
Sugarfoot . .WGR
Playhouse 90 . .WBEN
Person To Person. .WBEN
What’s Mv Line. .WBEN
Silent Service . . WBEN
Gray Ghost ..
.WGR
Ernie Ford . .WGR
MacKenzie’s Raiders .., .WBEN
Gunsmoke . .WBEN
Small World. .WBEN
(Football . . WBEN
1 Great Game of Politics .WBEN
62 | Navy Men . .WGR
( Man Without A Gun.. .WGR
55 Dinner Date Theatre
.WBEN
56 Face the Nation. .WBEN

TV Homes: 135,600.

Highway Patrol (Tues. 9:00)....... .WKZO.
.WOOD.
.WKZO.
Sea.Hunt (Wed. 7:30)...
Death Valley Days (Fri. 7:30)...... .WKZO.
Badge 714 (Tues. 7:00).. .WKZO.
Silent Service (Fri. 7:00).... .WKZO.

..
..
..
..
..
..

Twenty Six Men (Tues. 7:30). .WOOD.
, WOOD.
.WOOD.
Whirlybirds (Wed. 7:00)..
Charlie Chan (Tues. 10:30)........ .WOOD.
Harbor Command (Sat. 6:30)...... .WKZO..
Movie Museum (Fri/ 7:15).__... .WOOD.
Stories of the Century (Tues. 6:00). .WKZO.

..ABC
..Ziv
..CBS
TPA
.. Ziv
.. Sterling
..HTS

26.3
24.3
20.3
19.3
17.8
16.5
16.3

Crusade in the Pacific (Sat. 7:00)...
Rescue 8 (Mon. 6:30)-San Francisco Beat (Tues. 7:00)....
Jeff’s Collie (Thurs. 6:30).. . ...
Judge Roy Bean (Tues. 6:30)......
Movie Museum (Sun. 3:30).....
Popeye (M-F 4:45)..

.. Sterling
.. Screen Gems
..CBS
.. TPA
.. Screen Craft
.. Sterling
..AAP

15.3
15.0
14.5
13.3
13.3
10.5
8.0 •

.WOOD.
.WOOD.
.WOOD.
.WOOD.
.WOOD.
.WOOD.
.WOOD.

65
66
70
49
50
56
43
42
46
42
35
51
54
49
32
74
52

Ziv
MCA
Ziv
U, S. Borax
CNP
CNP

85.3
S2.3
31.3
29.3
26.3
26.3

19.5
14.2
10.5
25.2
24.2
18.9
29.9
29.5
23.5
28.0
35.5
18.7
15.9
19.3.
40.2.
8.5
19.7
12.2
11.7
7.5
12.5
11.9

Survey Dates: September 2-29, 1958.

59 Colgate Theatre ... .WOOD
65 Brains & Brawn... .WOOD
59 Wagon Train ......WOOD
60 Big Game. ..WOOD
64 San Francisco Beat_..WOOD
61 (Housd-Wood TV Built ..WOOD
( Movie Museum .....WOOD
52 Name That Tune. ..WKZO
42
, ,WKZO
43 Real McCoys. . .WKZO
51 Navy Log ....
..WKZO
51 Lawrence Welle ....... ..WOOD
38 Silent Service . ..WKZO
55 (Wea., News Report... . .WOOD
(News Report, Sports. . .WOOD

24.3
17.3
21.8
20.0
14.3
17.0
16.5
24.5
34.0
26.8
18.8
18.5
26.5
13.5
13.5

34
35
36
42
41
47
38

29.3
28.3
26.3
18.5
19.3
12.0
12.9

Tombstone Territory .. ..WKZO
Mr. Adams & Eve. . .WKZO
Badge 714 .. . .WKZO
Lawrence Welk ... . .WKZO
Name the Game....... s.WKZO
Crowded Out.. ..WKZO
Edge of Night......... . .WKZO

TV-FILMS

PfifUETY

Wednesday, November 12, 1958

SI

Variety’s toeekly chart is based on the 22 major markets regularly reported by Telepulse each month, in addition to 133 other Telepulse tabulated U.S. markets, covered
over the course of a year. Cities will be rotated weekly. The Variety chart is a compilation of data on syndicated films, as well as network and Tins programs, in each
market Under the top 10 multi-weekly heading, the (t) stands for local programming and the (♦) for network shows.

*®3E5^-TELEPIJLSE CITY-BY-CITY PROGRAM CHART.

NEW YORK
RK.

Stations: WABC, WCBS, WNEW, WNTA, WOR, WPIX, WRCA.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
ST A.

1.
2.
34.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00)..WRCA
Chevy Show (Sun. 9:00-10:00).WRCA
Bob Hope (Tues. 9:00-10:00) ..WRCA
Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) .WCBS
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30) ....WCBS
Phil Silvers (Fit 9:00-9:30)..WCBS
Have Gnn Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) .WCBS
Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00) ... .WCBS
Garry Moore (Tues. 10:00-11:00) ... .WCBS
Eddie Fisher (Tues. 8:00-9:00) ^.WRCA

RK.

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
ST A.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7.
8.
9.

tNews, Wea., Sports (M-F 11-11:15) .WCBS
tNews & Wea. .(M-F 11:00-11:15) ,.. .WRCA
'CBS News (M-F 7:15-7:30)
.. .WCBS
t7 O’clock Report (M-F 7:00-7:15) ..WCBS
tLate Show (M-F ll:15-Signoff> ....WCBS
'Price fa Right (M-F 11-11:30 a.m.) , .WRCA
tMiUion 3 Movie (M-F 7:30-9:00) .. .WOR
tSandy Becker (M-F 6:30-7:00)
... .WNEW
'American Bandstand (M-F 4-5:30) . .WABC
tPopeye (M-F 6:00-6:30) .WPIX

TV Homes: 4,150,400,

*
TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS
AV.
STA. DISTRIB.
RTG. RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
36.3
35.7
35.4
35.3
31.8
31.6
30.3
30.4
30.1
29.5
AV.
RTG.

12.0
11.9
11.2

8.6
83
7.9

AV.

SH. PROGRAM

Sea Hunt (Sat. 10:30). ..WCBS... . .Ziv
Mike Hammer (Tues. 10:30). ..WRCA.. ..MCA
Highway Patrol (Mon. 7:00) .. ..WRCA.. . Ziv

32.4
20.3
15.6

4.
5.
6.

State Trooper (Wed. 1030) .. ..WRCA.. . MCA
Burns & Allen (Tues. 730). ..WCBS... . .Screen Gems
People’s Choice (Fri. 7:00). . .WRCA.. . ABC

11.8
10.8
10.4

7.
8.

Annie Oakley (Sun. 6:00) . ..WABC..
Death Valley Days (Wed. 7:00) ... ..WRCA..

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
12.
12.
12.
12.
12.
12.
13.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Popeye (Mon.-FrL 6:00).
Jungle Jim (Sat. 7:00) . .
MacKenzie’s Raiders (Wed. 730) .
Annie Oakley (Sat. 630).
Casey Jones (Fri. 630) .
Jim Bowie (Fri. 10:00).
Man Without A Gun (Thurs. 9:00)
Our Miss Brooks (Mon.-FrL 1:00) .
San Francisco Beat (Wed. 9:00) ...
Target (Sat. 7:00)
.
Wild Bill Hickok (Wed. 6:30).
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:30) .

..WPIX... .. AAP
. .WABC.. . Screen Gems
..WCBS... ..Ziv
..WABC... . CBS
..WPIX'.. .. Screen Gems
. .WNEW.. .. ABC
..WOR..,. . NTA
. .WCBS... . .CBS
. .WPIX... ... CBS
..WCBS... . .Ziv
..WPIX... .. Official
..WPIX... . ..Screen Gems

Stations: WMAL, WRC, WTOP, WTTG.

67 Brains & Brawn ...
35 Garry Moore.
36 ( 7 O'Clock Report .
1 CBS News .... ~.
25 Ginger Rogers.
19 Sugarfoot'.
28 ( 7 O’clock Report .
1 CBS News.
42 Small World ..
22 f 7 O’Clock Report .
) CBS News.
28 Early Show .
27 Target ...
13 Wagon Train ......
25 6:45 Report .......
17 . Early Show .......
9 Lineup .
10 Little Women .....
54 Dr. Joyce Brothers .
10 Kraft Music Hall ..
22 jungle Jim.
19 Sandy Becker .....
19 Sandy Becker.

10.3
7.9
7.9
7.1
6.6
5.3
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.6

TY Homes: 511,000.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6.
7.
8.
9

.

Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-10:30) ...WRC
Dinah Shore (Sun. 9:00-10:00).WRC
Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).WTOP
Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00) ..WRC
Steve Allen (Sun. 8:00-9:00).1.. WRC
Hall of Fame (Mon. 9:30-11:00).WRC
Price fa Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00).WRC
Have Guh Will Travel (Sat. 930-10) .WTOP
Restless Gun (Mon. 8:00-8:30).WRC
Peter Gunn (Mon. 9:00^930)..WRC

L
1.
2.
3.
4:
5.
5.
6
6.
6.

tAdventure Time (T, Th 5:30-6:00) .. WMAL
'American Bandstand (M-F 4-5:30) . .WMAL
fNews-Harkness, (M-F 11:00-11:15) . .WRC
'A* The World Turns (M-F 1:30-2) . .WTOP
til O’clock Report (M-F 11-11:15) . .WTOP
'Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 ajn.) .WRC
'Search Tomorrow (M-F 12:30-12:45).WTOP
tAmos »n’ Andy (M-F 630-7:00) .... WMAL
'Guiding Light (M-F 12:45-1:00) .... WTOP
'Theatre of Stars (M-F 1:00-1:30) .. .WTOP

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

.

1.
30.2
2.
28.0
3.
26.5
4.
25.8
5.
25.2
6.
24.5
7.
24.5
8.
24.2
9.
23.8
23.7 19.
19.
11.
1L
10.9 12.
10.9 12.
10.8 13.
10.0 13.
9.9
9.5 14.
9.5
9.3 15.
9.3 15.
9.3

ATLANTA
tOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS

6.

7.
8.
9.
9.
9.

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) .WAGA
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).WSB
Have Gun WHl Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) .WAGA
Restless Gun (Mon. 8:00-830).WSB
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00).WLW-A
Fve Got A Secret (Wed. 930-10:00) .WAGA
Bob Hope (Tues. 9:00-10:00) ....WSB
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00) . .WAGA
Playhouse of Stars (Fri. 9:30-10:00) .WAGA
Phil Silvers (Fri. 9:00-9:30) ...__WAGA
Price fa Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00) .... .WSB

1.

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
1.

2.
2.
3.
4.
5.
8.
7.

..

8
9

*NBC News (M-F 6:45-7:00) .WSB
tNews, Wea. (M-F 6:30-6:45) .WSB
'Price fa Right (M-F 11-11:30 a.m.) .WSB
'American Bandstand (M-F 4-530) .WLW-A
'Guiding Light (M-F 12:45-1:00) ... .WAGA
'Search Tomorrow (M-F 1230-12:45).WAGA
'Love of Life (M-F 12:00-12:30)_WAGA
'Concentration (M-F 11:30-12 noon) . WSB
'Edge of Night (M-F 430-5:00).WAGA
'Mickey Mouse Club (M,W,F 5:30-6) WLW-A

2.
37.5
36.2
3.
32.2
4.
30.5
5.
30.2
6.
29.9
7.
29.5
8.
283
9.
28.5
28.5 19.
28.5 11.
12.
13.
14.
17.7 15.
17.5 16.
17.5
17.0 17.
14.9 18.
14.8 19.
14.4
14.1 29.
13.6 29.
13.3

BIRMINGHAM

.,.. .WABC
... .WCBS
.....WCBS
.WCBS
_WCBS
... .WCBS
.WCBS
.WCBS
.WRCA
.WCBS
.WCBS
.....WCBS
.WRCA
.WABC
.WNEW

7.3
28.8
10.3
10.8
19.1
13.4
11.0
10.5
4.7
12.0
11.5
7.8
5.7
22.8
5.3
9.6
27.8
23.9
2.4
28.9
7.1
10.3
7.1

Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

f 7 O'Clock Final. .WMAL
1 News, Don Goddard .. .WMAL
Milt Grant . .WTTG
Safeway Theatre. .WMAL
White Hunter .. .WTTG
Casey Jones..
.WTOP
Ginger Rogers. .WTOP
Garry Moore.... .WTOP
Film of the Week. .WTOP
Your Hit Parade... .WTOP
Jim Bowie . .WTTG
Pick Temple Ranch „... .WTTG
Sugarfoot .. .WMAL
Early Show ,. .WTOP
Last of the Mohicans ... .WRC
Sheriff of Cochise. .WRC
Hall of Fame . .WRC
f Swiss Family Robinson. WRC
(Lassie . .WTOP
29 J News, Forecast, Sports .WRC
\ NBC News. .WRC
34 Early Show .». .WTOP
21 Californians ... .WRC

TV Homes: 223,300.

Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.*

16.5
15.9
15.4
14.7
14.0
13.7
13.5
11.9
11.0
11.0
10.5
10.5
9.9
9.9 •
9.5
9.5

Amos ’n’ Andy (Mon.-FrL 6:30) .. ...WMAL.. .. CBS

9.3

Jeff’s Collie (Fri. 6:00) . ...WRC,
. .TPA
Sea Hunt (Tues. 10:00) .. ...WMAL.. .. Ziv

9.2
93

Big Story (Sat. 10:30). ...WAGA... .Flamingo

,31.5

Whirlybirds (Wed. 7:00) .... v. .WSB. .CBS
Highway Patrol (Sat. 9:00) .. ...WAGA... . Ziv
Honeymooners (FrL 7:00) ........ ...WSB. .CBS

25.5
23.5
22.9

Sheriff of Cochise (Tues. 7:00) ... ...WSB-.... .NTA
Wild BUI Hickok (Wed. 6:00) ..,. ...WSB. . Official
Superman (Mon. 6:00) .... ...WSB. . Official
People’s Choice (FrL 7:30). --.WSB. .ABC
If You Had A Million (Mon. 7:00) ...WSB. .MCA
Flight (Tues. 8:00) .. . ...WAGA... . CNP
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00) ...WSB- .Screen Gems
Looney Tunes (FrL 6:00) _
... WSB .... . Guild
Man .Without A Gun (Tues. 7:00) ...WLW-A.. . NTA
Cross Roads (Sun. 5:00) ....- ...WSB. .Tele Star
Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 6:00) . ...WSB..... . Official
Sky King (Wed.-6:30) .. ...WLW-A.. . Nabisco

20.9
20.2
18.5
17.5
16.5
15.9
14.9
14.2 *
13.9
13.5
12.5
12.3

Boots and Saddles (Thurs. 7:30) .. ...WAGR... . CNP
Sea Hunt (Wed. 1030). ...WSB. .Ziv
Hour of Stars (Sun. 9:30). ...WLW-A.. . NTA

12.2
11.7
11.6

Dial 999 (Sat. 7:00).. ...WSB. .... .Ziv
How To Marry A Millionaire (Sat. 7). WLW-A.. .NTA

11.5
11.5

Stations: WAP1, WBRC.

... .WRCA
.WCBS
... .WCBS

AV.
RTG.

8.7
8.0
7.5
11.4
9.9
11.0
14.9
14.2
12.5
12.7
14.7
10.4
18.5
6.9
8.5
15.4
25.2
15.5
15.5
8.1
8.3
6.9
14.0

18.7

Highway Patrol (Sat. 7:00). ...WTOP.. .. Ziv
Gray Ghost (Sat. 10:30). .... WTOP. .. CBS
Sheriff of Cochise (Thurs. 7:00) .. ...WRC.... ..NTA
Jim Bowie (Fri. 7:00) ....---- ...WTTG.. .. ABC
Don Ameche (Wed. 10:30) _ ...WRC,... . .TP A
Mike Hammer (Tues. 10:30) ..,.. ...WRC_ ..MCA
Gangbuster (Tues. 7:00) .. ...WTTG..,.. RKO
Badge 714 (FrL 730). ...WTTG.. .. CNP
Casey Jones (FrL 7:00) . ...WTOP..,,. Screen Gems
Wild Bill Hickok (Sat. 5:30). ...WRC- . .Official
Official Detective (Tues. 7:30) ... ...WTTG..,.. NTA
Superman (Mon. 6:00) .. ... WRC.... .. Official
Whirlybird$ (Wed. 7:00) . ...WTTG..... CBS
White.Hunter (Thurs. 7:00) ..... . ..WTTG..,,. Tele Star
Medic (Mon. 930) ... ... WTTG -.. CNP
Silent Service (Sun. 7:00) ....... ...WMAL.. ..CNP

m

L
2.
3.
4.
5.

STA.

46
'
49
38
37
38
32
35
33
25
28
31
20
37
30
24
18
21

Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00) ... ...WRC.... ,. U. S* Borax

Stations: WAGA, WLW-A, WSB.

TOP COMPETITION

AV.
RTG.

1.
2.
3.

. CBS
. U. S. Borax

Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

66 Brains and Brawn ..
( City Camera___
60 ( CBS News.
38 Lawrence Welk.
53 f City Camera..
| CBS News.
45 Man Without A Gun
57 Burns and Allen ....
58 Burns and Allen ....
38 Your Hit Parade ....
43 26 Men ...
25 Sugarfoot .
48 Burns and Allen ..,.
48 Early Show ...
30 Sheriff of Cochise ...
43 Football Film .
44 Early Show .
34 1 News, Wea.
(NBC News.
25 Jefferson Drum.
29 Ginger Rogers.
21 { Alfred Hitchcock ..
. J Loretta Young ....
30 Oh Susanna.
30 Oh Susanna.

TY Homes: 153,200.

...WSB
...WAGA
...WAGA
...WLW-A
...WAGA
...WAGA
...WLW-A
... WLW-A ‘
...WLW-A
... WAGA
...WLW-A
...WLW-A
...WLW-A
...WAGA
...WSB
...WAGA
...WAGA
...WSB
...WSB
...WSB
...WAGA
.. .WAGA
...WSB
...WAGA
...WAGA

11.5
10.0
10.3
24.5
11.7
12,0
13.9
9.2
6.9
15.9
11.2
28.5
8.5
8.2
20.9
12.9
9.5
17.3
17.3
23.9
17.5
28.9
20.5
15.9
15.9

Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
1.
2.
2.
3.
3.
4.
5.
5.
8.
7.

Gunsmoke (Sat 9:00-930) .WBRC
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 8:30-9:00) ..WBRC
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00) . .WBRC
G. E. Theatre (Sun. 8:00-8:30).WBRC
Have Gun Wfli Travel (Sat. 8:30-9) . . WBRC
Little Women (Thurs. 7:30-8:30) .... WBRC
Ann Sothern (Mon. 8:30-9:00).WBRC
Millionaire (Wed. 8:00-830).WBRC
Ed Sullivan (Sun. 7:00-8:00)..-WBRC
Ginger Rogers (Wed. 9:00-10:00) .... WBRC

1.
2.
3.

*NBC News (M-F 6:15-6:30).WAPI
tNews, Sports, Wea. (M-F 6:00-6:15) .WAPI
tWorld’s Great Movies
WAPI
(Th, F 10:3Q-Signoff) .........
tAmos *n’ Andy (M-F 5:00-530) .,. .WBRC
tCircle 6 Ranch (M-F‘4:00-5:00) ... .WBRC
tAlabama Newsreel (M-F 5:30-5:45) . WBRC
'CBS News (M-F 5:45-6:00).WBRC
'Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6) ..WAPI
'Verdict fa Yours (M-F 2:30-3:00) ..WBRC ,
'Edge of Night (M-F 3:30-4:00) ...., WBRd *

44.0
39.5
39.5
39.3
39.3
37.0
36.8
36.8
36.5
35.6

TOP TIN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

4.
5.
6.
7.
7.
8,
? 9

.

17.1
16.7
15.3
13.8
13.6
13.5
13.4
13.4
13.1
13.0

1.
2.
3.
3.
4.

Highway Patrol (Sat. 9:30).
MacKenzie’s Raiders (Thurs. 830)
Target (Thurs. 9:00).
Twenty Six Men (Fri. 930).
Boots and Saddles (Thurs. 6:00) ..

..WBRC..
..WBRC..
..WBRC..
..WBRC..
..WBRC..

.. Ziv
..
..
..
..

Ziv
Ziv
ABC
CNP

36.0
33.3
30.3
30.3
26.3

5.
6.
7.
7.
8.
9.
19.
11.
12.
12.

CBS
Gray Ghost (Wed. 10:00) __ ..WBRC..
State Trooper (FrL 730) . ..WAPI.. ...MCA
Official Detective (Tues. 7:00) .... ..WBRC.. .. NTA
Tracer (Ju.es. 9:30) . ..WAPI.. ... Minot
AH StarTheatre (FrL 9:00). ..WAPI.. ... Screen Gems
Sea Hunt (Thurs. 9:30) ..
..WBRC.. .. Ziv
U. S. Marshall (Fri. 10:00) ....... ..WBRC,. .. NTA
Wild Bill Hickok (Mon. 630). ..WAPI.. ... Official
Dial 999 (Sun. 10:00). ..WBRC.. ..Ziv
/
Sky King (Fri. 6:00) .. ..WBRC.. .. Nabisco^/

25.8
25.5
25.3
25.3
24.8
24.3
24.0
23.3
21.8
21.8

13.
14.

Mr. District Attorney (Sun. 3:30) . ..WBRC.. ... Ztt-''
Death Valley Days (Tues. 6:00) ... ..WBRC.. .. U. S. Borax

21.3
20.8

15.
16.
16.
If.

Western Marshall (Sun.-5:30) .... ..WBRC.: ..CNP
Ziv
Boston Blackie (Sun* 3:00) ....... .. WBRC ..
Decoy (Wed. 9:30) ..
..WAPI..,..^Official,
Inner Sanctum .(Tues. 10:30)
..ytmc:. . ."CNP

20.5
20.3
20.3
20.3

68 Brains and Brawn. .WAPI
57 Ernie Ford. .WAPI
58 Groucho Marx. ..WAPI
54 Thin Man... .WAPI
59 (News, Sports, Wea. .. ..WAPI
..WAPI
( NBC News..
55 Pat Boone ..
.WAPI
47 Jackie Gleason ....... .WBRC
46 Eddie Fisher ......... .WBRC
45 Garry Moore .. .WBRC
42 Lineup ..
. WBRC
56 “Mike Hammer. .WAPI
54 M Squad.. .WAPI
46 Name That Tune ..... ..WBRC
59 World’s Great Movies . . .WAPI
53 1 News, Sports, Wea. .. . .WAPI
{ NBC News. ..WAPI
60 13 Theatre ... ..WAPI
58 ( News, Sports, Wea. .. ..WAPI
{ NBC News.. , .WAPI
60 Football Film .. , .WAPI
58 13 Theatre.. ..WAPI
37 Ginger Rogers ........ , .WBRC
"53 TT Stanset Strip
, .WAPI

17.3
24.8
21.8
25.8
18.0
18.5
21.3
28.5
29.3
30.3
34.8
19.3
20.3
27.3
15.3
19.0
19.3
14.0
15.0
15.5
13.8
14.5
34.8
18.3
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^Sr/ETT-PULSE FEATURE CHART

Vajubty’s weekly chert, based on ratings furnished by Pulse's latest reports on
feature films and their competition covers 155 markets. Each week, two different
markets will be listed, with the 10 top-rated features tabulated.
Factors which would assist distributors. agencies, stations and advertisers In
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present,
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be pend
to such factors as the time and dayr the high and low ratings for the measured

NEW YORK

Stations: WABC, WCBS, WNEW, WNTA, WC5R, WPIX, WRCA.

Late Show
Sat. Oct. 11
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WCBS

2. “KNUTE ROCKNE”—
Pat O’Brien, Ronald
Reagan, Donald Crisp
Warner Bros.; 1940; AAP
3. “REBECCA”—
Joan Fontaine, Lawrence
Olivier, Judith Anderson;
United Artists; 1940; NTA
4. “THE BLACK ANGEL"—
. Dan Duryea, Peter
Lorre, June Vincent;
Universal; 1946; Screen Gems
5. “THE YEARLING"—
Gregory Peck, Jane
Wyman, Claude Jarman Jr.;
MGM; 1946; MGM-TV

1st Run

f. “THE CORN IS GREEN”—
Bette Davis, John
Dali, Joan Lorring;
Warner Bros.; 1945; AAP

1st Run

f. “THE OKLAHOMA KID"—
James Cagney, Humphrey
Bogart, Rosemary Lane;
Warner Bros.; 1939; AAP

1st Run

7. “BOOM TOWN”—
Clark Gable, Spencer
Tracy, Claudette. Colbert;
MGM; 1940; MGM-TV

Repeat

8.

“THE LADY TA&ES A SAILOR”—
Jane-Wyman, Dennis
Morgan, Eve Arden;
RKO; 1949; AAP

1st Run

“BAD MEN OF MISSOURI”—
Dennis Morgan, Jane
Wyman, Arthur Kennedy;
Warner Bros.; 1941; AAP

Repeat

.

18.0

14.0

Late Show
Mon. Oct. 13
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WCBS
• Late Show
Wed. Oct. 15
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WCBS
Late Show
Thurs. Oct. 16
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WCB$

10.3

11.3

9.5

Early Show
Mon. Oct. 13
5:30-6:45 p.m.
WCBS
Early Show
Fri. Oct 10
5:30-7:00 p.m.
WCBS

TV Homes: 4.150,400. Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.
AVERAGE
SHARK
73

AV.
TOP COMPETITION
STATION RATINGS
Movie 4—
“Maverick Queen" (1st Run). .WRCA .4.5

Jack Paar Show.*...WRCA ..5.4

37

Feature Film
Wed. Oct. 15
8:00-9:00 p.m.
WCBS

1st Run

LOW
21.8

16.0

49

What’s My Line..
WCBS
25.8
Operation Moonshoot. .WCBS
8.2
Late Show—“All Quiet on
the Western Front” (1st Run) .WCBS ........ 7-0
Jack Paar Show.WRCA
7.2'

9.5

42

Jack Paar Show. .WRCA .. .7.1

10.3

8.8

50

Political. .WRCA .. .4.8
Jack Paar Show.;\... .WRCA .. .53

9.5

10.8

8.5

53

Political .... .WRCA .. .5,3
Jack Paar Show.. .WRCA .. .3:8

8.9

10.5

6.5

24

Mickey Mouse Club... .WABC ..
Popeye . .WPIX
Sandy Becker Show.. ... .WNEW ..

8.3

9.8

6.5

29

Mickey Mouse Club... .WABC .. .73
Popeye.... .WPIX ... .. 7.1
Sandy Becker Show. .WNEW .. ...... 9.1

7.9

8.8

7.0

14

.WRCA ..
Wagon TraiU-......
Price I« Right. .WRCA ..

'

Stations:

“TASK FORCE”—
Gary Cooper, Walter
Brennan, Jane Wyatt;
Warner Bros; 1949; AAP

HIGH
23.3

Late Show
Fri. Oct. 10
11:15 p.m:-S.O.
WCBS
Movie 4
Sun. Oct. 12
10:30 p.m.-S.O.
WRCA
Late Show
Tues. Oct 14
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WCBS

PHILADELPHIA
1.

PULSE
AVERAGE
RATING
22.5

TIME SLOT

TOP 10 FEATURE FILMS
1. “CASABLANCA"—
Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid
Bergman, Paul Henreid:
Warner Bros.; 1943; AAP

9

feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, ic* a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
time period, in the,cities where stations sen their feature programming on a multi,
stripped basis utilizing the tame theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the
total number of showings for the week it given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in title* the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer¬
tained. Under Time Slot, S. O. stands for Sign-Off.

WCAU, WFIL, WRCV.

World's Best Movies
Wed. Oct 15
11:00 p,m.-S.O.
WFIL

223

-

23.0

TV Homes:

21.7

1,198,100.

Survey Dates: October

i0- 17,-1958.

News—Facenda . .WCAU ..
Late Show—“Too Many
Husbands” (Repeat!. .WCAU ...

61

.263
.22.8

..11.0
.6.4

2. “ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT”—
Lew Ayres, John
Wray, Louis Wolheim;
Universal, 1930; Screen Gems

1st Run

World's Best Movies
Sat Oct. 11
11:00 p.m.-S.O.
WFIL

15.3

16.3

14.0

44

News—Facenda .. .WCAU .. .15.7
Late Show—
“King Kong” (1st Run). .WCAU ..

3. “ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES"—
James Cagney, Pat O’Brien,
Humphrey Bogart;
Warner Bros.; 1938; AAP

1st Run

14.5

15.3

13.7

43

News—Facenda . .WCAU .. ..14.7
Late Show—
“Citizen Kane” (Repeat).... .WCAU .. .8.8

3. “VIRGINIA CITY”—
Errol Flynn, Miriam
Hopkins, Humphrey Bogart;
Warner Bros; 1940; AAP

1st Run'

World’s Best Movies Mon. Oct 13
11:00 p.m.-S.O.
WFIL
Stage “S"
Tues. Oct. 14
11:00 p.m.-S.O.
WFIL
World’s Best Movies
Sun. Oct 12
10:45 p.m.-S.O.
WFIL

14.5

15.3

13.7

45

News—Facenda.. .WCAU .. .13.3
Jack Paar Show. .WRCV ..

13.1

15.0

9.7

41

What's My Line...:News—Collier .
Operation Moonshoot.
Late Show—
“Suspicion" (1st Run)......

4. “IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT”—
Clark Gable. Claudette
Colbert, Roscoe Kams;
Columbia; 1934; Screen Gems

- 1st Run

.WCAU .. .243
.WCAU .. .163
.WCAU ..
.WCAU ..

5. “FLAMINGO ROAD"—
Joan Crawford, Zachary
Scott, David Brian;
Warner Bros; 1949; AAP

1st Run

World’s Best Movies
Thurs. Oct 16
11:00 pjn.-S.O.
WFIL

12:1

12.7

11.3

44

News—Facenda ..
.WCAU ..
Late Show—‘Tayment
On Demand” (1st Run). .WCAU ..

4. “TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE"—
Humphrey Bogart, Walter
Huston, Tim Holt;
Warner Bros.; 1948; AAP

1st Run

12.0

12.7

11.3

88

Late Show—
“Berlin Express” (1st Run).. .WCAU .. .16.1

7. “KING KONG”—
Bruce Cabot,
Robert Armstrong;
RKO; 1933; C&C

1st Run ”

World’s Best Movies
Fri. Oct 10
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WFIL
Late Show
Sat Oct 11
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WCAU

10.4

1L3

9.7

32

World’* Best Movies—“All
Quiet on the Western Front"
(1st Run).. .WFIL ... .14.9

8

“BERLIN EXPRESS”—
Robert Ryan, Merle
Oberon, Paul Lukas;
RKO; 1948; C&C

1st Run

10.1

11.3

8.7

31

World’s Best Movies—
“Treasure of Sierra Madre"
(1st Run)... .WFIL ...
*

“THE BODY DISAPPEARS"— .
Jane Wyman, Jeffrey
Lynn, Marguerite Chapman;
*■
Warner Bros.; 1941; AAP

1st Run

9.3

10:3

8.0

26

Sports Page. .WRCV ... .11.0
Football—
Ohio State vs. Illinois. .WRCV .. ..21.8

.

.

9

Late Show
Fri. Oct 10
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WCAU
•
World-’s'Best Movies
Sat Oct 11 ■:
2:00-3:30 pM.%
WFIL '

-

MULTI-STRIPPED SALES
NEW YORK, OCTOBER, 1958
•
TITLE AND OTHER DATA

RUN

“GODZILLA”—
Raymond Burr, Fuiuki
Murakami, Akihiko Hirata;
Embassy Pic, 1956; RKO-TV

1st Run

STATION
WOR

“CLASH BY NIGHT”—
Barbara Stanwyck, Paul
Douglas, Robert Ryan;
RKO; 1952; RKO-TV

1st Run

WOR

TIME SLOT
Million $ Movie
Mon.-Thurs. 7:30-9:00 p.m.
Mon--Thurs. 10:30-12:00 mid.
Million $ Movie
Fri. 7:30-9:00, 10:30-mid.
Sat. 2:00-3:30, 3:30-5:00,
5:00-6:30 p.m,
•Sun.-1:30-3 iO0^ 3:00-4:30,
4:30-6:00 p.m.

NO. OF
SHOWINGS
8

TOTAL AtJD.
RATING
47.6

8

19.9

AV. RATING
HIGHEST SINGLE
PER TELECAST
AV. RATING
6.0
15.7
Mon. 7:30-10:00 p.m.

2.5

4.7
Fri. 7:30-9:00 p.m.
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Marc Daniels’ Closed-Circuit Biz
; Continued from page 18 ;

and consequently there is a crea-, ous moment in Daniels’ intensive
tive satisfaction to be derived from daily life comes at nightfall. Dur¬
a situation in which the client ing the day he gives orders to the
dumps acproblem in his lap and nation’s foremost industrialists, the
upper crust of corporate manage¬
says: “This is what we want to say
ment. He directs their every move
and you tell us how.”
in front of the video cameras.
Daniels
has
been reportedly
With the setting of the sun, j
scoring hits because he’s been of¬ Daniels’ wife orders him into the I
fered several executive jobs with kitchen to wash the dinner dishes.
big companies as a Result of his It is enough to produce a trauma,
directorial
missions.
Reducing he said.
complex company policy to effec¬
tive showbiz terms has brought
him these job offers, he said
“Anyone who can straighten out
this mess,” he’s been told by cor¬
S Continued from page 23
poration chieftains, “can work for
us.”
ARB, although it is still, fourth
Daniels’ toughest assignment to- in the period. Show went up 1.4
da e vus the lucent maiuen ciosed- points since the Paar stanza was
circuit telecast of the General lengthened in Chi. WBBM-TV’s
Motors Motorama, which gave GM news-weathercast still leads with
dealers throughout the country, a an October average of 26.6. Most¬
chance to preview the mammoth ly it has been the feature films
exhibit at the Waldorf-Astoria, a that have lost points to the line¬
day before it opened to the public, i up change at WNBQ.
It also gave the dealers a chance
Yoder's other "atrocity,” the ax¬
to scan GM’s new chief execs, ing of kidshow “Commander 5”
Frederic G. Donner, chairman, at noon and “BingOrAt-Home” at
and . John F. Gordon, prexy.
12:30 p.m., likewise proved can¬
IBM’s 80-City Hookup
ny, although the rating gain is not
Another
recent
closed-circuit
spectacular for big biz was the
IBM Fall Kickoff sales meeting
featuring nearly 40 top execs ad¬
dressing a vast assemblage of co¬
workers gathered in 80 cities. It
was the largest business network
ever assembled for such a con¬
clave. Also, of recent origin, was
the Pontiac national closed-circuit
sales meeting under Daniels’ di¬
rection.

Yoder
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as impressive as in the nighttime
maneuver. The two live shows
were replaced by old celluloid, re¬
runs of an anthology series at
12:30 and of "It’s a Great Life” in
the slot preceding. Latter got a
3.7 ARB last month against a 2.5,|
for the swan song of “Commander;
Washington. Nov. II.
5,” and the anthology vidfilms
The highly charged issue posed
perked the “Bingo” ratings from
by newspapers branching out into
1.1 to 2.6.
broadcasting is again being tossed
Yoder’s office hastens to point
at the Federal Communications
out too that the October ARB sur¬
Commission.
vey
was
made
during
the
first
-w
***—
There’s an outside chance that
week of the change, so chances are
the audience has built since" then. as a result sturdier guidelines
may
be drawn across the slippery
WNBQ is now third in both halves
of the noon hour; previously it area.
was fourth.
Two cases currently in the peti¬
With the changes, WNBQ’s over¬ tioning stage before FCC bear
all share of audience from signon directly on the question of news
to signoff is now only one point and advertising media control.
The Mansfield, O., Journal is
behind that of WBBM-TV, the
CBS station, which leads. WBBM- making another bid for a radio
TV’s overall share is 32.6; WNBQ’s outlet through purchase of station
is 31.6. It’s the closest the NBC WCLW. Only daily for the 50,000station has come to Windy City populalion, Journal’s application
for a new station was spurned by
lead since April 1955.
FCC in a classic controversy near¬
ly 10 years ago.
Houston — Formal transfer of
And in Fort Smith, Ark., broad¬
KPRC-FM from the Houston Post
casting-publishing magnate Don¬
to Taft Broadcasting Co., was ap¬
proved by FCC. Sales price was ald W. Reynolds seeks to take'over
reported to be $20,000. Paul E. the city’s only tv outlet, KNACTaft, head of the new company, TV. Reynolds has the only daily
also has a minority interests in in Fort Smith and one of the four
KGUL-TV, Houston and KJIM, radio stations^
In the Mansfield case, Richland,
Fort, Worth.
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Radio-TV-Newspaper Monopoly
Issue Projected Into Limelight
Inc.,
operating
radio
station
WMAN, is petitioning for FCC
hearings to decide whether Jour¬
nal is fit to go into broadcasting.
In its previous effort. Journal was
mauled by FCC and the courts on
grounds it was trying to stifle com¬
petition and monopolize advertis¬
ing in Mansfield to the de’riment
of WMAN.
It’s now under fed¬
eral court injunction to refrain,
among other activities,*"closing the
door
on
advertiser
who
use
WMAN. WMAN claims the Jour¬
nal is still up to some of its old
ways and giving it a radio voice
would “aid and abet” the alleged
“monopoly” practices.
Challenging Reynolds in the Fort
Smith ruckus is George T. Hernreich, who operates radio station
KFPW.
He claims that with
KNAC-TV in his hands, Reynolds
would have “such an absolute
control of media ip the market
that any competition offered by
the other radio stations would be
of little or no effect.”
Hernreich draws a parallel with
(Continued on page 40)
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Daniels works closely writh writer
Irve Tunick in the preparation of
the closed-circuit productions. Tu¬
nick, senior writer for TNT Pro¬
ductions, and Daniels first “soak
x up the background of the company
and the people” and then propose
the format of the show. This could
be anything from a single speaker
to a musical comedy stanza of epic
proportions. For a General Electric
meeting dealing with new electrical
appliances they created a comedy
routine using Orson Bean in a
Rube Goldbergish setup that scored
instantly with dealers. In this in¬
stance mild spoofing paid off hand¬
somely, Daniels said. Other writers,
employed on occasion have been
Louis Heyward and Nat Wilkes.
Applying the word “show” to a
business meeting may be a mis¬
nomer, Daniels noted. “They are
basically meetings and as such the
audience must have a feeling oi
participation,” Daniels said. “In
home tv the audience is looking
through a keyhole. In closed-circuit
tv most of what happens is ad¬
dressed directly to the viewer. One
of our major problems is to hold
the viewers’ attention through a
more or less continuous commer¬
cial. Business sessions are in a way
tougher to create than home tv
because you have to be more con¬
servative in the use of time. The
audience doesn’t want to be just
entertained. You can’t waste their
time. Everything must be inte¬
grated into the plot. Even ‘a dance
number of song must be woven
into the company’s message. The
only time we didn’t adhere to this
rule was during a telecast with
Giselle MacKenzie. We knew they’d
be sore if she did not do a song,
so we let her.”
Daniels pointed out that closedcircuit sessions costs run anywhere
from, $10,000 to as high as $350,000. Small screens for the tele¬
session measure 9 by 12 feet and
the largest screens (for prize fights)
measure 50 by 65 feet, at drive-ins.
Closed-circuit for overflow audi¬
ences has also proved effective,
Daniels said. Todate it has been
used for everything from a dinner
talk by the Queen of England to a
major championship fight. TNT has
provided its equipment for over¬
flow audiences at gatherings pre¬
sided over by President Eisen¬
hower, Adlai Stevenson and Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt. It has been
cited as a strong factor in many
fund-raising endeavors. More re¬
cently, big business has been using
closed-circuit for overflow groups
of stockholders at annual meetings.
To the question how dops a big
business man shape up as an actor,
Daniels
said
remarkably well.
“Some have an outgoing quality,
some rare quiet,” he said. “But all
are involved in the drama of what
they are doing—which is the first
rule of any good actor.”
Perhaps the ironic and ignomini-
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The No. 1
Mystery Series Nationally
with a 17.1 Rating*
Who likes Mike? Just about everybody! Take the
viewers. They've already pushed MIKE HAMMER right
up to the top-highest-rated of all syndicated mystery
shows. Take the local sponsors. The minute MCA TV
broke the big news on the second series, more than a score
renewed for 1959! A word to the wise-better get there
fustest with the fastest action show on TV1

*

... in Signet editions alone! One title — “I, The Jury” — had
the largest pre-publication print order
in publishing history (4,500,000).
'Lateit available ARB ratingt thru October, 1958 %

Write, wire, phone your MCA TV representative today.

mca tv
FILM SYNDICATION

598 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
PLaza 9-7500
and principal cities everywhere
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Television Followup Comment
————3= Continued from page 27 ^^

thrush's routine was a bit of pro¬
duction that provided her with
three male dancers. MacRae like¬
wise soloed a fetching “Lost in the
Stars,” against a simulated celes¬
tial background.
*p
Boone’s relaxed style even
makes itself evident in the way he
does the commercial. There’s noth¬
ing irritating or rasping about hispitch for the ’59 Chevy—whether
it’s the Biscayne or Impaia, the
Boone personal touch is there. In
s iort. this stanza is a smooth pack¬
age that seems to be satisfying its
intended market.
Gilb.
-Playhouse 90
“Playhouse 90” producer Fred
Coe and writer Stewart Stern bit
off considerably more than they or
the
reasonably literate viewer
could chew with Stern’s adaptation
of Joseph Conrad’s “Heart of Dark¬
ness.” It was a confused and con¬
fusing 90 minutes that, while never
getting completely out of hand
productionwise, nonetheless con- j
siituted a mental shambles.
Perhaps Coe, Stern and director
Ron Winston went wrrong with their J
decision to stage the Conrad short
novel as a fantasy. As is, "Dark¬
ness” is full of symbolism, and the
staging out of context in time and
place, compounded the difficulty
of following story and theme. Dif¬
ficult to understand as the original
is. the inability of the viewer to
touch base in sequence of time and
place made understanding near¬
impossible.
Second major error was in cast¬
ing. for while Roddy McDowall
turned in a virtually flawless per¬
formance as the ascetic hero seek¬
ing affirmation of_ his shaking
chastity, neither his physical ap¬
pearance nor his interpretation
rang true. Conrad’s preoccupation
was with the tortured soul of man,
but McDowall looked and played
like a neurotic boy. His interpreta-

tion couldn’t be accepted as real!
and hence failed to arouse credul¬
ity or sympathy*
|
Supporting
assignments
were |
equally tough. Cathleen Nesbitt;
and Oscar Homolka stood out as.!
employees in the mysterious Co¬
lonial Trading Co. Richard Haydn
had a briefly effective role as a
cynical trader. Eartha Kitt was
fine as a native queen. Boris Kar¬
loff did as well a% could be done
with the impossible part of Kurtz.
Inga Swenson was a trifle too highpitched as Maria, Kurtz’ daughter
and McDowall’s love.
Director Ron Winston managed
to keep the technical production
well in hand, but the staging of the
piece and the direction of McDow¬
all were the contributing factors
toward the mess. Whose responsi¬ j
bility the staging and characteriza¬
tion was. whether Winston’s, Coe’s
or Stern’s, is a moot point, and
they’ve* all got to take the rap for
one of “Playhouse 90’s” least aus¬
picious productions.
Chan.
Omnibus
Second NBC outing of “Omnibus”
this season was again in the public
affairs genre. But this time Robert
Saudek Associates tripped oversome limitations in approach and
handling, making the hourlong
“The Submariners” not very Inter¬
esting.
Esther Williams was on hand for
the opening segment of Sunday’s
(8) submarine excursion,; shot on
location at New London, Conn.,
the Navy’s submarine base. Her’s
was a straight chitchat role. She
visited the submariners in their
crowded quarters, etc. The only
reason she probably was cast in
the role was her long association
as a swimmer of beauty. The cast¬
ing may have accounted for some
tune-ins. Other than that it was a
waste.
Host Alistair Cooke took over (to
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better advantage) for the remain¬
der of the program. With him, the
viewer saw the 112-foot water tank
and how the Navy utilizes it for
training, the simulated submarine
in operation, the simulated docking
of an underwater craft, and other
devices. Much of the material was
too heavily bogged down in tech¬
nology, all right for the sub huffs,
but of limited interest to the gen¬
eral public.
Horn. <

Weintraub, Rank
—— Continued from, page 21 —^

novel by Curt Siodmak. Fourth
show is being kept under wraps.
Active in the deal is the William
Morris agency, which negotiated
for both parties and will handle
WS. sales on the properties. It will
als'o supply creative and acting tal¬
ent and help supervise British proAuction
to
maintain American
standards. Agency will try for net¬
work sales on all the shows, but
failing that will handle negotia¬
tions for a distribution deal for
syndication. Rank will handle sales
to British television; other foreign
distribution will be handed over
to a telefilm distrib.
Weintraub is in New York this
week, en route to London Jor meet¬
ings with Box, Rank and Rank
managing director John Davis to
pin down finkl details. From there,
he leaves for Nairobi for start of
production on “Tarzan’s Greatest
Adventure,” first of two “Tarzan”
releases for Paramount. His v.p.
and partner, Harvey Hayutin, will
join him there next week.

CARROLL'S TRIANGLE POST
Binghamton, N.Y., Nov. 11.
George. Carroll, former program
director of WFBG, AM and tv, has
been named to -the newly-created
post of station manager for WNBFTV and AM, the Triangle Publica¬
tions outlet.

Foreign TV Reviews
; Continued from page 27

biities offered by television to
watch history in the making at the
precise moment that it's being
made, has received another con¬
vincing demonstration. The pres¬
tige effect should be great, and in¬
creased set sales forthcoming!

Hawk.

.

THE QUARE FELLOW
With Wilfred Brainbell, Dermot
Kelly, Liam
Gaffney,
David!
Kelly, Neil McCarthy, Michael,
Hitchman, Noel Lloyd, Charles
Roberts, Chris Gannon, Brian
O’Higgins, Dudley Foster, Pat¬
rick Duggan, John McCarthy,
Anthony Sheppard, Tony Quinn,
Alan Barry, Jack Cunningham,
John Barrie, Michael Segal, Rob¬
ert Perciral, Michael Guest
Writer; Brendan Behan
Director: Peter Graham Scott
90 Mins., Wed.,.8:30 pjn.
Associated-Rediffusion from Lon¬
don
One of Associated-Rediffusion’s
• most commanding drama produc¬
tions to date, Brendan Behan's
“The Quare Fellow,” came to the
screen as a compelling piece which
was excellently mounted and pro¬
duced. Acting was maintained at
a high standard and the play
moved easily. Much credit for this
must go to the mobility pf the cam¬
eras which roamed advantageously
about Fredric Pusey’s grimly real¬
istic set magnifying its size. “The
Quare Fellow,” which was pro¬
duced in the West End a while
back, fitted the tv medium easily.
Brendan Behan’s storyline con¬
cerned the reactions of both .in¬
mates and staff of an Irish prison
where within-the next 24 hours a
man was to be hanged. Behan
wrote with feeling,about the cal¬
lous attitude , of some of the lags
and also of the revulsion for capi¬
tal* punishment by some of the
warders. The piece tended to get
wordy at times, but the lines
punched home the harrowing and
grimly real situation. The play
however, did not lack comedy,
which was masterfully written in
so as not to detract from the basic
messsage.
Bary.
YERA LYNN SINGS
With
Semprini, Fraser Hayes,
Four, Martin Grainger’s Pup¬
pets, Lynnettes, Tlie Leslie Rob¬
erts Silhouettes, Eric Robinson
orch
Producer: Albert Stevenson
Writer: Freddie Robertson
45 Mins., Thurs., 7:30 pjn.
BBC-TV, from London With a large number of shows
behind her and a new series
stretching out ahead, Vera Lynn,
who in terms of experience is a j
veteran British songstress, needs a
batch of new ideas if her pro¬
gram is to maintain interest. r Her
voice is as good as ever and she"
has an affable personality, but
these attributes alone are not
enough to carry her through 45
minutes. The show is overloaded
with song spots.
Entry caught featured Miss Lynn
singing a host of qld and new songs
backed by the Eric Robinson orch.
Resident support was supplied by
Semprini pianoing his way through
a classical piece and. a selection
from “Snow White;” the Leslie
Roberts Silhouettes who danced
acceptably, sind performed a novel¬
ty flourescent routine; and the
Lynnettes, an equally split song
octet with a familiar style, who
voiced several numbers.
Guest
spots
were
filled
by
Martin
Grainger’s Puppets with a really
good circus routine and the Fraser
Hayes Four, an instrumental and
vocal combo who made nice noises.
Bary.

NEW ENGLAND
WTIC-TV HARTFORD 15, CONNECTICUT TEL. JACKSON 5-0801
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COOPER’S CAPERS
With^Tommy Cooper, Aileen Coch¬
rane
Writers: Bill Craig, John Law
Producer: Hugh Rennie
30 Mins., 10:15 p.m., Fri.
ATV, from London
Tommy Cooper, one of Britain’s
most infectious ■ comedians with a
magico act that never fails to get
the yocks, now has his own weekly
series, which is being put out by
ATV over the commercial network.
The opener, however, was a big
disappointment and lacked the
impact which the star has always
made with a live audience.
There was none of his famous
magician’s routine, but instead he
starred in two or three sketches,
all ot' which were rather lame.
In one he ended in an almost
breathless state playing all of some
five or six male characters, hur¬
riedly changing costume while
Ailedat Cochrane gallantly held the
[stage. In essence, the idea was

amusing, but it didn’t emerge as
stout tv entertainment.
“Cooper’s Capers” could well
become a pop entry commanding
a high rating; but the joint scripters will need to work out a more
suecsFsJul formula before that can
be achieved.
Myro.

Continued from page 18 —3

Q-A on camera basis, but there's a
long tale of suspense in that one.
A phase was Ayers’ waiting but
Khrushchev’s -decision whether or
not to do it. Ayers was in a Paris
hotel and refused to leave his room
for a week, waiting for a telephone
call from the Krbmlin. Finally, he
went downstairs to the hotel bar,
carefully explaining to the hotel
phone operators where ar.d how he
could be reached. He took a seat
by the phone.
The Kremlin call finally came—
but Ayer’s was in the men’s room.
He emerged just in time to en¬
gineer one of the biggest tv scoops
of its type.
Keeping on top of the news has
seldom been easy, but it has al¬
ways been interesting.
He went to Buenos Aires the
week after Dictator Juan Peron
was overthrown to do a show with
the
new
Argentine
president,
Eduardo Lonardi. He arrived to
find all the Argentine officials with
whom he had been making advance
arrangements were Peronists who
had, in the meantime, been kicked
out of their jobs. He had to make
new contacts fast.
He has kept the show in 1958
especially current in the Middle
East crisis, scoring a number of
news beats. While ' Iraq had two
governments, for instance, he ma¬
neuvered to have Hashim Jawad,
the Iraqi revolutionary' delegate to
UN, on his program the day after
Jawad was to arrive in New York.
First, he had to find Jawad in
Manhattan, an assignment with
private eye overtones. When he
finally did. he noticed the man had
his hand in bandages.
“Were you injured in the revolu¬
tion?” he asked.
“No,” said Jawad. “a New York
taxi driver slammed the door on
my hand!” .
“Face the Nation” has been a
newsmaker since its first program
when the guest was the late Sen.
Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wis.). The
list of those appearing on it since
is like a “who’s who” of who is.
Interviewees this year have in¬
cluded such diverse personalities
as the Aga Khan, Gov. Orval Fanbus (whose appearance brought the
heaviest outpouring of mail- of any
man on “Face”), Aneurin Bevan,
David Ben Gurion, Walter Reuther
and Ezra Taft Benson.
Although none of the shows has
ever enjoyed much - of a rating,
they definitely have 9 “quality”
audience, especially in Washing¬
ton, where most Government offi¬
cials associate Sunday with church,
the family dinner, “Face the Na¬
tion” and “Meet the Press."
Few, if any, tv shows have view¬
ers with more influence and power.
•That is another 'reason Ayers
huffs and puffs in the big effort
for a. quality product.

[jdMINFKHiM
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COCKTAILS—DINNER—SUPPER
141 Second Avc*flt «t 45th Street
Member aH charge* club*
MU 4J2»-Ogeo 7 deys

K>R RENT .
COLISEUM AREA
JOt W. 07 St.. Ntw York. 17 Story Old,.
• Private Offices-Prof. Suites
• 24 Hr. Switchbd, Answering Service
• Private Restrooms-Refrigs
• Rentals—$100—$175 *

M. MORGENTHAU-SEIXAS Co. Inc.
1141 Broadway (at 40'St.), New York
Cl 4-4900

MT.

VERNON—BRONXV1LLE

VIC.

SMALL ESTATE
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Jsh scale, all
landscaped,
unusbal
showplace gardens; 14 rooms, 4 baths,
2' powder rooms; .25 minutes from
Grand Central. Owner moving must
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Great time at Telestudios!

The happy combination pictured

below just finished three Kellogg’s commercials forfWhat’s My Line?”in record time!
And why not? Kellogg’s has the top selling talent and personality of Dennis James
(left). ..top agency creative control of Leo Burnett Company in the person of agency
producer Chuck Strother (center)... top production experience of

TELESTUDIOS’

head

man, George Gould (right). And, oh yes, one other thing—VIDEOTAPE—at the industry’s
largest independent studios. It’s the same kind of great time and custom service on
which you can count when you produce your commercials.. .pilots or programs under
the personal supervision of TELESTUDIOS’ top management. Great results, too, because
VIDEOTAPE

at

TELESTUDIOS

means low cost, high quality productions that come across

with all the vivid impact of live television itself. It’s happening right nowfor key agencies
such as Leo Burnett, and their key clients such as Kellogg’s. Now is a great time to
make it happen for you with

VIDEOTAPE

at NTA’s

TELESTUDIOS, INC.
1481 Broadway, New York, N. Y, LOngacre 3-6333
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Television Reviews
; Continued from page 27 ;
Jane Morgan, a slick nitery song¬
stress but not a jazz stylist, was
given a couple of numbers. And as
a finale, the show presented a med¬
ley of Hoagy Carmichael tunes,
most of which had no relationship
to the main motif. Carmichael
performed okay at the piano but,
as emcee along with Bob Crosby,
-was saddled with a collection of
cliches and square jive talk.
Some excitement was generated
by vet jazzmen like Louis Arm¬
strong, Lionel Hampton and Gene
Krupa. Krupa and Hampton had a
couple of solid numbers apiece and
worked in a colorful drum chal¬
lenge routine together with Chico
Hamilton. Satchmo, in good vocal
form, did “I Love Jazz” and worked
with Miss Morgan on "The Day
The Rains Came” with his graveltoned pipes.
An excellent jazz vocalist, Anita
O’Day contributed some highlights
with her "Let Me Off Uptown”
and a scat number which, however,
was partiallly drowned in the orch
backing. The old Bob Crosby Bob¬
cats combo also were on hand for
some capable dixieland blowing,
while the Les Brown orch, a slick
dance band, backed up in crisp
style. The Chico Hamilton quintet,
as the only representative of the
modern school in jazz, performed
two polite chamber works which
didn’t quite fit into the rest of the
sesssion.
The plugs for Timex Watches
used some interesting demonstra¬
tion gimmicks, but fell flat in a
musical quiz game with the show’s
stars.
Herm.
PLAYWRIGHTS
IN
CONTEM¬
PORARY THEATRE
With Norris Houghtan, host; E.
Martin Browne, Stuart Vaughn
Producer: Amrim Nowak
Director: Prank Jacoby
60 Mins., FrL, (7), 3 pjw.
WPIX. from New York
Norris Houghton, co-managing
d;rector of the Phoenix Theatre,
vigorous off-Broadway house, is
hosting a stimulating series, "Play¬
wrights in the Contemporary Thea¬
tre” with the assistance of Metro¬
politan Educational TV Assn, in
conjunction with Hunter College.
Weekly ^powwows center round
the Phoenix Theatre's festival of
plays by Nobel Prize Winners and
program caught (7) dealt with the
downtown theatre's current pro¬
duction of T* S. Eliot's “Family Re¬
union”
featuring
Lillian
Gish,
Florence Reed and Fritz Weaver.
On this occasion, Houghton had,
as his highly informed guests, E.
Martin Browne, authority on Eliot’s
work and director of every London
production of the latter's dramatic

efforts, and Stuart Vaughn, Phoe¬
nix Theatre’s resident director,
Houghton is a remarkably cap¬
able student of theatre with a hipdeep knowledge of off-Broadway,
on-Broadway, college campus dra¬
matics and overseas drama and
possessed of an abiding faith in
the theatre.
The current series
should go a great distance toward
making the theatre stronger and
an integral part of the people.
Three speakers, in seminar-like
fashion, probed Eliot’s preoccupa¬
tion with ritual drama and the
poetic significance of "Family Re: union.” Browne told of his overj seas
production problems with
Eliot’s verse plays while Vaughn
; recounted his adventures in the
! mounting of "Family Reunion”
Tor American audiences at the
I Phoenix Theatre.
There were, also, richly reward¬
ing observations on the use of sets
for Eliot’s dramatic efforts..
Vaughn read excerpts from Eliot’s
“Family Reunion” with deft assur¬
ance and understanding. All in all,
the 60-minute stanza added up to a
highly
intelligent
appraisal
of
Eliot’s work.
Subsequent programs will deal
with writings'’”of Nobel Prize win?
ners Shaw. Pirandello, G’Neill,
Camus. Hauptmahn, Maeterlinck
and Yeats.
Sum total of these
META presentations with Hough¬
ton would undoubtedly add up to
an admirable book on the contem¬
porary theatre.
Meanwhile, Fri¬
day afternoon viewers are fortu¬
nate to be eavesdropping on such
absorbing theatre commentaries.

Rons.
DATELINE-UN
With Sonny Fox, host-narrator
15 Minsk, Swu 9:3# a nt
WRCA-TV, N. Y.
Scope and function of the United
Nations are being explained to the
general public in “Dateline-UN,” a
"26-week series of 15-minute tele¬
films aired on stations in some 23
states. They’re produced by the
international staff of UN Televi¬
sion in cooperation with toppers
of thfe video industry grouped as
the Broadcasters’ Committee for
the United Nations.
Third episode in the series,
beamed Sunday (9) via WRCA,
N. Y., concerned operation and
meaning of the UN General As¬
sembly. On the basis of this install¬
ment there’s not much “produc¬
tion” or dramatization to the mes¬
sage the UN seeks to convey.. Hostnarrator Sonny Fox, a onetime
guide for CBS-TV’s “Let’s Take a
Trip.” pointed out the physical as¬
pects of the General Assembly's
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ting
two UN dignitaries.
In solemn, documentary fashion
Fox quizzed Dr. Charles Malik,
president of the General Assembly,
and had a brief, discussion with the
delegate from the newly-admitted
Federation of Malaya. Dr. Malik
cited instances where the GA
helped preserve peace and security
and also touched on problems to
be taken up during the body’s cur¬
rent session.
While the mechanics of the UN
often of necessity is: dry, neverthe¬
less in an international organiza¬
tion as large as this there must be
some colorful and dramatic inci¬
dents which would better serve to
explain what it does and what it
stands for. For example, next
week's film about the role of the
UN’s police force should have the
stirring qualities that the episode
on the Assembly lacked.
Gilb.

TV Adv. Billings
; Continued from page

22

dissatisfaction lay in the one fact
that decisions involving millions
of dollars in advertising expendi¬
tures were being made on shaky,
and questionable information.
“In many cases, television re¬
ceivers are being tuned in, but the
viewer is tuned out. Over 5% of
homes on an average evening had a
television set on but no one in
the household was watching the
program.
“For many years advertising
managers have been saying *1
think our program is selling our
product, but we can’t be sure.’
Our survey found that on a show
where Dodge is advertised, 6% of
viewers said they expected to buy
the car, and on a program where it
was not advertised, only 1% to 2%
said they would buy a Dodge.
“Now let’s look at another tele¬
vision advertised make of car—
•the Mercury'. This car has been
consistently advertised * for some
years on the Ed Sullian show, and
since last year has taken on East¬
man Kodak as a co-sponsor.
“When viewers of the Lawrence
Welk and $64,000 Question' pro¬
grams were asked what car they
thought they would buy in 1959
only 2.1% of' Welk viewers and
2.2% of ‘Question’ Viewers said
they would buy Mercury. On the
Ed Sullivan show, the figure was
2.3%—no difference.”

Chi AFTRA
—^ Continued from page 18 —

from the Commission. Calling Molloy’s article a “bald untruth” and
Eastern branch ""of the Academy
charging the writer with bias, the of Television Arts & Sciences is
letter asked to be published in Mol- launching a three-pronged activ¬
loy's regular space. Field answered ities program on Nov. 13. ATAS
the letter in politic fashion, but the has planned a Series of six forums
newspaper did not print the mis¬
on television', a series of thre?e
sive from AFTRA.
luncheon meetings to be addressed
On Friday (7), Molloy’s column
by
heads of the three networks
ran a brief note that was labeled
a ~ “clarification.”
In effect, it and a list of straight social events.
amounted to a retraction. It read as
On the 13th, in N.Y., a forum
follows:
will discuss “Filming TV in N.Y.
“My Washington sources had In¬ Heaven or Hell?” In January, Feb¬
formed me that, in acknowledging
ruary, March, April and May five
local complaints from AFTRA,
Mayor Daley and others, the Fed¬ other forums will be held, al¬
eral Communications Commission though the exact dates have not
had referred to Sec. 326 of the been chosen. They line up this
Communications Act, and so I re¬
way: “TV Tape—Survey and Dem¬
ported in this space. This section
precludes the commission exercis¬ onstration,” “Music For Televi¬
ing any power of censorship. Now
comes this correction from Acting
Commission Chairman Rosel H.
Hyde: ‘Usually, on complaints re¬
garding programs, we have called
attention to the limitations of See.
326... but this I now find was no»
included in the acknowledgements
to Chicago.’”
Chi AFTRA continues its attempt
to fan a tempest, but now that the
elections are over the political
voices that had supported ^the
union’s stand have grown dimmer.

Moiopoly
Continued from page 35 ——

New Orleans Times Picayune's
purchase of the Item. The paper,
under Justice Dept, prodding, gave
up its radio station and withdrew
a pending tV application.
Over the years, FCC has dealt
with the newspaper ownership is¬
sue in many celebrated cases but
has shied away from spelling out
any overall guide, sticking to a
policy of shaping decisions to the
facts at hand. Results have often
been contradictory.

In the late forties, FCC appar¬
ently was on the .verge of clarify¬
ing its position when it withheld
action on newspaper applications
for broadcasting permits, and came
very close to being caught in a
In re¬
Our study in sponsor identifica¬ legislative straitjacket.
tion ind" 'rates that viewers cannot sponse to the FCC move, a provi¬
recall the product advertised min¬ sion was put in an omnibus bill
barring any "discriminating’*
utes after it is aired.
against newspapers seeking FCC
permits. The provision yas struck
after FCC rushed forward to state
that.even if it had'the inclination,
it didn’t have the authority to dis¬
-- • Continue* from page IS —, criminate against publishers.
eliminating the “tediousness” that
The concept of clear-cut rules
characterizes, filmmaking, yet as¬ governing the problem has wide
suring all the safety and residual appeal but no one seems to be
features that film permits, it per¬ able to devise a set that would be
mits the scripter to broaden his applicable to all the .varying cir¬
scope, to do better and more im- cumstances.
"aginative writing.
But there is sentiment for more

‘Savage’

“When we did- the ‘Pursuit’ consistent long range policies, if
show, we realized that in little not rules, on where the line is to
I more than an hour, we had done a be drawn in multiple-media situa¬
small feature film.
We had six tions.
sets of four acts plus an opening,
and we shot from *black to black’
: in each instance. But because of
the breaks, we didn’t have to clear
the passageways to permit the
Continued from page IS
cameras to move from set to set.
We were able to build fantasically Associates series which has been
detailed sets, as good as feature held up for lack of a star, but is
film sets.
purchasing
scripts
nonetheless;
“In shooting from black to black, and "The Veil,” Hal Roach pro¬
duction
for
NTA.
!
in one scene an actor blew his

New Elides

lines. So we started the scene all
over again and was right.
It
cost $50 more.
Compare that
that, with the thousands of dollars
in cutting costs in film. They say
you can’t edit tape. But actually,
the editing is done beforehand, in
the creative process. It’s done in
the writing and in rehearsal. With
the tedious routine of filmmaking
eliminated and following the re¬
hearsal schedule of a live show,
.the ectors get a ohance to build
their characterizations, the writ¬
ers can make changes and the di¬
rector can really develop a script.
If there’s a real hot dress rehear¬
sal, that can be taped and the
actual show tape used as a protec¬
tion tape.
“For the writer, this means he
can really function creatively. He
can tackle any kind of theme or
background, because in terms of
sets almost any number and com¬
bination can be used. And he can
expect the kind of spontaneity of
performance that goes with the
stage and live television but is im¬
possible to achieve in films.”

Some Controversial
ATAS Forums on Tap
To Liven Up Season

sion,” and, in March, the subject
“TV Acting, Directing and Produc¬
tion,” which is potentially contro¬
versial because the forum was
planned in order to make compari¬
sons between live and film tech¬
nique, a subject which was tha
backbone of a formal arbitration
on jurisdiction of the DuMont
Electronicam camera a few years
ago between SAG and AFTRA.
The
arbitrator
never
decided
whether it was a live or film tech¬
nique, and, moreover, there is a
feeling abroad that the comparison
may have its ramifications in the
present fight over tape jurisdiction.
The remainder of the forum pro¬
gram consists of an discussion on
“TV’s Transoceanic Cable” and,
for the May windup, “News and
Public Affairs Survey.”
At the luncheons, ATAS has
scheduled Robert Kintner, NBC
prexy,
Louis
Cowan,
CBS-TV
prexy and Oliver Treyz. ABC
prexy. Dates of their appearances
Save not been fixed.

Red Barber
L Continue! from page 18 j
personalities and that’s what we
talk alftmt. The first question usu¬
ally is, *What happened to Milwau¬
kee?’ I say, "They just didn't win
the fourth game,’ and we go on
from there.”
Barber was asked to -make the
tour by the Adjutant General of
the Army. He cleared his time
with the Gulf Oil Co. for which he
had been skedded to' go to St. Louis
and plug openings of new filling
stations.

FURNISHED APT.
OR PENTHOUSE
Full kitclion, wall furnished— Raasonably pricad. Maid, linan, alacfric includad. $135 on laasa.
Aha Matt Attractive' 4 laaai
Paatfcoasa. $25B.
HOTEL BLAKE
142 W. 44 Sr., Maw Yet* ar
HA 2-C2B2

HOUSE FOR RENT
MEAT NECK. LON« ISLAND
NEW YORK
■•antlfel hMM. iNXNrlwisty feral** far
ratlaat livisf, 4 lifcuii. 3 batln. aiMt
r*«a ill balk Ivu'iemM 4m. lirlM
rMar. 4ialn« rmm. Flaiife* feiaart. bv
aa4 Iaya4nr rmm. Fraanr, diAwartwr. vathia« abeblaa mi tryar. I *tf» aM with trait
Vraaa mad saafcaa aarWa; »wl. part
bM
prhrflafM. frit Edvards. HUNTER 7 3737.

In other cases, there's already a
commitment.
Collier ' Young is
prepping production on “One Step
Beyond,” series which will be.
tabbed “Alcoa Theatre” when it
preems on ABC-TV in January.
Sam - Gallu is scriptbuying on
“Border Patrol,” which will be a
CBS Films syndicated entry in
late
spring
but
has
already
been sold in a massive Amoco re¬
gional deal covering the east. Jack | A valaaMa panaaal Smlwaia narvfce
Webb is rushing production on his
naw avaHaMa—wa asta Wish an! mala“D. A.’s Man” which goes in as | tala
replacement
for
“Brains
and
Brawn” on NBC-TV.
vhtts. Tax savlaec paesIMa. CaaavttaBut,, strictly on spec, other!
shows are going ahead. These in¬
clude Don Fedderson scriptbuying
for his “The Town Tamer” (also
tabbed “The Quiet Man”), CBSTV, buying and producing 13 taped
"Peck’s Bad Girl” situation com¬
edy entries', plus additional scripts
on “Savage Is the Name.” Peter
Lawford, in a^manner of speaking,
is “buying” "scripts for his “Man
of the House” entry, except that
star Carl Reiner is writing ’em all
bbfcw «W fc. H.YX.-W. ILtHN
himself, in New York.

E2

BROOKS
COSTUMES
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A Good Strong Body 1$ Important...

BUT IT’S BRAINS THAT REALLY COUNT

Sure, we have the best in
production facilities.. .
the sets, sound stages and
technical equipment.
But... that's only the brawn.
It’s the brains, the creativity,
the television know-how
that really counts.
And we have a newly-formed,
completely separate unit of
experienced commercial
production specialists
at your service.
These men are attuned to
the problems of advertiser
and agency alike and
devote their time totally
to the development and
production of commercial
and industrial films.
They are ready and willing
to give individual,
attention to your project,
to work efficiently,
realistically, and to the
best advantage within
your budget. Why
not give them a try?

MGM-TV Commercial and
industrial Representatives:
NEW YORK*

ill). 2-2000. Jack Bower, Phil Frank
CHICAGO]

Pete Del Negro, FI. 6-8477
SAN FRANCISCO!

Bob McNear, PR. 5-1613
LOS ANGELESi

Bob Fierman, TE 0-3311
For Information Write:

Bill Gibbs, Director of Commercial
and Industrial Films, MGM-TV,
Culver City, Calif.

MO-MiT'V
A Service OfLoew's
I ncorporated

l
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J^Ahiety
ably shift from its present 18-to-15
division to 21-to-12.

Radio-TV Election Backwash
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AFTRA

All of this will add to the influ¬
ence of Northern and Western
Continued from page 23
, Democratic liberals over every; Continued from page.23 ;
i thing Congress touches affecting receive a 13-week national fee of
$850 for a single blurb. Recom¬
quasi-judicial power it now' has. i programs will take this early. But j show biz and other otherwise.
mendation was restricted to spot
Nowt, FCC’s quasi- judicial activi- the Democrats will be certain to
commercials, it’s reported. Union
ties constitute only 10% of the j attempt a broad program of dodemanded a four-week minimum of
Commissioners’ work.
i mestic reforms that will help them
$400 for a nationaliy-Used blurb,
A number of thinking members j w'in the next—and more important
plus $50 a week for the remaining
Continued fi_m page 22
of Congress see the long-delayed —election, when the White House
nine weeks of each cycle.
need for a new communications
7 j on the network the following day.
Original tape blurb demands,
is at stake.
j Winston Burdett did the commen- according to industry Sources,
act as the “strong move” necessary
One of the most important indi- j tary"
to restore public confidence in the
would have cost the advertisers
FCC
following
the
sensations cations of the election result is .
BOAC’s jet took 10l£ hours for “several thousand times” SAG’s
grubbed up by the Harris subcom¬ that the rHarris investigating sub- the crossing with the coronation commercial film fees. New de¬
mittee.
mands are still several times as
committee will probably continue j P^uresIand.ed at
at
expensive, it was alleged.
Any rewrite of the communica¬ in 1959.
The Democratic victory 5:36 p.m. The plane carried three
AFTRA wrote a spot rate for
tions act involves countless head¬ was so one-sided that the Demo¬ CBS-TV packages, all wrapped to¬
aches and problems. One of the crats no longer need be concerned gether. One package consisted of N. Y. alone of $680 for 13 weeks,
most pressing is FCC’s rule making. about Republican opposition to the 400 feet of processed film w'hich with a four-week minimum guar¬
Another, involved in the Harris subcommittee keeping going.
was cut for the 6:03 p.m. The sec¬ antee of $320. For L. A. or Chicago,
hearings and in the tv cases sent
ond package had 700 feet of un¬ the one-city rate is $520, with a
The final decision still will be
back to FCC recently by the U.S.
processed film which also was pro¬ $240 four-tveek minimum. Nine
made by House Speaker Sam Ray¬
Supreme Court, is a new set of
cessed at the field and designed other cities go for $425 and $200
burn, who has taken an unusual
do’s and don’ts in ex parte repre¬
as backstop coverage in case the each, followed by a 25-city list of
personal interest in the subcommit¬
sentations. FCC admittedly is now
Ampex tape footage in the third $170 and $80 per market.
tee. And Rayburn has not decided
too isolated to get all the facts it
package was not of good quality,
During the course of Saturday’s
yet whether the subcommittee’s
needs from the industry in certain
The Ampex tape proved excellent cross - the - table talking, William
life
should run through 1959,
situations.
and part of it wras used on the. Fitts, CBS representative and de¬
Only one Republican member of Doug Edwards program.
'
scribed as one of the industry ne¬
Side issues are certain to arise
like the old Brtckev proposal (its the Harris group will be back next
Jack Bush and Av Weston of gotiation leaders, told AFTRA that
year, Rep. John B. Bennett- (Rauthor. Sen. John W. Bricker (RCBS News were in charge of the the networks had already offered
MichA All others either were de¬
Ohio), was one of the casualties of
telecast from Idlewild. Frank Fitz- to settle with AFTRA for 11 to
feated or didn't
man t run.
run, The
rue Demo.uemo-1 patrick chief traffic expediter for 2Q% more than SAG was getting.
the election) to place the networks xeaiea
crat,c subcommittee membership , CBS News had the ^^ receiv- At one point, in the talks, a man¬
under FCC jurisdiction.
was reelected.
ing the film, rushing it through agement official accused AFTRA of
The pay-tv imbroglio—whether
On the parent House Commerce customs and getting it to the tem¬ using the dickers to propagandize
FCC has legal authority to sanction
Committee, which Rep. Oren Har¬ porary • film editing setup, thence so as to impress actors in the event
it—is a cinch to enter the picture,
ris (D-Ark.) also heads, eight men to the truck. Practically all re¬ NLRB tests' the SAG-AFTRA has¬
if Congress doesn’t dispose of it
will be missing next January. Four strictions were - waived by Cus- sle with a vote on jurisdiction. Re¬
before turning to a rew'rite of the
were given the ballot box nix. toms inspectors to speed the films tort was, “This kind of propaganda
communications act.
Reps. John V. Beamer (Ind.), Jch through.
pays cash.”
These issues, as well as others seph L. Carrigg (Pa.), Will E. Neal
The 55-minute special was proMortimer Beckey, AFTRA law¬
to come up, are bipartisan, gener¬ (W. Va.) and Robert . Hale (Me.), !
:
duced
and
directed
by
Don
Hewyer and reportedly one of the
ally speaking, and it would take all Republicans.
Four others
union’s two big guns in the talks,
more clairvoyance than a political didn’t seek reelection. Reps. itt.
is said to have accused the net¬
mortal possesses to read the influ¬ Charles A. Wolverton (N.J.), John
works of being “puppets for the
ence of the landslide Democratic W. Heselton (Mass.) and Joseph P.
advertising agencies and of “con¬
victory on them in advance.
O’Hara (Minn.), Republicans, and
spiring with them in whipsawing
More Liberal Congress
Martin Dies (Tex.), Democrat.
actors.”
Continued from page 21
No doubt exists that the new
The Senate Commerce Commit- .
Don Conaway, AFTRA executive
Congress will be more liberal than tee, w'hich bandies all radio-tv leg- ! pie Storybooks,” which SG made
secretary, who got into the act
any in a long time.
New legisla¬ islation on that side of the Capitol,
for Breck Shampoo, are getting an many times during the course of
tion. aimed at winning friends for had four GOP members beaten,
the 1960 .Presidential and Con¬ Sens. John W. Bricker. (Ohio), additional ride as ABC-TV reruns, the session, accused the networks .j
during the rapid cross-challenging
gressional elections, can he ex¬ Charles E. Potter (Mich.), William beginning next January, How that
of trying to iorce taped program
pected in such fields related to A. Purtell (Conn.) and Frederick affects the kitty is not really
rates' down, allegedl> to coincide
radio-tv and show' business as G. Payne (Me.).
known, although it’s considered with lower SAG rates.
minimum wage, small business, so¬
Bricker, as noted before, ran an
AFTRA’s Becker threatened to.
cial security, anti-trust, interest almost lonely (except foi*Sen. Wil¬ likely that the rerun pact was made
since the projection and, hence, is call off the Saturday dickers if the
rates and others.
liam Langer (R-N.D.) who is not a just unexpected gravy.
industry
didn’t remove William
It is, of course, impossible to member of the commerce group)
Plus the take from the half-hour Devaney, an agency lawyer from
forecast what form such legislative crusade for FCC regulation of the
network shows, there are the syn¬ the negotiation room.
networks. He had been chairman
dicated sales from “Rescue 8,” on
of the committee^ when'the Repub¬
which SG is doing well, and the
> DESIGNER AND COUTURIER ; licans controlled "Congress, ’53-’55. vast potential from the Universal
Potter was active and interested and Columbia feature libraries.
CLOTHES
in broadcasting legislation.
He
Continued from pace 23 —
Of the 17 series since June,
AT INCREDIBLE BARGAINS; wrote the 1958 bill which would 13 are or'were network (five of
the rasslers smashed up? One spot
have authorized a high-level study
them new since fall), two are announcement plus the horse play
! Wt carry currant and advanced W.
of spectrum space. Similar legis¬
national spot and two are fresh for produced the sale of 563 pictures
samples and “closeouts" of the
lation is certain to be reintroduced
most glamorous clothes in Amer- i;ft early in the new' Congress by Rep. syndication. (This doesn’t include by 5 p.m. the following Monday.
© ice at prices far less than those M Harris and probably by several pre-June syndications, W'hich are
And the clerks in the drug store
advertised in the leading fash- || members of the Senate Commerce still running.)
in more than one instance were
ion magazines. Many celebrities || Committee,
offered
10 times the price for the
possibly
including
save thousands of dollars on
framed pictures, with gore on the
Chairman Warren G. Magnuson
their wardrobes *t our fabulous
frames.
(D:Wash.). ‘
Average sets in use weekdays at
Potter was UFHs best friend in
—Continued from page 21
10:30 p.m. in Mobile is 17.3. Satur¬
the Senate, firmly believing that
day^ night*, with. only, two stations,
present VHF channels are not both with extensive network back¬
has a set-in-use average of 52.2.
enough to give the public the com¬ grounds, as exec producers. They'll
Rassling, put on in a 60 x 40 former
"the bargain, stor* for ntilRonalras”:! mercial tv it w'ants and needs. This
function in the same way, stress¬
garage by the station itself with
1006-1 st Ave. (cor. 55) N.Y.C.
thinking was behind his efforts for ing development of new properties
“Colonel” Herb Langston promot¬
a spectrum space Study.
Potter and guiding them' through their
ing and no tickets sold, gets 22.1.
was also an announced foe of pay- early stages before handng them
In the 90-minute period during
tv.
over to straight producers for the which the hippodrome is telecast,
. Payne and Purtell took little actual execution of the films.
12 spot annuqncements are sold.
part in broadcasting legislation, al¬
And at Metro-TV, where film vet There issa healthy w'aiting list.
though Purtell’s Connecticut col¬ Dick Maibaum is production boss
Tickets are given 165 people
league, GOP Sen. Prescott Bush, but ex-NBC program veep Bud
each week, none is sold. But on
who remains on, was once a CBS Barry is overall veep of the subsid,
Saturday in Mobile rassling is a
director.
stress is on acquisition of creative hotter ticket than “My Fair Lady"
The big Democratic majority, will personnel who can function pri¬ on Broadway.
result in more Democrats and marily on development, with the
fewer Republicans sitting on major actual production once a series is
committees. The Senate Commerce out of the wroods then turned over
Committee, for example, which has to a staff producer. That’s the
been divided, eight Democrats and design In the inking of Charles
Continued from pace 23
seven Republicans, will probably Isaacs, a ty vet, and the current
be reshuffled to a 10-to-5 basis—■ negotiations for Paul Monash, pri¬ penalty of $10,000 fine and 10 years
or 9-to-6 at the least.
The House marily a writer and secondarily a imprisonment or both.
Commerce Committee will prob- producer.
NBC, which took over production
reins on “Twenty-One” after the
scandal_broke. Issued a statement
after Freedman’s arrest. It said the
producer is not “an employee of
NBC” and works for Barry & En¬
right. “When NBC assumed pro¬
duction responsibility for ‘TwentyOne,’ Freedman was replaced as
producer of the program.
Freedman’s attorney, speaking of
his client’s appearance before the
grand jury, charged that “they set
him up like a clay pigeon.”
Freedman testified before the
grand jury on Oct. 2 and it is re¬
ported that he depied charges
which James Snodgrass, artist and
contestant, was to reveal later.
Snodgrass submitted to the D.A.’s
TELEVISION SUSSIDIMY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES COUP.
office registered letters, containing
711 Fifth Avmm, N.w York 22
Pt 1-4432
questions and answers which he
had mailed to himself before going
NEW YORK
DETROIT
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD
MIAMI
HOUSTON
TORONTO
on the air.

Coronation

Screen Gems

KTLA’S PRECEDENT
WITH EDITORIAL DEPT.
Los Angeles, Nov. 11.
KTLA, creating post of director
of editorial policy and community
relations and upping news director,
Gil Martyn to new. spot, becomes
the first station in U.S. to set up
a separate and distinct dept, to
handle editorial phase of telecast¬
ing.
George Lewis, senior news edi¬
tor of WPIX, N.Y., succeeds Mar¬
tyn, checking in last week. KTLA
is third L.A. channel to undertake
editorializing, following the re¬
cent FGC suggestion that suck
policies be adopted. KCOP and
KNXT are the other two.

Bruce Eells
= ' Continued from page 20
scripts. This is giving the sponsor
a fair shake; it’s also ensuring qual¬
ity for the producer and sponsor,
Eells states.
On the matter of quality—and
economics
as
well—Eells
em¬
phasizes that committing for 39 pic¬
tures actually gives the producer
security, even if he doesn’t have a
sponsorship deal. A firm produc¬
tion commitment enables the pro¬
ducer to get talent—stars, writers,
directors — that
he
normally
couldn’t, touch on the basis of a 13week commitment, and for prices
running, well below the ordinary
tv tattl of the individual involved.
It permits for negotiation of profit
participations for stars or. import¬
ant creative personnel. Most im¬
portant, it allows adequate time for
preparation—careful casting, top
scripts, etc." Whereas, “the guy with
thfe pilot gets a 13-week deal and
rushes pell-mell to get the show
On the air in eight weeks, and how
can he do a successful series that
way?”
Pittsburgh—Fidelity Trust Co.
has been pacted to bankroll broad¬
casts of the Duquesne U. awayfrom-home basketball games over
WWSW this winter. Duquesne has
long been a power in floor circles
and a perennial tournament con¬
tender.

Dented Cans

NOW THERE'S A DETERGENT !

Creative Setups

*7/te Boh Blue,

l

Freedman

Exciting As A Cavalry ^Charge!

WGN-TV commercials get
results because WGN-TV
programming keeps folks
watching.
For proof, let
our specialists fill you in on
some 'WGN-TV case his¬
tories and discuss your
sales problems.

“77 BENGAL LANCERS”
SCREKNUOEMS, INC.

in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel f
Chicago
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BRITAIN’S ABC ARMCHAIR THEATRE

Jean Dalrymple's
NewYork City CenterTheatre Company
Franchot Tone, Susan Strasberg,
Myron McCormick, Ann Sheridan,
Scott McKay, Larry Blyden,
Rita Gam, Arnold Moss,
Paula Laurence, George Mathews,
Lonny Chapman, Clifton James,
and Dan Dailey,

The Critics Rave
*A resounding success1
BAILY MAIL

*The most exciting piece
of television theatre
that itv has given us
this season'
BAILY MIRROR

* Viewers... had the time
of their lives last night '
DAILY HERALD

*A redly memorable

Leonard Dyle, Billy M. Greene, Will Kuluva, Samuel Benskin,
Claire Waring, Betty Bartley, Florence Mitchell,
Fred Kareman, Art Ostrin, Charles K. Robinson
and Director Phillip Saville and designer Voytek for tv’s greatest
' drama success-Saroyan’s ‘The Time Of Your Life’ a special
ABC Armchair Theatre presentation on Sunday October 20th

television drama occasion'
DAILY TELEGRAPH

1Unusual degree of fluency and polish'
THE TIMES

*1 don't know when
I enjoyed a play more?
THE SUNDAY TIMES

from Sydney Neuman, Producer and Head of Drama
Britain*s ab c Television Network

Britain’s ABC Television Network
WEEKEND PROGRAMME COMPANY IN THE NORTH AND MIDLANDS
A MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED BRITISH PICTURE CORPORATION
I HANOVER SQUARE, LONDON WI
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
.By HERM SCHOENFELD.
LY” (Singular!) is a typical rocker
delivered in equally typical style
by this combo. It lacks a fresh
slant. “SASSY FRAN” 'Singulart)
is cuter material with better
chances.
Art Lund (Coral): “PHILADEL¬
PHIA, U.S.A.” (Southern*), a

Sammy Davis Jr. (Decca): “I
NEVER GOT OUT OF PARIS”
(Lincoln*) is a standout piece of
performance material which will
be around for a long time whether
or not it makes the current best¬
seller lists.
“THAT’S ANNA”
(United Artists**, from the “Anna

Best Bets
THE PLATTERS...SMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES
(Mercury) . ,.No Matter Who You Are
The Platters' “Smoke Gets In Your Eyes" (T. B. Harms*) brings
back the oldie with a superb lead: vocal by Tony Williams. The
kids will rediscover some great material via this entry. “No Matter
What You Are" (AMC*) is an okay current ballad.
*

*

LAWKENCE WELK
_

*

Presents His Newest Album
“THE LENNON SISTERS”
(Brunswick Album No. 54039)

GOBY DIJON.....
.1 GO
FOR SALE” (DeSylva, Brown &
(Epic).Locked In The Arms of Love
Coby Dijon's “I Go” (Ludlow^*) bows this Latin American crooner
in the U.S. market with a swinging number showcasing a sock
talent. “Locked In The Arms of Love" (Mohumentfj is a solid
ballad which should share the spins.
*

*

* *

MARK MURPHY...BELONG TO ME
(Capitol) ... ..Dont’ Cry My Love
Marie Murphy's “Belong To Me" (Chappell*) is a standout piece
of material in a compelling performance due to spark wide at¬
tention. “Don't Cry My Love" (Paxton*) is another unusually
fine ballad with excellent commerical chances.
*

*

*

BOB SCOBEY’S FRISCO JAZZ BAND. .DIXIE
(RCA Victor).Floating Down To Cotton Town
Bob Scobey’s “Dixie" (p.d.) Is a colorful and catching instru¬
mental With a hot juke potential. “Floating Dorvn To Cotton Town”
(Mayfair*} is an okay jazzy uptempo entry with ensemble vocal
chorus.
*

*

*

SHEB WOOLEY. .SANTA & THE PURPLE PEOPLE EATER
(MGM).Star of Love
Sheb Wooley's “Santa and The Purple People Eater" (Cordialfr)
is a good bid for the seasonal market with a novelty idea that
clicked earlier this year. “Star of Love" (Cordialr) is a pleasant
ballad.
*
*
*

SONNY MOON ORCH.COUNTDOWN
(Warner .Bros.).Remembering
Sonny Moon Orchrs “Countdown” (Walley Entertainment*) is
a sharply executed instrumental, with somt incidental lyrics, with
a timely peg which will pull the kids. “Rememb’ring" (Bourne*),
the oldie, turns up in a nifty arrangement.
*

*

*

CAROL HUGHES.DON’T FORGET I LOVE YOU
(Dot)....
The Bass
Carol Hughes' “Don’t Forget I Love You" (Royalty?) is an
excellent ballad with a fine lyric which this songstress builds into
a highly promising commercial entry. “The Bass" (Royalty?) is
a fair novelty idea.
Lucasta” pic. is a well-written piece
of material which spotlights the
film’s theme.
Roy Orbisou (RCA Victor):
“SWEET AND INNOCENT” (TreeTune*» is a pleasing juve-angled
number handled in appealing style
by this rockabilly artist.
“SEEMS TO ME” lAcuff-Roset v is
a so-so slow ballad.
The Jazz Combo (United Artists*:
“THEME FROM ‘I WANT TO
LIVE’ ” (United Artists*) is a fine
jazz instrumental spotlighting
Gerry Mulligan’s baritone sax.
Solid change - of - pace fare.
“BLACK NIGHTGOWN” (United
Artists**, from the same pic, is a
swinging entry in the modern
idiom which the kids may pick up.
David Rose Orch (MGM): “HOW
HIGH THE MOON” (Chappell*) is
another standard returning with a
beat in a lush setting which should
give it a new round of juke spins.
“STROLL ALONG” (St, Law¬
rence*) is another nifty instru¬
mental with a penny-whistle sound
and a dancing beat.
Mickey Leonard Orch (Prince):
“INTERMISSION RIFF-PART 1
& 2” (Goldsen*) is a strong instru¬
mental by a big band, plus organ.
It swings on one side and rocks
on the other, for across-the-board
impact.
LaVem Baker (Atlantic): “D1XA-BILLY™ (Sounds*) is a bright
novelty dance item socked across
in top form by this rocking song¬
stress. “I CRIED A TEAR” (Pro¬
gressive*) is in a familar rocking
ballad groove.
Jean Shepard (Capitol): “I
WANT TO GO WHERE NO ONE
KNOWS ME” (Oceanic*), a ballad
with a good idea, is belted very ef¬
fectively by this country song¬
stress. “JUST ANOTHER GIRL”
(Central Songs*) is a more con¬
ventional entry.
Dorothy Squires (London):
“TORREMOLINOS”
(Chappell*),
lilting Latin-st’led number, is
slickly projected by this British
thrush for solid impact.
“I’LL
CLOSE MY EYES” (Maurice*) is
a class ballad also well delivered.
Danny & Th? Juniors (ABCParamount): “I -FEEL SO LONE-

Henderson*), a fine oldie,. returns
in a potent version which should
give it. a new round of spins.
The DeJohn Sisters (Sunbeam):
“DQ DIE” (Sunbeamf), a bright
novelty based on a popular street
song, is given a catching rendition
by this vocal combo. “WEDDING
POSTPONED” (Sunbeamf) is fa¬
miliar tear-iearking stuff.
Mark -Dinning (MGM): “THE
BLACKEYED GYPSY” (AcuffRoset) is a charming melody slick¬
ly handled by this singer. Fits
rights into the current folk cycle.
“SECRETLY IN. LOVE WITH
YOU” (Acuff-Roset) is a conven¬
tional ballad.
Linda &
Roberta
(Junior):
“GROWPf UP” (Kernpta*) is a cute
juve-angled entry harmonized in
typical commercial rocking style
by this duo. “I’M IN LOVE WITH
YOU” (Kempta*) is a fair ballad.
Billy Watkins (Arwin): “CON¬
VINCE ME” (Daywin*), a good
ballad with a light rbeking beat,
gets an arresting vocal by this
upper-register tenor. Could pick
up a lot of spins. “THIS . IS ME
LOVING YOU” (Artists*) is an¬
other promising entry in the same
groove.
Bill Lawrence (Freedom): “CAR¬
IBBEAN” (American*), a bounc¬
ing number, is a solid showcase for
this dry-voiced country-type singer
with an offbeat impact.
“HEY
BABY” (Congressional*) is rou¬
tine rocking material.
Bibi Johns (Decca): “TEACH
ME THE ■ DANCE OF LOVE”
(Robbins*), a cha cha number with
a fresh idea, is delivered in ap¬
pealing style by this German song¬
stress.
Could be big.
“THE
RICKY-TICK SONG” (Mermaid*)
is an okay novelty entry with a
German lyric.
A1 Green (Fargo): “I NEVER
HAD A CHANCE” (Berlin*), an
oldie, is sold strongly in contem¬
porary style by this deep-toned
rocking vocalist. “THE GIRL I
LOVE” (Instant-Miller*) is an in¬
teresting romantic ballad in a
spiritual format.

rhythm number which could put
Philly onto the song map, gets a
strong vocal by Art Lund and
chorus. “MAM’SELLE” (Feist*),
the oldie, turns up in a good
straight workover.
Frankie Laine (Co lumbi a):
“WHEN I SPEAK YOUR NAME”
(Leeds*), an excellent ballad with a
beat, gets a stylish vocal which vo¬
cal could put Frankie Laine back
into the hit lists. “A COTTAGE *ASCAP.

PShiety

*BMI.

Rise Stevens - Robert Merrill:
“The Chocolate Soldier” (RCA Vic¬
tor). A stand-by of the operetta
repertory, Oscar Straus’ “The
Chocolate Soldier” turns up in a
solid new production in this dou¬
ble LP. A crackerjack studio cast,
headed by two Metopera stars,
Rise Stevens and Robert Merrill,
deliver a score memorable for such
songs as “My Hero,” “Falling In
Love,” ‘That Would Be Lovely” and
“Never Was There Such a Lover!”
Jo Sullivan and Peter Palmer head
the supporting cast under Lehman
Engel’s baton. Attractive package
includes photos from past pic and
legit productions and an informa¬
tive historical note by Stanley
Green. It lacks, however, a de¬
tailed rundown of the plot.
Judy Garland: “Judy In Love”
(Capitol). Judy Garland’s distinc¬
tive dramatic touch in her vocaliz¬
ing is fully communicated in this
disk offering and lends a special
impact to this standard songalog,
some of which has been getting a
considerable workout in the pack¬
age field recently.
Backed by
Nelson Riddle’s orch, she delivers
times like “I Can’t Give You Any¬
thing But Love,” “^Hadn’t Any¬
one But You,” “Concentrate On
You,” “I’m Confessin’,” among
others. ’
“Josef Marais & Miranda Revisit
The South African Veld” (Decca).
The South African folk material,
with which this team originally
Clicked in the U.S. about a dozen
years-ago, are brightly reprised in
this set. The charming songalog
includes faves like “Jan Pierirwiet,” “The Zulu Warrior.” “Polly,
Polly.” “Oh, Brandy” and “Henri¬
etta’s Wedding,” among a flock of
others.
Tommy Edwards: “It’s All In
The Game” (MGM). Tommy Ed¬
wards, who’s riding with the click
title song of this LP, is evidently
more than a one-shot singer. He’s*
a solid pop balladeer with a smooth
delivery that depends on no gim¬
micks. This set covers such num¬
bers—-“Please Mr. Sun,” “A Fool
Such as I,” “Mr. Music Man.”
“Love Is A Saicred Thing,” and
other recent vintage numbers.
Henri Rose: “The Fastest Piano
Alive” (Warner Bros.).
Henri
Rose, a French-bom pianist active
on the U.S. concert circuit, bows
on wax with a display of prodigi¬
ous technique. Whether or not he
rates the title tag, he plays fast
enough. But more importantly.
Rose has a change, of pace and he
can also deliver in a lush keyboard
groove which has proved to be
consistently commercial on wax.
It’s a rich-sounding collection
ranging over numbers like “I Get
A Kick Out of You,” “All The
Things You Are,” “Mad About The
Boy” and other standards.
Ernie Heckscher: “At The Fabu¬
lous Fairmont” (Verve).
Ernie
Heckscher, the San Francisco so¬
ciety band maestro, again dishes
up a deftly done dance package, a
sequel to his click “Dance Atop

JO Best Sellers on Coin Machines.

Nob Hill.” Like in the previous
set, Heckscher adheres to a for¬
mula of bright and simple dance
tempos in medley formations cov¬
ering about 30 familiar oldies.
Earl Bostic: “Sweet Tunes of the
Fantastic ’50s” (King). Earl Bos¬
tic, who heads a hard rocking
combo, switches to ballad material
in this package, but with a pro¬
nounced beat. Bostic’s orch rocks
such class hits as “Unchained
Melody,” “Ebb Tide,” “Autumn
Leaves” and “Three Coins In The
Fountain,” with his sax in the lead.
The dancing kids will go for it.
Walter Scharf Orch: “Passion”
(Jubilee). A collection of Latin
melodies played in excellent style
by a large string orch give this LP
a high commercial gloss. Added to
the musical features is one of those
semi-nude jacket photos for eye¬
catching appeal.
Scharf batons
the symph-sized orch through a
collection of his own compositions
with such titles as “Tango of
Love,” “Tango of Desire,” "Tango
of Emotions,” “Tango of Hope”
and, for variation, “Conga Flute”
and “Sub Rhumba.”
Harry Breuer Quintet: “Mallet
Mischief” (Audio Fidelity). Harry
Breuer, an expert percussionist on
instruments like the vibraharp,
glockenspiel and marimba, dishes
up another series of offbeat sounds
in this LP. Breuer explores the
subtleties of his various instru¬
ments in a crisply recorded set
that includes material like “Hora
Staccata,” “Down Home Rag.”
‘Pavanne” and a flock of originals
by Breuer.
A1 Goodman. Orch: “Roberta”
(Camden). An example of the bar¬
gains available on low-priced LPs
is this rundown of the including
songs from both the original legit
and pic versions, “Roberta.” Un¬
der the baton of A1 Goodman, this
set is performed by a capable cast
featuring Ray Charles. Eve Young,
Jimmy Carroll, Marion Bell and
The Guild Choristers. Although
not a new recording, it’s a clean¬
sounding platter all the way.
Perry Como: “When Ydu Come
To The End of A Day” (RCA Vic¬
tor). This should -have a broad
family ' market.
Perry Como,
whose popularity cuts across age
barriers, delivers a program of
religioso-inspirational songs with
widespread appeal.
With his
usual relaxed style, ConTb sings
numbers like “He’s Got The Whole
World In His Hands,” “May The
Good Lord Bless and Keep You,”
“A Still Small Voice,” “Scarlet Rib¬
bons,” “In The Garden” and others.
Louis Prima: “Strictly Prima”
(Capitol). A stand-by in Las Vegas
for some time, Louis Prima and
his organization again get some of
that effervescence into the groove.
Recorded at the Sahara lounge,
this LP features Prima’s swinging
trumpet and superb vocals on num¬
bers like "Judy,” “Five Months,
Two, Weeks, Two Days,” “That’s
My Home,” “Sing, Sing, Sing,”
“Gotta See Baby Tonight,” “Feli¬
cia No Capicia”. and others.
Della Reese: “Amen” (Jubilee).
Della Reese comes off well in the
switch from pop ballads to religiosos. The gospel crowd will take
to her and the Meditation Singers
with Ernestine Rundless who assist
in a way that ought to make this
a good property for the upcoming
Yule season. She gets enough con¬
viction and emotion into the reper¬
toire to keep the handclappers
clapping.
Herm.

1. IT’S ONLY MAKE BELIEVE (5) ....
Z. TOPSY (7)
3. IT’S ALL IN THE GAME (9) .....

Conrad Twitty .MGM
Cozy Cole .....Love
Tammy Edwards.MGM

4. TOM DOOLEY (4) ......

Kingston Trio.Capitol

5. CHANTILLY LACE (3) ...
6. TEA FOR TWO CHA CHA (8) ....
7. I’VE GOT A FEELING (2) ....

Big Bopper .Mercury
Dorsey-Covingtoh.Decca
Ricky Nelson ..Imperial

Bard College in Second
Jazz Festival Not. 14-15

8. THE END (3) ..........
9. ROCKIN’ ROBIN (2) .........

Earl Grant ......Decca
Bobby Day ...-.Class

Bard College, at Annandale-onHudson, N.Y., is sponsoring its
second annual Jazz Festival for stu¬
dents and the public Nov. 14-15.
Project, which is unique in the
academic field, will combine guest
appearances by top jazzmen and
some college combos as well as
talks by a group of critics.
Guest will include performers
Max Roach, Jimmy Giuffre, Kenny
Dorham, Helen Merrill, Barry
Miles, Ron Erwin’s Seldom Fed
Five, Ron Jefferson- and Bob Gor¬
don’s trio. Among the critics will
be John S. Wilson, Bill Coss, Dom
Cerulli, John Hammond, Martin
Williams, Nesuhi Ertegun and
Torfa Dowd. :

10. DAY THE RAINS CAME (1)

......{Raymond LeFevre.£app
l Jane Morgan.Kapp

Second Group
BEEP BEEP ..... ..
CIMARRON ........
TO KNOW HIM IS TO LOVE HIM.

Playmates . . .Roulette
Billy Vaughn . .Dot
Elvis Presley .
Teddy Bears .

TEARS ON MY PILLOW .....
BIRD DOG ........
NEL BLU DIPINT0 DI BLU........

Imperials .
Everly Bros. .,.. Cadence
Domenico Madugno .

SUSIE DARLIN*
.......
WITH YOUR LOVE ...
LONESOME TOWN

Robin Luke .l..
Jack Scott .... ... Carlton
Ricky Nelson. .. Imperial

I GOT STUNG.....

lFigures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10]
-t ♦ t f-ttw

f»♦ » 4 ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦♦♦>4

NEW RIVERSIDE FLACK
Sylvia Dayiibe has joined River¬
side Records, N. Y. indie label, spe¬
cializing in jazz, as publicity chief.
She fills the spot vacated by Bob
Altschuler. who moved over to
United Artists Records.
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TV PACKS LOW-PRICE LP PUNCH
ASCAP, Radio Industry in Stalemate
In Opening Powwows for New License

M-Fox Records Pitching Global
Release Sked; Setting Rank Tie
With its initial packaged goods-f
product staring to roll off the
Music Mao
presses this month, the. 20th-Fox
label is aiming .for the global
Arnold Shaw
market.
has compiled
According to 20th-Fox disk,
prexy Henry Onorati, the 20th-Fox
label will be able to have a simul¬
A Music Man’s Mad
taneous global release in about 10
Lexicon
countries. Ties already have been
firmed for Australia, Japan, Italy,
which will strike a nerve intraGermany, Switzerland, Italy and
Tln Pan Alley
South Africa.' By next week, it’s
*
.*
expected that a deal will-be signed
with J. Arthur Rank for the repre¬
ana of the many Editorial Features
sentation of the 20th-Fox line in
In the upcoming
Great Britain. The 20th-Fox trade¬
53d Anniversary Number
mark will be retained on the for¬
eign releases with the disk affiliate
of
added to the label. For example,
on the disk release in Great Bri¬
PSriety
tain the label will read "2€th-FoxRank.”
As far as the studio ties go, the
diskery already has set for release
the soundtracks from pix made by
Glenn Miller and Shirley Temple
and from such current releases
as "Roots of Heaven” and "The
Barbarian and The Geisha.” Up¬
coming in the disk-studio tie are
the soundtracks from the filmusical version of Cole Porter’s "CanCan,” Alfred Newman’s score for
"The Diary of Anne Frank” and
The American Guild of Authors
Malcolm Arnold’s score for "The
Inn Of The Sixth Happiness.” His & Composers is now in the process
schedule for 1959 is 50 albums and of drafting new contract proposals
at least 100 singles.
for presentation to the major pub¬
On the singles end, Onorati says
the company will release about lishers later this month. Talks be¬
six a month. He expects to buy tween AGAC (formerly Songwrit¬
masters as well as record his own ers Protective Assn.) and the pub¬
material and will keep the doors lishers have been stalled because
open to all comers although he the latter have insisted that the
plans to put a limit on the number songwriters indicate what they
of rock’n’roll records. He explains want in advance of negotiations.
that he’d rather gamble on the
It’s known that AGAC will ask
longrange take of a "class” disk
than the "quick buck” that may for a tightening up of the pro¬
cedure under which a song is re¬
come with a r’n’r record.
He predicts that the coming turned to the cleffer if the pub¬
year will see more single records lisher fails to adhere , to the con¬
released than ever before by in- tract. At the present time, the
writers have to go through a costly
(Continued on page 50>
legal procedure to get back their
copywright In the major areas of
the writers* cut of mechanicals,
and foreign coin, AGAC is not ex¬
pected to make any substantial
changes in the present basic agree¬
ment.
The new AGAC royalty collec¬
With competition from tape car¬ tion agency, which handles pay¬
tridges due soon, RCA Victor has ments of publishers royalties to
dropped the price on its stereo reel writers, will make its fir St distribu¬
tapes to stimulate sales. New tion Feb. 1, representing the last
schedule ranges from $4.95 for a six months of this year: At the
600-feet reel to $15.95 for an 1,800- present time, 800 AGAC members
foot rule. Previous prices ran from have signed up and it’s expected
$6.95 to $18.95.
that about 1,000 cleffers will be in
Victor’s cartridge tape program, the fold by the end of this year.
which eliminates the need for
threading vi$ the use of a slim
plastic magazine which is simply
placed on the machine, has been
help up by the lack of cartridge
players. Latter are now expected
to be on the market within a few
months, although originally slated
for early in the fall.
Paris, Nov. 4.
The RCA Custom Record divi¬
A new wrinkle here is a combo
sion, meantime, is promoting the
disk-magazine
called
Sonorama,
company’s tape cartridge facilities
for other labels. As the custom which went on sale this week.
Brainchild
of
Claude
Maxe, a
division operates in the disk field,
it will provide a complete cartridge former publicity man, the disks
are
part
of
the
pages
and
are side
seivice, including re-recording and
editing, high-speed duplicating, by side with the reading matter.
Disks
are
made
of
a
new,
cheap
warehousing and shipping, for oth¬
er disk companies and other users plastic. Mag sells for 500 francs
($1.20)
and
will
be
a
monthly
affair.
in the educational or industrial
Maxe hopes' to average 50,000
training field.
copies per month, counting on. its
curio value and demand since it
will give news roundups, regular
music and interviews with per¬
sonalities pf the day.
Six 33 rpm disks, interpersed In
*
Paris, Nov. 11.
the mag format, will give about 40
A mutual aid deal has been set minutes of playing time. First
up here between the top disk com¬ issue has two disks devoted to the
pany, Pathe-Marconi, who also political upheavals of the last few
make radio and video sets and months with real speeches, crowd
phonographs, and Ducretet-Thom- noises, etc., garnered from Radio
son, who have a top electrical Europe. There are also theatrical.
equipment setup but lag in hand¬ talks by Jean-Louis Barrault, an
ling and pressing in their disks. interview with Brigitte Bardot and
Henceforth, Pathe will press, pack¬ her new fiance, songs and patter
age and distribute Ducretet while by Gilbert Becaud and some songs
the latter will manufacture the by The Platters.
Pathe electrical parts.
Sonorama is backed by the
Duretet has top selling singers Hachette Publishing Co. and Vega
in Charles Aznavour, Michele Ar- Disks, with the latter doing, the
naud and .Roger Pierre &- Jean* recording and Hachette printing
Marc Thibault*
■ ,
MKl peckffgiflg^*

AGAC Readies
Pact Proposals
ForPub Talks

Yictor Drops Tape Reel
Prices from $2 to $3;
Custom’s Cartridge Sell

New French Mag Talks
To Readers Via Insert
Of Disk Gab and Song

French Pathe, Ducretet
In Mutual Aid Deal

The impact of a tv showcasing
on disk sales is best reflected on
the supermarket level. That’s the
opinion of. Jim Turnbull, Columbia
Records national sales manager
who’s putting the theory to the
test with a special lowprice album
of "Kiss Me Kate” to tie in with
the NBC-TV showcasing of the
Cole Porter tuner Nov. 20.
Figuring that only a fraction of
the estimated 40,000,000 viewers hit
the regular record retail outlets
while the majority of viewers are
regular supermarket shoppers, the
Col execs are preparing the drive
so that the lowprice sets will be on j
the supermarket counters by the •
time of the telecast.
|
The album, which is in Col’s;
Harmony line, will be grooved by
Mary Mayo and Earl Wrightsonj
with the Glenn Osser orch. Items;
In the Harmony -line retail for
$1.98.
RCA Victor, too, has been cash¬
ing in on the tv-supermarket tie
with its lowprice Camden line. In
the past label has picked up hefty
sales on its albums versions of
"The Red Mill,” "Annie Get Your
Gun,” and "Roberta,” all tied in
with tv specials, and is now prepping a special' lowprice stereo
package of "Kiss Me Kate.” The
stereo "Kate” was cut in England
and will retail on the supermarket
counters for $2.98.
The hot sales racked up by Perry
Como and Phil Harris in the $1.98
field are all a rub-bff from the tv
exposure.

Vmt Scngsmith

Pat Ballard
takes a realistic hard look at the
cold music biz and suggests that

Songsmiths Stop Mooning
About Yesteryear Ballads
If the *Beat’ Generation
Won’t Buy Them
★

★

*

one of the many Editorial Features
in •the upcoming

53d Anniversary Number
of
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Decca9-Mos.Net
Dips to $394,000
Due to U Losses

The American Society of Com¬
posers, Authors & Publishers and
the radio broadcasters have been
unable to come to terms in their
first talks for a new performance
license. Stalemate was indicated in
advance by the fact that the radio
broadcasters wanted a reduction in
ASCAP fees.
Robert T. Mason, chairman of
the all-industry radio music license
committee, told ASCAP negotiators
that the broadcasters were entitled
to a sharp decrease in fees and to
a "substantial improvement” in the
ASCAP licensing terms. Mason
stated that such changes should
be made "in view of the substantial
decrease of net time charges dur¬
ing the past decade and a substan¬
tial decrease in net income for the
same period.” The current licenses
expire at the end of this year.
'Countering the broadcaster’s ■
stance, ASCAP wants to hike its
radio licensing rates. ASCAP execs
are of the ^ opinion that with the
decline of” network radio and
dramatic programming, music has
become increasingly important to
radio. ASCAP execs, moreover,
will point up data showing the ra¬
dio industry to be in one of its
greatest boom periods despite the
competition from video.
More bargaining sessions are due
Dec. 2 and 3. If no agreement Is
reached before the contracts ex¬
pire, the radio outlets can operate
under an interim agreement. If
the stalemate continues indef¬
initely, the radio broadcasters have
(Continued on page 50)

Although Decca’s disk operation
is riding at a healthy clip, the com¬
pany’s consolidated net earnings
for the nine-month period ending
Sept. 30 dropped to $394,353 as
compared with the $3,123,014 net
for the same, period last year.
Basic reason for the 87% drop was
the disk company’s share in the
undistributed losses of its subsid¬
iary, Universal Pictures. Decca
owns ^lightly over 779c of the pic¬
ture company’s stock.
This year’s nine-month net was
equal to 26c per share on the
1.527,401 outstanding shares of
capital stock. That compares with
A new prexy candidate has
earnings of $1,95 per share in the emerged in the election campaign
J. Arthur Rank’s new disk sub- same period last year on 1,602,501 of Local 802, N.Y. unit of American
sid is eyeing a distribution tie with shares.
Federation of Musicians. Eddie
MGM Records. Talks are now un¬
McMullen, an independent with no
der way for the Rank label to han¬
organized group backing, has
dle distribution of the MGM disks
thrown his hat in the ring chal¬
in Great Britain.
lenging incumbent A1 Manuti who’s
Currently the MGM line is rep¬
running for his fourth term.
resented in Britain by EMI (Elec¬
McMullen’s main pitch is sup¬
tric & Musical Industries). There’ll
port for the recent lawsuit, filed by
probably be no final determina¬
attorney Maxwell T. Cohen, against
Columbia Records . has nabbed the New York Police Department’s
tion of the switchover until MGM
prexy Arnold Maxin goes overseas the original cast rights to the CBS- cabaret license setup. McMullen
for in-person talks. Maxin’s trek TV special of “Wonderful Town.” states that Local 802 has failed to
is expected to take place soon after Acquisition puts tuner’s star Rosa¬ fight the invasion of the musicians*
lind Russell in the position of com¬ “constitutional rights” by the po¬
the first of the year.
peting with herself on the same lice.
property. Miss Bussell is repre¬
sented on the original Broadway
cast package of "Wonderful Town”
on the Decca label.
Five-year limitation against re¬
Spotlighting the move-in of new cording the same material for an¬
Hollywood, NoV. 11.
companies into the recording busi¬ other label expired in February of
Three candidates are up to suc¬
ness is the Record Industry Assn, this year so Col has clear sailing
of America’s membership which for the use of Miss Russell on its ceed Eliot Daniel, in for past two
has more than doubled since the original tv cast set. Irving Towns¬ years, as prexy of Local 47, Amer¬
org’s inception five years ago. The end, of Col’s album department, ican Federation of Musicians, fol¬
RIAA membership now totals 65 will conduct the recording sessions lowing latter declining a renomina¬
John Tranchitella, vp of
diskeries. Org was launched in being held this week. The tv shot tion.
1953 with a membership roster of is due Nov. 30 and Col expects to local, heads administration’s slate
have it in the stores before then. as prexy for election of officers in
32 companies.
Jacquely McKeever and Sidney December. Administration lineup
In the past few weeks 14 com¬
panies joined the RIAA fold. They Chaplis are in the televersion with also includes incumbent recording
secretary Max Herman for vp;
are: Bel Canto: Chime; Colpix; Miss Russell.
On the Decca end, a special sales Lou Mayiry, recording secretary;
Elektra; Grand Award; National;
Rex; Sun;. 20th-Fox; Tops; United hypo. is being prepped to tie in and Lee Collins, financial secre¬
Artists, Vanguard, Warner Bros., with the tv showcasing. In addi¬ tary.
tion to Miss Russell, Decca’s pack¬
Ray Toland, spokesman ‘ for the
and Westminster.
age features Edith Adams, George opposing Musicians Guild of
Gaynes and Jordan Bentley. Decca America," also is running for
is not planning to repackage the prexy, as is John te Groen, former
set to build up the new push but is prexy of local. Te Groen is in
relying on such promotional sales race on an independent ticket, as
devices as letters, streqmer^ andJ Is Kelly Sfaugart, former publicity
displays.
" ’
” j director and -editor of Toeal’s
Los Angeles, Nov. 11.
Score for "WonderfuT T<5Wn,”3l paper, who is pitching Tbr- office
A permanent Injunction against which preemed on Broadway in of recording secretause of her professional name, February, 1953, was written by
"Dear Abby,” on a song and re¬ Leonard Bernstein (music) and Bet¬
London’s Xmas Deal
cording by Gordon J. Vanderburg, ty Comden & Adolph Green
head of Souvenir Records, and (lyrics).
London Records is pitching a
Ada Frazer, was granted Pauline
100% return privilege angle to
Phillips,
nationally
syndicated
dealers on its Christmas specials.
Austm s Jazz Story
newspaper columnist, by Superior
In the program are three monaural
Judge Bayard Rhone.
LPs and two stereos.
New Orleans, Nov. 11.
Monaural sets In the program
Singer-composer Gene Austin
Miss Phillips, who previously
are
Mantovani's "Christinas Car¬
and
his
press
representative,
had won a restraining order against
such use, has been in active nego¬ George Maines, were in town last ols,” "Christmas Greetings From
Germany”
and "Christmas In Ger¬
week
to
ready
Austin’s
new
operet¬
tiation with motion picture, tv and
many.” The stereos are the Man-,
legit producers as well as song¬ ta, "The Jazz Story.”
tovani
package
and the "Christmas
Show
is
due
to
go
into
rehearsal
writers on deals for her name, acGreetings From'<*ermany” set.

Indie Candidate Throws
Hat in Local 802 Ring
As Rival to A1 Manuti

MGM, Rank Talk

Distrib Tie-Up

Col’s ‘Wonderful Town’
Set Has Roz Competing
With Her Decca B’wayLP

RIAA DISKERY ROSTER
GOES FROM 32 TO 65

Columnist’s Suit K3I$
‘Dear Abby* Song Title

3 Candidates Vying
For Local 47 Prez Spot

46
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MUSIC

Inside Stuff-Music

ASCAP ON
Boffo British Gait (or 45s and 33s; BMI VS.
D.C. PARTY CIRCUIT
$22,860,800 Take as 78s Dive 50%
London, Nov. 4. 4
While the sale of 78 rpm disks
The Aluminum Age
Is dwindling, the boom in 45s and
33s is increasing. Latest statistics
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
compiled by the Board of Trade up
First aluminum album jacket
to the end of August show that
will be introduced on the mar¬
combined sales for. the year, at
ket by Columbia Records the
$22,960,000, are only 2% below last
last week in January, Process
year’s total. Over one-quarter of
was developed by Alcoa, with
the volume of production was sold
Columbia first aboard.
in the export markets.
Since Alcoa can turn the
jackets out in two tones, sil¬
In the months of July and Au¬
ver and gold-tinted. Colum¬
gust the sales of 45s were more
bia’s initial aluminum release
than double last year’s, but 78s had
will b*e a Dominic Frontiere
dropped by more than 50%. In the
album, “Lover’s Gold,” wnth
same period there was a slight im¬
the liner, naturally, to come in
provement in the total of 33s sold.
the gold tint.
In these two months 3,610,000
45s were sold, against 1,643,000 in
the same two months of 1957; while
the volume of 78s dropped from
6,688,000 in 1957 to 3,195.000 in
July and August this year. LPs im¬
proved from 1,798,000 in July and
Jubilee Records is jumping into
August of 1957 to 1,872,000. .
the stereo single field with a new
The cash value of all disks sold series to be known as the Diamond
in July and August this year has Jubilee Stereophonic Series. Jubi¬
dipped by nearly $400,000 to a total lee toppers, prexy Jerry Blaine and
of approximately $4,877,000. The veepee Morty Palitz set deals with
volume, exported, however, at just Seeburg, Rock-O-la and Wurlitzer
under $1,400,000, was $25,000 bet¬ for juke exposure.
ter than in the previous year. Since
In the initial Jubilee stereo 45
the beginning of the year the cash rpm release will be etchings by
value of disks sold has exceeded Don Rondo, Della Reese, Bobbj’
$22,500,000, a drop of around $400,- Sherwood’s orch, Mark Monte &
000 for the same period in the pre¬ His Continentals and ’ a duet disk
vious year. All sales values are ex¬ by Della Reese and Kirk Stuart.
clusive of purchase tax.
RCA Victor is also making a se¬
ries of stereo singles available for
jukeboxes.

JUBILEE GOES STEREO
FOR JUKEBOX DISKS

‘Jazz for Moderns’ Pulls
Solid $17,400 Gross
In Carnegie Hall Date

H G In Pitt
Pittsburgh. Nov. 11.
“Jazz for Moderns” jamm°d the
3.800-seat Syria Mosane for its
one-nighter last week, netting
slightly over $11,000 at $4.95 top.
Wallach Narrates UA Set
•Eli. Wallach set by United Art¬
ists to narrate “The Gift of the
Magi,” with music by Dick Adler.
Set features vocalists Sally Ann
Howes and Allen Case.

Washington, Nov. 11.
Broadcast Music Inc., by habit
fighting to upstage the American
Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers in Washington, has a
big night planned for the Capital
press corps Friday (14).
BMI is producing the show' for
the second annual National Press
Club Black Tie Ball, biggest dance
of the season. -Signed are Nelson
Eddy and Gail Sherwood, come¬
dian Orson Bean, guitarist Chet
Atkins and Sidney’s Society
Orchestra.
It was BMI which suggested and
put across the Black Tie Ball,
launched. last year, .to have some¬
thing at the National Press Club
that was dressier and fancier than
ASCAP’s annual luncheon, a club
feature for many years. ASCAP
brings big-name composers and
(sometimes) top vocalists for the
noontime event.

Broadcast Music Inc. has reached into its archives and come up
with several major literary items in the children’s book field for an
exhibition at the Library of Congress in Washington. Exhibition which
began during Children’s Book Week, will run through end of year.
Items on display include original autograph, illustrated manuscripts
by the author, of “Ola Mother Hubbard”; manuscript of “Mary Had
a Little Lamb” as well as the works of “The Death of Poor Cock
Robin,” “What is all the World Made Of,” manuscripts and first edi¬
tion of “Parade of the Wooden Soldiers” and lithographed music
sheets of the mid-1800’s dealing with children’s songs.
- -

Walt Disney’s pioneering efforts in the field of stereophonies will
be heard at the International High Fidelity Music Festival in Wash¬
ington Feb. 5^8. Sections from “Fantasia” and its stereo soundtrack
recorded by the Philadelphia Orchestra under Leopold Stokowski in
1938 will be lent for special showings during the festival Exhibition
Troy, N. Y, Nov. 11.
Roger Williams, making the will feature over 250 hi-fi equipment products and records.
third stop on a 37-date tour,
Claude Hammerston, the Ottawa Citizen’s record columnist, and
grossed $2,800 in the 1,250-seat
Troy Music Hall, at $2.50 and his wife, who also works for that paper, lost their home for the sec¬
$3.50, Nov. 2, under the aegis of ond time in 36 years. In 1922 they wrere burned out in the fire that
Ted Bayly, local promoter.
destroyed the city of Haile'ybury, Ont. On Oct. 25 they were blown
It w'as the fargest attendance out of their downtown Ottawa apartment by the gas-started blast
of any Bayly had yet registered which wrecked the Odeon Theatre.
with Sunday shows in a house best
Roulette Records has tied in with the Samuel French Publishing Co.
known for the presentation of longto promote its CoStar subsid label. Diskery is using French’s exclusive
hair tnusic.
The Quiet Men support the re¬ mailing list of college drama organizations and little theatre groups
cording artist on the tour, w’hich to pitch the CoStar aisks, a record acting game which enables the
buyer to act out scenes opposite pros.
will go from Coast to Coast.

Roger Williams Pulls
$2,800 in Troy Date

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS

“Jazz For Modems,” a touring
unit packaged by Joe Glaser’s As¬
sociated Booking Corp., hit New
York’s Carnegie Hall last Friday
night (7) in a double-header per¬
formance that racked up a solid ;
$17,400 gross. First show at 8:30 :
p.m. was a near capacity at a $4.75
top, but the jazz buffs are appar- j
ently early-to-bedders and the!
midnight attendance sagged.
j
The package, emceed by Leon- [
ard Feather in a terse and literate jj
style, has been put together as a j
jazz display in its solo, small!
combo, big band and vocal aspects.
As such it shapes as an interesting
attempt at programmed jazz, al¬
though, as always, the individual
performances, are what count.
Leading off. Sonny Rollins,
backed by a rhythm duo, delivered
the standout performance of the
night, exhibiting a clean, virile
tone on his tenor sax and taking
off on some superb improvisations.
Rollins should be spotted later in;
the showr rather than providing;
the high spot at the outset.
\
Top name on the show w’as Dave \
Brubeck’s quartet, wth Paul Des- ? j
mond on alto sax, a combo which;;
as achieved wide popularity via |
disks. The familiar Brubeck heavy ;
piano styling is unchanged while ;
Desmond still emits pretty and j
fragile sounds from his instru-1
ment. A relative newcomer to j
the group is drummer Joe Morello j
who’s given his reins on a long.
drum solo. This was an unusual j
display of commercial showman- j
ship for such a serious group.
Second half of' the concert spot- j
lighted trumpeter Maynard Fergu- j
son’s 13-piece band. Ferguson,!
who
up in the Stan ^Kenton
school, tends to screech on his ;
horn and his band also indulges in ;
frantic noise-making. The band.!
how'ever, is capable of controlled i
dynamic effects which should be j
exoloited more. Winding up the
bill are The Four Freshman, a
vocal-instrumental combp, which
are midway between jazz and pop.
This group features tricky vocal
arrangements which frequently
register as affected.
Herm.

g Vv

The Ninth Nathan Burkan Copyright Law Symposium, sponsored
by the American Society of ‘ Composers, Authors & Publishers, has
been published this week by Columbia U. Press. Selected for publica¬
tion were five papers dealing with such subjects as unfair use of liter¬
ary works, international copyrights, the use of experts in infringe¬
ment suits, and the protection of textile designs. Tw'o top prize-win¬
ners were Arthur Rosett for his paper, “Burlesque as Copyright In¬
fringement,” and Gus T. McConnell for his essay, “The Effect of the
Universal Copyright Convention on Other International Conventions."
The competition has been sponsored by ASCAP for the past 20 years
in honor of the Society’s first general counsel.

J
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Survey of retail album best
sellers based on reports from lead¬
ing stores and showing comparative
ratings for this week and last.

S i %
National
Rating
This Last
wk, wk.
1

1

2

2

3

3

4

5

5

4

6

10

7

7

8

9

9

6

10

8

11

19

12

11

13

23

14

15

15

14

16

14

17

..

18

..

19

16

20

12

21

24

22

25

23A 21
23B

..

25

..

5

I

I

>

®

L-

I SB 1

M

©
*
£
Artist, Label, Title__
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Only the Lonely (W 1053).1
SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
Soundtrack (LOC 1932). .. 5
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
Sing Along With Mitch (CL 1160)..... 6
VAN CLIBURN (Victor)
Tchaikousky Concerto (LM 2250). 2
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
Kingston Trio (T 996)...
.AHMAD JAMAL (Argo)
But Not For Me (LP 628)...
3
GIGI (MGMi
Soundtrack (E 3641)......_T..
RAY CONIFFTColumbia)
Concert in Rhythm (CL 1163)...
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Johnny’s Greatest Hits (CL 1133). 7
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Swing Softly (CL 1165).....
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
More Sing Along With Mitch (CL 1243)
MUSIC MAN (Capitol)
Original Cast (WAB 990)..; 8
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
Original Cast (CL 5090)..
10
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
;
Cole Espanol (W 1031) ....
PAT BOONE (Dot)
Stardust (DLP 3118)...
SOUTH PACIFIC (Columbia)
Original Cast (B 2579-80)....
FOUR FRESHMEN (Capitol)
Voices in Love (T1074).
DAKOTA STATON (Capitol)
“
Dynamic (T 1054)....
..
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
King Creole (LPM 1884)..
4
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
Sings the Blues (LC 1006).
ROGER WILLIAMS 'Kapp)
Fabulous Century (KXL 5005).
ROBERT RUSSEL BENNETT (Victor)
Victory at Sea, Vol II (LM 2226)..
LAWRENCE WELK (Brunswick)
Presents Dick Kessner (BR 54044).
TAB HUNTER (WB)
Tab Hunter (W 1221)...
SHEARING-STATON (Capitol) .
In the Night (T 1003).....

•
2

2

9

1

4

7

775537
3

1

6

2

1

12
10

4

1

5

2
7

8

1

8

8

6

3

1

7

1

6 127
5

84

1

77

3

16

5
2

4

4

2

2

2

6

6

5
7

10

8

6

5

4

2

1

7

9

9

....

10

4

7

48
j4?

2

39
31
26

8

1

4

52

5

3

4

53

49

5

1
7.

_8

2

3
1

64
54

7
8

s

9

2

3

1

24>
8

19
17

9

3

15

10

13
9

12

4

10
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Hula Hoops Roll
O’seasinTieups
With Disk Names
Tokyo; Nov. 4.
Japan, which echoes American
musical fads, kicked off a hula
hoop campaign that promises to
have the nation wriggling in short
order, Steve Allen’s "Hula Hoop”
on Dot and Betty Johnson’s "Hoop¬
la Hula” on Atlantic will he re¬
leased here in November to cash
in. Campaign here is being waged
by ~Lmemar Ltd., Japan, a sub¬
sidiary of Louis Marx & Co. which
manufacturers the hoops.
A unit of eight high school girls
were recruited, trained and uni¬
formed to give demonstrations of
hoop dancing at schools, parks, etc.,
in shows of about 30 minutes.
Conny Hoops In Germany
Frankfurt, Nov. 4.
Latching onto the latest Ameri¬
can gimmick that has just started
to sweep through Germany is sing¬
er Conny Froebess, one of Ger¬
many’s top recording stars.
Leading stores throughout the
land are selling the well-known
Hula-Hoops, but here designated
“Conny Hoops,” and with each one
goes an autographed photo of the
singer with a plea to hear her
latest records and watch for her
new Constantin film, "Wenn die
Conny mit dem Peter” (When
Connie and Peter ...) in which she
co-stars with singer Peter Kraus.
Idea was masterminded by Ger¬
many’s Polydor platter firm.

British Disk Bestsellers

MUSIC

WSM DISK JOCKEY FETE
I LINES UP 2-DAY AGENDA

N
London, Nov. 11.
Bird Dog.Everly Bros.
(London)
It’s All In Game ... .Edwards
(MGM)
Stupid Cupid . .Francis
(MGM)
Move It .Richard
(Columbia)
Come Prims .........Marini
(Durium)
Hoots Mon.. .Rockingham XI
(Decca)
A Certain Smile..... .Mathis
(Fontana)
King Creole .Presley
(RCA)
More Than Ever. .M. Vaughan
(HMV)
Born Too Late-Ponl-Tails
(HMV)

Suspend Pre-Trial Quiz in Cleffer-BMI
Suit; Role of Special Master Queried

Nashville, Nov. 11.
WSM-sponsored National Coun-.
try Music Disk Jockey Festival
will kick off Nov. 21 with a wel¬
-+ Pre-trial examinations have been
come from Tennessee governortemporarily suspended in the suit
elect Buford Ellington and a Everything Clear, Now?' of the 33 ASCAP songwriters
speech by Matthew J. Culligan,
against Broadcast Music Inc. and
The Record Industry Assn,
exec viceprez of the NBC radio
the major networks. Former Fed¬
of America has come up with
network. Two-day conclave will
eral Judge Harold M. Kennedy,
an approved definition of a
be joined to celebration of "Grand
who is sitting as special master in
stereophonic record. Accord¬
Ole Opry’s” 33 d anni.
the case, ruled in a favor of the
ing to the RIAA standard, "a
suspension
over last weekend,
Later in the opening day, at a
true stereophonic disk record
pending the decision of Federal
Festival workshop, one of the
has two distinct orthogonal
Judge
Edward
Weinfeld on the de¬
speakers will be George R. Marek,
modulations derived from an
fendants’ motion to dismiss the
original live recording in
veep and general manager of the
case. Kennedy substantially agreed
RCA Victor record division. That
which a minimum of two
with songwriters’ attorney John
separate channels were em¬
night, just-incepted Country Mu¬
Schulman that the case should be
ployed.”
sic Assn, will bow at an inaugural
held
in balance until the outcome
ball in the Andrew Jackson Hotel.
The RIAA’s engineering
of the motion to dismiss was
committee recommended that
Country music artist Roy Acuff,
known.
all stereo disks which conform
now touring Europe and Africa
Since this motion may not be de¬
to the RIAA definition be so
with his Smokey Mountain Boys,,
cided for months, BMI attorneys
identified.
is slated to address the Fest by
asked
for a continuation of the
radio from Germany. Windup on
pre-trial exams to expedite the suit.
Saturday night will be in Ryman
The
BMI
attorneys, however,
Auditorium for the 998th airing
agreed to a suspension only under
of "Grand Ole Opry.”
the condition that they not be
accused by the plaintiffs of trying
Getting in front of the Christ¬ to delay the case, a charge that has
... Is a Horrid Word
mas rush, RCA Victor is launching already been made against them.
Portland, Me., Nov. 11.
a big LP promotion aimed at the In ruling against the continuation
Rock and roll took a beating at Thanksgiving holiday. Campaign of hearings, Kennedy gave BMI a
the district convention of the Na¬ is centering on Perry Como’s new ©lean bill of health on the charges
tional Federation of Music Clubs package, "When You Come To The of dilatory tactics on this point.
In what may *prove ta be the
here. While the dread word was End of A Day,” comprising pop¬
most significant development, song¬
never used, the meaning was clear ular inspirational songs.
writers’
attorney John Schulman
as members "from Maine, Massa¬
The LP will be spotlighted via
chusetts, Rhode Island and Con¬ heavy consumer press advertising argued that Kennedy no longer
his
juirsdiction
i nthe case.
necticut described the hep stuff as and video commercials and will
He pointed out that the motion to
"music teen-agers seem to favor” represent one of Victor’s most con¬
dismiss
in
effect
removed the case
and "trash you hear on the radio.” centrated efforts behind a single
All the delegates agreed that album. It’s figured the campaign from Kennedy’s control and put
it
Into
the
hands
of Judge Wein¬
something ought to be done, about will carry over into the Christmas feld. Kennedy turned
down this
the current trend in popular music. market and beyond.
argument In making his ruling to
discontinue the pre-trial testimony.

MGM TO SELL
VIA DEALER ‘SHOWS’
MGM Records is doing a repeat
performance of its audio-visual fall
album presentation—but this time
for dealers. Last month, the diskery execs hit the road with its slide
and patter pitch to introduce the
fall line to Its distributor outlets;
Dealer shows are being set up at
the Colony Restaurant, Hartford;
the Carlton House, Pittsburgh, the
Warwick, Philadelphia, and the
Lafayette, Buffalo. MGM expects
to continue to present these slide
programs with each new album re¬
lease. Next new presentation is
scheduled for January.

RCA BEATS XMAS RUSH
ON COMO LP CAMPAIGN

William C. Sleppy named as east
coast rep for Theodore Presser
Music, Bryn Mawr, Pa., firm spe¬
cializing in standard material.

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Kansas City Philharmonic
Near Sellout (and Black)
In Sensational Spurt

Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports Obtained from,leading stores in
20 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.

National
Rating
This £.ast wk. wk.
Artist, Label, Title

~1—

22
10

13

13

18

14
15

16

16A 10
16B 19
18A ..
18B 15
20

17

21A ...
21B 21
21C .
24A
24B

COZY COLE (Love)
Topsy ...
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
Tom Dooley .
CONWAY TWITTY (MGM)
It’s Only Make Believe _
TEDDY BEARS (Dore)
-To Know Him Is To Love Him.
TOMMY EDWARDS (MGM)
It’s All in the Game..
BIG BOPPER (Mercury)
Chantilly Lace.
DORSEY-COVINGTON (Decca)
Tea For Two Cha Cha ...;.
PLAYMATES (Roulette)
Beep, Beep.
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
I Got Stung ....
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
Lonesome Town ..
EARL GRANT (Decca)
The End .
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
I’ve Got A Feeling ...
BOBBY DARIN (Atco)
Queen of the Hop.
SAM COOKE (Keen)
Win Your Love For Me.
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
One Night ..
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
CaU Me ....y....
RAYMOND LeFEVRE (Kapp)
Day The Rains Came ........
JONI JAMES (MGM)
There Goes My Heart
KALIN TWINS (Decca)
Forget Me Not ...
ESQUIRES (Paris)
Hideway .
IMPERIALS (End)
Tears on My Pillow
APPLEJACKS (Cameo)
Mexican Hat Rock... .,
AMES BROS. (Victor)
Pussy Cat ..
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
Cimarron —.
AMES BROS. (Victor)
No One But You .....

3

2
1

9

1

3

3

6

10

2

8

7

9

6

1

5

..

..

5

1

..

3

1

1

..

14
2

2

5

6

2

4

2

3

..

3

2

10

2

1

3

5..

2..

..

6

6

4

1

7

..

3
7

5

8

..

8

..

4

8

..

4

1

8

.. ...

3

..

2

10

1

8

..

5

6

..

8

..

..

2

-3

9

7..

4..

4

7

9..

3

3

10

6

7

9

..

8

10

..

1

94

4

3

57

8

33

5

23

..

22

„_19

9
5

..

.. 107

86
1

10

3

2 139
...113

3
10

6

47

5

_17

10

..

16

♦.

15

..

14

6 , 14

..
..

10

5

..
..

7

10

12
12
10

Kansas City, Nov. 11.
For the first time in its history
the Kansas City Philharmonic
Orchestra is beginning its sea¬
son with a subscription list virtual¬
ly sold out. On that note the open¬
ing concert in tbe Music Hall to¬
night (Tues.) is orie Gf the most
fortuitous in the history of the
orchestra association, according to
Paul L. Willson, president. Sub¬
scription list hit the 2,400 mark, a
feat never before, achieved.
Music Hall seats 2,572 persons.
Orchestra also is within sign of
black ink, with a deficit of only
about $8,000.

BOB KORNHEISER INTO
-ATLANTIC’S SALES SPOT
Bob Komheiser is the new sales
manager at Atlantic Records. He
replaces Lester Lees who recently
moved over to a similar spot at
United Artists Records.
In taking the Atlantic post, Kornheiser is winding up a three-year
tenure as sales manager for the
Cadence label. Archie Bleyer,
Cadence prexy, has not yet set a
replacement.
Kornheiser takes
over the desk at Atlantic next
Monday (17).

WB’s Sub Service
Hollywood. Nov. 11.
Warner Bros. Records is instal¬
ling a new subscription service for
radio and television stations. Un¬
der the program, radio and tv out¬
lets, in addition to FM stations
throughout the country can .now
subscribe to a plan whereby they
will receive a guaranteed mini¬
mum of 60 albums annually. The
service is also available in diskery’s Vitaphonic stereo as well as
monaural Ip albums.
Cost of the . service is $15 per
quarter year for regular LPs, or
$22.50 per quarter for stereo. This
new service will not affect the
regular deejay service supplied by
WBR. It’s aimed at the stations
and outlets that are not now serv¬
iced for gratis by the diskery.

8

Cap’s Jeri Southern

.. ... ..

10

_4_8
^_6
10

..

6

..

6

Jeri Southern has now tied up
with Capitol Records. Thrush pre¬
viously recorded for the Decca and
Roulette labels.
Capitol pacts cals for releases
in the pop singles and album field.
Her recordings will be supervised
by Tom Morgan. -
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Col in Push For
Stereo Phonos
Disks Via Deals
In a move to push its stereo line,
Columbia Records has initiated a
special 10% extra discount on its
entire stereo catalog. The discount
drive, however, does not include
six new Christmas releases which
already carry a 25% extra return
privilege or 121-£% extra discount.
The stereo discount is running
through Dec. 6.
The regular 10% quarterly ex¬
change or 5% rebate applies to the
-disks in this program in addition
to the extra 10% discount.
In addition to the discount. Col
has developed a stereo demonstra¬
tion phonograph and a demonstra¬
tion library consisting of 47 disks
from its classical and pop catalogs.
Col is offering the entire outfit to
the dealer for $130. (Price for li¬
brary and demonstrator would
ordinarily run about $290.)
Col’s stereo drive also includes
a monthly stereo service whereby
the dealer automatically receives
one demonstration copy of each
new stereo release at $1 per record.
This is an effort on Col's part toJ
keep the dealer's stereo library up;
to date.
;
Diskery also is offering a special
stereo disk package promotion to
tie in with its sales push on. stereo
phonographs. A "stereo library" of
five packages Is being offered for
$6.95 with the purchase of one of
the 11 Col stereo phono players.
The stereos in the special package
are by Ray Conniff* Les & Larry.
Elgart, Mitch Miller, Andre Kostelanetz, and Johnny Mathis.

Arg. Would Outlaw
Disks, Force live
On Cafes, Hotels

P$RIETY Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative gales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent Ccoin machines, retail
disks) and three trays in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

1

1

TALENT
ARTIST AND LABEL
TUNE
COZY COLE (Love) .Topsy*

CONWAY TWITTY (MGM)..It’s Only Make-Believef
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol).... Tom Dooleyf
TOMMY EDWARDS (MGM) .......It’s All In The Game*
TEDDYBEARS (Dore) .... To Know Him, Love Himf
BIG BOPPER (Mercury) _............ Chantilly Lacef
DORSEY-COVINGTON (Decca) ..Tea For Two Cha Cha*
RICKY NELSON (Imperial).(I’ve Got A Feeling*
v ^
(Lonesome Townf
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) .
x
:
(One Nightf
PLAYMATES (Roulette) .... Beep Beepf
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

JERRY MOSS JOINS COED

TUNES
PUBLISHES

♦IT’S ALL IN THE GAME.. Remick
fTOM DOOLEY ...'... Beechweod
♦TOPSY .......Cosmopolitan
fIT’S ONLY MAKE BELIEVE ....;...... Marielle
f TO KNOW HIM IS TO LOVE HIM....
Warman
fCHANTILLY LACE....Glad
♦TEA FOR TWO CHA CHA......

Harms

♦DAY RAINS CAME *.............. Garland
♦NEAR YOU. ...;...... Supreme
♦THE END
.*.
. Criterion
* ASCAP

PERSIAN
MARKET

? THE *
MARDI GRAS
> MARCH
MUSIC BY

t BMI

“class” singles and "blockbuster”
Goodman Packs ’Em
albums.
In addition to the soundtrack
Disk Signings
sets, Onorati plans to build his
In at Texas U. Concert packaged
goods line in the fields
songs and spoken
Enzo Stuart! has joined
But Spark Is Missing ofword.jazz,Thefolk
jazz line will be kicked I United Artists’ talent roster.-

Austin, Nov. 11.
The Benny Goodman name will
still pack ’em in, if the capacityplus crowd at his Austin concert
is any indication. Some 6,200
packed Gregory Gymnasium at the
U. of Texas to hear Goodman’s
crew. Factors to be weighed in
evaluating b.o. is that most of the
audience was there on 1) pre-paid
student "blanket tax,” which makes
cost of a single event minimal, and
2) Committee’s season ticket which
offers the public 10 events for $10.
Under 100 general admission tick¬
ets ($2) were offered. Crowd was
notable for range of age in patrons.
There were plenty of townsfolk
among the collegians.
There was no lack of good musi¬
cianship in the band, provided by
Goodman and Freeman and a host
of competents like altoist Herb
Geller, trombonist Buster Cooper,
Pepper Adams on baritone sax,
with the sections hitting the spots
cleanly and earnestly. Young drum¬
mer Roy Burns plays neatly hut
fails to fire up a band. Goodman’s
fronting -was on the indifferent
side.
Vocalist Betty Bennett was given
little to do.
Bode.

JESSE GREER

JAPANESE
TOYLAND
Vocal - Instrumental
. Published by

SHAPIRO BERNSTE1H

20th-Fox Records
Continued from page 43

,

dies,' one-shotters, muse publish¬
ers, etc, and that making a record
does not necessarily mean you’re in
the record business. "These days,”
he pointed out, “anyone with a
mike and a sound can make a rec¬
ord—but that doesn’t mean they’re
in the record business.” . That!s
why the concentration, will, -be.pb

the
He
off in January with Eubie Blake’s previously recorded for Jubilee.
"Wizard of the Ragtime Piano.”
, First disk under the UA ban¬
Onorati also is taking a leaf ner is "Coma Prima.”
from the pic company operation in
Leon Bibb To Vanguard
the buildup of new talent. He’s j
Leon Bibb, a folk singer who
already signed 15 artists to the; performs opera undar the name
label some of whom are being ear¬ of Lee Charles, has been signed
marked for a disk-pic push. As by Vanguard Records. *
far as the pic pactees are con¬
Roulette’s Additions
cerned, Onorati says that they
Added to the Roulette last week
have a lot of time between films
and one of the studios big prob¬ were crooners Bob Benton and
lems Is to keep ’em busy and In Johnnie Strickland.
Benton will preem with "You
the puhlic eye. He’s going to try
to fit them Into the disk medium Call It Madness” backed with
To Love” while Strickland’s first
to solve tWs Coast dilemma.
disking will be the rock ’n’ rollers
"She’s Mine” and "You’ve Got
What It Takes.”

ASCAP-Radio

Continued from page 45

the option Of going to the Federal
Courts to arbitrate the dispute.
Negotiating committee for
ASCAP included prexy Paul Cun¬
ningham, general counsel Herman
Finkelstein, hoard members Jack
Bregman,. Max Dreyfus, Herman
Starr and Ned Washington, pub¬
lisher relations exec Richard F.
Murray, comptroller George Hoff¬
man and sales chief Jules Collins.
Radio execs at the meet included
Mason, George W. Armstrong,
Richard D. Buckley, Robert D.
Enoch, Herbert E. Evans, Bert
Ferguson, J. Allen Jensen, Herbert
L; Krueger, William S. Morgan Jr.,
Leslie H. Peard Jr., Elliott M.
Sanger, Calvin J. Smoth, Sher¬
wood J. Tarlow and Jack S. Younts.
Emanuel Dannett, counsel to the
radio committee,; and his partner
■\ViJliara W. ^ojub*.. a&Q. we
present.;
‘

Buenos Aires, Nov. 4.
Hotel, restaurant and nitery cir¬
cles here are awaiting with consid¬
erable anxiety to see how a pro¬
posed law in favor of "live’’ music
will work out. Sponsored by the
Musicians’ Union, reportedly under
left-wing domination, the law
would require all public spots
which charge public admission to
employ a musical combo. Congress
has already approved the bill, but
it still needs the Presidential sig¬
nature.
This could be a death blow to
many niteries and bars which now
use disks to supply music. Also,
theatres which provide Intermis¬
sion music via platters would also
fall under the provisions of the bilL
Membership in the union
(SADEM) is an essential before any
musician can work professionally.
Musicians will be limited to a fourand-one-half hour working day, or
four-hour schedule if work is after
9 p.m. Good Friday, All Souls’
(Nov. 1), St. Cecilia’s Day (Sept,
22), May 1 (Labor Day), Dec. 24
and Dec. 31, are all declared obligatory holidays for musicians, and
on those nights public spots can
have recourse to disks.

David Greenmail on Nat’l
Promotion for Joy Label
Eddie Joy has rounded out his
promotion staff for the newly
formed Joy Records. David Greenman was set as national promo¬
tion manager with Bonnie Kroll
handling sales promotion in the
midwest and Gerri Greene doing
exploitation on the Coast. .
Before joining Joy, Greenman
had been affiliated with Columbia >
Records’ sales promotion depart¬
ment.
Joy plans to hit .the road short¬
ly to huddle with label’s 15 distrib¬
utor outlets. He will also close
deals, currently in discussion, with
other indie distribs to handle the
line.
The diskery bowed last week
with Bernie Nee’s “Thru A
Prayer.” Second release, due this
week, is The Upbeats’ "Oh What
It .^eemed To p.e” and-"The Night ,
tWe Both Said* Goodbye.” v.
. {

Jerry Moss has been set as na¬
tional promotion topper for the
new Coed label. Diskery was re¬
cently launched by publisher
George JPaxton.
Before joining Coed, Moss had
been associated with Cameo Pro¬
ductions and Cohay Productions,
indie film producers and the Amer¬
ican Broadcasting Co.
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•HOUSEBOAT’
CARY GRANT and
SOPHIA LOREN
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SONGS #
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Evani

LOVE SONG FROM
"HOUSEBOAT"
;.vcc'

s

'OOP

arms;

BING! BANG! BONG!
PARAMOUNT MUSIC CORPORATION!

WANTED:
ANOTHER
EDDY DUCHIN
Wonderful opportunity for ambi¬
tious, personable, experienced pi¬
anist to form his owe small society
dance oolt for on# of tha South¬
west's finest snppor debs* Will bo
well publicised and hoard by the
right people. Guarantee to. start
20 weeks at 1200. Send photn and
background to Box V-2542, Variety,
154 W. 44th St., New York 34. Re¬
plies confidential.

3 HITS
irs ML IN THE GAME
TOMMY EDWARDS

MGM

GO CHASE A MOONBEAM
JERRY VALE

COLUMBIA

YOU WILL FIND YOUR LOVE
IN PARIS
MUSIC PUBLISHERS
HOLDING CORPORATION

SINGING ARTISTES

A writer of orlelnel, eppeaUnfl sonus
(ill types) will convey the sole exclu¬
sive rights at moderate prices. Write
far titles and terms.

KAY M. KAPPOS
174 So. Lincoln Street,
„

Roseville, Csfff. ,

j..
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Austin Subs For
Aussie Chains Salary Ceiling At
Moscow Circus Booking at Garden GeneMarie
McDonald in N.O.
$224 May Kayo Down Under Tours
May Lock Out World Champ Rodeo
Possibility that the Moscow
State Circus may be coming 'into
New York at the Madison Square
Garden next fall could mean that
the Garden may be giving up the
promotion of its annual World
Championship Rodeo. The only
time the Garden can accommodate
a date for one week or longer
would be in the time now being
taken up by the cowpunchers.
Unfortunately, for the past few
years. Rodeo grosses have been not
as strong as in former years, while
expenses and purse has. been go¬
ing up. At the same time, the
rodeo has been hard set to find
headliners. The biggest business
at the Garden has been done by
Gene Autry and Roy Rogers. They
are not always available. "What’s
more, the rodeo has been shorten¬
ing its run for several years, since
it's virtually half of what it used
to be.
It may be impossible to find
room for the Moscow State Circus
unless the rodeo time is curtailed
sharply or cut out. It’s believed
that it wouldn’t pay to stage the
horse and cow opera for two weeks
or Ie$s because of the tremendous
expenses attached. At the same
time, the advent of the hockey sea¬
son at the Garden as well as bas¬
ketball would preclude lengthy fall
runs of both the circus and the
rodeo. Therefore there • is the
chance that the rodeo would be
eliminated entirely.
Bringing in the Moscow State
Circus could also have an effect
on the Ringling Bros, and Barnum
& Bailey Circus. It remains to be
seen whether New' York could sup¬
port two circuses in any one year.
The Ringling show plays the Gar¬
den in April and May for about 40
days and takes out approximately
$3,000,000. It also remains to be
seen whether New York would take
any circus except the Ringling
show. Other layouts have also
tried but were unsuccessful.

Marion Marlowe Faints
During Mass. Clnb Show
Framingham, Mass., Nov. 11.
Marion Marlowe, in on a 10-day
date at the Monticello, collapsed j
to the floor on the ninth night
performance Saturday (8) as she
started the second number of her
second show of the night. She fell
to the floor pulling down the mike
she was grasping. A medico in the
cap aud of 500 rushed to aid the
29-year-old brunette singer, who,
it was said, had been fighting off
a. virus infection for two days.
I
After regaining consciousness,
she was carried to her dressing
room and taken to the home of
friends in Wellesley, Mass, where
she had been staying. Caesar Tomagno, owner of the roadside
beanery on the turnpike between
Boston and Worcester, 5.ad inked
the piper as his first name booking.

Beatty-Cole
Largest Tenter

The Clyde Beatty Circus and fhe
Cole Bros. Circus have been con¬
solidated into the Clyde Beatty &
Cole Bros. Combined Shows, which
is said to be the largest tent circus
in the U. S. Owners are Jerry Colluns and Randolph Calhoun, dogtrack promoters, and Frank McClosky and Walter Kernan, former
managers of the Ringling Bros,
and Barnum & Bailey Circus, who
have been operating the Beatty
show for the last two years. The'
latter two will operate and manage
the combined layout. Consolidaj tion is planned to take place over
a 10-year period.
Los Angeles, Nov. 11.
The merged show will play the
“The Clown and the Baton/' Red Palisades Park, Cliffside Park, N. J.
Skelton-David Rose revue, racked during April in competition with
up a sock $37,000 last week for. the Ringling show playing at Madi¬
first full frame at newly turned son Square Garden, N.Y. During
Ritz legiter.
the 10-year consolidation period,
. Opening split week turned in ; Beatty has guaranteed insurance
$25,000. Show winds Saturday (15). 1 against loss of life arid limb.

SKELTON-ROSE REVUE
PULLS SOCK 37G IN LA.

New Orleans, Nov. 11.
Gene Austin substituted last
week for Marie McDonald in the
Swan Room of the Monteleone
Hotel, here, when latter took sud¬
denly ill. Austin stopped in town
on his way to Las Vegas.
Louis Prima, also in town, took
the floor for a while on the late
show Saturday (8).

San Francisco, Nov.' II.
Talent agencies fear that the

price policies of the Tivoli
GM Motorama to Fold
| new
Circuit, Australia, will mean the
end of the free exchange of Amer¬
After Two-City Stand ican acts in that country. "Recent

Fiscal Woes Of
Carolina Arenas
Greensboro, N. C., Nov. 11.
Winston-Salem is not so happy
about its huge new coliseum. With
few exceptions, the attractions
booked there are not drawing the
anticipated crowds. A booking
agency was supposed to put at
least 25 shows In the coliseum in
a year, but less than a third came
in.
Since the Coliseum Is not sup¬
ported by tax funds, it’s wondered
how it is to be kept open.
Now Greensboro is building a
coliseum, about 28 miles from
Winston-Salem. This arouses spec¬
ulation:
(1) Will Greensboro coliseum
competition worsen the Winston- j
Salem situation?
I
. (2) Will Greensboro also find
that the coliseum business is not
as good as had been supposed?
Two other coliseums are in busi¬
ness in North Carolina. The one
at Raleigh—the William Neal Rey¬
nolds Coliseum—has had its share
of financial troubles, too.
The basketball tournaments and
ice shows are moneymakers but
Raleigh’s, coliseum has had a lot
of flops. However, it is a state in¬
stitution and Is in. no danger of
bankruptcy.
Charlotte’s coliseum has been an
unqualified success. Its ice hockey,
team has been surprisingly popu¬
lar, and most attractions seem to
draw profitable crowds.

Palmer House, Chi, Dates
Chicago, Nov. 11.
Renewal of Liberace’s ABC-TV
daytimer preempted his scheduled
four-week stand starting Jan. 22
at the Palmer House Empire Room,
and house booker Merriel Abbott
has set Lisa Kirk for the period.
Also inked for the plushery are
Chico & Harpo Marx (Dec* 27), and
Anna Maria Alherghetti, who opens
Feb. 19 for two weeks.

Entering her 6th year in show biz
and still doing big big business!!

Boston, Nov. 11.
GM’s Motorama show, with June
Taylor terpers, 21-man orch and
1959 car models, pulled more than
40,000 to the Commonwealth Arm¬
ory Saturday (8). The cuffo show,
“Imagination in Motion,” closes
in Boston Sunday (16). It plays
only two cities this year, New York
and Hub, GM officials said. No ex¬
planation has been given for the
closing down instead of going on to
other cities as it did two years ago.
A round of Boston events, at¬
tended by publishing, business and
finance execs preceded the open¬
ing. Included was a press party
with Hub drama crix for Maurice
Evans, who staged the show, and
June Taylor, at the Statler Hilton
Wednesday (6).

Top Cincy Cafe
Hitching Wagon
to Sky-Borne Biz
Cincinnati, Nov. 11.
Beverly Hills, Greater Cincy’s
ace nitery, bids to lure patronage
from cities within a 300 mile radi¬
us.. The pitch latches on to speedy
air travel. -It got underway over
the week end with ads on amuse¬
ment pages of dailies in Chicago,
St. Louis, Detroit, Toledo and
Cleveland.
Featured in the two-column ads
Is the brief flying time to the
Cincy airport, where - Beverly's
limousine “will meet you.” Also
the name of the current floorshow’s headliner, Joe E. Lewis,
John Croft, head of the swankery
In Southgate, Ky„ opposite Cincy,
said the first response brought
reservations from parties in Chi¬
cago- and Cleveland. The new
campaign is an extension of one in 1
effect for more than eight years:
with ads in papers of Dayton, Co¬
lumbus, Indianapolis and Hunting-1
ton, which are within driving dis¬
tance.
i
Ads are to be used in the newly
added cities only on Fridays when
Beverly has top name headliners,
according to Croft. The idea, he
said, is intended to attract groups
of business men as well as social
groups for week end treats.
•

*-!——

TED STEELE TO HEAD
j ROCKER AT R’KLYN PAR

MISS
CHRISTINE
JORGENSEN

} The Brooklyn Paramount is go1 ing after a new disk jockey name.
They’ve booked TCd Steele from
I WMCA, N.Y., to head the Thanks! giving show. Steele Is set to go in
for five days starting Nov. 26.
Unit Is set to include Connie
Francis, Frankie Avalon, Cozy
Cole, Clyde McPhatter, Dickie Doo
& the Don’ts, Kalin Twins, Lloyd
Price, Solitaires and others.
Usually, the Alan Freed, show
plays this house. However, Freed
has been set for the ChristmasNew Years show at Loew's State,
N. Y.

policy established by the Aussie
wheel limits salaries to 100 pounds
or 5>224 in U. S. coin.
The percenters say that they will
not be able to get any representa¬
tive American act to play that
country once the present run of
contracts are over. New policy
came in shortly after the death of
David N. Martin, who did the tal¬
ent buying. Since Martin’s demise,
a committee is in charge of the
programming. The $324 limit was
put into effect by the committee.
Another factor that will limit
the amount and calibre of acts
available for the Aussie circuits
lies in the fact, according to the
agents, that the Tivoli circuit pays
fare only from the Coast.
They believe that acts based in
more easterly points will refuse to
shell out their own coin, even if
they accept the Tivoli salary limit.
Shortly after World War II, the
Australian theatres sought to buy
talent for lower than the prevail¬
ing scale. Agencies tried to sell the
acts on the basis that they would
be taking a holiday in the Down
Under country.. With little re¬
sponse, they dropped that line
within a short" time, and paid pre¬
vailing rates.
One of the reasons for the new
Tivoli move is believed to be the
increase of talent availabilities
from England. Many British and
some Continental novelties are
making the Aussie trip at the pre"vailing rate. The agencies feel that
this competition forced down the
price. ■

NASSAU INN’S LIFT
WITH FARM SHOW
Another huge incentive program
airlift is slated to« start Nov. 19.
The I. J. Case Co., of Racine, Wis.,
Is scheduled to bring a huge batch
of dealers to the Emerald Beach
Hotel, Nassau, B.W.I.
The farm equipment manufac¬
turer has taken over virtually the
entire hotel in order to give deal¬
ers who have sold a stipulated
quota of equipment a combined
vacation and sales instruction
program.
The firm has gotten the hotel to
clear a vast space in back of the
inn so that the various machines
can be demonstrated. It has also
taken over the race track, across
the road from the hotel, for addi¬
tional storage and demonstration
space.
Most of the dealers will come
from the U.S. although a number
will come from Europe and Asia as
well. A show is being sent down
to entertain the dealers.

CLASON't
PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for all Theatricals
"Wo Barvlce the Star*"
Big Tooiporary Special
All
35 Gas Files for $15/ Plus S1.H Post***
Fortl$n: $1.50 aa„ 35 for $4$
a 3 Parody Book*, For Bk. ... $11 #
o 4 Blackout Book*, Par Bk. .. $15 e
a Minstrol Budget .. $25 a
How to Master the Caromonlat
$3 par Copy
No C.O.D's . "Always Open*
■ILLY GLASON
28$ W. 54th It., N.Y.C., 19 Circle 7-113$
(WB TEACH EMCEEINO and COMEDY)
(Lot a. float Professional Train You)

The most talked about personality of our time

Presenting: The World's Greatest

November 14-15-16 and 21-22-23

HUMORIST - IMPRESSIONIST

SAN SU SAN SUPPER CLUB, Mineola, 1. I.
Novemher 28-29 - CLUB PADDOCK, Yonkers, N, Y,
Exclusive Management

CHRISTINE ENTERPRISES, INC.
115 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, MASSAPEQUA, L. I., N.Y,
Personal Manager
PATRICIA WILSON
PYramld 84611

'Authorized Booker.
Entertaining Artists of America Inc»
(Howard Hindorstoln)

510 Madison Are., N. Y. 22, N. Y.

EL 5-5033—IN 9-4313

ARTHUR BLAKE
Exclusive Representative

JOLLY JOYCE AGENCY
New York Cltyf
234 West 4Bth St.
PLaia 7-17W
Circle 4-MOO

Philadelphia!
1001 Chastaat St.
WAIaat 2-4477
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Set Up Yaude Units
Resort’s $2,750,000 to Overturn!
To Tour Cotton Belt
Confab Hall as Jet Age Lure
Atlantic City, Nov. 11. Realizing the importance of con¬
vention business to the resort’s
economy, particularly during the
off-season, officials here are mov¬
ing with all speed to effect a*mod¬
ernization program at Convention
Hall. Program is aimed to- give
the 30-year-old building a new
look and will cost the taxpayers
$2,750,000 before it is completed.
City Commissioners, in confer¬
ence with a Philadelphia engineer¬
ing firm, are studying preliminary
plans and costs estimates and
hope to proceed soon with detailed
plans and specifications. It Is ex¬
pected that they will be in posi¬
tion to advertise for bids early in
the new year and that construction
will be well underway before
spring and completed early in
1360.
Convention Hall has been the
meeting site at one time or an¬
other of every top convention in
the country. It occupies a block
of midcity property facing the
Boardwalk and is easily accessible
to conventioneers housed in near¬
by beachfront hotels. It was built
in the late *20s at a cost of some

$20,000,000:

With the passing years the con¬
vention picture has changed, with
the major gatherings now larger
than ever before" and demanding
more space. Then, too, cities out¬
side the U.S., by reason of the jet
(Continued on page 56)

CANADA'S

SPECTACULAR
NEW THEATRE
TH=; ' _- 'HEART OF
CANADIAN

SHOW

BUSINESS

Mnfson Poors
A series of cocktail parties In
various cities Is heing given by
Eden Roc, Miami Beach, own^r
Harry Mufson. Occasion is the In¬
troduction of the hotel’s new man¬
aging director Jean Suits. Parties
have already taken place in Cleve¬
land, Detroit and Chicago. Invi¬
tations had been mailed to those
who previously stayed at the inn.
Accompanying Mnfson on the
tour are Suits, entertainment di¬
rector Jackie Heller; publicist Ted
Howard, and banquet manager
Jack Ostadol.

Hilton to Issue
Own Credit Card
The Hilton Hotels Corp. will is¬
sue its own credit card under the
name of Carte Blanche, thus get¬
ting into the credit card business
of its own. Step was taken follow¬
ing breakdown of Its negotiations
with the Diners Club, which later
consolidated with the Sheraton Ho¬
tel Corp.
The new Hilton card will be is¬
sued to all holders of present Hil¬
ton charge accounts. It will be used
without charge in the Hilton inns,
but other hotels, stores, services,
etc., lining up with the Hilton
chain, will be nicked with a serv¬
ice charge. As with the other credit
card systems, the holders will be
charged $<T annually. The chain
presently claims 1,000,000 card
holders under Its present setup.
With issuance of the new card,
Hilton joins the evergrowing ranks
of credit systems, which may soon
blossom into a fullscale credit war.
Aside froA the Hilton cards there
are the Sheraton Diners Club and
the American Express credit op¬
eration.
With the Hilton card system, it’s
pointed out anew that credit cards j
now account for the bulk of hotel,
restaurant and nitery trade, thus
upping the cost of doing business.
The credit systems charge from 7
to 7^9o for their services.

Music Hull, IV. Y.
Pcussell Markert production of
’MasqueradeMusic Hall Sym¬
phony Orchestra under the direc¬
tion of Raymond Paige, Corps de
Ballet, Rockettes, Francis Brunn,
Doris Yarick, Bruce Peyton, Giselle
& Francois Szony, Jack Beaber;
"Home After Dark" (WB), re¬
viewed in Variety Oct. 15, ’58.

Any regular visitor to the Radio
City Music Hall is probably cogniz¬
ant of the factthat the stage shows
at the Rockefeller showcase follow
formula. The standardization,
with slight variations for each new
show, does not, however, detract
from impact of the production. It
has appear both for out-of-towners
and New Yorkers.
Current offering, titled “Mas¬
querade,” makes use of the vast
areas of the stage in the tradition
of the house’s shows. Following a
rousing overture from “Die Fledermaus,” under Raymond Paige's
athletic direction, the Russell Mar¬
kert production shifts into Central
Park for a number titled “Trouble
in Love” and which featured a new
pop song, “Scene of the Crime,”
with music and lyrics by Albert
Stillman and Robert Allen.
It
provides the setting for gun-totin'
Rockettes to perform their alwayssocko precision routines.
The Corps de Ballet, as per
usual, is in fine form, offering
“Commedia
Dell’Arte,”
with
choreography by Bettina Rosay.
Giselle and Francois Szony as Co¬
lumbine and Harlequin and Jack
Beaber as Pierrot are standout in
the up-front renditions.
Only solo number is presented
by Francis Brunn, a classy juggler
who .specializes in the manipulation
of a large rubber ball.
Costumes, settings and lighting
effects fulfill the high Music Hall
standards.
Holl.

Robstown, Tex., Nov. 11.
Stout Jackson, theatre owner,
has organized a series of vaude
troupes that are touring the- cotton
belt in Texas during the harvest
season. The troupes entertain the
visiting cotton pickers, mostly
Spanish language, in various the¬
atres where the harvesting is go¬
ing on.
Among the entertainers are the
Cantu Sisters, the Codos, Three
Reyes, Chata Nolesca, the De Alba
Sisters, the Desveladores and the
Alegres de Teran.

220G Gate Record
AtK.C.HossShow
Kansas City, Nov. 11.
The annual American Royal
Livestock & Horse Show, which
wound up an eight day run Oct.
25, garnered the largest cash gate
in its more than 60-year history.
The gross for two Shows daily,
with scale from $1.25 to $3.50, was
$220,000, according to C. M. Wood¬
ward, general manager.
A number of features combined
to give the show necessary mag¬
netism. Chief among attractions
was the troupe of Canadian Mounties making their first appearance
here. The horse show also included
in the lineup of over 1,000 nags
every top horse of this year’s
equine circuit. Good weather
throughout the show also was a
prime factor.

Syndicate Projecting
In Tex. a la Disneyland
Houston, Nov. 11.
Earl J. Welch Sc Associates, a
New York and Los Angeles inves¬
tor’s syndicate, are mapping an
extensive playground here on U.S.
Highway 73. It would he built on
a 120 acre site in the 17,000 and
18,000 blocks of Highway 73 and
would be called San Ja Magicland.
Welch, head of the syndicate,
estimated that the project would
cost $40,000,000 ultimately, and
said that the group also plans to
construct approximately $25,000,000 worth of apartments in the
city.
According to Welch, his
group has obtained a 93-year lease
with an option to purchase the
120-acre site for $500,000 in addi¬
tion to a percentage override.
As Welch and his group visual¬
ize the proposed playground, it
would follow along similar lines of
Disneyland.
His group proposes to build the
project in stages, with the various
phases to be leased to concession¬
aires. No leases have bee* signed
as yet, according to Welch. He
stated that his syndicate will
finance the project. No stock will
be sold.
He said his syndicate, will devel¬
op the area into one having a
summer open air amphitheatre,
exhibits and museums, murals and
children’s rides and a motel with
400 units. Plans are being pre¬
pared for the initial phase of the
project, which would be -the out¬
door theatre, for light opera and
musical comedies.
The proposed development also
would have a Western type village,
a youth pavilion, an aquarium, an
ice palace, commercial exhibit
area, restaurants and lake for
water skiing -and other events.

New York
Agent Herman Fialkoff seriously
ill at the Beth Israel Hospital . . .
Sue Carson set to open at the
Latin Quarter Dec. 16 on bill
topped by Johnny Puleo. Betty
Grable, originally set to open at
that time, will play the N. Y. LQ
in April, and will open at the
Miami Beach edition Jan. 22 . . .
Dick Shawn set for the Diplomat,
Miami Beach* Jan. 30 . . . Pearl
Bailey goes into the Flamingo, Dec.
15 . .. Irene Etkin & Dorothy War¬
ing have consolidated their agen¬
cies into a one outfit. . . Bill Miller
due back to New York today (Wed.)
from Florida to work on the Rivi¬
era (nee Cafe de Paris) due to open
Dec. 27 . . . Clifford Jones, owher
of the Flamingo, Las Vegas, visit¬
ing in New York . . . Harold Min¬
sky, casting a new Dunes, Las
Vegas show for a Dec. 25 opening,
planed out to Vegas Monday (10)
. Eddie Hazell to the Crystal,
Reading, Pa., this week . . . Alice
Ghostley set for the Bon Soir. next
Tuesday (18) . . . Harvey Stone
signed to Mercury Artists . . .
Martha Wright, who did the lead
in “South Pacific,” returning to
the supper club circuit. She’s play¬
ing her first date at the Blue Angel
in* eight years starting tomorrow.
(Thurs.).
Hugh. O’Brian (Wyatt Earp)
booked by the William Morris
Agency for a tour of Europe start¬
ing Dec. 26 through the Harry
Foster Agency, London . . . Sandu
Scott to the Monteleone Hotel,
New Orleans, Nov. 19 . . . _Dcu
Rickies to the Admiral. Miami
Beach, on bill with Rosette Shaw.
Dec. 4. Latter follows with a stand
at the Slate Bros., Jan. 23 . . .
Blackburn Twins Sc Jerry Collins
set at the Diplomat Hotel, Miami
Beach, Feb. 6 . . . Mel Torme into
the 'Racauet Club, Nov. 21 . . .
Carmen D’Oro moves to the Brad¬
ford Roof, Nov. 19 . . .* Johnny
Gilbert returns to El Morocco,
Montreal.

Best, Michel (Getxel) Rosenberg,
Ernie Morris, Marty Drake and
Bas Sheva, one-nights .at Syria

Mosque Nov. 22 . *. Ted Lewis, who
just closed at Horizon Room, has
already been booked back for two
weeks in early October ’59 . . .
Billy Williams Quartet set for New
Arena week of Dec. 15 . . . . Jimmy
Rodgers into the Copa Nov. 24...
SteVe Clayton at the Town House
for four days this week . . . DeMara Sisters play Holiday House
iyeek of Dec. ‘22 . . . Dakota Staton
comes back to her home town Dec.
1 for a week at Copa.

Atlanta
Jaye Bros, opened Monday (10)
at Henry Grady Hotel’s Paradise
Roon>, on same bill with thrush
Avril Ames and Dan Grimes orch
. . . Sonny Bloch Sc his Coralairs
providing music at Broadview Key
Club, new spot located in Atlanta’s
newest and largest shopping center
development . . . Wade Cregar and
Ralph-Meyers Dixieland group ap¬
pearing at Colonial Hotel’s Bayou
Room . . . Jan Marvis, Paula Fox,
Dallas York and Joanne head the
all-exotic revue at Harem Club,
with Buster Raye as emcee . . .

Philadelphia
works the Latin
Casino week of Feb. 6 . . . Jackie
current at the spot fol¬
lowed by Jean Carroll, Nov. 17-22
.. . Bob O’Neill, longtime keyboard
fixture at Atlantic City, set for in¬
definite stand at the Cadillac ShoBar . . . Accordionist Andy Arcarl
playing a club for first time in
three years, opens at Sciolla’s, Nov.
17 for one week . . . Ragtime
Smitty inked for next five months
at the Bon Bon, chalking; up 50
years as entertainer . . . Big Bill’s
marking seventh anniversary, with
Georgie Shaw as headliner, who
made debut at spot exactly six
years ago.
Jimmy Durante

Leonard

Chicago

Detroit

Del Ray set for Eddys’ Restau¬
rant in K.C., Jan. 9 for two weeks.
. . . Phyllis Inez goes to the King’s
Club, Dallas, Dec. 26, and opens
at Houston’s Crescendo Jan. 14 . . .
Maureen Cannon signed by the
Camellia House Feb. 13 . . . Dink
Freeman
opens at the Twin
Coaches, Pittsburgh, Nov. 19, then
gees to the Park Lane, Denver,
Dec. 5 for two . . . Don Rickies
current at the Chi Black Orchid.

The Playmates aqe being held
over at the Flamingo in Las Vegas,
so their scheduled opening at Club
Cliche has been postponed. Filling
in for them are the Ascots. song¬
stress. Lori Taylor and comic Joe'
Conti . . . Song impressionist Tina
Robin is at the Metropole Supper
Club across the border in Windsor
. .. Barbara McNair returns to the
Flame Show Bar . . . Songstress
Gay Serkin at the Gay Haven Sup¬
per Club : .. Phyllis Miller is sing¬
ing at Club Alamo._

Hollywood
Jane Howard is making a twoweek stand at Dino’s Lodge . . .
Stan Fisher and the Four Step
Bros! opened with headliner Kay
Starr yesterday (Tues.) at the
Sahara Hotel in Las Vegas . . .
Songstress Cleopatra Johns holds
over two additional weeks at the
Ye Little Club . . . Martin Denny
Group open a two weeker at Fack’s
No. 2 in San Francisco today (12)
... Paris Sisters open a two-weeker
in the Frontier Room in Vancou¬
ver, Washington, Dec. 22.

Pittsburgh

"THE COMEDIAk"
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATCST
Now tn its ftth Issue, contatntns
stories, one-liners, poemettes, sons
titles, hecklers, audionco stuff, mono¬
logs,
parodies,, double
gags,
bits,
Idaas, intros. Impressions and Im¬
personations, political, interruptions.
Thoughts
of
the
Day,
Humorous
Vlaws of tha Naws, etc. Ill yaarly.
Introductory Offer: Last 11 issues SIS
Single Issues S3
Foreign: S3S Yr.—3 Yrs. SIS
- Single Issues S4—No C.O.D/s

*

Holiday House gets Julius Laand Marge Cameron Dec. 15,
then Three Stooges, followed by
Davis Sc Reese, with the Wander¬
ers, on successive weeks . . . Casa
Loma has booked line of dancing
girls assembled by Noel Sherman
... Eydie Gormie inked for 10 days
at Twin Coaches Dec. 5 . . . Rusty
Draper comes in the 15th . . .
“Borscht Capades,” with Ricky

SILLY GLASON
MS W. S4 St„ Now York IV

Rosa

YVONNE MORAY
41" talf-Singlng Comedienne

IROQUOIS GARDEN
Louisville, Ky.
(thank you ROSS RUSSELL)

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER, Pres.

Lane Sc Velvel, Dave Barry, Larry

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, Nov. 11.
“We The Patients” had their
annual Hallow’een Party last weekAs asual Benton C. Ressler, the
chairman of “We The Patients’- En¬
tertaining committee, left no stone
unturned to make it a swell affair.
He was assisted by Helen Macura,
Ann Hueler, Elsie Schreyer and
Mation McLaughlin.”
Jacque DeMattos* prez of Cham¬
ber or Commerce and owner of
radio station WNBZ, has appointed
A. B. Anderson, manager of
Schines’ Pontiac Theatre, chairman
ot the coming Winter Carnival.
Ray Rudolph, wife of George
(IATSE) Rudolph, left here and
will resume the cure at home.
Write to those who are ilL

Mg». 1ILL MITTLER, TUB Broodway. Now York

The DEEP
RIVER BOYS
HARRY DOUGLASS
Starring

OponiaB

10th latoniaHosal Tow

Currently
BARCLEY HOTEL
Toronto, Ont., Canada

Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Pen. Mgr.: ED KIRKEBY
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Chez Paree, Chi
Chicago, Nov. 4.
Tony Martin (with Al Sendry),
Sue Carson, Chez Adorables (6),
Henry Brandon Orch (17); $1.95
cover
(dinner show only), $4
minimum.

Tony Martin, s.a. and dura¬
ble tonsils are still mighty magnets,
ac least in the cabarets, and it’s
a fair bet he’ll do nice biz for the
two rounds he’s in after an absence
of several annums. Singer minces
no ballads to flutter femme hearts,
leastwise the “mature” ones, with
a. catalog that, per usual, is all
about amour. He doesn’t, object to
current tunes, such as “Fascina¬
tion” and “Volare,” but has no
truck with the noisy juve idioms.
Martin still trips over his patter,
but with his mileage has the savvy
to cut back to crooning soon
enough. His grimacing and gross
gesturing are also unchanged, but
these have always seemfed among
his assets, to the generation that
knows him best.
Star makes
effective use of . two femme
dancers for certain numbers, and
otherwise gets capable support
from Henry Brandon’s augmented
tunesters (17), with Al-»Sendry,
Martin's conductor, helming.
Comedienne Sue Carson, firsttiming in Chi, rates good reaction
with some clever material deftly
executed. Her prelim gagging is
just so-so, as much for its dubious
taste as lack of inspiration, but
she’s in high gear with some socko
impreshes of show bizzers. Her
best bit is a sly, satiric novelty on
seven male approaches to seduc¬
tion, and she also clicks as an Ed
Murrow tv guest and with a windup
voodoo number. Miss Carson looms
a likely repeater here.
Chez Adorables (6) are visually
effective in two slots. Eydie Gorme
and the Vagabonds come in Nov. 16.
Pit.
For

Le Cupid on, N. Y.
Gale Robbins, Howard Beder, Ish
XJgarte Trio, $5 minimum.

If a sultry voice and a shapely
figger were all Gale Robbins had
to offer, then this small room
showcasing would be just fine.
However, there appear to be other
qualities in Miss Robbins’ display
that cry for more spacious sur¬
roundings and a full-blown orch
backing. Postage stamp stage here
and Ish Ugarte, although laying
down a good beat in backing her,
apparently inhibited her efforts.
She’s an outgoing singer who
can pull a big night club crowd
given the chance. She’s a looker
with a friendly approach to her
aiid and her material and the
habituees of the LQ or the Inter¬
national on New York’s west side
would probably take to her easily.
It’s not that she doesn’t come
off in JLe Cupidon, it’s that she
impresses as one who’d be more
comfortable in larger environs.
Her close to 30-minute repertoire
is an easy-going song potpourri.
From-the opening “From This Mo¬
ment On” to the rock ’n* roll closer
she runs on a well-balanced track.
“Come Rain or Come Shine,” “Just
in Time,” “Thinking of You” and
“I Love to Love” are some of the
items that really hold interest and
give the turn proper form.
Howard Beder warms up the
tablers at show’s start with a pleas¬
ant two-song bit and maitre d’
Robert helps make nightclubbing
a happy experience.
Gros.

but punchy lines giving him
breathing spells between the stren¬
uous terpings. Timing and delib¬
erate approach to the gab gets him
full measure of laughs from the
material.
Mai Malkin emcees ably while
Jackie Heller is away and per al¬
ways, batons his crew for top showbackings.
Lary.
Beverly Hills, Ciney
Cincinnati, Nov. 7.
Joe E. Lewis (Austin Mack at
piano), Marion Colby, LindsaySapphire Dancers (9), Bill Ray¬
mond,
Gardner Benedict
Orch
(10), Jimmy Wilber Trio, Larry
Vincent; $3 minimum, $4 Sat.

Joe El Lewis has not been slowed
by recent surgery. Although carry¬
ing a few pounds less, he bids to
beat his own record for yocks at
this Blue Grass bistro, set on his
previous workout 19 months ago.
Tablers at the barrier lifting Fri¬
day (7) at the current two-framer
responded as if they were in debt
to the star comic. Being back fn
the bourbon belt boosts the kicks
of the trademark alcoholic gags.
Backing him in a nifty floorshow
are chirp Marion Colby, the Lind¬
say-Sapphire line with Bill Ray¬
mond, singing emcee, and the
Gardner Benedict bandl
The only time out for laughs
during the 45 minutes Lewis holds
the boards is for his post-time
breaks, when he gets refills from
ringsiderS. An. expert blender of
spicy material, the vet funnyman
gives more attention to topical and
character puns, including many on
his own pleasures. His parodies
and toasts are something more.
A biz builder at John Croft’s
plush casino, Lewis pulled plane
parties from Chicago and Cleve¬
land opening night.
Miss Colby, who was with the
Blackburn Twins on her previous
engagement here, bows as a single
on this visit. A sorrel topped look¬
er with a deep voice, her listenables with first nighters included
“Bad Girl” and V13 Men and I’m
the Only Gal in Town” and “Will
You Still Be Mine?”
Johnny Puleo and His Harmon¬
ica Gang and George Tapps and
His Dancers head the session open¬
ing Nov. 21.
Koll. .
Chateau Madrid, N. Y,
Billy Fields, Goyo & Vepita
Reyes, with Olga & Curro Amaya;
1Orlando Trio, Candi Cortez, Ralph
Font and Panchito Orchs; $4-$5
minimums.

Angel Lopez again has measured
up to his rep for offering a. differ¬
ent sort of nightclub presentation.
Current array of talent is wellbalanced and proving popular with
the clients of this popular LatinAmerican nitery.
Current lineup perhaps is a bit
top-heavy on dancing but nobody
will find fault with the manage¬
ment for bringing in such an un¬
usual turn as the Orlando Trio,
two comely misses and stalwart
male dancer. Threesome, which
uses two native skinpounders, is
an interpretative terps group.
Dancing barefooted, their first ef¬
fort turns out a typical idyll of
the tropics with two dames jealous
over the one male. Even more
allegorical is the second offering
which symbolizes the arrival of a
white man in a native locale. The
two femmes fear the stranger but
.it all comes out okay after consid¬
erable gyrating and gesticulating.
Eden Roc, Miami Beach This trio has a makings of a firstclass act.
Miami Beach, Nov. 7.
Billy Fields, who was at the
Mel Torme, Hale & Hayden, Lou
Latin Quarter nearly four years
Wills, Jr., Mai Malkin Orch, Jackie
ago, appears polished and likeable
Heller; $3.50-$5 minimum.
enough now to make the grade in
a musical show. He was an enor¬
All male lineup current in the mous hit here at the show caught.
Cafe Pompeii adds up a fast-paced Working with a bongo drummer,
90 minutes for the conventioneers Fields breaks into a string of favor¬
and locals in attendance at this ites none of them very new. These
time of year.
include “Take Me in Your Arms,”
Mel Torme is repeating here, a “It AH Depends on You,” “Hold
fast return after click during Slim¬ Me Tight” and “All the Things
mer.. He dittoes on the reaction You Are.” A goodlooking young
Stir-up with a shrewd song of up¬ man, he has a well-developed,
beat and ballad and dosage of easy strong voice. His Tather slight sta¬
talk to make the mixture a solid ture does not appear much of a
session. Tendency to comedy chat¬ handicap because his crying need,
ter at times gets in the way of con¬ if he wishes to continue in niteries,
stant aud build. A reappraisal and is better routining and develop¬
cutdown of this ya-ta-ta would ment of his act. Such improve¬
streamline his stint to one of top ments would enhance his rather
potency.
obvious vocal talent.
Benny Hayden is working with a
Goyo & Pepita Reyes foursome
new.partner and a roughness in (Olga & Curro Amaya), flamenco
pace still crops up. Withal, the dancers, is developing into a fix¬
wacky comedy note is established ture in this room. The four have
early and sustained to wind them been held over repeatedly, and in
from giggles to howls when their this show appear as popular as
big item, that spoof on an Olympics ever. Goyo Reyes, as previously, is
group of contestants, garners en¬ spotlighted but the others have
core returns. Hale is a tall, hand¬ more to do in the current produc¬
some lad; a good foil and from the tion. It is his heel-and-toe solo that
one number he essayed, a well per usual scores most heavily.
versed songster. With Torme on Group drew heavy-mitting.
the bill, his full routine obviously
Show is played by Ralph Font’s
has been cut.
veteran crew. Both Font's combo
Lou Wills, jr., always an agile and the smooth Panchito orch play
eccentric acro-hoOfer is a wham for dancing. Candi Cortez contin¬
segment of the lineup. He’s added ues as femcee and singer with the
Wear,
,
some pleasant gab, with familiar,! bands. -

PSStiEff'
Latin Quarter, N. Y.
(FOLLOWUP)
Anna Maria Alberghetti bowed
at the Latin Quarter last week and
scored a personal triumph. Open¬
ing night (Friday), she received a
six-minute ovation, and with a
happy if tearful voice acknowl¬
edged it was the happiest moment
of her life. Seldom if ever have
“bravos” been heard in the Latin
Quarter, but that’s exactly what
greeted Miss Alberghetti’s “Un bel.
Di” from . "Madama Butterfly.”
Her appearance here was truly a
“Broadway opening,” the talented
performer actually receiving what
amounted to an ovation on her j
first appearance.
j
Now known for her screen, radio
and television performances, Miss.
Alberghetti has come far since her
nightclub appearance at the Sahara
in Las Vegas back in the summer
1 of 1955. Aside from her fine col¬
oratura voice and stunning appear¬
ance,, she has a well-knit act that
.plays as smoothly as her writers
and intended.
Her songs are
chosen with taste and variation in
pace while her dance turn with
Jerry Antes and Pepe de Chazza
is . a well-turned bit of tomfoolery
that the audience loved.
This terping as femme member
of a derby-topped trio does not
set her up as any dancing star but
rather indicates her versatility,
and added plenty to the usual song
routines. This is introed as part of
“Girl Crazy” tunes and antics. It
segues into her quick change to
the
Cio-Cio-San character of
“Madama Butterfly,” being fetchingly represented In full Japanese
costume.
Exquisitely gowned, the blonde
Miss Alberghetti opens with a typi¬
cal classical tune and then smartly
goes into a song in the more pop¬
ular idiom. In contrast, her Italian
lullaby, “Dream, My Baby,” is
slower but with obvious heart tugs.
This is one of her familiar songs
and it still is a showstopper. Others
in her repertoire include “How’s
Your Romance” and “I’ve Got the
World on a String.” But the aria
from “Butterfly” actually is the
triumph of her excellent act. She
gave full credit to her musical di¬
rector and staging-writer team in
accepting tremendous reception at
the finish. Jo Lombardi and his
orch,. hidden behind two scrims
most of the performance, plays
his usual smooth show.
But an unusually strong added
entry is “Prof. Backwards,” who’s
been around for . some time. He’s
augmented his intro patter for bet¬
ter effect, and then wows his aud
with phenom writing stunts on the
big blackboard. The professor was
a big hit here.
Wear.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
has been trimmed, because they
were on about 45 minutes.'
Jay Jason, a standup comic, uses
much material that is familiar on
the Strip, but he has enough that
is new to keep his head above
water. His turn could also .be im¬
proved. with tightening..
The Dunhills (Robby Roberts,
Art Stanley, and Walter Long) are
local faves. having been here with
Milton Berle. Here they havTe a
chance to expand their excellent
precision footwork, and score with
such dances as the Charleston and
soft shoe, latter being done in
slocking feet.
New production number by
Buster Burnell rounds out the bill.
It's a clever bit called “After
You’ve Gone,” featuring Don Kirk
and Juanita Clive in some graceful
dance routines, and the Flamin¬
goettes dl). Jack Cathcart and
orch capably back the show which
is in through Dec. 10.
Duke.
Brake Hotel, Clii
Chicago, Nov. 8.
Doretta Morrow (with Anthony
Christofaro), Jimmy Blade Orch
(7); $2 cover.
At the Drake’s Cameiia House,
where the standard floorshow of a
single eye-poping chanteuse . equ¬
ates with a branched dessert, legit
chirper Doretta Morrow satisfies
the prescription.
Her cultured
pipes administer elegance with a
slight kick. Poshery has a taste
too for a touch of the Continent,
and Miss Morrow serves it Italian
style, not too volatile *but just
enough for the effect. It’s clicko
for the setting.
Her repertory is attractive, num¬
bering fine
arrangements
of
“Sweet and Lovely" and “Kisses
Sweeter than Wine” among show
tunes from “Kismet,” “King and I”
(both of which she did on Broad¬
way, and the former in England
as well), and “West Side Story.”
From the last mentioned she airs
“I Feel Pretty,” which is apt. At
the songalog's heart is a medley of
light Italian ditties that made for
Benefitting the performance is
her ability .to work without a mike,
vocal projection in a room the size
of the Camellia House being no
task for a musicomedy artist of
Miss Morrow’s experience. Never¬
theless she deprived herself of
maximum mobility on stage with
a knifelike sheath gown that
caught, her at the ankles. Though
dandy to look at, it made an un¬
fortunate jest of walking.
Sdq

Riverside, Reno
Reno, Nov. 7.
• “A Night in Madrid” with Mar¬

garita Sierra, Dolores & Romero,
Larry Nixon, Starlets (8), Eddie
Lucille & Eddie Roberts, Don Fitzpatrick Orch (11), $2 minimum.
McGrane Qrch. (8); $2.50-$3.50
Margarita Sierra adds the pure
minimum.

Hotel Hadiss on, Mpls.
Minneapolis, Nov. 8.

The Roberts are back for their
10th time in this plushy Flame i
Room, a record for any performer
and something that speaks louder
than mere words could do for their
local popularity and the high re¬
gard in which they’re held by the
bistro’s management. This engage¬
ment finds the couple in their
usual fine fettle and continuing to
play up comedy to an extent that
chucklemaking comprises an im¬
portant part of the act which long
since has been recognized as by
far the best of its particular' sort.
•The “mind reading,”, of course,
is the foundation on which the pair
build. If anything, repeated wit¬
nessing makes it all the more puz¬
zling. On each visit, it seems, there
are new and more uncanny demon¬
strations along with fresh humor¬
ous sallies to bring back and en¬
tertain their numerous fans here,
from a European tour and he un¬
loads some amusing accounts of
his experiences abroad along with
ribtickling stories, gags and wittiThis is only the pair’s second
engagement since their return
cisms.
Rees.

Latin touch to the Riverside’s cur¬
rent “Night in Madrid” offering.
The petite thrush, debuting on the
Reno circuit, sparks the one-hour
show with a melange of Latin and
English titles indicating she rates
more than passing mention.
With conductor Tony Costa at
the piano, and with the backing
of the capable Eddie Fitzpatrick
orch, Miss Sierra proves her range
with a “horsey” bit that evokes
laughs from auditors, then Latin
offerings done with authority of
voice and style. Singer shows per¬
fection with castanets during
vocals. Faves include “La Paloma,”
“Ciento Lindo,” and “Malaguena.”
Her English version of “Magic in
the Moonlight” (with stunning
lighting) is ”sock.
Dolores & Romero, flamenco
artists, win approval with intricate
Latin steps to the rhythm of Juan
Perrine’s masterful guitar. Comic
Larry Nixon scores best with his
“big shot” plane passenger, rou¬
tine. He could cut much of his
dated chatter and add new lines
with no patronage loss.
Long,

Hold Muehlebach, K. C.
Kansas City, Nov. 7.
Evelyn Knight, Larry Green
Flamingo, Las Vegas
Orch 1.8); $1-$1.50 cover.
Las Vegas, Nov. 6.
The Platters (5), Jay Jason, The
Some time has passed since
Dunhills (.3), Don Kirk, .Juanita
Evelyn Knight sang her ditties in
Clive, Flamingoettes (11), Jack
Cathcart Orch (13); presented by town, but there was little missing
Al Parvin; choreography by Buster in hey opening in the Terrace Grill,
Burnell; $3 minimum.
her first time in this room. There’s
no mistaking that she has-a certain
The Platters have climbed rapid¬ magnetic quality and is easily as¬
ly since they appeared here several sured in her handling of a reper¬
years ago in the Flamingo lounge tory of both pop and special songs.
—they have several big disclicks
Numbers range from current
behind them, and now they’re pop, “Sugartime,” to special bits
headlining in the main room. such as “The Man at the Ring¬
Group has a distinctive, pleasant side Table” and “The Picture on
sound, and visual contact adds to the Post office Wall” to "St. Louis
impact because they are showmen Blues” and several of her Decca
who seem to enjoy their work. hits, “A Little Bird Told Me,”
Lone femme in quintet,. Zola Tay¬ “Powder Your Face With Sun¬
lor, gets to solo, as do. the men, shine” and “Dolly With the Hole
Tony Williams, David Lynch, Paul in Her Stocking.” All are know¬
Robi, and Herbert Reed. First- ingly done, and backing by Larry
nighters heard Platters do 14 Green and orch is a notable assist.
Quin.
songs, a figure which undoubtedly
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Hurrah’s, Lake Tahoe
Lake Tahoe, Nov. 3.
Spike Jones’ “Spiketacular of
1959” (12), June Wilkinson, Billy
Barty, $2 minimum.
The antics of Spike Jones and
his band make for an “off-season”
booking at Harrah’s Lake Tahoe
club that indicates the mile-high
resort could well become a yearround attraction for the nitery set.
Current show, despite the post¬
season lull in the tourist biz, com¬
mands good b.o. and near full
houses for the twice-nightly turns.
And, breaking all precedent. Bill
Harrah has shown the way for
Tahoe casinos that the attraction
is not "dead after Labor Day.”
Carol Channing has been signed
for a double frame when the Jones
revue dates on Nov. 16.
In his new one-hour show, Jones
and gang run the chords from
novelties on trick instruments to
a wild “Fever” and Gil Bernal in
a masterful sax solo.
Tiny Billy Barty rates plaudits
from aud with effective upstaging.
His pantomime as Louis Prima and ,
one of the Jones boys as Keely
! Smith (on “Old Black Magic”) is
I tops. Barty also scores with a
pint-sized takeoff on Liberace.
Musicians show perfection in pop
k and jump titles in the “Lucky
Spike Half-wit Parade.” George
Rock rates approval with a hula
hoop routine in his “All I Want
For Christmas” style. Young boygirl acro-terp team nicely balance
Jones’ antics, and well-stacked
June Wilkinson more than provides
the femme touch. Her walk-on
non-speaking part is strictly an
orb-popper. No mention was made
of talent.
Will Osborne and band takes a
twTo-week respite during current
book but return Nov. 17 for the
Channing show:
Long.
Crescendo, Houston
Granada Dancers (5), Pepe Mil
ler, Jose Ortiz Orch (6); no core?
or minimum.

The Granada Dancers and Pep<
Miller make one of the bettei
shows to appear in some time a(
this private club, now featurini
Latin acts exclusively. Colorfullj
costumed, the dancers whir
through seven flamenco, folk, Ital¬
ian and Spanish dances. All ar<
talented, and the femmes art
shapely. The costume changes are
many and quickly and cleverly
done.
The group opens with a flamenj co, then performs a “Bull Fight
Fantasy,” partly, in dimmed lights
with fluorescent capes. Raul (Izquierdo), who with wife Estrellita
guides the troupe, then teams with
Angelillo De Landa in a pure
gypsy flamenco. Estrellita soloes a
classic 18th century ballet, then
the whole group does “Jota,” a
peasant dance, a Venezuelan dance
and bow’s out with the Flamenco
Mambo. It’s a begoff.
Cuban born Pepe Miller, a disk
pantomimist, who shares the billing
with the dancers, is a holdover
after completing a successful two
weeks. The Jose Ortiz Orch back¬
grounds the acts.
The Granada Dancers close a
few days early here, Nov. 16, for
a date at the Hotel National in
Havana Nov. 19. The Marquez
Sisters move in as replacements
Nov. 17.
Skip.
Steuben’s, Boston
Boston, Nov. 6.
Gene Allen, Ellis & V/inters <2),
Don Dennis, Mambo Gents »2),
Tony Bruno Orch (5); $2.50 min¬
imum.
Gene Allen puts on a solid one
man show of satire and spoofing
of foibles. Working against handi¬
cap of over jammed party ites on
opening (6), Allen got to them with
some dramatic voice changes using
| a little bitty baby voice for a sock
! routine and a fashion merry-goround combining best features of
sight gag and comicking. He opens
with one liners, then • goes into
takeoffs on radio, tv personalities
has a bit on laughs, portraying
Godfrey, Mr.~Magoo, Gildersleeve.
Allen does a rollicking carbon
i on Gabby Hayes for big yocks, then
goes to his baby voice bit. Big
thing is male clothing model being
directed by a’fashion commentator,
female. For this, he uses wife’s
voice on a tape, and goes through
contortions and comic positions
trying to keep up with the instruc¬
tions.
Don Dennis scores with effective
“Go Chase Moonbeam” and lobs
over a rousing “Granada." Mambo
Gents open the show with cha cha
demo. Ellis & Winters, polished
terp team, are slick with ballroom
numbers, fancy spins and twirls for
heavy mitts. Blonde youth and
brunet looker win with neat lifts.
Tony Bruno batons the show with
crisp beat. This layout exits,
Nov. 19.
Guy.
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 12

NEW YORK CITY
MUSIC HALL 13
Szonys
Francis Brunn
Corps de Ballet
Rocket* es
R. faide Ore.
ROXY
Millie Vernon

.Mark Reddy
Ian Bruce
Troupers
Balladeers
Itayo Bros.
Robf. Boucher Ore

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
:NE
Simone Monin
Miireo Clancy
Tivoli
rell
John Broadway
Winifred Atwell
b Wise
Norman Yeinm
Morecambe it
Wi
jr
Sally Richardson
Gaston Palmer
Deidre Green
2 Earls
Lt
Susanne & Escorts
Ross it Howitt
J <St D Rees
BRISBANE
3 Sylverkings
Her Majesty's
Vic Sabrino
Lorraine Bransgrove I t*arry Griswold
Johnny Lockwood
Beverly Urquhart
Anny Berryer
SYDNEY
Med lock & Marlowe
Tivoli
WinUctou & Squaw
Merry Macs
Kayes St Faye
Fredye Marshall
Barton 4c Sluchh’r'y
Arnlcy & Gloria
Williams it Sband
Terry Scanlon
Edit Jithasx
KVban Dancers
Frank Ward
Max it Cberie

LOS ANGELES
Band Box
Billy Gray
Barbara Heller
Guy Rennie
Jackie Hilliard '
Bob Bailey’s oro
Ben Bioe's
Ben Blue
Helen Boice
Smith Twins
Sally Blythe
Charles Vespla
Sammy Wolf
Dick Bernie
Richard Cannon
Ivan Lane Ore
Cocoanut Grove
Carol Channing
Freddy Martin Ore
Crescendo
Mort Sahl

The Treniers
Interlude
Earl Grant.
T. C. Jones
Morty Jacobs Trio
Moulin Rouge
Mills Bros.
Paul Gilbert
“Wonderful World”
Slate Bros.
Rose Marie
Lenny Kent
Paul Freed Trio
Statler Hotel
Alan Jones
Skinnay Ennis Oro
Ye Little Club
Cleopatra John’s
Joe Felix
Roger Nichols

LAS VEGAS

on its books. Warner Bros, is do¬
ing “Morgans’ Raiders”; Colum¬
bia, “Andersonville”; Metro, “Com¬
pany of Cowards” and “The Un¬
vanquished”;
Paramount,
“The
Jayhawkers..; and United-Artists
has “The Horse Soldiers,” “The
Day of the Outlaw,” and .“Escape
from Andersonville.” Bellah is
currently scripting “Baton Rouge”
for 20th-Fox, and C. V. Whitney
some time ago announced plans for
“The Valiant Virginians.”
But these are all more or less
par for the course. The post-Civil
War period has become a popular
one for period westerns, which is
what most of -those mentioned
above are. There are no plans at
present to tie-in any of them with
the Centennial. .
“Granted it could be overdone,”
Bellah comments. “But the way
things stand* now, it’s not even be¬
ing under-done.”

Desert tnn
Riviera
Jane Powell
Phil Silvers Show
Patti Moore
Ray Sinatra Ore
Ben Lessy
Sahara
Art Johnson
Kay Starr
Bonn Arcen Dncrs 4 Step Bros.
Carlton Hayes Ore Stan Fisher
Dunes
BRITAIN
Saharem Dancers
Holiday on Ice
"Minsky’s- Folies
Louis Basil Ore
ASTON
| Ken Dodd
International”
Mary Kaye' Trio
(RHODE[ISLAND AIID., PROV.)
Georgette
Hippodrome
Tempest Storm
Sands
Don Rennie
Terry Cantor
Morris
iChalfen presentation, pro¬
Norton 4k Patricia
Dean Martin
3 Rayros
Red. Preston
Irv Benson
duced by\ George & Ruth Tyson;
Mattison Trio
Erikson
Dale Warren
Marilyn Dann
Texas Copa Girls
GLASGOW
Colleen Laine
Dolores
Palletassociate.
Choreog¬
Sarny Bros.
Antonio Morelli Ore
Empire
Toiya Kee
/
raphy, staging by Chester Hale;
Sharon Randall
ShewBoat
Mudlarks
Lake 4c Rose
Alan Roberts
Shirley Scott
Jean it Verne
production coordinator, John Fin¬
Kenny Cantor
Tommy (Moe) Raft
Garr Nelson
Dennis Lotis
John Walters
ley; costumes, Freddy Wittop; sets,
Barbara Esko
Showboat Girls
Tassi
BIRMINGHAM
Murray Brisco
Vic Artese Ore
Ted Meza; lighting; Doug Meza;
Lorrae Desmond
Hippodrome
Vickie Denas
Silver Slipper
The Kid it I
Toni Dalli
music, Ben Stabler. With Tony
Cee Davidson Ore
Hank Henry
Dennis Soicer
Edorics
El Cortez
Suey Sin
Lemac, Wayne Thompson, Tommy
Donald S. Stuart
Dlgby Wolfe
Dubonnet Trio
Sherry Schone
LEEDS
Rexanos
Collins, Debbie & Johnny Williams,
Don Baker 4
Sparky Kaye
Empire
Des O’Connor
Three Al’s
Red
Marshall
Jinx
Clark, Erika Kraft„ Kai FarelNitwits
Duo Russmar
El Rancho Vegas
Danny Jacobs
Magyar Ballet
Mikl it Griff
li. The Maxwells (2), Tommy Col¬
Jane Russell
Annie
Maloney
Danny
Purches
B & J Young
lins,
Paul Andre, Frankie Sdwers,
Jack
Cole
Dancers
Geo.
Redman
Ore
Morton Fraser’s Co.
BRIGHTON
Dick Rice Orch
Stardust
Gold it Cordell „
Hippodrome
Ray Balmer, James Lawrence, Mar¬
Flamingo
Lido De Paris
O’Neill it Haig
Billy Cotton Bd.
garet
Field, Alfredo Mendoza, John
Platters
"Ces’t
MagniCque”
NEWCASTLE
Flack it Lamar
Jay Jason
Billy Daniels
Empire
La due, Joyce Lockwood, Glamour
Rose it Marion
Happy Jesters
Edmund Hockrldge Dunhills
Jackie German
leers.
Ice Squires.
Don Kirk
Wingy Manone
Taylor Maids
Hal Roach
Flamingoettes
Trepicana
Bill Maynard
Alexis Tr.
Jack Cathcart Ore
Dick Shawn
Richman it Jackson [T & P Derrick
“Holiday
on Ice,” a show de¬
Fremont Hotel
Dante DTaulo
2 Hellos
EDINBURGH
signed for'both outdoors and in¬
Nitecaps
Barbara Luna
Baker St Douglas ~
Empire
Mark Wayne 4
Carla Alberghetti
door
rinks,
touches
its sole North¬
Jackie Ross
Murray St Maidie
Make Believes
Jack Ackerman
J 4c P Barbour
Anton St Janetta
eastern date in the Rhode Island
Golden Nugget
Ray Malone
SHEFFIELD
Billie Anthony
Turk Murphy
Aud.
Previously reviewed in
Perez Prado
Empire
Eva May Wong
Ish Kabibble
D Williams Singers Variety as an outdoor show, a
Tony Brent
Arthur Worsley
Flo Dreyer
Nat Brandwymie
Nat Jackley Co.
Xiy Van Veen 2
hetter measure of its intimacy is
Carmen Le Fave S
Ore
Kidd 4k June
Andy Stewart
achieved as a hardtop setting.
Reg
Duponte
Rosinas
MIAMI
MIAMI
BEACH
Hollywood
Marion¬
This Morris Chalfen presenta¬
Archie Glen.
ettes
FINSBURY PARK
tion
gains its top return greatly
Americana
Fontainebleau
2 Clifts
Empire
because
of an accelerated gait. Its
Teddi
King
Claudine
Eddie Calvert
Murray Schlamm.
Elsa 4c Waldo
pacing is excellent and its ensemble
Blue Orchid Dncrs. I Kelwins
Sacasas Ore
Howard Brooks
work
is
smooth
enough to maintain
Lee Martin Ore
Pupl Cainpb Orr
a free flow of motion. The pacing
Nina Ramon
Harbour Lounge
Balmoral
Sammy Walsh
of
the
show
by
George & Ruth
Charlie Farrell
Gilbert 4c Tracy
Tyson with staging by Chester
Billy Mitchell
Rasha Rod ell
Mickey Gentile
Hale makes for peak interest at all
Tony Matas
Jose Curbelo Ore
Luctrno
times.
Clover Club
Havana Mardi Gras
Moorman 4c PicaThere are other attributes as
Diosa Costello
NEW YORK CITY
dilly Pipers
Milos Velarde
we.l. The costuming, is not as lav¬
Blue Angel
In JBobolI
Bonnie Davis
Don Casino
ish as some of its contemporaries
M. Davis 4c Spouse I Nancy Kenyon
Bob Novack Ore
Tonia Flores
Martha Wright
Eden Roc
in the blades field, but lush trap¬
Tony 4i Francella
^a^,^right
1 Dean Sheldon
Reyneaux
Mel Tonne
Juan Romero
pings, except at points where a
Latin Quarter
Geo. Matson
Hale 4c Hayden
David Tyler Ore
change of pace was needed, would
Jimmy Lyon 3
(Lou Wills Jr.
A. M. Alberghetti
The Grate
Bart Howard
Jackie
Heller
Joe
Mooney
Quartet
have slowed up the proceedings.
Prof. Backwards
Bon $o!r
Mai Malkin Ore
Johnny Smith
Freddie Wittop. has done well in
Macvyn Roy
Kay Ballard
Sonny Kendis Ore
Herbie Brock Ore
the sector.
Mae Barnes
Luis Varona Ore
Phil Rnedy 3
Dick Curry
Jay Lawrence
“Holiday” has some good indi¬
Pony Snerrell
Jimmie Daniels
Jo Lombardi Ore
vidual skaters namely. Jinx Clark,
Three Flames
B Harlowe Ore
Tomy
Lemac, Jimmy Lawrence,
Capri
Murray Grand
Mitsouki
4c
Roberto
Le Cupidon
Casanova
Juan Guerrero
Gina Martin
Tommy Collins, Erika Kraft, Ray
Gale Robbins
Gloria y Rolando
Raul de Mesa
Margaret Lecuona 3 Howard Beder
Balmer
and Paul Andre. When in
Victor
Alverez
Chateau Madrio
Nilo
Rodriguez
\
Ish Ugardi Ore
Somavilla Ore
solo or ensemble work they give
Los Orlandos
Conrad Wilson
Catun Ore
Calvet Ore
R:ilph Font Ore
Felix Guerrero Ore
International
the
show’
a considerable number of
Hilton
Sans Souci
Panchito Ore
Ted Lewis
lifts. Paul Andre, in the inevitable
Fernando Albuerne
Candi Cortez
Alberto Aguila
Beverly Marshall
sailor on shore-leave number, has
Copacabana
Metamoros Trio
AglOria 4e, Rolando
Cathy Basic
Gladys 4c Freddy
Nat King Cole
Victor Alverez
a style that seems to be a fusion
McKenna Line
J. Moreno Ore
Blackburn Twins
La Serie Ore
Palmieri Ore
of some of the top comedy skaters,
Fajardo Ore
Ortega Ore
Jerry Collins
Mike Durso Ore
Nacional
but he gives the proceedings his
Tropieane
Peggy Womack
R S V P
Celeste Mendoza
Bob Warren
Leonella Gonzalez
own individual style on top. Miss
Mabel Mercer
Monica Castell
Downstairs Room
Xiomara Alfaro
Savoy Hilton
Kraft, an import from Germany,
Manteca
Demi Dozen
Marta Castillo
Emile Petti Ore
Dancing Waters
provides a delicate touch, and Miss
Berta Depuy
Jean Arnold
Town A Country
W Reves Ore
Guaracheros
Jane Connell
Clark shows excellent overall work.
Davis 4c Reese
Gina Romand
Rolo Martinez
Ceil Cabot
Tun Tun
Novelties in the show include
Manolo Torrente
Henry Boyer
Jack Fletcher
Nejla Ates
Kai Farelli, who does an excellent
George Hall
Tropicana Ballet
Two Guys 4c Geisha Ana y .Tulio
Riviera
S Suarez Orq
Gerry Mathews
bit of juggling; the slow-motion
Burnell Dncrs
Olga
Guillot
Romeu
Orq
Stan Keen
Ned Harvey Ore
acro-antics of The Maxwells bring
No 1 Fifth Av«.
Sicari Ore
down the house, and a father and
Phyllis Diller
SAN FRANCISCO
Two Guitars
Stewart Rose
daughter team, Debbie & Johnny
Olga Valdi
Backstage
Wally Rose Ore
Harold Fonviile
Ivan Nepa
Williams, former a five-year old,
Joan Bishop
Stan Arnold
Earl Fatha Hines
Xenia Brante
provide a few delightful moments.
Hotel Roosevelt
Rene Joubert
K. Poliansky Ore
Ore
Lenny Herman
Alfredo Cortez
On the spectacle level, the
Misha Usdanoff
Muggsy Spanier
Eluard Burt
Bill Snyder
Viennese. l —-.fern
standouts are the “Wizard of Oz”
Joe Sullivan
Blackhawk
Hotel Plaza
Micheline Bardin
number, Chinese New Year’s Eve
Hungry I
Earl Bostic 6
Hildegarde
Zozo Sapountzaki
Canterbury
Shelley Berman
Ted Straeter Ore
Ernest Schoen
Festival and the Celestial Holiday
Geo. Alexander
Stan Wilson
Mark Monte Ore
Village Barn
number, all of which are imagina¬
Benny Strong Ore
Sue Stanley
Hotel Pierre
Belle Carroll
tively staged. .
Easy Street
Pat Yankee
Earl Wrightson
Tex Fletcher
Turk Murphy Ore
Jazz Workshop
Felix Knight
Flash Mason
Ben Stabler, who scored the
Buddy De Franco
Fack’s .
Betty Bennee
Karen Thorsell
show, provides excellent backing.
On the Levee
Martin Denny
Joseph Ricardo! Ore f Mickey O’Malley
Jose.
Kid Ory Ore
Fairmont Hotel
Ella Fitzgerald
Purple Onion
Travelers
Vlncenl Lopez Ore
Ernestine Anderson E. Heckscher Ore
D. Hollingsworth
440 Club
Hotel St Regis
Miles Davis 6
Lou Gottlieb
Larry Winters
Fernanda Montel
Waldorf-Astoria
365 Club
Geneva Vallier
Ray Bari Ore.
Gordon MacRae
Leonard Dixon
Corinne Calvet
Milt Shaw Orr
Sheila Stephens
Appletons
Gay
90’s
Hotel St. Moritz
Emil Coleman Ore
Continued from page 54
Bee
it
Ray
Oscar
Cartier
Marshal] Grant 3
1 *•»''• ’
Jack Farrell
Moro-Landis Dcrs '
plane as a means of transporta¬
Joy Heajy Dncrs 6 Bill Clifford Ore.
CHICAGO
Black c.-.-' r
Nober
Noberti
tion, are bidding and getting con¬
Helgai Neff
Don Rickies
Helga
ventions which they had no hope
Hans Leiter
Vicki Castle
Heinz Kroel
of cashing in on in other years.
Charlie Fisk Ork 10
Joe Parnello t3>
Charli
The planned alterations will add
Drake
Blue Angel
Doretta Morrow
Barbara Velasco
Doretl
■
■
Continued from page 1J—, some 60,000 feet of floor space,
Jimmy Blade Ore.
Mighty Panther
Jimm;
and make it possible to hold two
751 Horn
Lord Carlton
..Gate
Ga
for the 1959-60 season, dealing big conventions or trade shows
Rick Shaw
Bdb <Gibson
Malley 4c Margot
Anita Sheer
with the period.
simultaneously, or set one up
London House
Lord. Christo
Lo
Warner Bros, is producing a while the other is still in progress.
Blue Note
Oscar Peterson 3
Mister Kelly’s
Sarah Vaughan
Mi:
series of 90-minute filmed “spe¬
Atlantic City is host each year
Peter Appleyard 4
Gene Baylos
cials,” as ABC calls them, for'that to between 300 and 400 conventions,
Peggy Dietrick
Chez Pares
Tony Martin
Mrrty Rubinstein 3 web on the great battles of the large and small, the larger ones
Marx & Frigo
Sue Carson
war. They will be aired the sea¬ using the hall for their sessions.
Palmer House
Geo. Cook Ore.
son preceding the Centennial.
Chez Adorab’es *9i [Marguerite Piazza
In season it is the summer home of
Cloister Inn
Ben Arden Orr
At present, this is the set-up on “Ice Capades.” Main auditorium
Preview Lounge
Don Adams
feature pix concerned in any way is the site of the Miss America
Lonnie Sattin
Harry Epps’ MusRamsey Lewis Trie
kat Ramblers
With the Civil War.
Pageant, “Ice Capades,” etc., and
Sutherl'nd
Conrad Hilton
Alied Artists has none presently it is also used as an exhibit area, i
Horace Silver
Harrison 4c Kossi

Ice Slow Review

Cabaret Bills

Atlantic City

New Acts
LITC & JEANNINE PORET

Songs
30 Mins.
Ritz Carlton, Montreal
Luc Poret’s first appearance in
Montreal was several years ago
when he came from Paris to accom¬
pany Genevieve, a Gallic thrush
who has since made a mark via the(
American niteries and, of late, as'
a foil on the Jack Paar show from
New York. Poret stayed on, after
his stint with Genevieve, working
as a single in Chicago and on the
Coast. A composer and arranger
in his own right, Poret felt the
need to expand and has teamed up
with his wife Jeannifle with okay
results. Act as now appearing in
the Ritz Cafe is quite a change
for this room. Dedicated to a show
formula of nothing but femme
chirpers, the injection of an offer¬
ing with the male half of team
dominating is not only a switcheroo
but a welcome change. Experience
in various American boites has ob¬
viously had much to do with Poret/s
construction. Although basically
French in treatment and song
selection, there is plenty of English
material to keep attention going
at all times. Present format has
a broad touch of the oljj vaude
song-and-dance teams but updated
with Poret’s own songs and the
current Gallic hits.
Recent formation of team is evi-J
dent particularly with the distaff
side but most of this is due to her j
lack of English. A blonde with a
good set of pipes and apparent
show savvy garnered from fronting
bands in France as featured vocal¬
ist, Jeannine is a natural for such
a combination and a neat compli¬
ment to Poret. Okay for any visual
medium and the better class cafes.
Newt.
BILLY DAINTY
Comedy
14 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow

I
j

From first entrance, this smallish
comedian makes-impaot, thanks to
his garbing. He is dressed in strik¬
ingly purple suiting, and later con¬
trasts this with use of bright green
stick and hat. Opening is on the
quiet side and needs impact equal
to that given by his wardrobe
choice.
Comedian has offbeat style, and
registers with a cute eccentric walk
which he can use to even greater
effect. He should also vocalize
ijiore. Travesty of a pop singer in
grandfather’s day is good, and also
his dashing tenor lampoon.
Dainty is on the imitative slant
too long, and would be advised to
drift out into his own comedy vein,
utilizing happy smile, goofy mouth,
wide eyes and, above all, aptitude
for
extra-comical
manner
of
walking.
Once act is sharpened, and i
stronger comedy fodder can be
added, act has promise for future
development via tv niteries and
vaude.
Gord.
GRANADA DANCERS

Dance
25 Mins.
Club Crescendo, Houston
Estrellita & Raul's Granada
Dancers (5) show polish and pre¬
cision. Lavishly costumed, the
dancers speed through a routine
that features a variety of flamenco,
folk, Spanish and Italian numbers.
The group catches well the spirit
of each dance, from the solemn
pure gypsy flamenco performed by
the troupe’s male members, Raul
& Angelillo, to the light and care¬
free “Jota,” a peasant dance. The
“Bull Fight Fantasy,” done partly
in dimmed lights with fluorescent
capes, is a thing of beauty and
drew heavy palming. ' The act
bowed out on night caught (6) with
the “Flamenco Mambo,” in which
the troupe’s three femmes in scan¬
ty costumes showed that they are
shapely as well as talented.
In the bullfight number, inciden¬
tally, Raul is at ease manipulating
the torero’s cape, as he once
trained in Spain to be a matador.
Act is one of the best of its kind.
Skip.

Civil War

CARMEN DAZIEL

Songs

TIMMEE ROGERS (2)
Songs, Comedy
IS Mins.

Apollo, N.Y.
Timmie Rogers is a young vet* in
the business. Professionally he got
a new deal for himself with the
publicity obtained because of his
unfortunate experiences while
working in U.S. military Installa¬
tions in Germany.
Rogers is a likeable chap whose
easygoing manner belies the fact
that he’s constantly punching a
good batch of material. In former
years, his work comprised songs to
self - strung instrument accomp.
There’s been a lot of change in
his turn."*He uses comedy material
wisely, and" his instrument has been
amplified for punchier effect.
Naturally, he speaks about his
experiences, not bitterly, but in a
comedy manner. He’s glad to be
back in Harlem and glad to be out
of the ^hospital. He has an ima¬
ginary phene conversation with the
President on the subject. Because
this theme is so close to Harlem,
it’s material that couldn’t easily be
used elsewhere. However, okay for
wider consumption is his bit
on the gay cowboy, and a generally
good brand of singing. He’s accomped by his bass player, Al
Lucas, for an-added beat. Jose.
LISA CARROLL
Songs
25 Mins.
Frontier Room, Vancouver, Wash.

Lisa Carroll, wbo has worked in
tv, pics and some opera, is now
starting a new act for niteries as
a ballad singer. Well-endowed gal
has class, salesmanship and talent.
She works easy, starting slow and
builds for a solid turn.
“Quick On The Draw,” “Let’s Do
It,” “I Want To Be Loved” and
“Nice To Have A Man Around The
House*’ are show stoppers. During
one number, she works audience
to the hilt, tossing hotel keys out
to males for howls and mitting.
Scores nicely with some standard
ballads.
Feve.
JAQUELINE PETITE
Exotic
12 Mins.
Gatineau, Ottawa

* Jaqueline Petite has a Bardottype figure and gives it plenty ex¬
hibition in a stint that lacks rou¬
tining but drips with sex. She’s a
cute, small looker equipped with
nice costuming and while her
chores repeat themselves, the cus¬
tomers, particularly males, don’t
seem to mind.
Closer has femme standing on a
chair, tossing burning daggers
from her mouth to a horizontal
target on the floor for thrill finish.
Stanza is solid filler for any nitery
fare.
Gorm.
VICKI CASTLE
Songs
17 Mins.
Black Orchid, Chicago

More than a decade ago, a fuss
was kicked up via pop disks and
personal appearances by a Negro
child singer named Toni Harper.
Moppet rode the crest for a time,
then slipped out of sight and
sound. Now a grown woman and
mother, she has resumed thrushing
as Vicki Castle.
Miss Castle has a husky voice
that she uses well, but it’s hard to
pick out a stylization that listeners
could take with ’em and remember.
Act is hallmarked more by bodyEnglish, including a knee-bending
gimmick, which may be prompted
by singer’s height. Gyrations ne¬
cessitate a hand mike throughout.
Turn caught found Miss Castle
garbed in a white strapless creation
with matching gloves, quite suita¬
ble dress except that it seems to
conflict some with the pop jazz
piping, attire being more closely
identified with “class” chanteuses.
Miss Castle’s songalog is a pretty
tried-and-true affair with oke ar¬
rangements among the tunes being
“Sometimes I’m Happy,”, “I’ve Got
It Bad,” “Willow Weep for Me,”
“Jump for Joy” and “Near You.”
There’s nary a peep of patter out
of her until she segues from “Near
You” into a poised and economic
thank you.
Act has enough visuality for
sight media, but it may take some
work to move singer on disks.
Pit.

30 Mins.
Francais Theatre, Ottawa

This platinum doll is a standout
looker. She also has a strong, true
voice with plenty of Gallic style
and gesturer throughout. All num¬
bers are in French except “Goody
Goody—for ze Engleesh people,”
which she belted out in fine style,
with just enough accent to be
piquante.
She’s a refreshing natural.

Tim Gayle Back in Biz

Detroit, Nov. 11.
Tim Gayle, publicist-manager
who had been ill for the past year,
is on the comeback trail and has
set up offices here in his home
town.
He’s already signed Lisa Sea¬
gram. a local actress-rilodel, and
Gard. ' i Betty Wilson, a vo.oajist.
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Chicago
'Warm Peninsula May Pay Off Nut
Clurman, One of ’Em, Raps Critics; lady’Feb.to7,Exit
After 65 Weeks
During Season-Long Tryout Tour
Dislikes Atkinson’s Dining Habits

Chicago, Nov. 11.
“My Fair Lady” will exit the
Shubert Theatre here Feb. 7 after
a 65-week run. That’s a fortnight -----f
By LES CARPENTER
By JERRY GAGHAN
short of the longrun tuner record
Philadelphia, Nov. 11.
Washington. Nov. 11.
established locally by "South Pa¬
Ballet: Cheers &. Chills
Lynn,
Noel
OfF-B’way
Harold Clurman, a critic himself,
On the basis of boxoffice recep¬
cific,” when it closed in 1952.
"Jerome Robbins Ballets
There may never be a monu¬
tion, critical and audience reaction
doesn’t think much of the breed.
“Lady” will follow its local
USA”
closes
on
the
road
next
ment to record the; occasion,
and the relaxed atmosphere for
He particularly disapproves of
stand with a six-week booking at
Saturday (15), having been
but the off-Broadway., cast of
doctoring the show, the scheduled
Brooks Atkinson, legit reviewer for
the Riviera Theatre, Detroit.
characterized by two paradoxi¬
the show will never forget it:
full-season tryout tour of “The
the N. Y. Times, he indicated in a
cal
factors:
(a)
sensationally
Lynn
Fontanne
and,Noel
Cow¬
Warm
Peninsula” already appears
talk last week at the Arts Council
enthusiastic press reviews and
ard attended a performance
to be a successful operation. The
meeting of the YM & YWHA
(b)
skimpy
audiences.
Much
last
Sunday
night
(9)
of
"The
play
is
currently in the holdovpr
here. Clurman, who doubles as a
the same was true during the
Time of the Cuckoo.” at the
stanza of a two-week engagement
legit director and critic for The
recent
Manhattan
engagement.
Sheridan
Square
Playhouse,
at
the
National
Theatre here, hav¬
Nation mag, is here in the former
Although the troupe was
in Greenwich Village, N. Y.
ing played a break-in half-week at
capacity as stager of the S. N.
heavily
laureled
at
the
Brus¬
After
the
show
they
went
backthe
Playhouse,
Wilmington.
Behrman show, “The Cold Wind
sels World’s Fair and the arts
stage to congratulate the ac¬
Manning Gurian, producer of the
and the Warm,” currently trying
festival at Spoleto, Italy, dur¬
tors in the dinky cellar and loft
show, is well satisfied with the way
out at the Locust Theatre.
ing the summer, the similar
dressing rooms.
the
unhsual tryout is progressing,
He never reads reviews of any
raves and the prestige did not
Miss Fontanne had the night
and his actress-wife Julie Harris,
of his own shows, either in New
translate into boxoffice.
off from “The Visit,” in which
who’s
starring in the Joe Masteroff
York or on the road, Clurman as¬
Prevailing interpretation:
she’s currently costarred with
play, is equally enthusiastic. At
Broadway managements are tak¬
serted. “I can’t stand the miser¬
“Small” membership ballet
her husband, Alfred Lunt, at
its
b.o.
pace thus far, the produc¬
ing
the
position
that
the
special
able prose and the snap judgments
companies don’t pull in the
the Morosco Theatre, N. Y.
tion stands to earn back its entire
rates granted off-Broadway adver¬
of the reviewers,” he explained.
sticks.
Robbinsites
could
Coward, an old friend* is in
$75,000
investment before it
tisers
by
the
New
York
newspapers
His apparent emotion on the sub¬
break
at
about
$25,000
New York for a periodic
reaches Broadway in the fall of
constitutes
unfair
competition.
ject led one listener to remark that
weekly.
visit.
1959.
Many
of its stands will be
Their
stand
is
that
the
rates
should
the director must have had some¬
on Guild subscription.
be equalized or the off-Broadway
one read the local reviews of
The operation has a major asset
and
Broadway
ads
be
run
sep¬
“Cold Wind” to him. Two of the
in Miss Harris’s potent drawing
arately.
three notices were pans.
power, as demonstrated in the bigThose points are to be presented
Clurman told his audience that
grossing tours of "Member of the
to the newspapers by a committee
Atkinson’s dining habits seem to
Wedding,” "I Am a Camera” and
appointed by the League of N.Y.
affect his judgment, and he ex¬
j
"The
Lark,” with the added hypo
Theatres, which represents Main
pressed disapproval of both the
of her more recent film and tv
• Stem nroducers and theatre own¬
Times reviewer’s choice of restau¬
appearances.
With that as insur¬
ers. The situation is figured to have
rants and opening-night menus. He
Glasgow, Nov. 11.
ance against the sort of ruinous
Although "The Redhead” is cur¬ stemmed from the heavy flow of
advised playgoers to make their
business
unknown
plays normally
A
Scottish
Repertory
Festival
off-Broadway display ads, which
own decisions about what plays to rently in rehearsal, with Gwen have been intermingled with ad¬ has been launched in four leading do on the road, it’s providing
see, and base the. selections on the Verdon as star, the financing for vertisements for Broadway shows. centers,, with legit groups from ample time for revisions.
cast, producer, playwright, etc,, of the Robert Fryer & Lawrence Carr
Incidentally, Gurian figures that
each city inter-changing plays.
production is not entirely set. A
the shows involved.
Move is aimed at hypoing interest by touring "Peninsula” prior to
hitch over the television rights to
its New York presentation he’s
in
the
native
stock
companies
and
(In regard to Atkinson’s openthe musical comedy is delaying a
in showing off their wares to avoiding the possibility* of losing
flight eating habits, he is noted in
deal for NBC to put up $75,000 of
payees who normally don’t journey the road market entirely. As he
the trade for the regularity of his
the
$300,000
capitalization.
points out, it’s virtually impossible
schedule. He always takes a latefrom one center to the other.
The company’s affiliate, RCAafternoon nap and usually dines at
.Theatre units taking part are to take a show on the road after
Victor,
is
already
set
to
supply
home with his wife, novelist Oriana
the Edinburgh Gateway Co., Glas¬ it’s been panned by the Seven
$75,000 of the financing, in return
By GORDON DIVING
Atkinson. He is nearly always or.e
gow Citizens Theatre, Perth Thea¬ Wise Men of Manhattan.
for
the
album
rights.
The
remain¬
As for Miss Harris, she becomes
Glasgow, Nov. 11:
of the first members of the audi¬
tre Co. and Dundee Repertory
ing $150,000 has been raised by
ence to arrive at the theatre, usu¬
The British tradition of having a Theatre. Each troupe has chosen restless when she’s not in a show,
Fryer
&
Carr
from
their
regular
her
husband says, and her recent
ally about 15 minutes before cur¬
distaffer with shapely limbs to play a play to be performed for. one
tain time.
He customarily re¬ investors.
the role of Principal Boy in pan¬ week in the home theatre, then to one-play-a-season ritual on Broad¬
The
snag
over
the
tv
rights
to
way
has taken a toll on her. Last
mains in his seat, even during in¬
tomimes appears to be waning. The be taken for a week to each of the
the show is understood to stem tendency is for a male performer, other three theatres.
year, with the brief run of “The
termissions.—EdJ
from
the
reluctance
of
the
produc¬
Country
Wife” revival, she was
Clurman suggests that the best
usually a pop singing star \£dth a
Extra costs involved in moving
time to see a play is the latter part ers to limit the film rights. NBC large disk following, to be sub¬ the companies and productions out of a regular acting stint until
wants
prior
tv
rights
as
a
part
of
(Continued
on page 60)
of the week, "preferably a Friday
stituted. In the upcoming panto? around are being met by the Brit¬
evening of the third or fourth week its deal for investing $75,000.
mime season Bruce Trent, David ish Arts Council (Scottish Commit¬
It’s
assumed
that
the
NBC
par¬
of the run. Something, happens
Hughes, Dennis Lotis and Danny
ticipation will be worked out. If Purches are only a few of the male tee). B,o. attendances have been
(Continued on page 60)
not, there’d probably be little diffi¬ singers who will fill the bill as hypoed, and companies have also
culty obtaining the remaining $75,- pantomime Boys, replacing femme had more breathing space for re¬
hearsing their respective plays.
000 capital. However, the NBC chirpers.
Offerings are Anthon Chekhov’s
angle is important, since it would
Managements ascribe the switch
(Continued on page 60)
involve intensive tv plugging for to an eye on the boxoffice with
Toledo, Nov. 11.
! the musical.
reference to male warblers with
The concert business concept of
“Redhead” is due Feb. 5 at the j large femme followings, Hughes,
pre-selling
touring
entries is
46th Street Theatre, N. Y., after a [ an English ballad singer, is named
spreading in legit. It’s caught on
tryout tour.
for the principal boy part in a
here with the establishment this
San Francisco, Nov. 11.
new Stewart Cruikshank presenta¬
season of an “organized” theatreA dispute between musicians
Philadelphia, Nov. 11.
tion of “Sinbad the Sailor.” He j
going audience of over 3,000 by the
Local 6 and a Frisco concert man¬
A. local edition of'an “off-Broad¬ newly-formed Toledo Civic Play¬
will have the’title role, which pre¬
ager threatened to derail the tour¬
viously would have gone to a way” theatre is scheduled to open goers Assn., Inc.
ing concert version of. Leonard
here soon. It’s a project of the re¬
TCPA, a non-profit operation was
femme.
Bernstein’s “Candide” just a few
The fast fold of two off-Broad¬
Purches, an English gypsy sing¬ cently-organized Forty-Third Street organized in cooperation with the
hours before the show was to open
last Saturday (8) at the 3,400-seat way shows in the last fortnight er, will be principal boy in a Fraser Theatre Corp., which has taken Theatre > Guide-American Theatre
represented a combined loss of ap¬ Neal presentation of “Puss in over the former Commodore Thea¬ Society under the auspices of the
Frisco Opera House.
tre for the presentation of plays
The wrangle centered over the proximately $30,000. The produc¬ Boots.” Lotis will play principal ranging from classics to modern Council of the Living Theatre. The
association pays a flat fee for the
union’s request that William King, tions involved were Maxwell An¬ boy in a British Midlands panto¬ works.
productions it books, which are
managing director of the Califor¬ derson’s “Golden Six,” which end¬ mime, and Trent, fave singer with
Involved
in
the
venture
as
pro¬
available
only to those with TCPA
nia Civic Music & Arts Foundation,' ed a two-week run last Saturday the femmes, is booked as Prince; ducers are Richard Robbins, Clarke
employ 18 musicians for the Frisco (8), and Frank Merlin’s “Foenix Charming in the Harold Fielding Dunham and Bob Hale. Robbins membership cards.
Membership
in the organization,
performance and fqr a perform¬ in Choir,” which terminated a one- presentation of the Rodgers & j and Dunham were previously as¬
Hammerstein “Cinderella,” star¬ sociated with the N.Y. Shakespeare which has scheduled four shows
ance Tuesday (11) night at the week stand'Nov. 1.
this
season
at
the
3,400-seat Para¬
The Anderson play, presented at ring Tommy Steele, Jimmy Ed-j Festival. Joseph Papp, the festival’s
Berkeley Community T’ eatre.
The 5,000-member local’s presi¬ the York Playhouse by Warner Le- wards and Yana, at the Coliseum, | founder and producer, will act as mount Theatre here, involves three
different
price
ranges,
$20, $14
dent, Charles (Pop) Kennedy, Roy and Norman Twain (by ar¬ London.
consultant to the producers.
and $8. Incidentally, the use of
pointed out this was “a normal rangement with the Playwrights
The principal backer of the ven¬ membership cards for admission
union-employer bargaining pro¬ Co.), was capitalized at $20,000,
ture is J. I. Rodale, an Allentown, purposes dispenses with the cost
cedure,” but King couldn’t see it with provision for 10% overcall.
Pa., publisher. He’s also serving of ticket printing and a boxoffice
that way, noting that "Candide” The Merlin drama, presented at
as the corporation’s board chair¬ staff.
had never used any standby musi¬ the Rita Allen Theatre by Authors |
man. The house which has been
The first of the quartet of entries
cians in any of the 24 cities it had and Actors, was financed at $10,000.
undergoing
extensive renovations
The giveaway of edibles, drinks |
previously played. The show ordin¬
Of 28 investors in “Foenix,” 17 and non-foodstuffs to opening at a cost of around $45,000, has to be presented to TCPA members
was
the Eddie Bracken-starrer,
arily employs two AFM pianists, had stakes of only $100. Half the night audiences at the Cricket been re-tagged the Forty-Third
“Tunnel of Love,” which played
Samuel Krachmalnick, - who also capital, however, was put up by | Theatre, N. Y., is becoming routine. Street Theatre.
(Continued
on page 60)
(Continued on page 62)
Helen J. Buettner, a New Jersey I Last season the house passed out
The house, which will be scaled
resident. General partners in the I French champagne and cognac at from $l-$3.60, has had its seating
venture were Merlin, Vince Hard-1 the preem of “Ardele” and at the capacity reduced from 1,300 to 750.
ing, Billy M Greene, Michael E. I debut performance of “Palm Tree The productions will utilize Equity
Cannata and Lester Sweyd,
in a Rose Garden” a rose was performers.
placed on each seat in the theatre.
An all-Negro musical comedy,
Tomorrow night (Thurs.), when
Peter Flournoy, who’s operated
Vet Viennese Composer
“Satin Legs Smith,” is planned
Playwright-Anthologist
“Hamlet of Stepney Green’ opens
the Southern Tier PlSyhouse the
for Broadway production next
at
the
smallseater,
herring
snacks
last two summers at Binghamton,
Robert Stolz
and wine will be available to the
George Oppenheimer spring by Warren Coleman. - The
N.Y., doesn’t intend returning to
book for the tuner was written
audience. Similarly, earlier this
details the differences between
whose book, ’The Passionate
the same spot next season.
He
by Hal Ross, while Frank Fields
season, over 1,000 Milady apple
Playgoer has Just been pub¬
may, however, move to a differ¬
is responsible for the bulk of the
and
cheese
blintzes
were
passed
out
The Repertoire Vs.
lished, has an interesting
ent site in the town.
lyrics and music. The production
at the opening of the Yiddishdissertation on
*Commercial9 Theatre
Flournoy’s decision not to re¬
will also include additional num¬
American “Nice People” at the
sume activities at the Playhouse,
bers
by Irving Schlein, plus songs
for the Dramatist
Downtown National Theatre, N. Y.
which is actually the Masonic
The Drama Critic
by Duke Ellington, Luther Hender¬
In the same vein, a number of
and Composer
Temple, is based on heavy losses
son
and
others.
canvastops belonging to the Musi¬
*
*
*
* * *
his two semesters there. The
John W. Bubbles will portray
cal Arena Theatres Assn, provided
one
of
the
many
Editorial
Features
theatre had previously been op¬
one of the many Editorial Featnres
the lead role of a rack-pusher in
firstnighters with White Owl cigars,
erated by Gail Hillson as the
in the upcoming
in the npceming
New York’s garment district.
Good Humor ice cream pops and
Triple Cities Playhouse.
Others slated for the cast include
Arnold’s (Bakery) cookies last
53d Anniversary Number
53d Anniversary Number
Flournoy also notes that a group
Geoffrey Holder, Carmen Delavasummer. The giveaways all had
of localities are discussing the
some tie-in connection with the
lade and Jennie Prior. Coleman,
'of
of
possibility of erecting a tent near
who launched an acting “career in
shows presented. Max Eisen is
the new Sheraton-Binghamton Ho¬
1934, has been active the last six
pressagent for the Cricket, “Peo¬
ftiEfr
tel opening next spring.
years as a film producer.
ple” and MATA.

Otf-B’way Rates
For Ads Unfair,
Say B’way Mgts.

4 Scot Troupes
In Rotary Fest

NBC Backing For
'Redhead’Snarled

Another Custom Fading;
Casting Male Names As
'Boys’ in British Pantos

Toledo Group Pre-Sells
4 Touring Legit Shows
Under GuSd-lBO Setup

Tiff With Music Mon
Threatens SJ. ‘Candide’;
Talk Season Contract

PLAN PHILLY THEATRE
AS ‘OFF-B’WAY’HOUSE

‘GOLDEN/TOENIX’FOLDS
INVOLVE $30,000 LOSS

The Giveaways Are O.K.,
But How’re the Shows?

Plan 'Satin Legs Smith’
As All-Negro Musical

Flournoy Won’t Return
To Old Binghamton Site
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Slows on Broadway

PftRi&rr
Ihoatro Historian

Bernard Sobel
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Shows Out of Town

sive, stinging dialog of its prede¬
Whoop-Up
details, why
Cheryl Crawford & Alan Pakula presen¬ cessors. Although written before
Philadelphia, Nov. 10.
tation of three-act (six scenes) drama by either of the others and a col¬
Cy Feuer & Ernest H. Martin presenta¬
Tabus About Exposes tion of two-aet musical comedy; lyrics,
Speed Limkin. Stars Judith Anderson; laboration rather than a solo effort,
features Arthur O’Connell, Diana van
Norman Gimbel; music. Moose Charlap;
der Vlis, Brandon de Wilde, George C. it has the same Osborne trade¬
book, Feuer and Martin, based on Dan
No Longer True
Scott. Larry Hagman. Ruth Hammond, mark.
Cushman’s novel. "Stay Away, Joe.”
Charles White. Staged by Robert Mulli¬
Features SuSan Johnson, Paul Ford, Ralph
On that basis, and on the
(The Public Savors
gan; setting and lighting, Sam Leve;
Young,
Romo
Vincent,
Sylvia
Syms,
costumes, Noel Taylor. At the Ambassa¬ strength of a mettlesome perform-.
Danny Meehan,' Julienne Marie, P. J.
Inside Stuff)
dor Theatre. N.Y., Nov. 6. *58; *6.90 top. ance, “Epitaph” is an interesting j
Kelly. Staging, Feuer; settings and light¬
C. D. Lawton.Brandon de Wilde
ing, Jo Mielziner; choreography. Onna
*
.*
*
Joe Glover ... Michael J. Pollard show. But not only does it suffer j
White; costumes, Anna Hill Johnstone;
Caroline Lawton.Diana van der Vlis from its similarities, especially to ;
musical
and
vocal
director,
Stanley
Ah Editorial Feature
Isabel Lawton -.... Judith Anderson
Lebowsky; orchestrations, Philip J. Lang;
Katherine Eubanks....- Ruth Hammond “Anger,” but also from the fact I
dance music arrangements, Peter Matz.
in the .apeamiag
Tydings Glenn . George C. Scott that its flavor is bitter and its title j
At the Shubert Theatre. Philadelphia,
Lewis .
Joseph Barr character, in particular, is unsym- i
Nov. 10, *58.
53d Anniversary Number
Charley Lawton....Arthur O’Connell
Grandpere
.. ?. J. Kelly
Mrs. McCarthy..
Loma Thayer pathetic, even irritating. Despite •
Annie Champlain .. Sylvia Syms
Jim Culpepper.Larry Hagman it’s undeniable assets, therefore,!
of
Louis Chrmpiain .Romo Vincent
Gordie Eubanks ... Charles White
Mary
Cramplain.Julienne
Marie
“Epitaph” is a questionable pros-!
Deersleep
... . Michael Kermoynn
Lorraine . Eileen Ryan
Bud.
John Dutra pect for a Broadway run and is :
Marlene Standing Rattle- Ann Barry
Matthew Benrchaser.Tony Gardell
dubious as film material.
i
Glenda. Callahan
. Susan J^hn-^n
The theme of “Comes a Day"
Baptiste Three Bird...Paul Michael
In his preoccupation with selfFrank Knife .
H. F. Green
seems to be a sort of contemporary pitying heroes, Osborne and appar¬
George
Potter
.
Dnnny Meehan
psychological reverse twist of the ently also in this case Creighton,
Medicine Man .
Tony Garden
love-conquers-all adage, to the ef¬ seem to be in a rut. It’s frequently
North Montana Troubadours
-.. Jack
Hcrrsberg. Joseph I. Puma.
fect that greed and hate are the lively (perhaps itchy would be a
Singing u’wys Front
Sheldon Russell
root of evil. For those who can more fitting word), highly articu¬
Joe Champlain .
Ralph Young
Mexico
Billie Mae Littlehorse.... Asia Mercoo'ova
take it seriously, this Speed Lam- late and at times provocative rut,
Karl Kellenbach
.
Paul Ford
kin drama may be a harrowing ex- but its effectiveness declines with
(CARNEGIE HALL, N.Y.)
Clyde Walschmidt
.WaP-^e Rooney
perience. Others will find it not repetition.
Jiggs Rock Medicine.Bo~~jy Shields
Program
presented
via
National
Gus
Winter
Owl
.
Jackie
Warner
so much hard to take as impossible
Dillon, like Jimmy Porter in
■ Mrs. Knnenbach .... Vera Walton
to believe. In currently popular “Anger,” is a sort of British edition Concerts by this group, also known [“Hotel
*»roDrietor . Robert Lenn
as
Los
Ninos
Cantores
de
Morelia,
Walt
Stephenpierre.Tom
R»=kin
terminology, it seems contrived.
of the beat .generation—albeit a
State Trooper
Steve Wil-nd
The Cheryl Crawford-Alan scornful and acutely talkative one. was divided into three . parts. Justice
of the Peace
.... Earl Lippy
Pakula production stars Judith An¬ A misfit, he blames his failure on Though the youngsters, Wiio come Strangers. Edward Becker. Tom R=»*-kin
Others: Mari ArneU, Jeanna Belkin,
derson as the fiercely possessive others; feeling hurt, he inflicts from the Conservatory of Music in Socrates
Birsky, Tim Brown, Sandra
mother obsessed by hatred of pov¬ pain on those arouad him; being Morelia, one of Mexico’s most Devlin,
Eleanor Dian, Tina Faye, Martha
erty and bitterness at the husband heartless, he wails for sympathy. charming provincial capitals, per¬ Granc«e- Salvador Juarez. Robert Karl.
Rae
McLe-»n.
Michelle Newton. Estelle
formed
with
remarkable
technical
who lost the inheritance for which
Parsons. Yolanda Porooat. Tony Rosa.
In this play, he’s a selfstvled
she married him. She’s so relent¬ artist, an unsuccessful actor-author control and a well balanced tone Maria Stevens, Ben Vargas, Barbara
which
had
individuality
and
apWebb.
lessly determined that her daugh¬ who’s been given a home by a
,
■.
. pealing quality-—the middle part
ter must make a “good match,” so
wangling, tiresome; devoted to contemporary music
There were ominous rustlings
the family can all hold their heads commonplace,
family in a grubby London suburb,; was by far the most interesting and and coughing and murmering and
up in the community again that because
he reminds the soft-heart- j on a high level of musicianship, even longing glances towards the
she fails to recognize what every
member of the audience sees at a ed mother of the idolized son she j -j-he technical exactions of the exits during the first 25 minutes
war. He sponges on Works by Stravinsky, Britten and of the “Whoop-Up” opening. It
glance—that the chosen suitor js lost m the
unconscionably, ridicules , Orff were mastered with ease, as- anpeared that the producers of
a sadistic psychopath. After a cou¬ them
them
behind
their
backs and coolly , surance and subtlety.
“Guys and Dolls” and “Can-Can”
ple of drinks or a few disurbing KPdnro.c
fr>u^
seduces thpir
their gullible, shallow!
shallow
The *»o
32 lads, with _notable com¬ '• ere about to stub their toes.
circumstances, he snarls out the daughter. In the end. however. Jie
Then
one of those strange theatri¬
mand
of
a
good
range
of
voice¬
story of how he insanely beat his is trapped in the knowledge that
transformations occurred and
former wife and butchered the he’s a victim of tuberculosis, ao- shading, were originally trained by cal
although
“Whoop-Up” did not
an
Italian
chorusmaster
who
was
puppy he loved as a maniacal ges¬ narently incurable, and that even
maintain the steady pace of zing
ture of revenge on the mother he the small success •nf his play is at imported from Vienna and had and
zip, it ended as h?t potentiality
been a teacher to the Vienna Choir
hated.
the cost of his deliberate cheapen¬ boys. After his death, his assistant and a smash possibility.
Hatred has done more than un¬ ing of it.
This musical has what many of
Luis Berber, a young Mexican com¬
hinge this monster, however. It
der original stager William
its kind lack, a really robust and
has also corroded the girl’s mother, Oaskill’s knowing direction the poser, took over and he has to be funny
book, adapted by producers
who carps and nags at her chil- drama is forcefully played. Robert admired for leading his charges in Cy Feuer
and Ernest H. Martin
dten, and rails vindictively at the Stevens, repeating his London , the rhythmical intricacies of the from
a story called “Stay Away,
j
Orff
piece
“Laudes
Creaturarum,”
husband who has long since taken characterization, projects the shod¬
Joe,” by Dan Cushman. Its charac¬
refuge in drunkenness.
She is dy egocentricity of the title role, easily the highlight of the pro¬ ters are mostly lusty, uninhibited
rudely unresponsive to the well- the alternating moments of bra¬ gram.
Somewhat disturbing were the and unconventional. Several, are
meant advances of a friendly vado. fawning and despair. Eil°en
either Indians or halfbreeds, as the
neighbor and even at the final Herlie. a U. S.-resident London sudden shifts from loud to soft and action occurs around an Indian
back
again in the liturgical part
curtain, when her husband and star, gives another of her skillfully
the program (sung in scarlet reservation in modern Montana.
young son show compassion bn her dimensioned performances as the j of
Most prominent and interesting
cass0cks with blue stoles) and in
loneliness and self-recrimination, desperately lonely aunt who sees
of the lot are probably the mem¬
she lacks the grace or spontaneity through the youth, lets herself fall the final part (sung in ponchos) bers of the Champlain family,
the
popular
songs
seemed
some¬
to show appreciation or affection. in love with him hut finally walks
what overarranged, lacking the au¬ headed by aged Grandpere, played
by P. J. Kelly, and including blus¬
Under Robert Mulligan’s direc¬ out to escape sordid involvement. thentic feeling.
Goth.
tering, bragging Joe, hfe sweet
tion the company tends to give a
Notable portrayals in secondary
younger sister May and bis digni¬
compressed - lips sort of perfor¬ parts are given by Wendy Craig
fied mother and father. Not quite
mance. Miss Anderson plays the and Avril Elgar as daughters, Ali¬
Vladimir Ashkenazy
so respectable is Billie Moe Littlegrim mother with her usual author¬ son Legatt as the incorrigibly dot¬
(CARNEGIE HALL, N.Y.)
ity and air of tensely restrained ing mother, Frank Finlay as the
More and more it looks this way: horse, the stage’s answer to
emotion. George C. Scott’s luridly critical but venal father, and James if there were ho Sol Hurok it Brigitte Bardot, who in the shapely
graphic portrayal of the psychotic Valentine, David Vaughan and would be necessary for the State hands and torso of Asia Mersuitor provides at least a note^ of Felix Deebank in colorful smaller Dept, to invent him. Still firstest coolova has the audience in an up¬
vitality, and there’s a credibly hesi¬ roles. The original London setting .with the mostest from the most roar on every appearance.
There are two love affairs in
tant portrait by Arthur O’Connell of the grubby living room was places, 'Hurok has brought over
as the broken-spirited but es¬ designed by Stephen Doncaster, another very unique talent, the 21- “Whoop-Up,” one between Mary
sentially dignified father.
with Ralph Alswang getting union- year old Vladimir Ashkenazy. The Champlain, sympathetically por¬
by 'Julienne Marie, and
Diana van der Vlis is fetching as reauired hilling for supervision result at Carnegie Hall recently trayed
George, young auto- salesman
the confused hut likable daughter and Helene Pons listed as costume (24) was a sellout and fine critical neatly limmed by Danny Meehan;
Hobe.
who almost makes a disaster of her supervisor,
notices, though, the program itself and the other between Glenda
life, Brandon de Wilde gives a
was so chosen, whether by Ashken- Callahan, excitingly performed by
vigorous performance as the more
^azy, Moscow or Hurok strategy, to Susan Johnson, and Joe Cham¬
Maria Golovin
or less stock character of a resent¬
prevent
“comparisons” with estab¬ plain, played with the correct
David Merrick, National Broadcasting
ful teenager, Ruth Hammond and Co. & Byron Goldman presentation of lished virtuosi.
amount of swagger and show-off by
musical drama by Gian-Carlo
Charles White are acceptable as three-act
“Variations”
of Rachmaninoff Ralph Young. Sylvia Syms, also
Features Franca Duval, Richard
neighbor couple, and Larry Hag- Menotti.
Cross, Patricia Neway. Staged by the and Brahms on Correlli and Han¬ featured, is dignified and appeal¬
man is engaging as the daughter’s composer-librettist; scenery, Rouben Ter- del themes were distinctly offbeat ing as an Indian mother and. does
Arutunian: lighting, Charles Elsdn; cos¬ for an international debut.
ardent other suitor.
The one song very nicely. Romo Vin¬
tumes. Helene Pons: musical conductor,
Sam Leve has designed a com¬ Herbert Grossman. At the Martin Beck two Chopin items, plus Lizst’s cent is good as her husband and
N.Y., Nov, 5, *58; *8.05 top.
bination living room-yard setting Theatre,
“Mephisto
Waltz”
and
Prokofieff’s
Paul Ford is effective in the minor
Donato . Richard Cross
in the proper tone of decayed pre¬ Agata
. Ruth Kobart Sonato No. 7 made an unusual as¬ role of an auto exec.
tension and Noel Taylor has pro¬ Mother...Patricia Neway sortment.
Moose Charlap and Norman Gim¬
Dr. Zuckertanz.Norman Kelley
vided the costumes.
Hobe.
Enough that the young man plays bel wrote the vigorous and atmos¬
Maria Golovin.Franca Duval
to put that pheric score, which may not have tco
Trottolo .
Lorenzo Muti “extraordinarily,”
Prisoner.William Chapman over-used word in quote-marks. His
many pop hit candidates, but fits
Epitaph for George
Servant ..
John Kuhn
technique arid authority are im¬ the background. “Flattery,” “Never
Dillon
pressive, if his sense of poetry is Before,” “Sorry for Myself,” “The
The
National
Broadcasting
Co.
David Merrick & Joshua Logan (by ar¬
rangement with English Stage Co.) pres¬ last summer financed the Brussels subdued rather than pyrotechnical. Best of What This Country’s Got”
entation of three-act (four scenes) drama
Hardly more than five feet tall4 and a rollicking piece about Mon¬
by John Osborne and Anthony Creighton. World’s Fair premiere of “Maria but with wild Russian hair, a fore¬
tana are the best, though others
Stars Eileen Herlie. Robert Stephens; Golovin.” The work drew but a
features Alison Leggatt. Staging, William so-so response in Europe, possibly lock falling, front and suggesting may emerge. It seems a shame that
Gaskill;
scenery,
Stephen
Doncaster;
a Daniel Boone fur cap with the Onna White, choreographer, hasn’t
because
Gian-Carlo
Menotti
hadscenery and lighting supervision, Ralph
Alswang; costume supervision. Helene over-burdened
himself with (a) tail turned round, Ashenkenazy been given a little more leeway,
as the show has some swell
Pons. At the John Golden Theatre, N.Y., supervision of his own Festival of had a distinct personal success.
Nov. 4, '58: S5.75 top.
He arouses speculation inevitably dancers, both male and female. Jo
Josie Elliot .. Wendy Craig . Two Worlds at Spoleto. Italy, (b)
Ruth Gray .'.. Eileen Herlie I the staging of “Vanessa” for Salz¬ of what he might be like with Mielziner’s settings are not as radi¬
Mrs. Elliot .. Alison Leggatt !
greater maturity and perhaps more cal as those he has had in other
Norah Elliot . Avril Elgar ( burg and lc> a committment to the
shows this year, but they have the
Land.
Percy Elliot .
Frank Finlay ' Paris Opera. It would therefor ap¬ “abandon.”
proper western scope and vitality.
George Dillon . Robert Stephens pear
that
the
.
“.Maria
Golovin”
Evangelist
. James Valentine
Opening night curtain went up
Government Man.David Vaughan which reached Broadway last week
at 8:25 and finally came, down at
Producer . Felix Deebank (on added. NBC . funds) is much
Globetrotting Stmgo Di reef or
about 10:45; that indicates that not
improved as an entertainment. It
too much cutting is needed, but
Johh Osborne demonstrates is now a pretty,good, though not a
Ed Manginn
those first 25 minutes must be
again in-“Epitaph for George Dil¬ basically - a'fti^diive Show.
taken care of. That and a speeding
lon” that he’s a talented play¬
As in many of his prior efforts.
of tempo at the very end should
ha* tome amusing reminiscences c*
wright. Bat coming after his “Look Menotti
the
composer
and
Menotti
make “Whoop-Up‘* a very valuable
Back in Anger" and "The Enter¬ the
dramatist
are
unevenly
tainer,” this new British importa¬ matched.
When Chastity Failed piece of footlight property.
the daring and cre¬
Waters.
tion indicates that the ex-actor ativity in But
functions remain
may be something of a stuck clear. Thereboth
(and Other Stories)
is his old penchant for
whistle.
“crippled”
(this
time,
blind)
or
This time, the chief spokesman
prototypes and his fond¬
for England's “angry young men” “cursed”
another Editorial Feature in the
for theatrical business, as the
Arthur Miller’s “All My Sons”
has collaborated with a fellow- ness
blind man pacing the floor in the
is slated for production Nov. 21upcoming
countryman. Anthony Creighton, final
act.
the
angry
beat
of
his
cane
22
at the U.S. Military Academy at
in a biting drama about an ineffec¬ on the floor suggesting nothing so
West Point.
53d Anniversary Number
tual. unhappy British intellectual, much
as a syncopated death march.
The drama involves a profiteer¬
a virtual ringer for the miserable
of
The story is heavily plotted, yet
ing World War II manufacturer
protagonist of “Anger.” This new
whose sale of defective military
play also has the same tone of de-; somehow thin, weak in its inter¬
personal
relationships.
At
least
one
feat and fury, the depressing lower ■
equipment 4pavs.es.. the^ death of a
(Continued on page 60)
middleclass milieu and the propul-t
number of flyers’. '•
Comes a Day
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Concert Reviews

‘Sons’ at West Point

The Cold Wind and the
Warm
Philadelphia, Nov. 5.
Producers Theatre presentation of
Robert Whitehead production of three-act
comedy-drama by S. N, Behrman, based
oh his New Yorker series and book,
"The Worcester Account." Stars Eli Wallack, Maureen Stapleton; features San¬
ford Meisner, ’ Morris Carnovsky. Sig
Arno, Carol Grace, Suzanne Pleshette.
Clifford David; staging,^.Harold Clurman;
settings, Doris AaronsOn; costumes. Mot¬
ley; lighting, Feder. At the Locust
Street Theatre, Philadelphia, Nov. 4, *58;
*4.50 top.
Tobey (as a boy).Van Dyke Parks
Willie
.;.....
Eli WaUach
Jim Nightingale.Vincent Gardenia
Ida . Maureen Stapleton
Ren .Jada- Rowland
Myra......' Carol Grace
Aaron ..
Peter Trytler
Rappoport- .\.
Mr. Sacher ........... Llorrls Carnovsky
Dan ...Sidney Armv.s
Leah.Suzanne Pleshette
Norbert Mandel . Sanford Meisner
Allie .. Malcolm Broderick
Fred .. Rnna Cummins
Tobey . Clifford David
S. N. Behrman, has apparently
missed this attempt to dramatize
his delightful New Yorker series
of autobiograDhical yarns, later
Dublished in book form as “The
Worcester Account.”
The legit
adaptation, “The Cold Wind and
the Warm,” has a few of the ele¬
ments of heart-warming appeal that
made the original pieces so en¬
gaging, but it generally seems incomplete
and
unsatisfying.
Whether an old pro like Behrman
and director Harold Clurman can
salvage the show is a question.
“The Cold Wind and the Warm”
has one noteworthy asset in the
vital and moving performance by
Maureen Stapleton as a middleage
Jewish widow who has made a lo¬
cal name for herself as a match¬
maker. The portrayal of the salty,
outwardly-hard but inwardly soft
mother is a gem. Eli Wallach, costarring, gives a gallant perfor¬
mance until the character disinte¬
grates, and even then he maintains
some sympathy for the smalltown
boy who has two loves, chooses the
wrong and finally commits suicide.
Among the flaws of Behrman’s
dramatization is that he allows
important events to happen be¬
tween scenes.
People, important
to the story, die in the interims
and audience has to wait some time
to. learn of it. Even worse, in the
case of the sympathetic character
played by Miss Stapelton, she is
not around at the end.
The first act of “The Cold Wind
and the Warm” is prosy and tedi¬
ous.
The next picks up with
auspicious alacrity and the final
act starts promisingly enough to
bog down in the morass of the final
scene. * The faults of the earlier
sections of the play can probably
be corrected directorially and by
cutting, but the ending wilr' re¬
quire drastic rewriting.
With a colorful though some¬
what cumbersome setting by Boris
Aaronson, the early 20th century,
atmoshpere js nicely established.
Among the commendable support¬
ing players are Carol. Grace. Su¬
zanne Pleshette, Van Dyke Parks,
Clifford David, Norbett * Mandell,
Sanford Meisner, Vincent Gardenia
and Morris Carnovsky. . Waters.

*

Cue for Passion
New Haven, Nov. 5.

Playwrights Co. & Franchot Produc¬
tions presentation of two-act (five scenes)
drama by Elmer Rice, Stars Diana Wynyard. John Kerr; features Lloyd Gough,
Anne
Revere* Russell
Gaige,
Robert
Lansing. Robin Howard. Staged by the
author; scenery and lighting, George
Jenkins; costumes, Dorothy Jeakins. At
Shubert Theatre, New Haven, Nov. 5. *58;
*4.80 top.
Lucy Gessler .... Robin Howard
Grace N!rholson ........ Diana W.vnyard.
Mattie TTaines .
Anne Revere
Carl Nicholson . Lloyd Gough
Tony Burgess .
John Kerr
Lloyd Hilton . Robert Lansing
Hugh Gessler . Russell Gaige

No one can accuse Elmer Rice
of having a one-track mind, at least
not on this playwriting project.
Presumably seeking a widfe variety
of audience emotions, he employs
a bursting fireworks bomb tech¬
nique, spreading flashy bits widely
with this modern-idiom version of
the “Hamlet” story.
Mixing the classic ingredients of
murder, youthful romance, sus¬
pense, an Oedipus complex, mys¬
tery and hallucination, the. author
provides interesting playgoing,
despite a plethora of words; The
film prospect seems good.
Diana Wynyard scores as . the
mother who planted the seed .of
the youth’s emotional disturbance
through unnatural affection in his
childhood and who dooms herself
to lifelong repentance by refusing
him a normal maternal relation¬
ship. As the distracted youth who
finally steps out on his own, freed
from mental oppression, John Kerr
gives a sterling reading of an
exacting .role.
Lloyd Gough offers capital support as the second husband whose
marital “victory” turns out to be
a hollow one. Anne Revere makes
much - of a family servant role.
' ; (Continued off p;agff'62) :
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Road Uneven; ‘Cue22GFor 5, N.H.;
‘ffintf 24G (7), ‘Anger 27^6 PhiDy;
Vie $48^00, Chi; ‘Warm’ $32,900, D.C,
Business improved for some
road shows last week and slipped
for others.
Of the tryouts, “Enrico” called
it quits after one week in Phila¬
delphia.
Estimates for Last Week
■Parenthetic designations for outof-town shows are the same as for
Broadway, except that hyphenated
T with show classification indicates
tryout and RS indicates road show.
Also, prices on touring shows in¬
cludes 10% Federal Tax and local
tax, if any, but as on Broadway
grosses are net; i.e. exclusive of
taxes. Engagements are for single
week unless otherwise noted.

BOSTON
Disenchanted, Colonial (D-T) (1st
wk) ($5.50-$4.95; 1,590; $46,000)
(•Jason Rpbards, Jr., Rosemary
Harris). Opened Nov. 3 to four
aTfixmative reviews (Durgrn, Globe,
Doyle, American; Hughes, Herald;
Maloney, Traveler), one negative
(Melvin, Monitor) and one pan
(Norton, Records around $20,300.
Previous week, $20,300 for seven
performances at the Shubert, New
Haven.
Flower Drum Song, Shubert
(MC-T> (2d wk) <$6.25-$4.95; 1,717;
$52,000). Another $52,000.
CHICAGO
Auntie Marne, Erlanger (C-RS)
(10th wk) ($6.60-$5.50; 1,333; $45,187) (Constance Bennett). Almost
$33,200. Previous week, $31,200.
My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC-RS)
(53d wk) ($7; 2,100; $72,979). About
$55,000. Previous week, $56,500.
Old Vic, Great Northern (RepRS) (1st wk) $6; 1,500; $49,000).
Opened last Tuesday to unanimous
raves (Cassidy, Tribune; Dettmer,
American; Harris, News; Syse,
Sun-Times); three performances of
“Twelfth Night” and five of
“Hamlet” grossed almost $48,300.
Previous week, unreported.
CINCINNATI
Third Best Sport, Shubert (C-T)
($4.52; 2,000; $54,000) (Celeste
Holm). Over $21,300 with Guild
subscription. Previous week, $22,$00 at the Cass, Detroit
CLEVELAND

Sunrise at Campobello, Hanna
(D-RS) (1st wk) ($5.50; 1,515; $33,000) (Leif Erickson). Almost $21,500. Previous week, $23,000 at the
Shubert, Cincinnati.
DETROIT
Night Circus, Shubert (D-T) (2d
wk) ($4.40; 2,050; $38,000) (Ben
Gazzara, Janice Rule). Around
$24,000. Previous week, $26,300.
NEW HAVEN
Cue for Passion, Shubert (D-T)
(5 perfs) ($4.80; 1,650; $27,000)
(Diana Wynyard, John Kerr).
About $22,000 for five perform¬
ances.
PHILADELPHIA
Cold Wind and Warm, Locust
(D-T) $5.50; 1,418; $40,000) (Eli
W a 11 a c h, Maureen Stapleton),
opened Nov. 4 to one okay notice
(Schier, Bulletin) and two pans
(Murdock, Inquirer, Gaghan, News)
almost $24,000 for seven perform¬
ances.
Enrico, Erlanger (D-T) ($5.50$4.50; 1,884; $42,000) (Burgess
Meredith, Alida Valli, Charles Korvin). Opened Nov. 3 to three pans
(Gaghan, News; Murdock, Inquirer;
Schier, Bulletin); almost $5,500.
Closed last Saturday (8), cutting
short scheduled two-week run here,
"but is slated to reopen in midJanuary at the Phoenix Theatre,
N. Y.
Look Baek in Anger, Walnut (DRS) (1st wk) ($4.80; 1,340; $32,000).
Nearly $27,500. Previous week,
$14,400 at the Nixon, Pittsburgh.
SAN FRANCISCO
Auntie Marne, Geary (C-RS) <5th
Wk) ($5.80; 1,550; $47,000) (Eve
Arden).' About $47,000. Previous
week, same.
Edwin Booth, Alcazar (D-T) (2d
wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,147; $31,000)
(Jose Ferrer). Around $18,400 with
Guild subscription. Previous week,
$16,000.
Music Man, Curran (MC-RS) (3d
wk) ($6.40-$5.50; 1,756; $58,000).
Over $56,000 with CLO subscrip¬
tion. Previous week, $55,900.
ST. LOUIS
Romanoff and Juliet, American
(C-RS) ($4.48-$1.68; 1,600; $38,000)
(Peter., Ustinov). Almost $32,100.
Previous, •yyeek, $34,800, .at Ford’S,
Baltimore.'

TORONTO
Two for the Seesaw, Royal Alex¬
andra (CD-RS) ($5-$4.5Q; 1,525;
$39,000) (Ruth Roman, Jeffrey
Lynn). Almost $22,600 with Guild
subscription. Previous week, $19,500 at the. Hanna, Cleveland.
WASHINGTON
Warm Peninsula, National (C-T)
(1st wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,677; $36755) (Julie Harris). Opened Nov. 3
to one favorable review (Coe, Post)
and two raves for the star, but
negative for the play (Carmody,
Star; Donnelly, News); nearly $32,900 with Guild subscription. Pre¬
vious week, $18,000 for five per¬
formances at the Playhouse, Wil¬
mington.
SPLIT-WEEKS
Auntie Marne (C-RS) (Sylvia Sid¬
ney). Totalled $36,400 for seven
performances, as follows; Munici¬
pal .Aud.. San Antonio, Sunday (2),
two. $10,300; Delmar’ Corpus
Christ'e, Monday-Tuesday (3-4),
two, $11,200; Municipal, Shreve¬
port, Thursday (61. single, $7,600;
Neville Highschool, Monroe, La.,
Friday (7), single, $2,500;* Robinson
Memorial Aud., Little Rock, Satur¬
day (8). single, $4,800. Previous
week, $35,200 for seven-perform¬
ance split.
Diary of Anne Frank (D-RS)
(Francis Lederer). Totalled $19,300
for four performances, as follows:
Loew’s State, Syracuse, Tuesday
(4), single, $5,400; Stanley, Utica,
Wednesday - Thursday (5-6); two,
$8,900 on
Broadway
Theatre
League subscription; Memorial
Audi. Burlington, Vt., Friday t7),
single, $5,000. Previous week, $23,-:
400 for eight-performance split.
Lil Abner (MC-RS). Totalled
$37,500 for seven performances, as
follows; Memorial Aud., Dayton,
Monday - Wednesday (3-5), three,
$13,400; Lincoln, Decatur, III.,
Thursday (6), single, $4-200; Field
House, Madison, Wis., Friday (7),
single, . $12,000; Coronado, Rock¬
ford. Ill., Saturday (8), two, $7,900.
Previous week, $31,100 for eightperformance split.
Tunnel of Love (C-RSJ - (Eddie
Bracken). Totalled $17,000 for
seven - performances, as follows:
Paramount, Toledo, Monday-Tues¬
day OT-4), two, $5,000; Palace,
South Bend, Wednesday (5), single,
$2,500; Indiana, Indianapolis,
Thursday-Saturday (6-8), four, $9,500. Previous week, $22,800 at the
Blackstone, Chicago.
Shakespeare’s Ages of Man (DRRS) (John Gielgud). Totalled $18,200 for six performances, as fol¬
lows: Goodman Memorial, Chicago,
Monday (3), single,'$3,100; College
Aud., Cedar Falls, la,, Tuesday (4).
single, $2,700; Aud., Milwaukee.
Wednesday (5), single, $3,700; Keil
And,, St. Louis, Friday (7), single,
$2,500; College Aud., Northfield,
Minn., Saturday (8), single, $3,000;
Goodman Memorial, Chicago, Sun¬
day (9),. single, $3,200. Previous
week, $13,900 for five-performance
split.

TNP $13,000 for 2, D.€.;
Mary Martin 13G for 1
Washington, Nov. 11.
The Theatre National Populaire
grossed $13,000 in two evening
performances and one matinee at
the Lisner Auditorium here last
week. “Music With Mary Martin,”
in a near-sellout one-niter at Con¬
stitution Hall here last night
(Mon.), took in over $13,000,
Both entries were presented
under the local aponsorship of
Patrick Hayes.
Equity Library Theatre is look¬
ing for kiddie scripts for its Chil¬
dren’s Theatre.
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Tonrmg Shows
(Nov.

10-23)

.

Auntlt Mama (Eve Ardea)—Geaxy, S.F.
(10-22).
Auntie Maine (Constance Bennett)—
Erlanger, Chi (continues indefinitely).
Auntie Mame (Sylvia Sidney)—Munici¬
pal And., Tulsa (10-11); Arcardia, Wichita
(13-14); Municipal, Oklohoma City (15);
Pershing Municipal Aud., Lincoln, Neb.
(17); H.S. Aud., Topeka (13); Orpheum,
Sioux City, la. (10); Paramount, Omaha
(20-22). .
Canadian Players—Villia Maria CoUege,
Erie, Pa. (10); CoUege, Brockport, N.Y.
(ID; CoUege, Indiana, Pa. (12); College,
Shippensburg, Pa. (13); Schwabe. Aud.,
University Park, Pa. (14-15); Coolidge
Aud., Washington (17-18); College, West
Chester, Pa. (19); University, Newark,
Del. (20); CoUege, Bloomsburg, Pa. (21).
Candide-—Jr. H. S. Aud., Stockton, Cal.
(10); Berkely (Cal.) Community Theatre
(ID; Paramount, Portland,
Ore.
(13);
Georgian Aud., Vancouver, B.C. (14); Or¬
pheum, Seattle (15): Wilma, Missoula,
Mont. (17); Capitol, Salt Lake City (19);
Mesa CoUege, Grand Junction, Colo. (20);
Macky And., Boulder, Colo. (21); Denver
(Colo.) Aua. (22).
Cold Wind and the Warm (tryout) (Eli
W.-Uach. Maureen Stapleton —Shubert,
New
Haven (10-15);
Colonial,
Boston
(17-22).
CrrzV October ftrvout) (TaUulah B~nkhead>—Cass, Det. (10-15): Hartford. L.A.
(19-22)(Heviewed in VARIETY, Oct. 15. ’53).
Cut -for Passion (tryout) (Diana W.vhyar:1, John Kerr)—Forrest, PhiUy (11-22).
Diary of Anne Frank (Francis Lederer)
—Aycock Aud., Greensboro, S.C. (10-11);
Luke U., Durham, S.C. 02); Temple, Bir¬
mingham
(14-15);
Lanier H.S., Mont¬
gomery, Ala. (16); Alumni Mem. Aud.,
Knoxville, Tenn. (IS): Tennessee Theatre,
NashviUe
(IS);
Ellis
Aud.,
Memphis
(20-22).
Disenchanted (tryout) (Jason Robards
Jr.,- Rosemary Harris)—Colonial. Boston
(10-15); Walnut, PhiUy 07-22) (Reviewed
in VARIETY, Nov. 5, *53).
Edwin Booth rtryout) (Jose Ferrer)—
Alcazar, S.F. (10-15, moves to N.Y.)
(Reviewed in VARIETY, Oct. 15, ’58).
Flower Drum Sonq (tryout)—Shubert,
Boston 00-22) (Reviewed in VARIETY,
Oct. 29, ’58).
Gazebo (tryout) (Walter Slezak)—Play¬
house, Wilmington (12-15); Locust,. PhiUy
(17-22).
Li’l Abner (bus-and-fnick)—U. of Indi¬
an-.
Bioomnvrtpn
(10-11);
Orpheum,
S-r=n«fielrt,
III. . (12)Murat,
Tndpls.
(13-15); Kleinhans, * Buffalo U7); L^ew’s,
Canton, O. (18); Jaffa Mosoue. AUonna
(19): Palace, Younestown. O. (20-22).
LPI Abner (N.Y. Co.)—^Riviera, Det.
(1922).
» '—Ic Back In Anaer—Wrl-ut. Philly
(10-15); WRVA. Richmond (17-18); Play¬
house, Wilmington (19-22).
Music
Man
<2d
Co.)—Curran,
S.F.
(10-22).
My Fair Ladv (?d Co.)—Shubert, Chi
(continues indefinitely).
Night Circus (tryout) (Ben Gazz-ra,
Janice Rule)—Ford’s BaJto (10-15); Sbubert. New Haven <i7-*>2) (Reviewed in
VARIETY, Oct. 29. ’58).
Old Vic—Great Northern. Chi (10-16);
U. of Wisconsin. Madison (18-19); Masonic
Aud., Det. (21-23). ' “
Romanoff end JuMef (Peter Ustinoff)—
Bl-ckstone, Chi (JO-22).
Shakespeare's Ages of Man (John Giel¬
gud)—Northrop Aud., MdIs (10): Stewart
HaU Aud:. St. Cloud, Minn. (ID; Weld
Hall. Moorhead, Minn. (12); Aud., Denver
(15); OUege. Pocatello, Idaho (18); Kings¬
bury Hall, Salt Lake City, (20); CoUege
Aud., Seattle (21); Georgian Aud., Van¬
couver. B.C. (22).
Sunrise at Campobello (2d Co.) (Leif
Erickson)—Hama, Cleve. (10-15); Ameri¬
can- St. L. (17-22).
Third Best Sport (tryout) (Celeste Helm)
—American. St. L. (10-'5>: Nixon, Pitt.
(17-22). (Reviewed in VARIETY, Oct. 22,
’58).
Tunnel of Love (Eddie Bracken)—Shu¬
bert, Cincy (10-15); Lyric. Balto (17);
Mosque, Richmond (18); Syria Mosque,
Pitt. (19): Center. Norfolk (20); Tower,
Atlanta (22).
Two for the Seesaw (2d Co.) (Ruth
Roman, Jeffrey Lynn)—Her M? testy's,
MontT (10-15); Shubert, Det. (17-22).
Warm Peninsula (tryout) (Julie Harris)
—National, Wash. (10-15); Hanna, Cleve.
(17-22).
Whoop-Up
(tryout)—Shubert,
PhiUy

British Shows
(Figures denote opening dates}

LONDON
At Drop of Hat, Fortune 0-24-57).
Auntie Mame. Adelphi (9-1058).
Boy Friend, Wyndham’* (12-1-53).
‘Breath of Spring, Duke York’s (3-26-38).
Brouhaha, Aldwych (8-27-38).
Day In Life Of, Savoy (10-1-SS).
Duel of Angels, Apollo (4-24-58).
Elder Atatesman, Cambridge (9-25-38).
Exp res so Bongo, SaviUe (4-23-58).
Five Finger Exercise, Comedy (7-16-58).
Flowering Cherry,. Haymarket (11-21-57).
For Adults Only, Strand (6-25-58).
Irma La Douce, Lyric (7-17-58).
Living for Pleasure, Garrick (7-10-58).
Long Day's Journey, Globe (9-24-56).
Repertory, Old Vic (9-17-58).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-32).
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58).
No Concern, Westminster (10-6-58).
Not In the Book, Criterion (4-2-58).
Party, New (5-28-58).
Roar Like a Deve, Phoenix (9-23-57).
Salad Days, VaudeviUe (8-554).
Shadows of Heroes, Plcadilly (10-7-58).
Simple Spyman, Wnitehall (3-19-58).
Stepmother, St. Martins (11-5-58).
Tunnel ef 'Leve, Majesty’s (12-3-57).
Unexpected Guest, Duchess (8-12-58).
Where's Charley, Palace (2-20-58).
* transferred
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Chrysanthemum, Wales (11-13-58).
Hook, Line, Sinker, PiccadiUy (11-19-58).
Hot Summer Night, New (11-26-58).
West Side Story, Majesty's (12-1258).
CLOSED LAST WEEK
Mister Venus, Prince Wales (10-22-58).

SCHEDULED N.Y, OPENINGS
(Theatres Set)

BROADWAY
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Shadow of Gunman, Bijou (11-19-58).
Edwin Booth, 48th St. (11-24-58).
Cue for Passion, Miller (11-25-58).
Flower Drum Song, St. James (12-1-58).
Gaiebo, Lyceum (12-2-58).
Disenchanted, Coronet (12-3-58).
Cold Wind A Warm, Morosco (12-458).
Old Vic, B’way (12-958).
J. B., ANTX (12-1158).
Whoop-Up, Shubert (12-18-58).
Rashomon, Music Box (1-27-59).
Redhead; 46th St. (2-5-59).
Rivalry, Bijou (2-12-59).
First Impressions, Alvin (3-12-59).

OFF-BROADWAY
Cock-A-Doodle, Carnegie (11-12-58). ....
Stepney Green, Cricket (11-13-58).
Man Who Never Died, Jan Hus (11-1858).
Journey With Strangers; Mews (J 1-20-58).
Triad, Theatre Marquee (11-21-58).
Quare Fellow, Circle in Sq. (11-22-58).
Of Mice A Men, Provincetown (11-28-58).
Power A Glory, Phoenix (12-8-58).
Mr. President, E. 74th St. (12-10-58).
Many Loves, Living Theatre (12-1458).
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B way Op V Down; ‘Day $16,900 (5),
‘Dillon $13,70ft, ‘Marriage $40,900,
Suit’ $27,MO, ffood-Coca $26,460
. Broadway was spotty last week.
Some
shows
climbed.
others
dropped and a number held steady.
Entries selling out or playing to
virtual caoacity included "Goldi¬
locks,” “Marriage - Go - Round,”
■“Music Man.” “My Fair Lady,”
“Once More With Feeline.” “Pleas¬
ure of His Company” and* “World
of Suzie Wong.”
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C <Comedy), D (Drama),
CD <Comedy-Drama), R (R.evue),
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬
cal-Drama). O (Ooera). OP (On

first five performances and two
previews.
Music Man, Majestic <MC) (47th
wk; 372 p) ($8.05; 1.626; $68,658)
(Robert Preston). Over $69,100.
Previous week, same.
My Fair Lady, Helliriger (MC)
(139th wk; 1,107 p) ($8.05: 1,551;
$68,210). Steady at $69,400.
Once More With Feeling, Na¬
tional (C) 13d wk; 23 p) '$6.90;
1,162; $43,000) (Joseph Cotton. Ar¬
lene Francis). Almost $e9,990 with
parties. Previous week, $40,500
with parties.
Pleasure of His Company, Longeretta).
Rep
(Repertory),
DR
acre (C) (3d wk; 21 p) ($6.90; 1,101;
(Drama Reading).
S36,SG0) (Cyril Ritchard, Cornelia
Other parenthetic designations '
- Sk;nrer, C --'*v
^ngsh’s,
refer, respectively, to weeks played, Walter Abel). Nearly $36,100 with
number of performances through parties. Previous week, $35,900
last Saturday, top prices <where with partiep.
Say, Darling, ANT A <MD) <32d
two prices arc given, the higher is
for Friday-Saturday nights and the wk; 252 p) ($7.50; 1,1 F5: $50,460).
lower for weelcnights), number (David Wayne). Over $''5,909. Pre¬
vious week, $37,209.
of seats, capacity gross and stars.
Sunrise at Conmrb M?, fort *D)
Price includes 10% Federal and (41st wk; 324 n) (c6.99; 1,155; $37,5% City tax, but grosses are net 500) (Ralph Bellam:.). Over $37,i.e., exclusive of taxes.
1C0. Previous week. $37,600.
^oueh of the
Hayes (D)
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC)
(99th wk; 788 p) ($3,05; 1,453; S5G,- (6th wk; 44 p) ($7.50: 1,139; $43,101) (Judy Holliday). Almost $48,- 067) t Helen Hayes. Eric Portman,
Betty Field, Kim S'anley). Nearly
900. Previous week, $50,300.
Comes a Bey, Ambassador (D>; $42,300 with parties. Previous
(1st wk; 4 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $43,090) week, $42,000 with parties.
Two for the
Booth (CD)
(uuditn Ande-son». O^cne^ iaot
Thursday <6) to two favorable re¬ (43d wk; 340 p) (f;G.S0; 780; $31,views
(Aston,
World-Telegram; 7o0) (Dana Andre s . .J _'st $30,Chapman, News) and five unfavor¬ 900. Previous wee’
Visit, Morosco <D) (91st v;k; 165
able (Atkinson, Times; Coleman,
Mirror; Kerr, Herald Tr bunc; p) ($6.90; 946; $37,590) 'Alfred
McClain, Journal-American; Watts, Lunt, Lynn Fontanp^). Over $26,Post); almost $16,900 for first four 300. Previous week, $25,500. Closes
Nov. 29.
performances and one preview.
West Side Story, Winter Garden
Dark at the Top of the Stairs, (MD) (59th wk; 468 p) ($3.05; 1.404;
Music Box (D) (49th wk; 388 p) $63,203). Nearly $45,400. Previous
<$5.75-$6.90; 1,010; $33,000). Over week, $43,100.
$22,500. Prveious week, $21,700.
World of Suzic Wong, BroadDrink to Me Only, 54th St. (C) hurst (D) (4th wk; 31 p) <$6.90;
(5th wk; 37 p) ($5.75; 1,218; $36,- 1.214; $46,500). Over $45,800 wi‘h
000). Over $17,200. Previous week, Guild subscription. Previous week,
$21,300 with parties.
$45,900 with Guild subscription.
Miscellaneous
Epitaph for George Dillon, Gold¬
Family Reunion, Phoenix <D) (3d
en .(D) (1st .wk; 7 p) ($5.75; 800;
$25,152). Opened Nov. 4 to three wk: 24 p' ($4.60; 1,150; $29,382)
affirmative reviews (Aston, World- (Lillian Gish, Florence Retd, Fritz
Telegram; Coleman, Mirror; Watts, Weaver). Almost $10,000. Previous
Post) and four negative (Atkinson, week, $12,400. Closes next Sunday
Times; Chapman, News; Kerr, Her¬ (16).
Closed Last Week
ald Tribune; McClain, JournalMarla Golovin. Beck (MD) ($8.05;
American); over $13,700 for first
seven performances and one pre¬ 1*280; $53,000). Nearly $21,000 for
view. May close next Saturday (15). first five performances and two
Saturday <8)
Girls in 509, Belaseo (C) (4th previews. Folded last
$50,000 loss.
wk; 29 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,037; $33,- at an approximate
Opening This Week
000) (Peggy Wood, Imogene Coca).
PIn-"»e
Royale
Over $26,400 with parties. Previ¬ (R)La ($7.50;
1.050; $43,500). David
ous week, inadvertently under¬ Merrick
&
Joseph
Kipnes
presen¬
quoted, was nearly $24,900 with tation of the Jack Hylton produc¬
parties.
tion of a revue by Robert Dhery
Goldilocks, Lunt-Fontanne (MC) with music by Gerard Calvi;
(4th wk; 33 p) ($9.90; 1,402; $68,- opened last night (Tues.). 843) (Don Ameche). Almost $64,000 with parties. Previous week,
$64,200 with parties.
Jamaica, Imperial (MC) (48th
Blood Wedding, Actors Play¬
wk; 380 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000) house (3-31-58).
(Lena Home, Ricardo Montalban).
Boy Friend, Cherry Lane (1-25Nearly $40,000. Previous week, 58).
$38,400.
Children of Darkness, Circle in
Look Homeward, Angel, Barry¬ the Square (2-28-58); next Sunday
more (D) (50th wk; 396 p) ($6.90; (16).
1,076; $40,716) (Miriam Hopkins).
Crucible, Martinique ‘3-11-58).
Almost $23,000. Previous week,
Deathwatch, Theatre East <10-9$25,400.
58).
Make a Million, Playhouse (C)
Diversions, Downtown (11-7-58).
(3d wk; 20 p) ($6.90; 996; $36,000)
Heloise, Gate (9-24-58).
(Sam Levene). Nearly $22,400.
Ivanov, Renata (10-7-58).
Previous week, $21,800 with par¬
Look Back iu Anger, 41st St.
ties.
(11-7-58).
Man in the Dog Suit, Coronet (C)
Playboy of the Western World,
(2d wk; 12 p) ($6.90; 1,101; $35,404) Tara (5-8-58).
(Jessica Tandy, Hume Cronyn). Al¬
Salad Days, Barbizon Plaza (11most $27,600 with parties. Previ¬ 10-58).
ous week, $19*800 for first four per¬
Threepenny Opera, deLys (9-20formances and one preview. Has 55k
to Vacate theatre Nov. 29.
!
Time of the Cuckoo, Sheridan
Marriage - Go - Round, Plymouth | Sq. (10-27-58).
Ulysses, Rooftop (6-5-58); closes
(C) (2d wk; 13 p) ($6.90; 1.032; j
$42,200) (Charles Boyer, Claudette I Nov. 30.
Closed Last Week
Colbert). Nearly $40,900 with par- j
Golden Six, York (10-25-58);
ties. Previous week, $35,000 fori
■__i_i closed last Saturday <8).

Off-Broadway.Sbows

Actor-Dramatist

Robbins Ballet $16,200

Elliott Nugent

Columbus, Nov. 11.
“Jerome Robbins Ballet USA”
continues its recent boxoffice pace
with a losing gross of nearly $16,200 last week in a seven-perform¬
ance split between Indianapolis
and here.
The troupe drew a
skimpy $2,700 in two evening per¬
formances Monday-Tuesday (3-4)
at the 1,850-seat Murat, Indiana¬
polis, and a fairish $13,500 in four
evenings and a matinee Wednesday-Saturday (5-8) at the 1,440seat Hartman here.
The company folds next Satur¬
day (15) at the Nixon, Pittsburgh,
cutting short its scheduled Coastto-Coast tour.
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Wednesday* November 12, 1958
ert Fryer & Lawrence Carr (234
W. 44th St, LA 4-2844).

CASTING NEWS
Following are available parts in upcoming Broadway, of-Broad¬
way, touring and industrial shows. All information has been obtained
directly by the Variety Casting Department by telephone calls, and
has been rechecked as of noon yesterday (Tues.).
The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi¬
tions to the list will be made only when information is secured from
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads
provided by the managements of the shows involved rather than to
run a lengthy list of blind items.
In addition to the available parts listed, the tabulation includes pro¬
ductions announced for later this season, but, for which, the manage¬
ments, as yet, aren’t holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa¬
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy,
(MD) Musical Drama, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic Reading.

BROADWAY

comediennes, one an Eve Arden
type; male singer for role of
Broadway producer; male for role
of suave, successful businessman;
"character” landlady; ballet dan¬
cers to double as understudies and
play minor parts. (Mail photos &
resume to producers c/o Phyllis
Anderson Theatre, 2d Ave. & 4th
St.).
On the Town (M)—Producer,
Nancy Nugent, in association with
Ulysses Productions; director, Ger¬
ald Freedman; choreographer, Joe
Layton. Chorus call for Equity
dancers, Nov. 17 at Variety Arts
Studios (225 W. 46th St., room
2Q4); female, 3 p.m.; male, 5 p.m.;
non-Equity dancers, Nov. 18, same
address; female, 3 p.m.; male, 5
p.m.
Scarlet Ribbons (M)—producers,
Stuart Bishop, Debe Meyer and
Edwin West. Restoration period
acting styles required. Available
parts; male 25-35, must sing, mode
and high fashion of 17th Century;
male lead, 25-30, lyric' baritone,
heavy acting; male 20-30, second
lead, tenor, handsome, romantic,
must act; male 35-50, portly char¬
acter, comedy dancing; male 18-20,
small dancer; femme 18-20, Cock¬
ney hoyden, must sing and dance;
femme, small, important role, belt¬
ing style singer, Madame or buxom
type, to double in chorus; four
male and four female, 18-30, to
sing dance and double in walk-ons
and specialty spots, (Mail photo
and resume to producers, 72 Perry
St., N.Y.). Casting begins Nov. 12.
--

(Parts Avaaaoie)

Daarlin’ Man (MD) —producers.
Playwrights' Co. & Oliver Smith;
director, Tony Richardson; musical
director, Robert Dolan.
Chorus
call for Equity singers Nov. 13 at
Majestic Theatre (245 W. 44th St.):
female, 10:30 a.m.; male, 2:30 p.m.
First Impressions (MC)—Pro¬
ducers, George Gilbert & Edward
Specter, in association with Jule
Styne Productions (237 W. 51st
St.); director, Abe Burrows; chore¬
ographer, Jonathan Lucas; musical
“director, Frederick Dvonch. Avail¬
able parts: Englishman, 25-33, good
singer, handsome; four femme
dancers, 17-24, some singing; male
and
femme
cliorus
singers,
dancers. (Mail photo, resume).
Chorus call for Equity dancers
Nov. 17 at Alvin Theatre (250 W.
52d St.): male, 10 a.m.; female,
2 p.m.; singers Nov. 18 same thea¬
tre; male, 10 a.m.; female, 2 p.m.;
Chorus call for non-Equity dancers
at same theatre, Nov. 19, male, 10
a.m.; female, 2 p.m.; non-Equity
singers Nov. 20 at same theatre;
male, 10 a.m.; female, 2 p.m.
Raisin in the Sim (D)—producer,
Philip Rose & David J. Cogan (157
W. 57th St, Cl 5-2255); director,
Lloyd Richard. Available parts (allNegro); Sidney Poitier’s; wife, 3035; sister, 20, bright college type;
son, 10; African male college stu¬
dent, 24; Chicago college student,
24; female, 40-60; man, 35-50.
Tall Story (C)—producers, Em¬
mett Rogers & Robert Weiner I
ROAD COMPANIES
(234 W, 44th St., LA 4-4937); direc¬ [
(Parts Available)
tor, Herman Shumlin. Available
part: a lead male, slim, likeable, j Mistress of the House (D)—de
six-foot-four, 22-23. (Mail photo 1 Lys Theatre Associates Inc.; direci tor, William de Lys; casting, Coland resume to Rogers).
• Three Against Time (D)—produc¬ ette Wolff (EN 2-9208). Avialable
ers, Tad Danielewski & Morris parts: femme 20-28, sensual, child¬
Feld. Available parts: femtjie lead, like, beautiful; mulatto male, 3030, foreign accent, beautiful, warm; 35, handsome, alluring; Negro
middle-aged male scientist; hand¬ femme 30-40, primitive beauty, fullsome English scientist, 20’s; cul¬ bodied; servants, 5 male, 5 femme,
tured well-built American general; Negro & white, non-speaidng-mime,
General's wife, 45, submissive, modern dance, classic ballet backquiet, dominated by husband; | ground. No casting until Nov. 10.
young, energetic businessman and
pretty, restless, discontented wife;
INDUSTRIAL SHOW
retired professor, old, but still
(Parts Available)
bright and alive; efficient, relaxed
National Convention, week of
Government official, 40-45; two Jan. 28, 1959, Greenbrier Hotel,
servants, either authentic Indians White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
or of American-Indian descent;, Openings for four attractive show¬
sandy blonde eight-year-old girl, girls and six femme dancers. Ap¬
vigorous, bright; scholarly nine- ply, Cass Franklin (119 W. 57th
year-old boy. (Mail pfioto and St., N.Y.).
resume to production assistant
Jeanette Kamins, 234 W. 44th St.,
Suite 702).
FUTURE SHOWS

OFF-BROADWAY

BROADWAY
Ariadne & the Concrete Duck

(Parts Available)
I’ll Call You (MC)—producers,
Lyn Swann & Sterling Noel; direc¬
tor, Tad Danielewski. Available
parts (experience required): Gene
Kelly type, 22; male comedian,
singer-dancer; femme dancersinger,- ballet background, 19-25;
romantic femme singer;, two fepune

(C)—producer, Howard Erskine (56
W. 45th St., OX 7-9620).
Far Away the Train-Birds Cry

(CD) — producer, Louis d’Almeida
(480 Lexington Ave., JU 2-8115).
Gypsy (MC).— producers, David
Merrick & Leland Hayward (246
W. 44th St., LO 3-0830).
Let’s Go Steady (MC)—producer,
Edward Padula (1501 Broadway,
LA 4-4860).
Madonna and Child (C)—pro¬
ducer, ' Guthrie McClintic (1270
6th Ave., Cl 7-5152),
Rashomon (D)—producers, David
Susskind .& Hardie Smith (444
Madison Ave., PL 3-1030).
Rivalry (DR)—producers, Cheryl
Crawford & Joel Schenker (49 W.
45th St., JU 2-3466), In association
with Actors Studio Inc.
OFF BROADWAY
On the Town (MO—producer;
Nancy Nugent Crawford.
Triad (Three one act musicals)—
producer, Delta Co., (1 E. 42d St.,
MU 7-0442).

PROHCERSASSt-KCPT.
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TOUR

LIT Abner (MC)—Triad Produc¬
tions.

Ralsftt In the Stmt Claudia McNeiL
J.B.: Judith Lowry, Laura Pierpont,
Fay- Sappingtou, Helen Waters, Bert
Conway, Arnold Merritt, Ciri Jacobson,
Candy Moore, Merry Martin, Jeffrey
Rowland.
Far Away* the Train-Birds Cry: Bob
Drew.
Poker Game: J. Carrol Naish, Aline
MacMahon, Kay Medford.
La Bonne Soupe (The Good Soup): Ruth
Gordon.
Music Man: Paul O'Keefe (succeeding
Eddie Hodges).
Gazebo: Leon Janney (succeeding Wil¬
liam Clemens), A1 Checco (succeeding
James MacGuire).
Dark at the Top of the Stairs: Doug
Lambert (succeeding Timmy Everett).
OFF-BROADWAY
Of Mice and Men: Byrne Piven (re¬
placed Jay Lawrence), Tom Kraber, Lorrie Bentley.
Threepenny Opera: Rosemary O'Reilly.
Journey. With Strangers: Stephen Har¬
ris, Glen Nielson, Jack Graham, alike
Antonakes, Maggie Gerrity, Marilyn Cun¬
ningham, Norma Winters, Ted Butler,
Esther Benson.
QUare Fellow: Lester Rawlins, Roland
Wood, Paul Milikln, William .Goodwin,
Pat Malone, Bob Alexander, Norman
Burton, Ben Laughlin.
Many Loves: Judith Jfalina, William
Callan, George Miller, Zack Waters.

Jerry Wayne Planning
Tent at Pine Brook, N. Y.
The Pine Brook (N. J.) Music
Tent, to be operated by actor-sing¬
er Jerry Wayne, is scheduled to
open next June. The canvastop,
which will seat 2,000, will be lo¬
cated on a 10-acre site. Pine
Brook is on Route 46, about 15
miles from Newark.
The cost of erecting the tent
and improving the grounds is fig¬
ured to run over $150,000.

Mrs. Schiff’s About-Face

Dorothy Schiff, publisher of the
N.Y. Post, gave her readers a jolt
on the eve of election last week
when she urged them not to ballot
for Governor Harriman’s reelec¬
tion. The Post had originally: sup¬
ported him. Her personal editorial
explained she was nixing Harriman
because he made "certain unpleas¬
ant insinuations against Rocke¬
feller.” She said Harriman had
accused Rockefeller, of being proArab and anti-Israel. Harriman
denied making such charges. Lead¬
er? of both Democratic and Liberal
Parties assailed Mrs. Schiff for this
about-face policy. One Democratic
leader observed that Mrs. Schiff’s
husband, Rudolph G, Sonneborn,
was co-chairman of the Democrats
for Rockefeller Committee.
Some Post readers indignantly
threatened to cancel subscriptions.
In the Bronx, where the paper is
a heavy seller, readers flooded the
local Post branch with protests.
Several days elapsed before Mrs.
Schiff and her editor, James A.
Wechsler, attempted to explain the
last-minute withdrawal of support
for Harriman.
In her own column, she again
spoke of Harriman’s insinuations
and of Rockefeller’s generosity not
only to the United Jewish Appeal
but also to “all other sectarian and
non-sectarian philanthropies.” She
concluded: “Time was running out.
No one else had dared or cared
to refute Harriman’s unfair insinu¬
ation that Rockefeller was hostile
to Israel. As the deadline arrived,
I stopped the presses and tried to
correct what seemed to me to have
been a shocking.injustice done to
a dedicated humanitarian.”
•Wechsler, who disagreed with
Mrs. Schiff, gave his side the same
day in a signed editorial. He said
he fought Mrs. Schiff on the elec¬
tion-eve decision and personally
voted for Harriman on the Liberal
party ticket. This was the second
time in their years of association
in which they were unable to clear J
up disagreements, he said. The
first one was In the case of Prof. J.
Robert Oppenheimer, the atomic
scientist, who was denied security
clearance by the Atomic Energy
Commission, he said.
Wechsler said he did not "be¬
lieve the issue in N.Y. guberna¬
torial election was a life-and-death

matter of principle” since "we had
two good candidates and the choice
was a difficult one.” He ended:
"And so, to all those who have
called, Wired or written to inquire
about the editor’s whereabouts in
these difficult moments, the answer
is that he is at his desk, and that
what The Post stands for in the
battle for decency, justice and
freedom, is as clear today as it was
a week ago.”
Meanwhile, Newspaper Row was
deeply impressed with the skillful
handling of Rockefeller’s press
relations during the campaign.
Major policy decisions were re¬
portedly made by Frank Jamieson,
public relations chieftain to the
Rockefeller brothers. Others work¬
ing closely with Rockefeller were
Richard Amper, former N.Y. Times
political reporter; Harry O’Don¬
nell, former AP bureau head in
Albany and currently upstate pub¬
licity head for Republican State
Committee, and Charles Palmer,
also a former AP man in Albany
who worked out of the campaign
headquarters in Manhattan. Week¬
ly newspapers in ,the state were
covered by Mason Rossiter Smith,
upstate publisher, and George
Savitsky, former press aide to
Governor Dewey on Monday. (10)
Rockefeller named Jamieson as
his special assistant. Amper was
appointed the Governor-elect’s
press secretary.
- Mayes, Cousins To McCall’s
Editorial musical chair-playing
appears to be over at both McCall’s
and Good Housekeeping. Herb
Mayes, after some 30 years at the
helm of Good Housekeeping, has
taken over reigns at McCall’s. Otis
Lee Wiese, who was editor and
publisher of McCall’s for many
years, stepped out taking with him
some 15 co-ivorkers. Bill Carr, ad¬
vertising director, veep and mem¬
ber of the McCall board also exited
with Wiese.
Maggie Cousins, who was man¬
aging editor at Good Housekeep¬
ing, went with Mayes to McCall’s
where she’ll function in similar
capacity. Both Mayes and Miss
Cousins are now at work on the
March issue of McCall’s.
Top editorial post at Good
Housekeeping is being filled by
Wade Nichols,'""former editor and
publisher of Redbook.

At lib
You
can
star
in a

CHRISTMAS JOB
Full*time and part-time selling jobs. Earn while you
learn, *. and take home a good salary, and get 20% dis*
' count on personal things, 10% on practically everything
else. Work in the world’s biggest store,.. it’s fun.

SHOWS IN REHEARSAL

Intorviow Monday thru Saturday, 9 to 5
Macy's Employment Offfco, 169 West 35 St*

BROADWAY

Wastchaatar rasldantsi Apply Maey'a White Plaint
Lons Itlandarai Apply Macy’a Rootavaft Plaid, L* I*

J. B. (t))—producer, Alfred de
Liagre- Jr. (55 W. 42d St., PR
6-W78)/-

.

Literati

OFF-BROADWAY
Cock-a-Doodle
Dandy • (CD)—
producers. Lucille Lortell, Paul
Shyre & Howard Gottfried, (250 W.
57th St., JU 2-1778).
Journey 'With Strangers (D)—producers, Stella Holt (141 W. 13th
St.*, AL 5-4222).
Of Mice and Men (MD)—produ¬
cer, Ira J. Bilowitt in association
with Unicom Productions.
Quare Fellow (CD)—producers,
Circle in the Square & Banner
Productions (5 Sheridan Square,
CH 3-5646).
Sextet
(D)—producer, Robert
H. Cole (The Stage Workshop Inc.,
2 W. 46th St.).

■*’=

141

Redhead (MC)^proddCers; Rob~

61
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Broadway
Showman Harry Brandt in Beth
Israel Hospital for a couple weeks
tecause of an ulcer.
Ethel Colby, Journal of Com¬
merce drama critic, cruising the
Caribbean on the Bergensfjord.
Jean Dalrymple, her chore at the
Brussels Fair completed, working
on a legit musicalization of "The
Barretts of Wimpole St."
It was L. A. to N. Y. last week
for Emmett R. Callahan, not vice
versa. He’s to manage national tour
company of "Lil Abner."
Nick Kenny, chairman of the
current campaign of the Jewish
National Home for Asthmatic Chil¬
dren, has written a poem in honor
of the event.
This is l'OOth year since 'birth of
opera great Giacomo Puccini. Se¬
lections from his 12 operas and
film on his life will be shown Nov.
26 at Carl Fischer Hall.
Oklahoma sculptor Keating Don¬
ahue presented life-size figure of
Rise Stevens to Met- opera mezzo
when she concertized at the Uni¬
versity of that state recently.
Boris Levitzky, late violinist, will
be memorialized Tuesday, Dec. 2,
when Brooklyn Music Teachers
Guild holds benefit concert at
Academy of Music across the East
River.
Harry Bloomfield, quondam tick¬
et broker, who produced four
shows which, combined didn’t run
five months, celebrated completion
of the first year of his Luau 400
restaurant last Friday f7>.
Clarinetist Barney Bigard flew’
in from California to join Cozy
Cole in his Apollo and Brooklyn
Paramount theatre dates. First
reunion since the heyday of Louis
Armstrong All-Star combo.
Helen Hayes. John D. Rockefel¬
ler 3d and Lackawanna R.R. prexy
Perry M. Shoemaker to be given
awards by the West Side Chamber
of Commerce at a banquet next
Tuesday ? 18 > at the Hotel Statler
Hilton.
The seventh anniversary memo¬
rial mass for Jack Mclnemey, long¬
time publicity manager for the
Broadway Paramount, will be of¬
fered Saturday <15> noon in St.
Jean Baptiste Church, 76th &
Lexington.
Paramount’s Jerry Pickman
turned over 1,100 tickets to Mrs.
Harry E. (Lucille) Could fo^ tomor¬
row night’s ‘Thurs.) charity pre¬
view’ of "Houseboat" for benefit of
Beth David Hospital, of which her
husband is president.
Eve Sully iBloch° &' is d'nner
chairman of this year’s Junior
Matrons fete which will realize
over $10,000 at tonight’s (Wed.i
charity gala at Jack Silverman’s
International Casino coincidental
with Ted Lew’s’ opening to a $25a-head dinner. Adah (Mrs. Ted)
Lewis is president of Junior Mations which maintains Camp Wil¬
liams for underprivileged children
in Suffern, N.Y.

Las Vegas
By Forrest Duke
«DUdley 2-6100)
Leon Benson shooting eight Ziv
"Sea Hunt” films at Lake Mead.
John Carroll in to see second
honeymooners Beldon & Millie
Katleman at El Rancho.
Manny Greenfield, manager of
The Confers, in to set up their
act for Flamingo lounge.
Jose Toledo, saxist with Perez
Prado orch at Tropicana lounge,
married Los Angeles nurse Michele
Davis here.
Tommy
McDonnell,
Stardust
greeter, welcomed John DeJohn as
250,000th person to see Lido De
Paris show. DeJohn is boxer Car¬
men Basilio's manager.

Rome
By Robert F. Hawkins
(Stampa Estera; tel. 675 906)
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CHATTER
shooting of "Ben Hur.”
Actor
blocked traffic in nearby Brescia,
when he dropped into pic house
screening “IQ Commandments."
Mario Lanza’s on-set singing of
"For the First Time" (Come Prima)
resulted in sell-out of all record¬
ings of title song on Capri but
RCA’s Lanza disk won’t be out for
some time.
Giulietta Masina, Franca Bettoja,
Lea Massari, Renato Salvatori,
Mario Monicelli, Alberto Lattuada,
Lidio Bozzini among Italo delega¬
tion heading to Rio de Janeiro for
Italian Film Weeks in Brazil,
planned by Unitalia Films, Italo
propaganda .organization.

Tokyo
By Dave Jampel
(Press Club 27-0161)
Ditto Seymour Mayer of Metro.
UA veep Arnold Picker arid sales
manager Alfred Katz here for o.o.
Daiei pacted for coproduction
with Yugara Banuman of Thailand
to start in April.
National Telefilm Associates for¬
eign sales director Sariiuel. Gang
due in for huddles.
Mr. & Mrs. Jairies A. Doolittle
of L. A/s Greek Theatre here on
business-pleasure trip.
Orson Welles and Curt Jurgens
expected in Hong Kong Nov. 15 for
Rank feature, “Ferry to Hong
Kong.”
, New York accountant^angel Jack
Seidman in town with Mrs. Seidman whirling from show to show
with appraising eyes.
Fafhed Russian violinist Leonid
Kogan touring Japan keys with
soloist Arnold Kaplan filling in on
piano for ailing Andrei Mitnik who
cancelled.
Eidanren (Federations of Motion
Picture Industry Organizations) set
$5,000,000 as Japanese export goal
for fiscal 1959. Earnings for cur¬
rent year, which began April 1, is
$2,300,000.
Peter Townsend documentary
unit due with scripter Edmund
Trzcinski and director Victor Stoloff for 10 days of shooting, prob¬
ably including underwater
se¬
quences of pearl diving at Toba.
Indian producer A. V. Maiyappan of AVM Studios and topper of
Madras Motion Picture Producers
Assn, here with V. A. P. Aiyar,
managirig director of Film Dis¬
tributors Private, Ltd. to try to
arrange exchange setup with Jap¬
anese producers.

S.F. Music Union
Continued from, page 57 —

serves as the show’s musical direc¬
tor, and Morland Kortkamp.
King claims that Local 6 had
given him an “ultimatum" and that
if he had to employ the 18 stand¬
bys he’d put them in the Opera
House lobby and have them play
Chopin’s funeral march for an
hour before the performance and
then make a curtain speech ex¬
plaining the lobby music. Kennedy,
however, said the Opera House’s
union classification fixes the num¬
ber of musicians to be employed
at a minimum of 20.
He said, too, that for this show
he was cutting the price from
$27.50 per musician to $14 a head,
and including the two pianists. And
he added that the AFM gives each
local an option on minimum num¬
ber of musicians to be used for
theatres in its jurisdiction. ’
King asserted, “I think it’s high
time something is done. We don’t
need this featherbedding.” He also
made the point that, the concert
business, especially for solo or re¬
cital performances, is dying and
implied AFM . demands are a prime
cause.
A few hours before “Candide”
was. scheduled to go on, however,
both sides came to a compromise.
The union dropped its demand for
18 standby men and King agreed
to negotiate a deal for his full sea¬
son of bookings.

Greer Garson in town.
Mike Drinkhouse and wife Susan
here on honeymoon. He owns New
York’s Assembly, recently bought
Manny Wolfe’s.
Abbe Lane into new’ pic, "Toto
in Madrid," with the popular come¬
dian. Pic is Franco-Italo-Spanish
coproduction, to be lensed here
and in Madrid.
. Continued from page 58
Ulysses Kay, Yank composer,
Cue for Passion
lectured here on Soviet music as
seen by a U.S. composer. Talk Russell Gaige is authoritative as an
sponsored by USIS, after Kay’s elderly medic. Robert Lansing
recent visit to USSR.
gives understanding to the charac¬
Federico Fellini’s “Sweet Life” ter of the friend who helps to
will be produced by Rizzoli Films. draw the young man out of his
Director and Dino DeLaurentiis, shell. Robin Howard, though physi¬
previously slated to finance pic, cally attractive, is ill at ease and
disagreed on casting and budget. stilted as the hero’s potential ro¬
Susana Campos, Spanish actress, mantic interest.
Production features a striking
here from Madrid for role in ItaloSpanish twin production, “II Pa¬ setting of a beautiful California
drone delle Ferriere" (The4 Boss country-house living room. Miss
of the Iron Works) to be shot in Wynyard has opportunity for stun¬
ning apparel display. The author’s
Technirama and Technicolor.
Charlton Heston and family staking is a good complem’ent to
Bone*
visited Verona during pause in I his writing.

Shows Out of Town

London
(COVent Garden 0135/6/7)
Dickie Henderson planed out for
Las Vegas and five-week Riveria
cabaret stint.
.
Sir Ian Jacob, director-general
of BBC, guest of honor at Variety
Club’s nomination lunch.
Sam Spiegel inked Elizabeth
Taylor for "Suddenly Last Sum¬
mer,” which he’ hopek to film in
Britain next year.
Margot Fonteyn to Tokyo early
next year with Michael Somes to
dance in all-Japanese production
of “Swan Lake” and "Giselle.”
William Bendix in town to star
Tfr^Tdle on Parade,” new Warwick
Production for Columbia, with
Anrie Aubrey arid Anthony Newly.
Because Michael Flanders was
bedded with pneumonia, two-man
hit revue at Fortune, "At the Drop
of a Hat,” had to suspend last
week.
Lord Montgomery went to War¬
ner Theatre last week to see “I
Was Monty’s Double” but crowds
outside mistook him for Clifton
James, actor who plays title role
in film.
Robert Shaw replaced Mogens
Weith in "Shadow of Heroes” and
will remain until show folds Satur¬
day (15). At same time, he’s re¬
hearsing lead in "The Long and
the Short and the Tall,” due to
open Dec. 4.
Leslie Caron returning to Holly¬
wood at end of year to costar with
Anthony Franciosa in “The Man
■Who. Understood Women.”
Her
husband, Peter Hall, will follow
nfler he’s completed stage direc¬
tor :al commitment.
Charles F.
(Chuck) Baldwin,
accompanied by Mrs. Baldwin, re¬
turned to U.S. via Queen Mary.
Fellow passengers include, Samuel
Rosen, £xec veepee of Stanley
Warner, and I. M. Rappaport, Bal¬
timore theatreowner.

Chicago
(Delaware

7-4984)

Rosa Epstein, wife of Sid Ep¬
stein, William Morris agent, up and
around after surgery.
“Billy Budd,” current at Good¬
man Theatre, drew unanimous yeas
from local aisle-sitters.
Bambu, new Rush St. calypso
nitery, opens tonight (Wed.) in old
Singers’ Rendezvous spot.
Pat O’Brien starting rehearsals
this week for “Loud Red Patrick,”
which opens Nov. 18 at Drury Lane.
Charley Dawn, nitery editor of
Chicago American, became a grandpappy for the third time last week.
Archibald MacLeish, author of
new play “J.B.,” feted as Poet of
the Year by Modern Poetry So¬
ciety here last Sunday (9*). .
WGN dee jay Eddie Hubbard’s
dramatic opus, “Heir Time,” may
be produced by Carl Stohn at
Drury Larie in January. Theatre
closes for the month of December.
William L. Klein, prexy of
United Film & Recording Studios,
hosted visit last week of Dr. H.
Lommerzheim and Volker von
Collande, heads of tv film distribu¬
tion arm of UFA in Berlin. They
are in the States to study American
commercial tv.

Atlanta
By Sam F. Lucchese
(CEdar 3 1006)
Mary Martin show drew 4,000
into 5,500-seat Municipal Aud on
first evening show and played to
around 2,500 at Sunday matinee.
Miss America 1958, Mary Ann
Mobley, stopped over long enough
to help furniture firm sell Philco
tv sets and stage fashion show for
cotton material producer.
Guiomar Novaes, Brazilian pian¬
ist, made her orchestral debut as
guest artist in dual concerts with
Atlanta Symphony, under Henry
Sopkin baton, at Tower Theatre.
Both shows sold out at $3.50 top.
Tower seats 2,200.
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo,
starring Nina Novak, George Zoritch and Alan Howard, with Sergei
J. * Denham director, played to
capacity house at Muny Audito¬
rium as third attraction on All
Star Concert Series, an annual
sellout on season ticket basis.

Washington
By Les Carpenter
(1202 Natl. Press Bldg.,
STerling 3-5445)
Susan
Hayward
and
Walter
Wanger arriving Tuesday (18) to
plug “I Want to Live!"
FCC
Commissioner John
S.
Cross Wearing big smile, he’s a
grandfather for the first time.
French Ambassador Herve Alphand, who also sings, amuses
guests after dinner with socko im¬
itations of world figures,
.Mervyn LeRoy, Jamesr Stewart,
Vera' Miles, Larry Pennell and

Joyce Taylor here for 17 days of
shooting “The FBI Story.”
Deputy Defense Secretary Donaid Quarles recalling his days in
Arkansas as member of Bob Burns’
band at time Burns invented the
bazooka.
Guitarist Charlie Byrd, Washing¬
ton’s popular jazz musician, will
shift to legit, playing classical
guitar in Arena Stage’s next pro¬
duction, opening four weeks Nov.
18.
Danny Kaye, one of 90, invited
by President Eisenhower to Dec.
16-18 planriing session. for 1960
White House Conference of Chil¬
dren and Youth, expected to at¬
tract 6,000.
Frank Boucher of TV Guide be¬
comes first man. ever elected chief
barker of local Variety Club for
second time (he first held the job
in 1948); other new officers in¬
clude; George Nathan, first asst,
chief barker; Ed Talbert, second
asst, chief barker; Felix Grant,
property master; and Sam Galanty,
Dough Guy.

Paris
By Gene Moskowitz
(28 rue Huchette, Odeon 4944)
Among spate of new Yank pix
biggest biz is going to "Indiscreet”
(WB).
In and out lately are Arnold
Moss, George Weltner, Robert Al¬
drich and Adolphe Menjou.
German actor Gert Froebe re¬
placing Michel Simon, ailing, in
New Geza Radvanyi
pic,
"12
Hours,” now shooting in Nice.
Two production-distribution film
companies Sirius and UGC, latter
state-owned, joined
distributionforces.
Production will remain
separate.
Three houses being fitted for
Todd-AO here for end of-the-year
opening of “South Pacific” (20th).
They are Ermitage, Max Linder
and the Images.
Marcel Came paging Burt Lan¬
caster and Peter Ustinov to star
in his next pic, French-Italo co¬
production to be made in Yugo¬
slavia, "The Prisoners.”
Followup of "Inspector Maigret”
due to start here with Jean Delannoy directing and Jean Gabin star¬
ring. It’s called “Maigret in New
York” with exteriors to be made
there.
Society of Writers decided to
object to liberties taken with lit¬
erary properties in films. They
want greater protection of integ¬
rity and letter of their work in
adaptations. Latest beef is against
Jules Dassin pic version of Roger
Vailland’s “The Law” whose locale
was changed from Italy to Corsica
to appease Italo censors.
Blockbusters and offbeaters are
boxoffice leaders in Brussels. They
include: "River Kwai” (Col), “80
Days” (UA), “10 Commandments”
(Par), Jacques Tati's comedy, “My
Uncle,” Russo Cannes prizewinner
“Flying Cranes,” "Young Lions"
(20th), “Vikings” (UA) and new,
.controversial
Brigitte
Bardot
starrer, “In Case of Accident.”

Hollywood

i

Aubrey Schenck at Mt. Sinai for
surgery.
Gloria Wood hospitalized with
tliroat infection.
W. G. Goodall in for confab*
With Hal Roach Jr.
Lou Greenspan returned to work
after month’s illness.
James Mulvey in from N.Y. for
Col talks on "Porgy & Bess.”
Morey Goldstein here from N.Y.
for confabs with Steve Broidy.
Lee Savin new director of Desilu!s commercial film division.
Blanche Ring recovering from
stroke at St. Vincent's Hospital.
John Farrow returned to London
after attending funeral services
for his son.
Kenneth Daniels and Art Lieberman joined WB industrial-com¬
mercial tv division.
Jack M. Warner kudosed with
certificate of achievement by U.S.
Army Signal Corps.
Jerry Wald and Julian Blaustein
arc co-chairmen of Screen Pro¬
ducers Guild Award Dinner in
January.
Mendel B. Silberberg will receive
third annual Joint Defense Appeal
Human Relations Award Satur¬
day (15).
Mrs. Ida Mayer Cummings will
be awarded the “Woman of the
Year" plaque by Crestview Lodge
and Chapter B’nai B’rith at a
dinner dance held Saturday (15)
at Beverly Wilshire Hotel. Honor
is for her lifetime efforts in behalf
of the L.A. Jewish Home for the
Aged.
Eddie Cantor. Jack Benny and
George Jessel will be kudosed with
special awards for “exceptional
service to the State of Israel,” at
dinner sponsored by State of Israel
Bonds held Nov. 29 at the Beverly
Hilton Hotel. Cantor will chairman
org’s Festival of Freedom concert
Dec. 7 at the Shrine. Banquet will
honor Abba Eban, Israeli ambas¬
sador, in marking nation’s 10th
anniversary.

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan
(319 N. 18th St.; Locust 44848)

Billy Krechmter’s Jam Session
celebrated its, 20th anni.
Scenario writer Charles Marion
back in town to see relatives after
more than 20 years on Coast.
Thomas L. Thomas, “Voice of
Firestone” vocalist, opened Springfield Community Concert series.
Billy Marshall, vet society band¬
leader, named head of local Meyer
Davis office, succeeding Ben Abra¬
hams.
Jack Fields, burned-out Blue
Note impresario, now operating
Petite Arms in suburban Delaware
county.
City representative Fredric R.
Mann reelected to 11th successive
term as president of Robin Hood
Dell Concerts.
Dusty Brooks,
son-in-law
of
Wildwood’s Marty Bohn, made first
local appearance in eight years at
Celebrity Room.
Joby Baker, Latin Casino com¬
edian, inked by UA for featured
part in Paul Muni starrer, “The
Last Angry Man.”
RCA Victor and Botany 500
hosted party for Melachrino at
Warwick Hotel, following concert
at A6ademy of Music.
—— Continued from page 1
Bruce Dern, who plays with lo¬
example.
This outfit, lost only cal Little Theatre Group, signed
12^c per share last Friday (7) de¬ for part in Cheryl Crawford's
spite the fact its earnings as an¬ “Shadow of a Gunman.”
nounced the previous day were off
87%. The drop was attributed to
U’s losses but compensating for
this in the trading is the anxiety
By Paul Gormley
anent cap gains sales of U assets,
Three Jacks & A Jill into Standprimarily the San Fernando Valley
ishall’s Cameo Lounge.
studio property to Music Corp. of
Chantal Gosselin heading show
America.
at the Interprovincial HoteL
Polaroid is at a new high, at the
Guitarist Carlos Montoya one$93-per-share level, with a boost nighting in Glebe auditorium.
Johnny Six bill-topping show at
coming via a new stock distribution
which entitles stockholders of rec¬ Greber Hotel, Templeton, Que.
Farrar Trio on Chaudiere Club
ord on Nov. 25 to rights to an issue
of 173,616 shares on the basis of show, plus held-over Marksmen.
Drive-ins gradually shuttering
one share for every 21 held at a
with coining of winter tempera¬
price to be set on that date.
tures.
Reports of earnings of up to
Deep River Boys with Harry
$3.25 per share have kept up in¬ Douglas into Gatineau Club, their
terest in 20th-Fox. Paper value is first North American date after a
near the year’s high of $35 per European tour.
"God Created Woman” blasted
share (last week’s gain was $1 per
share) with volume fairly strong at out of Odeon by recent explosion
that
wrecked three city blocks,
19,300 shares.
shifted to nabe Elmdale.
Walt Disney hit another new
Ottawa Philharmonic first of
high—$41.25—due in part to spec-, its kind to play concert In Parlia¬
ulation about a single, and still un¬ ment buildings, giving lunch-hour
shown, picture. Although it hasn’t shows for Orchestra Week promo¬
made the headlines so much, Dis¬ tion.
Talkabouts. shifted from Chaudi¬
ney’s “Sleeping Beauty” is nearly
as much the conversation piece ere Club’s downstairs Green Door
among certain Wall St. sleuths as to Maniwaki Inn on edge of Ga¬
Metro’s "Ben Hur.”
This Is in tineau pulpwood forests, 90 miles
addition to Disney’s strong earn¬ north of Ottawa.
Alphonse Ouimet, CBC g.m.,
ings performance.
awarded Archambault Medal by
The most spectacular of all stock French-Canadian Assn, for Ad¬
issues, Disney has jumped from a vancement of Science, for his part
lqw of $14 per share—a gain' of ip establishing coast-tp-coasf tele¬
vision in Canada.'
nbirlj) 200%,

Par Stock

Ottawa
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was a familiar figure to tv. audi¬ “Tango Trieste” (Sad Tango) and
ences through his stint as original “Vaises de Amor” (Waltzes of
singer in
Scottish Television’s Love).
daily lunchtime show, “The One
Continued from page 3 ——j
O’clock Gang.” His first break as
WILLIAM E. HUTCHINSON
a professional singer was in the
William
E.
Hutchinson,
70, maining roles, he said, were open,
touring production of Rodgers' &
supervisor of Chicago Tadio station but he urged the agents "don’t
He also had interests in the woolen Hammerstein’s “The King and I.” WAAF for the Corn Belt Farm
call me. I’ll call you.”
industry.
Last Christmas he appeared for Dailies, died Nov. 6 in Chicago.
As for femme roles, Foreman
Howard
&
Wyndham
in
“Babes
in
Survived by his wife and two
He had been with the Corn Belt said he’ll need an actress to play
the Wood” at King’s Theatre, Edin¬ | publications 41 years and at the
sons.
a Greek partisan girl. He said he’d
burgh.
time of his death was exec veepee prefer a new girl and that what
LORENZO C. ADDISON
His wife, a former chorine, and and secretary of the company.
he had in mind was a new young
Lorenzo C. Addison,. 69, veteran an infant son survive.
Wife and daughter survive.
Ingrid Bergman, Sophia Loren or
amusement park manager, died re¬
Jennifer Jones. In addition. Fore¬
cently in. Marshall Hall, Md. At
FRANK R. DEAKINS
EDWARD
C.
QUINLAN
man noted, that he’ll require a
the time of his death he was gen¬
Frank R. Deakins 65, board
Edward C. Quinlan, 70, former large number of supporting roles—
eral manager of Marshall Hall
chairman of RCA Victor Co., Ltd., stage supervisor for WGN in Chi¬
“each
important, each to be hand¬
Park in that city.
A native of
of Canada, died Nov. 4 in suburban cago, died Nov. 7 in that city. He
Rayne, La., he started his career
picked.” He told the agents that if
Philadelphia. He was named chair¬ had worked for the Chi Tribune
as a projectionist with Josiah
they had the right people, "we can
man two years ago after serving as
Pierce & Sons, operators of tent | president of the Montreal firm radio station 23 years before re¬ do business—in about eight weeks.”
tiring last July.
shows.
Foreman’s letter, believed to be
for 14 years.
Wife,
two
sons
and
three
daughFollowing -a stint as stage man¬
the first of its type ever sent to
Deakins had also been president
ager in a traveling stock company, of RCA International Ltd. and i ters survive.
agents, aroused considerable favor¬
Addison joined Fred Pierce, son was past president of the Canadian
able reaction in the percentery
of Josiah, and owner of a Detroit Division of Electronics Interna¬ i
Louis Schvom, 65, treasurer of ranks.
amusement firm. During his early tional of America. His first con¬ Local 77, AFM, died November 3
Replied Christopher Mann of
days with the outfit he was pro¬ nection with the radio field was in Philadelphia. A member of the
duction foreman and later became with General Electric Co., and he union for 43. years, he played piano London: "Though your letter on
a designer and builder of roller joined RCA Victor in 1930 as as¬ at several Atlantic City piers and casting, was, as you say, a ‘form*
coasters, fun houses and concession sistant to the president
with vaude orchestras for years. letter, it is very helpful and much
stands.
Surviving are his wife, two sons, Surviving are his wife, son and appreciated; in fact if all producers
invited cooperation in such an in¬
Among spots that Addison later a daughter and sister.
daughter.
telligent way it would be good for
managed were Excelsior Amuse¬
ment Park, Minneapolis; Walled
NEVIN SEVAL
Henrietta Horowitz, 60, personal the industry generally.”
Lake Amusement’' Park, Detroit,
Montague Lyon, of the Lew &
secretary
in
motion
pictures
for
Nevin Seval, 38, Turkish legit
and Jefferson Beach Amusement
and film actress, died recently in over three decades, died Saturday Leslie Grade Ltd., London, termed
Park, also in Detroit. He became
the
letter “the most sensible letter
(8)
in
New
York
after,
a
long
ill¬
Adana while appearing there at
general manager of Marshall Hall
Miss Horowitz was with I’ve had In years from a director
the Municipal Theatre. She was ness.
Amusement Park In 1933.
guest star in the Turkish comedy, Loew’s Film Classics and, before whose intentions to make a film are
Surviving are his wife, two
taking ill, with Motion Picture known but who isn’t yet ready to
“An American in Harput.”
daughters, six sisters, and two
Miss Seval was one of the stars Management.
cast ..."
brothers.
of the Istanbul Municipal Thea¬
Wired Laurence Evans of MCA’s
tre in the 1940s. Among her roles
Mrs.
Reg
(Olive)
Connelly,
wife
London
office: "Eight weeks, okay,
JACK P. HARRIS
were leads in such plays as “An¬ of the London music publisher but come December 19th watch
Jack P. Harris, 53, v.p. of Walter thony and Cleopatra,” “He Who and composer, died recently of
out!”
Reade Inc., a chain of some 40 New Gets Slapped” and “The Cherry cancer in the British capital after
The picture is scheduled to be
York-New Jersey theatres, died of Orchard.” She also was seen in extended surgery. Two sons, be¬
filmed in the .Mediterrean area. It
a heart attack Nov. 5 on a Penn¬ many Turkish films.
sides her husband, survive.
concerns a group of Allied sabo¬
sylvania Railroad train near New¬
teurs who scale an "impregnable”
ark while en -route to his office
“COL.” HARRY BOWMAN
Benjamin F. Elbert, 78, longtime cliff on a Greek island during
in Oakhurst, N.J.
A veteran of " “Col.” Harry Bowman,- 94, a
30 years in the industry, he joined showman for 75 years, died Nov. 3 manager of the Elbert-Getchell World War II.
the Reade organization in 1944 as in Greensboro, N.C. A native of Theatre Co. in Des Moines, died
Nov. .3 in that city.
His wife,
-film buyer.
Ulster, Pa., he started his theatri¬
* Born in Wales, Harris began his cal career with circuses and car¬ daughter and a sister survive.
career as a theatre manager. He nivals. Later he toured with his
Gale Gerlach to Alfred Cameron
later was associated with the own vaudeville show. Some Mexi¬
Father, 79, of Rachel Adler, asso¬
Loew’s circuit in New York and can performers, who were unable ciate editor of Pittsburgh edition Jenkins, North Hollywood, Nov. 1.
subsequently became a division to pronounce his name, dubbed of TV Guide, died in that city Nov. Bride’s father is Charles Gerlach,
advertising manager of Daily
manager and film buyer for the him “Colonel.” More recently he
after a long illness.
Variety.
Skouras loop. While with Reade was a ticket taker at the State
Jo Ludlow to Harvey Schlags,
he was responsible for purchase Theatre. Greensboro.
Mrs. Madeline Heller Viafore, Detroit, Nov. 8. Bride is a show¬
and booking of all film, stage shows
A son and daughter survive.
54, former concert singer and one¬ girl-model; he’s assistant film edi¬
and other attractions.
time theatre manager, died Nov. 6 tor at Transfilm Inc. <N.Y.), pro¬
Harris, in October, 1957. was
LEWIS H. MORPHY
in New York.
ducers of telefilm commercials.
named assistant to the president of
Lewis
Harris
Morphy,
54,
film
Walter Reade Theatres in charge of
Joyce Jackson to Richard Rheads,
film.
In this capacity he acted stuntman and actor, committed sui¬
Walter C. Robinson, 64, pioneer London, Nov. 1. Bride is a dancer
as liaison chief for the circuit’s cide in his Hollywood home Nov. 7 cameraman, died Nov. 1 in Holly¬ at the Windmille Theatre; he’s an
after
killing
his
wife,
former
mo¬
wood.
head not only for the chain but for
American hypnotist.
Continental Distributing Inc., an torboat champ Kaye (Boots) Mor¬
Valerie Seymour to Jimmy Ed¬
phy. He also- was a rodeo sharp¬
importing affiliate.
Lee Guthrie, 57, Texas theatre wards, Crowborough. Sussex, Nov.
shooter, using for his human target
Surviving are his wife and two
his daughter, Valerie, 12, who sur¬ owner, died recently In Wheeler, 5. He’s a stage and tv comedian.
brothers.
vives parents with her brother, Tex.
Angela Cohen to Martyn Silver,
Lews Jr.
London, Nov. 5.
Bride is the
LISA GARDINER
Susan Withers, wardrobe mis¬ daughter of Nat Cohen. AngloMrs. Morphy, 37, also was an
Lisa Gardiner, 6Z,' who danced actress.
tress at the Playhouse, Liverpool, Amalgamated Pictures chief.
throughout the U.S. and ETirope
Eng., died there recently.
Martha Raye to Robert O’Shea,
with the Anna Pavlova ballet com¬
HARRY HICKEY LEVIN
Teaneck, N. J., Nov. 7. She is the
pany and who founded the Wash¬
"Mother, of singer Toni Carroll, comedienne.
Harry
Hickey
Levin,
burlesque,
ington Ballet in 1955, died Nov. 5
died of a heart attack Nov. 8 in St.
Ruby Lee to Dwinel Griffin Jr.,
in Washington. The daughter of vaude and - television performer Louis,
Bridgton, Me., Oc. 31.
Bride is
Cornelius Gardiner, a theatrical died Nqv. 11, in Philadelphia, after*
a
brief
illness.
For
the
past
five
with the State Theatre there.
agent, she became a professional
Mother,
74
of
Roy
Rogers,
cow¬
dancer at 18 with the Pavlova com¬ five years, Levin was, Carney the boy actor and singer, died Nov. 4
France Roche to Billy de Goldpany, leaving it six years later in Clown on a show emanating from in Hollywood.
schmidt-Rothschild, Paris, recent¬
1920 to join Adolph Bohm’s “Bal¬ WCAU, Philadelphia.
ly. Bride, a top French film col¬
Levin played burlesque with
let Intime.”
Brother, 76, of actor Monty umnist. is also an actress-writer;
some
of
the
top
names
of
that
time.
A character dancer. Miss Gardi¬
Woolley, died Nov. 7 in Saratoga he’s a film producer.
ner toured extensively with both He also did a piano and monology Springs, New York.
Maria Allasio to Count Pier
groups and. appeared with the act with his late wife, Letty Boles,
Francesco Calvi Di Bergolo, Turin,
Metropolitan Opera in New York. in vaudeville.
Julia R. Guenzel, 72, former con¬ Italy, Nov. 10. She is a film actress.
She gave up her performing career
cert violinist, died Nov. 9 in Val¬
JACQUES BRAUNSTEIN
in 1922 to establish a dancing
halla, New York.
school in Washington with another
Jacques Braunstein, 61, motion
Pavlova dancer, Paul Tehemikoff. picture-tv investor, died of a heart
She formed the National Ballet in attack Nov. 4 in Hollywood. At one
Mr. and Mrs. Tony McLean,
Washington in 1939, but fulfilled time a vidpix producer, he was
daughter. Manhattan Beach, Cal.,
a lifetime dream when she estab¬ partnered with 20th-Fox and the
Nov. 4. Father’s a publicist.
lished the successful Washington late Al Lichtman in production of
Continued from page 2 ——,
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Lawford,
“The Young Lions.” He bought the
Ballet three years ago.
daughter, Santa Monica, Cal., Nov.
She leaves a cousin.
property from novelist Irwin Shaw bright and wanning and stands up 4. Father’s an actor.
and made a deal with Lichtman as topnotch comedy-song samplings.
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Gerson,
It’s the. kind of stuff that's sure¬
and 20th for its production.
TINY WOLFE
Two sons and a daughter survive. fire for the sophisticated niteries daughter, San Francisco, Nov. 1.
Fred Wolfson, 41, known pro¬
Father is manager of U-I film ex¬
and even the wider ranged tv audi- ;
fessionally as Tiny Wolfe, died
change, there.
JOHN LAURENZ
ence. Although it’s all out of their j
Nov. 8 in Pittsburgh. Longtime en¬
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Cheatham, son,
John Laurenz, 49, singer and repertoire trunk, it holds up
tertainer and bandleader, the went
Dallas, recently. Father is an In¬
with the old Abe Lyman orch at film actor, died at his Brooklyn, strongly.
i
terstate Circuit staff member.
the age of 16 as bass player and N.Y., home Nov. 7. He appeared
The satiric stabs at the Reader’s1
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Travers, son,
featured singer, then joined Blue in over 100 films, mainly westerns, Digest, pic plugging, and -even
Barron and took over the Barron as a supporting player. He also Variety are crisp and clean, the London, Nov. 5. Father is a film
band during World War H when recorded by Mercury, Jubilee and special material songs are funny actor. Mother is screen' actress
Virginia McKenna.
latter went into the service. Wolfe Coral Records, being known for a
and the ballads are winning. Mu¬
couldn’t, get into the Armed Forces voice that was similar to the late
Mr. and Mrs, Bill Chaney, son,
sic for their words comes from
because of his avoirdupois, tipping Russ Colombo’s.
Hollywood, Nov. 5. Father’s an
such handy collaborators as Leon¬ •actor.
the scales at- over 300. He returned
A daughter survives.
ard
Bernstein
("On
The
Town,”
to Pittsburgh shortly after the end
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Alen, son.
"Wonderful. Town”), Jule Styne
of hostilities and for more than
JACK HENLEY
Long Branch, N. J., Nov. 7. Father
(“Two. On The Aisle,” “Bells Are is band booker with Universal At¬
five years, until a few months ago,
Jack Henley, 64, film writer
had been house orchestra leader who scripted several of the “Blon- Ringing,” “Peter Pan” “Say Darl¬ tractions.
and emcee at the Copa, downtown die” and “Ma and Pa Kettle” ing”), Morton Gould (“Billion Dol¬
Mr. and Mrs. Hernando ^CourtPitt nitery.
series, died of a stroke Nov. 2 in lar Baby”), Saul Chaplin ("Bonan¬ right, daughter, Nov. 7, Beverly
His father, David Wolfson, a vet¬ Hollywood.
za Bound,” which died in Philly) Hills. Father is the former prez
eran Pittsburgh policeman and ex¬
Born in London, he was a jockey and Roger Edens ("Good News,” of the Beverly Hills Hotel.
cafe tenor, died last spring. He
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Schulman,
rior to turning writer, and was pic version).
leaves his wife, two children,
rought to this country by Ber¬
They’re both savvy in their ways daughter, New York, Nov. 9. Fath¬
mother and five brothers.
nard Baruch to ride under his and handle the comedy routines as er is a playwright and screen¬
colors.
Mother is actress Jean
well as the ballad material in an writer.
BRIAN DOUGLAS
Alexander.
easygoing and convincing style.
Mr. and Mrs. George P. Simon,
Brian Douglas Johnson, 26, vaude
JAVIER RENGIFO
Performing
time
is
well
over
90
daughter, Chicago, Nov. 8. Father
and tv singer known professionally
Javier Rengifo, 79, Chilean com¬
as Brian Douglas, died of a virus poser, died of a heart attack -at his minutes but they can easily prune is Chi publicist.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Glasel,
ailment Nov. 1 In Glasgow. He home in Santiago, Chile, Oct. 26. it down to fit time allotments in j
became ill -while appearing in the He studied music in his homeland clubs or video. And wherever they 1 son, New York, Nov. 7. Mother is
“Gaiety Whirl,” summer-fall revue and Paris and wrote numerous go, pianist - accompanist Peter* Judith Mitchell, daughter of actor
Mitchell;
father is
a
Howard ought to go with them.
j George
at the Gaiqty Theatre, Ayr.
tunes.
Qros.
1 musician.
A native of Lanarkshire, Douglas,
Best known compositions were

Carl Foreman

OBITUARIES
SAM ZIMBALIST
Sam Zimbalist, 57, Metro pro¬
ducer died of a sudden heart at¬
tack in Rome Nov. 4. Passing at
the very zenith of his long career,
Zimbalist at time of death was in
the final shooting stages of his top
and Metro’s costliest picture, “BenHur.” J. J. Cohn, Metro vp now
in Rome, will now take over pro¬
duction helming, in association
with director William Wyler, who
expects to wind film late next
month. ■
Producer was striken while eat¬
ing lunch on set, and removed to.
his apartment on the Appian Way
where he died later in afternoon.
His body was flown back to Hol¬
lywood two days later, where his
widow, the former Mary Taylor,
had recently returned after spend¬
ing some months on location with
her husband.
During period from 1937, when
he became a producer for Metro,
until his death JZimbalist turned
out a total of 24 features, includ¬
ing “Boom Town,” "30 Seconds
Over Tokyo,” "Quo Vadis,” "Mogambo,” "Tribute to a Bad Man.”
Bom in N.Y., March 31. 1901,
Zimbalist became an office boy to
Richard Rowland, then prexy of
Metro, soon after his graduation
from high school. Studying film
editing, he met Alla Nazimova, the
stage actress, and when she went
to Hollywood she remembered the
eager apprentice and arranged for

In

Beloved

Memory of

JACKMcINERNEY
NOV. 14th. 1951
HORTENSE
him to have a job on her pix as
second assistant director. •
His work on the editing of the
first "Broadway Melody” at Me¬
tro was considered historic. Film
was one of the first in sound and
editing on it was of special im¬
portance. In 1929, he became as¬
sistant to Hunt Stromberg. one of
the top producers on lot. and work¬
ing under that veteran and en¬
couraged by him he eventually
reached producer status on his

ow-4
Zimbalist had t>een prepping for
his assignment on "Beri-Hur” offand-on for five years, and intenb sively for the past two. In addi¬
tion to his widow, he is survived
by his mother, living In N.Y.
MARK OSTRER
Mark Ostrer, 65, a director of
Gaumont British Picture Corp.,
died of a heart attack Nov. 5 in
London. He was one of three
brothers who, in pre-war days,
wielded a dominating influence in
the British motion picture indus¬
try. In 1922 the Ostrer brothers,
who operated as merchant bankers,
formed the Gaumont company with

In Loving

Memory

HAROLD LEONARD
November 10, 1956

—ESTHER
the Bromheads to produce and dis¬
tribute British films.
Mark Ostrer and his brothers,
Maurice and Isadore, were asso¬
ciated with the formation of the
Gaumont British Picture Corp. in
1927, They maintained a strong
Interest in production, both
through the Gainsborough studios
and Gaumont British, which devel¬
oped the Lime Grove lot in the
1930s to he the most modern studio
of its day. (For the last few years
it has been one of the main pro¬
duction centres for BBC-TV.)
In 1929 Mark Ostrer became
vice-chairman of Gaumont British,
when the Metropolis and Bradford
Trust acquired control. He re¬
mained on the board after the
Rank Organization 'bought out the
company In 1941. At that time it
•was a $36,000,000 corporation own¬
ing nearly 350 cinemas and thea¬
tres. He was made chairman and
joint managing director in 1931
and held that office until 1948,
when he continued on the board.
He joined the board of Circuits’
Management Assn, (the company
that operates the Odeon and Gaumont circuits) when it was formed
in the same year.
With his two brothers he was
also concerned with the formation
of Bush Radio and was. financially
interested in the expansion of
Baird Television, which was subse¬
quently absorbed by Rank CinteL J
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GRANADA TV
FIRST IN STRIKING ACHIEVEMENT
FOR WORLD TELEVISION

On November 4, 1958, American television viewers to the evening
programmes of the Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) saw the
Coronation of Pope John XXIII which had taken place in Rome
that morning.
For the first time in television history new equipment developed by Granada
TV and the availability of BOAC Comet and Pan-American Boeing 707 jet
airliner service to New York made it possible for recordings of the ceremony
made by Granada TV at their Manchester TV Centre to be flown to New York
for transmission by CBS the same evening.
^
This remarkable speed in the exchange of television programmes between
countries thousands of miles jiway results from Granada TV’s development of
•special equipment on which television pictures and sound recordings can in a
matter of seconds be converted into the television lines system of any country.
The recording can then be transmitted without any further processing
immediately it is received fry the overseas television broadcaster.
The television coverage received from Rome through the Eurovision link was
recorded and converted by Granada TV from 7.30 a.m. and the first recordings
were put aboard the Comet leaving London at 11 a.m. due New York 4.35 p.m.
American time. The final edited recordings were flown to Paris to catch the
Pan-American Boeing 707 jet clipper leaving at 6 p.m. — due New York
9.30 p.m. American time.
Granada TV have thus opened up vast new possibilities in the international
exchange of television programmes — we hope for the benefit of the people
of the world.
GRANADA TV NETWORK London, England.
*Uiti with thtAMPIX noordtr.
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PIX CATCH WALL STREET FEVER
Can The Sheik' fc Updated?
Paramount, now onceovering its library of 1,500 silent films to de¬
termine which of them are adaptable for television presentation,
is actively at work on “The Sheik,” Rudolph Valentino oldie.
This is among the initial few which are being tested—that is,
with sound effects, music and narration added. Jesse Lasky pro¬
duced “Sheik" in 1921 with Agnes Ayres and Adolphe Menjou as
Valentino’s, costars for Par release.
Metro, similarly experimenting. Is trying “The Big Parade” to
ascertain its acceptability in “modernized” version.

Las Vegas Lounges No Slouches
In Booking Names As Casino Lures
Las Vegas, Nov. 18. A
The local lounges have come up
to the point where the bills, are get¬
ting to be more name-studded and
more expensive than the hulk of
floorshows being offered in most
niteries in the U. S.
For example, the Sands lounge’s
most recent layout comprised Ella
Fitzgerald, Billy Eckstine, Clark
Bros, and Steve Gibson & The Red¬
caps. The Stardust has a layout
topped by Billy Daniels.
Louis
Prima & Keely Smith, Shecky
Greene, Frances Faye, Betty. Reilly
and Del Prado are among those
who are Vegas lounge regulars.
The Flamingo is booking fullscale bands in its lounge. Harry
James goes in Dec. 4, Glenn Miller
orch is set for two dates and Count
Basie is booked for March 26.
Fact that topliners are now do• ing regular shows in the lounges
is a distinct contrast to a few years
ago when the bulk of the acts in
the foyers overlooking the bar and
the casino were comparatively in¬
expensive acts. Should any head¬
liner in another nitery have been
offered a lounge date, probability
is that the act would have sum¬
marily fired the agent.
However, conditions have
(Continued on page 66)

‘Song of Songs’ & Jazz
Don’t Mix, Banned in Chi
Chicago, Nov. 18.
Audio Fidelity’s recording of the
biblical “Song of Songs,” dramati¬
cally read against a jazz back¬
ground, has been banned here by
CBS station WBBM as “too con¬
troversial.”
Same reason was
given for its removal from the
racks at Marshall Field’s record
department.
Neither the department store nor
radio station elaborated on the
objections.
Distaste /could stem
from a belief that it's sacrilegious
to couple . the poem of Solomon
with modern jazz.

Tony Martin’s
$1,000,000 Deal

Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Tony Martin will be paid $1,000,000 over the next five years under
terms of his pact with the Desert
Inn in Las Vegas.
At
$25,000
weekly, it is the highest total sal¬
ary ever paid a performer in
Vegas.
Deal was wrapped up for Martin
by Chi attorney Sid Koeshak and
Desert Inn topper Wilbur Clark.
Singer also will be available at
the Stardust Hotel, if and when
necessary. His first engagement
Washington, Nov. 18.
starts in March. Martin recently
A worldwide tribute to Irving wound up 10-year contract with
Berlin, with President Eisenhower the Flamingo Hotel in Vegas.
, .participating, is being broadcast
over the Voice of America. Broken
into three shows, the first went on
the air today (Tues.) with the
others to follow tomorrow and
Thursday.
:
Washington, Nov. 18.
The occasion, in which show biz
Pvt. Steve Lawrence has won
celebrities will also take part,
marks the -50th anniversary of Ber¬ out over Pfc. Elvis Presley for the
lin's career .and his 70th birthday Army’s top ^singing job. Lawrence,
year. The U.S. Information Service husband of Edye Gorme, has been
said the three special shows will chosen, vocalist for the U.S. Army
be carried on the Voice of Amer¬ Band here, an assignment Eddie
ica’s “Music USA,” which has one Fisher also had when he was a GI.
Army officials confirmed that
of the largest listening audiences
in international broadcasting.
the job had not been offered
President Eisenhower will ex¬ Presley, whose technique with
press his admiration for Berlin’s tanks, rather than tone, are being
music in a statement Nov. 20.
utilized by the army in Germany.
Guests will sing Berlin songs Lawrence takes over soon after;
(Continued on page 64)
completing basic training.
|

Salute Irving Berlin
j
On Double Anni Via
Global VOA Broadcasts

TAP STEVE LAWRENCE
AS ARMY BAND CROONER

ODENHUES Writers Guild Plots Affiliation With
KEY BULL MART ®rit. Counterpart; Screen Gems Deal
By FRED HIFT

--f Writers Guild of America and
J *
„
1 11 rii 11* ^
I the British Screen & Television
Writers Assn, plan to affiliate in

nyr

[ Mad As, and At, Stallion,

Though the November boxoffice
has been anything but good, partly
rrr
.
^
10
of WGA met. m N.Y. over the
Toronto, Nov. 18.
due to a lack of strong product,
weekend to discuss the permanent
.Obviously miffed when his palo- tieup with Jts Englisb c0„nterpart
several of the film company stocks
have pirouetted to the top, leaving mmo stallion threw a shoe in the wbich is said t0 erabrace 90% 0't
spectators breathless—and some¬ midst of the opening performance the OTUers there. CouncU also
what puzzled. For the spectacular of the Royal Horse Show here, Argains—20th-Fox hit 38*4 last Fri¬ thnr Godfrey made his way abruptday, going up IVi points to its rec¬ ly out of a backdoor of the Colise- t|ve siting
to ohauffeur-driven limouIt would be the first time in the
ord high—appear to have little re¬ um
that a us
performer
lation to any immediate activity. sme, brushed past autograph-seek- hist
One of the obvious reasons for iers and refused to ta k to press union afflliated wtth a like body
the stock rise is the overall con¬ [reporters who had waited all eve- abroad. As one of its chjef aims
dition of the market, which has
ug, >,^/r(ueW
h
, ,
, WGA hopes to eliminate priced
been extremely bullish in the
Patrolling the corridor in front cutting by “wildcat’’ producers,
wake of the elections and the ris¬ of Godfrey s dressing-room were wbQ take their telefilm product to
ing confidence that followed the a number of bodyguards who saw England where, so £ar, BSTW does
recession. It’s the era of the aver¬
„®!e rad,o-teIevision star was not bave m-;nimum script charges,
ages on the market, and the vari¬ not disturbed.
WGA, according to plans conous indexes (Dow-Jones, the N. Y.
firmed by the Council, expects to
Times Index, Standard & Poor’s ¥T
¥
5
¥
help the Britons to negotiate wage
index of 500 leading stocks, the In A I OPIA7 C I IIP
terms to put them on a par with
Associated Press averages, etc.) llU lAfvYV O llivs
the earning power of WGA mem¬
have been registering new highs
bers. WGA figures that if British
almost every day.
|\
¥*• | - and American scribes have the
Odd part of it is that, while as
■ rOYV r lahl idential earning power, whether
a whole the market is flourishing—
I 1 UAJ 1 1X111 measured in pounds sterling or in
almost atarmingiy so, some say—
dollars, producers will be forced
given stocks don’t move with the
Threat of a proxy fight involving to choose writers on a strictly
same speed.' In fact, several have Loew’s Ihc. completely dissipated talent basis.
fallen back.
But the blue chip yesterday (Tues.) when Louis A.
Old-line British writers for
shares are moving and in scarce Green and Jerome A. Newman, the years resisted negotiating a mini¬
supply. Result is that a big price dissident directors, expressed their mum wage contract, for fear “mininflation in some of the selected “umvillingness” to enter a battle imum would become maximum’*
common stocks is occurring and with management.
At the same earning power. However, the Brit¬
prices are multiplied 25 and 30 time, it appears that the manage- ish writers recently have been
times beyond the level that would ment’s plan of divorcement, which eyeing the practice here of paying
appear to be justified on the basis Green and Newman opposed, will
(Continued on page 56)
__
of their projected earning power. be approved by Federal Judge
Some of the film stocks, includ¬ Edmund L. Palmieri.'ing Paramount, 20th and Disney,
have shot, up as part of the overall iseAd1foTsIueJhisgd\c^„i“^Cma
(Continued on page 22)
the hearing held in N.Y. Federal
Court yesterday, that the Court
n ♦ » I r
r 1
>r-A
will act favorably on the manageITOjCClCd IOr £<1117 551
raent’s proposal for splitting the
*_ A™ rwpT?w
company and dividing the $27,000,AatjL‘
000 funded debt. Maurice SilverThe oft-discussed public tribute
man, of the Dept, of Justice’s anti- to the memory of the late Emanuel
trust division, indicated that the Sacks, NBC and RCA veepee, with
Government had no opposition to1 proceeds to the Sacks Memorial
the plan, provided certain safe- Wing of the Aloert Einstein Mediguards were included.
cal Center in his native PhiladelThe Green - Newman position, phia, will finally get off the ground
(Continued on page 10)
j under a plan worked out by Mc-—Cann-Erickson exec veepee C. TerJudging from the comments r rrmirn
_
ence Clyne. It is figured that the
made at the organizational meet¬
ing of the American Congress of
Exhibitors, it appears that one of
the objectives of the new group
will be an assault on Hollywood
Detroit, Nov. 18.
quickie vacation he firmed up comproduction costs. Efforts, it seems,
William Van Lopik, Masonic mitments with NBC board * cbairwill be made to cut the coin de¬ Temple manager, appraises Maria man Robert W. Sarnoff, under
mands of creative talent and to find Callas thusly: “Bing (Rudolf, of whom Sacks worked closely until
a way to loosen the alleged “stran¬ Met Opera) likes team players, his death last year, for the 90glehold” the agents have on the Callas is a Babe Ruth type. She minute spectacular, and commitbusiness.
may strike out a lot but when she ments from Frank Sinatra (in.pNew
This approach apparently stems connects, it’s a homer.” Van Lopik York, en route from London, last
from the belief that it’s the exhi-. quoted an usher on the secret of week), Dinah Shore, Perry Como,
bitor who eventually pays, via high Callas’ appeal. He answered, “You Eddie Fisher, Dean Martin, Roserental ’payments, the production always expect the unexpected.”
mary Clooney. There will probcosts of current Hollywood films.
As far as Van Lopik is con- ably be others for walk-on or
Actually, it was Spyros P. Skouras, cerned, Callas already has con- emcee roles such as Joan Crawpresident of 20th-Fox,- who set the nected with a home run without ford, June Allyson and her hustone for this approach.
swinging at a note. Her scheduled band, Dick Powell, plus other*,
Skouras said that only exhibi- appearance here tonight (Tues.) is The wealth of talent, because
(Continued oh page 27)
(Continued on page 27)
V sold out despite a $7.20 top.

Godfrey Sulks in His Car th,e
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Take-Ail Stars
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GRANADA TV
FIRST IN STRIKING ACHIEVEMENT
FOR WORLD TELEVISION

,

,

On November 4 1958 American television vieivers to the evening
programmes of the Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) saw the
Coronation of Pope John XXIII which had taken place in Rome
that morning

.

.

For the first time in television history new equipment developed by Granada
TV and the availability of BOAC Comet and Pan-American Boeing 707 jet
airliner service to New York made it possible for recordings of the ceremony
made by Granada TV at their Manchester TV Centre to be flown to New York
for transmission by CBS the same evening.
This remarkable speed in the exchange of television programmes between
countries thousands of miles^way results from Granada TV’s development of
•special equipment on which television pictures and sound recordings can in a
matter of seconds be converted into the television lines system of any country.
The recording can then be transmitted without any further processing
immediately it is received by the overseas television broadcaster.
The television coverage received from Rome through the Eurovision link was
recorded and converted by Granada TV from 7.30 a.m. and the first recordings
were put aboard the Comet leaving London at 11 a.m. due New York 4.85 p.m.
American time. The final edited recordings were flown to Paris to catch the
Pan-American Boeing 707 jet clipper leaving at 6 p.m. — due New York
9.30 p.m. American time.
Granada TV have thus opened up vast new possibilities in the international
exchange of television programmes ;— we hope for the benefit of the people
of the wrorld.

GBANADA TV NETWOBX

London, England.

•Uttd with thi AMPIX rtcordtr.
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PIX CATCH WALL STREET FEVER
-r+

Can The Sheik’ Be Updated?
Paramount, now onceovering its library of 1,500 silent films to de¬
termine which of them are adaptable for television presentation,
is actively at work on “The Sheik," Rudolph Valentino oldie.
This is among the initial few which are being tested—that is,
with sound effects, music and narration added. Jesse Lasky pro¬
duced “Sheik*’ in 1921 with Agnes Ayres and Adolphe Menjou as
Valentino’s costars for Par release.
Metro, similarly experimenting, is trying “The Big Parade” to
ascertain its acceptability in “modernized” version.

In Booking Names As Casino Lures
Las Vegas, Nov. 18, +-—-- ■'
The local lounges have come up
to the point where the bills are get¬ ‘Song of Songs’ & Jazz
ting to be more name-studded and Don’t Mix, Banned in Chi
more expensive than the bulk of
Chicago, Nov. 18.
floorshows being offered in most
Audio Fidelity's recording of the.
niteries in the U. S.
biblical
“Song
of
Songs,” dramati¬
For example, the Sands lounge’s
most recent layout comprised Ella cally read against a jazz back¬
ground,
has
been
banned here by
Fitzgerald, Billy Eckstine, Clark
Bros, and Steve Gibson & The Red¬ CBS station WBBM as “too con¬
troversial.”
Same
reason was
caps. The Stardust has a layout
topped by Billy Daniels. Louis given for its removal from the
racks,
at
Marshall
Field’s
record
Prima & Keely Smith, Shecky
Greene, Frances Faye, Betty. Reilly department.
Neither the department store nor
and Del Prado are among those
radio station elaborated on the
who are Vegas lounge regulars.
The Flamingo is booking full- objections. Distaste could stem
scale hands in its lounge. Harry from a belief that it’s sacrilegious
James goes in Dec. 4, Glenn Miller to couple the poem of Solomon
orch is set for two dates and Count with modern jazz.
Basie is booked for March 26.
Fact that topliners are now do¬
ing regular shows in the lounges
is a distinct contrast to a few years
ago when the bulk of the acts in
the foyers overlooking the bar and
the casino were comparatively in¬
expensive acts. Should any head¬
liner in another nitery have been
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
offered a lounge date, probability
Tony Martin will be paid $1,000,is that the act would have sum¬
000 over the next five years under
marily fired the agent.
However, conditions have terms of his pact with the Desert
Inn in Las Vegas. At
$25,000
(Continued on page 66)
weekly, it is the highest total sal¬
ary ever paid a performer in
Vegas.
Deal was wrapped up for Martin
by Chi attorney Sid Koeshak and
Desert Inn topper Wilbur Clark.
Singer also will be available at
the Stardust Hotel, if and when
necessary. His first engagement
Washington, Nov. 18.
starts in March. Martin recently
A worldwide tribute to Irving wound up 10-year contract with
Berlin, with President Eisenhower the Flamingo Hotel in Vegas.
.participating, is being broadcast
over the Voice of America. Broken
into three shows, the first went on
the air today (Tues.) with the
others to follow tomorrow and
Thursday.
Washington, Nov. 18.
The occasion, in which show biz
Pvt. Steve Lawrence has won
celebrities will also take part,
marks the -50th anniversary of Ber¬ out over Pfc. Elvis Presley for the
lin’s career .and his 70th birthday Army’s top ^singing job. Lawrence,
year. The U.S. Information Service husband of Edye Gorme, lias been
said the three special shows will chosen vocalist for the U.S. Army
be carried on the Voice of Amer¬ Band here, an assignment Eddie
ica’s “Music USA,” which has one Fisher also had when he was a GI.
of the largest listening audiences
Army officials confirmed that
in international broadcasting.
the job had not been offered
President Eisenhower will ex¬ Presley, whose technique with
press his admiration for Berlin’s tanks, rather than tone, are being
music in a statement Nov. 20.
utilized by the army in Germany.
Guests will sing Berlin songs Lawrence takes over soon after
(Continued on page 64)
1 completing basic training.

Tony Martm’s
$1,000,000 Deal

Salute Irving Berlin
On Double Anni Via
Global VOA Broadcasts

TAP STEVE LAWRENCE
AS ARMY BAND CROONER

KEY

Writers Guild Plots Affiliation With
BULL MART Brit Counterpart; Screen Gems Deal

By FRED HIFT

Though the November boxoffice
has been anything but good, partly
due to a lack of strong product,
several of the film company stocks
have pirouetted to the top, leaving
spectators breathless—and some¬
what puzzled. For the spectacular
gains—20th-Fox hit 38V4 last Fri¬
day, going up IV2. points to its rec¬
ord high—appear to have little re¬
lation to any immediate activity.
One of the obvious reasons for
the Stock rise is the overall con¬
dition of the market, which has
been extremely bullish in the
wake of the elections and the ris¬
ing confidence that followed the
recession. It’s the era of the aver¬
ages on the market, and the vari¬
ous indexes (Dow-JoneS, the N. Y.
Times Index, Standard & Poor’s
index of 500 leading stocks, the
Associated Press averages, etc.)
have been registering new highs
almost every day.
Odd part of it is that, while as
a whole the market is flourishing—
almost aiarmingiy so, some saygiven stocks don’t move with the
same speed.' In fact, several have
fallen back. But the blue chip
shares are moving and in scarce
supply. Result is that a big price
inflation in some of the selected
common stocks is occurring and
prices are multiplied 25 and 30
times beyond the level that would
appear to be justified on the basis
of their projected earning power.
Some of the film stocks, includ¬
ing Paramount, 20th and Disney,
have shot up as part of the overall
(Continued on page 22)

Writers Guild of America and
the British Screen & Television
Writers Assn, plan to affiliate in
the near future. National Council
of WGA met in N.Y. over the
weekend to discuss the permanent
tieup with its English counterpart,
which is said to embrace 90% of
the writers there. Council also
agreed on boycotting tv producers
who violate guild bans on specula¬
tive writing.
It would be the first time in the
history that a U.S. performer
union affiliated with a like body
abroad. As one of its chief aims,
WGA hopes to eliminate pricecutting by “wildcat” producers,
who take their telefilm product to
England where, so far, BSTW does
not have minimum script charges.
WGA, according to plans con¬
firmed by the Council, expects to
help the Britons to negotiate wage
terms to put them on a par with
the earning power of WGA mem¬
bers. WGA figures that if British
and American scribes have the
idential earning power, whether
measured in pounds sterling or in
dollars, producers will be forced
to choose writers on a strictly
talent basis.
Old-line British writers for
years resisted negotiating a mini¬
mum wage contract, for fear “min¬
imum would become maximum’*
earning power. However, the Brit¬
ish writers recently have been
eyeing the practice here of paying
(Continued on page 56)

+

Mad As, and At, Stallion,
Godfrey Sulks in His Car
Toronto, Nov. 18.
Obviously miffed when his palo¬
mino stallion threw a shoe in the
midst of the opening performance
of the Royal Horse Show here, Ar¬
thur Godfrey made his way abrupt¬
ly out of a backdoor of the Colise¬
um to his chauffeur-driven limou¬
sine, brushed past autograph-seek¬
ers and refused to talk to press
reporters who had waited all eve¬
ning to interview him.
Patrolling the corridor in front
Of Godfrey's dressing-room were
a number of bodyguards who saw
that the radio-television star was
not “disturbed.”-

No Loews Inc.
Proxy Fight

Threat of a proxy fight involving
Loew’s Ihc. completely dissipated
yesterday (Tues.) when Louis A.
Green and. Jerome A. Newman, the
dissident directors, expressed their
“unwillingness” to enter a battle
with management. At the same
time, it appears that the manage¬
ment’s plan of divorcement, which
Green and Newman opposed, will
be approved by Federal Judge
Edmund L. Palmieri.
Although Judge Palmieri prom¬
ised to issue his decision “within a
week,” it seemed, on the basis of
the hearing held in N.Y. Federal
Court yesterday, that the Court
will act favorably on the manage¬
ment’s proposal for splitting the
By ABEL GREEN
company and dividing the $27,000,The oft-discussed public tribute
000 funded debt. Maurice Silverman, of the Dept, of Justice’s anti¬ to the memory of the late Emanuel
trust division, indicated that the Sacks, NBC and RCA veepee, with
__ to proceeds to the Sacks Memorial
Government had no opposition
the plan, provided certain safe-1 Wing of the Aloert Einstein Medical Center in his native Philadel¬
guards were included.
The Green - Newman position, phia, will finally get off the ground
under a plan worked out by Mc(Continued on page 10)
Cann-Erickson exec veepee C. Ter¬
Judging from the comments
ence Clyne. It is figured that the
made at the organizational meet-,
kickoff show, which may be an an¬
mg of the American Congress of
nual event, will realize $250,000.
Exhibitors, it appears that one of
Before the adman left with his
the objectives of the new group
wife for a two-week European
will be an assault on Hollywood
Detroit, Nov. 18.
quickie vacation he firmed up com¬
production costs. Efforts, it seems,! William Van Lopik, Masonic mitments with NBC board* chair¬
will be made to cut the coin de¬ Temple manager, appraises Maria man Robert W. Sarnoff, under
mands of creative talent and to find Callas thusly: “Bing (Rudolf, of whom Sacks worked closely until
a way to loosen the alleged, “stran¬ Met Opera) likes team players. his death last year, for the 90glehold” the agents have on the Callas is a Babe Ruth type. She minute spectacular, and commit¬
business.
may strike out a lot but when she ments from Frank Sinatra (iiLNow
This approach apparently stems connects, it’s a homer.” Van Lopik York, eh route from London, last
from the belief that it’s the exhi¬ quoted an Usher on the secret of week), Dinah Shore, Perry Como,
bitor who eventually pays, via high Callas’ appeal. He answered, “You Eddie Fisher, Dean Martin, Rose¬
rental payments, the production always expect the unexpected.”
mary Clooney. There will prob¬
costs of current Hollywood films.
As far as Van Lopik is con¬ ably be others for walk-on or
Actually, it was Spyros P. Skouras, cerned, Callas already has con¬ emcee roles such as Joan Craw¬
president of 20th-Fox,- who set the nected with a home run without ford, June Allyson and her hus¬
tone for this approach.
swinging at a note. Her scheduled band, Dick Powell, plus other*.
Skouras said that only exhibi- appearance here tonight (Tues.) is : The wealth of talent, because
sold out despite a $720 top.
J
(Continued on page 27)
(Continued on page 27)

‘Marne’s Friends’ Spec
As Memorial TV Benefit
Projected for Early ’59

Exhibs’ Villains:
Talent Agents &
Take-All Stars

LIKENS MARIA CALLAS
TO BABE RUTH HOMERS
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MISCELLANY

Catholic In-Family Gmic;
Describe Legion s 40 Critics;
Blame ‘Fringe & Foreign Films
By JAMES L. CONNERS

4~— -!-

Dean Martin With Wallis

Albany, Nov. 18.
“The American public will not
. Hollywood, Nov. 18.
tolerate nudity.” So stated Mrs.
Dean
Martin
will
star
in
James F. Looram of the N. Y. office
of the Roman Catholic Legion_ of “Career,” for producer Hal Wallis,
Decency. She was here addressing at Paramount—his first film for
a convention of. the Academy of Wallis and Par since his split with
Holy -Name Societies. Producers of Jerry Lewis in 1956 when they
bare-flesh frolics were doing the' made “Hollywood or Bust.”
Martin essays a straight drama¬
American film industry a disservice i
by associating the screen with vio¬ tic role in “Career,” based on
James
Lee’s off-Broadway play of
lation of Christian modesty.
Speaker’s subject, “How Legion; last year about a man with an am¬
bition
to
be a dramatic star. Film
of Decency -Reviewers Rate Pic¬
tures,’* was wide-ranging. She stat- ] will start in mid-February,
Since
his
break with Lewis, Mar¬
ed that over-supply of “horror”
was a current problem, along with tin has had starring dramatic roles
|
in
such
pix
as “The Young Lions,”
sensational and blatant forms of
advertising copy, sometimes em¬ “Rio Bravo” and “Some Came Run¬
ning,”
co-starring
in the latter with
ployed for releases which the Le¬
Frank Sinatra.
gion high-rated as A-l or A-2.
Echoing the same point made at
the recent Miami convention of
the Theatre Owners of America by
20th Century-Fox producer Jerry
Wald, Mrs. Looram singled out the
horrorthon cycle zealously exploit¬
ed by American International Pic|
(Continued on page 10)
Natchitoches, La., Nov. 18.
Director John Ford did a bum
here Friday (14) that rivaled a i
scene from “The Horse Soldiers”
he was shooting here.
As the Union cavalry charged
toward the tiny Confederate vil¬
lage, flames crackled higher, men
ran in terror—and out of the
Mexico City, Nov. 18.
Legal difficulties loom on the clouds swooped a 20th century air¬
horizon for Italian actress Silvana plane.
The sightseeing plane almost
Pampanini, expected here to ful¬
wrecked a $250,000 project. Weeks
fill movie engagements.
Director-producer Miguel Con-1 of research and construction had
treras Torres has instructed his duplicated the tiny town which fed
attorneys to subpoena Miss Pam¬ t supplies to besieged Vicksburg.
panini for breach of contract when Destruction of the town was one of
she steps off the transatlantic the war’s 'turning points since it
plane. Torres claims he has a pact made it possible for Union Gen.
signed by Francisco Pampanini, U. S. Grant to take Vicksburg.
The torch was applied to the
father and representative of the

‘Sightseeing’ Aeroplane
Modernizes Civil War,
Ruins Ford’s Soundtrack

Mexican Trouble Brews
For Silvana Pampanini
On ‘Wrong Boss’ Charge

(Continued on page 27)

I

(Continued on page 18)
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Russian Film Savvy Impressive

j

Caskie Stinnett
takes apart the passion that the
average Frenchman has far the
franc in a closenp of

Max Youngsteih Finds Tremendous Curiosity About
West—Soviet Studios Well Tooled Technically

France Can Sit There
—On Its Cannes

***

SAG’s‘Golden Nine’

one of the many Editorial Features
in the npcoming

Nine founders of the Screen
Actors Guild will receive gold life¬

53d Anniversary Number

time membership cards at the
Guild’s annual meeting next Tues¬
day (25).
Maxing the presenta¬
tion will be Boris Karloff, who re¬
ceived a similar citation some
years ago.
Recipients of the awards, as
members or staffers of the Guild,
are Leon Ames, James Gleason,
Noel Madison,
Alan Mowbray,
Bradley Page, Charles Starrett,
Lyle Talbot, Kenneth Thompson
I and Alden Thomson.

of
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Critics May Meet
B.0.15%—Schary
Newspaper reviews of American
films actually influence only about
15% of the public and may induce
it to see a given picture, Dore
Schary said in N.Y. Monday (17).
However, he added, the reviews
take on much greater importance
in the degree to which they affect,
and inspire, the creators of motion
pictures.
Schary, now an independent releasing through United Artists, par¬
ticipated yesterday (Tues.) in a
discussion of film critics on David
Susskind’s “Open End” panel show
over Channel 13 in N. Y. Schary’s
first film since leaving Metro in
1956 is “Miss Lonelyhearts.” He’s
currently producing - directing a
play, “Majority of One,” by Leon¬
ard Spiegelgass.
“Film reviews, by and large,
have the same faults as any form
of
communication.
Sometimes
they’re accurate and sometimes
they are prejudiced, but in the
long run each reviewer generally
(Continued on page 27)

Hollywood, Nov.

18.

Hard to Tell Who’ll Be
On Hand for Ben Hecht’s
Show; Mailer Axed

By ABEL GREEN
Max E. Youngstein, just back
!rom a European swing that took
him and his wife from Stockholm
and Helsinki to-Moscow and Len¬
ingrad and thence to Athens and
Israel, envisions- US-USSR copro¬
duction as not unlikely under the
recent
cultural reapproachment
between both countries. While the
Eric Johnston arrangement is an
overall
industry
arrangements,
each major company must negoti¬
ate its own coproduction enter¬
prise. How soon that may come
to pass is, of course, conjectural.
Yopngstein made it a point to
stay away from “guided” tours,
saw the studios in Moscow and
Leningrad on a common-denomina¬
tor level, was impressed by the
Russians’ advanced technical fa¬
cilities.
As the first Hollywood
film executive who happened to
be, by coincidence, in Russia -on
the heals -of the U.S.-Soviet film
treaty he was eagerly sought out
by producers, directors, writers
and run-of-the-mine film studio
craftsmen.
In fractured-Russian, Yiddish,
German and English he says he
seemed to make himself fully
understood and vice versa, not only
with the picture people but on the
common-man level in the pubs,
restaurants and niteries.
The avidity of the average Rus¬
sian for anything that smacks of
English—in many instances the
distinction between American and
British was fuzzy—was impres¬
sive.
On the film end he was impres(Continued on page 27)

Twice in*two weeks, WABC-TV’s
management reversed the decision
of producer Ted Yates and can¬
celled two of Ben Hecht’s latenight
New York telestanzas, because of
objections to the interview guests.
Most recent occasion was last week
when WABC-TV topper Robert
Stone, through program manager
A1 Hollander, nixed the appearance
of Norman Mailer, author of
‘Deer Park,” “The Naked and the
Dead”
and
other controversial
yarns.
Mailer was cancelled the day
before his scheduled appearance,
and said he was unable to get from
WABC-TV any clear explanation.
Meantime, Yates said he’d waged
“an exhaustive campaign” to get
Mailer back on the program. He
was quoted as saying that the only
reason given for the cancellation
was that the station’s management
Max E. Youngstein, veep of
sought wider audience appeal for
Hecht’s show. Point was later cor¬ United Artists through which the
Tyrone Power starrer,
roborated by Stone, but the gen¬ illfated
eral inference from Yates’ remark - “Solomon and Sheba,” is being re¬
was that he felt “wider appeal” an leased, had a script of James
Jules C.; Stein, board chairman insufficient excuse.
Thurber’s “13 Clocks” in his hands,
of Music Corp of America, has
Station • said this week that which Power wanted to do as his
gone in for some personal diversi¬
Hecht’s ratings were “low,” be- next picture, when he got news of
fication with his purchase of a New
the actor’s sudden death. While
(Continued on page 70)
York antique shop called The In¬
Edward Small and UA are fully
curable Collector, located a few
indemnified for any loss—half the
doors down East 57 St. from the
footage was shot with Power in
MCA Bldg.
the role which Yul Brynner will
Stein has long had an avid in¬
now assume—it was Youngstein’s
terest in antique art and furniture.
chore to phone UA toppers Bob
Shortly after the war he toured
Benjamin and Arthur B. Krim,
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
the Continent and bought several
who happened to be coincidental¬
shiploads of antique art which went.
Sammy Davis Jr. racked up ap¬ ly in Hollywood, confering with
into the furnishing of MCA offices proximately $50,000 with. .his. revue Small on other product.
throughout the country. The value Saturday night (15) for the San
Lothar Wolf, who produced the
of the antiques purchased at that Bernardino Community Hospital, “Martin Luther” film, had made
time
have
appreciated
several which saved his eyesight four years a treatment of the Thurber novel.
times.
ago following an auto accident.
Power was veering increasingly to
Stein’s sister, Mrs. Charles (Ade¬
Held on national fair grounds quality efforts. It was for that rea¬
laide) Miller, wife of the MCA that city, benefit included such top¬ son he essayed the “John Brown’s
veepee, is also an aficionado of the pers as Judy Garland, Tony Curtis, Body’’ legit with Judith Anderson
antiques, and personally super¬ Danny Thomas, John Carroll and and Raymond Massey (Anne Baxvised the decor of the MCA of¬ others.
(Continued on page 18)
fices.

Youngstein Broke News
Of Ty Power’s Demise;
Brynner Taking Over

‘Incurable Collector’
Jules C. Stem Buys N.Y.
Antiquery of Same Name

Sammy Dans Jr. Revue
Pulls 50G for Hospital
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Mann-Weitzner to Film
Late Jimenez’s ‘Platero’
Madrid.Nov. 18.
The new producing team of
Edward Mann and Thomas Weitzner (former was a founder of The
Circle in the Square Theatre along
with Jose Quintero and Theodore
Mann) have acquired film rights
to “Platero Y Yo” (Platero and I),
by the late 1956 Nobel Prize win¬
ner Juan Ramon Jimenez.
(He
died in May of this year).
“Platero” is already an interna-,
tional classic, having sold millions
of copies in languages ranging
from Japanese to Russian, and
there are three translations into
English. It was published in the
U.S. in 1957.
Visiting Jimenez at his Puerto
Rican home, Mann had come to
an understanding with the author,
and contracts Were ready to be
signed when Jimenez died, delay¬
ing consummation until probation
of the will. Offers had been coming
in from Hollywood, as well as
from France, Italy, and. Spain
for the rights to this Spanish
classic, but the heirs abided by
the desire of the late poet to have
Mann do the film. Contracts have
now been drawn between the
Mann—Weitzner combo
and a
(Continued on page 27)
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STOCK KEY TO U-DECCA FUSE
Swede on Yanks’ Prudery
The authority of the TJ. S. Customs to “ban” films is “incredible”
and would be totally unacceptable in Europe where “govern¬
ment” generally plays a much more active role than it does in
the States, Carl A. Dymling, president of Sweden’s Svensk Filmindnstri, complained in Gotham recently.
His observation tied in with his general views on the “hypo¬
crisy” that exists in the U. S. when it comes to foreign films. “In a
sense, Sweden is probably the most ‘Americanized’ of all countries,
and yet there are certain fundamental differences. We take an ap¬
proach to love and marriage which isn’t as puritanical as that
which prevails in the U. S.
“•I’U never forget what happened to' our film, ‘Torment,’ some
years back. It was a big hit on. Broadway, then the Catholic Legion
took note, and it was mutilated. I guess we are too outspoken for
American tastes. On the other hand, we have to consider the
Swedish view on life when we make our films. You in America
have a tendency to interpret everything as ‘dirty’ that either you
don’t understand or that shows honest human emotions,
“For instance, we have just completed an honest, fine, very
sensitive picture about two young people in love. I’m not even go¬
ing to try to. bring it over here. It’d be a waste of time knd money.”
Dymling said the actions of U. S. Customs in blocking the im¬
portation of films “would be unacceptable in Europe. How can a
Government official set himself up as a judge of what is primarily
a question of artistic and individual judgment?” he asked. Dym¬
ling added that his company once had two films held up by Cus¬
toms for several months. He asked the help of the Motion Picture
Export Assn, but MPEA got nowhere.

Tout Hlasko as 'Polish Pasternak';
Author Due in the U.S. to Bally
Red-Curbed '8th Day of Week’
Marek Hlasko, the “Boris Pas-4--:
-;-temak of Poland,” is being
Pause
for
Prayers
brought to the U. S. by the Inter¬
Panhandle, Tex., Nov. 18.
national Rescue Committee soon.
Frank P. Dove, operator of
Arrival coincides with the open¬
the theatres here and in
ing of the Polish-German copro¬
Groom, closes the houses every
duction, “The Eighth Day of the
Wednesday night which is
Week,” which has roused the ire
Prayer Meeting Nights in the
of the Polish government.
two communities. Dove has cut
Gene Gutowsky, who with Har¬
the changes of programs to
old Kovner now owns the picture
twice a week.
completely, said in N. Y; last week
A number of small Texas
that the picture, in >its German
towns take prayer meetings so
version, will open with subtitles.
seriously Wednesday layoffs in
Hlasko will help plug it. Chances
film houses is common,
are good that Sonja Ziemann, the
German star of the film, also will
come over with Hlasko.
Picture deals with two young
people who want to have an affair,
but can’t find necessary privacy
in rubbled Warsaw. It was ac¬
claimed at the Venice film fest,
having been pulled out of Cannes,
Mexico City, Nov. 18.
at the insistence of the Poles.
Neighborhood film houses are
.Gutowsky was unable to get the
feeling
the
pinch of television in
original
Polish
version
from
the German co-producer, Artur Mexico.
Brauner.
Four leading Mexican film pro¬
As a matter of fact, the Poles ducers—Pedro . Galindo, Miguel
have stymied exhibition of the Zacarias, Jesus and Gregorio Walfilm all over Europe by dint of lerstein—have petitioned the Dept,
their contractual right to apptove of Communications to prohibit ex¬
every contract along with Brauner. hibition of old films (made as re¬
Film is being shown* only in the cently as five years ago) over tele¬
U. S., Germany, Argentina and vision channels as a form of
Uruguay. The U. S. rights went to “eliminating the decay of the na¬
[Gutowsky more, or less by default, tional film industry.”
.■since the Poles were to have an¬
The producers.allege that neigh¬
swered on a given day, but didn’t borhood houses in this city have
ido so.
been grossing steadily lower box; Hlasko has been viciously attacked office receipts. (In Mexico, a tele¬
jby the Polish press as a traitor af- vision set owner usually invites
jter he left Poland for France. anywhere from four to 20 neigh¬
• Alexandre Ford, who directed the bors to view films shown on his
[film, still is in Polahd, but doesnjt set).
[answer his mail. Poland’s Commie
While not much action is ex¬
Ijchief, Oskar Gomulka, personally pected now, plan is to have the
Ijnixed showings ‘ of the picture.
; Mexican Assn, of Film Producers
take up the matter of a television
I Philip Yordan brought in “Anna film ban with the new government
iLucasta” (UA) on a very reasonable of president-elect Adolfo Lopez
budget: $400,000.
Mateos, after it is installed this
December.
Boxoffice decreases are Cited for
MPA A Prexy
the Florida, Bahia, ‘Alarcon, Soto
and
Teresa nabe houses, among
Eric Johnston
others.

Mexican Producers Seek
Ban of Old (Fiye-Year)
Features on Television

details tht reasons for the industry
all-out campaign to
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„ Oscar
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Irving Berlin Writing 10
New Songs for MG Film
Metro studio chief Sol Siegel in
Manhattan last week conferred
with Irving Berlin to dose details
for the screen version of Berlin’s
“Say It With Music,” slated for
1959 production under Arthur
Freed's banner.
Berlin will write 10 new songs
for the production and four addi¬
tional songs; mever before sung in
’films, will be selected from the
composer’s .Broadway musicals; •

CHH01H ‘No New Ideas, Too Many Old Men,’
LOSS AS ASSET Hamper Film Biz, States Wanger;

Johnston Fronts, Doesn’t ‘Lead’

Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Film colony buzzes with re¬
ports that the sale of Universal
City to the Music Corp. of
America is completed and re¬
posing in escrow. U president
Milton R. Rackmil having
barred Variety from news
contact was uncheckable; Lew
Wasserman of MCA would not
confirm or deny.
Hollywood hears Rackmil
has been Insistent deal be con¬
summated pronto or called off.
The “if” of the Music Corpora¬
tion of America buying Univer¬
sal Pictures’ studio property on
the west coast is related to the
broader tactic of the preferred
stockholders. It is believed that
Milton Rackmil, Universal’s presi¬
dent, has in mind buying in these
shares as a necessary prelude to
the ultimate merger of Universal
and Decca Records, the latter now
owning 82*6% of the Universal
common shares. He’s president of
both companies.
MCA is prospectively paying
$10,000,000 if and when the U stu¬
dio buy goes through. This money
would give Rackmil the needed
funds in hand to retire the 4V4%
cumulative preferred shares out¬
standing, thought to be 45,000 in
number.
Previous efforts to merge the
two companies were probably
stymied by the reluctance of pre¬
ferred stock shareholders to sell
their stock except at the full par
value. The preferred stock is now
listed at about $69 per share. The
full par value, however, is about
$105 which would require about
$4,725,000 for a full buyout of the
preferred stockholders.
The advantage of a Decca-Universal merger at this time, it’s fig¬
ured, would result in a favorable
tax loss carry forward, a method
that has been used successfully
recently in combining a “winner”
with* a “loser.” Universal has been
showing losses in recent years
while Decca has been able to
come up with statements on the
black side.
System employed in combining
“winners” with “losers” involves
the continuation of the loss com¬
pany and bringing in the winning
firm. This gives the “loser” the
right to apply the profit of the

>■

Bank With a View
Manchester, N. H., Nov. 18.
New $1,000,000 building of
the Manchester Savings Bank
and Manchester National Bank,
recently opened here, has facil¬
ities for presenting both stage
and film shows.
A community room on the
lower level is equipped with a
film projector and screen, a
folding stage, sound system
and theatre-type lighting. The
auditorium may be partitioned
into three distinct areas with
music piped into any or all
sections. It will be made avail¬
able to local clubs and organi¬
zations.

Winds Harass Location
Party; $40,000 Damage
To ‘Fisherman’ Props j;

Palm Springs, Nov. 18. j
“The Big Fisherman” got caught
in a big blow in its first day on
location at otherwise placid La
Quinta. Winds up to 50 m.p.h.
ripped its big tent to shreds.
Addit:onally, Pat Brown, Clair j
Engle, Stanley Mosk, Alan Cran¬ |
ston, all top Demos who had just j
been elected to office, had moved
in for a quiet confab. After a day |
of competing for phone service t
with Rowland Lee’s windblown
troupers, the politicians moved out •
again.
Damage to “Fisherman’s” props
ran to $40,000. A batch of Omars
were dispatched from Hollywood
to repair the tents.
Pic stars Howard Keel, Susan
Kohner and John Saxon, Frank
Borzage directing.

U%

FEWER FEATURES;
METRO ALONE IS UP

Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Metro is the only major which
has hypoed its production slate
this year over 1957, up to date
having shot 24 features as against
last year’s 20. Otherwise, Hollyr
wood production has dropped 34%
during the first 10V6 months, com¬
pared with film-making for cor¬
responding period last year.
Indie production has taken the
greatest slippage, 42% as against
major's drop of 24%. Indies this
U’» 7 Versu* 27
year to date have shot only 76
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
pix, compared to last year’s 131
Universal will complete only
for. same span. Major’s last year’s
seven features in 1958. This
162 for similar period have
compares to 27 in 1957. Next
dropped this year to 118.
picture rolls in January.
Record sheet includes Allied
Further manpower slashes
Artists, this year 17, last year 22;
are foreseen.
Columbia Pictures, 23 against 30;
Kirk Douglas’ own starred,
Paramount, 13 to 16; Warner Bros.,
“Spartacus,” is coming- up
12 to 21; 20th-Fox, 16 to 24. Uni¬
after first of year. Ditto Tony
versal, which last year shot 27
Curtis in “Operation Petti¬
features during first 10V6 months,
coat” and “It’s That Time of
has to date launched only seven.
Year” with Doris . Day and
With only six weeks remaining
Rock Hudson.
in year, balance is expected to re¬
main constant. Casting difficulties
“winner” against its losses for the are mentioned by producers as
previous years, up to a period of primary reason so few pix have
five years, under certain U. S. started.
Treasury conditions.
20TH-BING CROSBY PAIR
In addition to the acquisition of
the preferred shares, it’s believed
that some arrangement would Groaner Repeats as a Priest in One
With Debbie Reynolds
have to be made to work out a set¬
tlement of U’s $10,000,000 bank
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
loan before . a. final merger with
Bing Crosby will star in two
Decca can be arranged.
20th-Fpx films during next eight
months, under a. deal closed over
the weekend with Buddy Adler,
Metro’s Pre-Broadway Buy production
v.p. Initialer will be
Of ‘Golden Fleecing’ “Say One for Me,” for which
In a pre-Broadway production Debbie Reynolds also has , been
deal,. Metro has acquired the film signed and Bob Wagner previously
rights to “The Golden Fleecing,” cast. Groaner will play a parish
a comedy by Lorenzo Semple Jr. priest in the Frank Tashlin musi¬
which Courtney Burr and Elliot cal, which rolls Dec. 15.
Second film will be “The
Nugent will mount' on Broadway
Bachelor’s Baby,” Dick Powell
early next year.
Deal was concluded recently by : production of the Gwen Davenport
studio chief* Sol C. Siegel during, novel, skedded .to Start in midhis visit to {New York,
’ 1959

,
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Current conditions, and primari¬
ly the film industry’s inability or
unwillingness to “go modern,”
make it virtually impossible to
revive the public’s film-going hab¬
it, producer Walter Wanger main¬
tained in Gotham last week.
The talent and the desire are
available for the making of good
pictures, he said, but at the pro¬
duction end there are new walls
to keep out new ideas; distribu¬
tion is full of old men simply
trying to hold on to their jobs,
and exhibition hasn’t yet caught
on to the notion that the modern
theatre can thrive only if it com¬
bines “service” with “showman¬
ship.”
Wanger is currently repped on
Broadway with his Susan Havward
starrer. “I Want to Live” via
United Artists. He’s just signed a
two year deal with options to pro¬
duce for 20th-Fox. First film wilt
be “Cleopatra.” Wanger owns Al¬
bert Camus’ “The Fall,” but said
he wasn’t sure w-hether this w’ould
be one of the pictures he’ll make
under the 20th banner. He said
he was delighted to be tied up
with 20th, which he considers
“one of the most forward look¬
ing and aggressive companies in
the business.”
Frozen Thoughts
Problem with Hollywood, said
Wanger, who has seen a few film
problems come and go in his time
(he got into the industry during
World War I), is that the studios
stick to preconceived notions of
(Continued on page 26)

Par Net Earnings
Skids 3d Quarter
Paramount net earnings dropped
nearly 34% in the third quarter
of this year compared with a sim¬
ilar period last year, the company’s
financial statement disclosed. Net
earnings were $1,242,000 or 69c a
share for the third quarter of this
year, compared with $1,878,000 or
94c a share last year.
Net income was up, however,
with $2,955,000 added to earnings
from sale of British theatre com¬
panies, making consolidated net in¬
come for the quarter $4,197,000 or
$2.33 per share. There was no such
special addition to earnings in the
similar period of 1957.
Consolidated net earnings for the
first nine months of this yead were
estimated at $3,807,000, equal to
$2.11 per share, with some 1,799,116 shares outstanding Sept. 27,
1958. Last year, estimated such
earnings were $4,237,000 or $2.13
per share with 1,988,416 shares out¬
standing.
Total net income for the first
nine months of 1958 was $14,469,000 or $8.04 per share, and in¬
cludes net of $10,662,000 profit
form liquidation of some invest¬
ments but primarily the install¬
ment on sale of the Paramount
backlog to tv.
There was no such item on last
year’s total net
librettist

Howard Dietz
details the travail of getting a
legit mnsfcal written in
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‘With This My Orcrhead,
M’s Own Tre-SelT Initiative;
I Thee Wed’Union Of
Disney and Renown
Commissions Authors to Create
Books for Subsequent Screening
Hollywood, Nov. 18. +j-~
Twentieth-Fox is slanting up¬
coming film properties for the
King Featow Columbia
literary market before reaching
Jim BisllOD
the screen, in the hope of creat"
ing its own best-sellers and thus
has writes oa latarasting newsadd considerable potential to the
pop«r dosaap which he calls
finished motion picture product.
on Yvnra Tnto*
Experiment is being undertaken
6U lears Later
due to what exec story editor •
* * «
David Brown terms “an acute
shortage of pre-sold material'’ for
om
«f tkc
the Moay
woay Editorial
Editorial Faatarci;
Peatares;
«H «f
transference to the screen. Under
_,_
m tb apcooiiaf
a policy sparked spme six months
p
^
ago by production chief Buddy
53
^ Anniversary Number
53d
Adler, studio is organizing story
•f
ideas and commissioning carefully
•*
selected authors to develop them.
Pakiety
with company to film books after
r
j+tgee* 11
publication.
.■ ■
__
If initial projects are successful. and in the hands of such ex- II’ f1 *
pert scrivener? as C. S. Forester JQmP]^ IjIVIS*
and James A. Michener there is v VllVt
VI WWj
small reason to believe they won’t
_
_ _
make the grade, “you may find
ml ■, P
II J I„
more and more time being spent by
llfll JU OflU Ill
movie minds on creating properties that will sell as books or
_
plays,” according to Brown.
XiiimiT' UolfT
Adler hit upon idea, it’s understood, when he discovered that ex•
~
isting best-sellers, with other . Current Italo-American film talks
"
a par.
to meet 20th-Fox’s ambitious producUon sked.
f30.1'
lha‘ the ^.an industry
_T
, .
... is m far better conditions than is
New policy was initiated with generally realized,
assignment of Forester to pen a "
.
. ,T
sSeen story for “Sink the BisComPames m N. Y watchmg the
marck.” After turning in this talks between the Motion. Picture
treatment, author went on to ex- Export Assn.'s Frank ^Gervas. and
pand yarn into a series for the ^el Monaco of ANICA, the Italian
Satevepost, with first installment producer - distributor agency, says
in current issue under title, “The ^at despite the smokescreen
Last Days of the Bismarck.” Un- thrown up by the Itahan press it s
derstood Little Brown will publish nevertheless evident that the Itals.ory in hard-cover edition.
ian 01:1315 cry 1S old ^atY/itfa material researched by 4 The Italian films are beginning
20.ii-Fox producer Anthony Muto, to make money, their bank credit
James A. Michener is writing “The 1S stronger than ever, and furtterBattle of Leyte Gulf” for Ban- more Haly maintains a. $1,750,000,c am House publication. Property ^00 gold certificate balance in the
] as already been slated for next States. All of which adds up to a
\ ar’s program by 20th. Studio situation in which the Americans
hso initiated project whereby feel 11131 both sides—not only the
Grace Metalious is authoring “Re- Yanks—can afford to make contum to Peyton Place” under pro- cessions.
vlso she would endeavor to pubWhile the parties are still far
l:sh story in book form, thus en- apart on the details of a future
hancing its value as a motion pic- film agreement, there’s nevertheture property. “The Beloved In- less a feeling that the new pact
fidel,” by columnist Sheilah Gra- will leave both sides in better poham and Gerold Frank, was in- sitions. This hope is nurtured furspired in its initial stage by pro- ther in N. Y. by the fact that the
Queer Jerry Wald.
Gervasi-Monaco conversations have
Studio also is negotiating with 1)6611 held in a “friendly” spirit,
two other top writers to pen tomes according to reports received,
hosed on factual material, one a
Monaco now has dropped his
5 ientific story and the other a original suggestion for a slidingGovemment yam. Deals include scale dubbing fee, which appears
payment for screen rights, with to have been naore or less a “scare”
writers
retaining
publication attempt on his side. „ MFEA says
rights which, of course, can in- there have definitely been feelers
voive an even higher return.
re the possible sale of dubbing eertificates by the Americans to the
»
Italians. This has been done a couDaaaL
__ 1
pie of times in the past, always to
PHI
the vast advantage of the ANICA
' *** *»vhvu A/VUA
group since the certificates are
_
A
'
sold at a fraction of face value.
r
n/ii
n
Sld at a ,fraction of £ace Jaluelli1A it
lUAAy VaI Monaco also is pressing for a

Jokers’ Crisis,
Not So Bad In
0111111V
Sunny lldlV
Italy
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ror DCA
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London, Nov. 18.
Walt Disney Productions and the
local Renown Pictures are in proc¬
ess of wrapping up a deal for a
merger of their picture releasing
facilities. Both companies will re¬
tain their respective identities but
personnel arid offices will he shared
as a means of reducing overhead.
Roy Disney, president of Disney
organization, and Ned Clarke, for¬
eign sales manager, are now here
at work on the deal.
L. A. to N. Y.
Donn Arden
Tony Bennett
Jack Benny
Polly Bergen
Irwin Berke
Herbert Brodkin
Jackie Cooper
Linda Cristal
Henry Denker
Red Doff
Charles K. Feldman
Sylvia Fine.
Nina Foch
Nancy Gate?
Paul Genge
Virginia Gibson
Kathryn Grayson
Randolph Hale
George Jessel
Beldon Katlemari
Edwin Lester
M. Spericer Leve
Albert McCleery
Steve McQueen
Edward Morey
Norton V. Ritchey
Ginger Rogers
Mickey Rooney
George Seaton
Rod Steiger
Ed Sullivan
Paul Weston
Bemie Wilens
Alan Young
New York to L. A.
John Baragrey
Leora Dana
Vera Ellen
Ken Englun.d
Michael Franklin
Edmund Hartmann
Harry Jameson
Garson Kanin
Doreen Lang
Anatole Litvak
Bill Morrow
Susan Oliver
William Shiffrin
*
William L. Taub
Robert M. Weitman
New York to Europe
Harry Adler
Dorothy Berger
Stanley Donen
Jack Hylton
Alan King
Harry Kurnitz
Emile J. Lustig
• Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Seymour Poe
Trini Reyes
Eddie Rich
Spyros P. Skouras
Edwin Smith
Maggie Vaudable
Wilder
Thornton Wild
Europe
Europe to N. Y.
Kay Amsterdam
Morey Amsterdam
Lauren Bacall
A. E. -Bollengier
Yvonne
de Carlo
Yvomfaecfi
C. Terence Clyue
William Fitelscn
Buddy Fogelson
Fogelsc
Leland Haywa
Hayward
Kenneth Ireland
Irelai
Merle Oberon
Oberon.
Ted Patrick
George Weltner
Weltiw

^
ssras

Payoffs to Stars 'Near Insanity
Major film companies are faced with a major dilemma. Both of¬
ficials on the management end and important stockholders in many
instances claim the payoffs to talent are approaching the point of
economic insanity. But they don’t know what to do about, it.
Several company presidents have publicly attacked the high
cost of stars and others who work only on the basis of salary
against percentage of gross or profit, or both. (Execs at one com¬
pany are shaking their heads in amazement over a deal just en¬
tered by, an- independent producer for a prominent star. Latter al¬
legedly is to receive $500,000 against 15% of the gross on one pic¬
ture.)
A well-known economist of the pic .industry stated this week
the one possible solution would be for the studios to develop new
talent to work on a long-term contractual basis, as the top studios
did in past. The rub, though is that this, too, could become expen¬
sive; producers may not want the performers so pacted and, fur, ther, the banks are disinclined to firiance costly pictures which
lack established star names.

Loew s Troubled Lab May Combine
With M’s DeLuxe for Betters
fA1 Morgan
...
,
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Young Playwrights
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Negotiations are believed taking
place between Loew’s and 20thFox for the merger of their Coast
laboratory facilities. Deal, if accomplished, would see 20thTs. DeLux£ labs take over the management of Metro’s Coast facility, with
DeLuxe topper Allan Freedman
remaining the supervising chiefThe consolidation, resulting in a
greaterprocessing
volume would
about
lower
costs bring
while
the
operations of DeLuxe labs have
been profitable for 20th, .Metro’s
lab has had tough times in recent
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The merger of the labs may be
the forerunner of various other
consolidations among film compallies. The production-distribution
firms have alreday merged certain
backroom activities in Various dornestie exchanges and have also
consolidated a number of offices
and exchanges abroad. It’s all part
of the industry’s desire to cut costs
and modernize facilities to meet
1116 demands of current market
conditions.
The reported talks between
Loew’s and 20th relating to the
merger of the Coast labs appears
to indicate that the negotiations
between Loew’s and Consolidated
Laboratories have been called off.
A. deal allegedly had been brewing
for Consolidated to purchase the
Metro lab for $2,300,000.
-^—-
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Albany, Nov. 18.
A new bookkeeping system,
which eliminates the use of
machines and reduces the amount
of LB3I. work necessary at the
home offices, has been installed in
Metro’s Albany exchange. •
The local branch was the third
in. the country to make the changeover. All MGM outlets eventually
will do so.
Lyle Ghandia, traveling auditor,
spent 10 days here supervising the
installation and checking on its
functioning. The new. system is
“South Pacific,” in its Todd-AO
held to be an improvement.
- widescreen version, will be. showing in 81 installations abroad by

'South Pacific In
310’seas Dates

'ONCE MORE WITH FEELING'

“as^A. E.

XZfUt

Colombia, Bryooer, Donen In
having just returned from a three*
Three-Partner Buy of Play
week European trek.
Picture already is playing in
Hollywood, ■ Nov. 18.
London.
It’s due to bow in Paris
Harry- Kurnitz’s ttrjij,
hit Broadway
-i .
>* vui
ail several.
veicti French
rieucu.
on dcu.
Dec. iu
16 ouu
and in

dties later on* The *°m6> Milan
311(1 Florence openings are set for
SibotS Dec' 23* Hamburg opens Nov. 20;
Tjnrpn
Frankfort Nov. 25 and Dusseldorf
lhe latt?r ?s to“L to *Tmm, ^
Plc wiU open 10 DubUn
scheduled for aiming in England,
ThereTl ,be other dates in Hoi™*ye*r.
land, Denmark, Belgium, Switzernf
Iand 311(1 Sweden. In Latin Amerof the film. Both Donen and Bryn- ica> an early opening is skedded
ner will continue to operate their for Buenos Aires and six more Arown independent production com- genthie dates ^ set Mexico
pames out of Europe for at least city.will see the Rodgers & Hairi^
I two or three years.
merstein musical early in 1959.
Pic will be seen in Africa and iff
H Japan,'too.
‘
_
.
.
1
Everywhere, the songs them/✓/1 selves'will be preserved in theft:
jrWWd""
I original English-language version
H even though the story dialog may
^
^
dlibbed‘ ‘^outh Pacific” policy
Jjf®

y

rangements.
.
Deal for Hal Roach to take over
Distributors Corp. of America has
Harry Farnow is new Chief
been concluded and the way is Barker of Variety Club Tent 39 at
row clear for the outfit to go into Las Yegas. Tent will host Interproduction.
national annual session next March.
Last minute hitch. Involving mu^
tu?l. signatures for a bank loan,
_
.
was ironed out yesterday (Tues.). \
^
^
t
t i
Fred Schwartz, prez of DCA, will
[j.-L fft
f S]jJ)
V •]] J
remain with the outfit. DCA will ^
/\fW- \J44A* rliCt,
*
continue to distribute the films it
'
already has in release.
^ fTy;
4
Also, Roach has plans for using
~
~
^
the established DCA release setup
Elimination of France’s aid fund for its produc- French in the thirties (including his own, from
“A Nous La Liberte” up), Clair acknowledged that
for his own purposes, which was tion would literally “collapse” the French industry,
the old pictures probably had more imagination.
one of the reasons why the deal Rene Clair said in N.Y. last week,
was initiated, DCA itself till now
The fund, financed out of a non-taxed portion of Partly referring to himself, he said “Artists always
having run mostly in the red. each theatre admission, is up for renewal and due* give their best in the beginning. That is when they
*or tlie
the “official” signature of the Minister of set their .pace and establish their art. The best
Name of the outfit will he changed for
to conform with the new owner Finance. So far, to the considerable concern of always. comes at the start. After that, everything’s
status.
French filmmen, the government hasn't acted*. It’s nothing much more than a repetition of what has
-fully expected, however, that the aid fund will get gone before.,.
tlic okfly
“That is why today, when the public has become
PROMOTE JACK FLEISHMAN
Clair, bestTmown of the French directors, rioted so much more selective, we need a new formula
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
that out of every 100 fr, taken in at'the French for films.” Clair noted that Brigitte Bardot was a
Jack Fleishman steps up from b.o., only 17% come hack to the French producer, phenomenon primarily outside France and be atassociate to story editor of Colum- “We pay 35% of, the boxoffice take to the state,” tributed her popularity to her appeal to women,
bia Pictures, succeeding Kenneth he said. “We’d be perfectly willing not to have the “The reputation nf a star is always made by its own.
flvans, in post for past IQ years.
aid fund as long-.as : the government would be ?ex” he pointed out/ “It's very-likely that women;
He’ll work under'supervision of willing to sharply cut taxes.”
urifconsciously, like her better'than'-mbn, mostly
exec story ed William Fadiriian.
• Looking back on the great work done by the because they would like to be like her/’
^ '
-

(Ink Out Aid, Kill fyteHck fyilml-Glai/i

th6. World in 89 Days”
v116^ 1S takmg no Todd-AO-verS10n dates abroad at all.
_ #
T7~
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Primp ‘Arpria’ fur Snain
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ivi ujraiu
v mv
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uru,u
Madrid; Nov, 18.
First Yarik-made bullfight pieture in Spain is now in the project
stage, according to screenwriter
Charles Grayson,* who has beeii
adapting his own novel “Arena,”
(Rinehart) for the screen during
the past month in Madrid.
Allen Dowling will produce under the Two Cities' Investment
Corp. “ banner;; Bisector *may bf
Douglas Sirk. :
' ‘
'
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NEW ‘CONGRESS OF EXHIBITORS’
100 LEADERS IN
TRY FOR UNITY

Distrib-Founded Exhib Movement!
Formation of the American Congress of Exhibitors
—instigated by a distributor, 20th-Fox prexy Spyros
P. Skouras—marks the first time In the history
of the industry that divergent exhibitor groups
have been able to organize for a common purpose—
the salvation of their theatres.
Skouras’ leadership brought about what many
industryites have long believed to be necessary.
Despite the hard times experienced by the picture
business in recent years, the various conflicting
groups representing theatremen could not reach an
agree&ent -on V common cause and it took the
spark ignited by Skouras plus the desperate plight
of the nation’s theatres to convince the divergent
factions that the time for exhibitor unification is
now or it might be too late. Skouras told the ex¬
hibitors in no uncertain terms that if they had
acted as a unified body, he was convinced that the
pre-1948 pictures would not have been sold to tele¬
vision.
Although the .“Congress” in its official handout,
has set as its high-sounding purpose the achieve¬
ment of “the highest level of motion picture en¬
tertainment in the industry’s history/’ its objectives
are more concrete and involve every facet of cur¬
rent industry problems, including trade practices.
This was obvious from the presentation made by

Skouras and the comments made from the floor by
various exhibitor leaders as efforts were made to
establish a working agenda for the new organization.
One thing seemed obvious from the meeting. Ex¬
hibitors are sincere in their desire to. bring about
a united front. The points of differences between
the different trade groups were soft-pedalled and
the areas of agreement were ’'stressed. From the
outset, it appeared that both Allied States Assn,
and Theatre Owners of America, which had caucused
separately several days before the Skouras-summoned session, were convinced of the necessity for
the formulation of a United exhibitor front to meet
the current problems of the industry.
It is hoped that as a result of the new rapport
among exhibitors it will be possible to bring about
an all-industry meeting at which the exhibitors, as
Skouras put it, will “then speak with that single
voice that will be necessary at the all-industry
conference.” Skouras, however, emphasized that
he was. speaking and acting only for himself and
had not consulted the other film companies. Eventu¬
al aim, of course, is to achieve a united industry
ffont so that the picture business can go to the
Government as a unit to obtain some of the reforms
that are considered necessary for improving cur¬
rent conditions.

A super “umbrella” organization
of exhibitors—designed to serve
exhibition in a capacity similar to
the manner in which the Motion
Picture Assn, of America operates
for production and distribution—
was formed Friday (14) in response
to a call for unity issued by Spyros
P. Skouras, president o^Spsth-Fo^.
The new group, "to be known as'
the American Congress of Exhibi¬
tors, is regarded by many indus¬
tries as a possible forerunner of
a merger among the various rival
exhibitor groups. In the mean¬
while, the new organization will in
no way affect the status or auto¬
nomy of the existing trade organi¬
zations, but will have as its purpose
to bring together the various com¬
ponents of the motion picture in¬
dustry “to cure some of the indus¬
try’s ills.” As presently consti¬
tuted, the Congress is a Temporary
working organization which has its
aim the formation of a permanent
JON HALL IN MEXICO
body within 30 days.
26 Planners
Plans T'V and Theatrical Films
The meeting that brought about
Under-Water
the organization of the group was
held at the 20th-Fox homeoffice.
Mexico City, Nov, 18.
Skouras, „ outlining the need for
Jon Hall, in a Mexican project,
unity among exhibitors, acted as plans a series of television shorts,
chairman and then turned the using underwater cameras de¬
meeting over to the exhibitors. A signed in collaboration with partr
26-man committee, suggested by ner Herbert Sampson. These tele¬
Skouras, was named to spearhead vision shorts, plus plans for the¬
the formation and the program of atrical features, will all have sub¬
By HY HOLUNGER
the new organization. The Com¬ marine themes, Hall said. He is
One of the first" “inspirations”
mittee of 26 is made up of exhibi¬ planning a long stay in Mexico.
from the thinking chamber de¬
tors from every section of the
Apart from production, Hall will partment at the new American
country and represents every type
Congress of Exhibitors: none oi
set
up
a
Mexican
distributorship
of theatre operation in the country.
This committee, then appointed for his firm’s underwater filming the 100 delegates would discuss ac¬
tivities of the organization with
equipment,
including
television
a six-man executive committee
the press. All “statements” would
with S. H. Fabian, president of cameras.
Unconfirmed is report that the take the form of handouts under
Stanley Warner, as temporary
the imprintur of Robert Selig oi
chairman. The five co-chairman Mexican Navy may acquire a num¬ Fox Intermountain Theatres.
of the executive committee repre¬ ber of the television apparatus for
Just how the exhibitors expect
sent the five major exhibitor or¬ its own under-ocean investigations.
to bottle up news by the magic
ganizations—Horace Adams, presi¬
.
* gesture -of naming one man as
dent of Allied States Assn.; George
spokesman is not something they
Kerasotes, president of Theatre
evidently thought about before “re¬
Owners of America; Max A. Cohen,
solving.”
This kind of inept press
executive v.p. and board chairman
relations did absolutely nothing in
of Independent Theatre Owners
the
past
for
the Theatre Owners of
Assn.; Bill Forman, representing
America, until A1 Floersheimer
Southern California Theatre Own¬
Jr. reinstated professionalism.
ers of America, N and Sol A.
Hollywood, Nov: 18.
Tradepaper reporters invariably
Schwartz, president of the Metro¬
American International Pictures,
politan Motion Picture Theatres after three years as a production- shake their head in disbelief at the
Assn.
1 distribution company; is now pitch¬ naive ideas about newsgathering
The executive committee, which ing to take over a studio to ac¬ regularly displayed by some show¬
met immediately after the official commodate- its expanded shooting men after a lifetime of issuing
“announcements” which they er¬
formation of the new group, will slate.
roneously suppose to be the be-all
begin a study. of plans to lead to
Firm reportedly is negotiating and end-all of “news.”
the formulation of an agenda and to lease the Kling Studios—for¬
At the Friday afternoon session
plan of action to be presented at merly the Charles Chaplin Studios
the next meeting of the 26-man in center of Hollywood—and if of the meeting called by 20th-Fox
committee on Dec. 12 at the RKO deal goes through is expected to prexy Spyros Skouras, various ex¬
Theatres’ homeoffice board room. concentrate as much production hibitor leaders took the floor to
The exec committee will meet over activity by indie producers as pos¬ offer comments and' suggestions re¬
this coming weekend at the Stanley sible on lot. AIP program for 1959 garding the agenda of the new org¬
anization. Some of-the observations
Warner Corp. board room to begin includes 30 films.
apparently, did not meet with the
its study and is scheduled to hold
full approval of various theatreas many meetings as necessary in
order to be able to come up with SEEK HEFLIN FOR 'NORTH SEA' men present. This situation led
Mitchell Wolfson, of Florida’s
recommendations and a blueprint
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
for action on Dec. 12.
Van Heflin is being sought by Wometco Circuit, to suggest that
this
portion of the meeting be kept
Italian producer Dino De Laurent100 Rally
off the record lest it be construed
About 100 leading theatreowners iis to star in “Love in the North as the official position of the
from all sections of the country at¬ Sea,” to be shot next year.
“Congress.”
■Heflin, who starred in “The
tended the meeting called by Skou¬
Wolfson pointed out that per¬
ras. The meeting was the result of Tempest” for De Laurentiis, is now
haps
the theatremen were unaware
speeches made by Skouras recently in “They- Came to Cordura,” for
before the conventions of Allied producer William Goetz, on loca¬ of the fact that newsmen were
^present.
However, when reporters
States Assn, and Theatre Owners tion at St. George, Utah. He left
of America. Skouras then invited the location site for a meeting showed- a disinclination to accept
the
discussion
as being off the rec¬
the exhibitors to use his company’s with De Laurentiis in Las Vegas
ord, Wolfson appealed to the press
Offices as a meeting place for the Friday, to discuss “North Sea.”
to
make
it
clear
that the state¬
formation of the new organization
ments did not represent the official
which he suggested.
policy
of
the
new
organization.
Copyright Attorney
' The 26 names, suggested by
Skouras and which the theatremen
accepted included the following:
Philip Wittenberg
Ben Sack First to Book
Horace Adams, Myron Blank, Abe
Disney’s ‘Sleeping Beauty’
•xpeaads
Blumenfeld, Max Cohen, Ray Coop-,
Boston, Nov. 16.
er, James Costpn, S. H. Fabian,
William Forman, Manny Frisch,
Ben Sack, operator of the Bea¬
Morals and the
William Goldman, Julius Gordon,
con Hill, Capri, Saxon and Gary
Public Domain
George Kerasotes, Jack Kirsch,
theatres in Hub and two houses in
Edward Lider, Ted Manos,-Ben
Fitchburg, set Walt Disney’s “Sleep¬
[Limitations of tfia Copyright Law]
Marcus, Robert O’Donnell, Sam
ing Beauty” for his Gary theatre
Pinanski, Albert Pickus, Robert
. * * *
here to open Feb. 12.
Selig, Sol Schwartz,.Spyros Skouras
Sack, returning here from nego¬
oao of tb# many Editorial Foataros
Jr., Wilbur Snaper, Ernest Stelltiations with BV’s Irving Ludwig
la tfco apeomlag
ings, David Wallerstein, and
and Jim-O’Gara, New York, said
Mitchell Wolfson.
53d Anniversary Humber
he is first in country to buy the
film, which v is in 70mm stereo¬
of
phonic sound. Sack said he would
• Susan Hayward got 37% of the
profits for appearing, in Walter
spend $22,000-125,000 on exploita¬
Wanger’a “I Want to Live.”
tion in Hub.

Scaredy-Cats One
Idea: News Must
Be ‘Controlled’

American International,
After 3 Tears, Seeking
To Lease Stodio of Own

PUstiEfr.

SKOllS, ADAMS
LISTS SIMILAR

Having “founded” a new super
exhibitor organization, the Ameri¬
can Congress of Exhibitors must
now' come up with an agenda and
a plan of action that will satisfy
the majority of the nation’s thea¬
tremen. They’ve seldom agreed
heretofore and comments from the
floor at the all-day meeting called
by 20th-Fox prexy Spyros P.
Skouras on Friday (14) made it
obvious that there were differences
of opinion as to which action
should take precedence.
It was stressed, however, that
these were merely informal dis¬
cussions and that it would be up
to the executive committee and the
Committee of 26 to sift all the sug¬
gestions and come up with a pro¬
gram of action that would return
the industry to an even keel and
establish a blueprint that would
assure a prosperous operation in
the future.
Skouras, in his opening remarks,
MANY-FACETED McMURRAY
presented a variety of subjects
that he felt should be taken under
Drive-In,. Hardtop, BowKng Alley consideration. These included:
Operated By Mayor
Unity
among
exhibitors,
danger of the sale of post-1948
Dumas, Tex., Nov. 18.
product to television.
H. S. McMurray and Ted Powell,
Tollvision.
partners in the operation of the
Government aid for modern¬
Prairie Drive-in Theatre here,
ization and erection of new
have shuttered the ozoner for the
theatres.
season. Duo has converted the
Problems arising from com¬
Star Theatre, a downtown B house,,
petitive bidding and single
'into a six lane bowling alley, but
picture selling.
will continue to operate the Evelyn
Decentralization of first runs
Theatre.
and
modernization
of
the
McMurry is the local Mayor.
clearance system.

Police Praise, Cranks Rap
Manager Who Shot Down
Major-Torned-Robber
Kansas City, Nov. 18.
• Robber shot dead by a theatre
manager in Kansas City was iden¬
tified as a 40-year old Army
major, Russel E. Parker, of excel¬
lent, unblemished record. Aston¬
ished friends cannot explain his
action. He had the cash box of
the Roxy in his arm when brought
down by manager John E. Dugan.
It turns out Ahat Dugan is himself
a veteran of the Bataan march and
34 months in a Japanese prisoner
camp.
Dugan has since been the object
of much newspaper attention, po¬
lice commendation and praise
from his Durwood circuit bosses.
But he has also been burdened by
crank calls, mostly from women,
asking why he had to shoot the
fleeing man with the theatre’s re¬
ceipts. His answer: “It’s my job
to protect the place. I like the
job, and they pay me well." House
has been held up twice in recent
years.
Sandra Dee’s Texas Tour
Dallas, Nov. 18.
Sandra Dee, the “reluctant deb¬
utante” of Metro’s Rex Harrison—
Kay Kendall film, will make six
personal appearances -on the stage
of the Palace Theatre, Dallas, on
Nov. 21 and 22 during showings
of “The Restless Years.” (U).
Miss Dee’s Texas tour includes
El Paso, Abilene, Waco, Temple,
Austin, San Antonio and Denton.
Vet Pix Producer

Arthur L. Mayer
expounds from iris vast lore of
experience on

Critics and Criticism
*

*

*

one of the many Editorial Featares
In the apcomlng

53d Anniversary Humber
ef

PfiftlEfY

Too fast playoffs which finds
a picture in too many theatres
at the same time in the same
community.
Exhibitors entering produc¬
tion.
Producers rights to “show¬
cases” in important situations
in order to exploit films prop
erly.
Roadshows
and
advanced
admission
(producers
have
this right in the case of one or
two deserving films a year).
Need for both production
and exhibition to keep up with
technical advances.
Need for exhibition to en¬
courage producers in the ex¬
ploitation of new star talent
to build boxoffice names for
the future.
Need for a workable system
of arbitration in the industry.

Adams Like-Minded
Horace Adams, president of Al¬
lied States Assn., agreed in the
main with the emphasis supplied
by Skouras and presented a 10point program agreed to by Allied
in a caucus prior to the SkourascaUed session. Many of Adams’
points coincided with those put
fdrth by Skouras. Additions, how¬
ever, included the subject of ad¬
vertising and a more equitable di¬
vision of the costs and the prob¬
lems of marketing methods, in¬
cluding sales policies, the fixing of
admission prices, consumer re¬
search, and orderly release.
Ernest G. Stellings, former presi¬
dent of Theatre Owners of Amer¬
ica, suggested that the subject of
the consent degrees and what
changes should be made should
be included as part of the agenda
of the new group. Manny Frisch,
of the N.Y, Randforce Circuit, de¬
clared that there is nothing rea¬
sonable that exhibitors can’t get
if they go to Congress as a uni¬
fied body. He said he believed that the motion picture industry
should be entitled to the same
rights under the consent decrees
as enjoyed by baseball.
Leslie Schwartz, head of N.Y.'s
Century Circuit, suggested that
the first thing that the new “Con¬
gress” should tackle is the with¬
holding of pix from television syn¬
dicators. “All other points ara
meaningless unless we accomplish
this,” he said.
San Francisco theatre operator
Abe Blumenfeld wanted the meet¬
ing-to go on record as condemning
the film companies for withholding
(Continued on page 24)
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Haypfaic8> ’
(BJUTISH-CTSCOPE-COLOi)
Bit overlong, hut colorful
story, well mounted and acted.
Title and star combination of
Bergman, Jurgens and Donat
make this a sure b.o. click.
London, Nov. 18.
20th-Fox release of Buddy Adler pro¬
duction. Stars Ingrid Bergman, Curt
Jurgens, Robert Donat. Directed by Mark
Robson. Screenplay, Isobel Lennart, from
novel, "The Small Woman,” by Alan
Burgess; camera, F. A. Young; editor,
Ernest Walter; music, Malcolm Arnold.
At 20th-Fox Preview Theatre, London.
Running time, 140 MINS.
Gladys Aylward ....... Ingrid Bergman
Capt. la Nan . Curt Jurgens
Mandarin ................. Robert Donat
Sir Francis . Ronald Squire
tWCT Thompson .. Noel Hood
Cook .Joan Young
Dr. Robinson..
Moultrie Kelsall
Secretary ................ Edith Sharpe
Mr. Murfln . Richard Wattis
Mrs. Lawson.Athene Seyler
Yang... Peter Chong
HbKa ... Michael David
Prison Guard .. Zed Zakari
Li .
Burt Kwouk
Madman .. Frank Blaine
Young Lin...Ronald Kyaing
Soi-Lan ... Tsai Chin
Mai-Da .;. Louise Lin
.Aida ...Michael Wee

The eagerly awaited “Inn of the
Sixth Happiness” turns out to be
an unduly lengthy job. It would
have benefited from some judicious
trimming,, but this pictis spectacu¬
larly mounted. Impressively acted
and directed and, with its attractive
title and glamorous stellar lineup,
has all the earmarks of a boxoffice
winner on both sides of the At¬
lantic. *
Based on Alan Burgess’ novel,
“The Small Woman” which, in
turn, was based on the adventures
of a real person, the film has In¬
grid Bergman as a rejected mis¬
sionary in China, who gets there
determinedly under her own
steam. First met with hostility by
the natives, die gradually wins
their love and esteem. She falls
in love with a Eurasian colonel,
converts a powerful mandarin to
Christianity and becomes involved
in the Chino-Japanese war. Finally
she guides 100 children to the
safety of a Northern mission by
leading them on an arduous journey
across the rugged mountains and
tlirough enemy territory.
The inn in the film is run by
Miss Bergman and an elderly mis¬
s'onary (Athene Seyler).
Here
they dispense hospitality and
Bible stories to the muleteers in
transit. On the surface, the east¬
ing of the lovely Miss Bergman as
“the small woman” seems odd.
But such is the star’s warm, radi¬
ant charm and ready sense of hu¬
mor that audiences soon forget any
preconceived notions they may
have held that “the small woman”
and Miss Bergman were probably
poles apart in physique and per¬
sonality. Her early scenes as she
strives to get to China and those
in which she gradually settles
down in her environment and be¬
gins the .urgent task of winning the
confidence of the Chinese are bril¬
liantly done with humor and a
sense of urgent dedication. The
film’s "climax is the trek with the
children and, perhaps because of
its length, this sequence gives the
feeling that the dangerous exploit
is merely a Sunday School ramble.
Miss Bergman shows every facet
of her acting craft—humor, deter¬
mination, compassion, tenderness
and toughness. And throughout,
she brings to the role that sharp'
intelligence which invariably dis¬
tinguishes her performances. Curt
Jurgens is less happily served as
the Eurasian colonel. The slender
love theme seems to have been
dropped into the main story and
Jurgens has less command of an
awkward role than usual. A stand¬
out performance comes from Rob¬
ert Donat 2s an astute yet benign
mandarin. It was Donat’s swan¬
song before his untimely death and
only rarely can signs of his physi¬
cal collapse be detected.
Among other smaller, but wellplayed roles are those of Peter
Chong, as Miss Bergman’s faithful
Chinese
servant
and
friend;
Athene Seyler, wonderfully alert
as the unorthdox missionary; Ron¬
ald “Squire, as the servant-girl’s
former employer, and Moultrie
Kelsall, as the man who turned
<|own her application to be a mis¬
sionary.
The film was shot in Wales and
in the Elstree studio, converted ex¬
pertly into a Chinese village. The
atmosphere of Old China seems to
he completely authentic and Mar¬
garet Furse’s costumes and the art
work of John Box and Geoffrey
Drake lend color and beauty to the
pic, which has been well captured
by F. A. Young’s camerawork.
Also, deserving a hand, is Cecil F.
Ford who had an onerous task as
production manager. Mark Rob¬
son’s direction has slickly caught
both the sweep of the crowd se¬
quences and the more intimate
ones.
“The Inn” has its faults, but
these are outweighed by its many

virtue# which Include an absorbing
story, .convincing dialog and many
poignant moments that will -catch
’the average audience by its throat.
Rich.
The Geisha Boy
(COLOR; WVISION)
Jerry Lewis comedy. An at¬
tractive holiday entry*
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
Paramount release of Jerry Lewis pro¬
duction. Stars Lewis; eostars Marie Mc¬
Donald and Sessue Hayakawa. Directorwriter, Frank Tashlin; based on a story
by Rudy Makoul; camera (Technicolor),
Haskell Boggs; music, Walter Scharf;
editor, Alma Macrorie. Previewed at Pan*
tages Theatre, Nov. 10, ’58. Running time,
•5 MINS.
GUbert Wooley ..Jerry Lewis
Lola Livingston .Marie McDonald
Kim's Father . Sessue Hayakawa
Major Ridgley.Barton MacLane
Beatty Pearson . Suzann£ Pleshette
Kvmi Sikita.Nobu Atsumi McCarthy
Mitsuo Watanabe
Robert Kazuyoshi Hirano
Ichiyama .Ryuzo Demura

Mardi Gras
XCOL&m C’SCOfE)
The one about the fim atar at'
the prom. Bright, colorful,
bouncy murical. A natural for
holiday trade.
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
Twentieth-Fox release of Jerry Wald
production. Stiffs Pat.Boone and Christine
carere; costars Tommy Sands, Shore*
North, Gary Crosby, Fred Clark. Directed
hy Edmund Go aiding. Screenplay, -Win¬
ston Miller and HalKanter; based on a
story by Curtis Harrington; camera (De
Luxe Color), Wilfrid M. Cline; music
supervision,
Lionel
Newman;
songs,
Sammy Fain, Paul Francis Webster;, edi¬
tor, Robert Simpson. Previewed at the
studio, Nov. 12, ’58. Running time, 107
MlNS._
Pat Newell.
Pat Boone
Marton ;.Christine Carere
Barry Denton ...Tommy Safids
Eadie .Sheree-North
Tony Runkle .. Gary Crosby
Cuttls ..
Fred Clark
Dick Saglon .."Richard Sargent
Torchy ....
Barrie Chase
Sylvia ...Jennifer West
Ana Harris ............ Gereddine Wall
Lt. Col. VaupeU.King Calder
and the Corps of Cadets of the Virgima
Military Institute
Com. Tydingsr •.
Robert Burton

“The Geisha Boy” is a good
Jerry Lewis comedy, one that-rips
along with never a backward
“Mardi Gras” is a colorful car¬
glance at shattered remnants of
plot behind it. Concentration is nival of songs, romance and com¬
on just one concern, laughs, wher¬ edy that should liven up the boxever and however they can be office. Seems a strong attraction
for the younger trade and a natural
achieved.
Frank Tashlin, who wrote and for holiday business.
Jerry Wald uses bright, young
directed, has loaded the Para¬
mount presentation with wild personalities: in the 20tb-Fox pres¬
entation.
Edmund Goulding has
sight and sound gags, parodies
and takeoffs that relieve Lewis them performing like veterans.
of some comic burden and show Songs, hy Sammy -Fain and Paul
him in his best light. Lewis was Francis Webster, are a major asset,
also producer of the picture, with contributing not only to the pic¬
Ernest D. Glucksman associate ture hut to its promotion.
producer, and it will be a popular
Screenplay, by Winston Miller
entry, especially with Lewis fans. and Hal Kanter, has a reminiscent
Tashlin’s screenplay, from a: borrowed theme, i.e., the motion
story by Rudy Makoul, has Lewis picture star invited to a college
as a very +low man on the show prom and the complications that
business totem pole. He is a ma¬ result. It’s hilled as an “original”
gician who “can’t even get a job story hy Curtis Harrington, Wald’s
on daytime television.” He and his ! executive assistant. Makes a good
rabbit, Harry, join a USO tour of enough basis for a musical comedy,
the Orient, because, as he says t Pat Boone, Tommy Elands, Gary
frankly, they couldn’t get a job Crosby and Richard Sargent are
the quartet of cadets at Virginia
anywhere else.
Lewis first tangles with the Military Institute who set up a $1troupe’s headliner, Marie McDon¬ a-chance lottery. Winner is to get
ald, who serves the picture as a a date with film star Christine
kind of young Margaret Dumont; Carere, with total investment to
then with the army brass, repre¬ pay for expenses involved.
sented by Barton MacLane, an offi¬
The hoys get to the MardI Gras
cer so military he is looking for¬ when the VMI hand, of which
ward to his own military funeral they’re members, goes to New
he loves the sound of “Taps,” and Orleans for the carnival. Miss
finally with the Japanese them¬ Carere is a March Gras queen, ac¬
selves. There is a romance be¬ companied hy studio publicists
tween Lewis and a Japanese wid¬ Sheree North and Fred Clark.
ow, Nobu McCarthy, whose young There is the customary confusion
son, Robert Hirano, “adopts” and clarification/ Boone and Miss
Lewis as his father. It’s an inter¬ Carere 'fall in love when he doesn’t
esting commentary on changing know who she is. Studio publicity
screen mores that just a year after blows up the romance for crass
the inter-racial romance in “Sayo- commercial purposes. True .love
nara” seemed quite daring, there triumphs when everything is more
is a similar attachment between or less straightened out. Not much
Lewis and Miss McCarthy in plot, but enough to hang some good
“Geisha Boy” and it hardly seems songs and pleasant comedy on.
worth noting.
The “Brother Rat” setting of
Tashlin is practically the only VMI —cadets call each other by
screen director these days who this nickname — also recalls an¬
uses motion pictures for the kind other musical, “She Loves Me
of zany sight gags that once char¬ Not,” which had a non-military
acterized some of the best film college locale and somewhat the
comedy. (When Lewis sees Fuji¬ same plot, and in which another
yama it has a circlet of stars Crosby was starred just about the
around its peak and the Paramount time this one was born. But if the
theme music is heard offscreen.) general plot outlines are familiar,
He takes a few offhand cracks at the Kanter-Mfller screenplay has
contemporary social nonsense, but given the current script topicality
lightly, so it is not out of key with and contemporary humor and
the farcical aspects of the picture. freshness.
Lewis is at his best when he
Boone plays more or less
eschews some the stock physical straight to his three male cohorts,
mannerisms that were originally hut continues to show considerable
his trademarks. He is more ap¬ growth as a song-and-dance man,
pealing and much funnier when he particularly in the latter capacity,
is playing more or less straight, with a promise of broadening in
using his timing and more, re¬ his range and appeal.. Miss Carere
strained reactions for fine comedy displays wholesome sex appeal and
effect. He is also effective in the a flair for comedy. Tommy Sands
few serious moments. . Miss Mc¬ gives pro treatment to his comedy
Donald disappears after the early role, and Gary Crosby’s adult how
sequences, but she does a heat job as an actor shows he has more
of the scenes she dominates of a than his -share of the Crosby ease
film star beset by more than ordi¬ and insouciance. All three young
nary bad luck, i. e., Lewis. Sessue men, of course, handle their vocal
Hayakawa’s appearance is a gag; assignments With aplomb and
he is a Japanese who is building a charm.
bridge over his swimming pool to
Sheree North doesn’t have much
the off-screen whistling of the chance to cut loose, hut when she
Marching Song from “Bridge on does, as in the song, “That Man,”
the River Kwai.” It sounds fairly and with some sharp comedy lines,
foolish, but it plays.
she supplies an astringent quality
Miss McCarthy is decorative, ; to the sometimes too juvenile pro¬
and young Hirano is a charmer. ceedings:'Fred Clark does an amus¬
Suzanne Pleshette, Barton Mac¬ ing, high-pressure publicity man;
Lane and Ryuzo Demura all con¬ Richard Sargent shows again that
tribute, and the rabbit’s a real he is one of the more distinctive
trouper.
character juveniles, and Barrie
The picture is a physical pleas¬ Chase forecasts as bright a future
ure to watch. Haskell Bogg’s pho¬ for herself in features as she re^
tography uses the big screen and cently showed in tv. Jennifer West,
color well for comedy, including Geraldine Wall, King Calder con¬
some trick cinematics that are tribute in key roles. Robert Wag¬
smoothly integrated by editor ner and Jeffrey Hunter make un¬
Alma Macrorie, Sound, by Gene billed,' walkon appearances.
Merritt and Charles Grenzbach, is
Goulding’s direction ably welds
an important comedy element. Art romance, comedy and musical
direction by Hal Pereira and numbers, with a strong assist on
Tambi Larsen, and set decoration the latter score from choreogra¬
by Sam Comer and Robert Benton, pher Bill Foster. In such numbers
are imporant assets in gaining the as “Loyalty,” “Stonewall Jackson”
authentic Japanese feeling to the and “A Fiddle and a Rifle,’.’ Foster
home lot-shot picture.
Walter has his four young men move in
Scharf’s music is light and amus¬ rhythm—since they are not dan¬
ing, and has, as well* a recurrent cers — to create the illusion , of
and melodic theme that impresses. dance without making it preten¬
Edith Head’s costumes are also a tious or clumsy. The Fain-Webster
•plus factor.
Pence,
songs are diversified, jazz, ballad

and eountty-style,. with a high, hit
potential;^ which Lionel Newman
give#
a “ sparkling. treatment.
Charles Henderson’s vocal'tvoik is
notable, particular^ in hi#, usa/of
four-part harmony; exploiting the
different values of'his'singers.
“Mardi .Gras” is confection,
beautifully photographed by Wil¬
frid M. Cline, with New Orleans
stock footage, adroitly integrated.
Powe,

Johnny Roeco
Appealing human-angled gang¬
ster meller, paired with “Re¬
volt In The Big House*” Good
exploitation returns.
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
Allied Artists release of Scott B. Danlap
production.
Stars Richard
Eyer,
Stephen McNally and Coleen Gray. • Di¬
rected. hy Paul Landres. Screenplay,
James O’Hanlon and. Samuel .F. Roeca;
based on a story by Richard Carlson;
camera, William Mar guiles; music, Ed¬
ward J. Kay; editor, George "White. Pre¬
viewed at the studio, Nov. 6, '58. Running
time, 84 MINS.
Johnny ..Richard Eyer
Rocco ..Stephen McNally
Lois...Coleen Gray
Inspector Garron ..Russ Conway
Father Regen .Leslie Bradley
Mooney .James Flavin
Dino .M. G. Fain
Stakeout Officer .John Mitcham
Mitchell Choir .Mitchell Choir
Choir Leader .Bob Mitchei
Lane .
Frank Wilcox

Aumm Lme+mtm

.

All-Negro cast:, headed by
Earths Kitt and Sammy Dim
Jr. in earthy meller baaed on
play. Shape# a# okay earner on
exploitation values done.
United Artist* release of Lon;
Enterprise Inc. production. Stars 1_
Kitt, Sammy Davi* Jr.; features Frederick
O’Neal,
Henry
Scott;' . Rex
Ingram.
Georgia Burke, James Edwards, Rosetta
Lenoire, Isabelle Cooley, Aivm Childress,
Claire Leyba, John Proctor,
Charles
Swain Produced by Sidney Hannon. Di¬
rected by Arnold Laven; script, Philip
Yordan from bis- own play of same title;
camera, Lucien Ballard; music, Elmer
Bernstein; editor, Richard C. Meyer.
Previewed in N.Y., Nov, 12, ’58. Running
time, 97 MINS.
-Anna Lucasta ... Eartha Kitt
Danny Johnson.Sammy Davis Jr.
Frank..
Frederick O’Neal
Rudolph Slocum . Henry Scott
Joe Lucasta
_
. Rex Ingram
.. Georgia Burke
Theresa
James Edwards
Eddie .
Stella .
Rosetta- Lenoire
. Isabelle Cooley
Katie ..
- Alvin Childress
Noah
.. Claire Leyba
Blanche
Stanley . John Proctor
Lester .. Charles Swain
Cop ....
-Isaac-Jones
Secretary ... Wally Earl

From Philip Yordan’s play of
the same title (originally a stage
work of a Polish family) about a
Negro prostitute who finds love
but can’t break with her past, Sid¬
ney Harmon has produced and
Arnold Laven has directed -a sin¬
cere, often compelling film. It’ll
unquestionably be hilled as a
“Johnny Rocco” is a gangster “shocker,” and to a degree it is
melodrama, but with an original just that. Also “Anna Lucasta” on
the screen" still carries the mark
twist It is the story of the effect of a stage production, and is in¬
on a young boy of his mobster hibited by it.. Picture is acted by a highly com¬
father’s connections. The Scott R.
Dunlap production for Allied Art¬ petent all-Negro cast Individual
ists sometimes gets sidetracked by performances, notably those .of Rex
diversions, and it is occasionally Ingram as the father and of Sammy
rather sentimental, but it gets -dis¬ Davis Jr; as the irresponsible,
tinction and interest by. trying and tight-wound lover of Anna, stand
achieving something outside the out and give the film a unique,
routine. Paul Landres’ direction authentic flavor. Unfortunately,
sets the characters well and has the entire story hinges on the cen¬
brisk, knowledgeable pace. Pic will tral character of Eartha Kitt, and
be billed with “Revolt in the Big she gives the p*art little more than
a superficial reading. It’s hard, to
House” (reviewed in Variety, Nov, believe
in her character.
5) to make a well-matched, at¬
Miss Kitt has a stunning figure
tractive dualler.
and the clinging dresses she’s given
Young Richard Eyer plays the to wear accentuate the, positive.
title character, son of Stephen Mc¬ There are some scenes when di¬
Nally, one of the higher-ups in a rector Laven gets a good deal of
crime syndicate. The boy is shock¬ emotion out of her, and then the
ed into stuttering hy exposure to film comes to life with crackling
some mob mayhem, and his condi¬ tension, for the story—while
tion arouses the sympathy and hardly novel—is a vehicle for any
interest of his teacher, Coleen actress. In other sequences, Miss
Gray. The child is pinpointed by Kitt more or less goes through the
the mob members, as well, because required motions in an almost
he has information detrimental to cliche type of acting that doesn’t
them, and the story develops into a ring true.
Yordan wrote his own screenplay
chase between the law and the
lawless with the hoy as the aim in adapting his play, and while it
naturally expands on the limits of
of both,
the feeling of actors
’The James O’Hanlon-SamViel F. the stage,
on the boards persists. This
Roeca screenplay sounds faintly being
tends to rob the film pf some of its
incredible in summary, and in re¬ mood,
and pace, hut gives a greater
collection it is rather difficult to
to individual actors. This
justify a father who is both tender chance
“Anna
Lucasta” is a remake; Paul¬
with his son and tough with his ette Goddard
starred in the 1949
mobster cohorts. But it plays.
version which was in the original
Young Eyer does a great deal to ofay concept.
making .the story believable with
Ingram as old, Joe Lucasta is ex¬
his usual, competence, avoiding the cellent from start to finish. As the
overly winsome. McNally is con¬ story develops, it is made clear
vincing as the father and Miss that under his pretense of detest¬
Gray warm and helpful as the ing a daughter who has become a
teacher. Other cast members who street-walker, he is also fighting
contribute ably include
Russ off his own temptations, for Joe is
Conway, Leslie Bradley, James in love with his own daughter.
Flavin and M. G. (Matty) Fain. The Fogged by age and alcohol, stub¬
Mitchell Boys’ Choir is effectively born and torn, Ingram creates a’
vivid portrait of the old man, and
used.
William Margulies’ camera "Work to a large extent he steals the show.
Davis Jr. lives his role as
is an asset, as is Edward J. Kay’s theSammy
cocity little fellow who wants
music.
Powe,
to swallow life in big gulps and
! almost wrecks Anna’s marriage. He
j brings to the character a good deal
Kviua Drom
of understanding and balance, so
(Women’s Dreams)
that when, in the end, he walks out
(SWEDISH)
I and leaves Anna to her husband, it
Paris, Nov. 14.
Lisbon Films release of San drew Films becomes a believable act. As Frank,
production. Stars Harriet Andersson, Eva the bullying husband of another
Dalhbeck; features Gunnar Bjorn strand,
Sven Lindberg, Ulf Paulme. Written, and Lucasta daughter, Rosetta Lenoire,
directed by Ingmar Bergman. Camera, Frederick O’Neal also delivers a
Hilding Blahd; editor, Carl-OIav Skep- sturdy performancei which at times
pstedt. At Agriculteurs, Paris. Running seems
overdrawn, but registers
time, 15 MINS.
nevertheless.
.....-Harriet Andersson
Henry Scott is sympathetic as
Suzanne.,.-.* Eva Dahlbeck
Palle
...Sven Lindberg Rudolph, who marries Ann# know¬
Consul
.Gunnar Bjornstrand ing her past; Georgia Burke is
Henri .,...Ulf Paulme
warm and motherly as Ingram’s
wife; Miss LeNoire is very attrac¬
Writer-director Ingmar. Berg¬ tive, aqd John Proctor and Isabelle
man’s personal, offbeat Swedish Cooley do well as two more mem¬
pix have become regular .art and bers of the Lucasta elan. Alvin
general circuit fare here. Latest Childress has stature as the bar¬
entry is a deft analysis of two; keeper.
»
women’s lives to make for possible ■ This isn’t a' pretty story, and the
Arty theatre chances irt the U.S. film speaks forcefully about human
as well -as probable general greed, and ignorance, and man’s
chances, abroad.
lack of compassion. With some
Bergman shrewdly dovetails the blunt dialog for spice, .and a pro¬
adventures of an older and younger vocative subject, theatres should
■woman before they come of emo¬ I have no trouble selling this film to
tional age. Though seemingly slick ! their customers. Apart from this,
and melodramatic on the stlrface, both Miss Kitt and Davis are good
the keen notations, solid narrative names for the marquee.
Story, briefly, has Ingram re¬
and expert blending of direction
and acting make-this a deep tale ceiving a letter from an old friend
saying that his son would soon
of emotional upheavals.
come* to Los Angeles with $4,000.
The older woman is a fashion The Lucasta family intends to
photo expert ih love with a mar¬ marry off the boy to Anna to- get
ried man while, the other is a their hands on the money. He turns
young, flighty model who has out to be a college graduate, and
broken with her prosaic boyfriend, j he falls in love with Anna just the
Tecnical credits are tops. This.' same. The girl’s a prostitute who
digs deep into human foibles and | gradually drops her cynical atti¬
emotions to inakeitan witicing art tude and returns the boy’s feelings.
(Continued on page 26)
film.
Mosk, j
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GOLDWURM CRACKS BID WHIP
Reds Take 2 Top Frisco Prizes

!),§, P|X ||| (j[|J|[S De Gaulle Transition Period Makes
““ PNC CMIRT ICTItlW - Film Centre’ Big for Cannes, ’59

San Francisco, Nov. 18.
Iron Curtain films won two of the four major Golden Gate
Awards as the Frisco Film Festival ended last week. To wit:
Best picture: Hungary's “House Under the Rocks.”
Best Actor: Massimo Girotti, in Yugoslavia’s “The Road a Year
-Long.”
Best actress: Ruth Leuwerik, in German picture, “Taiga.”
Best director: Satyajit Ray for India’s “Aparajito.” (Ray’s
direction of “Pather Panchali,” first in a film trilogy of which
“Aparajito” is second, won him a Golden Gate Award last year
and “Pather Panchali” also won the best-film prize last year.)
Strong showing of the Communist nations’ films is attributed in
part to the weakness of pictures shown from the free world, espe¬
cially Europe—the U.S., of course, had no features entered.
A third Iron Curtain country’s film, the Polish “Two Men and a
Wardrobe,” took prize as best creative-experimental picture in the
non-feature field. This short, shown the first night of the festival,
Was as much discussed as any picture of the whole fortnight.
Other non-feature winners:
Best documentary, “Seine Meets Paris,” France
Best fiction, “L’He aux Oiseaux,” France
Best animated, “Flebus,” a U.S. Terrytoon
Best industrial, “Energetically Yours,” U.S. (Transfilm)
Best art, “Rembrandt, Painter of Men,” Netherlands
Awards were made by a jury consisting of Arthur Knight, film
critic for “The Saturday Review”; Albert Johnson, film critic for
the British Film Institute’s “Sight and Sound”; and Irving Acker¬
man, dean of Northern California exhibitors.

-

Bidding situation among the
New York art houses, already ag¬
gravated by one legal suit, is due
to explode via another being filed
by Jean Goldwurm against Colum¬
. .
Hollywood, Nov, 18. .
bia, Richard Davis of the Fine Arts
Allied Artists’ net profits for first
Theatre and Edward L. Kingsley of quarter ended Sept. 27, 1958 were
Kingsley-International.
Film in¬ up 32% over earnings for corre¬
volved is Col’s “Bell, Book and sponding period last year, but gross
Candle,” which it booked into the income was down 19.7% from sim¬
Fine Arts without eliciting bids ilar quarter of 1957.
from other houses. Papers in the
Company ran up a net of $120,Goldwurm action were filed in 200 before Federal income taxes
N.Y. Federal Court yesterday as against last year’s $90,800 be¬
(Tues.).
fore Federal taxes. No provision
Suit asks $300,000 in treble dam¬ was made for Federal taxes in
ages and seeks to enjoin Col from either year due to prior year losses
booking “Bell” and other pix into which were credited against first
the Fine Arts without bidding. quarter profits.
This year’s first quarter gross
Goldwurm wants the right to bid
amounted to $3,929,000, compared
for “Bell.”
Goldwurm originally filed an ac¬ to $4,894,db0 for 1957 first quarter.
Directorate has declared a quar¬
tion against United Artists, Ilya
Lopert and the Plaza Theatre, terly dividend of' 13% cents per
charging he was deprived of a share on company’s bWVo cumula¬
chance te bid for “Witness for the tive convertible preferred stock,
Prosecution,” which UA booked payable Dec. 15 to stockholders of
into the Plaza. Goldwurm, who record Dec. 3. .
At annual stockholders conclave
operates the Little Carnegie and
World theatres, now says a major here last week, all directors were
distributor (CoL). again failed to reelected, and directors in turn
1 give his houses a chance to ob- reelected all incumbent officers.
, tain the films in question. Suit Directors returned included Steve
j reaches further back and covers Broidy, George D. Burrows, Sher¬
San Francisco, Nov. 18.
charge to the non-profit corpora¬ j “The Night Heaven Fell,” which rill Corwin, Roger Hurlock, W. Ray
Johnston, Edward Morey, Paul PorWith the San Francisco Film tion running the fete. Even so, the brings in the Kingsley outfit.
Festival done, the big question is: gross this year was something like
What makes the situation more zelt, Herman Rifkin and Norton V.
What will the International Fed¬ 50% above the festival’s 1957 arresting is the fact that the ma¬ Ritchey.
eration of Film, Producers do on take. Most nights were sponsored jors seem more eager than ever to
Frisco’s application for an “A” as “benefits” for various Frisco day-date their important films on
classification at the end of this ; civic organizations, which paid $2 Broadway and the east side. Spe¬
j apiece for the tickets and. then cifically, they mean the east side
month?
This is uppermost in the mind j sold them at prices ranging up to and not the west side, where both
the Little Carnegie and the Nor¬
of Irving M. Levin, who directed ; $10 to their members,
the just-concluded Frisco fete. j With a city subsidy. Levin mandie a±ties are located. The
differentiation
means nothing to
might
attract
some
of
the
glamor
And it was much on the tongues
of European film men who were j personalities so sadly lacking at some and everything to others .
i
this
year’s
festival.
It
is
no
secret
j
‘ Christmas Tight
in Frisco for the festival’s final
Paramount’s release of “Ten
that a number of Hollywood j In any case. Christmas will see Commandments,” produced by Ce¬
days.
actors and actresses would have
Karl F. de Vogt, foreign sales made appearances if the festival quite a few of the top eAst side out¬ cil B. DeMille, this week rounded
manager of Bavaria Filmkunst, could pay all their exoenses. lets tied up with “American” out its second year on the market
probably put it most succinctly. I Levin, however, couldn’t finance product. 20th-Fox has slotted its with statistics that make it appear
“Inn of the Sixth Happiness” into
“Next year there will be four , these air trips and hotel bills and the Plaza, which, had been desper¬ the . Biblical epic is an industry in
*A’ festivals. We all suppose that j Hollywood, except for a couple of ately looking for a replacement for itself.
That it has been a mammoth
Cannes, Venice and Berlin will be i w’riters and directors, stayed away. two UA pictures it lost. Paris has
among them. The fourth definitely | Mike Naify's last-minute appeal the Alec Guinness starrer, “The boxoffice performer has been es:
tablished
long since, of course. Par,
should be in the U.S.
j to Spyros Skouras to send some Horse’s Mouth” via UA; the Fine
“San Francisco’s chances? I’d • 20th-Fox personalities to Festi- Arts will have “Bell; Book and however, on the basis of private
research
and pollstering, figures
like to see it come to San Francis¬ j val’s closing laid a big egg. Candle”; the Normandie has slated
co, but that depends on the j Though Skouras and Naify had “Separate Tables” and the Trans- “Commandments” as a continuing
blockbuster
for at least-a couple of
American delegation to the Paris agreed in a phone conversation Lux 52nd St. got “Doctor’s Dilem¬
meeting—and I don’t know what : that lack of U.S. participation in ma” from Metro (without a bid). more years.
There’s a “minimum residual" of
j fete was drawing Critical fire from The Sutton is in for a long run
they are saying.”
29,500,000 persons who haven’t yet,
Neither does anyone else In some segments of trade and Frisco : with “Gigi.”
The Goldwurm suits have much but will, see the picture In the do¬
Frisco, but Levin has gone right press, no stars appeared.
more of a bearing on the majors mestic market alone, according to
ahead and put in his application,
Knight’s View
than they do on the independent the Par figuring. Domestic thea¬
anyway. Whether he can muster
American
participation
at
distributors.
Already, the Gold¬ tre tally so far is this: 47,750,000
sufficient support from the U.S.
the San Francisco film festival
wurm action has seen UA inviting persons have paid $52,000,000 in
delegates is unknown here—or, at
could
raise
that
fest
to
the
bids on both “Horse’s Mouth” and admissions, this in 4,619 engage¬
least, no one is talking.
level of Cannes, Venice or Ber¬
“Separate Tables.” Former went ments; there's not a reason in the
Levin already is on the record
lin, Arthur Knight, member of
to the Paris since “Inspector Mai- world why the DeMille entry
as saying that if he doesn’t get
the Frisco jury, said on his re¬
gret” was still doing holdover biz shouldn’t pick up another $25,financial support from the city of
turn east. He called Holly¬
000,000.
at the Plwa.
Frisco, he’ll call it quits so far as
wood’s cold-shouldering of the
Further, there’s a chance the
On the latter, Lopert put in a
next year is concerned. But last,
Frisco event xta disgrace” and
foreign
market may provide great¬
$50,000 bid for the Plaza. Then,
week Frisco Mayor George Chris¬
added that, had the Americans
er returns than in the domestic.
however,
the
Trans-Lux
outfit
bid
topher indicated that if—the big
chosen to show some pictures,
$75,000 and the picture went to the “Commandments” opened abroad
if. again—the Federation comes
“it had every chance of walk¬
Normandie since Hecht-Hill-Lan- in October, 1957 and so far has
through with an “A” rating, Chris¬
ing 'away with the major
caster couldn’t'see themselves turn¬ played in 293 spots in 23 different
topher would recommend a city
prizes”'
ing
down that kind of money. areas. The boxoffice receipts have
subsidy for the fete.
This, of course, left the Plaza high exceeded $8,000,000 in terms of
In the festival just finished
and dry until it managed to snare Yankee dollars, which means
Levin canie pretty close to break¬
“Inn.”
beaucoup money-making records.
ing even at the boxoffice.
Part of the reason why Richard Par Is angling for an additional
A conservative estimate is that
Brandt, T-L prez, submitted such $52,000,000 from foreign (there are
the 1,000-seat Metro Theatre,
a high bid was to establish. the 18,000 to 23,000 potential engage¬
where the fete was held, grossed
fact that the Normandie, despite ments) for a total of $60,000,000.
around $18,000.
its location, could do very good
First-Time-Round
business. This has already been
The first of the 14 nights was
It adds up to this. “Command¬
proven via the various Walt Disney ments” is by far the greatest first.Hollywood, Nov. 18.
invitational (and promotional), but
International Alliance bf Thea¬ films which have played the house time-around grosser in the history
the the remaining 13 nights saw
the house at least 60 to 70% filled, trical Stage Employes will follow and have done very well there on of the business. And looks to be¬
Nevertheless, the come an important 'annuity' for Par
and in several cases the theatre prexy Richard Walsh’s recent sug¬ the holidays.
sold put at $2 a head. In addition, gestion that Hollywood locals nego¬ Normandie—like the Little Carne¬ for some time to come. The po¬
-Levin ran a 6 p.m. showing of the tiate for inclusion of basic clause gie—are considered “west,” and tential future audience excludes
film which had played the previ¬ covering tape in their individual some of the majors feel they’re too repeats.
ous night and, though one of these pacts in an attempt to lock up its close to Broadway for comfort to
Still, despite the powerhouse
13 showings was washed out by a jurisdiction over videotape during day-date. This is strongly disputed nature of the economics, Par is op¬
power failure, he himself figured the coming sessions with the mo¬ by some who note that the Guild, erating sans policy with this story
the 6 p.m. take at $250 a night, tion pic producers. Overall IATSE for instance, is doing fine business of Moses. Charles Boasberg, for¬
or $3,000. Three • matinees were agreement with producers negoti¬ with the Tati film, “My Uncle,” mer sales supervisor of the picture,
also given, though the draw here ated July 10, 1956, included the which it’s playing simultaneously explained it this way: “We're play¬
clause stating that the term “mo- with the Baronet.
was light.
ing it by ear.”
^Basically Dishonest’
For example, in the U. S. “Com¬
Levin points out that this festi¬ ion pictures” encompassed- produc¬
Neither distributors nor exhibi¬ mandments” has played in only
val could never bave broken even tion via videotape also. ’
Several IATSE locals here al¬ tors profess a great fondness for 365 driveip theatres, it is now with¬
if he hadn’t received heavy sup¬
port from a number of Frisco ready have clauses to that effect in bidding. Many scoff at the bidding drawn and there have been no de¬
businesses—dozens of expensive their pacts, but attempts will be and term it “basically dishonest.” cisions on future handling for the
items, from the lithography for made to have that section of the For one, they say, the bids can be al fresco situations. Each booking
the festival’s posters to the thea¬ basic IATSE agreement included in conveniently “arranged” via the | is being appraised on individual
J
(Continued, on page 16)
(Continued on page 27)
tre itself, were donated free of the contracts of all locals.

Allied Artists’ Quarter

Hollywood-Snubbed Frisco Fest
Needs Federation ‘A’ For City’s 5

D.S. Potential For
Ms Still Big

|

IATSE’s Videotape
Jurisdiction Yen

Due to the current revisions in
the French governmental setup,
which has pushed Parliament some¬
what into the background, the role
of the Centre National de la Cinematografie in the 1959 Cannes in¬
ternational film festival looms
somewhat larger, Jacques Flaud,
director of the government office,
said in N. Y. last week.
Every year, after the Cannes
fest, there are calls for its revision,
Flaud said that while he was pay¬
ing a good part of the freight (60,000,000 *fr. or about $110,000 last
year), his office had comparatively
little to say about the actual run¬
ning of the event. The position of
the Centre having been strength¬
ened, this may change now, he in¬
dicated.
For 1959, the government’s con¬
tribution to Cannes will be about
the same as this year, or just a
little higher, Flaud reported.
Having just returned from Mex¬
ico and the international fest there,
he said he wras most impressed
with it even though it was poorly
organized. He also criticized the
practice. of charging everyone the
same price for attending the
screenings, which were held in a
huge auditorium in Mexico City.
“This way you get only a broad,
popular reaction,” he commented.
Flaud said the reaction to the
American films showrn in Mexico
City had been misreported. The
first two pictures weren’t very
good, he felt. The second two, how¬
ever—“The Defiant Ones” and
“Black Orchid”—received an en¬
thusiastic reception, disproving
■ that the fest wras Communistdominated.
The French exec stressed the
importance* of Ihe Mexican fest,
but added that, in his opinion,
there were too many festivals. He
lauded the Mexican procedure of
not handing out prizes, but only
diplomas of participation.

Bob Hope Wins
AFL-GIO Award
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Bob Hope as first show business
recipient of Murray-Green Award
from AFL-CIO at dinner tendered
Sunday night at the Beverly-Hilton
said he is putting the $5,000 into
motion picture scholarship fund
named for late Barney Dean, his
friend and gagwriter who died in
1954.
Hope was tendered medallion
and cash award for his continuing
work boosting servicemen’s morale
over period 18 years by Joseph A.
Beime, chairman AFL-CIO com¬
munity services committee and
president Communication Workers
of America.
Following humorous acceptance
speech by Hope, George Meany
spoke in praise of Hope and social
service aims of AFL-CIO. Another
speaker was Charles C. Finacane,
Assistant Secretary of Defense.
Attendance at informal dinner
was over 1,000. Previous recipients
of Murray-Green Award were Dr.
Jonas Salk, Senator Herbert Leh¬
man and Eleanor Roosevelt.

MEXICAN TRIBAL SAGAS
FOR VENICE FESTIVAL
Mexico City, Nov. 18.
Mexico is readying to film a
series of three Indian stories as
the republic’s entry for the Ven¬
ice Festival next year. Producer of
film wishes to remain anonymous
until the cameras start rolling.
The three tales, loosely tied to¬
gether by the script, will embrace
the Yaqqis, Otomi and Lancandon
tribes. Picture will be in color
and Cinemascope and producer
plans to have each segment di¬
rected by a different director.

PICTURE GROSSES
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Strong Fare Bolsters Chi; To Live
Whopping $46,000, ‘Hobo’^Queen OK
12G, ‘Houseboat’ M 20G, ‘Tunnel’ 21G
Chicago, Nov. 18. Strong pix, both fresh and hold¬
over, figure to buoy downtown
cinemas in the current' round,
though widely fluctuating weather
is a question mark. State-Lake’s
“I Want to Live!” is leading the
new entries with a boffo $46,000.
Oriental’s combo of “Littlest
Hobo” and “Queen of Outer Space”
looms fairly okay at $12,000.
Holdovers shape fair to fancy.
Second-weekers include “Last Hur¬
rah,” just okay at the Chicago;
“Houseboat,” sock at the Esquire;
“Tunnel of Love,” bright at the
Woods; “Party Girl,” trim at the
United Artists; “Monster on
Campus”-“Blood of Va.mpir e” i
combo is rated nice at the Garrick.
“In Love and War” looks fine in
third Roosevelt frame.|
Of the hard ticketers, “South
Seas Adventure” is hotsy in eighth
term at the Palace; “Gigi” shapes ,
fancy for 19th Harris week; “South
Pacific” looms socko for 34th stanza
at McVickers; and “Around World
in 80 Days” is great in 85th round
at Todd’s Cinestage.
Estimates for This Week
Capri (Dowd) (585; $1.25-$1'.50)—
“Tides of Passion” (Janus). Dandy
$6,000. Last week, reissues.
Carnegie (Telem’t) (485; $1*25)—
“There’s Always a Price Tag”
(Rank). Fair $2,200. Last week,
reissues.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.80)
—“Last Hurrah” (Col) (2d wk).
Good $21,000! Last week, $27,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350;
$1.50)—‘Houseboat” (Par) (2d wk).
Sock $20,500. Last week, $23,000.
Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-S1.25)—
“Blood of Vampire” (U) and “Mon¬
ster on Campus” (ID (2d wk). Nice
$8,000. Last week, $10,000.
Harris (Todd) (984; $1.25-$3)—
“Gigi” (M-G) (19th wk). Snappy
$15,500. Last week. $15,000.
Loop. (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.50)—
Reissues. Last week, • “Fantasia”
(BV) (reissue), $7,500.
McVickers (JL&S) (1.580; $1.25$3.30)—“South- Pacific” (Magna)
(Continued on page 10)

‘Hurrah’ Loud 15G,
My; ‘Sea’ 10G
Philadelphia, Nov. 18.
Exhibitors here are making the
best of last week’s rainy weekend.
Ace . newcomer looks to be “Last
Hurrah,” which looms fancy at the
Randolph. “Houseboat” still is fast
in fifth round at Arcadia while
“Windjammer" looms brisk in
third Boyd stanza. “Old Man and
Sea” is rated stout on opening at
the Goldman. “Case of Dr, Laur¬
ent” is. great at the Studio and 21
nabe houses.
' Estimate! for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99-$1.80)—
“Houseboat” (Par) (5th wk). Fast
$11,000. Last week. $13,000.
fterd (SW) (1,480; $1.20-$2.40)—
“Windjammer” (NT) (3d wk). Brisk
$12,000; Last week, $11,000.
— Fox (National) (2,250; 65-11.49)—
“Appointment with .Shadow” (U)
and “Saga ’ of Hemp Brown” (U).
Slow $6,500. Last week, “Played
?wlth Fire” '(Col) and - “Buchanan
Rides Alone” (Col), $7,000. ‘
Goldman* (Goldman) .(1,200;
$1.50-$2.80)—“Old Man and Sea”
. (WR). Stout $10,000. Last Week,
“Torpedo Run” (M-G) (2d wk),
$4,000 in 4 days.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 65$1.49) — “South Pacific” (Magna)
(34th wk). Sturdy $8,000. Last
wgcIt $7 000
Randolph (Goldman) (1,250; 65$1.80)—“Last Hurrah” (Col). Fine
$15,000. Last week, “Onionhead”
(WB) (2d wk), $8,000.
Stanley (SW) (2.900; 99-$1.80)—
“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” (8th wk).
Trim $11,000. Last week, $12,000.
Stanton (SW) (1.483; 99-S1.49)—
“Defiant Ones” „(UA) (8th wk).
Stout $7,200. Last week, $7,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 99-$1.49)
— “Case of Dr. Laurent” (Indie).
Sock $8,500. Last week, reissues.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)
— “Reluctant Debutante” (M-G)
(8th wk). Neat $3,500. Last week,
$3 900
Viking (Sley) (1,000: 75-$1.49)—
“In Love and War” (20th) .(2d wk).
Oke $9,000. Last week, $17,500.
World (Pathe) (604; 95-$1.80)—
“Mitsou” (Indie) (2d wk). Good
$2,600. Last week, $2,900.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re¬
ported herewith from the vari-*
o us . key cities, are net; i.e.,
without usual tax. Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in¬
come.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated*
' include the U. S. amusement
tax.

‘Home’ Cozy 1SG,
St L; ‘So. Seas’
13G, Love 12G
St, Louis, Nov. 18.
Several new ones this week but
“Man of West” at Loew’s is only
fair. “Home Before Dark” at the
St. Louis shapes fancy. Still big
on holdover are “South Pacific” in
a 31st week at the Pageant and
“South Seas. Adventure” in third
week at the Ambassador. “In Love
and War” in second stanza at the
Fox looks lively.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW-Cin erama)
(1.400; $1.20-$2.40) — “South Seas
Adventure” (Cinerama) (3d wk).
Good $13,000. Last week, samel
Apollo Art (Grace) (700; 9'0-$1.25)
— “Captain From Koepenick”
(Indie) (2d wk). Neat $2,500. Last
week, $3,300.
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 65-9Q)—“In
Love and War” (20th) and “For¬
bidden Island” (Col) (2d wk). Stout
$12,000. Last week, $16,000. .
Loew’s (Loew) (3,200; 60-90) —
“Man of West” (UA) and “Hong
Kong Confidential” (UA). Fair
$10,000. Last week, “Party Girl”
(M-G) and “Terror in a Texas
Town” (UA) (2d wk), $7,000.
Orphepm (Loew) (1,000; 60-90)—
“Torpedo Run” (M-G) and “Menace
in the Night” (UA) (2d wk). Good;
$5,000. Last week, $8,500,
Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; $1.80$2.25) — “South Pacific” (Magna)
(31st wk). Trim $5,000. Last week,
same.
Richmond (Arthur) (1,000; 60-90)
—“Pantaloons” (Indie). Oke $2,000.
Last week, “Mademoiselle Strip¬
tease” (Indie) (2d wk), $1,800.
Si Louis (Arthur) (3,600; 00-75)
—‘ Home Before Dark” (WB) and
“Rx Murder” (20th). Fine $15,000.
Last week, “At War With Army”
(Par) (reissue) and “Let’s Go Navy”
(Indie). $9,000.
Shady Oak (Arthur) (560; 60-90)
— “Three Men in Boat” (DCA).
Trim $3,000. Last week, “Case of
Dr. Laurent” (T-L), $2,000.

FRISCO OFF;‘SPIDER’
$9,000, IN LQVE’9iG, 2

BUFFALO B.O. THINS OUT

‘Tarawa’ Okay $11,000, “Torpedo”
Slow 9V&G, ‘Hurrah’ NSH 8G
Buffalo, Nov. 18.
Biz at first-runs this stanza is
thinning out, with few really big
pictures.
“Tarawa Beachhead”
looks okay at the Paramount but
“Torpedo Run” shapes moderate at
the Buffalo. “In Love and War” is
slipping off to a nice total at the
Center in third wegk.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)—
“Torpedo Run” (M-G) and “I Ac¬
cuse” (M-G). Slow $9,500. Last
week, “Man of West” (UA), $11,300.
Center (AB-PT) (2,000; 70-90)—
“In Love and War” (20th) (3d wk).
Tapering to nice $6,800. Last week,
$8,500.
Century (UATC). (1,410; 70-90)—
“Last Hurrah” (Col) and .“She
Played With Fire” (Col). Offish
$8,000 or over. Last week, “South
Pacific” (Magna) (25th wk-6 days),
$9,500 at $3 top.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-90)—
“Mississippi Gambler” (U) and
“Up Front” (U) (reissues). Mild
$7,000 or close. Last week, “At
War With Army” (Par) (reissue)
and “Littlest Hobo” (AA), $9,200.
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 7090} — “Tarawa Beachhead” (Col)
and “Apache Territory” (Col).
Passable $11,000. Last week, “From
Earth to Moon” (WB) and “Hot
Angel” (Par), $7,500.
Teck (Loew) (1,200; 70-$1.25>—
“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” (M-G) (12th
wk). Soft $4,000. * Last week,
$4,800.
Cinema' (Martina) (450; 70-$1.25)
—“Old Man and Sea” (WB) (2d
wk). Tame $2,500. Last week,
$4,000.

‘Gigi’ Sockeroo $15,000,
D. C.; ‘Sea’ Modest 8G,
‘Deb’8G,‘Hurrah’8iG
Washington, Nov. 18. •
“Gigi” is off to a lusty start at
Keith’s on popular price run fol¬
lowing 16 stanzas at the Columbia
earlier on hard-ticket engagement.
Otherwise, mainstenj biz runs slug¬
gish here, with “Reluctant Debu¬
tante” a bright spot in its fifth
frame. “Decks Ran Red” is below
expectations. “Old Man and Sea”
shapes moderate on first Uptown
week. The 207-seat Plaza, “Dr.
Laurent” is smash. “Last Hurrah”
looms fancy in third Trans-Lux
round.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW)
(1,490; 1,000; 90-$1.25) — “The
Spider” (AD and “Brain Eaters”
(AI). Hep $12,000. Last week,
“From Earth to Moon” (WB),
$10,500.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 90-$1.25)
—“Party Girl” (M-G) (2d wk).
Weak $12,000. First week, $16,000.
Colombia (Loew) (904; 90-$1.25)
—“Reluctant Debutante” (M-G)
(5th wk). Stout $8,000 following
$9,000 in fourth. Remains on.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 90-$1.25)—
“Gigi” (M-G). Wow $15,000 in first
stanza at pop prices. Ran 16 weeks
as hard-ticket pic. Last week,
“Man of West” (UA) (2d wk),
$7,000.
MaeArthur (K-B) (900; $1.10)—
“Pot Bouille” (Cont). Great $5,000. Holds. Last week, “Man in
Raincoat” (Indie) (2d wk), $3,500.
Ontario (K-B) (1,240; 90-$1.25>—
“Houseboat” (Par) (5th wk). Sturdy
$8,000, and stays on. Last week,
$9,000.
Palace (Loew) (2,390; »0-$L25)—
“Decks Ran Red” (Col). Disap¬
pointing $9,000. Last week, “In
Love and War” (20th) (2d wk),
$11,500.
N
.. Plaxa (T-L). (276; 90-$1.50)—“Dr.
Laurent” (T-L). Socko $8,500. Last
week, “Time of Desire” (Janus)
(6th wk), $2,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; $1.25$1.80)—“Last Hurrah” (Col) (3d
wk). Nice $8,500 for second week
in row.
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.25-$2.50)
—“Old Man and Sea” (WB).
Shapes slow $8,000 in 9 days. Last
week, “South Pacific” (Magna)
(32d wk), final three days, $6,000.
Warner (SW - Cinerama) (1,300;
$l,25-$2.40)—“Windjammer” (NT)
(5th wk). Good $14,300, with two
extra screenings.
Last week,
$11,300.

tSan Francisco, Nov. 18.
Science-fiction pix are dominat¬
ing the' local scene and * none is
doing very -well. However, “Frank-'
ensteln 1970.” paired with “Queen
of Outer Space” shapes okay at
Golden Gate. “Reluctant Debu¬
tante” shapes good in second Warfield session. “Lost Missile” with
“Fearmgkers” looks slow at United
Artists. “South Pacific” is sturdy
in 20th'round at Alexandria.
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.B59; $1.25)
—“Frankenstein 1970” (AA) and
“Queen of Outer Space” (AA).
Okay ^10,000. Last week, “Mark
Of Hawk” (U) and “Tanganyika”
(U), $7,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $U5-$1.50)—
“In Love and War” (20th) and
“Showdown at Boot -Hill” (20th)
(2d wk). Fair $9,500. Last week,
$13,500.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25)
SEEK WARDEN FOR 'NINA'
-^-“Reluctant Debutante” (M-G) |
(2d wk). Good $10,000. Last Week,
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
$16,000.
Jack garden is being paged for
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$1.25) one of the top roles in Hugo
—“Spider" (AI) and “Terror From Fregonese’s production, “Nina and
Year 5,000” (AI). .So-so $9,000. the Tramp.”
Last week, “Tarawa Beachhead”
Warden, in cast of “The Sound
(Col) and “Tijuana Story” (Col),
and the Fury,” for 20th-Fox, is
$13,000.
now
in negotiations on the film,
.St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1.25$1.50)—“From Earth to Moon” which rolls -in late spring in or
around
Seville, Spain. Screenplay
(WB) and “Brain From Planet
is by Carlos Blaco.
(Continued on page 10)
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B’way Biz Skidding But Houseboat’
Wow $40,000 in 4 Days, ‘Mouth’ Boff
25G, ‘Gigi’ Sock $28,400, ‘Uncle’ 26G
Broadway film business has
turned almost as dull as the weath¬
er in the‘current session despite
a few bright spots. Heavy rain on
Saturday night and some riunfall
last Monday, of course, were of
no especial help. And naturally the
first-run situation is suffering from
a plethora of holdovers and ex¬
tended-runs. . This, plus general
conditions for this time In Novem¬
ber, -along with some less than
sensational product are helping the
downbeat.
“Houseboat,” of course, shapes
as standout among the new en¬
trants with a wow $43,500 in its
first four days at the Capitol.
“Horse’s Mouth” is pacing the arty
-theatres with a mighty $25,000 in
first week plus preview coin at
the Paris.
“My Uncle, Mr. Hulot,” playing
in two houses, and “Gigi” at the
Sutton are two other great’ art
house entries. “Hulot” is tremenduous $13,800 at the Baronet and
smash $12,500 at the Guild, both
in second rounds. “Gigi” con¬
tinued mighty with $28,415 in first
holdover round at the Sutton.
“Home Before Dark” with stageshpw is sagging to a fairish $107,000 in second session at the Music
Hall. It stays on.
Paramount changed to “Mardi
Gras” yesterday (Tues.) after ah
elaborate preview Monday night,
with the stars of this p;c attending.
Final week of “.Last Hurrah” plus
slageshow looks like fair $39,000
at the Roxy. “Tunfiel of Love”
opens Friday.
“Party Girl” landed a good $14,500 in third stanza at the State,
and is staying. “Big -Country” is
heading for big $14,500 in current
(7th) session at the Astor.
The Victoria brought in “I Want
To Live” yesterday (Tues.) after
seven weeks plus six days of- a
highly successful run with “Defiant
Ones.”
“South Seas Adventure” is best
hard-ticket pic, now in 18th week
at the Warner. It held' with sol-‘d
$25,900 in 17th round. Still nice
is “South Pacific,” in sixth week
on move over to the Rivoli. “Roots
of Heaven” goes to grind and lower
admission policy at the Palace
today (Wed.), after five very disap¬
pointing weeks on two-a-day and
$3 top.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)—
“Big Country” (UA) (7th wk).
Present stanza winding today
(Wed.) likely will f each big $14,500.
Sixth was $15,500 for 6Vfc days,
last Wednesday (12) night being
used for invitational showing of
“Separate Tables.”
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)—
“My Uncle, Mr. Huiot” (Cont) (3d
wk). Initial holdover round ended
Sunday (16) was whopping $13,800.
First, record $15,800.
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
—“Houseboat” (Par). First four
days hit wham $40,000. Holding,
naturally.
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80$2.50)—“Old Man and Sea” (WB)
(7th wk). Sixth round finished
Sunday (16) was mild $10,800.
Fifth, $13,900.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
—“Orders To Kill” (UMPO).
Opened Monday' (17). In ahead,
“Night Heaven Fell” (Kings) (4th
wk-6 days), mild $4,500 after $6,600 in third Tull week.
Guild (puild) (450; $1-$1.75)—
“My Uncle, Mr. Hulot” (Cont) (3d
wk). * First holdover stanza ended
Sunday (16) was still great at $12,500. Initial* week, $15,200.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592;
$1.80-$2.80)—“Tosca” (Indie) (4th
wk). Current week winding today
(Wed.) looks like trim $8,000. Third
week, $10,000. Stays fifth* week.
Palace (RKO) (1,642; $1.25-$3)—
“Roots of Heaven” (20th) (6th wk).
Fifth stanza finished yesterday
(Tues.) was mild $10,500. Fourth,
$12,000. Stays until “Night To Re¬
member” (Indie) (opens Dec. 17.
“Roots” goes on continuous run to¬
day (Wed.) with 90c-$2 scale.
Odeon (Rank) (813; 90-$1.80)—
“Night Heaven Fell” (Kings) (5th
wk). Fourth session completed
Monday (17) was fair $6,600. Third,
$9,000.
Paramount (ABPT) (3,665; $l-$2)
—“Mardi Gras” (20th). Opened
yesterday (Tues.) after being
preemed Monday (17) night, with
four stars of pic attending. In
ahead, “In Love and War” (20th)
(3d wk-4 days), good $20,000 after
$36,000 in second, week of seven
days.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 30$1.80)—“Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert)

(2d wk). First round completed
Monday (17) was mighty $25,000,
including preview showing coin.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75)—“Home
Before Dark” (WB) with s.tageshow
(2d wk). This stanza winding up
today (Wed.) is heading for fairly
good $107,000. First week, $138,000. Holds a third, and also a
fourth.
Christmas show then
comes in here.
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $2-$3.50)—
“South Pacific” (Magna) (7th wk).
Sixth session ended Monday (17)
was good $23,400, being helped by
extra show Nov. 11. Fifth week.
Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)—
“Inspector Maigret” (Lopert) (6th
wk). Present frame ending today
(Wed.) looks like smooth $7,200.
Fifth was $9,800. Continues.
Roxy (Indie) (5,705; 90-$2.50)—
“Last Hurrah” (Col) with stageshow (4th-final wk). This stanza
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) for eight
days looks like fair $39,000. Third,
$60,000. “Tunnel of Love” (M-G)
opens Friday (21).
State (Loew) (3,450; 50-$1.75)—
“Parly Girl” (M-G) (4th wk).
Third round ended Monday (17)
was good $14,500. Second, $18,500.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.80)—
“Gigi” (M-G) (3d wk). . Second
frame completed Saturday (15)
held with a giant $28,415. First
was recorded $28,600. Third Sun¬
day was less than $100 below sec¬
ond Sunday or $4,375. Long lines
Sunday and Saturday spelling
trick, with seven shows on Satur¬
days. .Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1$1.50) — “What Price Murder”
(UMPO) (2d wk). Initial stanza
ended Sunday (16) was fairly good

$10,000. •

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50-$2>
—“I Want To Live” (UA). Opened
yesterday (Tues.).
Last week,
“Defiant Ones” (UA) (8th wk-6
days), okay $10,200 after $14,500
for sevehth full Week.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600;
$1.8O-$3.50)—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (18th wk). The
17th week completed Saturday (15)
was solid $25,900. The 16th stanza,
$29,000, with some extra shows.

‘In Love’ Fine 17G,
Toronto; ‘Cat’ 7G
Toronto, Nov. 18.
Major newcomer is “In Love and
War,” rated nice at Imperial.
“Tarawa Beachhead” looks fairly
good at nine-house Taylor tiein.
The 17th and final stanza of “Seven
Wonders of the World” saw week¬
end sellouts. “La Parisienne”
shapes nice in fourth frame at
Carlton. “Big Country” looms okay
in third Loew’s week.
Estimates for This Week
Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 75-$1.25)
—“La Parisienne" (UA) (4th wk).
Nice $8,000. Last week, $10,000.
Century, Downtown, Glendale*
Midtown, Oakwood, Odeon, Prince
•f Wales, Scarbore, State (Taylor)
(1,338; 1,059; 995; 1,069; 1,393; 752;
1,200; 684; 694; 50-75) — “Tank
Force’’ (Col) and “Tarawa Beach¬
head” (Col). Good $26,500. Last
week, “Never Love Gangster” (AA)
and' “You Can’t Escape” (AA),
$15,000 in 4 spots.
Hollywood (FP) (1.080; $1-$1.25)
—“Certain Smile” (20th) (3d wk).
Fair $5,000. Last week, $7,000.
Hyland (Rank) (1,057; $1)—“Big
Money" (Rank) and “Ski Crazy"
(Rank), Oke $5,000. Last week,
“Whole Truth" (Col) (2d wk), same.
Imperial (FP) (3,343; 75-$1.50)—
“In Lpve and War” (20th). Nice
$17,000. Last week, “Houseboat"
(Par) (3d wk), $12,000.
International (Taylor) (557; $1)—
“Orders to Kill” (IFD) (6th wk).
Sturdy $3,000. Last week, same.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 75-$1.25)—
“Big Country" (UA) (3d wk). Okay
$11,000. Last week, $14,000.
Tivoli (FP) (995: $1.75-$2.40) —
“South Pacific” (20th) (20th wk).
Easing to solid $10,000. Last week,

$11,000.

Towne (Taylor) (695; $l-$2.50)—
“Gigi” (M-G) (17 th wk). Hep
$7,000. Last week, $7,500.
University (FP) (1,255: $1.50$2.40)—“Seven Wonders of World"
(Cinerama) (17th wk). Big. $14,500.
Last week, $12,000.
Uptown (Loew) (2,074; 75-$1.25)
—“C?.t on Hot Tin Roof” (M-G)
(5th wk). Fine $9,000. Last week,
$12,000.

ptsmsrt
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$2,000.

Gary (Sack) (1,340; $1.25)—;
"Gigi” (M-G) (12th wk). Sharp
$12,000. Last week, $13,000.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 90-$1.50>
—“My Uncle, Mr. Hulot” (Cont).
Wow $15,000. Last week, “Arsenic
and Old Lace” and “Inspector Gen¬
eral” (reissues). $5,000.
J
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$1.10>
—“From Earth to Moon” (WB> and I
“Steel Bayonet” (UA). Bright $16,000. Last week, “Blood 'of Vam¬
pire” (U) and “Monster on Cam¬
pus” (U), $9,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 70$1.10)—“In Love and War” (20th)
and “Frontier Gun” (Indie) (2d
wk>. Sagging to thin $9,000. Last
week, $16,000.
Mayflower (ATCM683; 75-$1.25)
—“Streetcar Named Desire” (20th)
and “Blue Men of Morocco” (20th)
(reissues). Oke $3,000. Last week,
‘‘Damn Yankees” (WB) and “Ama
Girls” (Indie) (2d runs), $3,200.
Paramount (NET) (2,357; 70$1.10)—“Tom Sawyer” (Indie) (re¬
issue) and “Gunfire at Indian Gap”
(Rep). Mfld $7,500. Last week,
"Wolf Larsen” (AA) and “Snowfire” (Col), new low at $4,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 6041-10)—
"Tarawa Beachhead” (Col) and
“Kill Her Gently” (Col) (2d wk).
Fine $7,000. Last week- $9,500.
Saxon (Sack) (1,000; $1.50-$3.50)
—“South Pacific” (Magna) (32d
wk). Slick $12,000. Last week,
$13,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (730; 75-$1.25>—
“Mademoiselle Striptease” (DCA)
and “Blonde in Bondage” (DCA).
Hot $B;QO0. Last week, “White
Slavery” (Indie) and “Paris Vice
Squad’* (Indie) (2d wk), $5,000.
Orpheron (Loew) (2,900; 90-$1.50)
“Last Hurrah’* (Col) (4th wk). Big
$17*000. Last week, $20,000.
State (Loew) (3,600; 7541.25)—
"Reluctant Debutante” (M-G) (2d
wk). Snappy $10,000. Last week,
11 000
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(Continued from page 8)
tiple run), “Lone Banger and Lost
City of Gold” (UA), $10,100,
Downtown (SW) (1,757; 90-$1.50)
—“Written on Wind” (U) and “The
Killers” (U) (reissues). Pale $3,100.
Fine Arts (FWO (631; $1.25$1.75)—“Old Man and Sea” (WB)
(2d wk). Rich $6,500. Last week,
$8,100.
Hawaii, Wiltern, State (G&SSW-UATC) (1,106; 2,344; 2,404; 90$1.50)—“Torpedo Run” (M-G) and
"Fiend Without Face” (M-G) (2d
wk>. Slow', $10,300. Last week,
$14,300.
Vogue (FWC) (825; 90-$1.50)—
“White Wilderness” (BV) and
“Lone Ranger Lost City Of Gold”
(UA) (2d wk). Light $2,000.
Orpheum, Hollywood, Uptown,
Loyola (MetropoIitan-FWO (2,213;
756; 1,715; 1,298; 90-$1.50>—“Big
Country” (UA) and “Cop Hater”
(UA) (2d wk). Mild $17,000.
Four Star (UATC) (868; 9041.50)
— “Last Hurrah” (Col) (3d wk).
Stout $4,500. Last week, $6,500.
KANSAS CfrTY
El Key (FWC) (861; 9041.50)—
(Continued from, page 81
Debutante” (M-G) (4th
—"Last Hurrah” (Col). Okay $9,- “Reluctant
wk)
and “Me and Colonel” (Col)
000, but under expectations. How¬ (3d wk>.
$3,200. Last week,
ever, may hold. Last week, “Tor¬ with New Okay
Fox, $8,100.
pedo Run” (M-G) and “Menace in
New
Fox
(FWC)
(765; 90-$l-50)—
Night” (UA), $6,500.
Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194; "In Love and War” (20th) and
“Flaming
Frontier”
(20th) (m.o.)
$1.25-$2)—“Windjammer”
(NT)
(11th wk). Medium $8,000. Last (3d wk). Mild $2,600.
Fox Beverly (FWC) (1,170; 9042)
week,. same. Management last J
week announced the picture would —“Defiant Ones” (UA) (7th wk).
close run Dec. 7, with “South Seas Lusty $4,000. Last week, $4,900.
Adventure” to follow.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,389;
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)— $1.2042.65)—“South Seas Adven¬
"The Blob” (Par) and “I Married ture” (Cine) started eighth week
a Monster’* (Par). Oke $7,000. Last Sunday (16) after smash $23,000
week, “From Earth To Moon” last week.
(WB) and “Party Crashers” (Far), ; Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 90same.
$1.50) — “Cat On Hot Tin Roof”
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 90-$! .25) (M-G) (I2th wk). Beefy $9,000. Last
—“Big Country” (UA). Torrid $10,- week, $10,900.
000; holds. Last week, “La Paris- ■ Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
ienne” (UA) (3d wk), $0,000.
(1.468; $1.6543) — “Gigi” (M-G)
Rockhill (Little Art Theatres) T19th wk). Lusty $15,200. Last
(750; 75-90)—“Captain from Koe- week, $16,000.
penick” (DCA). Routine .$1,600. ; Egyptian. (UATC) (1,392? $1.65Last week, “Law and Disorder” $3.30)—“South Pacific” (Mag) (24th
Undie), $1,500.
wk). Big $15,000. Last week,
Uptown, Granada (Fox Midwest) $16,500.
(2,043; 1,217; 75-90)—“In Love and
Chinese (FWC) (1,406; $1.75War” (20th). Handsome $10,500; $3.50) — "Windjammer” (NT) (324
will hold. .Last week, regular wk). Plump $15,000. Last week,
three-house arrangement; includ¬ $19 400
ing the Fairway (70O) on “White
Cartli ay (FWO (1,135; $1.75Wilderness” (BV), $14,000. “Wil¬ $3.50) — "Around World in 80
derness” held over in Fairway, for Days” (UA) (100th wk). Sharp
fine $2,500 there; will hold.
$14,500. Last week, same.

$ ,

.

Washington, Nov. 18.Catholics were told Tuesday
(18) to‘give “positive support
at the boxoffice”’and thereby
“contribute immeasurably” to
the production and exhibition
of “good” motion pictures.
The advice came from
Bishop William A. Scully of
Albany as he stepped down
after five years as chairman
of the Episcopal conjmittee for
motion pictures, radio and
television in favor of Bishop
James A. McNulty of Pater¬
son, N. J.
Bishop Scully decried “the
Introduction into this mass me¬
dium of subject matters which
are more properly suited for
restricted audiences; the sexsensational exploitation in ad¬
vertising; the duplicity of
some companies in the han¬
dling of those films which have
been condemned by the Le¬
gion of Decency and do hot
bear the seal *)f approval of
their- own - organ of self-reg¬
ulation.”

PITT IN SLUMP ALBEIT
‘WILDERNESS’ FAT7G
Pittsburgh, Nov. 18.
Business generally is back.in the
dumps again, with only two new
pictures downtown, “Old Man and
the Sea” at Warner and “Torpedo
Run” at Fulton. Neither is doing
much, “Sea” being especially dis¬
appointing, “In Love and War”
sagging in second stanza at Harris.
Brightest spot is the Squirrel Hill,
nabe arter, where “White Wilder¬
ness” is holding up in great style.
“Defiant Ones” is winding up a
solid run at Penn satisfactorily..
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 8041.25)—
“Torpedo Run” (M-G). Will he
lucky to get mild $4,500. Last week,
“Tom Sawyer” (DCA) (reissue), big
surprise at big $6,200.
. Guild (Green) (500; 99-$1.25)—
“Arsenic and Old Lace” (Indie) and
“Inspector General” (Indie) (re¬
issues). Oldies doing unexpectedly
well at $2,700. Last week, “Capt.
From Koepenick” (DCA) (2d wk),
$1,600.
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 8041.25)
—"In Love and War” (20th) (2d
wk). Taking a fast dip to lean
$4,500. Last week. $9,000.
Penn (UA) (3,300; 9941.50) —
“Defiant Ones” (UA) (3d wk-5
days). This one'iias done all that
was expected. Okay $8,500. Last
week, $12,500.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 9941.25)
— “White Wilderness” (BV) (2d
wk). Sock $7,000 or near. Last
week, $7,500.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 8041.25)—
"Gigi” (M-G) (2d wk). Below ex¬
pectations. After roadshow run of
ID weeks at the Warner, more had
been expected. Looks mild $7,500
for windup. Last week, $11,000.
Warner (SW) (1,500; 9941.50)—
“Old Man and Sea” (WB). Never
got off ground and looks to be
heavy loser on limited stay here.
May bring in “Cinerama South
Seas” now sooner than expected.
“Old Man” didn’t even do $5,000
opening session.

3

Bishop Scully’» Farewell

Indian Summer Hypees Hub; IHoon
Boston, Nov. 18.
Indian Summer weather is bring¬
ing out erowds to the deluxers
here, with big night biz. “My
tJncle, Mr. Hulot” looks sock at
the Kenmore. “From Earth to
Moon” is nice at the Memorial.
Holdovers again dominate, with
hard-ticket pix, “Windjammer” at
the Boston in 13th session, “Gigi”
at the Gary in 12th* and “South
Pacific” at the Saxon in 32d, get¬
ting big coin. “Last Hurrah” is big
at Orpheum in fourth. “Reluctant
Debutante” is sturdy at State in
second.
Estimates for This Week
Aster (B&Q) Cl,371; $1.7542.50)
"Old Man and Sea” (WB) (4th wk).
Failing $5,500. Last week, $6,500.
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90-$1.50)
—“White Wilderness** (BY) (6th
wk). Neat $4,000. Last week, $5,000.
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354;
$1.25-$2.65) — “Windjammer” (NT)
(13th wk>. Rousing $18,000 in 12th
week: Last week, ditto.
Capri (Sack) (1,150; 9041.50)—
"Demoniac” (UMPO (2d wk). Oke
$5,000. Last week, $6,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 7541.25)—
"Me and Colonel’* (Col) (9th Wk).
Eighth week fine $5,000. Last week,
$6,800.
Fenway (NET) (1,376; 60-$1.10>
—“Tom Sawyer” (Indie) (reissue>
and “Gunfire at Indian Gap” (Rep).
NSH $3,000. Last week. “Wolf Lar¬
sen” (AA) and “Snowfire” (Col),
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CHICAGO
(Continued from page 9)
(34th wk). Great $22,000. Last
week, $23,000.
Monroe (Jovan) (1,000; 65-90)—
“I Bury Living” (UA) and “Cross
Up” (UA).
Okay $5,000.
Last
week, “Toughest Gun in Tombc stone” (UA)„and "Terror in Texas
Town” (UA), $5,300.
: Oriental (Indie) <3,400; 9041.50)
—“Queen of Outer Space” (AA)
and “Littlest Hobo” (AA). Okay
$12,000.
Last week, “Torpedo
Run” (M-G) (3d wk), $9,000 in final
4 days.
Palace (SWrCinerama) (1.434;
$L2543.40)—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (8th wk). Excit¬
ing $28,000. Last week, $31,200.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 9041-80)
—“In Love and War” (20th) (3d
wk). Nice $13,500.. Last week,
$17,000. '
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90$1.80)—*T Want to Live” (UA).
Wow $46,000. Last week, “Onionhead” (WB) (2d wk), $16,500.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $I.25>
—“Lovers add Thieves” (Zenith).
: Slow $2,300. Last week, “Truth
About Women” (Cont) (2d wk),

$2,200.

i

Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1,036;
$1.7543.50) —“Around World”
(UA) (85th wk). Sock $15,800 on
closing notice. Last week, $14,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90$1.80) — “Party Girl” (M-G) (2d
wk).
Fat $17,000.
Last week,
$26,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90$1.50)—"Tunnel of Love” (M-G)
(2d wk).
Solid $21,000.
Last
week, $27,000.
World (Teitel) (606; 90)—“Rice”
(Indie) (2d wk).
Hotsy $4,700.
Last week, $5,800.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 9)
Arous” (WB) (2d wk). Fair $6,500
in 5 days. Last week, $14,000.
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,456;
$1.7542.65)—“Search for Para¬
dise” (Cinerama) (36th wk). Fine
$16,800. Last week, $14,800.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
90-$L25)—“Lost Missile” (UA) and
“Fearraakers” (UA). Slow $4,500.
Last week, “Defiant Ones” (UA)
(5th wk), $4,600 in 6 days.
Stagedoor (A-R> (440; $1.25$3.00)—(“Gigi” (M-G) (19th wk).
Dandy $10,500. Last week, $10,800.
Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774;
$1.25-$1.50)—“Wild Fruit” (UMPO)
(2d wk). Fair $1,900. Last week,
$2 000
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (364; $1.25)
—“Pather Panchali” (Indie) (5th
wk). Good $2,000. Last week,
$1,700.
Coronet
(United
California)
(1,250; $1.2543)—“Old Man and
Sea” (WB) (4th wk). Weak $7,000*
Last week, ditto.
Alexandria (United California)
(1,170; $1.5043.50)—“South Pa¬
cific” (Magna) (20th wk). Sturdy
$14,000. Last week, same.

Briefs From The Lots
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Bing Crosby will handle role of
priest in 20th-Fox’ “Say One for
Me” if studio can lure Debbie Rey¬
nolds for Frank Taahlin produc¬
tion . . „ Philip Yordan and Earths
Kitt huddling on three-pix deal,
following her appearance in Secu¬
rity’s “Anna Lucasta” . .
Kane
Lynn and Filipino producer Eddie
; Romero launch, “The Scavenger” in
: Hong Kong this week, directed by
John Croarwd! and starring Yfnee
Edwards and Carol Ohm art .
\ Lance Fuller into Security’s “Day
[ of the Outlaw*”

Blame Fringe and Foreign Pix
Continued from page 2 —.———,

tures, three-year old producing the recent Lake Placid case and the
outfit of Hollywood. She jalso effects which “a priest’s protest”
chided Kirk Douglas for loading had.
United Artists* “The Vikings” with
In answer to a question about
incidents of fierce brutality, though Dioceses where there is no Legion
historically not denying that the of Decency director, Father Kay
Norsemen of the 11th Century suggested that the I.F.C.A. “re¬
were rough characters.
spectfully suggest” to the Bishop
Of possibly greatest interest to that a priest be appointed.
the film trade was the woman lead¬
He thought the assignment
er’s (of International Federation of should also cover radio and televi¬
Catholic Alumnae) detailing of the sion, inasmuch as “tv is pushing
background, training and work-; out neighborhood theatres.”
habits of the 40 reviewers of the
Federation upon whom the Legion
of Decency depends in making its
judgments. About four to six fea¬
tures are examined every week.
Continued from pace 1
Decisions of a condemnatory na¬
ture are discussed carefully with which remained undecided for
the Bishops Committee of the Le¬ several weeks, was made clear by
gion, and an advisory board of a statement issued by Newman.
He declared that the pair had de¬
laymen.
cided not to proceed with a proxy
Gotham Decisions Supremo
tiff when “large stock interests
Speaker was asked why the de¬ who had originally and continually
cisions made in New York City had expressed themselves as being com¬
to be binding, why each locality pletely dissatisfied with manage¬
could not make its own. ratings. ment were unwilling to implement
Her answer was that the impracti- the position they had taken.” This
cality of “local reviewing” was was an apparent reference to the
overwhelming. Father Thomas Kay, Wall Street banking firms of
Albany diocese chairman of the Lehman Bros, and Lazard Freres
Legion of Decency, fully supported which, although reportedly . dis¬
satisfied with certain policies of
Mrs. Looram on the point.
Mrs. Looram several times re¬ management, were disinclined to
ferred to the fact there is a sub- take part in a proxy, fight.
Green and Newman, however,
[stantial element of responsible ex[ hibitors and producers in . the stated that their decision did not
American film industry.
Sha prelude participation in plans to
•blamed “fringe and foreign pro¬ obtain “very substantial” repre¬
ducers” for much of what is cur- sentation on the Loew’s board.
■ rently “wrong” on the screen. She They again reiterated their objec¬
did not, however, except reputable tion to the management’s divorce¬
companies from criticism of adver¬ ment plan and stressed that they
felt that their proposal (spinoff of
tising.
! Virtually all pictures classified I the studio instead of the theatres)
“C” by the Legion of Decency are “is much more in the interests of
foreign made, Mrs. Looram ob¬ ‘the stockholders than the adopted
served. They usually average J management plan.” They noted
.that their plan included the like¬
about five a year.
Explaining that the A-3 classifi¬ lihood of the opportunity for
cation had been suggested by the r stockholders to tender their stock
Episcopal committee and adopted ; of the proposed spunoff produc¬
for Legion of Decency purposes, to tion-distribution company at a
“meet the needs of Catholic in¬ price substantially equal to the
telligentsia, the mentally and emo¬ ^market price for all the Loew’s
tionally mature individuals, all i assets.
over 21, with the ability and the ; Green and Newman hinted that
experience to distinguish right [the stockholders who elected to
from wrong,” Mrs. Looram pointed hold on to their shares in the
out that “strong meat” is being | studio would have an investment
[in a company backed by people
produced for their screen fare.
She cited Metro’s ‘/Cat On a Hot willing to invest $35,000,000. This
Tin Roof” and a number of other was an apparent reference to poscurrent or recent releases, to but¬ ■sible buyout of the studio by a
| syndicate reportedly represented
tress this point.
attorney Greg
Mrs. Looram underlined, how¬ [by Hollywood
ever, that in making this type of [Bautzer if their plan had been
picture, producers now incorpo¬ ; accepted.
Despite their opposition to the
rate “a moral frame Of reference.”
Before, this had been “vague or management plan. Green and New1
man
were not represented in Court
fogged.”
The speaker warned that A-3 ■ yesterday when the management
[made
its proposal to Judge Palpictures, under no circumstance,
should be seen by teenagers. She mien. Testimony was heard from
financial
v.p. Robert H. O’Brien,
said that some of the latter were
Powell, court appointed
telling their parents a picture “is Weldon
consultant, and Leopold Friedman,
triply good ... It has an A-3 rat¬ president of Loew’s Theatres, all
ing.” "
of whom registered their approval
Drop In *B’ Ratings
; of the management’s plan.
The decline in “B” rated pictures
In his testimony, O’Brien stated
—for the last five years, they had that Loew’s now had $8,100,000 in
averaged 39 to 35, but this year available cash for picture produc¬
numbered only 15.79 percent— tion as compared with $4,039,000 in
was due to the introduction of the March of this year. His listed
A-3 classification, Mrs. Looram working capital at $70,615,000 a$
compared with $63,730,000 in
pointed out.
She lauded Bishop 'William A. March and he indicated that earn¬
Scully, of Albany, who has just re¬ ings for the first quarter of the
tired as chairman of the Episcopal current fiscal year ending tomor¬
committee on motion pictures, row (Thurs.) would probably equal
; after five years* service. He had 45c per share. O’Brien, Powell
also been, in the 1940s, a member and Friedman indicated that in'
of the committee for five years* their opinion both new companies
Hence, had given 10 years of his ■would be able to handle their debts
wonderful life to our work . .. had and would be substantial forces!
offered great, prudential judgment in their spheres of the motion pi<£
;on knotty problems. (Bishop Mc¬ tore industry/
(TBrien stated that he could set
Nulty, of Paterson, N. J.r is new
chairman of the Bishop’s Commit¬ no date when the actual distribu¬
tion
of the new Loew’s Theatres
tee on Motion Pictures; Radio and
stock would be made, but noted
Television.)
that
the machinery was already
Father Kay suggested that the
Catholic Alumnae enlist the aid of underway and that the division
would
be made as soon as possible
other Catholic organizations—the
Legion of Mary, The Knights of after the Coart officially approved
the
plan:
O’Brien, in discussing
. Columbus, The Holy Name Society
:—in their distribution of rating I future activities of Low’s, said
'that
MGM
Records
is contemplat¬
bulletins to individual churches.
These ratings of films to be ing the formation of a record dub.
shown at local theatres the follow¬
Bailee Resumes Operation
ing week are highly effective, with
Claud, Tex., Nor. 18.
: youngsters and oldsters. Father
John W. Butler has repurchased
Kay reported. They also can be of
value to non-Cathohes. The results the Gem Theatre which he had
of a six-month ban which Bishop sold previously to two local busi¬
Scully ordered for Catholics, nessmen and has taken over the
agafnst a local Albany theatre— operation.
Father Kay did not specify, but [ He has installed CInemaScope
obviously referred to the Strand and is operating six nights per
per Warners “Baby Poll”—became week with two changes of pro¬
a matter of “national” knowledge. gram. House is closed o& Wednes¬
The speaker likewise mentioned days.

No Loew’s Fight
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CZECHS LIKE. WONT GET 0ATERS
Waived Dollar Remittances But US.
Now Most Pay 25% ‘Equalization’

KACHTIK TELLS

Madrid, Nov. 18. 4*-—-While Czechoslovakia will buy a
American film companies were
number of Hollywood films, they'll
caught in the Spanish government's:
include
neither westerns nor “sex”
currency stabilization move that
Paris, Nov, 11.
pictures, Ladislav Kaehtik, direc¬
adds a 25% charge to foreign im¬
On
the
heels
of
the
opening
of
tor
general
of the official Ceskoports.
j the UNESCO building here, the slovensky Filmexport,
said in N.Y.
Measure was taken Nov. 1 to delegates of the International Film last week,
equalize official dollar-peseta rate and Television Council also met.
Kaehtik
agreed
that
the west¬
of exchange with rising unofficial , This is now a full fledged part of
quotations, by taxing the local im-' UNESCO and will endeavor to in¬ erns, with their fast action, might
please
Czech
audiences.
However,
porter with the difference.
j sure cooperation between all' its
he commented, “there has been
All but eight of the 60-odd U. S. members in the exchange of educa¬ quite a lag in the importation of
films purchased by Spanish dis- tional and documentary film and American films into my country.
tribs were cleared before the read-- tv material.
When wa buy pictures, we don’t
justment date. Situation of U. S.
To be kept on a cultural plane, judge them by their commercial
films released by Spanish and Yank it will be a sort of clearing house but rather on the strength of their
companies here on percentage dis¬ setup as well as one to institute artistic values. And that’s why we
tribution : terms presents a more international coordination on cer¬ don’t buy westerns.”
serious problem.
tain projects in the film and vid
List of films Kaehtik, who’s in
Americans contend percentage spheres.
complete charge of both exports
releasers are not importers but
and imports, is negotiating for in¬
agents distributing films at an
cludes “War and Peace,” “Moby
a^eed share of gross. And they
Dick,” “Old Man and the Sea” and
question application of 25% charge
“East of Eden.” Others are under
on a government pre-release esti¬
discussion. Rather than deal with
mate of what each film will net
the Motion Picture Export Assn.,
They find the anti-devaluation
the Czechs are buying individually
bite rather ironic inasmuch as they
from the companies and from Jay
reluctantly waived all dollar re¬
Frankel who reps Metro, Warner^,
mittances, accepting pesetas for all
RKO and Paramount in sales for
Johannesburg, Nov. 11.
film transactions under the tem¬
Cinema history was made in the Communist countries.
porary agreement the Motion Pic¬
Kaehtik, who’s been all over the
ture Export Assn, signed last June. South Africa when “Around World world’ but never before to the
In 80 Days” embarked on Its 23d
• "We’ve conceded the dollars’’ week on Oct. 27 at His Majesty’s States, said there was considerable
Yank filmites say, "but we’re being Theatre here to smash all records interest in several Czech features
taxed as though we hadn’t
as the longest run of any film fDr possible U. S. release. Colum¬
With 36 U. S. films already im¬ screened in this country. By that bia Pictures has been looking at
ported for percentage distribution,, time it had grossed $250,000, Pre¬ ‘Wolf's Trap.” Richard Davis has
the 25% charge could represent a vious record holder, “Rainbow On the film “Invention of Destruc¬
considerable lose of peseta revenue River” ran 22 weeks at the now tion,” based on a Jules Verne
for1 II. S. companies.
defunct Paladium Theatre before story, and Emile J. Lustig is clos¬
the war. United Artists figures ing for “Black Battalion,” which
70% of the white population on deals with two Czechs in the For¬
the Witwatersrand saw “Days” at eign Legion.
prices ranging from $2 (highest
1,608 In 35m
admission ever charged here) to
The Czechs, with 3,500 theatres
60c a seat.
| (of which only 1,600 are regular
A sock advance campaign en¬ 35m situation), buy 140 foreign
abled ‘The Fly” (20th) to give this films annually, which includes the
Paris, Nov. 11.
the biggest opening for a Fox pic imports from the other iron cur¬
Most film industry producers in years here.
tain nations. Kaehtik said he was
and pundits have been claiming
The “80 Days” run was far ahead able to approximately balance out
that low budget pix are disappear¬ any other film in 1958. At the the Czech films’ foreign revenue
ing because of rising film costs and eight major houses here (capacity with what he spent oh imports.
falling attendance. However, a varying from 1,000 to 2,500), one Production itself is wholly subsi¬
young Yank film producer, Edward to two weeks is considered an dized by the state. Distribution in¬
Jay Epstein, claims there is a average run, three to four good come is channeled to support the
way to keep on making low budget while anything above four soars making of educational, medical,
films for needed Yank dualer into the winner class. The follow¬ puppet and other type films of
spots.
ing list gives an idea of how the documentary quality.
Epstein, who heads for the U.S. big films fared in 1958. George
Czechs no longer take just any
by boat next week After a two Minter’s British, comedy, “Carry old Russians film that comes along,
month survey of pic production On Adirtlral,” 9% weeks; “Peyton Kaehtik’ said.
There’s now a
possibilities in .Russia, Greece, Place” (20th), nine weeks; Associ- board headed by Jiri Marek which
Turkey and the Near East, says he ated-British-Pathe’s “Woman In seeks all imports and decides on
made this tour to discover exotic Dressing Gown,” seven weeks; whether they should be shown. It’s,
settings for low cost pix as well “Witness For Prosecution” (UA), this body which decided, for in¬
to find coproduction ties and stu¬ five weeks; Cinecitta’s “Madame stance, that the two controversial
dio space. To Epstein, the small Butterfly” . . . also five weeks; and Polish films—“Kanal” and “The
indie, not after big profits, can “Gigi” (M-G), which played at the 8fh Day of the Week”—should not
easily make pix in areas where Metro. Johannesburg’s largest cin¬ be shown in Czechoslovakia.
“the dollar goes a long way.”
ema, five weeks.
“Kanal” shows the underground
Epstein has Yank backing from
fight in Warsaw after the uprising
his own and various biz sources
(which the Russians encouraged
and found Greek and Turkish co¬
but Tefused to support) and “8th
production partners. His MonitorDay” is about, a couple which can't
International Productions is set
find a room in Warsaw to have
to roll a first pic in Athens Jn next
some privacy. “Kanal,” incident¬
January, with six to follow in a
ally, was shown in Russia. The
London,
Nov.
11.
;
low cost package deal plus two
Poles
have been trying to keep
Joseph Vegoda, who. until re¬
set for Turkish coproduction. The
“8th Day” from being shown
cently
was
general
sales
manager
new German-built Alfa Studios in
wherever
possible.
Greece is co-backing with Epstein of RKO Radio in Great Britain,
Asked why the final choice of
oh the first six. Pix will he low has joined forces with Michael
budget offbeaters not to exceed Green to form Regal Films (Inter¬ what to see or not to see should
Company will not be left up to the public, which
$50,000 each. First film is a spy national) Ltd.
story, "The Shadow Makers.” I handle product from Hollywood, after all is free to ignore a pic¬
Britain
and
the
Continent.
First ture if it chooses. Kaehtik said the
Epstein has Tom Rowe, Yank doc-J
umentary maker, directing and co- release will be the French film, operation of the screening board
“Call
Girls,”
which
goes
out
on
. scripting with him.
(Continued on page 12)
Epstein says the first production th ABe circuit starting Dec. 8.
Last month, Vegoda went to
yjll be made for commercial
Hoyts Thsatrss Ltd.
chances as a yank dualer or spe¬ N.Y. where he closed a deal for
Managing Director
cial entry, and will also be slanted the British reissue rights to all
the
Sam
Goldwyn
output.
Alto¬
for original U.S. video showing
Ernest Turnbull
where a great part of the low cost gether, some 20 pix are involved;
and the company will start with
appraises
could be made recouped.
Epstein points out that these “The Secret Life of Walter Mitty,” i
TV
Upbeat
Down
small countries have the climate “Wuthering Heights,” “Bishop’s
and scenery of a Hollywood, with Wife,” “The Westerner” and
“Roman Scandals.” Among the pix
Under
good production facilities, and are to follow will be-“The Best Years
welcoming of foreign film produc¬ of Our Lives” and “Hans Christian
(And Sees Exhibition in
tion. Pix will be made with mixed Andersen.”
Aussie at the Crossroads)
Yank, Greek and other nationality
Regal’s first British pic, “Jack
*■ *
*
actors in English and dubbed for the Ripper,” goes Into immediate
•m of tfca aiaay Editorial Faatwrts
Greece. Epstein’s Turkish deal is production at Shepperton. Two
la Hm apeoariaq
with Arl Productions in Istanbul. more British films are being
readied for production next year.
53d Anniversary Number
Shirley MacLalne to co-star with Additionally, Vegoda has nego¬
of
David Niven In “Ask Any Girl,” tiated a tie-up with Hollywood
which Joe Pasternak will produce studios to insure a continuity of
P%rmfr
product.
for Metro.

UNESCO film Council

‘80 Days Sets New
So. African Mark

Yank Producer Claims
Foreign Sites Answer
To Low-Cost Pictures

Vefoda, Michael Green
Form Regal Films, Ltd.

Downbeat Stories Harm Cinema Biz,
Scot Exhib Warns; Hits Davis’ Plans
—---■--4

Edinburgh, Nov. 11.
Too much downbeat publicity is
harming the cinema Industry in the
U.K., according to George Gil¬
!
Karachi, Nov. 11.
christ, exhibitor who spoke at a
For the first time in the history , meeting of exhibs here. He claimed
of the picture industry in Pakistan, the cinema industry in Britain has
a color sequence was shot for a been exposed to "the most fan¬
wholly Pakistani film. Scene was tastic campaign that advertising
the Eastern Studios, here, and the has ever known.”
sequence, a dance number. It
The Edinburgh section of Cine¬
was shot in Gevacolor.
matograph Exhibitors Assn, strong¬
Prior to this, a dance sequence ly deplored the recent announcein Eastmancolor was shot for the I merit by John Davis, Rank Or¬
Pak-England coproduction “Day ganization boss, about the state
Shall Dawn.” This film is cur¬ | of the cinema industry and the dos¬
rently receiving final lab touches- ing of more film houses. Exhibs al¬
in England and will be released leged he was talking people out of
in the world market shortly.
going to the cinema.
I Gilchrist called on the section to
I support a plan to engage a firstclass
firm to “sell the industry to the
public.” Up to the present, he said,
the cinema industry had been us¬
ing press, radio and television to
destroy the industry rather than
sen it.
“We are telling people our prod¬
j
Sydney, Nov. 11.
uct is in diminishing Use,” he said.
Summer heat and a forthcoming “We are saying fewer and fewer
election battle between the Robert people are buying it, instead of
Menzies Liberal Party and Dr. trying to make it look attractive
Evatt’s Labor setup has put the and saying more and more people
skids on the Aussie cinema trade are buying it
“We are using advertising to
coast to coast: Absence of block¬
buster pix presently is also seen persuade people that the cinema
as an added reason for the b.o. is not worth bothering about.”
4ownbeat.
The exhlb admitted that some of
Topper is still “Around World the downbeat publidty was neces¬
in 80 Days” (UA) in its 54th week. sary because of the tax campaign,
“Gigi” (M-G) looks very solid in but other people since then had
the eigth week. “This is Cine¬ been stealing the headlines and
rama” is building in sixth. round. destroying interest in the cinema
“A Certain Smile” (20th) looks to with a “spate of bad news.” He
develop. So-called run - of - mill said the industry should try to con¬
product includes “Teacher’s Pet” vince people that the cinema was
(Par), “Oh, Rosalinda” (WB), “The a cheerful place in which to go.
“It used to be a happy thing, a
Hunters” (20th), “Girls on Loose”
and "Imitation General,” both treat, to go to the cinemas. We
Metro, Incomers likely to bid for have killed all this.”
Jim Poole, independent exhib,
high figures include “Twilight for
Gods” (U-I), “This Angry Age” criticized the Board of Trade for
(Col), “Paris Holiday” (UA) and publishing statistics which the
cinema trade gave them by law.
“God’s Little Acre” (UA).
“We give them confidentally, and
‘80 Days’ Tops Melbourne
I then the BOT promptly issues them
to the press as a fortnightly re¬
Melbourne, Nov. 11.
Best pix here are “80 Days” I port.”
“I wish John Davis and the
(UA), 53 weeks and continuing; |
“Gigi” (M-G), fifth week; “Pall Board of Trade would throw statis¬
Joey” (Col) and “Sayonara” (WB), tics out of the window, and get
down to real show business,” he
‘Kwai’ Sturdy in Brisbane
j said.
A letter was sent to Rank topper
Brisbane, Nov. 11. I
“80 Days” (UA) now is swinging | John Davis “objecting to the re¬
cent
bad publicity issued by him
into eighth week here. “Kwai"
(Col) looks powerful in seventh and the cohstant reiteration of the
decline
in cinema attendances and
week, while “How to Murder Rich1
Uncle” (Col) is okay in fourth.
i the situation in cinemas generally ”

1st Pakistani Tinier

Heat, Elections
Bop Aussie B.O.

TO C’s’ Perks in Adelaide
Adelaide, Nov. 11.
Toppers here are “80 Days”
(UA) in its 30th week, “10 Com¬
mandments” (Par) now in 22d:
round and “This Happy Feeling” ;
(U-I) in fifth session.
j

Indian Producer Lensing
Red China Documentary
New Delhi, Nov. 11.
Mohan Bhavnani, former chief
producer of the Indian govern¬
ment’s films division, has left for
Communist China to shoot a docu¬
mentary pic at the invitation of
that government He is the first
non-Chinese permitted by the re¬
gime to shoot a film in the country.
Producer was accompanied . by
r his wife, who will act as scripter,
and two photographers. Pic is to
be produced in both Hindi and Chi¬
nese. The film will be shot in vari¬
ous areas of China to a schedule
already fully chalked out. , Bhav¬
nani is due to return home in De¬
cember.
Two-year old project was suggest¬
ed by Bhavnani to the Peiping
government, and was welcomed by
Communist Chinese Prime Minis¬
ter Chou En-lai when he visited
India. The whole project, nearly
j thrown overboard by Bhavnani be¬
cause of difficulties with the In¬
dian government over permission
to take needed raw film with him
to China in accord with the origi¬
nal plan, was only revived recently.
-

10 Cs,’ 'Brothers’ Lead
New Entries to Launch
film Season in Lisbon
Lisbon, Nov. 11. With a gala preem, the Imperio
cinema- opened the local film sea¬
son. Many VIP’s crowded the 2,000-seat house to see ‘TO. Com¬
mandments” open an Indefinite
run here. After shortening some
dance scenes, the pic has been
made available for everybody over
12 years old. Advance for the
first four weeks is heavy.
The Politeama also opened with
hoopla presenting Anthony. As¬
quith’s “Order to Kill” while the
S. Luiz and Alvalade day-dated
“Brothers Karamazoff” (M-G). The
Tivoli reprised “Tour of World in
80 Days” (UA) with the same suc¬
cess as last season. The Eden
cinema has “Kean,” the Italian
pic in Eastmancolor, starring legit
actor-manager Vittorio Gassman.
The Condes and Palacio are play¬
ing the Italian film, “Young Hus¬
band.”
It is the first time in many years
that all the Lisbon houses launched
the season with their most import¬
ant films.
Otto Preminger has acquired tha
screen rights to “Bunny Lake is
Missing,” a psychological suspense
novel by Evelyn Piper. Walter
Newman has been assigned to
write the screenplay for Columbia,
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See German Visitors as Biggest
Boosters for Tourist Biz in Italy
Bonn, Nov. 11. +■
Biggest business boosters for the
pubs, clubs, hotels and entertain¬
London, Nov. 11.
ment in Italy currently are the
The Odeon circuit is to re-retourists travelling to that land
,
_
,
._[ lease the first Cinemascope film,
from Germany. They far outnum- j „Th R obebeginning in northber the American visitors to Italy. west London Dec. 8.
The decision was made by James
And last year, according to figures
from the German federal tourist Pattison, British topper of 20thoffice, they invaded Italy 3,300,000 Fox, “to supply
_ a demand for - an
strong. That is an increase of 500,- J inspiring film.”
000 over the previous year, and 1
---

Kobe' Reissue in London

£2*"35?££ top the 4000*000; pathe Rushing Veepee,
Scripter to Tokyo On
Townsend’ Salvage Job

The luxury of “going abroad,”
that’s enjoyed by good-income
class Americans, means “going
south to Italy” to the fashionable
German set. It’s the dream of ev¬
Paris, Nov. 11.
ery German to make the trip .to
Pathe Overseas, ah arm of the
Italy at least once during his life¬
French Pathe film setup, this week
time.
rushed veepee Yves Mounier and
Travel, to Italy has become such writer Pierre Kast to the Near
a mark of distinction, jn fact, that East (Tokyo) to catch up with the
the political cabarets in Munich, cast and crew of the how shooting
Berlin and Duesseldorf parody the “The Peter Townsend Story,”
middleclass German who returns which seems to have become
to his own country sporting a bogged down in content, as seen
south-of-the-border tan. Kich Ruhr by rushes here.
industrialists, Frankfurt bankers
Previous idea came from a Yank
and Bavarian beer barons, who subsidized setup, Orbit Films,
used to haunt the French Riviera which had angel Jeff Hartman put¬
or Majorca, are now turning their ting up $75,000, and getting 50%
tastes to Italy. Their currency, the of the Western Hemisphere rights,
German mark, is now just as ac^ with Townsend to receive 25% and
ceptable and solid as the dollar— director Victor Stoloff, 25%. Pathe
and it’s much in evidence. To them, put up $200,000 for Eastern Hem¬
Italy is cheaper than Germany, isphere rights, and felt it was'a
fashionable, and sunny — which good investment because of the
their own-land often isn’t.
limelight that the ex-Princess
Great bulk of the vacationists, Margaret Consort • Townsend was
of course, are the middleclass Ger¬ basking in at the time. Film was
mans, white collar workers, small started last spring.
businessmen, teachers, who jog in¬
Idea was to trek around the
to Italy via bus, tiny European world with Townsend via a slim
car, or train. Students generally story line, and watch his trans¬
go via thumb, bike or motor formation from a harried, slightly
scooter, and camp out.
sad man to one who could now re¬
accept life despite his unhappy
Hotels Fafl To Do So Well
While they’re big contributors love affair, and its ban by the roy¬
to the Italian^nightclubs, pubs and al house of England.
But times have changed, and
restaurants, they’re not such heavy
payers to the Italian hotels. Snub¬ public interest in Townsend has
faded.
Pathe saw its dough slip¬
bing the most fashionable and
most costly rooms, they generally ping away when rushes showed
lacklustre
material. Hence, the at¬
head for smaller accommodations
or rooms in private hoqses. Hence tempt at a last-minute salvage job
and
an
effort
to flood prints around
they spend less money on sleep¬
the world as soon as possible to
ing.
try
to
recoup
the nut. Yank flack
The social unacceptability of the
Germans at the_ end of the war, Guido Orlando purportedly turned
down
$25,000
to get the project
tinged with memories of Nazi bru¬
and Townsend back into the pub¬
tality and wartime enmities, seems lic
eye.
to have been forgotten by the tour- j
Ist-hungry Italians in search of
solid currency clinking into their
coffers. And the Italians have gone
all-out on a mighty publicity cam¬
paign to lure the German vaca¬
Rome, Nov. 11.
tionists.
The Italian film industry has no
Italo tourist agencies and ho¬
tels are heavy advertisers in Ger¬ further plans to set up a N.Y.
man newspapers and magazines, representation along the lines of
with much money also coming the former IFE or the current
from the Italian government to French Film Office, according to
bring in a share of the $400,000,- Eitel Monaco, President of ANICA.
OQO. It’s estimated that Europe's Matter had been broached here'in
No. 1 tourist nation, Germany, connection with reports of strength¬
will spend that amount outside its ening of the French industry’s
own borders next year. Continuing N.Y. contact, and previous, talk
upsurge in West German prosper¬ about moving IFE functions to the
ity finds workers now assured of newly strengthened UNIT ALIA
jobs in a labor-short land and Films group, which handles all
pic industry propaganda
many wives have gone into indus¬ Iitalian
abroad.
try. As a result, the family income
Commenting on the recent im¬
has increased considerably. Ger¬ portance given the N.Y. French
many is currently considered the Film Office, Monaco termed Gallic
most prosperous land in Europe. hopes* in the U.S. an “illusion.”
As such, all of its neighbors want IFE in its time had been based on
to cut in on the tourist business a mistaken evaluation of the U.S.
whenever possible.
market for foreign (Italian) films,
E. Germans Poor Relations
based on the so-called success of
Just about the only Germans un¬ such, early pix as “Open City” and
able to indulge in a holiday down | “Paisan,” the Italo official said.
south are those locked behind the
Iron Curtain in East Germany, i
generally unable to get the neces¬
sary visas for travel outside their
London, Nov. 11.
land. They also lack the money
Ealing Films has been obliged
that their rich relatives in West to quit the Federation of British
Germany possess today. Vacation Film Makers, of which it was a
for them generally means a trip founder member, as a result of
to the cold, dreary Baltic seacoast the recent takeover by Associated
or a journey to West Berlin— British Picture Corp. The FBFM
where, if they’re lucky, they’ll flee rules preclude producers with an
and move in with friends or rela¬ interest in exhibition and, under
tives.
that rule, the council had no alter¬
West Berliners, the 2.500,000 native but to “resolve with regret”
surrounded by the Russians in that Ealing could not continue its
their little island. inside the Iron membership .
Curtain, now have a higher in¬
Reginald P. Baker, who, with his
come, too. and are vacation-prone. colleague Sir Michael Balcon,
With their location in northern played an important pioneering
Germany, though, and the expense role in the formation of the federa¬
of a plane or train trip to cross tion after Ealing quit the British
the Soviet-controlled section, they Film Producers’ Assn., had served
generally are unable to participate as vice-chairman and honorary
in the mass summer migration to treasurer as well as being a mem¬
Italy.
ber of several committees.

Italian Pix Industry
Not for Big N.Y. Office

Ealing Quits FBFM

Czeclr Those Oats
—Continued
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“ties in with our political philoso¬
phy,” inference being that a small
group, of those wlio are politically
“in the know” are?the best judges
of what’s proper j entertainmentwise and desirable politically for
the masses.
|| - Czech film biz j-vas reorganized
last year into six Separate and in¬
dependent parts. Jrh'er e are the
feature studios (24 stages in
Prague and four in Bratislava
where Slovak films are made);
studios for the production of shorts
and documentaried; the labs; dis¬
tribution; production of equipment
for theatres, and] the export-im¬
port agency. All j operate under
Marek.
j
Kachtik said two-thirds of Czech
production now was in color. Apart
from the Agfa stojek which comes
from East' Germany, the Czechs
now also have bought Ferrania
color rawstock and some Eastman
color stock. While sidestepping the
label “propaganda,” Kachtik said
about one-third of all Czech fea¬
tures dealt “with problems of ac¬
tual life.” *
4Dne of the Czech problems is
the expansion of houses with
Cinemascope equipment. The
Czechs make only three to four
C’Scope films a year. These houses
depend for their fare on imports.
The Czech official, a young man
who speaks good English, said
Czech film critics “write honestly.
They are free to say what they
think.
Rarely are they all in
agreement that any one film is
good.” This critical attitude ex¬
tended also to the Soviet pictures,
he claimed.

French Film Ads Soar,
25% in Recent Years;

Marquis de Cuevas Asks U.S. Press:
Ihy’s ANTA Blind To My Troupe?’
WB British. Prod. Outfit
London, Nov. 11.
A new British production com¬
pany has been formed by Warner
Bros. WB’s previous production
company owned the Teddington
Studios, but the recent deal with
ABC-TV was not just a sale of the
studio, but a complete takeover
of the company'and aH-its assets.
Warners felt it was necessary to
have a British production com¬
pany and last week announced the
registration of Warner Brothers
Productions Ltd. In the official reg¬
istration, the objects of the com¬
pany are listed as “producers, re¬
corders, reproducers, manufactur¬
ers, importers, exporters, exhibi¬
tors, broadcasters and transmitters
of cinematograph and other mo¬
tion pictures.”

Renew Attack on Italo
Cash Prize Law Setup;
Rap ’57-’58 Selections
Rome, Nov. 11.
Renewed criticism over Italian
laws awarding cash prizes to five
meritorious feature films per year,
as selected by a special committee,
has been voiced in Italian film
industry circles following the an¬
nouncement of the five pix which
had “won” this year’s awards. The
Italian general and trade press has
since joined in the chorus.
Five features selected for spe¬
cial merit for the 1957-58 season
are: “The White Nights” (Vides);
“The Man of Straw” (Lux-Vides);
“Dreams in a Drawer” (Rizzoli);
City at Night” (Trinfalcine); and
Giovani Mariti” (Nepi).
Major howls of disapproval cen¬
ter around choice of “City at
Night,” locally a boxoffice flop and
reportedly selected to “encourage
the producer.” Among the many
films which outsiders said should
have been selected instead of the
above were: “Love and Chatter,”
“The Chinese Wall,” “The Sea
Wall” and “Born in March.”
While some of the innumerable
critical comments are felt to have
been inspired by “losing” pro¬
ducers, there is considerable in¬
dustry feeling that another cri¬
terion must be used in the future
to select deserving pix. ANICA
topper Eitel Monaco has himself
asked the law be changed, suggest¬
ing that pix be graded on export
results and returns.

Paris, Nov. 11.
Film theatre commercial ad film
production has gone up 25% this
year over previous years. With
cinema attendance vacillating here,
these fill-ins
sometimes help
smaller theatres make ends meet.
There are four princinal distribs,
Jean Mineur, Cinema Et Publicite,
France Ecran and France-Film,
who service all of France and the
overseas territories. There were
650 made this year.
About a minute of film brings in
about $3,000, with puppet and
animated entries getting $&,000 to
S8.000. Running life an ad short
is from one to two weeks.
French auds seem to welcome
these ad pix. Of late, they have
been getting more inventive and
even entertaining.
Yank video
agencies are buying up some Of the
more interesting ad pix. Recent
Venice Commercial Ad Pic Film
London, Nov. 11.
Fest has given these films more
By acquiring the lease on -an 800prestige.
seat theatre, now being completed
in Shaftesbury Avenue, Columbia
Pictures will be entering the ex¬
hibition side of the industry for
the first time: New house, which
is part of a major development
scheme, is due to open in February.
Tokyo* Nov. 18.
The theatre will be named the
Shintoho Films has agreed to Columbia. It will operate a sep¬
make revisions so as to soften the arate performance policy, with 10
shows a week' and all seats book¬
tone of its forthcoming picture, able in advance. Every type of
“Greater Asia War and the Inter¬ equipment is being installed, in¬
national Tribunal,” now caught in cluding Todd-AO and all pix
a web of controversy. Backtrack¬ booked will be for extended en¬
ing somewhat on the request of the gagements. Mike J. Frankovich,
MPEA and the Motion Picture the Columbia topper in London,
Assn, of Japan (Eiren) not to dis¬ believes that not more than four
turb the friendly relations between changes of program annually will
the U. S. and Japan, Shintoho said be needed.
it would make a number of
changes in. response to a shower
of protests. Originally the film’s
script defended Japan’s position
Tel Aviv, Nov. 11.
during World War-II, justifying
A music library, containing
Pearl Harbor and condemning the books, records, Reference volumes,
International Tribunal while heap¬ classical and jnodern music of
ing praise on Gen. Hideki To jo, every description and musicologiwartime Prime Minister.
cal tomes, was dedicated at Tel
Shintoho is having its troubles Aviv’s Cultural Centre by Max and
casting the foreign roles Including Fannie Targ, of Chicago, at a
Gen. Douglas MacArthur, Lt. Gen. ceremony attended by the Mayor,
Percival and Maj. Gen. Jonathan of Tel Aviv and the Director Gen¬
M. Wainwright.
Local foreign eral of the Ministry of Education
residents and GIs, who usually re¬ and Culture.
spond to calls from Japanese film
Targs are founders and most ac¬
producers, are generally shying tive supporters of “Americans for
away from this production. For a Music Library in Israel.” Till
GI theatrical employment, the now* library had been housed in
script must be approved by UI S. inadequate premises in a municipal
Forces officials. They have turned school building; present location is
thumbs down , on this one and or¬ in the Cultural Centre which also
dered their men not to appear in houses the offices of the Israel
it. These who defy the order will Philharmonic and the Fredric R.
Mann Auditorium.
be subject to courtmartiaL

Col Pictures Acquires
800-Seater in London

Japanese Co. Agrees To
Tone Down ‘Asia War’

Chicago Gift to Israel

By GENE MOSKOWITZ^
Paris, Nov. 18..
An echo of Katharine Dunham’*
complaint
from
Tokyo
some
months ago was heard when the
Marquis de Cuevas pointedly
asked American journalists here if
they could explain why his Inter¬
national Ballet was persistently
given the go-by for funds out or
the U. S. State Dept. Miss Dunhain
complained that her American
company had to take full risks in
touring far places on its Own,
whereas comparatively obscure
organizations like the’ San Fran¬
cisco Ballets were “pets” of Amer¬
ican National Theatre & Academy.
Despite his title. Marquis de
Cuevas is an American. (Married
to Margaret Strong Rockefeller).
His ballet company is entirely an
American organization, organized
in 1947. However it’s been touring
as a private entity outside the
States since its last appearance in
November 1950 at the Century,
Manhattan.
Cuevas, born in Chile, was es¬
pecially disappointed that his
company was not invited to dance
at the Brussels World’s Fair, al¬
though that was not a decision of
ANTA.
Impresario would not explicitly
charge “favoritism.” He just put
the question of choice never fall¬
ing on his company while newer
groups seemingly obtain State
Dept, travel subsidy quite readily.
He is aware of the standard ANTA
reply that subsidy is awarded to
companies chosen by juries.
Despite the implication of heavy
financial burden, Marquis denies
any intention of abandoning his
ballet. He has added a number of
new dancers for the Paris engage-'
ment. Of these Serge Golovine is
touted as stellar.

‘10 CV Grosses Better
Than $2,800,000 So Far
In Great Britain, Eire
London, Nov. 11.
Up to last Saturday (8) in 64 sit¬
uations in Great Britain and Eire,
“10 Commandments” had taken
well over $2,800,000 at the boxoffice* That figure was revealed by
George Weltner, Paramount’s vee¬
pee in charge of foreign operations,
when he outlined - the company’s
ambitious program at an industry
luncheon last Thursday (6).
The luncheon guests, which in¬
cluded the top brass of the ex¬
hibiting industry here, among them
John Davis, Cecil G. Bernstein;
Sol Sheckman and E. J. Hinge,
president of Cinematograph Ex¬
hibitors Assn., were given a run¬
down of Para’s production plans
for the current year. The announce¬
ment, he said, had dispelled in
America the baseless rumor that
the company was engaged. in or
contemplating liquidation.
The record would show that Par¬
amount did not dispose of one
single item that could have been
considered essential to its con¬
tinuing future as a major producer
and distributor. Actually, the sale
of a limited, number of non-essen¬
tial assets had resulted in a flow
of fresh capital -which gave the
company added financial stability
to back up its program of more
multi-million dollar pictures.

Rank to Handle Outside
British Film in U.S.
London, Nov. 11.
Rank Distributors of America
has closed its first deal for distri¬
bution of an outside British film
in the U.S. It made an agreement
with Lion-International to handle
“Next to No Time,” the last film
produced and directed by the late
Henry Cornelius, starring Kenneth
More and Betsy Drake. . The New
York preem is being s.et for the
Sutton, to follow the current run
of “Gigi.”
Press screening- will follow the
pattern established in Britain,
when the film was shown to the
critics in the theatre aboard the
Queen Elizabeth at Southampton.
The Cunard Line has promised to
cooperate for a similar show in
New York harbor aboard one of
the “Queens.”
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Zurich, Nov. 11.
An “authentic’* Cho-Cho-San, Miki Koiwal from Tokyo, clicked
in an Italian-cast production of Puccini’s “Madame Butterfly” at
upped prices {$4455 top) at the Stadttheatre here, Nov. 7. Single
performance was the first of several commemmoratmg the com¬
poser’s 100th-birthday (Dec. 22). It was an advance sellout and drew
excellent reaction.
The Japanese soprano clearly won in the acting department,
being one of the most convincing Cho-Cho-Sans seen here in
years. Though Vocally a bit uneven at times, she still impressed
by her musicality and intelligent use of voice, and “One Fine Day”
came off brilliantly.
Supporting cast was just average, with, tenor Ermanno Lorenzi,
a newcomer, not overly impressive as yet. Same goes for baritone
Carlo Tagliabue from La Scala.
__Mezo» .

$35,000 Irish
. Fest Hypo For
Tourist Biz
Wexford, Nov, 11.
Festival of opera, films and re¬
citals, with a- total tab of around
$35,000, is hypoing biz in this sea¬
port towh (pop. 12,000) in its off¬
season. Reason for low overhead
Is that only, the principals, con¬
ductors and producers get paid.
Most others donate their labor.
Radio Eireann provides an orches¬
tra in exchange for right to broad¬
cast an opera at later date.
Spark for the Fest, for the
eighth year, is a local doctor with
a yen for opera, Tom Walsh, with
hotelier Eugene McCarthy as un¬
paid biz manager. All hotels in
town do well, and every house for
miles around which can provide a
bed is in on the biz. Operas this
year are Verdi’s “I Due Foscari,”
with Italian principals Paolo Pedanl, Mariella Ahgioletti and Plinio
Clabasi; producer Peter Ebert and
conductor Bryan BalkwilL Second
piece is Donizetti’s “Anna Bolena,” With Marina Cucchio and Fiorenza Cossotto. Charles Macker¬
ras is conductor and Peter Potter, i
•producer.
Standard of performance in the
600-seat Theatre Royal, now owned
by Fest committee, was first class
and drew top notices from visiting
erix from England. U.S. Ambassa¬
dor Scott McLeod was among visi¬
tors during the week. Others in¬
cluded British Ambassador and
visitors from Continent. Biz man¬
ager McCarthy’s survey estimatesthat 20% of Fest visitors are from
outside Ireland.
Halle Orch conducted by Sir
John Barbirolli topped list of re¬
citalists which also included. Anna
Russell, American pianist Julius
Katchen, Canadian songstress Mau¬
reen Forrester and Austrian-born \
pianist Badura-Skoda. Biz was i
S.R.O. for all operas, for the Halle I
Orch and Miss Russell.
i
Film portion of Fest included
re-screening of "Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse,” and pictures
from India, Japan, Greece, Russia,
Italy and Poland.
Fringe events included presen-:
. tation of Dylan Thomas’s “Under j
Milk Wood,” which drew mild pro¬
test from the local clergy, and a I
midnight revue, “Keep It Dark,”
headed by mime John Mollfjy.
Before the Fest’s end W. A..
Sanderson, secretary to Trustees
of the Gulbenkian Trust, gave the
setup the o.o. Sean G'Faolain, di¬
rector of Irish Arts Council, also
was in the gander the event to
which his council makes a grant
Shopkeepers report that what was
once an off-season period now hits ;
the high level of takings of a preChristmas week.

French, Italian Film
Talks on Pact Changes
Rome, Nov. 18.
A Franco-Italian film industry
group is currently meeting in
Paris tcf discuss various changes to
be applied to current pact clauses
linking the ttfo countries’ pic in¬
dustries.
Among the problems to be dealt
With at the get-together are the
equalizing of co-production efforts,
V a study of future government film
" aid legislation in both . countries,
rapid recognition of each other’s
co-production ventures and cutting
of red tape involved; a study of
taxation on Italian pix in France;
and probe of a.limited number of
disputed Franco-Italian co-produc¬
tions.

New Cartoon Technique
s
London, Nov. 18.
A new technique in cartoon, film
production, which introduces auto¬
mation into animation, has been
devised by Halas and Batchelor.
John Halas sailed for N. Y. on the
Liberte last Friday (14) to intro¬
duce the process to the U. S.
According to Halas, the new sys¬
tem eliminates at least 10 of the
24 normal processes in producing
animated . films. It also halves
production costs.
His own studio
is planning quantity production via
the new process, which is to be
known as Habatales. A print of the
first film made by the new proc¬
ess is to be screened by John Halas
in New York.

Austrian Arts In
Zurich Festival
Zurich, Nov. 11.
Patterned after last year’s suc¬
cessful Swedish and French cul¬
tural weeks, a similar manifesta¬
tion opened here this week (10),
devoted to Austrian art, legit,
opera, architecture, science, music
and gastronomy. Under auspices
of Swiss and Austrian government
and city officials, including the
Austrian foreign minister. Dr.
Leopold FigI, an ambitious pro¬
gram of three legit performances,
two operas, four concerts, seven
exhibitions, plus several lectures,
broadcasts and telecasts has been
skedded.
Stadttheatre (opera house) will
present Mozart’s “Marriage of
Figaro” and “Magic Flute” with
guest singers from the Vienna
State Opera, Teresa Stich Randall,
Anton Dermota and Paul Schoeffler. Schauspielhaus flegit) has the
Vienna Burgtheatre troupe, with a
Hugo von Hofmannsthal comedy,
“Der Unbestechliche,” directed by
Ernst Lothar, as well as Arthur
Schnitzler*s “Liebelei,” presented
by name players from Vienna.
Tqnhalle (concert hall) will
have three symphony concerts
conducted, by Robert F. Denzler,
Carl Schuricht and Hans Knappertsbusch (latter two with the
Vienna Philharmonios), plus a con¬
cert of chamber music with the
Mozart Quartet from Salzburg. An
art exhibition, entitled “Graphic
Art of Expressionism” and fed
from Austrian collections, will be
held at Kunsthaus (art museum).
Austrian documentary films will
also be shown at the Rex Cinema,
at no charge.

Decide to Hold Royal
Brit Film Gala, Feb. 2
London. Nov. II.
There is to be a Royal Film Gala
in aid of the Cinematograph Trade
Benevolent Fund after all. But
the gqest of honor will be the
Queen Mother and not Queen
Elizabeth. Earlier in the year it
was announced from' Buckingham
Palace that the Queen had decided
against making the Royal Com¬
mand Film Show an annual event
and bowed out of this year’s per¬
formance.
However, last night (Mon.), the
date provisionally selected for the
Command Show, the Queen, Prince
Philip and other members of the
Royal Fimily were at the Odeon,
Leicester Square, for the charity
preem of “Me and Colonel” (Col),
in aid of the British Empire cancer
campaign. Next Monday (Nov. 3),
she will attend the Royal vaude
gala at the Coliseum.
The official Royal Film Perform¬
ance will be held at the Empire,
Leicester Square Feb. 2. The film
will be selected by near the end
of this year.

PSktEtfi
BOT Prexy Admits 118
Cinemas Closed in Six
Mos. Despite Tax Cut
London, Nov. 18.
Failure of the 50% cut in the
scale of admission taxes in the
! April Budget to stem the wide¬
spread closure of picture theatres
was referred to in the House of
Commons last week, when the
Board of Trade prexy. Sir David
Eccles, admitted that 118 closures
had taken place in the six months
ended last Oct. 31. His depart¬
ment had also been advised of five
more shutterings due by April 30
next and, additionally, the Rank
Organization intended to close 80
of its houses. During the same j
period six theatres which went
dark during 1956 and 1957 had re¬
opened as a result of the budget
concession. Labor MP Stephen Swingler,
who raised the question with the
minister, suggested the answer re¬
vealed a serious situation which;
seemed to spell doom to the in¬
dependent exhibitor and, possibly,
to the indie producer as welL He
wanted to know what the minister
intended to do to maintain the
level of British production, which
was important from the export
point of view, and prevent the In¬
dustry from going under monopo¬
ly control.
The BOT prexy thought the in¬
dustry would not be happy until
it was rationalized in the way now
going on. It was always thought
the industry was contracting as a
result of the competition of tele¬
vision and the government could
only arrest that trend.

INTERNATIONAL,

Producers Warn BOT British Films
May Be in Jeopardy Unless Eady
Yields $12,600,000 Minimum Yearly
Film Unit Trek in Vain
Rome, Nov. 11.
A Franco-Italian film troupe
recently journeyed to Yugo¬
slavia to shoot exteriors there
on the pic, “Delit de Fuite”
(Escape to Crime), with a
cast that includes Anotonella *
Lualdi, Franco Iuterlenghi and
Pierre Blanchard,
The Yugoslav authbrities
granted permission to shoot
the film in that country, but on
one condition: that back¬
grounds be changed to make
it look like Italy.

Mull AU-Japan
Revue fur Bway

Tokyo, Nov. 11.
- An; all-Japanese revue will open
on Broadway next October if Jack
S. Seidman has his way. Seidman,
show backer and senior partner of
the certified public accounting
firm of Seidman & Seidman, has
been ogling local productions for
two weeks. He saw no show he
would risk transplanting in its
original form, hut told Variety
he believes a skillful, packaging
of Japan’s top talents would offer
Madras, Nov. 11.
a good revue.
Procession of film artists, tech¬
Seidman explained: “There ex¬
nicians and workers went along ists a variety and range of en¬
main artery here oyer a distance tertainment farms here that se¬
of three miles in drizzling rain. lection of the best, adaptation of
Parade ended in protest meeting their material — trimming it in
on the Beach against the raw film length and stepping up the pace—
import cut of 40%.
can provide a wonderful evening
Attendance at the Beach was es¬ on Broadway, of Japanese enter¬
timated at over 100,000. The three- tainment that would compare fav¬
mile route of the marching pro¬ orably with the best of revues
testors was lined on both sides by we have staged.”
huge crowds, though drenched in
Armed with a list of 10 possible
rain, such crowds usually turning
out only for dignitaries like Nehru. performers and acts, Seidman is
still
in the factfinding phase. At
Marchers carried banners with
the slogan: “We are prepared to a later date, either he or the
prospective
director will return
make our sacrifices for the coun¬
try but we refuse to die of star¬ for a closer scrutiny of available
talent
He
would
decide on the
vation.” This implied that film
studios in the south would have to worthiness of the venture. If giv¬
en
the
green
light,
he would then
close down if the import cut was
make the selections and adapta¬
continued.
tions.
While this show was rated im¬
A weighty factor in the project
pressive, the protest was whittled
down by the fact that more pro¬ would be the availability of the
ducers have appeared on .the scene • selected talent. Seidman indicated
after the cut in raw stock was that he would not go ahead with¬
out run-of-play contracts. The
imposed.
Japanese companies may balk at
the absence of their top names
over any extended period of time.
Seidman, on prospects in Japan,
said, “I find great theatricalness
here—magnificent physical produc¬
London, Nov. 11.
tions, a fine sense of color, a fluid¬
Carl Foreman hopes to cast five ity of movement of sets and peo¬
top-flight male stars for “The ple who are polished performers.
League of Gentlemen,” the John “What they lack is what we on
Boland novel, which he acquired Broadway also lack—material. But
last week. Actors he would like in¬ in terms of Broadway, Japan has
clude Cary Grant or James Ma¬ a special Tack. I find very little
son and resident British stars such warmth coming off the stage, very
as Trevor Howard, Jack Hawkins, little humor, very little rapport
John Mills, Michael Redgrave and with an audience.
Richard Burton.
“In musical productions, the
. Boland’s novel tells the story
of a group of British ex-army of¬ Japanese are tremendously west¬
ficers who plan and execute a ernized except that their book
bank raid using strictest military shows, as typified by Takarazuka,
are slowly paced and have a lot
operational tactics.
of talk. Their revue type of show,
as . typified by the Kokusai and
British FIDO Decides
Nichlgeki, are Shubert 1930, I
Against Exec Officer would say. But in the same breath
I want to add that they are highly
London, Nov. 18.
After shopping around for sev¬ skillful and. professional in their
eral weeks and interviewing a performances. In general, almost
number of people, the Film Indus¬ all the acts, scenes and dances
try Defense Organization (FIDO) . are too long.”
Seidman
returns
to. N.Y.,
has decided not to proceed ^vith
the appointment of a chief execu¬ Dec. 5.
tive officer. . Instead, the work will
be carried out by a committee of Famon Svenska Concerts
the board, comprising Lord Archi¬
London, Nov. 11.
bald, Mike J. Frankovich, E. J.
Robert Farnon makes a 10-con¬
Hinge, James Pattinson, J. R. Rich¬
cert tour Of Scandinavian countries
ards and Arthur Watkins.
It had been proposed that the in January With a possible exten¬
executive officer would conduct sion to take in Germany.
On his return he’ll start work
the negotiations with British pro¬
ducers who wanted compensatory on 12 kinescopes featuring his
payments from FIDO finances for orchestra and guest artists. The
films which they would otherwise series, made in association with
have sold to tv. The FIDO board Jack Wrather, has been sold to
is now seeking a secretary and ad¬ j Canadian tv and the pilot has
f brought several British offers.
ministrative officer.

100,000 PROTEST CUT
IN INDIA’S RAW STOCK

Foreman Seeks 5 Stars
For John Boland Yarn
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London. Nqv. 18.
British film producers have
warned that unless the statutory
Eady Fund yields a minimum of
$12,600,000 a year the future of
British films may be in jeopardy.
The three organizations represent¬
ing film makers—the British Film
Producers Assn., the Federation of
British Film Makers and the
Assn, of Specialized Film Pro¬
ducers—presented • their case to
the BOT last week.
As a result of the overtures
made by the producers, the BOT
invited the exhibitors to state their
views. As a result, a deputation
from the Cinematograph Exhib¬
itors Assn, went to the Ministry
and explained its yiewpoint. The
exhibs made it clear that they
were in favor of supporting the
levy, but already the compulsory
levy is yielding about $250,000 a
week, slightly more than the target
mentioned by the* producers. It
Was, however, recoghized that any
further slump in attendance could
affect the return over a full year.
The exhibitors’ main concern, how¬
ever, was based on prospects of
product availability. Basic statis¬
tics . showed that for the year
tended- last September the total
number of British features regis¬
tered was 79, only one below the
previous year. The second half of
the year, however, accounted for
only 34 as against 45 in the first
six months,The CEA deputation conceded
that it had backed the levy with its
maximum target revenue of $14,000,000 a vear, hut its support had
more or less been conditional on
abolition of the admission duties.
So far, the Chancellor of the Ex¬
chequer had only met them half
way. In any event, there appeared
to be no guarantee from the pro¬
ducers that the raising of the levy
yield to i*s maximum allowed by
Parliament would he met by a
guaranteed volume of British pro¬
duction.
As a rpsult of the Whitehall
meeting, the CEA has agreed to
let the BOT have, as soon as pos¬
sible. statistics showing the current
position of exhibs. This is current¬
ly being collated by the associa¬
tion’s accountants as ammunition
for the next tax campaign and is
expected to be available by the
middle of next month.

Film to Defend Jaoan’s
Stance in 2d World War
Tokyo, Nov. 11.
Leaping on the* pattern of b.o.
successes in recent years which
pulled Shintoho, one of Japan’s
majors, out of financial straits, the
company is now prepping another
in its glorification of Japan films.
This one, “The Greater Asian War
and the International Tribunal,”
may also shed political sparks. Film
defends Japan’s position during
World War II, justifying every¬
thing from Pearl Harbor and con¬
demning the sentences given its
war criminals. It presents the con¬
flict as a war of defense.
This Technicolor feature, pic is
reported to have a production
budget of 100,000,000 yen ($277,777), very high for Japanese pix.
Its smash forerunner, “Emperor
Meiji and the Japan-Russo War,”
cost $222,222 plus $166,666 in ex¬
ploitation. Film returned a profit
of $1,944,444. A followup on the
Japan-Sino war earned $972,222,
also a tidy profit margin here.
Portrayals in the newest war
splash will Include Hideld Tojo,
General MacArthur, General Wainwright and Tokyo Rose.

Scots Ban Nudist Film
Caithness, Scotland,'Nov. 11.
A nudist film, “Back to Nature,”
was banned here by Caithness
County Council by six votes to
one. An 83-year-old councillor, J.
Abrach Mackay, supported, a move
to screen the pic, saying; “Two of
the finest sights in the world are
a full-rigged ship under sail, and
the figure of a handsome woman.”
Recently the vet administrator
opposed the selling of Stroma
Island, off north Scotland, to Amer_
lea as a tv prize island.- He also
nixed a move to turn it into an
island nudist colony.
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From the Master Motion Picture Maker.
With the Box-Office Cast...
Reuniting the Towering Antagonists of
“The Ten Commandments”...
The Dramatic, Romantic Adventure...
All the Splendor...All the Spectacle!
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Widow Leases 3 Theatres
Sandusky, O., Nov 18.
Mrs. Leo T. Jones has leased
the three theaters in Wyandot
County owned and operated by
her late husband. They are the
Star Theater, Upper Sandusky; the
Carey Theater, Cary;. and the
Indian Trail Drive-In on U.S. 23
between Upper Sandusky and
Carey.
Jack Armstrong, Bowling Green,
who operates several indoor and
outdoor theaters in. northwestern
Ohio, has leased all three.

Halt After Cohn’s Death Slowed Col
Schneider Detail* Expansion in Reporting Loss Of

Things-can’t-be-so-bad dept.: outraged young director on hearing
$4,987,330 After Previous Profit
that a star’s been offered $700,000 to do a picture—“Why, that’s more
than I make in a whole year!” . . *
Arthur B. Krim, prez of United Artists, will marry Dr. Mathilde
Heilman1* New House
A loss of $4,987,330 was recorded
Danon in N.Y. Dec. 7. Bride is member of scientific staff of the WeizAlbany, Nov. 18.
by Columbia Pictures for the fis¬
mann Institute of Rehovoth, Israel.
Neil
Heilman
has
advanced
cal
year ended June 28, 1958. For
Jack Perils after seeing “Flower Drum Song” in Boston cracks that
the target date for the opening
the preceding -year, the company
with so many Japanese impersonating Chinese new Rodgers-Hammerof
a
$500,000
suburban
theatre
reported
a net profit of $2,253,103.
stein work could be called “Nisei Darling” or perhaps “Guys and
to be built on upper Washing¬
According to prexy Abe Schnei¬
Doils-san.”
ton Avenue* adjoining his
der in the annual report sent to
Rene Clair’s "Porte de Lilas” nominated as the best French direc¬
Thruway Motel, from Labor
stockholders this week, the com¬
torial job by the Screen Directors Guild ... Jacques Tati told to stop
Day to July 15.
pany completed the most recent
NBC’s showing of “Mr. Hulot’s Vacation” on tv, fearing it might hurt
Work on the two-floor,
fiscal
year with a loss of $1,150,000
“My Uncle,” but the N.Y. Supreme Court denied the injunction peti¬
1,200-seater will be started in
before the write-off of $3,837,000
tion.
made
up mainly of unabsorbed
George Biderman and Barney Tolk issued a parchment “Declara¬
. Hollywood, Nov. 18.
studio overhead and abandoned
tion of Principal” for their expanded public relations office warming
Interest in another project has
story
material.
party this Thurs. (20). “Our net rising to the point where it coincided cued George Stevens to nix 20th- The Col topper explained that
■with our gross habits, there was only course open for us—increase Fox’s offer to produce and direct
because of the current trend of
late Liberty editor Fulton Oursler’s
the overhead” said the lads.
operation in the financing and dis¬
Liberty, Canadian monthly (Nov.), advertises two features for its “The Greatest Story Ever Told,”
tribution
of the films of indepen¬
Xmas issue: “The Christmas I’ll Never Forget” by Eddie Fisher; and Biblical yarn. Deal involved a pay¬
dent
producers, the company has
ment
of
$1,500,000
to
Stevens
“Why the .Eddie Fisher-Debbie Reynolds Marriage Really Failed” by
been
unable
to make a sufficient
against participation in gross, it’s
Bob Willett. Blurbs are on different pages, though.
number of pix "in our studios dur¬
UA’s “Solomon and Sheba” originally was planned for production understood.
ing.
the
past
year to absorb fully
in Israel . . . Association of Motion Picture Advertisers luncheon
Stevens, who went to 20th-Fox
the overhead required to operate
topic: Foreign Films. N.Y. Times’ Bosley Crowther and Richard Brandt on one-picture deal tb prodpce^dithese facilities.” He added that
of Trans-Lux will speak . . . Paramount has acquired rights for France rect “The Story of Anne Frank,”
since unabsorbed overhead cannot
and some other territories (including an option for the U.S.) on “Bo- now in windup stage, is said to be
Under loan agreements with be recovered, the company is show¬
bosse,” now shooting in Paris . . . “Rififi” was mutilated on NBC-TV interested in doing “Andersoning it as a special write-off in its
over the weekend . . .
ville,” Mackinlay Kaiitor tome of banks covering $25,300,000, Colum¬ current .statement. Moreover, he
Mijanou Bardot (sister of Brigitte) week-ended in the Laurentians the Civil War, for Columbia Pic¬ bia is restricted with respect to indicated that story material has
with Jim Stevens, partner in Chez Ernest, Montreal nightspot, and his tures, where he’s been having talks. • the payment of dividends on com¬ accumulated over the years which
wife. She’d been in Montreal for French Film Week ...
George Sidney originally was to mon stock, according to notes ap¬ the company may not be able to
Manhattan representatives of Titanus Films of Italy emphatically have handled film but bowed out
use and as a result of its policy to
'-deny that “Toto in Madrid,” although being made on the Titanus lot under recent new deal with studio. pended to the annual report.
eliminate “all questionable assets’*
As of June 28, 1958, all the re¬ from its report, the company has
in Rome, Is a Titanus production. They disclaim any connection with
the film whatsover and contend that it is not a satire of “The Naked
Talks Continue
tained earnings ($9,020,272) were decided to write-off these costs.
Maja” and that Titanus did ot sell the “Maja” sets to Jolly Films
Discussions were reportedly con¬ so restricted and $210,000 of future
However, Schneider stressed that
which is producing the picture. The original information concerning tinued in N. Y, over the weekend
if some of these properties prove
“Toto in Madrid” was furnished by a representative of Abbe Lane who between Charles K. Feldman and earnings will be similarly re¬ of value in the future, the company
stars in the film.
prexy Spyros Skouras for George stricted. After deducting from fu¬ would obtain the benefits at that
Luther Adler set for a role in Columbia’s “The Last Angry Man,” Stevens to produce and direct ture earnings the $210,000- and fu¬ time.
' currently shooting on location in Brooklyn . . . Harry Brandt serving “Greatest Story Ever Told” for ture preferred dividends, 70% of
* Dividends
the balance would be available for
as motion picture industry chairman of the New York State Citizens 20th-Fox.
Despite the loss, Col paid a divvy
Committee for the Public Schools . . . Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
Stevens last week asked Feld¬ cash dividends.
of
30c
on
its
common stock during
is prepared to take care of the handling of Christmas cards for a nom¬ man, his agent, to call off negotia¬
The notes payable to the banks 1958 as compared with a $1.20 in
inal donation, equal to what it would normally cost for commercial tions on Met Oursler property.
include $23,000,000 payable in an¬ 1957. Jilin rental including income
cards and postage. By sending a list-of names plus a donation, the hos¬
nual installments of $2,300,000 from television ancP*other sources,
pital will furnish the card and envelope, will sign the card with the
from Aug. 31, 1958 to Oct. 31, totaled $113,624,525 for 1958 as
1962, and $2,300,000 (an obligation compared with $101,552,879. The
donor’s name, address them from his list, and mail them first class
« . . Columbia prexy Abe Schneider has placed his stamp of approval
of Columbia Pictures Realty Corp., report provides no breakdown of
a wholly owned subsidiary) relat¬ the gross income from Screen
on “Porgy and Bess” after viewing sequences photographed and re¬
^ Continued from, page 7
ing to the improvement of the com¬ Gems, its tv subsidiary, and the
corded to date . . . Decca now owns 82V6% of the outstanding shares
basis as to right time and place. pany’s new homeoffice building, theatrical
bi Universal—763,785 out of a total of 927,254.
production-distribution
A Boris Pasternak (“Dr. Zhivago”) novella is being offered around. Same obtains with conventional payable in semi-annual install¬ arm. However, it’s believed that
It was published by Noonday One mag and is called “The Last Sum¬ house s—this same slow, pain¬ ments of $190,000 from Jan. 1, Screen Gems provided a gross of
mer” . . . Indie Jack Ellis has had a lucky year. He got married, won staking kind of playoff. It’s now¬ 1959 to July 1, 1963.
approximately $30,000,000 for the
$8,000 in the daily double by betting on 28 (his wife’s age) and re¬ on view in 100 roofed-inoutlets. ,
The company has also made a fiscal year ended June, 1958. Ad¬
The market is under constant change in the recording of earn¬ vertising and promotional costs
cently got a new Cadillac in the B’nai B’rith Cinema Lodge drawing.
The date: Oct. 28, hatch! . . . Harry Brandt out of the hospital, had reviews for “Commandments” in ings from tv. For the latest fiscal were higher this year, $5,539,806
ulcer trouble -. . . Seymour Poe off to Europe on production busi- the future, states Edward Chum- year, it adopted the practice of ac¬ as compared with $5,040,361 in ’57.
ley, who is now the domestic sales counting for tv income, exeept for
ness ....
Schneider noted that the com¬
Glenn Ford returned to the Coast after three weeks of eastern bally | head, and Milton Goldstein, for¬ newly produced film series being pany has launched a drive to re¬
for “Torpedo Run.” . . . Columbia’s “Bell, Book and Candle” was ^ eign ohief. They add, in refer¬ released for the first time, by re¬ organize,. its studio facilities so it
shown to the annual convention of the Associated Press Managing ence to that undefined policy: “We cording, on the date signed, the can attract important indie pro¬
Editors at French Lick, Indiana Thursday (13) . . . Edward Shafton of are going to handle it in the best entire income from an exhibition ducers. He added that many econ¬
Omaha named new chairman of Variety Clubs international Humani¬ interests of the public, '7the trade contract. At the same time, provi¬ omies have been instituted in the
tarian Award Committee . . . Gene Grengs, of Hollywood Theatre of and the producer.”
sion is made. for shares to indie company’s operation both in the
. Perspective
producers and any other coats to U.S. and abroad and that “we have
Eau Claire| Wisconsin, has joined Theatre Owners of America . . .
Par’s distribution cut on domes¬ be incurred in fulfillment of the every reason to believe that with
TOA making its current edition of outfit’s Foreign Film Directory
available to non-members at a nominal cost to cover printing ex¬ tic theatre gross at present is contract. According to Col, net ad¬ our planning for the future* in¬
penses. Directory lists 672 features which are being released by 63 around $28,000,000, which obvi¬ ditions to earnings for the year dependent producers will make a
distributors ... Bernice Steigman of Columbia Pictures International ously is plenty fancy. But then, by employing this method was ap¬ sufficient number of pictures at
homeoffice engaged to Martin Leichter of Gold Medal Studios. Wed¬ the production cost of $13,500,000 proximately $1,900,000.
the studio to absorb our entire op¬
ding is set for Feb. 7 . . . “Tom Thumb,” George Pal’s live action-pup- and still-to-be-calculated figures on
Amortization table employed erating overhead.” He indicated
pet film for Metro release, will premiere in London Nov. 27 . . . Thea¬ print and advertising expenditures by Col for the write-off of theatri¬ that the company believes that ad¬
tre Network Television received Topics of Times treatment last week have been plenty fancy, too. Par cal features calls for €2% of the ditional savings will be effected
. . . Nicolas Reisini, president of Robin International, the trading shares the ad costs with exhibitors cost within 26 weeks, 85% with¬ without reducing operating effic¬
company which operates Cinerama abroad, negotiated an $86,000,000 •in direct proportion to terms of in 52 weeks and 100% within 104 iency.
shipyard and ship construction program between the United King¬ the licensing deal. In other words, weeks after release.Schneider pointed out that with
Par pays 70%, for example, when - Inventories include advances to the death of Harry Cohn, there was
dom and Cuba .
.
' .
Topsy Record Corp. has been authorized to conduct a records busi¬ its share of the boxoffice dollar is indie producers of $24,718,784 as a virtual Halt in production for
ness in New York. Address is c/o Standard Film Processing Company, 70%.
of June, ^958 as compared with seyeral months and that the com¬
David O. Selznick’s “Gone5 With $30,759,250 as of June, 1957.
723 Seventh avenue. Capital stock is 200 shares, no par value. Donald
pany is now gradually “getting into
the Wind” is the all-time champ
A. Gerson, was filing attorney at Albany.
high gear” for production at the
Mirisch Co. is negotiating for purchase of foreign screen rights to money maker, with domestic dis¬
studio. He noted that the lag in
Columbia, S. C, Relighting
H. Rider Haggard’s “Montezuma’s Daughter,” as basis for upcoming tribution receipts Of $33,500*000.
production “will hurt us somewhat
Columbia, S. C., Nov. 18.
project, “Cortez and Montezuma” . . , Bryna will location with “Spar?-, This is Variety’s tabulation as up¬
during the coming year,” but he
One of the city’s older houses expressed confidence that the large
tacus” at San Simeon estate of late William Randolph Hearst, mark¬ dated each year, and includes the
ing first time site has been used for a film . . . Clark Gable draws star first-time-around marketing in ad¬ has relighted after being gutted number of deals the company cur¬
rently has with important pro¬
role in Shavelson-Rose* next Paramount production,. “Bay of Naples,” dition to five reissues since the by fire.
The Capitol, once a mecca of ducers should enable the company
to be lensed in Italy next pear . . . Robert Mulligan will direct Perl- 1938 kickoff.
“Commandments” is now in the vaudeville here, is operating again to compete profitably in the world
berg-Seaton’s “The Rat Race,” Tony Curtis starrer.
after being rebuilt.
market.
Theatre Concessions Inc., of New York, has increased its capital wings, awaiting the crown.
stock from 100 to 200 shares, no par value, according to a certificate
filed with the Secretary of State' in Albany by Telsey & Lowepthal of “The Charles Laughton Story” but, as a UN committeeman, radio
Manhattan . . . Spearhead Productions Inc. has been authorized to commentator, columnist and lecturer, the author is better known for
carry on a motion picture business at 1600 Broadway in New York. Capi¬ his books on espionage, a heritage of his career as editor of and un¬
tal stock is 200 shares, no par value. Directors are Lawrence Wein¬ derground anti-Nazi newspaper In Germany.
stein, Francis A. Toomey and Lillian Katz.
Herbert Goldstein, co-owner of the Fort Warren Drive-in at CastlePalace Theatre, N. Y., today
th-Fox day-dating its "Inn of the Sixth Happiness” at the Para¬ ton, Vt., and Allan Jay, newscaster for WPTR in Albany, were in cast
mount on Broadway and the Plaza on the east side . . . Re-edited ver¬ when Albany Civic Theatre did Wolcott Gibbs’ “Season in the Sun.” (Wed.) starts showing “Roots of
Heaven”
on a popular price, con¬
sion of “Roots of Heaven” now running at the Palace Theatre ... Goldstein played a handy man; Jay, a magazine publisher.
tinuous-run basis. Sol A. Schwartz,
United Artists and the MPAA Advertising Code Administration bat¬
"I think Shirley Booth’s eyes will remain with me longer than Bar- RKO Theatres prez, said the
tling over “Anna Lucasta” ads.
dot’s navel,” writes William Whitebait, New Statesman & Nation film change was being made “to accom¬
20th-Fox has feelers out for Marlon Brando and John Wayne to pair critic, in reviewing “Hot Spell” and "The Night Heaven Fell.”
modate the holiday crowds who do
up in “Baton Rouge,” and negotiating with Deborah Kerr to star in
Novelist J. P. Marquand, 65, divorced Adelaide, his wife of 21 years,
“O Mistress Mine” . . . Andrew and Virginia Stone’s third indie for at Carson City, Nev., last Friday (14), charging extreme mental cruelty. a great deal of their entertainment
buying
on impulse.* By reverting
Metro will be “The Last Voyage,” skedded to roll next Spring in
General Artists Corp. and 20th-Fox are negotiating for Pat Boone
Hawaii . . . Alfred Hitchcock assigned Samuel Taylor to script “No to do one indie film a year to be made by Boone’s Cooga Mooga Pro¬ to a continuous policy we are pro¬
viding
this
audience with a flexible
Bail for the Judge,” upcoming Paramount film.
ductions and to be released by 20th. This will be in addition to the one time schedule and an opportunity
Charles A. Brind Jr., counsel to the Board of Regents and the N.Y. film a year, commitment Boone has under the 20th banner ... Sam to see ‘Roots of Heaven’ at the
State Education Department and veteran of many court battles over Rosen, exec v.p. of Stanley Warner, recently celebrated his 60th birth¬ time they Want to see it.”
censorship, recovering in Albany Hospital from an operation. He’s day in Paris .. . Signet Books will release a special motion picture edi¬
The Darryl F. Zanuck produc¬
slated to tangle again with Ephraim London of New York, before the tion of James Jones’ “Some Came Running” in December to coincide tion had been playing the Palace
U.S. Supreme Court* in the Kingsley appeal from ban on. “Lady Chat- with Metro’s' release of the Sol C. Siegel production . . . Lee Mei, Chi¬ on a two-a-day reserved seat pol¬
terley’s Lover.”
nese actress from Hong Kong, is visiting the U.S. for the first time to icy. Theatre hasn’t done business
Kurt Singer’s “The_ Danny Kaye Story,” previously published in arrange for American distribution pf her latest, film, “The Red Girl,” on that basis.
.
*
England where the comedian came to such marked attention, being in which she starred and co-produced. Her- visit is sponsored.by the; . - “Diary of Anne Frank” t20tfc)
brought out in America this month by Thomas Nelson & Sons. Story Sin American Amity Fund,.an organization established by Archbishop is slotted into the Palace around
has been serialized in 12 European countries. Singer previously did Paul Yu-Pin to promote friendship between Free China and the U.S.
Easter on a two-a-day stance.
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YANKS O’SEAS GOTTA TELL U.S.
'Deferred Compensation’ Check-List
[TREASURY TO NAME OKAYED PLANS]
Washington, Nov. 18. .
The tax ax is not necessarily getting sharper, but the Internal
Revenue Service will soon give the most complete explanation
ever made on who can and who can’t get away with income on the
Installment plan.
. .
Officials told Variety that a publication is now being prepared
which will detail for the first time all of the many Treasury rul¬
ings on the different arrangements involving the spreading of in¬
come over several years. This situation, common throughout show
business, involves dividing pay for one project or for one sale
over a number of years, rather than take it all in one year. The
ipreadout eases Uncle Sam’s tax take, if it conforms with his
complicated tax rules.
Tax agents said the pamphlet is being prepared as a guide to
taxpayers because so many efforts have been made to work but
deferred compensation payments, involving different IRS rul¬
ings. There was a need, they felt, to “get everything together” for
everyone’s benefit.
The publication will not involve any new ruling or any effort to
crackdown on installment income previously approved by IRS of¬
ficials emphasized. It will be simply a fact sheet of what those who
have followed all rulings may already know.
Date of issuance of the factual wrapup is indefinite, but it could
be several weeks off.

Music-Tracks: Too Few Score Films,
Too Many as Albums, Thinks Glazer
Because Hollywood insists on
“playing it safe” and following a
formula, film music is in a rut,
composer-singer Tom Glazer held
in N.Y. last week.
“We’re so used to perfecting
things in this country, we apply
the same approach to art,” he said.
“In the motion pictures, business¬
men have become the arbiters of
artistic taste. Musical scores are
streamlined and mass-produced. If
anything comes along that shows
imagination, it’s quickly reduced
to the ordinary. This process de¬
stroys all originality.”
Glazer, who did the music for
“A Face in the Crowd” for Elia
Kazan, and recently penned a
“theme song” for the legiter,
•“Dark At Top of the Stairss,”
argued that the sameness of the
film scores In part resulted from
the continuous use of the same
composers. ‘There are maybe four
men doing the majority of the
scores today,” he said. “They do
a perfectly good job, but after all
while, all films sound alike. And
the worst part of it is that this is
exactly what the studios seem to
want”
Glazer opined that entirely too
many film scores were being put
on soundtrack platters when, ac¬
tually, they didn’t merit such treat¬
ment “It’s a very different thing
to write a score for a film, where
It’s really basically mood music,
from having it on a record where
it must be listened to and judged
as a musical work,” be said. “The
least they should do is to re-work
the score before it’s recorded.” r
When Hollywood has used top
composers, as the producers of
“The Goddess” did in hiring Virgil
Thompson, the score ends up being
all chopped up and disappointing,
Glazer noted. “Europeans turn out
much better film scores, simply
because they’re not so afrraid of
modem music. Here, in the U.S.,
we lack imagination to such a de¬
gree that virtually nothing’s good
unless it’s been done (successfuly)
before.”
What*s Glazer's definition of a
good musical score for nbc? "You
should enjoy It when it’s them,
and you shouldn't miss it when it’s
not.”

Variety Chib Invite* Pr'°st
Albany, Nov. 18.
A priest noted for his interest
In motion pictures, will be one of
the speakers at Varietv Club’s
annual dinner for Camo Thaeher,
in the Sheraton-Ten Eyck Hotel
the night of Dee. 13.
Father Benjamin Kuhn, profes¬
sor of mathematics at Siena Col¬
lege was set bv Chief Barker
Samuel E. Rosenblatt.
Another speaker is exoected to
be Arthur Levitt, of New York
City, present State Comntroller
and the only Democrat to with¬
stand the Republican state-wide
•weep.

BILL DOLL ON TORGY’;
STILL WITH TODD JR.
Bill Doll, publicity director for
the roadshow dates of Mike Todd’s
“Around the World In 88 Days,”
has become head of a special
worldwide publicity and exploita¬
tion unit for Samuel Goldwyn’s
“Porgy and Bess.” Picture will be
released through Columbia.
Doll will work under Mervin
Houser, Goldwn’s ad-pub head.
He’ll continue his association with
Mike Todd Jr. whose next produc¬
tion will be “Scent of Mystery” in
Spain.
Pending completion of shooting
on “Porgy,” ' Doll will headquarter
on the Coast. After that, he’ll work
out of New York.

M-Fox Dickers
Todd-AO Buy-In
Deal for 20th-Fox to buy into
the Todd-AO Corp. is in the nego¬
tiation stage, George P. Skouras,
president of Magna Theatre Corp.,
confirmed yesterday (Tues.). How¬
ever, he flatly denied that 20th
would obtain control of Todd-AO,
“at least not as /long as I am
president of Magna.”
Skouras. said 20th wants to make
several films in the Todd-AO
process, having produced “South
Pacific” in that system. Todd-AO.
is owned 62%%' by Magna and
37%% by the American Optical
Co. which developed the process.
Latter so far hasn’t figured in the.
talks.
The 20th-Fox company, which
pioneered Cinemascope, has its
own widescreen process, CinemaScope 55. Though films have been
shot that way, no picture has
actually been exhibited in Fox’s
wide negative system.

Slllll BIZ EXILES
Washington, Nov. 13.
The Internal Revenue Service,
with the help of a new law, is go¬
ing to find out more about the in¬
come of 500,000 Americans who
avoid U.S, taxes by living abroad.
Many are show biz personalities.
IRS has issued a warning that
a law enacted in 1958 will require
all U.S. citizens residing outside
the country to file tax returns in
1959, whether their income is sub¬
ject to American taxes or not.
Tax agents make no secret of
the purpose of the new require¬
ment. It will give them facts so
they can see whether Americans
abroad are cheating Uncle Sam or
not.
Previously, Yanks outside the
country .filed no return if they
determined by themselves that
they owed no U.S. income tax.
This caused problems for the tax
sleuths. In one classic case, a U.S.
citizen in Germany filed no return,
maintaining he had no tax liabil¬
ity. Revenuers were suspicious lie
did. They asked for his personal
records. He refused. A series of
court actions followed.
Too Much Work
Bureau, which doesn’t like going
to so much trouble, asked Congress
to require Americans out of the
country to tell all. Thus, the new
law, requiring a tax return and
forcing any citizen to uncover in¬
come to tax agents.
Americans outside the country
fall into two classifications. Those
becoming bona fide residents of a
foreign country with the intention
of being domiciled there perma¬
nently pay no tax on earned Income
but are taxed on unearned income
(dividends, interest, rent, royalties
and all earnings from a foreign
business over 30% of the net).
Those living abroad who are not
bona fide residents but who remain
outside the U.S. for 17 months
out of 18 get an exemption on the
first $20,000 of earned income but
must pay taxes on any above that,
as well as well as on every dollar
of unearned income:

WHO’S MINDING SHOP IN
N. Y. FOR WARNERS?
Although Warners anticipates nb
significant problems in its homeoffice shift .to, the Coast, the fact
remains the ‘-transfer likely will
mean greater difficulty in setting
meetings of reps, of . all the dis¬
tributors.
These'are held f recently under
the aegis of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America, with WB’s
Wolfe Cohen sitting in on the
foreign managers’ sessions and Ben
Kalmenson participating in the
meetings of company presidents
and alternates. Both are now head¬
quartering west.
It’s presumed that Robert Per¬
kins,0 general counsel, who’s stay-'
ing east, will take a greater role
in the MPAA affairs.

Carl Foremans Pitch for Younger
Producers Who ‘Dig’ Mass Tastes
SOVIET CHOICE OF
FILMS IN FORTNIGHT
Washington, Nov. 18.
There, will be a delay of about
two weeks in Russia’s disclosure of
the fuU list of 10 Yank films to be
bought under the Soviet-American
film exchange deal, MPEA prexy
Eric Johnston reports.
Cause is a Iouseup in shipping
the final bundle of films the Rus¬
sians wanted to see before making
a decision on four more U.S. pic¬
tures. Six of the 10 to he bought
were announced when the agree¬
ment was signed.

Trans-Lux Takes
2 Lopert Houses
Trans-Lux Theatres is in the
process of acquiring Ilya Lopert’s
two Washington houses, the Du
Pont and the Playhouse. Deal is
believed virtually closed.
Some months back, the two
Washington theatres almost went
to the K & B circuit, but the deal
fell through. Trans-Lux plans to
use the houses as firstrun show¬
cases.
Lopert formerly also owned the
Plaza in N. Y. Since the acquisi¬
tion of Lopert Films by United
Artists, the Plaza is 50% owned by
UA. Since Lopert now is in effect
a UA employe, selling the com¬
pany’s foreign releases, It’s figured
that the ownership of the Washing¬
ton houses put him into an em¬
barrassing spot and he was eager to
sell.

Finland Screens Getting
More Commie Features;
U.S. Ranks 2d in Burma
Wasington, Nov. 11.
U.S. films accounted for (a)
almost half of those imported into
Finland during 1957, and. (b)
ranked second to India’s product
in Burma. This is per new Com¬
merce Dept, report.
The report called attention to a
dispatch in a Finnish trade journal
stating that there has been an in¬
crease in the number of Commu¬
nist films imported into Finland.
Some 2l Red features were brought
into Finland during the first half
of 1958, against 34 for the whole
year of 1957. One of the 21 was
from Communist China', with the
remainder from Russia, Poland
and Hungary.
Finland imported 2,100 foreign
films in 1957, 70 more than 1956,
with 1,008 of them from the U.S.
Among the .27 countries selling
Finland films, England was second
with 55; France, third with 50.
Burma opened 20 new theatres
in 1957, the report said, and bought
U.S. films only second to those of
India. Burma itself produced 55
full-length feature films during
1957, compared to 35 in 1956.

Film Houses Using Live Talent
Would Share Proposed Tax-Cut
Washington, Nov. 18.
The proposed Thompson admis¬
sion tax reduction bill to benefit
“live” performances has been re¬
written to expand the tax relief
to motion picture theatres with
vaudeville revues. Rep. Frank
Thompson (D-N.J.) revealed.
As originally drafted last week,
the bill prepared for introduction
the day Congress meets would
have exempt $2 -of an admission
ticket from tax for a program “pri¬

marily” involving a live perform¬
ance.
Thompson explained that his
purpose was to expand job oppor¬
tunities far musicians and. per¬
formers. When a - Variety cor¬
respondent pointed out to him
that film bouse with vaudeville or
orchestras would be excluded from
the bill, he rewrote it
.The bill now calls for the tax
reduction if a “substantial part”
Of the program is “performed in

person within the place of admis¬
sion.”
Specifically, the hill applies the
tax cut if the program consists of:
“(A) A lecture or. the reading
or other presentation of poetry;
(B) an opera, symphony, ballet or
dance, concert or musical perform¬
ance; (C) a drama or a theatrical
or vaudeville presentation; or (D)
any combination of the foregoing.”
As in the earlier draft, the bill
also halves the cabaret tax, slicing
it from 20 to 10%.

By HAROLD MYERS
London, Nov. 11.
Film makers, conditioned by the
environment in which they live
and work, lose touch with the
audiences for whom they produce
with the result they are applauded
only by their peers. That Is the
view advanced by Carl Foreman,
executive producer of Open Road
Productions, in explaining his atti¬
tude towards encouraging new and
younger blood in the industry.
Foreman estimates that at least
90% of the creative people en¬
gaged in film making in Hollywood
and Britain are middle-aged. The
majority originally stemmed from
the working and middle classes.
With the coming of some success,
they moved up In the social hier¬
archy. Gradually, but surely, they
lost touch with mass taste and
opinion. They found they were un¬
able to gauge what a mass audience
would accept in the way of film
entertainment.
Likening a virile picture indus¬
try to a healthy organism which
constantly develops new cells, the
producer considered there was a
tendency to pay lip service to re¬
cruiting new talent, but little was
in fact being done. With the cur¬
rent Open Road production of “The
Mouse that Roared,” young men
were being given a break. Walter
Shensbn, the producer, only 34 and
Jon Pennington, the associate pro¬
ducer, is 27. Jean Seberg, while
not a newcomer, is certainly a
youthful femme star, playing oppo¬
site Peter Sellers.
Amplifying his theory on young
talent, Foreman explained why
such a policy could not be operated
for his next picture, “Guns of
Navarone.” That film, he stated,
w*as budgeted at about $5,000,000,
and that placed on him a big re¬
sponsibility. It would not be prop¬
er to take a gamble with that sort
of investment with undeveloped
talent, whether on the acting or
the creative spheres. But he was
hoping to get a young, but experi¬
enced, director for the film.
Big Change in Directors
Foreman noted the tremendous
change that had taken place in the
directorial situation since he first
settled in Britain. In those days
there was only a couple of direc¬
tors with international reputations,
Carol Reed and David Lean. That
situation no longer held today and
there was now an impressive string
of topflight directors. As examples,
he named Michael Anderson, Guy
Hamilton, Sandy McKendrick,
Peter Glenville, Ken Annakin,
Phil Leacock, John Gill ing, J. Lee
Thonjtpson and Leslie Norman. The
experience many had gained work¬
ing alongside Americans had been
a “dynamic factor” in giving them
international stature.
Foreman hoped that this devel¬
opment would lead to a merger in
Anglo-U. S. production. He cer¬
tainly did not want to see the
stamp of the American pic en¬
grafted on a British film. He be¬
lieved that this would result in
British production gaining a wider
influence in the foreign market,
Which today, more than ever be¬
fore, provided the group revenue
for a producer. Citing .his* own
production of “The Key,” which
was estimated to gross $6,000,000
worldwide (other than South Amer¬
ica or Africa where it has yet to
play), the producer revealed that
slightly less than half that amount
had been earned in the United
States.
ALBANY VARIETY’S SHINDIG

'
Albany, Nov. 18.
“Open House” for Variety Club
members and their wives will be
held in the new three-story quar¬
ters at 326 State street, on Nov.
Chief Barker Samuel E. Rosen¬
blatt says cocktails, hors d’oeuvrei
and cold cuts would be “on the
house.”
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UA Thunders ‘Censorship’ As 4
Chi Dailies Reject ‘Lucasta ’ Copy
Practicing what it has preached,
i.e. that newspaper censorship of
ads must be vigorously fought by
the film business, United Artists
last week fired off angry protests
U. S. distribution rights to the
over the rejection of “Anna Lucas¬ UFA production “Goal” have been
acquired
by Munio Podhorzer’s
ta” ads by Chicago’s four daily
United German Film Enterprises.
newspapers. Angry telegram also Running two hours, the document¬
went to the American Newspaper ary covers the world soccer cham¬
pionship games held in Sweden
Publishers Assn.
Chicago incident was one of a some months ago.
Total of 16 countries competed.
long line of similar ad rejections
Brazil emerged as the winner, fol¬
by individual papers. Seldom or lowed by Sweden, France and
never before, however, have all Germany, UFA'has prepared 10
metropolitan dailies jointly refused different language versions of the
an ad in a cityr and it’s this com¬ film. It’s figured that there are over
mon action which concerns UA as 1,000,000 soccer fans in the States.
much as the nixing of the ads.
Game is primarily popular in
“Anna Lucasta” is due to open Europe and Latin America.
at the Oriental Theatre in Chicago
Nov. 26. In his wire to the ad man¬
agers of the papers, Roger H. Lew¬
is UA’s national director of adver¬
tising, publicity and exploitation,
called the thumbs down on the ads
“arbitrary action which constitutes
censorship of the worst kind.” He
pointed out that the ads had been
approved under the MPAA’s Ad¬
vertising Code and he asked the
ad managers to indicate their exact
objections and the necessary modi¬
Minneapolis, NoV. 18.
fications.
“Since the picture opens Nov. 26
Local film company branch man¬
. possible omission of advertis¬ agers at a meeting with Northwest
ing can cause irreparable dam¬
Exhibitors
Boxoffice
Building
age,” he said.
Row comes on the eve of a de¬ Forum’s newly appointed executive
cision to have all Code-approved director, Tony Beacon, pledged
ads carry a slug line indicating their best efforts in assisting him
that they have gone through the to have important pictures sat¬
Code mill- That’s a modification urated in their territory so that
of an earlier proposal to affix a
seal to ea<?h approved ad. Lewis they’ll be available for even the
himself is one of those in the smallest town exhibitors in time to
MPAA’s ad-pub group who doesn’t capitalize on their prestige.
believe greatly in the idea of hav¬
They also assured Beacon they’d
ing the ads make reference to the cooperate with him in every way
possible to help the boxoffice
Code.
In his wire to the AMNPA, Lewis otherwise throughout the territory.
The Forum only came into being
noted that the ads had been turned
down by all four Dapers without this year and Eeacon, the first per¬
any explanation. He called this a son to hold his post, is a former
violation of the NAPA’s own “dedi¬ Hollywood columnist and motion
cation to the principles of the free¬ picture critic.
Beacon will issue regular bulle¬
dom of the press."
Over the weekend, three of four. tins to members advising them of
papers replied to Lewis, saying the j the latest idea in showmanship, ex¬
“Lucasta” ads were in “bad taste.” 1 ploitation and publicity in the
Lewis shot hack a wire, challeng¬ Forum’s campaign to bloster the
ing the dailies to match their edi¬ boxoffice throughout the entire
torial copy against the content of territory.
the film’s ads. “Categorizing them
Among matters discussed at the
(the ads) as in ‘poor taste’ hardly meeting was a suggestion by Lejustifies your action in rejecting Roy J. Miller, Universal branch
manager, that pictures’ institu¬
them."
Ad copy submitted by UA for tional advertising be extended to
the Philip Yordan film said in part: farm publications, in this area
“Meet Anna—whose father threw which' is largely rural.
her out because she was a tramp
Beacon says he’ll try to bring in
. . . Never has the screen given more Hollywood stars for personal
it to you so straight in scenes so appearances and he hopes to wit¬
great . . . Philip Yordan’s “Anna ness all pictures at advance screen¬
Lucasta" a film so naked, and ings so that he can figure out ways
real . . . it’s even more exciting to sell them to the public better.

Podhorzer’s ‘Goal’

Pledges Faster

Subsequent

than the international stage hit.
The blistering
story that un¬
dresses the heart of a tramp” etc.

When the papers nixed the ads.
UA then submitted a series of ads
that stated: “This newspaper won’t
print our ads! Why? Why won’t
they let us tell you the story of.
Anna? . . .” These ads also were
rejected.
Earlier, UA did run into some
trouble with these ads with the
Code. UA people say frankly that,
when the controversy breaks in the
Chicago press—if it does!—it’ll do
the picture no harm. “Anna Lucas¬
ta” has an all-Negro cast and stars
Eartba Kitt. *

Yoingsfein Broke News
Continued from page 2 —j

ter replaced Miss Anderson on
tour), as directed by Charles
Laughton. When Power was ku¬
dosed for his acting in “Witness
For The Prosecution” that was also
part of the new personal satis¬
faction as an actor rather than,
what he called, “a walk-through
leading man.”
Brynner, who had been previous¬
ly considered for “Solomon,” had
to rearrange his schedules and in
the “show-must-go-on” tradition,
according to Youngstein, he’s
slated to leave for Madrid In the
next week or two. It necessitates
rearranging several other commit¬
ments.

Pennsylvania Called
ity’By
Censorship Advocates
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Binoculars For Perspective
• Walter Reade Jr. and Wilbur Snaper
T blasted 20th-Fox’s Insistence on selling
| Cinemascope only with stereophonic
-J sound . . . Screen Actors Guild said “rock
bottom” had been reached in production of films in the U. S. . . . Cost
of advertising U.S. films abroad was put at $6,000,000 annually . . .
The N.Y. Daily News warned Hedda Hopper to keep politics out of
her columns . . . Hal Wallis deleted some “hells” and “damns” from
his “Cease Fire” . . . Americans called “just silly” a London column¬
ist’s charges that America was giving British imports “a shoddy deal.”
(From Variety, Nov. 18, 1953)
The Motion . Picture Export Assn, was
preparing a list of films for sale to the
10 YEARS AGO Soviets . . . Engineers and economists met
in N.Y. to investigate cost-cutting devices
in the film biz . •. . Eagle Lion got a $6,000,000 credit from Pathe In¬
dustries ... Wall Street, in a turnabout, looked favorably on divorce¬
ment - . * Dore .Schary said Metro would maintain a $1,700,000 aver¬
age ceiling on its budgets ... The companies were accentuating the
switch to safety film.
(From Variety, Nov. 17, 1948)
The industry was excited by the Neely
anti-bloekbooking measure, which passed
20 YEARS AGO the Senate but not the House . . . Monta¬
gue Marks of London and Douglas Fair¬
banks Sr. formed a production unit . . . Hollywood extras sought their
own union . . . BBC in London tried theatre television for the first
tifne . . . All majors planned to withdraw from Italy on Dec. 31 in the
wake of the nationalization decree . . . “The Young in Heart” and
“The Citadel” were big in N. Y.
,
(From Variety, Nov. 16, 1938)

5 YEARS AGO

Philadelphia, Nov. 18.
Legal control of films was
advocated as a means of- safe¬
guarding' public decency, at a
symposium ' on motion pictures,
sponsored by the Holy Name So¬
ciety, the Catholic Women’s Alli¬
ance and the Bishop Corrigan
Council of the Knights of Colum¬
bus.
Attorney Peter F. Pugliese re¬
ferred to Pennsylvania as the
“dumping ground” for obscene
pictures and urged public support
of legislation to re-establish a mo¬
tion picture review board in this
state. William B.Ball, law prof at
Villanova University, said that
lawmakers must be made aware
of “a community of sentiment” in
favor of such control.
The Rev. Daniel J. Kehoe de¬
scribed the Legion of Decency as
“a non-censoring” agency which
seeks to promote public morality.
He declared that decency is not
the concern of Catholics alone;
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
that “non-Catholics were in this
Screen Actors Guild will: present
before us” and “continue to be "an
gold
life
membership
cards to nine
essential force in fighting in¬
of the 10 surviving founder-mem¬
decency.”
bers at annual meeting Nov. 25 at
Beverly Hilton Hotel.
Recipients will include Leon
Ames, James Gleason, Noel Madi¬
son, Alan Mowbray, Bradley Page,
Charles Starrett, Lyle Talbot, Ken¬
neth Thomson and Alden Thomson.
Boris Karloff, remaining original
member who was similarly honored
several years ago, will make pre¬
sentations.
Balance of founders, all deceased,
include Clay Clement, Lucille Glea¬
Albany, Nov. 18.
son, Claude King, Reginald Mason,
The public hearing on motion Ralph Morgan, Willard Robertson,
pictures, and especially motion Ivan Simpson, C. Aubrey Smith,
picture advertising, which the Richard Tucker, Arthur Vinton and
Morgan Wallace.
Joint Legislative Committee on
Offensive and Obscene Material
had planned for mid-September,
then in New York City during No¬
vember, may go over until Decem¬
ber, according- to Counsel James
A. Fitzpatrick of Plattsburg.
Fitzpatrick, former Assemblyman and ex-chairman of the Com¬
mittee, said he had been delayed
in attempting to prepare for the
New York session.
He added, “There are a number
Kansas City, Nov. 18.
of people who have complained
Censorship authority of the city
vociferously to the Committee
about the present motion pictures of Kansas City (Missouri) was
being shown and particularly in effect upheld by a decision of
about the advertising (the Com¬ the Court of Appeals last week.
mittee had blasted both, in its It ruled that the city has the
annual report, and in a supple¬ right to endorse its ordinance
mentary release on the New York against the showing of “question¬
hearing). It is my present thought able” motion pictures, although
that we will bring in renresenta-5 the city censor was long ago
tives from the nrincipal grouDS abolished as illegal.
which nrepare and disseminate the
The ruling came in a case in¬
advertising to the distributors.”
volving ‘The Garden of Eden,”
nudist colony film which was
shown at the Glen Theatre, then
playing an art’ film policy. Dick¬
inson Operating Co. , secured an in¬
junction in Jackson County Cir¬
cuit Court when the city had tried
to stop showing of the film.
City appealed to the State Su¬
Washington, Nov.. 18.
preme Court, but that body as¬
The distributing, industry has signed the matter to the appel¬
won an important court test of late court.
their clearance practices in the
Since the circuit has long since
Washington, area.
shown the film, the ruling is aca¬
U.S. Court of Appeals here af¬ demic but does give the city
firmed a lower court judgment dis¬ grounds for censorship, a privil¬
missing a $660,000 treble-damages ege it has sought since the office
suit brought hv an exhibitor in of city censor several yearfc ago
nearby Rockville, Md.
was declared unconstitutional by
Orbo Theatre Corp. charged the
distributors had conspired to with¬ the state court.
hold films for a minimum of 21
days after their showing on Wash¬
ington mainstem. It argued this
clearance was unjustifiable since
Continued from page 2
Rockville is 15 miles away and
theatres there aren’t in substantial
set and director Ford
competition with Washington first- tremendous
yelled for action.
run houses.
The cameras rolled for the panic
District Court here dismissed
the complaint on the grounds that scene and the 300-man cavalry unit
no conspiracy to violate the anti¬ came storming in across the field
trust law existed. The three-judge when the plane with sightseers
appellate panel said it could find dropped down.
Cameraman Bill Clothier was
no reason to upset this ruling.
Named as defendants in the suit able to keep the plane out of most
were Loew’s Inc.; Paramount, Cor of the sequence, but the sound
lumbia, Warner Bros., 20th-Fox track was lost because of the
plane’s motor.
and United Artists.

Sunning Founders Get
Gold Life-Cards From
Screen Actors Guild

Mounting Attack
On ‘Offensive’

Kansas City Wins
City Censorship
Plea on 'Eden

Rhode Island’s Safner
From Exhib to Distrib;
Joins Ruff in Boston Orhn, 1 S-MiW Out. Gets
Boston, Nov. 18.
One of the oldest indie film disNo
Sued Jtistribs
tribs in New England, Edward Ruff
Film Associates, is expanding. Join¬
On 21-Day Clearance
ing forces with Ruff is Mel Safner,
Rhode Island exhibitor, who has
an extensive background in film
ad pub and exploitation.
Safner’s entry is expected to
concentrate coverage of major cir¬
cuits in the territory as well as
increase the firm’s activities in
southern New England, In connec¬
tion with the change, he is turn¬
ing over management of his thea¬
tres to local booking services, and
is moving to Boston in order to
concentrate all his efforts on the
distrib side.
Among the firm’s current re¬
leases are “God Created Woman,”
“Case of Dr. Laurent,” “Miracle
of Marcelino,” “Night Heaven Fell”
and “Time of Desire.” Future re¬
leases skedded are: “Orders to
Kill,” a new French mystery “What
Price Murder,” the new Bardot
film, “In Case of Emergency,” and
“Witches of Salem.”
It was in great measure due to
efforts of Ruff Associates that New
England become one of the most
lucrative territories in the U.S. for
imported films.

Rains Sonndtrack

Eric Johnston In
Rap at Dictators
Tool: 'Censorship’
Eric Johnston attacked censor¬
ship as “an indispensable tool for
dictators” last week at ther annual
luncheon of the International
Social Service. He said it misplaces
responsibility “and can never be
an answer or a remedy.”
The Motion Picture Assn, of
America president, discussing cer¬
tain types of films produced out¬
side the Production Code sphere
and means with which to deal with
such pictures, opined that censor¬
ship “never really works. Wherever
it is employed, the good goes down
with the shoddy and the public
always suffers.”
While Johnston has spoken out
bluntly against censorship on sev¬
eral occasions, the major compan¬
ies on the whole haven’t been par¬
ticularly in the foreground of the
anti-censor battle. Most of the im¬
portant court victories against the
censors were won by the Independents fighting for the right to “
show foreign films.
The answer, said Johnston, wai
in a' heightened sense of respon¬
sibility, both on. the part of-the
industry and on the part of the
public. “There are films produced
and exhibited that I am sorry are
produced. There are films produced
that violate good taste, that offend
both sense and sensibility” and
they do the industry harm at home
and abroad, he acknowledged.
But, he hoted, the problem can
only be met through a sense . of
responsibility. “Let s make no mis¬
take about it,” he said. “If people
want shoddy, they will get shoddy.
If they prefer trash, trash they
will get. If the public doesn't pass
the buck, the fast-buck artists will
starve to death. In a free society
responsibility can’t be created by
law. It comes when we recognize
that our society only succeeds
through its own self-discipline,
through adhereing to values that
advance the common good and do
not downgrade humanity.”

Mexican Pic Distrib
. In Capitalization Boom
- Mexico City, Nov. 18.
Mexican firm, Pelicules Mexicanes, distributing national films in
Central and South America and
Spain, initially capitalized at 5
million pesos ($400,000 dollars), is
now worth 30 million pesos ($2,400,000).
Originally started by partners,
the firm now has boosted the ros¬
ter to 20, according to' manager
Juan Bandera.
While financial structure is
strong, Bandera said profits this
year will not be high due to the
heavy devaluations of currency in
principal Latin American markets.
Best market for Mexican prod¬
uct is Venezuela and Spain is
building up, with further growth
possible if the projected Mexico-,,
Spain film exchange pact is signed.
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Just like M. P. Daily said:
U

WILL BE A WELL-DESERVED BLOCKBUSTER!”

THE FIRST RETURNS
ARE IN...AND

IT’S A
SMASH!
CHICAGO-State Lake

SUSAN HAYWARD
r\ that hare> tie heart
refund a tron:an'< >/>?.'

.

NELSON GiDDiNG DON MANKiEWiu

WALTER WANGER

ROBERT WiSE

m,-^-

NEWYORK-Victoria
LOS ANGELES-Fox Beverly-Wo/. 26
*Call Dave Wallerstein for the facts and figures!
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Downtown Stores Blaze With Lights;
Free Premiere’ Crimps Fdm Houses

Blasts USSR Films
Dover, N.H., Nov. 18.
An investigation of “reports”
that the State Dept, is trying
to force American film ex¬
hibitors to show motion pic¬
tures from Soviet Russia has
been promised -by New Hamp¬
shire’s senior senator. Styles
Bridges. Speaking at a Vet¬
erans’ Day gathering in this
city. Senator Bridges declared:
“I believe in some cultural
exchange; But if there is propa- '
ganda in these films, they
should be banned. I believe
that every American will want
to challenge the showing of
such films:”

Chicago, Nov. 18.
---—-:-—
It was like New Year’s Eve last TPYCT7ICIAII AIWrDTICrn
Thursday (13)-as State St. debuted 11JJ1Y1d1UA~.AU Y Lull dLls,
its new street lamDs to assertedly
<A*r*FlT ij lii»PO
1 AAA
make it the best-lit thoroughfare
anywhere. An estimated 250.000
;
7
persons jammed the main stem
Minneapolis, Nov. 18.
from store front to store front,
“Give us more pictures that
but all the festiveiiess failed to ‘lend’ themselves to television exbenefit film houses and most other ploitation,” exhibitors here are
amusements. If anything, it cut at- saying following the local boxoftendances generally.
fice success of the none-too-hlg^y
Few Loop exhibitors thought the regarded “Attila,” made in I Italy
gala would do otherwise, actually, and handled by Embassy of Boston.
although Balaban & Katz ran speboff $11,000 gross is
cial ads in the metropolitan gaz- credited largely to its extensive and
ettes to blurb the lamp-lighting effective tv advertising campaign.,
and invite pre- or post-ceremony There were shots of parts of some
patronage of their firstruns. Pure- of the film’s spectacular sequences,
ly in terms of Thursday night’s and high flown verbal descriptions
boxoffice, it was wasted money.
of its lavishness and historical
Washington, Nov. 18.
Meanwhile, back on the pave- values on video,
Not much is coming from thement, .the solid throngs were pro-| in order to “lend” itself to such Defense Dept.’s “mission-to-Hollyvided gratis entertainment from an
exploitation, it’s pointed out, a wood” to explore complaints by
assortment of high school bands, picture must boast a particular sort the Screen Actors Guild over the
plus some 100 dancers, actors and 0£ story and production.
use of military personnel in the
musicians who dramatized the story
Saturated in this territory by In- place of professional actors in fea¬
of “Light Through the Ages.”
Then, at the aopointed miSute, dependent F^ E^change its dis- ture films and tv films shot abroad.
President Eisenhower, in the White ^lbutor, Attila has 108 playdates
Specific complaints involved the
House, preered a te?egraph key to which were specified in large Sun- film “John Paul Jones” and the
vidpic production, “Citizen Sol¬
draw an impulse from a recorded ^ay newspaper ads.
dier,” both shot in Europe.
beep signal from the orbiting Vanguard satellite, and $500,000 worth
11/1
James Platt, special assistant to
of mazdas and related equipment Lll.^ Awn** 11 Vnn*
an Assistant Secretary of Defense,
were activated. System provides rjllN Ml lldli iJCA.
has submitted his report after mak¬
four times the cardlepower of the
ing the Hollywood voyage recently
old lights, which first were juiced £f*wmmw\v\ r%
•
y ‘to listen to all sides of the story,
by another president, Calvin CoolIM L/L} lAM^nii/kn j He made two recommendations,
idge, in a similar 1C26 ceremony.
I neiher involving a Defense Dept,
If the evening was a b.o. dis* wmuiuvu j policy turn:
Society of Independent Motion
(1) That the Hollywood public
theatres, exhibo nonetheless are p;pfm-p Producers i<? nlavinff a information office including repre¬
?joh”ny-o“spot'- roley these sentatives of all military services
fbtu??biz
tt &
only h lp days. It exists, but has no active work in the future as closely with
IU ^ ___
program and confines itself more SAG and other organizations rep¬
or less to the signing of interna- resenting performers as it has in
the past with producers and pro¬
ducer groups.
(2) That complaints in the future
TDITCTr I) T’C UAV IT A
Queried this week on reports
lKUMllii Vtf. rUA, UA that SIMPP has dissolved, alto- be made to the Hollywood office,
said
to be equipped to handle them,
Prez
AznaU *nied
San Francisco, Nov. 18. 1
_
. this. However, he made. no bones rather than directly tb Washington.
Rancho Dnvem Theatre Cprpof about the fact that the outfit isn’t
A letter summing up the De¬
suburban Richmond h?s filed $750,- pi
pushing any projects and has, in fense Dept’s position in the mat¬
000 antitrust suit in Federal court eg
effept, been more or less reduced ter is now being prepared. It will
against Fox West Coast and United to
to a paper organization.
i be addressed to SAG and will probArtists circuit.
. ably be signed by Assistant Secre¬
Suit was filed by Jcseph Alioto, . SIMPP’s foreign arm continues tary Murray Snyder, who handles
to
exist,
but
is
inactive.
who represented S.°- 5 CoMwyn in
public affairs for the Dept. It is
antitrust suit against Fox last year.
expected to cover the two points
Complaint claims two c.rcuiis com- p
recommended by Platt.
bined to allocate films on noncom- Dl
A spokesman for the Dept, said
petitive basis, thus resulting in
the quarrel is actually one between
Rancho’s loss of ‘ the right to ex¬
producers and . performers. . The
hibit valuable motion pictures.”
Dept.* it was explained, sees no
Rancho is owned by Ray Syufy,
need to reevaluate or change its
who also has drive-ins in Frisco,
policy of cooperation with both
RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc. last film and tv producers in produc¬
Sacramento and Vallejo and who
testified against Fox at Goldwyn week was named defendant in a tions placing the military services
trial. Fox has two Richmond hard- $250,000 breach of contract suit in a good light. Dept, considers
tops, UA one and United Califor- brought in N.Y. Supreme Court by such productions valuable for pub¬
nia has a drive-in. Factor in Rich- writer - producer - director Brad lic relations generally and recruit¬
mond case, probably will be claim Simpson. He charges RKO broke ing in particular.
that Fox shifted its” big interest in an October, 1957, oral agreement
Naifys’ United Cal circuit to under which it was to produce a
George Skouras’ UA circuit as part film based upon an original story
Hatcher Rtms Drive-In
of deal to maintain product con- by retired Gen. Robert L. Scott Jr.
Stratford, Tex. Nov. 18.
trol, though this charge has never concerning the Air Force’s Bomber
Alvin Hatcher, who constructed
yet been proved.
B-58.
the La Ral Drive-In Theatre here
-After RKO expressed interest in and then leased it to Larry Sea¬
the project, Simpson contends, he mans, has taken over operation of
TEXAN-FINANCED WESTERN
won clearance from the Air Force the ozoner, Seamans has given up
„
on use of its facilities. Studio an- the lease on the ozoner and has
Columbia Reported Interested in nounced in January, 1958, that the gone to California.
Hatcher has staged a contest for
‘Five Bold Women’
picture would roll around March, i
1958. But, it’s asserted, on March a new name, for the ozoner and
Houston, Nov. 18:
21 of that year RKO did a turn- has come up with Elk Drive-in
Shooting has been started at about and advised Simpson that it Theatre. He expects to shutter
Fort Clark on a Western entitled wasn’t going to produce the picture. the drive-in soon for the season.
“Five Bold Women” and will move
■ —————■
to a location outside Houston in
two weeks. The story was written
i'
by Mortimer Brause and Jack Pol— ..
«_ j
•
lexfen, and it will be directed by
OL
Jorge Lopez Portillo. The* film is
being made by Jim Ross Producg*
g*

ATT1LA HITS 511,000
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Soldiers-Used-as-Actors
Gripe Prodoces Road-Map
For Hollywood’s Guidance

f 1,011 UI11I6S

KIOTO’S $750-000
I fu°nctioiSeeiIients and °ther
ALIOTO’S
5750-COD
TRUSM
FOX, UA

Brad Simpson Charges
Breach of Contract By
RK0 Re B-58 Feature

Amusement Stock Quotations
Week Ended Tuesday (18?

N. Y. Stock Exchange
High

Low

20}4
22
41i/4
40%
20%
19%
41%
144%
8%
10%
23%
10%
4734
24%
101
42%
7%
1334
18%
26
3834
26%
27
71
23%
144%

14
13
24%
24%
12%
13%
14
97%
334
634
12%
7%
30%
12%
43%
30%
5
9%
14%
20
2134
15%
18%
57
16%
67%

4%
1034
5%
4%
934
734
8%
8%
734

Weekly VoL Weekly Weekly Tues.
Close
in 100s
High
Low
ABC Vending 73
19%
19%
18%
Am Br-Par Th 243
20%
20%
2134
CBS “A” ... 136
40%
39%
39
CBS “B” ... 74
40%
40%
3834
Col Pix .... 44
19
1834
1834
Decca . 224
18%
18
17%
Disney. 96
38
4034
3934
144%
133%
Eastman Kdk 212
13834
EMI . 792
8%
8%
7%
10
List Ind. 574
9%
9%
Loew’s . 743
20
2134
1934
Nat, Thea. .. 180
10%
10
10%
46%
46
Paramount .. 78
45%
22%
22%
Philco . 253
2334
98%
101
89
Polaroid ...< 293
42%
41%
RCA . 449
40%
Republic .... 649
8%
7%
7%
14%
1434
Rep., Pfd. .. 50
12%
Stanley War . 159
18%
18
18%
24
Storer :. 33
2434
2434
20th-Fox .... 938
37%
3834
33%
31%
24%
25%
United Artists 148
24%
Univ. Pix ...
23%
23%
7
69%
69
68%
Univ., pfd. .. *270
22%
22%
21%
Warner Bros. 62
142%
143
Zenitlr . 85
14334

American Stock Exchange
3%
2% Allied Artists 25
334
8%
8
8%
7% Ail’d Art., pfd.
3
4%
5
DuMont Lab 31
3
2%
2% Guild Films . 147
9%
9
5% Nat’l Telefilm 158
5%
3% Skiatron _ 101
534
8
7%
3% Technicolor . 272
6%
534
534 Tele Indus .. 26
3% Trans-Lux .. 10
7%
734

Over-lhe-Counter Securities
Ask
Bid
56% 60
Ampex .
56V!
2%
3
Chesapeake Industries...
23i
Cinerama Prod.
.
2V
2 VI
2%
Magna Theatre
.
13
134
2*4
Metropolitan Broadcasting..
11
Ills
Teleprompter.
10
1034
C. A. Theatres.
6614
V
634

(Quotations furnished

%
% .
%
%

+4
— %
+ 14

+ 14
+114
—
—

by Dreyfus & Co.)

Actor Steve Barclay Reports Costs There 25% of
Hollywood—12 Features for Export
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Brazilian film industry, which
annually produces about 16 lowbudget pix for its own country’s
theatres, will now expand and
make a pitch at the world market.
First Hollywood - Brazilian pro¬
duction setup has been formed to
turn out a program of 12 Englishspeaking features during the next
three years, exclusively for export.
Partnered are Barclay Films Inter¬
national, of Hollywood, and Brinter-Brazil Internacional Filmes,
Sao Paulo.
Brazilian production costs are
approximately one-quarter of Hol¬
lywood’s, according to Steve Bar¬
clay, former Hollywood actor who
for past 10 years has appeared in
and co-produced Italian films and
now heads bis own unit here.
Project calls for his outfit to pro-

U

*

influence in corporate affairs. Fur¬
ther, the board vote in favor of
president Joseph R. Vogel, ..versus
Green-Newman, established anew
the power of Lehman Bros, and
Lazard Freres. These two banking
outfits, in going along with Vogel’s
demand for a spinoff of the Loew’s
theatre company from the present
parent, have been a key factor in
what flow appears as abandonment
of a threatened proxy fight. There
apparently would have been a bat¬
tle had they sided with GreenNewman.
Throughout the film trade names
of bankers and brokers are crop¬
ping up. They’re on the various
boa. ds and doubtless have a strong
voice in policy turn-calling. F.

%
%
%
%

Ready Brazil-Made Films in English

Jlawyete. @nc& OndUtibufi jbeclaim&U
^
^
——————————
Bankers and brokers are loom¬
looming large in the picture business,
law¬
taking the spotlight from the lawyers. House attorneys and outside
counsel in the “antitrust era” were
the industry’s prominent figures.
figures,
But now that the Government’s
compa¬
suit against the principal companies is in the digestion phase and
Bies
private antitrust damage actions
dis¬
brought by exhibitors against distributors are on the decline the
hilling.
legalites are taking second hilling,
That the money men are acquiracquir¬
ing prominence is evidenced by the
new top-echelon maneuvering at
Loew’s. Although they lost out at
the recent board meeting, brokers
Louis Green and Jerome Newman
.have been, and continue to be, an
have

—
+
—
—
—
—
+
—
—

* Actual Volume.

vide above-the-line costs, including
script* two or more American stars,
producer and director, and Brinter
will handle all below-the-line
charges* which encompass all addi¬
tional production expenses.
Above-the-line outlay will run
anywhere from $30,000 to $100,000.
It’s expected that American talent
will be signed on deals calling for
deferments and percentages. Pro¬
gram will be turned out by both
the new setup and indie producers
here who will function under its
banner and thereby make use of its
facilities in South America. Bar¬
clay reported that company will
work out of the Vera Cruz Studios
in Sao Paulo, which .has five large
sound stages and modern equip¬
ment.
Distribution deals will be made
picture by picture, with shooting
on initialer to start in February.
Films will be shot in widescreen
and color, and processed by Pathe
lab in Hollywood.

[j
(? fj
Bankete
&
BnoheM, 9n tf-Unt fyanetfSiaund;

ti°Th'e five impetuous women of
the film’s title, a quintet of lady
felons who crash out of a frontier
prison, will be acted by Kathy
Marlowe, Irish McCalla, a Mexican
actress known as Lucita, Mary Ann
Hoganson and Merry AndrewsT
Jeff Andrews, Big Bov Williams
and Ross will have male roles.
Haskell Wexler is chief cameraman and Lloyd Garnell will light
the production.
Although the
main players will come from the
Coast, a number of Houston performers will be used for character and extra jobs.
The film will he photographed
in color and widescreen and will
have a three-week shooting schedule. It should be edited and ready
for a local premiere sometime m
March. The pic mav te distributed by Columbia Pictures, which
. has. “shown interest” in iL
.

334
8%
4%
2%
9
5%
8
5%
736

Change
for wk.
+ %
— %
— 34
+ %
+ %
— %
—1
—3%
+ %
+ %
— %
—
— 14
— %
+8
—1%
+1%
+1%
—
+ 34
+4%
—
— %
+1
+ %
+ %

Eberstadt & Co. is the key outfit
behind the new United Artists po¬
sition in Wall Street—that is, with
its public ownership and listing on
the N. Y. Stock Exchange.
At Technicolor is Hugh Fulton,
formerly with the Securities & Ex¬
change Commission. Boston lawyer
Sherman Adams is on the 20th
board, as is Gotham banker Robert
Lehman. Floyd Odium’s Atlas
Corp. is a heavy investor in Walt
Disney Productions.
Leo Blanke, Fred Warburg, Per¬
cy Stewart, Charles Allen, Donald
Stralem
and
Louis
Parker—
brokers all—are among others in
the picture of high finance at the
picture companies.

JAMES S. ELLIOTT'S
PROJECTS IN GREECE
a

Legit producer James S. Elliott
who went over to stage Aeschylus*
“Prometheus Beyond” at the. an¬
cient theatre of Herod Atticus at
the foot of the Acropolis for the
Athens Festival, and stayed over a
year, is now back in the U. S. on
a film project.. He plans to return
to Athens, where both theatre and
film production has intrigued his
interest, for a Greek film project
which requires an international
personality like Marlene Dietrich
or Signe Hasso. He is conferring
with both in Hollywood. Film
would be made in Greek, with an
intertiational cast and lend itself
to dubbing.
Elliott has three Greek contem¬
porary one-act plays he has in
mind for next season on Broadway,
but the film venture is prime since
he wants to return to Athens in
five or six weeks.

UAhiett
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We just saw THE SHERIFF OF
FRACTURED JAW. This was a
most delightful experience.
It is fresh and different enter¬
tainment. This is a story of a
typically proper Englishman who
stumbles into the job of a guntoting Sheriff in the Wild West.
Kenneth More will delight
American audiences in this role,
and Jayne Mansfield emerges
as a new personality-you will .j
be amazed by her performance,

21

DANIEL M. ANGEL
PRESENTS

KENNETH

MORE
JAYNE

MANSFIELD

We are making THE SHERIFF
available for special
New Year’s Eve shows t
prior to its general
V
release in mid-January,
and I strongly urge
'
exhibitors to contact
Ik
their local 20th exchange
now and reserve prints.
Sincerely,

Alex Harrison
General Sales Manager
PRODUCED BY

P. S. We have a slogan for this
picture: "Ask the man who saw it.”

DANIEL M. ANGEL
RAOUL WALSH
ARTHUR DALES
DIRECTED BY

SCREENPLAY BY

CZimen/iaSBczoPEz
COLOR by DE LUXE

20th is with it for New Year’s Eve!
Get with 20th today!

RELEASED BY 20th CENTURY-FOX
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John Evans
Naval Lt TeUs Off Exhibs Why Base Australia's
Sees U.S. Product Key
To Television Epoch
Cinemas Are Not Unfair Competition’
By MIKE WEAR
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Pix Catch Wall St. Fever
Continued from page 1

trend.
Others, while going up
some, have been relatively unaf¬
fected.
There
are
theories
a-plenty as to. what brings about
the spiralling prices. Mentioned
most often are the companies’
assets.
There’s one theory that runs like
this: Wall Street knows that the
film companies are having a tough
time, though their statements don’t
accurately reflect the current dis¬
proportion of income from the pic¬
ture end as against income from
tv, diversified interests, etc. Wall
Street also knows that the com¬
panies own valuable assets, notably,
real estate and the post—1948 film
libraries which could go to tv.
Sooner or later, with the influx
of the banking mind Into film in¬
dustry operations, the companies

ployed still is at a high 3,800,000
persons. There was something ap¬
proaching awe at 20th Friday when
fhe news came through that the
stock had closed at 38. 'Cracked
one executive: “I only wish it were
worth it!”

with base.theatre clearances; base'
Editor, Variety:
Australia appears headed for
Once again I am taking the op¬ theatres are not competition in consolidation of film distribution,
portunity of writing you regarding your sense of the word; (3) try a
especially for American product.
your item on the remarks of Rob¬ little showmanship (dirty word?)
ert J. O’Donnell at the TOA meet i to attract business; don’t force serv¬ This word is from John Evans, ex¬
concerning the “ ‘highly unfair and icemen to support you; they can’t ecutive veepee and chairman of
improper competition’ ” of mili¬ do it; (4) put away the Hoover the management committee of
tary base theatres with nearby Report, boys; it was written by Greater Union Theatres, one of
commercial situations (Variety, businessmen and for businessmen, j
Bureau of Missing Business, Oct. with little emphasis or considera-1 Aussie’s major theatre circuits. He
22). Since I am neither a Wall tion for the buying power of mili¬ has been in the U.S. mainly in
Street liquidator nor in. any way tary personnel in civilian economy. Manhattan, checking on film thea¬
Arthur D. Murphy
connected with the Navy Motion
A recently issued “new report”
tre operations and the methods
Lieutenant, U.S. Navy
Picture Exchange, my comments
by Standard and Poor’s on the
used by the U.S. film industry to
are strictly from the standpoint of
status- of United Artists assumed
combat inroads by television since
a career serviceman living in a
such a bullish stance that the sum¬
mary winds up in almost a flatfast-buck age.
Australia is starting to feel tv
footed
recommendation for the
Mr. O’Donnell and other exhibi¬
. competition.
company’s common stock arouna
tors who cry “foul” at base thea¬
Saying it was not for him to-rec¬
recent
levels
of $25.50. S&P refers
tres* clearances join the long line
ommend any sort of an exchange
to the dividend record and current
of sharks headed by the retail
consolidation Down Under, Evans
earnings
as
background for this
store and supermarket interests
pointed out that the saving would
optimistic viewpoint. Shares were
who see in the serviceman’s fringe
Rome, Nov. 11.
be worthwhile. It too would stress
Inflation
Hedge?
in
demand
much
of last week.
benefits a threat to their existence.
The Italian exhibitor sector is re¬ the idea that Yank distributors
“There is no question but
Pointing out that 1958 profits
Without examining their own ported upset once more because wanted to make such a saving if
that
a
good
deal
of
stock
buy¬
are
officially
indicated
at about
business setup, which may possibly exhibs were excluded from current only to show the exhibitor that
ing is simply a form of hedg¬
$2.85 a combined common and “B”
(probably?) be overexpanded in Italo-American (ANICA. - MPEA) product was being handled as
ing
against
inflation.
It
is
share
compared
with
$3.05
in 1957,
the first place, they proceed to : pact renewal talks. AGIS, the local economically as possible for his
hard to see how earnings and
the report further stresses that
shoot down with burp guns any exhib group, has in the past writ¬ benefit. Evans indicated that per¬
production
justify
the
recent
this
spells
wider
coverage.
“This
imagined competition. The fallacy ten letters of protest to the ANICA haps Brisbane and Sydney distribs
price rise.
spells wider coverage,” says the
of their argument is that they in¬ office, asking that a theatre man could be handled out of the latter
“ODe
observer
believes
the
report”
of
the
recently
increased
tegrate the local military popula¬ be included in all international key city. Both Adelaide and Perth
stock . market has reached a
($1.40 to $1.60) dividend than the
tion with the permanent civilian film agreement discussions.
might be covered out of Melbourne.
level that discounts the im¬
bare figures suggest as the man¬
population, and equate the buying [ No letter has been sent this time, The most feasible idea would be
provement In earnings and di¬
agement
has waived its right to
power of each.
[ afe least up to date. One source in- for . such consolidation not to in¬
vidends for a year and more
dividends on the 550,000 “B”
Not so. The highest paid uni¬ [ clicated that the exhibs were fum¬ terfere with the usual sales setup
ahead. Still and all, the ma¬
shares
it
holds.”
formed serviceman receives a sal¬ ing over the lockout.
but apply strictly to physical dis¬
jority of traders appear deter¬
Report cites that UA’s method
ary which won’t even begin to ; According to an American source tribution of films.
minedly optimistic.”
of operation reduces the risks in¬
compare with what a civilian would 'here the absence of a representa—From N. Y. Times.
Evans admitted that television
herent in the film biz but results
get in a similar job. And the same itive for the theatreowners was a had made greater strides in Aus¬
still depend on the b.o. pull of the
holds true all the way down the | matter of Italian (ANICA) policy, tralia than, was though possible.
films the company decides to back.
line to the lowest man in uniform. • in which the Yank side had no say. With further expansion, cinema biz will he pushed into a position It points out that also capital re¬
where
they
have
to
sell
off
some
This disparity is made up in part,
ANICA reps the Italian govern¬ was bound to feel the impact.
quirements are large and that UA
of
their
assets.,
20th
has
ambitious
but only in part, by the so-called ment side in all such talks. Exhibs
must raise a good part of these
Anzac exhibitors still lean heav¬
fringe benefits of medical care, here naturally want a say in all ily on Yank screen fare. About half ! plans to develop its real estate and funds as it goes along.
to
sell
or
lease
studio
grounds
for
low-rent housing, exchange and /product matters when it concerns as many (as Ufi. films) now come'
“This, has held down gains in
commercial developments. Para¬
commissary privileges, base thea¬ | foreign (U.S.) films.
from British producers. However, mount has a large lot, so does Uni¬ share earnings,” the report states
tres, etc. In other words a service¬
Evans acknowledged backbone of versal, which went as high as 27 “Equity financing' and debenture
man, by confining his spending to
Australian film theatre trade was this year from a low of 18%, conversions over the past 18
military exchanges, etc., can live
U.S. product. Evans was convinced though- its so-so product hardly months have increased the out¬
within his income.
John Skouras, United Artists improvement at boxoffice in his warranted such a rise.
Milton standing common and Class B
Now enter the fast-buck crowds trade publicity rep, has been pro¬ country depended largely on how Rackmil, of course, has been nego-: shares to 1,276,000 from 750,000.
Equate the buying power of serv¬ moted to assistant coordinator of strong the American pix shaped tiating with Music Corp of Ameri¬
Resume cites that United Artists
is mainly a distributor of motion
icemen and civilians, lump them New York campaigns, according to up in the months ahead.
ca for the sale of IFs studio prop¬ pictures
for showing in theatres
together in^ a population figure, Roger H. Lewis, UA’s national adEvans thought as many as 200 erty for $10,000,000.
and that the company derives most
overexpand ' the business, lose pub and exploitation director. theatres (out of 1,600) might, be
th’s real -estate plans are quite of its revenue from fees for this
money, and finally cry “unfair” Skouras will work under Hairy dosed in the next two years.
far advanced. If they jell, and service. It cites that “these are
When the mistake is evident (Ba¬ Goldstein, coordinator of N. Y.
Evans shoves off for his home- Century City rises on the backlot, based on—and average around 32%
sic rule: never admit * a business ■ campaigns.
office in Sydney, Nov. 22. While in close to $50,000,000 a year would of—the pictures’ gross revenues.”
miscalculation; hlame it on some¬
Skouras started in the UA press- : N. Y., he has been hosted by Harold flow into the 20th coffers. Add It points up that the company also
thing else). Write the local politico
and speak “unfair,” “improper,” book department. He’s no relation 1 Auten, American rep for Greater this to oil revenues, and the coin receives a share of the profits of
to
the 20th-Fox Skouras clan.
Union Theatres in the U.S.
from films begins to recede.in im¬ the pictures it finances, but that
etc.; go to a convention and cry
portance.
returns, from this quarter are
on someone else’s shoulder; lots of
^Library* Angles
minor.
letters to congressmen; poor lit¬
Music publishing, recordings and
There are those who keep point¬
tle free-enterprise businessman be¬
are
the
remaining
ing to the potential value of the television
ing discriminated against. Answer
sources
of revenue. Distribution of
to problem: discriminate against
libraries. This is countered by
While the Paramount antitrust decree specifies there shall be “rea¬ the argument that even the most old films through tele channels
someone else. That’s it! Wipe out!
these fringe benefits; make those sonable” clearance between runs on pictures. Par reps this week liquidation-conscious of the Wall accounted for about 7% of last
year’s gross and somewhat more
servicemen come to me. Don’t give offered an explanation of why “Ten Commandments” can be.played Streeters are aware that:
than that portion of the net.
me any malarkey about their buy¬ off so slowly with extensive time gaps between engagements.
(1) A new flood of oldies to
The Par policy, which has; been upheld by the Dept, of Justice and [ video could virtually kill off
ing power. So they don’t make
what a civilian, would in the same the Courts, is that no clearance provision is to be written , in any \ the theatre film biz, and (2)
job. Their tough luck. And so the contract for a firstrun engagement! And with no such stipulation,
that the profit from such sales
second-tun exhibitors have qo legal standing in their demands for
story goes on, ad adfinitum.
would be far lower than in the
the
“reasonable
clearance.”
!
past due tar union and guild
Getting down to the specific ex¬
Policy obtains only with “Commandments’’ and has: its roots in the
participation demands.
hibitor problem: clearance. I don’t
Rome, Nov. 11.
unprecedented
expense
of
the
Cecil
B.
DeMiUe
production.
This
kind
The 20th stock hitting its high
think there should be any, clearance
A recently released list of the
between base theatres and local of licensing has not been subjected-to any court or Justice Department of 38 last week could have been top 20 pix to gross more than
test
with
other
pictures,.
explained more easily via the third
situations! Servicemen and their
quarter earnings report, had it $300,000 in this country during
families are entitled to see new
1957 finds “Enchantment” (RKO)
movies just as much as civilians.’ After much research and correspondence, Reid H. Ray, St. Paul been fabulous. Advance indica-. in the No. 1 spot, followed by.the
And they are entitled to see them commercial films producing company head, has located a tribe near tions are,, however, that it’ll be be¬ Italo-made “Poveri ma Belli” (Poor
Mongu
in
northern
Rhodesia
on
the
Zambosi
river
that
uses
prim¬
low the 1957 level even, though the
at reduced prices at their base
But Beautiful), and “Anastasia”
theatre. There is no justification itive methods to forge cultivating tools and spears. And now he’s en : six-months figure is better than the
for making base theatres sub-runs. route there to make a 30-minute motion picture. showing the tribe comparable period in ’57. Not by (20th).
Other top grossers in this coun¬
members and their work.
enough,
however,
to
justify
a
buy¬
The Naval base theatres Pve
try during the same period in order
In doing so, Reid will be carrying out a National Machine Tool
seen are very strict about admit¬ Builders Assn, assignment. He received the necessary permission from ing splurge. Total of 32,400 shares of biz done were: “War and Peace”
!
pf
20thstock
were
traded
on
the
ting only eligible people; I expect the tribe’s chief, Mwanawina Hi,
“Trapeze” (UA), “RiflA”
N. Y. Stock Exchange last Friday. (Par),
the same applies everywhere else.
(French), “Giant” (WB), “Guag; In the end, however, 20th was only
Now, of Course, I know that, in
In the current North Central Allied bulletin, Frank Mantzke, at¬ one of 150 -companies that marked lione” (Italian); “Magnificent Ob¬
any town where a military base is tributes the ‘‘disappointing'1 attendance at the reent national Allied’s
session” (U) and “Souvenir d’ltalocated, servicemen will go out Chicago convention, which he himself attended, to “the closing of new highs for that day.
lie” (Italian).
It’s obvious, say the experts, that
and spend money. Fine, Fine for theatres and the low state of exhibitors* finances.”
Only three Yank pix made the
the servicemen and fine for the
The bulletin makes reference to Samuel Goldwyn’s apparent “con¬ investors, now that they’re over second 10 on the. list, “Someone Up
town. But the mistake made is temptuous disregard” for the exhibitor “remaining intact” as evidence their recession mood, are intent There Loves Me” (M-G), “Friend¬
that the town exvects the service¬ by his failure to answer the Allied telegram querying him regarding on investing, and motion pictures ly Persuasion” (AA) and “Picnic”
men to spend all his loot there, his supposed negotiations for the side of 50 Goldwyn pictures to still; have romance though their (Col).
for food, clothing, entertainment, television.
performance on -the stock ex¬
etc. A proper analysis of the serv¬
change has been erratic. Eyen in
Memphis Gals Active
icemen's buying power would in¬
A Fort Worth oil corporation which is one-eighth owned by actor the good days, when the market
dicate that his in-town theatre go¬ James Stewart is seeking a new stock registration with the Securities goes up generally, not all of the
Mempnis, Nov. 18.
ing is, at best, occasional. The and Exchange Commission which would, among other things, permit film companies share equally in
Memphis’ Women of Motion Pic¬
serviceman simply cannot be it to pour $750,000 into foreign oil operations during the next year.
the buying splurges, though vir¬ ture Industry lodge held a special
counted on to consistently support
Ambassador Oil Corp. was created in 1955, consolidating the indi¬ tually all of them have improved session last week at the Variety
a theatre, or any other business. vidually owned, oil properties of Stewart and several other persons their position this year. Warner Club (Tent No. 20) packaged with
He is not being paid enough to ;and companies. Managing the consolidation was F. Kirk Johnson, Fort Bros., for instance, came up from a dinner-dance for. benefit of up¬
do it. And a theatre that depends i Worth oil man and a director of KJIM radio of that city.
a low of 16% to hit 23%. It closed coming projects for women theatre
on servicemen to support it is
at 2234 last week- Paramount, group here.
doomed to lose money (unless, of
Bonnie Steward, United Thea¬
“The Lady Vanishes,” produced and directed by Alfred Hitchcock, which hit a.high of 47% recently—
course, we get those base theatres drew critical raves when it first was released 20 years ago. The critics, a gain of close to 17 points from tres, prexy of the femme org, led
relegated to sub-run status).
particularly those who today scrutinize technical detail, ought to take its 30% low of the year—closed the committee for 1959 plans along
I offer the following ideas to a second look. By modern standards, “Lady Vanishes,” which is now at 46. Loew*s went from a low of with Mary Katherine Baker, Al¬
Mr. O'Donnell and other exhibit¬ making the television rounds, is far from flawless what with inept 12% to 23%.
lied; Margaret Dukes, Jane John¬
ors: (1) write off the local military and obvious process shots and the use of a miniature railroad.
It’s an inflationary trend all son,. Shirley Kilmore and Margie
population and tailor the business
’round, and it ignores the hard and : Valentine, Malco; Lois Evans, Film
to the permanent civilian economy;
Back in 1938, the-Code got into a big hassle with a producer over harsh fact that many companies ! Transit; Vivien Wahlquist, AA;
then, any servicemen patronage the title “Some Lika It Hot,” a film about jazz. The Cade thought the are reporting losses, are having Dee Mitchell, Tri-State theatre
should come as added profit; (2) title was “too hot” to be acceptable. Now, 20 years later, the same title trouble meeting dividend pay¬ owner, Donna McAdams and Kath¬
stop playing dog-in-the-manger (for the Marilyn Monroe picture) isn’t raising any eyebrows.
ments, and the force of unem¬ erine Randle, UA.

Italo Exhibs Annoyed
By Exclusion from U.S.
Italian Pact Confabs

Standard & Poor’s
Evaluation of UA Reads
like Lover’s Valentine

New Post for J. Skoaras
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Salvage ‘Ben-Hur Production Assets
Italians Inherit Cinecitta Backlot ‘Ocean’ But
Otherwise Metro Can Export Everything

Miami Tent's New Slate
Miami, Nov. 18.
Variety Tent 33 here inducted a
new slate of officers this week, co¬
incident with successful first stag¬
ing of its annual series of fund
raising events • for maintenance
and operation the the Variety
Childrens Hospital.
The first benefit, a nationally
televised Wednesday night boxing
bout from the new Beach Exhibi¬
tion Hall, netted over $10,000.
Chief Barker is local attorney
Victor Levine, with 1st and 2nd
assistants retired vauder Carl
Garnder and vet nitery comicemcee Sammy Walsh. Press Guy
is Herald sports scribe Lee Evans.
Abe Allenberg, hotelman heads up i
the Canvasmen, others including
city publicity director Lew Price,
restaurateur-hotelier Art Bruns,
Herald columnist Jack Bell, Sonny
Hirsch and Wallace McCray. ■
Dough Guy is Bob Green and:
Property Master Abe Gurevitz.!
Annual installation dinner, with;
proceeds turned over to the hospi¬
tal fund, vriR be staged at the
Eden* Roc’s Cafe Pompeii on the
24th. Top acts in town appear at
the affair, headed by localite Rob-'
erta Sherwood.

Clips Frop Film Row

ing remodeled into an indoor park¬
LOS ANGELES
ing garage.
Allied Artists acquired distribu¬
Nate Tepper’s New Herron Thea¬
The physical production of Met¬
tion on “The Cosmic Man,” Fu¬ tre in the Hill district, which for
ro’s $15,000,000 production of
ture Pictures’ scifi feature starring years catered to the Negro trade
“Ben-Hur,” which took eight
Bruce Bennett, John Carridine and and closed early this year, now
months to assemble, will be dis¬
Angela Greene.
rented to two church congrega¬
mantled in about three or four
Sonney Amusement Enterprises tions.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 18:
weeks after production is complet¬
Inc., set to release German film,
City Council will approve zoning
Dave Silverman, branch man¬
ed at Rome’s Cinecitta Studios at
“Take All of Me,” in U.S., is dub¬ changes which will permit the re¬
bing pic in English.
the end of this year. The dis¬ ager here for Allied Artists and
modeling of Grandview in Mt.
mantling process, always simpler long head of old REO exchange,
Emmett Shane replaces Jack Washington into a combination
than construction, will cost about
Myhill as booker with Fox West restaurant-theatre. It overlooks
elected
Chief
Barker
of
Variety
Coast Theatres; latter resigned to toe Golden Triangle.
$125,000 and will be carried out
Brighton
Theatre
in
New
join Pacific Drive-In Theatres.
under the direction of unit pro¬ Club, Tent No. 1, for 1959. He
Shane steps up from manager of Brighton, dark for past several
duction manager Henry Henigson takes over reins from Harold C.
months, taken under lease from
Westlake Theatre.
who also supervised the massive I Lund, Westinghouse Broadcasting
William Reich, former REO and Dr. Louis H. Urling by George
construction project
Universal rep in South America Fry, operator of the Vogue in New
According to an agreement with veepee. Other officers are Lou
and
Europe, appointed foreign Castle.
the Italian government everything Hanna, of Stearn-Hanna booking
Property at Lewis Run Road op¬
sales manager forAmerican Inter¬
that appears before the camera— enterprises, first assistant chief
national
Pictures. Outfit will handle posite Ankara, local nitery, re¬
even items purchased locally with' barker; Ray Downey, railroad
zoned to permit construction of a
its
own
foreign
distribution
in
blocked currency—may be export¬ | exec and sports announcer, second
drive-in. Warren Enterprises of
future.
North Versailles Township will
ed anywhere if Metro chooses to assistant; James Fallon, co-owner
build -one there immediately.
do so. In addition to local pur¬ of New Arena nitery, treasurer
Andy Gorzo, of Clarksburg,
chases and construction, 1O0 tons (doughguy), and 'Harold Gray, mo¬
PHILADELPHIA
W. Va., new manager of Stanleyof equipment was shipped from the tel owner, secretary.
Motion Picture Associates of Warner Harris in Tarentum, Pa.
U. S. for the gigantic undertaking,
Board will be made up of Bernle
Philadelphia tossed luncheon for
Shuttering of two more houses
Henigson, in disposing and ship¬ i Hickey, manager of Shea’s Fulton;
two newly appointed branch man¬ leayes SW circuit's city district
agers:
Albert Glauhinger,' of with only seven neighborhood.
ping the various physical com¬ James Nlingensmith, chief photo¬
United Artists; and Cari .RearOpn, sites 2h steady operation.
ponents of the production, will grapher for the Post-Gazette;
of Universal, at toe Bellevbe-Strathave to deal with hundreds of James Nash, theatre owner; Alan
ford, this week.
items, ranging from live animals; Nicholas, publisher of Sun-Tele¬
The America-Italy Society, pri¬
to a Chapman boom. Donkeys andi graph; Jerome (Tad) Reeves, gen¬
MINNEAPOLIS
vate non-profit organization,
camels will be sold to European eral manager of KDKA-TV, and
Twin Cities* REO Orpheum
founded
hoe two years ago to
circuses and zoos. The 68 horses H. W. (Hank) Shepard, general
landing
many big pictures via com¬
foster friendship between the two
employed for the famous chariot manage: of WAMP.
countries, sponsored special show¬ petitive bidding for a change. On
race will be sold both m bunches
heels of “No Time for Sergeants’*
ing
of
Vittorio
De
Sica’s
“H
Tetto”
Spyros P. Skouras, president of
and “Cat on Hot Tin Roof,” also
and to individuals. Some of the
20to-Fox, long the exhibitors* at the World.
people Involved in the production
Philly*s tire department at¬ “The Buccaneer,” "Me and Col¬
favorite
film
company
topper,
again
onel” and ‘Xast Hurrah” also go
have become so attached to some
emerged as the man of toe hour tended a preview of “Windjam¬ these theatres.
of the horses that they have put —a Contis*** lrom'pagc %
mer,” which includes, several
~ for his leadership, in sparking-toe
Most amazing uptown sub¬
scenes of city's tire-fighting acti¬
in bids to buy the animals.
of the American Con¬ vities. Police and Firemen’s Band sequent-run of all time here finds
The huge lake built on the back pictures for release during holi¬ formation
gress of Exhibitors.
toe
French dialogue version of
performed
and
hoopla
was
lot of Cinecitta for the sea. scenes day periods, but Horace Adams
Skouras did everything but or¬ rounded out. with an exhibition of “And God Created Woman” in its
will become the property of the stressed that the aim of the meet¬ ganize
I7to week at the nabe arty Avalon
toe
group
‘hitnsnlf
He
sug¬
modern
and
oldtime
fire
equip¬
Italian studio and undoubtedly ing was not “to condemn the dis-.
after English dubbed print had
will be employed by the studio for iributors at this time.” Sam Pin- gested toe name, appointed toe ment.
Charles Zagrans, formerly with long runs downtown ana in three
future films. The stable and cor¬ anski, honorary board chairman of committee, presented an agenda,
other
uptown art houses.
REO and SW Theatres, is head of
ral, built to house the horses, also TOA, termed the meeting “a call outlined toe procedure and pro¬ toe
At the age of 91, Mrs. Kate
newly formed indie exchange.
win become the property of Cine¬ to arms for this industry." Roy vided the drinks and toe lunch. ■ Arrow Productions, Inc.
Gould
stijl is selling tickets at
citta, leaving the avenue open for Cooper suggested that before any , After* completing his yeoman; Fred Fortunate, veteran with her son’s Glencoe, Minn., film
service, during which he served ^
theatre. Her 72-year old son is a
Italian film-makers to embark on action be taken all exhibitors be as
Universal,
now
a
hooker-salesman.
temporary chairman, Skouras, in
i-year veteran of toe show busi¬
asked to present their views to the
a program of sagebrush dramas.
essence, told toe exhibitors: “Tve for American Film, which took over ness.
The Roman galley and pirate Committee of 26. Max Cohen, of done
all I possibly can. Now it’s up Screen Guild.
Federal Small Business Admin¬
ship which engaged id a battle on the Independent Theatre Owners to you, especially If you want to
istration office here has yet to
the studio’s backlot lake will be Assm, said that with exhibitors save your theatres.”
make a loan to an exhibitor. One
KANSAS
CITY
destroyed so that other producers united they had so much power
for $100,000 to toe Volk Bros.,
The 20th-Fox chieftain was frank \
cannot walk in and have a ready¬ they could control the destiny of
Motion Picture Assn*of Greater
in stating that once toe exhibitors ■ Kansas Gity holds its annual meet¬ local circuit owners, was approved,
made set available for lesser pro¬ the industry.
but - toe exhibitors failed to go
formed
their
hew
organization
his
■
ing Dec. 1 at Hotel Bellerive. Main
ductions. The costumes win be
New Operating Funds
association would terminate. “Fm items on toe agenda are reports through with it, having changed
cleaned and shipped to Metro’s
their minds about rehabilitating
Mitchell Wolfson, of Florida’s going to be your competitor,1* he ; from
committees on 1958 activities their local Nile-nabe bouse.
Culver City studio for re-use and Womentco Circuit, cautioned that said.
"I’ll be in toe other side.”
and election of 1959 directors. Of¬
rental. The costumes, according to none of the suggestions made at
United Artists exploiteer Bill
Skouras*
contribution
in
bring¬
ficers
are
chosen
from
the
list
of
Brown in from N.Y. to beat drum
a Metro source, will more than pay the opening meeting should be con¬
ing about the organization of the directors at first meeting in Jan¬ for “Defiant Ones.”
for themselves in the long run.
sidered as binding and that no Congress did not go unnoticed by uary.
On competitive bids, “Auntie
The Chapman boom, a huge cam¬ policy existed until it was official¬
“Windjammer” (NT) winds its
era truck and six Camera 65 units ly established by the Committee the exhibitors* leaders who lavished Kansas City run Dec. 7, according Mame” goes to Minnesota Co.
will be sent back to the IT. S. Cop¬ of 26. He emphasized the neces¬ the 20th-Fox topper with, praise. to Boris Bemardi, manager of (United Paramount) in Twin Cities,
per wiring win be salvaged and sity for getting exhibitors on the The Congress, after it was officially Missouri Theatre for Stanley; opening Dec. 25, day-date; at Min¬
neapolis Lyric and St Paul Rivi¬
warehoused in Rome for use in; boards of director of the film com¬ formed, adopted a resolution citing Warner-Cinerama. “South Seas' era for a minimum five-week run.
future overseas productions. Light¬ panies so that theatremen could Skouras for “his great and continu¬ Adventure” (Cinerama) is set to
Independently distributed “Ating
leadership
for
bringing
to¬
ing cable will go to Metro’s British have a. voice in the actions of
open Dec. 10 with a benefit preem. tila” saturation campaign finds it
Roxy Theatre, first-run operated: already playdated into 140 of ter¬
and U. S. studios. A 200 x 50 foot these companies. He pointed out gether a cross-section of American
exterior backing for the lake will, that the new exhibitor organiza¬ exhibition for the purpose and ob¬ on Main Street by Durwood circuit, ’ ritory's theatres, including United
also go to one of Metro’s studios. tion required operating funds and jective of accomplishing for toe is latest to offer special reduced1 Paramount's Minneapolis State
The 25 chariots built in Rome for suggested that each participating first time real unity and thereby a prices for teenagers. Student rate and St Paul Paramount
United Artists branch manager
the race win be shipped to the exhibitor organization contribute a fully united front for the approach was put into effect Nov. 1 with
to and solution of the problems final week of “La Parisienne.”
Carl Olson attended company’s
states and win be "employed for “temporary” $1,000 each.
confronting all theatres.”
Denver sales meeting.
exploitation purposes during the
To Iff A. Lightman, *of Tennes¬
The Fox prez received a standing
“Around" World in, 80 Days,”
picture’s release.
PITTSBURGH
see’s Malco Circuit, the “most vi¬ ovation at the conclusion of the
which initially ran 50 weeks here
tal” issue was the increase in the organizational meeting at which
Three former UI employes as a hard ticket $2.65 film
product supply. He suggested that the resolution was adopted.
moved into other exchange jobs and now is playing its second
the “Congress” immediately tackle
Horace Adams, president of Al¬ here. Rose Semplice and La Verne I round of local nabes, finished its
the problem of gaining the green- lied States Assn., declared that ex¬ Morrow checked iq at UA and initial St Paul date, running seven
light for the formerly-affiliated hibitors owe what may develop to Howard Burrell is new booker at weeks with no reserved seats and
$1.50 top.
Berlin, Nov. 11circuit to produce pictures with Skouras’ foresight and pledged his Paramount
Arty Suburban World brought
Mid-States Theatres, with gen¬
Controverslal “Paths of Glory” preemptive rights for their own organization's suoport of the Con¬
(UA) was finally preemed (via theatres. He also recommended gress. Similar pledges of support eral offices in Clearfield, closed back “Arsenic and Old Lace,” play¬
ing
up Cary Grant.
both
toe
Ritz
and
Lyric
there.
mass release at numerous nabe that the production-distribution came from George Kerasotes, pres¬
St Paul downtown last-run
J- Thompson, head of the
houses), in this city. However, companies be allowed to operate ident of Theatre Owners of Amer¬ Howard
Lyceum using Sunday stage enter¬
circuit,
blamed
it
on
the
projec¬
this
doesn’t
indude Berlin’s. showcase theatres, possibly restrict¬ ica; Max A. Cohen, executive v.p. tionists union, charging that its tainment along with films and with
French Sector (district of Wed¬ ing the number to 20 or 25.
and board- chairman of the Inde¬ demands were unrealistic.
St Paul Pioneer Press-Dispatch
ding and Rei n ickendorf).
The
Hamid: ‘Near-Miracle*
pendent Theatre Owners Assn.; Sol
John Rigas cutting out of ex¬ film editor-critic as emcee. *
French military authorities here
20th-Fox exploiteer Chick Evens
Atlantic City’s George Hamid A. Schwartz, president of the Met¬ hibition and has placed his Coudinformed exhibitors in this part of Jr. asserted that the formation of ropolitan Motion Picture Theatre ersport-Theatre up for sale. An in from Kansas City to beat drum
Berlin that the prohibition of this ACE represented “a miracle close Assn., and Bill Forman, represent¬ electrical engineer employed by a for “In Love and War.” ■
film, proclaimed by General Geze, to achievement’* and suggested ing the Southern California Thea¬ firm in Wellsvflle, N.Y., Rigas is
Town flooded with horror pic¬
former French commander in town, that the executive committee come tre O wners Assn.
operator of the tele cable system at tures and they’ve been coming
through okay' at boxoffice. .
Coudersport
five months ago . still exists. This up with “a formula to harness the
Neighborhood exhibitors beefing
National Allied’s winter board
French ban is based on the Al¬ power of exhibitors.”
Wilbur
lied Orders Nos. 501 and 504 which Snaper, former president of Al¬ Henri Frenay Into Politics meeting will be held here Jan. 24- again because, they charge, un¬
25, and toe Allied drive-in thea¬ warranted protracted Loop firstParis, Nov. 18.
date back to the time of Allied lied, called for the creation of a
Henri Frenay, recently resigned tre convention follows the next runs and distributors’ disregard'of
Control in 1948. General Geze grievance committee within the
found that “Glory” discriminates “Congress” so that disputes be¬ head of the French producer and three days at the Penn-Sheraton clearance schedule cause product
shortage, is driving them to oldies.
exporter syndicate, goes back into Hotel.
against the French army.
tween! exhibitors themselves could politics next March, standing for
Bobby Burger, son of Henry
Film was first shown in Berlin be conciliated.
Burger, city manager and advertis¬
Ray Ervin Named in Charlotte
election as a Gaullist representa¬ ing director of SW Theatres here,
last June. During its preem at
Former TOA prexy Myron Blank tive.
Charlotte, N.C„ Nov. 18.
Marmorhaus, it brought disturb¬
enrolled at Yale as. a freshman. *
Ray Ervin has been elected
It’s felt that this denotes a weak¬
ances when about 50 Frenchmen stressed that the aim of ACE
Larry Knee, late of Rowland
in civilian clothes loudly protested should be to bring about unity in ening of industry administrative Theatre in Wilkinsburg, now per¬ Chief Barker of the Charlotte
against the showing of the pic. the entire industry and that any aspects and a corresponding manently shuttered, sent to Cleve-; Variety Club, Other new officers
General Geze then let the Berlin changes suggested should have the growth of toe government Centre land by SW to manage Colony. ; are H. M. Simril, first assistant
Senate know that the French would full approval of production and National de la . CInematografie, John Foot transferred by circuit chief barker; Richard L. Huffman,
pull out of the Berlin Film Festival distribution.
now bearing the brunt of trying from Plaza here to Fairmont, •second assistant barker; Charles
In summing up the day’s achieve¬ to keep French film economics and W. Va., to replace Martin Shearn, ,P. Freeman, property manager;
if United Artists- continued show¬
ing the film. Not to .disturb the ments, chairman Si Fabian said production on an even and quality resigned.
and John H. Vickers, Sr., doughJohn L. Sullivan renewed his
peaceful fest atmosphere, the he hoped that the “Congress” rep¬ keel.
lease on the theatre at the Greater guy.
resented the permanent organiza¬
Americans gave in.
New board members are Law¬
Frenay said he was leaving be¬ Pittsburgh Airport for five more
In the meantime, “Glory” was tion exhibitors have lacked for a cause he found he was fighting a years. New deals ups his rent'from rence Terrell, Earl S. Mulwee,
launched in West Germany. And long time. “We’ve never had a losing battle against -soaring costs 17 tp: 18%% of the .gross, '
' Frank Lowry and U. S. Eaddy<
as things stand’ noW, the pre can united froflt,” he declared: “As and the decline of producer rights
Closed for several tydars, Majes^ Tent 24*. here, has ^as Its .main
only run in Berlin’s U.S. and a resul’ industry policies have been and powers in the face’ of growing tic Theatre ' in' ' Butler, formerly project1 file support of the Chil¬
British sectors.
dictated by other branches.”
exhibitor and distributor might.
owned and operated by SW, is be¬ dren’s Eye Clinic.

Silverman New Barker
Of Pitt Variety Tent

Spyros Skouras:

Coigrtss «f Exhik
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French Still Opposed
To ‘Glory’m Berlin
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Panama-Frank Producing Team Finds
No Sub for Foreign Location Work

PICTURES

f^RiE^r

Aussie Exhib Leaders
Urge Right to Reject
25% of British Films

25

Technicalities of Tax Figuring
Behind DeMille Vs. U.S. Treasury

Sydney, Nov. 11.
Washington, Nov. 18.
have sufficient interest in terms of . Top members of the Australian —-+
Tokyo, Nov. 18.
Exhibitors Assn, are pressing the
the
marketing
and
casting
situa¬
Cecil B. DeMille and his wife,
Both parts of the producingJoe Cahill Labor Government to*
tion.
Constance,
have appealed their
directing-writing team of Norman
introduce a bill giving exhibitors
“I think pay-as-you-go tele¬
$624,795 argument with Uncle
Panama. and Melvin Frank agree vision, when it arrives, will bring the right to reject 25% of British
Sam’s tax collectors to the U.S.
that there’s no substitute f6r for¬ back cinema audiences that we product, as currently applied to
American product here. Move is
Tax Court here.
eign location spadework. Before used to have and don’t have any aimed at British • Empire Films
Heart of the dispute, involving
leaving here after a two-week o,o. more. There will be many thea¬ principally. BEF has a 50% hook¬
Rome, Nov. 11.
the DeMilles’ 1952, 1955 and 1956
of Japan and Hong Kong for the tres. The picture exhibition house up with the Rank Organization. Favorable Italian film industry income taxes, centers on the “fair
in America today is in the living
Executives
of
the
association
upcoming Danny Kaye starrer, room. There’s no question about
response has followed Paramount market value” of 14 DeMille films
“The Bamboo Kid,” which they it. With pay-tv, many, many more have been instructed to press the ■
included in the liquidation in 1952
will do for Columbia release, they pictures will be made and many government for a rejection green- 1 sales chief George Weltner’s of Cecil B, DeMille Productions
industry Inc. The DeMilles contend no dol¬
said that although the finished more themes will be used for a light in order that exhibitors can statements made to
script will not be too different varied audience. I think that’s deal with the alleged tough-sell¬ people, exhibs and the press at an lar figure can be placed on the
from the one they penned^ in Hol¬ the hope of all creative people,” ing tactics of BEF. Present trou¬ Excelsior Hotel luncheon here. Ex¬ motion pictures. But the Internal
ble began with “The Bolshoi Bal¬
lywood, the on-the-scene* contact Panama said.
let,” with BEF insisting upon in¬ ecutive is on a worldwide tour Revenue Service says they have a
was invaluable.
The duo has “The Trap,” a creased terms for the pic, at upped to personally bring President value of $3,000,000 and, as a result,
the DeMilles must divvy up $624,“We’ve picked up a lot of color,” drama starring Richard Widmark admissions, on all playdates. Mem¬
Panama told Variety. “But con¬ and Tina Louise, in the cans at. bers decided not to buy product Barney Balaban’s “affirmation of 795 in additional taxes.
tradictions?
Just the reverse. Paramount. Next year, they also from BEF until terms were re¬ faith” to pix people in all coun¬
Calling for a judicial determina¬
tries.
What we thought might be funny have
tion of the high-priced fuss, the
lined
up
“13 Sinners” duced for “Ballet.”
Weltner spoke highly of the
with Danny—kabuki, judo and with ah all-star cast which Frank
Queensland exhibitors are also Italian industry and local produc¬ DeMilles argue that the old pic¬
Chinese opera—will allow us to said was incorrectly announced as pressing for a 25% British rejec¬
tures have “no ascertainable fair
tion know-how, noting that. his market value because of their spec¬
put as much authentic develop¬ a remake of- “If I Had a Million,” tion right.
company was the first to enter into ulative and uncertain nature.”
ment into the story as the locale and “Five Pieces of Maria” for
co-productive ventures with Italo
provides. We came with a story which they are seeking Sophia
But, the DeMilles add, if the Tax
producers. Italian producer Dino
Ealing Films’ Future
we wrote in Hollywood. If it had Loren.
DeLaurentiis produced “The Tem¬ Court should determine that' a
been made'in Hollywood, we would
value
can be fixed, the films should:
Dubious on Product pest,” which Weltner termed a
Possibly before “Bamboo Kid,”
have come close.
That’s from
Ldondon, Nov. 11.
“worthy successor to ‘War and be found worth $6,000,000. The
part ingenuity, intelligence, ex¬ they will film “The Jayhalkers,”
higher
figure apparently would
There is some uncertainty abofit Peace,’ ” for Paramount release.
perience and probably from read-? a pre-Civil War western. While
permit a bigger grouping under
incr tfiat*s rubbed off. But I don’t out here, they polished the script. the future of Ealing Films, the pro¬
capital
gains
taxes, therefore reduc¬
U.S. Pix Dominate World
think there’s any substitute for Frank commented, “It’s the first duction outfit headed by Sir
ing the total tax bite for the U.S,
picture about the North and Michael Balcon and Reginald. P.
Paris, Nov. 11.
being on the scene,” he added.
It
involves
complicated
tax comBaker, since the successful take¬
South written in the Far East.”
After a swing across the woyld,
Frank echoed his partner’s sen¬
over bid last month by Associated George Weltner landed here be¬ puations.
timents. “It was a very enriching
The liquidation of Cecil B. De¬
British Picture Corp. Ealing’s cur¬ fore heading for London and then
experience. In the next few weeks
rent releasing deal through Metro the U.S. He _ covered Asia and Mille Productions, Inc., although
we’ll do a script revision and profit
terminates on the completion of Continental Europe on his trek. accomplished in 1952, involved the
immeasurably from our contact of
“Scapegoat,” the Alec Guinness Weltner observed that Yank com¬ DeMilles’ income taxes for ’55, as
Japan. We wept around and said
starrer, and the company is com¬ panies are still supplying much of well as that year. DeMille owned
this would be a routine for Danny
mitted to one film for Associated the screen time of the world. He 48.3% of the production corpora¬
and that would be a routine for
British.
made it' clear that Paramount’s tion, and Mrs. DeMille, 10.4%.
Danny.
Anything we had en¬
This film, which'will be made optimism was also shared by most They retained contract rights to
At a time when Wall Street and
visioned from the usual stereo¬
14 films after the liquidation.
largely on location in Sydney, is majors,
typed impressions of the Orient, some industryites are clamoring entitled “The Siege.” It’s due to
The films at issue are “King of
Weltner stressed that foreign in¬
as we and other Americans have for the elimination of the .expen¬ start rolling towards the end of
come Was a strong factor in Yank Kings,” “Sign of the Cross,” “This
them, have been made real and sive studios and an industry-wide j mext month. Sir Michael Balcon production thinking, but that its Day and .Age/’ “Four Frightened
much more life-sized.”
changeover to the so-called United told Variety that this would take big production sked was geared People,” “Cleopatra,” “The Plains¬
Almost all the picture will be
the company up to June next year, for American film appeal on the man,” “The Buccaneer,” “Union
filmed in Japan with some added Artists setup, Columbia bas taken and there was time enough to start thinking that a good national pic Pacific,” “Northwest Mounted Po¬
sequences in Hong Kong. Panama a bold step in acquiring additional thinking beyond then.
was international.
lice,” “Reap the Wild Wind,”
and Frank will return in January studio facilities via its 49% inter¬
“Story of Dr. Wassell,” “Uncon¬
for pre-production work.
The est in James Carreras’ Bray Stu¬
quered.” “Samson and Delilah”
cameras will roll early in the year dios in London. This move would
and “Greatest Show on Earth.”
on a 60-day schedule.
seem to indicate that studios are
IRS claims the DeMilles’ owe
Comedy in Stage of Transition not the straightpackets some be¬
this additional income tax: ’52,
Reflecting on the current com¬ lieve them to be. Col’s step, of
$290,234; ’55, $163,512; and ’56,
edy situation, Panama said, “Com¬ course, was not taken without care¬
$171,049.
edy has gone through a stage of ful deliberation ahd it’s felt that Unitarian Argues Censorship Advocates Foster Myth
transition. In general, many fine the company is acutely aware of
Its Existence ‘Accomplishes Something9
comedies had a tough going during the risks as well as the benefits of
the big picture period. You can’t such an undertaking.
load a comedy. The market is , In recent years. Col has been
Baltimore, Nov. 18.
to screen “suggestive” advertising.
geared to the so-called big picture one of the most active companies
Latest development was the reand everything else suffers. But in the production of films, via in¬ i Though the State Legislative
Washington, Nov. 18.
Council
failed
give its okay, jeefion of the bill by the Maryland |
we believe a good story will always dependents, in England. It has an supporters of a to
bill to keep chil¬ Legislative Council Thursday (13).
For the second time in two
elaborate production setup in Lon¬
be successful.”
dren under 16 out of theatres Approval of the council would have years, the National Labor Relations
Frank offered, “I believe that don under the direction of Mike showing films labeled unsuitable virtually cinched its enactment by
Board Monday (17) found both
we’re doing what motion picture Frankovich and it has long-term for them by the State Board of the legislature early next year.
Technicolor Motion Picture Corp.
makers of the future are going to deals with such independents as. Censors, will go ahead and intro¬
It has a two-vote margin history., and IATSE Local 683 (Los An¬
have to do—the actual creative, Warwick Productions, Carl Fore¬ duce the bill before the General
A
similar
bill
was
defeated
by
the1
man’s
Highroad
Productions,
Sam
geles) guilty of unfair labor prac¬
people going out into the world,
Assembly next January.
legislature itself last year by two tices.
taking over production and mak¬ Spiegel’s Horizon Productions, and
Champions of the bill that would votes, 59-57.
Carreras’ Hammer Productions.
ing. a picture at a price.”
The case, originally decided the
impose a fine of $25 on exhibitors
Chief film censor C. Martin Gold¬ same way June 21, 1956, was car¬
As long as films are to be made who knowingly allowed underage
Asked about the advantages, of
told the council a motion ried to the Ninth Circuit Court or
taking over production, Frank re¬ fit of the use of its own facilities patrons in to see tagged films, stein
picture would he turned down for
plied, “As far as we’re concerned, rather than employing rental space made this clear after the Council the young if the censors felt it appeals, which remanded it to
autonomy—elimination of un¬ at other London lots. Carrreras’ voted not to indorse the proposal, was filmed with the “calculated NLRB for further hearings.
Hammer
Productions,
which
re¬
necessary and costly middle steps
for the second time this year. purpose” of arousing sexual desire
NLRB found both the company
in the entire production process so in England, Col apparently feels Vote followed a three-and-one-half and with this outweighing other and the local violated the law
that writers, producers, actors and that it might as well gain the bene- hour session of testimony from merit the film may have. He dis- { when an employee, Hayden A.
production crew all have one sim¬ tains a 51% interest in the studios, both sides that was frequently high- played advertisements taken from | Balthrope, was fired by the com¬
plified notion of the .basic creative is slated to deliver five pictures pitched and punctuated with hisses daily newspapers reading, “A girl j pany at the local’s insistence in
idea, ahd can carry it out more annually to CoL The studios facil¬ and cheers.
with the itch,” “The shame of February 1955. He was discharged
fully. It’s an essential simplifica¬ ities are to be updated and en¬
for failure to pay his $250 .IATSE
Vote wafc 7 to 5 with some of sex,” etc.
i
tion of the entire process.
! larged, including the construction the eight other members absent
A statement from Gerald E. j initiation fee in proper time under
of two new sound stages, bringing and one abstaining.
the union security clause in the
Still Plenty of Originals
Sherry,
managing
editor
of
the
the total to five, a new administra¬
Among the backers is the Board Catholic Review declared that union’s contract with the company.
On the fewer number of origi-: tion building, cutting rooms and
But he paid the fee later and
there
would
be
no
need
for
the
of
Censors,
led
by
Chairman
C.
nals being screened today, Panama auxiliary facilities. From now on,
opined, “It isn’t a trend away the Bray Studios will represent Morton Goldstein, who spoke at censorship bill if the film industry the union accepted it. NLRB said
such acceptance of the money
eliminated
bad
pictures.
the
hearing
and
cited
cases
in
from originals. There are just not Col’s base of operations in London.
“Please do not be persuaded by made his discharge illegal.
as many originals being written.; In addition to employing the lot which theatres have linked lec¬
Mel and I have written about as for its own production program tures and sale of sex literature the crocodile tears of the so-called
many originals as any team or abroad, the studios will also ‘be with the showing of “undesirable” defenders of civil liberties,” Sherry
OFFSET REPRODUCTION
said. “Civil liberties imply civil
any one writer in Hollywood.
rente*! out to other companies films.
A more severe form of the bill duties and civil obligations. The
MIMEOGRAPHING
“There again,” he added, “most when they are available.
! was tossed out by the House of public has been exposed too long
originals sold to motion pictures
MULTILITH
Col’s action had led to a reare sold for special stars. We evaluation in some quarters about Delegates earlier this year with a to the frills and evil emanating
read 50, 75 or 100 scripts a year. the advisability of dumping the 59-57 vote, following one of the from the center of movie produc¬
Resumes
& TV Scripts
The professional scriptwriter ordi¬ studios as has been advocated by most heated debates the session tion.”
Opposing the bill was the Rev.
narily does not write a formal' dissident directors of „Loew’s Inc. saw.
FAST
SERVICE
Following this action, the Coun¬ Curtis Crawford of the Annapolis,
treatment, but discusses it with the It’s contended that the ownership
star. The package is the thing to¬ of studio facilities provides a cer¬ cil- turned down subsequent de¬ Unitarian Fellowship. He suggested
day. Of those scripts we read in tain plus in the luring into the fold mands to reconsider the measure that in the place of enforced cen¬
the state might create a
various forms, probably only five of some independent producers for indorsement, considering it a sorship,,
lost cause, hut they changed their “commission on excellency” to en¬
who prefer to work with a coor¬ minds in the face, of rising pres¬ courage viewing good films, while
dinated and experienced crew in¬ sure from church and civic groups. ridiculing the objectionably.
150 West 44 St.. New York 34
stead of fending for themselves in
“The vast domain of trash the
Also under fire at the hearing
CO 5-4555
ft 7-4445
assembling the various technicians were movie ads In newspapers. censors leave untouched.” he said.
and personnel that is necessary for They were cited as objectionable in “The major harm (being done
the production of a picture. The themselves by Fred L. Dewberry, with censorship) is the creation
p-Riin cut music mi—, major studios, of Course, have the Jr., who .represented the Mayor’s of the illusion that it is doing much
JOHN HENRY LESANDER
RadHMbrCMtor . Cl C-WM
best equipment as well as technical Committee for Decency and the good.”
Formerly living at Hotel Hayward,
and creative staffs accustomed to Archdiocesan Union of the Holy
Fred E. Weisgal, representing
JEAN SIMMONS
Lot Angolas, Calif.
working with each other. Some in¬ Name Society.
the American Civil Liberties Union,
JJHOMEJSEFOHE DARK’’
die producers consider this type
It ti la year iaterest to coated
This, was picked up by State said no group should tell another
of
operation
as
offering
a
definite
what
it
should
do
or
see.
0ENGLER
ft DENGLER
Senator
Frederick
C.
Malleus,
Jr.,
■A Wrmt Btm. Rid—
advantage and prefer to do busi¬ j of Dorchester County, who said
Other opposition came from the¬
170 »Vay, Now York City. N. Y.
■WOAU NEW STAGE SfECTACia
ness with the studio-owning firms. that some action should be taken atre owners.

Weltner’s Confabs With
Italo, French Industry
Leaders Weil Received

Columbia’s Bray Deal
Argues Against Theory
That Studios ‘Burden’

Md. Censorship Setback—For Time

NLRB REAFFIRMS A
J MEMBER FORCED OUT

New York Theatre
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Costisned from pa*e 9

Anna Lncasta
After the marriage, Sammy Davis
Jr. drops around and the two of
them go off together on a wild
whirl
Coming home to get her money,
Anna finds the house empty and
her father dying. There’s a death¬
bed reunion and Davis walks out,
leaving Anna to her returning hus¬
band.
Lucien Ballard did the photog¬
raphy and the camerawork is gen¬
erally good, if a little static. Mon¬
tage sequence in the end is very
effective. Elmer Bernstein’s music
is appealing. Richard C. Meyer’s
editing is standard. “Anna Lucasta” may not rate as a character
study, but it’s blunt and it defi¬
nitely rates attention as an unusual
film for many situations.
Hift.
Aparaji to
(INDIAN)
San Francisco, Nov. 8.
Satyajit Ray (Calcutta) production, di¬
rected by Satyajit Ray. Camera, Satyajit
Ray; script, Satyajit Hay; mtlsie, Ravi
Shankar. Stars PinaM Sen. Gupta, Samaran
GhosaL Karuna Banerjee, Kanu Banerjee.
At San Francisco Film Festival, Nov. 7,
Running time, 10* MINS.

As the second in Satyajit Ray’s
trilogy of Indian life, “Aparajito”
is a worthy successor to the first
film* “Pather Panchali.”
It doesn’t have quite the tension
or quite the variety of mood that
the first picture had, hut it has a
special brooding quality and a
more explicit conflict between East
and West.
The story simply continues to
follow the fortunes and misfortunes
of one Brahman family. In “Apa¬
rajito” the family has moved to
the holy city of Banares, where the
father, movingly played by Kauu
Banerjee, practices as a priest
until he contracts a fatal illness.
The mother, played by sad-eyed
Karuna Banerjee, is forced to take
work as a rich family’s cook until
a priestly uncle takes her and her
little son, played by Pinaki Sen
Gupta, back to a small village,
where the 10-year-old hoy becomes
u priest.
The little boy, however, yearns
for a Western education, persuades
his poor mother to send him to
school, eventually wins a scholar¬
ship to a Calcutta university. The
city tears the young man, played
by Samaran Ghosal, . from his
mother, .she becomes ill and dies
before her son gets home. The
film ends on a note of poignant
affirmation: the son will hold his
mother’s funeral rites in Calcutta,
in order to return to college.
On its face, this is not much of
a story. Two of the principals die
and the third is striving for an
education. But it is told so stun¬
ningly well,'with such deep feeling
and genuine love, that it complete¬
ly fascinates the audience.
It is impossible not to become
involved emotionally with these
people. They are fiesh-and-blood,
with all the frailties and virtues
of ordinary, people anywhere.
The relationship between mother
and son is explored more fully,
possibly* than it has even been on
the screen—in one explosive scene,
for instance, the mother slaps the
lanky son who towers over her and
then seeks him out, comfortingly.
Satyajit Ray’s relentless camera
searches out the foibles of man¬
kind, a half-Westemized Hindu
lecher hiding a bottle of forbidden
liquor, a fellow Brahman trying to
put the touch on the father, a
hideous railway butcher peddling
religious nostrums, an Oxfordeducated Calcutta don ordering the
sleepy youth from class, a fat, rich,
high-caste woman patronizing the
mother in much the same way a
Park Avenue matron might patron¬
ize the family cook.
There are moments of lightness,
too, when the father offers to buy
his family some special spices,
when the neighbors help the moth¬
er, when the son and a schoolmate
stretch out on a grassy slope and
contemplate the Calcutta roadstead
and even a voyage to England.
This is the India of the 1920s,
an awakening India, an empire
bound by stringent religious pre¬
cepts which are physically debili¬
tating and spiritually comforting,
and yet uncertainly, slowly grow¬
ing to realize its own strength.
The picture is well-edited and
Ray’s camera* direction and script
are impressive. The principals are
superb—indeed, they never seem
to be acting—and Ravi Shankar’s
music,, performed on native in¬
struments, is a fitting accompani¬
ment to a memorable film.
If “Pather Panchali” has boxoffice potential in U.S. art houses,
so does “Aparajito.”
Stef.

I Only Awked !
(BRITISH)
Cheerful, slapstick* army farce
based on a tele series plenty of
laughs provide brisk escapist
fare.
London* Nov. 11.
Columbia release of a Hammer-Granada
production.
Stars
Bernard
Bresslaw,
Michael Medwin* Alfle Bass, Geoffrey
Sumner* Charles Hawtrey, Norman. Rossington. Directed by Montgomery Tnlly.
Screenplay, Sid. Colin and Jade Davies;
camera, Lionel Banes; editor, Alfred Cox;
music, Benjamin Frankel. At Plaza Thea¬
tre, London. Running time, *2 MINS.
Popeye .
Bernard Bresalaw
Corporal Springer ...... Michael Medwin
Excused Boots ... Alfie Bass
Major Upshot-Bagley_Geoffrey Sumner
The Professor . Charles Hawtrey
Cupcake ..
Norman Roasington
Sgt. Chambers . Daviff LodgeSir Redvers.Arthur Howard
King Fazim ..... Marne Maitland
Fred ..Michael Bentine
Mahmoud .
Francis Matthews
a Tim..
Michael Ripper
Salaman . Wolf Morris
Ferrers ..Ewen McDuff

Based loosely on the successful
I Granada tv series, “The -Army
i Game,” this is another profitable
; dip into the realms of military
farce. It covers little new territory
[ and is content to reap the yocks
from a well-tried anthology _ of
army gags. It is a sound hooking
for most audiences who are. looking
for escapist entertainment.
The story line, such as it Is, concems the cockeyed adventures of
a small bunch of misfit soldiers
who, iff error, are sent to a trouble
spot in the Middle East. The crack
regiment which the governor is
expecting to guard against a pos¬
sible revolution consists of
an
"officer, a sergeant-major, a cor. poral and four privates. Much of
the fun takes place in a harem and
leads up to a hectic scrap with the
rebels.
Scriptwriters, Sid Colin and Jack
Davies, have not bothered over¬
much to keep this a credible story, j
being content to provide dialog, j
gags and situations custom-made
to the personalities of the tv char¬
acters. The one on whom the pro¬
ducers are obviously mainly pin¬
ning their faith is Private Popeye,
a tall character, played by Bernard
Bresslaw. Bresslaw has sprung to
national fame as Popeye, whose
catch-phrase, “1 Only Arsked,” pro¬
vides the pic’s title;
Other characters who fit into the
charade are Michael Medwin, as a
resourceful corporal; Alfie Bass,
a lugubrious character comedian
whose army gag is that he is “ex¬
cused boots”; Norman Rossington,
Charles Hawtrey, Geoffrey Sum¬
ner, as a dithering silly ass type of
officer, and David Lodge as a loudvoiced sergeant major.
Marne Maitland, Arthur Howard
and Francis Matthews all give use¬
ful assistance. Michael Bentine, as
a native guide, gives the bestrounded comedy performance of
all. A large group of delectable
damsels in the harem segnences
have little to do hut look shapely,
a task which they find easy.
Montgomery Tully’s direction is
brisk while Lionel Banes has done
a fine job with his lensing. “I Only
Arsked!” is unabashed slapstick
and fills its task admirably.
Rich.

The Rickshaw Man
(JAPANESE—C’SCOPE—COLOR)
San Francisco, Nov. 12.
Toho
Corp.
(Tokyo)
production in
C'Scooe and Agfa Color, directed by
Hiroshi Inagaki. Script, Mansaku Itanu,
Hiroshi Inagaki; camera, Karuo Yamada;
music, Dolma Dan. Stars Toshiro Mifune,
Hideko Takamine, Hiroshi Akutagawa.
At San Francisco Film Festival (out of
competition), Nov. 11. Running time, N
MINS.

“The Rickshaw Man” Is a most
impressive film, combining superb
visual imagery with humor, touch- I
ing pathos and a simple, story
acted and directed beautifully.
It is merely the story of an un¬
educated rickshaw man in the early
years of the 20th Century. He be- j
friends a timid little boy; son of j
an Army Officer. The officer sud¬
denly dies blit the rickshaw man|
continues to befriend the widow j
and the little boy. Indeed, the rick¬
shaw man inspires the little boy to
grow up to be a strong, courageous.
man. In the final scenes the rick¬
shaw man’s love for the widow—a
hopeless love because of their
caste differences—becomes ex-_
plicit, and the rickshaw man,'
realizing he can never marry the
woman and realizing the little Boy
has grown up beyond him, drinks
himself to death.
Central figure, as played by
Toshiro Mifune, is a furious, un¬
ruly and tender fellow who domi¬
nates the whole picture. Story is
told with some flashbacks which
always add to audience understand¬
ing of the man’s character and
ugly early life. Mifune is tops,
whether he is showing the little

boy how to win a footrace (hands
held high, 4s if he Were pulling his
rickshaw), ignoring a customer
While he straightens out the-boy’s
kite (a magnificently funny sbene),
beating a big drum in the town
festival or,-confessing his abject,
pitiable love for the widow.
Hideko Takamine, as the widow,
Is graceful, restrained and moving
in the single-minded pursuit of
manliness for her only son, and
Hiroshi Akutagawa is excellent in
the lesser role of the husband who
dies suddenly.
v
Hiroshi Inagaki’s direction is
sure and deft.
‘ Stef.
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Shantaram* who also directed* is
very good as the patient, idealistic
jailer who becomes a: demi-gpd to?
the six fat* swaggering,* simpleminded cutthroats.
A marvelous addition Is a
swivel-hipped female toy-seller
whose path leads‘directly hjr the
farm and who become very fond
of all the men. She is played by
Sandhya, whose singing of several
Indian songs. throughout course of
picture is a delight. Direction is
excellent, camera work is satisfac¬
tory and Vasant Desai’s score is
terrific. Film probably has limited
U.S. appeal but is very interesting.
Stef:

The Precipice
(JAPANESE—COLOR)
San Francisco, Nov. 9.
Dal el Carp. (Tokyo) production in Agf*.
color, directed, by Yasuzo Maramura.
Camera, Hiroshi Mural; script, Kanento
ShimJo; music* Akira Ifukube. Stars
Kenji Sugawara, Keizo Kawasaki; Fujiko
Yamamoto, Hltomi Nozoe.' At San Fran¬
cisco Film Festival, Nov. 8. Running time,
M MINS.

Taiga
(GERMAN)
San Francisco, Nov. 10.
Bavaria Filmkmut A. G. (Munich) pro¬
duction, directed by Wolfgang Liebeneiner. Camera, Georg Kraus; Script, Her• bert Reinecker. Stars Ruth Leuwerik,
Hannes Messemer, Gunter Pfitzmann. At
San Francisco Film Festival* Nov. 9. Run¬
ning time, 99 MINS.

I

ForcifflXapsales^
Zurich, Nqv. 1L

- Zunl-aol4tn«ji <kts«n (Golden Ox Inn)
Praesens-Film Zurich release of UnitasFilm (Oscar Dueby) production. Directed
by Hans Trommer; screenplay, Schaggi
Streuli, Werner Wollenberger; camera,
Emil Bern*; music* Hans Moeckel. Stars
Schaggi Streuli, Margrit Rainer; features
Ursula Kopp, Paul Boesiger, Lina Carstens, Willy Ackermann, Rueli Walter,
Hans -Grimm,
Karl
Meier,
Friedrich
Braun* Annin Schweizeri Valerie Stfeinmann, Elisabeth Wenger. At Urban Thea¬
tre, Zurich. Running time, 99 MINS.

,

First offering of new Swiss pro¬
ducing outfit, Unitas-Film, is a
comedy with strictly home-market
appeal, brought in at a (by U.S.
standards) pint-size budget of
$93,000 and filmed in 41 days
mostly on "location near Zurich,
Basle and along the Rhine in Ger¬
many, Holland and France. Plot
concerns a Swiss innkeeper who is
so busy piling up money that ht
nearly wrecks "his marriage and
loses his daughter. He is brought
to reason just in time to keep
everyone concerned happy for the
fadeout. '
Best assets are some picturesque
shots of the Rhine landscape and
lively performances ' by Schaggi
Streuli (who also co-authored the
screenplay), Margrit Rainer, pert
newcomer Ursula Kopp tmd espe¬
cially Lina Carstens from the
Munich Residenz-Theatre.
Paul Boesiger as the girl’s fiance
is wooden and Unconvincing. Sup¬
porting roles are satisfactorily cast
and technical credits average.

“The Precipice” is the Japanese
version of a program picture, slick,
Ruth Leuwerik turns in a topwell-made and somehow never very notch job as a woman doctor sent
interesting because the audience
a German prisoner-of-war camp
isn’t convinced of the illusion,it Is to
in mid-Siberia because she resisted
watching on the screen.
a Russian officer after World War
Two young mountain-climbers II.
She is a sensitive actress who
are involved here, one of whom is
a considerable resemblance to
having an affair with the young has
the Garbo of 25 years ago and she
wife of an aging scientist employed runs
by a big corporation. She breaks film. away with this rather drab
off the affair, the two chaps climb
concerns the hopelessness
a snowy peak and the fellow who of Story
German. POW’s caught In Si¬
was having the affair falls to his beria.
The
woman doctor inspires
death because his nylon climbing i
hope in all of them, clouts one
rope snapped. The young wife has j new
swaggering lout, played by Gunter
guilt feelings—she thinks her ex- Pfitzmann,
who tries to molest her
lover committed suicide—-hut the
and then defends him against the
remaining climber Staunchly denies other
299
men
in the camp. She
this and blames the rope. No one and a fellow prisoner,
played by
in Japan, believes him and a test Hannes
Mezo.
Messemer,
in love and
conducted by the aging scientist is film ends with her fall
going
free and
supposed to prove a iiylon rope her lover expecting to follow
her
can’t break.
shortly.
By that time the dead man’s
Aside from Miss Leuwerik, none
body is found—sure enough, the
of the characters seems to come
Continued from. page 2
rope broke.
very much — possibly that’s
The dead man’s sister is in love alive
yesteryear. “What is really needed
because
they’re
supposed
to
be
with the remaining climber and he only half-alive. Hopelessness of
is tom between her and his dead their situation, however, is never are some hardheaded, realistic
pal’s ex-lover. He climbs the peak j made
explicit and the Russian businessmen in the industry,” he
and gets killed in an avalanche. guardsvery
and_ commandant are only commented. “They’ve got to have
The two women are left grief- [thin caricatures.
a grasp of today and a vision of
stricken.
All this is played in modem [ Audience see scenes of men com¬ tomorrow. Our people go wander¬
dress, against a background of plaining of sickness and men grip¬ ing down memory lane half the
ing, but to anyone who’s ever lived
electric kitchens* bachelor apart¬ in
a barracks this seems pretty time instead of planning for a new
ments, corporation offices and commonplace.
Indeed, one of these age.”
scurrying pedestrians.* It looks like
Germans’ biggest gripes is lack of
midtown Manhattan, except for the mail
Wanger felt the business was
from
home
a period of
young wife, who by some quirk years — this, of over
course, was not woefully lacking in the basics of
is still wearing a kimono.
exactly unknown among nonpris¬ Lany major industry, i.e. research,
Hiroshi Murai’s color camera oners
in the late war.
i the training of personnel, "indocwork, especially in the mountain
George Kraus’s camera goes in i trination” of men going abroad,
snow scenes, is beautiful, and heavily
for
shadow-shrouded
scenes
etc. “I once wanted to study the
Hitomi Nozoe, as the sister of the
climber who gets killed first, is one and Wolfgang Liebeneiner has I impact of a single film as it went
apparently
directed
with
an
eye
of the most strikingly handsome to keeping some of a POW camp’s around the world,” he said.
women gracing the screen today
“Everybody liked the Idea, but—
horror out of this picture
—she looks a bit like a Smith un¬ stark
that film will be acceptable to as usual—nothing was done. It’s
dergrad in her cablestitch ski so
that
way with everything else.
German filmgoers.
sweater and ponytail.
Nevertheless, Miss Leuwerik* Look at our studios. There Isn’t
Kenji Sugawara and Keizo Ka¬
one with a modem building. And
lovely,
despite
her
unattractive
wasaki are properly masculine as
how many brandnew theatres are
the two climbers* even though they prison garb, manages to rescue . there except for the art houses?’
mediocrity and it
emote somewhat like Actors’ Lab picture from
has some chance in U.S.
Industry As Whole
grads, and Fujiko. Yamamoto is a probably
art circuit. Title, incidentally,
pretty, fearful young wife. Yasuzo refers
For a good deal of the Intra¬
the name of the Yast
Masumura keeps things hopping Siberiantoforests.
industry
lack of action Wanger
Stef.
the way a competent director
blamed Eric Johnston who, he
should, but the script and Akira
said, didn’t exercise the kind of
Toi Le Venoai
Ifukube’s overly Western music
leadership the business needed.
(You Are The Venom)
betray him.
“He makes a good front man for*
(FRENCH)
Ludicrous scene: a dozen or so
:
Hollywood,”
he said, “but he has
Paris, Nov. 11.
brawny young skiers gathered
Pathe release of Jules Borkon produc¬ done little for the industry as an
around the first dead climber’s tion.
Stars Robert Hossein. Marins Vlady,
industry.
For
instance, I feel we
funeral pyre in a snowy forest1 Odlle Versois; features Helena Manson,
singing Japanese words to “Cle¬ Henri Cremieux. Written and directed by might have gotten some of the
Hossein from novel by Frederic DardL foundations interested, the film
mentine.”
Camera, Robert Juilltfrd; editor, Gilbert
This doesn’t figure to make the Natot. Preemed in Paris. Running time, after all being a vital export com¬
99 MINS.
grade in the U.S. art circuit.
modity and important in its Impact
Pierre
...Robert Hossein
Stef.
But Johnston
Eva.....Marina Vlady on men’s minds.
Helene .....OdUe Versois hasn’t moved
in that direction
.......Helena Manson
Two Eyes, Twelve Hands Amelia
and my guess is he' won’t in the
Doctor ..................Henri Cremieux
QND1AN)
future either.”
San Francisco, Nov. 7.
Wanger saw the need for the
Suspense and psychology are
Rajkamal
Kalamandir Private Ltd.,
and' Imaginative ads.
(Bombay production, directed by Sbri V. | the two main themes of this melo- attractive
Sftantaram; script, G. D. Madgulkar; cam¬ [ drama.
Though slickly mounted, "They would intrigue people. To¬
era, G. Balkrishna; music, Vasant DesaL [pie does not quite bring^off enough
day, the attraction itself has to da
Stars Sbri V. Shantaram, Sandhyar. At
San Francisco Film Festival, Nov. 6. character perception to make the more than It should have n bring¬
Running time, 124 MINS.
,
involved tale plausible.
As a ing people in. You can’t re-create
result, this emerges an okay local
A somewhat naive folk-tale bet with mainly exploitation pos¬ the film going habit "that way.**
focuses on the two eyes of an sibilities for international markets. Producer also complained that
idealistic Indian jail official and
A jobless young man, Robert offbeat pictures were being sold
the 12 hands of six Indian murder¬ Hossein, is picked up one night by a on a mass-production basis* killing
ers, who play a sort of a Greek girl in a big motor car. She dis¬ their special appeal.
chorus to the hopes of their jailer. robes and then throws him out,
On the Coast* he said* things
' The jailer theorizes that all men subsequently trying to run him have changed under the pressure
are basically good and. to prove down after a love bout. He does —but to the worse. “In the old
his point persuades higher authori¬ [not see her face But grabs the : days, the front office was open to
ties to let him take the six mur¬ car license number, and locates the ideas* A child could walk in and
derers to a desolate area. The house where there are two sisters*
murderers gradually come to co¬ both with long Blonde hair. One would Be listened to. Today, the
agents are.the kings. You can’t get
operate with him and turn their is confined to a wheelchair.
barren area into a flourishing farm.
Plot has both falling for him to a studio head without them, and
When they go to a nearby village but he Is not sure which girl was they’re half the trouble.” Wanger
. said one of the answers .was not
to sell*their produce at what the the love marauder.
jailer considers a fair price a vil¬
Marina Vlady and Odile Versois, to take no for an answer—ever.
lainous food broker* who enjoys being sisters in real life, haVe “Sooner or later, things get done,
a monopoly in the village, tries to the proper resemblance. But it despite all the soothsayers, witch
wreck the jailer’s plan and even¬ is hard to accept the hero’s not doctors and pitchmen with mem¬
tually lets loose a herd of cattle having really seen the girl in the ories. of the past in the business.**
on the farm and has the crops auto. Technical credits are'good
As for “Cleopatra,”^ it’ll Be shot
burned. The jailer is gored to and the pic has somp good narra¬
death by one of the cattle as he tive quality. However, Hossein oh tiie Coast, Wanger said, noting
tries to save the lives of his mur¬ has taken on too much as star, that talent and facilities there
derers but his reforms are carried ■writer and director. He is best were still the best anywhere. He
on by the murderers.
^
in his role- of the befuddled man said a new face should play Cleo¬
Film has humor, despite its trying to identify a venomous patra, but the implications were
he’d probably end up with* a star.
Mask.
macabre outcome, and Shri V. woman.

Sez Wanger
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Wonder Drugs Need Wonder Of
Closed-Circuit to Reach Doctors
The era of wonder drugs de¬
mands “the newest wonder way”—
closed-circuit television—to enable
the pharmaceutical industry to
“break through Communications
bottlenecks and reach the physi¬
cian directly with life-saving in¬
formation,” Nathan L. Halpern,
president of Theatre Network Tele¬
vision, told 300 members of the
Pharmaceutical Advertising Club of
N. Y. last week.
Halpern said a single closedcircuit telecast can reach threefourths of the 226,000 practicingphysicians in America at one'
time.
He said he foresaw a
scheduled monthly series of na¬
tional medical telecasts which
would provide doctors with the
latest information in medicine and
drugs and which would be spon¬
sored by pharmaceutical firms
either individually or in combina¬
tion.

Rules Cabled TV
Not Utility In
Texas Statute
' Houston, Nov. 18.
City Attorney Richard H. Burks
ruled that the city cannot grant
franchises for closed cTcuit or paytelevision, and the City Council
voted to defer any hearings on ap¬
plications for authority, to operate
service of this kind until there is
agreement between attorneys for
the city and the applicants that the
city has the right to grant special
permission.
Burks said that, in his opinion,
the city is prohibited by. state law
from granting closed-circuit fran¬
chises and'That the o * remedy he
sees for the applicants is the State
Legislature.
The city attorney first said that
a closed circuit tv business is not
a public utility for which the city
may lawfully grant a franchise
when its primary purpose is the
transmission of entertainment. He
then, held that the business of in¬
stalling, maintaining and operating
a two-way 'audio and video com¬
munication system over a Wired
closed circuit system is not a pub¬
lic utility for which the city may
legally grant a franchise. And, on
a third point, he held that the city
could not grant a franchise to a
business which is not a public
utility entitling it to make use of
streets for the purpose of installing
underground cables.
Seven applications are on file
with the city from firms wanting
closed circuit tv franchises. One of
the firms, Closed 'Circuit of
Houston Inc., has amended its ap¬
plication to eliminate entertain¬
ment. Burks, in his opinion, dif¬
ferentiated between- a franchise
and a permit

United Steel Workers’ Film
Grapples With Northern
Prejudice Vs. Negroes
Washington, Nov. 18.
Under Government sponsorship,
the United Steel Workers’ public
service film on the race problem
was shown to an audience of 300
local church and community lead¬
ers here recently.
The film, made in Hollywood
and previously shown in Philadel¬
phia, New York, Boston, Detroit
and on the Coast, is available with¬
out charge to community groups
anywhere. Called “The Burden of
Truth,” it runs 65 minutes.
The Steelworkers’ film tells the
story of a young Negro who leaves
the South because of racial dis¬
crimination, educates himself under
the.GI Bill and finds himself con¬
fronted with a riot when he moves
into a white residential neighbor¬
hood. He meets apathy when he
tries to find a suitable job;
It was shown here in the Interior
Dept, auditorium and was intro¬
duced by D.C. Commissioner Rob¬
ert E. McLaughlin.

Russian Film Savvy
—^ Continued from page 2

sed with a number of things: (1)
Mikfe Todd has talked about “Don
Quixote”; they have it finished
and in color; (2) “We have Ciner¬
ama but their Kinopanorama is
equally as good as ours and com¬
patible also for Todd-AO or any
of the large-screen processes”; t3)
Where Hollywood has done many
of the Russian classics “for some
strange reason they’re just getting
around to filming them,” he ob¬
serves.
Youngstein was impressed also
with the hunger by the. Russians,
the lays and the pros, for Ameri¬
can films; their advances in color
cinematography and general studio
techniques.
As with every tourist, the little
personal closeups on the vox pop
level are revealing. A midship¬
man on a Russian training vessel
knew “Down by the River Side”
phonetically and better—lyric Con¬
tent-wise—than did Youngstein
and his wife, having heard it over
the radio in his travels, but other-,
wise was limited in his English.
At one of the niteries the band¬
leader was the Russian road com¬
pany of Glenn Miller apparently—
he obviously copied disk after disk
of Miller pop standards and after
a session one of'his dancing neigh¬
bors, in all friendly seriousness,
asked the film exec, “How do you
like our music?”
Under the . tourist $30-a-day, all
expenses prepaid deal, the Youngsteins were billeted in the SaVoya,
Moscow, a small but good-service
hotel,! and yet at the Astoria, Len¬
ingrad, for the same $30-a-day
(which includes food and travel,
as well), their suite there was
four rooms in size.
Youngstein surveyed television
and pop disk business as well as
pix and has blueprinted everything
so that if, perchance, a coproduc¬
tion setup on any of these segments
should crop up, he is set to go. The
only working solution for such
operation, as he sees it, would be
ceding' the Russians the Iron Cur¬
tain countries and the Yank part¬
ners the Western territorial rights
and markets, with revenues to be
retained by each.

Indie Cinemas Fear
Added British Tele
London, Nov. 11.
The Assn., of Independent Cin¬
emas is worried about the possi¬
bility that there might be a second
commercial tv channel. So it has
decided to write to the Prime Min¬
ister, the Minister of Education,
Members of Parliament and film
trade organizations “deploring the
possibility of a second commercial
television channel.”
Dennis Walls, a Manchester exhib, told a London meeting of the
AIC that this 'possibility “gives
reason for the greatest possible
alarm, especially if a third chan¬
nel went to Independent Tele¬
vision. “If that happened,” he
said, “the industry would be
doomed, including Rank so far as
cinemas are concerned,” Harry
Mears, AIC prexy, added that a
third channel would mean the
death of the theatre, and that
every form of entertainment would
suffer.

TOtLTlSIOlV

Trances Rene Clair Enthusiastic,
Sees Tollvision Wave of Future
MexicanTrouble
Continued from page 2 —,»

actress, executed in Rome in Feb¬
ruary of this year.
Under terms of contract Miss
Pampanini agreed- to do one film
in;. Mexico for Torres. The pro¬
ducer at first had the idea of star¬
ring her in a film biography of
Simon Bolivar. But financing diffi¬
culties delayed shooting and Sotomayer dickered for a coproduction
deal with Columbia Pictures star¬
ring
Pampanini
in
“Circus
Woman.”
Sotomayer said he was sur¬
prised to learn that the Italian
actress was coming here to begin
work on the 24th in producer
Jesus Sotomayer’s “La Luz” (The
Light).
Torres stated that if Pampanini
does not abide by his contract he
intends to sue for a million pesos
($80,000).
Meanwhile, for unexplained rea¬
sons, ANDA (National Association
Net of $2,623,000 for the first of Actors) has not cabled the visa
nine months of .1958, compared which will authorize Pampanini to
with $2,364,000 for the same period enter and work in Mexico.
in ’57, was reported yesterday
(Tues.) by United Artists. Com¬
pany’s worldwide gross for the nine
months hit $61,591,000, a hefty
$9,000,000 rise over the prior year.
Continued from page 2
The nine months net represents
earnings of $2.06 per share on nephew of author Jimenez, Fran¬
1,276,000 shares outstanding. This cisco Hernandez Pinzon Jimenez.
compares with $1.85 per share last
“Platero” will be lensed in
year. The 39-week net adds up to color. Exteriors will be made in
an.'11% increase over 1957.
its original local, a small “pueblo”
in
Andalucia
called
Moguer;
interiors in a Madrid studio.
Film should be rolling in about
a year, with the exception of
some location shots, which will
probably get under way well be¬
London, Nov. 11.
fore that. Maim estimates produc¬
British film producers are ex¬ tion costs at $500,000 (about 25,pressing anxiety about a fall in 000,000 pesetas.) “Platero’s” back¬
production which may result if the ground music will be mostly popu¬
exhibitors’ levy to the statutory lar songs and dances of Andalucia,
British Film Fund is not increased. and Mann hopes to have top com¬
Representatives of producers met poser Joaquin (“Concierto de
the Parliamentary Secretary to the Aranjuez”) Rodrigo for impres¬
Board of Trade last week to urge sionistic pieces the film will
*
that the increase should be made require.
in the levy for the second and en¬
Jose Quintero will probaly di¬
suing years.
rect, and Mann and Weitzner
Arthur Watkins, president of the would like Gerard. Philipe for the
British Film Producers Assn., told part of poet Jimenez.
a press conference after the meet¬
ing that the increase must come
as speedily as possible if produc¬
Continued from page 1
tion* in 1959 was not to suffer. He
Sacks personally handled .so many said the exhibitors’ position had
, Continued from page 2 —,
of their contracts and otherwise been taken into consideration and
mentored them on a personal pointed out that if production did finds his own level,” he said.
Regarding industry attitude re
friendship basis, may pose a prob¬ fall it would affect, them too. It
lem on time but Sarnoff and Clyne was because* of this that producers the critics, the producer said it
wanted
steps
to
be
taken
to
insure
wasn’t
justified. “Films aren’t such
figure that it- should be held to
90 minutes instead of a possible that production could be main¬ a sacrosanct art,” he opined.
tained
at
a
reasonable
level.
Wat¬
“They’re
continuously exposed to
two-hour salute.
The show itself, under the all- kins added that if there was rea¬ the public view. When the pro¬
son
to
believe
that
there
would
be
ducers
give
out with their favorite
inclusive tag of “Manie’s Friends,”
will be timetabled for next Janu¬ a decline in admissions, producers melody, about being interested
would
have
to
have
a
revised
levy
only
in
making
a buck, they:
ary or February so as not to inter¬
fere with personal commitments. to compensate. All the efforts of . shouldn’t be too surprised that,
the
industry
had
to
<be
directed
when
they
make
their
determinedly
All talent Will work for scale.
films,
they
gei
Their usual $25,000-$50,000 guest toward arresting a production de¬ commercial
cline.
bludgeoned
by
the
critics.
If Holly¬
shots—more likely it will be a uni¬
Representatives at the meeting wood treats the screen with re¬
form 25G-per-name—will be do¬
nated in their name to the Sacks included, for the BFPA, Watkins, spect, as an art, the reviewers usu¬
Robert Clark, John Davis, David ally also treat it more respect¬
Memorial Foundation.
An RCA Victor album,' trans¬ Kingsley, J. G. Minter and John fully.”
Schary said today’s film ads werecribing the show for permanent Woolf.
“spotty” and much of the adver¬
home-use, will be another means
tising “doesn’t result in a nickel.”
of fund-raising.
The “vulgarized” ads, pitched in. evitably to the lowest common
audience and taste denominator,
Buenos Aires, Nov. 11.
A good* deal of ballyhoo was were part and parcel of a pattern
—Continued from page .7 —
given here to the Argentine Film of industry desperation and panic,
simple procedure of tying the Week recently organized in Monte¬ he held.
opening to a given date which in video’s Ariel Theatre, at which
turn is keyed to the convenience “Rossaura a las 10,” “Behind a
of the house where the distribu¬ Long Wall,” “The Kidnapper,”
Hugo del Carril’s “Edad Dificil,”
tor wants to slot his release.
Also, as Variety pointed out in “The Protegee” and “Too Young”
^ Continued from page 1 ——
a story on bidding some- months were presented to the Uruguayan
back, distribs aren’t above making public. Admissions were priced at tion can save the industry “be¬
adjustments on bids, particularly around 30c but the gross for the cause it is the theatre which is
feeling the effect of the present
where a good customer is concern¬ entire week barely hit $930.
ed and he has “over-bid” on a
Recently a new 1,650-seat thea¬ crisis.” He pointed out that “our
given picture. Apart from all this, tre in Mar del Plata announced an plight” is not felt in Hollywood
the distributor, even on receipt of Argentine film as an exclusive re¬ and “no one there is suffering.”
a high bid, has the right to say the lease. From Thursday to Sunday He added that “almost every per¬
bid iap’t satisfactory.
(four best days in a week), the son engaged in production is being
One exhibitor-distributor last gross take came to less than $150, paid more than ever before, and
week, evaluating the situation, said of which 50% was for the produ¬ that is the reason for our plight.” j
it didn’t make sense to press for cer, leaving the exhibitor with a ' He noted that exhibitors do not
bidding “as long as there is enough heavy deficit. Nevertheless, some realize that if the theatres close
product around.” He added he native screen talent likes to whis¬ “all the creative talent in Holly-J
couldn’t see a shortage. Others, ker in the ears of congressmen wood will be working for televi¬
however, hold that good films are -j-that tjje exhibitors are unpatriotic, sion.”
“The manufacturer^’ Skouras in¬
very hard to get, and-the east-west and laws must be drafted to make
“split” aggravates the competitive them toe the line. Apparently, au¬ dicated, “will folow the demands of I
feeling.
j
diences are supremely unpatriotic. his customers.”-

United Artists

Maim-Weitzner

British Film Producers
Worried By Prod. Dip

‘Marne's Friends’
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Exhibs’ Villains

Spirited endorsement of paytelevision as “the only solution for
the future of French television”
came in N.Y. last week from Rene
Clair, vet French film director.
Noting that video in France
was nowr state-controlled, but
sooner or later would have to go
into a different direction, Clair
suggested that the time to prepare
for the future was now. “If we
have to change, commercial tv
certainly is not the answer,” he
held. “Why go into the past when
there’s a- way into the future?”
Clair, whose last was “Porte de
Lilas,” said exhibitors were fool¬
ish to fear toll-video inasmuch
as, for them, it represented an
ideal compromise solution. “It’s
much better than commercial tv,”
he said. “At least, here people
have to pay for what they see.
That gives the cinema a chance to
compete
What chance has it
against free entertainment?”
Clair, who witnessed a demon¬
stration of the Paramount Tele¬
meter system while in Gotham,
said the answer in good fiart was
longevity.
“People live a lot
longer than they used to, and
these old peoole don’t go out to
the theatres. So the theatres aren't
losing them anyway. It’s a differ¬
ent type audience that would stay
home for pay-as-you-see.”
There’ll
be
a
“commercial
transition” between the current
state-controlled tv and the' future
toll, Clair opined. He’s a member
of the board of governors in
France which supervises radio and
tv .programming. “We have a cer¬
tain influence over television, and
we try to keep the level as high
as possible.” he said. “Hut it‘s
foolish, as long as the state owns
and runs the stations themselves,
for the state also to have a monoply on production.”

Await Top Court
Antitrust Views
Re Eade-Lion
Washington, Nov. 18.
With the arguments over, the
film industry now awaits the U.S.
Supreme Court’s verdict in the
Eagle-Lion case. The decision could
be one of the most significant since
the Paramount edic*
Issue is whether Loew’s and
RKO excluded Eagle-Lion from the
opportunity of showing its features
on a competitive basis at first-run
neighborhood houses controlled by
Loew's and RKO in the New York
metropolitan area, and thus vio¬
lated antitrust laws.
Opposing sides had their day in
the high court last week, although
nothing new was said. Lawyers re¬
peated points made months ago in
briefs filed with the court. Eagle,Lion stuck to its claim that Loew’i
and RKO put their heads together
in concocting a conspiracy to keep
Eagle-Lion film showings to a min¬
imum in their neighborhood,
houses. Firm is seeking $15,000,000
in damages.
Eagle-Lion counsel William L.
McGovern conceded the company
was not frozen out completely but
had been relegated to second ren¬
tal spot on double bills to a large
extent.
RKO and Loew’s attorneys de¬
nied any conspiracy against EagleLion and said latter’s films got the
billing they deserved on the basis
of quality.
Both sides showered the Justices
with coin statistics. Eagle-Lion
claimed a minimum $417,000 loss
from rentals in New York, and
said it got only 6.4% • of its
nationwide gross from showings in
the area as compared to 8.9%
gleaned by the major distributors.
RKO countered that Eagle-Lion en¬
joyed a higher earning percentage
in New York than the majors on
$500,000 and less pictures.
Eagle-Lion lost ouf in lower
courts which held that the basic
question of whether Loew’s and
RKO illegally conspired to exclude
independent exhibitors from com¬
petitive access to first subsequent
run outlets was not directly deter¬
mined by the Paramount case.
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Which Rating Do You Read?

Tight Money Season finds Webs
More and More Selling OS Their
TV Shows to Regional Sponsors
For the first., time on any ex¬
panded scale, network properties
are getting a hard regional look
with some programs being snapped
up.
Case in point is the- Hills Bros,
buy this season of “Walt Disney
Presents,'* on ABC-TV Fridays at
8 p.m. The eoffee house bought
this show regionally in the midwest
and on the coast but excluded the
Atlantic seaboard. Hills Bros, also
bought another ABC show, “JubiJee, USA,” on a regional basis.
Again the east was excluded in the
sale.
General Foods, one of the top
network advertisers, has employed
the regional practice this semester
on “The Bob Cummings Show”
presented over NBC-TV on Tues¬
days at 9:30. Partial sponsorship
of the program was purchased in
an unusual 13-week deal which
started Oct. 7 and runs through
the first of the year. GF will pick
up the tab for six segments of the
skein. The product being plugged
is Tang and the marketing pro¬
cedure calls for the household item
to be regionally introduced in the
east and after each week’s tv ex¬
posure moving west into new mar¬
kets.
Eventually Tang will ex¬
tend to the west coast.
The idea of introducing a prod¬
uct in one region and gradually
extending the number of markets,
backed by on-the-shelf merchand¬
ising support, has never been wide¬
ly used In network television but
General. Foods is regarded as
enough of a spender to set up a
whole new pattern and concept for
national advertisers in bringing
out a new product for public con¬
sumption.
Still another case in point is the
sponsorship of “Perry Mason” on
CBS-TV, Saturday. Partial spon¬
sorship'has be€h picked up by the
Gulf Oil Co. and Hamm’s Brewery.
Gulf will pay the bill in the east
while the beer company will bank¬
roll the show in the m.dwesL
The Shirley Temple specials
were also sold regionally. While
Breck carried one-half of the show
nationally, two clients ccme in for
regional pickups. "Sponsorship east
of the Mississippi t finds National
Dairy Products' acting as host
while Hills Bros, took the program
in the west.
The use of network television
shows by major regional advertis¬
ers could easily supplement the
coffers of the webs, and while
they may not be exactly hurting at
this point, it would insure the net¬
work of some extra, loot which is
not currently available with all
three networks carrying sustaining
programs.
From the advertising point of
view, regional sponsorship provides
a more attractive showcase for the
advertised products compared to
syndication properties and reruns
of the fast diminishing lot of films.

Who Quit Whom,
WNEW or News?

On the strength of the Trendex ratings on the Arthur Murray
Monday night showcase on. NBC-TV, Pharmaceuticals made quite
a to-do about sharing co-sponsorship of the'program with P. Lorillard, even going so far as to relinquish commercials on its Geritol
program in favor of an after-shaving product, in order to keep
Lorillard happy.
The Trendexes have since projected the Murray stanza into the
bigtime Monday rating sweepstakes, with Pharmaceuticals sub¬
sequently shouting some fancy hallelujahs. Then along came the
new Nielsens last week and, in sharp contrast to the Trendexhappy story, slowed the “Arthur Murray Party” down to a waltzy
14.4, putting it in 100th place on the Nielsen calendar.
Murray is all for exterminating Nielsen and perpetuating the
fox-trotty Trendexes.

Trendex Top 10
XWeeJc of Nov. 1-7)
Danny Thomas (CBS)_29.5
Wagon Train (NBC)_,28.3
Perry Como (NBC).27.6
Gunsmoke (CBS) -.... 27.5
Rifleman (ABC) .26.7
What’s My Line (CBS) . ..26.3
Real McCoys (ABC) .25.5
Chevy Show-Sid Caesar
(NBC) ......25.3
Person To Person (CBS).25.2
Wyatt Earp (ABC) .25.1

ARB Top 10
(Week of Oct. 11-17)
Gunsmoke (CBS).,44.9'
" Wagon Train. (NBC) .39.3
Perry Como (NBC).36.8
Maverick (ABC) ...34.7
Have Gun Will Travel
(CBS) . ...33.8
I’ve Got A Secret (CBS). .33.1
Price Is Right (NBC) ... .32.7
Bob Hope, (NBC) .32.6
What’s-My Line (CBS) . .32.4
Wyatt Earp (ABC) ......32.4

Seek Decision Vs.
‘Wire-Pulling As
Miami Case Ends
Washington, Nov. 18.
Adversaries in the Miami Chan¬
nel 10 rerun had their final brief
encounter yesterday (Mon.) and
now it’s all over except for the
verdict. Special FCC Hearing Ex¬
aminer Horace Stem promised to
get to work on .this promptly.
Final oral argument was high¬
lighted by a call from FCC’s legal
office for a decision which will
serve as “fair warning to anyone
who attempts to meddle” with de¬
cision-making by the FCC or any
other agency.
Commission associate general
counsel Edgar Holtz told Stern
this should go for Congressmen
as well as lawyers and others who
take an interest in FCC goings-oh.
Reiterating his recommendation
for disqualification of three out or
the four applicants for the Miami
outlet, Holtz said the doctrine of
“clean hands” should be brought
into play and “now is the time”
for an “abrupt stop” to the kind
of wire-pulling he said was evident
in the Miami affair. .
The FCC attorney, however, ad¬
vised Stem not to decide the ques¬
tion of Whether FCC should open
the door to new applicants for the
channel, if the grant should be
voided. This was suggested
the
Justice Dept. Holtz maintained the
commissioners themselves will have
to make .up their own minds on
the issue.
Norman E. Jorgensen, attorney
for PubHc -Service Television Inc.,
which won the channel,* asserted
his company was guiltless and
charged that the FCC “Rode
Roughshod” over the facts in the
case in an effort _to give the ad¬
ministration a “face-scrubbing!” In
assailing the Justice Dept’s'indict¬
ment .of Public Service's, role he
admonished the Government -t'not
to be carried away in its anxiety to
impress the public.”
WKAT’s spokesman, Paul Porter,
similarly accused the Justice Dept,
of a “completely partisan presen¬
tation” of the case in its brief.
(Continued on page 56)

It now develops that when
WNEW, N.Y. radio indie, an¬
nounced last week it was breaking
its “round the clock” news associa¬
tion with the N.Y. Daily News, the!
newspaper had long since been
mulling a break with WNEW.
In point of fact, WNEW did take
the actual step of cancelling the
17-year arrangement whereby a
team of the newspaper’s writers
wrote and edited copy for the sta¬
tion’s hourly newscasts (in return
for a substantial running plug).
But the Daily News has for “sev¬
eral months,” according to a
spokesman for the corporation,
CBS is selling WHCT, its UHF
been investigating ending the con¬ outlet in Hartford, Conn., to Ed¬
tract when it expires "at the end ward D. Taddei. Latter is general
of the year.
manager of WNHC-AM-TV, New
The News’ management was first [Haven, and former .exec veep of
disturbed by WNEW’s tv tieup. I Elm City Broadcasting Corp., New
, WNEW belongs to the same cor¬ > Haven, former owners of WNHC.
poration, Metropolitan Broadcast¬
Purchase price is reportedly
ing, as WABD, while the News $250,000 and sale is subject to FCC
owns rival WPIX. And when j approval. Taddei said a strong efWABD
recently
changed
its j fort would be made to retain pres(Continued on page 50)
1 ent employees, of the outlet.

CBS GETS $250,000
FOR HARTFORD‘U’

THE .
HONEY DREAMERS
Records
Transcriptions
Mgmt: ART WARD
Direction
Oxford 7-9034
MCA

Now Shows Profit
• The National Telefilm Associates
station ownership department is at
least “half, a click” at this time.
NTA only assumed command of
Channel 13, Newark, last May and
has nothing to report about its fin¬
ances yet, but KMSP-TV, Minne¬
apolis, which it took over a year
ago this month,.is operating on a
month-to-month profit.
Billings at KMSP-TV are at
least 60% ahead of the take prior
to NTA. An NTA spokesman said
the station, then KMGM, was los¬
ing substantially a year ago. The
60% gain represents a “reason¬
able” profit.
NTA bought the indie in the
four-station market for a total of
$750,000. Initially, NTA bought
three-quarters of the station for
$620,000, and then, a few months
after the takeover .on Nov, 28,
1957, NTA bought out Metro’s 25%
share for another $130,000.
According to NTA, KMGM did
not have a single live program at
the time of the acquisition, and it
was pulling a 52.4% non-duplicated
weekly cumulative audience. It is
now up to 69.8% on the same
basis, and the station is exposing
live basketball and football games,
has a live kidvid strip and a couple
of. other live stanzas.

GILLETTE STATUS QUO
ON POST-SEASON GRID
Gillette is buying total sponsor¬
ship of NBG-TV’s coverage of two
major football jousts, the BlueGray game on Saturday^ Dec, 27,
and Rose Bowl fracas on New
Year’s-Day.
This marks fifth consecutive
year that % razor outfit has spon¬
sored Blue-Gray classic and eighth
straight year at the Rose Bowl, via
the Maxon agency. Gillette is also
picking up the tab for NBC Radio’s
coverage of the two events.
Web’s coverage of two other
post-season
outings,
East-West
Shrine game on Saturday, Dec. 27,
and National Football League
Championship game on Sunday,
Dec. 28, is SRO. Sponsors for first
game are Savings .& Loan Founda¬
tion, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco and
Whitehall Labs. Pro football game
has Philip Morris, Clinton Engines
and Hygrade Food Products pick¬
ing up various segments.
Author - Humorist

H. Allen Smith
who admits ho lost his campaign
against finger-snapping on TV
now is engaged in another
misstoh:

Baldness Can Be
Beautiful
* *
one of the many Editorial Features
in the upcoming

53d Anniversary Number
of

mfr

^

McConnaughey Calls Bribe ‘Rumors
In Pittsburgh Case ‘Unbelievable
+

Washington, Nov. 18.
The Harris Subcommittee, which
has staged many fascinating shows
here, produced its biggest flop in
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
a probe of “rumors” that ex-FCC
MCA is packaging “The
Glass Menagerie” for a tv spec
chairman
George * C.
McConor as a special on “Playhouse
naughey^ vote was for. sale In the
90.”
Pittsburgh Channel 4 case.
Agency is negotiating for an
Subcommittee members admit¬
all-Oscar-winning starring cast,
ted total failure in getting the
namely Shirley Booth, Eva
truth after days of hearings, with
Marie Saint, Marlon Brando
a complete denial of the rumors
and Karl Malden.
by McConnaughey as the windup
witness yesterday (Mon,).
Acting subcommittee chairman
John Bell Williams (D-Miss.) con¬
cluded the hearings by saying the
subcommittee had failed to un¬
cover .the facts, but the Justice
Dept, should take over and do so.
The case has been before a Fed¬
eral Grand Jury here for months.
Williams, subbing for Rep. Oren
Harris (D.-Ark.) who planed to
Arkansas to watch his daughter
become a college beauty queen,
For the eleventh consecutive made two suggestions to the jus¬
year Cunningham & Walsh has tice
Dept.
made an intensive study of the
(1) If the rumors are found to
changes in radio-tv in a typical
American city, called Videotown. be true, prosecute McConnaughey.
’The biggest news in Videotown
(2) If they are found to be un¬
this year is the return of house¬ true, learn who started them and
wives to morning radio listening institute criminal libel proceed¬
with almost one out of every two ings.
women tuned in some time before
McConnaughey called the runoon, with favored -listening hours 1 mors “unbelievable, ~ inconceiva¬
between 8 and 10,” the report ble” and added there “has never
notes.
been anything that hurt me and
Gerald W. Tasker, veepee and di¬ my family like this thing.”
rector of research at the agency,
Senior GOP subcommittee mem¬
reports that on the five radio week¬ ber Charles A. Wolverton (N.J.)
day mornings, the average house¬ observed that the subcommittee
wife listened for a total of five had found no facts to justify the
hours and 48 minutes, a 109% “rumors.” Wolverton wondered at
increase over 1957.
length out loud about who would
Gains have also been made in benefit iqost by spreading the ru¬
tv viewing. “Our survey shows that mor. His personal conclusion that
viewing is somewhat higher than TV City Inc. would. TV City, op¬
the peak of 1955, the slight de¬ posed McConnaughey’s vote, won
creases/)! the past two years have- the channel after a merger with
ing been wiped out. The total view¬ Hearst’s WCAE.
ing time per person for the five
McConnaughey was accused in
weekdays is now 15 hours, 48 min¬ rumors of soliciting $50,000 from
utes; for the whole week (includ¬
ing weekends), the total is 22 TV City and $200,000 over a 10hours, 7 minutes, or approximate¬ year spread from Hearst. After
ly 20% of one’s entire waking life,” long hearings, the subcommittee
Tasker said. Seventeen of these 22 learned only thac the rumors had
been widely circulated, hut. that
hours are in the evening.
The report declares that “the no one could prove anything .with
average person spends somewhat facts. Only hearsay was heard.
over three hours watching tele¬ McConnaughey .admitted one TV
vision every day of the week and City official, Earl Reed, suggested
the only family members who have to him at lunch (the meeting was
decreased their tv viewing are the arranged by Broadcaster George
(Continued on page 56>
children — both
teenagers
and
youngsters. The decreases are not
heavy (about an hour a week)
and are far outweighed by ’the
substantial increases in' adult view-,
ing.” ' :
Another1 area investigated by
Videotown researchers was pro¬
gram preferences. Broken down by
sexes, men preferred westerns fol¬
lowed by variety type -shows,- while |
Chicago, Nov. 18.
(Continued on page 56)"
1
Helene Curtis' has asked CBSTV for relief-on “What’s My Line,”
which it co-sponsors this season
with Kellogg. Cosmetic firm wants
out by P6b. 1, at which time 17
alternate weeks would remain till
the termination of the contract.
Wilmington.
After several years on the show,
Editor, Variety:
We attach a copy of a clipping principally for Stopette deodor¬
that recently appeared in an issue ant and more recently for Enden,
of Variety (mentioning oilman bankroller feels its line has reach¬
Jean Paul Getty as a “major ed a plateau of exposure with the
backer” in the newly organized “Line’s” loyal audience. Also, with
Producers Associates of Television products divided between Gordon
Best, Edward H. Weiss and McInc.)-.
For your information, Mr^F. Paul Cann-Erickson agencies, there’s
Getty is not interested in t^vision some conflict over which products
financing. You further are advised will shoulder the costs to sustain
that Mr. Getty is not acquainted sponsorship.
If Helene Curtis gets relief it
with Peter M. Pieeh (veepee of
the PAT outfit—Ed.) nor is he will probably withdraw from net¬
interested, in any way, in the af¬ work for a time and place its
fairs of Producers Associates of money in spot. Company had co¬
Television Ific.
sponsored such shows as “Diek and
Getty Oil Co.
the Duchess,” “Oh Susa'nnal” and
(By Charles F. Krug, V.P.)
“Washington Square” in the past.

All-Oscar ‘Menagerie*

‘Videotown Study
Finds Housewives
Yen Ayem Radio

Out on CBS line’

GETTY DENIES ANY B.R.
IN PAT., YIDPIX OUTFIT
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TV’S DOWNBEAT MUSICAL NOTE
The 11 Under-20 Nielsen Tlops’
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
If the customary agency-sponsor standard of a 20 Nielsen rating
as the measure of the success or failure of a new show is still
an index then the large majority of the season’s new crop of
entries are "flops. Of 32 new shows .bowing on the three webs, only
11 of them have hit a 20 Nielsen in the second October ratings.
Five of the 11 to make 20-or-over grade are westerns, with
three of them, “Rifleman,” “Wanted—Dead or Alive” and “The
Texan,” registering in the Top 20. Other two are well .down the
list but still top that average audience marker of 20. They are
“Bat Masterson” and “Lawman,” v
Topping the list of new entries is “Ann Sothem Show,” which
registered a fat 28.7 to wind up in the Top 10, in ninth position.
“Peter Gunn,” with a 27.8, just missed the Top 10 list to place 11th.
Then come “Rifleman,” “Wanted” and “Texan” within the Top
20. Next new show is Milton Berle, in 40th place with a 23.3. After
that, the only segments to top a 20 AA are “Alcoa-Goodyear
Theatre” (show’s not new but the producer. Screen Gems, is),
“Masterson,” Garry Moore and “Lawman.” Last on the list, but
- in trouble in terms of its cost, is “Desilu Playhouse,” with a 20.0
even.
*
Missing the boat in terms of a,below-20 rating are “Northwest
Passage,” “Arthur Murray Party,” Arthur Godfrey, “George Burns
Show,” “Naked City,” “Donna Reed Show,” Patti Page,“Buck¬
skin,” “Ed Wynn Show,” “Concentration,” “Behind Closed Doors,”
“Rough Riders,” “Anybody Can Play,” “Man With a Camera," “77
Sunset Strip,” “Yancy Derringer,” Jackie Gleason, “Ellery Queen,”
“Steve Canyon,” “Cimarron- City,” and “Brains and Brawn,” latter
already yanked.
It’s been traditional among, agencies and sponsors to gauge the
Impact of a new show on the Nielsens by whether the rating hangs
above or below that average audience mark of 20.

By GEORGE ROSEN .

AFTRA Seen Closer to Agreement
With Networks at 11th Hour (Tues.);
Fees on Vidtape Com’ls Chief Issue

Through the years in television,
there’s been one area of program¬
ming that’s been tough to lick.
TV Casting News
That’s“ht musical show, and par¬
In a further expansion of
ticularly the singer showcases.
the Casting News section, avail¬
Whereas the adventure stanza, the
able jobs in Television will be
situation comedy, the anthology ' found on Page 76 under TV
Casting News.
series, the panel-audience partici¬
pation entry, the variety show, the
half-hour and hour drama seg¬
ments and other assorted formats
have flourished with varying de¬
grees of success, the musical-vo¬
calist contributions to the medium,
save for some notable exceptions,
haye met with a continued round
of audience repudiation.
This season the picture seems
even more bleak. Judging from the
Nielsens (and, television being
Washington, Nov. 18.
what it is, that’s where the agencyThe U. S. Supreme Court re¬
njan and the sponsor do their
judging, regardless of the qualita¬ fused yesterday (Mon.) to hear the
tive aspect of programming), the St. Louis Amusement Co.’s protest
musical show, with particular em¬ against CBS’ switch to Channel 4
phasis on the singers, is taking it there.
;
It’s the first time this fall that
on the chin on audience receptiv¬
the high court has failed to vacate
ity.
Last year at this time, in a com¬ a lower ^ judgment in a channel
plete reversal of form, the net¬ contest aired by the Harris Sub¬
works had going for them an committee^ St. Louis Amusement
abundance of vocalistics, includ¬ had appealed from a Court of Aoing, among others, Frank Sinatra, peals decision here which held it
Patrice Munsel, Guy Mitchell, had no standing to protest FCC
Gisele MacKenzie, Polly Bergen, aDproval of CBS’ transfer from
Rosemary Clooney, “Club Oasis,” Channel 11 to 4. The St. Louis film
By ART WOODSTONE
+“The Big Record,” et al. They all exhibitor was one of the losing ap¬
ABC-TV is going into a fullscale
died, suffering from rating ane¬ plicants for Channel 11.
Johnny Ubiquitous
In its petition to the Supreme
station affiliates meeting today
mia. The consensus was that ev¬
Jack Gould, N. Y. Times
(Wed.) In New York to present a
erybody was trying to make like Court, company accused C.-.S
radio-tv critic, speaking at the
president
Frank Stanton and board
program plan which is a complete
Dinah Shore and Perry Como. At
N.Y. Chapter of American
departure from traditional network
season’s end the webs took com*-' chairman William S. Paiev of de¬
Women in Radio-TV at its
vising
a
plan
for Tex McCrary to
patterns. ABC-TV prexy Oliver
fort in the thought that at least
luncheon Monday (17), was
Treyz is expected to tip to execu¬
“Dinah and Perry will be back.” see three FCC commissioners
asked if critics ever got to¬
while
the
Channel
11 decision was
tives .from 73 basic affiliates
But if one is to believe the good
gether to discuss programs.
blueprint for launching as many
Mr. Nielsen (and lacking any other oending. The case was touched on
“I’ve seen Johnny (Crosby)
last
spring
in
the
House “influ¬
new stanzas as possible six months
measurement
Madison
Ave.
more pn Channel 2 than I’ve
before the usual fall program start.
wouldn’t dare disbelieve him), even ence” hearings.
seen
him
socially,”
Gould
Amusement
argued
that it had a
Two programs have already been
Como and Miss Shore have fallen
cracked.
tagged for March or April starts.
upon lean days, not to mention standing in the case since, if the
The first Is “The • Alaskan,”
such other current entries as Pat¬ Channel 11 grant were ultimately
hourlong telefilm series by War¬
ti Page, Pat Boone and Lawrence set - aside, it' could reapplv and
ner Bros. It’ll go into the 9-10
Welk (the latter twice a week, stand a chance for winning th° out¬
let. FCC countered that in trans¬
yet).
p.m. Sunday slot, following “Mav¬
erick” and “Lawman.” Other pro¬
Despite some critical bravos fer proceedings, it can only decide
gram, decided upon this week, will
over the continued quality of the whether the designated purchaser
be a half-hour Western, again by
show, Dinah Shore’s been taking is qualified, and Amusement could
Warnc i and called “Doc Holli¬
the Nielsen count from CBS’ “GE not be construed as a “party In in¬
day.” It’ll take the 9 p.m. Friday
Theatre” and “Hitchcock Pre¬ terest.”
SuDreme Court, gaate no reasons
slot some time in March, to follow
sents” Como, says Nielsen, is get¬
the Walt Disney 8-9 stanza.
ting a drubbing not only from for its denial of Amusement’s anpeal.
Companv is currently peti¬
“Perry Mason” but from the
ABC will be hedging a bet slight¬
'Wanted—Dead Or Alive” lower¬ tioning the FCC for hearings on
ly, in that further spring commit¬
revocation
of the Channel 11 per¬
London,
Nov.
18.
case vidfilm entry. Similarly, Pat
ments will be delayed to .give Treyz
British television, heavily loaded Boone on ABC is being rejected mit, now held by 220 Television
Sc Co. time to see how ABC fares
Inc.
with “The Alaskan” and “Holli¬ with American-originated shows, in favor of. “Zane Grey Theatre,”
The high tribunal so far this
day.” Web wants time to see how many of them on £lm, is getting and what’s been happening to Pat¬ session has remanded to the Ap¬
sponsors react to the idea of buy¬ some nibbles for Transporting Brit¬ ti Page In competition with “I’ve peals Court three tv channel cases
ish
shows
to
U.
S.
nets.
If
present
Got
A
Secret”
and
“Bat
Mastering a major video stanza and pay¬
because of Hams Subcommittee
ing for It throughout the summer, plans jell, thjngs will be looking son,” according to the Nielsen disclosures.
when most tv programs are either up for a: more equitable exchange scorecard, shouldn’t be allowed to
happen, to anyone near so pretty.
in rerun or, in the'case of most of programming.
“Yalrity .Yak,” the first British Her 8.4 Nielsen is probably one of
live shows, vacationing;
panel
game
to
be
sold
to
America,
the
lowest rated shows of the '58Angle,' according to the network
(and this is ptobably. what the has been . acquired' by Mitchell ’59 semester.
Lawrence
Welk gets it on both
Hamilburg
on
a
royalty
and
par¬
affils will, hear today), is that by
Separate production unit has
advancing the timetable by five" or ticipation' basis. If the program counts—clobbered opposite “Wag¬
on
Train”
on
Wednesday nights been formed for NBC Radio’s
gets
into
the
top
10
it
could
return
ilk months, blgnewsfmWswill be
able to' develop, a substantive audi¬ up to $100,000 a year to Michael and having Its Saturday night sails series “Image Russia.” Al Capstaff, exec producer of “Monitor”
ence edge over. weak summertime Pfertwee and Leslie Goldberg,-who trimmed by Gale Storm.
.Thus far. there’s only been one and .“Nightline,” will head the
competition. In the case of. “The devised the show.
CBS may buy two BRC-TV com¬ exception— the “Hit Parade” (In project. His aides will be Peter
Alaskan,” the Warner hour' will
edy shows, according to the' U; S. new dress) on CBS-TV, which Ms Lassally, “Nightline” producer; Ed¬
(Continued cm page 54)
web’s European representative!-taken the Friday night 7:30 lead ward Stanley, director of public
Michael Burke. Hie •'.'programs, froih ‘Buckskin” and “Rin Tin affairs, and Red Goad, manager
of ftews. Bill Bales and Alice Wal¬
“Whack*0!,” starring Jimmy Ed¬ Tin.”
lace will script. Doreen Chu will
wards, and ^Hancock’s Half-Hour,”
be feature coordinator.
with Tony Hancock, are basically
Plan is to launch audio docu¬
British in their humor content, but
Eddie Cantor
mentaries on1 Jan. 5 using name
Burke says that this is a problem
Hollywood
figure, prominent inbeing worked out in preliminary Irat written a dfscoratog short story
dustralist, national politicos for
(Continued on page 50)
oo_9 Htfafy (vory) rffagolcod
moderating roles and guest ex¬
oratorical porsoaollty fitted
perts. “Image Russia” will take 30
“K.O. Kitty,” with Lucille Bail
or more hours of on-air program¬
starring in the “Westinghouse
Desilu Playhouse” segment on
Silence Is Not Golden ming over four-week - period.
Series will preempt “Nightline” on
CBS-TV Monday (17), “gave it”
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
certain nights.
to the strong-running Kathryn
Ed Sullivan is dickering the
Murray femceed' “Arthur Murray Nat Hiken-CBS Friars Club “Man
another bright Editorial Foatnro
Party” on NBC-TV. With Miss Ball of the Hour” roast-nn-film as a
playing the- manager of a boxer once-every-six-weeks feature on his
In tha npcemlng
she inherited, the show ran off show. Negotiations were held up
NBC-TV’s “Peter Gunn” outwith the Trendex honors in the because of the AFTRA strike sit¬
53d Anniversary Number
scored CBS-TV’s “Danny Thomas
first half-hour, 10 to 1Q:30, posting uation, but Sullivan is hot on the
Show” on Monday (17) for the
of
27.9 to its rival’s 18.5.
first time this season. Based on the
project following reaction to his
“Desilu*’ drew a 28^2 for its net¬ one-shot Nov. 9, and will probably
Arbitron multi-city report, “Gunn”
I^ARIETY
work-unopposed second half, aver¬ set the deal as soon as strike
came up with a 21.8 to Danny
aging out at 28.1.
Thomas’ 20;6.
threat is removed.

High Court ‘Deaf’
To Protest Vs. CBS
BySt.LAmus.Co.

ABC-TV in Tome of Age’ Stance As
Affiliates Gather in N.Y.C. to Hear
That ’59-’60 Season Bows in Spring

British TV Shows
For U.S.; CBS Eyes
Two BBC Entries

NBC’S SPECIAL UNIT •
EOR 'IMAGE RUSSIA’

%0,Kitty’ K.0.’s

Ed SoDiraii’s IHan’ Yen

Danny 'Gunn’-ed Down

The networks and the American
Federation of Television & Radio
Artists appeared relatively close
to agreement on a new two-year
radio-tv contract at deadline yes¬
terday (Tues.). This is despite
the fact that the networks and the
union could not agree, even after
several meetings in the last few
weeks, on the wages to be paid for
commercials made on tape.
At last Saturday’s (15) session,
AFTRA made what are considered
marked concessions in the video¬
tape area, cutting the previous de¬
mand by half. Union called for
$425 for national rights to a single
commercial, which is booked sta¬
tion-by-station, as opposed to net¬
work use. Other fees, such as the
$620 asked in commercial fees for
use of a tape in N.Y. alone, were
also cut in half.
Initially, advertisers requested
that the networks resist high
AFTRA commercial fees, even to
the point of taking a strike. The
fees would eventually be trans¬
lated into cost to the advertisers
and'not the networks. As of yes¬
terday (Tues.) at 5 p.m., when
the negotiations were slated to be¬
gin afresh, there was reason to be¬
lieve that it wouldn’t be too much
longer—at most a couple of more
days, at least a few hours—before
the two sides agreed on the key
tape commercial issue.
$425 Versus $260
The
$425
AFTRA
demand
compares to a. figure of
$260 that the Screen Actors
Guild now gets for similar blurb
vrv’:. ir is known that the net¬
works were willing to go as high
..v least $23u.b‘o, peruaps more.
After early contract talks, the net¬
works admitted publicly that they’d
pay AFTRA llf;o to 20% more in
taped commercial fees than SAG
now gets for film. The $286.60 is
11% more-than the going SAG
rate.
When AFTRA made the $425
(Continued on page 54)

Ballot Holds Fate
Of RTDG s Future
^ Rank-and-file vote on dissolu¬
tion of Radio Sc Television Direc¬
tors Guild will be counted on Dec.
1. NLRB ordered all the votes to
be returned by mail yesterday
(Tues.).
In past weeks, nearly 50 RTDG
members working at ABC broke
with the organization because, *a
spokesman for the dissidents al¬
leged, RTDG had no bargaining
strength. That group is currently
seeking to join the National Assn,
of Broadcast Employees Sc Techni¬
cians.
After the split, the RTDG high
command petitioned the NLRB for
a referendum on whether to con¬
tinue the union. According to
RTDG, the referendum offered the
choices of a vote “for RTDG” or
“no union.” It is assumed that
if the “no” vote wins, most
RTDG’ers will seek absorption by
NABET, which handles techni¬
cians, etc., at NBC and ABC,
(Since CBS has a different techni¬
cal union, it Is not believed
RTDG’ers working at that network
can gain much in bargaining
power by joining NABET.)

Lon Cowan’s Mpls. Talk
Louis G. Cowan, prexy of CBSTV, is scheduled to deliver a major
address tomorrow (Thurs.) in Min¬
neapolis before a combined - meet¬
ing of the Men’s & Women’s Ad¬
vertising Clubs of that city.
This will mark Cowan’s sepond
major address in two months. In
mid-September he delivered an
aggressive spiel before the Pitts¬
burgh Advertising Club.

so
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D.C. Loaded With News Bureaus
For Stepped-Up Radio Demands

I

If tfcft sfiom excerpt by

MILTON BERLE &
JOHN ROEBURT
about

The Case of the Wife-Shorn
Adman—A Huckster9s
Dilemma

Washington, Nov. 18. 4Is aey criterioe, thee their
- Radio stations, affiliated as well
Gimmick for Peanuts
Spriag 1959 eovel,
as independent, are showing a new
"EARTHQUAKE.”
San Francisco, Nov. 18.
hankering for special news cover¬
to be published by Random House,
. Skippy Pfeanut Butter, a
looms as a bestseller
age, the kind neither the networks
Best Foods product handled
* ** *
by the San Francisco advertis¬
nor wire services provide.
one of the many Editorial Features
ing agency. Guild, Bascom &
Radio news entrepreneurs in
. in the upcoming
Bonfigli, has heen getting
Washington believe they have
some daffodil reactions via a
53d Anniversary Number
spotted a solid trend and are set¬
gag-contest on its ABC-TV
of
ting up shop in Washington in in¬
program, “You Asked For It.”
creasing numbers to satisfy this
Showing how the public’s
appetite.
fancy may be engaged by in¬
In the past, there’ve been many
expensive offbeat gimmicks,'
efforts to establish news bureaus
the elements' of the stunt
here catering to the special needs
were (a) a regular Skippy
of individual broadcasters. Most
commercial film run back¬
have been abortive, either through
ward and (b) listeners com¬
lack of know-bow or apathy among
peted in deciphering.
potential clients.
These were the gag prizes
Cleveland, Nov. 18..for the stunt:
But in the past six months, it’s
. First, $2.98 cash.
become a competitive, although
Ken Armstrong, WJW-TV news
Second, three hours of free
still infant, phase of sprawling cap¬
director, conked on the head by a
parking in downtown Ashta¬
ital newsdom.
mad Russian while touring Russia*
bula, O.
One of the oldest in the field is
reported he was excellently treated
Third, Skippy Peanut to
Laurence Associates, started by
start a tree, than harvest its
by Soviets during his brief six-day
Jock Laurence about three years
peanuts and start a peanut
ago and now boasting over .50 cli¬
hospital stay. The Russian, Arm¬
orchard.
ents. It had, at the most, only
strong said, apparently mistook
Ashtabula papers gladly co¬
sporadic competition until last
him for someone else and popped
operated.. Over 5,000 entries.
spring when a group of former In¬
J
him
with a rock while he was
ternational News Service staffers
watching a parade. Later the Rus¬
set up a rival operation, News
sian
either
fell or threw himself
Associates Inc., and now are going
under a trolley bus.
strong with over 30 clients. Still
Armstrong
said the' State Dept
another. Broadcast News Bureau,
asked .him to . keep the incident
entered the field this fall for a
hushed,
and
details
were not re¬
crack at the payd’rt. Newlyleased Until much later. Arriving
launched Radio Press in New York
Thorne (12), Armstrong said, in addi¬
In
an
effort
to
abolish
what
it
has called on News Associates for
considers misleading rating week tion to being hit over the head, he
its Washington coverage.
special promotions by stations lost hiS . baggage and light meter
Generally, the emohasis is on across the country, Pulse in Janu¬ for six days, broke out in hives,
providing stations with taped pro¬ ary is revising its radio-tv rating ! lost a tooth, and caught the flu,
grams or capsules with a special reports for 14Q markets.
j but “I’d love to lgo back—the Rus¬
local angle, although the bureaus
Company is dropping its practice j sians are an interesting people
provide a wide range of feature of doing a report. based on one j and there should be more tourist
and interpretive coverage of the week out of every four and is sub- ] trade.”
sort the networks provide. One of stituting a report based on a fullthe key drawing cards is the tailor- month. Besides affording a greater
made quality of their services, fit¬
ting the shifting desires of the sampling, the four-weeks running
report will make it difficult. Pulse
client stations.
believes, for stations to sustain
Significance in the fact that sta¬ promotional hypoes for that long,
tions are buying the services is especially wh$re the money promos
Lever Bros, has signed to coseen variously as:
are concerned, some stations run sponsor the “Keep Talking” pro¬
A new sense of enterprise on the money giveaways during rating gram currently being presented
part of radio news editors, who no week.
on CBS-TV Sunday night at 10.
longer are content to rewrite wire
Twenty-five of the top 28 tv mar¬ Short-term deal started last Sun¬
service copy or depend solely on kets will continue being reported day (16) and runs until the first
network news packages (News As¬ on a one-out-of-four week basis of the year. P. Lorillard is alter¬
sociates and Jock Laurence have until the middle of next year. nate sponsor.
found as great a demand from af¬ That’s when Pulse figures it can
Products to" be showcased by
filiates as from the indies);
adequate provision for the full Lever include Whisk, Imperial
A realization of the prestige value four week rundown.
I Margarine and Lucky Whip. Deal
lent by special Washington rep¬
was set via. J. Walter Thompson.
resentation. (All reports, usually Nafl Audience Board
"Keep Talking,” an Ed .Wolf
telephoned to tape recorders at the
package, is slated to be replaced
client’s studios, are announced as
Names Ridgeway Again by “Richard Diamond” series in
coming from the individual sta¬
London, Nov. 18.
January.
tion’s “Washington Bureau” or
Philip Ridgeway will again rep
“Washington Correspondent”);
the National Audience Board in
A similar discovery that news¬ the U.S. as'public information co¬
casts can more readily find spon¬ ordinator for 1,959. He will work
sors if they include “exclusive” re¬ under the supervision of Bernard
Patti Page is switching as of
ports of the kind the Washington Kamins, exec v.p., Hollywood.
Dec 1. from her present Wednes¬
services are striving to provide;
With the growth of English tel¬ day .9:30-10 p.m. slot on ABC-TV
A desire for regional and local evision, Board expects to take a to Monday at 10. Both the network
treatment of Washington news of prominent part in its program of and sponsor Oldsmobile have been
the sort most large newspapers re¬ raising the standards of tv. Its I seeking a. stronger spot for the
ceive from their Washington bu¬ roster in America is composed of ! past couple of weeks.
reaus.
One slot proposed by ABC, and
members of 55 civic and educa¬
tional organizations, and its Lon¬ apparently rejected by Olds, was
don chapter also is representative an every-third-week outing on
Monday at 7:30.
of cultural groups.

Z'MiieTr

Gere. News Chief Alfrost
Lost His Head Bat Lores
The USSR Just the Same

Stations’ Misleading
j
Rating Week Promos
Target of Puke Shift

Lerer to Co-Sponsor
CBS-TY Keep Talking’

Patti Page's Wed.-to-Mon.

Packagers to Aid Of
Indicted Producer
With Offers of Job

'Wednesday, November 19, 1958

. Jack Paar’s Electronic Couch

Almost directly after his indict¬
Students of the lively arts will probably look back on such ad
ment by a Grand Jury for alleged
lih tv items as Oscar Levant’s exclusion on the Jack Paar show,
perjury in the investigation of
originating for a limited period from the West Coast, and fully
“Twenty-One,” the program’s A1
understand the phenomenon, circa 1958, of the sick-sick-sick
Freedman was approached about
brand of humor (?). It will be a grievous libel, too, and not alto¬
jobs with two other companies....
gether a true reflection of either Levant or Paar, whose comedy
Producer Joe Cates who has
is adult and by no means psychotic. However, out of context and
been in Florida, said through a
within the orbit of this particular segment (last Wednesday, Nov.
spokesman that Freedman was of¬
12) this brand of humor must impress as something strictly out
fered the job of writer on a pack¬
of Loew’s Menninger or the RKO Matteawan..
age that Cates is prepping. He
Some of the barbs are beauts, too, viz., “I wear a black tie and
said Freedman, who was producer
a strait jacket”; “They wanted to do ‘This Is Your Life’ but they
until NBC took over production
couldn’t find a friend for me ” And then the personal political
^of “Twenty-One,” began in tv as
cracks: “Fm like Eisenhower, once I make up my mind I’m full of
a scribe.
•
Indecision,” and also the barbs vis-a-vis Paar who, rightly ob¬
served, "It’s, hard being your friend, Oscar.”
Since the indictment a week ago
Whatever the analysis of Levant—be he the angry middle-aged
Friday, Walt Framer also ap¬
man, the complete iconoclast, the canny showman who’s making
proached Freedmap. Through a
capital of his perhaps studiously ‘crazy-mixed-up-kid’ character,
spokesman. Framer said that he
or what—the demonstration in the cold black-and-white of the
had talked to Freedman about the
telecamera is startling at times. Also bewildering. To the auditor
possibility of ‘ work and “I am go¬
as well as the cast of characters.
ing to talk to him again.” Framer
The wit is there but the humor is gloomy. How can you not think
declared that no definite position
had been discussed.
what the mass viewers throughout the land must think about a
brand
of comedy (?) whose script is based on schizophrenia, “elecIt was disclosed that the writing!
lob, if Freedman wanted it, would , trie shock treatments,” deep depression and nembutal? Yet Levantbegin “as soon as he (Freedman)
Paar gave off some strangely delightful albeit ghoulish moments
could free himself of his present
of the riposte magnificent, the conversation piece at its perhaps too
association.”
advanced state.
Abel.
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TV-Radio Production Centres

;•

IN NEW YORK CITY . . .
Tom Donovan replaces Sidney Lumet as director of “U. S. Steel
Hour” drama “One Red Rose for Christmas” with.Helen Hayes. Lumet
bowed out due to illness of his wife, Gloria Vanderbilt . . . Jack Sterl¬
ing will bring his WCBS “musical gang” with him at annual Christ¬
mas benefit party of the Admen’s Post of American Legion at Ha¬
waiian Room Monday, Dec. 15 . . , Jimsey Somers will have femme
lead on “My True Story” over NBC Radio tomorrow (Thurs.) and as
Barbara in “Edge of Night” on CBS-TV Friday (21) . . . Garry Moore
CBS-TV series has new theme by Joe Hamilton titled “Thanks for
Dropping By.” , . . Lowell Thomas back in Gotham from Puka-Puka
in Cook Islands where his film crew shot rocket observations of -sun’s
eclipse .... WCBS Radio “promotion manager Dick Stahlberger in St.
Louis for annual Broadcasting Promotion Managers Assn, convention
... Ted, Baughn to narrate two industrial training films for GE at their
labs in Schenectady. He’s also transcribing flock of Coke spots for
holiday season via Marschalk & Pratt . . . Jessica Jones back from
four months in Hollywood where she was featured in upcoming Ed
Wynn episode and also cut tv commercials thru Hal Roach Studios
. . . Joe Given recorded radio spots for Saturday Evening Post thru
BBDO and filmed some Noxzema Skin Cream blurbs via SSCB and
did batch of tv spots for Narragansett Beer via Cunningham & Walsh
. . . WCBS Radio’s Jack Sterling doing series of personal appearances
on behalf of his new book, “So Early in the Morning.” . . . Dave Garroway, having recovered from what medics described as “physical ex¬
haustion,” will be back at his “Today” post over NBC-TV Monday
(24) . . . Jules Dundee, veep in charge of station administration for
CBS Radio, returns from the Coast today (Wed.) after two-week tour
of web installations and speaking engagements . . . Robert L. Joseph
left for the Coast Monday (17) to fashion his adaptation of Pierre
Boulle’s novel, “Face of a Hero,” for “Playhouse 90” Dec. 18 . . . Mel
Allen will emcee N.Y. Herald Trib Fresh Air Fund “Jazz Band Con¬
cert III” Monday (24) at Hotel Lexington under auspices of Ad Men’s
Post No. 209, American Legion.
WRCA-TV director Mike Garglulo. addressing members of Fordham
tJ.’s tv production course tonight (Wed.) . . . Eddie Albert, going into
the legit production of “Say Darling” next week, tapped for two
CBS-TV guest stints, the Garry Moore show last night (Tues.) and
“Zane Grey Theatre” Nov. 27 . . . A1 Slep, manager of exploitation
and publicity for WRCA and WRCA-TV, returns tomorrow (Thurs.)
from the BPA convention in St. Louis . . . “Lamp Unto My Feet,”
CBS-TV religious series, chalks up 10 years on the air Sunday (22)
.
WRCA-TV publicity staffer Johnny Falk and N.Y. Times field and
stream columnist John W. Randolph off to North Carolina on sevenday hunting trip . . . Frank Jacoby, META staff director, giving course
in tv production and direction at NYU . . , Patricia Farrar, manager of
public affairs programs for WRCA-TV, cited by Hispanic Young Adult
Assn, for station’s Spanish-English speaking program . . . WNYC is
looking for staff announcer with salary range from $4,000 to $5,080,
Qualifying oral test will be held in February, 1959. Filing period for
exam is through Nov. 25 . . . Alice White signed far Ann Sothera
guester on CBS-TV . . . Ed Herlihy, pilot of WNBC’s noontime crossthe-board “Guest of Honor” show, on a week’s vacation with his wife
in the Virgin Islands.
Derothy Globus is- new production assistant on the Arthur Godfrey
night show . . Sir John Williams, chairman of board and managing
director of Herald-Sun Television, Melbourne (Australia), along with
Keith Cairns, station manager of H-SV, are in N.Y. this week, head¬
quartered in the Charles Michelaou office, to buy vidfilm for the sta¬
tion which starts operating some -time in 1959 . . . Theodore Bikel do¬
ing one-man videotape stanza Sunday (23) on “Eternal light,” based
on development of the Hebrew language . . . Martin Stair began an
11:15-30 p.m. strip on WABC_ Radio this week . . . Thomas A. Mager
becomes WABC Radio merchandising manager, succeeding the resign¬
ing Jack Dunn . . . John D. Craig, “Danger Is My Business” host, on
a promo swing through the Great Lakes states plus Iowa, Nebraska
and Missouri, returns to L. A. on the 23d . . . Clark Tyler of ABC
press penned the new theme song for WABC’s Del Sharbutt stanza
with David DeNoon of Olmstead Sound Studios doing lyrics . . . WOR
Children’s Christmas Fund drive is underway iot the 14th consecu¬
tive year, with WOR radio and tv personalities delivering pitches.
Fund collections are used to provide gifts to children who are in Met¬
ropolitan area hospitals . . . Hal Jackson,’ WLIB’s eye-opener d.j., re¬
ceived a surprise testimonial for aiding Harlem community organiza¬
tions . . . John Esau and Norman J. Ostby appointed eastern and west¬
ern district managers, respectively, of Programmatic Broadcasting
Service, a subsid of the Jack Wrather Organization. Esau was former¬
ly general manager of KWWL, Cedar Rapids, la., and Ostby had been
general manager of Mutual’s West Coast division . . . Larry Fuller,
noontime deejay at WLIB and legit actor, has a part in tomorrow
night’s (Thurs.) Hallmark version of .“Kiss Me Kate” on NBC-TV.
Fat Boone, Don Adams, Hlldegarde and dance team of Angle h
Margo Will be on the Nov. 30 Steve Allen Show . . . CBS Newsman
Charles Collingwood assigned to Pan African conference in Accra
Ghana, Dec. 5-12 . . . CBS newsman Dick Kallsen this week winds up
his Vienna vacation and returns to Beirut . . . Sidney P*irshall takes
over reins of NBC-TV’s “Behind Closed Doors” for next few weeks
while producer Sam Gallu is in Europe making several episodes for
series . . . Contract for book based on NBC-TV’s “Project 20” program
“The Jazz Age,” which featured late Fred Allen as narrator, has been
signed with Putnam's for publication next year ... Mrs. Audrey Grinker, wife of Charles Grinker of NBC Radio “Monitor” production staff,
is recovering from an operation in Mt Sinai Hospital. . . Singer Julie
Wilson will be “Today’s” “girl of the week” starting Monday (24) .. .
NBC’s “Buckskin” starts new. series Nov* .28. Previous shows were re¬
runs of summer series.
Dr. Richard M. Haywood, NYU associate prof of classics, is new
Instructor for “Classics.H-l” on WCBS-TV’s “Sunrise Semester.” Hs
succeeds Dr. Casper J. Kraemer, who died Nov. 5. Prof Haywood will
give course from Dec. 8 to Jan. 16 . . . Karl Lukas set for role in up¬
coming segment “The Runaway” of “Lawman” tv series. He’ll also bf
seen In “Man With a Camera” Friday (21) . . . “This Day in Fear,”
an original by Malcolm A. Hulk© and Eric Paice, on “U.S. Steel Hour”
over CBS-TV tonight (Wed.).

IN HOLLYWOOD

...

Jack Benny flew to New Orleans for hisK eighth benefit appearanct
with symphony orchestras for which he has* helped raise an aggregate
of $1,500,000. He and Irving Fein, prexy of his J 4c M Productions,
confer in N.Y. with his American Tobacco sponsor and agency before
returning to Hollywood . «. CBS celebrates 90th issue of “Playhouse
90” with a party at Television City Monday night. . . Global Mel
started a new series of travel flimo on KRCA with a diffbanger ap¬
peal He’ll do Paris and London in five parts . . . Herbert Carlberg,
CBS’ director of editing, passed a few days at Television City with
BUI Tankersley who wields the blue pencil here . . . Robert light reactivated his production company and has two tv properties in the
hopper . •. Parke Levy’s description of his first plane ride would make
(Continued on page 43)
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TELEVISION ON A ‘TALK’ KICK
When In Trouble Call Lucy’
There’s a whole new career shaped out for “I Love Lucy,"
which already enjoys the distinction of being probably the alltime
high billings bonanza for CBS-TV, what with its multiple rerun
schedules, .etc.
"Lucy” is now going daytime for the network, stripped Mondaythrough-Fiiday, in the 11 o’clock period, as the back-to-back at¬
traction with Arthur Godfrey, who is being moved ahead to 10:30.
The schedule goes into effect Jan. 5.
For a while it looked like “Lucy,’1 with approximately a 200episode backlog on hand, would be tossed Into the CBS Films
syndication hopper, with a multi-million-dollar potential on tap
in that area. But there’s method in CBS’ apparent madness in
passing up such syndication loot and channelling “Lucy” into the
cross-the-board daytime network arena.
CBS has been, having itself a rating field day in all daytime
areas except 10:30 to noon. NBC’s "Price Is Right,” slotted at 11,
has been the principal thorn in its side, leaving the opposition
Godfrey stanza with its low Trendexes and Nielsens showing. Thus
CBS figures that, with a rejuvenated Godfrey stanza (by virtue
of the big noise he’s been making with hiB talkfests) moving into
10:30 and "Lucy” taking over 11, it stands to take the play away.
Even forsaking “Lucy’s” potential as a syndication entry, CBS
estimates a $6,000,000 annual bonanza in sale of quarter-hour net¬
work segments cross-the-board. Within 24 hours after the Colum¬
bia boys let its strategy be known arqund the agencies, the orders
were coming in.

Just Call Him Holt .45
there’ll Always Be a Western9 Sums Up Philosophy
Of Guy Who Should Know
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
There will always be westerns,
on television because “you can’t
take away from the public some¬
thing it really wants.” it’s that
Simple to Nat Holt, vet oater pro¬
ducer who switched from motion
pictures to television with the suc¬
cessful “Tales of Wells Fargo” and
now is readying -his second series
With partner Frank Gruber, “Shot¬
gun Smith.”
“The public really likes west¬
erns. 1 remember a year ago when
the comedians said they’d laugh
the western off the air. They
couldn’t do it because people want
westerns, and yon can’t take away
something they want. Of course,
they want good westerns, and just
as in any other business, if the
product isn’t good, it won’t sur¬
vive.”
Holt reminds that westerns have
always been an entertainment
staple, that since the beginning of
the film industry, the oaters have
constituted over 25% of the total
motion picture output. Even when
theatremen complained of too
many westerns and the studios cut
back, the following year they’d be
(Continued on page 56)

Go Fight It!
To add to NBC-TV’s current
headaches was the note from a
woman viewer who squawked
about the use on “Today” of
the expression “Take One!”
She wailed: “My husband is
a drinker. Everytime you say
‘Take. One!’ he does and ha
says he wishes you’d say ‘taka
two!”*

Hailey to Get a Taste
Of His O wn ‘Medicine'
With Vidshow as Novel

More tv scripters are turning
their video writings into novels.
Latest is Arthur Hailey who is con¬
verting his two-hour tv script, “No
Deadly Medicine,” into a novel
which his agent, Maeve Southgate,
sold to Doubleday on the strength
of two chapters and an outline.
The play, on “Studio One” in two
parts last year, won him an Emmy
nomination.
“No Deadly Medicine” will i be
Hailey’s second book, based on one
of his teleshows. His first, “Zero
Runway Eight,” written with John
Castle, ' will be published by
Doubleday next spring. It is from
Hailey’s tv original, “Flight Into
Danger,” which was made into a
film last year. Novel also has been
bought as a one-shot by the Ladles
Home Journal.
Hailey is currently researching
Youngstown, O., Nov. 18.
in hospitals for his second “Play¬
Directors of the 2,400-member house 90” script, “Diary of a
Organization of" Protestant Men, Nurse,"
Youngstown, have sent letters to
the three major television net¬
works, expressing alarm at .“the in¬
creasing use of alcoholic beverages”
in plays and skits. The letter, sent
to NBC, CBS and ABC, said:
Washington, Nov. 18.
“We cannot accept this type of
Television is feeling the iihpact
thing as a standard for entertain¬ of the return to religion.
ment ... We are alarmed at the
Here in the capital of the free
number of programs where al¬ world, supersensitive to man’s
coholic beverages are served some¬ search for survival in face of
where in the program. For ex¬ mammoth scientific developments
ample, a recent program had sev¬ for his destruction, is mirrored the
eral characters singing a religious evidence of this new restless in¬
song followed by a ‘drink up’ epi¬ terest in matters spiritual.
sode which, to us, was completely
Foreseeing this, the Washington,
obnoxious . . . Juveniles watching D.C., Council of Churches em¬
several hours of tv during a week ployed, as a fulltime radio-tv di¬
could be greatly influenced by such rector five years ago, Ella Harllee,
presentations. We cannot believe an energetic young woman with a
that this is the accepted way of knack for getting church leaders
life.”
and tv directors together. The re¬
sult? Today there are 2,300 reli¬
gious programs seen or heard in the
Washington area each year to pro¬
Despite brief Broadway showing vide the largest community reli¬
of Gian Carlo Menotti’s “Maria gious programming in the country.
Golovin,” NBC-TV plans to pre¬
But it is the Bible itself that has
sent the musical drama in a Sun¬ proved the real sleeper.
day afternoon slot some time in - A telecourse, “The Life and
January or February.
Teachings of Jesus,” sponsored by
“Maria Golovin” Was taken off American University and the
the boards after five perform¬ Council, has made real history
ances.
among public service shows here.

Too Much liquor
OnTV: Protestants

IN

Dire Need (or AM-TV Joint Drive
RENAISSANCE To Flex Muscles as Major Media,
McGannon Tells BPA at St. Loo Gabs

Chicago, Nov. 18.
The very instrument that si¬
lenced the mouth of, conversation
around a decade ago now seems
to be sponsoring a renaissance of
The Serutan Stomp
that noble and neglected art. In
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
fact, a number of hep broadcast¬
Those teenage dance-parties
er* *ee the enlightened and/or
on local and network televi¬
witty tete-a-tete as the'next major
sion have become a national
trend in video programming.
institution.
Of the hit shows of last year,
But vet Hollywood disk
Jack Paar’s lateniter on the NBCJockey A1 Jarvis, who recently
TV net and Oscar Levant’s localer
expanded from a daytime strip
in California were standout con¬
to a late-night slot as well on
versation pieces that made for a
KABC-TV, stages his dances
lot of backfence talk and copped
as adult parties, with the Seru¬
many a newspaper headline. And
tan J3et as participants.
among the new shows of the cur¬
rent season, one of the few ar¬
tistic clicks thus far is Ed Murrow's “Small World” on CBS-TV,
on which the chatter bout is any¬
thing but small talk.
But mostly the appeal of an
earnest man-to-man breast-beating
was verified a couple of weeks ago
Within the first 24 hours after
on Arthur Godfrey’s CBS-TV daytimer, when Jackie Gleason guest¬ a four-hour'’“World of the Heart”
ed, glass in hand, with some cross- stow on Sunday (16) over WNTAthe-board cheeky and irreverent TV, Newark, the New York Heart
received
approximately
observations. For a change, tele¬ Assn.
vision did not pretend that sex, 2,000 calls from persons who vol¬
drinking, and commonplace de¬ unteered to work on the upcoming
bauchery do not exist. What Glea¬ Heart Fund drive. Instead of ask¬
son had to unload, trippingly on ing for contributions, the program
the tongue, may not have been -—produced for the Heart Assn,
popular with the good folks in the by Milton Robertson—sought only
Bible Belt but shouldn’t have of¬ to spread information of heart
fended anyone living in a neigh¬ diseases.
Show was a followup to last
borhood with a saloon on the cor¬
ner. Not only was the Godfrey- spring’s on-the-air heart operation
Gleason exchange lively and fre¬ over rival WABD (now WNEWquently witty, it was unpredict¬ TV). The WNTA-TV special, from
able—a rare quality "in television 1 to 5 p.m., was broken up into
entertainment
and
educational
today.
segs, i.e., “Heart of the Theatre,’
Lotea F’rinstances
with Bill Leonard as “catalyst,”
Talk, like the hula hoop, may Armina Marshall, Lawrence Lang¬
well prove the maiden’s prayer to uor, et al.; “Heart of Opera,” host¬
tv in .the 1958-59 season. The ed by Arlene Francis, with Metcracker barrel sessions between Opera cooperation; “Heart of Com¬
Gleason and Godfrey apparently lit edy,” a roundtable with Jonathan
a bonfire at CBS-TV and a similar Winters,
Hermione
Gingold,
series with other guest gabbers is Gertrude Berg, Marie Marchowin the works for the Godfrey show. sky, Alice Pearce, Jimmy Savo,
NBC-TV, also conscious of the Harry Hershfield and Elsa Max¬
sudden interest in talkfests, is con¬ well. Final seg was “Heart of Mu¬
templating a Hal March cross-the- sic,” emceed by Art Ford^with a
board show starting in January variety of jazz soloists on tap.
that will assuredly contain ele¬
ments of conversation, specifically
old fashioned" sitdown chinning
with guests.
CBS Radio plans to have Kath¬
When tv was in its diapers, so-' ryn Grant (Mrs. Bing Crosby) par¬
called video authorities exclaimed ticipate in the fourth annual
that “talk isn’t television; it is Christmas “Sing with Bing”
radio” and further pontificated Wednesday, Dec. 24, from 9 to 10
that “tv is movement” and stern¬ p.m. Sponsor, as in the past, will
ly admonished those who scorned be Insurance Co. of North America.
this cockeyed notion.
There’ll be pickups from Vati¬
Straight ^ conversation. on tv to¬ can choir and St. Peter’s bells for
day is almost as fashionable as midnight mass at the Basilica in
group therapy in psychoanalysis. Vatican City. Christmas music
David Susskind’s marathon talk¬ |-also will be heard from Canada,
fests, slugged “Open End” on Australia, The Hague, Alaska,
WNTA-TV, N. Y., are also cited as Cannes, Hawaii, Salt Lake City and
entertaining yak seminars. More¬ N.Y.
over, there are other similar type
Bill Morrow will produce and
(Continued on page 54)
direct.

WNTA-TV ‘World of Heart’
Draws 2,000 Volunteers
Within First 24 Honrs

. Bing’s Sing

D. C. As Radio-TV’s New Bible Belt

■

‘Colorin' for TV

Registration for credit for the dents who pose questions occa¬
course had to be cut off at 200 sionally, Dr. Bauman conducts his
because the teacher. Dr. Edward lecture with wit, zest, and tough
W. Bauman,, couldn’t grade any assignments. (One small evidence
more papers. But 1,700 others paid of his success is that tv columnist
a $2 Registration fee for non-credit Larry Laurent, of Washington's
participation, and bought the text¬ Post & Times Herald, is a paying
books necessary for the course -pupil.)
“The thing which has been
which runs like a school year,
astounding to us, and heartening,”
September to May.
Credit ^ for the success of . the 'explained Dr. Bauman, “is that the
Saturday* morning, 12:30-1 show, general revival in religion has
goes primarily to the 31-year- old brought with it people who really
American U. chaplain. Dr. Edward ask for facts. They want to know
more specifically ,about Jesus, his
Bauman, the teacher.
WMAL’s station manager Ted teachings, prayer, and Christian
McDowell explains: “The reason living.”
But there is another explana¬
the Bible telecourse has brought
more response than any other puh- tion, too. Dr. Bauman is apparent¬
lic service, show we have produced ly giving his viewers something
is because it is well done, and its that the churches are not. Mail
teacher, Dr. Bauman, has an indicates more than 50% of the
astounding ability to project his viewing audience is composed of
non-churchgoers.
personality.”
Requests for additional courses
Dr. Bauman’s straightforward
approach is so nonsectarian, the. has the Council how exploring the
station has not received one com-, possibility of a Seminary of the
plaint.
1 Air to meet this demand with a
With a lively panel of 12 stu¬ fuller schedule of telecourses.

By GEORGE ROSEN
St. Louis, Nov. 18.
In the face of mounting criticism
from without, it’s high time radio
and television came to grips with
the need for a concerted campaign,
involving all elements of broad¬
casting, to promote themselves,
Donald H. McGannon, prexy of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
cautioned the broadcasters’ promo¬
tion Assn., at the opening of its
three-day convention here.
, Addressing some 300 broadcast¬
ing execs at the third annual con¬
clave, McGannon warned that
much of the future growth of radio
and television will depend on how
effectively the professional pro¬
moters of the industry—networks,
stations, broadcasters’ associations
—“sell” the magnitude, the impact
and the influence of the medium
to the American viewer and lis¬
tener.
“Let us face the reality that
broadcasting as the branch of show
business that reaches most people
most often lives in a world of
criticism,” McGannon declared.
“The principal and most vociferous
critics are the print media, which
have an understandable concern
with the fact that radio and tele¬
vision are the branches of the ad¬
vertising business that reach most
people with fne most selling im¬
pact.
Versus The *Neffative’
“As our competitive situation im¬
proves, the criticism and negative
attitude will accelerate. Many
have complained of what they feel
is a concerted press campaign to
build a negative image for radio,
and especially television. I say to
them that this is a condition that
is not going to get any better as
broadcasters prosper. Let us b®
realistic—broadcasting and the
print media are competing for the
same advertising dollar . .
McGannon deplored the fact that,
unlike the print media which make
effective use of the printed word
in spelling out why advertisers
should buy space, radio and tele(Continued on page 50)

1st NLRB Case On
Grossers
Washington, Nov. 18.
The National Labor Relations
Board yesterday (Mon.) applied for
the first time its recently an¬
nounced policy of asserting juris¬
diction over radio and tv stations
doing a yearly gross of at least
$100,000. Previous floor had been
$200,000.
In the case, NLRB extended its
authority over the Labor-manage¬
ment relations of radio station
WCTC-AM and FM, Middlesex
and Somerset Counties, N.J., and
ordered an election to determine
whether employees wanted to be
represented by the American Fed¬
eration of Television & Radio
Artists.
NLRB’s policy stems from a Su¬
preme Court decision denying
states the right to exercise juris¬
diction in areas where the Federal
agency declined to assert its statu¬
tory authority, thus creating a “no¬
man’s land” in which both labor
and management had no adminis¬
trative recourse.

Hallmark’s All-Star ‘Xmas’
Hallmark’s Yule show will be
.tagged
“Hallmark’s
Christmas
Tree” on NBC-TV Sunday, Dec. 14
from 7 to 8 p.m.
Cast will include Ralph Bellamy,
Carol Channing, Maurice Evans,
Tom Poston, Cyril Ritchard, Jess¬
ica Tandy. Helen Deutsch will
script the special.
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Sterling’s Animated
~ Feature for Yule Sale

Nix Future Affiliation With NAB

Sterling .Television is prepping
video’s first full-length animated
Christmas film show*
:
Film, as yet untitled, will run 54
minutes. The holiday fairytale
concerning a stepchild and a magic
flower should be ready for selling
in March for following Christmas.
The animation' is being done 4n
Europe.

Wednesday, November 19, 1958.

Metro TVs Bud Barry Joins In
Protests Against 43-Week Deals

► Gharles, (Bud) Barry, MGM-TV
Most of the telefilm syndicators 4
v.p., has joined the parade of tele¬
were requested by the National'
pix producer-distributor execi
Assn, of Broadcasters to renew
coming out against 13-Week net¬
their associate memberships in the
work. deals for vidpix. ^
trade organization by Sept. 30. So
- Barry contends that no network
far, NAB has not received a single
“Million Dollar Movie” on WOR- show can properly be evaluated,
“The Price Is Right”, has grossed
reply from any of the major syn¬
TV, N.Y., now in its fifth season as within such short a time. A pro¬
over $1,500,000 in four months
dicators.
a 16-per-week .cinematic showcase, gram'needs- a full season for a
Eight of the 12 companies sur¬ through sale of a boxed game bear¬
continues
to
evidence
rating fair determination of its populari¬
veyed have not decided yet ing the title of the NBC-TV stanza.
strength. ty wth the public. The 13-week
whether they’ll rejoin NAB. Three Report comes from California Na¬
According
to
the
Nielsen
report
tional
Productions,
which
handles
deal, he maintains, only adds to
others while none of them were
on the Oct. 5-18 period, “MDM”. the tension in the biz and doesn’t
emphatic in the decision, said part of the merchandising licens¬
ratings* were up 22% over the same allow any problems in1 the series
they’d probably not join. Fourth ing for the sliow.
period last season. Nielsen gave to be worked out as the episodes
Packager Goodson & Todman
said no positively. The 48-day de¬
“MDM” a 56.6 as a weekly aver¬ are unreeling.
lay in replying to the last NAB shares merchandising rights on the
age, representing the total ratings
missive and the seeming general game (retailing at $2.98) with CNP,
Asked whether MGM-TV, in
for
the 16 showings. The pix
disinterest in continuing ties with the NBC subsidiary. Game debuted
shown. during that period were light of his feelings, would accept
NAB were attributed by some of on the toy market last July, and is
a 13-week deal in the future, ha
“Godzilla,”
“Clash
by
Night”
and
Paris,:
Nov.
11.'
the syndicators to the enduring made by Lowell Toy Manufactur¬
declined comment. MGM-TV made
The 14 Yarik vidpix series sold “Androcles and the Lion.”
feeling that the telefilm houses are ing.
a 13-week renewal deal on “Tha
to the nationalized, one channel
being treated as “second-rate relaThin
Man” with Colgate for tha
French video setup, Radiodiffusion
fives.”
current
season. Outlook on North¬
Television Francaise, have about,
NAB hierarchy ruled that after
west
Passage”
is dim after comple¬
run out by now. And, according
the annual convention last spring
tion,
of
its
.26-week ride. Although.
to RTF program -director Jean
the associate member telefilm com¬
NBC-TV
has
given
Metro no offi¬
D’Arcy, none will be renewed, for
panies would no longer be allowed
cial notice about the show’s fu¬
the RTF has decided to treat di¬
to exhibit their wares on the con¬
ture,
the
current
sponsor
is RCA,
rectly with Yank vid stations for
vention floor. Some of the syndi¬
and no outside sponsor has been
series buys rather than with in¬
cators objected strongly, since they
lined up for an additional ride.
die packagers. Poor dubbing -of
considered the annual associate
Web, which bought the show, also
most of the series* since they had
membership fee, which averages
is planning to moye “Passage” out
to
be
done
cheaply,
was
one
of
out at about $1,500 per company,
of ts Sunday 7:30 p.m. time slot.
the factors involved.
was not worth it unless they could
Decision, as .to where to put it
D’Arcy admitted there had been
exhibit.
A swipe at Hollywood talent hasn’t been firmed up yet.)
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
French video syndicate pressures
For the coming annual conclave,
United Artists Television’s tele¬ to cut down on Yank buys to in¬ guilds for protesting the increase
Only major telefilm producer to
in the number of foreign co-pro¬ come out in favor of a 13-week
the associate members would only film distribution setup will be
be permitted to establish “hos¬ modeled closely after its parent crease French time and thus work. ductions was taken by Eddie Pola, deal Is Jack Webb, -who proposed
But
he
opined
that
the
RTF
de¬
director of light entertainment for that telefilm producers gamble
pitality suites” at convention pix company in terms of dealings
hotels. This in itself was a con¬ with indie producers. Under the sired American series but wanted the Granada TV Network in Eng¬ with the sponsof on a show and
cession in light of NAB’s first UA-TV setup, according to exec to pick them on to conform to land.
not tie him up for a longer period
stand, which some syndicators con¬ v.p. Bruce Eells, the company will French tastes and needs.
Pola, here on a business trip, until the show has proved itself.
He said that the 45 to 50 hours
strued would cut them out com¬ make straight distribution deals
said the ratio of American telefilms
per
week
of
time
on
the
one
chan¬
The roster of producer-distribu¬
pletely at all forthcoming conven¬ on a 35-25-109© basis, and when it
nel made it more selective than playing in Britain against the num¬ tor * firms opposed to the short¬
tions.
finances, will take a profit partici¬ the highpowered Yank setup. He ber of U.K.-originated vidpix being term deal include: United Artist*
National Telefilm Associates it¬ pation but no ownership in the
stated that the RTF had already telecast in the U.S. is about 10 to Television, CBS Films, Official
self won’t be joining NAB, but a negatives.
approached NBC, CBS and ABC in 1 in favor of American telepix. He Films, and ABC Films.
spokesman declared NTA Film
was of the opinion that the num¬
One unique arrangement with
But on the crucial question of
Network, as a full member, will producers will be a buy-up clause, the U.S, to buy series and kines¬ ber of. co-productions should be
copes from them. RTF would dub
whether they would accept, suck
exhibit at the convention.
a form of guarantee under which the films themselves. He expected increased rather ,than narrowed. short-termers, most of the pro¬
California National, the NBC UA promises to purchase a series to pay about $6Q0 apiece and spend He said Granada, which services'
film subsidiary. Guild Films and from a producer at the end of two $1,500 each in dubbing. It would the Lancashire and Yorkshire ducer-distributors, like Metro’*
Official Films probably won’t ride and a half or three years. UA will probably make its cost on other areas, "also eventually hopes to Barry, decline to go on record..
enter co-production arrangements. Despite their opposition, *uch
as associate members this year. pay the difference between the French speaking networks.
While Guild made no official reply cost of the series to the producer
He said that the i4% quota on firms as Official Films and ABC
It seems that packaged Yank
as to its stand, it was commented and the amount the producer has product which could just about foreign film product allowed to Films have made short-term deals.
that “we’ll probably pass it up this already received on the show, pay off in rentals on the same | be telecast by British contractors Official’s “Invisible Man” on CBSyear.” Official said, “Our feeling thus guaranteeing the producer French speaking network (France, limits the programming potential TV is a 13-weeker and ABC FilmsDon Sharpe’s “Man With A Cam- .
‘no.’ ” CNP .was the first of the against loss.
Switzerland, Belgium and Canada) of the contractors.
era” is a 14-week deal. There’s
*rtiwork owned*-operated telefilm
In Hollywood, the Screen Ex¬ been a rash of similar deals thi*
For example, if a series costs had to be dubbed on skimpy re¬
iubsids to reply with a “no”—prob¬ $2,000,000 to produce and at the sources to get by.
tras Guild . recently warned that season on telepix.
ably.
According to records, the Yank if the foreign" production trend
end of the specified period the
Because the parent companies producers has recouped only $1,- vid series that had runs here this continues sponsors will see their
are full members in NAB, the 500,000, he may sell the series to year were “Brave Eagle” from products boycotted by the AFLthree network subsids are in a UA for the difference, $500,000. In CBS Film Sales, “Hopalong Cassi¬ CIO. Such a proposal would be
somewhat different position than this instance, UA takes over full dy” of Fremantle, “O’Henry Play¬ presented to the national AFLany of the other telefilm houses. ownership.
house” of Gross-Krasne, Frankie CIO convention in San Francisco
It seems that ABC Film, CBS Film
fall, according to an SEG
UA prefers a producer to come Laine, Liberace, and Florian Za- next
and even CNP are waiting to see
bach of Guild, “The Thin Man” spokesman.
in
with
his
own
financing.
If
he
what the others plan to do. CNP’s
of
Metro,
“Circus
Boy,"
“Rin
Tin
Pola described Granada as “per¬
Screen Gems’ merchandising de¬
nix is only tentative, although it can raise only part of it and ¥A Tin,” “All Star Theatre” of Sqreen fectly happy” with the product-of
was still the first to take a stand likes the property and the pro¬ Gems, “Disneyland” and “Mickey American syndicators.
On kid partment is going to handle the
ducer’s track record, it will put up
(Continued on page 50)
the rest of the coin for a profit Mouse Club,” Ziv’s “The Cisco telepix, he said there was a prob¬ business of Goulding, Elliott &
participation, but no ownership. Kid,” “The Sea Chase,” and “Sci- lem of too much violence in U.S. Graham, the radio-tv blurb pro¬
Nature of risks being what it is, Fi Theatre,” and “Alfred Hitch¬ vidpix. He said Granada had to duction company. It's one of those
reject a number of episodes of rare occasions in which a blurbUA doesn’t expect to make money cock Presents.”
“Annie Oakley” on those grounds. maker gets into a merchandising
out of the profit participations; it
But he expressed satisfaction with tie on a regular basis,
will be happy to break even on the
“Rin
Tin Tin,” “Cisco Kid” and
GEG does not own rights to
financing.
others.
Bert .& Harry, which it conceived
Company’s profit will come out
for
Piels Beer, nor tj Emily Tipp,
Pola said he was here to line¬
of distribution itself, Eells feels.
up talent for Granada’s “Chelsea made for Tip Top' Bread, but the
An attempt to bar WRCA-TV, The distribution fee setup, he be¬
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
N.Y. from telecasting “Mr. Hulot’s lieves, is among the most equitable 1 New Guy Madison series, “The at Nine” li've showcase. He said company plans hereafter to retain
Holiday” on its “Movie 4” show¬ in the business, 359© for station-by- Sword and the Arrow,” goes into he’s already signed Alan King. ownership of all characters it
case Saturday (15) was struck station sales, 259o for regional production Dec. 15 at Hal . Roach While in the U.S., he’ll also scout creates. Ed Graham, company top¬
down by N.Y. Supreme Court Jus¬ deals, and 109c for network sale. Studios, With Arthur Lubin inked the advisability of opening offices per, sez GEG already owns right*
tice Saul Streit on the eve of the UA-TV will be staffed by telefilm to direct the entire series. Madi¬ in N.Y. for Granada for the hook¬ to the animated character it used
scheduled telecast.
vets—Eells hasn’t started hiring son and his agent-producer, Helen ing of talent and the buying of td pitch liquid Soilax and to a few
other characters doing radio and
He declined to issue a temporary yet—in 33 cities, with extensive fa¬ Ainsworth, have scheduled 78 epi¬ properties, etc.
video pitches.
restraining order sought by the cilities including teletype links sodes. covering two years on th<»
plaintiffs. Discina and Cady Films. across-country. A powerhouse sales series, which is a co-production
Since it is unusual for* a pro¬
Justice Streit said he reserved de¬ setup, Eells feels, is what can with Roach. Plan is to go ahead
duction company to negotiate
cision in the light of all the con¬ make money for UA and can make with production regarldess of the
ownership to characters it make*
flicting claims and documents filed indie producers a lot less reluctant sales picture.
specifically to sell in behalf of an
•
with the court. Discina and Cady
advertiser, Graham says there is
Initial script is by Palmer
Films contended that the deal for to commit to syndication deals.
Thompson, with Madison playing a j Republic’s tv wing, Hollywood no hard rule as to the terms of
tv rights made by GBD Interna¬
swashbuckling southerner at the : Television Service, is franchising ownership. Allowing that he ex¬
tional Releasing Corp. and Flam¬
turn of the century. Fred Cavens, distribution rights to its old pic- pects each deal ta differ, he said,
ingo Telefilm Sales was invalid.
Hollywood fencing instructor, has tures, both pre- and post-’48, on a “We?ll take what we can get, and
Court move vras made by the
been inked to work with Madison sectionaL licensing basis. First deal if business is good we certainly
plaintiffs following the recent open¬
under the new sales policy was can retain rights to the character.”
for the series.
ing of the “My Uncle” pic at two
concluded by Earl Collins, HTS
In one instance, GEG owns a
Chicago, Nov. 18.
N.Y. first-run houses, the Guild
prexy, with Edward Salzberg of royalty interest in characters it
and Baronet. Jacques Tati is the
Wilding Picture Productions, Ex-Critic Barnes Pacted
Cincinnati for the territory com¬ made to appear in commercials,
producer, director and star of hoth largest film .studio in the midwest
For ‘Counter-Thrust’ prising Ohio, Kentucky and part of meaning that should the* character
“Uncle” and “Hulot.”
Howard Barnes, former N. Y. West Virginia. Salzberg is prez of have renewed value ‘either in fu¬
In his decision. Justice Streit occupying the old Essanay lot, has.
also refused to’ fix the requested formed a separately administrated Herald Tribune drama and motion Screen Classics of Cincinnati and ture commercials or entertainment
"bond of $100,000 for the defen¬ production unit for tv commer¬ picture critic, will be producer named George Kirby, formerly or merchandising vehicles, tha
dants, NBC. GBD and Flamingo. cials to be known as Wilding-TV. and writer of a projected series with Republic pictures, as his gen¬ bankroller has to return a certain
percentage of the profits to GEG.
He said a trial could fix the dam¬ Joseph Morton has been appoint¬ “Counter-Thrust,” to be distributed eral sales manager.
Collins set up a similar deal with
Eigtiteeh months ago, Graham
ages and the defendants are finan¬ ed general manager of the new by Official Films.
Wilding
arm;
Michael
Stebney
Charles
Simpson
for
Georgia,
Flor¬
publicly informed a trade group ‘
cially responsible.
Series, in the mystery adven¬
In their motion, plaintiffs con¬ (formerly of Kling studios), execu¬ ture vein dealing with the fight ida, Alabama and Tennessee. Head¬ that GEG was “on the verge of
tended that GBD had no right to tive producer, and Carl Nelson against Communist infiltration in ing sales will be Edward Brauer, getting out of commercials,” be¬
cause the advertisers weren’t going
sell the U.S. tv rights to Flamingo editorial supervisor.
southeast Asia, will be made un¬ who was also with Republic.
Under the new sales arrange¬ for GEG’s variety of soft sell. But
Wilding, which specializes in in¬ der the banner of Lynn-Romero
for a flat sum of $18,000. They
maintained that their deal on dustrial films and the packaging Productions. Outfit is a newly- ment, Collins’ crew in the field will company changed its mind a few
“Hulot” with GBD provided for a of industrial shows, has in the past formed company headed by Kane be disbanded. Before licensing months later, when Tip Top came
percentage of gross and any flat involved itself in tv blurb produc¬ Lynn and Edgar Romero. Pilot state rights to the oldies for tY, in and Piels renewed. Outfit started
sum arrangement was contrary to tion but never before on the scale will be shot in Hong Kong and Collins handled most of the key Gifford Animation as a subsidiary
the basic agreement.
company last January,
Wilding-TV is setting out for.
Manila
, market sales.

LolsaMerchandising
Loot on Trice Is Right1

‘Million Dollar Movie’
Ratings m Oct Up 22%

French Pressure
To Ease Off On
Yank Telefilms

Brit. Granada TV
Exec Defends U.S.
Co-Production Tie

UA-TV Making
Its Vidpix Life
Just Like Father's

Screen Gems in Tie With
That Blurb Co. Who Made
Bert & Harry ApPIELing

N. Y. Court Nods Showing
‘Mr. Hulot’ on WRCA-TV;
Trial to Weigh Damages

Dec. 15 Rolling Target
On Guy Madison’s ‘Arrow’

REPUBLIC BACKLOGS
ON SECTIONAL BASIS

WILDING’S SEPARATE
ORG FOR VIDBLURBS
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Distribs/ Stations’ Favorite Query:
When Will Economic Plight Force
Majors to Unfreeze Post-’48s?

Goldwyn Wans % Butchering’
There are things other than money holding tip a deal on the
-Goldwyn pix.
Yet producer Samuel Goldwyn has a lot of pride in his backlog
of 55 pix now being peddled to tv distributors. He wants some
guarantees that they* will be .showcased properly—and he has
some definite ideas on how that could be accomplished. He also
wants it done in such a way that it would redound to the credit
of the motion picture industry in Hollywood. In short, he doesn’t
appear to want pix with his label mangled by station film editors
for commercial insertions and for fitting into tv schedules.
Price for the pix, titles of which were published in the Nov. 5
issue of Variety, is said to vary from $8,000,000 tp $10,000,000.
Understanding is that the talks concern a licensing arrangement,
with theatrical reissue rights included. One of the afctive nego¬
tiators has been National Telefilms Associates.

Shooting in N.Y.-Heaven or Hell?
Unions and ‘Reluctant’ City Officials. Cited as Dual
Problem in ‘Naked City’ Lensing
Battery of executives working on
the production of “Naked City”
found unions arid “reluctant mem¬
bers” in the lower echelons of city
government the two most serious
problems they have faced in pro¬
ducing telefilm in New York. A
Seven-man team faced a group of
industry observers as they partici¬
pated last week in a forum spon¬
sored by the Gotham chapter of
the Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences.
. Forum was called 'TV Filming
in New York—Heaven or Hell?”
Sam Manners, associate producer
of “Naked City,” on ABC-TV by
Brown & Williamson and Quaker
Oats, said, “The union—this^is the
greatest problem we have to face
and will have to face for sonre
time, until something is done.”
Hal Schaffel, who works in
behalf of “Naked City” with
city and quasi-administrative offi¬
cials in N. Y. and apparently with
some or all of the unions, said
that “non-standardization of . con¬
tracts” among N. Y. film’s various
labor and technical unions has
been costly and troublesome. He
gave a for instance: the grips,
propmen and electricians of Local
52 have a contract which .says their
workday begins at 8 a'.m., while
cameramen have one beginning at
8:30. “This,” he declared, “limits
you to the worst contract.”
Manners had said earlier that to
begin before the regular contract
workday costs double time. Coast
unions, he noted, were on the same
workday. He added that the hourlong lunch periods for N. Y. union
(Continued on page 34)

Syndicators Push
Yuletide Specials
With the yuletide season ap¬
proaching, syndicators are ped¬
dling Christmas filmed specials to
stations.
National Telefilm Associates has
five holiday programs. They are:
""The Lamb in the Manger,” story
of the birth of the Christ Child as
told by Maureen O’Sullivan to her
children; “Man’s Heritage,” story
of the Bible, starring Raymond
Massey as host-narrator; “The
Story of the Pope,” a presentation
of the life of the late Pope Pius
XH, “The Great Gift,” and Dick¬
ens’ “A Christmas Carol,” with
Vincent Price as narrator.
United Artists Associates (nee
Associated Artists Productions) has
“A Christmas Carol,” feature star¬
ring Ala stair Sim; “The Emperor’s
Nightingale,” 70-minute puppet
film; “Star in the Night,” a 22minute Warners short; and “Silent
Night,” produced by Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
Trans-Lux also has five specials
produced by Encyclopaedia Britannica Films. They are “Night Before
Christmas,” “Christmas Through
the Ages,” “Christmas Rhapsody,”
“Jerusalem, the Holy City,” and
“Santa and the Fairy Snow Queen.”
tatter, is a half-hour film, with the
remainder .subjects slotted for 15minute programs.

NTA’s ^Millionaire’
Snares Revlon Coin
Revlon has picked up sponsor¬
ship of National Telefilm Associ¬
ates’ “How to Marry a Millionaire”
in major Canadian markets.
Deal was set by David Greisdorf, prez of NTA Telefilm (Can¬
ada) Ltd., and C. T. Thomas, prez
of Thomas Products Corp., manu¬
facturers and distributors of Rev¬
lon in Canada.

CBS Woos 2 More
A-R Joint Series;
BBC Deals on 3
London, Nov. 18.
CBS is currently negotiating
two British co-production deals
with Associated-Rediffusion, 'the
commercial tv program com¬
pany which operates the London
outlet on weekdays, in addition to
the “Rendezvous” skein currently
in the works with A-R. The new
projects are 'The Man from Anti¬
bes” and “Criminologist,” which,
if deals jell, will start rolling early
in 1959.
Additionally, CBS1 will go it
alone in the production of “The
Diplomat” tv series, the pilot for
which was made last month at the
Metro-British studios. It has vir¬
tually been decided to make the
skein in Britain, provided agree¬
ment can be reached with British
Actors’ Equity to import an aver| age of two U.S. name actors for each
| episode. Clare Booth Luce will
[femcee the series, which is based
on actual stories of American for¬
eign service officers taken from
I the State Dept, files. James B.
(Jim) Faichney is due back in
New York on Thursday (20) with
the pilot which was filmed last
month with Philip Abbott in the
title role.
In addition to its production ac¬
tivities, CBS has been busy on the
sales side. It has made a deal with
BBC-TV for “Small World,” with
Associated-Rediffusion for “Have
Gun, Will Travel” and with Asso¬
ciated Television for “Gunsmoke”;
(known locally as “Gun Law”) for
the Midlands and the South of
England.
I

‘D.A.’s Man’ in N.Y.
Location filming on “The D. A.’s
[Man,” new Mark VH series, has
begun in N. Y. with a crew to lens
the series in Manhattan for three
weeks.
Series goes on NBC-TV
first week of January, with Liggett
& Myers bankrolling.
Series is about experiences of a
special investigator in-the N. Y.
District Attorney’s office. Robert
Leeds"'is sfecond unit director and
head of the crew in Gotham. John
Compton is the star.
Shooting in the Coast studio be¬
gins. Dec. 8 at Republic, with Jack
Webb directing. Frank La Tourette
is producer and James Moser is
story ed.

By MURRAY HOROWITZ
Networks, because of their coax¬
ial cable link’ have an ace up their ---,-----:-f
Favorite guessing game among
sleeve when large-scale syndica¬
tv distributors^station film buyers
tion of taped shows becomes a Nesbitt Tassing Parade,’
and others in 'the trade is when,
reality.
the thaw set in on the. post‘Our Gang’ Sales Spurt will
Whether the tv webs will get to
'48s of the Hollywood majors?
MGM-TV has racked up fresh
use that “ace” is a “delicate” ques¬
Informed speculation is that the
sales on John Nesbitt’s “Passing
tion at this time.
freeze will end as soon as the flow
The question is this: Why not Parade” and “Our Gang” comedies. of millions of dollars yearly stops
“Passing Parade” sales include coming from the tv licensing of
use coaxial cable facilities and feed
taped shows to the purchasing sta¬ WDEF-TV, Chattanooga; KPRC-TV, pre-’48s. That should be in about
tion. That method would eliminate Houston; WBNS-TV, Columbus, another two to three years.
the necessity of making on the and McDonald Advertising Agency
Universal currently is under¬
average of 1,500 dupes in a series. for its client Hester Batteries in
stood to be getting about $3,000,It also would do away with ship¬ .Nashville.
000
yearly for the licensing of its
ping charges, most of which are
Licensing “Our Gang” were pre-’48 backlog; 20th-Fox, $6,000borne by stations.
KPRC-TV, Houston; WDEF-TV, 000; Paramount, $10,000,000.
Reaspn the three webs, CBS, Chattanooga, and KFVSTV, Cape Metro, although it already has sold
NBC and ABC, are in a good posi-i Girardeau, Mo. *
its pix in most of markets, also is
tion to use the AT&T coaxial
racking up millions of dollars
method of tape distribution is that
yearly in licensing fees.
they seldom utilize all the con¬
But in another two or three
tracted time for cable facilities.
years those hefty fees to many of
Coaxial cable distribution of taped
the majors, either direct from
shows in syndication could be a
stations "or from tv distributors,
by-product utilization of their cable
are due to end, or be-sharply di¬
facilities.
minished. (Paramount, the last of
Before any move in that direc¬
the
majors to sell its backlog, has
tion takes place, many more sta¬
five years to go, with a $10,000,000
tions would ,have to he equipped
yearly
income slated from MCAwith tape recorders. But that's only
TV.)
a matter of time. Tape Is seen as
Can
the
affected majors, with¬
a major factor in syndication in
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
out such coin coming in, sustain
from five to 10 years. All of the
their
companies
without unfreez¬
Four Star Films’ entry into the
webs, interestingly enough, have
syndication subsids, now trading syndication field will-be launched ing the post-’48s for additional
coin?
in telefilms along with, other out¬ by next September, according to its
Those on the tv end feel that
fits.
the answer is obvious. Despite
Use of cable facilities for syndi¬ topper, Dick Powell.
the
clamor in the motion picture
“We
intend,
to
begin
making
cated distribution of taped shows
is seen as economically feasibly pilots specifically for syndication, industry to “hold the line at ’49,”
the
argument
goes that economic
only for the webs. Day-by-day with budgets that won’t go over
necessity will force a few to begin
users of coaxial cable facilities
$30,000.
One
of
these
will
be
selling
off
the
post-’48s.
such as the webs receive discounts
When the need is there, a much
for their volume use. Even with based on the Malibu Beach Patrol,
the discounts it’s an expensive another will be a less-expensive stronger motivation to get to¬
gether with the Hollywood talent
proposition, but it’s- a cost the western,” Powell said.
webs must bear to stay in business.
In addition, the telefilm outfit guilds on residual payments will
For a less than volume user, it has a film backlog of a couple of be present. The talent guilds are
reportedly would be cheaper to hundred segments adaptable for demanding a cut in the residual tv
use the traditional method of syn¬ syndication, plus a sizable library grosses for all pix produced after
of stock film footage, most of it August, ’48.
dication distribution.
There have been on *and off
Cost of making prints runs shot on location in Arizona, he de¬
(Continued on page 34)
about $30 per episode in film, or clared.
about a tab of $45,000 per series
Powell also opined that many of
of 39 half-hours, on the basis 01 the present syndication companies
using 50 prints per episode. Cost will soon begin to merge, princi¬
of tape at this time is about $150 i pally because the market is in¬
per episode. That cost is expected creasing to vaster worldwide pro¬
to come down in time, but it still portions. He envisions that, in
is expected to represent hefty coin five years, the foreign market
for the syndication market to ab¬ should measure up to 75% of the
sorb. For the nets’ syndication op¬ domestic field. Four Star is cur¬
eration, use of the coaxial cable rently finalizing negotiations for
Add National Telefilm Associ¬
would eliminate the bulk of these sale of “Zane Grey Theatre” in
ates to the syndication outfits plan¬
print costs.
South America, and has already ning fresh first-run skeins yearly.
The web feed in a projected syn¬ sold “Rifleman” and “Trackdown”
NTA’s syndication arm, operat¬
dication operation tape operation to the Australian market, he said.
ing under Leslie A. Harris, has
could be to most any station in a
The Four Star chief is planning been going through a reorganiza¬
given market; it need not he to the a return to production of “Hey,
affiliate of the transmitting web. Jeannie,” projected vidseries top¬ tion the past six months. For one
thing, there is an acceleration in the °
(Continued on page 34)
lining Jeannie Carson for which use of the same salesmen in the
five segments were lensed last field to pitch half-hour skeins and
season in anticipation of network features.
For another, the rerun
sale. Full-scale lensing will be re¬ department, which had been head¬
sumed. in hopes of a network deal ed by Stanley Florsheim, has been
in January. Powell is also hopeful disbanded. Florsheim now is a
that company’s David Janssen general sales exec.
, starrer, “Richard Diamond,” will
The use of salesmen in the dual
return to the air, but said series capacity of pitching half-hour and
could not be ready for January re¬ feature product and the abandon¬
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Ziv Television resumed produc¬ vival, as rumored, since time would ment of the rerun department runs
tion of “Tombstone Territory” this not permit lensing of enough epi¬ counter to the trend of ever-in¬
week* with two episodes in the Pat sodes by that date.
creasing specialization ip film sales.
Conway-Rjichard Eastham starrer
Despite fact that “Zane Grey” The rerun department is expected
already underway. Series, produced has consistently notched ratings in to be reactivated in about two
by the “Bat Masterson” team of the Top 15 national teleseries this years, when NTA Is due to have
Frank Pittman & Andy White, on season, Powell, paradoxically, ex¬ au additional backlog of repeat
a coproduction basis with Ziv, will pressed Concern that it should.have product.
go for an additional minimum of done even better, declaring that its
Currently, NTA'has about a 3013 episodes -and quite possibly a high budget ($51,000-$56,000 per
second full cycle of 39, thus giving segment) demands a rating in the man syndication sales organization
for both features and half-hour
Ziv a total of 78 Shows in the 30s.
product.
series..
Tentatively slated for syndica¬
Resumption of filming will neces¬
tion next season by NTA are three
sitate an expansion of the Pittman
properties, Britain’s Harry Alan
& White unit at Ziv. Marion ParThe completed 18 half-hour seg¬ Towers vidpic series starring Man>
sonnet, story editor on “Masterson,” is already doubling over in ments of the projected Satevepost tovani and his orchestra; “High
teleseries
have been acquired by Noon,” and “Third Man:”
that post on “Tombstone,” while
Mort Abrahams, NTA’s director
Pittman & White will probably Independent Television Corp. in a
deal
calling
for further production of creative programming, left for
sign on additional production per¬
the Coast for confabs with Felix
sonnel so they can oversee both to wind Up with 39 episodes.
Contract was signed by Jack Jackson, producer of “Third Man.”
series. Team has a backlog of seven
scripts from last season and is buy¬ Wrather, ITC board chairman; He also will work on the “High
ing an additional six to round out Robert' Gibbon, secretary of the Noon” project.
Other outfits planning three
the first cycle of 13. Richard L. Curtis Publishing Co.; and Robert
Bare is directing one of this week’s J. Enders, prez of the production fresh skeins a year for the syndi¬
shows, from scripts in the backlog. firm bearing his name. Segments, cation mart include Screen Gems,
Series looks headed for syndica¬ as in the past, will be based on Telestar, United Artists Television
and Flamingo.
tion.
Satevepost stories.

Four Star Going
Into Syndication

NTA’s 3-a-Year
New-Series Gait

Tombstone Territory’
On New Zir Go-Round;
Mebbe in Syndication

Satevepost-ITC Deal
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See Ratings of 3 New York Outlets
Cut by NTA Webs Triple Exposure

Burton I. Lipman named comp¬
troller for National Telefilm Asso¬
ciates, replacing Leonard S. Holstad,. resigned. Lipman had been
assistant comptroller since 1956.
. . . John P. Rohrs' appointed v.p.
in charge of Telestar Films’ cen¬
tral division, /headquartering in
Chicago, He formerly was v.p. and
midwest. sales manager for GrossKrasne. Telestar plans to hire
regional v.p.’s for the east and
west . . . Four new account execs
have joined the national sales de¬
partment of National Telefilm
Associates’ o&o tv and radio sta¬
tions. They are Lawrence Gersham,
John Fernandez, Marshall Karp
and Peter Taman ... Novelist-play¬
wright Marc Brandel has left for
England for a scripting assignment
on Sapphire Productions’’' “Four
Just Men,” to be distributed by
Independent Television Corp . . .
French film animator Andre Sarrut
visiting the U.S. to enter the field
of tv commercial production for
the American market . . . William
Gilbert named assistant to managing director Vernon Burns of National Telefilm Associates (U.K.)
Ltd. Gilbert formerly was asso¬
ciated with Granada theatre and
tv enterprises.

WOR-TV is the rating winner in+New York’s first triple exposure
plan, incepted by the NTA Film
Network for the No. 1 market in
London, Nov. 18.
the U. S., according to Arbitron’s
Associated Television is at pres¬
data spanning the Oct. 5-31 period.
Runner-ups are the- two other ent negotiating for a site for new
indies, WNTA-TV and WPIX, in London tv studios. The plot, re¬
the Arbitron rating meter. The ported to be worth somewhere
plan has the three indies playing around $2,800,000, is situated on
the same episode of NTA Film Net¬ the south side of the River Thames.
The programmers are holding
work series at different times over
the course of a .week. It was talks with the owners of the land,
started to give the sponsors riding the South Easteren Gas Board, but
the NTA web a bigger shake in the before the deal can he finalized
N. Y. market, via the utilization of planning permission; etc., has to he
three stations playing the shows at obtained from the London County
Council.
different times in the same week.
The Newark based indie, NTA’s
o&o, came out second best in the^.,
rating meter, although with the ex¬
ception of one of the series “Man
Without A Gun,” it has first-crack
at the'shows. WOR-TV came out
.
first, despite the fact that it plays
tho I Aral Onnrafnr
VI me LOuil vpeidiui
two of the half-hour series last,
and has no first-crack at any of the
WOR-TV, N. Y., which has two
Amp ex tape recorders in opera¬
NTA web shows.
Situation. could be viewed as a tion, has found the machines sav¬
rating embarrassment for WNTA- ing the station some hefty coin
TV, which has done some heavy weekly and bringing in new busi¬
promotion on Tuesday night as ness.
the NTA Film Network night. But
In the cost department, station
the other two ind’es really can’t program chief Bob Smith esti¬
crow either. All the ratings are mates that the machines are sav¬
low, perhaps indicative of the fact ing the outlet several thousand
that audiences are being split three dollars weekly.- The $100,000 in¬
ways among the stations. Wh^n vestment, he feels, can be written
WCBS-TV and ' WRCA put the off in a year or thereabouts.
nix on double exposure this season,
As to new biz, station is doing
it was their contention that a sec¬ commercials for its advertisers
ond showing on an indie takes with its machines. But more im¬
WNEW-TV has decided to keep
away audiences (rating points) portantly is bringing in local spon¬ the five-studio “white elephant” it
from their station.
inherited
from the defunct DuMont
sors who never before were in tv
Taking the four-week period, because satisfactory commercials Television Network, and put part
from Oct. 5-31, the three nighttime were too high ‘ for their blood. of it to use in renting out tape pro¬
series “This Is Alice,” “How to Smith compared the cost of a tape duction facilities. Metropolitan
Marry A Millionaire,” and “Gun” commercial to a filmed one by re¬ Broadcasting, which owns and op¬
garnered an average Arbitron rat¬ ferring to the cost of a taped com¬ erates WNEW, was thinking until
ing of 3.2 on WOR-TV. WNTA-TV mercial as being in the hundreds, early October. of selling the mas¬
had an average Arbitron of 2.6; and as opposed to the thousands of sive 67th St. plant and finding it¬
self appropriately smaller quarters
WPIX, 2.0. On the off-network re¬ dollars for filmed commercials.
from which to run the tv station
run of “Hour of Stars” telecast in
The two Ampex machines, as but CBS-TV took a new three-year
the afternoons by WNTA-TV first,
well
as
the
cutback
in
hours
of
rental on the operation's two larg¬
followed later by WOR-TV, WNTA
drew a four-week average of 1.4, telecasting for the station, now al¬ est studios.
against 1.6 for WOR-TV. WPIX lows the station to function with a
Members of.the Film Producers
. telecasts the strip from 11:15 to 40 - hdur - a-week operating crew Assn, of N.Y., who as recently as
12:15 p.m„ averaging a 0.7 Ar¬ (Station opens later in the day last month planned to organize
now).
Outlet puts all of its their own collectively operated
bitron.
stripped hosted-kiddie shows on tape production plant, instead now
tape. Going for the tape routine intend to throw their blurb-making
are Ginger MacManus, who hosts biz to Metrotape Inc., the brand
“Looney Tunes,”. and Claude new Metropolitan subdivision. FPA
Kirschner who emcees the “Terry- members got a Iooksee Monday (10)
toone” strip.
Filmed “LOoney at the two studios in which MetroTunes” and “Terrytoones” are not tape plans to operate.
transferred to tape, but the host¬
FPA hopes to negotiate a dis¬
ing act for each half-hour seg¬
ment is. The engineer on such count price for members who end
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
up using Metrotape facilities the
shows
integrates
both
portions
by
20th-Fox’s reorganized televi¬
most. Metrotape has set a one-shot
sion
operation
under Martin using both the film projector and price scale of $60 for a half-hour’s
It’s very use of its tape machinery and a
Manulis may move into the net¬ the Ampex machine.
works to tape some shows, and may similar to a taped dee jay show on $1,650 top for a full day’s use of
produce some live entries as well. radio, with the engineer playing one of the studios.
Manulis’ premise in helming the the records and the dee jay’s com¬
One of the principal reasons why
operation is that “we’re in the tele¬ ments.
FPA, which has a contract with
vision business, not just in the
Station also iSv taping its “Ethel IATSE, is reportedly anxious to
film business.”
Thorsen Fashion Show,” telecast consummate a deal with Metropol¬
Manulis, who was one of the Saturday nights, and an hour re- itan is because WNEW-TV camera¬
first to experiment with tape when ligioso program for Sunday tele¬ men and technicians have a con¬
producing “Playhouse 90” at CBS- casting. Program topper Smith is tract with the same international
TV, believes that some properties, so high on tape that he calls it the union. While WNEW and FPA are
particularly comedy shows, lend ’salvation of the local operator.”
covered by different locals in LA,
themselves to tape as readily or
FPA has an agreement with Dick
more so than film. While he does
Walsh,
IA international boss, that
not envision installation of tapdrj
he’d personally settle any intra-LA
equipment on the 20th lot “we
jurisdictional
differences during
might go over to NBC or CBS
the present IA-FPA contract.
and use their tape facilities to pro¬
As
for
use
of
actors, the union
duce shows for Fox.”
London, Nov. 18.
situation is not yet clearly defined,
20th tv arm is still in the
Ronald
Waldman,
BBC-TV’s but the station’s feeling that FPA
formulative stage, with Manulis business manager, will be leaving
rounding out his staff and just be¬ London before the end of the year will not be producing material ex¬
ginning to look at properties. He on a round-the-world business trip, clusively for WNEW exposure, pro¬
expects to have some pilots ready which will include New York, Los ducers have the right to use Screen
for the March selling season, how¬ Angeles, Canada, Australia, Japan, Actors Guild performers, since
ever. One of the early series pro¬ India, etc. He will be on a buying that is the union with which FPA
jected. by Manulis, a series based and selling mission, as well as dis¬ is signed. WNEW is signed with
on Elick Moll’s “Sizeman & Son” cussing co-production activities in American Federation of Television
L& Radio Artists.
property, has now been temporar¬ all parts of the world.
ily delayed, due to Moll’s decision
In Hollywood Waldman will be
to do a play on the characters. on hand for the beginning of “The
Series w’ould prove harmful to the Third Man” series, which BBC-TV
play,
Manulis
believes,
hut is making in conjunction with Na¬
could be undertaken after the tional Telefilm Associates and.
legiter’s run.
British Lion Films. Half the skein
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
will be filmed in Hollywood and
Jon Hall.^star of “Malolo of the
the other half at BL’s Sheppertbn South Seas,” has obtained all
C-W’s Chi Sublurbia
Studios. In Toronto he will be rights and properties of proposed
Chicago, Nov. 18,
Colmes-Werrenrath Productions around when production begins on teleseries from RKO TeleRadio,
“The
Mounties,” which is another following foldup of RKO vidsubis closing its downtown offices in
Chi and will move its sales, edit¬ BBC-TV. co-production venture.
sid, and will produce program un¬
ing and projection departments to
Waldman will also explore co- der his own banner, Hall-Cowan
suburban Glenv.'ew, where they production possibilities in other Enterprises. Arthur Cowan, firm’s
will be housed under one roof centres to be visited on his-global prexy, is partnered, with him.
with the production facilities.
tour, particularly within the Com¬
Filming after first of year is now
ComprHry, which specializes in monwealth. It will be his first projected in Mexico City. Proper¬
filming commercial spots, has ac¬ visit to the Far East and he in¬ ties include 39 scripts and more
quired ' additional space at the tends to survey the prospects of than 60,000 feet of underwater
Glenview studios to accommodate distribution and production in that color film lensed last year in the
the consolidation.
South Seas.
area.

ATV’s New London Site

WOR-TV Program Chief
Says Tape ‘Salvation

Tapped for Tape,
‘White Elephant’
Studios Jumpin'

Live & Tape Also
On TCF Roster

WALDMAN’S GLOBAL
TREK FOR BBC-TV

Jon Hall’s Own Vidpix
Setup for ‘Malolo’ Series
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AFTRA Tape Tussle Slows KTHTs
Distribution of 'Court Martial'
Cleveland’s ETV’er
Cleveland, Nov. 18.
The first tangible move to give
this area an educational televi¬
sion station is being engineered
by the Greater Cleveland Educa¬
tional Assn., composed of reps
from educational and civic agen¬
cies.
Plans call for usage of Channel
25, now assigned to the Cleveland
School Board, to be used as a
nonprofit venture.

Syndicators, Clients
Hypo Their Budgets
On Promoting Stanzas
Milwaukee, Nov. 18.
Schlitz Brewing is “sold” on
the idea of promotion for its syn¬
dication packages, especially dur¬
ing the kickoff.
So says Bruce
Butcher, the brewery’s coordina¬
tor of field advertising, and evi-*
dently the half-hour syndicated
stanzas are getting a heavy amount
of promo play lately, in the form
of window' streamers, truck cards,
giveaway jewelry and toys, right
down to the standard press parties
and previews for corporate per¬
sonnel and wholesalers.
Schlitz sponsors California Na¬
tional’s “Flight” and “Silent Serv¬
ice,” Ziv’s "Sea Hunt,” Flamingo’s
“Citizen Soldier” and MCA’s “State
Trooper.” Butcher says that heavy
promotion for syndicated shows
has a “decided impact on the pub¬
lic, and, more important, builds
enthusiasm . on the part of our
wholesalers and their sales person¬
nel for these local tv shows.”
A Calnat spokesmen last week
said that several thousands of dol; lars are being spent by advertisers
(and by syndicators) on each
I show in syndication.

‘Gable & Tape’
Continued from page 33

Any station connected to the coax¬
ial cable could be switched to take
the feed of any network.
Still Some Iffy Questions
But “delicate” areas still unre¬
solved concern the questions of
tarrifs and* preferential treatment.
Will AT&T allow the networks to
use their unused cable time to
transmit syndicated taped shows
without boosting the tariff to the
webs
If AT&T allows the webs to use
that method of distribution as a
“by-product use,” what about the
howls of the non-affiliated syndica¬
tors such as Ziv, Screen Gems, et
al? They could claim that the webs ■
are being given “preferential treat¬
ment” by .AT&T, whose tariff
structure bars them economically
from using the same efficient
method of distribution. Such claims
have a lot of antitrust implica¬
tions.
At this time, one web is known
to be exploring the cable tape dis¬
tribution method for syndication.
Others also are giving the idea a
once-over. But everyone is treading
softly for fear of kicking up a
vhornet’s nest.

Distribs
___ Continued from page 33

talks between the studios and
guilds on the post-’48 residual
question. But nothing has been
resolved. The prediction is that it
will be a different story when the
majors are hard up for cash to re¬
place the millions now coming in
from the pre-’48’s. Then and only
then, it’s stated, will .there be ne¬
gotiations in earnest.
What may come about—as an
initial step—is the movement for¬
ward of the cutoff ’48 date to ’51
or ’53, with the guilds being given
:a share of the tv gross pie on an
agreed-upon formula for the un¬
frozen period.

Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Although
Guild
Films
has
racked up sales in 10 markets on
its “Divorce Court,” KTTV, the
Los Angeles indie, is holding off
on a distribution deal for “Court
Martial,” its newest courtroom-localed hourlong tape entry. Station
may get into the distribution busi¬
ness itself, though not on a marketby-market basis.
On the basis of interest ex¬
pressed by advertisers in “Court
Martial,” KTTV is examining the
possibilities of selling the series
on a national spot or regional basis.
It hasn't worked out the details yet
on who would handle midwest and
eastern sales—it could easily set
its own regional deal in the west,
but on the basis of interest so
far, is holding off on all syndicated
deals. One factor delaying a deci¬
sion is a hassle, with AFTRA on
payment schedules, with KTTV un¬
happy with the formula AFTRA
has offered.
“Divorce Court,” meanwhile, is
on a one-shot temporary AFTRA
deal, ‘and station reportedly will
net over $200,000 annually from
sales thus far on the series. Show
has been sold in New York
(WPIX), Boston (WHDH-TV), San
Francisco
(KRON-TV),
Seattle
(KING-TV),
Salt Lake
City,
(KLOR - TV), Toledo, Detroit
(WJBK-TV) and Tampa. Guild
also has verbal orders for the
stanza from Cleveland and Pitts¬
burgh.

Shooting in N.Y.
Continued from page 33

men was also a bother on a shoot¬
ing day, especially during the rela¬
tively short daylight hours of
Eastern Standard Time.
Schaffel said that “Naked City,”
sold by Screen Gems, was working
out its various difficulties rather
easily with top N. Y. officials, but
he felt that the “reluctant mem¬
bers of the lower echelon some¬
times resent your presence on the
street.”
Schaffel, who perhaps spoke at
greater length than any other
member of the company, said that
“Hollywood people had a miscon¬
ception about the ability of N. Y.*
film crews.”
The “public rela¬
tions” executive felt that Gotham
crewmen were vepr capable and
worked as tight-knit units. He also
paid a compliment to the Coast
Guard, stationed in N. Y., saying
that they would go to any length
“to please” and help crews.
Jess Kimmel, casting director
for “City,” felt that N. Y. “had
better talent” than Hollywood, and
offered a “greater selection.” Kim¬
mel pointed out that N. Y. talent
costs “are 10% under Hollywood’s.”
But, he noted, extras in N. Y. do
not have a separate union, as they
do on the Coast, but fall under
the regular Screen Actors Guild
contract.
While , this enables a
casting director to “select” in¬
dividuals from the SAG roster, it
is time-consuming. He said that
on the Coast extras can simply be
hired in bunches.
(Kimmel re¬
ported that 500 extras and 200
name players had been hired since
the series began lensing here.)
Schaffel, in furthering the dis¬
cussion on Gotham unions, said
another labor problem presented
itself in that frequently the unions
negotiated separate contracts for
the so-called majors and minors
in N. Y. production. Inference was
this type of schizophrenia created
difficulties in evolving a modus
operandi for an indie company,
such as “City’s” Shelle Produc¬
tions, which works in tandem with
“major” Screen Gems.
In the second part of the ATAS •
program, Wallace Ross, public re¬
lations chief for the N. Y. Film
Producers Assn., said the industry
accounts for over $100,000,000 vol¬
ume in N. Y. He noted that in the
first 10 months of the year, there
has been an “enormous” rise in the
amount of N. Y. location shooting,
with 513 permits issued by the city,
as against 296 for the like 1957
period.

Wednesday, November 19r J95&
CONQUEST
With Erie Sfcvareld, boat; Geurje
Herman, ittin i
Directors; Hanli Mayer, Freak De
Fetttto
Writer; -De fetttCa
M Hm, Sam., 5 »jb.
MONSANTO CHEMICAL
CBS-TV, from N.Y. (film)
. {Gardner Advertising )
New season for “Conquest’' got
off to a fine start on Sunday (16)
when the camera was focused to
explain the human brain and ex¬
plore the devastating effects of
ocean waves.
Both subjects really are miles
apart.
But the elements that
united them on the show were
the scientific spirit of inquiry and
the effective translation of highlyspecialized knowledge for compre¬
hension by the layman.
Deserving credit for popularizing
thin segment of science were'all
hands on the show. Host-reporter
trie Sevareid handles himself
ably, as did reporter George Her¬
man. The scientists on the show
also evidenced a skill in simplify¬
ing, without lasing dramatic im¬
pact and distorting meaning.
The most electrifying moments
were those taken of a brain opera¬
tion on an epileptic male patient
The patient apparently was under
a local anesthetic. The operating
surgeon touched a portion of hia
brain with an electrode to spot the
scarred area. The viewer saw the
physical reactions of the man,
a twitching wrist, etc., and his men¬
tal reactions when his memory
brain area was touched by the
electrode. All the while, the pa¬
tient was conscious and responding
to inquiries by the surgeon.
The brain operation took place
at Johns Hopkins University; other
portions of the brain chapter of
the show emanated from the U/s
of Michigan, Yale and McGill. The
participating scientists were Drs.
Robert Livingston, Earl Walker,
Edward Evarts and James Olds.
In comparison to initial segment
of the show, the study of ofcean
waves was not as exciting, yet had
a high degree of interest, with ex¬
cellent footage and adroit com¬
mentary- CBS Public Affairs and
Monsanto are filming the shows
for later use in public schools, col¬
leges, etc. _• It surely deserves fur¬
ther exposure.
Horo.
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

Tele Follow-Up Comment

MttteaBerle Skew
, “State of the Union” and a flock of the advertising fellows where the
After some weeks of indifferent others in their 25-year association. howl was ‘No more of that stuff,
“What play gave you the most no more, that’s the end, no more’
success in attempting to showcase
new talent on his NBC-TV “Kraft satisfaction?” Murrow asked. ... this you know was never easy.
Music Hall” Milton Berle has ‘They’ve all given me satisfaction,” And it was easy in those days be¬
wisely switched to a top-name j Crouse replied, “but the most came cause economic pressure wasn’t as
guest format Whereas before he’d from ‘Life With Father.’ It ran great. There was no threat for
use one name and one unknown, eight years and I think that would ratings until later on.”
Wednesday’s show employed names give almost anybody satisfaction.”
Chayefslty lamented that the tv
in both cases, Jimmy Durante and
Mrs. Crouse, the former Anna writer carries “a low mark of pres¬
Polly Bergen.
Erskine, discussed how she colla¬ tige in that little world we call
Laudable as the intent is, the borates with her husband on the drama.” He saluted Fred Coe, pio¬
young talent idea is not for Berle “Landmark” books, a children’s neer tv producer, for courage and
within the confines of a half-hqur. series. Also on hand were the conviction in the early days of
With unknowns* all Berle can do . is coupled two children, a boy and video.
throw a. spot bn them and let them girl, who said they were aiming at
Shaw brought up a touchy point,
do their routine, then off . With the careers in science and teaching.
namely that critics watch live
names, who’ve been around for a
Gilb.
shows and “leave the series and
while, Berle can ahd does work
the westerns and all the junk
them Into the show, and. work with
Lux Playhouse
j alone.” He maintained critics
them. It makes for far. better re¬
Hate is a strong word but a I come “after you ami you can make
sults.
• v dilution of it would aptly apply to J the most honest effort in the world
The Berle-Durante-Bergen trio some elements of this dreary, point- j and they’ll dismiss, you in a little
made for a delightful and- breezy less play on suspense. Perhaps in • black box on the back page of the
half-hour. Format is basically the a mad moment of desperation this i -Times. And sponsors Tead the re¬
same, with Berle’s opening mono- narrative, called “A Game of? views. Agencies read the reviews.
log wjdiy hits and misses this Hate ” was passed on to the direc-.l They have their effect.” He ended
time out'but overall satisfactory? tor to make something of. That ] by charging critics 'with helping
Then on came Durante and the Kathryn Grayson read and ac¬ exterminate live tv.
girls for one of those good special cepted it Is a maddening thought.
Aurthur was particularly bitter
material numbers, then Miss Ber¬ It did nothing for her and the toward Jack Shanley of the N. Y.
gen with some pleasant tomfoolery homebodies dialed to CBS-TV on ] Times for the latter’s brushoff of
with. Berle revolving about her “To
(14) must have heaped their I a recent “Playhouse 90” produc¬
Tell the Truth” panel stint before Friday
tion of a Joseph Conrad story. He
doing a fine vocal of her new sympathy on this commercializa-; described. Shanley’s review as “in
Columbia release, “Come Prima.” tion of her fine talents. It proved incredibly
brutal dismissal. .. and
-only a glaring exposition of how a,
Durante turned in a wonderful story can be thrown together to] I think tiiis bum thinks he’s still
spoof of “Thank Heaven for Little make ends meet that dangled peril- j writing obituaries.” Susskind, at
Girls,” with the curtain opening ously but not for long. Assembly ] this point, possibly sensing libel,
on four beautifully gowned femme ; line production at best. ’
tried to mollify Aurthur by saying:
heavyweights, at least 250 pounds
As a teacher of gifted children,! “You’re in the heat of prejudice”
apiece, with Durante then strolling
but
Aurthur pooh-poohed this.
past each and dancing with one. Miss Grayson is confronted with a3 ; “No, I’m in the heat of nothing,”
Miss Bergen, Durante and Berle ; psychopathic killer, Tom Laughlin. he shouted.
then combined for a good closing ! He holds her prisoner at gunpoint
And on and on it went for 120
number, “The 11 O'clock Song,” [for most of the footage and it’s: minutes. Some of it stimulating,
with the trio working well together. I then up to director John Brahm to ; some of it exasperating, some of
As an example of how a seasoned worm her out of it. She tries every i it highly repetitious. It would have
performer can work with Berle, manner of subterfuge to’win him; made for a better, tighter, more
Miss Bergen, breaking up a mock over or disarm him rather clumsily, j effective seminar if “Open End” on
quarrel between Berle and Du¬ but this doesn’t happen until late this occasion had been Cut down
rante, kept shouting, “Boys! Boys!” in the story for those who suf¬ to 60 minutes or less.
Bans.
Then broke them both up with fered it through. Despite that she
“Boys? That’s the best line I've had many opportunities to -escape
Shirley Temple Storybook
had all night.”
his hostage or summon help, she (‘Ali Baba And The 49 Thieves’)
Red Skelton appeared briefly in stood her ground even to the point
Screen Gems and Henry Jaffe
his Freddie the Freeloader cos¬ of discussing a love affair With Enterprises turned out a satisfac¬
tume to trailerize his appearance him..
tory version of “Ali Baba and the
Finally
and
at
long
last
shei
on the show next week. It was a
40 Thieves,” but the hourlong tele¬
good stint, far and away the best wrestled the. gun from him and; film on NBC-TV last Wednesday
trailer of the year. whimperingly he submitted to; (12/ might have been an outstand¬
Berle, incidentally, was featured complete capitulation. Miss Gray-3 ing one if writers F. William Durjust an hour after his NBC-TV son had little to do dramatically ] kee Jr. and Norman Lessing hadn’t
Contact
"
.
show in “Sim Valley Serenade,” other than act composed and un-; attempted
so hard -to make a mo¬
With Les Lye, Margaret Morris, one of his old films (1941)) on der the domination of the mad
Dr. Emmett O’Grady, guests
local KNXT’s “The First Show.” killer. Laughlin wasn’t very at! rality play out of the Arabian
Nights
tale
on a so-called charac¬
Producer: Sod Holmes
Y’know, he’s improved, 'Chan.
all believable or impressive as the! terization of Ali Baba, turning him
Of Mins.
psycho and lacked dramatic finesse.: from a simple peasant into a sort
CBOT, Ottawa
Desilu Playhouse
1 Brahm’s direction from the shoddy j
The
Canadian
Broadcasting
Lucille Ball was without Desi script of John Kneubuhl plodded ' of greedy monster who’s reformed
Corp.’s oldest web show is an in¬ Amaz in this “K.O. Kitty” hour [ to achieve the contrived suspense.' at the last minute, Durkee and
Lessing detracted from the charm
formal magazine-style stint called outing Monday (17) on CBS-TV.
Helm.
and the action of the story. They
“Tabloid.” It’s been running since But-what was.most sorely missed
alsp forced some impossible de¬
tv has been running in Canada. in this farce was not Desi, Bill
Open End
Now CBOT, the corporation’s Eng¬ Frawley or Vivian Vance of the I The highly successful cashmere mands on the actors, and even one
the capabilities of Nehemiah
lish-language Ottawa tv station, “Lucy” team, but a script.
branch of video tv scripters (Paddy with
Persoff couldn’t quite cope with
opens a localized “Tabloid.” titled
The story of a lady fight man¬ [Chayefsky, Robert Alan Aurthur, the
script.
"Contact,” using exactly the same ager
was
full
of
trivia,
hackneyed
Sumner
Locke
Elliot,
Tad
Mosel,
As Ati Baba, Persoff went over¬
format. While new to Ottawa, this lines and situations. It was a strug¬ David Shaw, James Lee and J. P.“
idea has been going on in other gle for the few good gag lines- and Miller) spent two hours free asso¬ board in his role, of the woodCBC cities including Halifax, To¬ situations to shine through. Aldo ciating anent their literary labors chopper caught up by greed, over¬
ronto, Vancouver, presumably tQ Ray, as the cornfed fighter, was on David Susskmd’s “Open End”; playing sometimes to the point of
give showcasing to local persons likable. Bill Lundigan, as the over
WNTA, N. Y., Tuesday (11). absurdity. Apparently, it was in¬
of interest
stuffed shirt fiance of Miss Ball. I This was in the nature of a mam¬ fectious, for Rafael Campos, as his
“Contact” headlines Les Lye, played the foil okay.-But the yock moth whodunit tagged “The Case: son, gave vent to the fervor oc¬
staffer with an Ottawa-indie AMer, nonsense chores fell on Miss Ball’s of the Missing Typewriter” or casionally through retaining some¬
what more discipline in his stint.
CFRA, and from initialer he would talented shoulders. She had a
seem too elite for video. If Lye tough time delivering in the script “Come Back Chayefsky, et ah, TV Vivian Nathan was okay as the
would get some depth into his penned by Quinn Martin, Bob Car- Sighs For You.” But the writers, highly moral wife, Thomas Gomez
j apparently, refused to be thimbleplayed it broadly as All’s rich and
moniterlng, he might give the roll Jr. and Madelyn Martin. .
rigged by Susskind. There were greedy Brother, Mirian Colon was
chore okay handling, but bis
Horo.
[ just too many other-side-of-the- attractive as the inventive slave
thrusts at wit were weak. In great
i
street
blandishments
to
force
the
contrast was Dr. Emmett O’Grady,
girl who saves All’s life, and
Person to Person
writers to return to the oppressive, Bruce Gordon was fine as the
a U. of Ottawa professor and a
The theatre provided the guests
“Contact” interviewer. Third on for CSS-TV’S “Person to Person”. lacklustre video lanes.
menacing leader of the thieves.
Despite the fact that the seven Alfred Ryder, Robert Carricart
hand was Margaret Morris, pleas¬ Friday (141 and it was a half-hour
ant-voiced and pleasant to Watch. of pleasantries as Edward R. Mur- scripters on the program were and Joe Duval were okay in sup¬
Opener guests were Ottawa chant row “visited” choreographer Agnes spawned by tv, they left the tat¬ port.
star, Paul Anka (filmed, for he’s de Mills and playwright Russel j tooed impression that the fifth es¬
James Nielson overdid matters
In Europe now); a veteran rail¬ Crouse. Here was an opportunity] tate was hemmed in by a score of in his direction of the cast, but
roader who sounded, when he for an adult discussion of the new taboos and debased writing stand¬ staged the action nicety- Technical
talked, like Walter Brennan; and season or what-bave-you, but the ards. Who were the arch villains, credits were okay.
-• Chan.
the heavies, in this piece, Susskind
a student of Ottawa U. from Ni¬
program’s time-honored format ] asked, and the writers didn’t hesi-;
geria.
NBC Kaleidoscope
prevailed.
'
]
tate
to
let
him
have
it.
They
’‘Contact” is a good idea but it
The Federal Government and in
Thus Miss de Mille, who lives in i heaped their abuse on such stal¬
will have to strengthen its overall
particular the Bureau of Indian Af¬
production and speed its pace to a browns tone home which includes ■ warts as sponsors, advertising fairs of the Dept, of the Interior
hfer
studio,
showed
viewers
her
agency execs who insist on happy
garner maximum rating. Gorm.
first editions and old prints. Her; shows forJhappy people and news¬ were subject to some strong cri¬
ample library was also stocked ! paper tv 'critics who don’t know ticism Sunday (16)' on the “NBC
with works on political economy J their aspect ratio from Robert Alan! Kaleidoscope” program which dealt
These represented a heritage of ) Aurthur. Moreover, they turned with the problems of the American
her grandfather, Henry George, on Susskind and said he too, on Indians.
Through some excellent camera¬
who espoused the “single tax” the- j occasion, might weasel and; pull
my and had a cigar named after? punches in watering down their work by Tom Priestley and spot In¬
London, Nov. 18.
terviews
plus narration by Robert
scripts.
Tuesday night is going to be
After introducing her small son ]
Susskmd’s squawk was that tv McCormick, the Indians finally got
commercial tv’s combined ..variety and explaining that business pre-; drama in the' hour or longer form “equal time” from the score of
night in 1959. On a three way ro¬ vented her husband from being] Was almost extinct and that the current westerns which Cave
tation, Granada-Ty, Associated- present, the gracious and articu-; gentlemen gathered in the studio painted a distorted picture.
The “American Stranger” was a
Television and Associated-Re diffu¬ late Miss de Mille answered what ] were letting Che American people:
sion, will present their own light seemed to be a couple of stock i down by forsaking the medium fin:! mature, hard-hitting tv program
which
devoted itself to the financial
entertainment program in a nine questions. “First I have to have an supposedly greener pastures, nota¬
of the Indians and the “dop.m. 60-jpInnte slot on a once every idea,” she said, in handling the] bly the screen.* Mosel safd all tv plight
nothing”
attitude of the Govern¬
query* '“How does a choreographer]] plays today look alike and Shaw
three weeks basis.
ment. From start to finish the
Grmnada-TW contribution will go about creating a dance?” Other i noted that sponsors are afraid to show was smooth running with ex¬
question
concerned
her
writing;
tak#
chances
on
originals,
prefer*!
be Its “Cheteea At Nine” show
(she’s also an author).
| ing adaptations of great novels, | cellent direction by George Mur¬
which makes its 1959 bow on Jan. routine
ray. Instead of trying to coyer
Looking remarkably like some-5 films, etc.
15. ATV will present a new pro¬ thing
out of “Life With Father”
Aurthur, most belligerent of the many themes, Murray wisely stuck
gram entitled %ew Look,” to be was the high ceilinged, Victorian j lot, insisted writers did not forsake to-economic problems of latterday
produced by Brian Tester, while town house of the Crouse family.! tv'but that the latter drove script¬ Indians. The coverage included
A-H will pitch in with its Sched¬ As most theatregoers know, Crouse] ers away. Looking Susskind in the visits to the Blackfoot and Flatuled international variety show, not tSflly collaborated with Howard] right eye, he-charged: “I remember head reservations in Montana as
tentatively entitled “Hippodrome^" Ijndsav on such hits as “LWF7 hut1 being in meetings with^you and
(Continued on page 52)
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THE WINSLOW BUY
(DuPont Show of the Month)
With Fredrfc March, Florence EWridre, Rex Thompson, Denholm
Elliott, Siobhan McKenna, Noel
Wiilman, others
Producer: J)ayii Susskind .
Director: Alex Segal
Adaptation: Suihner Locke Elliott
(from Terence Rattigan play)
90 Mins., Thurs. (13), 9:30 p.m.
DU PONT
CBS-TV, from N.Y.
(BBDO)
In the dozen years or so since
its initial presentation on Broad¬
way, “The Winslow Boy” has
played the grand circuit, up to and
including tv’s “Late Show” re¬
runs. As such it’s: become some¬
thing of a modern day warhorse.
Yet-it’s doubtful if Terence Rattigan’s absorbing examination into
human emotions and British mis¬
carriage of justice , has ever been
treated to such a painstaking or
highly skilled production as the
one bestowed on it last Thursday
(13) by Du Pont’s “Show of the
Month.”
On all counts—acting, directing,
adaptation, production—it
was
stunningly executed; the kind of
devotion to a medium (and thea¬
tre) that pops up occasionally on
a “Playhouse 90” or a “Hallmark
Hall of Fame,” but otherwise is
pretty much lost to tv. And if
only for the fact that producer
David Susskind and Talent Associ¬
ates finaHy came .out from behind
their sorely-tried costume pieces,
it was a refreshing and welcome
interlude.
“Winslow Boy” boasted a mar¬
quee lure that even a topflight
Broadway production would envy,
its superlative cast headed by
Fredric March, Florence Eldridge,
Siobhan McKenna, Denholm El¬
liott, among others, and introduc¬
ing .a tv newcomer, Noel Wiilman.
who displayed some rare and
subtle gifts as a performer.
"Winslow Boy” is, of course, the
celebrated based-on-fact story of
the cadet school lad who is wrong¬
ly accused of stealing, and the
father’s subsequent fight in the
highest courts to exonerate him
(at loss of health and security)
creating repercussions in Parlia¬
ment as a cause celebre of the day.
It lost none of its power, force
or effectiveness in Sumner Locke
Elliott’s fine adaptation and Alex
Segal was back in rare directional
form, in achieving a fluidity that
kept it moving for maximum dra¬
matic values.
March, long absent from tv, gave
still another of his -distinguished
portrayals in capturing all the
agonies and tortures inflicted on a
man bent on right. Even yhis
silences had emotional impact.
Miss Eldridge as the mother, Rex
Thompson in the title role of the
wrongly-accused boy, Denholm
Elliott.as a suitor, and particularly
Miss McKenna as the boy’s sister
brought deep understanding and
expertness to their roles. But it
was newcomer Noel Wiilman as
the defense attorney who was the
major surpirse of the evening. In
a role too easily susceptible lo
hamraing-it-up, he vested it with
ali the proper nuances and shad¬
ings.
“Winslow Boy” might represent
the “play it safe” school of drama¬
turgy, hut one could not have
asked for a better translation.
Rose.

Foreip TV Renews
THE GREATEST MAN IN* THE
WORLD
With Patrick McGoohan, Donald
Pleasence, Wens!ef Pithey, Jen
Sullivan William Hutt, Ludovic
Kennedy, Gerry Wlimot, Mac¬
Donald Parke, Alec Reas, Janet
S. Braudes, Peter Madden, Mark
Baker, Cal MeCord, Michael Bal¬
four, Elaine Dundy. Arnold Bell,
Launce Marasdui, James Dyrenforth, Guy Kingsfey Peynter,
Michael Proton,' Susan Craw¬
ford, Patricia Moffat, Boland
Brand, Marearet Boyd, Alene
Daniels, Spencer Teakle, others
Producer: Sydney Newman
Director; William Kotcheff
Writer: Reuben Skip
65 Mins., Sun„ 10:15 pun.
ABC-TV from Manchester
Reuben Ship has developed a
James Thurber short story into a
sizable television comedy which
knocks at American political ad¬
ministration. The laughs come at
the expense of the Government in
the year 1961, though the then
President is" drawn as a keen
golfer. The mammoth cast in this
ABC-TV production was headed
admirably by Patrick McGoohan
as a good-for-nothing nobody who
earns the distinction of being the
first man to reach the moon, and
Donald PleasencS as the all suffer¬
ing President. Direction by William
(Continued on .page 52)
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To a child, one minute is as fascinating as the next. To a timebuyer, minutes are
not child’s-play. Judging each one by the company it keeps, he demands program
surroundings that will show his client’s commercials off to best advantage.
Enter VICTORY PROGRAM SALES—in the niche of time ! And with the very
properties today’s timebuyers are seeking: 22 sales-proven series to meet your every
programming need, around the clock. These off-the-network offerings, for example:
MEDIC: No one. else in 1958 will offer a "program that approaches MEDIC’s
prestige, production quality and dramatic content.
THE ADVENTURES OF HIRAM HOLLIDAY, starring Wally Cox: Recently
bought by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation for network showing, now'
available for local sponsorship in the U. S.
PANIC: New VPS release, already going big in the leading markets, including
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Seattle.
CAMEO THEATRE (26 full-hour “Matinee Theatre” productions): Completely
sold out on WWJ-TV, Detroit, within eight days... before the show had even
hit the air, and to national advertisers!
Telecasters, there’s not a minute to lose—not when it can be filled with VPS
shows that hold such appeal for timebuyers who have turned clock-wise! Gen¬
tlemen, VICTORY is at hand!

A Division of California National Productions, Ine.
' Canadian Representative :• Fremantle of Canada, Ltd.

ADVENTURES OF THE FALCON * BADGE 714 • CAMEO THEATRE • CAPTURED • CRUNCH AND DES
DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT • FRONTIER • HIS HONOR HOMER BELL • HOPALONG CASSIDY
INNER SANCTUM • IT’S A GREAT LIFE • MEDIC • PANIC • PARAGON-PLAYHOUSE • SIEVE DONOVAN,
WESTERN MARSHAL * THE ADVENTURES OF HIRAM HOLLIDAY . THE GREAT GILDERSLEEVE
THE LILLI PALMER SHOW * THE VISITOR » VICTORY AT SEA • WATCH THE WORLD
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Variety's weekly chart is based on the 22 major markets regularly reported by TeleLll MJI-Ul I rKUtrKAJyi UIAIU, pulse each in0Bth> in addition to 133 other Telepulse tabulated U.S markets, covered .
over the course of a year. Cities will be rotated weekly. Tne .Variety chart is a compilation of data on syndicated films, as well as network and live programs, in each
market. Under the top 10 multi-weekly heading, the (t) stands for local programming and the (*) for network shows.

DETROIT
RK.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

8.
9.
10.

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) .WJBK
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00) .WXYZ
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) . WJBK
Wagon" Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).WWJ
Real McCoys (Thuxs. 8:30-9:00).WXYZ
Perry Como (Sat 8:00-9:00).WWJ
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30) .WXYZ
Loretta Young: (Sun. 10:00-10:30) ...WWJ
Sugarfoot (Tues. 7:30-8:30) .WXYZ
Hall of Fame (Mon. 9:30-11:00).WWJ

RK.

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

7.

tPopeye (M-F 6:00-6:30) .,♦American Bandstand (M-F 4-5:30) .
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M,W,F 5:30-6) .
♦Adventure Time (T, Th 5:30-6:00) ..
tNews.-J: Legoff (M-F 11:00-11:15) .
♦Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 a.m.) .
til O’clock News (M-F 11:00-11:15) .
tLife of Riley (M-F 6:30-7:00).
♦Treasure Hunt (M-F 10:30-11 a.m.) .
tDeiroit Bandstand (M-F 5:30-6:00) .
♦Guiding Light (M-F 12:45-1:00)

COLUMBUS
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) .. WBNS
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00) .WTVN
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) .WBNS
Sugarfoot (Tues. 7:30-8:30)..WTVN
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30) -WBNS
rve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00) .WBNS
Millionaire (Wed. 9:00-9:30).WBNS
Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30) .WBNS
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30) .WTVN
Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00) ..WLW-C
TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
♦CBS News (M-F 7:15-:730) .WBNS
f Loo king with Long (M-F 7:00-7:15) . WBNS
tNews-Pepper. Wea. (M-F 11-11:15) .WBNS
♦Amos ’n’ Andy (T, Th 7:30-8:00) ... WBNS
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M,W,F 5:30-6). WTVN
tCaspers Capers (M-F 9:30-4:30)-WTVN
♦Amer. Bandstand (M-F 4:30-5:30) .. WTVN
fFlippo-Clown (M-F 5:00-6:00) .WBNS
♦Art Linkletter (M-Th 2:30-3:00) ...WBNS
♦As The World Turns (M-F 1:30-2) .. WBNS

Stations: CKLW,. WJBK, WWJ, WXYZ. * TV Homes: 1,044,900.

RTG. RK.
40.2
34-5

2.

1.

30.9
30.7

4.
5.

PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
Honeymooners (Sat. i0:30) .
Sea Hunt (Sat. 7:00) ......

Dr. Hudson (Tues. 10:30)

IICATED SHOWS
STA. DISTRIB.

AV.
RTG.

.WJBK.. .. .CBS
WJBK.. .. Ziv
CKLW.. .. AAP
WWJ... .. .U. S. Borax
CKLW.. .. Flamingo
WWJ... .. .MCA
CKLW.. .. Official
WXYZ.. ..MCA

26.5
22.9
21.3
19.2
16.5
16.2
15.5
15.2

55
52
49
44
40
34
38
37

CKLW.. .. Official
WXYZ.. ..ABC
WWJ... .. .CBS
CKLW.. ..CBS
WWJ..,. .. .CNP
WXYZ.. . 4 MPA
WWJ... .. .Screen Gems
WJBK.. .. .Ziv
WJBK.. ... Hal Roach
CKLW.. .. Nabisco
CKLW.. .. MCA
WXYZ.. .. Ziv

15.2
14.9
14-5
14.5
13.5
13.5
12.5
12.5
12.5
12.5
12.0
11.9

33
30
31
30
27
23
28
24
33
28
27
25

Stations: WBNS, WLW-C, WTVN.

Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

AV. 1
TOP COMPETITION
SH. PROGRAM
STA.

TV Homes: 180,400.

Boots and Saddles (Sat. 10:30).WBNS.... CNP
Death Valley Days (Sun. 9:30) .WBNS.... U. S. Borax
Honeymooners (Sat. 7:00) ...WBNS_CBS
Sea Hunt (Mon. 7:30) ....WBNS_Ziv
Annie Oakley (Sat. 6:30).. . WBNS.... CBS
Gray Ghost (Fri. 7:30) ......WBNS_CBS
Highway Patrol (Wed. 8:30) ...._WBNS_Ziv
*
Casey Jones (Tues. 7:00) .......... WTVN_Screen G4ms

24.5
23.5
22.5
22.5
20.9
19.9
18.9
17.9

49
37
49
47
46
42
31
42

Our Miss Brooks (Sun, 6:30) . WBNS_CBS
Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 6:30) _WTVN_Official
Mama (Sun. 6:00) ...
WBNS... _CBS
Uncommon Valor (Fri. 9:00) .WTVN..-.. RKO
Laurel & Hardy (Sat. 6:00) .WBNS_Governor
Man Without A Gun (Mon. 7:00)_WTVN_NTA

16.5
16.2
15.5
15.5
14.5
14.5

44
50
52
26
49
33

Amos ’n* Andy (T, Th 7:30).WBNS_CBS
San Francisco Beat (Wed. 7:00) ....WTVN_CBS

13.9
13.9

27
34

Whirlybirds (Thurs. 7:00) .......... WTVN_CBS

13.9

36

Frontier Doctor (Mon. 6:30) ..WTVN_HTS
Honeymooners (Wed. 8:00) ......... WBNS_CBS
Silent Service (Fri. 7:00) ..WTVN_CNP

13.5
13.5
13.5

42
22
38

Target .:_
Casey Jones ..........
Annie Oakley I.......
State Trooper.
Curtain Time ...
Garry Moore .
Life of Riley.
(Saturday News, Final
( Wea.‘, Sports Final ..
Life of Riley..
Driver Appeal Board ..
MacKenzie’s Raiders ..
Arthur Murray _...
i What’s My Line____
Playhouse 90 .
Sea Hunt ..
77 Sunset Strip ......
Bowling Champs ...;.
Curtain Time ........
Death Valley Days ....
Amos ’n’ Andy .

. .WXYZ
. .WWJ.
..WXYZ
..CKLW
. .WXYZ
. .WJBK
..WWJ
. .WJBK
..WJBK
..WWJ
. .WWJ
. .WXYZ
. .WWJ
. .WJBK
..WJBK
..WJBK
..WXYZ
. .WXYZ
. .WXYZ
. .WWJ
. .WWJ

AV.
RTG.
11.5
12.5
10.5
12.0
9.2
18.5
9.2
16.7
10.0
13.5
13.5
11.9
17.5
17.5
27.2
22.9
23.4
10.5
14.9
19.2
14.5

Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

Something Different ....WBNS
Dinah Shore.WLW-C
Midwestern Hayride ... .WLW-C
Name That Tune_n.. .WTVN
Midwestern Hayride ....WLW-C
Bin Tin Tin.WTVN
Ozzie & Harriet.WTVN
f Looking with Long ... :WBNS
( CBS News./..WBNS
Swiss Family Robinson. .WLW-C
Outdoors-Don Mack.WBNS
Best of Scarlett Gray_WTVN
Phil Silvers .WBNS
Best of Hollywood ......WTVN
J Looking with Long_WBNS
| CBS News .. .WBNS
Sugarfoot ....WTVN
(Looking with Long_WBNS
1 CBS News ....WBNS
j Looking with Long_WBNS
| CBS News....WBNS
Traffic Court..WBNS
Wagon Train .WLW-C
( Looking with Long_WBNS
I CBS News .. WBNS _

24.5
22.9
14.9
16.5
16.2
21.3
23.9
19.7
20.3
12.2
9.5
8.9
28.5
8.9
19.3
19.7
36.5
18.3
18.7
17.3
17.7
11.5
27.5
18.7
1&3

TV-FILMS

P'SSilVfi

Wednesday, Norember 19, 1958

39

^B^.TaEPt3LSE'Cm-BY<aTY PROGRAM CHART.
over the course of a year. Cities vrill be rotated weekly. The Variety chart ts a compilation of data on syndicated films, as well as network and live programs, in each
market Under the top 10 multi-weekly heading, the (f) stands for local programming and the (•) for network shoum.

LOS ANGELES
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
RK. .PROGRAM—DAT—TIME
STA.

Stations: KNXT, KRCA. KTLA, KTTV, KABC, KCOP, KHJ. TV Homes: 1,980,100. Survey Dates: October 10-17. 1958.

AV.
RTG. RK.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1.

Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30)......... .KNXT
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)-...KRCA
Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30)..... KNXT
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00).. .KNXT
Desilu Playhouse (Mon. 9:00-10:00)..KNXT
Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon. 8:30-9).. KRCA
Perry Coino (Sat. 9:00-10:00).KRCA
G. E. Theatre (Sun. 9:00-9:30).KNXT
Have Gnn Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9)..KNXT
Loretta Tung (Sun. 10:00-10:30)_KRCA

36.4
29.2
27.2
26.2
25.9
25.4
25.3
25.2
24.7
24.7

RK.

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

AV.
RTG.

1.
2.
3.
4.
*.
6.
7.
8.
3.
10..

flO O’clock Report (M-F 10-10:30).. KNXT
*CBS New* (M-F 6:15-6:30).KNXT
*Queea For A Day (M-F 2:003:30). .KRCA
t6 O’clock Report (M-F 6:00-8:15)..KNXT
♦Art Llnldetter (M-F 1:30-2:00).... ..KNXT
tPopeye (M-F fc00-830)....;... KTLA
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M.WF 5:30-6).KABC
tNews-Geo. Putnam (M-F 10-10:15).. KTTV
tUttle Rascals (M-F 7:00-7:30)..KHJ
^Couatry Fair (M-F 2:30-3:00).KRCA

13.0
10.1
9.9
9.8
9.1
9.0
3.9
8.7
8.1
8.0

Divorce Court (Wed. 9:00)..
KTTV.... .Guild
San Francisco Beat (Sat. 9:30).KNXT.. .CBS
Mike Hammer (Wed. 10:30)... KRCA.... .MCA

16.7
16.7
14.1

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

People’s Choice (Tues. 7:00).KNXT. . .ABC
U. S. Marshal (Sat. 7:00).KTTV..... NTA
Mr. Adams & Eve (Sat. 9:30).KNXT,.. CBS
Highway Patrol (Sat. 7:30).KTTV.Ziv
Huckleberry Hound (Tues. 6:30).... .KNXT.... .Screen Gems

13.7
13.4
13.2
12.4
11.4

7. MacKenrie»s Raiders (Fri. 8:00).KTTV..... Ziv
8. Union Pacific (Wed. 7:00)..KRCA.:...CNP
9. Sheriff of Cochise -(Wed. 8:30).KTTV.... .NTA
10. Death Valley Days (Thurs. 7:00).... KRCA.... .U. S. Borax
10. Whirlybirds (Mon. 7:30)....KHJ ...... CBS
11. Burns Sc Allen (Wed. 6:30)..KNXT.,,. .Screen Gems
12. Citizen Soldier (Fri. 7:30)..
KTTV.... .Flamingo
12. How To Marry Millionaire (Fri. 8:30). KTTV.NTA
12. Man Without A Gnn (Sat. 8:00)...... KTTV..... NTA
13. Honeymooners (Sat. 6:00)..KNXT.... .CBS
14. Popeye (Sun. 5:00).KTLA..... AAP
14. Reader’s Digest (Sat. 9:00)... KTTV..... Tele Star

11.4
10.9
10.7
10.2
10.2
93
9.7
9.7
9.7
9.4
93
93

Stations: KYW, WEWS, WJW.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
♦American Bandstand (M-F 4-5:30). .WEWS
tSohio, Reporter, Press Box
WJW
(M-F 11:00-11:15). .. . ...
3. tPopeye and Friends (M-F 5:00-5:45). KYW
4. tEarly Shew (M-F 5:45-7:15)........ KYW
5. tHome Edition, Wea. (M-F 7:15-7:30). KYW
4. tilth Hour News (M-F 11:00-11:15).KYW
7. tNews, Tom Field (M-F 11:00-11:15).WEWS
8. tCity Camera (T-F 7:00-7:15)........ WJW
9. *CBS News (M-F 7:15-7:30).WJW
10. tNews-T. Field, Wea. (M-F 6:45-7)..WEWS
1.
2'.

33.2
31.8
30.3
29.3
29.2
269
26.5
26.2
25.8
25.5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7.
7. „

41.2
38.5
.38.5
37.5
36.5
35.5
35.3
33.8
33.0
3L5

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
1. *NBC News (M-F 6:15-6:30)...WDSU
2. tEsso Reporter, Wea. (M-F 6:00-6:15).WDSU
3. *Price Is Right (M-F 10-10:30 a.m.)., WDSU
4. *Queen For A Day (M-F 3:00-3:30). .WDSU
5. * Treasure Hunt (M-F 9:30-10 a.m.).. WDSU
6. * Concentration (M-F 10:30-11 a.m.). .WDSU
6. tPopeye-Pals, Misc. (M-F 5:00-5:30) . - WWL
7. fUncle Henry’s Club (M-F 5:30-6:00). WWL
8. tEsso Rptr, Spts, Wea. (M-F 11-11:15) .WDSU
9. fToday-Spts, Esso Rptr (M-F 5:45-6).WDSU

173
14.2
6.6
6.6
6.4
17.4
16.7
14.4
6.5
73
19.9
9.2
18.7
143
19.4
93
22.4
213
27.4
163
73
36.4

Silent Service (Sat. 10:30)..WJW...... CNP
Death Valley Days (Thurs. 10:30)..*,KYW.U. S. Borax
Man Without A Gnn (Sun. 9:30).WEWS.... NTA
Union Pacific (Wed. 10:30)... KYW.. ,.. .CNP
If You Had A Million (Thurs. 7:00).. WEWS.... MCA
This Is Alice (Tues. 10:00) .WEWS-NTA
Annie Oakley (Sat. 6:30)..WJW..... .CBS
Highway Patrol (Tues. 8:00)........ WJW...... Ziv
Popeye (Mon.-Fri. 5:00);.KYW..AAP

20.5
16.5
162
15.9
14.5
142
13.9
133
133
13.2
13.0
12.9
12.7
12.2
12.2
12.2
113
11.7
113
11.4

48]
34
30
31
37
30
47
26
41
45
30
26
29
42
21
‘ 25
40
30
45
26

Harbor Command. . KYW
Playhouse 90 . ..WJW
Alfred Hitchcock . ..WJW
Ginger Rogers. ..WJW
Early Show . . KYW
Garry Moore . . WJW
How To Marry Millionaire WEWS
Sugarfoot . . WEWS
f American Bandstand . WEWS
(Mickey Mouse Club.. . WEWS
Masterpiece Theatre ,. . WJW
Silent Service ........ . .WJW
Leave It To Beaver.... . WEWS
Garry Moore .. ..... . WJW
Masterpiece Theatre .. . KJW
Wagon Train. . KYW
Sugarfoot .... . WEWS
Annie Oakley . ..WJW
Early Show .. . KYW
Landmark Jubilee
. WEWS
Garry Moore
WJW

13.0
23.2
21.5
193
123
20.2
11.9
23.5
143
11.0
10.2
20.5
26.5
19.2
11.4
26.2
24.5
13.9
15.3
7.5
19.2

Stations: WDSU, WJMR, WWL. TV Homes: 221,800. Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30)....... WDSU
Price Is Right (Wed. 7:30-8:00).WDSU
Restless Gnn (Mon. 7:00-7:30).WDSU
Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon. 7:30-8).. WDSU
Perry Como (Sat. 7:00-8:00)........ WDSU
Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30).WWL
Boring (Fri. 8:00-8:45).....WDSU
Dinah Shore (Sun. 8:00-9:00)_WDSU
Bob Hope (Tues. 8:00-9:00).
WDSU
This Is Your Life (Wed. 9:00-9:30).. .WDSU

25 Ginger Rogers. ..KNXT
28 Cimarron City . .. KRCA
35 f Big Hit Movies .... ...KNXT
( First Show . ...KTTV
32 Little Rascals . .. KHJ
27 Perry Mason . .. KNXT
28 San Francisco Beat... .. KTTV
25 People 'Are Funny.... .. KRCA
29 ( Frontier Doctor .... .. KTTV
(News-Geo. Putnam . .. KTTV
18 Phil Silvers . ...KNXT
24 Little Rascals.. ...KHJ
18 I’ve Got A Secret.... ...KNXT
-20 December Bride. .. .KNXT
20 Father Knows Best... ,. .KNXT
23 Boxing. .. KABC
18 Jackie Gleason . .. KNXT
15 Playhouse of StarsKNXT
16 Perry Como -.... .. .KRCA .
23 Lawrence Welk. ...KABC
28 76 Sports Club. ,. KNXT
13 Gunsmoke . . .. KNXT

AV.
RTG.

TV Homes: 484,100. Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

8. Kit Carson (Sun. 6:30)..WEWS,.. . MCA
9. Harbor Command (Sat. 10:30)--- .KYW..... .Ziv
16.3 10. c MacKenzie’s Raiders (Thurs. 7:30).. .WJW-.... .Ziv
14.0 11.. Dial 999 (Tues. 10:30).... ?.WEWS.... Ziv
12. Count of Monte Cristo (Sun. 6:00).. .WEWS.... TPA
13.9
13.5 12. Tracer (Wed. 7:30)... WJW..... .MPA
12.
Walter WincheH (Tues. 7:30).......WJW..NTA
13.4
13.2 13. How TO Marry Millionaire (Sat. 6:30). WEWS.... NTA
12.8 14. Little Rascals (Fri. ,7:00)____..... WEWS_Interstate
12.2
11.9 15. Sea Hunt (Sat. 7:00).... .WJW-,... .Ziv
11.5 16. Ellery Queen (Tues. 10:30).KYW..TPA

NEW ORLEANS
1.
2.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

TOP COMPETITION
AV.
AV.
RTG. SH. PROGRAM
STA.

1.
1.
2.

CLEVELAND
1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)...WJW
2. Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30)......WEWS
3. Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00)..KYW
4. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8;30-9:00).WEWS
5. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 9:00-10:00).... .WEWS
6. Zerro (Thurs. 8:00-8:30)..WEWS
7. Leave It To Beaver (Thurs. 7:30-8). .WEWS
8. Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30). . .*-WJW
9. Wagon Train (Wed, 7:30-8:30).KYW
1#. Onrie and Harriet (Wed. 8:30-9:00)..WEWS

TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA. DISTRIB.

27.0
26.7
15.6
14.7
13.3
13.0
13.0
12.5
12.3
12.2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7.

Sea Hunt (Tues. 9:30).
Highway Patrol (Fri. 10:00)..
Colonel Flack (Wed. 9:30) ...
Sheriff of Cochise (Sat. 9:30).
Whirlybirds (Mon. 10:001. . ..
Frontier (Fri. 6:30).
Target (Wed. 10:00).
26 Men (Fri. 10:30)....

. . WDSU..
..WDSU..
..WDSU..
.. WWL...
..WDSU..
..WDSU..
..WDSU..
..WDSU..

8.
8.
9.

Casey Jones (Sat. 6:00).
Union Pacific (Thurs, 9:30)..
Silent Service (Mon. 10:30)..

27.9
273
26.9
25.2
24.5
21,5
21.2
21.2

49
64
49
55
61
45
57
62

..WDSU.. .. Screen Gems
..WDSU.. ..CNP
..WDSU.. ..CNP

193
19.9
19.7

48
40
60

..WDSU.. ... MCA
..WDSU.. .. Nabisco
..WDSU.. ..CNP

19.5
17.9
17-5

53
74
67

12.
12.
13.

Decoy (Thurs. 10:00)...... .WDSU.. .. Official
Frontier Doctor (Sat. 6:00)........ .WWL; . .
HTS
How To Marry Millionaire (Sat. 10). .WWL... .. NTA

17.5
17.5
16.9

49
42
43

14.

Code 3 (Tues. 10:30).. .WDSU.. . .ABC

16.7

55

16.2
15.3

55
40

10. State. Trooper (Tues. 10:00)..
11. -Sky King (Sat. 11:00 a.m.)...
12. Badge 714 (Wed. 10:30).

.. Ziv
. . Ziv
..CBS
..NTA
.. CBS
:. CNP
.. Ziv
..ABC

15; ‘African Patrol (Sat. 5:00)..... .WWL... .. Gross-Krasne
16. Playhouse 15 (Sun. 10:00).... . WWL ... .. MCA

PROVIDENCE

Stations: WPRO, WJAR.

Garry Moore. .WWL
Man Without A Gun_ •WWL
Ginger Rogers. .WWL
Brains & Brawn. -WDSU
Walter Winchell ... WWL
Your Hit Parade . WWL
Video Sound Stage. -WWL
JNews, Wea. -WWL
(Wea., Sports .. WWL
Frontier Doctor.*, WWL
Playhouse 90 ... WWL
( News, Wea. .WWL
(Wea., Sports . WWL
Citizen Soldier. .WWL
Town-Country Journal . WWL
(News, Wea. WWL
( Wea.r Sports -.
WWL
10-4 . WWL
Casey Jones. WDSU
World, Sports & Wea. WDSU
Falstaff Theatre . WDSU
News, Wea. .WWL
Wea., Sports . WWL
Jeff’s Collie. WDSU
Playhouse 15.WDSUSunday Spectacular
WDSU

24.5
13.7
213
17.2
11.5
25.9
14.2
12.3
11.7
17.5
28.7
10.3
10.0
12.5
6.5
9.0
8.0
16.2
19.9
19.7
18.3
9.0
9.7
10.5
20.3
19.0

TV Homes: 198,500. Survey Dates: October 10-17. 1958.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
1. 2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.
9.
9.

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).._-..WPRO
Restless Gun (Mon. 8:00-8:30).WJAR
Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon. 8:30-9).. WJAR
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30)-.WPRO
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00). .WPRO
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). WPRO
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00). .WPRO
Millionaire (Wed. 9:00-9:30)—.WPRO
Eddie Fisher (Tues. 8:00-9:00).WJAR
Ed Snllivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00)... ._WPRO
Hall of Fame (Mon. 9:30-11:00).WJAR
TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

1. ♦Salty Brines Shack (M-F 6:00-8:30). WPRO
2. tEsso Reporter, Wea. (M-F 11-11:15). WJAR
3. *CBS News (M-F 6:45-7:00)...WPRO
4. tNews, Spts, Wea. (M-F 6:30-6:45)., .WPRO
5. tNews, Wea. (M-F 11:00-1L15).WPRO
6. ♦Mickey Moose Club (M,WP 5:30-6).WPRO
7. tBIg Show (M-F ll:15-Signoff)......WJAR
8. ♦Search Tomorrow (M-F 12:30-12:45). WPRO
9. *G*iding Light (M-F 12:45-1:00).. * . WPRO
10. * Adventure Time (T.Th 5:30-6:00).. .WJAR

1.
41.8 2.
37.8 3.
36.8 4.
34.3 4.
33.8 5.
33.3 6.
32.8 6.
32.8 7.
31.0 8.
29.5 9.
29.5 10.
11.
12.
17.5 13.
17.1
14.9 14.
14.3
13.5 15.
12.8 15.
113
103 16.
10.1 17.
8.6

Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00)..WJAR.U. S. Borax
Sea Hunt (Sat. 10:30).WPRO -... Ziv
26 Men (Sun. 7;30).WJAR.ABC
Harbor Command (Sat. 7:00).WPRO..,. Ziv
Silent Service (Wed. 7:00)... WJAR.... .CNP
Union Pacific (Tues. 7:00)..........WJAR.... .CNP
Honeymooners (Thurs. 7:00).... WPRO_:CBS
Whirlybirds (Tues. 7:00)...
WPRO.... CBS
Patti Page (Fri. 7:15)..
WPRO..., Screen Gems
Patti Page (Mon. 8:15)..
WPRO.... Screen Gems
Highway Patrol (Tues. 10:30)..WJAR.... .Ziv
Man Without A Gun (Sat. 6:30)...... WJAR.NTA
Popeye (Sat. 3:00 am.)............. WPRO-AAP
Annie Oakley (Fri. 6:30).WJAR.... CBS

27.8
23.3
20.8
20.3
20.3
18.8
17.3
17.3
16.5
16.0
15.8
14.8
143
133

75
46
58
54
60
52
54
48
49
30
43
46
83
47

Woody Woodpeckers (Tues. 5:00)... .WPRO-Official
Sky King (Thurs. 6:30).
. WJAR.Nabisco

11.8
11.3

60
40

This Is Alice (Wed. 6:30)..

10.3

39

103
9.8
9.3

56
55
35

WJAR.... .NTA

Wild BUI HIckok (Wed. 5:00) ..... 4.. WPRO.... Official
Superman (Mon. 5:00)........WPRO.....Flamingo
Mama (Mon. 7:00)..
WPRO. *., CBS

Mama .,... . WPRO
Big Show . . .WJAR
Bachelor Father. . WPRO
Rifleman ..... . WJAR
Political .... . .WPRO
-Whirlybirds . . WPRO
Walt Disney Presents.. . WJAR
Union Pacific. ..WJAR
Rin Tin Tin . . .WJAR
Restless Gun . . .WJAR
Garry Moore . . .WPRO
Sugarfoot - . ..WPRO
Saturday Cowboy. . .WJAR
( News, Sports, Wea. .. . -WPRO
( CBS News .. . .WPRO
Early Show. ..WJAR
f News, Sports, Wea. .. . .WPRO
(CBS News. . WPRO
f News, Sports, Wea. .. ..WPRO
( CBS News. , WPRO
Early Show . ..WJAR
Early Show. . .WJAR
Death Valley Days..,, ..WJAR

9.3
19.8
15.3
17.5
13.8
17.3
14.8
18,8
17.5
37.5
21.3
17.3
5.3
13,5
14.0
8.0
163
17.0
16.0
16.5
8.0
8.0
27.8

Wednesday, Not<mber l9r195<
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TV-FILMS

Vjuuktt’s weekly chart, based an rating* furnished by Pulse's latest reports on
feature fUms and their competition covers 155 markets. Each week, two different'
markets will be listed, with the 10 top-rated features tabulated.
‘
Factor# which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertiser* in
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
included in this Vamotj chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features ^*s their stars, release year, original production company and the present
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured

CLEVELAND

feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, U% a late show act 11:15 p.m.wouldkardly
have any children viewers, but it# share of audience may reflect dominance in that
Urns period. In the cities where stations cell their feature programming on a multi
dripped basis utilizing the mma fbsnfifrsl throughout the week a total rating for the
total number of Rowings for theweek is gtoen, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring Unscheduled nottdhes in titles the listed features
for the particularly‘rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be -aseertained. Under Time Slot, S. O, stands for Sign-Off.

Stations: KYW, WEWS, WJW.

RUN
Repeat

TIME SLOT
Early Show
Mon. Oct. 13
5:45-7:20 p.m.
KYW

S. "CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS”—
Spencer Tracy, Lionel
Barrymore, Freddie Bartholemew;
MGM; 1939; MGM-TV

1st Run

Academy Award
Theatre^ '
Sun. Oct 12
10:39 pjn.-S.O.
KYW

2. "SON OF KONG”— ^
Robert Armstrong,
Helen Mack;
RKO; 1934; CSC

Repeat:

TOP It FEATURE FILMS
1. “BEST OF THE BADMEN”—
Robert Ryan, Claire
r
Trevor, Walter Brennan;
RKO; 1951; CSC

VAnliy, Kniakr 19, 1952

PULSE
AVERAGE
RATING
14.4

HIGH
15.7'

LOW
12.4

14.1

15.3

12.7

Early Show
FrLOct 10
5:45-7:20 p.m.
KYW

i4;i

15.3

12.4

3, "UNEXPECTED UNCLE”—
Charles Coburn, Anne
Shirley, James Craig;
RKO; 1941; CSC

Repeat

Early Show
Thurs. Oct 16
5:45-7:20 pan.
KYW

13.3

4. "MALTESE FALCON”—
Humphrey Bogart, Mary As tor,
Sydney Greetetreet;
Warner Bro&; 1041; AAP

1st Run

Premiere Theatre
Sat Oct 11
11:20 pjn.45.0.
WJW

13.1

5. "TREASURE ISLAND”—
Wallace Beery, Jackie
Cooper, Otto Kruger;
MGM; 1934; MGM-TV

Repeat

Early Show
Wed. Oct 15
5:45-7:20 pjn.
KYW
*

6. "ADVENTURES OF TARTU”—
Robert Donat,
Valerie Hobson;
MGM; 1943; MGM-TV

Repeat

7. "LITTLE WOMEN”—
June Allyson, Peter Lawford,
Margaret O’Brien;
MGM; 1949; MGM-TV

TV Homes;: 484, i00. Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.
*
AV.
AVERAGE
STATION RATINGS
TOP COMPETITION
SHARE
Mickey Mouse Club... ...WEWS.....11.3
43
Big Show—
"Khyber Patrol” (Repeat). ...WJW . .. 9.5
Highlights of the News. ...WEWS. ..10.7
News—Tom Field..... ...WEWS. ..10.3
Bishop Sheen. ...WEWS. ..10.0
What's My Line ....._WJW . . .21.4
39
Sunday News Final, Sports
Forecast.... ...WJW . ..10.9
Wrestling ...._WEWS ...... .. 8.5
40

Mickey Mouse Club._WEWS..
Big Show—“Public
Enemy” (1st Run) ,. ...WJW .
Highlights of the News. ...WEWS _
News—Tom Field.. ...WEWS.
Political ... ...WEWS _

.. 9.5
..12.3
..12.7
..11.7
..10.8
..10.5
..12.3
..12.7
..14.5

..11.3

13.7

12.4

38

Adventure Time .... ...WEWS.
Men of Adventure.-WEWS.
Highlights of the News .... ...WEWS..
News—Tom Field. ...WEWS.
If You Had A Million. ...WEWS ......

13.7

12.7

42

Home Theatre—“Random
Harvest” (Repeat). ...KYW . ..10.7

13.0

13.3

12.4

40

Early Show
Tues. Oct 14
5:45-7:20 p.HL
KYW

12.7

13.6

12.3

38

Repeat

Sunday Playhouse
Sun. Oct. 12
1:00-3:00 p.m.
KYW

12.4

13.0

11.7

41

Mickey Mouse Club. ...WEWS....112
Big Show—"Slight Case
of Murder” (1st Run) ,,. ...WJW . ..92
Highlights of the News'..... ...WEWS ...... ..10.3
News— Tom Field. ...WEWS ...... ..10.7
City Camera. .: .wjw . ..13.0
Adventure Time. ...WEWS..'..10*
Men of Adventure. ...WEWS. ..10.5
Highlights of the News. ...WEWS....11.0
News—Tom Field .. ...WEWS.. ..11.0
City Camera. ...WJW . ..12.7
Family Theatre—“Colorado
Territory”—(1st Run) ... ...WJW . .. 9.4
Weekend With the Stars .,. ...WEWS. .. 9.7

S "CASABLANCA”—
Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid
Bergman, Paul Henreid;
Warner Bros.; 1943; AAP

1st Run

Masterpiece Theatre
Sun. Oct 12
5:30-7:15 p.m.
WJW

112

14.0

8.0

35

Lone Ranger. ...WEWS.
Count of Monte Cristo. ...WEWS.
Kit Carson . ...WEWS.
Lassie..... ...WEWS.

8. "TO HAVE AND HAVE NOT”—
Humphrey Bogart, Lauren
Bacall, Walter Brennan;
Warner Bros.; 1945; AAP

1st Run

Starlight Theatre
Fri. Oct 10
1120 p.m.-3.G.
WJW

112

11.7

10.7

42

Jack Paar Show ..... ...WEWS. ..10.4

NEW ORLEANS

'

Stations: WDSU, WJMR, WWL.

TY Homes : 221,800.

..142
. .12,2
..132
..20.3

Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

L "STORY OF ALEXANDER GRAHAM
BELL”—
Henry Fonda, Charles Cobum;
20th Century-Fox; 1939; NTA

1st Run

Sunday Matinee
Sun. Oct 12
4:00-5:30 p.m.
* WDSU

16:8

18.0

15.3

56

Football—Tulane vs.
Univ. of Mississippi. ,.. WWL .....13.8
Small World. ...WWL -.. .. 62

2. "BOOM TOWN”—

1st Run

Falstaff First Run
Theatre
Sat. Oct 11
10:15 pjn.-S.O.
WDSU
Sunday Sepctacular
Sun. Oct 12
10:15-11:55 p.m.
WDSU

152

18.3

13.3

56

How to Marry a Millionaire ...WWL .. . .If) .7
Theatre 4—
“Gay Sisters” (Repeat) ... ...WWL..
9,5

15.1

19.0

11.0

57

Operation Moonwatch ..... ...WWL . ..13.0
Theatre 4—“Affectionately
Yours” (Repeat) ..,. ...WWL.. ..-82

Clark Gable, Spencer
Tracy, Claudette Colbert;
MGM; 1940; MGM-TV
3. "SINCE YOU WENT AWAY”—
Jennifer Jones, Joseph
Cotten, Shirley Temple;
United Artists; 1944; NTA

1st Run

4. "THAT NIGHT IN RIO”—
Alice Faye, Don
Ameche, Carmen Miranda;
20th Century-Fox; 1941; NTA

Repeat

. Late Show
Tues. Oct 14
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WDSU

10.7

11.3

10.0

66

Jack Paar Show .. ...WWL*.

5, "KING OF THE COWBOYS”—
Roy Rogers;
Republic; 1943; MCA

Repeat

1Q.0

13.0

7.0

75

Cartoon Carousel . ...wwl _: .. 6.5

3. "GAY SISTERS”—
Barbara Stanwyck, George
Brent, Nancy Coleman;
Warner Bros.; 1942; AAP

Repeat

Roy Rogers Theatre
Sat. Oct. 11
7:30-8:30 ajn.
WDSU
Theatre 4
Sat. Oct. 11
10:30 p.m.-S.O.
.WWL

9.5

il.o

8.3

35

Falstaff First Run Theatre
“Boom Town” (1st Run) . ...WDSU ...... -. lp-5

7. "SHORT GRASS”—
Rod Cameron, Johnny Mack
Brown, Cathy Downs;
Allied Artists; 1950; HA-TV

Repeat

Late Show
Mon. Oct. 13
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WDSU

9.3

10.0

8.7

64

Jack Paar Show . ...WWL _ .. 5.3

8. "MARRIAGE IS A PRIVATE
AFFAIR”—
Lana Turner, James
Craig, John Hodiak;
MGM; 1944; MGM-TV

1st Run

Late Show
Fri. Oct. 10
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WDSU

9.2

10.3

8.3

58

Jack Paar Show...... ...WWL . .. 6.7

9. "AFFECTIONATELY YOURS”—

Repeat

Theatre 4
Sun. Oct. 12
10:45 p.m.-S.O.
WWL

8.8

10.3

7.7

38

Sunday Spectacular—“Since
You Went Away”— (1st Run) .WDSU . ..13.8
*

Repeat

Late Show
Thurs. Oct. 16
•11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WDSU .

8.4

9.0

8.0

54

Jack Paar Show .:. . .. .WWL

Merle Oberon, Dennis
Morgan, Rita Hayworth;
Warner Bros.; 1941; AAP
10. "BLACK GOLD”—
Anthony Quinn, Katherine
de Mille,. Elyse Knox;
Allied Artists; 1947; UA-TV

. •

5.4

7J2
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From the Production Centres
Continued from page 30

a funny script for his “December Bride." . . . Harry Ommerle passed
a few days with Bill Doner and. Guy della Cioppa at CBS-TV but what
came out of their discussions didn’t warrant any bulletins . . . Wendy
Wilde took a little theatre play to show off her talents and landed three
tv jobs the follbwing week. It’s generally the other way around: thea¬
tres scout tv.

IN CHICAGO

...

Don McNeill prepping his home in Winnetka for a “Person to Per¬
son” look-in this Friday (21) . . * National Foundation of Infantile
Paralysis pick WBBM’s Mai Bellairs to lead this year’s Mother’s March
... Dick (Two Ton) Baker, longtime local tv-radio personality, now
holding forth at Pedicone’s Club in Lyons, 111. . . . WGN veep-general
manager Ward Quaal elected a vice chairman of Chi Better Business
Bureau . . . Marv David and Jim Magee, former head writers for Kling
and Dallas Jones, respectively, are partnered in a new scripting ven¬
ture known as Manuscripts Inc. . . . Lee Young and Mike Murphy be¬
ing developed by WBBM-FM as longhair dee jay “personalities” . . .
Harry Trigg, program director of WNBQ, named exec producer of the
next tv spec to tout the Chi chapter of Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences ... Biggest new show in town, Fran Allison’s cross-theboarder on WGN-TV, got off to a slow start with a weekly ARB aver¬
age of 0.4 . . . Don Young, head of radio sales promo at the local
CBS shop, met the shop’s renowned firing squad . . . Bill Ray, director
of NBC central division news, repping Chi Headline Club at annual
Sigma Delta Chi convention in San Diego this week.

IN WASHINGTON

...

Newsman Bryson Rash of WRC-TV lives less than a block from
Vice President Richard M. Nixon and has a novel pipeline into the
Nixon home—the Rash and Nixon daughters are playmates . . . Bob
Waldrop, formerly of NBC in N.Y., named staff announcer for WGMS
. . . Back from service in the Navy, Willard Scott has taken over
WRC’s “Mr. Music” show . . . WOOK has launched a Negro Achieve¬
ment Hour, a weekly salute ... In a film made for Television Week,
NAB president Harold E, Fellows told televiewers that tv Has “only
one boss, the public, and neither the Government nor critics, appoint¬
ed or self-appointed* should dictate” what the public sees.

IN BOSTON

...

Duncan MacDonald interviewing Boris Goldovsky, N. E. Opera Co.
conductor, on “Yankee Home and Food Show” . . . Priscilla Fortescue
taping celebrities for her WEEI show this week, these including
Jacques Tati, Ewan Harbrecht and cast of “Flower Drum Song” . . .
WHDH-TV throwing celebration party at Sidney Hill Country Club
(25) for press and pub-ad crews . . . WEZE started radiation report
service 12 times daily ... WGBH-TV presented second live tv con¬
cert of Boston Symphony Monday (17).

IN LONDON

...

Sylvia Peters, longtime femme announcer for BBC-TV, has re¬
signed . . . Granada-TV has issued a writ for alleged libel against Odhams Press Ltd., publishers of the Daily Herald, as a result of state¬
ments in the paper about its quiz show, “Twenty-One.” . . . Southern
Television is scouting for a relief announcer for its studios at South¬
hampton . . . Associated-Rediffusion will air two under-the-skin re¬
ports of New York.- Material for them was collated by features staffman Michale Ingrams during a recent visit. The first show goes out
next Tuesday (25) . . . Ex-American boxing champ Henry Armstrong,
now a Baptist minister in Hollywood, appeared on ABC-TV’s religious
program, “Living Your Life,” last Sim. (16) . . . Richard M. Nixon,
Vice President of the U.S., will be quizzed by British journalists in
BBG-TV’s “Press Conference” on Friday, Nov. 28 , . , Roy Rich, South¬
ern Television’s program controller, will address students at the Roy¬
al* Academy of Dramatic Art on Nov. 28 . . . Talbot Television Ltd.,!
will toss a cocktail party on Fri. (21) to demonstrate its new rear
screen projector . . . Jack Hylton will present “The Lady Ratlings On
Parade” for Associated-Rediffusion tomorrow (Thurs.) night.
The
Lady Ratlings are the femme counterparts of the Grand Order of
Water Rats.
,

IN SAN FRANCISCO

...

Demise of Don Sherwood’s KGO-TV show—the sponsor couldn’t
make the nut—indicates the ABC o&o may lay off some local hands,
technicians mainly. NABET’s expected to fight any layoffs on the Chi¬
cago pattern . . . Big gathering of the CBS Radio clan in Frisco—Ar¬
thur Hull Hayes, the net’s prexy; Jules Dundes, v.p. in charge of o&o’s,
Fred Ruerg, manager of KNX, Los Angeles, and of CBS Pacific Radio’s
net, and Buck Hurst, Pacific Coast manager of net sales. Have passed on
the word about the net’s new programming format to XCBS boss Mau*rie Webster and Webster’s crew, which is now dreaming up ideas to
fill all the new-found local time with programs . . . KRON-TV coming
on with a daily 6:30-7 a.m. course in atomic physics, conducted by U.
of California’s Harvey E. White. Also offering a Sunday half-hour on
economics given by Tom Lantos . . . KSFO will carry U. of San Fran¬
cisco basketball games, with Lon Simmons at the mike . . . New na¬
tional spot sales manager at ABC’s KGO-AM o&o is Chandler R.
Meloy, replacing A1 Mackay, who will continue with station as a sales¬
man. Nuel Paidral takes over Meloy’s old spot as tv sales operation
manager . . . NABET’s top Frisco exec, Bob Lenihan, back on the job
after a six-week European vacation . . . KSFO deejay Bob Colvig won
two more traffic safety awards . . . WBKB's Sterling (Red) Quinlan, out
from Chicago, told The Examiner’s Dwight Newton: “You can’t run a
tv station with a lot of heart and no reasoning. Our basic business is
to make a profit for the stockholders, the same as U.S. Steel and Gen¬
eral Motors. If I put on the most fantastic programs imaginable and
lost money, the stockholders would howl . . . (but) viewers are becom¬
ing more selective, there is a growing sophistication ... tv has got
to grow to keep up with them. There is a slow, grinding improvement
that will win out.”

IN CLEVELAND

...

Dante Lavelli exiting WHK sportseasting post and Sam Levine tak¬
ing his 15-year-old Bowling Reports to WDKO, leaving station without
sportscaster temporarily . . . Don Cole named sales promotion chief at
WAKR . . . Dorothy Fuldhelm, WEWS news commentator, and George
Grant, photographer, jetting to London for weekend Bea Lillie inter¬
view . . . “Marko” leaving WEWS when law director Ralph Locher
ruled game was “chance” . . . WERE newsman Ken Courtright left
station . . . KYW news director Sanford Markey elected v.p. of Press
Club and Bud Wendell, program PM, named to the board . . . Forrest
L. Fraser, formerly with WNBQ, named to KYW-TV production staff
. . . KYW-TV program manager Ralph Hansen to hiatus in Florida . . .
WHK deejay Ernie Anderson doing “Desire Merlin” in Playhouse pro¬
duction “Monique.” . . . Joe Portaro back on airwaves with a half-hour
beauty stint Sunday on WEWS . . . Henny Youngman Completed series
of packaged minute spots, for local Ford dealer . . . John Godfrey,
WSRS, joined WERE news . . .* Walton Clark named to WERE week-

RADIO-TELEVISION
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JIM BACKUS’OFFBEAT I Raymond Burr Can Solve
‘ROCKS ON THE ROOF
In “Rocks on the Roof” (Put¬
nam’s; $3.50) Jim Backus, with
the acknowledged aid of his wife,
Henny, has come up with an easy¬
going, sometimes humorous, and
vaguely autobiographical account
of a couple enjoying*life as a spoke
on the show biz wheel. He tosses
barbs and bouquets with equal rel¬
ish. He has also devoted a great
deal of wordage to his domestic
setbacks and achievements which,,
while not as Illuminating as his
statistical and structural break¬
down of life in the “biz” has a cer¬
tain charm and universal appeal
that Is very readable.
Rather than, getting up front
row center for a close analysis of
life upon the wicked stage, Backus
seems to have chosen a distant
balcony seat where he can reflect
quietly upon the curious nature of
the beast he is part of. While his
little world shapes up as. a pecularly unattractive vacuum ruled
over by the great god mazoomah,
and his insight into it occasionally
seems as nearsighted as Mr. Magoo, the author does get in a few
solid licks, at some pet peeves he
has developed on the way up.
These passages are highlights of
the book, but they occur t^o spas¬
modically to salvage it from a jar¬
ringly predictable literary s.yle
Backus could have improved his
work by ironing out an overly selfconscious attempt at humor that
waters down most of his charac¬
terizations and, by making himself
the consistent butt of his own
jokes, telegraphs the conclusion of
most of the episodic passages that
make up the book.
There’s a lot of fun to be found
in “Rock on the Roof,” though,
plus a genuine enthusiasm on the
part of the hero and heroine that
is infectious and and stimulating,
particularly in the early chapter.
These factors compensate to some
extent for the book’s flaws and
should, paradoxically, make it ap¬
pealing for readers less sophisti¬
cated than the author and his wife.
Tube.

CBS’ Whopping
9-Month Profit
CBS’ first nine months earnings
this year came to a record sum
of $16,522,462 as compared with
$13,898,171 for the similar period
in 1957, it was revealed at last
week’s board of directors’ meet¬
ing.
Current earnings are equivalent
to $2.10 per share while earnings
of $1.82 per share were reoorted
for first nine months of 1957.
Net revenues and sales totaled
$300,738,926, or $25,462,657 higher
than the $275,276,269 for the ninemonth period in 1957.
Board of directors also declared
cash dividend of 25e per share
on Class A and Class B stock, pay¬
able Dec. 12 to stockholders of
record as of close of business on
Nov. 21. Stock dividend of 3% on
present outstanding Class A and
Class B share's also was declared.

Everything
But Terry Mason’ Stand-In Problem

By BOB CHANDLER
Hollywood, Nov. 18..
James Garner has Jack Kelly in
“Maverick,” Ward Bond has Rob¬
ert Horton and guest stars in
“Wagon Train,” George Mont¬
gomery has John Smith and guest
stars in “Cimarron City,” and
Efrem Zimbalist Jr. has Roger
Smith in “77 Sunset Strip.” All of
which means that the mechanics of
producing a weekly 'hourlong film
series make it virtually impossible
to lean entirely on a single lead on
a week-to^-week basis.
Virtually, but not completely,
since the exception to the rule is
found in Raymond Burr, star of
CBS-TV’s “Perry Mason” stanza.
The complications of a single lead
are compounded in the case of
Burr, since there’s absolutely no
way to write Mason out of even a
single episode, as can be done with
any of the other weekly 60-minute
telefilms.
This factor makes “Mason” a
unique production venture in sev¬
eral respects. It’s the only show
on the air that takes more than a
year to produce 39 episodes.
“Mason” schedule calls for com¬
pletion of three shows a month, or
39 in 13 months. More specifically,
it’s on an 11-days-per-film setup,
with shooting along covering six
days. Were CBS-TV to decide on a
policy of a firm 39 shows a season,
the “Mason” stanza would be in
the unique position of never being
able to catch up to itself.
Actually, the first season did
have a production slate of 39, which
were completed at the end of May,
even though producer Ben Brady
and Mason went into the* season
with 17 shows completed before
airdate. After a three and a half
week layoff, production on this
year’s cycle started late in June.
Exact number of “Masons” to be
filmed this year hasn’t been de¬
cided, but it will be in the low 30’s.
Next year, web will order only 26
shows, taking much of the pressure
off.
Because of the scheduling tight¬
ness, network is using a midseason
rerun policy, with the first of the
reruns already having aired a cou¬
ple of weeks ago. Paisano Produc¬
tions, the Cornwell Jackson-CBS
company packaging the show, is
shooting its 12th stanza in the
series, but show is in its eighth
week on the air. There’s a fiveweek lag between completion of
filming and the actual finished
print, this being occupied with
dubbing, processing and cutting.
Hence, the current production is
only a skip and a jump ahead of
air date, with virtually no backlog
except reruns.
Burr, who takes an active role in
casting and story decisions, sees no
way out of the labyrinth. The
Mason character, of course, is basic
to the show and can’t be written
out. He’s got no inclination, nor
has anyone else, to speed up pro¬
duction because quality would be
sacrificed. Other production tech¬
niques, such as tape, don’t provide
the. answer because they don’t
allow enough flexibility in produc¬
tion, Burr states. “We do 40 shows,

end announcing staff . . . Paige Palmer extending women’s exercise
stint to include WEWS cooking session . . . Chuck Renwick, ex-WKNXTV, named to WJW morning radio chores

IN PITTSBURGH

...

James S. Murray, son of Jim Murray, of WAMP, has been mustered
out of the service after spending 18 months of his two years with the
Third Armored Division in Germany ... Pressure of his radio, tv
speaking engagements, etc., on Bob Prince is so heavy, WCAE has in¬
stalled a wire in his home so he can do his daily sports strip from
there . . , Rege Cordic, of KDKA, has been set to address the Radio
& TV Executive Society in N.Y. March 3 . . William Dempsey on from
San Francisco to take over general managership of WQED, the edu¬
cational channel . . . Stephanie Diamond to N.Y. for 10 days to see
some shows and then will spend Thanksgiving with her daughter Bar¬
bara who is a student at the Windsor Mountain School in Lenox, Mass.

IN PHILADELPHIA

...

The WIP shortwave news crusier, with A1 Taylor at the controls, will
be unveiled at the Auto Show (22)... Freelancer Sam Kresson will take
over as WFIL-TV’s Santa, a role played by Howard Jones for the past
20 years. Jones is too busy with his “Happy the Clown” year-round
tv’er ... Jack Bailey of “Queen for a Day” visits Wanamaker’s (20)
. . . George Lord, WCAU news editor and director of public affairs,
takes over three morning news spots, replacing Ken Mayer who re¬
signed . . . WFIL record librarian Toby DeLuca was a panel member
at Columbia Records’ seminar on promotion at the N.Y. Savoy-Hilton
. . . Bill Badger, lately with WFIL-TV, now handling the weekend
“Dawn. Patrol” shows on WIP . , . Sid Mark of WHAT-FM emceed the
Benny Goodman bash at the Academy of Music (15),.. Berenice Tynan,
Mac McGuire’s former gal Friday, now assistant to the v.p. in charge
of radio-tv at Lennen & Newell agency in N.Y.

each with virtually the same com troom ending. How can we vary
these? The story is basically the
same, and the variations we can
get are in a different acting ap¬
proach, different reaction shots in
the court, unusual camera angles
and varying movement. You can’t
achieve this with tape—it doesn’t
allow for depth of staging and
proper lighting.”
Has Other Interests
Burr isn’t complaining about be¬
ing in a rut—in fact, he’s one of
the few veteran film actors who
doesn’t mind seeing his- old fea¬
tures making the television rounds.
“The variety of roles I played pre¬
vent me from getting .typed as
Perry Mason. Of course, I’d like
to get paid for those television
replays, but who wouldn’t?” De¬
spite the toughness of his current
schedule and no promise of a letup
for at least the rest of this season,
Burr’s optimistic about going ahead
with some of his own ventures,
under the Delmare Productions
banner, which he owns with agent
Lester Salkow.
One of these is a combination
feature film-television series based
on “How Father Became a Beach¬
comber,” biographical book by
Marilyn Hedley. It’s a family com¬
edy series in which Burr, if time
permitted, would play the lead.
He’s also got four other feature
film properties, one of which would
be filmed in Israel. At this point,
earliest he cou’d go ahead on any?
one of the projects would be next
summer, when the current “Mason”
cycle is finished and everyone takes
a breather before starting the next
26 shows.
Burr’s encouraged about the cur¬
rent SRO sponsorship status of the
“Mason” show and pleased that
the multiple-sponsor setup doesn’t
permit of agency interference in
production. But he likes to tell the
story about some of his fans, sis¬
ters in a convent in San Angelo,
who have a special dispensation to
watch every week. Seems a mem¬
ber of the parish, also a “Mason”
fan, called one of the sisters at
the start of the current season, and
remarking that part of the show
was unsponsored, asked the sister
to pray for a sponsor. This she did,
and several weeks later, after the
show was sold out, the lady called
again, reminding the sister of her
promise to pray and adding, “But
don’t you think you’ve overdone
it?”

ANOTHER GOOD B00K 0N
‘MADISON AVE. MAFIA’
James Kelly has the story teller’s
gift in “The Insider” (Holt; $3.95),
a well-spun inside account of ad
agency machinations in trying to
hold on to an account. Kelly, veep
of Ellington & Co., is eminently
qualified to chronicle the Madison
Avenue goings-on and his tale is
certainly not a disappointing one.
Kelly, irf fact, has considerably
more insight into the behavior pat¬
tern of account execs, agency
chieftains, clients, surburbia, etc.,
than many of his confreres who,
in recent times, have taken to their
typewriters to record the some¬
what boisterous skullduggery and
shenanigans of the advertising fra¬
ternity, more properly dubbed the
Madison Avenue Mafia.
' Shakespeare observed that “we
are advertised by our loving
friends” but there was nothing lov¬
ing or endearing about Mortimer
Noyes, Princeton ’32, the monu¬
mental con man in cashmere
clothes, who was account super¬
visor for Cleen, the toothpaste,
owned by Leslie J. Tipton, fatherin-law and rugged drug-tycoon.
The relationship between Noyes
and his wife, Grace, and their two
children is etched with particular
brilliance and Kelly’s depiction of
the harrowing preparations for
presentation day at Gaddes & Doblin is sufficient to drive potential
ad agency personnel into the arms
of a boiler factory where life would
appear to be far more wholesome
and pastoral.
“The Insider” has the makings
of a brisk screen story dealing
with a prime Madison Avenue
scoundrel in the midst of animated
storyboa' ds, tv commercials, visu¬
als and lissome agency dames with
decidely horizontal ideas. Bans,
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g(piOS!Vfe ACT/O/v/ in every port of call!
CALYPSO!

Here's a dynamic new star team, destined to
become TV’s greatest romantic pair! They’re
together and terrific in a series filled with
Mystery and Intrigue amid Tropical Splendor!

"SUSPENSLJ
Yes, Ziv Is first again with the NEW, the BOLD, the
POUNDING SDflfti

EXCITING, truly, new dimensions in TV entertainment!
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Agencies, Vidbhrb Producers Are
Committing Tdnucide,’ Sez Hunter
-On Other Madison Ave. Fronts

Wednetdayy November 19, 1958
th« winner of which *etr
frf
spot daily on the station for the
fuH month'. First to win was Tatham-Laird’s blurb for Clark Oil,
which will get the euffola in De¬
cember.
Jack Tarleton, ex-Eastman. Ko¬
dak, signed on with Leo Burnett
as v.p. and member of the plans
board. Week ago the agency upped
Don Tennant to v.p. in charge of
tv film.
Jack E. Kannapell Jr., formerly
with Brown-Forman Distillers in
Louisville, joined Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff and Ryan as account exec
in the Chi office.
Hugh Wells left Erie Ludgin to
become group copy supervisor at
Tatham-Laird.
John Bryan Davis, ex-Kenyon &
Eckhardt, joined McCann-Erickson’s creative* staff as senior art
director.
Gingiss' Bros, tuxedo rental
stores tapped Olian & Bronner.

stupid but when your stealing
By JACK BERNSTEIN
from a client, It’s criminal.”
“Filmicide” is the coined word
Does Hunter have a solution to
that Hollo Hunter, v.p. and radio¬
tv director of Erwin Wasey, the problem? “Well,” he points
Ruthrauff & Ryan has come up out, “I have discussed this with
with to describe the current price many producers and Robert L.
war that is spreading under the Gruen of National Screen Services
agency-producer .bidding system. presented an interesting idea
Prevailing practice, according to which may solve the problem..
Hunter, has increased kickbacks Gruen suggested that producers
between agencies and the pro¬ should work on a retainer basis,
ducers of commercials and has in somewhat similar to the way at¬
many ways been responsible for torneys work. The way the sys¬
the downgrading of the quality of tem would work is that a producer
would sign a contract wtih
tv blurbs.
agency — management guarantee¬
In brief, the bidding system calls ing him so much work. This would
far agencies to solicit bids from do to eliminate payoffs and at the
two, three oinnore tv commercial same time producers would be
By BARRY BARNETT
producers when shooting sales working on more than one com¬
London, Nov. 18.
messages for clients. Under the mercial and could familarize
Vauxhall Motors Ltd., starting
bidding system, the low bidder is themselves with the desires and
later
this
month,
will use large
usually awarded the job and it’s demands of an agency. It would
.spaces in all national^ daily and
with this agency practice . that also prevent padded jobs.”
Sunday
newspapers
to plug "Its
Hunter takes issue. “In contract¬
A single commercial unit can complete range of autos. The cam¬
ing for film commercials under the
and
often
runs
upwards
of
$3,500
paign*
being
handled
by
the W. S.
bidding system both agencies and
clients' think they’re getting the and Hunter points out that if this Crawford agency, will run until the
ideadoesn’t
appear
sound
then
end
of
the
year.
job done at the lowest price hut
A new campaign by Thomas 8c
over the long haul, it’s doubtful if agencies aren’t going to bevable to
overhaul their film bidding prac¬ Evans for its Corona soft drinks' is
there’s a saving at all.”
tices until clients show some con¬ being lanuched by the Dolan,
Hunter describes the system by fidence in their ability to get the
saying desperate producers in best job for a proper price, not Ducker, Whitcombe & Stewart
agency. Press and tv advertising
need of the blurb business often necessarily the lowest bid.”
is planned to run until the dose or
submit bids that are far too low
SWITCHES:
Hal
Davis,
radio-tv
the year.
just fo prove to the agency the
The Alfred Bates -5c Son agency,
type of work they can do and to veepee of Grey Advertising, named
using , commercial tv ads in the
assistant
to
the
president.
He
will
get their foot in the agency door
Midlands,
will plug the Cellular
report
to
agency
prexy
Arthur
C.
for future business. Shortsighted
agencies, says Hunter, accept the Fatt and his new responsibilities Clothing Co.’s •Cotella pajamas.
Some
of
Britain’s., top advertis¬
will
include
account
supervision
low bids and clients are happy over
ing men will speak' at a one-day
the low price. In the production and the planning of campaigns.
course
on
advertising
sponsored by
Joseph
Shaw
named
an
execu¬
of the massages the' tv producers
cut comers so as not to take too tive tv producer at Dancer-Fitz- the Institute of Directors at the
Dorchester Hotel next week {26).
gerald-Sample.
,
bad of a financial beating. In the
Leslie Towne, ex-Emil Mogul, !Diey will be Brian F. MacCabe,
process, Hunter claims, the agency
managing director of Foote, Cone
is stuck with a second-rate . com¬ has joined Smith Greenland’s A Belding: D. S. Ingham, a director
mercial and the advertiser is the media sector.
of Young & Rubicam, and John W.
Denman
F.
Jacobson,
ex-N.
W.
loser in the long run.
Ayer in Detroit, to the CBS radio; Hobson, chairman of John Hob¬
“Part of the blame lies with the sides department in that city as son & Partners. Part of the course
client himself who doesn’t have an account exec.
will be devoted to a screening of
faith in his agency and instead of
Edward J. Garvey, account SEC-TV’S advertising documentary,
letting the agency decide which supervisor at J. M. Mathes, has “The Golden Egg,” which was
firm is to get the business because earned ^veepee stripes.
aired over the web several months
ago.
of their track record and a cost
LOST & FOUND: TelePrompTer
analysis,-' choose the bidding sys¬ has appointed Dowd, Redfield &
tem because they kid themselves Johnstone as its agency. Vice
into thinking they have saved Cromwell Advertising.
some money.”
Mogul, Lewin,
Williams &
“Producers have told me that if Saylor has picked up the $500,000
the price war, and. by that I mean ad account of Breakstone Foods, a
'
undercutting continues, more pro¬ division of National Dairy, Prod¬ WALTER WINCHELL
duction companies will close their ucts Corp. The account had been With Den Wilson and John Win¬
gate
doors and will leave the agencies housed at Paris & Peart since
with a dangerously small group 1955. Termination is effective Dec. Producer-Director: Norman Baer
15 Mins., Sum, 6 pjn.
from which to select. At the rate 31. In addition to landing the
AMI; SYMPHONIC ELEC¬
the system is working, in from Breakstone account, MLW&S was BON
TRONICS
three to five years there will be no appointed to handle the advertis¬ MBS, from New York
more than 20 producers in New ing for Patek Philippe and Inter¬
(Coley Fischer, Rogow)
York.”
national Watch Co. accounts.
Walter Winqhell is still in there
Hunter feels the standard bid¬
MacManus, John & Adams has pitching an amalgam of .journalis¬
ding, system tends to deprive good, been named to handle the advertis¬ tic trivia and Paul Revere type of
producers of a chance to work ing of Heineken’s Holland Beer, editorializing about the fate of the
long enough with one agency or Whitbread’s English Ale and Mac- nation. But now there seems to be
one account to understand the kenson’s English Stout, products of a less frenzied, less passionately
client’s problems and to do a good Van Munching & Co.
eruptive approach to hjs 15-minute
job. He thinks some producers
Grant Advertising has picked up stanza on the nearly 450 Mutual
pad jobs once a client likes their the Gifts By Wire account. Grant’s outlets.
True, the telegraph key is used
work and in that way the adver¬ Miami office will service the ac¬
tiser ends up with the short straw. count, with other Grant offices as an electronic attention-getter,
but the Winchell. hyperthyroid fer¬
But basically, it is the question of handling regional campaigns.
vor appears to be lessening as the
whether clients are willing to
SHORTS: Reach, McClinton &
trust their agencies to select pro¬ Co. and the J. R. Pershall Co. of elder statesman of gossip column¬
ducers on a qualitative basis in¬ Chicago have ironed out final de¬ ists surveys the rapidly shrinking
Nevertheless* there is
stead of being bound by the limi¬ tails of a merger after several universe.
sufficient magnetism in the Winch¬
tation of price alone*
months of talks. Combined bill¬ ell name to pull substantial audi¬
“Producer,, agency film spe¬ ings of the two agencies is esti-, ences.
cialists, and client representatives mated to be in the neighborhoods Format of the Winchell quarterrecognize the abuses inherent in of $20,000,000.
hour show remains fundamentally
the competitive bidding system.
On preem (16) he
Two established Minneapolis.ad- Unchanged.
All see the possibility of such vertising agencies, Savage-Lewis came on with a last-minute bulletin
things as kickbacks or payoffs Inc. and Vance Pidgeon & Assoc., of a car dealer’s disappearance and
creeping into the picture. Eco¬ have completed a merger which* segued with a flock of showbiz, po¬
nomically it’s not healthy to let will be effective Dec. 1. New or¬ litico, and press world flashes. Nor
production houses be forced into ganization to be named Pidgeon- did'MVinchell fail to deliver his
bankruptcy.
But yet, nothing Savage-Lewis -with Addison Lewis.] regralar editorial (in this instance a
seems to happen and the price war as chairman and Vance Pidgeon as rap at the major political parties);
a Wall Street tip (watch Richfield
continues and more and more pro¬ president.
Oil); the letters-to-the-editor rou¬
ducers are worrying about meeting
tine; a plug for the Damon Runyon
the payroll.”
Cancer Fund; a hot tip on a Com¬
In talking about the touchy sub¬
munist Party meeting in Gotham
ject of agency kickbacks. Hunter
and a “happy to be back” signoff.
By
LES
BROWN
points out that for the most part
Don Wilson is pitching commer¬
cials for Bon Ami and John Win¬
the bidding handled by agency is
Chicago, Nov. 18.
not done on the management level
Hotpoint drops its tv receiver gate is handling spiels for Sym¬
and it is usually an agency pro¬ line at year’s end. It’s the sole phonic Electronics Corp., a sister
ducer or a production manager' product of the General Electric company to Mutual in the A. Lthat sends out the bids through an subsid to be handled by Needham, Guterma-F. L. Jacobs Co. chain
of diversified activities including
account
executive.
“This
is Louis & Brorby.
of phonographs.
' where the trouble is frequently,
Waldo Lankschmidt, veep and manufacture
Winchell is . reportedly getting
although it is almost impossible to research, director of Grant Adver¬ $1,000
per broadcast and there’s
find out who within the agency is tising in Johannesburg, South little doubt that his “Good evening.
taking payoffs and kickbacks. You Africa, touring the U.S. currently Mr. and Mrs. America” intro is
can’t check which men are receiv¬ to study latest research developr now an established catchphrase in
ing gifts at home or even hard ments. He’s pioneer of market re¬ American folklore, and regardless
cash but yet. you know there are search in that country.
of delivery in high or low pitch,
rakeoffs within rronc'es. When
WEAW - AM - FM incepting a the Winchell name undf'T?'''hly
an agency stea s from itself it’s “Commercial of the Month” award, spells'upbeat ratings.
' Reins.

London Agencies

Chicago Agencies

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
Though his ABO contract runs until next May, Mike Wallace evi¬
dently feels he can get out of it if he wants. Screen Gems, in’search¬
ing for its first videotape show for syndication, was working on a-deal
to distribute a new Mike Wallace package, in connection with WNEWTV, the N.Y. indie. Wallace was all set to ask out from ABC, where
he’s currently collecting $2,000 a week for not working, but the deal
reportedly got bogged down in the amount of money'SG was willing
to put up for the taph project
Unusual public service gesture on part of a Gotham department'
store was last Thursday’s (13) three-column ad by Abraham 8c Straus
in the N. Y. Times and N. Y. Post inviting viewers to . catch Norris
Houghton’s interview with Archibald MacLeish oru the META pro¬
gram over WPIX. Headline described Houghton’s “Playwrights in the
Contemporary Theatre” program as “Education Television at Its Best.”
Ad reportedly brought renewed interest in META’s future from large
metropolitan assemblage.
NBC News undertook a vast moving job last Friday <14) in N.Y.
without missing a newsbeat. At 10:03 p.m. the newsroom at 30 Rocke¬
feller Plaza was transfered from its old quarters adjacent to Radio
Central to contiguous operation with the administration division. Bat¬
tle plan was under direction of administration manager Leslie Vaughan
who directed the exodus for 75 newsmen, scores of telephones, en¬
tire battery of AP, UPI and Reuters newsprinters, Western Union
tickers and newsphoto transmitters.
Fourth annual National Mass Media Awards Dinner under auf^ices
of Thomas Alva Edison Foundation will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria,
N.Y., on Monday, Dec. 1. Dr. Q. Meredith Wilson, prexy of American
Council on Education, and afso head of the Univ. of Oregon, will be
one of the guest speakers, Charles F. Kettering, prexy of the Founda¬
tion, will preside and Charles Edison, honorary prexy, will present the
awards. Some 500 guests are expected to attend the 1958 awards dinner
for films, tv and radio reps.
Strong response to META’s courses in Basic Russian and French is
seen in the unusual number of letters from viewers as far away as
Poughkeepsie. Afternoon lessons are transmitted by Board of Regents
on WPIX, N.Y., between classroom instruction produced by Gotham's
Board of Education.
META’s “French Through TW’ is aired on film Monday through
Thursday at 12:30 p.m. by Dorothy Brodin of Hunter College H.S.
Series was prepared by Language Research Institute of Harvard based
on the Ivor Richards method, which scorns use of English for any pur¬
pose. Russian is aired live Tuesday and Thursday at 3 p.m. in con¬
junction with St. John’s U. Teacher is Katherine Alexeieff, who em¬
ploys oldfashioned pedagogic methods on her students. Amram Nowak
is producing the Russian course.
Feature of both the French and Russian courses is the presence of
live students in the studio. Russian course is being taken by wide as¬
sortment of individuals ihcluding those interested in learning to read
technical papers published in Soviet, newsmen who hope to get Mos¬
cow assignments, etc.
An Englewood, N. J., teacher reported to META that both instruc¬
tors and pupils sit down together to take the Russian lessons. Class
consists of bright moppets who insist they want to find out for them¬
selves the art of grappling with the Russian alphabet.
Producer-director Steve Fleischman and camera crew are at Rutgers
U. to film, special two-part report for “20th Century” series on today’s;
youth. It’s tagged “Generation Without a Cause” and will be aired
over CBS-TV next spring. Same producer has a two-part report on
“The Delinquents” scheduled for the program in January. Incidentally,
an original musical score by Darius Milhaud—his first for tv—will have
its premiere on the series Sunday (23) when Alfredo Antonini conducts
it for the special “Peron and Evita” documentary report.
In an unprecedented audience promotion plan, Philadelphia’s
WRCV is mailing out birthday cards to listeners every day of the year.
The cards contain greetings from all the WRCV talent, in addition, to
their pictures and autographs. Harold J. Pannepacker, station mana¬
ger, declared: “We believe this type of community relations should
pay big dividends in listener loyalty, and we will keep sending these
cards out on a continuing basis, as long as the response is maintained
at the present level.”
The National Assn, of Broadcasters is sending out forms asking
radio stations to name potential members of its radio board for terms
beginning next March.
Only those certified as qualified in the forms will be eligible for
nomination at the 1959 convention. Station owners,, partners, officers or
executives whose time is devoted mainly to broadcasting are con¬
sidered eligible.
WRCA-TV, N.Y^.is once again accepting applications for general
talent auditions. Auditions are being held on alternate Tuesdays and
are open to all talent except dramatic actors, with or without agent.
Apply by mail to “Open Audition,” WRCA-TV, 30 Rockfefeller Plaza,
The second theatrical Knight to appear for Associated Television
within two weeks will be Sir Ralph Richardson, who will narrate
“The Story Of Job” in its religious program “About Religion”- on
Sunday, Nov. 30. He’ll be linking a series of paintings on the subject
by John Bratby by reading from the Old Testament. Bratby’s work
includes a number of paintings for the picture, “The Horses’ Mouth,”
starring Alec Guinness. These are currently being exhibited at a gal¬
lery on Madison Ave., New York.
,

Dick Clark’s ‘Eye’ Show PROTEST REMOVAL OF
And ‘Pop’ for ‘Bandstand’ CH. 12 IN NEW ORLEANS
Perhaps the hottest ABC-TV
New Orleans, Nov, 18.
property next to “Maverick” is
The city council "Friday (14)
Dick Clark, so the network is out adopted a motion protesting re¬
to get as much mileage as possible
out of the videodized disk jockey moval of tv Channel 12 from New
personality. Network currently is Orleans.
mapping an hour-and-a-half or
The council also went on record
two-hour New Year’s Eve stanza | urging the FCC to set aside a rec¬
for Clark to front
ommendation of its broadcast bur¬
In the next day or two, ABC eau that would ’‘deprive New
is expected to put the one-shot up Orleans of this third VHF chan¬
for sponsor grabs.
nel.” The motion was sent to the
Incidentally, ABC-TV is opening FCC in Washington.
up the Clark “Bandstand” dayThe council said it “urges and
timer to soda pop manufacturers. believes the technical difficulties
Until now the network has held cited by the broadcast bureau can
off in this area because of the be resolved.” These technical dif¬
Welch fruit drink sponsorship, but ficulties, principally the proposed
it’s understood the web no longer location of transmitter towers, were
considers Welch competitive with the basis of the bureau’s suggest
•tion to the FCC on Oct. 30 — --j *
the fizzers.
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Why Shows Go Over Budget
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Probably the most extensive and complicated live production
ever undertaken at CBS Television City has been In work here. .
It’s the “Playhouse 90” production of William Faulkner’s “The
Old Man,” with Fred Coe producing, John Frankenheimer directing
and Geraldine Page and Sterling. Hayden toplining the Horton
Foote adaptation.
Show is already a reported $55,000 over budget, due to con¬
struction of a multiplicity of sets and production devices including
a 50x30*foot tank that will hold 168,000 gallons of water, weighing
75 tons. This alone necessitated extensive construction work under¬
neath the studio, with additional supports being built underneath
the tank, which lies directly over master control, to support the
weight of the water.
“Old Man” takes place in a Mississippi flood and tidal wave,
and , the tank was necessary to. stage the setting convincingly.
A houseboat will be placed in the tank, as will submerged telephone
poles, house roofs, trees, a rowboat and other debris. Franken¬
heimer has rented a 25-foot camera crane from a film studio to
reach across the tank.
Additionally, there’s another 6,700-gallon tank in Television
City’s basement, for underwatbr shots; eight rain machines, 15
fog machines, a second houseboat set, seven other boats of vary¬
ing size, a levee set, a cabin on stilts, and a newly-developed
“periscope” device enabling cameras to shoot at water level and
below water through the use of mirrors. The tank itself will
be used to represent .the Mississippi, a swamp and a back bayou.
AH of which, besides inflating the budget, has caused the show
to branch out into a second studio, first time that a “Playhouse
90” has ever used two stages and only the second time it’s ever
been done at Television City (first was David O. Selznick’s spec
for the electric companies).
Entire show, slated for this Thursday (20), was taped in advance,
and director Frankenheimer took four days to tape, the stanza.

East German TV Copies American
Program Trends; Little Know-How
4—.— -:
By HAZEL GUILD
Frankfurt, Nov. 18.
NAB for ‘Open Courts’
Current popular diversion for
Waterville, Me., Nov. 18.
Americans who live near the East
Chief attorney for the Na¬
German border, and for West Ger¬
tional Assn, of Broadcasters
mans who are television set own¬
urged the industry to publicize
ers. is tuning in on the East
its stand against restrictions on
German television currently being
radio-television coverage of
shown — and watching how the
Courtroom trials.
Communist - controUed Easterners
Douglas A. Anello told a
arc foUowing the American for¬
meeting of the Maine Radio &
mats right down to a Red “T.”
Television Broadcasters Assn,
Best viewing is probably in Ber¬
here that “a change.will most
lin, where West Berlin fans can
certainly be made” in these
easily dial'in th6‘East Berlin tele¬ ^restrictions if the people get
vision station for a closeup view of
aroused enough.
what it’s like on the other side of
It’s up to broadcasters, he
the fence. But other East German
said, to “tell our story and
stations, such as those in Brocken
bring the facts to the people”
in the Harz Mountains and Inso that tv and radio newsmen
selberg in Thuringia have now
might have equal access with
stepped up their transmission to
other media to public proceed¬
lure in viewers living near the
ings.
West German borders. Frequencies
have been set so that the Western¬
ers can pick up the Red shows
on their screens.
Communists have stolen an Ed
Murrow “See It Now” technique
for one of their program^ showing
happy farmers giving studied an¬
swers to reporters who question
Use Of commercially recorded
them about life under the Com¬
theme music is now a major phase
munist reign.
in exploitation of NBC-TV pro¬
jy “hero worker” who broke all grams. This was highlighted this
records for building a tractor be- week when Al- Rylander, the web’s
(Continued on page 56)
director of exploitation, mailed to
promotion managers of affiliates
the original cast album for “Hall¬
mark HaU of Fame” colorcast of
“Kiss Me Kate” tomorrow (Thurs.).
This brought -total distribution of
records for more than 30 produc1 tions over the 10,000 mark.
Rylander. already has capitalized
London, Nov. 18.
on commerciaHy recorded theme
The British public has been as¬ music of “Treasure Hunt,” (MGM);
sured by BBC-TV that subliminal “Peter Gunn” (Capitol); “Wagon
advertising, tagged heVe as “rape Train” and “Tales of WeUs Fargo”
of the mind,” is no such thing. Top (RCA Victor). “Cimarron City”
men from the psychology depart¬ and “Jefferson Drum” themes are
ment of London University ex¬ also in the works.
plained during the program, “Sci¬
Additional plugs for NBC-TV
ence Is News,” that they had dis¬ programs were obtained in two
covered that people built up a best-selling RCA Victor albums,
mental defensive block subcon¬ “Saturday Night With Mr. C” and
sciously against certain messages, “We Get Letters,” aU concerned
and also that the level of percep¬ with Perry Como. Similarly, Ernie
tion varied greatly from one per¬ Ford, Steve Allen, Dean Martin,
son to another.
Dinah Shore and other NBC-TV
These reassurances folio w’e d -programs have been exploited via
demonstrations of subliminal meth¬ use of regular releases of major
ods. First viewers were shown a label outfits.
one frame message included in a
clip from a nature film. This was
run through slowly. -The message
read: “Switch Off.” Then the film
Renewal biz and several new
was run at 'the right speed and orders amounting to $1,260,000 in
the message flashed across the net Tevenue were chalked up at
screen at somewhere around l/25th NBC Radio this week.^ Highlight
of a second. It was easily seen.
was Brown & Williamson, in behalf
In another demonstration, view¬ of Viceroy Cigarets, renewing
ers were told that a word was be¬ quarter sponsorship of “NBC Newsing shown on the screen below the on-the-Hour” for 52 weeks.
normal range of visual perception
Life Magazine ordered quarter
and that in some cases it should sponsorship, of same program for
register subconsciously. The word, week of Dec. 15. Seaman Bros,
it was revealed, was “Cancer.”
purchased heavy campaign in
One of the scientists, comment-* “Monitor” on first three weekends
ing on subliminal, said: “A great in December. Rehuzit Home Prod¬
deal of nonsense has been written ucts bought into “Bert Parks’ Band¬
about thi$<"
,
stand” starting January.

NBC Goes Into High
Gear on Plugging Of
TV Shows Via Records

London Psychologists
Give ‘Subliminal’ Ads
A Respectable Grade

NBC Radio’s $1,260,000

P%KlEff

Eye New Gobel Producer
Hollywood, Noy. 18.
Reports are rife here that* Gomalco Productions and NBC-TV are
seeking a producer for the Geofge
Gobel show, to replace Bill Burch.
The reports continue despite a de¬
nial from David P. O’MaHey,
Gomalco partner.
Even as O’MaHey denied it,
NBC-TV sources said a search was.
underway to replace^ Burch, for¬
merly with Ralph Edwards.

KTTV Finds Way
To “Scene-Edit’

RADIO-TELEVISION
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Canada Sets Up Board of B’cast
.
Governors to Control AM and TV;
CBCs Six-City Monopoly to End
Welsh Rare Bit
_.... London, Nov. 18.
Quiz game treatment was
given to three ParHamentary
candidates in a recent Welsh
by - election by Television
Wales and the West, the local
commercial tv outlet. Each
candidate was given a fair
chance to state his case from
a soundproof box!
As each one deUvered his
spiel over the air from the
box, the -other two were kept
out of earshot so that none of
them would have an unfair
advantage. Nor could they in¬
dulge in the normal .debating
trick of contradicting the
other’s arguments.

|
j

I

Ottawa, Nov. 18.
What had been heretofore only a
plan to reorganize Canada’s toplevel radio-television administra¬
tion became a reality with the ap¬
pointment of a Board of Brpadcast
Governors by the federal govern¬
ment. BBG will replace, in power
to control all Canadian AM and
tv, ' the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. board of governors.
CBC’s administration has also
undergone a switch, with the cor¬
poration now to have a president,
v.p. and permanent member of the
board.
First thing the dialers are ex¬
pecting is a breaking of the long¬
time CBC monopoly in video broad¬
casting in six major cities. This has
been assured.
The new Board of Broadcast
Governors has no show business
person among its members. It does
have two university presidents,
three newspapermen, three law¬
yers, a fsrame dentist, a Baptist
minister, housewife, florist, auto¬
mobile dealer, labor historian and
a rehabilitation executive for the
blind.
BBG chairman is Dr. Andrew
Stewart, 54-year-old president of
the U. of Alberta, who wiU get
$20,000 a year. Vice-chairman is
Roger Duhamel, a Montreal pro¬
fessor, at $17,000. The BBG’s per¬
manent member, at $16,000, is
Carlyle AUison, editor-in-chief of
the Winnipeg Tribune.
Alphonse Ouimet, who has been
g.m. of the CBC, becomes president
and g.m. under the new setup, with
veteran radio-tver Ernest Bushnell
as v.p. and assistant g.m. The CBC
governors and officials wiH be re¬
stricted to CBC affairs with BBG
taking on overall regulation of aU
CBC and other radio and video op¬
erations, including granting of
licenses.
Kate Aitken, Toronto writer. Is
the only BBG member with even a
distant connection with broadcast¬
ing. Mrs. Aitken has aired women’s
gab shows on radio and guested on
tv shows plus some commercials
for food firms.
First BBG chore: drafting new
regulations for Canadian radio and
television broadcasting.

Hollywood, Nov. 18*
Videotape can he and actuaUy
is being edited—and “scene-edit¬
ed” at that—at KTTV, the Los
Angeles indie which already is
the first station producing tape
shows for syndication.
Station
has research^ the editing prob- i
lem to the point where it can cut
one tape into another in the
middle of a scene, then cut back
to the original, without “going to
black.”
.
Development is one of critical
PhHadelphia, Nov. 18.
importance to the adaptabUity of
The radio and tv performances
tape to motion picture techniques,
since it permits short “takes” and of all poHtical parties received a
intercutting in the motion pic pro¬ non-partisan blast by Rolf Brent,
duction style. KTTV’s progress, WIP veepee. There were no win¬
in editing is stHl characterized as
in the “crude” stage but station ners. “If poHtical programs on tv
has achieved intercutting as. a and radio were judged by the aud¬
practical matter.
ience ratings, I doubt if one poli¬
Entire question of tape editing tician could get his option picked
is a confused one, primarily be¬ up.” The exec began a direct at¬
cause it involves jurisdictional tack bn “The inexpert, bumbling,
union problems at the networks
and stations, and these are the duU, boring, unconvincing perform¬
only places where tape is actively ances of our American poHticians
in use.
Jurisdictional problem ! on the air,” with .that statement.
stems from the fact that tape is Brent spoke at the N.J. Broad¬
currently handled by the webs’
and stations’ technical unions, caster Assn, meeting at Cherry
NABET or IBEW, as the case may HOI Inn last week (14),
“It is aromatic in our business
be. Film cutters at the stations
are IATSE, but they are not per¬ that before you can seU anyone,
you
have to get their attention.
mitted to handle tape, and conse¬
quently no attempts at experiment If the amateurish title sUdes and
poorly
produced tv programs and
in editing have taken place.
the sHly campaign jingles attracted
At KTTV, however, the station anyone to do anything but turn
insisted in its last bargaining ses¬ the dial.T’U eat my vertical control.
sion with NABET that a clause be As far as radio goes I guess the
written into the contract permit¬ candidates figured the kids more ,
ting IA cutters to work on tape. important than the housewives* so
As a consequence, KTTV is the they ignored radio and bought ad¬
only station in the country where jacencies to tv cartoons.”
NABET and IA personnel are
Brent condemned poHtical cam¬
working together on tape, and un¬
der engineering boss Ed Benfaam, paigning on. radio and tv for faff¬
ing
in three essentials of good
the outlet has made long ^strides
programming: “Attract attention,
in editing.
arouse interest in issues, and help
The KTTV editing technique the Hstener make up his mind- It
right' now consists of operators is increasingly evident that broad¬
“rocking” the tape, a la audio tape, casters are committing themselves
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
and
working
right
off
the to throwing away their audience
Pepsi-Cola, which is bankroHing
monitor. They rock the sound every time they put on a poHtical
and picture back and forth untH program. When are poHticians go¬ the NBC-TV “Exploring With
they hit the spot they want, then ing to wake up and realize you Hope,” Bob Hope tribute to the
make their cut The cut is a clean shouldn’t antagonize the pubHc by
Boy Scout-sponsored Explorer or¬
(Continued on page 50)
preempting their favorite ’ show?” I
ganization Nov. 29, is mulling a
weekly radio-tv stereo series titled
"HoHday in Stereo.” Series would
be produced by Andy Potter
Stereo TV Productions, same out¬
fit packaging and producing theChicago, Nov. 18.
“Exploring With Hope” stanza.
-The “Chicago situation” may become a focal point in the Senate
The one-hour Hope show was
Investigation of radio and tv ratings next January. Sen. Mike
originally slated as an simulcast
Monroney (D.-Okla.), who heads the special Senate Commerce
stereo show on the network, but
Subcommittee which wiff conduct the probe, has asked the local
a change in date to the 29th made
chapter of American Federation of Radio & Television Artists
it impossilq to line up circuits for
to provide him with materials that wiU serve as background to the
the new date. Consequently, It’ll
local’s complaints against NBC and its Chi o&os, WNBQ and
be tv-only except in Los Angeles,
WMAQ.
where Potter has seLqp a sereo(In a complaint to the FCC, Chicago AFTRA has charged NBC
cast on KRCA, the .NBC-TV o&o,
and other networks with operating the o&o stations from New
and KFI, the NBC Radio affffiate.
York with no concern for the interest of the communities they
Production
will be in stereo, with'
&ce Hcensed in. NBC came under, fire particularly for a wave of
the two audio channels being
show conceUations at WNBQ, which displaced a number of local
mixed
for
the
tv feed to the rest
performers. To justify the firings, the station cited the shows’ low
of the country.
ratings.) *
“Exploring” is Potter’s first
Sen. Monroney, who had come to Chicago to address the Better
stereo package since going into
Business Bureau last week, spent an hour with AFTRA exec
indie production when he exited
secretary Ray Jones and attorney Sanford Wolff listening to the
as radio-tv chief here for the
details of their case. He said, his group would he interested in the
Reach, McCHnton agency last
effects of the rating services and their relationship to network
summer. He’s signed on Haan
and local program content.
Tyler, formerly with California
“We.need to know,” he said,“to what extent ratings determine
National’s Victory Program Sales,
station and network policy and how they affect the development
as his sales manager, whHe he
and utilization of local talent and local programming. It is ob¬
handles production. Also on the
vious, it seems to me, that hew talent must be continuaUy de¬
Potter , agenda is his “Christmas in
veloped, and that th^s new talent must be expected to furnish
Stereo.” which he’s produced lo¬
variety in the programs of the future. If ratings are to continue
cally on KRCA and KFI for the
as presently they are used, it seems to many that they will only
past two years hut hasn’t set yet
add to the sterHity of network programs and that the viewing
for this season, and a stereo onepublic will only be given more and more of the same.”
shot spec featuring Paul WhiteThe solon said he did not see how the broadcasting industry
could kiH off local programs because of rating measurements and
man and Ferde Grofe, with the
latter’s new “Paul Whiteman ^
stiff expect to develop the new talent, techniques and stars that
are .necessary .to. its best functioning....
Suite” as a feature of the spec.

Politicos on Radio-TV
Couldn’t Get Options
Picked Up: WIP’s Brent

Pepsi-Cola Eyes Weekly
AM-TV ‘Holiday in Stereo'
Reined by Andy Potter

Chi Ratings and U.S. Senate
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encore!

...and just as BIG as before1!
The enormous audience response to MGM
features in their first runs is now being repeated in
the record breaking re-runs! These are the ratings
that are rocking the trade as Leo does it
again and again in city after city!
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encore!

encore!

encore!

in New York

in Atlanta

57%

share nf the audience

46%

share of the audience

with "HONKY TONk" re-run!
WrBS-TW Loir Sbnw . S»-p!.

with "THK SKAKOH-' re-run'
WSB-TY. m 7 \\ M.. Srpc 6

encore!

encore!

in Baltimore

in Miami

50%

share of the audience

58%

share of the audience

with "BATAAN" re-run!

with "WH1TK CLIFFS OF

\V I7 -TV. Karly Show. S-pi. ::

WOK r

DOVER" re-run!
TV. Midday Movie. Si p;

P

Write, wire or phone. Kiohoro A. Harper, General Sales Manager loin Rnwidway. Now York •>(>. N

V •
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EVERYBODY
IS A CRITIC Data on Patterns!
"Hackneyed,"
they say,
"Trite,"
"Unimaginative"
Second guessing is
everybody's
inalienable right •.
BUT—H you're oh
the nKeiving end *»•
IF you are
responsible for some
phase of TV
Programming,
IF you'd like to
discover a whole
new world of talent,
then you are
invited to

“THE
WHOLE WORLD
SINGS!”
A fabulous evening
in Carnegie Hall,
Saturday,
November 29
at Midnight.
IF you are in a
position to make use
of un-hackneyedT,
un-frite, un-formula
and very solid
entertainment, you
are invited to be the
guests of the
producers, and you
may reserve your
seats by contacting

Truth’ Hurts
- Clayton (Bud). Collyer, na¬
tional president of American
Federation sof Television &
Radio Artists, was attending
an important strike vote meet¬
ing in N.Y. last week, and, ap¬
parently against his* will, he
had to leave the room before
the vote was taken.
Bis sponsors wanted, him to
appear elsewhere to tape an¬
other edition of “To Tell the
Truth,” which he emcees on
CBS—in case AFTBA pulled
a strike and left the networks
without live programming.

Chicago, Nov. 18.
Windy City educational channel, j
WTTW, recently completed a jrtudy
df Its audience size and makeup,
and the results are fairly surpris¬
ing, considering that for budgetary
reasons it promotes itself solely in
program listings.
Some statistics in brief: the sta¬
tion finds it serves 750,000 people j
per week in its 18-county span;
reaches 1,500,000 homes per month;
gets to 4% of the total ty popula¬
tion daytimes and 7% at night; and
is tuned in -at some time during
an average month by 42% of the
tv homes..
Though, on the face of it, statis¬
Mexico City, Nov. 18.
tics such as these can have little
value to a station “that does not
The Mexican Assn, of Badid . and
accept advertising, they have Television
Newspapermen
will
proved helpful to WTTW fund¬ sponsor the first Inter-American
raisers in the station’s latest drive, Radio and Television Congress, to
especially with those head-scratch- be held in this city in March of
era who had to be shown that the 1959.
Reporters covering radio and
station has an audience. Th6 fig¬
ures also serve to gauge the worthi¬ television news from , all the na¬
ness of some shows, and in the] tions of the Americas will be in¬
case of courses for credit a cost- vited, to the event.
One of the prime objectives of
per-tyousand can determine wheth-1
er it is cheaper to beam the subject; the meeting^ according to prex
oh the air or teach it in classrooms. 1 Ramon Inclan, is to achieve a com¬
WTTW can’t afford to subscribe j prehensive rapproachement and in¬
to any of the rating services but! terchange of industry reporting
has found the Nielsen and ABB practices, exchange of papers, etc.
offices here helpful in connection with-all countries.
with their study. Also it has been, . Hope is that impetus can be
possible for the statisticians mik¬ given to improved development of
ing the study to swipe a glance at the radio and television industries
rating books at other stations, so, south of the border, as well as
as a WTTW spokesman described contributing to the; exchange of
it, the study was “our best guess entertainment talent in this field.
based on available information.”
Among the sources was the-Niel¬
sen Area Coverage Study No. 3.1
In the rating books of ABB and
Nielsen, the educational station
Continues from pas* 29 aS'
| usually found itself represented as
discussions with BBC-TV’s business
“Other”
Unlike entertainment - seeking chief, Ronald Waldman,
The shows may he films, kine¬
audiences, WTTW’s viewers, sc; cording to the study, dial in on a scopes, or even live transmissions
with
CBS taking the comedians
jper-show basis and seldom are
hooked by adjacencies^ Station is to America to do them. It’s almost
certain
that if a deal is set, the
actually trying to encourage this
kind of viewing and is promoting comedy 'content of the offerings (
itself as a “library” of the air. will have-to be reshaped to suit
Based on ABB statistics. WTTW Yank tastes.
“Yakity Yak” buyer Hamilburg
finds -that an average -of 2.57 pro¬
grams are watched per week by ■ays he intends to use, on a rotat¬
persons who watch the station at ing basis, some of the British girls
all. Translated into minutes, it %ho were featured in the show.
comes to ant average of 80.63 over Among them were Therese Burton,
the week.
Shirley Ann Field, Carole Leslie,
Average audience share has been Jean Clarke, June Cunningham
determined at 1.5-2%. Best rated and Barbara Boscoe.* He aim* to
shows get’around 100,000 viewers; bring them over at the rate of
lowest rated (the’tv college courses, 'about one a month for guest ap¬
mainly) play to around 15,000. pearances.
Shows are not necessarily watched
Hamilburg’s basic panel will be
by the intellectual elite, and there recruited from unknowns, but
seems to be no predominance of Ralph Story has been named as
any single income level.
emcee. The show is skedded to
Realizing that it can only excite open on the ABC-TV Hollywood
an educational motive in a fraction outlet in mid-December and If it
of the . populace and that some clicks it will get network hilling
people wyi not be reached at alt the following month.
by an educational channel, WTTW
aspires to get one- or two-program
visitations per week by two-thirds
of the population in its area.
.Studies made by other educa¬ = Continued from pifi 47
tional stations point up the pattern
that audiences increase every addi¬ ! one, sans the picture flopover, and
tional year the station is on the can he made in the middle of a
air. The gray-matter channels in scene. However, KTTV has not
Boston, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, San yet reached the point where it can
Francisco, Houston, Minneapolis ; cut on a word or a syllable. For
and Chicago ’look” alike, using ap¬ its mid-scene cuts, it must cut be¬
proximately the same program-1 tween dialog.
ming,’ and find their audiences act-1 For example, on a “Divorce
ing alike. Bate of audience gain Court” where an attorney had
at each station with each new yeari missed some names, KT^V shot
roughly coincides with the rate of; the two-minute scene over again
gain at, the other educational sta¬ •and cut it in. However, to intro¬
duce the scene, it had to do a
tions, recent studies have, found.
“crowd shot” without dialog, then
have the cameras cut to the attor¬
ney; again at the close of the in¬
sert, cameras cut to the crowd.
However, KTTV expects to over¬
come this problem soon as well.

Latin Radio-TV

Mexican Meet

British TV Shows

INC*

185 THOMPSON ST.
NEW YORK 12. N. Y.
AL 5-8045

Please!
Seats are limited.
Only bona-fide
creative geniuses
need apply.
Thank you,

Skip it/aikm*,

Continued from pas* 31 susss

Corn! TV Setup

vision are shortsighted in faiiihg
to-use their own-great sales tools
to reach the listener and the view¬
London, Nov. 18,
er who are advertisers or potential
The new commercial tv station
advertisers. He warned that “for
the future we can no longer count for Northern Ireland, which is ex¬
on growing /automatically* and that pected to start operating by the
by undertaking a concerted cam¬ end of next year, will reach a popu-'
paign radio and tv won’t be short¬ lation of .over 1,000,000.
The
changed when the national adver¬ service area will include practically
tising budget pie is cut up.”
the whole of Northern Breland, but
“The industry’s 1958.hillings will will not extend across the border
be an increase over 1957,” Mc- Into Eire.
Gannon pointed out, “but what did
The announcement by the Inde¬
we bUl’in ’57? only 18.8% of the pendent Television Authority that
total national budget. That, for the contract to operate the station
media that command the attention had been awarded to a group head¬
of virtually every man, woman and ed by the Earl of Antrim as .chair¬
child in the country, and sell more man, and Including -jSir Laurence
persuasively, more positively and Olivier, William Baird MacQuitty
more economically, than anything and Betty Box, came as a surprise
else ever devised by man, is far to the industry. It had confidently
short,of the percentage that we been suggested over the past year
should and will be hilling.”
| or so that the station would go to
* .
Boom'For All
j another local syndicate of which
George Lodge was the motivating
. There is, McGannon reminded | force.
the convention,/'plenty of room
The board of the new company
and need for radio/ television, includes many prominent Ulster*
newspapers and magazines and as j men. The deputy; chairman will he
many other media as our ingenuity Sir Francis Evans, a former Am¬
can devise, to entertain the public; bassador to Argentina and Israel,
to keep the people informed of de¬ who is, now deputy chairman of the
velopments and to keep our econ¬ ; Northern Ireland Development
omy healthy by stimulating the Council. The Countess of Antrim,
public to purchase the goods and wife.of the chairman, is also on the
services that make our lives richer hoard and other directors include
and fuller.”
> Oscar Henderson and O. W. J. Hen¬
In a “we - practice -what-we- derson, who are directors of the
preach” gesture McGannon dis¬ Belfast News-Letter; ip. ’ - A. C.
tributed do-it-yourself kits which' Catherwood, a Justice of the Peace)
were in preparation for a. year by Prof. J. L. Montrose of Queen’s
WBC, designed for use by both University, Belfast; James J. Mor¬
radio and tv promotion men in ton, who is On the board of a string
of local newspaper*, and Mrs. J. A.
kicking off the campaign.'
vice riiainnan of Northern
Importance of promotion as an Macfcte,
Ireland Hospital* Authorityintegral part of the industry was
perhaps never so pronounced as at
this BPA meeting, with its record
turnout of “professional promot¬
ers./ The comparatively new or¬
ganization has grown considerably SS5S5 Co*ttnv*4 frMt page 3Z - ■ ■
in stature, as evidenced by the at all. CBS Film said the parent
banner attendance at the Chase network is permitting it* to make
Hotel, including a large represen¬ its own decision, but “we haven’t
tation from the networks.
The really made up our minds.” ^No
agenda is strictly 'meat and pota¬ derision/’ from ABC Film, “al¬
toes/’ with a realistic, both-feet-on- though we are attending all NAB
the-grdund exploration into ell as¬ regional meetings.”
(Some ob¬
pects of promotional activity in a servers believe CBS and ABC will
continuing- round of seminars, join Calnat in a "no” stand be¬
panel discussions and shirtsleeve fore long.)
chinfests.
In subscribing .to the
ITC and Gross-Krasne-Sillercredo set forth by BPA prexy Ell man have not reached a derision.
Henry of the ABC network, .Chi¬ In these two eases, there were re¬
cago,' i.e.f “the purpose of this con¬ cent managerial and ownership
vention is to provide you, as a shifts which have delayed the NAB
broadcast promotion representa¬ derisions. Screen Gems has not
tive, with concrete discussions reached a derision; topper Ralph
which will enable you to enjoy end Cohn returns from Europe today
maintain the respect to which you (Wed.).
are entitled,” the delegates have
Ziv, United Artists (ex-AAP)
plunged into the round-robin of and Metro-TV have not decide!.
meetings and debate with an*, en¬ Metro boasman Bud Barry Was out
thusiasm that augurs well for the of town, but the executive who
industry as a whole. —
i___ ■poke-for the company said he
wasn’t even certain whether Metro
had received the letter of renewal
from NAB*

Tskfiln Hmms

Whs Qwt WIm?

SSS -.ContlMe4 from par* St

CBC Vice RCAF
Ottawa, Nov. 18.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp,
has taken ,over radio station
CFWH in Whitehorse, capital of
Yukon Territory. Station had
been operated for 12 years by
Canadian army and Royal Cana¬
dian Air Force volunteers.
It’s the first far-north commu¬
nity served by goverriment-owned
CBC.

PARKINSON'$ WCAE SLOT
Pittsburgh, Nov. 18.
F. Greer Parkinson, head of pro¬
gramming at WBNS in Columbus,
has been named manager of
Hearst-owned WCAE here. Ap¬
pointment becomes effective next
week.
Parkinson has been at WBNS
since 1942.

Christy Walsh Leaving
Bates for Coast OMM

Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Christy Walsh, with the Ted
Bates ad agency for the past five
years, is returning to Hollywood
as Coast manager of Ogilvy, Ben¬
son & Mather. Latter is setting
up its own offices here since ac¬
quisition of part of the Maxwell
House Coffee account, with anoth¬
er major client -undisclosed.
Walsh switches over Jan. 8 from
Bates, where he was broadcast su¬
pervisor on the* Colgate account

St. Loais Mset

name to WNEW-TV, the* relations
apparently grew somewhat worse.
Second, the News admitted it
was bothered by the frequent as¬
sociation by WABD, and later
WNEW-TV, with its own rival for
ayem readership, the
Herald
Tribune. Most recently, WNEWTV and the Trib teamed to pro¬
vide election night (Nov. 4) cover¬
age.
In- any event, the New* had al¬
ready begun discussing with.other
stations tl\e-possibility of shifting
Its radio news feed. When ap¬
proached last week, after the
WNEW announcement, the News
official said that the breakoff with
WNEW was “mutually amicable.”
After the announcement, a Met¬
ropolitan corporate spokesman said
that WNEW was not trying to beat
the News to the punch, but that
the termination of the News ar¬
rangement was decided for “in¬
ternal reasons, and has nothing to
do with the News searching
around.” The radio station plans
to set up an inside news plant,
which eventually will he’utilized
by WNEW-TV as Well.

KTTV Fid* Way

FESTIVM.
PRESENTATIONS,
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ABC Television, this fall, is the only network to increase

sponsors, to our affiliated stations, and most particularly
*

m

f

.-\y

to all the families who tune us in, our thanks.
Iwow! I. National XMmmtiwL andjMcond October report* 19M vr. 1*57. Artrur altar* ef audience for
sponsored programs, 7:30-10:30 pja., NYT. l. Trend** Report* for urn* program period, November, 1958 vs. 1957.
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bull should, the. almost perfect pro¬
totype of a flatfoot on special de¬
tail. Miss Raymond is both a looker
and well dimensioned thespically.
On the supporting line with good,
portrayals were Paul Newlan,
Hoyt, Francis DeSales, Hugh Law¬
rence, Howard Ledig, Charles Vic¬
tor and Richard Rust. Script by
Jack Jacobs and Medford’s direc¬
tion gave this issue a rocketing
runoff.
Helm.

Television Followup Comment
^ Continued from page

well as other Indian sites.
In effect, it was the story of
how powerful corporations with
the help of the Government have
been trying to deprive the Indians
of their reservation lands rich in
natural resources. Tribal leaders
told McCormick how Indians were
being forced to sell their property
through signing termination agree¬
ments. Pressure is brought upon
the Indians by large corporations
and the Government which refuses
to extend both credit and funds,
it was alleged.
Other topics discussed were the
lack of medical facilities, slum con¬
ditions. and the poverty status of
the Indians which finds half of the
tribes unemployed and in des¬
perate need of financial help.
Bern.

video experiment, recalling in
some measure perhaps the most
successful one-woman radio (and
tv) show of all time, “Sorry, Wrong
Number.”
Art.

Wednesday, November 19,’1958

Foreign TV Reviews
^ Continued front page

Kotcheff was very good and switch¬ by tinning Price’s actress fiancee
ed the mood of the piece with per¬ into a cat and then occupying the
fect timing between excitable bldhde’s shapely body. Miss Hird
frenzy and hair-pulling agony, but manages to get Price for Jierself.
never lost the tongue-in-cheek All this mumbo-jumbo might have
basic ingredient ol the piece. been acceptable if there had been
Ed . Sullivan Show
December Bride
Equally good were Timothy a shred of wit in the dialog. As
There was a comedy load on Ed
Considering the fact that “De¬ O’Brien’s sets which were spacious it was the entire show was an em¬
Sullivan’s CBS-TY show Sunday cember Bride” continues to- ham¬ and convincing.
barrassment
(16) but it was pretty lightweight mer away at the same type of
As might be expected when
Theme which Ship has .adapted,
fare. Even Wayne & Shuster, SuL- gag, week in and week out, the fact relates how a seience-fiction-writ- faced with such material, the cast
livan’s Canadian finds, were off that it manages to remain a fairly iiig dipsomaniac develops a rocket plunged into the job with a kind
the track in a satiric piece on dope engaging half-hour is a tribute to ship privately and sends off Jack of desperation rather than con- ~
addiction called “The TV Habit.”
the enthusiasm of cast and the “Pal” Smurch to be the first man fidence. Chief point of interest was
The W&S effort was in question¬ writers.
to set foot on the moon. The orig¬ the first appearance in a tv play
able taste, overlong and the laugh
Lou Derman, Arthur Julian and inal plans for the ship had been of Frances Day, noted musicomedy
meter was hard-pressed.
The Bill Davenport wrote Thursday’s rejected by the Government as star who, for some time now has
Dody Goodman - Arnold Stang (13) CBS-TV presentation around crazy. Story is uncovered by news¬ found a new future as a rock ’n*
opening segment was a tiresome the guestar appearance of Zsa Zsa paperman Peter Hunter (Jon Sul--' roll singer and a tv panel game
affair concerning the “morning Gabor, and though at times ram¬ : livan) who reports to the Presi¬ personality. Miss Day’s exuberant
after the Ed Sullivan show.” bling, with three separate story dent that he can’t run the story personality shone from the screen
Cracks about how bad they were lirtes in the half-hour, script was because Smurch who despite all despite her stupid part which did,
on their guest shots in the “looking bright and amusing, and Fred de else, is thankfully an American, however, enable her to change
backward” patter had an embarras¬ Cordova’s direction moved it along has one of the dirtiest crime rec¬ into a series of different gowns and
Steve Allen Sliow
Steve Allen, rather than the singly true ring. Sullivan joined briskly.
ords in the files.
His mother sweaters. It is hoped, that Miss
guest star roster, was the top in¬ ’em for some inane dialog in the
Miss Gabor is an accident-prone hopes he’s sent to the electric Day will have better luck next
gredient on the NBC-TV show (16). closing part which proved only driver who bangs up Frances Raf¬ chair and other acquaintances wish time, for she is a talented, attrac¬
He set the keynote with his open^ that he should stick to the intros ferty’s car, with hubby Dean Mar¬ him a similar fate. Problem is to tive comedienne.
__ tin threatening to jail the culprit build the no-good into- a public
ing bit on isolation booths, which and the commercials.
Miss Hird worked hard and unkicked the quiz shows while they
Another coriiedic dud was Lou until Zsa Zsa bounces in to admit hero. It becomes a Government rewardingly as the witch, Dennis
were down, and came up with a Costello who took off on a quiz her fault, with Miller pulling the matter With the President taking Price strolled uncomfortably
couple of other nifty sketches with contestant at bat via telephone usual switch of offering to pay her full charge. But Smurch, apart through the role of the author,
the help of his regular troupe. The on a radio show called “Take It Or for damages, plus the customary from being rotten, is also plain Brian Oulton dithered on one note
Allen regulars did a very funny Lump It.” Title of the sketch fawning. Harry Morgan gets his dumb and can’t be trusted. The ! as Price’s servant and Aithna
takeoff on a cool jazz quartet; alone was a tipoff on the nature licks in too, particularly since he’s President and Secretary of State Gover had a couple of gusty mo¬
which may have been a bit too hip of the Costello slapstick. .
the family insurance broker. Act work out the only solution—bump i ments as a belligerent Irish cook.
for a mass audience* and scored
'
Rich.
]
In a change of pace from the 2 takes place in Zsa Zsa’s studio,’ him off and save face.
again with a takeoff on a hammy comedians
Plot was full of unexpected
was
thrush
Roberta
a completely unrelated segment
old vaudevillian. Comic Alan
twists
and
had
a
lot
of
bellylaughs.
TAKE OVER
Young also worked with Allen in Peters. She hit the high notes in wherein she (1) tries to. play Annie Excellent use was made of some YOU
a clever parody on some old an attractive manner. Probably Oakley instead of a dancehall girl old film depicting the funeral pro¬ With Tottie Trumarf Taylor, Martin
Boddey, Duncan Lewis, Peter
the biggest marquee lure on the and (2) goes through a love-scene
British colonials.
cession through the Capital, and
Halliday, Gerald Case, Edward
Sunday stanza was* France (called with a shy new' cowboy star. •
Stanza’s headliner was Anna Frances by Sullivan) Nuyen of the
the use of two real life news¬
Dontith, Sheldon Allen, Michael
Then it’s off to an Accident Pre¬ casters,
Maria Alberghetti, who registered legit click “The* World of Suzie
Ludovic Kennedy and
Crawford, Tony Lyons, Philip
vention
Week
dinner
at
which
she’s
with her looks and pipes on a cou-; Wong.” Her scenes with William
Gerry Wilmot, brought the piece
Lowrio, Tony Tanner
pie of songs.and one bright hoof¬ Shatner served to pinpoint the agreed to be the featured speaker. to life as an almost real event.
Writers: John Whitney and Geof- This provides a literally bang-up
ing number with a pair of male drama’s
Bary. j frey Bellman
soap opera quality butj the finish,“since she appears in the
dancers. Count Basie also was qn
Producer: Leonard Cottrell
with a driving instrumental at the j shot is also sure to simulate ■ b.o. same dancehall costume and talks BENIAMINO GIGLI
Director: David Willmott
action,
as
if
it
needs
any
right
how.
to
the
tune
of
falling
dinnerware,
show’s outset and then closed the]
With
Ott<S"Oierichs,
commentator
30 Mins., Thurs. 8:45 p.m.
Closing
act
was
turned
over
to
turned-over tables and half-a- Producer: TV-DDR (East Berlin)
session with another number with j
BBC-TV, from London
Joe Williams vocalling. The Basie j ‘Baby Opal, elephant trickster. dozen other incidents as the dis¬ Director: Tilo Philipp
“You Take Over” is a new docu¬
Shades
of
“Toast
of
the
Town”
cretv, unfortunately, didn’t have!
tracted male members of the audi¬ Writer: Peter Palm
mentary - type BBC - TV series,
circa 1948.
Gros.
enough time to warm up.
ence fall all over themselves in 50 Mins.; Wed., 9:35 p.m.
which
asks the viewer to accept a
Herm.
their attempts to gander her.
East German TV, from East Berlin position of -authority and respon¬
M Squad
Comedy was broad and some¬
East Germany’s' .tele, which sibility. That makes it automatical¬
One of the sturdier of the
Alcoa Theatre
what obvious, yet Miller, Morgan,
Although armed with a far¬ crimers, with Lee Marvin supply¬ Miss Rafferty, Spring Byington and mostly dedicates itself to Commie ly a challenging and lively enter¬
fetched script, Mickey Rooney de¬ ing the motivating spark, “M Verna Felton made it look fresh propaganda,.brings occasional pro¬ tainment with an offbeat angle.
The show reviewed, the third in
veloped an interesting, at times Squad” continues to roll through and engaging. Miss Gabor looked grams which concern late artists
exciting, one-man performance on the violence cytle on safe rating as if she were having fun, aijd was of international fame. These pro¬ the skein, invited the audience to
grams represent usually good qual¬ accept the position of Governor in
Monday (17) on “Alcoa Theater*’ ground. As Marvin goes so goes a decided plus'in this segment.
ity and entertainment-starved East a Borstal institution — a training
over NBC-TV. He appeared in the series, and his writers give him
Chan.
Germans will probably welcome centre for dealing with juvenile
“Eddie,” a merer about a small¬ enough dialog and situation muscle
them as a refreshing departure delinquents. The Governor never
to
keeD
his
rugged
frame
bristling
time horseplayer and business pro¬
from the run-of-the-mill propa¬ appeared on screen; only his voice
moter who had three hours to with skill and thrill, '
ganda cliche.
was heard.
cough up $1,000 he didn’t own be¬ . In this installment he is charged
This item concerns one of the
The program had merit in that
fore the bookies mussed him up. with tracking down a wily killer
most cheered opera singers of all it gave an insight to the working
crazed with jealousy over his
As written by Alfred Brenner young and attractive spouse, Paula
time—Beniamino Gigli, who died of the institution, but also illus¬
and Ken Hughes, Eddie was not a Raymond. Marvin supplies the
at the age of 67 last year. The trated the unenviable position in
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
sympathetic character. He cheat¬ brawn, John Hoyt the brain and
Jack Wrather Organization, in popularity of this unforgettable which the head man can be placed.
ed, cajoled and wept into a tele¬ Miss Raymond the charm. The parItalian tenor, who probably had The brief narrative was built
phone in an effort to promote cash lay develops tingling excitement still further expansion, has set up the softest belcanto of all the around a young boy whose eatly
in a'hurrsf. But Rooney was be¬ mad mounting suspense that direc¬ Programatic Broadcasting Service famous singers (Caruso included), downfall
undoubtedly been
lievable as the grifter. Trouble tor Don Medford never lets flag. Inc. Programatic provides automa¬ was particularly big in Germany, due to badhad
parental influence. The
was the melodramatic flavor was. Hoyt has successfully liquidated tic 24-hour pushbutton broadcast¬ chiefly explained by the fact that
subject
opened
with an interview
diluted because the script tipped, two of the men who succumbed to I ing and programming for both AM most of the many films .he made
between the Governor and “the
the plot too early in the game. the fatal charm of Miss Raymond—: i and FM stations.
during his lifetime were of German boy’s mother in which he had to
Moreover, what kept cropping up almost. Doggedly pursuing even
Norman J. Ostby, former Coast origin. Moreover, this country’s
in the mind of the viewer to spoil the flimsiest clue, Marvin finally general manager of Mutual Broad¬ opera directors kept partnering explain why he was not prepared
the show was the fact that Eddie comers Hoyt in a gunfight but he casting System who formed the him with this Continent’s best to release the lad at the present
time, although his instructors had
could have left bis apartment at gets off with an insanity plea. Says I
sopranos such as Ema Berger and recommended such a course. A
any time and thereby escaped the narrator Marvin, jealousy can] Don Lee Network for Mutual, has the late Maria Cebotari.
competent professional cast did
been
appointed
"sales
manager
for
thugs.
drive a man to murder. It'was j 11 western states. John Esau, for¬
This E-German presentation, in¬ justice to the perceptive script. .^
brought
out, however, I
The character of Eddie lent it¬ never
telligently written by Peter Palm,
Myro.
mer
general
manager
of
KWWL's
self well to Rooney’s frenetic act¬ whether Miss Raymond plaiyed the
depicted his colorful career in
ing style, and while the program, doxy or was jugt a tease, to justify radio-tv operations in Waterloo- chronological form: Gigli’s first big
Cedar
Rapids,
la.,
will
handle
sales,
produced by Screen Gems, was not his suspicions.
success in Vienna (1914), his glori¬
Marvin bulled it through like a in the east.
entirely successful, it was a worthy
ous years at Milan’s Scala, partly
under Toscanini (until 1919), his
American debut (1920) and his
years at the Met, his return (1932)
to Europe, etc,
The 50-minute show was divided
PERFORMER 1
PRODUCER]
SPONSOR!
into the voice of the commentator
and that of Gigli. The fact that
Gigli was also seen while he sings j
(via excerpts from-his numerous j
German' opera films) made thisj
“NO MATTER HOW YOU LOOK AT IT. . .
program particularly worthwhile. !
Highlights: The great Italian’s ]
voice, of course, his best remem¬
IT’S DESIGNED FOR YOU”
bered airs from such operas as
“Aida,” “La Traviata,” “La BOhe-me,” “Butterfly,” etc.
Hans.

J

JACK WRATHER ADDS
PROGRAMATIC B’CASTING

... THE FINEST IN PROMPTING ..
TAILORED TO FIT YOUR BUDGET . .
DESIGNED TO FIT ALL CAMERAS
HEW YORK
630 9th Aye.
JU 6-6466

CHICAGO
5 W. Hubbard
MO 4-6646

HOLLYWOOD
810 N. Highland
. HO 7-9262

THE WITCHING HOUR
With Thor* Hird, Dennis Price,
Frances Day, Brian Oulten,
Aithna Gover
Writer: Martyn Coleman, (adapted
by Leslie Duncan)
Producers Sydney Newman
Director: James Perm an
65 Mins.: Son. (2) 19:05 pjn.
ABC Network, from Manchester
“Armchair Theatre” has put up
a pretty good standard, so perhaps
it can be forgiven the occasional
boob. But even Hallowe’en Week
is no .excuse for such a fatuous,
drawn-out comedy as “The Witch¬
ing Hour” which, at best, had the
ingredients of a revue sketch.
The nonsensical yarn had Thora
Hird, a spinster who practices'
witchcraft and descends on the
home of Dennis Price, a crackpot
author. There she proceeds to
cure him . of his lumbago with a
sow’s ear and by brewing a love
potion manages to get him to fall
in love with his cook and finally,

HOTEL (/in4 BATHS
Meet A* thoHengo of two Itkolo dioopowliip
foH coo not m Hot Springs whore, os goorf of
the Arlington, you bow country dob pritflogtt.
Enjoy tbo tongy oir; relux in luxury with your
Jody, in tbo owning, ponrpor yourself with our
Continental cuisine. Then, lot our social hostess
kolp you plan a gay owning on tbo town.

Bath* Away Your Achos and Faint
KEEFTITf You'll find thbl Hot Springs'
radiubdfothonnal baths Mothotense
and high blood preswre.
There's a Government rtgiF*
lotud bathhouse F
right in the /
Arlington for j
your private /
convonionco.
Write For Free Color Foldtr To:
R. E. McEACHIN
General Manager
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RABIO-TELEVISION

‘McGraw’ Pre^Alaskan’

Television’s 'Talk’ Kick
- Continued from page 31 ==

programs to be seen on what is vision is that it looms as relief
now described as video’s verbalis- from the overly strict diet of care¬
tic veranda. Ben Hecht, a recent fully scripted, inoffensive escapist
addition to video's on minne¬ programs of the past two years
singers, on WABC-TV, N. Y., is on television, which night after
contributing materially to the art night have induced only passivity.
of conversation and there are Quite likely the natives of Topeka
those who maintain that Garry and Kansas City are restless and
Moore’s chats with Marion Lorne are ready, if not anxious, to be
on his evening show belong in jarred by ideas.
The interview-in-depth show has
this category. A CBS-TV exec, in
discussing the Moore show, ob¬ waned because overall it has been
served: “Conversation was a staple too formal and reportorial to be
on his daytime program, and he’sj lastingly attractive. Generally, the
continuing the attraction now that depth probe i» as good as it is top¬
ical. As for the lightweight, in¬
he’s on after dark."’
formal interview that dates back
‘Small World’ & 'Wisdom*
to tv’s earliest days, it is general¬
CBS-TV proponents cite the ly too puffy and too trivial to be
aforementioned “Small World” as [of much interest any more. The
a choice example of what’s hap¬ conversation shows, if they’re to
pening this season.
“This is be successful, will have to employ
the intercontinental or jet-age a strategy; they will need a cast
version of the simplest and old¬ of two or more bright persons who
est form of communication known not only have something to say
to mankind (one person talking but have it to say to each other.
to another),” a producer observed.
Recalled as possibly the most
“And the conversational ball
Is bounced by aN group of peo¬ inspired show of this kind was that
mounted
a year ago on Chi’s ed¬
ple who, because of space and cir¬
cumstance, would hardly get to¬ ucational channel, WTTW, by U.S.
Steel
in
connection
with a promo¬
gether for a kaffeeklatch, whether
tion in the Windy City called
it be eggheaded or not.
“Chicago
Dynamic.”
The show was
NBC-TV may not possess a
“Small World” but it has its “Wis¬ merely this: a spontaneous gabfest
between
a
couple
of venerdom” series resuming in January—
a purely unadulterated talk show ables who aren’t afraid of sacri¬
lege,
poet
Carl
Sandburg,
and
with such worthies as Van-Wyck
Brooks, James B. Conant, Edith architect Frank Lloyd Wright,
with
Alistair
Cooke
in
the
unnec¬
Hamilton and Gotham’s rambunc¬
tious public servant, Robert Moses. essary role of catalyst. The wit
Also, NBC-TV is giving Chet Hunt- began to flow so fast that the sta¬
tion allowed the show to run 15
ley more and more time to poW- minutes
overtime. (Even pre-dating
wow with personalities on Sun¬
that
was the “Conversation” radio
day afternoon.
Proof positive that the tv talk show put together, with unusual¬
trend is clicking is news that Hol¬ ly successful results, by CBS
prexy Lou Cowan in the days
lywood is about ready to do a when
he was still a packager.)
switch on it. Red Skelton will de¬
Should such a trend ever come
vote his entire Nov. 25 CBS-TV
about,
it would undoubtedly pep¬
show to no talking at all—strictly
pantomime^ that is.
Moreover, per the airwaves with a whole new
cast
of
characters!
William Frawley, a guest on the
show, has agreed to keep mum—
and if this switch isn’t proof that
talk is boffo this season, program
producers want to know what is.
An observer of tv trends put.it
^ Continued from page 29
■ —
thusly: “When there’s a shew
called ‘Keep Talking’ on the air, in¬ proposal at midnight last Saturday,
the
meetings
continued
for
another
evitably a show had to come along
that could be labelled ‘Stop Talk¬ three hours when the dickering
became tense and the industry
ing.’” t
Thei logic in spotting good con¬ asked for an extension of contract,
so
the networks and advertisers
versation as a new trend in telemight have time to consider the
! revised. demands AFTRA agreed
to a 72-hour extension, on the con¬
dition that the networks guarantee
not to use any program tapes it
made during that time, in the event
: of a strike. (AFTRA estimates that
I a third of all -reserve- tapes have
[ been made In the three-day period.)
Networks agreed to the program
tape stipulation.
Subsequently
speculation
developed
as
to
whether this would become a prec¬
edent which would be written
into the final AFTRA code. Apart
from the wages asked in tape
commercials, another sore spot dur¬
ing the negotiations was AFTRA’s
demand that no tapes or kinescopes
made at any time by AFTRA mem¬
bers be used in case of a strike.
For a House Buyfer:
At the time, the networks said'
they couldn’t sign a contract which
At th« emt »f the Palisades 1b Teaafly.
New Jersey. 25 minutes frem the heart af
prevented them from utilizing dur¬
New Yerk—On 1-1/3 acres if exquisitely
ing
a strike programming produced
landscaped privacy with «er«eeus view —
any time prior to a strike.
Stone, hrlek and frame ene story heme —
AFTRA tape commercial de¬
3’i years eld, custom built, oversized rooms
— L.R., D.R„ breakfast room, 3 B.R. —
mands are based on a population
l.e.. LR. 25x16, dreplaee (Geonla Pink
scale by cities. The larger the city
Marble), master B.R. approx 19 x15
in which a tape commercial spot
central fas heat and air eenditlonlni — two
complete baths—2 powder rooms, most medorii
is aired, the larger the payment
kitchen with copper wall even, table top ranee,
for its use. This is the first time
dish washer, disposal, refrigerator, freezer,
AFTRA has sought such an ar¬
laundry With’ do luxe .Westlnfhouse twine,
large screened in patio, large outside patio,
rangement.
The city breakdown
2 ear laraie, automatic radio wavs controlled
was also applied to transcribed
doors, many extras — owner leaving state —
radio spots.
LOWELL 7-1438 {Principals only)
Screen Actors Guild, Actors

AFTRA Closer

ABC-TV .ha** bought the
“Meet MqGraw” reruns to
take over the 9:30 p.m. Sun¬
day slot until the commence¬
ment next spring -of Warner’s
first-run 9-10 telefilm series,
“The Alaskan.” “McGraw” is
expected to begin within two
weeks.
Program- 4qes not have a
sponsor on ABC at the mo¬
ment. Deal foi^the reruns was
made through ABC Film,
which bought world rights to
42 half-hour “McGraws” from
producers Don Sharpe and
Warren Lewis.

ABC-TV’S DAYTIME
‘Look Back and Learn’
PROGRAM‘STANDBYS’ Yidtape Helps Hawkeyes
While no immediate changes
To Lose by Lots Less
are contemplated in its Hew day¬

time programming lineup, ABCTV is continuing to negotiate for
new packages. Network’s "Opera¬
tion Daybreak,” consisting of six
new strip programs, was launched
Oct. 13.
ABC is negotiating for-a Don
Sharpe stanza called “Shopping
Spree.” An audition kinescope
will probably be lensed shortly.
Additionally, ABC is working on
a half-hour dramatic serial, “Hope
Springs.”
Even before ABC went on the
Equity and American Guild of air with “Daybreak,” the network
Variety Artists have- all offered had three audition kines in re¬
their support to AFTRA in the serve, and they still are. Reserve
event of a strike.
programs are “Wheel & Deal,”
“Jig Jag” and “Touch & Go.”
IBEW Strikes WINS
Technicians
o£ . International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
yesterday (Tues.) struck WINS.
N.Y. radio indie, after failure of —j Continued from page 29
the station and the union to agree
on a new contract. Announcers kick-off only a few weeks before
of the American Federation of [NBC’s 9-10 Dinah Shore begins'her
Television & Radio Artists refused jhotspell respite and before CBS’.
to cross thei IBEW picket line, “General Electric Theatre” and
thereby forcing WINS executives “Alfred Hitchcock Presents” go
to take over mike-fronting as well into probable reruns. ABC figures
as the engineering duties.
—as in the case of leapfrogging
It’s the second strike at WINS the opposition by beginning a pro¬
since last summer. . In June, the gram at 7:30 when the other guy
Gotham indie was struck for 13 starts at 8—that a spring jumpoff
days by AFTRA announcers, and will enable ABC to get the audi¬
at that time executiyes were also ence for first-run product and hold
forced to handle the extra micro¬ it once the fall season begins.
phone chores.
Programming

‘Gome of Age’

According to some reports, the
ABC programmers believe they
don’t need much more than “spon¬
sor interest” (if not an immediate
purchase) to ink “quite a few
more” March-April starters.
The affiliate meeting will be the
largest in ABC history. Seventy. London, Nov. 18.
three
basics in attendance (out of
The British television industry
must create the conditions to en¬ 88 possibles! is said by ABC to be
larger
by at least half a dozen than
able it to take its proper place in
the world market, even more ef¬ the next largest session. Unusual
fectively than had been done by part of this is that it’ll be the third
motion pictures. So said Gerald affil meeting this year for the net¬
Beadle, director-general of BBC- work, whereas in years previous
TV, speaking at a Variety Club the most ABC has had was two,
with the usual number being one.
Savoy lunch last Tuesday (11).
He said there was no rivalry be¬
Web had its traditional affil pow¬
tween commercial tv and BBC-TV wow before the NAB conclave and
in international trade. “Their suc¬ added another earlier this fall to
cesses and ours,” he added, “were stimulate interest- in “Operation
good for all; their failures and ours Daybreak,” which premiered Oct.
—if we ever have any—were bad 13.
for all concerned.”
Though ABC is likely to settle
Beadle described tv as a hungry for two affiliate meetings per an-’
animal, hungry for talent and hun¬ num hereafter, the early fall meet¬
gry for money. In the international ing and today’s were called for
sphere, he said, the United States special reasons.. When the network
was helped by the size of its do¬ wants something special—like sup¬
mestic market, but Great Britain port for brand new daytime pro¬
was making important strides de¬ gramming or station support in
spite its smaller home market. “Operation Spring”—it calls a gen¬
Nothing, he insisted, should be al¬ eral basic affiliate meeting.
lowed- to stand in the way of Brit¬
Moreover, this year ABC con¬
ish tv to get its share of interna¬ siders that it’s on the, verge of
tional trade and he appealed to the bursting into the bigtime and, once
film industry to give all possible and for all, holding its position.
backing in the way of sharing tech- i Treyz’s “Hey, guys, look at us!”
nical achievements. The day of pitch today will carry the theme
conventional celluloid and photog¬ “ABC-TV Has Come of Age,” that
raphy was passing and now the tv the scrawny “little kid” ignored by
industry needed full access to all most industryites only a few years j
the latest electronic developments. ago is on a fully competitive level
At the sarqe luncheon. Sir Ian in terms of audience and advertis¬
Jacob, director-general of the BBC, er recognition and getting up there
said he liked a due proportion of; more and more in terms of dollars.:
American material on their pro¬
Slightly under 100 station execs
grams, The Atlantic was getting
smaller every day and the pond ' are paying their own way to N. Y.
to
hear that in the course of a
was now a narrow one. He knew
cf no one who did not enjoy first- season ABC has upped the number
of
different
advertisers for all Its
class American programs, but these
should be matched by the output programming from about 55 to
of Great Britain and the Common¬ [ precisely 67 at the moment.
Network will also report that a
wealth.
gross billing increase of 25% is an¬
ticipated by ABC’ by year’s end.
Houston—William Z. Rozan has As for the net income, ABC says,
been named general manager of [ that will “increase significantly.”
KXYZ. He replaces Fred Nahas,
who is resigning to become co¬
5 More ‘Cimarron*’
owner of tiie Kamin-Nahas-BIumberg Advertising Agency.
Hollywood, Nov. Iff.
NBC-TV has ordered a mini¬
mum of five more “Cimarron City”
segments from Revue Productions,
this in addition to the 13 originally
ordered on the one-hour oater.
Series is on the' web Saturday
nights, with no sponsor. George
Montgomery, Audrey Totter and
John Smith star.

Beadle Hopes the Sun
Will Never Set in TV
On Brit. Global Stake

Fast Action For Strong Ratings!
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Memphis — Charles Brakefield
has moved in as general manager
of WREC-TV and WREC-AM un¬
der the station’s new ownership of
Cowles Broadcasting Co. Sale of
station for $6,000,000 is awaiting
the FCC greenlight. Brakefield,
son-in-law of Hoyt Wooten,
o. and o. of both tv and AM prop¬
erties which were sold to the
Cowles people, was. commercial
chief of the stations before step¬
ping into his new spot

Minneapolis, Nov. 18.
The experiment whereby Coach
Murray Warmouth and his assist¬
ants and gridders were able be¬
tween halves in their dressing
room to see a telecast of the first
half of their game with Iowa last
week, by virtue of the loan to them
of the new WCCO-TV $50,000 tv
tape recorder, didn’t help the
Gophers to victory.
Iowa still won the contest, 28 to
6, but in the second half held the
Hawkeyes to 7 to 6 and Warmouth
considered the experiment of- thus
being able to study immediately
the gridiron action a great success.
“We’d like to try it again,” War¬
mouth said. “By looking at tv im¬
mediately we were able to spot a
few things that helped us in the
second half. We didn't have a lot
of time during the intermission,
but we still' feel we were aided
some.”
After every game Warmouth and
his assistants study the tape to de¬
termine the play of team members
and mistakes.

Spanish TV ‘Gets Out’
Of Madrid Via Barcelona
Madrid, Nov. 18.'
First major Spanish television
link out of Madrid has come about
with successful experimental trans¬
missions from Barcelona via re¬
cently completed relay towers in
Zaragoza. Television circles here
anticipate inception of new Barce¬
lona studios this year. Programs
from Zaragoza were received in
Madrid last month during the Pilar
Festival in the Aragon capital city.
Shortly after, the Barcelona-Zaragoza hookup was successfully
tested.
Lone tv broadcasting station op¬
erating from Madrid is now be¬
lieved to be servicing 40,00 sets
within a 70-kilometer range, with
an estimated average of five view¬
ers per set.
Tele audience will be increased
soon when government - licensed
video receivers go on the market
at $200 each, or roughly half the
going .cost. Low monthly install¬
ment terms have been dictated by
information ministry officals in
charge of Spanish tv operations.
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Writers Guild Plots Affiliation
Continued from pace 1

well over minimum for quality ship in perpetuity of all negatives.
scripting, and have decided to go This is in addition to a fee of
along with an international wage $2,500 to the individual writer
and working condition agreement. (plus regular residuals) and a $10,000 prize for the fest* of 39.
Teeth in Anti-‘Spec’ Rules
While in N.Y., the dozen or so
A committee of judges, includ¬
members of the Council put teeth ing all the past and present WGA
in WGA rules against speculative chapter prexies, will have picked
writing. Chief penalty until now the first 13 yarns by tomorrow
against writers and producers was ; (Thurs.) out of 337 scripts in all.
a fine* but hereafter the WGA ! Judges will not know who sub¬
Council will demand that any pro¬ mitted the scripts, since each will
ducer who violates the prohibi¬ be marked only with a number
tions against spec scribbling > lose when they are being screened.
his union contract. Move will have Writers Such as Ray Bradbury,
the effect of depriving “maverick” Paddy Chayefsky and Rod Serling
producers of any further writing reportedly have pledged them¬
talent whatsover. Topic will be selves to compete on this basis.
taken up again tomorrow (Thurs,)
To all intents and purposes,
when, a Special meeting of the tv-, WGA, East and West, will split the
radio branch of WGA West will profits from the series down the
be held in Hollywood.
middle. Some of the coin is ex¬
WGA members and its council pected to go into pension and wel¬
have objected strenuously in past fare funds, with the rest tabbed
months to “the brain picking” by for whatever intra-union cause is
a difficult minority among pro¬ deemed "important.
ducers.
Feeling is this alleged
Attending the national council
minority practice will contaminate meeting for the west were Edmund
everybody* in time.
Hartmann, prexy of WGA West;
At the council meeting, details Ken Englund, prez WGAW, Screen
of the deal for a half-hour telefilm Branch; Leonard Freeman, v.p.
skein (to be co-produced by WGA WGAW, Television Branch; Michael
and Screen Gems) were clarified. H. Franklin, exec director of
According to its contract, the WGAW, and Melville B. Nimmer,
guild has the absolute say on script legal counsel.
content; “nobody can make a
WGAE had William K. Altman,
change the writer does not want.” Manya Starr, Irve Tunick, exec
SG veepee Harry Ackerman or the director Evelyn F. Burkey and
producers assigned to handle the counsel Richard B. Jablow.’ Erik
39-week deal can recommend Barnouw, « national chairman,
changes and reject two out of ev¬ helmed the Saturday-Sunday ses¬
ery 13 scripts presented to them, sions.
but if it happens a scribe rejects
the changing after two scripts
have already been nixed, then SG
must take the half-hour yarn as is.
Monicker has not been picked, but
Continued from page 28 —^
it is agreed that the skein, which
will be up for network sale, will He asserted that Col. A. Frank
carry the words “Writers Guild” Katzentine initiated the exposure
in the title — probably “Writers of the episode and . should not he
Guild Playhouse” or “Writers penalized by being disqualified.
Guild Theatre.”
The motives for making ex-parte
contacts should be considered.
Union’s Share
Porter said, and Katzentine’s were
Union owns 50% of the pack¬ simply to prevent ex-commissioner
age, which entitles it to a $1,500 Richard A. Mack from being
royalty per segment, plus 50% of swayed improperly by Public
the net ificome and 50% owner- Service.
Paul M. Segal, as the attorney
for L. B. Wilson Inc.—-only appli¬
cant to escape disqualification rec¬
ommendation by the Justice Dept,
or the FCC legal office—hit out at
North Dade Video for hiring exFCC commissioner Robert C. Jones
during the contest. He said parti¬
cipation by an attorney on an offthe-record basis should serve as a
“Guidepost” in determining an. ap¬
plicant’s conduct. North Dade
Video lawyer Nathan H. David re¬
plied that nothing in the record
showed Jones was hired to In¬
fluence the FCC, and “thousands”
of lawyers take part in cases on a
consultative basis without making
an appearance before a tribunal as
an attorney of record.

'Wire-Pulling

I’M GOING TO
TRY THAT CANDY!

Gall Him Noll
Continued from page 31<s=

WGN-TV commercials get
results because WGN-TY
programming keeps folks
watching.
For proof, let
our specialists fill you in bn
some WGN-TV case his¬
tories and discuss
sales problems.

your

In your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV

right back where they started. He
observes that the 25% figure is
about the same for tv, but that
the western product is concen¬
trated in prime hours.
Current western rage, according
WCBS-TV and WRCA-TV put. the
tensions of the present day, the
international problems, the every¬
day problems of taxes, business,
anxiety. “With a western, the av¬
erage guy can sit hack and relax
and forget his problems. For the
professional man, the city dweller
or the person who is generally con¬
fined, there’s the added feeling
that the guy riding his horse in
the wide open spaces coiild be
him.”
As to the qualifications for a
“good” western. Holt points out
that “we can’t make ’em for the
Harvard man alone.” But a show
heeds a good premise, a good story
out of which must flow a minimum
of action, and a likeable and be¬
lievable star. Stories must be be¬
lievable—“we've learned to save
ourselves a good deal of trouble,”
Holt says, “by asking ourselves
about a particular story, ‘Could
this really have happened?’ ”
Stories must also have honest
characterization, and Holt owns up
to the fact that within -a 25-minute
teleplay, that’s a problem, along
with the dual problem of eliminat¬
ing holes in the story that might
cause confusion to the viewer. His

solution, used in “Fargo,” is the
©^-screen narration by star Dale
Robertson, which fills in the holes,
bridges the gaps iif jhe story, and
simplifies plot enough to enable
Holt to stage “three of four scenes
with some real depth to them.
Sure, we could have used a couple
of extra scenes to develop the plot,
but we didn’t have to with the
narratiop. and therefore we- were
able to 'concentrate more on char¬
acterization.”
As to casting a western star. Holt
has three principal qualifications—^
“he’s got to have acting ability,
he’s got to be able to handle phys¬
ical action well, and he’s got to be
able to ride.” As to that fourth
qualification, the indefinable qual¬
ity ot appeal or what Holt simply
terms “oomph,” he admits'that “if
I knew how to pick ’em every time
I’d be sitting in a little office doing
nothing but making a lot of
money.” But in “Fargq” starring
Dale Robertson, * he feels Tie’s got
all four assets, and hopes*to repeat
on “Gunshot Smith,” though he’s
been through 128 contenders for
the lead and hasn’t. made a final
choice yet, though narrowing down
the field to three.

E. German TV
55^5 Continued from pat* 47 —_

cernes the star of a “Person to
IPerson” show as the reporter goes
.into his own for a “personal”
planned chat about his great party
achievement.
Newsreels from the recent
Leipzig fair included shots of the
friendly Red Chinese delegates and
other trade groups who are con¬
sidered friends of the Reds.
And even the quiz contest format
has been stolen by the Red pro¬
ducers, with such fascinating
queries as “When did Lenin return
to Russia to lead the revolution
that freed the people?” A few
East German marks are the prize]
for the contestant who has the
right slant on the "subject.
. Anti-American dramas are an
ever-popular * item on the Soviets'
programming, with “Joe Hill, the j
Man Who Never Died,” about
American lynching, so “.popular”
that the East Germans .re-did it
three times, “due to the over¬
whelming requests of our watch¬
ers,” they claimed.
Another anti-American play, “IAm Guilty,” told the tale of two
American officers who broke down
because of guilty ’ feelings regard¬
ing America’s preparations to drive
the world into war. Somewhere the
Reds had arranged for American
service uniforms for the pair of
actors to wear, but the East Ger¬
mans who played the roles had the
typical bushy long haircut that’s
much more common with their own
soldiers than the actual American
Teheran, Iran, Nov. 18.
crewcut head.
Television of Iran, the first com¬
Parades in celebration of Com¬
mercial television station in the munist party dates and presenta¬
Middle East, was opened officially tions of medals for those who have
recently by His Majesty, the Shah- helped the Soviet cause pepper the
in-Shah. of Persia. As the first newscasts. Camera technique is
commercial station in this area and inferibr, with generally just one
the first between Europe and camera for studio shows, and it is
Bangkok, Television of Iran is an¬ generally trained on the subject
other milestone in this ever-ex¬ for the entire show, without closepanding communications medium 1 1 ups or angle shots. Most of the
of television.
j live shows look like the old movies
Television of Iran will reflect that slow down American teleview¬
the art, music and social develop¬ ing, with the shoddy clothes of the
ment of Iran, presenting this age- ijien and the shapeless, ugly, darkold culture in a new electronic cdlored garments of the women
light. It has assumed for itself that are generally worn in East
a most difficult task of opening Germany. Glamour and excitement
with 60% of its programs live, and are just about unkhown commodi¬
will be on the air four hour£ a ties.
night, seven nights a week right
Commercials, qf course, are
from the beginning. It will cover plugs for the party with all the
the news and special events. It subtlety of the Soviet hammer and
will present its own music, drama tongs.
arts and teaching.
The entire
.field of information and entertain¬
ment will be broadcast.
The equipment is all 525 line,
American standards, built by RCA.
Continued from pace 28 ___
The estimated distance of the sig¬
nal is 60 miles. The commercial women liked variety best of all
organization of program sponsor-; with general drama placing second.
ship is based on American com-, Quiz shows-proved to be the most
mercial television standards. The 1 unpopular with both sexes.
owners of the station, the Habib!
Cunningham 8c Walsh su^ey
Sabet family,
are prominent showed other activities to be on
business leaders in Iran. The two i the decline. “There is less reading,
sons, Iradj and Hormoz Sabet, smaller attendance at movies and
were educated hi the United States at sports events.” The Videotown. I
and have brought to Iran many study was based upon a probability j
American business ideas and prac¬ sample "of 1,068 families.
tices.
Station manager of Television
Houston’s AM Spurt
of Iran is A. Vance Hallack, who
Houston, Nov. 18.
came to Tehran from Bagdad
Radio, relegated to the role of -j
where he organized and managed subordinate medium after the ad- J
Television of Baghdad, being On vent of tv, has. come back strong,
loan to the Government of Iraq according to a survey made by
by the D.S. Government.
John Smith, sales manager of
KTRH.
Smith’s industry survey of the
Houston market shows that 10 local
radio stations now have aggregate
gross billings of more than $5,000,000, with an estimated payroll- of
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
; Paul Nickell has been set to di¬ $1,163,200.
rect and Pat O’Brien to costar with
Total number of employees in
continuing topliner Barry Sullivan the radio field in the city is 227,
in the pilot tape of “Savage Is the according to the survey.
Name,” CBS-TV’s first half-hour
taped dramatic entry. Pilot will be
done Dec. 14, instead of Nov. 28 as
originally planned, because of an
earlier* O’Brien commitment.
Continued from pace 28 ——^
Stan Rubin, CBS' producer who
was to have helmed “Savage,” has Storer, McConaughey said) that
been taken off the pilot because of he “might” throw about $10,000
his producer chores on “Peck’s worth of legal business to McConBad Girl/’ another half-hour CBS naughey’s ’fcon, George Jr., in law'
taped properly on which the web practice in Columbus, Os McConis pre-taping an entire cycle of 13 naughey said -he was “shocked”
shows. Exec producer Norman Fel¬ by the suggestion “but did not
ton will actively helm the “Savage” consider it a bribe.” The former
pilot, with creators Gwen and FCC chairman said -he promptly
Irwin Gielgud-working closely with changed the subject and believed
Felton on the pilot. Joseph Gant- he left Reed with the impression
man'has been set as associate pro¬ that he was not interested in pay¬
ducer.
offs to relatives.
McConnaughey said he didn’t
Pittsburgh —- Donald Trageser,
report
the incident either to the
sales chief of KDKA, has been
elevated to assistant general man¬ FBI or fellow commissioners “be¬
cause
I
didn’t Consider it to be a
ager of the Westinghouse radio
| bribe.”
station under Les Rawlins.

Iran TV Bows As
1st Coml Station
In the Mideast

‘Videotowa’ Stidy

Nickell to Rein, O’Brien
To Costar in ‘Savage’

McGoRiaaghay

‘Bingo-at-Home’ To
Fade as WNEW-TV
“Birigo-at-Home” is being can¬
celled at year’s end by WN&W-TV,
following the defection of the two
principal sponsors of the cross-theboard daytime giveaway on the
N.Y. channel. General Foods pulls
out at the end of November and
Standard Brands is giving notice
too.
Program went on the air in N.Y.
approximately a year ago with a
big. publicity bang, but the 3:304:30 daily hingo takeoff his neve*
clicked on the ratings. Four months
ago, WNEW-TV (then WABD) said
that the sponsors were continuing
on the program despite low ratings
because the show was selling mer¬
chandise. Apparently, -this is no
longer true.
WNEW plans to build a new live
program strip around Monte Hall,
emcee of “Bingo.” Hall’s new
stanza will retain the same time
slot as the cancelled show.

FM UNLIMITED’S
‘COME ON IN’PLAN
Chicago, Nov. 18.
FM Unlimited, national spot reppery for FM stations exclusively, is
testing a package plan in the Chi¬
cago and. Milwaukee areas by
which an advertiser may buy mul¬
tiple stations in the same region at
a special ^‘network” discount.
Bargain plan has a twofold pur¬
pose: to acquaint- agency buyers
with the medium and to give satu¬
ration potential inasmuch as the
various stations have diverse pro¬
gramming concepts and presum¬
ably play to different audiences.
Purchaser may take two, three or
four stations in the same area, the
discount depending on the number.
Stations participating are WFMF,
WN3B and WFMQ, Chicago, and
WFMR, WQFM, Milwaukee.
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COPYRIGHT ACT UNDER FIRE
Rap Longhair Symphs, Legit Orchs
For Iron Curtain’ Vs. Negro Tooters

OFFICIAL STUDY

ASCAP, Justice Dept Order to Set
UflCfQ CHAIICF New Pattern for Payoff, Logging, Vote

-—4. Washington, Nov. 18.
A so-called “iron curtain” of dis-4-;By JAY LEWIS
!
crimination against Negro musiHUT 1
J
Music Yes, Toys No
Negotiations between the Juscians, ranging from Carnegie Hall
KMI AWITOS
Washington, Nov. 18. I
Washington, Nov. 18.
“c* DePartm<®‘
American
to the Broadway legit houses, has
. ,, . '
.
,.
A new Copyright Office study
The Internal Revenue ServSociety of Composers, Authors &
come under fire by the New York
Broadcast Music Inc is making
adds up to a strong case for scrap¬
Urban League, an interracial social *»'ards to 44 top country & west- ping the controversial compulsory
ice has ruled that inexpensive
Publishers
are moving
along
service agency. An Urban League ern songs of the past 12 months
plastic castanets intended pristeadily and attorneys are exlicense provision and allowing a
Survey made of various show biz * *be,. seventh annual .country free play situation between music
marily for children are subject
pected to enter a consent order in
the next few weeks iii New York
and concert media supported the
T
publishers and diskeries.
I to the manufacturers excise
tax on musical instruments if
Federal Court, Variety learned
organization's charges of a systemSignificantly, the study, and
they
are
“described,
displayed
here yesteday (Mon.),
atic pattern of job exclusion based
others, will form the basis for the
on race and color, particularly In J!®?*®” of the tunes and 27 pub- general revision of the copyright
and advertised as musical inThe three Complaints against
the longhair field.
,
.. . | law which the Copyright Office will
struments.”
ASCAP which are getting the max T
, ,
xt. x xt.
The country disk jockey fete is
If advertised or. displayed as
jor attention are (1) distribution
The study revealed (1) that the
held this year by WSM, recommend to Congress in a year
’“commercial toys designed
of royalties; (2) the so-called
N. Y. Philharmonic Symphony So- Nashville, origination point of or so.
weighted vote problem; and (3)
Elimination of the compulsory | mainly for children” they can
ciety and the Metropolitan Opera «.Grand QV Op’ry” which is soon
escape the tax, IRS decreed,
procedures used in ASCAP song
Orchestra never employed a Ne- marking its LOOOth show on the license would let composers and
——■
in
■■
i
■
■
surveys.
gro musician; <2) the Little Orehes- air.
music publishers pick and choose
tra Society employed a Negro
'
_,_
among recording companies in
vv |
n
Attorneys at the Justice Dept.
woman violinist (of extreme, fair
selling reproduction rights and also
f|Mff | Inlntr M Air
821(1
is "Lerribly difficult” to pin
complexion) during the 1955-57 /I
IT
f
f
a
lY V
allow them to name their own sales
lUlUk A/Vlaj 1 Ul
down an exact date for the action
**
*
“but we are hopeful that we can
seasons; <3) The City Center N. Y. \nj 1
I IMItfliair
AVUrhQH* FllllC price. Present provision requires
Ballet Orchestra and City Center i^Cid AiVlIKIIflH
LvIKIIflll 1 IHJu
Ullu publishers to allow any -diskery
f|uf f
_•
achieve our goal within the next
Opera Orchestra has only employed
w
to record their compositions as long J
one Negro in its entire history; ¥
*. IIF
A/f as the statutory payments—^me¬
(4) The Symphony of the Air en- |f|
1|| Knt
Ky*lt WfU*C0
WAVCA lilt
IIVT chanical royalties—are forthcom- j
Justice Dept, were sparked by the
gaged three Negro musicians in All
HI Villa VTvIvC
VTvIuC vll
vli
ing.
Af A
in f
I
recent Congressional probe Into
1956 but they were not rehired due
_
Copyright Office economist Wil¬
Iff
AVI
AF
I
.arrk
as CAP’S setup.
Complaints
f|l|
•
fT O
to the alleged activities of a small ITI
•¥*■
P liam H. Blaisdell, author of the
VI rkUXJlXl UUiUO against the Society were voiced
core of orch members who enI lion
|1QTI II V1ACA
tlACA HI IUN
I \ new study, argues that the fears
by several publisher members
AI1CI11 A UyvV
UUOv ill
111 Uakla which prompted the provision in
gaged in a racist campaign; and
AUCU1
The American Society of Com- against the payoff procedures.
1909 have never come to pass. It was posers. Authors & Publishers has
(5) , the Summer Concert Orchestra
at Lcwisohn
Lewisohn Stadium and the
Publishers of longhair music In thought at that time that unless been given a temporary reprieve,
Goldman Concert Band in Central Britain face far more economic recording rights were open to all at least, on a court order giving I
■
, H 1
Park use no Negro musicians.
hazards than their counterparts in comers, one giant diskery might Broadcast Music Inc. the right to InQVTlimiHlf VAlAC
The defense of the most of the U.S., according to Alan C. Frank, monopolize the field by buying up inspect its performance records. AUull lllllvll l LFCUvO
longhair groups under attack is manager of the Oxford University the catalogs of the better pub¬ BMI, one of the defendants in the
that no Negro musicians have ever Press music department in London. lishers.
suit o the 33 ASCAP songsmiths
II*A (fiAA AAA AAA
Noting the highly competitive against the broadcast industry, won
(CnTiHTviieri
, ship
Frank,
speaking
at thePuWlslier,
memberHlf 1uI|rI I[|b| I Hill
(Continued nn
on naw
page 64)
meetillg
of Music
state of industry now, Blaisdell the right to ASCAP’s cards in
HU VTVVjVUUjUVV
Assn, in New York recently, said said: “The probability of a high N.Y. Federal Court several weeks
IIF If HF li
that boxoffice requirements have degree of centralized control by j ago on the grounds that it was
Music instrumental sales during
■w Allr Uf q||7AC
resulted in fewer performances of any one company does not appear necessary for the defense’s prep- 1958 will hit the $400,000,000
nCIn VV ullLCd
contemporary works than the com¬ to exist in the ranks of the music j aration.
marker this year, maintaining the
poser or publisher needs to make
Now, however, the trial pro- pace set last year. However, major
(Continued on page 64)
m
|\ . ¥1
1 these works profitable.
ceeding have come to a complete miit sales of pianos and organs
I A I IAi I OhAl
He pointed out that fees accruhalt pending a decision by N.Y. have dipped slightly from last
AU VUl LuUvl ing from 13 performances in the
Federal Judge Edward Weinfeld year, according to the year-end reU.S. are adequate to support pubon a motion by the defendants to port of the American Music ConHollywood, Nov. 18.
lication. In Great Britain, howdismiss the case. Special master ference prexy William T. SutherLawrence Welk is shifting his ever, 13 performances, if not broadHarold M. Kennedy, who is pre- land. Projecting the growth of the
disk affiliation from Coral Rec- fast, do not pay half the publish(Continued on page 64)
industry over the next 10 years, ♦
ords to Dot. Welk had been a hot i°g costs. One of the mainstays of
--he predicted . annual instrument
package seller on the Coral label, the contemporary longhairs in
sales of $800,000,000 by 1968. AMC
Memphis,. Nov. 18.
(Continued on page 62)
a Decca subsid, for the past several
fnlnmhia
Wank
Part
represents
the leading manufacSam Cooke, rock ’n’ roll singer, UUHimUkl TTflOLS 1 411
years via his tv exposure.
—-turei*s in an industrywide promowas injured, one of his traveling
The switch to Dot follows along * i
/<** i 1 i»\ iv 1
Of
Ymac uane
falro lor
for Wl5l
fact
tional
campaignthe lines set by such other ex- jQIHlliy I KQuOiPQ ) MlfoS caravan was killed and three other
Ul Allias
While
the pane has maintained
performers were also injured in an
as Steve Allen and
*
Coral pactees -as
its basic 8ales position, electric orauto mishap at Marion, Ark,, about
Don Cornell.' ‘It’s a reunion with
IxAfc (j) II nil* ttnrp IHIIPS
jJClOlAOulS
lmunoong
gans
have
opened a new market
15
miles
from
here.
Theile for whom they re¬
reuw WIUpiC raUIC lIlUCo
Bob: Theile*
With the original Broadway cast for musical merchandising, SutherCooke was reported in good con¬
corded
cqrded when he was pop artists &
T|«fn flirietmac CrAAFP dition at Crittendon Memorial Hos¬ package of- “Flower Drum Song” lan(1 said. He stated that sales of
renertoirfr. .chief >at
.at CoraL Thiele
Ullw vlinSUllfla UrUUlC
repertoire^
is now Dot’s veepee-a&r head.
With his “Rudolph The Red- pital in West Memphis, Ark. Ar¬ due for a late start in the Christ- organs _wiU Continue to . benefit
---Nosed Reindeer” riding into its thur Kunnmgham, 42, of Brooklyn, mas buying season, Columbia Rec- ^rom the desire foT music which
ords* sales department is moving 1138 beeil the backdrop of the in■
)
(it l’l
1L
10th year, composed Johnny Marks a member of Cooke’s band, died at in
with a special “advance order” strumental market since the end
$
is adding “I Heard The Bells On the hpspital about four hours after
the crash with a truck, on U. S. campaign. The. drive is pegged on °*
war*
tw ari‘
•
fi* l
Day” and “Rockin’ Highway 61. •
the fact that the package probably
Other members of Cooke’s crew won’t hit the market before Dec. /i
i
,• n
i •
Via Tionn Wifll
1 Heard The Bells On Christmas injured included Cliff White, 36, 15 and that a lot of business could beil6 AUStlH jlfonOIlg
__
_ r , n ,
f 14 1HJU|* filUI JaUvUil Day,” which was inspired by a Los Angeles, in fair condition, and be lost if the “shop-early” Yule
II ftf FriRP PrniArl
RCA Victor and Sabena, Belgian Henry Wadsworth Longfellow Louis Rawls,^also of L.A., in seri¬ .buyers aren’t .made aware of the
lldU UI
airline, have tied up to promote poem, will be centered on Harry ous condition at Kennedy Veterans fact that the disking of the new
Richard Rodgers-Oscar Hammer- ^
l?nr MlfCFpInTIC in N A
the
diskery’s new
“Holiday Belafonte’s RCA Victor platter. Hospital here.
IfiU&uailS ID il.U.
State troopers said that Cooke and stein 2d tuner will be available heAbroad” series of LPs. Each of the The di _xery is planning a simulNew Orleans, Nov. 18.
LPs was cut m Europe by a top taneous international release of his crew were enroute to Green¬ fore the Xmas deadline.
ville,
Miss.,
from
St
Louis
to
play
|
Col’s
sales
department
has
A
project
to
set up a Musicians
orch in London, Paris, Dublin, the disk. Mark publishes the tone
a one-nighter. The truek driver prepared display material for dis- Hall of Fame here, along the lines
Vienna, Lisbon and Rome, all via his St. Nicholas firm,
who
smashed
into
Cooke’s
car
was
tributors
and
dealers
pointing
up
of
the
baseball
pantheon in Coopserviced by Sabena.
The new Marks’ song, “Rockin'1
its “Flower Drum Song” property erstown, N.Y., is. the works here
The
is offering
consumers j
Th! Cbristmas
Tree" was not hurt,..police said.
J.UC airline
axiiUAV IS
UX1C1XXXS wxiouxxxMS
,
and
has
developed
special
order
sparked
by
vet
singer Gene Au$a special 45 EP dealer traffic
by Brenda Lee for Decca.
. "7“” :-:—:—
blanks for dealers so that the disk tin and a flock of state politicos,
builder through a series of con- The Dfpca suite at the Nashville PACTPONP AT AM PPPPH
buyers
can
reserve
their
“Flower
Austin,
a
top
vocal
name in the
matf ads and radio soots
suiper mag
spots as convention this weekend will he * Ujll UlTLi ALAil iKllD
Drum Song” copies for their Xmas 1920s who’s again become active
well as through 2,500 travel agen- aec°rated with a Christmas tree as
gift-buying. The plan is being con- on disks and personal appearances,
cies. The sampler includes one a ?£,onlollonal sendoff for the disk..
centrated on Boston, where the started his career ‘here in 1916
number from each of the “Holiday nnr*^ndolph ’ has sold over 2,000,Boston, Nov. 18.
tuner is in its pre-Broadway try- when he was 16.
Abroad” LPs plus a coupon good ;Hunn“S®{ C0^ie8 and more than
Trial of disk jock Alan Freed on
Philadelphia, New York and
The New Orleans Chamber of
for a $1 reduction in any dealer’s -f'L°°0,000 records. For this year charges of inciting a riot during a
store on the albums.
f£5r.e are LI- new recordings high- rock ’n’ roll show at Boston Airena other key areas where Broadway Commerce, among other groups,
show
albums
are
potent
sellers.
has
also been invited to cooperate '
Tn addition
odditinn to
tn a
a national
national camcam- -Rudoloh
.byThoHugo
Winterhalter’s
In
P.d nt,
h ^ • 7r s last Feb. 16 has been postponed to
~
in setting up a museum honoring
paign via distribs, Victor is push-, Cha Ch „
ReiJdeer January in Suffolk Superior Court.
musicians and performers who
tnp the travel LPs via a disk ^na
on RCA Victor. There Boston newspapers carried paid ad¬ Mira Trtflfl C Rr nan wav
lume 1UUU5 Druaaway
have contributed to jazz and pop
pricey coyest feeing 18 trips ^ud^h^Mar^ "f0 S^gle\Sl vertisements seeking witnesses who
Houle PvArncf IP Qlrzwl music in general. A committee
via the Sabena line.’WiUiam I.
Marks ^9 baa 125 attended the Arena concert and re¬
iiCatlo Jut Cl Col Li uACu recruited from show hiz writers
(Bill) Alexander, Victor’s ad-pro- ChrStn^s
gf!°f w hil called Freed’s announcements or
Everest Records is going into will be asked* to make nominations
moUon chief, set the co-op deal.
.
comments or witnessed incidents.
second
release this month with 12 to tbe HaH of Fame,
colleges and churches. Marks’ Several persons were injured in monaural and stereo recordings.
Austin’s initial list of suggesrioting which followed the show.
Judge Daniel O’Brien, assigned The new series will be highlighted tions include Nick La Rocca, writo preside at the trial, permitted-; with the biographical text-picture ter of “Tiger Rag,” one of the origthe continuance of Freed’s case package, “Mike Todd’s Broadway.” inal jazzmen; Ted Lewis, Jimmy
The six-page double jacket Todd Durante, Gene Goldkefte, Louis
after a confab with Assistant Dis¬
Dimilri Tiomkin’s “Rhapsody In
;——
trict Attorney Edward M. Sullivan album illustrates highlights of the Armstrong, Benny Goodman, Paul
Steel,” specially composed for an
ANKA TOURING AGAIN
late
producer’s career and con- Whiteman, Louis* Prima, Kudy Yaland counsel for Freed.
industrial film of the same name;
Ottawa, Nov, 18.
. tains tunes from his shows con- lee, Paul Ash, Ferde Grofe, Isham
produced by the U,S. Steel Cotp.,
Paul Anka, Ottawa chanter, is
ducted by Jack Saunders, Todd’s Jones, Ben Pollack, Duke EllingHefti Forming Band
will be disked by the Pittsburgh away on his fifth European junket
musical director. The Williams ton, Thomas (Fats > .Waller, George
Symphony for Capitol, William in‘less than two years.
Neal Hefti, who’s been concen¬ package contains a brief spoken Gershwin, and others,
Steinberg conducting.
Anka’s three-month tour will trating on- arranging for the past foreword by the conductor de- . Meantime, a tettii£oi$aL4inner
The 22-minute cartoon-edtica- cover spots in Belgium, Germany,’ several years*, is forming an. Hr scribing the atmosphere* surround- is being prepared fei* ' La -Rocca,
tional--short is distributed: giratis Sweden,1 Norway, Algeria, then to piece dance^ orch.
ing the recording which the com- credited by some ‘with. Inventing
fot-theatrical exhibition ’by'*-the Faris. for Dec. 10 opening of a: He’s currently looking for a poser had planned to attend prior \ the word ‘ j :zz,” originally spellcompany.
month at the Olympia theatre.
femme vocalist.
to his death Aug. 26.
j ed “jass.” He’s now 69.

Long Delay For
BMI Inspection *zz?^ ^
Of ASCAP Cards

Sam Cooke, 3 of Trodpe
Injured, 1 Dead in Auto
Crash at Marion, Ark.

Victor Holiday Abroad
n
LP Albums Hying High

£

Gene Austin Sparking
11811 of Fame’ riUJCW
Project
For Musicians in N.O.

TRIAL IN HUB TO JAN.

Tiomkin’s ‘Steel’ to Be
Forged on Wax by Cap S
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Jocksr Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS
Glenn Miller Orch (20th-Fox). and in this package young Eydie
The new 20th-Fox label launches Gorme shows how it can be done.
its “blockbuster” package cam¬ Working in a repertoire that goes
paign with this attractive two- as far back as “I Don’t Care” and
pocketer of Glenn Miller sound¬ up to the “Baubles, Bangles and
tracks from his 20th films, “Or¬ Beads” of a few years ago, with
chestra Wives” and “Sun Valley songs as “Guys and .Dolls,”
Serenade,” Although RCA Victor “Johnny One Note,” “Thou Swell”
already has brought in a bundle and “My Funny Valentine” thrown,
via a Miller revival, the 20th-Fox in to fUl the gaps, the package
diskery will do okay in the market abounds in promanship in material,
with this latest MiUer disk trans¬ vocalizing and even Don Costa’s
position. Band recorded the pix in sHck orch backing. There's nothing
the 1940’s but the studio engineers obscure in 'her selections but
managed to get a full fidelity neither is there anything obvious
sound even then and it’s been per¬ about her treatment.
fectly shifted to the disks. The
Jimmy Joyce Singers: “A Christ¬
NEIL SEDAKA..THE DIAKY
tunes are standards from the Mil¬ mas
to Remember” (Warner Bros.).
(RCA Victor).. .No Vacancy
LAWRENCE WELK Presents
ler books and win give a Hft to For those
stocked up with the tra¬
those who know the late band¬ ditional Christmas
Neil Sedaka's “The Diary” (Aldonf) brings a hot new teenage
THE LENNON SISTERS leader’s
carols and
work
as
well
as
to
those
Cubby, Brian and Junior Band in
rock V roller to the fore. The ballad fits right into the jean market’s
hymns,
“A
Christmas to Remem¬
who don’t. The double-spread ber” is somewhat
“ALL
AROUND
THE'
current tastes and it’s belted with the force that wins fans. “No
memorable
in
photo of the band, featuring such that it freshens up some of the
MERRY XMAS TREE”
Vacancy” (Aldonf) is in a swifter mood and also good for lotsa play.
names as Ray Anthony, Billy May, chches and presents some interest¬
B'W “Outer Space Santa”
*
*
*
Tex Beneke,' Hal McIntyre, etc.,
(Coral No. 9-62053)
new seasonal efforts through
makes an attractive display to help ing
THE CHIPMUNKS...
. THE CHIPMUNK SONG
the work of cleffers Ralph Freed
push the set on the retail level.
and Grace Saxon. The Jimmy
(Liberty) ... Almost Good
“WHEN I’M HOLDING YOUR
Nat King Cole: “The Very Joyce Singers express the writers’
HAND” (Wood*) provides the
The Chipmunks’ “The Chipmunk Song’’ (Monarch*) is a nifty
vocal excitement that makes noise Thought of You” (Capitol). It’s works attractively.
novelty out of Ross (“Witch Doctor”) Bagdasarian’s pen. Its
with the teener trade. “TO THE taken for granted that a new Nat
“The Kalin Twins” (Decca). This
Christmas peg makes it a surefire spinning bet for this time of
END OF THE WORLD” (Marmi*) King Cole set wiU be as tasty and package is strictly for the teen
year. “Almost Good” (Monarch*) has a driving beat that will at¬
pounds its message across in a as musicaUy romantic as his pre¬ trade. The young boys have devel¬
tract juke interest.
vious efforts which virtually insure oped a foUowing with the jean
familiar manner.
*
*
*
Cliff Richard (Capitol). “MOVE a good sale.' “The Very Though of crowd through their “When” and
BRENDA LEE. . ROCKIN’ AROUND THE CHRISTMAS TREE IT” (Wood*) presents a song and a You” is no exception except that.| “Forget Me Not” single clicks but
time Cole gets some expert whether they can do as weU in the
singer that the rockabilly set this
(Decca) ...
Papa Noel
orch accompaniment from Gordon packaged
could take to in a big way. “HIGH Jenkins,
goods market is ques¬
giving the package an tionable. Their
Brenda Lee’s “Rockin’ Around The Christmas Tree” (St.
hits are re¬
CLASS BABY” (Kalitht) makes added selling
plus. The repertoire prised here for pop
Nicholas*) sends cut the Yule flavor with a swinging beat and
quite a bit of its lpwdown rocking contains rich ballad
those who prefer
material
that
rendition for solid impact on the teenage crowd. “Papa Noel”
groove in a way. that could keep Cole stirs up in a quiet but effec¬ their juke items in an LP display.
(Champion') will spread some good will in the Cajun market.
the jukes busy.
tive manner.
Hildegarde: “The Incomparable
*
*
*
Jere Snyder (Big B.) "ALL I
Urbie Green Orch: “Jimmy Mc¬ Hildegarde” (Design). Hildegarde,
AM
IS YOU” (Miner*) is a pretty
a
hotel-room
name through engage¬
HARRY BELAFONTE,
ballad enhanced by the vocal Hugh in Hi-Fi” (RCA Victor). Vet
I HEARD THE BELLS ON CHRISTMAS DAY treatment which indicates that ASCAPer Jimmy McHugh gets a ments at chic supper clubs around
the country, ought to become a
weB-deserved
and
weU-presented
Jere Snyder is a comer. “HOW
•(RCA Victor)...Mary, Mary
household name through her show¬
OLD MUST I BE” (MRler*) gives salute by trombonist Urbie Green. casing in supermarkets via the lowHarry Belafonte’s “I Heard The Bells On Christmas Day” (St.
the young thrush another likeable There’s a hip feel put into the price ($1.98) Design LP. Her softNicholasi) is an important contribution to the more serious side
McHugh evergreens but this gives
showcase.
of the Yule spinning season and will hit a big payoff on all levels.
’em a new spark and buUds plenty styling on baUads, her Continental
Betsy Jones (Kapp). “MY NUM¬ of interest. There are 28 McHugh attitude on several items, and her
“Mary, Mary” (Julief) is just another of the affected Christmas
BER
ONE
LOVE”
(Peert)
counts
items that seem to come up every year.
melodies in the set, offered in overaU joie-de-vocal gets a good
a swinging folk-round for its medley or full-blown deUvery, and showcasing here with effective help
*
*
*
spinning puR and it should win it serves as a good sampling of the from a keyboard backing. The '
Design boys, however, could make
TONY BENNETT.LOVE LOOK AWAY over some of the platter jocks. composer’s work.
“IT’S NO SIN” (Algonquint) is an
the package more attractive with’
(Columbia) .. . Blue Moon
The Four Lads: “Breezin' Along” a better editing job on the back
attractive item that makes Betsy
Tony Bennett’s “Love Look Away” (Williamson*) is a richly,
(Columbia). Most of this LP con¬ cover. In the list of song credits,
Jones worth watching.
.. romantic ballad from Rodgers & Hammerstein's new tuner, “Flower
Gene S t r I d e r (Ford). “ON cerns itself with a Ughthearted “You Remind Me Of Someone” was
Drum Song.” Ii’s a sure shot for a big play. “Blue Moon” (Bob¬
CHRISTMAS DAY” (Godayt) Is a melodic mood that the Four Lads omitted and the closing sentence
bins*> shines brightly in crooner’s big-voiced treatment. Tune’s
fair baHad for pre-Dec. 25th spins know how to handle so well. But was transposed. Supermarket shop¬
out of his “Long Ago and Far Away” LP.
and may win a foUowing for Gene rather than load up on the pers are sensitive againt things
*
*
*
Strider. “HAPPY NEW YEAR” “breezy” styling, group has wisely like that.
(Godayt) doesn’t seem to be the included items of a more quiet and
TOMMY MARA_:.
.MARIE best
“Jack Scott”: (Carlton). Here’s
romantic nature to give the pack¬
way to start 1959.
(Related)... .You Don’t Know
Jon Dessler (BuUseye). “BRIG¬ age a weU-roimded look that wUl another good item for the kids
ITTE” (Vista*) is an average ballad benefit programmers and keep re¬ who’ve got the price of an LP.
Tommy Mara’s “Marie” (Berlin*) brings back the oldie in fine
item that newcomer Jon Dessler tailers happy. The boys again show Juke hero Jack Scott is reprised
form and will pick up on the strong play he received on “Blue of
seHs in a manner a bit too archaic their qualifications for their stand¬ in his single dicks, “Leroy,” “My
the Night.” “You Don’t Know” ( Sudbury f) shifts to the insistent
for
today’s market. “MON REVE” ing as one'-of the top pop vocal True Love” and “With Your Love”
rocking beat for just average results.
(Vista*) stresses his French lingo groups working today and Ray with several new rousers to attract
*
*
*
prowess but doesn’t help his jock Ellis’ arrangements and orch back¬ the young buyer. Cover makes a
ing makes it all the more ear- good display piece.
BIG BOPPER.LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD and juke cause much.
appealing. In the breezy groove are
Lester Lanin: /‘Have Band Will
(Mercury) . ..Big Bopper’a Wedding
“Hit- the Road to Dreamland,” Travel”
(Epic). Lester Lanin found
♦ASCAP. tBMI.
Big Bopper’s “Little Red Riding Hood” (Starritef) rides right
“Breezin’ Along With the Breeze” the dance-to-disk formula a couple
and “Swingin’ Down the Lane” of years ago with “Lester Lanin
into top spinning position on the heels of his “Chantilly Lace”
whUe on the romantic end they & His Orchestra” and has repeated
click. “Big Bopper’s Wedding” (Starritef) has a wild beat but a
Gamer 7G, Det.
develop such as “Long Ago and Far
messed-up story line.
Detroit, Nov. 18.
Away” and “A Lovely Way to the seUing success on three suc¬
Enroll Garner wrapped up an Spend an Evening” with a smooth cessive LPs. “Have Band, Will
Travel” follows the pattern of
(Love*) is a continuation of Cozy teen mob will probably go for it. $8,000 gross at his concert Satur¬ style.
presenting dance moods for every¬
Cole’s drumfceating “Topsy’’ click “BESIDE YOU” (Winnetonf) is a day night (15) at the Masonic
Eydie Gorme: “Gorme Sings
and should get its roll on the mo¬ slow rocking ballad treated in an Temple here despite a driving rain. Showstoppers” (ABC-Paramount). body and should be another Lanin
clicko.
mentum . “TURVY II” (Love*) average teen-pegged market.
The previous night he did $7,000 The showtune classics can always
Chris Connor: “Chris Craft”
helps make it a solid double-sided
Nat Wright (ABC-Paramount). at Massey HaH in Toronto.
use a new and vibrant vocal angle
(Atlantic). Chris Connor has mini¬
juke item.
mized the barrier between pop and
Mills Bros. (Dot).
“YELLOW
jazz in her previous Atlantic LPs
BIRD” (Frank*) flies at an easy
PSniETY
and she’s at the job again in her
vocal and melodic pace that will
current package outing. She toys
attract enough spins to .push the
with swing and the slower-heated
side to the forefront.
“BABY
items with a know-how hard to
CLEMENTINE”
(Tempo*)
is
match. The combo backing on her
turned into pleasant listening by
1. IT’S ONLY MAKE BELIEVE (6) .... Conway Twitty ... _.. MGM
standard repertoire is topflight.
the Mills top harmony styling.
2. TOM DOOLEY (5) ....... Kingston Trio .... ..... Capitol
Jack Scott (Carlton). “GOOD¬
Peter Ustinov: “The Grand Prix
BYE BABY” (Starfiref) runs the
of Gibraltar” (Riverside). With
3. IT’S ALL IN THE GAME (10).......\... Tommy Edwards
.
.
:MGM
rocking route that Jack Scott
some sharp barbs and clever vocal
4.
TOPSY
(8)
..
Cozy
Cole
.....
knows so w'ell and his fans are sure
.Love
mannerisms, Peter Ustinov takes
to follow along.
“SAVE MY
off on the auto-racing buffs for rib¬
5. CHANTILLY LACE (4) ...-....... Big Bopper ..Mercury
SOUL” (Starfire-:-) is a swinging
tickling results. There are lots of
gospel item that packs a lot of
laughs in the package but it will
6. TO KNOW HIM IS TO LOVE HIM (1) ....... Teddy Bears .Dare
disk excitement.
appeal mostly to the speedway ad¬
7. I’VE GOT A FEELING (3) ...... Ricky Nelson ....Imperial
Eddie
Lawrence
(Coral).
dicts.
“SPACE PHILOSOPHER” (Mer8. THE END (4) ...........
Earl Grant...Decca
Peggy Lee: “Things Are Swing¬
rickt) sends the “old philosopher”
ing” (Capitol). Peggy Lee become
9. BEEP BEEP (1) .....
Playmates .
Roulette
into orbit and he's just as funny
a hot jukebox item recently via
there as when he’s grounded.
slicings like “Fever,”, but she stiU
10. TEA FOR TWO CHA CHA (9) ...
Dorsey-Covington .Decca
“OUTTA THIS WORLD” (Merretains the savvy to win a adult
rickt) is a laughable sight-seeing
audience’ in her LP work. Working
tour of the outer world.
with
an orch conducted by Jack
Second Group
Stan Freberg (Capitol). “GREEN
Marshall, Miss Lee rides through a
CHRISTMAS” (Freberg*) is -a
swinging repertoire that’s a deUght
sardonic look at the commercial¬
LONESOME TOWN
---------...... Ricky Nelson ....Imperial
to hear. “It’s A Wonderful World,”
ism that’s crept 'into Christmas
“Ridin’ High,” and “You’re Getting
I GOT STUNG........
Elvis Presley .Victor
with deft strokes at the ad game.
To Be A Habit With Me” are just
It’s probably a bit too bitter for
three of the dozen that she .makes
DAY THE RAINS CAME IN.....•! ?aymSJld LeFevre.£aPP
overall commercial appeal.
come alive “again.
“GREEN
CHRISTMAS”
(FreDorothy Collins:' “Won’t You
bergt), although similarly titled,
PROBLEMS ....... Everly Bros.
,. Cadence
Spend Christmas With Me” (Ever¬
this side is a straight medley of
I’LL REMEMBER TONIGHT....... Pat Boone.
..Dot
est). Dorothy. Collins’ Christmas
the seasonal hymns and carols.
song stocking is fuU of melodic
Billie & Lillie (Swan). “LUCKY
QUEEN OF THE HOP .;v>,_:.. Bobby Darin _
.....Atco
cheer. Sticking to the. perennials,
LADYBUG” v Conleyt) blends a
tlirush develops nothing unusual
LOVE IS ALL WE NEED.."1
..
Tommy Edwards .
....MGM
touch of the rock and a calypso
in the songbag but she does make
beat into a side that ought to pick
ROCKIN’ ROBIN ......
Bobby Day .....
.....Class
such as “SUver Bells,” “White
up a good spinning play.
“I
Christmas,” “Oh Come All Ye
PROMISE YOU” (Conleyt) has
GO CLOSE A MOONBEAN.... Jerry Vale .Columbia
Faithful” and “White Christmas”
the beat and the lyric that the kids
BIRD DOG .
Everly Bros..Cadence
nice to have around again. She’s
go forably assisted by the Nathan Van
• Southwest Hi'rh School Choir
Cleve orch and a choral group
(Columbia). “GREAT SOME¬
IFigures in parentheses ind;cate number of weeks song has been in the Top 101
under the direction of Joe L'Uy.
BODY” (Witmark*) will get some¬
Gros.
where on the spinning circuit due
Paul Anka (ABC-Par). “THAT’S
LOVE" (Spanka^) is a vigorous
folk-styled rocker with a rousing
choral assist for Overall teenage
appeal. “ALL OF A SUDDEN
MY . HEAKx SlNGS” (Leeds*)
rocks up another oldie for a
chance at another meeting spin¬
ning swing.
Cozy Cole (Love). “TURVY I”

to appealing sound of the vocal
group and the choice inspirational
material they have to work with.
“GOD’S
CHRISTMAS
TREE’*
(Witmark*) has a lilt and -a mes¬
sage that’s particularly appealing
at this time of the year.
The Crests (Coed). “16 CAN¬
DLES’’ (Coronation-!) is a rocking
testimonial to sweet-16 and the
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Inside Stuff—Husk
Frances Murphy, Ed Barsky’s secretary at MGM Records, has been
upped to promotion manager. The appointment, which ranks her along¬
side Kay Woodward, who plugs RCA Victor disks for Raymond Rosen,
caused some concern in the recently-formed Record Promotion Men’s
Assn.
The only two gals in area to hold down these spots, they were ad¬
mitted to membership, causing a change m the outfit’s name to “Rec¬
ord Promotion Managers.” Switch still permitted use of cue letters
“KPM.”

Guy Lombardo Heading
East After. Hottest ROC
Swing in Dm a Decade

Heading east for an opening at
New York’s Roosevelt Grill Nov.
28, Guy Lombardo is winding his
hottest road trip in more, than a
decade. He began his trek in April
with a partial layoff in the summer
for Jones Beach (L.I.) outdoor
production of “Song of Norway.”
Two musical scholarships in the name of Eddie Cantor have been
Included in his money-pulling
established by Eddie Fisher to be awarded in the graduate school of dsites were three weeks at the
Brandeis University in the fall of 1959. Leonard Bernstein, composer- Cocoanut Grove in Los Angeles’
conductor formerly with the school’s creative arts: department, will be Ambassador Hotel starting Oct. 8,
chairman of the scholarship selection committee in the classical field and a week’s run at the Com
and Cantor heads the group in modern music. Scholarships will be open Palace, Mitchell, S.D. Incidentally,
to grads of all American colleges. Brandeis faculty will make the final the Ambassador’s management is
approval. On the selection committee will be 10 of the country’s out¬ now trying to sew up Lombardo
for a longterm annual engagement
standing musical authorities.
deal.
On the one-nighter level, Lom¬
The Braille Music Institute will bold its second annual Interna¬
bardo
pulled iii top takes in such
tional Vacation Festival at New York’s Biltmore Hotel Nov. 29-30.
scattered spots as Regina, Can.;
Org is devoted to the music needs and interests of the blind.
Phoenix, Ariz.; and Window Road,
Ariz.
Lombardo returns to the Roose¬
velt with Dewey Bergman, one of
London, Nov. 11.
the maestro’s former arrangers, as
Upsurge of British interest in music co-ordinat'or who’ll work with
MGM Records is jumping into cha-cha music has led to formation I Larry Owens, band’s arranger for
the stereo single swing for juke¬ of the first big-scale orchestra in ' the past eight years. Walter Smith,
boxes with 10 platters. Charles this country capable of giving this mellophonist, also has rejoined the
Hasin, MOM’S national sales man¬ brand of music its full sound. brass section after a two-season
absence.
ager, is currently working out spe¬ Andre Rico & The Cha-Chaleros is
In the disk department, Lom¬
cial arrangements and merchan¬ a 15-piece combination with orches¬ bardo
is going after the current
dising plans with diskery’s dis¬ trations by Rica, Johnnie Scott, platter market with a Capitol re¬
tributors and the jukebox manu¬ Chick Mayes, Arnold Maine and lease of “St. Louis Blues Cha Cha”
facturers.
Basil Thompson. Though the band and “Exactly Like You Cha Cha.”
The 10 stereos include sides by will mainly feature cha-cha music
Joni James, Tommy Edwards, Fran it will also play all types of LatinDonald Shirley (Hickory House,
Warren^ Morty Craft, LeRoy American numbers.
N.Y.) will have his syinph for
Holmes, David Rose, Maurice Che¬
Harold Davison will stage the strongs premiered Jafi. 3 by the
valier, Conway Twitty, and Art band in a series of concerts short¬ Gallery Concert Orchestra at U.
Mooney.
ly to be announced.
Of Pennsylvania in Philly.

Brit/s Cba-Cha Orch (15)
MGM Aiming Stereo
Singles at Jukeboxes

Riot Epidemic at Bill Haley Shows
KO’s Rock V Roll Concerts in Reich
British Disk Bestsellers
London, Nov. 18.
Bird Dog .......Everly Bros.
‘(London)
It’s All In Game ... .Edwards
(MGM)
Hoots Mon.. .Rockingham XI
(Dec.ca)
A Certain Smile.Mathis
(Fontana)
Come Prima ...Marini
(Durium)
Stupid Cupid ...._Francis
(MGM)
Move It .
Richard
(Columbia)
More Than Ever. .M. Vaughan
(HMV)
King Creole .Presley
(RCA)
My True Love ....-Scott
(London)

JOE LEAHY, LONDON IN
FELSTED LABE DEAL
London Records has tied up Joe
Leahy to a five-year contract for
its subsid Felsted labeL Leahy, an
indie producer, maxes disks via his
Way land Recording for release un¬
der the Felsted banner.
Among the artists released in
the Leahy-Felsted tie are Kathy
Linden,
Tommy Mara,
Terri
Stevens, Barbara Allen and Billy
Shepard.
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FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Only the Lonely (W 10531....
i
MITCH MILLER (Columhia)
Sing Along With MItck (CL 1160). 2
SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
Soundtrack (LOC 1932).
8
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
Kingston Trio (T 996).:.
GIGI (MGM)
Soundtrack (E 3641).
VAN CLIBURN (Victor)
Tchaikovsky Concerto (LM 2250). 4
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Johnny’s Greatest Hits (CL 1135). ,7
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Swing Softly (CL 1165)....
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
More Sing Along With Mitch (CL 1243)
AHMAD JAMAL (Argo)
But Not For Me (LP 628)....
3
RAY CONIFF (Columbia)
Concert in Rhythm (CL 1163) .
PEREZ PRADO-(Victor)
Dilo (LPM 1883)....
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
Original Cast (CL 5090).
6
MUSIC MAN (Capitol)
Original Cast (WAO 990)....
9
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
Sings the Bines (LC 1006).
SOUTH PACIFIC (Columbia)
Original Cast (B2579-80J....
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
La Paloma.
ESQUIVEL ORCH (Victor)
Other Worlds, Other Sounds (LPM 1753)
BENNETT PLAYS RODGERS (Victor)
Victory at Sea, Vol H (LM 2226)-.......
MANTOVANI (London)
Gems Forever (LL 3032)...,
DAKOTA STATON (CapitoD
Dynamic (T 1054)..
AHMAD JAMAL (Argo)
Ahmad Jamal (L]P 636)FOUR FRESHMEN (Capitol)
Voices in Love (T 1074).
PAT BOONE (Dot)
Stardust (DLP 3118)....
KEELY SMITH (Capitol)
Dnm.lv /T-10751 ...
■
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Frankfurt, Nov. 11.
The tremendous riots occurring
during the Bill Haley rock ’n’ roll
concerts here recently have
sounded the death knell for these
redhot bashes in Germany, with
concert hall owners, German
police and the bookers determined
to shy away from the dangerously
rousing music.
Haley’s first date on his current
German tour took place Oct. 26 in
Berlin’s giant Sportpalast, where
rioting mobs completely took over,
doing an estimated $12,000 of
damage to the chairs, fixtures and
hall and with 34 young people
severely injured in the riot. It
took police two hours to break up
the mob and dispense with the
crowd, and 18 young people be¬
tween the ages of 16 and 21 were
arrested. Naturally, the East Ger¬
man papers climbed on the event
typical of the wild, decadent
jazz music of America, while
Haley protested that such an up¬
rising had never occurred during
•his concertizing in the States.
When he played the following
night at Hamburg’s Erast Merck
Halle, police had to use tear gas
to break up the rioting crowds
when they jammed the doors, un¬
able to get into the packed hall.
Concert ended quickly without en¬
cores, as Haley, with police pro¬
tection, ushered his musicians with
their instruments out of the mob to
safety.
When 6,000 young people packed
into the new Grugahalle in Essen
the following night, police held
water hose outside the building,
ready for use in case of rioting.
And once again, the kids began
to heist chairs, but the police
cleared the hall as fast as possible
when the show ended. About 400
young folks grouped outside tjje
hall and stoned the police in a
free-for-all, until the water doused
them down.
Final concert brought out 6,000
more rock-and-roll fans to Stutt¬
gart Oct. 29.
The regular 50
poliee assigned to the concert
hall were joined by 250 more in
the Killesberg Hall, and it took
all their efforts to calm the crowd
at the end of the show. A few
chairs were broken before they
restored order and moved the kids out.
When the teenagers were
tossed out, they began to dance in
the huge outdoor park near the
hall and carried on wildly despite
the police.
Although several official West
German jazz clubs have protested
that their members aren’t rockand-roll fanatic? and that, it’s only
the juve delinquents partaking of
such musical madness, this looks
like the end of rock ’n’ roll con¬
certs in Germany.
Haley has been signed for a Ger¬
man film, though, with. Berlin pro¬
ducer Artur Brauner taking ad¬
vantage of the excitement to sign
him for a new CCC pic, “Hier Bin
Ich, Hier Bleibe Ich” (I’m Here,
I’ll Remain Here), co-starring with
Caterina Valente.
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Philadelphia—

Survey of retail album best
sellers based on reports from lead,
ing stores and showing comparative
ratings for this week and last.
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BMI D.C. SHOW CLICKS
AT PRESS CLUB BALL
Washington, Nov. 18.
Broadcast Music Inc, has made a
solid impression on the National
Press Club. For the second year in
a row, BMI staged the show for
the newsmen’s Annual Black Tie
Ball Friday (14). Oldtimers called
it one of .the most' entertaining
evenings in the club’s history. And
the club is accustomed to having
top show biz talent.
Nelson Eddy and Gale Sherwood
had to sing a half a dozen encores
and Orson Bean also clicked. A
third feature of the program was
duo-pianists Pay son Re and Doris
Wheeler as last-minute substitutes
for guitarist Chet Atkins, who was
ill.
BMI board chairman Sydney
Kaye was down from New York
for the party, and BMI executive
v.p. Robert J. Burton was the
show’s emcee. The local BMI man,
Sam Stavisky, was general chair¬
man of the ball for the dub. BMI
paid entertainers standard fees and
assumed their expenses as gesture
of friendship to the National Press
Club. For many years, ASCAP has
provided a luncheon show at the
club.
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Neil Sedaka Joins RCA; SaDi Terri
To Cap; Carlton Inks Barbara Evans
Neil Sedaka, pianist-composersinger whose tune, “Stupid Cupid,”
was a recent hit, has been inked
by RCA Victor’s pop artists reper¬
toire chief. Steve Sholes. His first
release is “The Diary” and “No
Vacancy.” Sedaka is a Juilliard
graduate.

Rock on Disk Jock Show,
Gets FBI’s ‘Appraisal’

i diskery.
His first sides, “Daydreamer” and “You’re the Num¬
ber One,” will be released Nov. 21.
Spilton appeared in Columbia
Pictures’ “Let’s Rock” and in Paramount’s “That Kind of Woman.”
On tv, he’s appeared with Sid
Caesar, Martha Raye, Pat Boone
and Ed Sullivan.

Cap Pacts Salli Terri
Concert and folk singer Salli
Terri will now solo for the Capitol
label. During the past five years,
singer had been featured in Cap
albums cut by the Roger Wagner
Chorale and recently she made
two LPs with guitarist Laurindo
Almeida,
Miss Terri’s disks will be pro¬
duced in the Capitol Tower in
Hollywood under the direction of
Robert Myers, diskery’s classical
artists & repertoire exec.
Barbara Evans To Carlton
Barbara Evans makes her debut
on the Carlton label with “I Could
Cry” and “Jimmy” out this week.
Thrush had been a model in a
fashion house before taking a
crack at the disk biz.
Denis Matthews to Vanguard
Denis Matthews, English pianist,
has joined Vanguard Records’ art¬
ists roster.
He’s making his de¬
but on the label with two packages
of Beethoven piano music.
Monocle Gets Alan Spilton
Screen and tv thesp Alan Spil¬
ton has joined the indie Monocle

MUSIC

Big Top’s Music Men
The Big Top label. Hill & Range
subsid, has added the Music Men
to its roster. Vocal group former¬
ly worked under the name of The
Bachelors.
. First Music Men release under
the Big Top banner will be “Blue
Bird” backed with “Sdnta Cruz.”

Toledo, Nov. 18.
Clifford L. Cunningham Jr., who
posed as a member of the Dia¬
monds rock ’n’ roll quartet, but
did not look like the picture of
any of the members shown on
record album, was arrested and
jailed last week by the FBI on
charges of interstate transporta¬
tion of stolen property and for is¬
suing fraudulent checks. His ar¬
rest came after he .had been inter¬
viewed at Radio Station WFOB,
Fostoria, and gave evasive answers
about recording sessions to
Barry, disk jockey.
Cunningham earlier had
a number-of public appearam
schools, interviews, and i
store autograph sessions in Fos-

Friedlander to Head
Destiny Label’s Sales

61

Sales Convention In Zurich Sets
Expansion of Seeburg Stereo

000 in phony checks in sever
states. His arrest was aided 1
the radio station, which set up
bogus “coffee hour” and escorted
Cunningham in an auto caravan
to a pre-arranged spot’ where offi¬
cials awaited him.

Buddy Friedlander has moved
into the new Destiny Records set¬
up as sales and promotion mana¬
ger. Friedlander already has set
up 14 distributors in east and mid¬
west territories where the diskery
jn
P ^
will make its initial concentration.
!v6Cp dH FlCying
Before joining Destiny, FriedSidney Frey, Audio Fidelity Reclander had been with the sales and ords chief, planed in last week
promotion departments of United from London where he supervised
Artists Records, Epic and Mercury, a series of longhair recording sesThe Destiny label is prexied by • sions under maestros Alfred WalBob Archibald.
: lenstein and Arthur Winograd.
Diskery’s first release will- be by j On the go again, Frey flew to
Bobby Sharp and Billy Star & The ! Chicago this week for a session
Yachtsman.
• with the Dukes of Dixieland.

,Zurich, Nov. 11.
In order to familiarize its Euro¬
pean and Near East distribs with
Paris, Nov. 11.
the latest developments in stereo
When .. .Kalin Twins
coin-machines, American Steel Ex¬
(Brunswick)
port Co., Inc., on behalf of the
Diana .
Seeburg Corp. of Chicago, held a
(Vega)
two-day sales convention, first of
L’Eau Vive ....
(Philips)
its kind for Switzerland at Konr
Volare . .... Modugno
gresshaus here, Nov. 7-8. Meeting,
(Barclay)
presided by ASEC’s v.p., George
Mon Manege A Moi.... .Piaf
L. H. Gilbert, was arranged, by
(Pathe)
Seeburg's exclusive Swiss distribu¬
La Fouie., .Piaf
tor, Musikvertrieb A. G., owned
(Pathe)
and managed by Maurice RosenDu Moment S’Aime.Reno
garten.
(Versailles)
Equipment such as productions,
Les Gitans.
models, printed instructions etc.,
(Fontana)
was flown over from the U. S. for
Only You .
the occasion, described as the first
(Barclay)
foreign presentation on such a
Je Pars .-.
large
scale undertaken by Seeburg.
(Barclay)
Also present was the company’s
engineer, Wyman Deeg.
First day of the conclave (7) was
devoted to a sales meeting, where¬
as the second (8) was taken over
by a Ssebu-g service school in the
Philadelphia, Nov. 18.
labs of Musikvertrieb A. G., con¬
Orch leader Howard Lanin was ducted by Deeg and serving to in¬
indicted last week (12) by a Fed¬ doctrinate the service and engi¬
eral grand jury on an income tax neering nersonrel accompanying
evasion rap. Lanin was charged the distribs in the new technique
with evading $10,164 on returns for of stereo. Demonstrations drew
highly favorable reactions.
the years 1952-53-54.
He is prexy of Howard Lanin
Explaining the necessity of this
Management Inc. which furnishes get-togelher at the present mo¬
and supplies dance orchs. singers ment, Gilbert told Variety that
and musicians for legit, films, ra¬ “due to the imoact of stereo in the
dio and disks.
American ma ket, this is the op¬
portune moment to introduce the
development on which Seeburg has
been working for many years,
namely true slerco reproduction in
: a hall, cafe, restaurant or room of
any size ard being able to diffuse
; music in the true stereo principle
c to
? unde^ a system known and em*00 3
. ploved by Seeb’-i'g exclusively,
a
; called “Iscphonic Sound.” This de¬
O
s >N Q6
velopment, he said, could 'not be
•3
>>
CO
to
u g
convened to distributors without
3
Q) «
‘
actual demonstration,
•3
Q.
3
N
’O
j
Accord'ng to Gilbert, Zurich was
u
.o
; chosen as site of the convention
u.
1
a
;
“because
it is universally recogB.
s-<
: T
T
1 nized as an international meeting
i x : »*»
i place ar.d is also the distributing
a
o
! 3
; point of Musikvertrieb A. G., one
l aao £a j a
of the largest organizations of its
o
: kind in the world.”
u
> ; a
"5
! Simultaneous wljh the Zurich
5 [*!
C3
a i to
j pow-wov—•*<? ^oldmg a*
j meeting in Puerto Rico for all See; burg c
's o L\i‘n America.
1
2
2
3
7
4 140

French Disk Bestsellers

INDICT HOWARD LANIN
ON $10,000 TAX RAP

3
1 •: ^
o
§

P^RlETYSurvey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob¬
tained from leading stores in
19 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
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Artist, Label, Title
TEDDY BEARS (Dore)
To Know Him Is to Love Him....
CONWAY TWITTY (MGM)
It’s Only Make Believe.
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
Tom Dooley.
.
COZY COLE (Love)
Topsy .-.__
PLAYMATES (Roulette)
Beep, Beep .
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
I Got Stung..
DORSEY-COVINGTON (Decca)
Tea for Two Cha Cha..
TOMMY EDWARDS (MGM)
It’s All in the Game. ...
BIG BOPPER (Mercury)
Chantilly Lace .
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
One Night.
BOBBY DARIN (Atco)
Queen of the. Hop. .
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
Lonesome Town.
EARL GRANT (Decca)
The End.I...
PRIMA-SMITH (Capitol)
Old Black Magic..
EVERLY BROS. (Cadence)
Problems .
APPLEJACKS (Cameo) •
Mexican Hat Rock.
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Call Me.
CLYDE McPHATTER (Atlantic)
A Lover’s Question.
PLATTERS (Mercury)
Smoke Gets in Your Eyes......_
JIMMY CLANTON (Ace)
A Part of Me ...
FOUR Coins (Epic)
The World Outside...
ROYALTONES (Jubilee)
Poor Boy .
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
I Got a Feeling..
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
Non Dimenticar ...
PAT BOONE (Dot)
I'll Remember Tonight.......
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ICLIBURNMFP RELEASE
WITH ELVIS’ FAREWEL

j

| Spectacular click of Van Cli; burn’s. LP recording of Tschaikovs| ky’s First Piano Concerto has cued
; RCA Victor to release the work as
a three-pocket 45 rp, extendedjplay package. Few longhair works
shave received this treatment
! which, since the EP’s are priced
lower than the LP package, is
I pitched to a broader teenage audi¬
ence.
Also comprising the latest EP re■ lease, RCA’s strongest ever, are
j sets by Elvis Presley, Perry Como
; and Harry Belafonte. The Presley
; LP, titled “Elvis Sails,” consists of
GI Elvis’ farewell speech and press
interview recorded on his depar¬
ture for Germany. The Belafonte
and Como sets are taken from re¬
cent LP releases.

Disneyland Execs Ping
New Label, Stereo, Pic
Disneyland Record’s execs are
hitting the road this week on an
extensive cross-country tour of dis¬
tribs and dealers in behalf of the
label’s new Storyteller platter line
as well as the stereo releases. Junketeers include Jimmy Johnson,
Disneyland and Buena Vista Rec¬
ord exec v.p. headquartering on
the Coast; Tutti Camarata, artists
& repertoire chief for the Walt
Disney labels; Moe Preskell, salespromotion chief; and George Sher¬
man and Bob Auerbach, Coast
sales promotion, staffers.
In addition to plugging disks,
the team will lay the groundwork
for the forthcoming release of the
“Sleeping Beauty” production, a
major Disney feature due to open
in February.
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Rank's Brit. Label May Drop
Idea of Hiring Yank A&R Chief

Wednesday, November 19, 195S

fjfcKnUY Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Lqpdon, Nov. 18. 5
The future of Rank Records will
A Cha Cha Xmas
be shaped within the next few day*
Christmas disk spinning is
at a top level conference of Rank
starting early this year be¬
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Organization officials. One of the
cause of the cha cha. Hereto¬
fore, deejays have set an ar¬
main points of discussion will be
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets
bitrary
kickoff
point,
the
day
a decision for or against the use of
after Thanksgiving, for the
a U.S. artist & repertoire manager
programming of Yule platters
to steer "the labe. Top Rank,
hut the cha cha craze is forc¬
through its initial stage.
ing their hand with the latino
as Published in the Current Issue
Kenneth Winkles, a Joint as¬
versions of "Rudolph The Redsistant managing director of the
Nosed Reindeer.”
Rank Organization and .Malcolm
The cha cha "Rudolph” al¬
NOTE: The current comparative tales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
McGrady, general manager of. the
ready on the turntables are by
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
record division, recently returned
Hugo Winterhalter (RCA Vic¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from under sources, which are exclusive
from the States where, it’s report¬
tor) and Hernando Hopkins
with Variety. The position* resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
ed, they propositioned several top
(ABC-Paramount). Publishers *
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the ease of talent (coin machines, retail
Yank a&r men. It's believed now
of Xmas times figure that "Ru¬
disks) and three ways in the case.of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).
that the whole proposal for an
dolph's” early getaway will
POSITIONS
American to handle the business! help break the spinning bar¬
TALENT
may be dropped in favor of a home! rier and get their seasonal
This
Last
based topliner.
items on the air before Turk¬
Week Week
ARTIST AND LABEL
TUNE
ey Day.
Another topic which will come
1
2
CONWAY TWITTY (MGM)..It’s Only Make-Believef
under discussion at the meeting
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)____ Tom Dooleyf
will be whether the label will be
released in the States. If there is
TEDDYBEARS (Dore) ....To Know Him, Love Himf
an affirmative decision it will then
be decided whether to release the
COZY COLE (Love)... *.Topsy*
label as “Top Rank” or seek re¬
lease through an existing American
TOMMY EDWARDS (MGM) ...It’s All In The Game*
diskery. Also a proposal for the
Berlin, Nov. 11.
Rank Organization to open its own
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) .{om Stj8*
The Duke Ellington orch ap¬
pressing plant may be shelved.
Meanwhile, the label has made i peared here Saturday (8) for one
concert
to
mark
the
bandleader's
RICKY NELSON (Imperial).._ (I’ve Got A Feelmgt
Its first signing by inking the John-I
(Lonesome Townf
ny Dankworth band, which recent¬ first Berlin appearance. It was not
ly wound its contract with EMI. ! an SRO event, with at least 20%
BIG BOPPER (Mercury)....
Chantilly Lacef
of the 12,000-seat Deutschlandhalle
The Rank label has formidable unoccupied. It may be added, how¬
PLAYMATES (Roulette) . Beep Beepf
competition in its hunt for avail- i ever, that many of the so-called
able topline disk stars, now that pseudo-jazz lovers, those who like
DORSEY-COVINGTON (Decca) ....._Tea For Two Cha Cha*
Associated Television, the com¬ noise above all, stayed away.
mercial tv company topped by
POSITIONS
The
audience,
which
included
Prince Littler, Val Parnell and
TUNES
This
Last
Lew Grade, h?s bought a stake in large segments of longhairs, showed
PUBLISHER
Week Week
the Pye-Nixa diskery. It, too, is on a very disciplined attitude and
the prowl for artists and it’s likely didn’t even get restless when the
fTOM DOOLEY ....
Beechwood
start
of
the
concert
was
delayed
that a big battle will develop be¬
fTO KNOW HIM IS TO LOVE HIM..
Warman
tween the two labels.
I for half an hour.
The applause was very strong
flT’S ONLY MAKE BELIEVE..... Marielle
yet it seemed as though many were
cheering the Ellington reputation,
♦IT’S ALL IN THE GAME.... . Remick
as one of the greatest personalities
of jazz.
♦TOPSY ....
Cosmopolitan
The accoustiqs in the huge
fCHANTILLY LACE ..
Glad
George Dalin has been set as as¬ Deutschlandhalle were again, to
sistant professional manager of the put it mildly, difficult. It doesn’t
*BEEP, BEEP.
H&L
Ardmore and Beechwood music seem to be the right place for a
firms. He’ll be based in New York jazz concert.
fNON DIMENTICAR .....;.
Hollis
reporting to professional manager
The 16-piece ensemble, inci¬
♦TEA FOR TWO CHA CHA............ Harms
Kelly Camarata.
dentally, came to Berlin (from Co->
Dalin’s previous publishing af¬ penhagen Via Hamburg) by plane.*
fLONESOME TOWN .
Eric
filiations had been with the Big It was said here that Ellington
* ASCAP t BMI
Three (Robbins, Feist & Miller) took a plane for the first time in
and Regent Music. Ardmore and his life. This is not true, though
Beechwood are the music publish¬ his last flight dates back 17 years.
musical, "Rendezvous With Life,”
ing subsids of Capitol Records.
is up for production.
Orch left Berlin by train for Ham¬
Kalman also is negotiating for
burg, its seeond German date. His
MUSIC BY
pic rights to the works of his late
European, tour is. rather tight (infather, Emmerich Kalman. He’s due '
1 OF THE Germany -alone IQ concerts in
JESSE GREER
! back in New York Dec. 6.
cities within a week), per¬
WEEK seven
haps too much so. Berlin date was
Paul;
Siegel,
U.
S.
publisher,
has
handled by Wolfgang Jaenicke’s
New, Jazz Circle Berlin which now shifted his base of operations to
has virtually all the major local Berlin.. Siegel, prexy of Symphony
jazz concerts on its roster..
; Continued from page 57 ;
House Music, begins his publish¬
Vocal - Instrumental
ing and recording activities in Britain has beep the ’Third Pro¬
Germany, Austria and Switzerland
Published by
this month with the current U. S. gram,” on whiph BBC used to
tune "The Hula Hoop Song,” pub¬ broadcast a five-hour program of
MILLS MUSIC
lished here , by Sbapiro-Bernstein. serious music. It has recently been
Siegel also will act as music pub¬ cut to three hburs^ Neither com¬
Portland, Gre.y Nov; .18.
The Kingston Trio, with David lishing chief for RKQ Pictures in mercial nor BBC television, has :
Germany,
Austria and Switzerland, helped the British- publisher or
Wheat and The Martin Denny
Group, teed off the series of seven starting off with Max Steiner’s composer fo any degree, Frank said,
since the best medium for serious
concerts in the Pacific Northwest "Escapade in Japan.” «■
at the Civic Auditorium here last
Siegel will meet with Sam Clark, music is that of radio or disks.
In one respect, the British pub¬
week and grabbed a big $6,400. ABC-Paramount prexy,-this month
The 3,600-seater was scaled to a to set up his representation of the lishers are in a more, favorable
situation
than the Americans,
$3 top.
ABC-Par line in Germany, i
Frank said. In England, the right
Irving- Granz was the impresario.
to collect licensing ffees is not lim¬
ited by the phrase in the U.S.
Charles Kalman Sets
PACE-ALLIED TIE
Copyright Act, “performanse for
Tunes With Reich Firm profit.” The British Performing
Pace Records, indie Coast label,
will be pressed and distributed by
Charles Kalman, currently in Rights Society takes the view, he*
Allied Record Distributing. Co.
Berlin, has set two of his composi¬ said, that "if a cloakroom attendant
First release in the new tie will tions with Marbot, recently launced is paid, why should not the com¬
be a coupling of "I Know a Val¬ German publishing house. The Kal¬ poser or piublisher -regardless of
ley” and "Martha - Sue” featuring man works are “Times Square” whether or not an admission fee is
Bingo Miller & The Velvetones. and "Teenager Suite.” His new charged.”

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

Ellington Concert 20%
Empty in Berlin Even With Lotsa Longhnirs

George Dalin Joins
Cap's Publishing Cos.

Paul Siegel Moves HQ
To Berlin With‘Hula’
As His First Hoop-La

Longhair Pubs
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Kingston Trio Grabs
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Perry Como sings songs that give thanks. Here’s how we’re singing the praises of this great collection— • In preThanksgiving ads:, in TV Guide, the New York Times Magazine, Time, the New Yorker.

• In all RCA Victor

Christmas ads: in Coronet, High Fidelity, Hi Fi Music at Home, Hi Fi & Music Review, Schwann catalog, Long Player,

Harrison Catalog of Stereophonic Records. • In religious publications in January: The Christian Herald, The
Columbian, Presbyterian Life. (And in the January Schwann catalog.) • In local advertising: via ad mats in three
sizes... transcribed radio spots... special disc jockey promotion record in three-color sleeve.

• On television: via

60- and 90-second NETWORK cdmmercials, on the Perry Como Show and on Northwest Passage. • At point-ofsale: 4-color window streamers... statement stuffers... mounted album covers... featured position in Christmas displays
...featured in Christmas supplement. THANKSGIVING’S ALMOST HERE! ORDER TODAY.
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS
--P'MiiETf——:

William Alwyn set to write the
Morty Craft, MGM’s pop a&f
Survey of retail sheet music
chief back at his New York desk! music for Troy Films* “Shake
best sellers based on reports
with the Devil,” now in pro¬
after a cross-country trek and Hands
obtained
from leading stores in
duction at the Ardmore Studios
12 cities and showing comr
Coast huddles with Jesse Kaye, near Dublin. Muir Mathieson will
parative
sales rating for this
diskery’s studio rep . . . Irving conduct the orch . . . Lynn Craw¬
and last week.
Fields opened at the Astor Hotel ford signed by Top Rank, the new
* ASCAP
t BMI
Rank
disk
company
.
.
.
Vic
Ash,
Monday (17). His trio has a new LP who recently reformed his group
out on the ABC-Paramount label as a swing sextet, will play at the
. . . Johnnie Strickland, new Rou¬ jazz jamboree in London on Nov.
National
£
Rating
o
lette pactee, touring the deejays. 23 . . . Johnny’ Dankworth will
on the ABC-TV religious
in the east and midwest with his guest
This
Last
*
program “Sunday Break” Nov. 30
wk. wk.
Title and Publisher
v
manager Thomas Lawrence to pro¬ and his actress-singer wife, Cleo
_
■■_;_
*
%
mote his first etching, “She’s Mine” Laine, will be on the show the
. , . Variety’s Mike Ryan expecting following week . . . Harold Davison
1
4
tTom
Dooley
(Beechwood).
3
the first addition to his family in is bringing the Peter Sisters to
2
1
*It’s All in the Game (Remick)..
7
June . . . The Johnny Griffin Quar¬ London for tv dates, including
tet, Riverside diskers, opened at “Sunday Night at the London Pal¬
3
6
fKnow Him Is Love Him (Warman) 2
the Village Vanguard last night ladium.”
4
10
fNon Dimenticar (Hollis). 1
(Tues.) . . . A1 Raymond orch, with
Cyril Baker, general manager of
5
3
*Day Rains Came (Garland). 5
vocalist Charlette Wexler, has a Belinda Music, has been made a !
series of 37 bookings of college and director of the outfit.. . Songstress |
6
..
*Topsy (Cosmopolitan)..
school proms in the Pennsylvania.' Ruby Murray resting up after a
7
9
*The End (Criterion). 4
New Jersey and Delaware areas in relapse following a recent appen¬
the next few months . . . Danny dectomy . . . Ted Heath looking
8
2
*Ncar Yon (Supreme). .. 9
Marshall will host the new Sunday for a male vocalist to replace
J)
13
*There Goes My Heart (Feist).
matinee brunches at Greenwich Bobbie Britton who’s leaving.
10A
..
*The
World Outside (Chappell).. 8
Village’s Versailles club . . . War¬
ren Covington, who clicked on
10B ..
fChantilly Lace (Glad). ..
Decca with the “Tea For Two Cha
San Francisco
12
7
*Tea for Two Cha Cha (Harms).. ..
8
7 10
3
Cha,” set for a promotional tie-in
Gogi Grant follows Ella Fitz¬
6
8..
13
..
tLonesome Town (Eric).. 6
with Lipton’s Tea .. . Jazzman Don gerald
into
Fairmont’s
Venetian
Elliott pacted to MCA .
. Paul
5
:.
14
5
*Volare (Robbins)...
5 10
tomorrow (20) . . . Virgil
Anka headlines at the Theatre Du Room
.. , 4 ... .. ..
3.5
15
f Call Me (Meridian).
8 ..
Gonsalves Sextet took. over from
Cirque Royal, Brussells, Nov. 21 Buddy.
De
Franco
Quartet
at
Jazz
through Dec. 4 . . . A1 Frackman Workshop . . . Monterey Jazz Fes- ,
joined Seeco Records as assistant tival plans for next year already
pulsory license, while composers
to sales manager Jerry Shiffrin and- in the works, with general manager
and publishers have generally
product director Howard Resell... Jimmy Lyons setting -sights on
urged its repeal. Blaisdell expressed
Du Tornados being lined up to Duke Ellington and Erroll Garner
the view that both sides are now
plug their Carlton disking of : . . Cal Tjader followed Earl Bos- •
Continued from page 57
fairly matched and could pro¬
“Philadelphia, U. S. A.” between tic group into the Blackhawk . . . i
turned up for auditions. The Ur¬ tect their respective interests in
halves at the Army-Navy game in Red
Norvo group booked back intQ iban League report notes, however, the freer negotiating atmosphere
Philly Nov. 29.
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
for end of January <
resulting from abolition of the
Buck Ram, composer-manager, Easy Street
The old board of the Musicians
Ballard into the hungry that one of the difficulties Negro compulsory license.
has lined up the Roihan New i. .. .. .Kaye
Doc Daugherty closing Hang- ’musicians face in the job competi¬
Repeal would naturally strength¬ Club of Los Angeles (local 47,
Orleans Jazz Band for a U.S. tour. over for two months, giving Earl ]tion for major symph jobs is the
AFM) must go through Superior
. . . The Thanksgiving Eye jazz (Fatha) Hines, Muggsy Spanier fact
that’ auditions are not publicly en the negotiating position of com¬ Court proceedings on contempt of
‘
concert at Carnegie Hall will fea¬ and
Joe Sullivan vacations .... <announced but are circulated by posers and publishers. But Blais- court charges following a ruling
ture the Modern Jazz Quartet, Cathy
dells sees few ill effects from this.
Hayes at Fack’s II.
• 1word of mouth.
Chris Connor, Ray Charles and the
Record price might jump a few handed down by the Court of Ap¬
In Broadway legit houses, the cents, but probably not enough to peals here. Ray Toland was the
new vocal group of Dave Lambert,
Urban
League
study,
prepared
by
Annie Ross & Jon Hendricks,
Philadelphia
j
hurt business. And there mjght only member of the board ex¬
Douglas G. Pugh, points out'that be fewer recordings, of the same cluded. The old board; consisting
Kenneth Karpe and Franklin GeltRed Hill Inn bookings include, 1
man are producing . . . Alice J. J. Johnson Quintet, Jimmie Negroes are usually employed in song. On the other hand, more of Eliot Daniel, prexy of Local 47,
Simms’ “The Banshee,” penned Guiffre Trio. Nov. 2L-23; Red ]pit bands only when the musical
John Tranchitella, Max Herman,
with Tot Seymour, was preemed Norvo, Nov. 25-30; Chico Hamilton \has a Negro theme or a Negro star. songs might be recorded.
Commenting on the issue in an Dale Brown, Martin Berman and
last week at the Waldorf-Astoria Quintet Dec. 5-7; Diay Gillespie 1It spotlights the case of the “Porgy,
Maurice
Harris, hid been enjoined
luncheon held by The Banshees, Quintet, Dec. 12-14; Kmi Winding *and Bess” production in 1953 at appendix to the study, music pubexercising authority as offi¬
newspaperman org. Bourne is pub¬ Septet, Dec. 19-21; Maynard Fer- Ithe Ziegfeld Theatre where the blisher - Ralph S. Peer strongly from
cers
and
director of the Musicians
urged provision’s repeal, terming it
lishing.
guson, Dec. 26-28, 31 . . . Stan <contractor refused to hire Negro
and Club, but allegedly ignored all
Kenton in one-nighter at Sunny- \instrumentalists even though the “essentially un-American”
orders
of
the Court.
to pricefixing. Ernest
npr latest release s| brook Ballroom, Nov. 22 . . . «cast was all-Negro. Only the in¬ tantamount
However, all except Toland were
Jimmy Holmes, formerly of the ssistent intervention of the produc¬ S. Meyers, attorney for Record In¬
Spots, heads his own'quartet. \ers, Blevins Davis and Robert dustry Assn., said without the defeated for reelection last March.
m
The Teen
( Ick
compulsory license, the record in¬ As it stands now, Toland is the
at the Carousel Musical Bar, ,Breen,
resulted in the hiring of dustry would fall into “chaos” only duly elected member of the
Gloucester Heights . ... Eddie
1 Commandments | Dano,
now with Red Top Records, *some'Negro musicians. Radio City with resultant "“serious” injury to club board.
Music Hall has never hired a Ne¬
tk
PAUL ANKA
JB current at the Germantown. Tavern 1gro musician on a permanent full¬ music business In general.
. . . The Four Coins into the I
GEORGE HAMILTON IV jBt Celebrity Room, Dec. 151
4time ;basis, the report charged.
MARTY
| In the radio-television field, the
JOHNNY NASH
; report said that Negroes are genROBBINS
Pittsburgh
t erally excluded from the staff jobs
Continued from yage 1
Jon Walton, saxman, has joined even though' the frequently ap¬
Tommy Turk combo at Point View pear on various shows on a oneHotel, thus reuniting the old shot basis. At NBC, there has with which they are closely identi¬
Deuces Wild here. Other original been no Negroes on the music staff fied: Bing Crosby, “White Christ-,
mas”; Rudy Vallee, “Say It Isn’t
members, who hafe been with
For 10 years, from So”; Fred Astaire, “Isn’t It a
Turk for some time, are Ray since 1943.
Crummie, Dick Brosky, John Yanee .1947 to 1957, no Negroes were on Lovely Day”; Ethel Merman,
■—
——
i and Harry Bush ... Jimmy Smith’s the ABC staff. They now employ “There’s No Business' Like Show
organ trio into Hurricane Music one Negro trumpeter. At CBS',! Business”; Benny vroodman, “Alex¬
r_un, c
Bar for a run ... Clair McClltttoek, there are five Negro staff musi¬ ander’s Ragtime Band”; Guy Lom¬
More Hits from MILLS—
drummer, has joined Gaber cians.
bardo, “Always”; and Kate Smith,
fnp Rimmiiii
D’Amico’s Gabe-a-Tones at Stair
Local 802, N. Y. unit of the! 1 “God Bless America-.” Miss Smith’s
t Ilk
mAblulAN
Lounge
. .. Pete
Seegar
FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION
■ik mnviwiHii
Folk
Music
concert
atheadlining
Carnegie American Federation of Musicians, ! song - will be. i' ^recording of her
maintains a hands-off attitude
DEAN MARTIN
Music Hall Monday (24) . . . Ciro towards discrimination against Ne¬ initial rendition of it on Armistice
Day,
1938,
on
radio.
A
portion
of
1
__ r ... e jnjLK
Rimac band opened fourrweek groes* the report stated, adding
the Wednesday/ program- will be
on Capitol F-4065
stand Monday (17) at Chateau, forv
merly the Green Acres / . . Don that - hiring policies are generally Ella Fitzgerald singing Berlin
Pippin has joined Lisa Kirk at determinedly contractors. Latter songs in the Hollywood Bowl to
TIIAT’^ MV nCCIDE
Ankara as her pianist-conductor are union members but also repre¬ the accompaniment of a 60-piece
I VIM I w m l llkvlllk
... Cavaliers now playing for danc- sent management in selecting mu¬ orchestra conducted by Paul Wes¬
ricw relive
big Friday-Saturday at Mona Lisa sical crews.
ton. It was taped in August.
wKCW vUTS
Lounge ... A1 Marsieo orch exiting
TOMMY EDWARDS
- MOM
Mrs, Sophia Yarnall Jacobs, Ur¬
Also participating in the pro¬
m RCA Victor 47-7371
New Arena Dec. 6 after nearly two ban League prexy, said the or¬ grams will be Louis Armstrong,
"
years. He’s been there since the ganization . will open discussions Benny Goodman,. Ginger Rogers,
MILLS MUSIC, INC.
room opening. The Howdy Baum with execs of the various syrnphs, Fred Waring, Eddie Cantor, Jo
JERRY VALE
COLUMBIA
-■I
——————J hand will replace him.
Broadjvay theatres, and networks Stafford and Paul Wliiteman. The
**A***^**************************** to correct the situation. - She was entire 'show has been prepared in
confident that once the real pic¬ advance on tape, with Willis Con¬
ture was made known, positive ac¬ over of USIA, the producer and
tion would take.place. She pointed writer of. the show,
out that as far as orchs touring
MUSIC PUBLISHERS
the world under the State De¬
partment cultural exchange pro¬
HOLDING CORPORATION
QUINTETTE
gram, the American National The¬
atre Academy, which is operating
Oct. 2S—GARRY MOORE TV SHOW
Continued from page
Amateur 1 •
the program, has already adopted
Nov. 3—CANADIAN HIT PARADE, Toroato
an “open policy” with regard to siding over the pre-trial -examina¬
Nov. 14 IW«k)—APOLLO THEATRE, N. Y.
Songwriting Team
employing musicians.
tions, called everything off until
Nov. 24 (Week)—PARAMOUNT THEATRE, Brooklyn
with perhaps better than averaga
Judge Weinfeld made his ruling.
Dec. 5 (Week)—HOWARD THEATRE, Washington
matarial would like representation,
He included in the delay the photo¬
Country's No. 1 Record
or
consideration of songs.
stating of some 250,000 ASCAP
cards
by
BMI,
a
Jong
and
expen¬
Box ¥-2441-58, VAKIETY,
TOPSY
sive process which, in the ' end,
154 W. 44 Sf.t New Yorfc U, N. Y.
Continued from .pare 57
Love Records
may prove unnecessary, depending ■
publishers or in the ranks of the on Judge Weinfehj’s decision.
record producers”
Judge Weinfeld, meantime, la
For TW HalMoy-SING - '
Also, he argued that any threat not expected to xnake his ruling
JOS OLASIIt, Pres.
of monopoly that may arise could for at least a coyple of months.
74* Fifth Ave. M3 M. Wafcas* Av* 4HUiK^n Id.
Mlt Swuet llv*
be dealt with under the antitrust His calendar is crowded and he
Hew Yerfc tt. H.Y.
Chlceee. ML
Miami leirty Flo. H'vmJ 40, Cell#.
laws-^-which have grown heftier informed the Htiganta during the
since-1909.
original argument over the motion
Fhonot
Fhene:
Pfconet
. Phenol
Ixcellent Soot* Jus# Published,
Recording
companies
have that he would-be unable to get to
Pl.eie*-4ttt
ClntrelO-HSl
JIfferson S43S3
OLympU 3-W44
New on Sale '. /
.the motion for aq^g^r^

Ex-Coast Tooter Chb
Execs Under Contempt
Charges in LA. Court

Negro Discrimination

Irriig Berlin

THE LAST
TIME I SAW
MY HEART

3 HITS 1
ITS All IN THE GAME

. . GO OUSE A MOONBEAM

YOU WILL FIND YOUR LOVE
IN PAHS

I COZY COLE

BMI InsjMclion
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Hilton Chain Tightens Operation
Under Old Divisional Exec Setup

SKELTON-ROSE REVUE
TOPS 100G GROSS IN L.A.

In a recentralization of opera¬
tions, Joseph P. Binns, executive
vicepresident and managing direc¬
tor of the. Waldorf-Astoria, reas¬
sumes chieftainship of the eastern
division which includes the Plaza,
Savoy-Hilton and Statler hotels in
New York, and Statlers in Hart¬
ford, Boston, Buffalo and Wash¬
ington.
Similarly, Robert. Willi¬
ford, exec veep of the Conrad Hil¬
ton, Chi, reassumes the midwest
division (Robert Quain is g.m. of
the hotel), and Spearl* Ellison of
the west coast division.
Understood that John W. Hou¬
ser, longtime- executive vicepresi¬
dent of Hilton Hotels Internation¬
al, has had a bid from William
Zeckendorf, prez of Webb & Knapp
to operate the farflung Zeckendorf
realty holdings (non-hotel) in
Canada, but that the Hilton man¬
agement refused to accept his res¬
ignation. Meantime Robert Caverly is doing the administrative work
of the international-division which
has the new Berlin-Hilton opening
the end of this month and the
new Nile Hilton in Cairo, slated
for an "international glamour pre¬
miere” now postponed until Febru¬
ary.
Hilton Inns, Inc., a new wholly
owned subsidiary of the parent
Hilton company,' is constructing a
tavern in Tarry town, N.Y., on a
25-year leasehold. The 200-room
inn, to . cost approximately $2,000,(Continued on page 66)

4- The recent election in the Ameri¬
can Guild of Variety Artists which
put in top officers not regarded as
friendly to the administration, is
St. Louis, Nov. 10.
forcing the present union toppers
Comedian Jonathan Winters and to improve benefits to union mem¬
singers Dennis Day and Tommy Ed¬ bers.
wards have been signed for ap¬
Last week’s meeting of the New
pearances at “Autopia,” the annual York branch revealed a new atti¬
St. Louis Auto Show at the Arena. tude on the part of the adminis¬
Winters will be featured in two- tration. Resolutions were offered
a-day performances Nov. 21-23, by administration spokesmen which
Day on Nov. 24-26 and Edwards on would increase benefits to mem¬
Nov. 27. The show runs from Nov. bers and correct some present in¬
21-30 and a fourth name will be adequacies in present setups.
hooked for the closing weekend. Among the resolutions offered
A mixed-styles, mixed-national¬ Slated for appearances for all
ities, super-variety frolic is plotted stageshows are the Dansing Preci- were those which would ask for
full coverage during a 24-hour
for midnight Saturday Nov. 29 at sionaires and Johnny Polzin’s local period instead of during the time
Carnegie Hall, N. Y. American orch.
spent in work and transportation.
Equally important was the reso¬
folk, Israeli, Arabic, Jazz and
lution introduced which would
Spanish Flemenco elements ate be¬
amend the union's hospitalization
ing combined for the occasion.
plan so that eligibility would come
Promoters of the event are Art
after four years instead of after
D’Lugoff of the Village Gate op¬
five years of continual dues pay¬
erating via Festival Presentations
ing. Another improvement would
Inc., his corporation, and Skip
be the request to suspend a mem¬
Weshner Jr., WBAI-FM personal¬
Chicago, Nov. 18.
ber from benefits for only one
ity operating via Accent on Souncb|
Inc. Carnegie is scaled to $3.50 for
(Continued on page 66)
American Guild of Variety Art¬
the one-nighter.
Turns scheduled to appear in ists hopes to effect a cleanup in
the special revue bearing the title working conditions for strippers in
“The Whole World Sings” are:
the Calumet City honky tonks.
Leon Bibb, Theodore Bikel, Ray Boguslav. Bud Sc Travis, Lord Burgess, Pat Sc Ernie Fast, union’s regional head,
Tom Clancy, El Cuadro Flamenco, Logan is meeting with Strip Row opera¬
Toronto, Nov. 18.
English, Billy Faier, Mort Freeman, Gene
Toronto's Royal York Hotel will
Sc Francesca, Cynthia Hassilev, Lee Bays, tors, to tell the saloonkeeps that
Will Holt, Tony Kraber, Elizabeth Land,
again be Canada’s largest, come
exotics
must
be
treated
“like
hu¬
Vince Martin, Jacques Menahem, Brownee
February when it gets a new 400McGhee, Oz (Oranim-Zabar) Israeli Group,
Dick, Rozmim, Anita Sheer, Elly Stone, man beings” or else Fast would room, $10,000,000 wing. This will
The Tamers, Jazz All Stars.
recommend that AGVA place the give it 1,600 rooms, well ahead of
Fred Hellerman is musical di¬ suburb “off limits.”
the 1,215-room Hilton - operated
rector for the hootenanny.
Fast’s focus on Cal City result¬ Queen Elizabeth in Montreal,
ed from a recent series in the Chi owned by Canadian National Rail¬
Sun-Times which detailed, among ways (government company). Cana¬
New Coast Merger
other things, the “extra curricular” dian Pacific Railway's Royal York,
activities of peelers employed managed by Angus MacKinnon,
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
World Artists Management there. Gazette quoted- several of has Moxie Whitney Orch in 10th
Agency has been formed through them as contending they are vir¬ straight year at posh Imperial
a merger of Joe Hollo Agency and tually forced to service as sucker Room.
Frank Baldwin and Irving Schacht, bait for visiting firemen with
For several months last year it
previously associated with the bankrolls.
had a name-singer policy, teeing
Series also indicated the strip¬ New Year’s Eve with Hildegarde.
Gale Agency.
Rollo will function as prexy; pers have to provide companion¬ New strong accent on conventions,
Baldwin, vp; and Schacht, secre¬ ship for willing males, albeit they however, may revive idea of added
tary-treasurer.
receive a percentage of the gross. entertainment.

Aerialist Gets $14,000
From Amusement Park
«
Boston, Nov. 18.
Herman Hock, aerial acrobat act,
received a settlement of $14,000 in
Federal Court here in a $150,000
damage suit against White City
Amusement Park, Shrewsbury.
Hock, a native of Germany, was
thrown from a 60-foot pole in June
of 1955 when a crowd surged for¬
ward and struck a guide wire. He
sustained fractures of both legs.

Los Angeles, Nov. 18.
Red Skelton ran up a bright
$100,500 gross for the two and onehalf week stand of his and David
Rose’ revue, “The Clown and the
Baton,” closing Sunday night (16)
at the Ritz Theatre.
Final stanza hit $38,500, up over
The Bal Tabarin, N.Y., will re¬
previous
first full week’s $37,000.
sume operations tomorrow (Thurs.)
with a new faces policy. On preem
bill" will be Geraldine Stuart, Versatiles and Tommy Allen along
with a Can Can line.'
Spot is operated by Chris
Petroff.

Bal Tab's ‘New Faces’

Business Club Rewards
Bright Students With
Live-Talent Shindigs
Minneapolis, Nov. 18.
Minnesota Optimists clubs have
started to honor school student
leaders here by having them as
guest at live evenings of enterent especially staged for young
folks.
Singers Laura Leslie and Ton
Mara were brought in from New
York for the first of these at the
Prom Ballroom. The 2,000 guest
leaders for which 13 of the clubs
were host had been chosen by the
schools because of outstanding
endeavors in various activities.
Such local acts as the Schiek’s
nitery singing sextette and Doc
Evans Dixieland band along with
an orchestra furnished by the
Musicians Union for dancing con¬
tributed their services gratis. The
transit company furnished free
transportation and Don transpor¬
tation and Don Stolz, director of
Old Log summer theatre handled
the staging without compensation.
Club officials explain that they
feel such “Appreciation Nights”
will help the young folks to real¬
ize that their efforts to be useful
citizens in the community are not
going without recognition and
bring bring the public to the real¬
ization that “97% or more of these
teenagers are a credit to the city.”

New AGVA Officers Forcing Union
To Improve Benefits for Members
St. Loo ‘Autopia’ Bill

Mixed-Styles For
Carnegie Revue

Treat Exotics Like
Human Beings/ AGVA
Tells Strip Row Ops

Toronto’s Royal York
Gets $10,000,000 Wing
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Weather Is StJl the Top Headhner
In Florida; Adyance Bookings NSG
Weather is still the. top ingredi¬
ent of the Florida season. With
the elements cooperating, ^it mat¬
ters little what headliners are
available, and unless there’s a cold
spell in the north and a hot spell
in the south, Florida business will
be short.
This is again being
proven
by
the
disappointing
amount of reservations received
thus far by the Miami Beach inns.
This season is especially import¬
ant • because of the huge amount
being spent by. the bulk of the
major spots in advertising and pro¬
motion.
Thus far, reservations
for the season starting approxi¬
mately around Christmas time,
have been very slow. This is all
the more disastrous inasmuch as it
follows very huge budgets in ad¬
vertising, around the country. It’s
also desultory because a repeat of
last season when January and
February Was beset by cold wealth-

AUDITORIUM
Qcwuactnk

SFGCmCUUR
saw theatre

«r, could change the financial map
of Florida.
The Deauville plan which is
subscribed to by six hotels isn’t
yet pulling in the business that
was anticipated. This plan calls
for an auditorium show three times
weekly free to guests of the Deau¬
ville, Versailles, Sans Souci, Casa¬
blanca, Sherry Frontenac and the
Crown Hotels. This group will be
spending an aggregate $750,000 for
shows and exploitation which will
he free to guests of their hotels
only. The Carillon Hotel is insti¬
tuting a plan of its own similar
to that which will he put. into ef¬
fect by the Deauville group.
The advance reservation picture
is also complicated by the presence
of “this year’s hotels,'* the Diplo¬
mat and the Montmarte in, the
Bal Harbor and Hollywood sec¬
tions, and the Barcelona.
Pre¬
miere season is generally its own
draw for the new hotels.
Thus far, the hoteliers aren’t
worrying too much, although they
have spent more this year in erder
to insure a fresh flow of trade.
Aside from the heavy ad-splurge'
of the free shows, other spots are
going in heavily for advance reser¬
vation bids. Harry Mufson, op¬
erator of the Eden Roc, is holding
a. series of cocktail parties in sev¬
eral key cities. Mail solicitation in
several hotels is also being tried
by several spots.
However, all the gimmicks, it is
now felt, must take second place
to the weather. At this point a
cold spell in New York and other
key town in the north are fig¬
ured to be the only means of hypo¬
ing the reservations list.

Hilton Tightens
Continued from page 65

000, is the third of the expanding
airport-highway-suburban
hotels;
ground has already been broken
for inns at the Frisco and New Or¬
leans airports.
Houser, who known as a “dealmaker,” reportedly is not inter¬
ested in actually operating the
overseas hostelries which, too, are
set upon a divisional global op¬
erations system.
' •
Zeckendorf Woos Philippe
The recentralization probably
puts an end to the report about
Zeckendorf’s dicker for both CoL
Binns and Claude C. Philippe, the
Waldorf’s promotion and banquet
manager, although the latter re¬
portedly is still being eyed by
Bill Zeckendorf Jr. to run .the
Hotel Astor and affiliated hotel
banquet facilities (which includes
the Commodore and Manhattan).
Plans on the so-called “Rockendorf,” (colloquial billing), the
proposed new hotel in Rockefeller
Center (with Webb & Knapp con¬
struction and operation), are also
in abeyance. It may he called the
U.S. or UN Hotel, with both Rocke¬
feller and Zeckendorf investment,
on the 6th Ave. and 51st St blockfront The parcel has now been
cleared with the acquisition of the
Toots Shor buildings at 51-53-55
West 51st St.
In the same idiom as Hilton’s
overseas glamor junkets for the
openings of his Madrid and Istan¬
bul hostelries, a chartered PanAmerican planeload of Hollywood
personalities and press will be air¬
lifted to Berlin for the four-day
hoopla Nov. 29. Public opening
of the 13-story hotel will be on
Dec. 3. The 350-reom hotel' cost
$6,000,000 to build. . American
architects Pereira & Luckman
worked in cooperation with the
German designers, Schweches Sc
Schoszberger.

Make the new O'Keefe Auditorium part
of your ]faeatricat plans for 19601 Con¬
struction is now 'well under way on this
fabulous new theatre in the hub of
booming, prosperous Ontario I It** des¬
tined to be one of the great showplacet
of North America.

THE MW OF ONTARIO
- Toronto is the 6th largest market ir»
North America... one of the continent's
most "show-minded" cities . . . with a
hungry appetite for drama, musical
comedy,, variety, music, opera and all
forms of live entertainment* This is truly
CANADA'S HEART OF SHOW
BUSINESS

SEATS!
When O’Keefe Auditorium opens in
1960, it will offer a 3,200 seat theatre,
with no seat more than 124 feet from
the stage I All seats witt be specialty
designed for the utmost comfort and
visibility — many will be equipped with
hearing aids. Acoustical facilities will be
unexcelled anywhere ini'North America —
to provide the finest production of every
form of entertainment from musical
comedy to opera.

LAMEST STAOE IB CANAMl
The stage floor will be across 128' of the
building. Acting area framed by the
proscenium can be reduced from SO'
width.to 36' when needed. Proscenium
is adjustable to these same widths^ with
a maximum opening 30' high. Mechamcally-elevated 50-piece orchestra pit. . .
r adio and TV control rooms... stage-size
rehearsal studio — largest lounge areas
In North America. There will be 8 star
dressing rooms, other rooms to accom¬
modate up to 100 peoptfti

MEET MUCH WALKER
the man who’s
Managing Director
of the spectacular
new O'Keefe Audi¬
torium. Contact him
now, he is booking
shows, concerts,
conventions,
lec¬
tures, TV and Radio
broadcasts — for
the 1960 season.
Write or phor.e:
Hugh P. V/aiker
Managing Director.
O'Keefe
Auditorium, Toronto, Carfada.
Telephone: EM. 6-7211.

ABC-TV “Jubilee, USA” and
NBC’s “Red Foley Show” will tour
fairs next season with bookings by
GAC-Hamid.

EAGLES ENCORES AS
RINGUNGGEN1 AGENT
Paid. Eagles, vet circus man at
one time general manager of the
AJ G. Barnes circus, has again
been named general -agent of the
Ringling Bros, and Barnum &
Bailey Circus. Eagles is currently
at work setting up a schedule for
next season. Likely opening will
be at Charlotte, N. C., in advance
of the annual date at Madison
Square Garden in ApriL.
Harry Doob, publisher of the cir¬
cus program, has been handling the
general agenting prior to Eagles’
appointment. Doob will continue
with the book.
Eagles had been with Ringling
show until two years ago when’ he
went to the Barnes outfit, a Ringling owned enterprise, which fold¬
ed recently.

A6YA Inpraves
Continued from page

year instead of the present five
years should a member fall be¬
hind in dues.
Situation would correct the in¬
equity uncovered in a recent issue
of Variety in the case of Landre
& Verna. Landre, during a con¬
tinual siege of illness, was found to
he behind 24 days in dues and thus
was declared to be ineligible for
the recently instituted hospital
plan for five years: However, this
isn’t true In all cases. It’s recalled
that former board member Henry
Dunn, who wasn’t a performer for
a long time, was given hospitaliza¬
tion although he hadn’t been a
dues payng member for the five
years required, ^
The meeting also discussed minimums on cruises and at Lakewfiod.
It was also disclosed that new con¬
tract negotiations are to start with
Sullivan County (N.Y.) hotel opera¬
tors, but have been delayed be¬
cause of illness of the hoteliers’
counsel Morris Oppenheim, Johnny
Woods, at this meeting, was named
to the branch executive board to
succeed Eddie Miller who resigned.
In the Lakewood negotiations,
the New York Board is trying to
eliminate the C hotel classification
in which minimums. are $16 night¬
ly. The Lakewood operators have
indicated they will fight any ef¬
forts to increase scales.

New York
Bill Tabbert lined up for the
“Evening with Richard Rodgers”
at the Cotillion Room of the Pierre
Hotel, early December . . . Darvas
& Julia' inked for a repeat at the
Latin Quarter April 30 . . . Will
Gaines to the Elegante, Brooklyn,
Nov. 26... Morey Amsterdam goes
into the Boulevard, Rego Park,
Dec. 23 . . . Arnold Sank named as¬
sistant to Harry Kalcheim of the
William Morris Agency . . . Alan
King and his manager Harry Adler
planed out to England . . . Belle
Carroll a holdover at the Village
Barn ... Tim Kirby tapped for the
Statler Hilton, Dallas, Dec. 11 and
for the Sheraton r Jefferson, St.
Louis, Dec. 31 . .. Henny Youngman, due for a TVer in London,
lining up a list of dates at Army
camps while abroad.
Marge Cameron dated for the
Boulevard, Rego Park, L. I., N. Y.,
Dec. 4
. Hannah Ahroni, Israeli
singer, to serve a two-week term
at the San Juan Hotel, Puerto Rico,
starting Nov. 18 . . . Danny Mar¬
shall a newcomer on the Versailles
bill ... Harvey Stone inked for
the Diplomat Hotel, Miami Beach,
March 20 . . . Monique Van Vooren
started a stand at the Queen Eliza¬
beth Hotel, Montreal, Sunday (16)
. . . Johnny Griffin Quartet moved
into the Village Vanguard last
night (TuesJ on bill with Ernestine
Anderson . . . Bobby Darrin starts
at the Town & Country Club,
Brooklyn, Friday (21).
Lilo inked for the Tower Hotel,
Palm Beach, Dec. 21 . . . Lisa Kirk
goes into the Plainer House, Chi¬
cago, Dec. 2 . . . George Matson,
now at the Blue Angel, set for Mr.
Kelly’s, Chicago, April 13_Pearl
Bailey into the Flamingo, Las
Vegas, Dec. 15.

Pittsburgh

Balinese Club operation in Galves¬
ton- moves back into the plush
Balinese Room. For the past sev¬
eral weeks the club has been in
the Studio Lounge location in the
downtown section of the city . , ,
J. P. Huff and Red Rogers have
taken over the former quartets of
the Elks Hall and are opening a
private club ... George Liberace’s
“Musical Journey Revue” is. cur¬
rently at Fort Worth’s Casa
Manana.
Thrush Charlene Morris leaves
for Miami and Nassau for winter
engagements . . . Crandall &
Charles, song and comedy duo, be¬
gin four frames at. Club La Bistro
today (Wed.) . . . Tommy Edwards
booked
into
Jimmy
Menutis
Lounge for three days beginning
Dec. 29 through New Years Eve
. , . Pianist Art Steddom into the
International Club Lounge at the
Shamrock Hilton for an indefinite
period . . . Don Adams and Cathy
Carr to follQW Roberta Sherwood
into the International Club’s Con¬
tinental Room Dec. 11 . . . Head¬
liners already signed for the room
for 1959 include Johnnie Ray,
Carol Channing, Nelson Eddy and
Carmen Cavallaro.
McGnire Sisters, who set a show
record of 111,000 customers in 10
days in 1956, will return to head¬
line 1959 Omaha Auto Show at the
City Auditorium Dec. 10-14.

SMASH HIT

Eileen Rodgers comes back to
THE ClAMOEOUS NEW a
her hometown Dec. 9 for three
Horn
*
weeks at Vogue Terrace . . . Clyde
McPhatter follows Dakota Staton
into the Copa Dec. 8 . .. Somethin’
Smith & The Redheads open at
Ankara -Dec. 22 and win stay f§
Show folks are raving about, the
through the holidays .. . Ira Bitner
all new Hotel Avery. All new, large, ||
8c Danny Shannon, ex-four Show¬
i
beautifully furnished deluxe rooms |i
men, now doing a comedy two-act
with private bath and television, jj
. . . Ted Lewis, who just finished fg
at the Horizon Room, has already ^
Many Air Conditioned.
||'
been «et for first two weeks in
October next year_Fran Warren
AVERY A WASWNGT0H STS, |
plays New Arena "week of Dec. 1,
followed by Eileen Barton and
Billy Williams Quartet . . . Joe
Negri, guitar soloist, has exited
Penfi-Sheraton Hotel’s Harp &
Crown, but Bobby CardiUo on
piano and Tomy Mara on harp re¬
main . . . Steve Gaynor will remain
here to work cluib dates and tv
SS Crmtiinied. from page 1 ——, following expiration of his New
Arena contract. He waS house
changed considerably since then. singer-m.e. for a year and a half.
Helping bring about the change
was the start given the lounges by
Dallas
Prima and Miss Smith at the
Los Curambeles de Espana at
Sahara Which' caused bouifaces to the Statler-Hilton- until Nov. 26,
followed by Somethin’ Smith &
think along name -lines for the the Redheads, Nov. 27; Tim Kirby,
•foyers. The casino business brought Dec. 11; Lew Parker 8c Betty Kean,
in by names in that part of the Dec. 25 and Monique Van Vooren,
operation became considerable. Ad-. Jan. 8. Johnny Long orch comes
vent of comics in the space over in Dec. 25, replacing the Bob Cross
the bars also helped perk trade. crew . . . Club 3525 inked Joamnie
44'
THE COMEDIAN1
In this respect, business brought O’Brien, Nov. 19; Alan Copeland,
Dec. 3 and Helen Aimee, Dec. IT
in by Shecky Greene at a. late . . . Leighton Noble orch replaces
PROFESSIONAL OAO 8IRV1C1
stint was' also considerable.
Joe Reichman’s crew Dec. 18, at
THR LATSST — THI OREATEST —
TU MOTT-U F-TO-DATIST
Vegas hotel operators now figure Hotel Adolphus, where Gali Gall
la m Wh leave, containing
on tiie floorshow in the regular and Elisa Jayne are due Nov. 20;
room as a casino shill from early Danny Costello and Veronica Mar¬
tel,
Dec.
4;
Dink
Freeman
and
Pat
evening until around 2 p.m. After
that time, the lounge names are Winsor, Dec. 18; Betty Reilly, Jan.
BtntMMiMr. pelltful.
needed to keep the players hover¬ 1; WaHy Griffin, Jan. 15; Teddy
TheagMa ef Hie
Day,
Humorous
Vlewe of 8w Nava, ate.
yearly.
ing around the green baize cloths. Bandamo, Jan. 29; Dorothy Shay,
Feb. 12 and Edgar Bergen 8c Caro¬
Introductory Offer: Last 11 Issues $15
Apparently, the investments in line Richter, Feb. 26 . .. Tree Club
Single Issues 11
Foreign:.
IN
Vr.—4
Yrs.
|M
the lumps are paying off consider¬ has Ken Welch 8c Mito Cottle cur-:
Slnela Issues 84—No C.O.D.'s
ably- Since Vegas runs around the rent, with Dorothy Loudon signing
BILLY GUSON
clock, anything that stimulates in Dec. 6 and Mildred Cook due
. AM W. U St„ Hoar York 19
casino business at times when Dec. 31.
those with normal habits are lured
only by the name of-Simmons, they
Houston
feel that this is business that
Hd Arvin orch currently at the
might not have been obtainable Cork
Club . . . Bob Smith, pianist,
42" tall-SInelwe Comedienne
without the use of the late hour is at the Petroleum Club ... Henry
FLAMINGO LOUNGE
topliners.
Hlavanty Trio playing a return en¬
Lawrence, Mass.
(thank you jacy COLLIER)
At the same time, most of the gagement at the Pasadena Club ...
ASSOCIATED
BOOKING CORF.
Vegasaries haveJbeen getting offers Lucille Michael booked for a twoJOE SLASH. Pros.
of headliners, at an accelerated week engagement at the Tradewinds
Club
later
this
month
.
.
.
rate. The bulk of the niteries in
that town have year-round com¬
mitments. Unless ;a new headliner
of dazzling^ proportions comes
along, the same roster of talent
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS
frequently returns to the major
OpeeiNg lDtb letenwrtoeot Tour
rooms.. The increased influx of
names in the lounges serves a two¬
Currently
fold purpose. Aside from the pur¬
1ARCLEY HOTEL
pose of building up the late casino
Toronto, Ont., Canada
biz, reaction to names can fre¬
quently determine-their pull in the Dirtt'mm: WILLIAM MORKIS AGENCY
Fare. Mgr.; H> KHtffY
big rooms. On this basis, they have
been able to persuade some of the
topliners to take the tounge idate$.:

Vtgas Louges

YVONNE MORAY

The DEEP RIVER BOYS

THREE RIVERS INN, Syracuse

Mgt. BILL MITTLEB. 1619 Broadway, Now York
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Readying
Bill Miller $ New Riviera Operation
Arthur Hurray Franchiser Refunds AGVA Fund
Insurance Co. Deal
On B’way to Avoid Fort Knox Names
$11,800 to 79-Year-Old Woman
Albany, Nov. 18. -*-•
Clyde E. Russell, 35, franchised Regina Fair Up $66,538
owner and operator of the Arthur
Regina, Sask., Nov. 18.
Murray Dancing School in Albany,
Financial statement' of the Regirevealed Thursday (13)—a week ja Exhibition Assn, -shows net
after he and two of its instructors profit of $66,538 on the six-day
summer fair and $45,103 on the
had been indicted by an Albany
year’s operations.
County Grand Jury" on charges of
The fair’s profit was $4,838 bet¬
first-degree grand larcency and ter than in 1957 and the year’s
profit
was up by $21,701.
conspiracy—that he; had mailed a
Revenue from the exhibition was
check of $11,800 to the 79-year-old
$357,824, down $1,763 from last
local woman who had been sold year, and expenses, at $291,286,
“lifetime” terping courses and were $6,601 less than in 1957.
other privileges.
This was the amount he, An¬
thony T. Polito, 21, and Edward
Crofton, 28, had been accused of
obtaining from her.
The woman is Mrs. Jessie C.
Dallas, Nov. 18.
Lee, a widow.
State Fair of Texas will have
The check, Russell said in an ac¬
a
net
income
of
$340,000 for the
companying letter, “represents all
the moneys which you have paid to year’s operation. Figure includes
estimated
income
for November
us, including the sums paid for
instructions given and used by and December, since the fiscal
year
ends
Dec.
31.
Actual net
you.” Mr. Lee had reported the
sum expended over a period since income for 1957 was $280,000. This
year’s.
16-day
run,
Oct,
4-19, drew
Sept. 29 last, represented half her
a record-breaking 2,757,734 persons
life savings.
into
the
187-acre
fairgrounds,
at
“It Is difficult to express my
thoughts concerning the tragic re¬ 75c for adults and 40c for children.
However,
the
1959
annual
expo
will
sult emanating from your action
which has resulted in a grand jury have upped prices—$1 for adults
indictment of myself and two of and 50c for children. Rising costs
my staff,” Russell wrote to Mrs. were given as the reason for the
increase.
Lee.
Board disclosed that out of the
"As you know, had you ex¬
1958 net income the fair will make
pressed to me your desire to with¬ payments
of principal and interest,
draw from the transaction with totaling $177,881, on indebtedness
us, you could have obtained can¬ outstanding on the Cotton Bowl,
cellation and full restitution of the new Women’s Building, the
any moneys paid us, and at the new auxiliary parking lot and the
same time have retained the cor¬ air-conditioning in the Electric
dial relations which existed be¬ Building. Expo is a non-profit in¬
tween you and the studio and the stitution, with permanent facilities
students.”
valued at $35,000,000 and all net
income is channelled back into im¬
provements in the huge showplace,
payments on capital debts, operat¬
ing costs and the like.
Construction is underway on a
7,000-seat livestock coliseum, cost¬
Currently
ing $2,800,000—directly behind the
huge ^ Cotton Bowl—and it will be
open for next October’s 16-day run.

TEXAS STATE FAIR NETS
$340,000; TO HIKE TABS

The American Guild of Variety
Artists Welfare Trust Fund is ex¬
pected to award its new accident
insurance contract within a few
days. Choice is now between
Lloyds of London, present policy
underwriters, and the* Travelers In¬
surance Co. of Hartford. Choice
will be made by the end of the
week when the present contract
with Lloyds expires.
At a meeting last week of the
trustees of the Fund, George A;
Hamid, president of »GAC-Hamid,
was reelected chairman, with
AGVA president Penny Singlefon
to be co-chairman. Hamid repre¬
sents the employer trustees. Other
employer trustees are Arnold Kauf¬
man of RKO, and Nat Abramson,
former chairman, who is head of
the WOR Artists Bureau. Em¬
ployer trustee alternates are attor¬
ney Milton Goldman, Milton Kutcher, (Kutcher’s Hotel), and borscht
belt booker Charlie Rapp. ■ AGVA
trustees, aside from Miss Singleton
are AGVA veepee Rajah Raboid
and Johnny Woods. Alternates are
Jay Lester, Frank Ross and Joe
Smith.

Bill Miller, who will open the
Riviera, N.Y., (nee Cafe de Paris)
on Dec. 26, will attempt to make
the run without highpriced names.
Miller says, “Enough people think
enough about my judgment of
talent to take a chance and come
one time, even if there are no big
names on the marquee. I think I
have enough tricks to keep the
place going without the standard
level of names.”
Miller, currently in New York
preparing for the preem of the
nitery, feels that he doesn't want
to upset-any further the present
talent market by wild bidding for
the top level- of headliners. He
wants to keep prices on a plane

Chevalier & Tapes Click
In Varied 1-Man Show
At Shubert Theatre, D.C.

Washington, Nov. .18.
Maurice Chevalier’s worth as an
entertainer is world-famed. Work¬
ing
with
a
tape recording,
Chevalier explained that he first
played Washington about 1930
with two pianos, returned in 1947
with one piano, and is back with
none. Since the Shubert has to
pay musicians anyway, under the
union setup, Chevalier might , be
wise to use them.
It is decidely a one-man show:
Chevalier, several hats, and his
tape machine He has no director
or producer. And he is an amazing
septuagenarian, singing, dancing,
clowning, doing imitations and
pantomine. His audience loved
him, particularly when he brought
back the old days with “Louise,”
“Mimi” and the like.
His new material includes a
novelty French cowboy number
“In -Las Vegas.,” the “Gigi” med¬
ley, as well as familiar French
tunes like “C’est Si Bon,” “La Vie
Tn Moira Pi/* in Poric I En Rose” and “Autumn Leaves."
Id mane lIC ID rails IA rock *21’ Roll was one of his
best received offerings.
NEW ORLEANS
Washington, Nov. 18.
Show is being sold at at a $5.50
Maurice Chevalier^ one-man
and Then
show which opened at the Shubert (weekends) and $4.94 top for nine
From Nov. 25
Theatre here Monday (17) will be performances. Chevalier return to
cut to one week in place of the Paris to make a film in a week and
CIPANGO
scheduled v two, to permit him to reopens next March in Miami.
Dallas, Texas
return to Paris for a film commit¬
ment. A two-week booking in Bos¬
Direction:
ton to follow the Washington show
was cancelled.
MCA
Chevalier, the center of consid¬
erable social activity here, plans to
return to the States next spring to
Mickey Alpert, a Lamb who has
MYR0MAINE
resume the tour, opening in March strayed far from his Boston orig¬
in Miami, he said.
inations, was feted Monday (17)
and CLAIRE
While in Washington, Chevalier by the entertainment committee
will be entertained with a cham¬ of the Lamb Club at Teddy’s Res"Delightfully
pagne party by the French ambas¬ staurant, N.Y., which seems to
Different"
sador, Herve Alphand, an old have
become
the
downtown
friend; a luncheon by the Women’s branch of-this theatrical club.
Knt urn
Engagement
National Press Club; and a tea by Latter seems an improvement be¬
the national organization of CARE. cause of the high calibre groceries
For Entire Month
of November
available there.
at the
Alpert was toasted on the oc¬
Sadie Banks’ Moveover casion of his holdover as chairman
Sadie Banks, for 23 years the of the club’s entertainment com¬
headliner-hostess at the Old Rou¬ mittee after a three year term.
manian, N.Y., has gone into an Harry Hershfield was toastmaster,
indefinite stay at Arele’s New and Billy Gaxton, who was recently
Paris, Franco
Roumanian, in Flushing, L.I. The given a gala at that spot, was em¬
switch from one Roumanian to the cee. A variety of gifts were pre¬
AiroircIr)
other follows the move of the old sented Alpert, including a sterling
THE WIT SERIES
nitery frbm the lower east side to tray, to Mrs. Alpert, a personal
Ons-Liners Galore! New!
Broadway. Arele’s also switched radio and some assorted pieces of
8h«rt, Fast and Funny Sophisticated Ga*s.
Written by a Comedian for Comedians!
from the Delancey St. sector to jewelery.
Alpert, who was until recently
"WIT FOR MODERNS”
the new spot.. v
Reflular. $3. Get Acquainted Offer $2.
On the bill at Arele’s is Carolyn the casting director for the Kudner
Agency industrial shows, is
Carpenter, also a longtermer with
Ray Waaeil, 2904 N. Keating Avo.,
best remembered as the host and
this nitery.
Chicago 41. III.
orchestra leader who risked bis
life in the disastrous Coconut
Grove fire in Boston in the early
40s, when he rescued several from
the flaming nitery.' About 40
Sthe DOUBLE
.
Lambs attended the soiree.

SANDU SCOTT
MONTE
LEONE
HOT-EL

Chevalier Cuts D.C. Run

MICKEY ALPERT FETED
BY LAMBS ON ELECTION

MOULIN
ROUGE

VING MERLIN presentsVING MERLIN and Lynda
f
y

■
m/r

\
)

. . . tha International Mnsical Novelty
Direct from PARIS, LONDON and ROlA

ZIEGFELD
FOLLIES
RIVIERA HOTEL
LAS VEGAS
Until Dec. I4tb

Baron to Havana Hotel
Las Vegas, Nov. 18.
Charles Baron, following his
resignation as managing director
of the Tropicana Hotel, has bought
into the Hotel Riviera, Havana,
and will step into an exec position
there.
He checks out of Tropicana early
in December.

PLAN CITY AUD. ARENA
AT S. C. FAIRGROUNDS
Columbia, S.C., Nov. 18.
State Fair officials have tenta¬
tively agreed to allow the city and
county to erect a multi-milliondollar entertainment plant on the
99-acre fairgrounds which are lo¬
cated close to the southern boun¬
dary of the city.
—
Preliminary plans call for an
auditorium with a capacity of 2,500,
plus a separate arena holding about
four times that number, certain
other buildings which could be
used for various types of exhibit
shows, and for ample areas of
paved parking lots.
Mayor Lester L. Bates, principal
proponent , of the plan, says money
matters haven’t been solidified, but
that he doesn’t “propose a tax in¬
crease” to build the plant.
Richland Sen. Walter J. Bristow
said he knew the county would ap¬
prove the plan “if it doesn’t cost
any tax dollars.”
The Univ. of South Carolina is
interested, if it would provide them
a place to play home basketball
games. It now uses an outdated
arena which cannot accommodate
all of its student body.

For a N. Car. Fair
A La Walter Raleigb
Raleigh, N. C., Nov. 18.
J. S, (Doc) Dorton, manager of
the N. C. State Fair, predicts that
within 10 years the fair will have
an attendance of 100,000 or more,
if needed improvements and proj¬
ects could be carried out. The 9ist
edition of the fair drew an esti¬
mated 550,000.
Dorton said he would like to see
covered walks and pavement
throughout the fairgrounds, “so
that when it rained no one would
get wet. If it was dry, there would
be no dust.”

where they won’t go to “crazy”
levels. Miller pointed out that
talents become names only after
public acceptance. In this respect,
he points out that at the old Riv¬
iera, Ft. Lee, he played such acts
as the Will Mastin Trio topped by
Sammy Davis Jr., Harry Belafonte,
and many others long before they
hit present price levels. He’ll try
again, he says, to build headliners
out of acts. He feels that with only
two major largeseaters in the mid¬
town N.Y. area, the town can stand
another nitery.
Miller will open with Larry
Steele’s “Smart Aitairs,” a unit
which achieved long runs in At¬
lantic City, Miami Beach and else¬
where. Steele has also been on
Broadway previously, some years
ago, at the old La Conga. He’s still
undecided as to whether Lionel
Hampton’s band will be on the first
show. He expects the preem layout
to run six months arid possibly
longer.
Among the alterations now being
made at the nitery, which was
started by Lou Walters as Cafe de
Paris after an investment figured
as high as $500J)00, will be a bar
in front of the house, a new mar¬
quee, a new entrance as well as
kitchen and lounge improvements.
He said that there will be two
shows on New Year’s Eve instead
of the usual one, the second one
to be billed as an early morning
show. Tariffs will be $20 and $25.
TEX. THEATRE'S DUAL POLICY
Houston, Nov. 18.
Yale Thea re here will present
a stage show featuring singer CarIon Markham and pianist Bill Glick
each Friday along with its film
bill.
Productions will also showcase
local talent.

THE
GOLDEN
GATE
QUARTET
(World Tour)
CurrenMy

AFGHANISTAN
Booked Solid UnHI April 1959
Dir.: BIRNEY GOLDEN

CIRCLE ARTISTS CORP.
48 West 48th Street, N. Y.
PL 7-7100

FUN-MASTER

GLASON'S

Houston, Nov. 18.
Houston’s fading showplace, the
City Auditorium, may be razed (a)
to provide public parking space
with an estimated annual income
to the city of $80,000 or (b) sold
for enough money to build another.
From time to time the death
knell has been sounded by other
City Councils for the one time cen¬
ter of culture for the city, but in
the past the decision has always
been to improve it.

JOE
ROLLO

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for all Theatricals
"We Service the Stars''

Big Temporary Special ea All
35 Gag Files for $15, Plus $1.00 Postage
Foreign; $1.50 et., 35 for $40
a 3 Parody Books, Per Bk. .. . $10 a
• 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. .. $25 •
a Minstrel Budget
.$25 a
How to Master the Ceremonies
$3 per Copy
No C.O.D's
. "Always Open"

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54th St., N.Y.C„ 19 CtrcL* 7*1130
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY)
(Let a Real Professional Train You)

FRANK
BALDWIN

IRVING
SCHACHT

Proudly Announce

The Formation of

WORLD ARTISTS MANAGEMENT AGENCY
9033 W1LSHIRE BLVD., BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA
CRestview 1-7294

68

m«wt

Waldorf-Astoria* N. Y.
Harry Belafonte with Robert Corman, Millard Thomas, Ray Boguslav, Norman Keenan, Clarence
Williams; Emil Coleman A Bela
Babai Orchs; $4-$5 cover.
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REYIEWS
eellent song-seller, soloing on her
first three numbers, “Sunny Side
of the Street,” “Three Letters,”
and “Mama Goes Where Papa
Goes.” The Stanley Boys admi¬
rably back her with vocals on
“Some Day,” “Glad Rag Doll,”
“Wedding Bells,” “01’ Rockin’
Chair,” and “Tell Me How Long
the Train’s Been Gone.” She bows
off with her trademark, “Wheel of
Fortune” to enthusiastic audience
reaction.
Stan Fisher, harmonica player
who’s been in Vegas with the Milton Berle show, is on his own here,
and proves himself a first-rate
showman both in the music and
patter departments. He offers “Fire
Dance,” “Claire de Lime,” “Sugar
Blues,” “Around the World,”
“Tiger Rag,” and “Rumanian Rhap¬
sody” during his 14 minutes.
The Four Step Bros, familiar to
this room, return with their fancy
footwork dovetailing acrobatics,
cartwheels, splits, and comedy
routines to good effect.
I
New Shaw-Hitchcock production j
number is called “Split Personali¬
ty,” an imaginative splash which
portrays the “good” and “bad” side I
of women. It features the singing,
of Dick Summers, terping by the
Saharem dancers (11), and cos¬
tumes by Lloyd Lambert. The
Louis Basil orch (12) smoothly;
handles the many music cues for
the Stan Irwin production, skedded
through Dec. 1.
Duke.

Bine Aigel* N. Y.
Martha Wright, Martha Davis A
Spouse (Calvin Ponder>, George
Matson, Reyneaux, Bart Howard,
Jimmy Lyon; $6 minimum.

and Milton-provide the more subtle
change-of-pace tunes, while the
twins Cliff and-Claude hit the beat.
Saxophonist Don Hill’s work is. a
standout, and. Friday's, show was
genuinely boosted by another
brother, Skip; stepping up from
the audience to sing "Lonesome
Road” with exciting voice and fine
stage presence.
The Treniers continue for fourand-a-half weeks with Sahl, who
continues- to throw darts at Repub¬
licans and Edsels' with equal
facility.
The Crescendo, in presenting
two unrelenting acts in a 75minute show, is not serving its
customers’ best interests by keep¬
ing the entertainment going with¬
out break, as it did Friday. To
take in Sahl with “individual per¬
ception” and The Treniers with
mass hysteria,, the audience needs
a little time to itself.
Ron.

[

International* IV. Y.
Ted Lewis Revue with Eddi€
Chester, Cathy Basic, Eddie Lawemce & Connie, Beverly Marshall,
Lee Berger (piano); Boots Mc¬
Kenna production featuring Pat
Patemo, line of 10: male trio;
Michael Durso and Ernest Palrneiris Orchs;- Johnny- Johnston in
Celebrity Lounge; $5 minimum.

Martha Wright, on next-to-clos¬
ing in the vaudeville tradition,
threw up her hands in a “no can
do” gesture to appease the daphanders after her stint. She had
Showmen used to point to the
done about 15 minutes and it was
lasting loyalties by the British to
now about 11:30 with one sizable
their Gracie Fields, Max Miller,
act to come. A quarter-hour is a
Lupino Lane et al; the Scots*
bit miserly for a pretty girl with
fealty for Lauder; the French for
a pretty voice plusscd by “name”
Chevalier, Mistinguett, the Guitrys
weight. True, they don’t usually
pere et fils, Yvonne Printemps &
have elongated, acts at. the Blue,
Pierre Fresnay; the Danes for
but how is a thrush with zillions
Brisson, the Swiss for Grock, and
of songs and lb out a decade of
so on throughout almost any
“girl made good” behind her going
foreign land, and deprecate the
to offer herself as a “total act” in
fickleness by Americans for their
such an abbreviated outing? It’s a
popular show biz faves. ’Tain’t
question that begs another.
so. Ted Lewis proves it Jimmy
Everyone likes the Herbert
Durante proves it,, so do Sophie
Jacoby -Max Gordon saloon but
Tucker,. Joe E. Lewis and a few
Ankara*
Pitt
the critics—some critics, anyway;
who can do no wrong.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 12. . others
and even the most grumbling
And rightly so. Because they
show-catchers manage to be sold
Lisa Kirk A Co. (6), Gloria A insure their nostalgic and vintage
on the Blue as a kind of Nobel ,Jimmy Vincentf Bill Landy, Walter acceptance with constantly updated
Prizewinner among the smart Gabel Orch (7); $1.50-$2 cover.
variations of the theme.
Ted
cafes. Still, when the^pro working
Lewis’ return to the International
stiffs flfe obliged to squat through . Hometown girl Lisa Kirk, who
Cnee the trapsnearly two hours for four acts, an :got her start in a little revue at the Theatre-Restaurant
planted-from-Allen St. Old Roman¬
extra - curricular, no - production, Pittsburgh Playhouse in the ’40s, ian) is evidence of the vet’s “nuts
span stemming from those inter¬ has come back with an act to
nostalgia.” There is sentiment
vals between the turns, it’s not an that can play anywhere, but the In the return of Eddie Chester as
ideal state of affairs. That the east- plusher the place, the.better. It’s his foil (a colored lad for a long
side longrunner has managed to more than just a crack turn; this time was his “shadow”) and there
dear this hurdle, as reflected in a
essence a one-woman show- is sentiment in the calendar indica¬
jampack, with plenty of lads and is in
tion that this Broadway return
spades.
ladies in waiting for the post-mid- in
Koko Cl«k* Phaeolx
..
Whole
thing has been put to¬ marks the 47th anniversary of the
night second show at the opening, gether with
the care lavished On a “high-hatted tragedian Of song.”
Phoenix, Nov. 12.
is perhaps its best commercial
Margaret Whiting, Sheets Min-, answer to any objections as to the musical comedy. The production (He was wisely edited out “jazz,”
is,smart and canny; the costumes the former billing.) But he more
ton, Jimmy Wilcox Orch (6); $3 entr’acte gaps. That’s that.
offsets that with topical com¬
Miss Wright is' a winning per¬ are a couturier’s dream; the light¬ than
edy and belting song-and-dance by
former with a peaches & cream ing is effective and the general air a youthful corps of funster?.
is
one
of
elegance,
refinement
and
aura
that
even
a
contrasting
nedMargaret Whiting, one of the old
Beverly Marshall, a zany madcap
pros in the singing business, proves Empire gown in beautiful dead most of all, entertainment.
Miss Kirk keeps developing, in comedienne who will go far in
her worth, in spades, to a packed White doesn’t impair. She’s a legit
time, is rightly featured in sup¬
stature
as
a
performer
and
has
house that appreciated her song piper—meaning legit in the voice
Femme half ot Eddie
distilled a brew of magic, that port.
stylings by giving her hefty hand¬ (including a coloratura that shows keeps
an audience rapt This time, Lawrence, Connie is a leggy brunet
training) as well as in the Broad¬
claps and undivided attention.
with a long-tressed coif, a sultry
,
she’s
surrounded
by
four
goodShe works bard, with winning way timer (“South Pacific”) sense. '
boys who can sing and mien and at mean pair of gams
mobility, and gives out with a solid No gimmicks, no preciousness, and looking
which she displays in a novel neo¬
selection of songs. Included are especially sans the patter that dance, have loads of personality tux, twin costuming with Law¬
and frame her expertly all the way.
“Volare,” “Hard Hearted Hannah” might tip off the fine Italian hand At
rence, her equally facile hoofing
the
piano,
Don
Pippin
does
the
of
a
writer
behind
the
material.
and “End of a Love Affair,” plus
Cathy Basic is the
and parcels out a sock partner.
a sock medley of tunes written by She’s an extra-competent singer. conducting
along with Walter “beautiful doll” when Lewis ser¬
her father, Dick. Whiting. Especi¬ Period. And she’s a canary who accompaniment
enades vocally and via licorice
Gabel’s
house
band.
ally effective are her presentation can jump from' her hideout as a
The Kirk act has plenty of stick in his standard routines.
of “My Ideal,” and “He’s Funny fixture in an hourlong cross-theThe high-hatted old pro in the
continuity and a crescendo
That Way.” The singer goes from board stanza on WCBS Radio to thought,
same battered chapeau with the
builds it steadily to a boff silver-lining
blues to good humor with “All I confront a live audience, because that
ran the gamut on the
climax.
Starts
out
on
a
“travel
Miss
Wright
is
essentially
a
live
Want Is All There Is And Then
benefit night which bonilight” theme, with male quartet charity
performer.
Some.”
face
Jack
Silverman
contributed
Her handling of the touching carrying luggage that contains only at a $20-$25-a-head formal shindig
Miss Whiting is one of the more
telephone, tv set, bar, etc., with so that $10,000 was realized by
adept and appreciated performers “If You Let Me Love You” is to a Miss
Kirk in height of fashion Junior Matrons, of which Mrs. Ted
on the nitery circuit. She oozes hushed house, and she postscripts matching
with sophisticated lyrics. (Adah) Lewis is president The
charm, personality and intimacy. with a bow ta house pianist-accomp
She segues into a medley that grouD supports the Ted Lewi?
Her singing is effortless, putting Bart Howard for the cleffing. Cork¬ stamps
her
wide range, and in- Playhouse, Sophie Tucker Play¬
ing
pace-changer
is
“I
Enjoy
Being
the crowd in a sit-back-and-enjoy- a Girl,” giving the Rodgers & j eludes a quiet
and enormously ground, Adah Lewis. Stadium and
it mood.
Hammerstein
upcomer
(out
of
effective
“Hi
Lili,” and then into a other ventures (scholarship fund
Skeets Minton and his dummies “Flower Drum Song”) a breezy stunning piece
of
special material and a theatre workshop) at Camp
scored the heaviest of any comedy belting. Also tiptop is her “Sum¬
about where good little, girls and Williams
for
underprivileged
act the club has carried in months. mertime,” which rivets attention. bad
little
girls
go.
children at Suffern, N.Y. (Miss
Much of his material contains a
Balance of 'bill consists of either
Boys come on for nifty hoofing Tucker, from Boston where she
local twist, which shows he had holdovers or quasi-regulars over solos
which continue the travel is currently at Blinstrub’s, wired
been reading Phoenix newspapers. recent months. Closer-outer is the
^nd then Miss Kirk joins a $10,000 U.S. Bond donation for
makes every gag count, and hippy-happy-showmanship turn of flavor fdr
Moulin Rouge, H’wood He
a Riviera romp that is the work). Eve Sully (Mrs. Jesse
gets every possible laugh out of Martha Davis & Spouse, with Cal¬ them
smartly
designed vocally and cho- Block was dinner chairman, so
Los Angeles, Nov. 16.
; them. A little too often, he throw
Mills Bros., Paul Gilbert, Donn | in some cuss talk that might have vin Ponder bull fiddling and chim¬ reographically. For a finish, she’s the prepiiere had a ^special show
Arden's “Wonderful World” revue, been more effective with less use. ing in with song as the hubby of all in black, mandarin fashion, hiz flavor,
the title. Miss Davis supplies her revealing a pair of shapely gams
Lewis is omnipotent throughout
Dick Stabile Orch (16); $2.50-$5.50
Jack.
own par for the course—an exu¬ for a “Limehouse Blues” arrange¬ the proceedings, vocally, hoofingly
package
berant, zesty entertainer with ver¬ ment that brings the -house down and musicianly on the clarinet for
satile
pipes
and
a
hot
but
disci-'
Hotel Monteleone, N. O.
and takes her off big.
“After You’ve Gojie,” "Tiger Rag”
Frank Sennes has nabbed the
plined piano. Showmanship is in
Town hasn’t seen a smarter act which he spotlighted as having
New Orleans, Nov. 11.
Mills Bros, as the current headline
in a long time nor a dJme with the sold 5,500,000 records since he first
Marie McDonald (with Ted Fio high accent
act at the Moulin Rouge, and it
Reyneaux opens the bill with
looks to be an okay booking for Rito), John Gary, Nick Stuart Orch magico that’s technically felicitous. poise, authority and talent to make made it in 1917; and the rest of
the spot as well as the act. The (8); $2.50 week night minimum; His running “gag” is with half a it look bigger than big. The air the hour-plus show.
is filled with class from start to
New highlights of his revue are
Mills Bros., a socko vocal group $4 Saturdays.
dozen doves, and the fact that all finish, but it isn’t the kind of super¬ the d?sk takeoffs, all solid laughthat’s been riding the top of the
his tricks are accomplished in a
heap for years, vocalize in an easy
Marie McDonald is a beautiful setting where the front-tablers can imposed class some audiences provokers, from Stan Iceberg’s
harmonic manner without depend¬ blonde who displays plenty of tal¬ nearly touch him, shows how far resent. It just happens to be there “St. George and the Dragonet” to
ing on gimmicks or musical trends. ent. From start to finish of her he’s gone to manage ultimate con¬ because the gal who is purveying Spike Jones’ “Cocktails For Two”
to Eddie Lawrence’s “The Old
it has thgfkind of chemistry.
Instead, they warble the same disk songalog, her manner is sincere, cealment from the audience.
To set the stage for Miss Kirk, Philosopher” in which Beverly
hits in the same fashion that made warm and gracious.
Fourth of the array is George
them an outstanding vocal group
What most of the tableholders Matson in his amazing panto to the Ankara has a lively opener in Marshall proved how effectively a
back in the ’40s.
didn’t know was that Miss McDon- . special disks played behind the dance team of Jimmy & Gloria devastating comedienne she 'can
Given new material she’d
At Tuesday’s (11) opener a good aid thrushed for the Tommy Dor-' curtain. There is no letup in the Vincent. Latter, an'Oriental type, be.
as well.
sized non-teenage
group was sey and Charlie Barnet orchestras gallery of impressions insofar as is cute and generously stacked and click
For
an hour and 10 minutes
the
two
of
them
drill
the
hoofing
treated to “Opus One,” “I'll Be before turning cinemactress. She the gender (femme) is concerned,
Around,” “You’re Nobody Till tees off with “Getting to Know but this isn’t necessarily said in catalog showily and effectively. Lewis made the International
Somebody Loves You,” “Paper You,” and makes no attempt at criticism. Would be interesting to They’re on and off fast and easily opening, an adult family party as
he uncorked everything from
Cohen.
Doll” and “Glow Worm.” It’s a gimmicks or effects. Her tones are see what he can do with the other make their point.
“Baby Smiles At Me” and “Call of
nostalgic repertoire of tunes that clear and her delivery vital.
side of the coin in view of his un¬
the South” (with audience-partici¬
draws heavy mitt action and guar¬
By the end of her opening tune- canny proficiency with his “broad”
pation of the “Swanee River”
Interlude* L. A.
antees good business during their most of the customers stopped buckshot in song, dance, caper and
counter-melody to the old Irving
stay.
Los
Angeles,
Nov.
14.
staring at her and were absorbed talk.
Trau.
Berlin standard), “Sunny Side Of
Donn Arden’s 1959 staging of in listening to her songs.
T. C. Jones, Earl 'Grant; $1.50 the
Street” to his trademarked
“Wonderful World” continues to
In smooth sequence, she sings
cover.
“Baby Smiles At Me.”
run in thoroughbred form with the “I Could Have Danced All Night,”
Crescendo, L A.
j
Lewis will probably edit it down
“Africana” routine standing out. “Falling in Love With Love,” “Why
Boys
will
be
boys
and
T.
C.
Jones
Los Angeles, Nov. 14.
a bit; one number, now an obvious
Comic Paul Gilbert holds through Was I Born” and “He’s Got the
Mort Sahl, The Treniers; $1.50 will be girls. Which is one way and familiar one-joke that tele¬
till Nov. 23 while the Mills Bros, Whole World in His Hands.”
of saying femme impersonator graphs . itself, way ahead of the
remain until Dec. 7. Dick Stabile’s
As she takes a breather, Ted Fio cover.
T. C. Jones made his nitery debut chorus punchline, that could come
orch backs both dancers and show Rito, at the piano does a medley
With the addition of The Tren¬ in L.A. at the Interlude Friday out is “Room 604.” Withal, the
in topflight fashion.
Kafa.
he composed — “Little Grass
night (14).
Chances of Jones
Shack-” “I Never Knew,” “Laugh, iers to Mort Sahl’s current Cre¬ drawing them in at the Sunset “high-hatted tragedian” got a
standing ovation from an adult
Clown, Laugh-” and others. She scendo stand, the swinging affair
bistro during his four-week:. crowd that. wanted to 'indicate its
Sahara, I.as Yogas
returns with “Toot, Toot Tootsiet has turned into a vigorous and Strip
date
appear
just
so-so,
although
his
own sentimental reflexes to a long¬
;
sometimes
violent
romp.
Sahl
Goodbye.” This time she displays
Las Vegas, Nov. 11.
turn has a certain limited appeal. time favorite.
Kay Starr, Stan Fisher, Four gams and a nifty chassis in a flame, called the octet “energy capsules
Jones has a sophisticated act,
Mike Durso, long a staple at the
|
to
the
eighth
power,”
and
the
skin
tight
gown,
and
the
delivery
is
Step Bros., Stanley Boys (4), Dick
featuring effective mimicry ' and Copa, backstops the proceedings
. metaphor is well put.
Summers, Saharem Dancers (11), torrid. Miss McDonald does a take¬
Individually, the Treniers are highly stylized material. His im¬• with professional eclat, alternating
off
on
Zsa
Zsa
Gabor
with
“Blues
Louis Basil Orch (12); produced
performers;
together, personations of Katharine Hep¬■ with the Ernest Palmeiris Rumbas,
in the Night ” followed by “Vo¬. talented
by Stan Irwin; choreography A lare”
and a songalog in the appro¬. they comprise one of the wildest burn, Tallulah Bankhead, Deboraht In the lounge is songster-gone-deeoriginal songs by Sonia Shaw & priate languages which takes her• acts In the business. JTheir beat Kerr antfeLuise Rainer are stand¬> jay Johnny Johnston and a WMGM
Bill Hitchcock; costumes by Lloyd to Rome, Paris, Israel, Japan, etc., Can’t be stopped, and. the tunes—■ out. His material ranges from fair* wire for celebrity interviews which
Lambert; $3 minimum.'
Young baritone John Gary is al especially “Holy Mackerel, Andy” to good. There were noticeablei have also helped put the Interpersonable dispenser of ballads; —fit them and their talents. The sags in the overlong 40-minute act.. national on the map. The illfated
Holdover act is Earl Grant, onl Cafe de Paris (in the same buildKay Starr toplines a fast-paced, who knows his way around a song., frantic pace is, indeed, increased
by full volume, but for the Cre¬ with a pair of sidemeh, one a bass¬■ ing) didn't last, but apparently
well-balanced package in the Nets plenty of palm pounding.
ist,
the other sax player. Grant; Silverman’s 1.000-capacity room is
Congo Room. Streamlined dowp to
Nick Stuart and his' musical scendo, being neither a very large
an hour (shori fur a Vegas show), crew* one of the be^t combos here¬■ club nor a vast, auditorium, a hint is on for a too-long 45 minutes,, sucres'-c,ll7v • bucking the strong
Latin Quarter competition further
even
more than the headliner.
t
of
pianissimo
would
be
a
welcome
the accent tt on music. Miss Starr, abouts, pour out listenable and
down Broadway.
Abel.
Daku.
interjection. The brothers Buddy
with her stylized belting, is an ex- danceable music.
Luiz.

The season at the Hotel WaldorfAstoria Empire Room is developing
into one cl major importance in
the cafe firmament. Claude C.
Philippe has apparently master¬
minded the booking situation,
which started off on the wrong foot
with the cancellation of the Edith
Piaf booking because of an acci¬
dent, into a glowing and rewarding
series of entertainments.
Harry Belafonte has now stepped
into the room for a five-week
stand, and by ail indications, Louis,
the custodian of the tape, is likely
to he in the enviable position of
turning away beaucoup customers
with finesse and grace.
Belafonte, of course, has grown
in stature and In artistic values
since his beginnings in the ballad
field at Max Gordon’s Village
Vanguard. His growth is probably
best measured by the fact that
Millard Thomas, his guitarist, was
then his sole accompaniment.
Today, his Waldorf entourage
numbers a second string 'plucker,
a conga drummer who doubles as
accompanying vocalist, his own
pianist who in this case happens
to be Clarence Williams, for many
years the maestro at the aforemen¬
tioned Vanguard, his conductor,
Robert Corman, a bassist, Norman
Keenam, and an augmented or¬
chestra with kee men interspersed
in the Emil Coleman band. All
these, instead of giving Belafonte
a heavy background, somehow
helps lifts his efforts to even grea¬
ter heights. His walkoff after an
hour raises vocal huzzahs on a
couple of occasions.
Belafonte has a nearly new re¬
pertoire, except for the calypsos
which seem to have trademarked
cue facet of his catalog. His tunes
ht'VB deep roots in lot of countries,
whether they be songs of revolt or
rej cueing. He has keen theatrical
sense of presenting them so that
basic values are retained. He brings
out a series of folk tunes from the
south, Mexico, Israel and else¬
where. In all, there’s a variety
ranging from a rousing spirit t<T a
fragile feeling. However, Belafonte
seems to have the most fun with
his calypso rendition of “Mathilda”
which runs more than 15 minutes.
It becomes an instrument in which
he kneads the audience into shapes
of his own design. They, in turn
become his personal glee club,
comedy assists or rhythmic back¬
ground.
Even after an hour, there was an
insistent demand for more. He
wisely left the audienec at his peak.
Jose.

J'XRiMfr
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Chez Paree, Chi
Chicago, Nov. 16.
Eydie Gorme (Joe Guercie and
Archie Freeman), Vagabonds (4),
Chez Adorables <6), George Cook
Orch (13); $1.95 couer. $4 mini¬
mum.

cluding one routine straight out of
Joe E, Lewis, and a nice-delivery."
His 21-minute stint gets a big hand.
Appletons, two girls and a man,
do an amusing Apache routine and
Moro-Landis line, aided by emceesinger Bill Carey, punch over two
French numbers very well. Bill
Clifford Orch is excellent. Hourlong show runs through Nov. 26.
•
Stef.

A
coiigh,
notwithstanding,
Eydie Gorme plugged away for
close to 45 minutes at her opener
for a clicko bow in the Chi flag¬
ship. Pipes, fortunately, held up Barclay Hotel, Toronto
Toronto, Nov. 11.
well for most of the vocalisthenics.
Deep River Boys (4), Lenny
Chirper might have pampered her
laryjix, but her obvious disposition Collyer, Bob Carter, Craig Daye
was to give it. all for a 16-tune Dancers (5), Jimmy Amaro Orch
route freighted with uptempo belt¬ (8),. Ruben Rivas Quartet\ $1.25
ing. and her reward was plenty cover.
audible from a capacity house.
She registers well with a neat
For his newly-enlarged supper
combination of the ingenue and club—from 150 to 450 capacity—
lotsa showmanship, such as hand¬ at the Barclay Hotel, A1 Siegel has
shaking ringsiders via “I’ll Take not only splurged himself on in¬
Romance.” Her songalog is lush terior decoration for his pre-offi¬
with evergreens sagely slotted and cial opening (Nov. 28) but has the
for the most part nicely arranged. Deep River Boys in for three
Her “After You’ve Gone,” however, weeks. On the basis of their Royal
could have taken a torch tempo for . Command performance, plus re¬
the tender quality that’s too seldom lease of their new album under the
evoked from it. Miss Gorme gets Cue label, the Deeps opened here
solid backing from George Cook’s to a customer pounding and unison
tunesters (13), with her drummer handclapping that had the singing
Archie Freeman, and her con¬ quartet doing a begoff. Act consists
ductor-arranger Joe Guercio, set¬ Of Harry Douglass, baritone; A1
Bishop, bass; Jimmy Lundy, tenor;
ting the beat from the piano.
Vagabonds continue to satisfy with a neat assist on the vocal end
Chez devotees, and if there’s little from Ray Durant, pianist-accom¬
that’s new this stand, turn remains panist and arranger.
Quartet, In white dinner jackets,
"notable .for both visual and vocal
appeal that garners nice response. score an immediate click in their
The mercurial capering looks as ; opening, a bouncy “Ding-Dong,”
nonchalant as it’s supposed to, then . into change of tempo to
while showing the meticulous prep¬ “Street Where You Live,” with
aration that rates the foursome foursome fine on diapason effects.
its due on the saloon circuit. The This segues to “Itchy-Twitchy
patchwork of song and parody Feeling” for customer participation
meshes well. Besides their iden¬ and the completion of their first
tifying songs, the team is up with set with “Twilight .Time,” their
hit, for terrific room¬
near-throwaway nonsense on. some first nostalgic
harmony.
w.k. video stanzas that score well. filling
Resonant,
well-timed
disci¬
It’s a fast 30 minutes till “Up a plined, they also go overand
with the
Lazy River”-gets ’em off.
customers on “Midnight Magic,” a
Chez, Adorables (6) are on twice terrific “As Time Goes By,” their
in eye-filling costume.
Louis slow-tempo “Apple Blossom Time,”
Prima & Keely Smith are due in complete with choreography, and
Nov., 30.
Pit.
their rock ’n’ roll finish medley of
Harlem and .Caribbean song styles,
to a tumultuous sendoff.
Jefferson, Si. Louis
Fortunately for him, Lenny CollSt. Louis, Nov. 14.
yer was ahead oFHhe Deep River
Bennett & Patterson, Barbara Boys. This monologist and kidding
Lantz, Johnny Polzin Orch; $1.50- singer is a very funny fellow in his
imitations of the singing styles of
$2 cover.
Como, Ray, Cole and Monroe, all
done with respect to the originals.
Bennett & Patterson, Ivy League Collyer is also okay on his imper¬
types, and Barbara Lantz, an en¬ sonations of Gary Cooper, Gabby
gaging 18-year-old lass, are serving Hayes and Walter Brennan, plus
up froth and melody to suit just his grating finish df Louis Arm¬
about anybody’s moods for two strong on “Saints Go Marching In,”
weeks at the Sheraton-Jefferson’s though this , is very hard on the
Boulevard Room, which is featur¬ throat. He scores with the crowd.
ing floor shows this semester after
Ditto Bob Carter as emcee, also
a hiatus of several seasons.
in dinner jacket, for his high-tenor
Miss Lantz, a Chicago doll who “I Feel a Song Coming On” and
lias had her own tv show in his bouncy “I Could Have Danced
Springfield, Ill., has a flexible All Nfght.” JThere are three cos¬
voice, geared to anything from; a tume changes for the Craig Daye
mellow ballad to an operatic aria, Dancers—white evening gowns to
and she has the face, the frame and Carter’s “Laura” and the scarlet
the wardrobe to go along with it. briefies and evening gowns to his
Her whole routine, a well-rounded “Tangerine” and “Apastasia.”
lineup of jump tunes, pop ballads
Expert backgrounding is lent by
and evergreens, is an earful all Jimmy Amaro’s band, with that
crew and Ruben Rivas’ Latin-1
the way.
Bennett & Patterson, young American quartet :— in pink and
comedy team not long out of black—also alternating the dinner
McStay.
\
UCLA, get boffs with a potpourri of and dance music.
laugh gimmicks, including on-thebutton impressions and a zany as¬
Mister Kelly’s, Chi
sortment of props. They’re person¬
Chicago. Nov. 11.
able lads, both of them, and have
Gene Baylos, Peggy Dietrick,
a way Of getting to all hands at
ringside, including conventioneer- Marx-Frigo Trio; $1 'corer, twoeering drunks.
drink minimum.
Next attraction: Hildegarde, with
Johnny Polzin’s danceable crew
Though he’s not in the intellec¬
continuing on the bandstand.
tual groove that’s par jior ^ the
•
Godd.
Kelly’s course. Gene Baylos none¬
theless is one of the funniest gagsters around, and that’s enough
365 Club, San Francisco validation for any saloon. It’s the
San Francisco, Nov. 6.
comic's second stand here, and the
Corinne Calvet, Oscar Cartier, half-hour turn is yocks away for
the
full half-hour, via rat-tht-tat
The Appletons (3), Moro-Landis
Dancers (10) with Bill Carey, Bill one-liners, spurts of double-talk
and
non-sequituring.
Baylos made ’
Clifford Orch (9); $1-$1.50 cover.
the most at his opener of. a mike
that
kept
conking
out
on a word
Corinne Calvet tries to act very
sexy in this nightclub bit and gen¬ here and there, a situation that
erally succeeds, thanks largely to developed some of the best laughs.
a superb figure and a tight-fitting, He’s seldom off-color, has fine tim¬
sequinned blue dress cut way down. ing and a subtle charm, all adding
But she is billed as a singer. It to a firstrate standup. Reaction is
may be that, she was cursed with solid.
Chirper Peggy Dietrick is debut¬
a bad cold opening night. If she
wasn’t, the billing is a misnomer. ing in Chi and appears sure to be
back. She’s a blonde looker (with
Miss Calvet comes on with a wow decolletage) who looks a bit
hoarse “I Remember,” and also like Peggy Lee and sounds a bit
does “Autumn Leaves,” “Non, Non, like Peggy King. Neither similari¬
Non,” “So Nice to Come Home ty seems intended, and if they
To” and “Lover.” She works hard handicap her to some, v there’s
at being a chanteuse, but anything enough offsetting assets, including
over a low conversational tone ap¬ clear, on-tune piping, nice phras¬
parently is a strain on her voice. ing and a generally warm delivery.
In between numbers she hops Lotsa poise too, which riot even
around the ringside tables trying some talky tablers could shake.
to get some crowd reaction and she Songalog is nicely diverse, if stand¬
uses a phone-call gimmick which ard, ranging over “Got a Crush
is supposed to inject some humor on You,” “Birth of Blues,” “Funny
into the act. None of this comes Valentine” and “Party’s Over,”
off very well and audience reaction among others. Excellent backstop¬
is more embarrassed than anything ping fnom Marx-Frigo threesome,
else.
per usual. .
Oscar Cartier is a pleasant standShelley Berman and Della Reese
up comic with some old gags, in¬ are due Nov. 24.
Pit.
,
rJj (;

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

El Ranelio, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nov. 12.
Jane Russell, Norman & Dean,
McKay & Charles, Dick Rice Orch
(11); produced by Tom Douglas;
choreography by Jack Cole; $3
minimum.

Jane Russell’s new act, as staged
by Jack Cole, presents the star
handsomely—she looks good, she’s
gorgeously gowned, and she gets
standard assistance from dancers
Carl Ratcliff, Roland Field, and
Stanley Hall. As a singer, however,
her voice is neither outstanding
nor is it downright bad. The overall
picture is effective, as she delivers
in the vocal division “I Love Every¬
body," “I’m Going To Want You
As Long as I Live,” “When
A Women Loves A Man,”
“Wild About Harry,” “Volare,”
“One - Way Ticket To The Blues”
(which has especially good light¬
ing and terp routines). “Lone¬
some Valley,” “Let The Light Shine
On Me,” and “Sing You Sinners.”
Star is aided by Joe Rotondi on
piano and Raymond Rodriguez on
bongos.
Highlight of the program is the
turn done by a pair of comedians
new to Vegas, Harvey Norman &
Stanley Dean. Their impact on
first-nighters rewarded them with
so much applause at their bowoff
that it certainly must have been
tough for the headliner to attempt
to follow them gracefully. Team
has refreshing new material with
no off-color lines or gestures;
straightman Norman is handsome
and. has a good singing voice;
Dean’s impreshes, yock-provoking
antics and non-anticipated dialogue
spotlight him as a potentially great
clown. Both are top-flight terpers,
and their skits—notably the “Snow
White” takeoff on a tv spec—are
gems of offbeat zaniness.
Skillful terpers McKay and
Charles balance the bill with a
clever novelty act. He helps her,
and vice versa, change costumes
“to fit the mood” of each dance.
Dick Rice and his orch capably
weave the show, which is in until
Dec. 24, when Joe E. Lewis returns.
Duke.

Society, London
London, Nov. 6.
Jill Day, Gypsy Adam and
George Birch Orchs; minimum
$3.50 weekdays, $4.25 Saturdays.

Jill Day makes an amiable head¬
liner at this intimate luxury res¬
taurant. She’s a vivacious gal,
looks, good in a skin-tight diamante
gown and-has a routine in which
gaiety is the predominant feature.
All of which is right for entertain¬
ing late-night diners.
There’s nothing particularly ex¬
ceptional about her stint, but the
numbers are balanced intelligently
and the overall effect is highly
satisfactory. As a vigorous opener
she has “Today I Love Everybody,”
followed by a pert rendition of
“Legalize My Name.” A change of
pace comes with a calypsq, “Tick,
Tick Tick” and other typical en¬
tries are “New Fangled Tango”
and “Between the Devil and the
Deep Blue Sea.” A short, snappy
routine, which leaves the . ringsiders in a happy mood.
As part of its general entertain¬
ment, the Society makes a musical
specialty with Gypsy Adam and his
Tzigany Players, who move around
the room serenading the custom¬
ers. The combo also backs the
cabaret and plays for dancing, a
stint which it shares with the
George Birch aggregation. Myro.

Jones was perceptibly nervous,
hobbling some of the early selectionsi but showing plenty of reserve
power on the conclusion.
Opening act is dancer Meg
Brown, a Varga-bodied redhead
smartly costumed, who does tap
and semi-acrobatics, accompanying
herself occasionally on the Casta¬
nets. It is a sprightly, physically
attractive solo.
Skinnay Ennis and his band sup¬
ply dance music that is tempoed and
programmed to nostalgia, and also
give backing to the featured acts.
Jones gave Ennis an especially
fervent (and deserved) accolade
for his background work on the
star’s turn, which runs about 40
minutes, with Miss Brown on
for IQ.
Powr.
Eddys% fi. C.
Kansas City, Nov. 14.
Dave Gardner, Sheila Reynolds,
Tommy Reed Orch (8); $1-$1.50
cover.

* -v

1
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Marty Allen & Mitch DeWood;
Teal Joy, Billy Williams Orch (10);
no cover or minimum.

For a minute or two it appears
that the Allen & DeWood material
is overshooting this audience, but
by the end of the act the palming
couldn’t have been .heavier for this
zaniac pair. The duo exhibit nimbleness mentally and afoot, ad lib¬
bing almost any situation to their
benefit. The material is fresh and
topical, and Allen is surely a hard
working comic. Especially well re¬
ceived by the International Club’s
•Continental Room audience are the
pair’s impress of Louis Prima and
Kely Smith and their bull fight
routine.
Allen’s five minute thank you
speech pulls as many yocks as the
rest of their material.
Versatile Teal Joy is on 20 min¬
utes as the show’s opener, and she
belts and shows some fine blue
notes. But that isn’t all. She does
“Deed I Do” in Japanese. “Come
Back To Sorrento” in Italian and
“El Cumbonchero” in Spanish.
Roberta Sherwood moves in Nov.
27 for two weeks.
Skip.

The Eddy establishment is offer¬
ing a pair of newcomers to town
i for the current session, combining
songstress Sheila Reynolds with
humorist Dave Gardner. There are
definitely some highly entertaining
moments, but the total hour long
Black Orchid, Chi
show sums as spotty. With judi¬
Chicago, Nov. 11.
cious choosing of material it would
Don Rickies, Vicki Castle, Joe
shape up far better with 10 minutes Pamello Trio; $1.50 cover.

off.

Miss Reynolds has the intro spot
and warbles in fine style a series
of established songs with her own
parodies and variations, being es¬
pecially effective In a romantic
mood on “Fascination" and “Under
Paris Skies.” She has her-fair share
of charm, and her gown of gold
jersey with a ridiculously large
bow under the seat is a thing to
behold. A rough spot developed
at closing on a fanciful arrange¬
ment of “Fever” when the band
was not with her, most unusual
here, ending her 25 minutes on an
unfortunate note.
Gardner swing into things with
a vocal of “Sitting on Top of the
World,” and shows he is strong in
the rhythm singing department at
the outset. This he verifies at
stated moments in the proceedings,
obliging with his “Wild Streak in
You” and the “Silver Sands.” In
the chatter department he has a
style definitely his own, with the
southern accent predominant.
House seems to be wondering just
how to take this fellah with the
you-all flavor, a sort of intellectual,
fast talking version of the jazz cat.
By the time they catch on it is
over and he registers a modicum
of laughs and stretches a modicum
between them. His “Julius Caesar”
with a southern accent is a fine
study of just what Gardner’s humor
can do, but it went overlong to
lose effectiveness.
Present .bill closes Nov. 26. Phil
Foster and Teal Joy open Nov. 28.
.Quin.

Henry Grady, Atlanta
Atlanta, Nov. 11.
Avril Ames, Jaye Bros. (2), Don
Grimes Orch (6); $3 minimum.

Music aplenty, mixed with com¬
edy provided by the Jaye Bros.,
gives this bill the balance that this
hostelry’s Paradise Room custom¬
ers will heavily applaud.
Performers are young and en¬
thusiastic as differentiated from
some so-called “old pros” who re¬
sent the friendly banter that comes
from an audience in such an inti¬
mate spot as PR.
Statler Hilton, L. A.
Avril Ames, a smallish, wellstacked brunet, packs a lot of voice
Los Angeles, Nov; 14.
with
her 5'2"
frame.
Allan Jones, Meg Brown, Skin- along
Dressed in a white bouffant crea¬
nay Ennis. Orch (14); $2 cover.
tion, she kicks off- with “Just One
Often the complaint against of Those Things,” then a couple
headliners who have been around of numbers from “Cabin in the
some time is that they don’t work Sky” (“Happiness- is Just a Thing
hard enough, sloughing off cafe Called Joe” and “Taking a Chance
appearances with too skimpy an on Love”) and “Will You Still Be
act, too easy a turn. The reverse Mine.” A good deception brings
could be said of Allan Jones, who her back to sing a “My Fair Lady”
opened a three-week stand last medley, complete with vocal acro¬
Thursday (13) at the Statler-Hil- batics that show off her pipes to
ton’s Terrace Room. Jones’ big, good advantage. Crowd rewarded
rich voice is an impressive one, but her efforts.
Jaye Bros. (Phil & Jerry) start
he might balance his act more
happily so that every number is by storming out onto dance floor
not a fireworks piece. For club and straightaway making for au¬
dates, the informal, relaxed num¬ dience, shaking hands vigorously
bers are sometimes more effective, with ringsiders and Warming ’em
easier on the performer and on the up good for their songs and monaudience. In fairness to Jones it keyshines. They stage a challenge
should, be said that the audience number, opera vs. swing, dividing
respond warmly to his program. customers between them for re¬
The singer conies on from the action. An oldtime vaude strut
floor with a hand mike, greeting number follows and with*Jerry at
ringsiders wlrle doing special ma¬ piano, they go into a “beat genera¬
terial, then launches into “The tion” takeoff, including rock ’n’
Most Beautiful Girl In The World,” roll interpretations of Dean Mar¬
“Secret Love,” “Granada,” and a tin, Arthur Godfrey, Frankie Laine,
“Carousel” medley, following with Liberace, Louis Armstrong, et al.
All of this gets them the big mitt
“Alone," and two numbers from
“Porgy and Bess,” “Bess. You Is and they encore with “Cecilia” and
My Woman Now” and “There’s a a comic version of “Oh Marie” and
Beat That’S Leavin’ Soon For New beg off after a “Mickev Mouse"
York,” winding with his signature, .Club” theme song reverently sung.
“Donkey Serenade.” Opening night i
Luce.
•'
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Shamrock Hilton, H’st’n
Houston, Nov. 13.

In for a month, Don Rickies
and chirper Vicki Castle (New Acts,
Nov. 12) are a p?ir of new faces
hereabouts, and if they’re to do
the biz, it’ll likely result from
word-of-mouth anent Rickies, an
aggressive comic whose ticket is
insults laced with sohd laugh lines.
Ethnic group and perversions
are the main fodder for Rickies’
cannonading. Comic is mercurial
with his bits and gagging, set-to’s
with the musicians, waiters and
just anyone handy. Turn starts him
midst the customers, and the digs
fly early. Once he’s off, and the
house gets with him, it’s a roarin’
session for nearly 45 minutes, al¬
beit a serio note or two comes
superfluously at begoff. He gets
nice returns too with patron par¬
ticipation for a bit on Indian pic¬
tures.
Rickies is very funny. Yet when
the dust has settled, it may occur
to some that the humor may just >
be too earthy.
Pit.
Colony Club, Omaha
Omaha, Nov. 13.
Betty Johnson, Don Larsen Trio;
$1 cover, $1.50 Saturdays.

Betty Johnson is a refreshing
change from the usual run oif
thrushes at this downtown Omaha
nitery. Personable gal sells noth¬
ing but her A-l voice, leaving the
hip-swinging and low-cut gowns‘to
the sexy set that is generally lack¬
ing in the pipes dept.
Making her first appearance here
since a telethon- last May, Miss
Johnson presents an excellent
songalog that l-»sts 30 minutes and
has plenty of change of pace. She
opens with “One of These Things”
then moves into "All in the Game,”
“That’s Mv De^e.” “Everybody
Loves a Lover,” “Non Dimentocar,”
“Deed I Do” and her “Little Blue
Man.” Then she takes the stroll¬
ing mike for a melody of love
songs, wrapping it ud with “I
Dreamed” for a big hand. En¬
cores are “Little White Lies,” “I
Wasn’t Dreaming” and a rousing
closer, “Love Makes World Go
Around,” in which she returns for
three choruses. Don Larsen Trio
showbacks in good fashion.
Miss Johnson, a strong name in
these parts thanks to the Jack
Paar Show and biz is excellent.
Paul Gilbert comes in Nov. ?8 for
two weeks.
Trump.

ELKORTC 4TH TERM
AS PREXY OF MA
Eddie Elkort was reelected
president of Artists Representa¬
tives Assn., organization of talent
agencies, for his fourth consecutive
term at the election meetrng last
week. Elkort, an associate mem¬
ber, is with General Artists Corp.’s
international department. Hattife
j Althoff, of CRA Concerts, and Nor¬
man Weiss, of Music Corp. of
; America, are veepees. William J.
O'Halloran, of San Francisco;
James Lanaaan, Dinty Moore and
Jack Russell are also vieepresidents.
Board of governors comprises
Willard Alexander, Larry Barnett
i. (MCA prexy), Joe Glaser (head of
Associated Booking Corp.), Howard
L. Haussman (William Morris
Agency). Dick Henry, Tom Martin
(GAC), Eddie Smith and Joe Singer
(Morris). All the officers are on the
board as well, since ttfe board, rep¬
resenting members, elects the of¬
ficers.
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VIEWS

New Ads

P3S3BFt
in business for himself and seems
to have a going proposition.
At the Copacahana, naturally, as
the opener, he has to slice away
considerable portions of his turn
to conform to time requirements.
What he does -show is well-con¬
trived; there are a lot of good
climaxes that build up to a wellwarranted palm.
-Jose.
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 19

ERNESTINE ANDERSON
MICKEY ROONEY
Peggy Dletrick
Ben Arden Ore
NEW YORK CITY
Stags
With Joey Forman
Preview -Lounge
Marty Rubinstein 3
MUSIC HALL 20 Millie Vernon
Marx Sc Frigo
Harry Epps' Hus25 Mins.
Cmedj
Szonys
Mark Reddy
kat Ramblers
Palmer House
Village
Vanguard,
N.Y.
43 Mins.
RHYTHMETTES <3)
Francis Brunn
lan "Bruce
. Sutherland
Los Chavales
Copacahana, N. Y.
Ernestine Anderson, Negro Sengs
Corps de Ballet
Troupers
Horace .Silver
Isabela Sc Miguel
Rockett es
Balia deers
thrush,
has
moved
into
the
jazz
Seven
Seas,
Omaha
»
Mickey Rooney, no newcomer,
B, Paige .Ore.
Rayo Bros.
LOS ANGELE5
Rhythmettes are three gals Who
■ROXY
Robt. Boucher Oro
Bend Bex
.The Treniers
rates another New Act spotlighting vocalist picture on the basis, of
her strong-selling Mercury LP, are strong voicewise but lacking on
Billy Gray
Interlude
AUSTRALIA
because of much new material, es¬ “Hot Cargo.” However, the qual¬ the production visual side. Gals
Barbara Heller
Earl Grant
MELBOURNE
Simone Monin
Guy
Rennie
pecially new to the East. This is ities that pushed her into the jazz need, experience in dressing their
Tivoli
.
Margo Glancy
Jackie Hilliard
T. C. Jones
Winifred
Atwell
John
Broadway
foreground
on
the
disk,
which,
Bob Bailey’s or*
his first nitery appearance on the
act. Aided only by organist Bob
Morty Jacobs Trie
'Sc Wise 'Norman Yemm
Ben Blue's
Moulin Rouge
Atlantic seaboard and he shows an incidentally was cut in Sweden Lang, who had trouble with some Morecambe
Gaston Palmer
Sally Richardson
Bern Blue
Mills Bros.
entertaining act. It*s a turn that and .released in the U.S. by Merc of their numbers, trio came •2 Earls
Deldre Green
Helen Bole*
Paul Gilbert
Sc Howitt
Susanne Sc Escorts
Smith Twins
"Wonderful World’*
encompasses a wide range of ma¬ via its Metronome tie, weren’t too through strongest on “Side by .Boss
Rees
Sally Blythe
Slate Bros..
BRISBANE
terial including even the thespic, apparent in her first important Side,” “Give Me a Little Kiss” and 3JAB
Sylverkings
Charles Vespia
Rose Marie
Her Ma lefty's
and although Rooney starts out Gotham showcasing.
“Sentimental Journey.” A few Vic Sabrlno
Sammy Wolf
Lenny Kent
Lorraine Brans grove Larry Griswold
Dick Bernle
Paul Freed Trie
Biggest fault in Miss Anderson’s d2nce steps enlivened “Kiss/*
slowly, he winds up far in the lead.
■Beverly Urquhart
Johnny Lockwood
Richard Cannon
Statlgr Hotel
Biz remains poor at this nitery
SYDNEY^
, Comic is abetted by Joey For¬ Village' Vanguard display can be
Anny Bacryer
Ivan Lane Ore
Alan Jones
Tirol I
\
Medlock A Marlowe
Cecoanuf Grove
Skinnay Rnni« Ora
man, an excellent assistant who attributed to the combo backing of that once was downtown Omaha's Merry Maps
Winnetou Sc Squaw Eaxtha Kitt
Ya
-Little -Club
piano,
bass,
drums
and
bongo.
The
No.
1
spot.
Possibility
of
eliminat¬
gets a chance to shine on his own
Predye Marshall
Bayes Sc Faye
Freddy Martin Ore
Cleopatra John’s
Barton Sc StuchbVy I
whenever Rooney feels the need boys just weren’t with her, in fact ing live entertainment looms -Amley * Gloria
-Crescendo
Joe Felix
Terry -Scanlon
Williams Sc Sband
they were agin* her. Obviously strong.
Mart Sahl
Trump.
Roger Nichols
of a respite.
Kuban Dancers
Edit Juhasz
Max Sc Cherie
Rooney craves action. His skits nervous in her first try in front
Frank Ward
'
LAS VEGAS
'Inn
have him all over the place. The: of the Village hipsters, she bad
BRITAIN
to
fight
the
boys
in
back
as
well
■Newcomers of *23“ “Ziegfeld Follies*
comedies have sight as well as
BRIGHTON
Barry Bailey
Jane Morgan
Paul Whiteman
aural values. His two best bits A suit for non-support would be
2 Hellos
Dickie Henderson
NIpfNremi
Freddie Harrison
Harry Ri durum
Helen Wood
come at the end -of the show. He warranted.
Norman Evan*
ArcMe Glen
The jazz-vocal ingredients seem
Andrea Dancers
Rudy Vallee
emulates the Japanese commander
J A P Barbour
Audrey Jean*
Ving Merlin
.Buster Keaton
in “River Kwai” while Forman ts be there, however, and Miss An¬
LEEDS
Clarkson & Lesha
Franeals, Ottawa
BUI RUriey
Jjaily
Gilbert
derson
promises
to
develop
Into
a
Gladys Morgan Co.
Empire
Sue Ann Langdon
does the "colonel.” The “candid
Ottawa, Nov. 11.
Art Johnion
Wilson, Xeppel A
Dickie Valentine
Ray -Sinatra Ore
camera” skit also contains a. left of potent marquee lure for the small
Bonn
Aroen
Baers
Anton * Janetta
Settr
Sahara
Gordie Sullivan, Carmen Dazielt
jazz
rooms
that
have
been
spring¬
Carlton Hayes Ore Kay Starr
laughs. Of lesser value is the piece
Gin Brae.
Bazou, Armande Cyr, Rhythm Boys Reggie Redcliffa
Sc Bee
Billy Burden
Stan Fisher
on the Las Vegas gambler. There ing around the country. She hits (4), Jacques Campion; “Legend of Lay cock
Rosinas
COVENTRY
4 Step Bros.
the
rhythm
and
the
ballads
with
were some good lines in this piece,
Coventry
Ray Alan
Stan Fisher
mu a Billie
but it didn’t advance his cause too neatly stylized phrasing that give the Lost” (UA) and “King and David Whitfield
Saharan Dancers
Norton A Patricia
3 Kaye Sis
Louis Basil Ore
much during the early and hazard¬ the standards in her repertoire a Four Qiieens” (TJA).
|lrv Benson
Jimmy Wheeler
LIVERPOOL
Mary
Kaye Trig
new lift.
“Heat "Wave,” “Star-)
ous part of the act.
Marilyn Dann
3 Manarchs
Sands
This vaude unit, produced by Lane A Xrnzzl
Max L„
Nat King Cole
Rooney’s improvement in the Dust,” “Ill Wind,” “Wrap Your Jean
Orchid Dancers
3 Merkys
Grimaldi,,
vet
Montreal
show¬
RoWen -A Martin
Troubles
In
Dreams/’
“Little
Girl
personal appearance department is
Alan Roberts
Slime Sc Bodolph
B
Sc
J
Young
121a
Fitzgerald
is one of six be has touring Grace -O'Connor
Tommy (Mod Raft Steve Rossi
Due Buaamar
conridearalble. He wisely eschews Bine” and ‘‘Running Wild” serve man,
eastern Ontario, Quebec and New Mitchell Barbara Ksko
MackeflJ
Singers
Texas Copa Girls
Hollywood film title-dropping. All as a strong foundation with which Brunswick.
Murray Brisco
BURGH
Daley Sc Co.
Antonio MareUi Org
He appears In a sev¬
Gras►
his material is of the moment with she develops her act.
Vickie Denas
Wnplre
enth.
•Cee Davidson -Ore
Mi wits
no reference to “Andy Hardy” or
_rley Scott
This
is
a
good
two-and-a-quarter
XI Certez
Magyar
Ballet
Garr
Nelson
other film roles.
DON RONDO
Root Sc Boyer
Showboat Giria
hour unit show (including Ifi-min- Danny Purches
Eddie Bush
Fraser's Co. Marine Marini 4
Vic Arte** Ore
Slightly balding and graying at Songs
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Party Groups, Mail Order Patrons
on
Broadway producers are in theV
middle of a two-way protest over '
their handling of tickets to Main
Stem entries* They’re being rapped
by both individual theatregoers
and benefit organizations.
London, Nov. 18.
The individual ticket-purchasers,
“The Stepmother,” by Warren
principally those who order by
mail, are becoming increasingly Chetham-Strode, folds Nov. 28 at
bitter over the difficulty in : ob¬ St. Martin’s Theatre after only 29
taining ducats to hits. Many place performances. The play markea
the blame for this situation on the the West End debut of Canadian
vast inroads made by theatre party actress Kate Reid. Two years ago
agents in taking over complete she was to have opened at the
same house in “The Rainmaker,”
houses for benefit groups.
The theatre party sponsors, on but had to return to Canada be¬
the other hand, are stewing over cause of the serious illness of her
the holdout of house seats by pro¬ mother.
“The Stepmother’' will he fol¬
ducers when benefit performances
are held. Their complaint is that lowed Dec. 2 by Anna Deere
the holdout of house seats, repre¬ Wiman’s production of “The Grass
senting the most desirable loca¬ is Greener.” It is a comedy by
tions, seriously reduces the funds Hugh and Margaret Williams, and
will star Williams, Celia Johnson
raised through benefits.
The situation regarding the in¬ and Joan Greenwood.
dividual theatregoers has been
getting worse in recent years and
has reached the point where legit
attendance is claimed to be de¬
clining among some theatre buffs.
They're particularly miffed at what
many feet is indifference on the
part of Broadway producers to mail
order requests for tickets.
Although the producers place
“Sunrise at Campobello” has re¬
ads in the papers for the sale of paid its hackers another $40,000,
tickets prior to a show’s sched¬ representing the balance of their
uled Main Stem opening, a good $110,00(1 investment. The Theatre
number of those responding get Guild-Dore Schary presentation,
their requests tossed back to them which has earned around $115,000
after a long waiting period be- profit thus far on its New York
run, had withheld the $40,000 un¬
(Continued on page 76)
til the exact production cost of the
company could he determined.
The four opened Oct. 13 and as
of Nov. 1 accounting the produc¬
tion tab was $68,807. Another
$7,130 was dropped by the offering
during its initial three weeks on
the road, thus bringing the total
The renovation of four major national company outlay, as of the
out-of-town theatres, three in audit, to $75,936.
The net profit, after the deduc¬
Philadelphia and one in Boston, is
expected to pass the $2,000,000 tion of taxes, was $27,395. The
mark. The Huh house is the Broadway production of the Schary
Colonial, while the three Phiily play, starring Ralph Bellamy, is
spots are the Erlanger, Locust and currently in its 43d week, at the
Cart Theatre where it’s been .play¬
Shubert.
The facelifting of the three ing to strong business. The tour¬
Phiily theatres has already been ing: production, starring Leif
completed, with the combined tab Ericksonr is currently at the Amer¬
running about $1,050,000. Another ican Theatre, St. Louis.
$1,000,000 is expected to be sunk
into the Colonial, which will take
aboutv two years to remodeL
The Colonial and Shubert are
operated by the Jujamcyn Corp.,
and the Erlanger and Locust are
London, Nov. 18.
operated by William Goldman
Oscar Lewenstein and Wolf ManTheatres, Inc. Except for the Er¬
langer, the theatres involved were kowitz have obtained the stage
formerly Shubert properties, which rights of three books by Art Buchhad to be sold under the terms of wald, Paris columnist for the N.Y.
Herald Tribune. The books are
a government consent decree.
Besides the projected $1,000,000 “Art Buehwald’s Paris,” “I Chose
Colonial expense, Jujamcyn put Caviar’’ and “More Caviar.”
The material will be turned into
about $500,000 into the overhauling
of the 1,905-seat Shubert Goldman a revue, with, sketches by Julian
shelled out about $350,000 for the More. Production is aimed for next
Erlanger job and another $200,000 year.
to dress up the Locust.
The reconditioning of all four Extending: ‘Candide’ Tour,
theatres includes the installation
of air conditioning systems,, be¬ Considering N.Y. Booking
sides a* workover of the decor and
Lester Osterman and Hillard El¬
accommodations for .both audiences kins^ co-prodUcers of the concert
and performers* Scenic designer edition of “Candide,” are planning
Frederick Fox is in charge of the on extending the show’s tour be¬
■Jujamcyn overhauling jobs.
yond its originally scheduled clos¬
Samuel H. Schwartz is president ing’ in December. They’re negoti¬
of Jujamcyn, which also purchased ating for- a three-week booking in
the St. James Theatre, N. Y., from January at the Hartford Theatre,
the Shuberts* The firm was formed L.A., and a February date at the
by St. Paul industrialist William L.. Locust Theatre, Philadelphia. A
McKnight, chairman of. the board New York stand is also a possibil¬
of the Minnesota Mining &. Milling ity.
Corp. Th# Goldman organization-,
The production has been playing
■which, also runs a string of Phiily one-niters since the start of its
film houses, is headed by William tour last October. It has recently
Goldman, with Broadway producer received enthusiastic reviews.
Alexander H: Cohen as New York
booking representative.
Incidentally, the Colonial is a
icgrf Hfttermn
Hfttormn
1,590-seater, the Erlanger, a 1,844seater and the Locust a 1,418Robert
Baral
seater.
hot cm nkfMrtv* sorvey
of tfia Broodway
MOVES TO NEW HAMPSHIRE

‘Stepmother’ Will Fold;
‘Grass’ Due Next, London

‘Sunrise’ Repays

mm

$2,000,000 Renovations
For 3 Phiily Theatres
And 1 House in Boston

ART BUGHWALD BOOKS
FOR WEST END REM

But George Alan Smith Wilt Keen
Up-Theatre Interest

Revue m Reprise
[The Anqfo-AaiorfcM Shuttle]

•* *
*■
George Alan Smith, for maqj;
years executive director of the
«• of the BMoy Editorial Faafarat
American Theatre Wing and. offla the apeoadog
Broadway legit
reviewer foe :
Variety, has moved to Greenfield,
53d Anniversary Number
N.H. New job is public relations
at
director of the Crotched Mountain
Foundation.
He’ll continue to freelanee writ¬
ing on show biz subjects.

Francis Etfts Old Vic
London, Nov. 18.
Alfred Francis, who has
been in charge of the business
administration of the Old Vic
for nearly seven years, is to be
released in the New Year to
join TWW (the tv program¬
ming company for Wales and
the West of England) as joint
managing director.
Named to succeed him at the
Old Vic is Norman Millar, for
the past 10 years administra¬
tor of the Royal* Philharmonic
Orchestra. MiUar retains his
personal connection with Sir
Thomas Beecham and will con¬
tinue as a director of the RPO.

Plan Shaw-Terry
Letter Reading;
Kit as Mrs. Pat
London, Nov. 18.
A dramatic reading, based on
the George Bernard Shaw-Ellen
Terry correspondence, is planned
for presentation next season by
Jerry Leider* The rights to adapt
the letters have been obtained for
an 18-month period by Leider from
the playwright’s estate and the ex¬
ecutor of the late actress.
Leider, currently represented in
the U. S.f as co-producer of John
Gielgud’s1 one-man touring show,
“Shakespeare’s Age of Man,” plans
preemmg the new project next fall
at tiie Edinburgh. Festival, then
presenting it in London,. prior to
a U. S.. road tour and a subsequent
New York stand. An adaptor hasn’t
been designated.
Cornell as Mrs. Pat
Katharine Cornell will star as
Mrs. Patrick Campbell in “Dear
Liars,” which Jerome Kilty plans
producing next spring. Kilty, an
actor-director, adapted the play
from the lengthy correspondence
between Mrs. Campbell and George
Bernard Shaw. He's contemplating
a six-to-eight-week pre-summer
tour to launching a cross-country
hike next October.
•—
A Broadway booking is planned
at the conclusion of the tour. Kilty
previously tested the two-character
comedy for one performance at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in the summer of 1957.
He and his. wife, Cavada Hum¬
phrey, appeared in the presenta¬
tion.

Misqoofed, Sez Clunnan,
Of Phiily Talk Story;
Endorses Atkinson Diet
Boston.
Editor, Variety:
Allow me to set you straight on
your story in last week’s issue
about my recent talk at the Phil¬
adelphia YMHA. Your report, by
stringing fragmentary phrases out
of content, creates a totally false
impression.
The; central idea of my impro¬
vised speech was a variant of what
I wrote in the introduction to1 my
book, “Lies Like Truth.” Theatre¬
goers; I suggested, should learn
to view plays from personal stand¬
ards created by their education,
ideals, needs and passions, rather
than from the mass-produced opin¬
ion which composes the hit-flop
psychology.
Minor points incidental to the
:main line, ef my argument were
(a) that first impressions and snap
I judgments about plays were not
to be considered the last word,
and: that I myself have often al¬
tered my opinion on seeing a play
several times, just as one often has
different reactions on hearing a
piece of unfamiliar music on dif¬
ferent occasions; (b) that one’s
judgment is often shaped by mo¬
mentary pressures ranging from
one’s marital relations to the meal
one has eaten before a. show; (c)
that I often agree with the judg¬
ment of critics and that they have
as much fight to be wrong” as
. anyone- else.
If I rarely read reviews of my
own productions it is for the very
personal reason that I do not wish
to be either too distressed or too
elated by them* I find L work best
that way. As for my remark about
the production of S. N. Behrman’s
(Continued on page 75)
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Sex and Guts, Undiluted and Uncut,
Explain Shakespeare Click in U.S.,
Sez Old Vic Star Laurence Harvey
►

By JIM POWERS

Hollywood, Nov. 18,
Dicker Alec Guinness
j Sex and guts are the important
■17 , .r If
n , pinTTIri|r < ingredients of Shakespeare, and
ror mortimer rlaylets can’t be watered down or tarnHollywood, Nov. 18.
„ David Susskind is dickering
with Alec Guinness to play the
lead in “Back to Back,” two John
Mortimer one-acters he plans to
produce on Broadway next fall.
The film legit star has read the
plays, produced in London under
the dual titles, “Dock Brief,”
“What Shall We Tell Caroline?*'
but hasn’t given a decision.
Susskind will present “Rashomon,” an adaptation of a Japanese
film, Jan. 27 at the Music Box, N.Y.

'Tunnel’Legit, Pic
B.O.KivaIsinN.0.
New Orleans, Nov. 18.
“Tunnel- of Love” .-will be com¬
peting with Itself in New Orleans.
Tickets for the upcoming stand
of the. touring production at the
Civic Theatre here go on sale toinoixaw (Wed.), one day prior to
the opening of the film version of
the comedy at the downtown Joy
Theatre.
The legit presentation, starring
Eddie Bracken, goes into the Civic
for seven performances starting*
Nov. 28*. The picture, costarring
Doris Day and Richard Widmark,
is figured likely to run more than
one week and if so will be playing
concurrently with the touring pro¬
duction.
John Roberts, Civic manager,
feels that a line in the trailer for
,the film, which states something
to the effect, “they said it could
not be made into a movie,” may
arouse curiosity in the legit presen¬
tation; On that score, the Civic
plans playing up its ads with “Hear
what cannot be said in the picture”
and “See what cannot be shown
on the screen.”
The Civic, incidentally, has no
other legit bookings set or in pros¬
pect for the rest of the season.
Most shows are hooked here by
Broadway Theatre Alliance are
playing the Municipal Auditorium,
which has thus far presented the
Sylvia Sidney edition of “Auntie
Marne” and, reportedly, has three
other entries lined up for later in
the season.

2 REVIVALS LOOK SET
-FOR GOOD PARISRDNS
Baris, Nov. 1L
Two revivals of 1936 plays, one
a farce and the other a melodrama,
both seem in for probable good
runs despite seeming somewhat
dated, and getting split reviews.
One has a definite zaniness while
the other a dramatic punch, which
make lip for other faults.
Comedy is Andre Roussin’s first
play “Am Stram Gram/’ at the
Theatre Nouveautes. The other
is the late Jean Giraudoux’s
“Tessa,” adapted from Margaret
Kennedy’s- “The Constant Nymph,”
which was a pic in the U,S. and
graced the legit stage there and
in Great Britain,

pered with. That’s the reason the
Old Vic Company, with its un¬
adulterated Shakespeare are doing
smash business on the current
tour, according to Laurence Har¬
vey, one of the group’s three stars.
Harvey, back here over a recent
weekend to huddfe on promotion
for “The Silent Enemy,” which
U-I is distributing, expressed
nothing but amazed gratitude at
the reception the Old Vic is hav¬
ing in its latest U.S. visit “The
silence that greets the plays is
simply phenomenal,” he says.
“One can tell that people have
come to absorb and be absorbed.
Perhaps in Britain we are too
familiar with some of the plays.
Here they seem to be fresh, and
the surprise with which the audi¬
ences receive them is the greatest
possible stimulation to the actors.”
The “frv'iness,” the star men¬
tions is illustrated by an example
he cites. In San Francisco, he
explains, where the Old Vic
onened its tour, some members of
the audience, unfamiliar with
“Henry V,” one of the three plays
being done, left aftor the second
act, believing its r/°mn ending
was the conclusion of the whole
play.
"We only found out about it,”
he- says, “when we learned that
they had flown to Los Angeles to
catch the rest of the show, to see
how it came out.”
Harvey expresses himself with
Elizabethan vigor on the subject
of Shakespeare, bluntness that Is
(Continued on page 74)

Court Okays Moses’ Nix
Of License for Grace
For Central Park Shows
Michael P. Grace has lost ah*
other round in his battle to con¬
tinue to present -al fresco produc¬
tions on file site of the Wohlman
Memorial Seating Rink in .New
York’s Central Park. The revoca¬
tion of his license to use the rink
as a summer theatre has been up¬
held by N. Y. Supreme Court Jus¬
tice Louis J. CapozzolL
Commissioner of Parks Robert
Moses originally issued the li¬
cense to cover the 1957-60 summer
periods, but revoked it after
Grace’s first season of operation.
The productions were put on at
the park by Theatre Festival, Inc.,
formed by Grace and Chris F. An¬
derson. The pair subsequently
split up.
Grace petitioned the court to re¬
view Moses’ action in notifying
him last April that his license was
revoked. Justice Capozzoli found
that Moses had the authority to do
so and had given more than a re¬
quired 30-day notice prior to the
start of the 1958 season.
In informing Grace of the can¬
cellation, Moses wrote, “We have
decided to use the premises for
other park and recreational pur¬
poses which will be more benefi¬
cial and advantageous to the gen¬
eral public.”

Trescott Ripley is appearing in
a Tennessee Williams dual-bill at MANHATTAN TO HEAR CALLAS
the Arena Stage, Washington.
Shell Appear* in Concert Version
Of ‘II Pirata’
Author

Theodore Pratt
explores the reverse-trend of
paperbacks to kardbacks
In the

Missile Age of Rook
Publishing
*

*

*

ene of tba aiooyr Editorial Featares
In tbe npcomlag
53d Anniversary Number
ef

P&RIEff

Greek-American soprano Maria
Call as will sing in concert-form
opera at Carnegie Hall, N .Y. an
Jan. 27. She has contracted to do
Bellini’s rare “II Pirata” for the
American Concert Society, which
specializes in the revival of obscure
or neglected operatic works.
This represents an advance from
s tentative date with the Society
for October, 1959 and* follows the
soprano becoming available be¬
cause of cancellation of her con¬
tract by the Metropolitan Opera.
Caflas revived “II Pirata.” for La
Scala in Milano. Other singers will
he selected by Allen Oxenberg and
Arnold Gamson, co-founders of the
Society in consultation with the
star.
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Off-Broadway Reviews
Coek-a-Doodle Dandy
Lucille Lortel. Paul Shyre & Howard
Gottfried presentation of three-act com¬
edy-drama by Sean O'Casey. Staging,
Philip Burton; setting and lighting, Les¬
ter Polakov; costumes, Don Jensen. Fea¬
tures Will Geer, Gaby Rodgers, Ian Mar¬
tin. At Carnegie Hall Playhouse, N.Y.,
Nov. 12, '58; $2.35 top weeknights, $3.85
Friday-Saturday nights ($4.85 opening).
Cast: Will Geer, Gaby Rodgers, Ian
Martin. Rae Allen. Paul Shyre, Anne
Meara. Jack Betts, George Ebeling, Carlo
Mazzone, John Aronson, Dennis Drew.
David Faulkner. Sidney Kay, Howard Lee
Carroll Conroy, M. David Samples, AilsaDawson, Paul Hinxmann, Frank Groseclose.

Although he’s widely regarded
as the greatest living playwright,
at least in the-English language,
Sean O’Casey is infrequently pro-?
duced. He has had a kind of vogue
in New York in the last couple of
seasons, largely due to the concertstyle readings s& his works, adapted
and presented by Paul Shyre.
Even so, he remains a “neglected”
author.
With the presentation off-Broadway of “Cock-a-Doodle Dandy,” it’s
not hard to see why the Englandresident Irish dramatist’s following,
though intense, is sparse. Even
granting the inadequacies of this
production, “Cock - a - Doodle
Dandy” is faulty and perversely
unsatisfying. It accentuates the
same flaws that have characterized
and defeated virtually all his later
stage writing.
O’Casey, in the bromide of the
trade, is not “commercial.” But
whereas some of his early works,
notably “Juno and the Paycock”
and “The Plough and the Stars,”
had successful productions, his
more recent efforts have been in¬
frequently presented and have had
practically no boxoffice acceptance.
The answer, it appears, is that
O’Casey has increasingly tended to
write for his own satisfaction, re¬
fusing to submit to audience re¬
quirements or- accept the limita¬
tions of the practical theatre. Per-*
haps future generations will vindi¬
cate him, but in the meantime he
tends to be largely a legend to the
general public.
“Cock-a-Doodle” has a basic
philosophy and several key ideas,
but no tangible protagonist, no
single character for the audience
to identify itself with and root for.
Even in its more effectively played
moments it is impersonal and re¬
mote. Under the c;rcumstances,
its garrulousness and lack of clarity
are merely incidental, just as its in¬
spiring message and poetic style
are, in the final analysis, incon¬
sequential.
« The play, written about a decade
or so ago, is located in an Irish vil¬
lage where a cock, symbolic of
man’s independent spirit, upsets
the forces of intolerance, hypocrisy
and repression. Whether the piece
is anti-religious or merely anti¬
clerical is probably a matter of
interpretation. But it’s not sur¬
prising that there were protests
and disturbances during the show’s
recent Toronto tryout, and that
there were rumors of imminent
picketing and possibly plans for
official censorship of the current
New York presentation.
If any such tactics were contem¬
plated in New York, the decision
not to try to carry them out was*
probably sensible. For the inade¬
quate production compounds the
shortcomings of the script, leaving
“Cock-a-Doodle” a show to be ad¬
mired merely for what it’s in¬
tended to express but regretted for
its failure to move an audience.
On that basis, public protest or
attempted censorship might only
serve -to stimulate interest.
In the small but not too cramped
Carnegie Hall Playhouse stage,
Lester Polakov has designed a rea¬
sonably mood-enhancing setting of
a fairy-story cottage and yard, and
Don Jensen has provided ap. propriately back-country costumes.
But Philip Burton’s staging seems
lacking in form or consistent style.
Moreover, the performances are
painfully uneven, not only in ap¬
proach and overall interpretation,
but even in dialect and clarity.
Will Geer and Ian Martin, rep¬
resenting ignorance, superstition
and hypocrisy, appear ill-at-ease
and are freouently downright unin¬
telligible. Gaby Rodgers, obviously
handicapped opening night by a
severe cold, finds at least partial
dimension in the role of an ac¬
quiescent local belle with a con¬
tempt for smug provincialism, and
Rae Allen makes the most of the
ill-defined part of a wife who epi¬
tomizes the author’s belief in fe¬
minine courage.
As a senile heresy-hunter, Paul
Shyre, doubling as co-producer,
has contagious vitality,. George
Ebeling is expressively vehement
as a self-righteouslv bigoted priest,
Anne Meara is believable as a
good-hearted colleen, Jack Betts
is at least unable in the% fuzzy
role of serf of lrtuffh* errant of.
spiritual liberty, Carroll Conroy is

TEA PARTIES PROMOTE
LONDON‘AUNTIE MAME’
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Summer Total Grosses

The following figures cover the summer period, including the first
London, Nov. 18.
- A policy of organized weekly tea 13 weeks of the, legit season, from last June 2 through Aug. 30. Play¬
parties has been inaugurated by ing weeks refer to the number oT Weeks played by all shows during
David Pelham for his current West the period. For purposes of comparison, the full-season totals and
End production of “Auntie Marne.” the figures for the corresponding period of previous seasojis are also
The first was last Wednesday (12), shown.
Salad Days
when 185 members of women’s in¬
Broadway
Nicholas Benton &; Stanley Flink, Inc., stitutes and old couples’ clubs went
presentation oi the BiU Freedman &
Season
Playing
Playing
Barry Morse, Ltd.' production, (by ar¬ to the Adelphi Theatre. The groups
Weeks
Gross
Weeks
Gross
rangement with Linnit & Dunfee. Ltd.) paid the normal price of admission,
of two-act musical comedy by Julian
$5,152,900
1,325
$28,826,500
Slade and Dorothy Reynolds; staging, but were given tea on the house 1947-48 .. 256
Barry Morse; dances and musical staging, and
1948-49
..
5,436,600
1,231
28,840,700
were subsequently invited
Alan and Blanche Lund; settings, Murray
5,058,700
1,156
28,614,500
Laufer; costumes. Glare Jeffery; musical backtage to meet the show’s leads, 1949-50 ....... 197
director, Wilson Stone; musical arrange¬ Beatrice Lillie and Florence Des¬ 1950^51 .. 228
5,131,800
1,139
27,886,000
ments. Gordon Kushner, Bruce Snell,
1951-52 .. 207
5,510,800
.1,072
29,223,000
John Fenwick; design and lighting con¬ mond.
sultant, David Hays. At Barbizon Plaza, t
4,300,700
1,012
26,126,400
Available party, dates have al¬ 1952-53 .. 162
Nov. 10, *58; $4.85 top.
1953-54
......
..
175
5,321,700
1,081
ready
been
booked
for
December
30,169,200
Cast: Powys Thomas, Barbara Franklin.
Walter Burgess. Richard Easton. Gillie and January and some advance 1954-55 ... 216
5,772,800
1,139
32,087,800
Fenwick, Helen Burns, Norma Ranault,
1955-56
......
.
253
6,772,300
bookings
have
been
made
as
far
1,239
35,353,100
Jack Creley. Mary Savldge, Eric Christ¬
mas, June Sampson, Tom Kneebone.
ahead as next June. Pelham orig¬ 1956-57 .. 215
6,467,300
1,182
37,154,500
inally set a limit of 250 per mat¬ 1957-58 .......*. 182
6,246,500
1,086
37,515,300
The original British production inee, but will now have to increase 1958-59 . ... 198
7,047,100
of “Salad Days” is currently in its this figure and use facilities ad¬
Road
fifth year at the Vaudeville Thea¬ jacent to the theatre.
tre, London. This offrBroadway
1948-49 . . 178
$4,108,300
1,152
$23,657,900
presentation, which bowed last
1949-50 . . 124
3,100,500
1,019
20,401,300
week at the Barbizon-Plaza Thea¬
1950-51..
3,139,400
913
20,330,600
tre after a Canadian break-in, isn’t
1951-52 . . 83
2,557,500
829
18,827,900
likely to duplicate the success of
1952-53
.
.
Ill
3,493,700
1,036
23,417,600
the West End landmark. It should,
1953-54 . . 122
3,115,200
794
17,623,200
however, have a respectable run.
TJie Gazebo
1954-55 . . 117
3,449,400
879
21,122,000
It’s doubtful whether this smallWilmington, Nov. 12.
1955-56 . . 123
4,132,800
864
22,853,500
scale entry would have held up as
Playwrights Co. & Frederick Brisson
3,992,700
772
a Main Stem contender. The Jul¬ presentation of two-act cotnedy by Alec 1956-57 . . 138
19,826,300
from, a story by Myra and • Alec 1957-58 . .
81
3.304,900
ian Slade-Dorothy Reynolds musi¬ Coppel,
728
22,645,000
Coppel.
Stars
Walter
Slezak,
Jayne
cal, a light, tuneful and generally Meadows;
. . 51
2,554,100
728
22,645,000
features-. Edward
Andrews. 1958-59
ingratiating presentation, is more Leon Janney. Michael Clarke-Laurgnce,
Rose. Ruth Gillette. Staging, Regi¬
Suitable for an intimate off-Broad- Jane
nald Denham; scenery and lighting, Jo
way house such as the Barbizon. Mlelziner; costumes, Virginia Volland.
At
the
Playhouse, Wilmington, Nov. 12,
Although the show is enjoyable it
$5.40 top.
doesn’t pack a big-league wallop. '58;
Elliott Nash _•... Walter Slezak
The production exudes an aura Mrs. Beecher ____ ... Jane Rose
Edison.. Edward Andrews
of charm and informality that Harlow
La Plume de Ma Xante companiment, as in a wildly antic
Nell Nash
. Jayne Meadows
emanates mainly from a thin but Mrs. Chandler .. Ruth Gillette
David Merrick <fc Joseph Kipness pres¬ formal ball travesty and a semiof Jack Hylton production of serious Parisian park vignette.
appealing story line, pleasant per¬ Mr. Chandler .. v.......... Milo Boulton entation
Visitor
.. John Ford two-act (29 numbers) revue, written, de¬
formances and a melodic score that Mr.
Although a few of the numbers
Thorpe. Ralph Chambers vised and directed by -Robert Dhery;
includes both romantic and risible Dook ..“Michael Clarke-Laurence music and arrangements. Gerard Calvi; tend to be uninspired and flat
........ Frank Dana choreography, Colette Brosset; English
numbers. There are also a few Louie
(and
can presumably be replaced),
Jenkins ..
Leon Janney lyrics, Ross Parker; staging, Alec Shanks;
sketch-styled items, some humor¬ Potts .;..
direction,
Gershon
Kingsley; others are outstanding. One of the
Pgt Patterson musical
and lighting supervision, Charles memorable items
ous and others spiked with corn. Dr. Wyner ... A1 Checco scenic
is the smash
orchestration, Gerald Calvi. Billy
Barbara Franklin and Richard Druker .... John Ford Elson;
Ternent, Ronnie Monro. Stars Robert first-act finale, a brilliantly con¬
features Colette Brosset, Pierre ceived rhythm version of the old
Easton are fine in the principal
There’s still plenty of doctoring Dhery;
Olaf, Jacques Legras, Roger Caccia, Jean
roles of newly-married college due on “The Gazebo,” but Alec Lefevre,
Ross Parker, Nicole Parent. At “Freres Jacques,” with four sleepy
graduates who acquire a piano that CoppeI’s script of ihe perfect mur¬ the Royale Theatre, N.Y.,. Nov. 11, *58; monks awaking to swing on hell
$7.50 top.
makes people dance. Their dual der
ropes and the disapproving abbot
that goes awry has its amusing
Cast
also
includes
Pamela
Austin,
wofkover of “We Sa;d We Wouldn’t moments. Despite its subject, the Henri
Pennec, Yvonne Constant, Michael catching the contagion and doing
Look Back” and “Look at Me” is play is light and airy, but as of Kent, Michel Modo, Genevieve Coulombel, a time step.
Reynolds, Coka Brossecola, Brigitte
good, while Miss Franklin’s solo now the production would meet Mary
Another notable item is a disin¬
Peynaud, Jill Hoc^iam, Genevieve Zanpining of “I Sit in the Sun” and the same grim fate on Broadway etti, Anna Stropping Nadine Gorbatcheff, tegrating symphony orchestra re¬
Francoise Dally, Claude Perrin.
“The Time, of My Life” is nice.
hearsal,
sometliing of an adroit edias the blackmailer does in the
Musicians: Stan KreU (drums), Ernie
The 10 remaining members of show.
Mauro
(clarinet). Milt Kraus (piano), tion-of the old Milt Britton band's
the cast all handle multiple assign*
musical mayhem. There are sev¬
The first act takes a long time Aaron Juvelier (bass).
ments. Tom Kneebone is likeable to get off the ground and only in
eral funny ballet parodies; an ex¬
After keeping London and Paris pertly timed sketch in which
as a young British nobleman and the second stanza does the show
Eric Christmas scores as a London really come . alive with several diverted for several years, “La Dhery, as a magnificently exasper¬
bobby and swishy dress shop oper¬ thrilling scenes and a surprise, if Plume de Ma Tante” has arrived ating waiter, mis-serves supper; a
ator. The other performers also improbable, ending. The plot re¬ to captivate Broadway. A French- -hilarious- routine (somehow not
register effectively under the able volves around a jovial mystery originated revue with a smattering objectionable) of two harried men
direction of Barry Morse, one of story writer who decides to put of bi-lingual dialog and a profu¬ trapped in an outdoor Paris toilet,
musical’s various co-producers.
his theories into practice in ridding sion of slapstick pantomime, it and a laughable skit about two
*
Jess.
himself of a man trying to black¬ should be a cleanup in the U.S., resourceful workmen viewing
not only for a lengthy stay in New femme passersby from an open
mail his wife.
Diversions
The best scenes are where the York but also an extended tour. manhole.
New Princess Co. presentation of a writer tries to hide his crime from There’s ample in the show for
Dhery is a sort of lithe, Gallic
two-act revue- written and staged .by
his wife, the police, and an assort¬ television, either as a post-legit full edition of Hiram Sherman, with a
Steven Vinaver. with music by Carl
Davis. Sets and lighting. A. William ment of outsiders. Walter Slezak, production or for b.o.-promoting mischievous way of introducing
Strom; costumes, Charles Hanford; musi¬ as the writer, extracts every ounce guest spots.
the various numbers. He some¬
cal direction. Carl Davis. At Downtown
“La Plume de Ma Tante” has how manages to look apprehen¬
Theatre, N.Y., Nov. 7, ’58; $4.60 top of .humor from the role and adds
($5.75 opening).
touches of his own. Most of the been described not inaccurately as sive, expectant, enthusiastic, re¬
Cast: Aline Brown. Nancy Dussault, hilarious moments in the show can a sort of subtle, quieter Gallic ver¬
signed and, as he hurries offstage,
Peter
Feldman,
Thom
Molinaro,
Cy
sion of “Hellzapoppin.” The title fearful of disaster. But though his
be credited to him.
Young. Gubi Mann.
Jayne Meadows has little to do is part of a standard Sentence from style becomes familiar before the
“French
primers,
meaning
“My
A youthful revue in the intime but be gay, charming and lovely as
evening is over, his personality
idiom, “Diversions” is generally the wife whose teenage indiscre¬ ‘aunt’s pen is on the table,” and any doesn’t become tiresome.
pleasant. Some of the material is tion causes all of the trouble. She logical connection with the show
Colette Brosset, the m.c.’s wife,
bright, the performers are likeable proves a perfect foil for Slezak in is purest happenstance. However, has supplied the skillfully humor¬
and the score is refreshing. But, the* domestic scenes. Edward it does at least indicate the ami¬ ous choreography and is the prin¬
as is usually the case in a song- Andrews is capable as the neigh¬ ably daffy flavor of the revue.
cipal comedienne, notably in a
Although most of the material deftly
and-sketch show, there are weak bor, an assistant district attorney.
mixed-up version of a pre¬
items and others that are just Ruth Gillette, Milo Boulton, Leon is ordinary, or at least familiar, cision highkick routine and an
adequate. Most of the material Janney, Michael JClarke-Laurence, its presentation is disarmingly
mismanaged strip-tease
would be suitable for cabarets, and Frank Dana, and Jane Rose are casual and droll, and the company amusingly
might even be better there, 'with¬ good in supDorttng role&r
is relaxed and undeniably ingratiat¬ act (in which a stubborn zipper
out the necessity of powerhouse
Reginald Denham has directed ing. There’s freshness and an il¬ short-circuits the allure).
Among the more ' prominent
quality.
with telling effect in the highlight lusion of spontaneity about the
Carrying the bulk of the per¬ scenes and Jo Mielziner’s modern¬ production that is quite winning. clowns are Pierre Olaf (whose ex¬
forming assignment in an appeal¬ istic living room setting is a honey. Nothing is taken seriously but 41- pressive face registers * his alter¬
ing manner are Aline Brown, Even if it fails on Broadway, “The most everything .1$ lrreverant, nate-embarrassment, pride, .eager¬
ness -and chagrin at finding him¬
Nancy Dussault, Peter. Feldman, Gazebo” should find favor on the amused and amusing.
Thom Molinaro and Cy Young. summer circuits and with amateur
Even the more or less standard self onstage in ballet tights); Jean
(Continued on page 76)
groups.
Klep. ' stage buffoonery has an original Lefevre, as a blissful. souse or
approach and a kind of impudent earnest “workman; Jacques Legras
lack of pretension. There are the as a scornful straight man; Roger
Caccia as an airline passenger
required assortment of sight gags with
what amounts to a four-motor
and zany bits of business, starting. bow tie,
and lyricist Parker in va¬
with authpr-director-confereneier rious guises
of imposed-upon hau¬
Robert Dhery’s initial entrance
•
The following are the figures for the principal .-legit cities for the from the wings, with a'falling lad¬ teur!
There are also various other
summer period, from last June 2 through Aug. 30. Playing Weeks re¬ der crashing to the stage a few
talented
and
attractive
performers,
fer to the number of weeks played by all shows during the period. For inches behind him, and such stand¬ including Nicole Parent, Pamela
purposes of comparison, the full-season totals and the figures for the ards as firecrackers exploding in Austin, Henri Pennec, Yvonne
corresponding period: last season are also shown. Cities which had no guitars, comics absent-mindedly Constant, Micl v ’ Kent, Michel
walking onstage minus pants, a Modo and Gen^ieve Coulombel,
regular legit during the summer are not shown.
tardy fiddler trying to sneak into some of whom are notable lookers.
13-WEEK TOTALS
FULL-SEASON TOTALS
the pit orchestra, etc.
Playing Weeks
Gross
Playing Weeks
Gross
the company
Various sketches, opening with In general,asthough,
a group, with the
Chicago
apparent seriousness suddenly rev¬ impresses
exceptional individuals a sort of
ert
to
ludicrous
anti-climax.
Dance
1957- 58 . 13
$ 852,600
6
$ 78,700
extra asset. The physical produc¬
1958- 59 ..........
••••
. routines turn ingeniously into tion is modest by Broadway revue
shambles, or are repeatedly not standards, but eminently suffi¬
Chicago
quite .right. Song numbers are cient. and the Alec Shanks stag¬
1957- 58 . 6
78,700
84
3,282,000 crazily lampooned, and members ing catches just the’ right note of
of the troupe grow preposterously
1958- 59 ..
13
852,600
..
indignant at the apparent stupid¬ unaffected professional ease.
Los Angeles
The show is presented by David
ity or ineptness of colleagues.
There are no song numbers as Merrick and Joseph Kipness, in
1957- 58 . 15
1,208,600
70
2,727,700
1958- 59 .*. 15
951.000
..
. such, although Gerard Calvi gets partnership with London producer
Hobe.
billing for the music and arrange¬ Jack Hylton.
San Francisco
ments (and is listed for some of
1957- 58 . 42
1,746,600
105
3,293,500 the orchestrations), and Ross
New American Library has just
1958- 59 . fi
“ ■ 'n0
Parker is credited with the Eng¬ issued a Signet paperback edition
lish lyrics. The music generally of the Edmund Love novel, “Sub¬
Washington
tends to be incidenal, as in a spoof ways Are for Sleeping,” which
1957- 58 ... 2
89,300
46
1,156,500 of an old-fashioned operetta girl- Jule Styne has scheduled as a legit
1958- 59 ...... 3
78,000
..
......_ ii>a-swing number, or merely ac¬ musicaL
plausible as a cripple for whom
faith works no miracle, and Carlo
Mazzone manages to avoid being
ridiculous as the title fowl respon¬
sible for all the uproar.
Hobe.

Show Out of Town

Show on Broadway

Key City Summer Grosses
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House Manager Assignments
House manager assignments thus far set for theatres in New
York and out-of-town for the 1958-59 season are as follows:
NEW YORK
Alvin, Warren O’Hara; ANTA, Edgar Riinkle; Barrymore, Ed¬
ward Dowling; Beck L.ouis Lotito; Belasco. David Rogers; Bijou,
Elliott Foreman; Booth, Frank O’Connor; Broadhurst, Bernard
Clancy; Broadway, Fannie Comstock; City Center, Edward Haas;
Coronet, Mack Hilliard; Cort, John Yorke; 54th St., (Adelphi),
Jack Weiser; 46th St., Ray Broeder; Golden, J. Ross Stewart;
Hayes, Thomas Clarke; Hellinger, Edward Blatt; Imperial, Gerson Werner; Longacre, Leo McDonald; LuntrFontanne, Paul
Vroom; Lyceum, Arthur Singer; Majestic, Lawrence Shubert Law¬
rence Jr.; Metropolitan Opera, Reginald Tonry; Miller, George
Banyai; Morosco, Arthur Lighton; Music Box, Charles Stewart;
National, Saul Abraham; Phoenix, Nathan Pames; Playhouse, Abel
Enklewitz; Plymouth, Roy Jones; Royale, Horace Wright; St.
James, Sam Horworth; Shubert, Jack Small; Winter Garden, Nor¬
man Light.
BALTIMORE
Ford’s, Leonard B. McLaughlin.
BOSTON
Colonial, Saur Kaplan; Shubert, Alice McCarthy; Wilbur, Mi¬
chael Kavanaugh.
CHICAGO
Blackstone, Andrew Little; Civic Opera House, J. Charles Gil¬
bert; Erlanger, George Wilmot; Great Northern, Milford Hanney;
Shubert; Herbert Reis; Todd, David Hammil; Todd’s Cinestage,
Harvey Shapiro.
CINCINNATI
Shubert, Noah Schecter.
CLEVELAND
Hanna, Milton Krantz.
COLUMBUS
Hartman, Bob Boda.
DALLAS
State Fair Auditorium: Charles R. Meeker Jr.
DETROIT
Cass, Harry McKee; Riviera, Joseph Nederlander; Shubert- La¬
fayette, James Nederlander.
LOS ANGELES
Blltmore, C. E. Oliver; Hartford, Gerald O’Connell; Philhar¬
monic, Richard Drew; Ritz, Ralph Wonbers.
MILWAUKEE
Pabst, Myra- Peache.
MINNEAPOLIS
State, Thomas T. Martin.
NEW HAVEN
Shubert, Ben Witkin.
PHILADELPHIA
Academy of Music, Harold Mason; Erlanger, Joseph Carlin; For¬
rest, Lawrence Shubert Lawrence Sr.; Locust, Evelyn Thrasher;
Shubert, Harry Mulhern; Walnut, Thomas Strain.
SAN FRANCISCO
Alcazar, Emil Bondeson; Curran, William Zwissig; Geary, Tom
Earnfred.
TORONTO
Royal Alexandra, Ernest Rawley.
WASHINGTON
National, Scott Kirkpatrick; Shubert, Bernard Ferber.
WILMINGTON
Playhouse, John Crowley.

#2ieUEFF
Trade Joke
It happened on Broadway,
last
week.
“How’s
your
family?” inquired legit man¬
ager Neil Simon.
“Fine,” replied pressagent
Arthur Cantor. “We’re going
to have another baby.”
“That’s great. When?”
“Next May.”
Pause. Then, “Do you have
a theatre?”

Stock Reviews
Penelope’s Web
Dallas, Nov. 5.
Aaron Frankel production oE three-act
(five scenes) comedy by Sheridan Gibney.
Features Henry Barnard, Ruthe Elliot,
Bennye Gatteys: Staged by Frankel;
technical direction, James Pringle; cos¬
tumes, Fredric Keck. At Margo Jones
Theatre '58, Dallas, Nov. 4, '58; $3.50 top.
Tom Bowmann.Henry Barnard
Kitty Page .
Bennye Gatteys
Dexter HartneU.. Richard Longman
Phyllis Hartnell .. Paula Houston
Gilbert Ross .
Fred Hoskins
Penelope ... Ruthe Elliot
Sandor . Jay Lanin
Judy ..
Sherry Richards
Francois ...
Robert Short
Chambermaid ........_ Patricia Hyde
Walter .
Richard Ulleskoy

Arena theatre launches Its 30week, 16th season with Sheridan
Gibney’s new comedy, “Penelope’s
Web.” Aaron Frankel, in his start
as new managing director here,
staged the innocuous three-acter,
which has a hard time getting off
the ground.
Weak comedy offers little for
larger stages and its theme and
dialog nix it for film fare, unless
an “adults only” tag is affixed. It’s
confusing, too, trying to keep up
with the illegitimate kids, and
patrons have to count on* their fin¬
gers as the thin plot unravels.
Lightweight piece, starts slowly,
with a too-long first act, and only
in the third act does the effort jell
and clear some cobwebs.
Plot opens with an ex-husband in
his mid 30’s trying to seduce his
teenage secretary in a “honeymoon
hideaway” bungalow at Sun Val¬
ley, Idaho. His ex-wife is at. the
same location, living off his ali¬
mony with a ski instructor who’s
spawned several of "her seven chil¬
dren out of wedlock. A stuffy Brit¬
isher arrives and wants to marry
the ex-wife, since he’s also fa¬
thered one of the offspring. The
lines are neatly executed, but the
end result isn’t much.
Henry Barnard is capable as the
ex-husband. Bennye Gatteys,_ as
the secretary expecting seduction,
handles the role competently and
Jay Lanin is charming as the Hun¬
garian ski instructor. Pretty Ruthe
Elliot is excellent in the mother
bit and Robert Short, almost steals
fine cast with Lucine A mar a as the show as the spouting Englishthe lovely Nedda. Her voice was
soft yet full, yoyng and true.
Frankel’s direction gets fine re¬
Leonard Warren was a *superb action from his cast and all the
Tonio and Mario Del Monaco made potential laughs, but there’s little
an excellent Canio.
to bite into until the closing act
Zinka Milanov sang the role of Gaudy solo set by James Pringle
Santuzza in “Cavalleria Rusticana” suffices throughout, and Fredric
in perfect voice, even though Keck’s costuming is tasteful.
Bark.
she’s so voice-centred it’s difficult
for her not to be studied and
stodgy. Rosalind Elias as Lola was
River In a High Place
a charming performer with a fine
Los Angeles, Nov. 4.
voice. Primo. Zambrupo, making
George Boroff presentation of a threeact
drama by Robert G. Armstrong; direct
his debut in a traditional Turiddu
Alex Nicol; lighting, Stan PauL
and Cesare Bardelli and Thelma tion,
Features Stan Young, Jack Jones, Robert
Votipka were capable in their re¬ Karnes, June "White, Martin Mason, John
Suzi Camel!, Eve Adamson,
spective Toles. Dimitri Mitropoulos Anderson,
Norman Field. At Circle Theatre,. Los
and the orchestra didn't always Angeles. Nov. 3, '58; $3.30 top.
seem in perfect accord either with Carl Anders . Martin Mason
Elm Anders
Stan Young
each other or the singers in “Cav,” Mavis
Anders ....June White
but brought in “Pag” with stunning Jabbo Anders ..
Robert Karnes
Murray Anders ..
Jack Jones
effectiveness.
Rose. •
Preacher
• ..
John Anderson

Opera Reviews
Madana Butterfly

METROPOLITAN, N. Y,
Puccini’s “Madama Butterfly,”
ever the popular tesrjerker, is at
the Met as a considerably fresher
work as a result of the Japaneseinspired production introduced
last year. The staging by Yoshio
Aoyama and the costumes and set¬
tings by Motohiro Nagasaka bring
a new authenticity. More impor¬
tantly, the dramatic credibility of
what is basically a very corny yarn
is enhanced.
Beyond the physical production,
this work is a diva’s field day for
Victoria de los Angeles. She’ll be
tough to follow when other leading
Met sopranos take tb*»ir turn as
Cio-Cio San. Miss de los Angeles
rang all the musical and. emotional
stops with a lyrical purity that
earned more than usual quota qf
“bravas” from the SRO matinee
June Anders . Suzi Caraell
Julia Cross
...Eve Adamson
crowd.
.. La Bofreiae
Grinny Wolfe . Norman Field
Barry Morell, a tenor whoMETROPOLITAN, N. Y.
worked with the New York Opera
“River in a High Place,” by Rob¬
Co., preemed in the role Df the ‘ EaSy-does-it iii opera, too, as re¬ ert G. Armstrong; appears dedi¬
American officer with pipes that* proved at the season's first* Satur¬ cated tu thinning the line between
could not quite fill the house.*
good and evil. Although unwavOther supporting roles were-ex¬ day matinee (8) “La Boheme” with ering. jn this -premise, the play is
pertly handled by Mario Zanasi, as Victoria de los Angeles repeating* weak in motivation and generally
the JJ.S. Consul, and Mildred -Mil¬ . Mimi^ Giuseppe Campora sweet- too diffuse.
ler, as the maidservant. Herm.
teiiormg Rodolfo and Cesare Siepi
Armstrong has spared no char¬
larking in a wig that made him acter in his linear development of
Ttvullerii’-Tagliacei’ look like a 19th Century German good and evil being part of every
trombone player. Continuing the* being. The preacher is immoral.
METROPOLITAN, N. Y.
“Cavalleria Rusticana” and “Pa- production as produced by. -film- The gadabout is a sensitive poet.
dam’s Joe Mankiewicz, there was The guiding father is a murderer.
gliacci,” the traditional “twin tonsil* lots
of stage business, some of its And so on. . .
treats” in the operatic repertoire,
The main conflict is between-two
were treated to a considerable re¬ quite diverting as managed by the
Met’s
house director, Hans Busch. brothers, one a bewildered student
furbishing job by Jose Quintero,
Opera's dependable old. hokester, of religion and the other a liisty
the off-Broadway and Broadway
Alessis De Paolis made with the steelworker. The “good” brother
legit stager.
“Cav" and “Pag” have been foppish antics in the second act knows nothing of life, says the
revitalized in natural and fluidly scene with Heidi Krall’s attractive “evil” one. And the “evil” one
is wasting his, says the “good”
produced versions. But outstand¬ Musetta.
ing in these new presentations was
These are the run-of-mill per¬ one. When the student preacher
the careful casting of the very fine formances which, as much as any¬ finds a notebook of poems written
voices and the unusual beauty and thing prove the high professional¬ by his older brother, he maintains
unity of the chorus work. The ism of the Met. In brief, a song .the brother is inherently good, ten¬
der by nature but scarred by en¬
effectiveness of the sets by Rolf treat.
Land.
vironment.
Gerard, particularly in “Cav”; the
More exciting than the play is
freshness of the costuming and the
A triple-bill of contemporary
overall cohesion of the company Greek one-actors, comprising “Re¬ Jack Jones’ performance as the
brought excitement and more be- quiem,” by the late Nikos Kanzant-- gutsy, fun-loving brother. Robert
lievability to the blatant Italianate sakis; “A Face in the Daylight,” by; Karnes as the father, Stan Young
histrionics.
M. S. Crispis, and “Mister Cuckoo,” as the other brother and John An¬
Quintero must be given credit by Jacob Cambanelli, is planned derson as the. preacher are good.
for his partial success in eliminat¬ for Broadway production next sea¬ Alex Nicol’s direction is effective
ing the woodenness. and. studied son by James S. Elliott and Ned in the action-loaded scenes, al¬
postures and poses of the diehard Mandeckio. A London tryout; in though the total approach does not
conjunction with a British pro¬ take particular advantage of the
opera stylists.
Ron.
I
“Pagliacci” had an unusually ducer, is also contemplated.
I central stage.
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Shows Abroad
No Concern of Mine
London, Nov. 7,
Robin Fox Partnership (by arrange¬
ment with Minster Productions) presen¬
tation of three-act (four scenes) comedydrama by Jeremy Kingston. Features
Judith1 Stott, Alan Doble, John Fraser.
Staged by Adrian Brown; decor, John
Dinsdale. At Westminster Theatre, Lon¬
don, Nov. 6, '58; $2.35 top.
Jacky Durrant _____.. Judith Stott
Bernard Ross..."*.'.. Alan Dobie
Lee Durrant
. - John Fraser
Diana Keith . Wendy Williams
Ray Dennis .Joan Charlesworth
Hugh Woodward. Jeremy Burnham
Mrs. Lawrence . Lally Bowers

For the first two acts “No Con¬
cern of Mine” jogs along frothily
and merrily without developing
much of a story, but with compen¬
sating dialog and first-rate acting.
Then, apparently with little reason,
it turns to drama with a suicide
attempt and angry young men get¬
ting needlessly worked up. As it
stands, therefore, the show seems
a questionable prospect.
The author, Jeremy Kingston, a
new writer, shows encouraging
talent. He has a shrewd sense of
humor, the knack of raising a
laugh by pertinent observation and
skill in etching contrasting char¬
acters.
The setting Is ‘a west London
basement room shared by a brother
and sister, both drama students,
and a writer friend. The rule of
the menage is that the first two in
at night share the bed and the
third has to make do with a sleep¬
ing fiefg on the floor. The girl, ap¬
parently, is most accommodating
and doesn’t really mind whether
she shares the bed with her
brother or the other fellow.
The author painstakingly assures
the audience that this is a com¬
pletely moral relationship. At any
rate, it’s a Bohemian setup and vis¬
itors drop in at all hours of day
and night, like the young actress
and her sailor sweetheart, or the
medical student, all of whom ar¬
rive at one time to complicate the
sleeping arrangements.
There’s a delightful scene in
which a prim and well-meaning
maiden aunt visits the brother and
sister and they vainly try to make
it all look respectable. Lally
Bowers, as the aunt, makes this a*
richly diverting scene and her per¬
formance is one of the best things
about the whole show. Judith
Stott makes an impressive show¬
ing as the girl, vivacious and effer¬
vescent when the part calls for it,
hut sincere and tender at the right
time.
The two principal male roles are
played in forthright style by John
Fraser, as the brother who at¬
tempts suicide," and Alan Dobie, a
frustrated writer eventually ready
to settle for a magazine pob and
marital bliss. Wendy Williams, as
the other girl, John Charlesworth,
as the sailor, and Jeremy Burn¬
ham, as the student,- complete the
able cast.
Adrian Brown’s staging has pace
and vigor and the basement setting
by John Dinsdale has an authentic
look.
Myro.
The Stepmother
London, Nov. 6.
Murray Macdonald & John Stevens
Ltd. presentation (in association with
V.L. (Productions) Ltd.) of three-act (five
scenes)
drama: by Warren ChethamStrode-, adapted from R. C-. Hutchinson's
novel; staging. Henry Kaplan; decor,
Anthony HoUand. Stars Kate Reid, Ian
Hunter, Tim Seely, Maggie Smith. At
St. Martin's Theatre, London, Nov. 5, '58;
S2.80 top.
Foster
... .Franklyn Scott
Lottie Macdowell .•. Joan NeweU
Catherine Ashland .. Kate Reid
Lawrence Ashland
Ian Hunter
Veta Dane
.•. Maggie Smith
Stephen Ashland .
Tim Seely
Dr. Powell -.. David WaUer
Joe . Leon Garcia

As so often happens with drama¬
tizations of novels, “The Step¬
mother”’ includes too much in its
limited canvas, so that few of the
characters have opportunities to
develop and interest in the vary¬
ing themes is dissipated; What the
play has to say adds little that is
new to a well-worn subject and
most of the interest of a disap¬
pointing evening centres around
the performance.
r
The plot is. the oldie about the
impact of a new wife on a house¬
hold, and her relationship with the
family. Her husband is still in love
with the memory of his dead wife;
her neurotic stepson at first resents
her, and she clashes with the
brassy young widow he foolishly
intends to marry.
Kate Reid, a Canadian actress
making her British debut as the
not-young stepmother, is an actress
of great charm and grace. But she
can make little of a character that
may have definition in the novel
but does not come to life on the
stage. Ian Hunter’s stuffy husband
is sound, but again the part often
defeats this excellent actor.
Rather more interesting are the
performances of the two young
people. Tim Seely’s moody, neu¬
rotic young mrn has moments of
real intensity as a personification
of an “angry young man.” Maggie
Smith, a hit in a recent intimate j

revue, makes her West End dra¬
matic debut. She plays a brash,
heartless young woman incisively
and colorfully, and her verbal duel
with Miss Reid in the second act is
a.highlight of the drama.
There are also two or three
minor and largely irrelevant roles
played very adequately by Frank¬
lyn Scott, David Waller and Joan
Newell. Henry Kaplan’s direction
is straightforward and not very
exciting, while Anthony Holland's
decor is effective.
Rich.
in Trapezio Per
Lisistrata
(A Trapeze for Lysistrata)
Rome, Oct. 29.

Garinei-Giovannini presentation of a
musical comedy by Garinei and Giovannini. Stars Delia Sea la; features Mario
Carotenuto. Paolo Panelli, Nino Manfredi,
Ave Ninchi, Eliana Silli, the Cetra Quar¬
tet, baUet (21), Music, Gorni Kramer;
dances, Donald Saddler; sets and cos¬
tumes, Coltellacci. At Slstina Theatre.
Rome; $3 top.
Lysistrata ... Delia Scala
Samio...Mario Carotenuto
Euro . Nino Manfredi
Dmntrious...Paolo Panelli
Ttatianide ... Ave Ninchi

Garinei and Giovaunini have
another hit with this elegant and
amusing presentation, which also
marks the first time the Italian
writing team has produced its own
show. It’s a successful example
of their attempt to liberate the
Italian musical comedy from ita
decades of stereotyped vaudeville,
giving it in turn a fresher, tasteful
plotted piece much in the Amer¬
ican manner. Could make okay
film material.
Show as seen at opener, without
out-of-town warm-up, indicated
need for usual tightening and trim¬
ming, as well as revealing fatigue
and nervousness of some princi¬
pals.
Backdropped by the legendary
■love- strike led by Lysistrata, au¬
thors have given warring sides—
both finally subdued by the threat
of a continued nix of marital rela¬
tions—a topical slant by having
Athenians represent the Amer¬
icans, the Spartans dubbing for
the Russians, with the third parties
repping the in-betweeners (i.e.
Italians or Europeans, as one
wishes). Spoof leads to plenty of
political barbs and laughs, while
the • original plot skein gives
musical its racier angles.
Delia Scala confirms herself
Italy’s top female musicomedy
talent and personality in her first
solo stint, clicking in all depart¬
ments.
Nino Manfredi, Paolo
Panelli, and Mario Carotenuto
form a hilarious comedy trio as
the faction leaders, while Ave
Ninchi accents many a scene as the
Spartan chief’s voluminous wife.
Others come through appropri¬
ately.
Some outstanding terping work
has been staged by Donald Sad¬
dler, despite the limitations of the
plot and setting, and it’s greeted
by healthy applause. Tasteful and
functional as usual, Coltellacci’s
revolving sets are among his best
ever, and constitute another plus
in a very pleasing show. Musical
score and songs by Gorni Kramer,
while less catchy than usual, are
appropriate and functional.
Hawk.

Friends and Neighbours
London, Nov. 12.
George • & Alfred Black presentation of
two-act (four scenes) farce by Austin
Steele. Staged by Hcrold Boyes; decor,
Edward Delany. At Victoria Palace. Nov.
11, '58; S1.75 top. .
.
^
Doris Holmes . Mollie Sugden
Lily Grimshaw . Barbara Miller
Susan .Grim6liaw .
Lois Dainty ,
Albert OrimShaw. Glenn Melvyn
Wilf Holmes
. Arthur Leslie
Sebastian Green ...
Danny Ross
Vladimir Previtcli.Valentine DyaU
Petri Garanakova .Kay Woodman

Due to the oostponement of the
next Crazy Gang*show. “Friends
and Neighbours.” a twice-nightly
farcical romD. has been booked
into the Victoria Palace following
a successful summer seaside sea¬
son. It should prove an adequate
stand-in, being the simple musichall type of entertainment suitable
for the house. ’ .
Within its modest limits it is a
yock-raiser, without pretensions to
wit; or style, or even plot, but
staged by Harold Boyes at a break¬
neck pace and with a cast earnestly
prepared to throw the book at the
audience to get laughs. It breaks
down critical defenses.
The situation, such as it is, con¬
cerns the billeting of two Russian
trade delegates at a humble Lan¬
cashire home. Misunderstandings
over language, the Lancashire hus¬
band trying to explain cricket to
the bewildered Rnsskms, the visi¬
tors introducing the household to1
vodka, complications over who is
to sleep wheve, and so on. There
are all the stock characters—the
henpecked husband, the garrulous
wife, the daughter’s slightly nutty
suitor.
The enthusiastic cast time their
(Continued on page 74)
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Legit Bits
Carl Fisher, general manager for
the Robert E. Griffith & Harold S.
Prince production of "‘West Side
Story*” will have a similar assign¬
ment with Carmen Capalbo’s pres¬
entation of William Mar chant’s
play, “Faster, Faster.”
The December issue of Esquire
mag, out last week, contains a fivepage picture spread on N.Y. Times
drama critic Brooks Atkinson’s
routine covering a Broadway open¬
ing ..
NBC, which had been delaying
on a deal to put up $75,000 of the
$300,000 capitalization on “The
Redhead,” has come through with
the coin. RCA is also in for $75,-

o:>f\

Jefferson Searles planed to Chi¬
cago from Hollywood last week to
replace Frederic Tozere in the
American Cavalcade Theatre pro¬
duction of “The Crucible,” which
opened at the 11th St. Theatre last
night (Tues.). Tozere, who became
ill during rehearsals, returned to
New York.
Lee Martinec is company man¬
ager of “Girls in 509.” •
Mary Mon Toy returned to the
cast of “The World of Suzie Wong”
after an absence because of an
injury sustained in the rain scene.
Edward Magnum leaves Friday
(21) for Milwaukee to take over as
manager of the Fred Miller Thea¬
tre, which opens a 20-week stock
season early in 1959. There will
be a resident company of eight,
with guest stars, and productions
will run two weeks.
Shirley Ballard takes over Dec.
1 as the author’s wife in “Say,
Darling,” succeeding Constance
Ford.
Max Brown, one of David Mer¬
rick’s two biggest and most con¬
sistent backers (the other is Byron
Goldman), is not an investor in
“The" World of Suzie Wong.” He
reportedly just didn’t like the
script.
Noel Taylor is set designer for
“T*’ll Story.”
Connie Sawyer will appear in
the film version of “Hole in the
Head” in the role she originated
in the Broadway production of the
plav.
Robert Soule is set and costume
designer for the off-Broadway pro¬
duction of “Journey With Stran¬
gers.”
Maurice Schwartz’s production
of his own Yiddish-language adapt¬
ation of “Hole in the Head,” in
which he’ll also star, is slated to

“The Mountain Giants and Other
Plays” by Luigi Pirandello (Crown;
open1 next Tuesday (25) at the $3.95), is the first publication in
Phyllis Anderson Theatre, N.Y.
English of the Italian .dramatist’s
The -start of the Monday Night last work. {Title play is unfinished,
Actors’ Playhouse (N. Y.) Series and in a. foreword to the book,
has been delayed until Dec. 8.
George Freedley suggests that
Irving Grossman, co-producer of Tennessee Williams might be the
“Nice People," the American-Yid- playwright to complete the opus.
dish presentation at the Downtown Freedley is prexy of the recentlyNational Theatre, N.Y., has re¬ formed Pirandello Society. Book is
joined the cast after being forced dedicated by the author to actressto withdraw from the show during translator Marta Abba who for
rehearsals because of illness. Muni many years has been a prime in¬
Serebrov subbed during Grossterpreter of Pirandello’s works.
man’s absence.
' Miss Abba, in memory of her par¬
Marcella Cisney - will direct a ents, offers a prize for the best
special concert reading of Robinson
Jeffers’ “The Tower Beyond Trag¬ >essay written in English in 1959 on
edy,” to be presented next Sunday the playwright’s work.
in N.Y. at the Poetry Center of the
Other dramas in the tome in¬
92d Street YMHA. The cast will clude “The New Colony,” a protest
include Barbara Barrie, Philip against Fascism, and “When Some¬
Bourneuf, Nancy Coleman, Staats one is Somebody,” a spoof of the
Cofsworth, Biff McGuire and Eda modern success-cult.
Rodo.
Reiss Merin.
The run of “Time of the Cuckoo”
at the Sheridan Square Playhouse,
N.Y., has been extended beyond
its originally-announced six-week
stand, with tickets now selling
Continued from page 71.==
through Jan. 31.
Leonhard Steckel has taken over not easily Bowdlerized. He is par¬
the post of manager-director of ticularly against a certain kind of
West Berlin’s Theater am Kurfuer- false “elegance” which he says is
stendamm.
likely to overtake a .Shakespearean
Helen Hayes and “Victoria Re¬ production where the producer,
gina,” in which she starred are director and actors are overcome
the subject of an exhibition at the with their own importance.
Cayuga Museum of History and
“Shakespeare wrote to enter¬
Art%> Auburn, N.Y.
Vincent J. Donehue will direct: tain, for laughter and for shock,”
he says. “Some of* his plays make
“Daarlin’ Man.”
“Skin Deep,” a musical with mu¬ the ‘Dracula’ pictures of today
sic by George Linsenmann and look like . nursery rhymes. And,
book and lyrics by Ernest Cham¬ as for sex, he handled the subject
bers, is scheduled for off-Broadway with complete frankness and, you
production early ' next year by might say, authority."
P.R.B. Productions, a new firm
What happens too often, the
formed by Peggy Moran, Ron Reast actor asserts, “Shakespeare falls
and Bill Wetmore.
into
the hands of pedants, and the
Day Tuttle and Howard Kane,
who recently took over the East only exposure too many people
have.to
the playwright is in col¬
74th Street Theatre, N. Y., will
present E. P, Conkle’s “Mr. Presi¬ lege, where they get so metredent” * at the house, beginning conscious they can’t see or hear
the drama."
Dec. .10.
A $1.15-$2.30 Saturday and Sun¬
Harvey noted that despite the
day matinee scale has been initi¬ youth of the supporting company,
ated for “Nice People," the Yid- a fact favorably commented, upon
dish-American musicomedy at the by many critics, each actor, even
Downtown National Theatre, N. Y. the walk-ons, have had consider¬
A musical version of-Wolf Mankowitz’s novel, “Make Me an Of¬ able training in the Old Vic’s
fer,” with book by Mankowitz and Bristol company, preparatory
songs by David Heneker and Monty ground for the London group.
“Many of the actors playing bits
Norman, is in the works for Lon¬
don production early next year by in this company have done leads
in Bristol,” he says.
Oscar Lewenstein.
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CHRISTMAS JOB
At MACY’S
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Full-time and part-time selling jobs. Earn while you
learn . .. and take home a good salary, and get 20% dis¬
count on personal things, 10% on practically everything
else. Work in the world’s biggest store .*. it’s fun.

I

Interview Monday thru Saturday, 9 to 5
Macy’s Employment Office, 166 West 35 St.

★

Wostchoster residents: Apply Macy’s White Plains
Long Islanders: Apply Macy’s Roosevelt Field, L. I.

★

★

$
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Shows Abroad
Continued from page 73

Friends and Neighbours
gags perfectly and put over "the
corniest dialog with gusto. Glenn
Melvyn as the husband and Danny
Ross as the suitor are masters of
this sort of entertainment, and Val¬
entine Dyall, Barbara Miller and
-Kay Woodman are among those
who add to the evening’s fun.
Edward Delany’s set is excellent in
its necessary ghastliness.
Rich.
End-Game

and
Krapp’s Last Tape
London, Oct. 29.
English Stage Company’s presentation
of two dramas by Samuel Beckett. Staged
by George Devine and Donald McWhinnie. At Royal Court Theatre, London,
Oct. 28, *58; $2.20 top.

END-GAME

Hamm ... George Devine
Clov . Jack MacGowran
Nagg
. Richard Goolden
NeU .... . Frances Cuka

KRAPP'S LAST TAPE

Krapp ...Patrick Magee

Samuel Beckett may be provid¬
ing an “intellectual treat” for some
highbrows, but with these two
plays he only succeeds in baffling
and possibly irritating the major¬
ity audience. If there is some deep
meaning to these works the author
has succeeded in concealing it.
“End-Game” was first presented
at the same theatre more than a
year ago in its original French ver¬
sion. The Lord Chamberlain, who
censors British drama, objected to
the translation, however, and, as a
result, some minor cuts were de¬
manded before he would give his
okay.
The setting is little more than
a cold bleak stage. In the centre,
sitting on a high chair, is a blind,
paralyzed despot.
Hov.ering
around the scene is his slave, while
in two garbage cans on the side
reside his legless parents, who
every now and ttien raise the lids
to utter words of gloom. As an
essay in despair it may be very
meaningful; as entertainment it’s
just a' bore.
“Krapp’s Last Tape,” a new oneact curtain raiser, has just a soli¬
tary character and a tape recorder
onstage, and the machine is used
to enable the character to play
back and relive scenes from the
past.
The production is note¬
worthy for the remarkable per¬
formance of Patrick Magee, who
has to spend the first five minutes
without uttering a word and greed¬
ily guzzling a couple of bananas.
Myro.
Mister Venus -
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London, Oct. 24.
S. A. Gorlinsky presentation of two-act
(15 scenes) musical comedy. Book, Ray
Galton and Johnny Speight; lyrics, Nor¬
man Newell; music, Trevor H. Stanford
and Norman Newell; staged by Charles
Reading; choreography, Paddy Stone and
Irving Davies. Stars Frankie Howerd. At
Prince of Wales Theatre, London, Oct.
23.' *58; *1.50 top.
Barman.Vincent Charles
Busker ... Donald Reid
Glynnis .. Sunny Rogers
Carried Couple....Myra De Groot,
Aldan Turner
Alister...Frankie Howerd
Mister Venus.Anton Diffrihg
Policeman ... Bill Clothier
Sally .. Judy Bruce
Landlady .,. Natalie Kent
Speakers at Marble Arch..Gavin Gordon,
Sonny Clair, John Delaney
Mrs. Washington Winthrop-June Grant
Prendergast .. Alexander Dore
Plenderleith.. C. Denier Warren
Sonia . Annette Carell
Boris . Wayne Forrest
Ivan ..
Alistair Williamson
Park Keeper ..Don Reid
Guardsman .
Hedley Colson
B.E.A. Official . Aldan Turner
T.V. Floor Manager.Merv Wilding
Actor . Aldan Turner
Actress . Sunny Rogers
News -Boys. .Donald Reid, Bin Clothier,
Malcobrt Campbell
Judge.C. Denier Warren
Prosecuting Counsel. Gavin Gordon
Usber ..
Hedley Colson
Mr. Brown ... BiU Owen
Mrs. Brown.Pat Hawkes
Mr. Orange.Raymond Dalziel
Mrs. Orange.Shirley Gould
Mr. Purple . Keith GaUoway
Mrs. Purple . Nlta Howard
Mr. Yellow ...Paddy McIntyre
Mrs. YeUow .Leander Fedden
Mr. Pint .. Barry Irwin
Mrs. Pink ..Valerie Lloyd
Mr. Blue. Bryan Scott
Mrs. Blue .
Ruth Denise
Londoners .. Laura Hedley, Sonia Peters,
Sandra Verne, Frances Youles,
Liz Davidson, Maureen Sims,
Ann Lewis. Maureen Grant,
Jane Hill, John Dove, Kenneth
Lacey> Peter Warwick

If “Mister Venus” catches on for
a run, which seems problematical,
it will be due almost entirely to
the popularity of Frankie Howerd
playing his first book musical. But
even his varied talents are frit¬
tered away in this expensive pro¬
duction, in which easily the best
thing is the spirited' dancing by a
lively chorus.
• A visitor from Venus descends
to earth to spread love and he goes
through the inevitable motions of
patching up a quarrel, fettling a
labor dispute and even getting two
boxers to cancel a title match.
Then the yarn gets bogged down
with a lot of nonsense involving
the Foreign Office, the American
Embassy, Russian spies and a

prosecution for encouraging prom¬
iscuity after a telecast,
Howerd, a master of comic in¬
vention, tries desperately to hold
the reins and sustain his role of
the visitor’s mortal helper. He is
very funny at times, but too often
has to overstrain for effect. Neither
I he nor title player Anton Diffring,
makes any attempt at singing, and
while plain recitation may be ac¬
ceptable in some productions, it is
unsuitable here.
Unhappily, most of the princi¬
pals are also weak vocally and
Judy Bruce, as the heroine, misses
one or two opportunities with the
song entries. Alexander Dore as a
Foreign Office official and Annette
Carell as a Russian spy are little
more than caricatures. The one
dignified performance comes from
C. Denier Warren, doubling as a
judge and as another ForeignOffice man.
Whatever the faults of the, book,
there must be praise for the danc¬
ing. The choreography by Paddy
Stone and Irving Davies is first
class and the "dance sequences have
a vitality and quality to provide a
shot in the arm for the otherwise
labored proceedings. The chorus is
gay and well drilled and the rou¬
tines have a_ sprightly rhythmic
quality.
The music and lyrics are fair,
but the cast hardly does justice to
them. Peter Knight has made a
good job of the orchestrations, the
costumes are bright and the decor
more than adequate. Charles.Reading has an unenviable job of stag¬
ing. Myro.
(Closed Nov. 8, ’58, after 20 per¬
formances).
Le Pain des Jules
(The Bread of Jules)
Paris, Nov, 5.
Sophie Babet & Alexandra RoubeJansky presentation of three-act comedydrama by Ange Bastiani. Features Dora
Doll,
Rodne
Luguet,
Yves
Massard,
Georgette Anys.
Staged by Jean La
Pulain; scenery, Roger Harth; music,
Raoul Stucky. At Theatre des Arts, Paris,
Nov. 4, ’58; $3 top.
Zoe..;. Georgette Any*
Assunta . Dora Doll
Gina- ....'.... Rosine Luguet
Pascal
. Yves Massard
Toussalnt . Charles Moulin
Sauvuer ..Jean-Marie Riviere
Lucien .. . Claude Castaing

This picaresque whatsis wavers
between satire and melodrama, and
is too uneven for local acceptance
or export, but might be a possi¬
bility for picturization.
The locale is the underworld of
a southern French town, and the
yarn involves an ex-gangster who
falls for his pal’s streetwalker mis¬
tress. He attempts just one mbre
crime with the idea of getting
enough money to run off with the
girl, but he’s double-crossed and
killed, and his betrayer also ulti¬
mately gets the works.
The crude dialog is in. regional
dialect, and fails to achieve either
comedy or tough-tenderness. How¬
ever, some of the acting is effec¬
tive, notably Georgette Anys as a
retributive saloon proprietress.
William Weaver is production
stage' manager for the off-Broad¬
way presentation of “Cock-ADoodle Dandy.”
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Kia'p« for Polynesian pleasure;
blond cubes «f prime filot with
bamboo shoot*, wator chostnuts,
snow poas and Chinese mushrooms.
Bottor still, lot tho mastor chefs of
tho Luau males this enchanting
island plattor for you.
They’ll
propara this . . . and
svsry island dslicacy
... to tho strictest
South Seas specifications.

I DINERS CLUB
AMERICAN EXPRESS

■Linciieoiv - Cocktaiis*Diwier* Supper*
Parkins Servj a

Margery Vosper, Ltd.
ho* moved from
32 fo 53a Shaftesbury Avonuo,
London W.T, England
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British Shows
(Figures denote opening dates)
LONDON

Twa $25,600, Monti; Tallu 23G, Del
The road continued sturdy for a
number of shows last week. Sev¬
eral entries, however, didn’t fare
too well, with, receipts falling be¬
low the breakeven mark.
There were 10 pre-Broadway
tiyouts In addition to the regular
touring productions.
Estimates for Last Week
Parenthetic designations for outof-tjoum shows'are the same as. for
Broadway, except that hyphenated
T with show classification indicates
tryout and RS indicates road show.
Also, prices on touring shows in¬
clude 10% Federal Tax and local
tax, if any, hut as on Broadway
grosses are net; i.e. exclusive of
taxes. Engagements are for single
BALTIMORE
Night Circus, Ford’s (D-T) ($1.66$4.98; 1,819; $45,000) (Ben Gazzara,
Janice Rule). Almost $14,000. Pre¬
vious week, $24,000 at the Shubert,
Detroit.
BOSTON
Disenchanted, Colonial (D-T) (2d
wk) ($5.50-$4.95r" 1,590; $46,000)
(Jason Robards, Jr., Rosemary
Harris). Over $23,400. Previous
week, $20,300.
Flower Drum Song, Shubert
(MC-T) (3d wk) ($6.25-$4.95; 1,717;
$52,000). Another $52,000.
CHICAGO
Auntie Mame, Erlanger (C-RS)
(11th wk) ($6.60-$5.50; 1,333; $45,187) (Constance Bennett). Almost
$36,700. Previous week, Inadver¬
tently underquoted, was almost
$36,200.
My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC-RS)
(54th wk)- ($7; 2,100; $72,979).
Nearly $58,300. Previous week,
$55,000.
Old Vic, Great Northern (RepRS) (2d wk) ($6; 1.500; $49,000).
Almost $47,700. Previous week,
$48,300.
CINCINNATI
Tunnel of Love, Shubert (C-RS)
($4.52;
2,000;
$54,000)
(Eddie
Bracken). Over $16,400 with Guild
subscription. Previous week, $17,000 for seven-performance split.
CLEVELAND
Surise at Campobello, Hanna
(B-RS) T2d wk) ($4; 1,515; $31,000)
(Leif Erickson). Nearly $26,300.
Previous week, $21,500.
DETROIT
Crazy October, Cass (C-T) ($4.50;
1,482; $42,000) (Tallulah Bankhead). Resumed tryout tour after
layoff for additional rehearsals
and drew one. affirmative notice
(Mossman, News) and two negative
(Taylor, Times; Callaghan, Free
Press); about $23,000.
MILWAUKEE
Romanoff and Juliet, Pabst IC¬
RS) (Peter Ustinoff). Over $39,500.
Previous week, $32,100 at the
American, St. Louis.
MONTREAL
Two for the Seesaw, Her Ma¬
jesty’s (CD-RS) <$4.50; 1,704; $34,500). (Ruth Roman, Jeffrey Lynn).
Nearly $25,600. Previous week,
$22,600 at the Royal Alexandra,
Toronto.
NEW HAVEN
Cold Wind and the Warm, Shu¬
bert (D-T) ($4.80; 1,650; $43,000)
(Eli Wallach, Maureen Stapleton),
Almost *$19,900. Previous week,
$24,000 for seven performances at
the Locust, Philadelphia.
PHILADELPHIA
Cue for Passion, Forrest (D-T)
(1st wk) r($5.20-$4.80; 1,760; $40,000) (Diana Wynyayd, John Kerr).
Opened Nov. 11 to three pans
(Gaghan, News; Murdock, Inquirer;
Schier, Bulletin); almost $13,200.
Previous week, $22,000 for five per¬
formances at the Shubert, New
Haven.'
Look Back in Anger, Walnut CDRS) (2d wk) ($4.80; 1^40; $35,000).
Over $29,500. Previous week, $27,500.
Whoop-Up, Shubert (MC-T) (1st
wk) ($7.50-$6; i;884; $65,000).
Opened Nov. 10 to two mild no¬
tices (Gaghan, News; Murdock, In¬
quirer) and one pan (Schier.JBulfefih); almost $44,900,
SAN FRANCISCO
Auntie' Mame, Geary (C-RS) (6th
wk) ($5.50; 1,550; $47,000) (Eve
Arden). Another- $47,000.
Edwin Booth, Alcazar (D-T) (3d

wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,147; $31,000)
(Jose Ferrer).
Almost $16,500.
Previous week, $18,400 with Guild
subscription.
Music Man, Curran (MC-RS) (4th
wk) Pt($6.40-$5.50; 1,758; $58,000).
Nearly $56,200 on CLO subscrip¬
tion. Previous week, $56,000.
ST. LOUIS
. Third Best Sport, American
(C-T) ($1.69-$4,48; 1,600; $38,000)
(Celeste Holm)*
Over $16,500.
Previous week, $21,300 at the Shu¬
bert, Cincinnati.
WASHINGTON
Warm Peninsula, National (CDT) (2d wk) ($4.95-$4.4Q; 1,677;
$36,755) (Julie Harris).
Almost
$38,800 witlr5 Guild subscription
Previous week, $32,900.
WILMINGTON
Gazebo, Playhouse (C-T) (5 perfs)
($5.40; 1,251) (Walter Slezak, Jayne
Meadows). About $15,100 for five
performances.

At Drop •# Hot, Fortune tl-54-57). ■
Auntie Mame, Adelphi (9-10-58).
Boy Friend, Wyndham’s 02-1-53).
‘Breath of Spring, Duke York's (3-26-58),
Brouhaha, Aldwych (8-27-58).
Chrysanthemum, Wales (11-13-58).
Day in Life Of, Savoy 00-1-58).
Duel of Angols, Apollo (4-24-58).
Elder Statesman, Cambridge £9-25-58).
Expresso Bongo, Saville (4-23-58).
Fivo Finger Exercise, Comedy (7-16-58).
Flowering Cherry, Haymarket 01-21-57).
For Adults Only, Strand (6-25-58).
Frlonds A Neighbors, Vic. Pal. (11-11-58).
Irma La Douce, Lyric (7-17-58). .
Living for Pleasure, Garrick (7-10-58).
Long Day's Journey, Globe (9-24-58),
Repertory, Old Vic (9-17-58).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58).
No Concern, Westminster 00-6-58).
Not in the Book, Criterion (4-2-58).
Party, New (5-28-58).
Roar Like a Dove, Phoenix (9-25-57).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Simple Spyman, Whitehall (3-19-58).
Stepmother, St. Martins 01-5-58).
Tunnel of Love, Majesty's (12-3r57).
Unexpected Guest, Duchess (8-12-58).
Where's Charley, Palace (2-20-58).
•transferred
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Hook, Line, Sinker, Piccadilly (11-19-58).
Hot Summer Night, New (11-26-58),
Devil -Peter, Arts (11-27-58).
Grass is Greener, St. Mart, 02-2-58).
West Side Story, Majesty's (12-12-58).
CLOSED LAST WEEK
Shadows of Heroes, Picadilly (10-7-58).

Touring Shows
•

(Nov. 17-30)

Auntie Mame (Eve Arden)—Geary, S.F.
07-29).
Auntie Mame (Constance Bennett)—
Erlanger, Chi (continues indefinitely).
Auntie Mame (Sylvia Sidney)—Pershing
Municipal Aud., Lincoln, Neb. 07); HJ5.
Aud., Topeka, Kan. 08); Orpheum, Sioux
City, la. (19); Paramount. Omaha (20-22);
Orpheum, Davenport, la. (24-25); Memor¬
SPLIT-WEEKS
ial And., Burlington, la. (26); Municipal
Auntie Mame (C-RS) (Sylvia Sid¬ Aud., St. Paul (28-29).
Canadian Players—Coolidge And.. Wash.
ney). Totalled $46,000 for six per¬
(17-18); College, West Chester, Pa. (19);
formances, ..s follows: Robinson University,
Newark, Del. (20); CoUege,
Memorial Aud., Little Rock, Sun¬ Bloomsburg, Pa. (2D; St. Joseph's College,
Md. (23); College, Green¬
day (9), single, $5,Q00; Municipal Emmitsburg,
ville, Pa. (24): Civic Aud., Ottawa (26-29).
Aud., Tulsa, Mdnday-Tuesday (10Candida—^Wilma, Missoula, Mont. (17);
Capitol,
Salt
Lake
City (19); Mesa CoUege
11), two, $18,000 on Broadway The¬
Aud., Grand Junction. CoL (20); Mackay
atre League subscription; Arcadia,. And.,
Boulder, Col. (21); Aud., Denver
Wichita, Thursday-Friday (13-14), (22); Hoch Aud., Lawrence, Kan, (24);
Gymnasium,
Fayetteville,
Ark.
$13,000 on BTL subscription; Mu¬ Men's
(25); Municipal. Tulsa (26); Music HaU,
nicipal, Oklahoma City, Saturday Kansas City, Mo. (28); Paramount, Omaha
(15),. single, $10,000. Previous (29); Pershing Municipal Aud-, Lincoln,
(30).
week, $36,400 for seven-perform¬ Neb.
Cold Wind and -the Warm (tryout) (Ell
ance split.
Wallach, Maureen Stapleton)—Colonial,
Boston (17-29) (Reviewed in VARIETY,
Diary of Anne Frank (D-RS) NOV,
12, *58).
(Francis Lederer). Totalled $25,* . Crazy October (tryout) (Tallulah BankL.A. 09-29) (Reviewed
000 for seven performances, as fol¬ head)—Hartford,
in VARIETY, Oct. 15, '58).
lows: Aycock Aud., Greensboro,
Cue for Passion (tryout) (DIana Wvnyard, John Kerr)—Forrest, Philly (15-22,
N. C., Monday-Tuesday (10-11), moves
N-Y.) (Reviewed in VARIETY,
two, $9,800; Duke U., Durham, Nov. 12,to ’58).
Diary of Anne Frank (Francis Lederer)
N. C., Wednesday (12), two, $4,300;
Memorial
Aud.,
Knoxville,
Temple, Birmingham, Friday-Sat- .—Alumni
Tenn. 03); Tennessee Theatre, Nashville
urday (14-15), three, $10,900. Pre¬ (19); Ellis Aud., Memphis (20-22); Robin¬
Memorial Aud., Little Rock, Ark.
vious week, $19,300 for four-per¬ son
(?3-24): Municipal Aud., Shreveport. La.
formance split.
(25); City Aud.. Beaumont (26);. Music
Houston (28-30).
"LIT Abner (MC-RS). Totalled HaU.
Disenchanted (tryout) CTason Robards
$32,300 for seven performances, as Jr., Rosemary Harris)—Walnut, Philly
follows: U. of Indiana, Blooming¬ (17-29) (Reviewed in VARIETY-, Nov.
*58).
ton. Monday-Tuesday (10-11), two, b5,. Flower.
Drum Song (tryOut)—Shubert.
$8,800; Orpheum, Springfield, HL* Boston 07-22, moves to N.Y.) (Reviewed
VARIETY, Oct. 29. ’58).
Wednesday (12), single, $3,300; in Gazebo
(tryout) (Walter Slezak. Jayne
Murat, Indianapolis, Thursday-Sat- Meadows')—Locust. Philly (17-22); Warren,
City (24-29).
urday (13-15), four, $20,200. Previ¬ Atlantic
J.B. (tryout) (Raymond Massey, Pat
ous week, $37,500 for seven-per¬ Hingle,
Christopher Plummer)—National,
Wash. (24-29).
formance split.
LI'I Abner (bus-and-truck)—Kleinhans,
Buffalo (17); Loew*s, Canton, Q. (18);
Jaffa Mosque, Altoona, Pa. (19); Palace,
Youngstown
(20-22);
Erlanger,
Philly
(24-29).
LI'I Abner (N.Y. Co.)—Riviera, Det.
(19-29).
Look Back In-Anger—WRVA, Richmond
Continued from page 71
(17-18); Playhouse, Wilmington €19-22);
New Haven (24-29).
_
“The Cold Wind and the Warm,’’ Shnbert,
Music Man (2d CoJ—Gurran, S.F. (17-29).
I admitted that it was not in its
Mv Pair Lady (2d Co.)—Shubert, Chi
desired shape on opening night in (17-29).
Night Circus (tryout) (Ben Gazzara,
Philadelphia, but I added what Janice Rule)—Shubert, New Haven (1722); Locust, Philly (24-29) (Reviewed in
everybody in the theatre knows, VARIETY.
Oct. 29, '58).
that very few productions are com¬
Old Vic—U, of Wisconsin, Madison
(18-19); Masonic Aud., Det. (21-23); Royal
plete at their out of town tryouts. Alexandra,
Toronto (25-29).
This may be unfortunate, but we
Romanoff and Juliet (Peter Ustinoff)—
Theatre, Indpls. (17-19); Hartman,
do not live in a perfect world or Indiana
Col. (20-22); Forrest, Philly (24-29).
work in a. perfect theatre.
Shakespeare's Ages of Man (John Gielgud)—CoIle.ee.
Pocatello,
Idaho
(18);
Finally, I don’t know how the Kingsbury
HaU, Salt Lake City (20); Col¬
conclusion could have been drawn lege, Seattle (21); Georgian Aud., Van¬
couver, B.C. (22); College, Portland (24from what I said that I found 25);
Senior H.S. Aud., Sacramento (26);
fault with Brooks-Atkinson’s diet Alcazar. S.F. (27-30),
„
_ _
.
Sunrise at Campobello (Leif Enckson)
or eating habits (what an absurd¬
-American, St. L. Q7-29X '
, „ , >
ity), but on further thought I
Third Best Sport (tryout) (Celeste Holm)
Pitt (17-22): Ford's. Balto (24r29)
should like to say that if Atkinson’s —Nixon,
in VARIETY, Oet, 22, *58). .
diet led him- to write such fine (Reviewed
Tunnel of Love (Eddie Bracken)—Lync*
(17); Mosque. Richmond (18); Syna
reviews as that of “A Touch of Balto
Mosque, -Pitt. (19); Center, Norfolk (20);
the Poet” and other plays I have Tower; Atlanta (22-23); Aycock Aud.,
directed* I can only pray that he Greensboro, N.C. (24); Municipal Aud.,
Savannah (25); Peabody AucL, Daytona
continue to adhere to that diet.
Beach (26); Civic, N.O. £28-301 . _
Two for the Seesaw (2d Co.) (Ruth
Harold Clurman,
Roman,
Jeffrey
Lynn)—Shubert,
Det.

GlHrmaH Sez

Director, “The Cold
Wind and the Warm.”

(Jerry Gaghan, Variety corre¬
spondent and Philadelphia Daily
News drama critic who wrote the
story referred to, comments that
although Clurman't quoted state¬
ments were necessarily taken out
of context, since the talk ran nearly
an hour, the essential meaning was
not distorted and the report did
not convey a “false impression.”
(Clurman opened his talk ani¬
matedly, Gaghan explains, and ap¬
peared to be. further stimulated by
the interest of his audience. While
certain of the director’s references
to critics appeared to have general
application, notably the statements
about "miserable prose” and "snap
judgments” the only critic cited
by name was Brooks Atkinson, of
the N. Y. Times, as related in the
story. Specifically, it teas in ref¬
erence to eating habits allegedly
affecting. a critic’s reaction to a
play that Clurman mentioned At¬
kinson, concludes Gaghan,—Ed.).

Warm Peninsula (tryout) (Julie Harris)
—Hanna, Cleve. (17-29) (Reviewed in
VARIETY, Nov. 5. '58). ^ ^ x
Whoop-Up
(tryout) — Shubert,
Philly
(17-29) (Reviewed in VARIETY, • Nov.
12, '58).
_-■

SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS
(Theatres Set)
BROADWAY
Edwin Booth, 46th St. (11-24-58).
Cue -for Passion, Miller (11-25-58).
Flower Drum Song; St. James (12-1-58).
Gazebe, Lyceum 02-2-58).
Disenchanted, Coronet (12-3-58).
Night Circus, Golden 02-4-58).
Cold Wind & Warm, Morocco (12-8-58).
Old Vic, B’WSy (12-9-58).
J. B;, ANTA (14-11-58).
Whoop-Up, Shubert 02-18-58).
Rashomon, Music Box 0-27-59).
Redhead, 46th SL (2-5-59).
Rivalry, Bijou (2-12-59).
First Impressions, Alvin (3-12-59).

OFF-BROADWAY

Jouroty With Strangers, Mews 01-20-58).
Man Who Never Died, Jan Hus.£ll-21-58).
Tried, Theatre Marquee 01-21-58).
Sextet, Royal 01-26-58).
__
Quara Fellow, Circle in Sq. 01-27-58).
Of Mica A Men, Provincetown 01-28-58).
'TIs Pity She's Whore, Orph'm (12438).
Power A Glory, Phoenix 02-1938).
Many Loves,
s. Living Theatre 02-14-58).
Mr. President, E. 74th St. 02-26-58).
King Lear, Players 02-29-58).
Scarlet Ribbons, Actors 0-6-59).
On the Town, New Orpheum 0-15-59).
I'll Call You, Anderson (2-3-59).

LEGITIMATE

75

B way OK; Tlume $36,800, ‘Girls 26G,
Levene $23,600, Anderson $16,400,
i ‘Epitaph $13,900
Business was healthy for most wk; 260 p) ($7.50; 1,185; $50,460)
Broadway shows last week. Sev¬ (David Wayne, Vivian Blaine,
eral entries picked up over the pre¬ Johnny Desmond). Over $36,600.
vious stanza, while a few registered Previous week, $36,900.
Sunrise at Campobello, Cort (D>
slight dips.
Shows selling out or playing to (42d wk; 332 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $37,virtual capacity included “Goldi¬ 500) (Ralph Bellamy). Over $37,400.
locks,’* “Marriag e-Go-Round,” Previous week, $37,100.
Touch of the Poet, Hayes, (D)
“Music Man,” “My Fair Lady,1 (7th
52 p) ($7.50; 1,139; $43,“Once More With Feeling,” “Pleas¬ 067) wk;
Hayes,. Eric Portman,
ure of His Company,” “Sunrise at Kim (Helen
Stanley, Betty Field). Almost
Campobello,” “Touch of the Poet,” $42,200
with parties. Previous
“World of Suzie Wong” and the week, $42,300 with parties.
newcomer, “La Plume de Ma
Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD)
Tante."
^
(44th wk; 348 p) ($6.90; 780; $31y
Estimates for Last Week
700) (Dana Andrews, Anne Ban¬
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), croft). Nearly $30,500. Previous
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), week, $30,900.
Visit, Morosco (D) (22d wk; 173
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬
cal-Drama ). O (Opera), OP (Op¬ p) ($6.90; 946; $37,500) (Alfred
eretta), Rep (Repertory), DR Lunt, Lynn Fontanne). Almost
$27,400. Previous week, $26,300.
(Drama Reading).
Closes Nov. 29.
Other parenthetic designations
West Side Story, Winter Garden
refer, respectively, to weeks played, (MD) (60th wk; 476 p) ($8.05; 1,404;
number of performances through $63,203). Over $46,000. Previous
last. Saturday, top prices (where week, $45,400.
two prices are given, the higher is
World of Suzie Wong, Broadfor Friday-Saturday nights and the hurst (D) (5th wk; 39 p) ($6.90;
lower for weeknights), number 1,214; $46,500). Over $45,400 with
of seats, capacity gross and stars. Guild subscription. Previous week,
.Price includes 10% Federal and $45,800 with Guild subscription.
Closed Last Week
5% City tax, but grosses are net
Family Reunion, Phoenix (D)
i.e., exclusive of taxes.
(4th wk: 32 p) ($4.60; 1,150; $29,Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) 382) (Lillian Gish, Florence Reed,
(100th wk; 796 p) ($8.05; 1,453; Fritz Weaver). Almost $10,200. Pre¬
$58,101) (Judy Holliday). Nearly vious week, $10,000. Closed last
$49,700. Previous week, $48,900. Sunday (16).
Comes a Day, Ambassador (D)
Opening This Week
(2d wk; 12 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $43,000)
Shadow of a Gunman, Bijou (D)
{Judith Anderson). Almost $16,- ($5.75-$6.90; 599; $20,400). Cheryl
400. Previous week, $16,900 for Crawford & Joel Schenker presen¬
first- four performances and one tation by arrangement with The
preview.
Actors’ Studio, Inc. of a play by
Dark at the Top of the Stairs, Sean O’Casey; opens tomorrow
Music Box (D) (50th wk; 396 p) night (Thurs.).
($5.75-$6.90; 1,010; $33,000). Near¬
ly $21,700. Previous week, $22,500.
/ Off-Broadway Shows
Drink to Me Only, 54th St. (C)
Blood Wedding, Actors Play¬
(6th wk; 45 p) $5.75; 1,218; $36,000).
Almost $18,600. Previous week, house (3-31-58); closes Nov. 30.
Boy Friend, Cherry Lane (1-25$17,200.
Epitaph for George Dillon, 58).
Cock-A-Doodte-Dandy, Carnegie
Golden (D) (2d wk; 15 p) ($5.75;
800; $25,152) (Eileen Herlie, Robert (11-12-58).
Crucible, Martinique (3-11-58).
Stevens). Nearly $13,900. Previ¬
Deathwatch, Theatre East (10-9ous week, $13,700 for first seven
performances and one preview. 58).
Diversions, Downtown (11-7-58).
Has to vacate house Nov. 29.
Hamlet
of
Stepney
Green,
Girls in 509, Belasco (C) (5th wk;
'
37 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,037; $33,000) Cricket (11-13-581.
Heloise,
Gate
(9-24-58).
(Peggy Wood, Imogene Coca).
Ivanov, Renata (10-7-58).
Over $26,000 with parties. Previ¬
Look Back in Anger, 41st St.
ous week, $26,400 with parties.
(11-7-58).
Goldilocks, Lunt-Fontanne (MC)
Playboy of the Western World,
(5th wk; 41 p) ($9.90; 1,402; $68,- Tara (5-8-58).
843) (Don Ameche, Elaine Stritch).
Salad Days, Barbizon Plazd (11Almost $65,000 with parties. Pre¬ 10-58).
vious week, $64,000 with parties.
Threepenny Opera, deLys (9-20Jamaica, Imperial (MC) (49th 55).
wk; 388 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000)
Time of the Cuckoo, Sheridan
(Lena Horne, Ricardo Montalban). Sq. (10-27-58).
Nearly $41,600. Previous week,
Ulysses, Rooftop (6-5-58); closes
$40,000.
Nov. 30.
La Plume de Ma Tante, Royale
Closed Last Week
(R) (1st wk; 7 p) ($7.50; 1,050; $43,Children of Darkness, Circle in
500) (Robert Dhery). Opened Nov. the Square (2-28-58); closed last
11 to unanimous approval (Aston, Sunday (16).
World-Telegram; Atkinson, Times;
Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror;
Kerr, Hfcrald Tribune; McClain,
Journal-Atnerican; Watts, Post;
almost $36,800 for first seven per¬
formances and one preview.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 18.
Look Homeward, Angel, Barry¬
The Jerome Robbins “Ballets
more CD) (51st wk; 404 p) ($6.90;
1,076; $40,716) (Miriam Hopkins, TJ.SA.” grossed an inadequate
Ed Begley). Over $21,000. Pre¬ $.17,100 last week at a $4.95 top at
the 1,760-seat Nixon Theatre here.
vious week, $23,000.
Make a Million, Playhouse (C) It was a repeat of the troupe’s re¬
(4th wk; 28 p) ($6,90; 096; $36,000) ception elsewhere, with rave re¬
(Sam Levene).
Nearly $23,600. views and cheering audiences, but
little biz.
Previous week, $22,400.
The troupe folded here Saturday
Man in the Dog Suit, Coronet (C)
(3d wk; 20 p) ($6.90; 1,101; $35,404) night (15), cutting short a curtailed
(Jessica Tandy, Hume Cronyn). tour and leaving the production
Nearly $23,000 with parties. Pre¬ about $75,000 in the red.
vious week, $27,600 with parties.
Pemer/Levinson Join
Has to vacate theatre Nov. 29.
Marriage-Go-Round,
Plymouth
Lenny, Debin Agency
(C) (3d wk; 21 p) ($6.90; 1,062; $42,200) (Charles Boyer, Claudette
Walter Perner, assistant to pro¬
Colbert).
Almost. $40,400 with ducer Michael Ellis, last summer
parties. Previous week, $40,900 at the Bucks * County Playhouse,
with parties.
New Hope, Pa., and Barry Levin¬
Music Man, Majestic (MC) (48th son, a former Coast agent, have
wk; 380 p) ($8.05; 1,626; $68,658) jefned the Lenny-Debin talent
(Robert Preston). Nearly $69,200. agency in. New York.
Previous week, $69,100.
Perner will assist both Jacjk
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MCX
(140th wk; 1,115 p) ($8.05; 1,551; Lenny and Nat Debin, while Lev¬
inson
will run the firm’s television
$68, 210) (Edward Mulhare, Sally
commercial department.
Ann Howes). Steady at $69,400.
Once More With Feeling, Na¬
tional (C) (4th wk; 31 p) ($6.90;
MARY'S 1-NITER $14,262
1,162; $43,000) (Joseph Cotton,
White Plains, N. Y., Nov. 15.
Arlene Francis). Nearly $42,000
Mary Martin broke all recent
with
parties.
Previous, week, house records for a concert attrac¬
$40,900.
tion in the large Westchester
Pleasure of His Company, Long- County Center here (12) with a
acre (C) (4th wk; 29 p) ($6.90; draw of $14,262 for a single per¬
1,101; $36,800) (Cyril Ritchard,
Cornelia Otis Skinner, Charlie formance of “Music with Mary
Ruggles, Walter Abel). Almost Martin.”
Richard Petrucci, young local
$36,300 with parties. Previous^
impresario, is planning an extended
week, $36,100 with parties.
Say, Darling, ANTA (MDX (33d season after Miss Martin’s success.

’BAIim’$17,100, PI1T;
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CASTING NEWS
>♦♦»»♦»+♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦+♦«

Following are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off-Broad¬
way, touring, industrial and television shows. All information has
been obtained directly by the Variety Casting Department by tele¬
phone calls, and has been rechecked as of noon yesterday (Tues.K
The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi¬
tions to the list will be made only when information is secured from
responsible parties. The intention is. to service performers with leads
provided by the managements of the shows involved rather than to
run a lengthy list of blind items.
In addition to the available parts listed, the tabulation includes pro¬
ductions announced for later this season, but, for which,' the manage¬
ments, as yet, aren't holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa¬
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy,
(MD) Musical Dramaj (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic Reading.

BROADWAY
<Parts Available)
' First Impressions (MC)—Pro¬
ducers, George Gilbert & Edward
Specter, in association with Jiile
Styne Productions (237 W. 51st
St.); director, Abe Burrows; chore¬
ographer, Jonathan Lucas; musical
director, Frederick Dvonch. Chorus
call for non-Equity dancers at
Alvin Theatre (250 W. 52d St.).
Nov. 19, male, 10 a.m.; female, 2
p.m.; non-Equity singers Nov. 20
at same theatre; male, 10 a.m.;
female, 2 p.m.
Raisin in the Sun (D)—producer
Philip Rose & David J. Cogan (157
W. 57th St., Cl 5-2255); director,
Lloyd Richard, Available parts (allNegro); Sidney Poitier’s; son,
10; African male college stu¬
dent, 24; Chicago college student,
24; female, 40-60; man, 35-50.
Tall Story (C)—producers, Em¬
mett Rogers & Robert Weiner
(234 W. 44th St. LA 4-4937); direc¬
tor, Herman Shumlin. Available
part: a lead male, slim, likeable,
six-foot-four, 22-23.
(Mail photo
and resume to Rogers).
The Gay Felons (C)—producers,
H. Clay Blaney and Geoffrey
Jones (36 CPS). Available parts;
male lead, 40-50, Frenchman,
quiet authoritative; male, 45-55,
short,' stocky, lqveable sot, hen¬
pecked; about 12 assorted comics,
40-60; femme, 35-40, intense, emo¬
tional, Maureen Stapleton type;
femme,
young,
sexy
Frendti;
femme, 35-40, attractive, quiet
warm, sensitive; male lead, 25,
handsome, romantic. (Send photo
and resume to producers). Rehear¬
sals start Dec. 15.
Three Against Time (D)—produc¬
ers, Tad Danielewski Sc Morris
Feld. Available parts: femme lead,
30, foreign accent, beautiful, warm;
middle-aged male scientist; hand¬
some English scientist, 20’s; cul¬
tured well-built American general;
General’s wife, 45. submissive,
quiet, dominated by husband;
young, energetic businessman and
pretty, restless, discontented wife;
retired professor, old, but still
bright and alive: efficient, relaxed
Government official, 40-45; two
servants, either authentic, Indians
or of American-Indian descent;
sandy blonde eight-year-old girl,
vigorous, bright; scholarly nineyear-old boy.
(Mail photo and
resume to production assistant
Jeanette Kamins, 234 W. 44th St.,
Suite 702).

OFF-BROADWAY
(Parts Available)
Count Your Blessings (C) —
Producer, Stage Society (103 E.
86th St., N.Y. 28); director, Wil¬
liam Murray. Available parts:
male lead, 50* continental type;
(2d) male, 50’s, professional type;

elderly male to play butler; male,
40, strong comedy; male, young
American, mature; femme, 60*s, to
play housekeeper;- femme lead;
early 20’s, American, bright, at¬
tractive; femme, 40’s, mature but
still good looking, scatterbrain;
femme, 80’s, important, regal
type; femme, early 2Q’s, Italian.
(Mail photo and resume to prod¬
ucer).
Fll Call You (MC)—producers,
Lyn Swann & Sterling Noel; direc¬
tor, Tad Danielewski.
Available
parts (experience required); male
comedian singer-dancer; roman¬
tic femme singer; two femme
comediennes, one a soft soubruet type; male for role of
suave,
successful
businessman;
“character” landlady; ballet dan¬
cers to double as understudies and
play minor parts. (Mail photos &
resume to producers c/o Phyllis
Anderson Theatre, 2d Ave. & 4th
St.).
The Lady’s Not for Burning (C)
—Equity Library Theatre produce
tion; director, Stanley Tackney.
Casting, 11 West 18th St. (second
floor front); Nov. 24 and 26, from
6 p.m-11 p.m., Nov. 25 from
7 p.m.-lO p.m.; Equity members
only (present membership cards).
Available parts: male lead, disillu¬
sioned, sardonic, fatalistic medie¬
val ex-soldier; femme lead, beguil¬
ing, intelligent, vital; male, early
20’s, generous, humorous, extravert; femme, 17, just out of con¬
vent, precise almost pedantic), in
speech, pretty, innocent; male, has
nasal condition, pompous, ignorant;
femme, humorless, flighty; male,
positive, self-assured; town coun¬
cillor, officious, lecherous; chaplain,
small, gentle, absentminded; mer¬
chant, short, redfaced, British ac¬
cent; male, local official, Falstaffian appearance.
Scarlet Ribbons (M)—producers,
Stuart Bishop, Debe Meyer and
Edwin West. Restoration period
acting styles required. Available
parts; male, 25-35, must sing, mode
and high fashion of 17th Century;
male lead, 25-30, lyric baritone,
heavy acting; male 20-30, second
lead, tenor, handsome, romantic,
must act; male 35-50, portly char¬
acter, comedy dancing; male 18-20,
small dancer; femme 18-20, Cock¬
ney hoyden, must sing and dance;
four male and four female, 18-30,
to sing dance and double in walkons and specialty spots, (Mail
photo and resume to producers, 72
Perry St., N. Y.).

OUT OF TOWN
(Parts Available)

Mistress of the House (D)—de
Lys Theatre Associates Inc.; direc¬
tor, William de Lys; casting, Col¬
ette Wolff (EN 2-9208). * Available
parts: femme 20-28, sensual, child¬
like, beautiful; mulatto male, 3035, handsome, alluring; Negro
femme 30-40, primitive beauty, fullbodied; servants, 5 male, 5 lemme,
Negro & white, non-speaking-mime,

ATTENTION: PRODUCERS!
A new play, "Jack O' Lantern", will be presented at the
Post Playhouse (Thea. #3), Port Devens, Mass., in the
following schedule:
Sat., 22 November (opens dress rehearsal)
Sun., Mon., Tues., 23, 24 and 25 November
Curtain at 8:00 p.m. each night

. 3

"Jack O' Lantern" was produced once
previously at the Milford (Conn.) Playhouse

,

modem dance, classic ballet back¬
ground.
CHICAGO
Untitled play—Jules Pfeiffer
productions, Studebaker Theatre
(420 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago).
Call producer (HA 7-0088) for ap¬
pointment. Available parts: char¬
acter man, 50’s, with vitality; in¬
genue; male and female leads,
character comedienne. Casting cur¬
rently, details of play not yet avail¬
able.
MILWAUKEE
Fred Miller Theatre, Milwaukee.
Managing director, Edward -Mag¬
num; auditions today and tomor¬
row (Wed.-Thurs.) -after 10 a.m.,
Algonquin Hotel (59 West 44th St.,
N.Y.); five men, three women, in¬
cluding ingenue and character
lead, for resident company, open¬
ing in January for 20-week season
of stock; also seeking stage direc¬
tors and designers.

FUTURE SHOWS
„Ariadne & the Concrete Duck
(C)—producer, Howard Erskine (56
W. 45th St., OX 7-9620).
Far Away the Train-Birds Cry
(CD)—producer, Louis d’Almeida
(480 Lexington Ave., JU 2-8115).
Gypsy (MC)—producers, David
Merrick Sc Leland Hayward (246 W.
44tH St., LO 3-0830).
Let’s Go Steady (MC)—producer
Edward Padula (1501 Broadway,
LA 4-4860).
Madonna and Child (C)—pro¬
ducer, Guthrie ' McClintic (1270
6th Ave., Cl 7-5152).
Rivalry (DR)—producers, Cheryl
Crawford Sc Joel Schenker (49 W.
45th St.,"JU 2-3466), in association
with Actors Studio Inc. .
OFF BROADWAY
Triad (Three one act musicals)—
producer. Delta Co., (1 E. 42d St.,
MU'7-0442).

SHOWS IN REHEARSAL
BROADWAY
J. B. (D)—producer, Alfred de
Liagre Jr. (55 W.„42d St., PE 66678.)
Redhead (MC)—producers, Rob¬
ert Fryer Sc Lawrence Carr (234
W. 44th St., LA 4-2844). Rashomon (D) — producers,
David Susskind Sc Hardie Smith
(444 Madison Ave., PL 3-1030).
OFF-BROADWAY
Journey With Strangers (Diproducer, Stella Holt (141 W. 13th
St., AL 5-4222).
Of Mice and Men (MD)—pro¬
ducer, Ira J. Bilowitt in association
with Unicorn Productions.
Qnare Fellow (CD)—producers,
Circle in the Square Sc Banner Pro¬
ductions (5 Sheridan Square, CH
3-5646).
Sextet (D)—producer, Robert H.
Cole (The Stage < Workshop Inc., 2
W. 46th St.).

BOOKED
BROADWAY
Majority of Ono: Gertrude Berg. Cedric
Hard wi eke.
Piece of Blue Sky: Ralph Meeker.
Cut 'for
Passion:
Joanna
Brown
succeeded. Robin Howard.
J.B.: Lane Bradbury. Janet Ward.
' Star ward Ark: Nat Burns. Boro Merande.
Radhaad: Leonard Stone, Doris Rich,
Cynthia Latham; Cathryn Damon (stand¬
by for Gwen. Verdon).
Rashomon: David Opatoshu.
Fiowor
Drum
Sons: Larry Blyden
(succeeds Larry Storch).
OFF-BROADWAY
Fowor and Tsioryr Fritz Weaver, Eric
Berry. Meredith Dallas, Jack Cannon,
Leonardo' Cimino, Thayer David, Patricia
Falkenhain, Albert Quinton, Jane White,
Betty Miner, Jerry Stiller, Elliott Sullivan.
Hole in the Head (Yiddish): Paul Burstein, Lillian Lux, Michael Burstein,
Rosetta Bialis, Pearl Newman, J. Dubinsky, M. Sanger.
Sextet: Rnth Kaner, Robert H. Cole,
Charles Thornton, Marion Pinto, Richard
Clair, Bruce Verklas, Warren Drew,
Jewell Howard.
Qua to Fallow: Pat Malone, Bob Alex¬
ander, Norman. Burton, Jim Kelly, David
Elliott.
Scarlet Ribbons: Barbara PaveU.
Many Loves: Melvin Clay. Rudd Lowry,
Barbara Winchester, Dorothy DU1, Eileen
Fulton.
'Tis Pity She's a Whore: Lisa Howard.
Crucible: Judson Morgan (succeeded
Ford Rainey).
TOUR
LI'I Abner: HaiTy Holcombe, Lester
Towne, Jack Hollander, Nora Hayden,
Mark AUen, Sari Clymas, Ralph Linn.

Fort Devans is about a 4Va hoar drive from New York City. (Route #12
north from Worcester, then #110 to Ayer and Fort Devens), That’s
a heck of a long way to go to see a shew!

Television

BUT ... if you are looking for a tremendous 3-character,
single-set play with great commercial possibilites, I think
you will find the trip well worth it! It plays like a dream!
Come up and see the show and you'll know what I mean!

Camera
Three,
educational,
drama, CBS; producer, John McGiffert; director (MAIL Photo Sc
Giffert. (MAIL Photo & Resume),
Nat Greenblatt (524 W. 57th St.).
Lamp Unto My Feet, religious
drama, CBS; producer, Don Kellerman; director, James Mac Allen.
(MAIL Photo Sc Resume), Nat
Greenblatt (524 W. 57th St.).
McCann-Erickson. (485 Lexing¬
ton Ave., OX 7-6000). Available

(The Aether)

Benjamin Road, Shirley, Mass.

HArman 5-4624

Off-Broadway Reviews
; Continued from page 72 ■

Diversions
They appear with Gubi Mann, the
remaining member of the cast, in
two amusing poetry reading en¬
tries and a humorous skit involv¬
ing a classroom rollcall. Miss Mann
is also involved in two other en¬
tries, both stretched too far.
Probably the most imaginative
item is a bit in which the orches¬
tra supplies the proper sounds
while Molinaro, Young and l^iss
Brown, working without instru-,
ments,. simulate the motions of'the
musicians. Some of the other ideas
provided by writer Steven Vinaver
are good, but don’t come off too
effectively.
Vinaver also directed the. show,
which moves at a brisk pace. Inci¬
INDUSTRIAL SHOW
dentally,
he and composer Carl
(Parts Available)
Davis are both 22 years old.
National Convention, week of
Jess.
Jan. 28, 1959, Greenbrier -Hotel,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. Hamlet of Stepney Green
Openings for four attractive show¬
Joe O’Brien & Rhett Cone presentation
girls and six femme dancers. Ap¬ of a three-act (four scenes) comedydrama by Bernard Kbps* with music by
ply, Cass Franklin (119 W. 57th Robert
Proctor; staging, O’Brien; chore¬
St., N.Y.).
ography, AUen Baker; setting, Herbert

.

GEORGE GROSKRITZ

Wednesday, November 19, 1958

Senn and Helen Pond; lighting, Richard
Nelson. At Cricket Theatre, N.Y., Nov.
13, ’58; $4.60 top.
Cast: Blanche Marvin, Michael Gorrin,
Menachem Rubin, Dino Narizzano, Jean¬
ette Roony, Clarence Hoffman, Miriam
Phillips, Amnon Kabatchnik, Maurice
Edwards, Harold Hernan.
Children's voices: Peggy Cone, Carol
Cone, Robin Chaikin, Peter Chaikin,
Valerie Munda, Geoffrey O’Brien.

Producers Joe O’Brien and
Rhett Cone have a dud in “Hamlet
of Stepney Green.” Written by
Bernard Kops and billed as a fable
with music, the British import
winds up at loose ends after three
unexciting acts. It’s not clear what
the author is trying to convey in
this fantasy involving a Jewish
family in the Stepney .Green sector
of London’s East End.
The situation, characters and
dialog fail to stir interest and the
performances don’t carry much
weight. A Yiddish-slanted takeoff
on Shakespeare’s “Hamlet,” the
story centers on a rebellious 22year-old lad, who would rather be
a singer than succeed his recentlydeceased father as a herring mer¬
chant.
The young man, erroneously be¬
lieving his father was done in by
his mother, who subsequently mar¬
ries a widower friend, wants re¬
venge. However, his father’s ghost
.appears on the scene in an attempt
to set him straight on a number of
his ideas.
Abetting the dialog are several
musical numbers, written by Rob¬
ert Proctor. Most of the tunes are
sung in okay fashion by Dino Nar¬
izzano, who plays the confused lad.
Other major assignments are han¬
dled by Michael Gorrin, the mer¬
chant; Menachem Rubin, the wid¬
ower; Jeanette Roony, the wife,
and Blanche Marvin, the counter¬
part of Ophelia.
Jess.

neath his ranting and self-pitying
facade. But, although he has some
pertinent comments to make, his
constant beefing and harassing of
those around him tends to get
tiring.'
Audree Rae is convincing as the
confused and verbally-hammered
wife, while Gene Rupert as the
likeable friend is just that. Mich¬
ael Lewis turns in a sound per¬
formance as the father and Diana
Herbert is somewhat lacking in
vitality as the wife’s visiting
friend: In the overall, the per¬
formances and pacing reflect favor¬
ably on George Mully’s direction.
Jess.

Theatre Parties
Continued from page 71 , , ■ J

cause the seats asked for aren’t
available. The reasons for the re¬
turns are numerous, but the
scarcity of locations is attributed
primarily to the takeover of most
of the early performances by thea¬
tre parties.
The blowup by the theatre party
sponsors followed the holdout
earlier this season by a producer
of 60 choice seats at a benefit per¬
formance. Representatives of some
18 agencies which had booked the
play for benefits banded together
in protest of the holdout and suc¬
ceeded in having the number of
house seats reduced.
That was followed by a recent
meeting of theatre party sponsors
and theatre party agents to discuss
the problem of keeping house
seats at a reasonable level for
benefit performances.
It was
agreed at the confab, sponsored
by the Community Council of
Greater New York, that sponsors
should not sign contracts for thea¬
tre benefits which have a blank
provision for house seats and that
a specific, number and location
should be stated In the contract.
A committee, headed by Mrs.
Bennett Cerf and Mrs. Edward R.
Murrow and representing a num¬
ber of charity and civic organiza¬
tions
which
sponsor
theatre
parties, is to meet with producers
and theatre owners in an attempt
to iron out the problems.
The committee is slated to re¬
port on the situation next Janu¬
ary. Incidentally, a prior confab
on the house seat holdout was held
by the benefit sponsors in 1955. It
failed to bring any changes. How¬
ever, it was emphasized by Mrs.
Cerf at last week’s meet that if
the producers refuse to go along
with the changes in the house seat
setup, “we should just sit It out
together and not run benefits.”

Look Back in Anger
Chelsea Productions presentation of
three-act (five scenes) drama by John
Osborne. Staged by George Mully; setting
Tom Jewett, music for songs, Tom Eastwood. Features William Daniels, Audree
Rae, Gene Rupert, Michael Lewis, Diana
Herbert. At 41st St. Theatre, N.Y., Nov.
1, '58; $4.60 top.
Cast: William Daniels, Gene Rupert,
Audree Rae, Diana Herbert, Michael
Lewis.

Off-Broadway revivals of recent
Broadway productions usually oc¬
cur several seasons after the shows
end their Main Stem runs. In the
case of “Look Back in Anger,” only
nine weeks have elapsed since the
John Osborne play terminated a
51-week Broadway stand to take
off on its current road hike.
Since the Broadway production
had. been playing to faltering busi¬
ness during its final months, Chel¬
sea Productions, which is present¬
ing the revival at the 41st Street
Theatre, probably figure there’s an
untapped audience of off-Broadway
theatregoers. For those catching
the play for the first time it should
stack up as okay fare.
On its own ground, without com¬
parison to the Broadway presenta¬
tion, it’s a professional job. The
performances are generally good,
although not too biting. On this
score and in fairness to the cast, it
could very well be that Jimmy
Porter’s scathing protestations and
the overall morbid tone of Os¬
borne’s play lose their punch on
a repeat visit
As Porter, William Daniels han¬
dles the marathon speaking assign¬
ment ably. He also succeeds in
projecting a decent quality under¬
part for male with heard (his own),
athletic build, 23-33. Drop by with
photo and resume, see Barbara
Neubauer.
WRCA-TV,
(30
Rockefeller
Plaza, N.Y. 20.), accepting appli¬
cations for auditions for all gen¬
eral talent, except dramatic actors,
alternate Tuesdays. Apply by mail
to “Open Auditions.”

X Lobster
FOR SALE
SHUBERT and COX THEATRES
la CiadBeetl, Obi*

BLACKST0NE THEATRE
sad loose of

GREAT NORTHERN THEATRE
la Chicago, IHiaois
to purchasers intandinf to uso tho
property
bought
as
Legitimate
Theatres.

Reply to Box Y-M58-59, Variety,
154 W. 44th St., Now York 34

SUMAAER THEATRE
Loom Opee ter 1959 Soommi
Hob roa for eight seccetsfai sea$oot with exteaded option*. Nil
stage oad eqalpmeat laeledod.
Sootiag over 700.

Inquire
Binghamton, N. Y„ 4-4032

Wednesday* November 19, 1958

Literati
Jim Bishop’s ‘Silver Lady*
As Bugs Baer, perennial emcee
of the Banshees, heralded at the
Waldorf-Astoria
luncheon
last
week honoring Jim Bishop, re¬
cipient of the 1958 “Silver Lady”
as the year’s “outstanding reportercolumnist.”
The Hearst honor
usually goes to a cartoonist. This
is the first in some time to a writer.
Big turnout included Bishop’s
father and his two daughters.
Elaine Stritch, Bussell Nype, Art
Carney, Hal LeRoy, XimenezVargas Ballet Espanol (who prob¬
ably made it a click audition for an¬
other Waldorf booking) and the
Ronald Radd-Rod McLennon-Gordon Dilworth trio from “Fair
Lady” comprised the show. Meyer
Davis batoned.

ly issued by Simon & Schuster and
will publish these and other chil¬
dren’s literature under Golden
Press imprint. Leventhal' is ex“S&S veepee.

Z'A-RjEfr
In the electronics industry.
Bobbs - Merrill’s three largest
stockholders, D. LaUrance Cham¬
bers, Col. Robert L. Moorhead and
Lowe Berger, sold their stock to
Sams, who said that Chambers be¬
comes chairman emeritus of the
firm, and Moorhead honorary sec¬
retary-treasurer.
World Pub. of Cleveland and
N, Y. (Ben D. Zevin prez) had also
been reported interested in B-M
but deal fell through.

OfERATl
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SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK f
•V

+»4++»+4+f»4»»++ By Frank Scully ♦ ♦♦♦»»+■♦♦♦♦»♦+♦»;

Palm Springs, Nov. 18.
No man may be good or bad enough to write the truth about him¬
self, but that isn’t stopping women from trying. Sheilah Graham’s
“Beloved Infidel” Is this year’s top contribution to the kiss-and-tell
school of contemporary letters.
Buster Keaton Autobiog
Gerold Frank, who acted as a sort of male nurse with Lillian Roth
Add Buster Keaton to the list
on “Ill Cry Tomorrow” and with Diana Barrymore on “Too Much
CHATTER
of memoir-happy literateurs. As j
Too
Soon,” is handling the temp stick on this one, too.
Bantam
Books
will
bring
out
pa¬
per his stylings over the last dec¬
Like the others, “Infidel” shows stigmata of show biz, but addi¬
ade or so, Charles Samuels will perback version of John O’Hara's
“From
the
Terrace,”
set
for
film¬
tionally
It has literary overtones, because F. Scott Fitzgerald, who
be the “with” collaborator on the
Keaton autobiog, with Doubleday ing by 20th-Fox..
gave Miss Graham the recreant billing, joins the cast in next-to-clos¬
publishing. Working title is “My
George
Jessel
will
author ing.
Wonderful World of Slapstick.” “Treasury of Stories for All Occa¬
The story follows the rags-to-witches line. It begins on a low note
Samuels’ ebllab efforts include sions” for Prentice-Hall publica¬ and reaches High C as it nears the tragic end. Tragic for Fitzgerald,
those for Ethel Waters (“His Eye tion April 1, 1959.
anyway. If is 18 years since he died and Miss Graham has had two
Is On the Sparrow”), counter¬
Ted Saucier’s cocktail book,
espionage agent Boris Morros (up¬ “Bottoms Up” (Greystone Press; marriages, two children and two divorces since. In her field as a Hol¬
coming), the late Tex Rickard, $7.50), first published in 1951, now lywood correspondent she has been an undoubted success before, dur¬
ing and after the Fitzgerald interlude.
Stanford White & Evelyn Nesbitt in its seventh edition.
Pre-Sold—For Pix, Too
Thaw (the film, “Girl On the Red
Philip Yordan’s screenplay of
Whit Burnett’s Hawthorn Spot
Velvet Swing”), and as anonymous “Anna Lucasta” will be paper¬
Holt has announced several printings of “Beloved Infidel,” before
Whit Burnett is the editor-in- aide to Ben Hecht in the latter’s
publication
day
Nov.
24,
for a total of 50,000 copies. Jerry Wald has
backed
by
Argyle
Press,
with
chief of Hawthorn Books (Prentice- memoirs of a few years ago, “Child
sketches by Al Hirschfeld and bought the picture rights for $100,000 for a 20th Century-Fox pic¬
Hall subsid) succeeding Fred Ker- of the Century.”
; Charles White.
ture. So these connective confessions are a hit as far as Miss Graham
ner who has shifted to Fawcett as
Samuels left for Las Vegas to
Three weeks in advance of the and Gerold Frank are concerned.
editor of the Crest reprints.
huddle with Keaton who’s opening
Burnett, editor of 25 anthologies, jwith Mrs. Keaton today (Wed.) at official publication of “The Re¬
It took a lot of courage for her to tell all, because if it hadn’t been
porter’s
Trade,” by Joseph and a hit she would have exposed secrets of a lifetime and would have
teacher of creative writing at Col¬ the Desert Inn.
Stewart Alsop, Reynal has ordered nothing
umbia Univ. and Hunter College
to show for it. Worse, she could have suffered the loss of face
a third printing.
(he still conducts an evening class
Bill Erin, tv-radio commercial and visited the indiscretion upon her children, because, unlike the
S&S* Spinoffs
at the latter), left the N. Y. Mirror,
other
gals
in this candid syndrome, she has a family of growing chil¬
M. Lincoln Schuster, prexy and writer at Needham, Louis & Brorby i
where he was a member of the
editorial staff, for the new Haw¬ editor-in-ehief, and Leon Shimkin, ad agency in Chicago, penned an dren.
Sheilah’s
early years as Lily Shell, an East End orphan, and her
Simon
&
Schuster’s
chairman
of
article titled “Advertising Is Writ-1
thorn post. With his wife, Mrs.
Hallie Southgate Burnett, he the board, henceforth plan to con¬ ing Too,” which will appear in rapid climb to one of Cochran’s young ladies, her early marriage to
centrate
on
adult
and
literary
pub¬
December
issue
of
Writer’s
Digest.
Major Johnny Gilliam, D.S.O., and her gadding about among landed
founded Story magazine which,
World Trade Academy Press Inc. aristocrats to St. Moritz, is by far the most fascinating part of her
from 1931-1954, published the first lications. In order to do this, the
works of many important writers,! children’s line of Golden Books authorized to conduct a business Pygmalion story. And it is tailored with such smooth continuity that
including Tennessee Williams, Wil¬ has been transferred to Schuster as publishers and printers in. New no seams show.
liam Saroyan, Jerome Weidman and Shimkin as principals, and is York. Directors are Juvenal L.
After she leaves London and particularly after she goes to Holly¬
Norman Mailer, Truman Capote, being sold by them to Golden! Angel, Lee Pine and Doris Mi¬ wood, she becomes the woman who suffers, and the longer the story
Richard Wright et al. Story Press, Press, a corporation organized by chaels on, 3 East 48th St,, N. Y. C. goes on, the more she suffers.
Western
Printing
&
Lithographing
Signet
Books
will
paperback
a book publishing imprint estab¬
Pygmalion And The King
.prose version of Irving Wallace’s
lished by Burnett, worked in asso¬ Co,
The bridges she has burned behind her won’t matter, because the
S&S plans to increase its sales screenplay, “The Fabulous Show¬
ciation at various times with firms
acceptance
of
her
story
will wipe them out as if they had never been
like Harper, Lippincott and Dut¬ staff and will have some 80 sales¬ man,” tbiopic of P. T. Baraum,
men on the road shortly in' an which Richard Shepherd and Mar¬ built by anybody. Johnny Graham Gilliam wiped out the shoddy past
ton.
effort to build up its greatly ex¬ tin Jurow Will produce for Para¬ of the little orphan and skivy Lily Shell and even got her presented
panded adult book list, S&S re¬ mount.
at Buckingham Palace to King George and Queen Mary.
Trib’s Todd Serial
John C. Winston Co. has signed
That should have been her first and final victory, but she was am¬
N.Y. Herald Tribune started a ports it has attained an all-time
12-part serialization of “The Nine high in sales, profits, total number Cliff Arquette • (Charlie Weaver of bitious and Johnny was a business failure. So she moved into show
Lives of Mike Todd,” by the late of books published, book club se¬ the Jack Paar tv show) for a book business, changed Sheil to Sheilah and took Johnny Gilliam's middle
lections,
book
sales
to
films
and
based
on
his
“Letters
from
Art Cohn, last week. It is un¬
Mama.” It will be illustrated with name of Graham as her last. She stuck with that billing through sub¬
derstood that the Tribune Syndi¬ reprints.
cartoons and is tentatively sched¬ sequent marriages and divorces.
cate paid in region of $5,000 for
She wrote a couple of pieces about the life of chorines in London
uled'for spring 1959 publication.
New Ed of ‘Saturday Night*
newspaper rights to the late show¬
Phil Strassberg, of the N.Y. and the next thing sbe knew she Was travelling in a circle of nobles
Arnold
Edinborough,
bearded
man’s biog published by Random
who
could also read and write. These included Lord Beaverbrook,
Mirror
entertainment
department,
editor of Kingston, Ont., WhigHouse.
Todd’s bio has had an advance Standard since ’54 and before that has sold a piece of fiction to Gents Lord Rothermere, Lord Riddell, Lord Camrose, the Marquess of DonMag.
which
will
run
next
April.
egall
(among whose titles was listed the hereditary lord high admiral
sale of 15,000 copies, rated as fair a prof at Queen’s U. there, is new
in trade publishing circles. Some editor of Saturday Night, Toronto. Also set is a profile on confrere of a lake!). Lord Castlefosse, and in fact most of the lords of the press.
Bob
Considine
slatqd
shortly
for
He
replaces
Robert
Marjoribanks.
Her determination to interview Beaverbrook and the likelihood of
aver l’affaire Eddie Fisher-Elizabeth Taylor may have had adverse Edinborough has for five years the Catholic Home Messenger, and being gathered into his enveloping arms was stopped when she told
been contributing editor, like his an article on show biz progeny in him she was already married. This was not the first por last time this
bookstall effects on sales.
last
week’s
Sunday
Mirror
mag.
bearded pard Robertson Davies,
New England Newspapers Inc., impasse had happened to lady interviewers of Beavie.
novelist (“Leaven of Malice”),
Joe Hanson’s Shift
But Sheilah’s most serious affair with a member of the press was
After his father, the late Harry playwright‘(“Hunting Stuart”) and with office in New York, has in¬ with Donegal! He was young, handsome, with more titles than are
Hanson, represented Variety as still editor of Peterborough, Qnt., creased its capital stock from listed in the Johnston Office. To the little Orphan Annie of the East
correspondent in South Africa for Examiner (owned like Whig-Stand¬ $760,000 to' $1,760,000, according to
a certificate filed at Albany by End, who had a synthetic family cooked up for her by Johnny Gil¬
35 years, his sons, J. H. (Joe) and ard by the Davies family).
Saturday Night is prestige bi¬ Marshal), Bratter, Greene, Allison liam, this would have been a satisfying fulfillment of the “Beloved In¬
Arnold Hanson, succeeded. The
fidel’s” Pygmalion Cinderella.
latter now has the spot, in turn weekly of business, politics and & Tucker, N.Y. City.
The Bill' (Ginny) Buckleys audi¬
What delayed it was that the Marquess and Earl of Donegall had
succeeding Joe when the latter arts published by Jack Kent Cooke,
tioning
houses
in
Shaker
Heights,
moved to Tel Aviv where he heads owner of Toronto Maple Leaf ball
to win his mother over to the alliance. In the ensing delay Sheilah
Peltours, an international tourist team, radio stations CKEY, To¬ fashionable Cleveland suburb, now went off to New York, joined Jack Wheeler’s NANA syndicate and
ronto, and CKOY, Ottawa, and of that the new veepee of World Pub. got herself shipped to Hollywood to join the peddlers of that com¬
bureau.
He was in New York last week monthly Liberty. SN is believed to Co., which is based in the Ohio munity’s farflung bird-seed. Sheilah’s seemed to have a dash of potas¬
on his initial visit as part of the be a money loser, but rates high capital, plans to move his family sium cyanide in it, and for; a while she got in more doghouses than
ASTA (American Society of Travel as well-edited mag. Anthony West •west after the first of the year. if she were an enemy of the Anglo-American alliance
Agents) conclave which, Inciden¬ does a New York letter for it now He will commute once-a-month to
But through it all she managed to hold her string of papers and her
tally, was a gastronomic hospitality and again. Mary Lowrey Ross is Gotham for editorial and book
job and even her Marquess, for he came to Hollywood .to put a dia¬
trade conferences.
marathon as hoteliers, airlines, the film-and-tv reviewer.
Former assistant D.A. of New mond ring on her finger and shortly afterward cabled her from Lon¬
sundry foreign nationality tourist
York, Eleazar Lipsky, who has a don:
_
travel agencies et al. poured on the
‘Disk Jockey Gags’
entertainment, shows, epicurean
BEST NEWS ON EARTH DARLING STOP MOTHER IS ON OUR
Walt Hiley, who used to write regular series, “Indictment,” on
CBS-Radio,
and
who
authored
fetes, and the like.
SIDE STOP THIS MAKES THINGS SO MUCH EASIER STOP WIRE
for Arthur Godfrey when he was
a d.j. on Washington’s WTOP “The Kiss of Death” (Richard Wid- ME SWEETHEART. MY LOVE. DON.
Writers Guild Insurance
radio, has compiled an 84-page mark starrer), will have his book,
Dear Old Donegall—Goodbye!
“The
Scientists”
(Appleton-CeftSome 800 members of Writers book of jokes, verses, aphorisms
But then Bob Benchley introduced her to F. Scott Fitzgerald, a
Guild, of America, West, have en¬ and the like for those wanting to tury-Crofts) designated the Febru¬
rolled in a group life insurance say something humorous between ary selection by the Book:of-the- writer who had flamed through the literary skies in the ’20s, drunk
up more gin than any but a major distillery could produce and then
plan.
record spins. Vanguard Press is Month.
Author - publisher - publin- got himself fired as a Hollywood hack on what turned out to be a life
Face ‘ amount of two types of [publishing “Disk Jockey Gags”
speaker Bennett Cerf was struck^by sentence. When Sheilah met him he was down to cokes. From the mo¬
policies offered are $5,000 and Nov. 15, pricing it at $2.
$1,000, respectively. With first
Hiley, who has served a number the ultra-modernity of the all¬ ment la femme fatale met l’homme fatal, judging from these con¬
colored
sehools in the Deep South, fessions, they lived this side of purgatory. She sent her engagement
available to active members and of deejays, claims he’s one man
second to Inactive and associates. who was fired and then rehired by much finer and newer than theJ ring back to the Marquess of Donegall and suffered through four
white
schools,
since educational > years with an author who vacillated between weeks of sobriety and
Godfrey. Samples from his volume:
Prentice-Hall’s Stock Plan
“Not all horror movies ate so facilities for segregated institutions ] months of benders.
Special meeting of Prentice- labeled” and, “A modem child's of learning are a relatively mod¬
Reading it, and it is impossible not to, you feel that these two kids
Hall’s stockholders will be held idea of roughing it is to do his ern development. When he ad¬ cut out a chunk of sorrow for themselves that has been rarely ex¬
Nov. 20 in Dover, Delaware, to homework with, the tv turned off.'* dressed the University of Alabama,
i the High School of Tuscaloosa also ceeded in this thing called love. Fitzgerald couldn’t marry Sheilah
take action on various matters in¬
asked him to appear before the all- because his wife Zelda was in a mental hospital in Asheville, N.C.
cluding change of presently auth-i
Sams Acquires Bobbs-Merrill
on the other hand, had reached the age and stage where she
orized 1,200,000 shares of common
Bobbs-Memll Co., 120-year-old Negro 2,509 student body, and he Sheilah,
stock of • par value of $2.50 into book publishing firm of Indianap¬ was impressed by the latter’s wanted to marry and have children.
Thus stymied, they loved and quarreled through four frightful
3,600,000 shares of par value of $1 olis, has been acquired by Howard school’s physical advantages com¬
per share.
W. Sams Inc., Indianapolis techni¬ pared to the seat of higher learn¬ years. In the end he tried to murder her, but his secretary and Shei¬
Also to change each, issued share cal publishers, for a price report¬ ing.
lah had hidden his gun.
of common stock <)f par value of edly in excess of $500,000. The
Thus he lived to add to her scandalous humiliation by toppling over
$2.50 into three issued shares of firm will retain its present identity
dead from a heart attack while living in her apartment Even then she
common stock at $1 per share.
A Writer-at-Home
and continue in operation as be¬
was touted off attending his funeral.*-ofore. The company now has 1,250
Fitzgerald’s body was cloistered in a back room called the William
Leventhal’g Setup
active titles on its book list, includ¬
Jules Archer
Wadsworth room.
Albert R. Leventhal has been ing a current bestseller, “Mistress
Genius Surrounded By Friends—Nobody
made prexy of Golden Press Inc., to An Age.”
details the friutrations of the Ill^
I found his remains there—America’s genius surrounded by his
new publishing concern jointly
Bobbs-Merrill ushered in the era
win,
Good Neighbor Policy in
friends
.
.
.
Not
a soul present. Except for one bouquet of flowers and
owned by Western Printing & of bestsellers back in 1899 with
a hnmoroas dissertation
a few emjfty chairs there was nothing to keep him company except
Lithographing Co. and Affiliated Charles Major’s book, “When
his casket.
Publishers Inc., subsidiary of Knighthood Was in Flower,” which
titled
Pocket Books Inc.
I’ve seen some magnificent funerals in Hollywood, both on the
sold 1,000,000 copies. This was fol¬
. James M. Jacobsbn was named lowed by “The Wizard of Oz,” by
screen and in churches and temples, but I never saw a sadder one
Lend
Me
My
Ear
chairman of the board of directors. L. Frank Baum, one of the most
than the end of’ the father of all sad young men. He was laid out to
*
*
*
Jacobson also.-continues as prexy popular children’s books ever pub¬
look like a cross between a floorwalker and a waxed dummy in the
of. Affiliated Publishers and .exec lished. Other authors published by
one of the many Editorial Features
window of a two-pants tailor. Not a line showed on his face. But his
veep of Pocket Books Inc. Leven¬ the firm included James Whitcomb
hands
were horribly wrinkled and thin, the only proof left after death
in
the
npcoming
thal is prexy of Western Printing’s Riley, George Ade, James Oliver
that for all the props of youth he actually had suffered and died an
creative book division, Artists and Curwood, Ring Lardner, Irwin S.
53d Anniversary Number
old man.
Writers Press, a post he’ll continue Cobb, and Mary Roberts Rinehart.
Miss Graham has lived to see a revival of interest in Fitzgerald’s
to hold
Sams, formerly, with P. R. Mal¬
of
... *
works, anff herself has written a great , book in a category described
Western Printing and' Affiliated lory & CoM established his firm in
by her publishers as “the" education of a woman.” Irony is not dead
Publishers have obtained large 1st 1946, and it is now..the largest tech¬
f'fiStlETY
. : '
of Golden -Book properties former¬ nical research and publishing firm
if this is "What is meant by education.
:.
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SHATTER

Broadway
Steve Allen writing his autobiog
for Look mag.
Italian crooner Claudio Villa de¬
buts at Carnegie Jan. 18.
Pianist-composer Teri Josefovits
in Yonkers General Hospital for
surgery.
Vet v a u d e producer - writer
George Choos in Lenox Hill Hospi¬
tal for a checkup.
Director-prcducer-Prof. (Yale)
Robert Lewis’ book, “Method—or
Madness?” clue soon with an intro
by Harold Clurman.
Anatole Litvak in from Europe
enroute to the Coast to complete
plans for the release by Metro of
“The Journey,” Yul Brynner-Deborah Kerr starrer.
Annett MacQuarrie, who toured
some years back with legit “Maid
of Ozarks” and also did cafe
single, is now operating her own
interior decoration shop in Palm
Beach.
Columbia running teaser bill¬
board campaign in Times Square
for “Bell, Book and Candle.” Board
now carries cnly the picture of a
bell. Book will be added in a few
days and sometime thereafter the
candle.
Norma Karol, who was tv con¬
sultant to the N.Y. Heart Associa¬
tion and associate producer of last
Sunday’s (16) “World Of The
Heart” special, will produce “The
Martha Raye Show” for the Health
of Retarded Children drive.
Among contributors to the Ballet
Annual 1959 (Adam and Charles
Black, London; $3.50' Which is
edited by Arnold L. Haskell, are
Anatole Chujoy, Arthur Todd,
Ronald Crichton, Peggy van
Praagh, Ann Bcrzel, and MarieFrancois Christout.
Louis Mariano, Capitol disker,
who thought he would open Jan.
22 at the Waldorf-Astoria in the
event Edith Piaf couldn’t make it,
may come in at some later date as
the French diseuse is now suffi¬
ciently well to follow Eartha Kitt
into the Empire Room on that
dr'e.
t
-“[arcella Cisney directing Broadwn / cast reading of Robinson
Jeffers’
“The
Tower Beyond
Tragedy” Nov. 23 at Lexington
Ave. YM-YWHA. Players include
Phil Bouneuf, Roger. DeKoven,
Biff McGuire, John Randolph,
Barbara Barrie, Nancy Coleman,
Gordon Keyes, Eda Merin.
When they debut Dec. 7 at
Brooklyn Academy of Music,
Italian singers, Gino Latilla and
Carla Boni will ns on U.S. conmoon. Erberto Landi, manager of
Domenico Modugno, is impresario
for the pair. Modugno, incident¬
ally, does another Ed Sullivan tele¬
cast Jan. 2.
Dr. Leo Michel, marking his 50th
anni as a Broadway medico, is
being feted at a testimonial din¬
ner tonight (Wed.) at the Grand
Ballroom of the Hotel Astor, N.Y.,
by the Birth of a Baby Foundation.
Dais will include Smith & Dale,
Blossom Seeley & Benny Fields,
Jimmy Savo, Ted Lewis, Block
& Sully, Hal Leroy, Lou Holtz and
emcee Jack E. Leonard.

(Tues.) for indefinite stand at 11th
St. Theatre.
Bob Snow, film tradester for many
years, new p.r. head of Miami’s
Saxony Hotel and Chi’s Exchange
National Bank.
Ben Burns and A1 Golan named
veepees of Max Cooper’s p.r. firm,
partnering with Cooper in his new
tv film venture.
Carl Stohn Jr., Drury Lane pro¬
ducer, turned deejay for a day,
spelling Phil Lind on his WTAQ
marathon last week.
Sidney Breese, David Hull and
WGN-TV’s exercise girl Ami Silvestre all featured in “Loud Red
Patrick,” Pat O’Brien starrer at
Drury Lane.
Jack Claiborne added to nitery
beat by Da»ly News to cover out¬
lying bistros, while music critic
Don Henahan continues at the
Main Stem clubs.
George D. Johnson, general man¬
ager of Sheraton Hotel, shifted to
Sheraton - Park, Washington, in
same capacity. He’s replaced by
Michael T. McGarry, ex-SheratonCarlton of D.C.
Richard Wordsworth, great great
grandson of English poet WilPam
Wordsworth and member of Old
Vic troupe, gave reading at U. of
Chicago Friday (14) from works
of his progenitor.
Dr. John Reich, head of Good¬
man Memorial Theatre, did adapta¬
tion of new version of Pirandello’s
“Enrico,” which wound its Philly
break-in and is slated for Phoenix
in Gotham in January.

Detroit
By Fred Tew
<TU 5-8694)
WJR’s
Jack Harris visiting
friends in Hollywood. Tim Johnson
subs for him.
Patty Ann Gerrity, who plays
title role in vidpix series, “This Is
Alice,” in town for p.a. tour for
CKLW-TV.
Diane Dale, who used to be on
WXYZ-TV morning show, is back
with "the keyboard action at Ad¬
miral’s Club in the Roostertail.
Program directors Peter Strand,
WXYZ-TV, Ralph Rust, WJBKTV, and Ian Harrower, WWJ-TV,
admonishing male tv guests on
their representative stations to
wear blue shirts, so they show up
for interviews on WTVS, educa¬
tional channel, in white shirts.
Immediately following paid poli¬
tical announcement by Senator
Potter, at height of campaign, lo¬
cal deejay accidentally (he says)
and without announcement, played
“Damn Yankees” hit which begftis
lustily with phrase. “You gotta
have heart.”
Potter’s opponent
happened to be Lt. Gov. Phil Hart!

Chicago
(Delaware 7-4984)
Dr. Michael Dean, nitery hypno¬
tist, set for Saturday nights at
Lakes Bowl in Round Lake, Ill.
Producer Jules Pfeiffer cooking
new legit show at the Studebaker,
but isn’t revealing details as yet.
Myron Cohen's “Mazeltov Hoedown" opening weeklong engage¬
ment' at Studebaker this Saturday
(22).
“The Ciu-iLie.’ kicked off Chi*&
off-Loop legit m* vinent last night

Memphis
By Matty Brescia
Joe Reichler, AP’s top-drawer
sports writer, in for baseball pow¬
wow.
Eddie Bracken due here for onenighter Dec. 4 with “Tunnel of
Love” for Ike Myers’ Arts Appreci¬
ation.
Bert Dickey Jr., Earle. Ark., biz
exec, prepping plans for plush
horse show with toppers from
show world skedded to appear.
Leo Burson, w.k. Mid-South
promoter and prexy of Memphis
ZOA, inked Ed Sullivan for Audi¬
torium Music Hall here Dec. 16.
Stepin Fetchit, head of More
Music from Memphis tunes,
skedded for half-time shows at
Nursery Bowl and Blues Bowl grid
games for Beale Street Christmas
Basket fund.

Omaha
By Glenn Trump
(201 Patterson Bldg.;
JAckson 8333)
Exotic Doris Lee and Carl DeBord Trio topping Plains Bar show.
Pianist Nancy Gaines in at Blackstone Hotel’s Cottonwood Room.
Romeo - Hammond Productions
booking 1959 shows for Ak-SarBen, local civic org.
Bruce Clark, ex-ice show skater,
directing ice activities at Ak-SarBen’s rink this winter.
- Joe Martin, WOW deejay, and
Bill Talbot, KMTV newscaster,
judging Miss Nebraska Press
Photographer’s contest.
Peg Leg Bates to head New
Year’s Eve party-dance at City Aud
which will be sponsored by Team¬
sters Joint Council 81 and Labor
Union Local 1149.

Paris
By Gene Moskowitz
(28 rue Huchette, Odeon 49-44)
McCann-Erickson’s C. Terence
Clyne in with his wife to see the
sights.
Gilbert Becaud playing lead in
special video version of “The Three
Penny Opera.”
Louise Brooks- in’ for special
series of her old pix dedicated to
her by French Film Museum.
Jean Mitry, highbrow writer,
making his first feature film,
“Enigme Au Folies Bergere.”
• Yank thesp Bill Wilson into role
in upcoming Brigitte Bardot pic,
“Babette S’En Va T’En Guerre”
(Babette Goes to War).
Jean Anouilh’s new play, “Beck¬
ett,” will open in London. It con¬
cerns murder of Thomas a Beckett,
Archbishop of Canterbury.
Darryl F. Zanuck paging Italo
actor Raf Vallone, now in legit hit,
“View From the Bridge,” for top
rcle in his forthcoming “De Luxe
Tour.”
George Skibine taking over as
balletmaster and head choreogra¬
pher of state subsidized Opera
Ballet Co. following recent ankling
of Serge Lifar.
Ex-lawyer, Andre Cayatte, turned
film director, next pic will be “For
Better . or Worse,” delving into
responsibilities, and guilt brought
on by divorce. Lili Palmer stars.
Starlet Agnes. Laurent, runnerup
for Brigitte Bardot laurels here,
badly hurt in auto accident. Miss
Laurent had four pic sked lined up
and had been, signed by Ray Stark•Eliot Hyman’s Seven Arts. Co. for
one pic.

London
(COVent Garden 0135/6/7)
Actor Henry Kendall’s mother
celebrating her 90th birthday.
Harold Davison planing to N.Y.
at the end of the week on a twoweek Iooksee visit.
The Comedie Francaise booked
for a four-week season at Princes
Theatre next March.
Edward J. Danziger to N.Y. last
weekend to discuss a British pro¬
duction deal with’ Paramount.
Max Miller will head the caba¬
ret at the Variety Club election
night dinner next Tuesday (25).
John Halas (& Batchelor) sailed
for N.Y. via the Liberte on Friday
(14) on a new film and tv project.
Igor Gridneff and “Hutch” fea¬
tured in the new Dorchester ca¬
baret lineup starting next Mon¬
day (24).
Raymond Stross took the Comet
out to N.Y. last Friday (14) arid
after 10 days in Gotham will head
for the Coast to line up his new
production program.
Kevin McGlory tossed an end of
filming party for “The Boy and the
Bridge” at a brewery near Tower
Bridge, which had been the scene
of most of the location lensing.
Jack Hawkins took 48 hours off
from filming in “Ben Hur” in
Rome to attend a Buckingham
Palace investiture when he re¬
ceived the CBE from the Queen.
Philip King planning to visit the
U.S. next month for negotiations
on Broadway runs of his plays,
“See How They Run” and “Seri¬
ous Charge.” Latter is now being
filmed in Britain with Sarah
Churchill in the cast.
Mark Robson and Ingrid Berg¬
man due in over the weekend for
world preem of “The Inn of the
Sixth Happiness” on Sunday (23),
when the proceeds will be given
to the’Royal Academy of Dramatic
Art to endow a scholarship in the
name of the late Robert Donat.

Berlin
By Haris Hoehn
(76 02 64)
Reds recently showed Sergei
Eisenstein’s 1925 classic, “Potem¬
kin,” over East German video.
Controversial German-Polish co¬
production, “Eighth Day of Week,”
has a German distributor, Pallas.
Curt Goetz and actress-wife
Valerie von Martens here for
preem of his three one-act plays,
“Minaturen.”
Mario. Lanza currently here film¬
ing Corona’s “Serenade.” Rudy
Mate directs and cast includes
Zsa Zsa Gabor.
Gustav (“Bubi”) Scholz, new
European middleweight boxing
champ, to play leading role in pic
which Gloria is prepping for next
year.
U.S. pix currently playing local
GI circuit: “Vertigo” (Par), “Badlanders” (MG), “Gun Glory" (MG),
“Gang War” (20th), “Matchmaker"
(Par).
Former German film star Liane
Haid accepted invitation of local
Film Club 49 to. bow at Titania
Palast when reissue of her 1934
pic, “Visit on the Evening,” was
showing.

San Francisco
By William Steif
(EVergreen 6-9201)
Les Abbott staged San Jose
Light Opera’s “Showboat” in San
Jose Civic Auditorium.
Tallulah Bankhead reported con¬
sidering bringing “Crazy October”
to Frisco’s Alcazar around Christ¬
mas.
United California circuit’s Fred
Dixon won annual Variety Club
golf tourney—his sixth straight
victory.
Examiner’s Ed Montgomery off
to Hollywood to ballyhoo “I Want
to Live,” (UA) film based on his
news stories. He’ll tour 12 cities
before returning.
Columbia
producer
Charles
Schneer in for “Tarawa Beach¬
head” premiere, along with Kerwin Mathews. and Evy Norland.
Schneer also scouted locations for
his next pic around suburban Con'cord.

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen
Cathy Johnson on West Coast for
two weeks of filming on the Liberace show.
Joe Feldmans will see Williams¬
burg, Va., for first time over
Thanksgiving.
Joe' Dreano resigned as public
relations and promotion counselor
for New Arena.
Bill Scott, Allied Artists sales¬
man, in West Penn Hospital with
heart condition.
Roy Harsh, ex-Intemational Bal¬
let,' now soloing with Ballet Russe
dfe Monte Carlo.
; ; ‘
Steve Gaynor wound up ye!ar

Wednesday, November 19, 1958
and a half as singing m.c. at New
Arena' Saturday (15).
Mary Morris directing Charles
Morgan’s “The Rivfer Line” at
Carnegie Tech Drama School.
Rosemary O’Reilley and George
Smiley, both singers, having their
six-year marriage annulled.
Tim Kirby had to cancel Editors
Convention singing engagement at
French Lick because of laryngitis.
Mike Driscoll coming home to¬
morrow night (Thurs.) with the
Fred Waring gang at the Mosque.
Hotel man Tom Troy came in
from New York for Saints &
Sinners “fall guy” dinner to John
H. Harris.
Local actress-painter Lane John¬
stone had her first novel, “The
Hiding Place,” published by Saga¬
more Press.

Istanbul
By N. Zarar
Charles Trenet off to Beirut
after Several concerts at Saray.
Archard’s “Voulez Vous Jouer
Avec Moi” opening this month with
Ulvi Uraz directing.
French film chirp Maria Vincent
back at Klob-X nitery for eightweek return engagement.
. Lale Oraloglu, Turkish film star,
plays title role in Chamber Thea¬
tre’s production of Strindberg’s
“Miss Julie.
Huseyin Kemal’s production of
Rostand’s “Cyrano de Bergerac” at
Dram theatre playing to capacity
houses despite unfavorable re¬
views.
Muhsin Ertugrul, ex-general man¬
ager of Turkish State Theatres,
back from Paris, where he attend¬
ed an ITI (International Theatre
Institute) meeting.
Andre Roussin’s “Nina” a smash
at Kucuk Sahne Theatre. Ex State
Theatre comedian Ulvi Uraz and
film star Ayfer Feray have leads
in Haldun Dormen production.
German film actor Carl Mohner
plays leading role and directs German-Turkish coproduction “The
Bosphorous Adventure.” Sadri Alisik and Eva Palmer costar with
him.
Legit comedian Tevhit Bilge
starring in new production of “The
Mad-Ball,” Turkish musical writ¬
ten in 1935 by the Rey Brothers.
Bilge took over 2,100 seater San
Cinema for season of musicals.

Hollywood
Herman D. Hover divorced by
wife.
■Sam Zimbalist left estate of
$500,000.
Bob Reagan new KTLA public¬
ity-public relations director.
Virginia Gibson Pepsi-Cola’s
teleblurb saleslady this season..
Marshall Schlom elected prexy
of Script Supervisors Local 871,
IATSE.
John B. Henebry joined Merian
C. Cooper Enterprises as member
of board.
George Glass hopped to Dublin
for windup of “Shake Hands With
the Devil.”
John Campbell and Bob-Rhodes
elected trustees of IATSE Pub¬
licists Local 818.
Joe Connelly and Bob Mosher
formed new Unit to produce vidblurbs and finance teleshows.
Writers Guild of America West
set up group insurance plan, with
800 members already enrolled.
Fred Henry to Honolulu; anent
production of two Don Fedderson
Hawaiian-localed vidpix series.
Bobby Troup badly cut in fall
through glass door at home, re¬
quiring 20 stitches on arm and leg.
Carl Dudley heps to Manila and
Hong .Korig Nov. 28 for pair of
segments in his “It’s a Small
World” teleseries.
Danny Kaye appointed by Presi¬
dent Eisenhower to Committee for
the 1960 White Council on Chil¬
dren and Youth.
• Peggy Lee switched for repres¬
entation in all fields to William*
Morris Agency after 15 years with
General Artists Corp.

Portland, Ore.

By Ray Feves
Charley Chaney at Amato’s Sup¬
per Club.
Lisa Carroll held for a second
Week at Frontier Room.
Evergreen. Theatres offering free
parking and* bus tokens to hypo
pic biz.
Northwest Releasing Corp. and
Portland Paramount lining up legit
and vaude packages for 1958-59
season.
Ground for long awaited Enter¬
tainment & Recreation Center
levelled and ready for building
program. First bids given boot
with another bid opening due.
Floyd Maxwell allotted $25,000
to $40,000 per week for stage shows
By Harold A. Nichols
during 13. weeks of Oregon Cen¬
(LG 2-3600)
tennial Exposition here next sum¬
Dave Brubeck’s Jazz Moderns at mer. Local bookers hollering be¬
Aud tonight (18), another good cause they feel shows should be
seller in the Masons’ hall.
placed through Oregon tax paying
Fred Waring’s Pennsylvanians agents.
due Thursday (20) with “Hi Fi
Holiday.” His fans annually buy
out 3,600-seater Eastman Theater.
Kenton cats rushing Eastman
b.o. for tickets to Saturday- (22)
By Guy Livingston
appearance of Stan’s stampers
(344 Little Bldg.;
with Civic ork.
Sponsored by
HAncock 6-8386)
Junior Planning Council ’of Civic
Sophie Tucker in for Blinstrub
Music Assn.
Will Moyle, WVET jockey, ex¬ date.
Gene Allen heading Steuben’s
panding his Jazz for Modems by
taking stars to schools for taste of show bill,
George Shearing at George
jazz contrast to kids’ rock-roll.
Moyle had pianist Billy Taylor at Wein’s Storyville.
West and Madison schools, Salt
Theatre National Populaire in
City Six at East High. Tourers for two performances at M.I.T.
were appearing at Jane Morey’s Kresge aud.
Ridgecrest Inn.
Jacques Tati in for opening of
Big week ahead for Community his film, “My Uncle, Mr. Hulot,”
War Memorial with John H. at Kenmore.
Harris’ “Ice Capades” due Nov.
Lillian and Alfred Lee topping
24-30. Firemen sold out first three the bill at Bradford Roof. George
nights weeks ago, hockey club get¬ Liberace & Co. open Nov. 19.
ting heavy advance for remainder.
Boris Goldovsky opening 12 per¬
Thanksgiving night set aside for formances New England Opera
Kodak city’s trillion camera bugs Theatre at Wilbur through Nov. 22.
to snap their shutters.
Ed Montgomery, Pulitzer prize
winning reporter, in for press
rounds on film, “I Want To Live.”
Richard Rodgers and* Oscar
Hammerstein 2d tightening
By A. P. Scully
(2100 Calle Felicia, FA 4-1828) “Flower Drum Song,” which is
Teddy Hart’s busted arm out of SRO at the Shubert.
GM’s “MQtorama’ breaking at¬
plaster cast.
Ann Blyth and Blythe, Calif, tendance records at Common¬
wealth
Armory. Maurice Evans,
finally got together for a celebra¬
June Taylor in for p.a.’s at GM
tion.
press
parties.
Ernie Glaser, Chi Chi maestro,
to Howard Manor as hotel man¬
ager.
Eddie Goulding finished “Mardi
Gras,” now reading another script
By Glenn C. Pullen
for Jerry Wald.
Songstress Helen Merrill at
Irwin Schuman, owner of Chi
Chi’s, named Palm Springs man of Kernman’s Back Room*
• W. Ward Marsh, vet film critic
the year at surprise banquet.
Romanoff’s-on-the-Rocks opened for Cleveland Plain Dealer, back
with bulldozers churning up sand from three-week Hollywood visit.
Tenor Bill Boehm built new
for new golf course across the way.
Gov.-Elect Pat Brown, Atty. Gen- musical act around canaries Karen
Elect Stanley Mosk, among politi¬ Richards, Carol Simpson and him¬
cos recovering from victories here. self, now at Alpine Village.
Robert Casadeus as guest-star
Martin Beck did 11 capacity
nights with “Will Success Spoil with Clevelarid Symphony, under
Rock Hunter?”, longest legit run George Szell’s baton, SRO in two
performances at Severance HalL
here.
^Sheraton chain, which bought
“Mayor”. Phil Harris of Rancho
Mirage threw a Roundup Week Hotel Cleveland, planning to turn
just when Palm Springs was drop¬ its ultra-conservative old Bronze
Room into swank Polynesian Room.
ping theirs.
Pianist Teddy Wilson at Thea¬
Dinah Shore, George Montgom¬
ery, Liberace, brother George,. Bet¬ trical Grill. Bistro recently added
ty Hutton, Judy Canova and Eddie Eddy Ryan,. formerly 88er for
Cantor all opened their houses for Tom my-Jimmy Dorsey orchs/to Its
staff. - ;
the season. Ditto Alan Ladd.

Rochester

Boston

Palm Springs

Cleveland
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OBITUARIES
TYRONE POWER
Tyrone Power, 44, who had been
little in -Hollywood in recent years,
died of a heart attack in Madrid
Saturday (15), two months after he
had started his star appearance in
Edward Small's “Solomon and
Sheba,” in which Power’s own com¬
pany was a partner. Actor was
stricken
immediately after
a
strenuous dueling scene and died
before he could be rushed to the
hospital.
Production on feature, carrying
a $4,000,000 budget for United
Artists release, will continue with
Yul Brynner taking over Power’s
role. Pic, produced by Ted Rich¬
mond, star’s partner, and directed
by King Vidor, started Sept. 15 in
Spanish capital.
Previously one of Hollywood’s
most active- stars, Power turned
to the stage some years ago, when
he toured with Paul Gregory’s
“John Brown’s Body,” and there¬
after devoted most of his time to

legit, only infrequently returning
to the scjeen. Prior to “Solomon
and Sheba,” in which he portrayed
the male title role, he toured the
Atlantic seaboard in George Bern¬
ard Shaw’s “Back to Methusaleh.”
He appeared with Katharine Cor¬
nell on stage in “The Dark Is Light
Enough” during the Broadway
season of 1955, and also toured
again in “Mister Roberts.”
Son of the prominent Shake¬
spearean actor bearing same name.
Power started his stage career at
age of seven, when, he appeared
in “The Mission Play” in San
Gabriel, Calif. After experience
in eastern stock, he made the
Broadway stage with such stars
as Helen Mencken and Katharine
Cornell. He. had a small part in
“Romeo and Juliet” with Miss .Cor¬
nell before going to Hollywood in
1936.
His first major film appearance

art, “My Cousin Rachel,” “Man
With a Million” with Gregory
Peck, “The Silken Affair,” “Is¬
land in Sun,” “It Started in Para¬
dise” and “Around World in 80
Days.”
In 1946, Squire appeared op¬
posite the late Yvonne Arnaud in
the original London production of
“Jane,” prepared by S. N. Behrman
from a story by Somerset
Maugham. He also directed and
appeared in “Portrait in Black” in
London that year. Among his best
known legit roles, was the title role
in “Dr. Pygmalion,” with Gladys
Cooper, in a 1932 London produc¬
tion.
MAX SIEGEL
Max Siegel, 57, legit producer
and general manager, died Nov. 16
in New York.
In 1918, he joined Sam H. Har¬
ris and was his general manager
for several years. During these

years the Harris firm produced
such hits as “Once in a Lifetime,”
“As Thousands Cheer” and “Of
Thee I Sing.” Siegel was co-author
with Milton Herber Gropper of
“We Americans,” in which Paul
Muni was introduced to the Broad¬
way stage in 1926.
In 1925, Siegel went to Holly¬
wood as assistant to the late pro¬
ducer Irving Thalberg. He became
associate producer of “A Day at
the Races” and other Marx Broth¬
ers films. He returned to Broad¬
way five years later and, with Al¬
bert Lewis, presented “My Fair
Ladies.” In 1942, he acted as gen¬
eral coordinator between Paul
Muni and the Theatre Guild In the
production of “Yesterday’s Magic.”
In 1943, with John Golden and
John Pollock, he produced “Three’s
A Family.”
In 1950, Siegel became a writer
and associate producer of Max

In Memory

BOYD ETHERIDGE FRY
Killed November 25, 1957
Long to Bo Remembered to the Hearts of Maey

was star of 20th-Fox’ “Lloyds of
London” that same year, and for
many years thereafter he remained
under contract to this studio.
Among his best-remembered
screen releases were “The Rains
Came,” “Blood and Sand,” “This
Above All,” “In Old Chicago,”
“The Razor’s Edge,” “The. Long,
Grey Line,” “Eddy Duchin Story,"
“The Sun Also Rises,” and “Wit¬
ness for the Prosecution,” his last
pic.
During World War II Power was
a Marine Corps flier in the South
Pacific. Some years ago he set
up his own indie company, Copa
Productions, in association with
Ted Richmond. Pair turned out
several pix abroad.
Surviving is his widow, Deborah,
whom he wed seven months ago,
and two daughters by his second
marriage to Linda Christian. His

Liebman’s “Show of ’Shows” and
other tele specs. In 1955, he be! came producer of the “Colgate
Comedy Hour” over NBC-TV.
More recently he was general man¬
ager for Lester Osterman, asso¬
ciate producer of the current
Broadway musicomedy, “Say Dar¬
ling.”
His wife, daughter, sister and
two half-brothers survive.

w.

f. McDermott

William .F, McDermott, 67,
drama Critic and columnist for the
Cleveland Plain Dealer for 37
years, died Nov. 16 of cancer at his
home in Bratenahl, O. He had un¬
dergone three operations for can¬
cer since 1950, and was ill at home
for the past year, but continued
writing until the day before his
death.
He was widely known for his

In Loving Memory

LORENZ

HART

November 22, 1943
Toddy Hart, Dorothy Hart; Loroez Hart II

first wife was French actress Anna¬ erudition, warmth and polished
bels.
style. His writing, was not con¬
fined to legit, but also covered‘lit¬
RONALD SQUIRE
erature, other arts and life in cities
Ronald Squire, 72, an English ac¬ he visited in this country and in
tor for nearly half a century, died Europe. A globe-trotting news¬
Nov. 16 in London. He played in paperman, he visited Europe al¬
some of the most popular pro¬ most annually in peacetime and
ductions on the London stage in¬ the Far East twice.
cluding “The Last of Mrs. CheyDuring World War II, McDer¬
ney” in 1925, “By Candle Light,” mott served as a war correspond¬
which he also produced in 1928, ent for the Plain Dealer, which he
and “Blithe Spirit” in 1943.
joined in 1921. Prior to that, he
He played New York for the first was an editorial writer and drama
time in 1917 in “Gamblers All.” reviewer for Indianapolis News.
In 1931, he appeared here in “The He was. once offered a drama desk
Sex . Fable,” at the Henry Miller assignment on. a major New York
Theatre. Hardly a season passed newspaper, but turned it down
by on the London stage without his when the Plain Dealer upped his
appearance. He’s been in films contract salary.
Reflecting on his stature in the
since 1934.
His films include “Always A theatre was the tribute paid him
Bride,” “Scotch on the Rocks,” in 1950 when he was convalescing
“Rocking Horse Winner,” “No at home after a series of operations
Highway in Sky” with Jimmy Stew¬ and was unable to attend the

Cleveland opening of a tryout play,
“Captain Carvallo.” The day fol¬
lowing the preem, the company,
headed by Katharine Cornell, gave
a performance for McDermott and
his wife at their home. Three years
later, the critic was again honored
when his fellow Cleveland review¬
ers and others in legit saluted him
for his prominence in the theatre.
His wife and a daughter survive.

ville houses before the age of 10.
With George E. Primrose, he
trouped in a top softshoe dance
turn known as Primrose & West.
They subsequently toured for years
with the Primrose & West Min¬
strels.
West also teamed with his wife,
Beulah Benton, in an act billed as
Benton & West. It was a prominent
turn when the two-a-day was in
vogue. Sh.e died in 1941. More
recently, West worked as a door¬
SAMUEL HOPKINS ADAMS.
Samuel Hopkins Adams, 87, man at a downtown Buffalo film
novelist and playwright, died Nov. theatre.
There are no survivors.
16 in Beaufort, S. C. Enormously
prolific all his life, he had recently
delivered his final novel, “Tender¬
WILMER H. BENTLEY
loin,” to Random House. It will
Wilmer H. Bentley, 81, a retired
appear in the spring.
actor and director, died Nov. 12 in
A charter member of the Au¬ Queens, New York.
thors League of America along
He followed his sister Irene
with Theodore Roosevelt, Rex Bentley, on the Broadway stage.
Beach, Owen Johnson, Louis Jo¬ His credits include “Rose Maid,”
seph Vance, Booth Tarkington, “Prince of Pilsen” and “The Can¬
j Winston Churchill and other pre- ary.” He also worked as general
1910 bestsellers, Adams was a production manager for Tate &
stage and screen writer, too. A Williamson’s of Australia and New
book of his served Clark Gable and Zealand.
Bentley spent many
Claudette Colbert in the sensation¬ years in those countries, where he
ally successful comedy*, “It Hap¬ wrote and directed “Sinbad, the
pened One Night.”
Sailor,” a pantomime still seen
A number of Adams’ novels there.
dealt with the old Erie Canal of
upstate New York, he having spent
E. J. SMITH
his childhood in its environs. The
E. J. Smith, pioneer distributor
son of a Presbyterian minister, at who started in the film industry
first a newspaperman, the writings 42 years ago, died Nov. 4 in Miami
of Adams also included biography. where he had been living since his
He was an early explorer of the retirement.
j novel based on fact. The scandals
Smith at one time was domestic
1 of the Harding Administration in¬ sales manager for Universal and
i' spired his ‘‘Revelry” in 1926, which managing director in England for
I sold 100,000 copies.
the same company. In later years
In poor health for the past four he was associated with United
years, after a heart attack, Adams Artists and RKO.
persisted at the typewriter and
Surviving are his wife and a
found energy to maintain his con¬ son, Edwin J. Smith Jr., veteran
tacts with the Authors League. sales exec now associated with
Sometimes cited as evidence of the ABC Films Inc.
longevity of authors, he literally
had many lives. The present gen¬
EUGEN BAUER
eration will hardly know about the
Eugen Bauer, 80, founder of the
old “muckrakers” of Theodore firm of Eugen Bauer -of Stuttgart
Roosevelt’s period. Adams was one which specialized in film appara¬
of the. foremost of that breed.
tus, died there Nov. 4 after a long
He married twice, the second illness.
He began as a young
time to an actress, Jane Peyton mechm’c reD?iring film proctors,
Van Norman. He. had widower for the first German pictures,
status at his death. Two daugh¬ and founded the firm which was
ters, a stepdaughter and a grand¬ famed for its innovations in film
daughter survive.
techniques.
F:s company built one of the
ROBERT F. BODA
first projectors to be manufactured
Robert F. Boda, 71, manager of in Germany, and w?s reponsible
the Hartman Theatre, Columbus, for many important developments
died there Nov. 13 after a two- in projection.
I month illness. He had been with
the theatre since 1912, a year after j
GORDON CRADDOCK SR.
his father, Lee Boda, leased the
Gordon Craddock Sr., United
house from Dr. Samuel B. Hart¬ Art-'sts sales representative in
man, who had built it as a gift to Jacksonville, d*ed of a stroke Nov.
his daughter, the late Mrs. Regan 13 in that city. Prior to joining
Hughston.
UA in 1951, he was affiliated with
When the elder Boda died in Eaele Lion Films in the Dal’as,
1937. his son continued the lease Minneapolis and Indianapolis ter¬
on the»> property. In 1914, the fa¬ ritories. Pefore that he was a
ther and son team managed the branch manager for Universal in
Valentine Co., a chain that includ¬ Seattle. Portland, Indianapolis and
ed the Hartman as well as theatres New York.
in Dayton, Indianapolis and Tole¬
Surviving are his wife, daughter
do. The two were also involved in and a son, Gordon Jr., assistant
the formation of the Hartman to the general s»Ies manager for
Stock Co., which operated from Rank Film D’stributors of Amer¬
ica.
1925-28.
Boda’s death, incidentally, coin¬
DOTY FOBART
cided with the 47th anniversary of
Dotv Hobart, 72, a playwright
the Hartman, which opened Nov.
13, 1911. His wife, Lydia Wilson and Hollywood f>lm scripter, d^ed
Boda, will operate the house with Nov. 16 in New York.
Among his plays were three
the present theatre staff for the re¬
Broadwav comed’es, “Thorough¬
mainder of this season.
bred ” which starred Florence
HENRY FORBES
Reed: “Every Thursday” and “Dou¬
Henry Forbes, 70, onetime legit ble Dummy.” He wrote the last
producer, died Nov. 15 in New named in 1936 with Tom McYork. He had been active on Knight. Hobart wrote scenarios
Broadway during the 1920s and for several films starring Mary
1930s.
P’ckford and Dorothy and Lillian.
Among the shows in which he Gish.
was involved as producer or coproducer were “Thunder on the
IDA WUEST
Left,” “Tin Pan Alley,” “School¬
Ida Wuest. 74, German stage and
girl,” “Wild Birds,” “Intimate Re¬ screen actress who had appeared
lations,” “Wild DuCk,” “The Shame in over 230 films, died Nov. 2 in
Woman” and “My Son.”
Berlin. The Wiesbaden-born ac¬
After exiting the theatre, Forbes tress played character parts before
was connected with the United- she was 30. She was renowned on
Whelan Drug Co. He was asso¬ the stages of Kolmar, Leipzig and
ciate^ with that organization until Frankfurt, appeared recently in
five years ago when a blood clot the film, “Charley's Aunt,” and
necessitated the amputation of his was considered one of the top
legs. He was subsequently fitted character actresses of Germany.
with artificial limbs and maneu¬
She was married to the late sil¬
vered about with the aid of two ent film star, Bruno Kastner.
canes.
His wife and two sons survive.
JACK WARFEL
. Jack Warfel, assistant filmCASPER KRAEMER *
drama reviewer for Scripps-HowDr. Casper J. Kraemer, 63, pro¬ ard’s Cleveland Press, committed
fessor of Archaeology and Clas¬ suicide Nov. 15 in Cleveland. His
sics at New York University’s body was found beside his auto
Washington Square College, died with motor running in the garage
Nov. 6 in N.Y.
of his family, home, just sold. Pri¬
He appeared on WCBS-TV this marily a city room feature writer,
fall on “Sunrise Semester.” Before he worked part time under Stanley
his death he recorded 13 lectures, Anderson, theatrical critic.
which will be shown early in
Surviving are his mother, Mrs.
December. He was introduced to Frances Keller and two brothers.
tele in 1954 as the featured per¬
former on a 13-week series on
HARRY LeVAN
WCBS-TVs “Here Is the Past” In
Harry LeVan, 63, vaudevillian,
1956, he was seen on the same; sta¬ died Nov. 11 in Philadelphia after
tion in a 26 week series, ealled a heart attack. With WCAU-TV
“Yesterday’s Worlds.”
since 1950, he was featured with
His wife and sister survive.
“Candy Carnival,” and other sta¬
tion originated network shows. He
BILLY WEST
was best known as “Camy C.
Billy West, 83, oldtime minstrel Carny,” the clown of the Sat.
man, died recently in Buffalo. He morning kiddie program.
His wife was the late Lettie i
appeared in concert halls, vaude-.

Boles, whom he met while playing
the Keith circuit As LeVan &
Boles, they did piano-comedy
routines for years in vaudeville.
GEORGE RUBINSTEIN
George Rubinstein, 78, oldtime
musical contractor and director for
the old Fox circuit in New York,
died there Nov. 6. During the peak
of his career during the ’20s and
'30s, he was closely associated with
Roxy and Erno Rapee, first con¬
ductor at the Music Hall.
His brother, sister, niece and
nephews survive.
CLARENCE A. WILLIAMS
Clarence A. Williams, 80, retired
legit treasurer, died recently in
Buffalo. Starting as a company
manager of road shows in the early
1900s, he later became treasurer
of Buffalo’s Teck Theatre and con¬
tinued his boxoffice affiliations
until his retirement about a dozen
years ago.
There are no survivors.
MAURICE MELDON
Maurice Meldon, 30, Irish play¬
wright, died Ncv. 10 near Dublin
after injuries in a road accident.
He authored “House Under Green
Shadows” and “Halcyon Horse¬
man” for Abbey Theatre and other
plays for “37” Theatre and for
radio.
His wife and two children
survive.
WILLIAM GIBNEY
William Gibney, 86, veteran
vaude and circus performer- who
toured with such magicians as
Howard Thurston and Dante, died
Oct. 27 in New York. He also
trouped with the Barnett Bros.
Circus.
H'*s daughter survives.
BEULAH PARKINGTON
Beulah Parkington, vet character
actress, d'ed of a heart condition
Nov. 7 in Hollywood. One of the
founders of Screen Extras Guild,
she had been on its board many
years.
She had been in films over 30
years.

MARRIAGES
Gloria Reeder to David Fleming,
Las Vegas, Nev„ Nov. 8. Bride is
daughter of Fay Reeder, Fox West
Coast ad-pub chief.
Peter Bryant to Shirley Cooklin,
London, Nov. 9. Both are tv and
stage performers.
Peri Han to Muzaffer Tema, Las
"Vegas, Nov. 2. Couple are Turkish
thesps.
Maudie Edwards to William
Fooks, London, Nov. 12. Bride is
a stage and tv comedienne.
Francas Ann Makris to Dick
Haymes, Arlington, Va., Nov. 14.
Both are singers.
Don Morrow to Sandra Goss,
Mamaroneck, N.Y., Nov. 15. Bride’s
a model; he’s a television an¬
nouncer.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Don Kelly, son,
Encino, Cal., Nov. 7. Father’s an
actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Simon, son,
Pittsburgh, Nov. 10. Father’s a
director at KDKA-TV.
Mr. and *Mrs. Robert A. Bou¬
dreau, daughter, Pittsburgh, Nov.
8. Father’s conductor of the Amer¬
ican Wind Symphony.
Mr. and Mrs. George Mantalis,
son, Canonsburg, Pa., Nov. 13.
Father’s one of the Four Coins.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Carson, son,
Chicago, Oct. 3. Mother is actress
Martha Randall; father is stage
manager of ‘Auntie Marne.”
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Rolfe, daugh¬
ter, Santa Monica, Cal., Nov. 11.
Father is producer and co-creator
of CBS-TV’s “Have Gun — Will
Travel” series,
Mr, and Mrs, David Johnson, son,
London, Nov. 11. Mother is Jean
Bayless, musicomedy actress.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kerrigan,
daughter, Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Father is special effects camera¬
man at Westheimer. Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Glazer, son,
San Francisco, Nov. 4. Father’s a
salesman for KSFO, Frisco.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Yuter, son,
Philadelphia, Nov. 12. He’s press
agent for Shubert theatres there.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Bugay,
daughter, Philadelphia, Nov. 11.
He’s a night club pianist.
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Anderson,
son, White Plains, New York, Nov.
12 Father is film editor and pro¬
duction manager of Leonard Ander¬
son Associates, N.Y. film producing
firm.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill McBride,
daughter. New York, Nov. 11. Fa¬
ther is one of The Four Voices,
vocal group.
Mr. and Mrs. Art Stanley, daugh¬
ter, New York, Nov. 12. Father is
one of The Dunhills, teevee and
cafe dance, team.

DON RENO-RED SMILEY

r
RICKY PAGE

THE CAPRIS

......Great stars
and great recordings.
ARTIST
MANNY ALBAM
EDDIE ALBERT
STEVE ALLEN
JCHN ASHLEY
AL BCLLINGTON
PAT BOONE
ELMER BERNSTEIN
THE CAPRI SISTERS
THE CLARK SISTERS
EDDIE CONDON
JACKIE COOPER
COWBOY COPAS
DON CORNELL
FRANCIS CRAIG
BOB CROSBY
BUDDY DeFRANCO
MILTON DeLUGG

NEWEST RECORD OR ALBUM
Steve’s Songs
The Nina, The Pinta And The
Santa -Maria
Love Song From Houseboat
Hula Hoop
Pickin’ On The Wrong
Chicken
Born To Rock
Organ Hues In Hi-Fi
I’ll Remember Tonight
The Mardi Gras March
Bernstein: Backgrounds Foi*
Brando
P.un-A-Rour.d
Hawaiian Sway-Honolulu
Sing Sing Sing!
Dixieland Dance Party
Last Night On The Back
Porch
A Doodlin' Song
You’re Looking For An Angel
A World That’s Real
Play Some Music For
Broken Hearts
Near You
South Pacific Blows Warm
Cross Country Suite
Yon C3n Be Lonely In Paris
Philadelphia, U. S. A.

ARTIST

DLP-9008
DLP-9009
15831
15775
DLP-3110
15840
DLP-3107
15851
DLP-3104
DLP-3141
15834
15847
15829
■15807
DLP-3136
DLP-9006
15865

NEWEST RECORD OR ALBUM
The Grand Coulee Dam
Nobody Loves Like An Irishman
HANK EDWARDS
Young Trials, Great Tribulations
Warm Arms, Sweet Lips
THE FONTANE SISTERS Jealous Heart
Encore D’Amour
.BONNIE GUITAR
Whispering Hope
Rocky Mountain Moon
Trying
. .
THE HILLTOPPERS
You’re Nobody Til Somebody'
Loves You
PAUL HORN
Plenty Of Horn
CAROL HUGHES
Don’t Forget l Love You
The Bass
TOMMY JACKSON
Square Dance Tonight!
DR. CHARLES KENDALL Chimes Of Faith
RAY LIBERTO
Calling Margie
Wicked, Wicked Woman
JIM LOWE
Wicked Women
ROBIN LUKE
My Girl
Chicka Chicka Honey
JOHNNY MADDOX
Long Gone
San Antonio Ross
LEON McAULIFF
Take Off
THE MILLS BROTHERS . Yellow Bird
Baby Clementine
THE MULCAYS
Happy Days!
KEN NORDINE
Love Words
RED NORVO
Windjammer City Style
LONNIE DONEGAN

.on

15792
15830
15853
15862

ARTIST
SY OLIVER
BILL PAGE
RICKY PAGE
EDDIE PEABODY
TONY ROMANO
DON RENORED SMILEY

15857
THE SHIELDS
DLP-9002
15863
DLP-3085
DLP-3129
15848

BEASLEY SMITH
LARRY SONN
JEFF STEVENS
GALE STORM
NICK TODD

DLP-3114
15839
15841

HELEN TRAUBEL
BILLY VAUGHN
THE YOGUES

DLP-3139
15858

CLARA WARD
PAT WAYNE

DLP-3133
DLP-3115
DLP-3126

MARGARET WHITINQMAC WISEMAN

NEWEST RECORD OR ALBUM
Sentimental Sy
DLP-3132
Page 14
DLP-3125
It’s No Sin
15850
1 Cried A Million Tears
Me And My Banjo
DLP-3112
A Moonlight Affair
DLP-3130
One Teardrop & One Step.
15835
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TV TURKEYS: NO THANKSGIVING
T-for-Trouble-and-Television In

j Communist View: Filins Serve State;
STARTS JIN. 1 Calls Tank Tales ‘Beautifully Empty

Overseas film Industry Prophecy
The year 1958 has been a key4
year , for the American film indus¬
Texas Recovers Voice
try in two of its most important
overseas markets — Europe and
Dallas, Nov. 25.
Latin America. Earnings are still
Texans are beginning to
high, in fact some of the top pic¬
react-to the profound humilia¬
tures are apt to gross more abroad
tion of the 49th State, Alaska,
than domestically, but Yank execu¬
being bigger.
U.S. Senator
tives say '58 has pointed the way
L. B. Johnson has now crack¬
ed:
into a new direction.
What it adds up to is Trouble,
“Texas is the bigqest state
.with a capital T (for television).
south of the North Pole.”
In Europe, television is becoming
a serious threat to the film busi- j
ness. For the first time this year, j
the decline of grosses on the Con- i
tinent has been directly attribut¬
able to the impact of tv. In Britain.;
of course, the b.o. has been suffering from it for a year or more, j
What really is expected to whip
the theatre biz is the emergence
of commercial networks in France,
Germany, Italy and several other
countries on the Continent.
In Latin America, where video
Is still a negligible factor, the in-]
.
IVIiami Beach. Nov. 25.
flationary squeeze has become ! (h?hlheralded visit here of
really tight and of serious concern.; ^h f^nk Capra-Frank Sinatra
On the one hand, operational costs j d?n?.p.an£ t°
‘ne„fiI™,vers,°"
have risen ^Jiyhigh, on the. other
A?ole,In ,Tha Head -wound
admissions are controlled by law : j?.
a-headache for the proand can’t be raised. And the infta- ! ddca’s »he" continued heckling
tion has. of course, affected remit-ha,d ,a
tanees in one of the few areas'
a*1 fFSf**
which, in the view or U. S. execs,' Pf?” fd ac'‘°nS, and actmtiesls still -expandable ”
i 'vas. cllma*ed h>' t'v°. lawsuits filed
•While not wanting to appear un- ' ?fa!"at
Producing company,
duly pessimistic, the experts rate i
p;.add dep?(,tPrP df star a"d
1959 as a year of beaucoup head-' P?s‘h a*{?*
aborted two weeks
aches. This was publicly recognized 1
. inf,
,
by Motion Picture Export Assn.Jl;at..1„1l?.,1?.Pat ,newsmen .saemed

I

t

By GEORGE ROSEN

Williams Not Exportable?

At a time when the films of
Communist nations are gaining
greater recognition throughout
the world, and even in the United
; States, the basic differences that
motivate producers in the Com; munist and the non-Communist
world loom larger than ever. They
stand as an obstacle between closer
film contact between the States
j and Soviet Russia and, * short of
some violent upheaval, there can
be no solutions.
Reduced to its simplest form,
the problem is this: The Ameri¬
cans. when making a film, seek
primarily to entertain. Their ap: proach to the screen is deter¬
minedly commercial and the de¬
liberate fusion of story and mes¬
sage generally is frowned upon
and often resented.
! The Communist bloc concept of
the screen is diametrically op¬
posed to this. It envisions the
screen as a powerful medium for
political propaganda, with the
laiger purpose of* elevating the
taste of ihe masses.
The view was expressed sueeinc. y in X. Y. over the weekend
by Serge Youtkevitch, leading So¬
viet director and writer. “We look
at many of your films and we find
them beautifully made, but emp¬
ty.” he said. “Our people expect
a motion pic ture to say something.
If it does not, they are disap¬
pointed.”
In the U. S . of course, the mass
reaction is the exact opposite: and
that is why a great many Com^
muniM-bloc pictures are tagged
propaganda and rejected in the
West, whereas in the Communist
nations they're considered as meetin" their responsibility.
What has happened in the past
year or two. both in Russia and in
the satellite s, is that “the line" has
been subdued (though by no
means eliminated > in favor of
' greater artistic content, a “soften¬
ing" of story lines to permit a
more human and emotional ap'Continued on page 22)

For the first time in the history
All pictures sold to the
of the tv network business; the
Czechs, and all Iron Curtain
selling and buying season is in
countries, are approved by the
full swing again—only two months
U.S. Stale Dept, as to their
after the start of the *58^59 se¬
“suitability” for exhibition in
mester. This is primarily due to
Communist countries.
the fact that there were so many
Here are some of the titles
13-week deals on either sponsor
which Turner B. Shelton, the
! commitments or prografn eommitU.S.
Information
Agency's
! ments with Jan. 1 or thereabouts
film chief, turned down for
as the expiration date. Option time
purchase by the Eastern bloc.
‘ on notice of cancellation or renewNixing carries no explanation:
i al has come and gone (during the
“Giant.”
“The
Young
• 10-day period preceding Thanks- i Stranger,” “A Streetcar Named
i giving) and from the looks of j
Desire.” “Cat on a Hot Tin
1 things a whole flock of turkeys ! Roof.” “A Star Is Born,”
i riding the three-network spectrum ;
“Baby Doll,” “Rebel Without
. will be written off as bad jobs ! a Cause.” It would appear
after the first of the year, with ho j from this list that the Stale
hopes of attracting new sponsor
Dept, doesn’t consider Ten¬
coin.
j nessee Williams an “export¬
Going in for the Saturday night ] able” author.
10:30 already-dumped “Brains and
Brawn” on NBC-TV will be a new
Four-Star western. “Law Gun.”
under Liggett & Myers sponsor¬
ship. Jack Webb’s “D.A.’.s Man” _
will probably get the nod as re- ‘
placement for Ed Wrynn Thursday
nights 8. also carrying the L & M
sponsor tag.
The shortterm deals on shows
that didn't make it are all over .
the spectrum and in anticipation j
of ’jeavy casualties the networks
and agencies were on a frantic
Something like Sl.000,000 <to be
prowl this week (more reminiscent
exact. $935,000 in time and pro¬
(Continued on page 46>
gram revenues» is riding on the
i Mary Martin Easter Sunday twin, bill on NBC-TV. Star is doing a
video matinee for kids and an¬
other at night for the adult audi¬
airport‘tif SS'hM
ence. Program content of each
will he culled from her current
concert tour repertoire. As such,
the same kind of “legit testing
ground" strategy is being used as
(Continued on page 14)
* More capital-gains high finance: j;
(Continued on page 48*
pix, the barrage laid down on Sina- The $1,600,000 buy-out by Alan
Dv.mJa IT ti
Dvn_J_
tiT
iff
tra soon left its overflow on the Jay Lerner of his composer-col-;
(P7CA AAA n
n* .
Featured were Such stories as laboralor, Frederick Loewe. in '
“My Fair Lady” and the* partnerAn
re*
A T)
ff
n*
. ;
(Continued on page 14)
; ship holdings in Lowal Music
Washington. Nov. 25.
Corp. and affiliated properties.
The Universal film. “The Mark
The deal includes the future
of
the
Hawk.”
received a novel en¬
ASCAP income from their scores ;
i
star so far, in the recent annuals j
V*
(“Brigadoon,” “Painted Wagon.” j dorsement here.
of pyramiding costs, is Marlon
: “Gigi,” “Fair Lady,” etc.) as musib ! During a Sunday morning ser¬
Brando. He will get that from the |
A U'
AfllDAMAUUn i publishers, and Loewe's nearly; mon. with some special VIPs in
the congregation, the Rev. Ed-1
Martin Jurow-Richard Shephard! Tt.c Mr
P°V* 2°' I lS^r ownership stake in “MFL” as j
'Hollywood, Nov. 25.
production of Tennessee Williams’ a ^ts Mr. Ambassador Amos now. a partner. It does not include5 ward L. R. Elson. pastor of the
Ex-champ Joe Louis formed his
“Orpheus Descending ’6 for UA ^e- i
ElSenh°Wer is re- i Loewe’s income as composer (3rc * National Presbyterian Church in own
telefilmery
to produce his life
downtown
Washington,
recom¬
j boxoffice royalty) and any of his 1
story as a series of 39 segments
lewniiameHold b1’ ®|dTn?
Ike pamed Frceman F- Gosden’ ! ASCAP or kindred income as a mended the motion picture for all lor -syndic-alion, titled “Joe Louis
to
see.
It
is
at
the
Playhouse
here.
are mtrrenHv d~«?nii i-nn Wayne j the original Amos of radio’s Amos i songwriter, past or future.
i
President and Mrs. Eisenhower Scrap Book.”
stars of
7°.?Gi aSTTCA°' ’n’ Andy* one of 10 special U.S.
nmv nn lnoT6 Soldiers, also UA, ambassadors who will constitute | Lerner and Loewe are very were among the congregation, and ! Fighter will serve as host-narra¬
; friendly. This deal is primarily a ,
now on location in Natchez.
the President’s personal represenPresident
Eisenhower later told tor. but unknown yet who will be
Brando is opposite Anna Mag- tatives at the inaugural ceremo- i business transaction for capital- j Dr. Elson that he had already seen cast in title role. Filming is plan¬
nani, substituting for Anthony nies of the new president of Mexi- 1 gains purposes. How much or how | the film starring Sidney Poitier,■; ned for February after he preps 13
Franciosa, the original male lead, co, Don Adolfo Lopez Mateos, be- i little it had to do with Loewe’s \ Eartha Kitt and ethers at a special ] scripts. Well-known guests from
i health is conjectural, since the]
There are no percentage deals with tween Nov. 28 and Dec. 4.
White House screening.
the sports world will be incorpor¬
each of the three 750G stars. In the
White House Press Secretary ‘ composer is now recovered from ! Others in the congregation at, ated into each episode along with
case of Soldiers” it means a mil- James C. Hagerty described Gos- what was a serious heart attack j the time included Secretary of j clips from Louis’ fights. Louis is
j
lion-and-a-half overhead for the den as-a longtime personal friend last year.
State and Mrs. John Foster Dul-! partnered with legit producer Al
Not too inclined to business mat- les and Secretary of Army and; Berkman and publicist Stanley
two stars alone, in itself a new and sometimes golfing partner of
mark m Hollywood salaries.
President Eisenhower.
(Continued on page 20) - - - i Mrs. Wilbur Brucker.
1 Cowan.

Miami Newsmen
Greeted Sinatra
With ‘Treatment’

J

H,009,080 Riding
On Mary Martin
Easter Tandem
J

Leraer $1,600,000 i
, Laewe Buy-Out

£n£Ep.a5iFcofHsS i

isranao, Holden, Wayne:
entire company.,
$$750,000-Per-Pictare
/ oUjUuU-rer-ncture the “extra” who didn t like the
As Boxoffice Giants;
. ", S': ■AMOS (4 ANDY) NOW
A'II S ^AMBA^^ADOR*

IKE'S PASTOR TOUTS
U’S ‘MARK OF HAWK’

Jc8 Louis to Film His
Own Life as 39-Week
Series Jor Syndication

2
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Parkyakarkus Fatally Stricken After I
Wowing Top Celebs at Friars Club
'

Wednesday, November 26, 1958

Eva Gabor’s Cafe Act
Eva Gabor* is working on a nitery
act. She’s pacted for the Celebrity
Club, Philadelphia, Jan. 21 for 10
days: Other dates are being worked
out.
William Morris Agency is Rep¬
resenting.

Hot ‘Patate Cues Vet Play Agents
Analysis of Inti Script Tastes

Paris.
Hollywood, Nov. 25. \
'Editor, Variety:
Harry Einstein, “Parkyakarkus”
Hot “Patate” Department:
of radio fame, died early yesterday
Now that “Patate,” by Marcel
(Mon.) morning literally in full
Achard, is buried and forgotten,
By
TONfc
WEATHERLY
critics,
writers, actors and direc¬
view of nearly 1,2Q0 persons
Clifford Ashby, of the depart¬
The roasted chestnnt man is back, tors are pondering the questions:
gathered at a Friars Club Dinner ment of .speech and drama, Stan¬
why did the play flop so miserably
So is the strawhat mummer;
honoring Lucille Ball and Desi ford Univ., seeks to locate Miss
And back again is that boozey on Broadway after such a success
Glesca Marshall, longtime secre¬
Arnaz in the International Ball¬ tary and companion of Mme. Alla
in Paris?’
bum—
room of the Beverly Hilton Hotel. Nazimova. Ashby is working on a
I think we could get more easily
The pestiferous” late-comer.
Einstein, 54, who had just com¬ biography of the actress and, as he
to the core of the matter if we
pleted a hilarious next-to-closing states, “very little, has been written
Broadway’s biz is sizzling hot
asked: why is “Patate” such a
monolog, sat down next to Milton
Cafes, too, are booming;
success in Paris? I think that the
Berle on the dais and .then lurched since her death, and there seems
The hostelries are doing fine—
reasons are: First of all, this is
forward, mortally stricken by a to be a very real danger that her
Never
.did stop blooming.
one of ’ the best theatrical produc¬
great contribution to the American
heart attach with applause and
tion of the last years. TBe play is
laughter still ringing in his ears. theatre may be forgotten.”
Loridon producer Jack Hylton, That’s our “Main Stem, U. S. A., beautifully acted and directed
Miss Marshall was with the ac¬
A place of milk and honey;
Berle called to toastmaster Art tress at her death (in 1945) and who is part of a 25% ownership
here.
Linkletter to get on mike and call i Ashby belives she might have some syndicate in Television Wales & The welcome mat is out for youSecond, the basic situation of
Just bring folding money.
for a doctor. Audience, caught up papers etc. to enhance the bio¬
“Patate” -seems to affect the Pari¬
West, has turned down $1,250,000
in the shock and excitement, also graphical work.
sians traumatlcally: in every fam¬
for 16%%, his share of the quar¬
began shouting for doctors, some
ily there is a successful brothers
ter-interest held by his group.
even calling certain doctors they
cousin, schoolmate, and an unsuc¬
This is one of the regional com¬
knew to be in the room by name.
cessful counterpart. The rich, suc¬
mercial television channels which,
Other shouted medical advice; Ed
cessful friend or relative is un¬
along with the general upsurge of
Wynn, sitting nearby, ran to the
happy. The boor schnook fs happy.
commercial video in Great Britain,
dais, suggesting “put his head
This basic plot situation seems to
has prospered beyond'expectations.
down, put his head down.” Mrs.
Some 600 attended at $25 and exist in all Latin families —
Einstein rushed up from the audi¬
, Hylton returns to England to¬ $50 a person to honor “Pr.-Broad¬ -“Patate” is just as successful in
ence and pushed nitroglycerine
morrow (Thurs.) after successfully way” Leo Michel on his 50th anni Italy and Spain as it is in Paris.
Rome, Nov. 18.
pills into her husband's mouth, but
Doubt regarding ownership of launching his “La Plume . de Ma as a show biz medico at the Hotel The Gallic wit and cynicism is
he was already obviously uncon¬ ; film rights to Boris Pasternak’s Tante,” Franco -r British revue Astor, N. Y., last-week. The bene¬ understood by and sits well with
scious. Five doctors were at his [ “Doctor Zhivago” continues here, which David -Merrick and Joseph ficiary was the Birth-of-a-Baby audiences in Paris, Madrid and
side within seconds. f.
^
I with no further statement coming Kipness are preserving on Broad¬ Foundation. Alan.Corelli coordin¬ Rome alike.
Einstein was taken into a nar¬ from Italian editor Giangiacomo way.
Such is not the case with the
ated the shindig in the grand ball¬
row vestibule back of. the dais and Feltrinelli despite repeated pickups
By coincidence, Mark Chapman- room . which", gave . accept to the Anglos and the Saxons. And this
Dr. Alfred Goldman, chief surgeon of stories from Variety and other Walker, director of News of the' R^hbtitf -’’and*’ Episcopal Actors’ has nothing to do • with “Irwin
of the City of Hope, cut open U.S. sources regarding the state- World, which has a stake in Guilds and the Jewish Theatrical Shaw’s excellent adaptation.
his chest with a pocket scalpel and i side mixup over who owns what.
TW&W, and managing director of Guild combining in the salute to “Patate” is only moderately suc¬
he and other doctors massaged his
An Italian source now jeveals the Welsh network, was in New the veteran
physician
whose cessful in Holland, Germany, and
heart, but this, plus electric shocks 1 that pic rights to the controversial York early this week on newspa¬ clientele touched on all branches the Scandinavian countries. North
effected by lamp cord, proved to [Nobel' prize-winning book were per—not tv—business.
He flew of the amusement industry. The of the Seine and east of the Rhine
no avail. At 1:10 a.m., about an
Catholic Actors’ Guild presented there- is a resistance to French
(Continued on page 14)
back yesterday (Tues.).
hour* and 20 minutes after he was
him with a gold medal and the “espirit.”
stricken, Parkyakarkus was pro¬
other two. theatrical guilds gave
Tile great majority erf Ameri¬
nounced. dead.
.him (Stations,
cans do not. understand-tiie French
Utilizing George M. Cohan’s at all. Such an understanding be¬
While the doctors frantically
“Give My Regards to Broadway” tween the two countries exists and
worked - to save Einstein’s life,
in sentimental parody, Dr. Michel did always exist on the highest
Tony Martin. Dean Martin’, Berle
[MAURICE CHEVALIER TEASES MEMORY]
mentioned a galaky. of show biz intellectual -and political - level
and George Burns tried valiantly
greats who have passed on, among only, and it is not merely an accito divert a stunned and saddened
them Cohan, Gene Buck, jimmy
(Continued on page 74)
audience with singing and jokeWashington, Nov. 25.
on “Women I Have Loved.” The Walker, Flo Ziegfeld, Lee Shubert,
telling in front of the band. But ii
Sime Silverman,, Sid Silverman,
The Women’s ' National Press newshens didn’t know he would.
didn’t quite^work. What had been
Gaily, they envisioned a Chev¬ Jack Pulaski, Mark HeThnger,
a great and funny dinner had be- Club laughed when it invited Mau¬
rice Chevalier for come and speak alier chat on women “loved Willie' Collier, Percy Moore, Wil¬
(Continued on page 52)
around the world”—like Sophie liam Mortis and many others with,
Tucker, Eleanor Roosevelt, Mamie whom the medico was on intimate
Eisenhower and the like.
terms.
Being a Frenchman, M. Chevalier
took the assignment literally. He
Philadelphia, Nov. 25.
proceeded with frankness but deli¬
Gen. David Sarnoff topped a
cacy.
long list of - Teps-of broadcasting
“Were I to talk about all the
and electronic industries in a tri¬
women I have loved, I would have
Rnandal
Times
of London bute fast Sunday <2,2) to the late
to speak for about tjiree days,” the (widely read" for its first-fate thea¬ Raymond Rosen, one of country’s
70-year-old- Frenchman said with tre and music reviews) recently largest distributors of RCA prod¬
a wink. “Besides, a man is never published list of largest cities ucts. Program, at which RCA boss
supposed to tell.”
around the world, in ofdeY of cost was -principle speaker, marked
But with one qualification—(“I of breakfast, dinner and bedroom dedication- of the Raymond Rosen
will not mention names nor the in a good hotel.
Research Building at Albert Ein¬
duration of my loves”), he agreed
New York was most expensive, stein Medical Center here.
“to play the game.”
Sarnoff, reminiscing on his re¬
with Paris second and Caraeas,
“The first woman I have known Venezuela, - third. London was lationship. to Rosen, a civic and
(you understand what I mean when 12th, with cheapest of all. Rio de philanthropic leader in the Qua¬
J say ‘known’),” he said slyly, “was Janeiro, followed upward by Lis¬ ker City, recalled that it was lat¬
at Montmartre.- She taught me bon and Capetown.
ter who first brought him together
that physical recreation is the
Between Caracas and London with Emanuel Sacks, RCA exec
greatest thing in life. And I shall the order was: Geneva, Brussels^ who died of leukemia last year at
always be grateful to her.”
Delhi, Rome, Cairo, Helsinki, the Albert Einstein Center. It is
“My second love lasted much Montreal and Tokyo.
(Continued on page 16)
longer” but it became such “an im¬
possible situation” that he moved
on to his “third love which was
more passion than real love.”
“This third love,” said Chevalier
Enclosed find check or m.o.
: rolling his eyes with memory,
"Sputniked me so high that it made
for $.Send Variety for
Trade Mark Registered
the fourth love all the more peace¬
FOUHMD 1905 by UME SILVERMAN/ Rvbtlshod Weekly by VARIETY* INC.
Syd Silverman, President
ful.”
one year ..
154 West 46th St.. New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 3-2700
His fourth love “left me with
Hollywood II
. 6404 Sunset Boulevard, HOUywood 9-1141
beautiful souvenirs, but it was so
two years..
Washington 4
hot it couldn’t last.” However, he
1302 National Press Building, STerHng 3-5445
added painfully, “It led to some¬
three years...
Chicago 11
612 No. Michigan Ave., DElaware 7-4084
thing so auiet and flat as to become
London WC2
unbearable.”
8 SL Martin's PL, Trafalgar Sq., COVenl Garden 0135
NAME ..
‘ This flat love, however, “was a
SUBSCRIPTION Annual, $15; Foreign, $16; Single Copies, 35 Cents
beautiful love ^whfch gave me a
ADDRESS
ABEL GREEN, Editor
badly needed rest for my shattered
senses.”
CITY.
Zone.... STATE.
Volume 212
Then, added Chevalier a little
Number 13
mournfully, “My last love was a
-sensual intoxication with a much
INDEX
too young, much too beautiful and
INDICATE IF GIFT CARD DESIRED
much too cool a competitor.”
Casting
News
—...76
New Acts .
69
These loves, all of them, “taught
Night Club Reviews .68
me to he- philosophical,” Chevalier
Chatter .
78
NAME .....
Obituaries
.
.
79
said. With a grand gesture, he
Film Reviews. 6
Pictures .
3
summed it up, “It is with all my
ADDRESS .*...
House Reviews . 70
Radio .• 24
heart, I thank you, my loves, it
Inside Legit .
72
Radio
Reviews.44
was
wonderful—while
it
lasted.”
CITY... Zone.... STATE............
Inside Music .
56 ‘ Record Reviews..., 54
So was M. Chevalier’s recital
Inside Ytadicf-lV"..T 44
Frank Scully . 77
of it.
One Year — $15,00
Two Years — $28.00
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Television .
24
Three Years - $39.00
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Vaude.
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Television Reviews
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Frederic Franklin has joined the
International .
12
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Canada and Foreign — $T Additional per Year
permanent teaching staff of the
Legitimate ..
71
Vaudeville .. 64
Washington School of the Ballet
Literati . 77
Wall Street..
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Since 1957. the former maitre de
PfiRIETY Inc.
ballet and premier danseur of the
OAICY VARIETY
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo has
154 W»»f 44tfc Street
New York 34. N. Y.
(Published la Hollywood oy Daily Va/Iety, L.tC>
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OF ‘ARTISTIC FREEDOM’
Is Decca Divvy Milton Rackmil Must Study Charm;
Key to Merger? Desperate for Stars, Gotta Woo 'Em
will make “Spartacus” in conjunction with Univer¬
Universal’s status as a film company able to at¬
Hope of gaining a tax loss carry¬
sal.
tract independent producers apparently depends on
forward is not the only reason that .the strength of a few key star personalities still
As understood,- Universal is also seeking similar
would bring about a merger of under contract to the company. So far it seems that
deals for Tony Curtis and Jeff Chandler, two other
“name” stars under contract to the studio. Up to
Decca and Universal, according to this has been the only inducement the company has
Stockholders close to the Decca-U been able to offer since it changed its policy and now, however, prexy Milton R. Rackmil has been
able to make only the deals mentioned above. With
situation. The real reason, accord¬ put out the welcome mat to the indies.
the company’s future operational policy still in a
in all four participation deals made to date.
ing to these sources, is that Decca Rock Hudson—who can command $750,000 to $1,state of flux and uncertainty, some doubt that other
cannot maintain its annual $1 000,000 on Ioanout (that’s what Metro reportedly
agreements will be made until it is determined how
dividend because in 1959 the Decca offered U for Hudson’s services if he were made
some of the earlier ones come out. “This Earth” is
diwy is restricted to earnings and available for “Ben-Hur”)—has been the key link
the first of the indie pictures to be completed and
it is for this reason that prexy in the finalization of the agreements. Hudson will
represents a budgetary increase for Universal in
Milton R. Rackmil is said to be appear in three- out of the four pictures and the
comparison with the type of pix the company has
anxious to conclude the deal for fourth deal apparently was contingent on. his serv¬
made heretofore.
Music Corp./of America to acquire ices for another film. Thesp, a product of a long
In addition to the four indie deals. Universal so
U’s studio realty holdings. The buildup by Universal, is currently making “This
far has scheduled one other film—“Operation. Pet¬
board of directors of Decca meets Earth Is Mine,” in which U is partnered with Vint¬
ticoat,” starring Curtis. This will be a studio pic¬
Friday (29), at which time it Is age Productions, a company made up of Claude
ture. The company’s current program represents
expected to approve the MCA-U -Heilman, Casey Robinson and Henry King. He is
a marked contrast to its. previous activity—when it
deal.
scheduled to appear in “Viva Gringo” with Kirk
made 34 pix in one year before it temporarily shut
Meanwhile, as reports per¬
Douglas in a production that involves Douglas’ Bry- down production. Since the company resumed pro¬
sisted about the official clos¬
na Productions and Universal, and in “Pillow
duction on a cutdown scale, it has completed the
ing of the MCA-U deal.
Talk,” with Doris Day, a co-production with Miss
remake of “Imitation of Life,” starring Lana Tur¬
Universal’s preferred stock
Day’s Arwin Productions. In addition, Bryna—as
ner, and two Audie Murphy pictures in addition to
rose 23 points in the last
part of the deal for Hudson in “Viva Gringo”—
the indie-made “This Earth Is Mine.”
,
seven days, closing yesterday
(Tues.) at 92.
Chairman af Fodorotion of
According to a Standard 8c Poor
Britith Film Makort
analysis, absence of dividends from
U, as well as equity from its un¬
Lord Archibald
distributed loss, are depressing
leeks ahead te
Decca’s results. Profits from Decca
for the full year, it’s .said, are ex¬
Expanding
pected to be small. Net in 1957 was
equal to $2.48 per share. It’s noted
The Czechs have become the lat¬
Co-Production
• Hollywood, Nov. 25.
that maintenance of the 25c quar¬
est of the Communist countries to
Jerry Wald and 20th-Fox have
terly dividend is doubtful.
Markets
purchase American films. They've
ameliorated their differences
Under a loan agreement, accord¬ bought four pictures for $44,000
*
*
O'
ing to Standard & Poor, dividends and have agreed to buy an addi¬
wVch, fundamentally, resolves it¬
eae of the marny Editorial Features
are limited to the earnings of any tional six by the end of the year.
self into an accelerated termina¬
In the apeemteg
one fiscal year plus $500,000 and
Deal was concluded by the Czech
tion of the independent producer’s
net current assets must be main¬ film representatives with Jay
53d
Anniversary
Number
commitment to the Spyros Skouras
tained at the greater of $5,000,000 Frankel’s M.J.P. Enterprises Inc.
or 125% of the outstanding notes. Outfit said this week it also was
company.
As soon as he completes
of
Since Universal has been operat¬ completing contracts with Routhe eight pictures under his basic
Variety
ing at a loss recently and Decca’s mania, Poland, East Germany and
contract Wald will be free to leave
earnings, based on its 82Vfj% in¬ Hungary worth *$500,000. Frankel
the lot. Realistically, he can wrap
terest in U,* are partially dependent has the Warner Bros., Paramount
UP this commitment in 18 months
on income from the film company, and RKO representation for all
as against the three years-plus
it’s predicted by Standard 8c Poor of the Eastern bloc nations.
that his. pact has still to go.
Titles, approved by the U.S.
that Decca’s share of U’s undis¬
Skouras and studio head Buddy
tributed losses suggest about 75c State Dep. and selected by the
Adler also ameliorated Wald on
' a share in 1958, ddwn sharply from Czechs so far include “East of
some
of the cash the independent
the $2.48 in 1957. Dividends, ac- Eden,” “Moby Dick,” “Old Man of
producer claimed he had advanced
' cording to S&P, may, however, the Sea” and “War and Peace.”
to
personally
merchandise and ex¬
continue at 25c quarterly, since [Latter was bought by the Soviets
ploit the films under his 20th-Fox
some earnings improvement seems from the Italian producers for over
pact.
possible in 1959. Standard 8c Poor $100,000.
Since he made these advances
concludes that “the long-term [ Frankel said the Czechs had told
in behalf of Fox, Wald felt the
* prospects of Decca are generally him they’d buy a larger number
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
company should reimburse him
favorable, but, with the outlook of films from M.J.P. in 1959. j
Music Corp. of America has sold for a sum that ran between $70,000
for Universal clouded, only specu¬ They’ve signed an agreement with!
lative holdings should be retained/’ him to purchase films via M.J.P. all its stock in Republic—85,000 and $80,000. A settlement on this
shares—in
a move viewed in indus¬
Decca stockholders, of course, exclusively. One major film sold try circles as the forerunner to the claim was made although Fox's po¬
stand to gain considerably if the to the Czechs some months back— talent agency’s takeover of Univer¬ sition was that Wald had assumed
deal between Universal and Music by Columbia—was “Picnic.” It sal studios. Agency sold, its stock too much, exploitation-wise, in
trade advertisements, and the like,
i
Corp. of America is consummated. brought a good price.
Titles selected by the Czechs foe to a syndicate headed by Rep prexy and that if the independent pro¬
This would give U between $10,Herbert J. Yates and L.A. financier ducer chose to make these addition¬
future
purchase
include
“Captain
000,000 and $15,000,000 for its
studio realty holdings and Decca j Horatio Hornblower,” “Roman Hoi- j Victor M. Carter, both members of al disbursements they were his per¬
sonal commitments, presumably for
shareholders would receive a pro¬ iday,” “Sayonara” and “Sunset : the board of directors of Rep.
Boulevard.” Ladislav Kachtik, di- j It’s understood that Lew Wasser- ultimate personal benefit since
portionate share.
rector general of Czechoslovak man, executive chairman of MCA, Wald has a profit-sharing deal un¬
A stumbling block in a merger Filmexport, told Variety (Nov. 19)
between Decca and Universal that he was interested in purchase is retaining 15,000 shares of Rep der his indie pact with the studio.
Wald balked and threatened to
would be finding a proper rate to ing U.S. films (he named the above stock held personally, although the
exchange Universal’s common stock titles) but that he wouldn’t buy , agency unloaded all its stock. Was- sit out his contract but the new ar¬
; serman and Revue prexy Taft rangement resolves all differences.
for Decca’s. In -1954, Decca made either westerns or rtsex” pix.
| Schreiber were in N.Y., and
an offer of 2Vi to one, but minor¬
couldn’t be reached for comment.
ity stockholders in Universal re¬
fused to accept this offer because
MCA has been negotiating for
they felt that company had many
I Universal at a price reported to be
hidden ““assejs.
close to $15,000,000, with U then to
lease back space from MCA for its
It’s said that if Decca would
Amusement stocks on the New
propose a merger now at an unsat¬
List Industries yesterday (Tues.) : own theatrical film production. At¬
isfactory rate, some minority stock¬ formalized the extension of Sol A. torneys for both sides are now try¬ York Stock Exchange, selling at an
average price of $28.88 per share,
holders would attempt to block Schwartz's employment contract as ing to put the deal on paper.
the move in court and would ask president of RKO Theatres. He
Yates and Carter bought the stock this month had a total trading
the Securities 8c Exchange Com¬ continues also as v.p. of the parent at market value, paying more than valuation of $2,127,929,073, accord¬
mission to arbitrate the real value List company, a member of its $700,000. Buyout of the.MCA stock ing to the Exchange.
of the remaining shares.
Amusements are 18th on the list
executive committee and a di¬ gives the Yates-Carter syndicate
rector.
control of the 2,000,000 shares of of industries in terms of value of
securities, excluding the utilities.
Schwartz’s last three-year Rep common stock.
SHIP ALUMINUM THEATRE
termer was due to expire next
Rep now plans to carry through Leader is petroleum and natural
spring. He has been president of a big expansion program, which gas with a total market value of
Over Million Viewed Cinerama RKO Theatres since 1950, starting
$44,930,888,843.
(Continued on page 16)
At Brussels World’s Fair
in 1922 as an usher. In a measure
this parallels Joseph R. Vogel’s
More than 1,000,000 visitors to career; the Loew prez also started
the recent Brussels World’s Fair ushering for his chain.
paid $750,000 to see Cinerama,
RKO prexy’s salary remains the
according to Nicolas Reisini, presi¬ same, at $1,500 a week.
dent of Robin International Ciner¬
According to Universal insiders, reason why Milton R. Rackmil
ama Corp., the releasing company
blew his stack and “barred” Daily and weekly Variety, after
for Cinerama abroad.
Palance-Waxmcm Dickering
both exclusively published the story regarding Music Corp. of
The portable all-aluminum the¬
America dicker to buy the U studio realty, was because the U
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
atre employed in Brussels is cur¬
Negotiations are under way for
prexy’s negotiations were reported before he had notified the
rently being disassembled.and will a two-picture co-production deal
board of directors of Decca Records about the deaL Decca owns
be shipped on 11 railroad flat cars between Jack Palance’s Cody
82V6% of Universal’s common stock.
to its next (undecided) destination. Productions and Philip A. WaxRackmil had .wanted to go before the Decca board with the
Seating 1,200 people, the structure man’s indie company..
MCA deal as a fait accompli. He was angered when the Variety
originally cost $300,000 and comes, • Balance and Waxman are dis¬
story tipped his, directors before they had heard from him.
complete with seats and. mechani- cussing the proposed association
Insiders believe MCA’s payment for the U lot, with U fien to
.£%L§Sm.ip2mntt.____ -Rl.Rosanto ReachJmMexico.
lease/is nearert$J5,QO0iOa& '
i

Czechs Purchase
Four for $44,000

Jerry Waifs 8-Pic
20th Settlement

MCA SeDs Its
Rep Shares To
Yates & Carter

RKO THEATRES RENEWS
PREXY SOL A. SCHWARTZ

AMUSEMENT STOCKS’
18TH IN BOARD TALUE’

Milton Rackmil “Embarrassed”?

INDIES SIZE IIP
By FRED HIFT
What is United Artists’ attrac¬
tion for “independent” film pro¬
ducers?
Answer, echoing several of the
indies currently financed by, and
releasing through UA, is primarily
one of the artistic freedom, though
a good many other factors enter
into it too.
“At United Artists, once they
have agreed to finance you, and
the script is okayed, they leave
you completely alone until you
deliver the negative. There’s no
interference with the producer.
Find me another studio in town
that will match this confidence in
the individual filmmaker,” com¬
mented one producer.
Yet, there are indications that
UA may be tightening up its con¬
trols, having been stung a couple
of times via its easy-going faith in
the indies. The UA brass is be¬
lieved considering greater practi¬
cal supervision over the smaller
indies who may be making pix far
away from homebase, and who are
apt not only to run over budget,
but also to deliver films of doubt¬
ful value which it’s then up to UA
to sell and recoup .
At the economic side, one of the
great advantages to an indie going
via United Artists is the lack of
studio overhead, though to a de¬
gree this is offset by the bewilder¬
ing number of charges UA is apt
to throw against its indies. Against
that, quote, “You make a film for
a major studio, and not only will
they charge overhead against your
production, but you’re also under
obligation to moke use of their
various executives, production de¬
partments, artists, etc. It Invari¬
ably creates problems,” said one
indie last week. - xou have none
of that nonsense at UA.”
The indies complain that some
of the UA charges are “unreason¬
able,” a charge indignantly denied
by the company. For instance, said
one producer, UA has some artists
and copywriters on its staff whose
salaries are wholly charged against
producers. Some inter - exchange
print shipments have been charged
against indies, so have entertain¬
ment expenses, wires, etc. UA’s
reply to this is that the charges
are baseless, and that—in any case
—only producers with “losing” pix
tend to beef. “They all have their
sales representatives,” noted a UA
exec. “Nothing is spent that hasn’t
been approved
l'udget.”
Small Indies A good many independents know
that only United Artists today is
open to suggestions for low and
medium budgeters produced on
the outside. They feel, too, that
the company is properly geared—
both sales and exploitationwise—
to handle a volume of independ¬
ently-produced pictures, though
several say that there’s the danger
of the “little” pictures getting
buried in the large release volume.
(Roger Lewis, national adpub chief, in Boston last week
said United Artists would re¬
lease 60 fpp film through 1960,
representing an investment of
some $65,000 000. An advertising-promotion-publicity bud¬
get of close to $10,000,000 has
been set to support this sked.
In addition to the 60 there will
be other pictures coming
through.)
It’s the small indie, the fellow
who gets UA financing for one
$400,000 picture, who has a tough
time seeing any money at UA. The
"big boys,” i.e. Hecht-Hill-Lancaster, Bryna (Kirk Douglas), Dore
Schary, the Mirisches, etc. don’t
have much, if anything to worry
about, not only because their prod¬
uct is important to the company,
but also because they’ve got full¬
time producer’s reps who keep an
eye on the statements and chal¬
lenge charges which, to them,
seem out-of-place. UA quite fre¬
quently will make adjustments.
Quite a few of the indies com¬
plain that UA charges off against
them every possible penny, includ-
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Bankers as Potential Censors
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Robert Gessner
Hugh Flick Brings Possibility to Catholic Attention
—Any Television Censorship Must Be Int’l
Albany, Nov. 25.
Hugh Flick, former N. Y. State
“censor” of films, stated during a
question and answer period here
that there was “a type of censor¬
ship rarely mentioned”—that by
banks financing the production of
motion pictures. Banks already
exercise various controls over
films. This could be extended to
the “moral tone.”
Flick told the Communications
Arts Guild of the Albany Catholic
diocese (he’s a Methodist) that he
had never heard of any practicable
system of censorship for television.
It would have to be international
to work. He cited . the case of
Canada banning alcoholic advertis¬
ing on Canadian stations while
Canadians tune in Buffalo and
Other American stations to see beer
and wine extolled.
Flick said the advocates of cen¬
sorship were second-best inv pow¬
ers of articulation to the advocates
of freedom from censorship and
that “more effective organization”
was desirable. Legion of Decency
itself could, on the Roman Catho¬
lic level, accomplish more, he
thought. Flick thinks horror and
brutality, of which there is far too
much in American pictures, have
a delayed but highly dangerous
effect; the reaction they trigger
may not be felt for a generation to
a century later.
He saw no harm in the showing
by American theatres of Russian
films—via the cultural exchange
program arranged between the So¬
viet Union and the State Depart¬
ment—since “it will all be in a
great gold-fish bowl . . . the pro¬
gram has been carefully planned
wiR be closely scrutinized.”
A number of questions were
fired at Flick about “Communist
propaganda in Russian motion pic¬
tures, and in American motion pic¬
tures.” As to the former; he had
viewed - a number of Arkino re¬
leases in which “rip-snorting prop¬
aganda sometimes broke out, right
in the middle.” New York State
could do nothing about this.
When a foreign film—say, Hun¬
garian or Chinese—was submitted
for licensing, and propaganda for
Communism was detected, “the
federal authorities were notified.”
Flick shied away from a cate¬
gorical answer on “Communist
propaganda or Communist tinge”
in domestic films.
Father St John, who lauded
Flick’s address and answers, dis¬
tributed copies of the 1957 “Cen¬
sorship Statement of the Bishops
of the United States.”
He also
read excerpts.

'PORGY' INGUSH-ONLY
Goldwyn to Eschew All Foreign
Lingo Dubbing

Professors of Pix
Unite
and admonish** that they have
nothin? ta lose but
growing pains
* * *
another Editorial Feature
In the Bpcoming

In its world-wide dates, Samuel
53d Anniversary Number
Goldwyn’s production of “Porgy
of
and Bess.” will be presented in the
English language only.
The George Gershwin-DuBose
music drama will not be dubbed
in any foreign language nor Will
foreign sub-titles be employed.
Reason for the decision is the in¬
After he completes directing
ternational success “Porgy and
Bess” gamed when it toured as a film scripter Leonard ‘ Spigelgass’
stage production under U. S. maiden Broadway play, which he
and the Theatre Guild are copro¬
State Dept, auspices.
ducing, Dore Schary moves into anew 12-room co-op on Madison and
70th. Miriam (Mrs. Dore) Schary
heads for the Cqast early in Jan¬
uary to sell their big house in the
fashionable West L. A. sector since
Schary plans to concentrate on le¬
git and make New York his home,
alternating with summer produc¬
tion on his indie three-picture deal
with UA.
His first, “Lonelyhearts,” is be¬
ing tradeshown this week.

PSasitifr

DORE SCHARY WILL
RESIDE IN GOTHAM

Film Curator .In
Obsequies Over
Industry Corpse

When James Card, motion pic¬
ture curator of George Eastman
House, held his nose to the threat
of screen “smellies,” Times-Union
reviewer Hamilton B. (Ham) Allen
responded with “He Came to Bury
Movies, Not to Appraise Book ’’
Under that
headline
Allen
charged Card had delivered a low
blow eulogy as a prelude to what
had been announced as a review
of Arthur Knight’s view of the
movie industry, “The Liveliest
Art.”
Launching pad of the Alien-Card
controversy was the quiet, waxedfioor Rochester Public Library.
Occasion was a noontime (18)
“Books Sandwiched In” gathering
of 200 Rochesterians who munch
lunch while listening to book re¬
views by leading local lights.
Card charged ... “movies are
undergoing their spasmodic last
kicks” . . . “these spasms have
knocked the screens all awry, and
heartless showmen have stretched
their frames to widths of 80 feet
for the morbidly curious to witness i
their death agonies.”
His takeoff on the current movies
continued: “To pursue a tasteless
personification to a disgusting fin¬
ish, the final blow is that the son
of lamented Mike Todd is even (
now deliberately making mbvies |
that smell. Scent-O-Rama will be i
the end.
1
"Already the movies are only l
kept in tortured existence by the I
several millions of American teen- I
agers who use their theatres as i popcorn-strewn midways of self-;
exhibitionism. The frightened rem¬
nants of the motion picture indus¬
try and the exhibitors delude them¬
selves that these frenetic adole¬
scents enter their buildings to see
the multimillion dollar obligatos
More intent than ever on making to their own performances.”
economies in' their operations
Card concluded that .“when at j
overseas, the companies continue last the inevitable rigor mortis has
to mull over reciprocal distribution overtaken the cinema and ended
mergers and takeovers, particu¬ its butterfly existence . . . when
larly in the smaller territories.
the film is dead beyond all shades
Latest deals involve Metro and of specious argument . . . then the
20th-Fox, with the former to re¬ medium will be discovered by our
lease the 20th product in Chile, educators.”
,
where it has a theatre, and the
He predicted that “then, at last,
latter taking on the M-G films in
this
great
art
will
become
a
part
of
New Zealand. Metro and 20th
already have such a deal operating our college curricula, and scholars
in some other territories, and will praise with consternation the
they’re studying additional ones. lQvely heritage that we have de¬
There’s a deal on, too, for stroyed.”
In rebuttal Allen contended that
Metro to release the Universal
films in India and Pakistan. Para- the corpse over which Card read
count and U dickered similar ar¬ his “final remarks” was the tworangements some time ago, but billion dollar motion picture indus¬
they fell through When A1 Daff, try. He held that Knight was
exec v.p. of Universal, quit. Par written off by Card as “an axless
has a switch deal with Metro under historian” and “man of kindliness
which it handles the Metro films in and gentleness.”
In his final salyo Allen wrote,
Denmark and Metro releases the
“One who has left oft drawn on
PAT product in Norway.
Execs say more deals of this type Card’s unchallenged knowledge or
can be expected in the months to his subject, the history of movies,
come as the companies look for came away from the review full o)
ways to cut corners. However, the suspicion that even as author
outfits aren’t in any terrible hurry Knight has erred in reporting facts
to give up their distribution setups of the cinema’s past 60 years, re¬
and some lean to the view that it viewer Card, in years to come, will
might be more economical , to play l'e r-oved wrong in his estimates
ball with local distributors rather of the future of the still-lively
than the American competition.
corpse he buried yesterday.”

Share-tbe-O’Head
Schemes Multiply
In Foreign Lands
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Natipnal Roxoffice Survey
-Trade Improves; ‘Houseboat’ New Champion,
‘Tunnel’ 2d, ‘Pacific’ 3d, ‘Mardi Gras’ 4th
. Business in many keys this week^ Girl” (M-G) and “White Wilderreflects a downbeat pre-holiday ness” (BV) are the runner-up
trend.
However, some theatres films.
have sessions which take in
There are nof too many new¬
Thanksgiving Day, and they’re do¬ comers aside from those placing in
ing plenty well. In fact, wherever the. top-grosser list. “I Want To
some of the new product is being Live” (UA) looks most promising
played exhibitors are happy.
of these, being great in Chi on
’ ’Houseboat” (Par) is in No.' 1 second week and smash in N.Y.
position this session. It was sec¬ “Earth To Moon” (WB), okay in
ond last week. Playing in some L.A., is mostly mild to dull in some
22 keys, pic looks to gross better five other keys. “My Uncle, Mr.
than $300,000 in the situations Hulot” (Cont), also hew, is wham
covered by Variety. "Tunnel of in Boston and great in N.Y.
Love” (M-G), a newcomer, is wind¬
“The Spider” (AI). not so hot in
ing up second, with indications of Providence, looks fair in Boston.
being heard froiii additionally.
“Onionhead” (WB) shapes good in
“South Pacific” (Magna) will Louisville. “The Robe” (20th) (re¬
land third position as against sev¬ issue), is very good in Frisco.
enth a week ago. “Mardi Gras”
“Case of Dr. Laurent” (T-L)
(20th), another newie, is showing shapes nicely in several arty theaenough initial strength to cop res. “Cat on Hot Tin Roof” (M-G),
fourth money.
which for weeks was on top or near
“South Seas Adventure” (Cine¬ there, looks great in Toronto and
rama) is edging up to fifth spot; torrid in LA.
“Gigi” (M-G) is capturing sixth; “Night Heaven Fell” (Kings),
place. “Home Before Dark” (WB), great in Minneapolis, looms nice in
“Tarawa Beachhead”
which was fourth last round, is; Cleveland.
winding up seventh. “Last Hurrah” (Col) shapes trim in Chi and so-so
(Col), first a week ago, will be in Portland.
“Man of West” (UA) is slick in
eighth.
“Windjammer” (NT) is captur¬ Frisco and, okay in St. Louis.
ing ninth position. “In Love and “Mark of Hawk” (U) looks fair in
War” (20th), high on list for sev-. Cincy.
“Queen of Outer Space” (AA)
eral weeks, is landing 10th place.
“Big County” (UA) is winding up shapes fair in Chi. “Around World
11th while “Old Man and Sea” in 80 Days” (UA) is smash in Chi
(WB) rounds out the Top 12 list. and L.A.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
“Defiant Ones” (UA), for weeks
among the top-ranking pix; “Party Pages 8-9-10)

Hollywood, Nov. 25.
“At War With the Army,” pro¬
duced in 1951 by Abner J, Greshler, starring Martin & Lewis and
Polly Bergen, is now being reis¬
sued by Omat Co. Productions via
Al Schwalberg.
.
Film was recently tested with
20 prints and reportedly scored Adl&i Stevenson Keeps Pace With Professional Wits
’heavily in key cities; Outfit is now
—Plenty of Fun at Pioneers’ 20th Aiini
working with 250 prints and has
an order in for an additional 100
prints.
UA and Youngstein alone sold
By ABEL GREEN
The 20th anniversary dinner of over $8,000 worth of $10 tickets to
the Motion Picture Pioneers hon¬ help swell the Foundation fund—
Europe to U. S.
oring Robert S. Benjamin and which was won by WB exec Tee¬
George i^nnett
Arthur B. Krim, respectively pee Ben Kalmepson.
Claire Bloom
Belafonte, also glib of gab, ob¬
board chairman and president of
John Crosby
United Artists, Monday night (24) served in between songs that
Morton DaCosta
at the Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y., “which is good for United Arjtists
Harrison & Fisher
brought industry leadership out is not necessarily good for the rest
Julius Fleischmann
en masse. It honored two of the of the industry.”
James Hill ;
Youngstein stressed. the “to¬
youngest
film “pioneers,” one of
Charles Laughton
them in fact so yolmg that Krim getherness”' of the Benjamin &
Euan Lloyd
was both a freshman,, just initi¬ Krim .team and accented that “all
Joe Lustig
the nartners were-bathed in the
ated, and the co-guest of honor.
Laurencfe Olivier
Adlai E. Stevenson* ■ and Bob mellowness that .only a capital
Natalie Primus
gains
deal can produce ... I con¬
Hope
were
the
two
principal
Jack L. Warner
speakers and Max E. Youngstein, sider myself like a Greek chorus
UA vice president, this year’s in the absence or Bpyros .Skpuraa
U. 3. to Europe
dinner chairman, toastmastered. in emceeing this event. In fact
Mark Chapman & Walker
Prime keynote, from all and this room (the elongated Starlight
Jack Hylton
sundry, was the recognition— Roof of the Waldorf-Astoria) looks
Griffith Johnson
sentiment
apart—that the new, like It was designed by Skouras in
Deborah Kerr
vigorous blood which the two at¬ Cinemascope . . .”
Gordon McLendon
On a serious note Krim and Ben¬
torneys, who are still of the Phil¬
Bama Ostertag
lips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim law jamin, in their acknowledgement
Vincent Price
firm, brought into the picture speeches, following the presenta¬
Sandy Wilson
business exemplifies the probable, tion of the'silver plate mementos,
Max E. Youngstein
answer to the film industry’s re¬ repeatedly saluted the UA execu¬
New York to L. A.
tive team, by name, all of them
vitalization and future survival.
Ned Depinet, prez of the Mo¬ out-front, save Charles Smadja,
Jay Barney
who
headquarters in Paris.
tion
Picture
Pioneers
and
the
Charles Einfeld
MPP Foundation, for whose ben¬
Stevenson’s Oratory
Greg Harrison
evolent
work,
this
organization
was
Alexander H. Cohen
Stevenson’s oratory was, of
originally set up two decades ago j course, literate and witty. Despite
Milton Goldman
by the late Jack Cohn, said so in] his self-abnegation at “being sand¬
Bob Hope
so many words. So did Hope and wiched in between Belafonte and
George Jessel
Youngstein, and it was echoed Hope,” his ad libs were pithy: “UA
Griffith Johnson
from by the out-fronters, particu¬ proves what a good lawyer can do
Ben Kalmenson
larly the exhibitor element, which when he’s elected president ... a
Mrs. Vance King
recognizes that UA is today the statesman is a man who meets ev¬
John Seven
largest single fountainhead of ery problem with an open mouth...
H. Allen Smith
new film product, along with 20th- Faith to a public speaker is the
L. A. to N. Y.
Fox.
applause at the beginning; Hope is
The dinner was replete with when Bob has his laughs applauded
Walter Brooke
oratory and wit. Harry Belafonte in the middle of his routine, and
Kenneth Clark
played it across the hoard with Charity is the applause at the end
Joan Collins
his impressive folk songalog that of most speeches . .
Roy O. Disney
Stevenson
ran the gamut from “Bless Th$ recalled Hope visiting him with an
Melvyri. ..Douglas
Child” to an Israeli number to orchid in Springfield, Ill., when
Richard' Eyer
“Mathilda,” in honor of Krim’s he was Governor (Hope later
Nina Foch
fiancee. Al Rickey batoned the cracked, “I thought that first name
Mona Freeman
band. Judge Ferdinand Pecora was in pig-Latin . . . Gov. Steven¬
Peter Glenville
inducted the 48 freshmen Pio¬ son’s address needs English sub¬
Sheilah Graham
neers—qualifications are 25 years titles, hut what can you expect
Jose Greco
in the business—and Rabbi Ber¬ from a gent whose chauffeur even
William Hanna
nard Birstein gave the inovoca- went to Harvard”).
Russell Hayden
tion. Depinet again stressed the
Leo Jaffe
Stevenson referred to Louis
need for Foundation funds to suc¬ Armstrong, the Harlem Globetrot¬
Eric Johnston
cor the less fortunate veterans of ters and even.Bob Hope's globe¬
Paul Kallet
the film business. •
Harold Mirisch
trotting in relation to global ac¬
David Niven
Only dais intros were Depinet’s cord and “stop shivering at fear.”
salutes to tbe 91-year-old Walter Hj£ recitative, “The Clever and the
Susan Oliver
Cole Porter
Vincent, president of the Actors Good,”, inspired many to seek out
Morton A. Spring
Fund of America, the oldest living copies. He saluted the g.’g of h.
Russ Tamblyn
pioneer; to Adolph Zukor, who got as dramatizing new blood in Amer¬
Janie Taps.
an affectionate salvo; and to Harry ican .industry. (Youngstein made
William L. Taub
Brandt, just out of the hospital. reference to that also in hie sin¬
C, J. Tevlin
Eddie Dowling picked the .winner cere declaration about “the best
Robert M. Weitman
number for the Chevrolet raffle—
(Continued on page 23)

Gag-Gay Dinner to Benjamin & Krim

Court Clears Way for Loew’s Split;
Much Paper-and-Skull Work Yet;
Last of Old Producer-Exhibitors
Loew’s Inc. divorcement plan-*was approved without comment
Wheels-W ithin-Wheel*
Friday (21) by Federal Judge Ed¬
. It’s a small world after all.
mund L. Palmieri.-The Court acted
When Eric Johnston was in
Moscow recently, among, the
in less -than a week from the time
of the hearing in N.Y. Federal
Soviet films he picked was one
Court and paved the way for the
titled. “The Captain’s Daugh¬
final separation of the productionter.” Now, the Americans have
distribution company from the
rejected the picture and tak¬
theatre firm. The Court’s approval
en “Othello” instead.
brings to an end the split-up of
The reason: Paramount has
the major . film companies as
the same theme coming up in
ordered by the Government in eonits “Tempest,” which was shot
sent decrees, Loew’s being the last
in Belgrade and Rome. Based
of the majors to take the step. In
on the same Alexander Push¬
effect, the move marks the official
kin story, too.
end of the era of the giant theatreowning production - distribution
companies.
Armed with the Court’s approval,
Loew’s Inc. is now faced with a
monumental task of paper work in
dividing the assets of the two new
companies. Steps that musfr-^be
taken to complete the separation
include the finalization of the
technical order, with inclusion of
the safeguards demanded by the
antitrust division of the Dept, of
Justice, official notification of the
Simultaneously with the ap¬
Securities & Exchange Commis¬
sion, application to the N.Y. Stock proval of Loew’s Inc.’s divorce¬
ment
plan by Federal Judge Ed¬
Exchange for a separate listing of
Loew’s Theatres, the furnishing of mund L. Palmieri the management
of
the
embattled company is again
various Government agencies, in¬
cluding the Treasury Dept., with faced with the threat of a proxy
fight.
In
what appeared to be a
copies of the divorcement plan,
the completion of various inden¬ direct about-face and the end of
a
one-day
peace, Louis A. Green,
tures connected with the division
of the $27,000,000 funded debt, and who with Jerome A. Newman rep¬
the printing of new stock certifi¬ resents the insurgent group on the
board of directors, is prepared to
cates.
embark on a proxy battle, appar¬
Share Split
ently with or without the support
When these actions are com¬ of Newman. He has filed prelim¬
pleted, present stockholders will inary papers with the Securities &
receive one share of stock in each Exchange Commission and the
of the new companies for two N.Y. Stock Exchange as an indi¬
shares of Loew’s Lie. stock' now cation that he may launch a proxy
held. It is difficult to determine fight against the company.
the market price of the new shares
This move came as a complete
when they are issued, but it’s an¬ surprise in light of the fact that
ticipated that one share in each Newman had issued a statement
of the new companies will be worth last week indicating ' that the
half the market price of Loew’s
(Continued on page 10)
Inc. when the split is made.

One-Day ‘Peace,’
Loew’s Inc. Faces
New Proxy War

No timetable has been made as
to when the actual distribution of
the new shares will be made, but
it's expected to be completed well
before the Aug. 31, 1959 deadline.
In stepping out on its own,
Loew’s Theatres—in addition to
taking over the ownership and
management of Radio Station
WMGM, N. Y.—will operate 102
theatres, of which 44, including the
Capitol and State on Broadway,
are in the N. Y. metropolitan area
and 58 are showcase theatres in
cities throughout the U.S. Before
the consent decrees were handed
down, Loew’s operated a total of
144 theatres, of which 72 were in
the N.Y. territory;

Sale of a large block of its share¬
holdings *in Famous Players Cana¬
dian Corp. Ltd., top theatre chain
in the Dominion, is under discus¬
sion at Paramount Pictures.
Company currently owns 51% of
the stock of Famous Players Can¬
adian, amounting to about 900,000
shares. Stock has been hovering
at around 21 and 22, dropping
back after gaining a few points
recently.
Par exec last week confirmed
that a deal was being talked, but
declined to give details. It’s be¬
lieved that an offer for all or part
of the Canadian stock has been
pitched to Paramount via a Cana¬
dian syndicate. Observers in N.Y.
considered it Unlikely that Par
would sell out completely inas¬
much as the Canadian subsidiary
has been turning in handsome
profits. Same is not true of Par’s
other “diversification” projects to
date.
Explanation of the sale talk lies
partly in a new Canadian law, lim¬
iting the extent of foreign (i.e.
non-Canadian) , ownership in any
future big setup, such as Famous
Players.
Ostensibly, this law
doesn’t apply to Par’s current con¬
trol of the. circuit. However, the
FPC board apparently discussed
the subject and communicated its
concern to New York.
According to' a Par exec, the
law, its application and the ensu¬
ing discussions “can easily be
blown up” into fantastic' stories.
He wouldn’t say how much Para¬
mount has been offered for its
interest; or what percentage of its
FPC shares it’d be willing to sell.
Outside sources, however, insist
that a complete sellout is a possi¬
bility. It’s noted that the Par
stock has been hitting 46 and 47,
which some construe as an activity
tied into the Canadian deal.
Meantime the jumpy nature of
the company’s securities reflects
other possibilities of diversifica¬
tion. (“Extension of the picture
business” is the preferred expres(Continued on page 20)

Marlon Brando's Own
«
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Marlon Brando makes his direct¬
ing bow on first picture to be
turned out by his Pennebaker Pro¬
ductions. He also will costar with
Karl Malden in “One-Eyed Jacks,”
slated to roll next week for Paramount'release.
Stanley Kubrick, originally set
to direct, bowed out last week to
launch an early start on “Lolita,”
which he and James B. Harris will
indie produce.

Bankers, Please Read
Shoe is on the other foot
with Harold Robbins. When he
was budget boss at Universal
it was more or less routine for
him to call the signals on how
a picture’s cost could and
should be cut.
But now that he’s a producer
he admits it’s no easy matter
to change around the blue¬
print for a production and get
that budget down, down, down.

Americans Ask
Fewer Festivals
(Not Enough Pix)
Meeting of the council of the
International Federation of Film
Producer Assns. in Paris tomorrow
(Thurs.) and Friday will hear an
American pitch for a reduction in
the number of “approved” film
festivals..
The U.S. rep at the . powwow,
called every year at this time to
discuss Federation sanction of
international fests the following
year, probably will be Griffith
Johnson, the Motion Picture Ex¬
port Assn. v.p. who left for London
and Paris Monday (24).
Fred
Gronich, the MPEA’s continental
manager, likely will sit in with
him.
In the" past, the MPEA delegate
to Federation was the Associa¬
tion’s British rep.
Now, how¬
ever, Charles Baldwin has resigned
and isn’t actually being replaced
in the post, though Roland Thorn¬
ton is the acting chief and the
company managers in London are
(Continued on page 16)
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Tired Blood Flivs Today’s Woes;
In Their Heyday Old Guardsmen
Could ‘Cope’-Sez Dore Schary

OUT SOON!

WARNERS SHRINKS ITS
EXCHANGES TO 15
Most drastic reduction in domes¬
tic exchange facilities of all com¬
panies is to be effected by War¬
ners, cutting down to a reported
15 sales branches.
This, it’s said, is'to go hand in
hand with the company’s plan to
trip its production schedule to 12
to 14 features a year.
On about 15 cities where fullscale branches are now located all
that will remain will be shipping
stations, according to the report.
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If the “old guard” of the film
business were still young today,
it’d probably know how to tackle
—and probably solve—many of the
pressing problems of the indus¬
try at the present time, Dore
Schary, former Metro studio chief
and now a playwright and inde¬
pendent film producer, said in
N.Y. this Week.
Schary, who left Metro at the
end of 1956, has delivered to
United Artists
“Lonelyhearts,”
his first production as an in¬
die. Starring Montgomery Clift,
Robert Ryan, Myrna Loy, Dolores
Hart, and Maureen Stapleton, the
film bows at the Beverly Theatre,
in Los Angeles Dec. JJ6, in time
to rate consideration^ or the Acad¬
emy Awards. It’ll preem in N.Y.
in February.
Though he owes UA two more
films, Schary said he had no im¬
mediate production plans.
His
legit hit, “Sunrise at Campobello,”
will be filmed, but Schary said
he didn’t know when. He’s cur¬
rently preparing the legiter, “Ma¬
jority of One,” producing and di¬
recting it.
Always known for his outspoken
views, Schary characterized part
of the trouble with the business
today as the “paternalistic” struc¬
ture at the companies.
“To a
large degree, this business is still
run by the men who originally
built it,” he said. “If all our present
trouble had occurred when they
were still young, they’d have re¬
sponded with the energy and Im¬
agination which they showed when
they founded the industry.
“For instance, they’d have called
their people in and offered to re¬
write their deals, give them per¬
centage contracts. That way they’d
have held their creators. But they
refused to see tfie handwriting on
the wall. The business was built
on the contract basis, and they
"Stuck to it. even when most other
people realized that it was already
obsolete since taxes made immedi¬
ate income less important. They
.thought they’d hold out, and they
lost.”
No Regrets
Schary said he had no regrets
whatever about leaving his studio
job (from which he was actually
eased out), nor had he any desire
to ever return to a similar posi¬
tion. You- might say “I’ve been
thet-e and I’ve come back,” he
smiled.
What did it feel like
being an independent “I have no
dislocation in my mind about it,”
he replied.
Producer felt- that the decline
of the studios was a matter of
(Continued on page 18)

ARTHUR LOEW RETURNS
TO MOTION PICTURE BIZ
Arthur Loew, past president of
Loew’s and son of this corpora¬
tion’s founder, Marcus Loew, is
back into the picture business. He’s
been absent since he exited the
Loew’s chief exec post last year.
Loew, in association with Alfred
Crown, has purchased a novel,
“Moth for the Star,” by Michael
Frost, and this is intended as the
first of a series to be acquired and
adapted for* the screen. Loew put
up $100,000 for the rights.
Crown, recently associated with
Morris Helprin in independent
production, and Loew haven’t set
any financing or releasing deals;
these are to await future develop¬
ments.
Further, “Star,” which was pub¬
lished by Harper and was lead
Book of the Month last July, simply
is the first the Loew-CiPwn combo
have in mind. Plan is for them
to pick up other properties as they
go along.
Morton DaCosta, director of both
the stage and screen versions of
“Auntie Mame,” due in from Eur¬
ope at the weekend to attend the
pic’s opening at the Radio City
Music HalL
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FILM REVIEWS

Aiatie Mime
(COLOR; TECHN1RAMA)
Smash b.o. version
Broadway hit.

of

the

Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Warner Bros, production and releaseStars Rosalind Russell; costars Forrest
Tucker, Coral Browne, Fred Clark. Di¬
rected by Morton DaCosta. Screenplay,
Betty Comden and Adolph Green; based
on the novel by Patrick Dennis, as
adapted for the stage by Jerome Law¬
rence and Robert E. Lee; camera (Tech¬
nicolor), Harry Stradling Sr.; music,
Bronislau Xaper; editor. William Ziegler.
Previewed at Academy Awards Theatre,
Nov. 2Q, *58. Running time, 1-43 MINS.
Marne Dennis..
Rosalind Russell
Beauregard Burnside.Forrest Tucker
Vera Charles.Coral Browne
Mr. Babcock ..
Fred Clark
Patrick Dennis ..
Roger Smith
y.inrikay Woolsey _.Patric Snowies
Agnes Gooch ...
Peggy Cass
Patrick (as a child).Jan Handzlik
Gloria Upson.Joanna Barnes
Pegeen Ryan .Pippa Scott
Mrs. Upson
..
Lee Patrick
Mr. Upson.;.... Willard Waterman
Brian O’Bannion ..Robin Hughes
Norah Muldoon . Connie GQchrist
Ito .
Yuki Shimoda
gaily Cato..
Brook Bryon
Mrs. Burnside .. Carol Veazie
Acatius Page.Henry Brandon

Patrick and Willard. Waterman do
fine as her bigotted parents. Patric
Knowles, Pippa Scott, Robin
Hughes, Connie Gilchrist, Yuki
Shimoda, Brook • Bryon, Carol
Veazie and Henry Brandon each
create individual characterizations
of immense value.
To an unusual degree, the art
director deserves a special nod on
“Auntie Mame.” Malcolm Bert did
the successive versions of the
apartment that is the chief set,
and they are not only lavish ver¬
sions of “Before and After” but
get fun and sympathy out of them.
Robert Hanley was consultant on
the interiors, and George James
Hopkins was the set decorator.
Morton DaCosta’s direction is
lively and inventive, especially in
adapting some of the techniques
he used on stage. However, a few
punchy closeups might have got
more laughs out of some of the
lines.
Harry Stradling’s photography is
bright and lucid, as it -should be
for comedy, diffusing ‘the back¬
ground Only occasionally to high¬
light a foreground figure. lie keeps
the Technirama process from over¬
whelming his figures and his Tech¬
nicolor is brilliant and true. Bron¬
islau Kaper’s score, supervised by
Ray Heindort is discreet with only
a “Mame” theme to give it empha¬
sis. Editing by William Ziegler is
fine, as is the sound by M. AMerrick.
Pome.
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some of the scenes in. the film are
Uuwed Mather
sufficiently scary to be of concern
to parents of small children. Kids'
Routine, Improbable exploitaunder lOhvill be alternately den
tioner, for teaming with same
lighted and horrified. Inasmuch as
studio’s '‘Joy Ride”
they obviously must have been
aiming primarily for the juvenile
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
market, it’s difficult to understand
Allied Artists release of Joseph Justman production. Stars-Norma Moore,. why producer Charles H. Schneer
Robert Vau*hn. Associateproducer, Mau-' and director Nathan Juran had to
rice Horn. Directed by Walter A. Donia quasi horror~ . Screenplay, Anson Bond and Alden turn this, into
_h; based on -a story by Bond; camera, thriller. At the Roxy Theatre pre¬
•Lothrop Worth; music, Emil Newman; view in N.Y., quite a few parents
editors, Lou Moss and Neil Brunnenkant.
Previewed at the studio, Nov. 17, ’58. took their youngsters out,. and a
Running time, 74 MINS.
good many children were heard to
Betty.Norma Moore complain they were frightened.
Dona .„....Robert Vaughn
Which, however, does not de¬
Mousie
.
Diana Darrin
Gertie ............. Billie Bird tract from the fact that this “SinMrs. Horton
Jeanne Cooper
Ben .......Ron Hargrave had” is frequently exciting and
Linda .
Kathleen Hughes technically imaginative and inven¬
Mr. Paully..
Sam Buffington tive. Trick photography' is used
Mrs. Miller .Claire Carleton
Lonella .. Collette Jackson effectively to create the huge, roar¬
Curtis
..
Ken Lynch ing cyclops, the one-eyed monster;
Mrs. Paully.
Dorothy Adams the Genie in the magic lamp; the
Minister.
Ralph. Gamble
shrinking of the princess;' the
duel Sinbad fights With
•The beauty of this title Is its rattling
skeleton;
the firespitting
accuracy. .There are no obscuri¬ the
dragon;
the
giant Roc mother bird*
ties or subtleties in the Joseph
_
Justman production for Allied Art¬ etc.
Kerwin Mathews makes a pleas¬
ists. “Unwed Mother” is about a
ant
Sinbad,
acting
the
part with
girl who is n'ot married and is
pregnant. Some exploitation val¬ more restraint than hravuro; Kath¬
ryn
Grant
is
pretty
as
the prin¬
ues may be assumed. It will be
teamed by Allied with “Joy Ride,” cess; Torin Thatcher has a fittingly
(Reviewed in Variety, Oct. 8,. evil look as the magician; Richard
’58) which is the stronger of the Eyer is cute as the Genie; Alec
two films. They make a fair pair Mango has dignity as the Caliph.
But this isn’t the sort of film in
for exploitation dualling.
The Anson Bond-Alden Nash 'which performances matter much..
screenplay, from a story by Bond, It’s primarily entertainment for.
starts off promisingly, chiefly be¬ the eye, and that end certainly is“
cause of the male in the illicit ro¬ served, for the settings are
mance, Robert Vaughn. He is such a-glitter with resplendent costumes
and the action moves swiftly and
a thoroughly reprehensible charac¬ almost
without interruption. Sinter, hut one of those fascinating
rescues the magician from the
heels, that he gives the otherwise had
island
of
cyclops but incurs
routine and shabby seduction some Sokurah’s the
wrath when he refuses
class. "When Vaughn disappears
return to pick up the magic
from the story, the screenplay to
seems to rim out of invention,? and lamp which commands the Genie.
Sokurah then shrinks the prin¬
winds up so lacerated by factual
errors and improbable situations cess and maintains that, to restore
that it loses all realism and con¬ her to normal size, he needs a
piece from the egg of the Roc bird.
viction.
j
Sinbad fits out a vessel and goes
Norma Moore is the title char- j on the voyage, armed with a huge
acter, a country girl from Visalia, crossbow and arrow to kill the
Calif. She comes to Los Angeles; cyclops. There follow some, hairand promptly starts giving her j raising -adventures, climaxed with
paychecks to Vaughn, who presents the final struggle of the magician
himself as a scion of wealth tem¬ and Sinbad, with the latter and his
porarily strapped. His promise to princess escaping from Sokurah’s
marry her turns out to be no more castle after a phantastic chase.
negotiable than his I.O.U/s, and
Director Juran keeps proceed¬
she winds up in a home for ex¬ ings
moving satisfactorily and
pectant, unwed mothers.
somehow manages to draw that
She agrees to put the baby up fine line between the incredible
for adoption but . changes tier mind and the ridiculous. Wilkie Cooper's
after the child is born, providing camera work is good and Bernard
the film with a wild and unbelieva¬ Harrmann has contributed the re¬
ble conclusion as she pursues the quired tin-bulent musical score.
foster parents by auto to reclaim Ray Harryhausen, who was respon¬
her infant.
sible for visual -effects, emerges as
Walter K. Doniger, who directed, the hero of this piece. He’s re¬
has done a better than routine job sponsible for some striking scenes
in dealing with these* elements, al¬ that create real magic on the
though handicapped by the limits screen. Robert Gill’s main titles
of the story and screenplay. The are very original and fun to watch.
Hift.
actors do well, particularly. Vaughn,
aided by Miss Moore, Diana Dar¬
rin, Billie Bird, Jeanne Cooper and
El Jele
Claire Carleton.
Powe.
(The Boss)
(ARGENTINE)
7th Voyage of Sinbad
Buenos Aires,-Nov. 18.
(COLOR)

Passport to Shame
(BRITISH)
Yank actor-singer Eddie Con¬
stantine’s first English-speak¬
ing role In an exploitation item
of fair calibre on a whiteslave ring theme.
Paris, Dec. 2.
British Lion release of John Clein pro- .
auction. Stars Diana Dors* Eddie Con¬
stantine, Odile Versois, Herbert Lpm;
features Brenda De Banzie, Robert Bro'wn.
Directed by Alvin Rakoff. Screenplay,
Patrick Alexander; camera. Jack Asher;
editor, Lee Doig; music, Ken Jones. Jeff
Davis. Preemed in Paris. Running time,
95 MINS.
Larry ............... Eddie Constantine
Vicki .... Diana Dors
Malou . Odile Versois
Nick ..- Herbert Lom
Madame.Brenda de Banzie
Mike
. Robert Brown.

Purportedly brought in for about
$180,000, this is worth the money.
Though a familiar -entry in charac¬
ters and general action, it has a
plus in fairly unfettered looks at
prostitution in London and the
workings of a white slave ring. It
looks to have exploitation facets for
Yank dualer chances and* its “X”
certificate in England should also
help at the boxoffice.
Add to this the Eddie Constan¬
tine pull on the Continent, and
it looks like a low budgeter with
good chances all around. Constan¬
tine, in his first English-speaking
role, plays a Canadian who gets
mixed up with the ring when he
goes through with a courtesy
marriage to an intended French
victim to help her get Anglo pa¬
pers.
However, love blooms and, with
the help, of a bunch of fellow taxidrivers, Constantine routs the
gang, saves the girl, still pure, and
this time is soundly beaten in vari¬
ous fight scenes rather than always
winning as he does in his popular
Yank gangster parody pix he
makes in France and now -Ger¬
many.
Constantine appears at ease in
this * part and 0 displays a catchy
screen personality that could be
-used more often in English speak¬
ing films. Odile Versois is the in¬
nocent and Diana Dors fits well
into the part of a bighearted doxie.
Supporting cast-is good and, though
-quite routine, this pic has some
strong meat in street scenes of the
prosties at work.
Direction is taut and moves along
in spite of a few cliches. Technical
credits are good and this shapes an
okay entry of its type for interna¬
tional chances. Constantine will
make another English film before
coming hack to his French chores.
He also, warbles some catchy ditties
by Jeff Davis on the soundtrack in
both English and French.
Constantine is still an unknown
quantity in the U.S., in spite pf
being an American, but displays
promise for Yank pix on his Euro¬
pean pull.
MosJe,

The film version of “Auntie
Mame” is a faithfully funhy record¬
ing of the hit play, changed only
in some small details to conform
to motion picture mores. Morton
DaCosta, who directed the-Broad¬
way version, has restaged his
smash for Warner Bros, and it
looks to repeat its legit success. It
is perhaps the strongest b.o* pros¬
pect of the Christmas pictures yet
Sally’s Irish Rogue
shown. BOsalind Russell recreates
(BRITISH)
the title role for the film and re¬
establishes herself as a top pic¬
Simple, but cheerful Irish
ture personality.
comedy, with Julie Harris and
Betty Comden mid Adolph Green
have done the screenplay, based- the Dublin Abbey Players;
which can well blarney its way
on the play by Jerome Lawrence
into most cinemas as a useful
and Robert E. Lee, which in turn
dualer.
was taken from the “novel” of
Patrick Dennis. There isn’t too
London, Nov. 18.
much difference in the picture’s
Lion release of an Emmet Dal¬
finished version Tat least one origi¬ tonBritish
(Monty BermanRpbert S. Baker)
nal scene written for the film was production. Stars Julie Harris, 51m Seely,
dropped in final editing) from the Abbey Players. Directed by George Pol¬
Screenplay by Patrick KIrwan and
play. Some of the gamier aspects lock.
Blanaid Irvine, from 'The New Gossoon,"
and language have been toned a play by George Shields; camera, Stanley
editor, Gerry Hambling; music,
down and some others suggested Pavey;
Ivor Slaney. At Studio One, London. Run¬
rather than stated. It is a top ning
time, 74 MINS.
screenplay job.
Salty Ha mil ..
Julie Harris
Carey .............._ Tim Seely
Miss Russell plays the character Luke
Rabit Hamil .. Harry Brogan
described in the dialog as “a lov¬ Ellen Carey .... Maire Kean
ing woman—odd, but loving.” The Mag Kehoe......... Brid Lynch
Shay- ..
Eddie Golcfen
odd part of her character supplies Ned
John Henly.
Philip O’Flynn
the comedy and the loving supplies Biddy Henty ......... Finola O’Shannon
the warmth and heart. The story is Seamus Doyle . Noel Magee
Saloon Landlord .. Paul' Farrell
actually not very convincing, the McKeefry
.*. Dermot "‘Kelly
characterizations of little depth, Postman .John Hoey
Peter . Geoffrey Golden
dialog is really only a series of Uncle
Garage Dealer .. John Cowley
comedy skits. But “Auntie Mame”
is hilarious and- human in about
Irish film comedy is in a special¬
equal measure, and it is a surefire
combination when mounted in as ized class, either leaving an audi¬
handsome and slick a production as ence cold or in raptures. With the
this one.
Dublin Abbey Players on parade,
Miss Russell is a high-class—or, “Sally’s Irish Rogue” has an
at least, rich—Bohemian. She authenticity which makes its na¬
mixes Greek Orthodox bishops with ivete and whimsey quite disarming.
Gertrude Stein-type females, for It emerges as a pleasant, modest
her own amusement, directing this joke which creates plenty of happychorus of mixed voices with a cig¬ go-lucky yocks and should prove
arette holder loaded with gems as a useful dualer for most houses.
The Tww-Headed Spy
phony as most of her guests. “Life
(BRITISH)
The slim story line concerns an
is a banquet” is her philosophy.
amiable,
weak
young
man
who
is
Even when the stock market crash
AAA release of Arles production in
WeH-made,
offbeat spy story
black and -white, directed by "Fernanda
wipes her out, the depression that more interested in motorcycles
with Jack Hawkins posing as
Ayala and Hector Olivera from a script
-Fairytale actio&er with sci¬
follows fails to depress her for than in the farm he is due to
by David Vinas. Cast: Alberto de Men¬
m
Nasi
general;
quiet tension
inherit.
He
acquires
the
bike,
ence-fiction
and
horror
trim¬
long. There is a rich husband to
doza, Duilio Marzio, Orestes Cavixlia,
builds up to a sound bro. prop¬
Leonardo Favio, Graciela Borges, Luis
mings. Parts of it will acare
rescue her from clerking at R. H. breaks off with the girl he has
osition.
Tasca, Ana Casares, Ignacio Quiros and
Macy’s, and when he falls off a promised, secretly, to marry and . under-10 small fry* Prospects
Violeta Antier. Camera: Ricardo Younis;
good.
mountain in Switzerland on their becomes unwittingly involved with
■sets by Mario Vanarelli; editing, Atilio
Colombia release of a Sabre (Bill Kirby)
Rinaldi and Ricardo Nistal. Reviewed in production. Stars Jack Hawkins and Gia
marathon, globe-trotting honey¬ another one to such an extent that
Columbia
Picturesrelease
of
a
MomScila. Directed by Andre De Toth.
moon, she bounces back to do her he is nearly forced to the altar. ingside Production. Stars Kerwin Mathews, Buenos Aires, Ocf. 23, 1958.
Screenplay. James O’Donnell, based on
memoirs.
Between the threats of breacb-of- Kathryn Grant, Richard Eyer, Torin ; The thought behind David Vinas’ story by J. Alvin Kugelmass; editor* Ray¬
features Alec Mango, Danny
mond Boulton; -camera. Jack Mills; made.
The climax of her career is sav¬ promise and a shotgun wedding, Thatcher;
Green, Harold Kasket, Alfred Brown, script is condemnation of all dic¬ Gerrsrd Schurman. At Odeon, Marble
ing her nephew from the stuffy he is all over the place, but every¬ Nana' de Herrera. Produced hy Charles tators. Subtly enough drawn, and Arch, London, Nov. 17, ’58. Running
thing
is
tidied
up
satisfactorily,
H.
Schneer.
Directed
by
Nation
Juran.
time.
-91 MINS.
life she has always fought, and
with such abundant loeal color as General
Script, Kenneth Kolb; camera (Techni¬
Schottland.Jack. Hawldns
then taking off for a new career if slightly illogicaliy.
color) and using Dynamation process, to make it domestically acceptable Lilt ... Gia Seals
with the nephew’s son.
wik Schumann
The screenplay by Patrick Kir- WBlde Cooper; visual effect*,. JUy Hany- entertainment (It also hits at the Jlctniseh ..
3untsen;
muric,Bernard
Ramniim.
Pre¬
Gestapo
Leader
Mueller. .Alexander Knox
The problem for an actress with wan and Blanaid Irvine has a lot
at the Roxy Theatre, N.Y„ Nov. current “get rich quick” mania Comax .. Felix Aylmer
a character like “Mame” is to make of loose ends. The dialog is so" viewed
amongst juveniles). With strong, Admiral- Canaria . Walter Hudd
15, ’58. Running time, 89 MINS.
her seem more full-hearted than .determinedly “Oirish” that it is Sinbad ........... Kerwin Mathews well-paced cast, film may have Kaltenbrunner.Edward Underdown
Hauser ..... Laurence Naismith
empty-headed. Miss Russell scores sometimes almost incomprehensi¬ Parisa...Kathryn Grant some Spanish market export value. General
Dietz ....... Geoffrey Bayldon
Genie ...
Richard Eyer
because her native intelligence ble to English-speaking purists. The
Adolph Hitler ... ..... Kenneth Griffith
Sokurah ...Torin Thatcher
Alberto
de
Mendoza
does
well
1st
Gestapo
Agent..... .Robert Crewdson
augments'her sharp comedy sense. But it is directed with such breezy Caliph .. Alec Mango as the ruthless “boss,” if uncon-;
Gestapo Agent....... Michael Cains
She can spike a line and drive it blarney by George Pollock that Karim . Danny Green vincing in the final dramatic se¬ 2nd
Karen Croscher* ........ Henristte Johns
..
Harold Kasket
in, hut she can also carry off the this scarcely matters. Filmed un¬ Sultan
Geheral"Wagner
......... Martin Benson
Hirufa .
Alfred Brown quence. A more special draw with
Pawiftrolter ...
Victor. Woolf
scenes of mother love and ro¬ ostentatiously at the new Ardmore Sadi ...... Nana -de Herrera the
femmes is Duilio Marzio, as a Marshal Keitel ... Richard Grey
-Sailor .. Nino Fdxngn
mance with her nephew and her Studios, near Dublin, it has the Gaunt
German
Corporal..Ronald
Mines
Crewman ..
Luis Guedes journalist who hires out his type-*
husband. Miss Russell is a knock¬ advantage of pleasant Irish village All
..
Virgffio Tetadnt writer for a mess of pottage. An General Hardt.Donald Bleissnrs
General Opha . Martin Bod&y
out in the series of now celebrated- scenery. Stanley Pavey’s photo¬
intelligent actor with looks, Emilio
wigs, and in Orry-Kelly’s gamut of graphy captures the atmosphere of
As every alert youngster should Alfaro Is responsible for an ex¬
Latest in the long stream of war
fantastic costumes.
know, Sinbad the Sailor went on] cellently humorous vignette of a' stories is “The Two-Headed Spy,”
the locale admirable.
some
pretty
exciting
voyages
and
As in the legit version, Peggy
Carlos Gardel fan.
interesting offbeat spy pic With
Tim Seely is the young man in
Cass—who reprises her Broadway question while Julie Harris was met with the kind of fantastic ad¬
The yam describes the rise and that most British of actors Jack
assignment—is a comedy standout imported from the U.S. to play the ventures that make the heart throb fall
of a suburban bully, who rules Hawkins surprisingly cast as a Nazi
and the pulse race. In “The 7th his gang
as the helpless “Agnes Gooch.” role
brutal insight, fill¬ general. Though almost totally
of
the
forthright
young
woman
Miss Cass keeps her untoed preg- J who brings him to heel. .Both of. Voyage of Sinbad,” this world of ing. gaps with
ja the lives, of aimless devoid of humor, and with a neces¬
makebdheve has been recreated in young men,
nancy firmly in good taste, but sets I these
who
can’t evade sarily sombre performance by
young
people
fit
excellently
rich Technicolor and with the kind his clutches. He later
her character so well in her early
is just climbing Hawkins, “Spy” holds the attention
scenes that she has only to lurch into the Irish scene. But it is the of gusto and bravado that certainly to
upper
echelons
of
gangsterism,
admirably and is a worthwhile
Abbey
Players
who
really
matter.
catches the spirit of the tale.
through the background later toj
through help from a strong man’s entry.
Harry Brogan has a field day as
excite howls of glee.
Just about every trick in the mistress, when he commits a stupid ; James O’Donnell’s screenplay,
Miss Harris’s father, a wily poacher.
Coral Browne, as the alcoholic' Brogan, overplaying riotously, book—including a new one eailed murder; and trying vainly to pin I which is based on a real-life -story,
actress who is Marne’s best friend, gives a gem of a comedy perform¬ Dynamation, Le. the animation of it on his most loyal admirer, is pursues a fairly pedestrian beat
and Fred Clark, as the baffled ance. Philip O’Flynn, Brid Lynch, assorted monsters, vultures, skele¬ shown up as a rank coward.
i but it builds its tension excellently
banker assigned to trustee Marne’s Dermot Kelly, Paul Farrell and tons, etc.—has been used to bring
Story is weakly developed at and without too blatant use of the
nephew, are also strong comedy; Noel Magee add a cheerful quota a vivid sort of realism to the vari¬ points. Nonetheless Its merits sug¬ usual cloak-and-dagger methods.
ous and terrifying hazards Which
supports. Forrest Tucker, playing
situa¬ Director Andre de Toth has sought
somewhat straighter, makes a to the fun and games. Eddie Gol¬ Sinbad encounters on his voyage gest okay- outlook Tor Latin Nid.
to get his effects by showing the
human figure of his Southern mil-1 den and Maire Kean .soundly-carry and in his battle with Sokurah me, tions,
mental strain of Hawkins in his
the
weight
-of
the
more
serious
magician. Add to-this a love story
lionaire hut gets a great deal of
Karl HoblMneUe-prez of the In¬ dilemma rather than by stress on
(interrupted when the princess
fun out of it, too. Young Jan roles.
too
much physical danger. .
terstate
Theatre
Circuit*
lias
been
Ivor
Slaney’s
background
music
Handzlik (also from the-stage) does
Parisa is shrunk to inch-size by the
Hawkins, a British spy In'both
a good job as Marne’s nephew as is relentlessly, but fittingly, Irish. magician and must view the world' named chairman of the Southwest¬
a hoy, and Roger Smith is sympa¬ The pic winds up with pictorial around her from that vantage ern Medical Center Council, a new W«rg, and therefore an exile in
thetic in the same part, as an adult credits for "the various characters, point) and what emerges is a group formed last month to shape Cktmemr between the two conflicts,
Joanna Barnes is another comedy a service to audiences which should Might, noisy package for young¬ the growth of the master enlarger, hag Itriml> up ^confidence as an as¬
inent plan of "the Dallas' Mddicsl- tute* toyalaud resourceful member
sters and adults alike.
figure of considerable humor as be a “must” for all producers.
Jtshould3* pointed out that; tfrnter.
<•" '• ‘-.j ... (Continued, on page 22)
Smith’s stuffy fiancee, and Lee
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HOLLYWOOD ‘FACTORY GLOSS’
DeMille Even by Remote Control
A Boxoffice Lure; Par Ballyhoo
For ‘Buccaneer at $1,200,01

New York Sound Track

Herbert O. Horn of the German NF company is at the Plaza under
UL ULL I I 111 il I LRU
an assumed name. It’s Rooqi i216 . . . United Nations Film Service unT [ {lr | || I ||||n 11| Ilf I
der Thorold Dickinson produced a one-reeler of the Pablo Casals con1 ^
UW I IUIIIUIII
cert at the UN on Oct. 24. It’s called “Pablo Casals Breaks His JourJ0E SCHOENFELD
ney.”
,
Jack L. Warner, recovered from his serious auto crackup three
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
months ago on the Riviera, will be home in BevHills for ThanksgivFred Zinnemann is- the latest
-+ “The Buccaneer,”
which is
ing, leaving tomorrow (Wed.) via the polar route for L. A. . . . Ben Hollywood creator to express an
billed as a “Cecil B. DeMille-suPace of Dividends
Kalmenson and other WB brass returning to Coast to meet with their opinion that “in Europe it’s better”
pervised product? ->n” (actually it
prexy .
Hollywood agent Ch«Iea K. Feltoun to Natchez for Thanks- _meaniag motion picture-making.
Washington, Nov. 25.
was produced by Henry Wilcoxon
giving with his clients Bill Holden and John Wayne who are on Ioca6
^
_ f
More slippage in slock divi¬
under the DeMille aegis), will be
tion there shooting “Horse Soldiers,” a Civil War theme, for UA re- Z^nt?,!^anniT ,°
completdends paid by film firms
backed b^a—$JU200,000 ad camlease . . . The A1 Daffs entertaining the John Davis' (Rank) on the Iat- ® - , Tbe__ NHn s
* starring
shows up in latest Commerce
paign^^rCcording tbylerome Pickter’s N.Y, quickie visit; they are old friends. Daff plans taking a slow Audrey Hepburn, abroad, is now
man, (Paramount adAmb v.p. This
Dept, report released here.
is exAyjiloiiallj liiglr for Par, per¬
Covering October, it shows
boat to his native Australia for a holiday shortly “And also to show my
haps exceeded by the outlay only
stockholders have received
wife what Down Under looks like”; Annalisa (Mrs. Daff) is a Norwefor
previous DeMille “epics,” no¬
$19,133,000
in'first
10
months
gian . . . The Arthur B. Krim nuptials to the Swiss scientist-medico, ^ Urnee hoSs and ll nTutes g
tably “Ten Commandments” and
now in the Weitzmann Institute, in Tel Aviv, will not be in the U. S. at three hours and 11 minutes
of this year, compared to $23,including “Samson and Delilah.”
032,000 for the same period a
but in Geneva because of the bride-to-be’s non-American citizenship.
Zinnemanns preference for
year earlier. The individual
Actually, while a Swiss national, she was born in Italy, which further shooting, outside of Hollywood is
Money expenditure, which is be¬
month of October showed an
complicates the emmigration visa-and-quota situation but, once mar- based strictly on economics and,
ing allocated to “all communica¬
even larger contrast between
ried to an American, there is no problem about her legal entry to the
importantly, an escape from
tions media,” will be matched with
years, $702,000 in 1958 against
U. S. permanent. The furture Mrs. Krim will visit the U. S. next week, H°llywood s ^ technical perfection,
extra effort in the exploitation and
$2,046,000 in 1957.
publicity fields. All under the di¬
as a tourist, returning with the UA prez to Switzerland for the wedwomp
Dividends reported paid in
rection of Pickman and Martin S.
ding . . . Max E. Younrstein, UA veep, just returned from a European ainP^ «
a fetish in Hollywood and it’s a
October by the Commerce
Davis, assistant ad-pub director.
sojourn, quickies to Madrid this weekend to o.o. “Solomon and Sheba” SaMCTbus
dangerous om
one. 1a
As a reSSt
result, every
every
Dept., with 1958 figure first
As part of the campaign. Par is
campaign as Yul Brynner takes over the late Tyrone Power's role . . . picture has a ftctory
factory Soss
gloss. AU
All
and
same
month
in
1957
sec-pressing
with a special trailer ap¬
Marion (Mrs. Sol A.) Schwartz in Hollywood with their mame l son *
p tQS
new or
or
attempts
to £
do fsoraething
something new
ond, are as follows: American
proach which includes two teasers
who plans to settle on the Coast, buy a home there, etc-Sam Dem- diff f t
stoDDed bv the ‘nerBroadcasting-Paramount Thea¬
and a 10-minute reeler in which
bow Jr. and C. J. TcrUn. ex-RKOexecpUnmngiodependentfl^^
feftt
‘sfidardf that^have £
tres, no dividend and $1,126,DeMille, on the screen, discusses
ductions . . . Comes Dec. 27 it will be Bill German's 70th birthday and set up »*
000; Chesapeake Industries,
the historical significane behind
his 53d anni in the picture business.
Inc., $121,000 and no dividend;
From the standpoint of eco¬
“Buccaneer.” (Interesting angle
Borer H. Lewis, UA’s national ad-pub and exploitation director, goes nomics, certain aspects of shooting
Columbia Pictures, Inc., no
for the trade, of course, is that*
on a: delayed honeymoon Friday (28). He’ll be gone for over a month, abroad represent far less expendidividend and $328,000; Dis¬
DeMille’s name has taken on
His wife is British, and they’ll spend Christmas with her family. in
of money than is possible in I trict Theatres Corp., no divi¬
greater ticket-selling stature than
Birmingham. After that Paris, possibly Rome. Lewis will combine Hollywood for the same eventual
dend and $15,000; National
ever via “Commandments” and the
business with pleasure since he’ll continue plugging the UA product results on the screen. In the “Nun’s
Theatres Inc., $346,000 and
veteran film-maker consequently is
„ . . “La Parisienne,” the Brigitte Bardot picture, now looks like a story,” for instance, Zinnemann
$346,000; Republic Pictures
getting the spotlight. Radio tran¬
$2,000,000 grosser for United Artists. Not bad, since UA bought it flat said he needed 200 nuns for the
Corp., $100,000 and $100,000;
scription spots have been cut by
from France’s Georges Lonreau for $550,000..However, what with color Mother House scenes shot in Rome,
and Walt Disney Productions,
DeMille as well as star Yul
prints and a big ad campaign, it breaks even only at around $1,500,000 it. was not possible to get real nuns,
$135,000 and $131,000._ Brynner and star Anthony Quinn.)
.. . . Kirk Douglas' “The Vikings” stands to gross more abroad than in zinnemann said, since it would
■
Advance promotion is focusing
the U. S. It’ll do $7,000;000 domestic.
take a special dispensation from
on the production’s world premiere
The Gilbert de Goldschmidts (France Roche) are making their Paris the Pope to permit nuns to change
at the Saenger Theatre, New Or¬
home at 31 rue de la Faisanderie in the 16th arrondisement follow- their habits to that worn by the
leans. Also on radio, Par is under¬
ing a quiet marriage. Miss Roche is a Parisian society and show biz Belgian order in the film. Thus,
way with a five-times-a-week par¬
columnist and quondam actress; de Goldschmidt, of the Rothschild Zinnemann had to call for 200 ex¬
ticipation in the Don McNeill
banking family, has financed Franco-American. film production for tras, to be coached by two actual
, “Breakfast Club” program on 300
N. Peter Rathvon. Stuart Schulberg et al.
nuns who were acting as technical
• stations of the ABC net.
John Gay, who adapted “Separate Tables” for Hecht-Hill-Lancaster advisers. The turnout was fabulous,
j The “all communications” quote
release, will get equal billing with Terence Rattigan, from whose Zinnemann said, with many of the
j from Pickman doesn't stretch acBroadway play it derives. Rattig&n had a hand in part of the adapta- women from some of the finest
j
curacy too much. The telephone
tion, however. Blanche Gaines repped Gay in the sale (continuing over families in Rome. They rehearsed
j will be in work with a special hookfrom debuting him in tv a few years ago). Incidentally, Mrs. Gaines for a month, worked untiringly ;
j
up in which DeMille and others,
also represents Florence (Mrs. Bosley, he of N.Y. Times) Crowther in from early morning to late evening;
London, Nov. 25. . j in New Orleans, will talk to retv and pictures, and another one of her video boys, Frank Gilroy, in many of them arrived at the set in
Although he has already turned \ porters, critics, etc., ifi 30 cities
adapting the book,.“No House Limit,” themed on gambling, for Dick chauffeur-driven cars; most of down a proposal to institute a spe¬ ! where Par will have special dinner
Powell’s pic company.
t
them donated their pay to charity. cial inquiry into the motion picture i parties set up,
Decca Records? will probably move its executive and some other
Extras’ Costly
industry, the Board of Trade presi¬ j Further, in a tieup with Scrlppsfacilities into the Universal homeoffice in five months or so when the
Zinnemann make* is dent, Sir David Eccles, will be I Howard, 12 high school students
West 57th St. lease expires and when more dice apace will be avail- j
£*£ £ asked in the House of Commons from as many cities will be guests
next Tuesday (2) to undertake such ] at the Saenger—the kids to be
BenSG«U liking over' production reins on "Solomon and Sheba"
chosen on the basis of their lists
a probe.
for Edward Small . . . Peter Viertel will rewrite script of pic to fit ames as costlv
The Minister rejected the idea of the 10 most colorful characters
Yul Brynner, who supplants the late Tyrone Power in title role ... 1 r“es
c°suy.. „
of 19th century American history.
when
he
received
a
deputation
last
Lewis Milestone handles direction on “Oceans 11," made under Frank
He alsq illustrated the economics
Sinatra's Dorchester Production banner for Warner Bros, release of shooting abroad via the chapel Thursday (20)) headed by Sir Tom
O’Brien
MP.,
general
secretary
of
. . . Audrey Hepburn snagged femme star role in H-H-L’s “The Un- set that was built for the picture
forgiven,” rolling Jan. 6 at Durango, Mexico . . , Frank Conroy into in Rome To have used a real the National Assn, of Theatrical
Warner Bros.’ “The Philadelphian," teaming with Billie Burke.
chapel, Zinnemann said, would and Kine Employees, supported by
On display in the lobby of the Loew's State Theatre. Houston. Tex., ?aYe11b?.en far more costly, after a number of Union officials. The
is a portrait of Gary Cooper. Painter is the manager of the house, installation of lights and shooting Union asked Eccles to appoint a
Detroit, Nov. 25.
Homer McCallon, who painted it some 25 years ago..
around and between the regular committee to inquire into the pres¬
Another film process which
Marilyn Forrest, secretary to Henry Klinger, associate 20th-Fox services (you can t shout cut. m ent conduct and control of the in¬ gives the audience the illusion it
story editor, on a Virgin Islands vacation . . . Francis X. Bushman ort the middle of a prayer ) than dustry, hut Sir David indicated'he is participating -in the screen ac¬
the Jack Paar show, talking about those wild parties of yesteryear bmldinga set from the ground up. didn’t favor such a course.
tion has been developed by The
Hollywood: “They were so fabulous, they’re all dead but me!” . . . Particularly, Zinnemann pointed
At question time next Tuesday Jam Handy Organization.
George Glass and Wad ter Seltzer have extended their producing ar- 0UL when the cheapest flooring (2), however, Laborite Stephen
In the latest film using the pro¬
rangement with Pennebaker, the Marlon Brando production outfit. ma^ial y®¥ ®an buy m R°m® ls Swingler will ask the Minister if cess, camera is mounted on a 1959
They’ve just completed “Shake Hands With the Devil” in Dublin . . . marblf-Mand « photographs ter- “in view of the continued closure Chevrolet which whips around De¬
of cinemas, the danger of monop¬ troit expressways and traffic at a
Eric Johnston heading the American delegation to the 10th anni of the rificaliy.
NATO Parliamentary Congress in London next June . . . France and
As far as Zinnemann is con- oly, and the national importance fast rate of speed. Viewers are
Russia planning their first coproduction. It’s about a French squadron cemed, any tax advantages to be of maintaining'a healthy film in¬ said to clutch seats and try to
based in the Soviet Union during the war . . . Gabriel Reiner, head gained by working abroad are sec- dustry, he will now set up an in¬ steer and apply brakes to avoid
of the Cosmos Travel Bureau, which arranged the U.S, trip for the ondary to his desire to make the dependent committee to investi¬ accidents which seem certain as
currently visiting Soviet film group, speaks 15 languages, including best possible pictures in the most gate the state of the industry and the film unwinds. Film was shown
fluent Russian . . . Serge Youtkevitch, Soviet film writer and director, attractive manner possible. In this trade and make recommendations for first time Saturday. (22) at
Chevrolet exhibit at Detroit Auto
Says he and his colleagues travel continuously all over the place. “It respect he is himself a perfection- about future state policy.”
Show.
is not we who are isolated,” he maintains. “If anybody lacks con- ist—as illustrated by the fact that
Process uses a 142-degree lens
tact, it is you (the Americans).” He lives in a fine house in Moscow he has no intention of rushing
which is interchangeable between
and is proud of his collection of paintings,
“The Nun’s Story” into release in
camera and projector. Lens photo¬
Joshua Logan will produce “Fanny,”. Broadway musical which he time to qualify for this year’s
graphs and projects without use
authored with S. N. Behrman, for Warner Bros, release under his Academy Award nominations. As
of curved minors. Regular 35m
^Mansfield Productions banner . . . Columbia Pictures registered “The he puts it, the picture couldn’t be
film
is used. Film is projected on
Thinking Reed” with MPAA . . . Shellah Graham's “Beloved Infidel,” made ready for a pre-Dec. 31 show, a screen shaped like one-quarter
to be produced by Jerry Wald at 20th-Fox, will be scripted by Alfred ing in L. A. unless it went out in
Federal
Judge
David
N.
Edel-’
‘j
of
a
sphere. The effect on viewer
Hayes . . . Mirisch Co. is developing “The Sheik of Araby” for pos- a less-than-perfect state,
stein last week signed an order in seated at the edge of the quartersible production in 1960.
i»——■
N.Y.
Federal
Court
discontinuing
sphere,
is said to be like lookihg
Elvis Presley, currently in Army uniform in Germany, inked two.
“with prejudice” a $1,500,000 treble through an auto windshield as wide
pix deal with 20th-Fox, initialer to be showboat yarn with The Pelvis
Wall Strppf Nnfpc
as
thehorizon. Only a limited
damage
antitrust
suit
brought
by
playing river gambler . . . Gig Young and Elisabeth Fraser, paired in
nau
lWICd
the Maple Drive-in of Circleville, audience can see show at a time
Metro’s “Tunnel of Love,” to be reteamed in Joe Pasternak's “Ask
because
viewers must be at, or
Pa., against the eight majors and
Any Girl” . . . Harry Kurnltx will script his “Once More With FeelTT
United Artists’ outstanding corn¬ their theatre-owning subsidiaries. near, the sphere's diameter line
ing/' recently sold to Columbia Pictures . . . Julian BlaUstein set John
for
the
best
effect.
Under terms of a stipulation
Sturges to direct “The Wreck of the Mary Deare," Gary Cooper star- “on issue^ has beeni increased by
The new technique—still with¬
rar
Uil Waliu
producer 1.380
shares, bringing the new total withdrawing the four-year-old ac¬
ier for -mw™
Metro-Hal
Wallis lifted
lifted Paul
Paul Nathan’s
Nathan’s associate
associate producer
^«u|0“es,.iDrm*P£rtJ
tion the defendants agreed, to pay out a name—produces the effect
contract for fifth successive year.
.
_
ehaLm^ of NatioSl TheaSe^S
of 180-degree vision horizontally
Features which are big boxoffice in the U.S. Invariably do corres- Sed^3'fiOOof the ira common the plaintiff’s attorney fees. These I
pondingly big business abroad, according to Morton A. Spring, presi- loaded 23W of the NT common. amounted to $25,000 and went to ] and 90-degree vision vertically.
Process was developed by the
Alvin
L.
Komgold
and
Robert'
dent of Loew’s International, who just completed a week at the Metro *
^?eDuWic92directorE^ow
]! Jam Handy firm as a naval air
studios. Spring cites as examples the opening of “Cat On a Hot Tin
^
i3 7ffOPRen shares having Ruskin.
I training device. Development work
Roof” in London and the record business of “Gigi” in Australia, South
48i> R P Ad&ttonM46g
. Star, Orange Grove, Tex. after | started in 1946, but the process
Africa and Puertp Rico . . . Rus. T>lhblyn using part of fils Army
“£££thi Dtoy
33 years of operation, has been \ was not perfected for training ust
{Continued on page ZQ)
have been authorized for listing.] shuttered.
I until the Korean War.
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BANDY 10G,
K.C. Soars Pre-Holiday; ‘Houseboat’
LA Fair; ‘Houseboat’ Sharp $17,000, DEFIANT’
PR0V.; DOME’GOOD 7G
Boff $10,000,‘Tunnel’ 9G, ‘Country’ 7G
Home’ Okay 20%G, ‘Moon’ OK 13^
‘Defiant’ Fat 19G; M Tidy lO^G
Key City Grosses
Providence, Nov. 25. ,
RKO Albee is packed currently
most' of time with solid week (play¬
ing “The Defiant Ones.” Third
round of “Last Hurrah” is fairly
nice at Loew’s. Only mild is
Strand’s “Spider.” Majestic’s
“Home Before Dark” is just good.
,
Estimates for This Week
I Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80) —
"Defiant Ones” (UA) and “Enemy
From Space” (UA). Bright $10,000.
Last week, “Man of West” (UA)
and “Street of Sinners” (UA) (2d
wk), $4,000.
Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-80) —
“Home Before Dark” (WB). Good
$7,000. Last week, “From Earth -To
Moon” (WB) and “Great To Be
Young” (WB), $6,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80) —
“Last Hurrah” (Col) (3d wk). Still
active at $7,000. Second week was
$9,000.
Strand (National Realty) (2,200;
65-80) — “The Spider” (E) and
“Brain Eaters” (E). NSH $5,000.
: Last week, “Tarawa Beachhead”
(Col) and “Murder Reported”
(Indie), $6,500.
i

Los Angeles, Nov. 25. -f
Only fair returns are indicated
this week at first-runs here, with
extended holdovers as usual being
the only situations showing con¬
Estimated Total Gross
sistent strength. Five bills running
This Week.. ...$449;200
through Thanksgiving are expected
(Based on 21 theatres)
to benefit from holiday biz but
Last Year .$475,300
openers aren’t sharp enough to
(Based on 21 theatres)
make much of an impression. How¬
ever, ‘‘Houseboat” shapes nice
$17,000 in three houses, two of
them very small-seaters.
“Home Before Dark” looks to
get the most money but is only
fair with $20,500 in three locations.
“Earth to Moon” is rated okay
$13,500 in two sites.
“Defiant Ones,” going into gen¬
eral release in four theatres after
Omaha, Nov. 25.
seven weeks at Fox Beverly, shapes
Unusual summery weather plus
okay $19,000. “Flesh Is Weak” is
dull at State and Pantages, latter “Auntie Marne” legiter at the Par¬
dropping bill and subbing oldies amount is sloughing downtown
first-runs currently as a result of
for final three days.
this weekend beating. However,
Among regular holdovers, “Bell, two new entries, “Houseboat” at
Book and Candle” still is strong the Omaha and “Tunnel of Love”
In second round at Warner Bev¬ at State, are doing well enough to
erly. “Cat on Hot Tin Roof” is hint probable holdovers. “Case of
hotsy in 13th frame.
Dr. Laurent” didn’t get out of the
Estimates for This Week
incubator stage at Orpheum. On
Downtown, Iris, El Key (SW- the hard-ticket front, “South Paci¬
FWC) (1,575; 825; 861; 90-$1.50)— fic” continues socko at the Cooper
"Houseboat” (Par) and “When Hell and “Old Man and Sea” stays slim
Broke Loose” (Par) (Downtown at the Brandeis.
only). Nice $17,000. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
Downtown, “Written on Wind” (U),
Brandeis (Cooper) (694; $1.25"Killers” (U> (reissues), $3,100. Iris $1.50)—“Old
Man and Sea” (WB)
with Los Angeles, “Queen of Outer (2d wk). Shapes
sad $2,000. Last
Space” (A), “Frankenstein 1970” week, $2,500,
<AA) (8 days), $14,000. El Rey,
Cooper
(Cooper)
(708; $1.50“Reluctant Debutante” (M-G) (4th
— “South Pacific” (Magna)
wk), “Me and Colonel” (Col) (3d $2.20)
(5th wk). Heading for hangup $12,wk), $3,000.
000 or near. Last week, $11,500.
HiRstreei, Hawaii (RKO-G&S)
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 90(2,752; 1,106; 90-$1.50)—“Earth to $1.25)—“Houseboat” (Par). Rated
Moon” (WB) and “Colossus of New hotsy $8,000 or near. Last week,
York” (Par). Okay $13,500. Last “Home Before Dark” (WB), $6,000
week; Hillstreet, “Satan’s Satel¬ at 90c top.
lites” (Rep), “Missile Monsters”
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 75(Rep), $2,900. Hawaii with Wiltern, P0)—“Case of Dr. Laurent” (T-L).
State, “Torpedo Run” fM-G) Slim $7,000. Last week, “In Love
Tiend Without Face” (M-G) (2d and War” (20th) (2d wk), $5,000 for
wk), $6,900.
days at 90c-$1.25 scale.
Downtown Paramount, Wiltern,
State (Cooper) (850; 90)—“Tun¬
Vogue (ABPT-SW-FWC) (3,300; nel of Love” (M-G). Solid $5,500.
2,344; 825; 90-$1.50)—“Home Be¬ Last week, “Torpedo Run” (M-G),
fore Dark” (WB). Fair $20,500. $3,000.
Last week. Downtown with Pan¬
tages, "The Robe” (20th), “Demetnus and Gladiators” (20th) (re¬
issues), $13,000. Vogue, “White
Wiiderness*’ (BV), “Lone Ranger
Lost City of Gold” (UA) (2d wk),
$1,700.

Broadway Grosses

‘Houseboat’Hot
in Omaha

6
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New Product Helps Hub;
‘Home’ Boffo 18G, Grant
Brisk 19G, Tarty’ 9G

Boston, Nov. 25.
£’81S 2 404; ®0“$L50)—“Flesh Is
Weak. (DC A) and “Blonde in
New product is lighting up the
Bondage” (DCA). Dull $4,400.
boxoffice here this frame. “Home
Fox Beverly, Los Angeles, New Before Dark” is out ahead at the
££k.L°IoIa> Uptown (FWC) Q,170' Memorial, with big takings.
765; 1,298; 1,298; 1,715; 90- “Houseboat” is strong at the Me¬
“Spider” is barely
$1.50)— Defiant Ones” (UA) (8th tropolitan.
wk Fox Bev; others in 1st mul¬ okay at Paramount and Fenway.
tiple-house run). Okay $19,000. “Party Girl” looms nice at Pilgrim.
Last Week, Fox Beverly, $3,700 Holdovers shape slick with “My
“*n ^°ve *nd War” Uncle, Mr. Hulot” smash in sec¬
(20th), FJamrng Frontier” (20th) ond at Kenmore. and “Last Hur¬
(m.o.) (3d wk), $2,600. Loyola, Up¬ rah” hotsy in fifth at Orpheum.
town with Orpheum, Hollywood “Old Man and Sea” is perking at
Country” (UA)* “Cop Hater” the Astor in fifth round, the grind(UA) (2d wk), $16,700.
lower scale policy being credited
^Warner Beverly (SW) (1.612; 90- with upbeat.
Bel1. Book and Candle”
Estimates for This Week
(Col) (2d wk). Tidy $10,600. Last
Astor tB&Q) (1,371; $1.75-$2.50)
week, $16,400.
—“Old Man and Sea” (WE) (5th
Arts (FWC) (631; $1.25- wk). Oke $6,000, reflecting first
$1.75)— Old Man and Sea” (WB) week of grind policy at new $1.25i3d
Fast $5,000. Last week, $1.50 scale. Last week, $4,500 in
$o,100.
days.
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90Orpheum, Hollywood (Metropol$1.50)—“No
Sun in Venice” (KI)
tan-FWC) (2.213; 756; 90-81.50)—
.Big Country” (UA) (3d wk) and and “Model” (Indieh Fancy $9,000.
Cop Hater” (UAV (3d wk, Or¬ Last week, “White Wilderness”
pheum), “Gun Runners’
(UA). (BV) (6th wk), $3,000.
Pleasing $6,800.
Boston (SW-Cinerama) <1,354;
Four Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1.50) $1.25-$2.65)—"Windjammer” (NT)
— Bast Hurrah” (Col) (4th wk). (14th wk). Wham $20,000. Last
Handy $2,700. Last week, $3,900.
T_,_ ! week, $25,000, and above estimate.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1389- I Capri (Sack) (1,150: 90r$1.50)—
$1.20-$2.65)—“South Seas Ad’ven- i “Cary and Bishop’s Wife” (Indie).
ture” (Cine) started ninth week Fairish $4-500. Last week, “De¬
Sunday (23) after big $22,300 last moniac” (UMPO) (2d wk), $3,000.
week.
Exeter (Indie) (1.300; 75-$1.25)—
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 90- “Rocket Galore” (Rank). Opened
— “Cat On Hot Tin Roof” Sunday (23). Last week, “Me and
tM-G) (13tb wk). Hotsy $8,000. Last Colonel” (Col) (9th wk), $2,000.
week, $9,400.
Fenway (NET) (1,376; 60-$1.10)—
Hollywood Paramount (F&M) i “Spider” (AI) and “Brain Eaters’
(1.468; $1.65-$3) — “Gigi” (M-Gl ■! (AI). Freakish $4,000. Last week,
(20th wk). Potent $15,000. Last; “Tdm Sawyer” (reissue) and “Gunweek, $13,900.
*
ifire at Indian Gap” (Ren), $3,000.
Egyptian (UATC) (1,392; $1.65-; Gary (Sack) (1,340; $1.25-83)—
$3.30) — “South Pacific” (Magna) i “Gigi” (M-G) (13th wk). Sturdy
t25th wk). Steady $13,000. Last i $12,000. Last week, ditto.
%eek, $14,200.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 90-$1.50)
Chinese (FWC) (1,408: $1.75- —“My Unde, Mr. Hulot” (Cont)
$3.50) — “Windjammer” (NT) (33d (2d wk). Wow $12,000. Last week,
wk). Sturdy $14,500. Last -week, $15,000.
$15 800.
Memorial (RKO) (3.000: 60-$1.10)
Carthay (FWC) (1.135; $1.75- —“Home Before Dark” (WB). Big
$3.50) — “Around World in 80 $18,000. hypoed by local exploita¬
to
Days” (UA) (101st wk). Pushed to tion. Last week, “From
sock $15,100. Last week, $13,600.
(Continued on page 10)
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Houseboat’ Sock
21G Paces Pitt;
IHardi Gras’11G
Pittsburgh, Nov. 25.
Most of the holiday pictures are
being launched a week, early to
give the downtown a needed lift
with some top product. Best of
the bunch is easily “Houseboat,”
smash at the Penn. “Mardi Gras”
also started off big at the Fulton.
“The Last Hurrah” teed off slow¬
ly at Harris but picked up as
result of glowing reviews and
word-of-mouth for a fairly good
total. “From Earth to- Moon” is
dying at Stanley and comes out
for “Home Before Dark” day be¬
fore Thanksgiving. “Old Man and
the Sea” continues to do nothing
at the Warner. Guild winding un
okay with the holdover of twin
reissues, “Arsenic and Old Lace”
and “Inspector GeneraL”
* Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 80-$1.25)—
“Mardi Gras” (20th).
Lot of
marquee strength and excellent
notices will keep this one going
along at a fast pace. Only musical
downtown looks like socko $11,000 opening stanza. Last week,
“Torpedo Run” (M-G), in 9 days,
$6,000.
Guild (Green) (500; 99-$1.25)—
“Arsenic and Old Lace” (Indie)
and “Inspector General” (Indie)
(reissues) (2d wk). Pleasant sur¬
prise at better than $2,200 on
windup. Only coming out because
management wants a new one for
Thanksgiving, Last week, $2,600.
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 80-$1.25)
—“Last Hurrah” (Col). A little
flow in getting started but is build-1
ing some. At $10,000 this is a bit
disappointing. Last week, “In Love
and War” (20th) (2d wk), $4,500.
Penn (UA) (3,300; 80-$1.25>—
“Houseboat” (Par). Smash at $21,000 or near. This is little short of
phenomenal here these days. Last
week, “Defiant Ones” (UA) (3d wk5 days), $8,000. „
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 99-$1.25)
-—“White Wilderness” (BV) (3d
wk). Off sharply, but $3,500 is
still plenty okay. Should perk up
again with Thanksgiving school
vacation. Last week, $5,500.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 80-S1.25)—
“From Earth to Moon” (WB). Ab¬
solutely nothing at $4,000, worst
in months. Last week, “Gigi”
(M-G) (2d wk), $9,000.
Warner (SW) (1,500; 99-$1.50)—
“Old Man asd Sea” (WB) (2d wk).
Never got off ground and'Will be
permitted to limp along until
“Cinerama Sosth Seas” (Cinerama)
comes in Dec. 23. Maybe $4,700
this session. Last week, $5,500,

SEATTLE STILL STURDY
‘Mardi Gras* Suck $10,000, 'House¬
boat’ Same, 'Hurrah’ Dim 6G
Seattle, Nov. 25.
Biz at first-runs continues strong
currently as colder weather and
new product are helping to im¬
prove trade.
“Mardi Gras” is
rated big fit Coliseum while
“Houseboat” looms very good at
Fifth Avenue.
“Home Before
Dark” is very lightweight at Or¬
pheum as is “From Earth To
Moon” at Music Hall.
, Estimates for This Week
Bine Moose (Hamrick)' (800;
$1.50-$2-50) — “South Pacific”
(Continued on page 10)

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .. .$2,341,500
(Based on 23 cities and 251
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
cluding N. Y.)
Last Year..
$2,561,500
(Based on '23 cities and 259
theatres.)

‘Houseboat’ Hotsy
$16,000, St. Louis
St. Louis, Nov. 25.
Current week is shaping on
whole .as* a disappointing one de¬
spite some so-called new, strong
product. “The Last Hurrah” at
Loew’s looks mild. “White Wilder¬
ness” at Shady Oak so far shapes
routine. However, “Houseboat” at
the St Louis looks sturdy. The Or¬
pheum takes over “Man of West”
from Loew’s for another okay
week. “South Seas Adventure”
continues socko in fourth frame at
Ambassador.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Cinerama) (1,400;
$1.20-$2.40)—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) <4th wk). Sock
$12,000. Last week, $13,000.
Apollo Art (Grace) (700; 90$1.25) —“Capt From Koepenick”
(Indie) (3d wk). Okay $1,700. Last
week, $2,800.
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 65-90)—
“Tank Force” (Col) and “Gun¬
man’s Walk” (Col). Slow $10,000.
Last week, “In Love and War”
(20th) and “Forbidden Island”
(Col) (2d wk), $12,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,200; * 60-90)—
“Last Hurrah” (Col). Mild $9,000.
Last week, “Man of West” (UA>
and “Hong Kong Confidently”
(UA), $10,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,000; 60-90)—
“Man of West” (UA) and “Hong
Kong Confidential” (UA) (m.o.).
Oke $3,000 or better. Last week,
“Torpedo Run” (M-G) and “Men¬
ace in Night” (UA) (2d wk), $5,000.
Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; $1.80$2.25)—“South Pacific” (20th) (32d
wk). Good $5,000. Last week,
same. ..
Richmond (Arthur) (1,000; 6090)—“08/15” (TFC) and “Diary of
a Gestapo Agent” (Indie). Dull
$1,200. Last week, “Pantaloons”
(Indie>. $2,000.
St. Louis (Arthur) (3,000; 60-75)
—“Houseboat”' (Par) and “When
Hell Broke Loose” (Par). Fast
$16,000. Last week, “Home Before
Dark” (WB) and “Rx Murder”
(20th), $13,000.
Shady Oak (Arthur) (560; 60-90)
—“White Wilderness” '(BV). Neat
$3,000 or over. Last week, “Three
Men in Boat” (DCA), $2,800.

L’ville Limping Albeit
W Neat at $7,000,
‘Onionbead’ 5iG for 2d
Louisville, Nov. 25.
Most takes are on the down side
this week, with the second week
of “Gigi” having a slight edge on
the other houses. “Desire Under
Elms” at the Kentucky is average.
“Badlanders” at United Artists is
so slow it will only stay five days.
Holdover of “Onionhead” at the
Mary Anderson shapes good. City
really is doing okay in view of j
product and number of hold overs;
Estimates for This Week
!
Brown (Fourth Ave.) (1,200; 90$1.25)—“Gigi” (M-G) (2d wk). Neat
$7,000 after opening week’s $8,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 60-90)
—“Desire Under Elms” (Par) (2d
run). About average for house at
$6,000. Last week, "Tank Force”
and ‘‘Buchanan Rides Alone” (Col),
same.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000;
60-90) — “Onionhead” (WB) (2d
wk>. Good $5,500 after first week’s
I $9,500.
Rialto (Fourth Ave,) (3,000; 6085)—“Mark of Zorro” (20th) and
"Villa” (20th). Dull $5,000. Last
week, “In Love and War” (20th)
(2d wk), $6,000.
United Artists (UA) (3,000; 60-90)
—“Badlanders”. (M-G). Fair $5,000
in 5 days. Last week, “Party Girl”
(M-G), $7,000.

Kansas City, Nov. 25.
Pre-holiday week here is a lively
one. as most situations are priming
for the Thanksgiving session.
“Houseboat” at Paramount is socko
and will hold. “Tunnel of Love” at
Midland is likewise big. Both have
$1.25 tops instead of usual 90c.
“Gun Runners” in four Dickinson
spots is mild. Holdovers are scor¬
ing, “Big Country” at Roxy being
brisk in second week, and sure to
go a third. “In Love and War” at
Uptown and Granada looks okay in
second week. Bardot goes on and
on at the Kimo, “God Created
Woman” now being in 42d week
and still in chips.
Estimates for This Week
Glen, Dickinson, Shawnee Drivein, Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson)
(700; 750; 1,100 cars; 900 cars; 7590) — “Gun Runners” (UA) and
“Edge of Fury” (UA). Mild $6,000.
Last week, “Unwed Mothers” (AA)
and “Joy Ride” (AA), same.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25)
—“God Created Woman” (Kings)
(42d wk). Bright $1,700. Last week,
$1,800 after ad splurge.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 90-$1.25)
— “Tunnel of Love” (M-G) and
“Case Against Brooklyn” (Col).
Looks big $9,000 or near; holds.
Last week, “Last Hurrah” (Col),
$7,500 in 9 days.
Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194;
$1.25-$2) — “Windjammer” (NT)
(12th wk). Fair $7,000. Last week,
$8,000.
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 90-$1.25)
—“Houseboat” (Par). Socko $10,, and biggest in months here.
Stays on. Last week, “The Blob”
(Par)' and “Married Monster” (Par),
$7,000.
" Roxy (Durwood) (879; 90-$1.25)
— “Big Country” (UA) (2d wk).
Boff $7,000 or over. Last week,

00

$9 000

Rockhill (Little Art Theatres)
(750; 75-90) — “Lady Chatterley’*
Lover” (Indie). Moderate $1,800.
Last week, “Captain from Koepe¬
nick” (DCA), $1,600.
Uptown, Granada (Fox Midwest)
(2.043; 1.217; 75-90)—“In Love and
War” (20th) (2d wk). Satisfactory
$6,000. Last week. $10,000.
Fairway (Fox Midwest) (700; 7590)—“White Wilderness” (BV) (3d
wk). Nifty $1,800. Last week,
$2,500.

Balto B.O. Hits Skids;
‘Houseboat’ Hep $8,000
In 2d,‘Dark’Good 8G
Baltimore, Nov. 25.
“Houseboat” in second week at
the Mayfair is still champ here
with biz elsewhere on the slow
side. It’s holding near fast opening
session pace. New product includes
“Tunnel of Love," fair at Stanley;
“Home Before Dark,” good at the
Town, “From Earth to the Moon”
slow at Hipp, “White Wilderness”
looks okay at the Little. “In Love
and War” is sluggish in second at
the Century. “Me and Colonel” is
still nice in seventh at the Play¬
house. “Inspector Maigret” opened
sock at the Five West.
Estimates for This Week
Century (R-F) (3,100; 50-$1.25>—
“In Love and Wari’ (20th) (2d wk).
Slow $3,500 after $7,500 .opener.
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50$1.25) — “Only French Can”
(UMPO) (2d wk). Dim $1,300 after
$1,500 in first.
Fire West (Schwaber) (460; 50$1.25) — “Inspector Maigret” (Lopert). Solid $4,000. Last week
“Truth About Women” (Cont) (2d
wk), $1,500.
Hippodrome (R-F) (2,300; 50$1.25) — “From Earth To Moon”
(WB). Drab $3,500. Week before,
“Party Girl” (M-G) (2d wk), $4,000.
Little (R-F) (300; 50-$1.25) —
“White Wilderness” (BV). Oke
$3,000. Last week. “Reluctant Deb¬
utante” (M-G) (7th wk), $2,000.
Mayfair (R-F) (900; 50-$1.50) —
“Houstfooat” '(Par) (2d wk). Fine
$8,000 after $12,000 in opener.
New (R-F) (1,600; $1.50-$2.50)—
“South Pacific”' (20th) (34th wk).
Slow $3,500 after $4,000 in 33d
week.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (460; 50$1.50) — “Me and Colonel” (Col)
(7th wk). Nice $3,000 ’after same
for sixth.
Stanley (R-F) (3,200; 50-$1.25)—
“Tunnel of Love” (M-G). Fair
$7,000. Last week, “Decks Ran
Red” (M-G), $4,000.
Town (R-F> JI,125; 50-$1.25) —
“Home Before Dark” (WB). Warm
$8,000. ’Last week, “Defiant Ones”
(UA) (5th wk), $3,000.
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HOLIDAY HELPS DET. TRADE
♦

Chi Okay; ‘Mardi Gras Smash $23,500,
‘Tarawa Trim 11G, ‘Tanner Fast 18G,
‘To Live Wham 35G, ‘Houseboat’ lS^G

+-

B’way Suffers Pre-Holiday Blues But
to far TILL ‘To Live’ Smash 30G, ‘Tanner OK 65G,
‘Mardi Gras’ Fair 35G, ‘Kill’ Nice 8^G

'TUNNEL' WQW.

Detroit, Nov. 25.
Downtown exhibitors are giving
thanks for Thanksgiving week
Chicago, Nov. 25. 4---—because it’s giving good product
The expeeted pre-Thanksgivlng
an extra boost. “Tunneil of Love”
dip prompted many spots to open
looks great at the Adams while
new product this round. And down¬
“Old Man and Sea” shapes sturdy
town biz is reflecting the new,
at the Madison.
strong fare. “Mardi Gras” opener
Portland, Ore., Nov. 25.
“South Seas Adventure” is soar¬
at Roosevelt expects a happy $23,Mighty ' slim pickings at first- ing to a tremendous total in eighth
500. Top holdover is “I Want to run wickets this session excepting
session
at Music Hall. “South Pa¬
Live!” collecting great coin in for some longruns and holdovers.
Best newcomer is “Tarawa Beach¬ cific” continues strong in 33d week
State-Lake second session.
head,” rated so-so at Orpheutn. at the United Artists. “High School
New entries include “Inspector “White Wilderness” looks tall in
Hellcats” is rated average at
Maigret,” rated fairish $3,000 at second Paramount stanza. “South
Broadway-CapitoL
Surf and Capri’s “Fire Under Her Pacific” still is sturdy in 26th round
However, two newcomers are
Skin,” dandy at $5,800. The Loop at the Broadway.
below par. “At War With Army,”
combo of “Quantrill’s Raider's” and
Estimates for This Week
! out on reissue, is weak at the
“Cole Younger Gunfighter” is
Broadway (Parker) (890; $1.50- Fox. “From Earth, to Moon” is
pegged okay at $7,000. Garrick, $2.50)—“South Pacific” (Magna) only fairish at the Palms.
with “Hong Kong Confidential” (26th wk). Strong $7,000. Last
Estimates for This Week
and “Tarawa Beachhead,” will post week, $6,700.
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,100; 90a torrid $11,000.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50) $1.25)—“At War. With Army” (Par)
“Queen of Outer Space” and —“From Earth To Moon” (WB) and and “Niagara” (20th) (reissues).
“Littlest Hobo” is rated fair in “Wind Across Everglades” (WB). Mild $11,000. Last week, “Decks
Oriental second round. “Tunnel of Slow $6,000. Last week, “In Love Ran Red” (M-G) and “Dunkirk”
Love” is racking up a hotsy third and War” (20th) and “Escape Red (M-G), $14,000.
week at the Woods. “Houseboat” Rock” (Indie) (2d wk), $6,400.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
shapes fancy in Esquire third week
Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25-$3)— $1.25-$1.50) — “Houseboat” (Par)
while “Party Girl” is good in third “Gigi”
(M-G) (14th wk). Holding, (3d wk). Fine $12,000 in 5 days.
at the United Artists.
at okay $4,000. Last week, same. Last week, $16,000.
Of the hard-ticket pix, “South
Liberty. (Hamrick) (1,865; $1Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)—
Seas Adventure” is boff in Palaqe $1.50)—“Gun Runners” (UA) and
ninth week. “Gigi” is trim in Har¬ “China Doll” (UA). Thin $4,000. “From Earth to Moon” (WB) and
“Brain from Planet Arous” (In¬
ris 20th stanza while “South Paci¬ Last
week, “Party Girl” (M-G) and die). Fairish $14,000. Last week,
fic” is sockeroo in 35th McVickers
frame. “Around World in 80 Days” “Andy Hardy Comes Home” (M-G), “Torpedo Run” (M-G) and “Gun
Runners” (UA), $13,000.
is mighty in 86th round at Todd’s $4,400.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1Madison (UD) (4,900; $1.25-$1.50)
Cinestage where the closing notice
$1.50).—“Tarawa Beachhead” (Col) —“Old Man and Sea” (WB). Stout
is up.
and “World .Was His Jury” (Col). $15,000. Last week, “White Wilder¬
Estimates for This Week
So-so $6,500. Last week, “Last ness” (BV) and “Littlest Hobo”
Capri (Dowd) (585; $1.25-$1.50)— Hurrah” (Col) and “Return' To (AA) (3d wk 2-4 days), $4,500.
“Fire Under Her Skin” (Union). Warbow” (Col), $5,900.
BroadWay-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
Strong $5,800. Last week, “Tides
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1School Hellcats”
of Passion” (Janus) (2d wk), $2,700 $1.50)—“White Wilderness” (BV) 90-$1.25)—“High
(AI) and “Hot Rod Gang” (AI).
for 4 days.
and “Once Upon Horse” (U) (2d Average
$12,000.
Last
week,
Carnegie (Telem’t) (485; $1.25)— wk). Tall $8,000 or near. Last “Blood of Vampire” (U) and
“Boot Polish” (Indie). Fair $2,500. week, $9,300.
“Monster of Campus” (U), ditto.
Last week, “There’s Always Price
United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25Tag” (Rank), $2,200.
$3)—“South Pacific” (20th) (33d
Chicago B&K) 3,900; 90-1.80)—.
wk). Strong $10,000. Last week,
“Last Hurrah” (Col) (3d wk). Good
$9,600.
$19,000. Last week, $21,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350;
$1.50)—“Tunnel of Love” (M-G).
$1.50)—“Houseboat” (Par) (3d wk).
Wow $15,000, Last week, “Party
Fancy $18,500. Last week, $20,500.
Girl” (M-G) (2d wk), $7,500.
Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)—
Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,“Tarawa Beachhead” (Col) and
208; $1.50-$2.65)—“South Seas Ad¬
Washington, Nov. 25.
“Hong Kong Confidential” (UA).
venture” (Cinerama) (8th wk).
Trim $11,000. Last week, “Blood
Two flashy newcomers plus Terrific $26,800. Last week, $20,of Vampire” (U) and “Monster on sturdy holdovers will make for 900.
Campus” (U) (2d wk), "$8,000.
bullish biz this week. “Tunnel of
Trans-Lux Krira (Trans-Lux) (1,Harris (Todd) (984; $1.25-$3)— Love” at Capitol and “Mardi Gras” 000; 90-$1.65)—“Gigi” (M-G) (6th
“Gigi” (M-G) (20th wk). Trim $15,- at Palace will do socko trade. wk). Sturdy $7,000. Last week,
“Gigi” stays fancy in second pop- same.
000. Last week, $15,500.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; *90-$1.50)— price stanza at Keith’s. “Last Hur¬
“Quantrill’s Raiders” (AA) and rah” still is pulling strong at TransINDPLS. SHAPES UNEVEN
“Cole Younger Gunfighter" (AA). Lux in fourth. “Windjammer”
Ofce $7,000. Last week, reissues. sailed to a big take in sixth round
at Warner’s.
‘Houseboat’ Smash $12,000; ‘Years’
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25Estimates for This Week
j
Nice 8G, ‘Pacific’ Ditto
$3.30) — “South’Pacific” (Magna)
Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW)
(35th wk). Sockeroo $20,000. Last
(1,490; 1,000; 90-$1.25)—“Enchanted
week, $22,000.
Indianapolis, Nov. 25.
Monroe (Jovan) (1,000; 65-90)— Island” (WB) and “Appointment
Biz is moderate to smash at
Shadow” (U). Mild $9,500.
“Diamond Safari” (20th) and “Wolf With
first-runs
here
this stanza. “House¬
week, “The Spider” (AI) and
Dog” (20th). Okay $4,300. Last Last
boat” looks wow at Keith’s to lead
week, “I Bury Living” (UA) and “Brain Eaters” (AI). $14,000.
city. “Restless Years” at Circle
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 90-$1.25) shapes nice. “Defiant Ones” at
“Cross Up” (UA) $5JD00.
of Love” (M-G). Big Loew’s looks dull. Latter is play¬
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50) ■—“Tunnel
$19,000.
week, “Party Girl” ing day-and-date at near-downtown
—“Queen of Outer Space” (AA) (M-G) (2dLast
wk), $13,000 in 9 days. Walker.
and “Littlest Hobo” (AA) (2d wk).
Columbia (Loew) (904; 90-$1.25)
Fair $11,000. Last week, $12,000.
Estimates for this Week
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,434; —“Reluctant Debutante” (M-G)
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 75$L25r$3.40) — “South Seas Adven¬ (6th wk); Still, hefty at $7,5.00; 90)—“Restless Tears” (U) and “Ap¬
stays
on.
Last
week,
$8,000.
ture” (Cinerama) (9th wk). Hotsy
pointment with Shadow” (U). Nice
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 90-$1.25)— $8,000. Last week, "From Earth to
$29,000. Last week, $28,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 90- “Gigi” (M-G) (2d wk). Great $14,- Moon” (WB) and “Ride a Crooked
$1.80)—4'‘Mardi Gras” (20th). Boff 000 at pop prices following $15,000 Trail” (U), $10,000.
$23,500. Last week, “In Love and first stanza. Remains over.
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 75-90)—
MacArthur (K-B) (900; $1.10)— “Houseboat” (Par). Wow $12,000.
War” (20th) (3d wk), $13,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- “Pelt Boille” (Cont) (2d wk). Nice Last week, “Home Before Dark”
(WB), $8,500.
$1.80)—“I Want to Live” (UA) (2d $3,500. Last week, $4,900.
Ontario (K-B) (1,240; 90-$1.25)—
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-90)—
wk). Great $35,000. Last week,
“Houseboat” (Par) (6tn wk). Good “Defiant Ones” (UA) hnd “Cop
$46,000.
Hater” (UA). Mild $5,500. Last
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25) $6,500; stays. Last week, $8,000.
Palace (Loew) (2,390; 90-$1.25)— week, “Last Hurrah” (M-G), $4,500.
■—“Inspector Maigret” (Lopert).
Fair $3,000. Last week, “Lovers “Mardi. Gras” (20th). Sockeroo ' Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.25-$2.20)—
$19,000. Last week, “Decks Ran “South Pacific” (Magna) (31st wk).
and Thieves” (Zenith), $2,300.
Moderate $8,000. Last week* $8,500.
Todd’s Cinestage (Todd),.(1,036; Red” (Col), $9,000.
Plaza (T-L) (27.6; 90-$1.50)—“Dr.
$1.75-$3.50) — “Around World”
Laurent”
(T-I«
(2d
wk).
Booming
(86th wk). Smash $15,600. Last
Estimates Are Net
$6,000 after $7,000 opener. Holds.
week, $15,800.
■
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; $1.25Film gross estimates as re¬
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90X
ported herewith from the vari¬
$1.80)—“Party Girl” (M-G) (3dr $2.50)—“Last Hurrah” (Col) (4th
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
wk). Good $14,000 or near. Last wk). Still strong at $6,500. Last
7,000.
week, $17,000.
without usual tax. Distrib¬
vn (SW) (1,100; $1.25-$2.50)
utors share on net take, when
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90an and Sea” (WB) (2d wk).
playing percentage, hence the.
$1.50)—“Tunnel of. Love” (M-G)
72>0ffcrLast week, $7,600 in
estimated figures are net in¬
(3d wk). Hep $18,000 or close. Last
"■r»
week, $21,000.
come.
er (SW) (1,300; $1.2542.40)
The parenthetic admission
World (Teitel) (606; 90)—“No
immer” (NT) (6th wk).
prices, however,' as indicated,
Sun in Venice” (Union). Sunny
at $14,500 .with. one extra:
include- the U. S. amusement
$5,000. Last week “Rice” (Indie)
ast week, $14,300, with two
(2d wk), $4,300.
tax.
erformances.

Port. Biz Way Off But
Tarawa’ So-So $6,500

‘Mardi Gras Fine
$19,000 Tops D.C.

S

•-f Although this is a pre-holiday
I session for most first-run theatres
j on Broadway, the launching of four
new bills in the last seven days is
helping to improve the business
outlook somewhat. However, the
Street generally appears to be suf¬
Buffalo, Nov. 25.
Takings are quite uneven here fering from an overdose of hold¬
and pre-Turkey day blues.
this stanza.
However, “House¬ overs
showing for a straight-filmer
boat” shapes trim at Paramount is Top
being made by “I Want To Live”
and “Mardi Gras” looms good at with a smash $30,000 opening week
Century. “Party Girl” is merely at the Victoria. “Tunnel of Love”
okay at the Buffalo and “Restless with stageshow is. heading for a
Years” is rated only passable at fair $65,000 on initial session at,
Lafayette. Elsewhere, takings are the Roxy which takes in Thanks¬
way off.
giving Day business, not true of
“Live.” “Mardi Gras,” not helped
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)— by the holiday on its first stanza,
“Party Girl” (M-G) and “Cop wound up with a fair $35,000 at
Hater” (M-G). Okay $11,000. Last the Paramount.
Also new, “Orders To Kill” was
week, “Torpedo Run” (M-G) and
fairly good $8,500 on initial frame
“I Accuse” (M-G), $9,000.
Center (AB-PT) (3,000; 70-90)— at the arty Fine Arts.
Although off considerably from
“High Society” (M-G) and “Seven
Brides Seven Brothers” (M-G) (re¬ opening week, "Houseboat” still is
very
big with $23,000 in first four
issues). Mild $5,000. Last week,
“In Love and War” (20th) (3d wk), days of second week at the Capitol
after a great $51,000 opening ses¬
$6,000.
sion. “Roots of Heaven” perked up
Century (UATC) (1,410; 70-90)— via its new grind policy and lower
“Mardi Gras” (20th) and “Fron¬ scale at the Palace. First week (6th
tier Gun” (20th). ’Good $9,000. of rim) of this policy was nice $14,Last week, “Last Hurrah” (Col) 500, considerably ahead of fifth
and “She Played With Fire” (CoP, week.
$9,200 in 10 days.
“Gigi” continues smash, holding
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-90)— _
....
at $24,800
in third round at the
“Restless Years” (U) and “Wild j arty Sutton. “My* Uncle, Mr. Hulot’
Heritage” (U).
Passable $7,000. | held at sock $23,600 in third frames
Last week. “Mississippi Gambler” ; at the Baronet and Guild where
(U) and “Up Front” (U) (reissues),) day-dating. “Home Before Dark”
$6,000.
i with stageshow is off to mild $95,Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70- • 000 in third stanza at the Music
90)—“Houseboat” (Par) and “Party i Hall. “Big Country" shapes trim
Crashers” (Par).
Trim $15,000. i $13,500 in eighth week at the Astor,
Last week, “Tarawa Beachhead” and stays on.
“Party Girl” was only slow $9,0C0
(Col) and “Apache Territory”
000 in fourth stanza at the State,
(Col), $11,200.
holding
on until the new stageshow
'
“
(1,200;
70-$L25)—
Teck (Loew)
“Cat On Hot Tin Roof” (M-G) policy opens on Dec. 3. This new
(13th-final wk). Tame $3,000. Last policy will bring in “Jewel Box Re¬
vue” plus “China Doll” on the
week, $4 000.
Cinema (Martina) (450: 70-$1.25) Screen.
—“Old Man and Sea” (WB) (3d wk). ! “South Seas Adventure” still is
getting the most money of the
Droopy $1,500. Last week. $2,300. hard-ticket
pictures although feel¬
ing the generally offish conditions.
It was a good $23,100 in 18th round
at the Warner, and is now in its
19th week.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2>—
“Big Country” (UA) (8th wk). Cur¬
rent round ending today (Wed.)
looks like trim $13,500. Seventh
was $14,300 “Separate Tables”
Philadelphia, Nov. 25.
(UA) is due in Dec. 18.
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)
While weekend trade was good,
Uncle, Mr. Hulot” (Cont)
most houses this round are mprely —“My
(4th wk). Third stanza ended Sun- .
marking time awaiting the arrival day (23) was sturdy $12,200. Sec-'
of holiday blue-chip product. There ond, $13,800.
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)—
is not a single new entry aside
“Houseboat” (Par) (2d. wk). First
from some reissues and one arty four days of current round hit big
pic. Best showing likely will be $23,000, better than some full
made by “In Love and War” with weeks here. Initial week soared to
a lusty take in third week at the wow $51,000, best here in some
Viking. “Last Hurrah” also is time and especially strong for this
lusty in second stanza at Randolph time of year. Stays on, naturally.
while “Houseboat” continues to
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80sail strongly in sixth Arcadia ses¬ $2.50)—“Old
Man and Sea” (WB>
sion.
(8th wk). Seventh stanza ended
Estimates for This Week
Sunday (23) was okay $9,500. Sixth
Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99-$1.80)— week, $10,800. “Night To Remem¬
“Houseboat” (Par) (6th wk). Trim ber” due to preem the night of
Dec. 16, with regular run starting
$9,000. Last week, $11,000.
Boyd (SW) (1,480; $1.20-$2.40)— Dec. 17. Seventh week helped by
“Windjammer” (NT) (4th wk). addition of “Coronation of Pope”
Stout $10,000. Last week, $12,000. short.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Fox (National) (2,250; 65-$1.49)— —“Orders To Kill” (UMPO) (2d
“High Society” (M-G) and “Swan” wk). First round ended Sunday
(M-G) (reissues). Mild $6,500. Last (23) was good $8,500.
week, “Appointment with Shadow”
55th St. Playhouse (Moss) (300;
(U) and “Saga of Hemp Brown” (Ellis). Opens today (Wed.).
(U), $6,700.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)—
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; $1.50- “My Uncle, Mr. Hulot” (Cont) (4th
$2.60)—“Old Man and Sea” (WB) wk). Third stanza ended Sunday
(2d wk). Slow $8,500. Last week, (23) was excellent.$11,400. Second
$10,000.
week, $12,500.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592;
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $'1.20$2.40)—“South Pacific” (Magna) $1.80-$2.80)—“Tosca” (Indie) (5th
(35th wk). Big $8,000. Last week, wk). This week ending today
(Wed.) is heading for nice $7,600.
ditto.
“Separate
Randolph (Goldman) (1,250; 65- Fourth was $8,000.
Tables”
(UA) opens Dec. 18, play¬
$1.80)—“Last Hurrah” (Col) (2d
wk). Lusty $12,000. Last week, ing date-date with Astor.
Palace (RKO) (1,642; 90-$2)—
$15,000.
“Roots of Heaven” (20th) (7th wk).
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80)— The sixth week and first at pop“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” (M-G) (9th scale ended yesterday (Tues.) was
wk). Off to good $9,000. Last week, nice $14,500, considerably better
$11,000.
than fifth week on two-a-day and
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49>— $3 top, which was $10,500, Stays
“Defiant Ones” <UA) (Sth wk). Oke inc&f^on grind policy here.
$5,000 in 6 days. Last week, $6,000.
Odeon (Rank) (813; 90-$1.80)—
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 99-$1.49) “Night Heaven Fell” (Kings) (5th(Continued on page 10)
(Continued on page 10)

‘Houseboat’ Trim 15G,
Buff; ‘Mardi Gras’ 9G

‘In Love Hep 10G
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PICTURE GROSSES

Hep $18,000,
Mpls. Perks; ‘Windjammer’ Hot 15G, j ‘Houseboat’
Cleve.; ‘Search’ Same
Tunnel’ Lively IDG, ‘Houseboat’ 8G
!

Minneapolis, Nov. 25. 4—-A terrific array of newcomer hits
will enliven the Loop currently.
Such new arrivals as “Tunnel of
Love,” “Houseboat” and “The
Night Heaven Fell” stack up as
real winners though all are at
smaller houses.
Holdovers like “South Pacific,”
San Francisco, Nov. 25.
“Vt indjammer” and “In Love and
War” also are continuing well up
The Thanksgiving week, with its
in the money, last named being usual long holiday weekend, is
smash at State. “Windjammer” helping first-run biz here this
shapes big in first full week at the stanza. Some fresh, strong prod¬
Century. “Pacific” is lively in 22d uct also is a big factor in the up¬
round..
beat. “Houseboat” shapes sock in
Estimates for This Week
first round at Golden Gate while
Academy (Mann) (947; $1.50- “Search For Paradise” is very big
$2.65) — “South Pacific” (Magna) in 37th week at Orpheum. “Gigi”
(22d wk). Lively $7,500. Last week, is rated dandy in 20th session at
the Stagedoor.
“Reluctant De¬
$8,000.
Century (S-W) (1,150; $1.75- butante” looms good in third War$2.65)) — ‘"Windjammer” (NT) <2d field stanza. “Man of West” is
wk). Has caught on well here with very fancy opening round at the
much praise from critics. Big $15,- United Artists.
000 is indicated. Last week, $9,000
Estimates for This Week
in first four days.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; $1.25)
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 90-$1.25) —“Houseboat” (Par) and “Saga Of
—“Houseboat” (Par). An advanced Hemp Brown” (U). Socko $17,000.
admission picture here for a Last week, “Frankenstein 1970”
change and patrons love it despite (AA) and “Queen Of Outer Space”
the $1.25 top. Sock $8,000. Last (AA), $10,000.
week, ‘Torpedo Hun” (M-G) (2d
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
wk), $4,000.
“At War With Army” (Par) and
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 90-$1.25)— “Inspector General” (WB) (re¬
“Tunnel of Love” (M-G). Upped issues). Okay $9,000. Last week,
admission here, too. Torrid $10,000. “In Love And War” (20th) and
Last week, “Party Girl” (M-G) (2d “Showdown Boot Hill” (20th) (2d
wk), $5,000 at 90c top.
wk), $9,500.
RKO Orpheum (BKO) (2,800; 85Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25)
90)—“Last Hurrah” (Col) (2d wk). —“Reluctant Debutante” (M-G) (3d
Tepid $5,000. Last week, $7,500.
wk). Good $7,000 in 5 days.' Last
State (Par) (2.Z00; 85-90)—“In wnnlr
fi C/lfl
Love and War” (20th) (2d wk). A
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$1.25)
big winner- here. Smash $7,500. —“Unwed Mather” (AA) and “Joy
Last week, $13,500.
Ride” (AA). Mild $9,000. Last
Suburban World (Mann) (800: 85) week, "Spider” (AI) and “Terror
—'“Folies Bergere” (Indie). Good Year 5000”. (AI), ditto.
$2,000. Last week, “Arsenic and
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1.25Old Lace” (Indie) (reissue), $1,800. $1.50)—“Robe”
(20th) and “Deme¬
World (Mann) (400; 85-$l»25)— trius and Gladiators”
(20th) (re¬
"Night Heaven Fell”
(Kings) issues).
Good $9,000 or close.
Combo of Brigitte Bardot in her Last
week,
“From
Earth
To Moon”
newest and “for adults only” snells
great $8,000. Last week, “Wild (WB) and “Brain From Planet
(WB) (2d wk), $6,500 in 5
Wilderness” (BV) (3d wk>. $4,000. Arous”
days.
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,456;.
$1.75-$2.65)—“Search For Para¬
BROADWAY
dise” (Cinerama) (37th wk). Great
(Continued from page 9)
$22,000. Last week, $13,000 on 4final wk). Looks to wind final ses day week. Other days of 8-day
sion at fair $5,900. “From Eartl week, closed becasue of fire.
To Moon” (WB) opens foda'
United Artists (No. Coast) (1.207;
(Wed.).
90-$1.25)—“Man Of West” (UA)
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1 and “Hong Kong Confidential’*
$2)—“Mardi Gras” (20th) (2d wk! (UA). Fine $12,000 or over. Last
First session ended Monday (24 week, “Lost Missile” (UA) and
hit fair $35,000. In ahead, “Ii “Fear Makers” (UA), $4,500.
Love and War” (20th) (3d wkStagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25-$3)—
days), $20,000.
“Gigi” (M-G (20th wk.
Dandy
Paris (Palhe Cinema) (568; 9C $10,000. Last week, $10,700.
$1.80)—“Horse’s Mouth” (Loperl
Presidio (Hardy-Parsons (774;
(3d wk). Second stanza finishei $1.25-$1.50)—“Demoniac” ''(Indie).
Monday (24) held at big $24,20( Oke $3,500.
Last week, “Wild
First was $25,000.
Fruit’ (UMPO) (2d wk), $2,000.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke
Coronet (United California)
fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75) — “Horn (1,250; $1.25-$3)—“Old Man And
Before Dark” (WB) plus stageshow Sea” (WB) (5th wk). Slim $7,000.
(3d wk). This session ending toda Last week, same.
«Wed.) looks like mild $95,00(
Alexandria (United California)
Second was $105,000. Stays fourtl (1,170; $1.50-$3.50)—“South Paci¬
with # "Auntie Mame” (WB) an fic” (20th) (21st wk). Solid $14,500.
“Christmas
stageshow
openin Last week, $14,000.
Dec. 4.
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $2-$3.50)—
“South Pacific” (Magna) (8th wk).
BOSTON
Seventh week completed Monday
(Continued from page 8)
(24) was fair $20,000.
Sixth,
$23,400
*
Moon” (WB) and “Steel Bayonet”'
plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)— (UA), $14,000.
“Inspector Maigret” (Lopert) (7tfa
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 70wk). This round ending today $1.10)—“Houseboat” (Par). Zoom¬
(Wed.) is heading for fancy $6,800. ing to $19,000 for this Cary Grant
Sixth was $7,200. “Inn of Sixth starrer. Last week, “In Love and
Happiness” (UA) opens Dec. 12.
War” (20th) and “Frontier Gun”
Roxy (Indie) (5,705; 90-$2.50)— (Indie) (2d wk); $9,000.
“Tunnel of Love” (M-G) plus stageMayflower (ATC) (683; 75-$1.25)
show. First session finishing up —"Young Lions” (20th) and “Men
tomorrow' (Thurs.) looks like fair With Cars” (Indie) (2d runs). Oke
$65,000. In ahead, “Last Hurrah" $3,000.
Last week, “Streetcar
(Col) and stageshow (4th wk-8 Named Desire” (20th) and “Blue
days), $39,000.
Men of Morocco” (20th) (reissues),
State (Loew) (3,450; 50-$1.75)— $3,000.
“Party Girl” (5th wk). Fourth
Paramount (NET) (2,357; 70stanza ended Monday (24) was slow $1.10)—“Spider” (AI) and “Brain
$9,000. Third was $12,500, below Eaters” (AI).
Erratic $11,000.
hopes. Stays until stageshow pol¬ Last week, “Tom Sawyer” (Indie)
icy is launched with “Jewel Box (reissue) and “Gunfire at Indian
Revuej’ plus “China Doll” (UA) on Gap” (Rep), $8,500.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 60-$1.10)—
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.80)—
“Gigi” (M-G) <4th wk). Third stanza “Party Girl” (M-G) and “Street of
finished Saturday (22) was whop¬ Sinners” (Indie). Neat $9,000 or
ping $24,800. Second week, $28,400. near. Last week. “Tarawa Beach¬
Continues on. indef. First day of head” (Col) and “Kill Her Gently”
current (4th) week again saw the (Col) (2d wk), $5,000.
Saxon (Sack) (1,000; $1.50-$3.50)
Sunday figure topping $4,000.
Trans^Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1- —“South Pacific” (Magna) (33d
Energetic $12,000.
Last
$1.50) —• “What Price Murder” wk).
(UMPO) (3d wk). First holdover week, ditto.
Trans-Lux (T-L> (730; 75-$1.25)—
round ended Sunday (23) was nice
“Mile. Striptease” (DCA) (2d run)
$7,200. Initial week,. $10,000.'
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50-$2) and “Blonde in Bondage” (DCA)
—“I Want to live” (UA) (2d wk). (2d wk). Hot $5,000. Last week,
First session ended Monday (24) $6,000.
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 90-$1.50)
soared to smash $30,000. Holding,
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600; —“Last Hurrah” (Col) (5th wk).
$1.80-$3v50)—“South Seas Adven¬ Bright $12,000. Last week, $15,000.
Slate (Loew) <3,600; 75-$125)—
ture” (Cinerama) <19th wk). The
18th round tended Saturday (22) “Reluctant Debutante” (M-G) (3d
was good $23,100. The 17th week, wk). Oke $7,000. Last week, $10,$25,900. Continues on.
000.

‘Houseboat’ Great 17G,
Frisco; ‘West’ Rousing
12G, ‘Search’ Slick 22G

- Cleveland, Nov. 25.
Aside from “Houseboat,”” which
is sailing circles around all new¬
comers, biz is very spotty current¬
ly with numerous houses reporting
sluggish trade. “Houseboat” looks
hefty at State. “Search For Para¬
dise” is pushing to smash take in
14th round at Palace while “South
Pacific” also is edging up .to. a
brisk total in 34th stanza at the
Ohio. “White Wilderness” is rated
just okay at the Allen.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (S-W) (3,800; 75-90)—
“White Wilderness” (BV). . Oke
$10,000. Last week, “From Earth
to Moon” (WB), $9,000 in 6 days.
Continental Art (Art Theatre
Guild) (850; $1.25)—“Truth About
Women” (Indie).
Thin $1,200.
Last .week, “Past is Showing” (In¬
die), $1,700.
Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild)
(925; $1.25)—“Lady Chatterley’s
Lover” (Indie). Okay $2,700. Last
week, “Odet” (Indie), $1,900.
Hippodrome (Telem’t) (3,700; 7590)—“Cosmic Monsters” (DCA)
and “Crawling Eye” (DCA). Pass¬
able $13,000. Last week, “Whole
Truth” (Col) and “Tarawa Beach¬
head” (Col), $8,000.
Lower Mall (Community) (500;
70-90) — “Night Heaven Fell”
(Kings). Nice $2,800. Last week,
“Wild and Wicked” (Indie) and
“Assault” (Indie) (2d wk), $1,800.
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2fi0)
—“South Pacific” (20th) (34th wk).
Brisk $9,000. Last week, $8,000.
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,523;
$1.25-$2.40)—“Search For Para¬
dise” (Cinerama) (14th wk). Smash
$18,000 or over after $15,500.
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)—
“Houseboat” (Par). Big $18,000.
Last week, “Torpedo Run” (M-G),
$7,000.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)—
“Tale of Two Cities” (Rank). So¬
so $5,000. Last week, “Party Girl”
(M-G) (m.o.), $8,000.
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Loew’s Short Peace

(Continued from page 8)
(Magna) (26th wk). Swell $6,000.
Last week, $6,300.
Coliseum (Fox - Evergreen)
(1,870;. 90-$1.50) — “Mardi Gras”
(20th) and “Flaming . Frontier”
(20th). Big $10,000. Last week,
“Tarawa Beachhead” (Col) and
“Kill Her Gently” (Col), $8,800.
fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen)
(2,500; . 90-$1.50) — “Houseboat”
(Par) and “Young As We Are”
(Par). Very good $10,000. Last
week, “In Love and War” (20th)
and “Cimarron Pass” (20th) (2d
wk), $6,700.
v
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; $1.50$2.80)—“Gigi” <M-G) (7th wk).
Nice $5,000. Last week, $5,700.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90$L50)—“From Earth to Moon”
(WB) and “Windom’s Way” (Rank).
Mild $5,D0Q. Last week, “Onionhead”
(WB)
and
“Dangerous
Xouth” (WB) (2d wk), $5,300.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90$L50)—“Home Before Dark” (WB)
and “Mark of Hawk” (U). Light
$7,000. Last week, stageshows.
Paramount (Fox - Evergreen)
(3,107; 90-$L50)—“Last Hurrah”
(Col) and “Ghost of China Sea”
(Col). Drab\ $6,000. Last week,
“Defiant Ones” (UA) and “Terror
in Texas” (UA) (5th wk), $3,900.

Continued from page S

Green-Newman faction was “un¬
willing” to start a proxy tiff be¬
cause the support they had initially
expected from other sources had
withdrawn.
However,
it
was
learned that the Newman state¬
ment was issued without the con¬
sent and approval of Green and
that Newman “was speaking for
himself.” This led to a report that
there had been a falling out be-:
tween the pair, a contention
sources close to the two men deny.
Despite the confusion anent the
present relationship between
Green and Newman, it’s certain
that Green has decided to chal¬
lenge management. Green’s at¬
torney, Henry Friendly, of the
law firm of Cleary, Gottlieb,
Friendly . and Hamilton, was in
Washington last week to'file the
papers with the SEC and they
were officially entered on Satur¬
day (22). Moreover, Green is seek¬
ing a proxy solcifitatiOn firm and a
public relations firm specializing
in corporate battles.
Separate Spokemen
Green and • Newman appear to
have separate representation so
far. While Friendly and Leonard
Sheriff, of the same law firm, are
handling the legal aspects of
Green’s affairs, Newman appears
to have the public relations firm
of Bernard
Relin
Associates,
Toronto, Nov. ‘25.
prexied by William Bostelman, as
Chains are reporting a pickup his spokesman. It’s' stated that
in biz currently, with package of Green would-like to have Newman
“High School Hellcats” and “Hpt come along with him, but that he
Rod Gang”-dragging in teen-agers hasn’t asked him as yet. Mean¬
for terrific returns at a six-house while, Newman is not making his
Jaro combo. Same goes for “Mardi
Gras” at a four-theatre tiein of position clear. At first, a spokes¬
man for Newman stated that he
Famous Players (Canadian),
Playing at single theatre, “The was “standing by his original
Matchmaker” is also doing well statement.” Later this was altered
on opening week. This also goes to say that Newman “had nothing
for such holdovers as “In Love to say at the moment” and that
and War,” now in its second stanza; “the story would unfold as it goes
“The Big Cduntry,” in fourth along.”
frame; .and “Cat on a Hot Tin
Green’s decision to proceed with
Roof,” in sixth stanza; these show¬ a proxy fight in light of the Fed¬
ing little change over previous eral Court’s approval of the Loew’s
week.
divorcement plan, which Green
Estimates for This Week
and Newman had opposed, led to
Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 75-$1.25) the question in industry circles as
—“Streetcar Named Desire” (20th) to what Green hoped to accomplish
(reissue). Okay $10,000. Last week, at this time. Green’s position, it’s
“La Parisienne” (UA) (4th wk), said, is that his general objective
$8,000.
Cincinnati, Nov. 25.
Colony, CooksviUe, Danforth, is to “keep everybody employed”
“Houseboat,” a hefty entry at
the flagship. Albee, is the mainstay Humber, Fairlawn, Westhill (Rank) and “to'do his best for the stock¬
of current week’s slightly improved (858; 636; 1,330; 1,203; 1,165; 598; holders.” Both Green and Newman
b.o. look. Other newcomers shap¬ $1)—“High School Hellcats” (In¬ have sought to get the manage¬
ing fairish, are "Decks Ran Red” at die) and “Hot Rod Gang” (Indie). ment to revise the board of direc¬
tors and Green had been malting
the Palace and “Mark of Hawk” at Terrific $19;000.
Downtown, Glendale, Prince of every effort to obtain a written
the Grand. Holdover “Last Hur¬
rah” shapes firm at Keith’s. “South Wales, State (Taylor) (1,059; 995; commitment from management
Seas Adventure” tops the city by 1,200; 694; 50-75)—“Ride Crooked that it would agree to reduce ana
plenty in fourth week at Capitol. Trail” (U) and “Appointment with change the board. However, Loew’s
Long-runner “South-Pacific” con¬ Shadow” (U). Sad $11,000. Last prexy Joseph R. Vogel and his
tinues oke at the suburban Valley week, “Tank Force” (Gol) and management team refused to give
“Tarawa Beachhead” (Col), good
in 30th round.
$29,500 at nine-house combo seat¬ Green any assurance, written or
Estimates for This Week
verbal, that there would be changes
ing 9,204.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)—
Eglinton, Palace, Runnymede, oh the hoard. There is a feeling,
“Houseboat” (Par). Hefty $14,000 York (FP) (1,080; 1,485; 1,385; 877; however, that the board might be
or over. Holds for second week. $1)—“Mardi Gras” (20th). Very pared proportionately, with both
Last week, “Torpedo Run” (M-G), big $23,000.
management and dissidents hav¬
$8,500.
Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1.25) ing to give up support on the board
(Par).
Good if there’s any hope of reducing the
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1.376; —“Matchmaker”
$120-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven¬ $8,50d. Last week, “Certain Smile” 19-man board to 13. Green has
ture” (Cinerama) (4th wk). Big (20th) (3d wk), $6,000.
Hyland (Rank) (1,057; $1)—“Big stated that the company would
$25,000, aided by two extra screen¬
Money” (Rank) and “Ski Crazy” benefit "by changes in the compo¬
ings. Last week, $23,000.
sition of tbe bo3td of directors.”
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-S1.10)— (Rank) (2d wk). Okay $4,500. Last
Pitch to Bankers Anew
"Mark of Hawk” (U) and “Tangan¬ week, $5,000.
In light of the fact that Newman
Imperial
(FP)
(3,343;
75-$1.50)—
yika” (U). Five days got fair $4,500.
Last week, ‘Tearmakers” (UA) and “In Love and War” (20th) (2d wk). had decided to withdraw from a
Big $12,000. Last week, $15,000. proxy fight when the Wall Street
“Cop Hater” (UA), $4,700.
International (Taylor) (557; $1)—
Keith’s (Short <1,500; 90-$1.25)— “Orders to Kill” (IFD) (7th wk). hanking firms of Lehman Bros, and
“Last Hurrah” (Col) (2d 4vk) and Steady at $3,000. Last week, same. Lazard Freres reportedly expressed
their opposition to engaging in any
“Pope John XXIII Coronation”
Loew’s (Loew) (2,098; 75-$1.25)—
(Rank>. Good $6,000 or near. Last “Big Country” (UA) (4th wk). Still tussle, it was stated that Green
week, $7,000.
lusty at $10,000. Last week, would solicit the bankers just as
he will appeal to other stock¬
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)— $11,000. .
“Decks Ran Red” (M-G). So-so
Towne (Taylor) (695; $l-$2.50)— holders. It was emphatically denied
$7,000. Last week, “From Earth to “Gigi” (MG) (17th wk). Hefty that Green had any intention to
launch a program of liquidation if
Moon” (WB), $8,500.
$7,000. Last week, $7,500.
Valley (Wiethe) (1.300; $1.50University (FP) (1.255; $1.50- he should emerge victorious. It was
$2.50) — “South Pacific” (Magna) $2.40)—“Seven Wonders of World” pointed out that he has a reputa¬
<30th wk). Close to last week’s (Cinerama) (18th wk). Bowing out tion in Wall ’Street as a builder and
good $5,500.
at sturdy $13,000, with “South not a liquidator.
Seas Adventure” (Cinerama) in for
Green and Newman presently
press showing Monday (24) and control some 150,000 shares. In
Variety Tent benefit Tuesday (25). addition. Green is said to have the
Last week, “Wonders” was $15,000. support of Joseph Tomlinson, who
Uptown (Loew) (2,074; 75-$1.25*
—“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” (M-G) lost a proxy battle with manage¬
(6th
wk). Terrific $9,500. Last ment last year. Tomlinson con¬
A $150,000 treble-damage anti¬
trols a similar number of shares.
trust suit, brought by Walter week, $10,500.
However, Philip A. Roth and Ira
Reade Inc. against the eight
Guflden.^ two - directors on the
PHILADELPHIA
majors and RKO Theatres, was
Loew’s board supporting manage¬
(Continued from page 9)
settled and discontinued yesterday
ment are said to have emerged as
(Tues.) according to papers filed: —“Case of Dr. Laurent” (T-L) (2d the,'largest single stockholders.
in N.Y. Federal Court. Reade filed wk). Stout $5,500. Last week, Tfiey have been adding to their
the action in behalf of its Law¬ $8,500.
~
holdings recently and now are said
TrarirfiUX (T-L> (500; 90-$l.S0V to control <• some 200,000 shares.
rence Drive-in Theatre, near Tren¬
—“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (reissue)." There are approximately 5,000,000
ton, N.J.
Under the settlement, it was So-so $4,500. Last week, “Reluct shares outstanding.
disclosed, the Lawrence won a re¬ taut Debutante” (M-G) (8th wk),
The reports of a possible new
/
duction from 30-day clearance to $3,500.
proxy fight again started a flurry
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$lA$)— of activity of Loew’s shares on the
14 days after Trenton. first-runs. “In
Love and War” (20th) (31! wk).
N. Y;. Stock Exchange. It-was. one
Moreover, if circumstances war- Loud $18^)00. Last week, $tfOOC
rent the ozoner may ask for a
World (Pathe) (604; 95-51.80)— of the, most actively- traded stocks
still further reduction. Defendant “Panther FanhaU” (IndieX Fair last week, the volume being
distribs also agreed to pay fees of $3,500. Last week, “Mitsou’i (Indie) 202,200 shares. The stock rose
% points to 22.
Reade’s attorney, William Gold.
(2d wk), $2,600.
f

‘Mardi Gras’ Great 23G,
Toronto; In Lore’Lush
12G,‘Country’ 10G, 4th

'Houseboat’Fine
$14,000, Cincy Ace

Reade’s Clearance Cut,
Drops Antitrust Suit
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Bureau of Missing Business
Exploding Population & The Film Biz
By ROBERT I. LANDRY
The American film Industry, ms Is well known, is divided into two
self-consuming divisions, production (manufacturing) and exhibition
(retailing) with one thing in common; memory of the good old days.
In partcular, theatres are running high temperatures and low morale
possibly because, unlike the makers of films, they are unable to do
business with the enemy, television.
' It is perhaps remarkable that the American economy is so inflated
that a two-billion-dollar industry feels sorry for itself and succumbs
to hypochondria and hysteria. It might, of course, help if the doctors
had something more confidence-inspiring to suggest than hot and cold
liquidations and capital gains setting-up exercises.
Meanwhile, Hollywood agent Charles K. Feldman speaks propheti¬
cally of a time a-coming when the post-1948 will have been sold off
and the industry will then see naked studios, shorn of residuals, pitted
against talent possibly obliged for the first time to share the losses as
•well as the profits in picture-making.
The question is asked whether the new Congress of Exhibitors, or
any other group, can halt the “inevitability” of a sale to television
syndicators of the post-1948 features. The gloomy guess on the prob¬
able modus operandi of how the blow will fall—one distributor first
breaking away from the fold, then all crowding in for the- lovely,
dividend-paying “kill,” which may also kill the industry as heretofore
existing, has all too plausible a sound (see" separate story, this issue).
Yet perhaps the important thing is to fight this “plausible sound,”
this expectation of inevitable calamity. A crying need is a kind of today-seldom-manifest faith and patience, and patience may be as im¬
portant as faith. Most of today’s tendencies to seek “diversification”
(outside entertainment or partly within), or to pile up cash assets, are
short-term expedients. They, do not meet the long-term necessities of
survival of the film industry as American’s premier amusement.
It cannot be stressed too often that many of the problems beset¬
ting the film industry are exterior to it. Television alone is far less
dangerous to the boxoffice than a combination of television and in¬
flation. High admission prices in downtown areas may be less a deter¬
rent than scarcity of baby-sitters, slow, crowded or no buses and the
exasperating parking evil.
About these much-mentioned everyday problems next to nothing is
being done in city after city, although some downtown areas, as in
Pittsburgh, are being radically re-designed for the motor” age. Not
theatres alone but the whole amiy of downtown merchants have a
stake in preventing further de¬ 4“---:-■---—terioration of the once-dominant the egghead. appeal of the release
shopping districts.
centered on the world-famous his¬
Showmen have been notorious¬ torian and philosopher Arnold
ly laggard in catching up with dis¬ Toynbee, then in release at Prince¬
tribution patterns (in the mer¬ ton.
cantile, not the Film Row sense)
Toynbee proved gracious, seemed
and it is notable that discussions
of the film industry’s problems delighted with the idea of dinner
and
a showing of the film. The
too often appear to be conducted
with small regard for the national dinner with fellow thinkers was
charming
but in the screening
economy as a whole. The neces¬
sary adjustments which must be room Toynbee fell asleep. None¬
theless
he
later said those parts
made relate to broad national
trends notably (a) an explosion of he’d seen he liked very much. How¬
ever,
the
historian
declined to en¬
population and automobiles (b)
accelerating deterioration of down¬ dorse the film or give a quote of
any
kind.
town (i.e. firstruns) in dozens of
The stunt cost the company
cities with accompanying suburban
elephantitis (c) a n^w kind of un¬ $1,500.
employment in the land which
Never Act Like A Stranger
has absolutely no effect on costof-living levels and (d) inflationIn Montreal $1,500 was spent
induced togetherness around the for promotion and the gross was
television sets.
$25,000. In New York the cam¬
There are other factors, too, as paign cost $30,000 and the rentals
almost any Variety issue in re¬ alone will go a long way in paying
cent months points up. The film off the mortgage.
giants of yesteryear thought in
These are only a couple of
terms of take-out via huge per¬ asides to Harold Robbins’ “Never
sonal salaries, bonuses, participa¬ Love a Stranger,” Allied Artists
tions. Today glory points, in this release. It’s a limited-budget pic¬
inflated, tax-haunted society, to get¬ ture and this is important to note,
ting the stock up through getting for Robbins and his publicity man,
the assets sold off. It is a pity not Ed Gollin, make the point that the
adequately expressed nowadays penetration
achieved
so
far
that bankers of no loyalty to show matches the “depth coverage”
business are so dominant, that gotten with many a bigtime spe¬
their minds seem to work in terms cial (“Stranger” was brought in at
of junking 40-year-old businesses about $700,000.) .
as a killing-cure in the face of a
Robbins and Gollin made the
need for faith and patience and
better ways of conducting business rounds of the country and the
list
of lunches, cocktaileries and
to stay in business.
Every form of organized amuse¬ other clambakes they threw repre¬
sents
enough money to buy a
ment is undergoing pangs of tor¬
ment and confusion.
“Network” couple extra swimming pools.
But, the producer emphasizes,
radio, after 30 years, is shrinking
to the bare minima of hours. Even the press and radio-tv outlets
much-envied television is plagued show their receptivity to blurbs
by cancellations and costly flops. about' a picture which is short of
The legitimate theatre has its own epic proportions when a full-scale
peculiar reasons for alarm, for not attempt is made by the filmmaker
only is “Hie road” evaporating but and his aides. Latter includes Lars
even the very railroads over which MacSorley, AA’s publicity chief at
tours used to be conducted (see the homeoffice.
this week’s legit section).
Being an author (“Stranger,”
Whatever the ultimate salvation “79 Park Avenue”), Robbins ad¬
of the picture industry (and it is mittedly had a headstart He was
not going to expire) the present no stranger to the publicity fences
fevers have a good side. Brain and he had more to talk • about
fever is only a step from brain¬ than the picture himself. But tearstorming for new ideas.
outs of pages from around the
nation’s press,, which were pro¬
The Absent Eggheads
vided to demonstrate the point,
This, happened some time back. nonetheless showed a strikingly
Company exec lectured publicist •extra amount of free 'space con¬
about “missing audience.” Mean¬ sidering the size of “Stranger,”
ing the intellectuals who had drift¬ which; incidentally, opened in
ed from the film. The question over 75 theatres in the New York
was: how to excite the interest of area last week.
the eggheads. “We got just the
Whether the questions by the
picture coming up,” said the exec. fourth, estate interrogators were
"Our star is cool, collegiate and rigged, or came impromptu, or
popular with people who think.”
Robbins just volunteered the gab,
The resultant campaign to plant here’s an idea of some of the pegs

for two-column-and-more copy In
the papers:
“In the old days I thought a
producer had a big cigar, a. big
office and all the girls he could
handle. You know, really live.
Today I find out a producer is
like a referee in a match between
a boxer and a wrestler. And he’s
the only one who’s going to get
hurt because sooner or later some¬
one is going to sock him.” (This in
the Detroit Times:)
An author now In. town pro¬
duced a picture based on his own
| novel so that “the public would
get the story as I wrote it.”
(Montreal Gazette.)
“He was working as a shipping
clerk at Universal and asked his
boss what was the best job in pic¬
tures. Specifically, which required
the least knowledge. He is now a
producer.” (Rochester Democrat
and Chronicle).
“Problem children are alike
basically.” (Buffalo Evening News).
“Harold Robbins grew up on the
back streets of New York City. So
when: he wrote ‘Never Love a
Stranger’ about the roaring 20’s he
knew what he was talking about.”
(Miami News).
“Harold Robbins, a balding,
peppery individual, whose five
novels have sold more than 14,copies, is today’s exhibit
No. 1 in favor of the free enter¬
prise system.” (San Francisco CallBulletin).
Robbins, who “grew up on the
back streets of New York City,”
has slated as his next production
and adaptation of his “79 Park
Avenue.”

0 0,0 0

*PaI Night*
Corpus Christ!,, Tex., Nov. 25.
The 62 and Lexington Drive-In
here has instituted a special night
on Wednesdays called “Pal Night.”
When one adult buys a ticket,
he is privileged to bring with him
one “pal” who is admitted without
any charge.
Trying Movie Quiz Game
Dallas, Nov. 25.
Wilbur Clark Movie Quiz has
made its bow at the Palace, Lakewood and Inwood Theatres here
and at the Metropolitan, Garden
Oaks and the Village Theatres in
Houston. The quiz is called a game
of skill, not a lottery, based on a
film about 10 minutes in duration.
The series contains eight educa¬
tional subjects, plus music, thrills
and gags, with a m.e. asking ques¬
tions about each of the eight sub¬
jects.
As the patron enters the the¬
atre he is given a score, card. When
the 10 minute pic is shown, the
patron tears off the coupon por¬
tion of the score card, this por¬
tion is his “identification.” As

questions are asked on screen, the
contestant tears off what he belives are the correct answers.
Following the pic, the patron
passes their answer cards to the
usher, retaining their identifica¬
tion coupons. On the stage the
house manager breaks the seal on
an envelope containing the key
cards with which the answer cards
are scored and tabulated while a
news reel or short subject is shown
on the screen.
The Palace and the Metropolitan
will start with a $300 jackpot with
at each of the other houses
in the two cities. The pot is in¬
creased by $100 if there is no win¬
ner at the Palace afid Metropolitan
and by $50 at the other houses. If
there is no perfect score, a consola¬
tion prize is given to the highest
scorer.

$10

U’s Knighted Free Show
Minneapolis, Nov; 25.
It isn’t bad enough for their
boxoffice that the public gets so
much free entertainment, hut now
the U. of Minnesota, a taxpayers’
supported institution, has to come
along and give such a major the¬
atrical treat gratis as John Giel¬
gud’s “Shakespeare’s Ages of
Man,” some local exhibitors com¬
plain.
Under the sponsorship of the
University Theatre, drama advis¬
ory and department of concerts
and lectures, the Gielgud one-man
show was bought out and pre¬
sented by the school as a special
one-nighter evening convocation
offering with no admission charged
and the outside public, as well as
students^ invited.
Ordinarily, it’s pointed out, this
attraction charges regular touring
shows admission and soon will be
seen on Broadway as a pay-to-see
offering.
With everybody deadheaded,
the campus auditorium and many
Gielgud drew an enthusiastic ca¬
pacity audience of 4,600 people in
were turned away.
It was the
largest audience to which he ever
has played, he said.
Re-Flowering of Ballyhoo
New Orleans, Nov. 25.
20h Century-Fox staged a gala
premiere here Friday (14) for
“Mardi Gras” and including a
street parade in which floats pre¬
pared for next spring’s official
event of the same name were pre¬
viewed. Memory locally runneth
not to any prior instance of al¬
lowing floats to emerge from
their secret shops before the preEaster period.
Excepting the Mardi Gras mobs
themselves the 75,000 jammed
along Canal Street was estimated
by New Orleans mayor es the
biggest turnout since some years,
ago when General Eisenhower

was riding the tide of his then
popularity.
Appearing in the parade were
the stars of “Mardi Gras”—Pat
Boone, Christine Carrere, Gary
Crosby and Sheree North—riding
in open convertibles. Other nota¬
bles Including Dorothy Kirsten,
Thomas Hayward and Cornell Mc¬
Neill, here to sing in the opera
“La Traviata” plus Marie Mc-Donald and Ted Fio Rito.
Some 60 visiting newsmen rode
on the eight floats and threw beads
and other trinkets to the crowds
in the traditional Mardi Gras
fashion.
Producer Jerry Wald, in the re¬
viewing stand in front of the Saenger Theatre, surrounded by city,
state and other officials, and offi¬
cials of the 20th Century-Fox and
Paramount-Gulf Theatres were
pleased at the size of the crowd.
Police and auxiliary police
fought a losing battle to keep the
parade line open, and when Pat
Boone arrived their efforts col¬
lapsed entirely as teenagers,
screams welliDg from their throats,
lunged toward the convertible car¬
rying him.
Following the screening, the vis¬
iting screen personalities put on a
stage show. Later, a dinner honor¬
ing some 200 visiting and local dig¬
nitaries was held in the patio of
Brennan’s French Quarter restau¬
rant.
Pat Boone and his wife were
presented a huge cake in honor of
their fifth wedding anniversary.
Flash—Not Raising Prices!
Minneapolis, Nov. 25.
Are RKO Theatres and United
Paramount here having a change
of heart as far as upping admis¬
sions for. major pictures is con¬
cerned?
Local exhibitor circles are ask¬
ing this question because the two
circuits are currently offering such
“important” pictures as ‘The Last
Hurrah” and “In War and Peace”
at regular 90c after-p.m. admis¬
sion in their Orpheum and State,
respectively.
Previously, throughout all of
1958 the circuits regularly boosted
their after-5 p.m. prices to $1.25
or $1.50 for every picture in the
same category as the twa now
holding forth. In fact, this was
the practice for many lesser films.
There’s no explanation from the
parties involved for what seems
a policy change. However, some
prominent industry leaders like
Lowell Kaplan, Berger circuit
buyer-booker, believe it may be
due to the fact that in recent weeks
several of the upper priced films,
although highly rated, failed to
deliver up to boxoffice expecta¬
tions.

Rummage Sale at Drive-In
San Antonio, Nov. 25.
“Swap Day” will make its bow
at the San Pedro Outdoor Theatre
next Sunday between the hours T>f
7 a.m. and 3 p.m. Persons who have
things stored away in attics and
closets they " wish to sell or swap
Boston Showman Startles the Press—-Doesn't Know are being asked to bring them to
the ozoner.
Film Business Is Obsolete
Sellers and swappers will be
charged $2 per car.- Those who
come only to shop will be charged
Boston, Nov. 25.
good entertainment than a good 25c a car, according to Charles Al¬
Ben Sack, who’s acquired four film,” he said. “We have so many bert, manager of the drive-in.
Boston houses ^In recent years, good films now that when the
Gary and Saxon (his two hard
Good Eaters Get A Film
electrified, a press luncheon, at¬ ticket shows) have been filled to
Detroit, Nov. 25.
tended by newspaper ad mgrs. capacity, film goers have over¬
Kroger supermarket customers
and Sunday eds, Thursday (20), at flowed into the legit houses. This who buy $3 worth of food will be
the Boston Club. He will build a is something new in the theatre— entitled to a guest ticket which,
new deluxe film house in Boston. legit managers thanking us foy when exchanged at the bpx office,
The luncheon was set up to report bringing them patrons.”
together with the payment of 90c,
booking of eight pix, “Sorceress
“Bell, Book and Candle” is set will entitle them to reserved seats,
of Salem,” "Bell, Book and Cam- for its New England preem at costing up to $2.65, for “South
die,” “What Price Murder,” “The Sack’s Gary Dec. 31. “Sleeping! Pacific” at the United Artists The¬
Horse’s Mouth,” “Roots of Heav¬ Beauty,” the Disney film, goes In, atre, per Dillion Krepps, theatre
en,” “Sleeping Beauty,” “Porgy soft ticket on Feb. *12. Sack said manager.
and Bess,” and “Tonka.” Attending that he will spend from $80,000 . Musical is in its 33d week at the
the luncheon were Charles Levy, to $100,000 on newspaper adver¬ 1,667-seat house.
head of exploitation for Walt Dis¬ tising for the eight films. “Sleep¬
ney’s BV; Roger Lewis, UA press. ing Beauty,” in 70m and stereo¬
Matinee Prices Until 6 P.M,
chief; and Ilya Lopert of Lopert phonic sound, will show in only
Dayton, Nov. 25.
Films.
three Yankeeland cities, Boston,
Dayton film-goers can now see.
Sack, who turned the former Providence and Hartford, Levy first-run films at - matinee prices
Shubert legit houses, Majestic and said.
until 6 p.m./ instead of until 5 p.m.,
Plymouth, into film deluxers, Sax¬
Guests at the luncheon in¬ under a recent change inaugu¬
on and Gary, has been negotiating cluded; Sam Bomstein, Sunday rated by the five downtown houses
for other film houses in Boston. editor, Boston Sunday Advertiser; -—Colonial, Keith’s, Loew’s, State,
He-indicated that these continuing Dan O’Brien, Sunday Editor, Bos¬ and Victory.
negotiations have not panned out, ton Sunday Globe; George Minot,
Manager felt that many working
and that he will therefore build. Sunday Editor, Boston Sunday people might stay downtown and
Sack made a plea to the eds Hferald; advertising reps of the see a film after work if they could
and ad mgrs. for more space. Boston newspapers, plus the film get in for the matinee price until
6 p.m.
"There’s’ no better substitute for critics.

Ben Sack: Tm Building a Deluxer
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Preps Biopic of Liszt

West End Fme; ‘Sheriff Sock 12^G,
“Yankees’ OK $8,000, Both 2d Weeks;
‘Colonel’ 14G, 3d, ‘Cat’ Hot 12,6th
London, Nov. 18..
The West End first-runs con¬
Fonteyn to Japan
tinue mainly in fine style, with
- Tokyo, Nov. 18.
"The Sheriff of Fractured Jaw"
Dame Margot Fonteym
still sock in second Carlton week
prima
ballerina
of the Royal
at $12,500. “What Lola Wants"
Ballet, will visit here in early
(“Damn Yankees") looks to finish
February
for
a
three week
its second Warner frame at okay
tour which will include seven
$8,000 after mild opener.
performances.
The holdovers continue in the
She will be accompanied by
big money. “Seven Wonders of
her partner, Michael Soames,
World” was great $22,700 in its
and will be seen in “Swan
37th Casino week. “South Pacific”
Lake,” “Giselle” and “The
topped a smash $17,800 in its 30th
Sleeping Beauty.” Five per¬
Dominion stanza.
formances are pencilled in for
“Me and the Colonel" will hit a
Tokyo and one each in Nagoya
great $14,000 or near in its third
and Osaka. Invitation was ex¬
round at the Odeon, Leicester
tended by Komak Ballet
Square, while “Cat on Hot Tin
Troupe.
Roof” was a big $12,000 or over
in its sixth Empire week.
Estimates for Last Week
Astoria (CMA>‘ (1,474; $1.20$2.15)—“Around World in €0 Days”
(UA> (72d wk'. Nice $8,900.
Carlton. (20th) (1,128; 70-$2.15)—
“Sheriff of Fractured Jaw” <20th)
(2d wk). Sock $12,500 or near. First
week, $13,900.
Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-S2.15)—
“Seven Wonders” (Robin) (37th
wk). Great $22,700.
London, Nov. 25.
Dominion (CMA) (1,712; S1.05$2.20> — “South Pacific” (20th) I Film industry moves to establish
a
third
theatre
circuit to replace
(30th wk). Smash $17,800.
the one that will go out of ex¬
Empire <M-G) (3,099; *55-$1.70)— istence under the Rank rationaliza¬
“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” (M-G) (6th tion plan; may bear fruit within the
wk). Big $12,500. Fifth week, next few days. Plans are being
$15,000. “Girls at Sea” <ABP) finalized for the establishment of
preems Nov. 20.
a chain which will be known as the
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70) National Circuit, for which the
—“Floods of Fear” (Rank). Well booking will be done by a commit¬
tee of three leading trade personal¬
below hopes at modest $4,500.
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA) ities.
(1,376; 50-$I.70)—“Behind Mask"
Such a development, if it comes
<BL) (2d wk). Fair $5,000. Opener about, would lead to some sort of
association between the major in¬
was $5,800.
London Pavilion (UA) i'l,217i 50- dependent theatre groups* among
$1.70) — “Fantastic Disappearing them, of course, such chains as the
Man” (“Return of Dracula”) (UA) Essoldo circuit, Granada Theatres,
(2d wk) and “Dalton Girls” (UA) Shipman arid King, Sir Alexander
(2d wk). Neat S5,000 or near. First B. King’s Scottish spots, and oth¬
wreek, $5,600. “Timbuktu” (UA) fol¬ ers. The total, strength could be
in the region of 300 houses.
lows on Nov. 21.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
Before such a plan could be put
(2.200;- 50-$1.70)—“Me and Col¬ into operation, however, it would
onel” (Col) (3d wk). Great $14,000 be necessary to get the approval
or near. “Inn of Sixth Happiness” of -the Kinematogranh Renters
(20th) opens with charity gala on Society. Way back in the ’30s, the
Nov. 23.
distribs set themselves against
Odeon, Marble* Afcb (CMA) ; any form of booking association.
(2.200; 50-$1.70>—“In Love and j a resolution to that-effect, which
War” (20th) (3d wk). Fair $5,100. I still stands, would need to be
Second was $6,000. “Two-Headed j rescinded.
Spy” (Col) opens Nov. 20.
j Now that the industry has had
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70)— j time to digest fully the contents
“I Only Arsked” (Col) (2d wk). {of John Davis’ rationalization anOkay, near $7,000. First was $7,700. j nouncement last month, there is
Rialto (20th) (592; 50-$1.30)—! growing awareness o:Tthe urgency
“Blitzkrieg” <BL) (3d wk). Fancy j of launching a third outlet. In
$4,800. Second week, $5,300.
; the forefront are the producers,
Ritz (M-G) (432; 50-$1.30>—; who fear there may be a serious
“Trollenberg Terror" (Eros) (5th decline in production, especially
wk) and “Call Girls" (Eros) (2d among the indies, unless the third
wk). Steady $3,100. Hit $3,600 in circuit can be brought into being.
previous frame.
Producers Concerned
Warner (WB) d.785; 5Q-$1.70)—
At the monthly meeting of the
“What
Lola
Wants”
(“Damn British Film Producers Assn, ex¬
Yankees") (WB) (2d wk). Steady ecutives last week it was. decided
$8,100. First was fair $8,900.
that all possible steps should be
taken in support of a now circuit.
At that session, a central booking
agency was advocated as the in¬
strument for booking a fair per¬
centage of available product.
Concern over the absence of an
New York.
effective third circuit was also ex¬
Editor, Variety:
pressed
by the Federation of Brit¬
Now, an award, the annual Capezio award has been given to Sol ish Film Makers at its executive
council
last
week, when it was re¬
Hurok for “his service to dance
as America’s foremost impresario.” ported that it was already having
an
adverse
effect
on raising pro¬
What has he done for the Amer¬
ican Dance and their prestige? On duction financial coin. The coun¬
% his schedule is the first appearance | cil warned that unless a third out¬
of the Bolshoi Ballet in this coun¬ let emerged there was a strong
try. Should we give him a Con¬ likelihood of a falling off in pro¬
duction, which would create a
gressional Medal for this?
At present we have many tal¬ shortage of British films at home
ented people in our dance world. and abroad.
Why doesn’t- he do something?
Why must it always be the Euro¬
pean artists? We must admit that
London, Nov. 25.
he has done something to enter¬
American actress Gerry Jedd
tain the American audiences, hut
we have talented .artists worthy of will costar with Peter Finch in the
being presented to their own audi¬ West End production of “Two for
the Seesaw,” under the sponsor¬
ence*;.
Why give an award when in our ship of Broadway producers RobHarold S. Prince.
own country we don’t have a ert E. Griffith
“someone” who can help the The William * Gibson comedydrama is scheduled to open Dec.
American’ Dance?
Impresario? Yes, that is Lucia 17 at the Haymarket Theatre, here.
The present tenant at the houses
Chase, Lincoln Kirstein, who has
carried the burden of all the tal¬ “Flowering Cherry,” exits Dec. 13
for a tour of the provinces.
ents we have. Charles Taboos,

British Fix Biz
Planning Third
Cinema Chain

HURON‘JUST IMPORTER’;
HIT CAPEZIO AWARD

‘Seesaw’ in London Dec. 17

London, Nov. 18. *
Foray ■ Filins, which early this
year completed “Naked Earth” for
20th-Fox, is prepping a biopic of
Franz Liszt with a working title of
“The Genius and the Lady.”
The company .is currently pag¬
ing' ari international star for the
lead and has-Gerard Philippe in
mind. . Nyman Libson, the Foray
topper, is due to visit Hollywood
shortly as a guest of Danny Kaye.

In Every Latin Land
idiom of ‘My Fair Lady’
To Be Re-TransSated
Mexico City, Nev. 25.
Leighton Brill is working out
pre-production snags for the Mexi¬
can version of “My Fair Lady,”
slated for the Insurgentes Theatre
early next spring. Manolo Fabregas, who was in Manhattan re¬
cently, will direct and play the
male lead. Other 54 parts are still
being cast.
This production marks an im¬
portant “first” in Mexico’s com¬
paratively brief musical comedy
history. For the first time in the
local legit theatre, Broadway pro¬
fessionals will supervise production
details and keep a watchful eye
out to make this a boxoffice suc¬
cess.
Scenery will be built here at low
cost. But costumes are to be
shipped down from New York.
.An ambitious Latin American
tour is being mapped out, follow¬
ing the Mexican run. And since the
tricky, dialect-ridden plot poses
translation problems (there are
different nuances and shades of
meaning in Spanish spoken south
of the border), plan is to have a
different' translation of the play
for each nation.

ITALOB.O. DECLINES
3.3% IN FIRST 9 MOS.
Rome, Nov. 18.
A 3.3^o drop ai the boxoffice
for the first nine months of 1958
as compared with a similar period
last year emerges from statistics
on Italian admission tax totals
just released here. Observers do
not expect final 1958 figures to
differ greatly from the above, con¬
firming a general downward trend
in cinema attendance in this coun¬
try.
Exhibitors here are using the
figures to bolster their arguments
for a rapid approval of admission
tax reduction currently being read¬
ied for government consideration.

London Council Mulls Ban
On Club Stripteasers
London, Nov. 18.
The London County Council is
threatening action to stamp out
strip entertainment in club the¬
atres.
Chairman of the public
control committee told the council
last week that it could not accept
a situation in which entertainment
of a type not permitted on a pub¬
lic stage was given in premises
virtually open to the public be¬
cause the occupier said he ran a
club.
The committee chairman said
that while nude acts in theatres
had so decreased that they were,
now only an occasional feature in
London, there had been a rapid
increase in the number of clubs
outside' the control-; of the LCC
where striptease and other nude
acts were presented.
Under existing regulations the¬
atre clubs are outside the juris¬
diction of the Lord Chamberlain,
who acts as Britain’s theatre cen¬
sor and, within limitations, are
also outside the control of local
authorities*

31 Feature Filins In
Works for Italo Prods.
Rome, Nov. 18.
There are 31 features currently
in work for Italian producers,
either all-Italian or in partnership
with other countries.
While producers linked with
Italian companies are located in
Germany,: France, Spain, and Yu¬
goslavia, the productions involved
are' currently on location in such
places as India, Brazil, Germany,
France-, Jugoslavia and, naturally,
Italy... .Eighteen of. these feature*
are being made in Rome Studios
or on Italian locations.
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Tcherina: Ballets With Dialog
Former Paris Opera Ballerina Projects Many
Novelties—To Use Legit, Screen Directors
* Silvestri Can’t Exit
Tel Aviv, Nov. 18.
Word- has been received
here that the Rumanian con¬
ductor Constantin Silvestri,
who is now - in demand with
Western European orchestras,
has' been forced to cancel his
scheduled concerts here with
the Israel Philharmonic.
No explanation is given.

Another Don Juan,
Critical Pros, Cons
Still Rage in Paris
By GENE MOSKOWITZ
Paris, Nov. 25.
Audiences and critics were
strongly divided on Henri DeMontherlant’s retelling of “Don
Juan” at the Theatre Athenee, with
Pierre Brasseur as the love-’emand leave-’em guy. Opening night,
audiences both whistled and ap¬
plauded some of the forthright re¬
flections of the aging lover.
This may have been due to De
Montherlant factions, and did not
really concern the play. Suffice
that opening got plenty of publi¬
city which will help boxoffice.
Parisians hare a habit of wanting
to see anything which creates
strong reactions, whether pro or
con.
De Montherlant’s plays are usu¬
ally performed immediately at the
state, subsidized Comedie-Fran-1
caise which makes him practically j
a classical living author. His “Port
Royal,” on a group of 18th cen¬
tury nuns who.Tefused to change
their ways of worship in spite of
higher orders, was one of the top
comedy successes since the war.
De Montherlant’s Don Juan
ranges from the bawdy and comic
to the serious and tragic. This
might have thrown off some of the
public and aislesitters.
Some of the aging voluptuary’s
remarks which got the biggest di¬
vidend reactions were:
“She thanked me the Jirst time.
She is very well brought up.”
“A husband who no longer wants
to cheat on his wife is definitely
a sick man”
“Women are like fruit 'and are \
only good when they have fallen
from the vines or branches”
* “I have a sickness of the lungs
which makes me quite literary”
“I do not want to be loved for
myself, and all -my life I have only
encountered prostitution anyway.”

France-Soir
complained
first
two acts were wordy and play
only came alive in the third act
to end on big applause from the
audience. Reviewers liked Brasseur’s limning of central figure.
Le Monde opined it was not a
good play and its “tragic quality”
was mainly the fact that De
Montherlant had written such a
boring play. Paris-Presse thought
this Don Juan too old to interest
either men or women.

Paris, Nov. 25.
Prima ballerina Ludmilla Tche¬
rina, who recently departed the
Paris’ Opera Ballet because she
did not agree with its “artistic
conception” of ari entry, has
formed her own dancing company.
She will give her first show in
Paris come March ’59.
Miss Tcherina’s first considera¬
tion is mainly cosmetie and esthe¬
tic for she maintains that all the
dancers in her company will be
good to look at. Another innova¬
tion is to use directors to coor¬
dinate all the aspects, of the dance
(decor, costume, music, choreog¬
raphy) to make it a more cohesive
show and entertainment.
She also intends having dancers
speak necessary lines, plus com¬
mentary, to keep the action clear.
She maintains -this could bring
back full length ballets to public
favor. This was done bv the Francoise Sagan ballet, “The Broken
Date,” with its written descriptions
in the backdrops.
Miss Tcherina will have five bal¬
lets in her first show directed by
such film and stage directors as
Jean Renoir, Raymond Rouleau
and Luchino .Visconti. Lead dan¬
cers, besides herseif, will be Oleg
Briansky,
Wladimir
Skouratoff
and Milko Sparemblek.

WARWICK FILM’S NEW
STEREO SOUND SETUP
London, Nov. 18.
A new process of recording
stereophonic sound on film, using
only a single track, either mag¬
netic or optical, has been devel¬
oped by Warwick Film Produc¬
tions. The first fruits of the new
process will be heard in “The
Bandit,” when the whole musical
score will be recorded in the new
process. In its current production
of “Idle on Parade” almost the
entire sound will be recorded via
the new system.
After a demonstration of the
new technique last week, Irving
Allen, a Warwick topper, ex¬
plained that his company had
adapted stereophonic recording for
disks to suit motion pictures. It
didn’t add a cent to production
costs. In fact, he believed it would
prove cheaper to record sound via
the new process than by using one
of the recording stages at a major
studio. Warwick is importing one
of the necessary machines and in¬
tends to equip the company’s
Soho Square theatre with the new
system.
In introducing the demonstra¬
tion, Allen slammed the industry
in Hollywood and Britain for its
failure to invest in research.
There were no patents involved
in Warwick’s new process, being
open to any producer to use.

‘Anne Frank’Top Yank
Play in West Germany

Frankfurt, Nov. 18.
Most successful American play
ever to play in postwar West Ger¬
many is “Diary of Anne Frank,”
now in its third season. It has
been performed by 102 theatres in
West Germany, East Germany, Aus¬
tria and Switzerland, all Gerinanspeaking lands and has racked up
3,100 performances on the second
anniversary of its opening. Play,
due to _ its extremely sensitive
Paris, Nov. 25.
theme, had an unusual opening
The French governmental Cen¬ here, with simultaneous preems on
tre Du Cinema, under Jacques six West German stages, about two
Flaud, handed out six dubbing li¬ years ago.
censes to the Motion Picture Ex¬
Three top stages—those in Ham¬
port Assn, to be divvied on the burg and Berlin, plus Leipzig in
regular global basis. They were East Germany — will be doing
leftovers from last year whicfij “Anne Frank” for the third sea¬
should have gone to the now prac¬ son this year. Twenty-four houses
tically defunct Republic and RKO. will be presenting it for the sec¬
Since they were never utilized, ond season.
the licenses were .given to the
An interesting sidelight* is that
other majors.
-.the Communists, who are anxious
Film circles feel this may fore¬ to clear their own name and in
shadow a more lenient CNC atti¬ •any way cast unfavorable light on
tude toward the proposed hand¬ the politics of the past, have been
ing out of the remaining 40 Yank. most eager to promote the play
: quota dubbing'visas by CNC on a behind the Iron Curtain. It has
merit basis. If the Yanks can as¬ been presented in 30 theatres of.
sure the CNC of continued support East Germany. Likewise, it has
.via distrib. and . investments in other Iron Curtain playdates, in
French pix, the CNC might let -Czechoslovakia, Poland, Yugoslav
MPEA divide .the 40 in. the regu¬ via, Roumania, -Hungary as well as
lar manner.
in Russia itself.
•
; r.r-'t'Ori
I* > f •** J

France Gives Six More
Licenses to U.S. Majors
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Mexico’s Low Tax Lure Draws Many
Beauty Queens, Other Foreign Talent

PjVRIE’TY

BY U.S. Rim

Mexico City, Nov, 18. ti-—-1
By EMIL ZUBRYN
Mexico is the mecca of quite
Johnston to Mexico
^
a large contingent of Latin and for¬
Mexico* City, Nov. 25.
For
Mateos
Inaugural
eign entertainment talent because
Mexico has been viewing the
of low income taxes (a top of 15%
invasion of Hollywood film and
on multi-million pesos incomes).
Eric Johnston, prez of the Mo¬ television producers with mixed
That is why a lot of them emigrate tion Picture Export Assn., leaves feelings. On the one hand, the
here to earn more money. Local for Mexico City Sunday (30) to industry does want to foster a
talent takes the “foreign invasion*’ attend the inauguration of Presi¬ build up of even more production
with bad grace. But the National dent Adolfo Lopez Mateos. John¬ activity south-of-the-border. On
Assn, of Actors points out that ston will be accompanied by Rob¬ the other hand, and a sore point
Mexican talent at the same time ert Corkery, western hemisphere for years, according to the Mexi¬
has access to lucrative Latin v.p. for the Association.
can point of view, is that produc¬
American tours.
MPEA execs will remain in tion units working south of the
border, making full use of pano¬
Whereas in various south-of-the- Mexico until Dec. 3.
ramic scenery and fair shooting
border republics, the fiscal take
weather, never give the republic
on talent earnings ranges from
a break. Federal officials and top
17% to better than 25%, Mexico’s
film personnel here believe that
top is 8%. This is on incomes in
the least Hollywood can do is to
the 100,000 to 350,000 pesos ($8,000
give “credits” to the Mexican
to $28,000) range with easy hikes
scenery.
to the top 15% for bigger incomes.
This “courtesy” by producers
Few entertainment names, in¬
would give Mexico’s tourist travel
cluding nationals, pay the peak
Rome, Nov. 18.
a further boost, it is felt.
15% income tax. Only exceptions
Rome is once more being sug¬
are stars of such stature as Mario
As a matter of fact, disgruntled
Moreno (Cantinflas), Maria Felix, gested as a site for an International elements in the government have
Pedro Armendariz, etc., whose per¬ Film Mart, which would compactly already advocated that since Hol¬
sonal fortunes, well invested, bring screen general film fare from vari¬ lywood does not give the Mexican
them healthy incomes above their ous countries for foreign buyers. locations the credit they should,
It would be set up much as the then they should be “charged” for
earnings.
The low tax lure also has drawn various art film fests throughout the use of Mexican location spots.
sundry beauty queens to Mexico [ the world which currently screen Probably nothing will come of this,
seeking a. career. The winners “artistic” product.
for both government and film in¬
Proposal, which had been made dustry want to woo Hollywood.
and runner-up femmes in various
beauty contests may lack talent, here some years ago and adjourned But it is indicative of feeling here.
but this does not hamper them for technical reasons, has now . Another “Yankee” habit also
from obtaining vaudeville and bur¬ been dug up following a recent gets Mexicans hot under the col¬
lesque dates as well as radio, the¬ Vakiety story in which Export lar: the unauthorized use of na¬
atre and cinema engagements, Union U.S. rep Munio Podhorzer tional monuments and ruins as
especially if they have good fig¬ •indicated that a centralized film backdrops for theatre and video
ures. Christian Martel, a former fair or mart might be in order. productions.
Miss Universe, is -a typical ex¬ Buyers from all over could look
gladly ..grants permission
ample of the bosomy beauty “miss” over prospects at one of these with¬ to Mexico
production units to use archeo¬
who made good here. Well on the out the pressure now found at film logical ruins as backdrops. But
way to becoming a Mexican citizen fests.
Italian film toppers are said to the Dept, of State insists that per¬
by naturalization, Christian, some¬
mission be asked, and generally
what short on talent, is well liked be seriously considering the possi¬ an observer is sent along to see
bility
of reviving the idea. When
and has plenty of stage, tele and
that no unnecessary damage is
film engagements.
I first aired, Italians thought of in¬ done.
viting buyers from Rome right
Second French Beanty Scores
Tries Govt’s Patience
Another French beauty is new¬ after the last Cannes Film Festival,
comer Lucienne Auclair froih Bel¬ where most traditionally congre¬
Latest violator of Mexican offi¬
gium. The 19-year-old, Who speaks gate in the first such event of the cial patience was Robert Gilbert,
French, English and Spanish flu¬ year. Site of the fair would be the of Gilbert Productions. It is stated
ently, is busy establishing a name Rome Exhibition Area, E.U.R.
that Gilbert barged in on the Chifor herself. She has appeared in
chen Itza ruins in Yucatan and
two pix to date, with personal ap¬
acted anything but diplomatically
pearances at the Lirico and Iris
with the eight guards assigned to
vaudeville houses ( these and simi¬
the archeological zone. Mention¬
lar theatres like to feature skimped is his “high-handed manner”
ly-clad foreign gals). Television
and “abusive language.” Gilbert
offers are being studied by Luci¬
threatened guards who, they say,
enne.
simply asked to see the federal per¬
London, Nov. 25.
Mexico has been and is a prov¬
mit
granting permission to film
Michael Bajcon is ending
ing ground for international aspir¬ hisSir
20-year association with Ealing in the ruins site.
ants to, show biz fame. Some fall
A
representative
of Gilbert Pro¬
Films next summer.
He will
by the wayside, but this, is not a ankle the company on the comple¬ ductions, according to a spokesman
bad fall, by the way, since it usu¬ tion of his current film, ‘The Siege of the National Institute of An¬
ally involves matrimony with a of Pinchgut,” now on location in thropology and History here, had
well-heeled politician or business¬ Australia and being made for re¬ called on their offices, requesting
man. Others go on to success lease through AB-Pathe.
Balcon a permit to shoot scenes at Chihere, returning with well-filled will continue in production
and chen Itza. The Institute would
scrapbook to their native lands and will be forming a new company have granted this permit, as it
even to Hollywood. The dream of to operate as an independent He has to other producers in the past,
Miss Auclair, for example is to aims at a program of about three but subject to.certain conditions:
hit Hollywood.
the name, synopsis and screen¬
features every two years.
Even Susana Vayda, a HungarThe ending of his association play had to be submitted for scru¬
ian-Canadian-Mexican mixture, with Ealing is a sequel to the re¬ tiny.
This is the normal pro¬
touted as a Mexican Bardot, may cent takeover by Associated Brit¬ cedure here to avoid “defamation
ultimately make the grade though
of
Mexico
on its own soil.”
she is finding the going rough be¬ ish Pictures Corp. of Associated
This is not censorship of any
Talking Pictures, tne Ealing par¬
cause of a seeming lack of talent ent company. C. J. Latta, ABPC’s sort, an institute spokesman said,
so far. The Mexican public goes
but “an elemental right” to make
for a sexy blonde, brunette or red- managing director, said he hoped certain that foreign film fans see
to preserve the Ealing trademark,
bead.
Mexico
the way it Is and not in
which was known throughout the
distorted form.
world.
Apart
from this, the Gilbert Pro¬
After Ealing Films terminated
its releasing contract through the ductions representative was told
there
would
be a fee of 15QQ pesos
Rank Organization; it made a
daily for filming privil¬
short-term deal with Metro. The ($120)
eges.
(While
there are no charges
last of the pictures under that
Edinburgh, Nov. 25.
contract is now being completed.: made yet for standard Mexican
The 'plunging neckline is the It isr “The Scapegoat,” based on location sites, the practice has
most disastrous plunge the cinema the Daphne du Maurier novel. been to charge such sums for shoot¬
has ever taken, according to Rob¬ Film stars Alec Guinness, Bette ing at archeological ruins, national
monuments, public buildings, etc)
ert Morley, leading British legit Davis and Nicole Maurey.
This fee is levied only against
actor. Semi-clad femmes, he
Hollywood commercial producers
here, are not the lasting draw
and is withdrawn in the case of
which film producers imagine they
are.
Youngest Vet KRS Chief cultural institutions making docu¬
mentaries.
The thesper also attacked the
London, Nov. 25.
current vaude scene in the United
The Gilbert Productions repre¬
Arthur S. Abeles Jr., man¬
sentative disappeared to show up
Kingdom, saying the vaude thea¬
aging director of Warner Bros.,
no more. Act Two in the drama
tre had “cut its own throat by go¬
is acting chairman of the Kineing blue.” Children had been kept
was a telegram from Fernando’ Barmatograjih • Renters Society
bachano (head of a travel bureau
away from it, he said. Then mother
during the absence through ill¬
had stopped going. Then father
and a one-man publicity booster
ness of Sir Arthur Jarratt,
for the Yucatan Peninsula). Tele¬
had gone alone. Now, even he iad
the KRS permanent prexy"
stopped.
gram asked the Institute to grant
Although he’s the youngest
the Gilbert -- production tmit -the
Morley” is currently touring -in
of the managing directors, he
right to shoot at» Chicben Itza.
the play “Hook, Lina and Singer/’
,is the dean among the KRSAgain -he reply was “Yes/' protranslated by himself from the
council members with the
original French of Andre Roussin.
i
(Continued on page 18)
longest individual service.

See Rome As Site
Of Inti Pix Mart

Balcon Leaving Ealing
After 20 Years; Will
Do Indie Production

Plunging Neckline Bad
For Cinema Boxoffice
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Of CDC as Force in Picture Biz
Archway in Merger
With Films de France
London, Nov. 25.
The activities of Archway Film
Distributors and Films de France
are being linked under a new com¬
pany registered under the title of
Combined Film Distributors.
As of yesterday (Mon.) sales and
accounts of the two companies were
being dealt with from new offices
in Dean Street, Soho.

Due for London
Manchester, Nov. 18,
“Moon on a Rainbow Shawl,”
new play by West Indian author
Errol John, preemed at the Opera
House here Oct. 27. Playwright, a
native of Port of Spain, Trinidad,
has been working with the Old Vic
School and repertory movements
in the U. K. since coming from
Trinidad in 1951.
Play deals with the efforts of
colored people to escape to better
living, and has added topicality
through recent strife in London.
Cast includes thespens from the
West Indies, America, Persia and
China. Star part is. taken by Earle
Hyman,’ who has played Othello on
Broadway and has recently been
playing Didi in a colored produc¬
tion of “Waiting for Godot.”
Others in the cast are Vinette
Carroll, Soraya Rafat, John Boule,
Jacqueline Chan, Lionel Ngakane,
Barbara Assoon and Leo Carera.
Play is on tune-up tour prior to
London presentation.

Electricity Strike Hits
Belgium Film Theatres
But Cafes Stay Open
Brussels, Nov. 25.
Cinemas all over Belgium were
the first casualties of a general gas
and electricity strike which started
last week, with disastrous effects
on the nation’s economy. Walkout
may last for days, and a protest
alfSady-Jhas been launched by the
Belgian Exhibitors Assn, against
the* too one-sided edict which for¬
bids filmhouses to draw on electric
power while cafes and shops can
continue unimpaired. This even
extends so that they can even go
full blast with the showing of
films on tele screens.
As a result of strike two big
preems had to he postponed: One
was the world-premiere of “Lords
of the Forest” (20th), which was
to have been attended by members
of the royal family. The other was
a Red Cross gala of “No Time for
Tears,” for which star Anna Neagle
and husband Herbert Wilcox jour¬
neyed to Brussels on the preced¬
ing day.
Not all theatres in Brussels went
dark, Some escaped by producing
their own electric current. Others,
like the Ancienne Belgique (with
Charles Aznavour) and Royal Cir¬
cus (presenting Paul Anka in his
European debut) resorted to pre¬
world war lighting to fight the ban.
But there are many angry exhibi¬
tors in Belgium today, and thou¬
sands of unemployed.

Paris, Nov. 18.
Coming
legislative
elections
here have again led to that often
discussed subject of whether the
governmental film administrative
body, the Centre Du Cinema,
headed by Jacques Flaud, is on its
way out. Though branded as some¬
thing that grew out of the occupa¬
tion of France, most film people
here agree that it had some stabil¬
izing effects on film production
since the war, and helped the
French industry regain a measure
of steadiness and international re¬
pute.
The pros and cons from film peo¬
ple asked about its status here fol¬
low this line. Those CDC point out
that it gave smaller producers a
chance to keep in biz via Film Aid
handouts. Also that it stressed Tthe'
needed quality and offbeat pix to
help the French film regain its old
prestige. It also helped young
talent. They also feel it reestab¬
lished the short film. CDC also is
credited with helping to hypo
French pix abroad and was a con¬
structive factor in international
dealings and the protection of
French product.
Those against the CDC feel it is
no longer needed and is keeping
too many small producers going
alive via handouts that might'swell
the kitties for the bigger producers
who make the bulk of the pictures,
especially the big-scale pix which
Common Mart seems to call for.
They think a special office at¬
tached to some ministry could
handle the needed Film Aid Funds
as well as international film prob¬
lems.
To Sign or Not to Sign
The fact that the Film Aid Law,
which runs out next January, has
been signed by Edouard Ramounent (the Minister of Commerce and
Industry) for a two ytear extension
to December of 1961 but has not
been passed so far as a decree (un¬
til the new government is in ses¬
sion, laws can be passed by de¬
crees) is viewed as another factor
leading many to think the CNC
days may be numbered.
It is reported that finance head
Antoine Pinay may sign it soon,
which could insure the CNC fu¬
ture. But the delay points to some
lobby strength for anti-CNC units,
primarily the big producers and
distributors who feel that the
whole film setup has to be stream¬
lined to make fewer but bigger pix.
The Motion Picture Export Assn,
does not know how any of these
moves will affect it. Sans the CNC,
the Flaud plan to divvy the 40 re¬
maining Yank dubbing visas to
U.S. majors on a merit basis would
probably be defufict, but the
Americans would probably still be
on a quota. It’s believed that with¬
out the CNC,. it could lead to
closer collaboration between Amer¬
ican distribs and French exhibs
who need the Yank product—despite the proposed Common Mart
which would require more recriprocation on film time for member
countries.
But the CNC has .weathered
many crisis and the whole issue is
mainly pure speculation. The post¬
election results, at the end of the
month, should clarify the situation
here.

Rank to Combine Two
Newsreels Into Weekly

London, Nov. 25.
The Rank Organization is to stop
production of its two newsreels in
favor of a weekly cinema news
Prove# Cinema Hot Spot magazine which will be mainly in
London, Nov. 18.
color. It will start out early in the
To prove to his patrons tbat
New Year. The new reel will be
beating in his cinema is ade¬
produced by the Rank Organiza¬
quate, after the installation
tion's newsreel and special feat¬
ures division, of which G. Grafton
of a new boiler, the manager
of the Radio Centre Cinema,
Green is executive producer. The
news mag will run for about 1,000
East Grinstead, Sussex, per¬
feet and will feature one to three
suaded five girls to sit through
the program dressed in swim¬
stories per issue.
suits.
The two existing newsreels are
Gaumont-Britlsh and Universal
The filitv he showed was
'News.
“The Long Hot Summer/*
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More—But Not Much—A bout Film Critics

Henry B. Walthall's Brother
Promotes *Birth’ Revival

[PAUL LAZARUS STATES ‘INDUSTRY' VIEW]

Dallas, Nov. 25.
Harold C. (Buster) Novy, prez of
the locally based Trans-Texas The¬
atre chain, will screen a print of
the D. W. Griffith directed film
classic, “Birth of a Nation,” origi¬
nally released in 1915.
Novy, who is contemplating the
possibility of a future Fine Arts
Theatre booking for the movie,
has been conferring with Wallace
Walthall, local theatre executive
and owner of certain rights to
“Birth of a Nation,” which starred
his brother, the late Henry B.
Walthall.
The main purpose of the screen¬
ing will be to determine the con¬
dition of the film. No definite
booking plans have yet been made,
according to Novy.

The function of the motion pic¬ vate wisdom in going on this panel
ture reviewer was extensively dis¬ since he has no identification as a
critic save with his present paper.
cussed on the “Open End” tv show
Schary said only 15% of the
in N. Y. last week. With all par¬ public was affected by pix reviews
ticipants
excepting
moderator j and that, in the light of this, he
David Susskind cautiously mind-! was sometimes amused at the ir¬
ing their words, the session pro-j ritation created by a bad review.
duced only one extraordinary; Schary vigorously defended Bos¬
statement and it came from Paul ■ ley Crowther’s (N. Y. Times) re¬
J. Lazarus Jr., v.p. of Columbia \ view of “Me and the Colonel,”
Pictures.
Suggesting that the critics be
called reviewers, he maintained
that it wasn’t necessarily their
function to criticize, that they
should write up films through the
eyes of their readers, and that in
forming their opinions about pic¬
A “third circuit” consisting of
tures they should take a more con¬
structive approach, mindful of the independent subruns has been
fact that the film biz is “trying formed by Distributors Corp. of
to make its way back to financial
America to show its horror combi¬
security”
nation of “Monster from Green
His statement so astonished the (
rest of the panel that there was a j Hell” and “Half Human” starting
brief, shocked silence. Then Wil¬ on Thanksgiving. Some 50 houses
liam K. Zinsser, the former N. Y. of the Skouras. Brandt, Prudential,
Herald Tribune critic, replied that. Randforce, Cinema and Island
a critic, emphatically was not a * chains are involved.
part of the industry and shouldn’t: Plan, a departure from the nor¬
care at all whether or not the in- J mal release pattern, will give these
dustry was in transition, but should | subruns a chance to show firstrun
be more concerned with express-' product, according to DCA, Outfit
ing what he felt about a given said it could “nourish the circuit

Form Special Circuit
For Horror Coupling;
50 Firstrun DCA Pair

which Susskind had called capri¬
cious.
A
critic*
maintained
Schary, can’t divorce life from
what he sees. He must bring his
own, very personal point-of-yiew
to his reviewing chore. To which
Lazarus replied •that criticism
shouldn’t be a review of a pointof-view. Col exec later said the
critic - company relationship no
longer was so “vital.”
Hift.

Miami Newsmen
Continued from page 1 =

way the supers were treated in
terms of waiting for scenes to be
shot, and not getting enough food.
They even complained about the
rate of pay. When Sinatra was
downed by a virus, speculation and
rumors were printed, that “he
didn’t want to work” and that he
It's not until the very end of his
was too engaged in partying. Cli¬ I new book, “Seen Any Good Movies
max came when Sinatra attended Lately?” (Doubleday; $3.95), that
a party tossed by the company and William K. Zinsser, the former
his host, Ben Novack, at the Fon¬
tainebleau, on the night someone film critic of the N. Y. Herald
in his entourage had committed Tribune, curbs his dry humor long
him for a personal appearance at enough to let loose with some se¬
the West Flagler Dog Track where rious observations on the dangers
pitfalls of his craft.
a number of scenes had been shot. and
But then, after discussing various
It was a well advertised appear¬
pressures
brought on the review¬
film
during holiday time for at least a ance and, when he didn’t show, the
Show was on WNTA-TV, Channel; sixmonths period,” particularly dog track officials filed suit to halt ers, he suddenly makes it plain
that
he
is
on
the side of those who
13.. With Lazarus and Zinsser, • since it’s about to acquire new any use of footage shot at their
were Justin Gilbert, film critic of. U.S. films.
plant, claiming the company had have held that the Tribune .has
-n
adopted
a
deliberately
lenient atti¬
the N. Y. Daily Mirror, and pro- ,
violated the basic agreement for
DCA is being bought by Hal use of the setting. According to tude towards films. He expresses
ducer Dore Schary.
Roach Jr. under a deal which is ex¬ Sinatra, he had never made such this in a sentence which was not
Schary the Scholar
included in the Esquire Magazine
pected to bring it new financing.
Lazarus was “the industry” per¬ Program will be launched with an a commitment According to the reproduction of this chapter.
sonified, leaving little room for advertising and promotional cam¬ track officials, one of his “local
Commenting on the “rumor
any negative expressions; Schary paign in the newspapers and over representatives” had!
mongers” who spread the word
Another Nuisance Suit
took the voice of reason, he raido.
that Zinsser was let go because
seemed detached though by far •
The other nuisance suit was filed he was too tough and because the
most literate; Zinsser was in an
by a hotel owner Who claimed her Tribune wanted to “play ball” with
obviously difficult spot, not want- :
business was hurt by the filming of the film companies, he notes:
ing to appear to criticize his own ;
scenes for the pic at the hotel
“Finally, the Herald Tribune it¬
paper (though he minces no words j
across the street from her prop¬ self gave credence to the rumors
Continued from page 2
in his book), and Gilbert simply ■
erty. She insists that her guests . . . Having satisfied my wishes for
appeared angry, adopting the ■ asked for even before its publica¬ were disturbed and that she lost a new assignment, the paper
strange method of quoting another:
prospective customers when the seemed to decide to kill two birds
man’s opinions at considerable • tion (by Feltrinelli) in Italy.
prospects were blocked from get¬ with one stone and adopt a more
length. The only blunt and forth-' According to local reports, ah ting to her inn. However there lenient attitude. Since then, all
right voice, trying hard to get to. Italian writer, Ugo Pirro, asked to was no change in a comment on but a few of its movie reviews
the heart of the matter, was that■: purchase rights from Feltrinelli the area’s fine . cooperation from have been favorable, and in the
of Susskind, ftho not only ap¬ some two years ago, but was re¬ Capra:
case of expensive epics they are
peared to have a full grasp of the * fused. Another local writer, Sergio
According to a Sincap spokes¬ ecstatic.” He then goes on to ob¬
subject matter, but minUs the ex-1 Amidei, is said to have contacted man, the sudden departure, before serve that, of course, every paper
treme caution of his panelists. the Milan publisher this summer, skedded windup date of three-four has the right to fix its own policy.
Though in the moderator’s chair,. prior to the announcement of the weeks of shooting here, was due to
Zinsser, who is still on the
his questions and pertinent com-: Nobel award, in an attempt to land speedup in getting the more im¬ Tribune staff, didn’t put it any¬
ments saved an otherwise rather ■ film rights.
portant sequences out of the way where near as succinctly when
dull and repetitious show.
A Feltrinelli spokesman* recent- sooner than anticipated. Rest of “nailed to the mast” during the
Rackmil’s Poor Manners
. ly told Variety that it owned world the script will be shot in Holly¬ “Open End” tv show last week, a
|
film
rights and that several Italian wood.
show devoted primarily to an ex¬
Though the “Open End” visitors !
rarely named names (unless liter-;; companies had been trying to buy
Withal, Sinatra has announced ploration to the status of the
ally forced to do so by Susskind), j them. However, he refused com- he’ll be back in Miami Beach in critics.
Schary got in a lick at Milton R.:' ment regarding the reported* U.S, March to play a date at the Font“Seen Any Good Movies Late¬
Rackmil, prez of Univcersal, for his ; sale of rights via New York’s ainbleau’s La Ronde.
ly?”,, with a preface by Elia Kazan
banning of Variety for printing a ; Pantheon Press, to two U.S. proand
very amusing drawings by
Worthy of note is the fact that
story which, Schary said, was true. j ducers.
Sinatra . got the full needling Robert Day, is a frequently funny
Pormer Metro production chief
account
of Zinssers three-and-aSome local press comment specu¬ treatment from the local press, in¬
said the action was “reprehensible” lates on the possibility that whole cluding some who had lauded him half and apparently harrowingand added that it was both “poor ; hassle may be caused by uncertain during his smash appearance at years jis the Trib critic. Of course,
manners and bad public relations.” contract wording, result being that the Fontainebleau last Winter, it’s always a cinch to poke fun at
Much of the show was taken up no One really knows for sure who when he set house records for at¬ films and filmdom, to take apart
the cliches and dissect the pecu¬
with “the issue,” i.e., the question j has the rights.
tendance and grosses.
liarities of the Hollywood “intel¬
of motion picture company pres¬
lect.” And since Zinsser is a clever
sure on the critics which both
man, who indeed wrote some very
Zinsser and Gilbert emphatically
clever reviews, he does this hatchet
said existed. Former said critics
job skillfully and with that com¬
had been threatened, bullied, dis¬
bination of wit and cynicism that’s
lodged and forced to work in an
good for a lot of laughs, though
unpleasant atmosphere. Lazarus
most of -the book is trivial. Some¬
replied that such pressures, if they
how one could expect a more
existed, were isolated and that—
searching examination from some¬
speaking for Columbia—he had
that Plater’s viewpoint the Cary one in a major critic’s seat.
Albany, Nov. 25.
never brought it to bear.
For what is believed to be the Grant film “is not entertaining”
The trouble with the book is that
Justin Gilbert Case
first time in recent Albany history, constituted a distinctly minority it’s quite a cliche in itself, and. a
Susskind alone identified an’ a screen critic’s pass has been opinion; that, virtually “everybody cliche upon a cliche begins to be
incident involving Gilbert and; lifted.
in the audience” laughed at the a bit wearying after 229 pages
Charles Einfeld, ad-pub v.p. of]
Ormonde Plater, reviewer for comedy.
(which is excepting the last chap¬
20th-Fox, who had sent an angry: Gannett’s Knickerbocker News,
Plater contended this was not ter). Zinsser has a good ear for
cable to the publisher of the Mir-; told Variety Thursday (20) that the case at the performance he the “music” of film lingo and some
ror over Gilbert’s review of Alfred G: Swett, manager of the witnessed; that there Were “only a of his situations and observations
“The Hunters.” (Gilbert at time j Stanley -Warner Strand, had no¬ few who laughed.”
are thoroughly entertaining. In
interpreted this as an attempt <r tified Robert Fitchenberg, his man¬
Plater has been doing film, sum and substance, however, it’s'a
to get him fired. The question I aging editor, Tuesday noon (1&),
drama, music and art reviews for
wTas taken up by the N. Y.! pass privileges for the critic had the Knick-News about three years. little joke carried too far and the
Critics Circle where it was more been withdrawn—because of a Swett and Bill With, manager of lack Of substance shows in a good
deal of repetition, or maybe its the
or less decided that such problems [ “pan”
he
gave
Paramount’s Fabian's Palace, had complained to even and unrelieved flow of the
are not up to the critics as a body j “Houseboat.”
^
a previous managing editor of the dryly humorous style that makes
but rather must be hashed out be¬
Plater caught the film Monday paper—a year ago—about his re¬ it seem so.
tween a critic and his publisher.) | (17). The review, whose lead sen¬ viewing.
Zinsser ends his book with the
Zinsser at first defended a: tence stated the Paramount picture
Referring . to William K. Zins¬ observation: “I like movies.” He
paper’s right to set a review policy, . was “boring,” appeared the follow¬
but then appended this by saying : ing day. Swett’s visit to the paper ser’s recent Esquire magazine won’t find many buyers for that
Hift.
that (1) the film companies were > quickly followed, according to article about "pressure” on film among his readers.
critics, Plater said he did not think
following a self-defeating course Plater.
Paramount
“had
anything
to
do
LUSTIG#S DENVER NSS POST
by getting “soft” critics on the
Fitchenberg thereupon directed with lifting my pass.” The com¬
Jack Lustig has been appointed
papers and (2) a paper wasn’t fair
to its readers unless it let its Plater to continue reviewing pany is now represented in the Al¬ manager, of the National Screen
weekly bills at the Strand, by buy¬ bany territory by one man—How¬ Service exchange in Denver, re¬
critic review the way he sees fit.
ard J. Smidt, sales representative. ports sales v.p. Buxton E. Robbins.
It was clear that Zinsser was on j ing an admission ticket.
He shifts from the corresponding
Swett’s. move came too quick for
Swett, who is district manager
the hot seat, and Susskind didn’t j
let him get off it easily. The cues- ; for Stanley Warner and a veteran Smidt to be involved. Plater com¬ post in Denver and replaces James.
Parsons,
whp has exited NSS.
mented.
of
theatre
management,
arguea
tion must arise as to Zinsser’s pri- j

‘Doctor’ Ownership

Calls Houseboat’ Boring, Critic’s Pass
Taken Up; Editor Defends Reviewer

Zinsser’s Confessions
Out; Witty Cynicism;
Insists I Like Films’

Eagle Lion Loses;
Hurts Paramount
Trust Precedent
Washington, Nov. 25.
By a 4-4 split decision, the U. S.
Supreme Court upheld Monday
(24) the dismissal of Eagle Lion’s
antitrust suit against RKO and
Loew’s Theatre circuits.
The even division resulted from
the failure of a ninth justice,
newly - appointed Justice Potter
Stewart, to participate. Such a sit¬
uation affirms the lower court rul¬
ing and no written opinions are
rendered.
Eagle Lion studios had sued for
$15,000,000, claiming RKO and
Loew’s denied its films equal book¬
ing from 1946-1950 at first subse¬
quent run theatres controlled by
the two circuits in the New York
metropolitan area. Lower courts
had denied the suit on grounds
that no conspiracy was shown and
rejected Eagle Lion’s argument
the Paramount case proved there
was.
Justice Dept., in a friend of the
court filing, criticized the argument
that Paramount case was not appli¬
cable and said “niggardly” inter¬
pretation of antitrust precedents
thwarted the effectiveness of the
antitrust laws.
Upshot of the Supreme Court
action is that Paramount precedent
cannot be used as prima facie evi¬
dence of a conspiracy among the
defendents in that case to refuse
independent distributors an even
break in first subsequent run
houses.

Zinsser’s Esquire Rap
Picked Up as‘Evidence’
By Pro-Legion Paper
Albany, Nov, 25.
Commenting in a leading edi¬
torial about William K. Zinsser’s
recent magazine article “exposing
the strong arm methods Hollywood
reverts to when mdvie columnists
call trash ‘trash,’ use superla¬
tives conservatively, or refrain
from them entirely in their ap¬
praisals of new films,” The Evan¬
gelist, official weekly of the Albany
Catholic Diocese, said, “It is plain
to see why many of the movie
studios object to and misrepresent
the real purpose of the Legion of
Decency.”
“Ambitions that they might .en¬
tertain to force an entirely ‘good*
press for their productions are
thwarted by the Catholic review¬
ing body that does not need Holly¬
wood’s buying power for its. sur¬
vival,” the article continued.
The Evangelist asked if it Is not
“ironic” that “the unjust accusa¬
tions about meddling and impair¬
ing freedom, which the movie in¬
dustry so frequently uses to dis¬
credit the Legion, can, according to
William Zinsser’s revelations, be
appropriately charged against ‘in¬
dispensable’
studio
advertiser*
who seem to know all the tricks
of the ‘do it or else’ persuasion**

T-for-Trouble-and-TV
—— Continued from page 1

ers can’t get very excited about it;
not yet, anyway. There’s also a
fear that, as the film biz takes a
licking from tv and the attendance
curve declines further, govern¬
ments will be apt to seek to protect
their own industries at the expense
of Hollywood. This in turn is bal¬
anced to a degree by the fact that
the U. S. films are popular and
exhibitors will fight against any
reduction in their supply.
Americans who know the Euro¬
pean market say the real danger
lies in the rise of “commercial” tv
networks, with much greater pro¬
gramming freedom than the cur¬
rent, state-operated webs. Noting
•the sharp increase in tv sets in
Europe, they fear that the com¬
mercialization of tv can have the
most severe repercussions, possibly
leading to the eventual institution
of toll-tv.
Herbert Horn, head of the Ger¬
man NF distribution outfit, in N. Y.
trying to arrange a release for his
“Rosemarie.”
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WITH CONVICTION
Film Drama of a Condemned Girl
Makes Its Points Plausibly

AND
MOVIE-GOERS

ARE
CONVINCED!

CHICAGO-State Lake
NEW YORK-Victoria
DOING
BLOCKBUSTER
BUSINESSl

FIGARO, INC.,

SUSAN

By BOSLEY CROWTHER
AT this late date, it is su*-| Why? What’s the season that
/\ prising that a movie; this picture, which is really not
having mainly to dp with! too far removed in its story
the post-trial and death-! content and general outlook
house ordeal of a person con¬ from many we’ve had before,
demned for murder should be as conveys a remarkable sensation
exciting and impressive as of one being caught in the
Walter Wangerig “I Want to deadly toils of a major miscar¬
Live!’*, his new prison melo¬ riage of justice and actually
drama that opened Tuesday at | watching a woman prepare to
the Victoria. Prison films and die?
death-house dramas have been Action
so generally banal in recent: Outside of it being a woman,
years that it's startling to have which is novel, and she superbly
one come at you,with the zip played by continuiagly matur¬
and the smash of an angry fist. ing Susan Hayward, the expla¬
But that's "how this vivid re¬ nation is that this is a smartly
enactment of the' story of written picture and it is direct¬
Barbara Graham, a West Coast ed exquisitely. The screen play
girl executed for murder, by Nelson Gidding and Don
comes crashing out of the) Mankiewicz contains the right
screen. For the first hour or so, kind of lean, crisp movie plot¬
it builds up pressure—nothing ting and writing that gets ideas
‘startling, nothing awesome, Just across with a maximum of vivid
the strain that comes of seeing action and a minimum of use¬
a pretty, reckless playgirl get less words.
! herself into a succession of The business in the deathominous jams. It’s the sort of | house, for instance, with the
frank but painless pressure ^ou suspense of waiting and hoping
might get in any average crime being played against the pa¬
tient, methodical preparation
film.
of the chemicals for the gas| Injustice
chamber, is first-rate communi¬
Then, suddenly, somewhere cation of the elements involved
shortly after she has been con¬ in this affair. Very few words
demned to die—unjustly con¬ are needed. The whole thing
demned, this picture tells us, is in the atmosphere. Care on
though itrs moot in . the case of the part of everybody makes It
Miss Graham—the fist starts intensely credible.
coming at you. It comes at you And Robert'Wise’s direction
slowly at first, as the genuine has extraordinary pace and
jeopardy of the woman begins style, from the staccato move¬
to grow chokingly real. And ment of the first part to the
then it comes sharp into the cold, precision tempo toward
midriff as she is clamped into the end. He keeps it hard, with
a cell in the death-house at San almost documentary sharpness,
jQuentin, and it pounds you un¬ and his secondary actors are
mercifully until she dies. This used as passing personality
is probably the roughest death- ciphers in the downhill career
'house ordeal we’ve ever had on of a pitiful girL What could
[the screen.
have been a hackneyed picture
in le$s careful, adroit and hon¬
est hands turns out a forth¬
right drama that makes you feel
and, in feeling, think. It is *
grim invitation to reflection on
capital punishment
Reluctant Killer
It is too bad the kind of prep¬
aration that went into the mak¬
ing of this film did not go into
a couple of others that have
come along recently.

in

oremsittr sare by JOHN MANDEL-as Played by Gerry MuHigan, Shelly Baiwe, Ait Farmer, BudShank, Red Mitchell and An ARStor Jazz Orchestra

^^^NELSON GfDPING-DON MANKIEWICZ ^ROBERT WISE

^WALTER WANGER
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Am. Broadcasting-Par Theatres Exits
Film Production; Levin Takes Over
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Charities at 80%
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Motion Picture Permanent Char¬
ities has already reached 79.8% of
its 1959 campaign goal, $1,225,000.
Total of $977,298 has been con¬
tributed by 22,166 film and allied
industry workers, for an average of
$44.09.
Talent groups , subscribed $554,969, Labor’s Executive Committee,
repping crafts and unions. $422,329.

Hollywood Production Pulse
'THE BIG FISHERMAN"
(Rowland V. Lee Prod.)
(For Buena Vista)

■Irving H. Levin last week ac-4Prod.—Rowland V. Lee
Dir.—Frank Borzage
quired the assets of AB-PT Pic- [
Howard Keel, Susan Kohner, John
tures and AB-PT Distributing from
Saxon, Herbert Lom, Beulah Bondi,
Alexander ScoUrby, Rhodes Reason.
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Henry Brandon, Brian Hutton, Tom
Theatres, thus taking the circuit! Sidney G. Deneau has been given
Troupe, Martha Hyer, Ray Stricklyn,
his v.p. epaulets at Paramount.
Donald Curtis
j
out of the production business. He
(Started Oct. 1)
has been western division man¬
Move was seen as proof positive
ager
since
1956
and
will
continue
"THE WONDERFUL COUNTRY"
that exhibitors basically don’t be¬
(MPL Prod, for UA)
in that post.
long in the filmmaking camp.
(Shooting in Mexico)
Supervision of the domestic mar¬
Prod.—Cheste Erskine
One close to the AB-PT opera¬ ket is split at Par, with Deneau in
Dir.—Robert Parrish
Robert Mitchum, Julie London, Gary
tion pointed o'ut last week that the the west and v.p. Hugh Owen in
Merrill, Jack Oakie, Albert Dekker,
(Goetz Prods.)
original, purpose of the chain’s en¬ the east.
Peter Armendariz, Leroy "Satchel’*
Both operate under
(Shooting in Utah)
^ Continued from page 5
try into production had been to George Weltner, president of Par
Paige, Victor Mendoza. Charles McProd.—William Goetz
Graw, Max Slaten, Mike Kellen, Jay
Dir.—Robert Rossen
stimulate production elsewhere Distributing Corp.
taking over on a rotating basis.
Novello, Chester Hayes _
Gary Cooper.
Rita
Hayworth. Van
However, AB-PT itself has been
(Started Oct. 6)
Heflin, Tab Hunter, Richard Conte.
Neither MPEA nor the Euro¬
Dick York, Michael CaUan, Robert
embarassed by the quickie type of
HORRORS OF THE BLACK MUSEUM"
peans are happy with the fest
Keith, James Bannon, Ed Platt, Sam (Amer.-International Piets.)
product it generated, particularly
Buffington, Arthur Hansen, Carlos (Shooting in England)
situation, but they’re facing a
at a time when the accent is so
Romero, Maurice Jara
Prod.—Herman Cohen
(Started Oct. 6)
difficult
and
complex
situation.
Dir.—Arthur Crabtree
much on quality.
Michael Gougb, June Cummingham
MOUSE THAT ROARED"
Instead of a reduction in the num¬ "THE
Shirley Aim Field, Godfrey Keen
Also, the AB-PT production out¬
(Shooting in England)
ber
of
fests,
the
outlook
is
for
Beatrice
Varley,
Jonn
Warwick
Prod.—William Shenson
fit couldn’t get stars to adequately
Auctin
Trevor,
Gerald
Anderson
Dir.—Jack Arnold
more.
And
as
long
as
Cannes,
Malou
Panters, Dorinda Stevens, How
compete. If it did okay on the
Jean Seaberg, Peter Seller, David KoBerlin
and
Venice
get
the
green
ard
Greene
- soff,
William
Hartnell,
Timothy
hooks it was largely because the
(Started Oct. 20)
Bateson, Monty Landis, Austin Willis
light, who’s to say that there can’t
PORGY AND BESS"
circuit made a conscious effort to
Chicago exhibitors, including be festivals in San Francisco, "THE LAST ANGRY MAN"
(Samuel Goldwyn Prod.)
(Fred Kohlmar Prod.)
play off the films.
some who arc not directly involved Mexico, India or wherever?
(For Columbia)
(Shooting in N.Y.)
Prod.—Samuel Goldwyn
Under the deal with Levin, the in the controversy, have urged
Prod.—Fred Kohlmar
Dir.—Otto Preminger
The Americans have no illusions
Dir.—Daniel Mann
four pictures already produced United Artists to "slow down" in
Sidney Poitier,
Dorothy ■ Dandridge.
Paul Muni, Dayid Wayne, Betsy.Palmer,
Pearl Bailey, Sammy Davis Jr., Brock
pass to him along with all resi¬ its battle for newspaper acceptance about the renewal of Federation
Joanna Moore, Jobv Baker, Nancy
Peters, Leslie Scott, Diahann Carroll.
approval
for
the
three
top
fests.
Pollock,
Billy
Dee
Walllams.
Claudia
J
duals, story properties, etc. About of "Anna Lucasta" ads.
Ruth Attaway, Clarence Muse
McNeil, David Winters, James O’Rear
Though
they
may
argue
that
there
The four metropolitan dailies in
$1,000,000 is involved. Harry L.
(Started Nov. 10)
'THE HORSE SOLDIERS"
(Mahin-Rackin-Mirisch)
Mandell will be v.p. and general Chicago originally refused to carry are too many of these events, "IDLE ON PARADE"
Prods.—Martin Rackin, John Lee Mahin
Prod.)
manager of the new company. Pro¬ the ads. They also refused to carry neither France, Italy or Germany (Warwick
Dir.—John Ford
in London)
would be willing to drop their own. (Shooting
John Wayne, William Holden; Constance
Prods.—Irving Alien, A. R. Broccoli
duction outfit originally was start¬ followup copy bringing to the pub¬ There was a proposal at one time
Towers, Hoot Gibson, Chuck Hayward,
Assoc. Prod.—Harold Huth
ed in 1956 and made four films. lic’s attention the fact that the .to rotate Cannes and Venice, but
Dan Borzage
Dir.—John Gilling
(Started Oct. 28)
William Bfcodix, Anthony Newley, Anne
They were handled by Republic original ads were nixed. Since then*
it
never
got
anywhere,
Aubrey, Lionel Jeffries. David Lodge,
DANGEROUS CHARTER"
after having been booked down the UA -toned down its ads and the
Sydney James. Sean Kelly
(Dangerous Charter Co.)
j At the moment, the interna(Started Nov. 10)
AB-PT ling^
dailies agreed to run ’em.
Prod.—Robert Gootschalk
| tionale givfes put two kinds of
Prod.—Robert Gottschalk
Issue, however, came via UA’s okays.
Dick Foote, Sally Frazer, Chris WarThere are "approved”
field, Wright King, Chick Chandler,
plans to launch an ambitious radio fests, in which IFPA members are
WALT DISNEY
Peter Forster
and. tv campaign, designed to "in¬ more or less, committed to partici¬
(Started Nov. 3)
Starts, This Year. 6
form” the Chi public of the contro¬ pate, and then there are "recog¬
A HOLE IN THE HEAD"
versy. That’s when the exhibs1 nized” ones, which means they’re This Date, Last Year...... 2
(Sincap Prods, for UA)
Proa.—Frank Capra
stepped in with the frank warning on the level and individual com*
Dir.—Frank Capra
that they didn’t want to antagonize panies will go in. In addition,
Frank Sinatra, Edward G. Robinson,
Eleanor
Parker,
Carolyn
Jones,
the city, which could hit back in there are a host of other fests on
Thelma Ritter, Keenan Wynn, Eddie
METRO
one of several ways. Including the the fringes.
Hodges
(Started Nov. 10)
imposition of a local tax and with¬
Startsr This Year.24
The D.S, argument is that there
"TAKE A GIANT STEP"
drawal of the current "white” slip
(Hecht-Hill-Lancaster)
just aren’t enough pictures to go This Date, Last Year..20
for "Lucasta.”
(For UA)
around for all the various festivals;
Prod.—Jules Epstein
In Chicago, the white slip means furthermore, that tfie fests be¬ ’'BEN-HUR"
Dir.—Philip Leacock
(Shooting in Rome)
Johnny Nash, Estelle Hemaley, Frede¬
American film companies’ atti¬ a film is okay for general attend¬ tween May and October take up
Prod.—Sara Zimbalist
rick O'Neal, Beah Richards, Ruby
Dir.—William Wyler
tude vs. another sale of dubbing ance. A pink slip signifies it’s for too- much executive time and
Dee, Ellen Holly, Pauline Meyers.
Charlton Heston. Jack Hawkins. Stephen
Frances Foster, Larry Larson, Dee
certificates in Italy is stiffening, adult’s only. Slips are given out aren’t really warranted.
Boyd, Haya Harareep, Hugh Griffith,
Every
Pollack, Douglas Nash, Leo Castillo
Sam
Jaffe,
Martha
Scott,
Finlay
Cur¬
partly because, for the first time, by the Chicago police censor, which year, the complaints about lack of
(Started Nov. ID
rie, Cathy O’Donnell
these certificates appear to have in turn is guided almost exclusive¬ quality have grown louder. The
(Started May 21)
DAY OF THE OUTLAW"
some real value. It’s for that same ly by the ratings of the Roman Americans are particularly in the 'NORTH BY NORTHWEST"
(Security Pics, for UA)
Prod.—Sidney Harmon
Prod.-Dir.—Alfred Hitchcock
reason that the Italians are press¬ Catholic Legion of Decency.
middle since, without their par¬
Dir.—Andre deToth
Cary Grant, Eva Marie Saint, James
ing for another sale.
Robert Ryan, Burl Ives, Venetia Steven¬
The United Artists brass — ticipation, fests are valueless. This
Mason
son, Dan Sheridan, Dabbs Greer.
(Started Aug. 26)
Matter has been taken up in Arthur Krim and Robert J. Ben¬ was proven at Venice some years
William Schallert, Nehemiah Persoff
(Started Nov. 13)
preliminary film pact talks in jamin—met with Motion Picture back. Yet, to stay out is likely
Rome between Eitel Monaco, prer Assn, of America president Eric to lead to retribution and angry
PARAMOUNT
of ANICA, the Italo producer-dis¬ Johnston in N.Y. Monday (24) for charges.
Starts, This Year.....13.
tributor organization, and Frank a discussion of various issues that
(Other items on the meet
Gervasi, the Motion Picture Ex¬ have arisen recently between UA
This Date, Last Year.16
include a proposal that, -when
port Assn’s Mediterranean chief. and the Association.
a producer shoots in another
Continued from page 2
THE FIVE PENNIES"
Prior to the meeting, UA agreed
Still pending is the sale of some
country, he should he free to
(Dena Piets.)
latter institution which is slated to
100 dubbing certificates at 16%% to some slight text changes in its
import and export cinemato¬
Prod.—Jack Rose
Dir.—Melville Shavelson
of face value. Agreement was "Anna Lucasta” ads and fn turn
be chief beneficiary of the pro¬
graphic -material and equip¬
Danny Kaye, Louis Armstrong, Barbara
reached some time ago, but never received the Advertising Code
ment duty-free. Meet also -will
Bel Geddes, Hairy Guardino, Bob posed show biz tribute to the mem¬
implemented.
Certificates cost seal, which earlier had been de¬
Crosby, Susan Gordon, Tuesday Weld,
take up a report on the
Bobby Troup, Ray Anthony, Shelly ory of the beloved “Mame,” as he
5,500,000 lira (about $8,800) each nied the ads. It was made clear
Geneva meeting oh author's
Manne, Valerie Allen
was affectionately known to scores
and must be bought before any at UA that, had the MPAA re¬
(Started Oct. 6)
rights, and will discuss- a
of entertainers. Sarnoff pointed
DON'T
GIVE UP THE SHIP"
film can be dubbed. They are fused to okay the changes, UA
UNESCO-sponsored
project
Prod.—Hal B. Wallis
out that it was just such research
actually considered loans, repay¬ would have gone ahead with the
calling for an International
Dir.—Norman Taurog
which would ultimately
Jerry Lewis, Dina Merrill. Diana Spen¬ centers
able in 10 years (or, in more recent ads anyway.
Cinema & TV Council.)
cer, Mickey Shaughnessy, Robert Mid¬ find the cure for the illness which
years, in seven years). However,
dleton, Mabel Albertson
killed
Sacks.
they’re only as good as the
(Started Oct. 2D
amounts that cover them in the
Highlight of ceremony was a 10Italian film bank. The 100 cer¬
minute documentary film, narrated
20th CENTURY-FOX
tificates being sold represent cer¬
by newsman Gunnar Back, and
tificates that accrued during the
Starts, This Year.16 made by staff of WFIL-ABC un¬
last half of 1955.
der direction of station head Roger
This Date, Last Year.24
Since then, some 500 more cer¬
Clipp.
Crowther
and
Mayer
in
Sharp
Comments—Too
tificates have piled up. In recent
'WARLOCK"
Thomas F. Joyce, prexy of Ray¬
Prod.-Dir.—Edward Dmytryk
months, the special account in the
Much Dependent on ‘Sex* and N.Y, Situations
mond
Rosen Co., emceed program.
Richard WIdmark, Henry Fonda, An¬
film hank which covers payment
thony Quinn, Dorothy Malone, Dolores Bernard G. Segal, anti-trust coun¬
of these “loans” has shown quite
Michaels, Tom Drake, Richard Arlen, sel for RCA, introduced Sarnoff,
Don Barry, Wallace
Ford, Regis
Echoing recent stories in now we’ve got to send Eric John¬
a spectacular rise. Implication is
Toomey,
De
Forest
KeUey, Ann and Joseph Elliott, head of Telethat the amounts will continue to Variety and quoting Raoul Levy ston to Moscow to buy them for
Doran, Robert Adler
Dynamics, Inc., a subsidiary of the
(Started Oct. 13)
go up, .making the certificates more and others, N.Y. Times film, critic $60,000.”
Rosen Co., also spoke.
valuable. Originally, the Ameri¬ Bosley Crowther called for the
Richard Brandts president of
cans didn’t figure on getting back "voice, not the vice” of Europe. Trans-Lux Distributing, related
UNIVERSAL
more than a fraction of their coin. He repeated warnings that a con¬ the foreign pic importing biz is
Starts, This Year...
7
Monaco, who’s due in the U.S. tinuation of sexed-up pictures will growing fast but expressed con¬
soon, reportedly has queried Ger¬ hurt the foreign film field. cern over the fact that so much
This Date, Last Year..... .27
Continued from page 3 —
vasi on the Yank. attitude towards Crowther agreed that' Brigitte of the market (60%) is limited to
further sales. Reasoning in N.Y. Bardot’s example has altered spirit the New York area. He said the
will include a multi-million dollar
. is that, aware of the growing fund, of foreign productions and this is Gotham reviews influence a pic¬
business center and skyscraper
WARNER BROS.
he would like to get hold of the leading to a situation whereby ture’s playoff throughout the
building on the studio’s 35 unde¬
papers for later use as production public mav come to say: "If it’s country, unlike the notices in any
Starts, This Year..
72
veloped acres. MCA’s lease with
credits. For that same reason, an ‘art’ picture it’s got to be a other city. He estimated the "hard
This Date, Last Year..... .27
Rep for its Revue Productions has
the Americans are hesitant to sell. filthy picture.”
core” art houses at 400 although
four
years to go, with options up
Opinion is that, sooner or later, a
Crowther, speaking before a an import has a potential of 3,000 "THE FBI STORY"
to a total of 20 years. If the U deal
deal will be made for the certi¬ luncheon-meeting of the Associ¬ to 5,000 theatres, the latter figure (Shooting in Washington, D.C.)
Prod.-Dir.—Mervyn LeRoy .
is closed, Revue will be moved to
ficates, though it’ll probably be ated Motion Pictures Advertisers being highly unusual.
James Stewart, Vera Miles
that studio.
on better terms than past arrange¬ in New York on the overall subject
(Started Aug ID
Brandt said $310,000 was spent "THE
Rep insiders say the 'company
ments.
PHILADELPHIAN"
of imports, reminded that the on promotion of “Dr. Laurent”—
Dir.—Vincent Sherman
plans to refinance and pay off its
PaUI Newman, Barbara Rush. Diane
alien-tongued features rose from more than the average "A” picture
* BreWster, Brian Keith, Robert Vaughn preferred stock,’amounting to $6,obscurity to prominence because
Hollywood — for the N.Y.
(Sept. 25)
000,000. Redemption price of the
Kezar Sues Audie Murphy they mirrored the land in which from
opening as a means of attracting
400,000 preferred' shares is $15 a
Los Angeles, Nov. 25.
they were made.
not only the public but. the trade
share.
They also said Rep will
Damages of $130,750 were de¬
Arthur L. Mayer emceed the as well.
INDEPENDENT
probably pay a dividend in Janu¬
manded in Superior Court by Paul luncheon of ad-pub men and im¬
Don Velde, independent who
ary, possibly l2V6c a share on the
Starts, This Year.76
E. Kezar from. Audie Murphy, in¬ porters and, noting the power of deals in trailers and ad accessories
common stock.
volving
screenplay,
“Skindiver Crowther’s reviews of foreign pic¬ for imports, reported that’ this -This Date, Last Year.13 J
With a Heart,” which writer claims tures, told the audience: “You’re field has become strictly big busi¬ "SOLOMON AND SHEBA"
'Joseph Cotten will make the
Murphy ordered last June 1—and now feeding the hand that biles ness -r- like -a mail order, house —- (Theme-Gopa for U.A.)
autograph penmanship at the
in Spain)
was delivered Aug, 21.
you.” A vet in film importation,' Whereas: it was just a few years (Shooting
, .Odtson Thfeatre this noontime
Prod;—Ben Goetz
Suit, without explanation, de¬ Mayer, on
subject, re^ .ago tha%a foreign production was
: (Wed.h tieing in with the bow of
mands either return of property or called: .when -a .Russian:'pdctnrfi, accompanied by little more -than a
his new film, “From the Earth to
Sanders, Marisa Pavan
payment of sum.
.the Moon.”
could be bought for $6,000 "but few ads and mats.
(Started Sept. 15)

; Deneau Now Signs: ‘V.P/

Ask Fewer Fests

Chi Exhibs Duck
DA’s Ad Battle

Dub Certificates
Grow in Value;
U.S. Resists Italy

Gen. Sarnoff

Lunch Huddle on Imported Features

MCA-Republic
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‘Punch-Drunk’ Signifies Derelict?
Issue Pends in Stillman Gym Suit Vs. PerlbergSeaton ‘Country Girl’
Albany, Nov. 25.
Does the expression “punch
drunk” fighter imply that the fel¬
low is a derelict or a bum?
Question was taken under ad¬
visement here last week after the
Court of Appeals heard argument
on the appeal of Lou Stillman,
operator of the N.Y. gym and train¬
ing center for boxers, against Para¬
mount Pictures.
Action arose from a remark in
the William Perlberg-George Sea¬
ton production “Country Girl,”
which starred Bing Crosby and
Grace Kelly. Film contains the
line “Go to Spillman’s gym and get
a punch drunk fighter.” Stillman
sued for $100,000 on the basis of
invasion of privacy and.libel.
N.Y. Supreme Court originally
dismissed the invasion of privacy
claim, but denied dismissal of the
libel action. The Appellate Divi¬
sion later dismissed both counts.
Stillman then appealed to the
Court of Appeals from the lower
court’s decision.
Defense lawyers said there was
no libel because nothing deroga¬
tory had been said of anyone as
a matter of law, the reference to
Stillman being to his institution
rather than to himself as a per¬
son. Furthermore, said the law¬
yers, “punch drunk” didn’t imply
“loathsome.” Plaintiff’s attorneys
Insisted that “punch drunk” had to
be equated with “derelict” and
“bum.”

That’* Our Boy
Omaha, Nov. 25.
Mike Crouse, 18, a 100-pound
usher, put on a little show of
his own and foiled a holdup
when he went to the aid of
Zeta Ziegler, also 18, the
cashier, and collared a 169pound man who approached
the girl -and' demanded that
she turns over the receipts.
Usher couldn’t hold the man,
and chased him two blocks,
slowing his flight by jumping
on his back. Soon help arrived
to complete the capture.

Bronx, Astoria Exbibs
Duck Bonds, Their Saits
Dismissed by Judges

SEEK UNKNOWN GAL
FOR THE BEACH BOYS’
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Columbia will cast an- unknown
femme in the lead of “The Beach
Boys,” originally planned for Kim
Novak. Consequently, studio will
soon begin testing unknowns and
when a decision is made, will give
the star buildup to the femme
selected for the film.
Charles Vidor, director of the
picture, will direct the testl Roger
Eden is producer of the vehicle.

Tired Blood
Continued from. page = 5 .

cold logic. “They were built on
a different economic premise,” he
observed. “They grew when
company would'turn out 40 to 60
films a year. Then came the end
of blockbooking, divorcement, tele¬
vision and the rise of the inde¬
pendents. These plans were built
for 100% -of the profit. Now they
get anywhere from 20% to 60%
of the profits. They can’t survive
economically that way. The only
answer is to reduce overhead and
cut the facilities.”
Schary pounded away at the in¬
dustry’s lack of foresight in its
failure to develop executive man¬
power, and he characterized (as
he has done in the past) Holly¬
wood as “a giant with muscles but
no brain.” That, he contended,
is the reason why the industry is,
always so frightened and never
realizes just how strong it is.
Decline in attendance is due
primarily to the vast increase in
leisure time. Which in turn has
resulted in competition for the en¬
tertainment dollar, Schary opined.
“Of course, the public is selective
today. But I’ll never go along
with those who seek the reasons
for the drop in the films them¬
selves.
The excitement of the
screen is there, and it’s proven
by the tremendous- grosses some
pictures can still roll up.”
Schary opined that the indus¬
try could and should use televi¬
sion to better advantage in show¬
casing its new stars. Reason why
it’s so tough to “build” new. stars
today is that the new players
lack exposure, he felt.

Three separate antitrust suits
which sought total damages of
$105,000 from eight majors were
dismissed Friday (21) in N.Y. Fed¬
eral Court when the suing exhibi¬
tors failed to post bonds to cover
costs in event they lost. Aside from
the majors, List Industries and
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres were also named in the
complaints.
Tossed out by Judge David N.
Edelstein was a $30,000 action filed
by Berdon Amusement Corp.,
which operated the Fleetwood The¬
atre in the Bronx, N.Y., in 1956.
Judge Sylvester Ryan dismissed a
$30,000 suit brought by Rona Thea¬
tre Inc., operator of the Rona The¬
atre
in the Bronx in 1954. Like¬
Continued from page 13
—
wise a $45,000 complaint filed by
viding the prerequisites were com¬ Cameo Theatre Inc.-, operator of
plied with.
the Cameo in Astoria, L.I., was dis¬
Refused an official permit for a missed by Judge Frederick P.
second time, it is charged Gilbert Bryan.
took matters into his own hands.
A few well-placed dollars and the
National Amusement Co., of
unit marched on Chichen Itza, New York Inc. has been authorized
backed by an official of the State to conduct an amusements business
of Yucatan and armed police whn in Brooklyn, with capital stock of
cowed the regular ruin guards.
100 shares, no par value. George
Shooting went on for a few days E. Hodes of Brooklyn, is a director
but an exchange of telegrams be¬ and filing attorney.
tween this city and Yucatan noti¬
fied the governor of the entity as
well as the chief of the military
zone to put an end to the unauthor¬
ized filming. Gilbert sought re¬
course to an “amparo” (writ) but
Week Ended Tuesday (25)
when this failed, and when the
press angrily clamored that “Hol¬
iV. Y. Stock Exchange
lywood .Invades Chichen Itza,” Gil¬
1958
Net
bert and his staff did a disappear¬
High Low
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(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co.)
are directors.

Yanks, Mind Manners!

Amusement Stock Quotations
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Inside Stuff-Pictures
He’s no longer in the theatre business, but Sylvan Rothschild, for¬
mer owner-manager of the Sunset Cruise-I drive-in theatre near Dayton on the Germantown Pike, has been vindicated by the Second Dis¬
trict Court of Appeals, which last week (18) reversed a decision of
the Montgomery County Common Pleas Court, and ruled that the show¬
ing of controversial film on nudism was lawful. Rothschild had been
found guilty by the lower court March 5; 1958, of exhibiting a motion
picture, “Garden of Eden,” on . Oct. 8, 1956. The film was said to advo¬
cate and teach nudism, in violation of Ohio law. Rothschild was
charged with violation of two sections of the law. the one forbidding
possession of obscene films, and the other prohibiting exhibition of
films that might induce the viewers to violate state law. He was con¬
victed, fined a total of $500 and costs, with the fine suspended.
In the appellate court’s decision, which held that the film was not
obscene,'the court held Rothschild not guilty on the second charge,
because “criminal conviction cannot be based upon.conjecture as to
what might possibly be set up in the mind of another . . .”
Rudy Mate, who's currently directing the Mario Lanza-starrer “For
the First Time” for Metro release in Berlin, is still known to old local
filmites. Born in Poland of an Hungarian father and an Austrian
mother. Mate worked in Berlin some 30 years ago. He -later became
one of the world’s best cameramen, especially under the famed Dane
Carl Th. J>reyer for whom he photographed “Jeanne d’Arc” (192ST
and “Vampyr” (1930). In -1934, he went to Hollywood where he won
several Oscars. Later he turned to directing. His current Lanza film,
incidentally, is his 25th directorial job. Although it was a commercial
failure, he calls “No Sad Songs For Me” (Col) his- favorite film. An¬
other favorite film is “Union Station” (Park He has a non-exclusive
contract with Columbia for which he makes an average of two pic¬
tures per annum.
Richard Brooks will earn excess of $1,000,000 in salary plus partici¬
pation in profits in new seyen-year writer-director deal just signed
with Columbia Pictures, where his first film will be Mackinlay Kantor’s “Andersonville.”
Deal, non-exclusive, will still enable him to indie produce “Elmer
Gantry” for United Artists release, which he has been prepping for
past few months. Brooks, who last did “Cat On a Hot Tin Roof” under
his Metro pact, still has one remaining commitment with that com¬
pany, but there’s no time limit.
If a cast can be lined up, Brooks will dor “Gantry” before reporting
to Columbia, where it’s understood he’ll also do a picturization of Mi¬
chael V, Gazzo’s new play on the beat generation, “Night Circus.”
Persons in various fields, including art, literary and law, were spot¬
lighted at a “Dedication Testimonial” ($100 per plate dinner) fostered
by the American Jewish Literary Foundation at the Waldorf-Astoria,
N.Y., Sunday (23). Foundation has published “American Jews—Their
Lives and Achievements,” containing biographies of outstanding con¬
temporary Jewish personalities.
Honored legalites were Joseph M. Proskauer, who represents Warner*
in antitrust matters, and Justic Felix Frankfurter. Art: Leonard Bern¬
stein, Ernst Bloch, Mischa Elman, Edward G. Robinson, Sholom Secunda
and Richard Tucker. Publications and literary art: Fannie Hurst and
Arthur Hayes Sulzberger.
The lack of a good story is the primary reason many Hollywood
musicals miss at the boxoffice, according to producer-writer-director
team of Melville Shavelson and Jack Rose. Pair, currently shooting
“The Five Pennies,” Red Nichols biopic starring Danny Kaye at Para¬
mount, claims that the only way a musical can be successful is to have
a good three acts in the film.
“The days when a filmusical can get by on just dancing, pretty
girls and music are over, they said. “Today the theatre-going public
expects a good story line first and then the other ingredients.”
llomeoffice employees of Warner Bros, without union representation,
many of whom have had more than 25 years of service with the
company, are doing a burn at the alleged cavalier treatment they re¬
ceived from WB when operations were shifted to the Coast. They are
reported to have received a curt dismissal notice. On top of a long
period of uncertainty as the company vacillated in making up its
mind which employees would be retained, there were complaints
about severance payments. In contrast, staffers with union affiliation
were aware of the arrangements before the final move was made.
Boris Karloff, the “monster” in the first Frankenstein picture back
in 1931, denounced today’s crop of so-called “horror” films saying they
their producers are violating good taste and making “sensational pic¬
tures just for the sake of being sensational.” It means “the people
will‘start yawning at these efforts if they’re not already,” says Karloff.
Karloff deplored the product being made today, saying “They’re
rubbing your nose in it. An audience can only be interested if it’*
allowed to take part, but today they give people a bucket of guts just
to show a bucket of guts.”
Jethro Almond turned 90 the other day at his home in No. Abelmarle, N. C. where he raises and sells parakeets. He’s a onetime show¬
man. Started with religious films and a mobile film machine playing
stores ‘arotlnd 1900. Later trouped vaudeville shows through Dixie.
He formed a brief partnership in 1929 with AI F. Wheeler to operate
a circus. His last theatrical choro was operating a cinema at Society
Hill, N. C. from which he retired in 1950.
Both father and son, M. A. Ligjtman Sr. and Jr., were named to the
board of Theatre Owners of America at the recent Miami convention.
The Lightmans, who headquarter'in Memphis, own and operate the
Malco theatres in Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee.
WB stock upbeat said to stem from the company buying in and re¬
tiring more and more stock, acquiring much of It from Serge Semenenko, of the First National Bank of Boston.

Cinerama Loses 4 Days
San Francisco, Nov. 25.
A short in wiring system de¬
stroyed the Cinerama screen, cur¬
tains and wrecked the sound sys¬
tem of the Orpheum Theatre last
week, knocking put lour days
of the 37th and final week of
“Search for Paradise.”
Damage was estimated at “sev¬
eral thousand dollars,” plus $6,000
to $8,000 gross lost for four days..
Frank Trevino has opened the
Dilley Theatre at Dilley, Tex. Span¬
ish Janguage film policy. Trevino
also operates the Ideal Theatre in
Pearsall, Tex.

Soundtracked ‘Uncle Tom’
Revival on Broadway
Encouraged by a test date in
Newburgh, N. Y. and teenage re*
action, Colorama Features, a new
indie distribution firm headed by
Julius Weil and Carroll Puciato,
have decided to bring “Uncle
Tom’s Cabin,” an updated version
of a 1927 Universal silent film, to
Broadway.
The picture, acquired by Color¬
ama from U, is now armed with a
commentary and a prolog written
by Sheldon Stark and narrated by
Raymond Massey, with musical
score by Erno Rappe, It’s sched¬
uled to open at the Trans-Lux
Theatre on Broadway today (Wed.).
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DELIVER!
The Prize Baby moves right dowh
the middle with an offense
which is scoring at the fastest
pace in boxoffice history—

87 ADMISSIONS FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE!*

/>

‘

/

37 SERVICE
mr me memmermr

*Sindlinger & Go., in its latest survey, reports that o trailer showing to
200 people will motivate 87 of these people to return and see the picture
advertised. The cost of the trailer?... Just one ticket of admission.
A ratio of 87 to T.
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Buffeted by 1958 Economy Waves,
Screen Publicists Guild Might Merge

Canadian Caper
Continued from page 5

sion at Broadway and 43d St.)
These factors are presently known
and help account for the Wall
The N. Y. Screen Publicists, with**
Street flurries:
its ranks depleted by^about 40% 1
because of recent economy waves,
1
Taking Over Ansco
|
plans to embark on an organiza-1 The J. Arthur Rank Organization
(1) Ansco .division of General
tional drive to attract unorganized is taking over distribution of the
Aniline
&
Film
Corp.,
which
is
segments of the public relations ; Lion International product in Canindustry both within the picture' ada, Australia and New Zealand, the second largest domestic manubusiness and in affiliated fields. Lion distributes the films of British ! facturer of photographic products,
At the same time, the union—! Lion and Independent Film Dis¬ ] next to Eastman, may be taken
i over by Paramount Pictures. Propnow down to about 125 members—. tnbutors m the U.K.
appears to be more inclined “to: Deal, set by Harry Norris of the : erty may be worth $25,000,000 to
listen” to offers of its rival union Rank outfit on one side and Victor ; $35,000,000.
_^_the publicists group affiliated Hoare for Lion International on
Unload In'Canada
with the International Alliance of the other, doesn’t extend to the
(2) Paramount sale of its Cana¬
Theatrical Stage Employees—for U.S. where Hoare’s company has
cooperative ventures in combatting recently set up its own representa- dian circuit shares in Famous
the dismissals and in meeting=other 1 tion via Michael Bromhead. How- Players Canadian, (also television
problems faced by the film pub-ad ever, one British Lion release has operation) as stated above, possi¬
staffers. Nobody is talking about a been handed to Rank for American bly trimming its interest from
51% to 24% in order to comply
merger of the two unions, but release.
there are signs that both groups
Among the British Lion product with Canadian broadcasting rules
are more prone to study the pos-' covered in the new deal are “Vir- about non-resident corporations.
sibility.
gin Island,” “Behind the Mask,” Par already has received an offer
Officials of the IA union re- . “The Man Upstairs,” “Room at the of $15,000,000 for thq shares.
portedly have told their members j Top,” “Honeyjnoon,” etc. The Lion Barney Balaban is believed asking
that efforts are being made to j Inti, reps in Canada, Australia and $20,000,000:
work out an arrangement with the, New Zealand will continue in their
DuMont Selloff
SPG. However, a spokesman for; jobs to assist, in the release of the
the SPG declared that no approach j product,
(3) Paramount may unload Met¬
has been made but “we’ll be giad j -—_
ropolitan Broadcasting (the old
DuMont Broadcasting) to an un¬
The IA union is the bargaining
named buyer at a price said to
agent only for homeoffice staffers
make Par’s initial $164,000 invest¬
at Paramount. In addition, it has
ment (as engineered by Par. v.p.
attracted a considerable number of
Paul
Raiboum) in DuMont look
List Industries, parent company
fieldmen and independent pub¬
like caddy fees.. Par owns 20% of
of
RKO
Theatres,
racked
up
con¬
licists who occasionally handle pic¬
WB’s
stock.
tures. Moreover, it has an affilia¬ solidated net earnings of $826,632
Ansco move would be the most
tion with the Coast publicity union, for the nine-month period ended
whose ranks have also been de-,Se^ 3?> 1958.Net returnsfor the significant of all, money-wise. This
outfit turns out Anscochrome color
creased by about 409c.
Xp7erp?tanza of 19*j7 werf
The SPG affiliated with District 1J84. The company does not provide films, other color photo products,
65, Retail, Wholesale and Depart- jthe per-share earnings for the net chemical and darkroom equipment
and supplies, and cameras and
ment Store Union, AFL-CIO, rep- j pr®f.* . ,
,
resents homeoffice publicists at! ^ indicates, however, that the accessories..
But who. owns what part of the
Universal, Metro, Warner Bros., Profit, before the deduction of
United Artists, Columbia and 20th-: special items, totaled $1,626,880 or Aniline parent has been the sub¬
.
39c per share as compared with ject of international litigation for
At a meeting last night (Tues.), - $1,071,355 or 44c per share for the years,- Formed originally as the
the SPG elected the following new nine-month period of a year ago. American It G. Chemical Corp.,
officers: Nat Weiss i20th> chair- ; According to the company, spe- which was changed to the present
man, succeeding Marty Blau «Col';, cial items include provision for tide in 1939 when a merger was
George Nelson (WB\ co-chairman;! losses on future sales of proper- effected wTth the wholly-owned
Henry Strauss (Coll, vice chairman,; ties, closed plant expenses less net General Aniline Works, the corpo¬
and Val Coleman (UA), secretary. ? gain on current sales of properties, ration was seized in 1941 as Ger¬
-. and reduction in reserve for con- man alien property, by the U. S.
Attorney General.
The company anticipates no inJustice Dept* has been re¬
;■ come taxes on a consolidated tax strained from selling the stock
J. Raymond Bell, formerly with ij^sis for 1958 and no provision for pending outcome of international
Columbia* and Loew’s. has been re-; gycjj taxes has been made against court actions. Swiss Interhandel
tained to coordinate tne public re- t earnings for the first nine months claims to have acquired the outfit
lations activities, of Variety Clubs: 0£ 1958. The provision for taxes from the I. G. Farben German in¬
International. Bell, president of; for the same period of 1957 was terests.
Allied Public Relations, will work: «85l 000
Par has gotten into all of this
closely with George Hoover, Var¬
Provision for depreciation and through Bache & Co., Wall Street
iety Clubs’ press guy.
other non-cash charges against brokers and international invest¬
According to Variety Interna¬ earnings amounted to $1,968,000
tional prexy George W. Eby, first during the first nine months of ’58 ment specialists. Bache is under¬
aim of the new public relations as compared with $2,396,000 for taking to work out a settlement of
program will be a campaign mark¬ ’47. Total income from operations the ownership. dispute along the
lines of the sale by the U. S. which
ing “Variety
officially
------- Week,”
--'
” de. . : flJUUUULCU
LU $4,024,149 as comcumamounted to
signated for the week of Jan. 12 j pared y^th $4,901,020 for the pre- in turn would give a substantial
part of the proceeds to Inter¬
to 18.
vious year:
handel.
*

Rank’s Lion Handling

j LIST (RKO THEATRES)
9-M0S.NET $826,632

Variety Clubs’ Coordinator

With this kind of compromise
Bond Street Industrial Corp. of
Kings County, has changed its thus reached, Bache will be stand¬
name to Strand Theatrical Lighting ing by with the buyers of Analine’s
Corp., according to a certificate corporate parts. And the talks
Continued from page 1
filed at Albany by Schlesinger & have been going on with Par to
take Ansco.
ters, Loewe differs from the Krinsky.
younger Lerner, whose background
is multimillion dollar big business
(Lerner Stores) and who will con¬
tinue operation of Lowal Music
(corporate name coined from their
names) and assume future income
Continue® from page 7
——
from the assets he purchased for
leave to ride Metro’s “Tom Thumb" float, in tomorrow’s (Thiirs.)
$1,600,000 in cash.
It is figured, for example, that "Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade . . * Columbia’s “The 7th Voyage of
if “My Fair Lady” gets its ex¬ Sinbad" float will also be represented in the parade, after which the
pected $2,000,000 film price (both company will tour the float to coincide with December openings of
Samuel Goldwyn and William the film . . . Columbia prexy Abe Schneider and first v.p.-treasurer
Goetz have offered $1,500,000 for^ Leo Jaffe back at the homeoffice after three weeks at the studio . . .
the rights), that alone could mean Evelyn Lane, who has been executive in charge of merchandising,
promotions and advertising at the Columbia studio, bas resigned , . .
a return of $600,000 to Lerner.
As adaptors, L&L share 60% of Writer-producer Harold Robbins has signed Monique Van Vooren for
the picture rights’ of the musical a featured role in “79 Park Avenue” which he’ll make for Allied
treatment (the Shaw and film pro¬ Artists.
Mike Todd Jr.’s proposed “smell-o-vision” was subject of humorous
ducer Gabriel Pascal estates re¬
taining the basic rights). The comment at an Albany Holy Name meeting.by Father Thomas H. Kay.
Asked
by a woman parishioner if he could smell her breath, he had
other 40% goes to the producer,
in this case Herman Levin, who asked if it was “Sneaky Pete” (sherry) but was told it was only beer.
Priest
spoofingly
wondered if he would be qualified as a reviewer for
owned 30% of the show, and Co¬
lumbia Broadcasting System which Todd's system which promises 3Q Smells in 90 minutes,
“Customers who are drinking to forget are respectfully requested
has 40% for its $350,000 cash in¬
vestment, representing the 100% to pay the barman in advance” is sign in a Paris bistro, reported by
Noel Anthony ...
bankrolling of the show.
Cecil B. DeMille registered “On My Honor” with MPAA Title Reg¬
Lerner & Loewe owned 30% be¬
tween them, from which a small istration Bureau, although producer sez no property involved . . . Au¬
percentage goes to the Shaw es¬ dio Murphy washed up old contract with Universal, now starts one-atate (“Pygmalion”) which is why year pact for seven years . . . Darryl F. Zanuck bought Irwin Shaw’s
Loewe’s buy-out percentage is “Shadow of Columbus,” story of modern-day Spain, for his 196Q slate
placed at “around 13%.” (Inci¬ . . . Burl Ives will write and sing title song fur Security’s “Day of the
dentally, Levin two years ago made Outlaw” . . . Lee Remick’s option lifted by 2Qth-Fox for another year.
Newspapers are showing a tendency to employ caricature drawings
a somewhat similar capital-gains
deal by selling off 20% of his Instead of photo art of current and upcoming pictures. Columbia has
30% for $450,000 to a Philadelphia had considerable success with the Julius Kroll drawings for “The Last
syndicate, giving him a capital Hurrah.” In addition to drawings of scenes from the picture, Col is
gain net profit of $337,500. “When furnishing the papers with head drawings df stars for current or fu¬
would 1 ever have that much money ture use . . . Loew’s Theatres has formed a real estate club for its
all in one lump?" he said at the theatre managers, who’ll receive prizes for obtaining 100% rentals
time.)
, in Loew’s properties.

Lerner-Loewe

Soundtrack
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More Thoughts Re Divorcement
Those theatremen wha seek revision of the consent decrees so
that the formerly-affiliated theatres could .embark on feature film
production- with preemptive rights for their own theatres, also
favor decrees changed so that the production-distribution compa¬
nies would be ahle to acquire new showcase theatres.
* Objective of both moves, of course, is to obtain increased pro¬
duction so that the supply to all theatres can be hiked. If film com¬
panies i^ve a -stake in theatres, as they did prior ta divorcement,
they would increase their production programs to keep their own
situations well supplied.
With both the major studios and the theatre chains making
pictures, it’s felt that the independents would stapd to benefit
by the increased supply of films on the market. The advocates of
theatre acquisition by the major studios are found mainly among
members of Theatre Owners of America. Allied States Assn., al¬
though it supports TOA in seeking a revision of the decrees so
that the formerly affiliated theatres can enter production, is nev¬
ertheless opposed to the secondary point; the reentry of the major
companies into theatre operation.
Proponents contend that operation of showcase houses in com¬
petitive situations by the majors could not harm the subsequentrun independent exhibitor or the operator of a large big city
house.
At one time—prior to the promulgation of the consent decrees
—the government, under the then attorney general Tom Clark,
had offered to allow the major companies to retain- showcase thea¬
tres in return for the signing of a consent decree. However, the
major companies decided to fight the case and were saddled with
the current split when they lost.

Three Epics Based on Christ
20th Budgets Oursler ‘Story’ at $10,000,000—
Stevens to Direct—Other Prods. Planned

Artistic Freedom
Continued—from page 3 ——

Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Twentieth-Fox, apparently firm
in the belief that a story on Christ
will be its greatest blockbuster,
has budgeted “The Greatest Story
Ever Told” written by the editor
of Liberty magazine-that-was at
$10,000,000. Allocation is double
that ever previously set for a 20th

ing items which-—in their view—
should be covered by the distribu¬
tion fee. Though an independent
gets usually a fixed sum as his fee,
the little fellow .has a tough time
to live down the charges assessed
against his picture. UA not only P.ic.
Film will be a co-production ef¬
gets its distribution fee, but must
recoup its investment and a host fort by George Stevens’ own com¬
pany
and the studio.
Stevens,
of other expenses before any profit
after first instructing hi§ agent,
dollars flow to the producer.
Charles
K.
Feldman,
to
call off
At UA, executives conceded that
their distribution fee is absolutely; negotiations for him to produce
and
direct
the
late
Fulton
Oursler
fixed. “We prefer to do it that way
and be more liberal at the profit- tome, last week signed to handle
sharing end,” was one comment. picture, which he’ll now put into
“This way we minimize our loss production in 1960.
Deal is separate from his two
and we can afford to be generous
with the take. Except for the dis¬ feature agreement with 20th, which
tribution charge, we try to be as called for $1,000 per week over a
flexible as possible in all respects. 10-year period. Initialer here is
There are no hard-and-fast rules “The Diary of Anne Frank,” still
here. That’s why, in some cases, in the finishing stage;
we cross-collaterize, particularly if i John Farrow and Samuel Brona picture goes over-budget, and in ston also are prepping a story of
i Christ, “Son of Man,” which Far¬
others we don’t.
“It’s true that we almost insist row has been readying for past 15
on stars in our big pictures, but! years and on which he-has had in¬
we also always allow a producer to numerable conferences with high
use our joint profits for reinvest¬ Catholic Church dignitaries. Plans
ment in new projects. Our most call for this picture probably to
important asset is that we aren’t roll sometime In 1959, possibly in
in production ourselves; we don’t Spain and the Holy Land. Stevens
compete with our own producers, also is projecting “Greatest Story”
and we’re willing to take a chance for Holy Land shooting if condi¬
with them and to hand them full tions permit.
A third Biblical film likewise is
responsibility. That almost auto¬
matically increases their effi¬ in the planning stage. Carl Dreyer,
Danish, director, has announced
ciency.”
According to UA, some 80% of plans to film “Jesus” as an indie
its releases either break even or project in Europe. It’s understood
show a profit. What it may lose he has a shooting script completed
and sufficient capital to go into
with some smallies it makes up production.
for with the big hits, like “The
Vikings,” which will roll up $14,000,000 to $15,000,000 worldwide.
It's this system of volume multi¬
plied by distribution profits plus,
of -course, the considerable income
from the successful films which
Omaha, Nov. 25.
gives UA its dominant position.
Glenn Trump, longtime Omaha
Company last week reported rec¬ Variety stringer.'and, director of
ord $61,591,000 worldwide billings public
relations for the civic org
for the first nine months, of ’58, a Ak-Sar-Ben, last week was select¬
rise of some $9,000,000 over 1957.
ed
new
chief barker of the Omaha
The producers know, of course,
thit UA gives with one hand and Variety Club Tent 16. He succeeds
Patrick Halloran* who served the
takes with the other, sometimes to
their disadvantage. But they know, past two years.
Ross Lorello, owner of Ross*
too, that they’re working with one
of the most aggressive and success¬ Steak House, was named first as¬
ful outfits in the business, which sistant chief barker, and Walt
is willing to take a chance with Creal, Beacon Theatre op, second
them and to give them the widest assistant. Don Romeo of Romeopossible leeway in an industry in Hammond Productions is the new
which producers normally are property master and Herman Hallsharply restricted by the financial berg, branch manager of 20th-Fox,
minds. At UA, they’re willing to succeeds Trump as dough guy.
bank on the creative ability of the
Other canvasmen are King
indie and they don’t shrink from George, president of the Blue Line
the offbeat. For this he pays a Transfer Company; Lip Pitts, Para¬
price, of course, but, as one pro¬ mount salesman; Wally Provost,
ducer put it last week: “For us, sports editor of the Omaha Worldthe UA boys are the best in the Herald;'Sam Rosenblum, manager
business. - But, in any case, where of Nebraska Popcorn Supply; Don
else could we go?”
Shane, city manager of Tri-States
Theatre chain; and Abe Slusky,
World-Peerless film studio in owner of Playland Park.
Fort Lee, N. J, once the core of
Club’s annual Xmas party is set
the fi!m indu:
burned to the
ground this wc*’-. (23). It had been for Dec. 12 at the Hill Hotel. In¬
used in recent years as a ware¬ auguration banquet is slated for
Jan. 17.
house for legit and, tv scenery.

‘Variety’ Stringer Heads
Omaha’s Variety Tent
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j ‘Stop-SeBoff Tops Trade Fears i
The question of the post-1948 films emerged as the omnipresent
problem of the industry is the six-man executive committee of the
newly-formed American Congress of Exhibitors hammered out a pro-,
posed agenda in a two-day meeting over the weekend.
Including the post-’48 pix matter, the committee broke down the
. problems facing the industry into six main categories and named in¬
dividual chairmen to pursue each problem.
William Forman, of the Southern California Theatre Owners Assn.,
was named chairman of the post-1948 committee.
Other categories and their chairmen are;
Toll-tv—George Kerasotes, president of Theatre Owners of America.
Producer-exhibitor-distributor relations, including such problems
as runs, clearances, fast playoffs, availabilities, arbitration, new stars,
advertising etc.—Horace Adams, president of Allied States Assn.
Industry-government relations, covering U.S. financial aid to the¬
atres, clarification of existing regulations concerning the industry,
possible exemptions from the antitrust laws, and the right of exhibitors
to serve on the boards of film companies—Sol A. Schwartz, president
of the Metropolitan Motion Pictures Treatres Assn.
Ways and means to increase film production, covering exhibitors
entering into' production and production by the formerly-affiliated
circuits—S. H. Fabian, president of Stanley Warner.
Industry research, including the need for production and exhibition
to develop and use technical improvements and the wide field of con¬
sumer research—Max A. Cohen, executive v.p. of the Independent
Theatre Owners Assn.
*
Chairmen of each committee have been designated to “to present
a program of action” for presentation to Committee of 26 at a meet¬
ing to be held some time before Dec. 12. It has been urged that ex¬
hibitors who have suggestions on any topic present their views to
each committee chairman.
Noting that its objective is to create a truly national exhibitor or• ganizatioh and to establish liaison with grass roots theatremen, the
six-man executive committee drafted exchange area chairmen who,
if not already members, automatically become additional members of
the committee of 26.

POST'

In Light of Cohgress of Exhibitors,
How Stands the Wind for COMPO?

Is the Council of Motion Picture
By HY HOLLINGER
Organizations about to fold? This
‘ChatterleyV Justice
appears in prospect, although not
The television industry is stands
Washington, Nov. 25.
definite, as yet. Definitely, COM¬
ing complacently on the sidelines
The U. S. Supreme Court on
PO is shakey.
convinced that the time is not
Monday
(24)
agreed
to
review
Robert W. Coyne, special coun¬
too far off when the major film
the constitutionality of New
sel for the all-industry organiza¬
companies, forced by economic
York’s ban on the film version . tion, who has been its salaried
necessity, will unfreeze the postof D.
Lawrence’s “Lady
administrator since its formation
1948 backlog for video exhibition.
Chatterley’s Lover.”
eight years ago, is giving serious
At the moment, the syndicators are
Case provides another test
thought to resigning shortly. He’ll
not dangling any bait in the form
of the much-litigated film cen¬
probably disclose his decision
of fancy coin because they are
sorship section of New York’s
within the next week.
aware of , the campaign being
education law under which
waged by exhibition and distribu¬
Coyne, whose contract has an¬
state
authorities
rejected
the
tion to “hold the line at ’49.” How¬
other year and a half to run, has
film for making adultery look
ever, they are convinced that once
been offered the job of president
good.
the flow of prior deal syndication
of the Distilled Spirits Institute.
dollars currently coming in to the
Important member corporations of
majors’ treasuries is halted, at least
this organization would guarantee
one company will open the dam
his employment pact if he decides
and the others will—using this
to make the shift; he has no tenure
alibi to exhibitors—follow suit
guarantee at COMPO.
shortly thereafter.
As for COMPO, this outfit at
It’s estimated that gross rev¬
present has no program. And if
enues equal to at least 75% of
there were one there’s a lack of
total annual net profits after taxes
financing to back it up.
is resulting from the release of the
Toledo. Nov. 25.
In past years exhibitors were
pre-1948 films for some of the
If Toledo city officials intend to circularized in September for sup¬
major companies. Paramount is prohibit theatre hank nights, they
set to receive $10,000,000 for the will also have to eliminate all give¬ porting funds in the name of mem¬
next five years. Universal $3,000,- aways and raffles by other retailers. bership fees. The amounts they
000 annually, 20th-Fox" $6,000,000 That’s, the Toledo Theatre Man¬ contributed were matched by the
and Metro between $5,000,000 and agers’ Assn. view. Arrest last distributors, through the Motion
$6,000,000. Unless something can be Wednesday (19) night of Urban C. Picture Assn, of America, dollar
done to revive the income from Anderson, manager of the Colony for dollar. MPAA has yet to go
theatrical sources, the television Theatre, and his master of cere¬ along with its share of the even
syndicators are confident that pres¬ monies, Joseph Tabner, followed a split. Meeting was held on the
sure from stockholders, banks and bank night in which nobody won matter and action was deferred.
Since there’s no assurance of
Wall Street' will force the film the $1,000 prize. They were charged
companies to make their post-’48 by police, in what is to be a “test” the distrib money, COMPO is re¬
pix available to television.
case, with violating both state and strained from asking for exhib
local anti-lottery statutes. Show¬ revenue for the 1958-59 season.
Suicide Phobia
In the meantime, however, the men collectively plan to fight the It’s a cinch that- theatremen will
film industry realizes that the sell- case, arid in the meanwhile, intend nix any ante-ing up for COMPO
lay to remodel the Regal, as well off of the more recent releases to report every lottery and give¬ unless the film companies do the
as undisclosed plans for a drastic will, in effect, sound the death away plan throughout the city to same.
Thus, the money that usually be¬
policy overhaul.
knell of the picture business as police so that the law will be en¬
An official of the corporation it has existed heretofore. . As a forced equally against other alleged gins coming in in the fall is not
at hand this year, and COMPO is
huddled week before last in result, it appears that the first violators.
not going any place.
Gotham with various picture com¬ order of business of the newlyAbe Ludacer, president of the
pany moguls, presumably to ex¬ founded American Congress of Ex¬
Only chance for survival-lies in
Toledo
Theatre
Managers’
Assn.,
change notions that could prove hibitors will be to establish a mo¬
the possibility that MPAA will
city officials if they intended finally decide to chip in. But even
mutually beneficial. Regal man¬ dus operandi for withholding post- asked
to enforce the anti-lottery law
agement promises a full statement 1948 features from the air. Thea¬ against other forms of business, this wouldn’t guarantee a reprieve.
in a week or so on the theatre’s tre Owners of America has already arid when given an affirmative For the next step would be to
future.
proposed a plan whereby exhibi¬ answer, told officials that theatre reach the exhibitors and many of
tors would purchase the backlogs managers would give them plenty those theatremen in important po¬
and, working through the estab¬ of merchants to prosecute besides sitions are mo *e immediately con¬
lished distributors, embark on a theatres. In fact, as the arresting cerned with the recently formed
massive reissue program. The coin officials were leaving the theatre— American Congress of Exhibitors.
Indeed the organization of Con¬
accruing frdm re-releasing the having confiscated the registration
films would be employed to pay cards, the $100 consolation prize, gress might prove to have been
the
final blow killing off COMPO.
off the cost of the pix. It’s TOA’s and the two cylinder-type revolv¬
idea to put up as little as possible ing drums containing all the tickets
as a down payment. Ernest G. —Ludacer pointed out that a
Stellings, former TOA prexy, is neighboring merchant, a dry-clean- j DALLAS SUBURBAN DAMAGED
St. Paul, Nov. 25.
Dallas, Nov. 25.
The election of members of the heading a committee which is at- ine firm, was offering a jackpot of I
emptihg
to implement this plan.
S250 to . a lucky patron. Police ! Arcadia Theatre, large suburban
state legislature is over, but Min¬
|
deluxer,
suffered
$75,000 damage
promised to “look into it.”
nesota exhibitors are as much in
Skouras’ Warning
Then Ludacer said his associa¬ I early Sunday (16) during a fivethe dark as ever as to whether
At the founders’ meeting of the
:
alarm
fire
which
started
in an ad¬
they’ll be saddled permanently American Congress of Exhibitors tion would give them “plenty of
with daylight saving time which, recently, 20th-Fox prexy Spyros P. informatmn” for their clean-up joining building.
Lee Handley, Arcadia owner,
they say, has hurt their boxoffice Skouras stressed the importance campaign. Police Chief Anthony
so much the past two summers of withholding post-1948 product Bosch, sensing a flood of com¬ said it will be three months before
he can resume operation. His
when it has been in effect.
from tv syndication and indicated plaints, said that he might have
The lawmakers don’t convene that it was largely the fault of to require signed affidavits so that landmark house was one of the first
until January and the. matter of exhibition because of their lack arrests could be made. This is not to be equipped locally for wide¬
continuing the fast time or not of unity—that enabled stockhold¬ expected to slow up the theatre screen films.
isn’t likely to be reached., until ers and Wall Streeters to force the ; managers, however. Ludacer said.
later in the session.
film companies to unload their “Whait’s good for the goose is good
for the gander,” is about the way
However, it’s a certainty that pre-’48’s.
DESIGNER AND COUTURIER l i
DST’s permanent perpetuation will
Various exhibitor leaders have the exhibs feel.
CLOTHES
^
The whole hassle started be¬
be one of the propositions, to be indicated that they regarded the
5
AT
INCREDIBLE BARGAINS r|
voted on. It was put over for only issue of the post-1948 films as the cause City Manager Russell W.
two years at the 1957 session in an prime problem confronting the in¬ ■Rink cracked, down on bingo games ■ We carry current and advanced
eleventh hour move and- must be dustry and one which must be as illegal, and when hundreds of ■ samples and “closeouts” of the il?
acted upon again to prevent its solved before any other aspects corn-game followers protested. ? m6st glamorous clothes in Amer- j.:f
demise.
of the business are considered. At City Council made bingo, for char* ■; ica at prices far loss than those
Fast time proponents have made the organizational meeting of the ity permissible, though lotteries of ; advertised in the leading fash- - }
known . they’ll try to bave DST American Congress of Exhibitors, other kinds—such as bank nights
ion maqazines. Many celebrities j:':*
made “permanent.” Not enough Stellings told Variety that he was and merchandise giveaways—still
save thousands of dollars on f’s
lawmakers have been pledged confident that the TOA plan would were considered verboten. When I their wardrobes at our fabulous N
either way to settle the issue, as be adopted. Apprised of the fact the bank night crackdown came, : store.
far as Charles Winchell, locai' that Samuel Goldwyn was current¬ the managers figured it was time
United Paramount circuit presi¬ ly negotiating for the sale of some to take a stand—why pick on them
;
dent, exhibitorleader in the fight 55 of his backlog films, Stellings and not the supermarkets, etc.,
against the DST has been able to declared: “I’m sure Goldwyn won’t that were offering big prizes to :■ "the bargain store for millionaires" |
attract patronage?
learn.
sell before he talks to us.”
I 1006-1 st Ave. (cor. 551 N.Y.C.
The exhibitors are members of
It’s evident that exhibitors are
a citizen’s body for standard time, ! placing every form of pressure liquidate to the point of abandon¬
which also include many other on the film companies to avoid ing film-making, the way would be
trade groups and individuals,. It the temptation of selling the newer opened to sell the post-1948 films
will devolve upon- the body .to con¬ films to tv’ .And many of the film without the necessity of making
vince the legislature members that companies, particularly 20th-Fox, deals with the various guilds and
We need -a tremendous amount
the majority of the state’s' voters are sincere in their desire to hold unions involved. Corporate diffi¬
of usable stock footage from
are opposed to DST, Winchell feels. out, but in some instances it’s culties, leading to possible liquida¬
hundreds of featnre films of
Gov. O. A. Freeman, who was obvious that certain of the majors tion, could also open the flood
'* pirates, circus, jungle, westerns,
re-elected, says that as far as he’s will be unable to control their gates.
underwater, arid -other action
concerned he’ll abide by whatever destinies.
The tv industry is aware of these
sequences for theatrical use
decision is taken by the legisla-'
There’s already fear that one situations. It feel, therefore, that
Contact JACK EISENIACH
tufe-—he’ll make no recommenda¬ company, already in the process of all it has to do is maintain a policy
6926 Melrose Ave..
tions either way and will not veto selling off certain assets, may be of watchful waiting and step in
Hollywood 31, Calif.
the lawmakers’ action in the the first to pull the finger nut of the moment the economic climate
WE. 3-0700WE 1-030*
matter;'•
■
-the- *dike? - Should- thi» company. i% auitable* < c
.

Arrest Mgr.&M.C.
In Lottery Test

Expect Balaban & Katz Will Drop
Regal, Chi Film-Vaude Situation
Chicago, Nov. 25.
Balaban & Katz almost certain¬
ly has decided to give up the south
side Regal Theatre,. Chi’s equiva¬
lent of New York’s Apollo, which
the circuit has operated since the
house launched in 1928. It’s un¬
derstood; as of now, that B&K will
not re-up when its lease on the
2,800-seat Regal expires at the end
of February.
Related to this is the chain’s
q.t. renovation, at an approximate
cost^of $65,000, of the larger Tiv¬
oli, also on the south side. Re¬
furbishing includes new stage cur¬
tains, which betokens a stage-andfeature policy similar to the Regal
fare of recent years. Latter show¬
cased sporadically, but often
enough, books sepia acts and
bands, and frequently goes for
rock ’n’ roll packages.
B&K’s pullout from the Illegal
appears to have two aspects: a
natural desire for an economic
cutback, and certain unspecified
grievances between the circuit and
the
South
Parkway
building
Corp. which owns the filmery.
South Parkway, it’s understood,
has ambitious plans of its own, in¬
cluding an estimated $250,000 out-

Fear DST Set as
Permanent Curse

Boh P>U*,

$600 Minimum

r— RABID CUT MUSIC MALL—,
Rockefeller Center • CI S-4600

JEAN SIMMONS
“HOME BEFORE DARK”
UN IY1LRT •■MtHBMI • DU ZMAUT, X.
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Film Reviews
Continued from page 6 ;

The Tow-Headed Spy

i JaJty • of the skipper’s quarters.

. *
,T .
Q TT. _icVf +n
ot the Nazi
n5e' “eLI? j
the rsiik of
and msns^GS
to steer his double life effectively, j

The third is a redheaded stowaway
who is chasing a marine who has
nrnmjcpd her ro^rriscG
Promised her marriage.

His job is not to sabotage the Ger- j. The minor complications arousmans but to delude them by doing •
from tb^. unusual naval situaSf Ob excellently. At the same! tion are stirred up, when during
time he is feeding the Allies in- i the night, the ship is ordered to
valuable information through £ embark for Italy and the’ admiral
it his flagship. He comes
British agent, neatly played by makes
to take over the captain’s
Felix Aylmer, disguised as an an¬ aboard
quarters and the problem is to
tique clock seller.
keep the femme presence unknown
When Aylmer is arrested and to him.
murdered, suspicion falls on Haw¬
This slim plot demands high
kins through his aide, a member spirits, rather than urgent thespof the Gestapo. But he manages ing ability, from the cast which
to brush off this suspicion and rises nobly to T. J. Morrison’s
continues his espionage through screenplay and to Gilbert Gunn’s
his new contact, a beautiful singer. smart direction. Much of the fun
His association with her is sus¬ comes* from Ronald Shiner who is
pected merely to be an under¬ a model marine aboard but a men¬
standable love affaire. His task ace among the girls when in port.
completed, Hawkins escapes to Shiner has made a deserved repu¬
Britain, but not before the singer, tation for himself in this type of
with whom Hawkins has genuinely part and doesn't put a wrong foot
fallen in fove, has been killed by forward. He can time a gag or a
grimace to a second and is par¬
his aide.
Hawkins plays the role of the ticularly funny as a sentry with
general with his usual reliability. squeaky boots, reluctant to re¬
Rightly not attempting to assume move them even on captain’s or¬
the suspicion of a German accent, ders because of a hole in his sock.
Michael Hordern provides his
he' is thoroughly convincing as the
fussy pomposity to the role
general, with the right hint of usual
the admiral While Guy Rolfe, as
arrogance. Gia Scala, a beautiful, of
a
shy
captain, is most effective.
cool Italian actress, has only
White, Lionel Jeffries and
limited opportun'ties but is a neat Alan
Richard
Coleman are other useful
complement to the intense mascu¬ male performers.
Daniel Massey
linity of the pic. Erik Schumann, makes a gem of his facial comedy
as Hawkins, suspicious, .suave as a bewildered young officer.
young aide, gives a fine picture of
Of the three attractive girls,
dedicated Nazidom while Alexan¬ American Anne Kimbell (making
der Knox is a crafty Gestapo chief. her 'British screen debut) and
Donald Pleasence, "Walter Hudd, Mary Steele have the major screen
Laurence Naismith and Edward space. But it is Nadine Tallier, as
Underdown are among a long list the fiery young French redhead
of stalwart actors who portray after Shiner’s head, who makes
German high officers effectively. the most impact. She is lush, allur¬
Hitler is played by Kenneth Grif¬ ing and full of pep.
fith. The Fuehrer is mainly heard,
Erwin Hiller’s color lensing
with just an occasional lock of brings out the gaiety of blue skies,
hair and an outstretched beating the Riviera and, particularly, the
fist to suggest his physical side, ship's dance while E. B. Jarvis’s
Griffith’s voice has just the proper editing is technically okay. "Girls
at Sea” is a neat. little comedy
note of hysteria. ■
The German a,.mosphere is well- which bubbles along at a reason¬
Rich.
sustained but there is an over- able pace.
generous use of newsreel foot¬
Floods of Fear
age which too often jerks the film
from fiction into a documentary
(BRITISH)
mood. Apart from that, the camera¬
Strong “meller” with convicts
work of-Jack Mills makes good
on the run in flooded country;
employment 'of light and shade
U.K. film in a Yank setting
and creates a sinister effect which
with good production values,
is excellent. Far too obtrusive is
bnt limp dialog.
the persistent use of Gerrard
Schurman’s music. The film might
London, Nov. 18.
have benefited by one or two more
Rank (Sydney Box) production end
dramatic highlights such as when release.
Stars Howard Keel and Anne
Hawkins, attempting to radio a Heywood, Directed by Charles Crichton.
message to the Allies from the Screenplay, Charles Crichton, from novel
John and Ward Hawkins; camera,
German front, is surprised by a by
Christopher Challis; editor, Peter Bezenpatrol and has to bump them off. cenet; music, Alan Rawsthorne. At Gaumont.^Haymarket,
London. Running time,.
But the mam purpose of this
well-made film is to show the es¬ Donavan . Howard Keel
sential loneliness of'a man whose Elizabeth ... Anne Heywood
.
Cyril Cusack
job has cut him off from his own feeble®
. Harry H. Corbett
country and who "walks in constant i Sharkey .•
*. John Crawford
danger of discovery. A man who Sheriff . Eddie Byrne
Matthews .
John Phillips
cannot afford to make the slightest" Dr.
Fatchman .
Mark Baker
slip. This “Two-Headed Spy” (and I "ey.er ■ . James Dyrenforth
.
Jack Lester
Hawldris) does skilfully. Rich. I Businessman
Banker. Peter Madden

Girls at Sea

Deputy Sheriff.... Guy Kingsley Poynter
Lt.-Colonel
..
Gordon Tarmer
Police Captain.Robert Mackenzie

(BRITISH—COLOR)

Amiable nav?I comedy with
farcical complications; briskly
played by Ronald Shiner and
three sprightly girls. Sound
b.o. for family spots.

"Floods of Fear” is one of Brit¬
ain’s most determined Attempts to
woo the U.S. market. Not only does
it have Howard Keel as its male
star, but the meller is unabashedly
set in the U.S. The film has a novel
setting, but an old idea, and corny

London, Nov. 18.
Associated Brifish-Pathe release of an
Associated British
Vaughn Dean-Gilbert
Gunn) production. Stars Guy Rolfe, .Sian
White, Michael Hordern, Ronald Shiner.
Directed by Gilbert Gunn. Screenplay,
T. J. Morrison, based on play by Stephen
King-Hall and Ian Hay; camera, Erwm
Hiller; editor, E. B. Jarvis; music, Laurie
Johnson. At Metro Private Theatre, Lon¬
don. Running time. SO MINS.
Captain .. Gdy Rolfe
Marine Ogg . Ronald Shiner
Commander
.
Alan White
Admiral Hewitt..._Michael Hordern
Mary . Anne KimbeU
A^oinette
. Nadine Tallier
X/idy Hewitt . Fabia Drake
Jill
Mary Steele
Captain Randall.Richard Coleman
Tourist .- - Lionel Jeffnes
Singer . .. .Teddy Johnson
Flag Lieutenant . Daniel Mas=ey
Corporal Duckett . David Lodge

"The Middle Watch,” a comedy
by Stephen King-Hall and Ian Hay,
was staged in the West End back
In 1929. It has been filmed before
and crops up again as "Girls at
Sea.” Dusted down and in freshlycolored guise, the amiable little
joke has not dated and gains
plenty of yocks, with only occa¬
sional signs of strain. As a crisp,
. Inoffensive piece of family enter¬
tainment it should register in
most U.K. houses. American audi¬
ences may be mildly deterred by
lack of star names.
The story, such as it is, can be
disposed of briskty. It concerns the
complications "when, following a
ship’s party, three lovelies miss
the last shore-boat. Two of them
are known by the captain and a
couple of other officers to be
.jhoan^ j|nilrfrq-^i^f1^.. jiospi-

dialog doesn’t help the character®
to develop overmuch. However,
there is some sound acting and
the production quality is tops. It
adds up to reasonable entertain¬
ment, but it is one of those annoy¬
ing pix that should—and could—
have been much better. It is ques¬
tionable whether its marquee value
is sufficiently strong to lure Yank
patrons.
Two convicts, one serving a life
sentence for murder, a wounded
warder and a terrified girl are
stranded in a partly submerged
house when the Humbolt River
valley is flooded. The story
focusses largely on the girl’s fright
as she discovers the identity of the
men. The “lifer” (Howard Keel),
is determined to get away to kill
the man who had him framed. The
girl, who gradually falls for Keel,
gets away and is able to inform
the police in time for them to
prevent Keel from fulfilling his
threatened killing.
Keel, who spends a large propor¬
tion of the film submerged in the
floods, gives a robust display, com¬
bining virility with a surprising
gentleness. Cyril Cusack is the
mean convict who does most to
terrorize the girl, played by Anne
Heywood. Miss Heywood, one of
Britain’s most promising young
actresses, has a role which offers
her no glamor and very little op¬
portunity to do ; more than act as
chorus to the men. But she is easy
on the eye and tackles a very tough
role with. conviction.
Harry H. Corbett, as the warder;
Eddie Byrne, as a sheriff and John
Crawford, as a heavy, add useful
contributions. But the main in¬
terest in the film is the production,
and direction. Charles Crichton’s
direction is a rather more skillful
job than * his screenplay, which
limps quite. a lot The American
scene is well displayed, and excel¬
lent matching of newsreel shots
with scenes lensed in tanks in the
studio and with those done-on a
location near London gives the
flood sequences a dramatic authen¬
ticity which is wholly gripping.
Christopher Challis also has done
a standout chore with his photog¬
raphy.
This is a film which the back¬
ground is more important than
either the story or the characters.
The result is a downbeat film with
only occasional moments of sus¬
pense leading up to a sock fight
climax. It may have been the. most
vigorous job that Keel has ever
had to tackle. It is not his most
rewarding performance though it
is good to see him back in the field
where he started—in British pix—
before becoming a musical star in
Hollywood.
Rich.

Portland Mouse Darkens
Portland, Me., Nov. 25.
The Strand Theatre, an 1,800seat first-run movie house here,
may be closed for part or all of De¬
cember, it has. been confirmed by
the operator, Ralph Snideivof Bos¬
ton. He blamed poor business and
lack of good films for the shutter¬
ing.
Snider stated, however, that the
Strand situation would not affect
continued operation of the sister
house. Empire, here.
Two other exhibitors, Fisher
Zeitz, operator of the Civic Thea¬
tre, and James J. Dempsey, head
of American Theatres, which run
the State, said they did not con¬
template any curtailment of their
schedules. Both said their theatres
had December bookings.

Foreign Capsule Reviews
.

Pans, Nov, 18.

Les FHs Dt L'Eau (The Sens of Water)
(FRENCH;
DOCUMENTARY;
COLOR).
Pleiad Films production and release.
Written, directed and edited by Jean
Rouch -with photographic assistant Roger
Rosfelder. At La Pagode, Paris. Running
time, 60 MINS.

sion despite being made under
actual conditions and being blown
up to 35m Eastmancolor from 16m
originals.
Mosk.
_
£Lb*ri* (FRENCH DOCUMEN¬
TARY; COLOR). Argos Films production
■and release. Written and directed by

There can be money in these Chris Marker. Camera (Eastmancolor),
travel films about native customs, Sacha Viemy; commentary, Georges
editor and special. effects, Arespecially if the makers have some Rouqier;.
Paris. Running time.
filmic gifts. Jean Rouch found this 60'mINS
out when a series of his pix on
Good documentary travelogue
French West African native cus¬
toms began to win film fest prizes. footage is given a new feeling and
A few were put together to make tang by a witty commentary in
this 60-minute feature which delves the form of a letter from Siberia in
into some rituals among various this vehicle. Pic also has a built-in
Afro tribes living alongside great curio interest in this part of Rus¬
rivers. The dances of possession sia which is so rarely filmed. Sud¬
and an explosively exciting hippo- den comic interludes when the
potamous hunt are well docu¬ same scene is shown with propa¬
mented. But Rouch has a sense of ganda aspects or inserted anima¬
the vital in denoting primitive con¬ tion make this a medium-length
duct, and his pic holds dramatic pic which could be used on some
interest.
specialized programs in the U.S.
Another Rouch item is "Les
Technical, aspects are good. The
Maitres Fou” (The Mad Masters) film was yanked out of the Karlovy
on a native sect which went in for Film Fest in Czechoslavakia this
weekend meetings where the colo¬ summer when: the Russians ob¬
nial leaders were strangely carica¬ jected on the claim that they knew
tured as they gave vent to this in of no film having been authorized
trance. These two might make an to be made in Siberia. However,
offbeat package for spiclalized this obviously proves there was
bookings in the U.S. It is s-rrong permission, this pic validly and
stuff but with a fine technical fin¬ wittily makes this clear.
ish. Color jit gppd gnd t^^rpgrefrd.
’■.’J:r
Mpsk.
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Vast Disinterest
In Book Author

proach to the subjects. This has
been evident in such films as the
Soviet “The Cranes Are Flying”
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
and various other pictures coming
Dr. Bernard V. Dryer, author of
from Poland, Hungry and Czecho¬ current best-seller, “The Image
slovakia. A more varied range of Makers,”
upcoming Charles
subjects is being tackled in the Schnee production for Columbia
pictures of the Communist na¬ Pictures, fired a broadside at
tions, and their technique has been Hollywood production methods
refined. It isn’t by accident that during his recent stay in film
"Cranps” won the top award in colony, although admitting he
knew nothing about such matters
Cannes this year, and San Fran-; and his case might be a set prac¬
cisco recently voted the Hungarian j tice.
"House Under the Rocks” winner
Declaring he had had several
of its festival.
conferences with Schnee, after
having come to Hollywood speci¬
U. S. Trade Interest
Virtually every month brings fically for discussions with studio
another Communist bloc film that on his book, author said it was
interests the trade. “The 8th Day “inconceivable” to him that not
of the Week” was made in Poland once during his two-week stay had
and later incurred the enmity of the director, Richard Quine, con¬
the Polish government,, but this sulted or met with him. Neither,
still doesn’t change the fact that he added, had the writer who took
it was made there. As the Com¬ over completed script by John
mie line in film softens and blurs, Michael Hayes. Nor had he even
probably because the Reds’ own seen the script
Dryer, who also is ^director of
audiences seek occasional escape,,
the films obtain wider distribution. the Audio-Visual Television Labo¬
The Czechs recently showed ratory, School of Medicine, Wes¬
their "Wolfs Trap” in New York. tern Reserve U, Cleveland, said it
It was generally considered a good wasn’t his thought that he col¬
film, but the Czech reps were laborate on screenplay or .be a
frankly, told that, unless they put definite part of production. ■ The
a little more sex into their pic¬ psychological aspects of his", book,
tures, they didn’t stand a chance "however, he said—which. relates
in the West They listened. with the philosophical journey of a
considerable attention, making it surgeon in search of himself—are
very plain that they desired to find so complex that he . regarded it
an export market.
strange that he hadn’t been called ,
Curiously .enough, though Com¬ in to explain some of the finer
munism and the Soviet revolution points, even if studio didn’t care to
once were identified with "free make use of any additional infor¬
.love” and atheism, the Commie mation he might offer. Since his
films today are probably among background.as a medical man qual¬
the most restrained, even Puritani¬ ified him to stand as an expert,
cal, in the world. And yet, .even lie pointed out, he had offered his
in that area, things are changing; services, but studio hadnt’ seen fit
which is not to imply that the basic to confer in ppssibly building up
concept has altered.
the chief character.
*Sexr and Czechs
Author, however, stressed he was
Ladislav Kachtik, the Czechs’ enthusiastic about-Schnee as a pro¬
import-export chief, established in ducer and declared that in his
N. Y. last week, that his country hands he was sure that tome would
planned to buy several Hollywood be brought faithfully to the screen.
films, but no westerns or “sex” 'Dryer’s complaint didn’t -dwell onfilms. His reasoning: "They are what might happen to his book—»
as so many other write’s—but
not ‘good’ for our people.”
In the light of this attitude, the merely on studio failing to take
outlook for coproductions would advantage of additional help from
appear to be dim. Youtkevitch a story character standpoint.
Already at work on another nov¬
this wfeek said the Soviets were
most eager for coproduction with el, “A Circle of Women,” which
the U. S., yet he immediately won’t be finished for another year.
downbeat t>ne property that’s been Dryer said two major studios are
proposed (by Kirk Douglas’ Bryna discussing its purchase already,
Productions)-J-“Michael Strogoff.” without knowing any more than it
Youtkevitch said the yarn had carries a medical background. He
many "false” elements. He said also is conjecturing setting up his
he’d prefer if some Jack London own indie unit to produce it, he
or O. Henry story be made "be¬ said, and while here confabbed
cause these are classics,' and our with several top producers toward
people know and love them.”
this view.
There appears to be no question
His previous n o y el, “Port
that, when it comes to coproduc¬ Afrique,” was produced some years
tion, the problem of “the line” will ago for Columbia Pictures release
have to be worked out since, in by Coronado Productions. “Image
both the positive and negative' Makers” is slated to roll early in
sense, it’s important to both sides. 1959 in Connecticut,' Europe and
Mike Todd ran into it when he first North Africa, with Glenn Ford
planned to make “War and Peace” mentioned for lead role. Book has
with the Russians and the issue been on the best-seller list since
of the script immediately became its publication last June.
of paramount importance.
Asked how he knew what politi¬
cal line to take in his films,
Youtkevitch looked surprised. “No
one has to tell me,” he said. “I
am a part of the system. I believe
in it I know what the proper
Los Angeles, Nov. 25.
attitude must be.” This knowl¬
'Mike Todd’s “Around the World
edge of’ tbe "proper attitude” ex¬
tends, too, to the question of Boris in 80 Days” wound up its first 100
Pasternak’s
“Doctor
Zhivago,” weeks at Carthay Friday night (21)
which is banned in Russia and al¬ with a mighty $2,217,000 to date.
most earned its author expulsion. Total of 959,000 cash customers at¬
“Why should we publish a book tended during this period.
in which a man defiles his own
Picture to date has racked up
country,” Youtkevitch asked, add¬
ing: “Do you believe in publish¬ the second highest gross of any
ing a book in which the author in¬ film shown in L. A. firstrun situa¬
sults his own mother.” Told that tions. Only “This Is Cinerama,”
such a theme certainly wouldn’t which teed off the Cinerama proc¬
stop a book from being published ess, topped it, running up an allin the States, he said this didn’t time record $3,845,200 for its 115alter the. facts as they pertained week run at Warner Hollywood.
to Pasternak. He insisted that the “Cinerama Holiday” was a close
awarding of the Nobel Prize to the contender to “80 Days,” however,
Soviet anth'or-poet was a delib¬ with a sock $2,212,600 for its 81
erate offense against the Soviets. weeks at Warner Hollywood.
However, he agreed that the at¬
Only six pix have skyrocketed to
tacks" on Pasternak had served to the million-dollar-plus class in
focus worldwide attention on the L. A. firstruns. Balance include
book.
. •
“Seven Wonders of the World,”
$1,659,361 for 67 weeks at War¬
Hume Productions Inc. has been ner Hollywood; “Oklahoma,” $1,authorized to conduct a motion
pictures business in New York, 621,200 for 62 Weeks at Egyptian
with capital stock of 200 shades, and United Artists; and “10 Com¬
no .par value. -Goldstein, Golem- mandments,” $1,424,605 for. 71
bock & Barrell were filing attor¬ weeks at Warner Beverly and mul¬
tiples.
.iU)
neys’ at Albany.
<

‘80 DAYS’AROUND LA.
100 WEEKS, $2,217,000
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Military Post Pk Competition No
Different From PX Hex—^O’Donnell

Arnold Picker, United Artists
v.p. in charge of foreign sales, re¬
turned to N. Y. this week from a
global tour , during which he held
meetings in Tokyo, Hong Kong,
Manila, Rome, Paris and London.
While in Japan, Picker initiated
arrangements for UA to establish
its own Japanese distribution. It’ll
be functioning in five key cities
by April 1, 1959.
Move in Japan was made neces¬
sary by new Japanese regulations
under which no company not actu¬
ally operating, i.e. distributing in
Japan can obtain import licenses.
UA in the past released through
the Shochikil Co.
During the first part of his trip,
the Far East leg of it, Picker was
accompanied by Alfred Katz, his
foreign division manager. Swinging
through Europe via Rome and
Pans, Picker came home from
London on a jet flight.
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Yanks Bring Inflation With Them;
New Tecisa of Madrid So Based

Formation of Tecisa as a new
Dallas. ^
and internationally-minded produc¬
Editor, Variety:
WB Pays Regular 30c tion company, in Spain was report¬
May I use this means of reply¬
ed in Gotham this week by Henry
Warner board this week de¬
ing to the letter from Arthur D.
-Continued from page 4 ss
Leiser, its executive producer, and
clared the regular 30c divi¬
Murphy, Lieutenant, U. S. Navy,
Jose
G. Maesso, general manager.
dend on the common stock.
which appeared in your Nov. 19 years of otir lives,” referring to
Duo is visiting N.Y. and the Coast
It’s payable Feb. 5 to stock
issue, in which he took issue with the entire UA management team).
to
round
up talent and set produc¬
the stand of the Theatre Owners
holders of record on Jan, 16.
Referring to Depinet as “he
tion-distribution deals.
of America’s Committee on .Army- knew when to get out,” the former
Navy Camp Movies, of which I am RKO president gave the back-ofTecisa, which is also looking into
chairman.
the tv film production field, is
the-hand to a former industry fear
I write not to engage in an ar¬ about “don’t let the lawyers in”
backed by Pierre Couret whose
gument with Lt. Murphy, but to because in this case Benjamin &
Spanish and international holdings
clear up the misconception he has Krim “don’t queer deals, and
include production, distribution
Phoenix.
of our aims; a misconception which they do know about supplying a
and exhibition.
Editor, Variety;
other people might also have.
Leiser is an American long ac¬
continuous flow of film product.”
We do not dispute the existence
Some time ago you were able to tive in France and lately in Spain.
Krim’s Crack Speech
of movie theatres on military posts,
Spain,
he reports, Is still Europe’s
portly
clear
up
the
mystery
of
old
for the entertainment of the mili- i Krim’s address matched the ora¬
time actor Eddie Polo for me, cheapest country for production.
tary stationed at that post. This tory of any on the dais. It was
Tecisa
wasn’t looking as much for
adult, literate, sentimental, realis¬
mentioning in Variety the fact coproduction in the literal sense
service is as it should be.
We do, however, consider mili¬ tic. “Instead of nuts & bolts we
that someone apparently was still of the word as for a tieup with
tary post movie competition is have the privilege to deal with hu¬
keeping track of these oldtimers. U.S. companies for distribution.
grossly unfair competition — the man beings. If we’re not creators
I just thought you might be in¬ Outfit has five feature properties
type outlined by the repoit made we’re close to the creators and
ready to roll in 1959. While on the
terested in what was back of my
by ex-President Herbert Hoover Bob and I feel like maybe we’ve
Coast, Leiser and Maesso plan to
curiosity. To make a long story snag one or two stars for each.
which recommended that all Army done some little thing to help their
and Navy posts withdraw from creations. Most important is the
short—in 1924, I started" a hobby All of the pix will be done in
competition with the local mer¬ satisfaction from knowing that
of collecting what information I English-language versions.
chants—and it is our sincere belief American motion pictures show
Reason why Tecisa wasn’t over¬
could find about screen actors.
that we are local merchants. Lt. the world our way of life ... As
Today I have almost a history of ly eager for American production
London, Nov. 25.
Murphy, while objecting to having we go from crisis to crisis, we
partners
was that, whenever the
know
more
and
more
the
true
val¬
ao-called “fringe benefits” of camp
A deal for the release of two these people, starting from the
come into a territory, they
movies eliminated from Army and ues of freedom of speech, freedom new British pictures in the U,S. year 1893, and trying to keep it Yanks
automatically inspire local Infla¬
from
censorship,
the
free
exchange*
up-to-date.
Navy posts,, certainly seems to rec¬
tion of costs, Leiser explained.
ognize the fact that the merchants of cultural values . . . our cups States was concluded by MacToday it has developed to the However, Tecisa does need global
throughout the nation and par¬ flow over . . . and we "will do our gregor Scott, -general manager and point where I have some 100 scrap¬ distribution for its films, its own
ticularly Washington, D. C., were .best to keep this great industry director of Associated British- books in circulation among shut- release setup being food primarily
successful in reducing the number strong in the future; we dedicate Pathe, during his recent trip to ins who are no longer able to get
in Spain and Portugal where the
of PX stores which apparently ourselves to that.”
out and see* the movies. These
Benjamin was equally lucid. He America. He made a contract with scrapbooks contain life stories of parent outfit has top theatres.
were operated for the benefit of
Long-Range
Armed Forces personnel, but were dwelt on the “teary eyes and the Oliver Unger of National Telefilm the stars, along with photographs,
Leiser said Tecisa would break
in fact, despite that lofty aim, rapid pulse” that such a tribute Associates for “I Was Monty’s and are distributed free, just as a
with precedent by "planning ahead
selling merchandise to civilians of generates because “I can’t treat Double” and “Ice Cold in Alex.” hobby.
all types at greatly reduced prices casually the 35 years in this busi¬
I get my Information from a for two years. That’s not usually
In both cases the American out¬
and created the same type of un¬ ness dating back to when my uncle,
collection of some 40 books con¬ done in Spain.” He said further
fair competition that we claim ex¬ Louis Phillips, got me my first job let reserved the right to change taining biographical information, that Tecisa would offer a solid and
at 15 in the N.Y. Film Board of the titles. The former is likely to some 12,000 index cards filed efficient base for American pro¬
ists.
When military post theatres Trade, to when I got my law de¬ be called “I Was General Mont¬ alphabetically with information ducers coming to Madrid and
•how, for an average 25c or' less gree, to when I became a partner, gomery’s Double” “Alex” may be gathered from newspapers, movie would act as a service brganizaadmission, motion pictures which and in this kaleidoscope of recol¬ retitled “Ice Cold in Alexandria.” mags, Variety, etc. through the tion in this respect. Outfit will
are later shown in the finest com¬ lections it was only a matter of In both cases Canadian rights years, and thousands of photo¬ open a New York office, and form
mercial theatres at regular prices leaving one part of my career to were sold to Warner Bros.
graphs. These photographs include a'U.S. subsid, soon.
Scott, who also handles overseas 8 x 10 glossy prints of such stars
of $1.25 or 90c, and civilians can join another,” (since the Phillips,
“We have found that American
attend these military post theatres, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim firm are sales for AB-P, said that NTA was of the old days as Flora ^Finch, producers who come to Spain gen¬
we feel unfair competition exists. essentially show business lega¬ branching out into theatrical dis¬ John Bunny, Arbuckle, Pickford, erally have little confidence re¬
We are very proud of the fact lists),
I tribution and had appointed H. H. the Gish sisters, the Farnums, and garding the conditions they are
that our industry offers free of
Hope was introduced as “the Greenblatt, former RKO Radio many many others.
likely to meet,” Leiser opined.
charge motion pictures for battle¬ only guy with guts to go into Rus¬ general sales manager, to helm
For oyer 30 years it has been an “Now, at least they’ll have a place
ships and cruisers at sea, and for sia with a Diner’s Club card” and that department His deal involves interesting hobby — and a lot of where to hang their hat.”
all Army camps and Naval installa¬ one who “gives away a $1,000,000 a guarantee against percentage.
work, but I have enjoyed it. I am
He said Tecisa had no peseta
tions in foreign countries, either in worth of himself in charity ap¬
AB-Pathe’s current British line¬ thankful for such publications as problems whatever and could draw
16m or 35m, well in advance of pearances” for many causes.
j up includes “Girls at Sea,” which Variety, which, incldently, is tops also on blocked industrial accounts,
their being shown to the theatre¬
Hope took cognizance of the had its West End preem last week; in covering show business, for the much as Samuel Bronston did in
going public, and with this we have honored guests’ oratorical prow-1 “No Trees In Street,” due early many times I have been able to making his “John Paul Jones.”
no quarrel.
ess, “I love the way these guys j next year; and the new Frankie get information from it, that I One of the films Tecisa Intends to
Lt. Murphy wishes to put the speak off the cuff.” He saluted Ed¬ Vaughan-Anna Neagle vehicle, might, not have gotten otherwise. make is “Pipedream on a Pipeline”
merchandising of our product in a die Dowling as “a show business “The Lady is a Square,” produced The best of ^everything to “The for which the U.S. forces in
different category from all other Catholic—he’s the kind* of a guy by Herbert Wilcox. Additionally, Bible of Show Business,”
Spain have pledged their full co¬
merchants In our communities. All who gives up matzo balls for Lent.” there a new Victor Skutezky com¬
if. Minnear
operation. It’s a comedy localled
Referring to film censorship, edy, “Alive and Kicking.”
we are asking is that all of the
(940 E. Illinl) at American air and naval bases
finest of our motion picture prod¬ “They’re dressing up Brigitte, in
in Spain. A western also Is on
uct should play Army camps and her next picture she’ll wear a comb
the agenda, titled “The Coyote.’^
Naval installations, but at a period in her hair . . . my picture for UA,
Later on, Tecisa intends to turn
following the commercial showing ‘Paris Holiday,’ or ‘Around the
this story into a tv series. It
of these attractions; and that they Bank of America in 80 Days.’
has purchased 200 stories, all feat¬
not be shown to civilian personnel That’s why I’m here; this is part
uring the same hero, who'll be an
employed by the military, who cer¬ of the settlement. But they Were
American.
“Our geography is
tainly are not on the same reduced good sports about it, so when I
such that we can duplicate virtu¬
With its eye on the coming Euro¬ big market in the not-too-distant ally any area of the United States,”
Income category as the men in uni¬ proposed a film on Jesse James
form. It is never our intention to both Arthur and Bob said, ‘We pean Common Market, Leo Lax future, Lax has opened offices in Leiser said. Couret is due to join
act like a dog in the manger, but know nobody more qualified.’ Films is expanding in Europe and Italy, Germany and Belgium (for Leiser and Maesso in N.Y, within
we who have lived with the situa¬ This is gonna be an adult western taking in virtually all phases of the the Benelux countries). These the next week.
film biz, from production and dis¬ branches, which also handle the
tion for many years are in a much —we’re using older horses . .
stronger position to determine the I’m concerned about the air strike tribution to dubbing and special NTA sales, are loosely run from
amount of competition that has and getting back to the Coast but effects. Outfit has just extended Paris headquarters. At his Paris
been created, then is Lt. Murphy, anyway I always carry tranquilizers its deal with National Telefilm machine shop. Lax is manufactur¬
who prefaces his remarks by say¬ —but some stewardesses won’t Associates for exclusive European ing complicated special effects
ing that he is “neither a Wall take them . . . I’ve gained some representation for NTA.
machines, capable of turning 16m
Street liquidator nor in any way friends in this industry — some
Leo Lax, marking his 25th year into 35m, Todd-AO into Cinema¬
connected with the Navy Motion with fresh money . . . Bishop in the French industry, reported scope, etc.
Picture Exchange”—and says his Sheen is gonna do .a western— in N. Y. this week on his various
Special Effects Dept.
Paris, Nov. 25.
opinions and comments were de¬ ‘The Sheriff of Vatican City.’”
activities.
In the near future, he expects
The Federation of International
rived “from the standpoint of a
It was voted the “best dinner
(1) His company, in association to open special effects departments
Assns.
of
Film
Producers meets
career serviceman.”
yet.”
with Joe Harris of Flamingo Films, in both Rome and Munich. “With
High on the
Ail we ask is that we be granted
has acquired a number of new the Common Market around the here Thurs. (27).
agenda
are
the
international
film
the same consideration as the liq¬
French, pictures for U. S., where corner, I believe we will have to
90 WEEKS IN LOOP
uor industry, the grocery man, the
Lax maintains his own office, run operate all over Europe,” he said. fests to be recognized for 1959
plus
talks
on
proposed
interna¬
butcher, the baker and the candle '80 Days’ Winds Dee. 21—Grossed for him by v.p. George Chasanas. The machines built in Paris will be
•tick makers
Included in the titles are “The shipped to Italy and Germany to tional film summit meetings be¬
$2,500,000.
tween all important film produc¬
In conclusion, Lt. Murphy asks
Cat,” “Back - to - the - Wall,” “The serve local producers.
us to put away the Hoover report
Trap,”
“Raid,” etc. These films
Noting that tv was making ing countries, along wi’th the rising
Chicago, Nov. 25.
because it was written by business
“Around World in 80 Days,” either will be released by Lax’s tremendous strides in Europe, with threat of tele in Europe, and other
men for business, men.
town’s longest running picture, outfit, or placed in distribution France alone now having over matters including distrib troubles
On that we rest our case.
1,000,000 sets and a commercial net¬ in Belgium, Switzerland and Tur¬
has posted a Dec. 21 closing at with other indies, like Jack Ellis.
Robert J. O’Donnell
(2) Lax, who’s b e e n dubbing work a strong likelihood for 1959, key.
Todd’s Cinestage. Metro’s “Gigi”
(Chairman, TOA
FIAFP made it clear at its last
will supplant two days later, mov¬ films at his Paris studios for„years, ' Lax said he wasn’t overlooking that
Army-Navy Committee) ing over from adjacent Harris to is making a determined effort to field. His NTA representation pro¬ meeting In Venice last September
make room for the ‘Two for the get films for dubbing into English- vides him with pictures to sell not that only three festivals would get
HOUSTON SANS EXCHANGES Seesaw” legit tourer slated to bow “We’ve got the best dubbing crew o?tly to the theatres, but also to tv. an “A” rating from the org, plus
in Europe working for us.” Lax
Apart from all this, Lax plans to one other to appease the others
Houston, Nov. 25.
Dec. 26.
Jimmy Burton, head booker for
“Around World” will have play¬ said. “Through the years, we'’ye produce a film on the Riviera next somewhat. The FIAFP has already
had 14 demands for fests next
20th Century-Fox exchange here ed here 90 weeks for an estimated dubbed some 600 films. We’ve June.
will be transferred to the -Dallas gross of around $2,500,000. It’s made mistakes, and with these mis¬
Lax started in the French Indus¬ year.
exchange with the closing of the figured some 900,000 persons will takes has come experience. Today, try in 1933, creating the first
These are Cannes, May 1-15;
local branch on Dec. 1. Ray Kess¬ have seen the film, which has been We can do the kind of dubbing French studio for trick photogra¬ Mara Del Plata, Karlovy Vary,
ler will be sent to Charlotte, N.C. hard-ticketed at a $3,50 top, Chi’s that makes a film completely ac¬ phy (animation). Today, he em¬ June 5-14; Berlin, June 26 to July
This leaves Houston without a highest roadshow tariff. In play¬ ceptable.”
ploys 60 persons at his Paris plant 7, San Sebastian, Vancouver, Strat¬
major film exchange. The closing ing out its skein, pic will fall nine
Lax said he was convinced that, Working with the Resistance dur¬ ford, Canada, Venice, Aug. 23-Sept.
of the 20th Century-Fox exchange weeks short of equalling Windy with the changes taking place in ing the war, he was arrested by the 6; Cork, Moscow, London, Oct. 12marks the closing of the third local City’s record run for a feature, the American market, the need for Gestapo. After the war, he was. |25; Australia, San Francisco and
branch to shutter in a year and a racked up by the first Cinerama good clubbing Would grow rapidly. honored with a medal from the undated manifestations in Locarno,
half.
;
attraction.
is ?v*a i J
• “ ciYbr&bh-Catfjfdaf '1^8
Envisioning Europe as dneM ‘RbSfcthhce MoVdihefit/--' •

Hail UA Chiefs

Circulates Memorabilia
Of Show Biz to Shut-Ins

Assoc. British-Pathe In
Two-Pictnre Deal With
NTA for U.S. Release

| Leo Lax’s European Expansion

Int’l Film Producers To
Mull Lineup for All
Next Year’s Pix Fests
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CBSPrexy Cowan on Qnz Shows:
They’ll Be Back’; Hits TV Snipers
Minneapolis, Nov. 25. Addressing the Minneapolis Ad¬
vertising Club, CBS-TV president
Louis Cowan predicted a "come¬
back” for quiz shows.
At the same time, answering
video programs newspaper critics
and columnists, "who for some un¬
known reason this new season are
sniping away harder than ever,”
Cowan asserted "it's a wonder tv
quality, on the aggregate, is as
good as it is."
Admitting that
"of course,
there’s plenty of room for improve¬
ment,” Cowan said he believes that
compared to other mediums de¬
pending upon the creative arts,
like the stage and films, video, es¬
pecially considering its compara¬
tive youth and.voraciousness in us¬
ing up material, is giving a good
account of itself.
Cowan made clear, however, that
on his part be welcomes construc¬
tive criticism and expects his
medium to benefit by it. He also
pointed out’ that the public itself
must bear some responsibility for
quality lapses, citing as an ex¬
ample, that on election night when
two networks were devoting them¬
selves to returns a third, offering
Western fare the first hour, had
50% of the tv audience.
Relative to the quiz shows,
Cowan, himself responsible for
"Quiz Kids” and "$64,000 Ques¬
tion," said that, while “in this cli¬
mate,” they've served their pur¬
pose and usefulness, he envisions
their eventual return to popularity.
"I don't’know if dishonesty was
involved in any of the quiz shows.
I da know that no finger of sus¬
picion has been pointed at *$64,000
Question.’ However, the bad pub¬
licity attendant upon some of the
quiz sh&ws cost it too much oi
its following and that, of course,
is why it has been, dropped.
“Fve always felt that quiz shows
must have spontaneity and, above
all else, they must boast complete
integrity—there must be no falsifi¬
cation of any kind. A trouble, per¬
haps, is that there always was a
temptation to hypo the shows. If
it’s proved that any of the shows
was amiss the yielding to such a
temptation undoubtedly provides
the explanation.”
Cowan pointed out how tv always
is on the quest for high quality
talent and material and how com¬
paratively scarce they are.
“We’rC looking all the time for
material,” said Cowan. "TV didn’t
invent the quality cult. Other
mediums requiring creativity have
the same problems. How mahy
good motion pictures are there*
How many great writers, poets,
scientists? We know we must make
our medium still better than it is.
We will consecrate our efforts to¬
ward that end, but we realize our
task is difficult”
He pointed out that westerns,
for example, ’ supposed to be
swamping the home screens, actu¬
ally occupy only a few of the
night's total hours.
"CBS is spending much money
for research in its effort to im¬
prove tv’s quality—millions of dol¬
lars. No doubt the other networks
are doing the same. Currently we
have-31 new programs in the proc¬
ess of development. We bring to¬
gether as many talents as possible
—as many as we can find.”

Hair Ye, Hair Ye
Minneapolis, Nov. 25.
They’ve been blaming tele¬
vision for nearly everything
displeasing—they even blame
it for dandruff, complained
Louis Cowan, CBS-TV presi¬
dent, in a talk to the Minneap¬
olis Advertising Club.
The video responsibility for
dandruff was attributed by a
certain "expert” to the fact,
he said, that people watching
thrilling
Westerns
scratch
their heads under the tension
and that's bad for the scalp.
But Cowan feels, of course,
that in this and many other
similar instances "they’re go¬
ing a little too far.”

Susskind on TV
Critics: God Bless
’Em One and AH

Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Here on a trip to cast a picture
he will produce for Columbia, tele¬
vision producer David Susskind
took time out to defend the tv
critic and blast those producers
who contribute to the "mediocrity
of tv.”
Before returning to N.Y., Sussr
kind, producer of the DuPont,
Rexall and Sheaffer specs,- among
others, declared “the healthiest
sign on the horizon is the constant
agitation from people within the
industry fed to death with the low
level «of the industry, and trying
to do something about it.” He
slapped at those producers who
want to "get a show at any cost,”
averring they "diminish and de¬
mean tv.”
Added Susskind: “I’ve never
been a critie lover, but in the low
condition tv has been in the last
year, the most potent voice in tv
has been the critic. They are
against the shoddy and the cheap.
They scream for a return to a
high standard, they seek to stave
off the demise of tv. I can’t stand
people who whine about critics.
The critics do more than those
network heads who say the critics
pan their shows because tv is tak¬
ing away their newspapers' adver¬
tising. I think without the critic
we would have more mediocrity
than we now have.
“Today Madison Avenue is in a
panic state because of the state of
the economy, and desperation de¬
termines their programming; the
sponsor operates on a panic basis.
Before they were rich, smrug and
fat. Both ways the programming
was bad,” says Susskind.
Producer . singles out as out¬
standing weekly shows "Father
Knows Best,” Dinah Shore, Steve
Allen, Ed Sullivan, “Playhouse
90,” "U.S. Steel,” "Armstrong
Theatre” and the Sunday after¬
noon programs which he terms' “a
sheer intellectual delight.” These
programs he has great respect for,
but as to the rest, he declares
"they are so predictably uniform,
conformist and dull that tv shrinks
in size and there is no excitement.
The rest of the dial is a who’s who
of trivia and junk. The tv set
Another Barry-Enrlght r „
tion. "Concentration,” will bite becomes another piece of fumiLture,
except that it’s lit. People
the dust .his week with “It CouM
Be You,” a Ralph Edwards of¬ [ watch it rather than talk to each
!
other.
But when the specials coine
fering moving into the former’s
NBC-TV Thursday
8:30
p.m. along, they galvanize everyone
with
excitement,
they become an
spot. Pharmaceuticals, now spon¬
soring "Concentration,” will back event. You can’t rally around
'Wells
Fargo*
or
'Haggis
Baggis.'
"It Could Be You,” audience par¬
ticipation program. Bill Leyden is
"I love tv.* I can’t understand
set for emcee assignment.
. the men who have left it tp go to
"It Could Be You” was a sum¬ - what they think are greener pasmer replacement for_ Edwards' | tures. What greener pasture is
"This Is Your Life.” It is also there than in entertaining 50,000,Monday-through-Friday 12:30 pjn. ! 000 people? When tv is used
attraction on NBC-TV.
[cheaply and sordidly with medi"Concentration” was launched ! ocrity, you’re blasphemous of
as an evening filler some wcr'is , ro^tbing quite wonderful. As a
ago, when the maligned "Twenty- 1 rmlt of what’s being made, most
One” was removed from the air- of the dial is blasphemous,” he
lanes.

'Concentration’
Newest Casualty

PfollEff

WKY EXITING AS
NBC RADIO AFFB.
Oklahoma. City, Nov. 25.
WKY Radio, Oklahoma City,
and. the National Broadcasting Co.
mutually agreed today (Tues.) to
terminate the radio affiliation eontract.
This will enable WKY Radio toi
expand its programming activities
in public service, farm. service
news and other entertainment fea¬
tures, says Norman P. Bagwell,
station manager.

Ferrer ABC Spec
ABC-TV is peddling a 90-minute
musical, based on Cervantes* "Don
Quixote” and starring Jose Ferrer.
Stanza will also front" Jose Greco
and his Flamenco terpers and gui¬
tarist Carlos Montoya.
.
Stanza went on the market only
recently, as part of ABC’s program
to upbeat one-shot specials, but
so far there are no bahkroller
bites reported for the special,
which is being packaged by Jac¬
ques Traubee.
Traubee hasn’t
signed a Sancho Panza, the No. 2
character in the "Quixote” tome,
but the network says it is "con¬
sidering” fine names—Bert Lahr,
Walter Slezak, Mickey Rooney,
Stubby Kaye and Ed Wynn.
Package will cost between $250,000 and $300,000, although price
is not final. One network exec
felt show will be highest priced
in ABC history.

On the Good Old Days
At Pioneers Lnncheon
The air was redolent of Henry
Burbig, Tony Wons, Ann Leaf,
diction medal award winners and
George Hall’s Orcb as the Broad¬
cast Pioneers met last Thursday
(20) to honor three vets of the
industry—William S. Paley, chair¬
man of CBS* Carl Haverlin, ptexy
of BMI, and William S. Hedges,
veep of NBC.
. Nostalgically, Paley traced his
rise from the summer of 1927
when he was veep in his family
cigar biz and decided to sponsor
a once-a-week program on a local
Philly outlet:. The program, con¬
sisting of an hour-long musical
show with a 20-piece orch, male
and female singers, a Small chorus
and a name guest, cost the stag¬
gering sum of $50. This was the
first La Palina'Hour.
When Paley's uncle discovered
the firm was squandering such
high sums of money in an unknown
medium he objected. His uncle, It
appears, also thought radio adver¬
tising might ruin the sturdy repu¬
tation of La Palina cigars. "I was
forced to cancel the contract,”
Paley lamented.
The chairman of CBS recalled
how his family ultimately made
an investment in the United Inde¬
pendent Broadcasters and. of the
subsequent groiyth of CBS. He re¬
lated how he signed Lowell
Thomas for a series of news pro¬
grams and how he managed to get
Bing Crosby’s signature to a con¬
tract. His attempts to get the Met
Opera on CBS, however, were none
too successful despite an impres¬
sive pitch to Otto Kahn, one of
the major backers of the Met.
Frank pellegrin, national prexy
of the Broadcast Pioneers, present¬
ed the achievement awards.
After the luncheon, the ghosts
of radio hovering in the room
picked up their carbon mikes and
caught a celestial sermon by radio
preacher S. Parkes Cadman.

Terson-to-Person’s’
Door-to-Door Promo
* Some 10,000 Fuller Brush sales¬
men this week are touting their
boss’ appearance on Ed Murrow's
“Person to Person” Friday (28)
over CBS-TV.
Salesmen, who make, about 20
calls each a day, are telling* housefraus to be sure to catch their
boss, Alfred C. Fuller, when Murrow looks in on him in Hartford,
Conn.
It’s estimated that 1,000,000
house . keepers will have been
alerted to tune by the time Murrow
kftOtier'orf-Fnfter’s door. -
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The'fix’Ikf Paid Off
This is "fixin* time” around the networks in a desperate hid to
bring order out of chaos and thus salvage some of the weaker en¬
tries. New producers, directors, writers, change in formats, etc.,
are the order of the day. In most cases it’s a long shot and few
of them make the grade, the basic premise having already been
established. Film shows have to ride on the initial concept. Chances
are slightly better for live entries.
CBS was taking a long shot when, in the face of approaching
disaster for the Tuesday night Garry Moore hour variety show, it
decided to install Bob Banner as producer and throw out Ralph
Levy and his team (despite the fact that Levy has had quite an
impressive record in the past). It meant paying off on all' Leyy
staffers committed ior the show and operating, from scratch.
It only happened three weeks ago, but the Moore show, instead
of winding up as a $100,000-a-week fiasco, may well wind up one
of the season’s winners. Trendex and Arbitron have reversed them¬
selves on the ratings and even Revlon boss Charles Revson, who
was a most unhappy. fella three weeks ago, has been directing
some kind words toward CBS.

At the Right Price, Will Paramount
Unload Metropolitan B cast Stock?
* Paramount Pictures denied- last
. week that it was selling Its 335,000 shares of stoek in Metropolitan
; Broadcasting,
which
operates
CBS-TV sales staffers ap¬
WNEW and WNEW-TV, lit New
parently subscribe to the Du¬
‘
York,
and
WTTG,
Washington.
A
Pont motto, “Better Things
’ spokesman for the option picture
For Better Living.. .Throngh
!
;
company
did
not
deny,
however,
Chemistry,” maintaining-if s a
that it would sell at the right price.
three-way plus for the web
[ Par’s video situation has caused
these tough-selling days. CBS.considerable speculation in the
TV is reportedly only network , trade these past days. The major
to share a major chemical ad¬
: owns KTLA, Los Angeles, outright
vertiser this year.
and a fraction over 20% in Metro¬
Currently, CBS-TV has Du¬
politan Broadcasting. After fail¬
Pont with “DuPont Show of > ure of an attempt last year by Par
the Month”; rival Monsanto
to merge KTLA with Metropolitan,
Chemical hacking "Conquest,”
the company, whose basic biz is
science series and Olin Maproduction of feature films, was
thieson latching on to Ed Murplaced in a somewhat strange sit¬
row's “Small World” on alter¬
uation.
nate Sunday basis.
Effort to merge WNEW, WTTG
and KTLA was obviously an at¬
tempt to consolidate its televi¬
sion interests; it’s an exceptional
circumstance for major interests
to possess unafiSliated holdings. It
complicates bookkeeping, prevents
the interests from the prestige
usually afforded a major tv chain,
and often obviates the kind of
savings in telefilm deals that a big
chain can negotiate with distribu¬
tors.
For these reasons, it is antici¬
Liggett & Myers has had a pated that Par will ultimately sell
change of heart. With the excep¬ either its Metropolitan stock or
tion of its “Gunsmoke,” the tobac¬ KTLA.
co company has had an aversion
When Par sought the merger—
toward westerns and wanted no and it looked for a time as though
further truck with them. How¬ it ' would be accomplished—Rich¬
ever, L&M has just put in an order ard Buckley and his supporters on
for a new half-hours telefilm en¬ the Metropolitan board squelched
try out of the Dick Powell Four- the
deal, reportedly. because
Star shop. This one’s called "Law KTLA’s financial position did not
Gun” and will go into the Sat¬ offer a particularly advantageous
urday night 10:30 slot of NBC-TV balance to ‘Metropolitan : when
as replacement for the ciggie com¬ weighed against the money-mak¬
pany's "Brains and Brawn.”
ing WNEW Radio, which was then
Initially L&M had negotiated for —and may still be—the largest
Jack Webb’s "The D. A.'s Man” money earner in the three-station
as the successor show to “Brains,” MB roster.. It is understood that
but it now looks like “D.A.” will Buckley and Co. are still not in¬
go into the Thursday at 8 NBC terested.
5
period to replace Ed Wynn, anr
Then, too, Par aspired to conother upcoming L&M casualty.
(Continued on page 48)
With the sale of "Law Gun,”
Four-Star becomes practically the
hottest indie-producing company
on the Coast, what with its "Zane
Grey Theatre,” "Wanted—Dead or
Alive,” “Rifleman,”- "Trackdown”
and the projected new series on
"Richard Diamond,” which may.
get the Sunday night at 10 berth
on CBS-TV.'
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Another tv-to-stage-to-films shut¬
tle is in the offing, this time for
Rod Serling’s “Requiem for a
Heavyweight.” Norman Panama
"Byline ’59 with Monty Hall,” and Melvin Frank are slated 4a
new interview prograin by WNEW- produce a Broadway version of
TV, N.Y.,. replaces the Fannie J "Requiem” in the fall, and subse¬
Hurst talk-around at the beginning quently film the drama for. Para¬
*
of the new year. Hall’s current mount. '
Pic company is financing in re¬
stanza, “Bingo-at-Home” is being
axed by WNEW-TV in late De¬ turn for the film rights. Serling
has done a complete rewrite of
cember.
Miss Hurst, who has been on the the original script for the stage
version,'
which Ralph Nelson will
station several months for Asso¬
ciated Food Stores, now has the direct. Nelson directed the origi¬
nal
on
“90.”
Jack Palance, who
1-1:30 daily anchorage. The show
will* be cancelled on Dec. 12f>with starred in the tv “Requiem,” is tied
up
with
foreign
film commitments,
Hall, currently in the 3:30-4:30
time with “Bingo,” taking over but Anthony Quinn is reportedly
interested
in
doing
the stage role;
after a lapse of a couple of weeks.
WNEW figures; the Hall show
Serling began his rewrite this
will have a wider audience appeal summer, and Panama & Frank ap^
th£n Miss Hurst's adlib sessions. preached him on a possible film
Taking over for "Bingo” from deal after they were shown the
3:30 on will be reruns of the kinescope. At this point, however,
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. anthology Serling wanted to go ahead with
and a series called "Matinee Play¬ the legiter,. and Panama & frank
house,” comprised of reruns from decided, to go along on that basis.
“Orient Express” and the Lilli Serling completed the legit script'*
Btsrweek.

The Chemistry’s Right

L&M’sNowGot
AShootin’Yen;
Buys law Gun’

Serling’s'Requiem’
As Legiter, Film

Fanny Horst Axed;
Monty Hall’s ‘Byline’

USmifirf
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FORTUNE’S HATCHET JOB ON TV
AFTRA, Webs Okay On Pay, But
Other Areas Are Still Critical

I Love Luce vs. 1 Love Lucy
The industry this week was quick to grasp the “seven-year itch”
aspect of the new. attack on tv by Henry R. Luce’s Fortune mag.
It was back in August, 1951, that a Fortune piece entitled “TV’s
Time For Trouble’’ crystal-balled that “ownership figures reveal
that an important percentage of the major tv market area are al¬
ready close to saturation.” (In ’51 only 13,000,000 sets were in use
as contrasted with the 47,500,000 sets today).
Seven years ago Fortune said: “Certainly television has made
a spectacular showing. In the face of doubled costs, the four net¬
works (including their 14 owned-and-operated stations) cut their
losses from $12 million in 1949 to $9 million in 1950.” Whistling
another tun*, the new Fortune piece says: “The networks were,
particularly hard hit—their profits dropped from $85 million to
$71 million.”
Prominent on Fortune’s docket is the classic instance of Philip
Morris dropping “I Love Lucy” because “it isn’t selling cigarets,”
There’s no mention of the fact that sponsorship of “Lucy” was
promptly grabbed up by other and bigger sponsors and that to¬
day every cigaret company, including PM, is a major advertiser in
tv.
*
v
Cadillac and Pontiac are cited as instances of advertisers unenthusiastic about tv, but there’s no mention of two sister divisions
of GM—Chevy and Buick—who combined will be spending more
than $15,000,000 time and talent for network shows this season.
And Pontiac’s back for a $5,000,000 ride with specials.

Tape Could Help Restore Chi’s
Status as TV Production Centre
By LES BROWN
Chicago, Nov- 25.
Late considerations of Chicago
as a network production centre
have overlooked the fact that at
least two major shows already
“originate” here, with a third on
the verge of starting and several
others in the pilot or projected
stages. The shows are all on film
or video tape,- and they originate
here in the sense that they are
brainstormed in Chicago,
The two which are already on
the air are “All Star Golf” and
“Championship
Bowling,”
both
produced by Peter De Met, filmed
at the Sidney Goltz plant, and
packaged and distributed by Wal¬
ter Schwimmer Inc. “Golf” is in
its second year as' an ABC-TV en¬
try, while “Bowling” is in its fifth
year of syndication. A third De
Met property, but one in which
the Schwimmer enterprise doesn't
figure, is “Women’s Major League j
Bowling,” a new bowling skein
which Brunswick is purchasing for
Saturday afternoons on NBC-TV.
Why the jingoism—the stress on
the made-in-Chicago label? Be¬
cause about half the broadcasting i
trade here is preoccupied with |
shaking the corpse back to life, or¬
ganizing in groups like Chicago
Unlimited and Academy of Tele¬
vision Arts and Sciences for the
purpose of shouting Chicago’s crea-:
tive yawp over the national roof¬
tops. Maybe it’s neurotic, but ai
large, number of Chicago broad¬
casters and talent are not happy
with the city’s mere market status
in the industry,. even though the
status is that of the second largest
in the U.S,
Live originations have been out
of the picture for some time, and
the outlook for their return is any¬
thing but optimistic, but the tv
(Continued on page 48)

NIELSEN’S PUBLIC
STOCK OFFERING
Chicago, Nov. 25,
A. C. Nielsen Co., the tv ratings.
firm, made its first. public stock
offering last week by issuing 64,500 shares of. common stock for;
the open market. A total of 126,780 shares of common were reg¬
istered with the. Securities and
Exchange Commission by Nielsen,
the additional 62,280 shares being
allotted for sale* by certain stock¬
holders to facilitate ah over-thecounter market for the stock.
Proceeds will be added to the
company’s general funds. At the
end of the last fiscal year, Aug.
31, 1958, Nielsen’s consolidated
service revenue was $24,132,259
and its net profit $1,129,385.

+ After meeting informally with

—--

By GEORGE ROSEN

Garrison Back to Berle

The newest issue of. Fortune
Greg Garrison has been signed
magazine, just out, unleashes a
scathing denunciation of television. as director of the Milton Berle
Wednesday
night show on NBC-TV
In the words of tv executives, it’s for Kraft, via
J. Walter Thompson.
probably the most devastating He takes over on Dec, 3.
hatchet job yet- done on the in¬
It’s in the nature of a reunion.
dustry. The networks are hopping Garrison directed the ex-Berle
mad, claiming that the article, Tuesday night show in ’54 and ’55.
written by Richard Austin Smith,
is not only full of inaccuracies and
distortions, but has drawn from
the interviews only the inferences
it wanted to draw in a “premedi¬
tated, precalculated” job. The de¬
sign, say the networks, is to down¬
grade the medium of television
which has been taking an ever-in¬
creasing chunk of the advertising
rp
9 p •
dollar away from the printed
media.
The Fortune piece, titled “TV:
The Light That Failed,” is unspar¬
On the heels of the cancellation
ing. On the leadoff page, it sets
forth the preamble (that keys the of**“Concentration,” NBC-TV is al¬
entire article) that “another season ready planning to bump the Mon¬
of second-rate programming has; day night 7:30 “Tic Tac Dough”
started TV on a self-destruction entry (also off the Barry-Enright
cycle: program mediocrity reduces
audience, reduced audience weak¬ production shelf). Going into the
ens the medium’s economics, weak-j Monday slot will be “Northwest
ened economics seems to bring on J Passage,” currently riding 7:30 on
more mediocrity.”
All the net¬ Sundays but due for the sponsor
works take it on the chin, with
NBC in particular coming in for; axe. Since the network is cornsome harsh, unflattering words, emitted to 26 weeks on the Metro
the article contending that the net¬ TV - conceived “Northwest Pas¬
work has been losing ground since sage,” it’ll ride out the remainder
the departure of Pat Weaver, who of the series sustaining. However,
is held up as something of a shin-. NBC is trying to persuade Procter
ing light who gave tv its finest & Gamble to. put its ‘Tic Tac’
hour.
(Along with interviewing money into “NW Passage.” Switch
network chieftains. Smith and his is scheduled to go into effect
researchers spent considerable Jan. 8.
time in sounding out Weaver on
With- the exiting of “Concentra¬
the present state of tv.) NBC’s top tion” (see separate story) and “Tic
echelon contend that they might Tac Dough,” NBC will be down to
as well have not been interviewed, a single nighttime quiz show, “The
based on the utter disregard of Price Is Right,” which is still en¬
their info..
joying some respectable ratings*
Coming on the heels of the re¬
Also due for NBC-TV cancella¬
cent Reader’s Digest advocacy of tion: “Behind Closed Doors,” spon¬
pay tv (the Fotrune article also sored jointly by Liggett & Myers
carries the torch for feevee as the and American Home Products. Don
inevitable answer to existing pro- Sharpe’s “Green Peacock” may get
the nod as replacement.
(Continued on page 46)

NBC-TV Down To
1 Nighttime Quiz;

lie lac Going

Cy Howard Entry
OnCBS-TV Agenda

OUT SOON!
The

53rd Anniversary Number
Of

PAG Is Having
Soaper Troubles
Procter & Gamble, which doesn’t
often read the riot act on daytime
serials once they’re off the ground,
is nonetheless concerned over its
brace of NBC-TV entries in the 3
to 4 p.m. slot. P&G, from all ac¬
counts, isn’t too happy over, the
rating returns and the soap com¬
pany’s Cincy brass has been do¬
ing some emergency huddling.
There have been several ex¬
tensions on the Nov. 1 option date
on the brace of . shows, “Today Is
Ours” andr “From These Roots,”
and latest info is that the former
show will be bumped in favor of
“Young Dr. Malone,” long a radio
iave. However, the transition will
be gradual, with a doctor being
worked into the continuity of “To¬
day Is Ours” to prepare the viewers
for the switch.
V*0 V

Forms Closing Shortly

Usual Advertising Rates Prevail

Special Exploitation Advantages
Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office
NEW YORK 3*
154 W. 44th St.

HOLLYWOOD 2«
*404 Smsat 1 Ivd.

CHICAGO 11
*12 N. Mlchlfaa Avo.

the three tv networks over the
weekend and arriving at a mutu¬
ally agreeable wage for national
spot commercials made On tape,
the American Federation of Tele¬
vision & Radio Artists was prepar¬
ing yesterday (Tues.) to resume
its formal dickering on five other
points, at least one of which some
sources say is critical.
AFTRA has already made a
“firm demand” for a no-stockpiling
clause in the 1958-60 contract. The
clause is designed to prevent net¬
works and stations from utilizing
kinescopes and video tapes to
“break” an AFTRA strike. Union
wants a guarantee that no pro¬
grams recorded in advance be used
during a walkout period, and this
demand was described as being un¬
like money talks, because unlike
money it is not a “negotiable area.”
Instead, “it is a demand which
must be accepted as is or not at
all.”
The union’s national council had
a “war” meeting all day Monday
(24) during which they reportedly
concluded that the stockpiling
clause was a strike issue. The inthe-know boys didn’t always con¬
sider it a crucial point in negotia¬
tions, but that was before the latest
compromises on spot wages. Evi¬
dently, the feeling has evolved that
if the union gave ground on money,
the networks will have to give
ground on this issue. (One part of
the contract cannot be okayed on
paper until all parts of the con¬
tract are worked out.)
Something else AFTRA has been
aggressively seeking since tfie
money angles have been fairly Well
established is a new clause estab¬
lishing payment to staff announcers
for tapes they have made and
which are used when they are off
duty. This, it has been explained,
is designed to prevent networks
and stations from cutting down the
size of their announcing staffs. Un¬
less it is established, some union¬
ites figure that the number of tv
(Continued on page 48)
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CBS-TV is hot about two upcom¬
ing entries. One of them brings
Cy Howard (ex*“My Friend Irma”)
back into the network fold. He’s
currently propping a half-hour se¬
ries starring Sam Levene and
Eddie Hodges (the kid in the
“Music Man” legiter) tabbed “The
Wonderful World of Little Julius.”
It’s offbeat situation comedy and
series will be shot in N.Y. How¬
ard is both producer and writer.
Gregory Ratoff may also go into
the show as a regular. If pilot
comes up to expectations CBS will
rush it into production for early
exposure.
Other is the “Peck’s Bad Girl"
series starring Patty McCormick
and Wendell Corey, being shot on
the Coast. This one may be peg¬
ged as the successor show to “In¬
visible Man,” currently riding out
a 13-week sustaining cycle on the
web.

PONTIAC DICKERING
JUDY GARLAND SPEC
Executives of MacManus, John
& Adams agency, are huddling
with Judy Garland to star in a
special pencilled in for April and
to be bankrolled by the Pontiac.
Div of General Motors.,
Disagreement has arisen over
the fact that Miss Garland wants
to do the show on film while the
agency prefers her to do the show
either live or on tape.
Neither the time, nor the net«work has been set. Pontiac spe¬
cials are riding on both NBC and
this season.
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Soviet TV Status on Par With
U. S. in 1950, Sez Ralph Colin
By ART WOODSTONK
Ralph Cohn, president of Screen
Gems, was struck by how closely
the operation of Russia’s commu¬
nist state approximates in some
respects the “capitalistic” system.
Cohn returned last week from
a State Department - sponsored
junket, on which he and four other
U. S. television representatives
once-oyered Soviet video.
One thing that the group of
Americans noted, Cohn said, was
the fact that Russia has television
commercials. At various points in
the daily schedule, Russian stations
hunch five-minutes of blurbs, which
the Communists choose to call
“announcements.” They usually
fall at the end of a tv performance,
so that they don’t interfere with
the continuity of the stanzas, and
they cost relatively little, accord¬
ing to Cohn.
The announcements advertise
department store sales, what’s
playing at the local legit house and
motion picture theatres, they carry
requests by factories for workers,
and the like, but the Russians told
the American observers that their
so-called'commercials differ in one
very important respect from those
in the U.S.—they are not for the
profit of the advertiser, but instead
only “announce” where citizens
can buy what.
(Cohn said he still insisted upon
calling them “commercials.”)
There are 55 to 60 video stations
in Russia, said Cohn. But they
don’t have a network setup yet,
although, said Cohn, they are
working on it, with cable connec¬
tions due in about a year to con¬
nect Moscow with Leningrad and
Kiev.
In this respect, Cohn was re¬
minded of the status of American
television in about 1950.
The Screen Gems head told
reporters that the telecasts behind
the Iron Curtain were not all
“grim, dreary and propaganda,”
although he noted that they got
their fair share of propaganda into
daily news reports. “There was
a’so a great deal of pure entertain¬
ment,” Cohn observed. Russia
hasn’t as much “indigenous tv en¬
tertainment” as the U.S. It’s pri¬
marily brought to tv from other
entertainment -media such as the
ballet and the symphony.
However, the Russian motion
picture industry has begun produc¬
ing programming for tv stations
for a price. Cohn said that the
Communist motion picture produc¬
ers tend to view video as an
upstart, much after the fashion of
their American counterparts a few
years back. They insisted to Cohn
that tv would never supplant the¬
atrical production and would re¬
main only .a small part of their
{Continued on page 50)

Governor TV’s New
Animated Cartoon Segs
Governor TV has signed on a
new group of fully animated car¬
toons. Transvideo Artists is pro¬
ducing a series of 52 five-minute
shows for the moppet mart called
“Bucky and Pepito,” in color, and
the first seven are already com¬
pleted.
Governor boss Arthur Kerman
closed the initial deal for the ani¬
mations with WHDH-TV, Boston.
The flicks are being produced at
the rate of two a week, with all 52:
pegged for completion by spring.

Vidpix Chatter
Egon C. Neilsen, prez of CinemaVue International, planed to’ Eu¬
rope to finalize negotiations for a
telefilm series to be produced in
Scandinavian „ . . Atlantic Tele¬
vision has made a package'deal far
its “Dr. Christian” features with
station NHK, Tokyo , . > KVKMTV, Texas, as inked a. deal for the
Trans-Lux Encyclopaedia Britanniea film library . . . WOR-TV,
N.Y., is telecasting the Drew Pear¬
son-narrated series “New Hori¬
zons” Sunday mornings . . . Claire
Trevor and Gene Evans signed for
the leading roles in Westinghouse
Desalu Playhouse’s “The Happy
Hill” , . . ABC Films has inked. 19
additional markets on “26 Men,”

FEATURE GLEAM
IN OFFICIAL’S EYE
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Those U.S., Bril Pay JMerenlials j
According to many top American telefilm producer-distributors
With a stake in telefilm co-production deals with British interests,
it’s inevitable that wage and residual payment differentials fortalent on both sides of the Atlantic will be minimized with time.
It would seem, after checking the American telefilm producerdistributors, that the. resistance for growing equality in talent
payment exists more in: Britain than the U.S. American telefilm
exfees currently enjoy the advantage of not paying any residual
payment to British talent unions on series produced in England
and shown in. the U.S. But that’s an advantage which many of
them feel will fall by the wayside with time.
Under the British formula, actors, writers and directors get no
rerun payments until the third run, when they get one-third of
the original fee. But the rerun payments only apply to telecast¬
ing in Britain. That rerun formula, or one patterned after that
of U.S. unions, will he extended to encompass telecasting in the
.U.S., it’s- predicted.
From the viewpoint of many American telefilm producer-dis¬
tributor the bigger issue is to get a hit, rather than one of re¬
sidual payments or riding on the differential in talent costs.
But it’s pointed out that while U.S. telefilm producer-distributors
may have a greater ability to pay for talent, the possible recoupement being greater in the U.S., British tv interests, with their
potential limited, may balk at hiked scales.
One step in the direction of minimizing the differentials paid
to talent has been, taken by„Writers Guild of America. WGA plans
to affiliate in the hear future with the British Screen & Television
Writers Assn. When that affiliation takes place, some hard bargain¬
ing on British scales will he in the-offing.

Official Films, which heretofore
has confined its operation to tele¬
films, is eyeing the feature .field in
the hope of latching on to some
Cinematics, or forming a liaison
with a smaller feature distribution
firm.
Reason apparently is the yen for
diversification and the desire to
feed additional product to its sales
force. Official has cut its sales
Does double or triple. exposure team down to 11 men, a hard core
in the top market in the country, group now out pitching “Sir
----tHollywood, Nov. 25.
N.Y., add rating points to the in¬ Lancelot,”
“Buccanneers” . and
Production for syndication is on
volved shows? Does -the practice mopping up on “Robin Hood.”
Bester to Coast On
the upbeat here, with a total of
eat into the rating performance of
It plans to have two first-run¬
than 25 series already in pro¬
participating stations?
Science Fictioners more
ners in syndication next year, and
duction or on the planning hoards
NTA Film Network, which is a minimum of four projects for
Alfred Bester, one of the leading for late fall or winter starts. At
triple exposing its network lineup, national sale.
science fiction novelists, author of the same time, foreign telefilm
has come up with some impressive
“The Demolished Man,” “Star- production for syndication appears
rating figures showing that its
burst,” “Top Secret,” etc., and to be on the downbeat, accounting
programs are getting a far better
science fiction tv series, is off for for the swing hack to Hollywood
rating shake via triple exposure
the Coast today (Wed.) to confer as the syndicated production base.
than they would otherwise. The
with MCA execs.
Ziv, as usual, heads the list of
network ammunition sidestepped
A new science fiction series is syndicated producers, with four
the question of whether participat¬
the subject.
Chicago, Nov. 25.
shows
already in production and a
ing stations may have their rating
fifth slated to start within a couple
U.S. franchise for the filmed
points cut by exposure of the same
of weeks. Latter is the new Mac¬
show on another station later in video commercials made by Andre
donald Carey starrer, “Lock-Out.”
the week.
Sarrut of France has been ac¬
In production are “Mackenzie’s
But there’s no doubt about it, quired by a corporation to be
Raiders,” “Bold Venture,” “High¬
according to Arbitron figures for known as Telefrance, which will
way Patrol” and “Sea Hunt.”
the month of October, “Man With¬
National Telefilm Associates is
operate
as
a
subsidiary
of
Fred
out a Gun” and “How to Marry a
still in production on “U. S. MarMillionaire,” two of the three NTA Niles Productions Inc. with head¬
[
shal”
and is in preproduction
Web series, could not deliver the quarters in Chi. Niles himself is
stages on “The Third Man” and
rating performance it did via one prez of the corporation; Marvin
“High
Noon.”
These latter two may
indie station. On the three stations, i Frank of W. B. Doner Advertising
be earmarked for network sale or
WNTA, WOR-TV, and WPIX, i is treasurer; and Aaron Cushman
the
NTA
Film
Network, and NTA
“Gun” hit a total 10.5 rating and of the public relations firm hear¬
Advertising, promotion and ex¬ is reportedly also dickering start
“Millionaire” a 9.8.'Web’s weakest ing his. name is secretary.
ploitation
division
of
the
United
of
second-year
production
of “How
rated show “This Is Alice” drew
Telefrance will contract. U.S.
a 4.4 for the month of October on biz for Sarrut’s animated cartoon Artists motion picture company is to Marry a Millionaire” for the
geared
to
go
to
work
on
all
tele¬
I
NTA
web.
the three stations, but first two -production company, Les GemDesilu will begin production in
'weeks in Nov. Arbitrpns, “Alice” eaux, S.A., and for his S-A.R.L. film series of the UA tv subsid.
Meshing of the parent company's ! four or five weeks on “The Man
hit a 9.6 stride.
LaComete, which specializes in ad¬
Interesting to note, NTA execs vertising and informational films. ad-promotion division comes at a [Nobody Knows” for CBS Films,
say that neither WNTA, WOR Both companies have won numer- time when the subsid is tooling up I and Sam Gallu expects to start
or WPIX .received as high a rating : ous awards in international com¬ on its five series, four of which will j “Border Patrol” for the same com¬
for any individual show as the 9.8 petitions. The commercials con¬ he ready for the January casualty pany come January,, with hefty re¬
gional sales already in on the lat¬
for “Millionaire” during the month tracted for here will, of course, be season.
Bruce Eells, United Artists Tele¬ ter. Screen Gems will begin film¬
i produced in France.
(Continued on page 52)
vision prez, says the use of the par¬ ing “Stake-Out” shortly as the first
ent company’s ad-piomotion facili¬ of its three-a-year schedule for
ties will be .part of UATV’s com-, syndication, with the second to fol¬
mitment x with either national or low in spring; currently in copro¬
regional sponsors. He states that duction is “Rescue 8.” Revue is
the allocation of costs for the ad-, filming second-year production of
promo job will be a matter of nego¬ ‘Mike Hammer” and "State Troop¬
tiations. Part of the costs, though,, er” and Independent Television
will be absorbed by UATV which Corp. is filming additional “Sgt.
has the functioning organization Preston of the Yukon” stanzas for
ABC Films is striking pay dirt v.p. Phil Williams.
of the parent company from which syndication.
But the current year saw the sub¬ to draw from, 65 field men opergtthis year, inking three national
California National, already filmsid take on a number of off-network | ing out of £3 film exchanges, as
deals and thumping along with a' properties, “People’s Choice,” ana
(Continued on page 50)
‘well
as
the
home
office’s
ad
and
healthier syndication operation.
“Jim Bowie,” bolstering its cata¬ promo department, one of the larg¬
George Shupert-helmed ABC log.
United Artists features released
est in the motion picture industry.
Of consequence, too, the subsid
to television now are being han¬ subsid came in this season with
According -to Roger Lewis, UA:
dled by United Artists Associated, sales rights to five series, two of has formed a firm production liai¬ national ad-pr.omotion-exploitation j
the company .which acquired As¬ which “Man With A Camera” and son with Joseph M. Schenck En¬ director, launching of a new UA
sociated Artists .Productions.
“One Step Beyond” were sold. terprises via World Television Pro¬ series will be treated in the same
Going into the UAA feature port¬ Strong possibility for a January gramming, the first series of which manner as the how of a new UA
folio are the four packages already replacement exists on a third, “The “One Step Beyond” was sold to motion picture. J
In distribution, totaling 163 pix. Green Peacock,” the Howard Duff, Alcoa for airing after the first of
First filmed episodes on the fol¬
The United Artists feature dis¬ Ida Lupino package. Additionally, the year. It will be aired on ABC- lowing series Will be ready for 1 Ziv International is prepping
tribution organization, headed by ABC Films bought 41 episodes of TV under the title of “Alcoa Pre¬ January airings; “Troubleshoot¬ another five series for the foreign
John Leo, is being disbanded and the “Meet McGraw” series, being sents”. Tuesday nights at 10 pun. ers,’^ “Hudson’s Bay,” “Internation¬ market.
absorbed in UAA, controlled by utilized Sunday nights by ABC-TV World Television, under the pro¬ al Airport,” and '‘Dennis O’Keefe ] They, are; Spanish dubbing for
the United Artists picture com¬ as a replacement for the “En¬ duction aegis of Collier Young, is Show.”
“Bat Masterson,” fourth year pro¬
pany.
also' responsible for “Nightwatch,”
counter” series.
duction of "Highway Patrol,”,and
Leo was appointed western di¬
In syndication, too, things are another pilot being represented in
second year filming of “Sea Hunt,”
vision sales manager for UAA, looking up. Gross this year on the sales by ABC Films Which has ex¬
also
German-language versions of
headquartering in Los Angeles. syndication level should be over clusive sales rights to World Televi¬
“District Attorney” and “Tomb¬
Bob Rich, who was general sales $4,600,000. Although that mark sion programming. The fifth pilot
stone Territory.”
manager, and Donald Klauber who isn’t the highest for the subsid, which ABC Films came in with was
New sales rung up in the foreign
Rome, Nov. 25.
was station and national sales man¬ it’s better than' last year.
“Half Hour to Kill,” a murder mys¬
RAI-TV is planning to film a field Include: “Cisco Kid” pur¬
ager of AAP, continue in the same
Subsid now is handling more tery'starring Vincent Price of the
chased
for all markets in Aus¬
series of half-hour musical shows
posts for UAA. Other former UA product than the previous year in Don Sharpe Beltline.
features to tv personnel absorbed syndication and the outlook is
Outfit also has bought the sale* for later showing over the Italian tralia. Set for Sydney and Mel¬
bourne
are
“Bat Masterson,” Mac¬
in the UAA operation are Pete favorable that it will take on a rights to Ken Murray’s “El Coyote” telenetwork. Shows would feature
Mannas and George Mitchell.
greater load next year. This year, from RKO Teleradio. Series may some Of the country’s top comed¬ kenzie’s Haiders,” “Rough Riders,”
ians, supported by large numbers “West Point,” “Men of Annapo¬
The UAA feature operation, it only has one first-run‘property, go syndication or national
lis,” fourth year “Favorite Story,”
which now encompasses the War¬ second year production on. “26
Under the direction of v.p; Wil¬ of singers. .
Local source. Indicates that a second year “Mr. District Attor¬
ner library, Popeye cartoons, and Men” at this stage, with the pos¬ liams the syndication sales force]
other pix, as well as UA features, sibility of introing another shortly. has been reorganized, with such pic director, Mario Mattoli, is ney,” “I Led Three Lives”.“Cor¬
is separate and distinct from that Neit year, Shupert hopes to have top execs as William Clark and being dickered to helm the series. liss Archer” and “Eddie Cantor
of United Artists Television. Lat¬ a minimum of two first-runners, Howard Anderson remaining. John Initial budget troubles, it’s said, Comedy Theatre.” .
Tor four-city network airing in
ter, helmed by Herbert Golden and‘ possibly three. Handling a greater Burns continues as national sales have emerged in that director
Bruce Eells, is concentrating' on number would entail some expan¬ v.p. and Ed Smith .was. Recently wants $6,000 per item, while RAI- Japan, new purchases are" *Bat
telefilm, production and distribu¬ sion of its 17-man syndication hired.to oversee the foreign opera¬ TV is only willing to spend some Sfastcrsoo ” UrRough Riders,” s<c" {Continued on page 30)
tion.
sales force, under the direetipn of tion, reporting directly to Shupert $3,000 for each half-hour segment.

UA Fix For TV
Into DAA Hopper

Rating Payoff On
Triple Exposure:
NTA Case History

25 Syndication Series Either In
Production or In Coast Hopper

Set Up Telefrance
As a Niles Subsid

TV Subsid Enjoys
Benefits of UA’s
Adv.-Promo Staff

Geo. Shupert’s ABC Fib Setup
Into High Gear; New Entries Set

Ziv Inti Preps
A New Bundle

RAI-TV’s Misical
Series to Go on Film
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1-MINUTE YEN
WB Shows the Way as Major
Studios Embrace TV in One Form
Or Another to Help Pay the Rent

SAG s $7,501,753 Residual Bonanza

Hollywood, Nov. 25. 1 ^
Screen Actors Guild members collected a record $2,711,134'
in vidpix residuals for the 12-month period ended Oct. 31, bring-,
ing total amount of coin garnered by members to date via residu¬
als to $7,501,753.
'
.
Syndication is heading toward a
Amounts, disclosed tonight (Tues.) at SAG membership meet¬
banner sales year in 1958 and
ing, does not include coin collected from sale to tv of post-1948
pix nor rerun coin paid direct to Guild members for vidblurbs. . simultaneously toward a relaxa¬
tion of the traditional we-can’t-doBy BOB CHANDLER
They refer rather only to residuals funneled by Guild to members
without 52-week half-hour con¬
after receipt from various companies. Record breaking 1958 fig¬
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
tract.
Industry
has
attributed
ure compares to $2,576,491, in 1957; $469,976, 1956; $573,859,
Television, still the bane of the
these events in good measure to
1955, and $170,297 in 1954.
_
.
motion picture industry, has none¬
one seemingly innocuous fact—the
theless been hailed in the past
demand for one-minute spots in
couple of years as a possible lifeComedian Buddy Hackett and saver
decent time periods has increased
for the upkeep of the major
while the demand for 10-second scripter Jack Finke expect to be¬ film studios. In an if-you-can’tID’s and 20-second spots has fallen; gin shooting the pilot film of their
lick-’em-join-'em
attitude, the ma¬
projected “The Good Earthworm” jors, some enthusiastically
off.
and
Other fact in this revolution is series within the next six weeks.
others half-heartedly, have swung
Skein is based on the Satevepost over into telefilm production pri¬
the general improvement of syn¬
series
about
Alexander
Botts,
a
dicated programming — a point
marily as a means of writing off
widely conceded. As a matter , of super-salesman of tractors, penned some of the tremendous overhead
record, any number of advertisers, by William Hazlett Upson. Hackett on the half-or-less idle lots.
figuring that syndicated product is and Jackie Gleason are expected to
The shift has only been partially
at least as good as similar-sized, part company soon. The comedian successful, for a variety of rea¬
more expensive network offer¬ and writer Finke will produce un¬ sons. For those who’ve gone all
Hollywood, Nov. 25. -*-■
der
the
banner
Of
Rack-Finke,
Inc.
ings, are swinging some, if not all,
the way, it’s been a striking suc¬
Important first step toward a
of their tv money into syndicated
cess, as per the happy situations
long-projected merger of Screen
shows.
at Warner Bros, and Columbia.
Actors Guild and American Feder¬
As recently as last year, syndi¬
For
others, it has hardly created a
ation of TV-Radio Artists was
cators felt they could not sign
ripple in the overall financial sit¬
taken at a SAG membership meet¬
national or regional deals, unless
uation.
Continental
Oil
has
renewed
CBS
ing tonight (Tues.), when the direc¬
the bankroller bought the full 39
For those studios which have
torate recommended adoption of a Films’ “Whirlybirds” for the third and 13. But today, in light of
stopped treating television as a
plan whereby an impartial research year in 60 markets.
the
new
importance
of
one-minute
stepchild, telefilms have paid off.
Produced at Desilu, filming on
organization would study the prac¬
the next.39 episodes is underway. spots and the concommitant devel¬
Warners is perhaps the best ex¬
ticality of such a merger.
ample, since its tv operation, which
Renewal deal with Continental, via opment of better syndicated pro¬
Motion of the board also calls Benton & Bowles, will gross about gramming, stations are most will¬
will have at least nine series going
for development of a merger plan $700,000 in time and talent.
ing to commit themselves to 26
by spring, is so fully integrated
which will be submitted to mem¬
as to make it a lot more than a
“Colonel Flack,” another CBS weeks of nearly any 52-week tele¬
bers. Board recommendation was Films
film
deal, because they are vir¬
As a talent
“All Star Golf” and “Champion¬ financial success.
syndicated entry, has been
that AFTRA should be invited to picked by sponsors in Chicago and tually assured that they can sell ship Bowling,” Chi-based vidfilm training ground, it’s produced some
join in such a merger study, also, Detroit. Chicago sponsor is- Phil¬ the spot availabilities to hungry: properties of Peter De Met, were remarkable results in a short time,
other branches of the Four A’s in¬ lips Petroleum and Dow Chemical underwriters. .
sold this week to a West Coast and WB now has a strong backlog
terested in a more extensive mer¬ bought the skein in Detroit for air¬
Dan Curtis, the regional pro¬ firm for $3,800,000, price including of growing talent from which to
ger be invited to join in survey.
gram sales manager for NBC’s De Met’s production facility, draw for the future.
ing on WWJ-TV.
Move toward merger plan came
California National Productions^ yclept Sid Goltz Productions.
At Columbia, operation is differ¬
in the midst of a jurisdictional
said this week that the present Celluloid itself, 185 cans of hour- ent but equally successful, since
situation is likely to add at least long films, is understood to have Screen Gems is set up as an inde¬
fight between SAG and AFTRA
over taped teleblurbs. Guild board
$1,000,000 this year in “found” fetched $2,500,000 of total price. pendent subsidiary and hires its
own talent for i'.s programming.
money to his company’s coffers.
said it’s taking action because some
Purchaser is Glen Films, newly- But so strong has been Screen
He figures the upbeat obtains
SAG members in N. Y. have ex¬
throughout the syndication field, formed corporation based in Bev¬ Gems’ studio contributions that of
pressed desire for a merger. Con¬
and a spot check corroborates him: erly Hills and headed by Henry G. 10 series in production, two spill
sequently the board feels the en¬
Saperstein, tv merchandising con¬
tire membership should decide if
Curtis explains that there are: sultant and associate of the Jack over into other lots than Colum¬
it wants to probe further the prac¬
two kinds of national advertisers Wrather organization. Anonymous bia, these being the “Huckleberry
ticability of a merger. Attempts
who seek the one-minute open- members of the group were Hound” cartoon series which ne¬
were made in the past for a mer¬
| ings—those who buy programs repped by law firm of Kaplan, cessarily is done elsewhere, and
ger of the two unions, but none
directly from the syndicator and Livingston, Goodwin & Berkowitz. “Rescue 8,” filmed at ParamountSunset.
successfully, the efforts usually
those who buy up the one-minute
Despite coast owners, shows 1 In each instance, it’s been the
For the short-termers, those net¬ availabilities in the weeks the local
ending in a flurry of charges and
will
continue
to
be
made
in
Chi,
fact
that the companies are pro¬
countercharges as to which to worked telepix series getting the station owns the show and both
with De Met staying on as pro¬
blame for failure.
axe with only 13 to 15 episodes have increased. He pointed to ducer, Goltz as production super¬ ducing their own shows, and treat¬
ing
television
with respect rather
SAG board said the referendum aired, the summqr season is seen Schlitz, which hardly bought syn¬ visor and Walter Schwimraer Inc.
than stuffing it into the “B” pic¬
dication until this year, because1
on a merger question must include
as
distributor.
(Schwimmer
has
as
a
recoupement
possibility.
ture
category,
that the payoff has
the brewery wanted 26-week deals
a specific merger plan spelling out
It’s acknowledged that to look and couldn’t get them. It gets lifetime distribber contract on come. For in terms of studio rent¬
guarantees of democratic govern¬
“Golf”
and
TO
years
remaining
on
als.
there
is
more
space available
And he sez that
ment, details of voting procedures, forward to a summer rerun deal is them now.
his “Bowling” pact.) Glen organ¬ than is actually needed, and it's
dues structures, negotiation and
gamble, but there are a lot of R. J. Reynolds has just bought a ization will supervise and instru¬ only when a studio is in heavy
unique 13-week deal over a 26administrative authority.
factors weighing in favor or pick¬ week period on a certain syndi¬ ment expanded distribution over¬ production with its own program¬
Costs of proposed survey would
seas.
ming that it proves an attraction
be shared equally by participating ing up a short-termer and giving cated show. Sun Oil, he says, is
for indie telefilm producers to
now buying syndication, whereas
branches. Recommendation for it an extra ride In the summer.
move in with their production.
The principal contention is that when the 52-week deal was in ef¬
merger move came following de¬
There’s a reason for this. Many
fect
it
largely
avoided
program
tailed report on SAG-AFTRA dis¬ this season finds an extraordinary
indies have been burned in rent¬
buys.
(It
was
learned
elsewhere
pute on video tape programs and number of shows Inked for less
al deals at major lots. Some ma¬
that
Amoco
has
swung
to
syndi¬
than the 39 plus 13 week pattern.
(Continued on page 52)
jors use preemptive clauses in
Unlike past summers, upcoming cation with a reported 26 episode
Toy manufacturers are spending their rental pacts, under which the
buy of CBS Film’s “Border
dog days won’t find series auto¬ Patrol.”)
about $150,000 at this stage in pre- studio has the right to move a tele¬
matically going for another 13film off its stage or out of the
There are other sponsors, which Christmas selling on WPIX, N.Y.
week rerun ride. There will be a buy spots directly from the staStation, which has a large bloc backlot when a feature film needs
lot of holes in the network sched¬
of
kiddie
programming,
has
at¬
(Continued on page 52)
(Continued on page 52)
ules. Many of the shows now fac¬
tracted such toy outfits as General
ing the axe under their short-term
Toy Co., Louis Marx, Lionel,1
commitment (from 26“weeks down
Nichols Industries and others. •
to 13 weeks) could be cancelled
Pre-Christmas toy coin is only,
for other reasons than quality, such
one area , in the station’s seasonal
Matty Fox has recovered the as^ a tough competitive slot, the
push. Station sales manager John
1,200 RKO short subjects which failure of the show to immediately
In its recent expansion move in Patterson put new billings at
Guild Films had been handling for establish itself, etc.
the European market, with forma¬ about $750,000 for the outlet, a
video and he has begun selling
It’s argued that a summer slot tion of two subsids, CBS has nice chunk of its holiday buying.
them via Television Industries. JFox
said that since his own sales staff is would be a natural for some of the named Michael Burke as managing New national advertisers inking
Occasional film specials, either
axed
short-termers, the exposure director.
for participation deals include
no longer tied up in the sale of RKO
topical or historical, draw rating
The two subsids are CBS (Eu¬ Chesebrough-Ponds,' American fire which makes many cinematic
features to television, since most of which has been limited.
Bakeries,
P.
Lorillard,
General
Nature
of
telefilm
biz
is
such
rope) SA, formed in Zurich,
of. the major markets now have
oldies pale in comparison.
the. full-lengthers, his account that the producer-distributor hard¬ Switzerland, and CBS Limited, in. Mills and Ccffning Glass.
Case in point is the recent tele¬
Burke, who was ap¬
execs have more time to devote to ly can come out ahead with an London.
casting of “Story of the Pope, Pope
axed short-termer. But with an pointed managing director of both
selling the shorts.
Pius XII.” In New Orleans, it had
added
summer
network
ride,
spell¬
organizations, has been in Europe
an average rating of 18.2 over the
Return of the shorts to Fox cuts
hour span, according to Pulse’s
short an obligation by Guild Films ing from $7,000 to $8,000 per epi¬ for the past year as director of
October ratings. It was telecast on
to deliver $5,000,000 in barter time sode for reruns, the short termer network programs in England for
Sunday (12) by WDSU from 2 to
to Hazel Bishop on the strength could become more economically the CBS-TV net.
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Anthony C. Bartley has been
3 pjn., beating a football game on
of the shorts. Because of this al¬ feasible.
Producer candidates to helm the opposition WWL. In Philadel¬
named director of sales for CBS,
ternation, Guild has let go six or
Ltd.
NT A’s “High Noon” series are phia, the same telefilm scored a
seven clerical staffers, who worked
CBS Films, another net subsid, being interviewed here by Mort neat 15.5 on a Wednesday (15)
pretty much oh handling the
has been very active in the foreign Abrahams, director of creative night at 8 p.m.
shorts, according to John Cole,
MCA
TV
has
clicked
off
sales
of
afield,
with a broad representation programming for NTA. Once he’s
It all recalls the neat click last
prexy of Guild.
the Paramount library In three of its programs in Britain and named a producer, the exec will
During the time Guild handled markets, the most recent being to elsewhere. CBS Films will con¬ cast the series which will go into April when WPIX’s “The Russian
Revolution,” left the other six sta¬
the RKO shorts, according to Fox, WGR-TV. Buffalo. Others are tinue to function on a day-by-day production here around Feb. 15.
tions trailing in rating points for
about $500,000 in cash sales were KVAR-TV, Phoenix, and KPTV, operating basis with the new sub¬
Abrahams is also casting NTA's the April Fool’s night. It was vir¬
made and another $1,500,000 in Portland, Ore.
sids. The subsids will broaden “Third iVfan” series, which goes tually on the basis of the N. Y. suc¬
barter time arrangements. Fox
Sales put the Paramount library their functions, though, to accent into production here early part’of
said
that the z$2,000,000 in sales i in about 25 markets in the U.S. sales of- live-properties and to. make January, with Felix Jackson as cess that WPIX syndicated the
•
show in 59 U.S. markets, as well as
represent not too many markets, jjuid brings the gross to about the film production, deals for 'lensing producer. It’s planned to shoot 20 getting a network airing on the
(Continued oh page 50)
'$40,000,000 mark.
I in Europe.
here* 19 episodes in England.
Canadian Broadcasting skein.

Buddy Hackett Vidpix
Series Set to Roll Soon

SAG Takes Major Step Toward
An Eventual Merger With AFTRA,
Voting Impartial Study of Tie

Continental Oil In
‘Whirlybirds’ Renewal

Sale of DeMet’s
‘Golf & ‘Bowling’

Summer Reruns
Might Get Axed
Shows Off Hook

L0TSA YULE LOOT
ON WPIX SKEINS

Matty Recaptures
L200RKO Shorts

BURKE TO HEAD UP
CBS EUROPE SUBSIDS

Specials Hot in
Syndication* Too

Abrahams on Prowl For
’High Noon’ Producer

More Par Sales
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FCCTs Craven Hits Programming

Miller Switches From
Kahgaroo to an Owl
With Post-Movie Show
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Washington, Nov. 25.
FCC Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven charged today (Tues.) that
While it is rare for most radio
its programming policy is “cen¬
sorial,” “illegal,” “impractical” and operations to sell any sponsor
these
days on a full program, , it
does violence to freedom of ex¬ evidently
isn’t rare in foreign lan¬
pression.
guage radio, at least not at WOV,
He urged the elimination of pro-! a N.Y. indie specializing in Italian,
gramming as a test in acting on ! Station reports that it has three
broadcast applications. Craven's!stamas °? th« “F
are Mly
outspoken assault was apparently 1 sponsored and that the sponsors
spurred by recent FCC signs of a have been with the shows for con¬
closer scrutiny and tougher policy tinuous periods ranging from seven
in reviewing the programming of to 27 years. Youngest fully
stations* applying for license re¬ sponsored show on WOV is “One
newals. He leveled his blast in’ a Big Family,” broadcast 15 minutes
one-man dissent from a FCC rule- three times a day and backed by
making notice for clarifying and Progresso Foods. La Rosa has had
modernizing broadcast application “Songs from Italy,” a six-day
strip, for a score and five, and Ronforms.
Although FCC stresses this is to zoni has sponsored two quarterserve only as a “guide” to broad¬ hour daily programs, “Gossip Col¬
casters and doesn’t constitute cen¬ umn from Rome” and a drama, for
sorship, the commissioner said 27 years.
the agency has “consistently cen¬
sored'’ programming by requiring
broadcasters to list their “public i
service'’* fare in applications.
“As if this were not censorship
enough-,” Craven said, “FCC has
successfully sought to bring re¬
calcitrant licensees into line” with
its own concept of public interest
programs.
As a result, he said, “No. li¬
censee is free to program accord¬
ing to his own personel opinion
as to what constitutes the vast . First of the CBS Radio affiliates
public interest.” Craven also hit ’ to nix the web’s barter plan is
at the concept of “program bal- }■ WJR, the Goodwill station in Deance” in evaluating a station’s troit. Others will do likewise in
output The nation is too much of near future, it was indicated by
a social and economic conglom¬ disgruntled members.
erate to make any general de¬ [ John F. Patt, prexy WJR, which
termination of balance and diver¬ had a 23-year association with the
sification feasible, he said.
i web, said the decision to disaffili: ate next spring was voted "by staI tion’s board of directors after long
; study of the time-barter proposal
; made at recent affiliates meeting
* in Gotham.
| Detroit station took the position
; that it values its facilities too
| highly to permit its time to be
| handled on a brokerage basis. It
N.
Y.,
which
puts
heavy
j
^
the network “to conWOR,
. .
... _
.
, ; centrate its efforts in providing a
emphasis on news, will gross about j SUDerior program product to its
$1,700,000 in advertising revenues j affiliates which they in turn .could
this year on its news shows alone, | sustain at their own established
according to George R. Brown,| rates.” Upcoming barter system,
director of news for the WOR di-:—Patt
col-

WOV’s Track Record

Goodwill Station
loses Good Will
Toward CBS-AM

WOR News Shows
Fetch $1,700,000

Jack Miller (formerly KeeshanMiller) is switching from the first
thing in the day to “The Last
Thing at Night.” Miller, who broke
off last January from the ayem
“Captain Kangeroo,” in which he
was partnered with Bob Keeshan,
is packaging a quarter-hour latenight strip on tape.
He’s made a pilot with Howard
Morris, who signed to do the “Last
Thing” series, and the producer is
pegging the stanza for the post¬
movie time slots. Lucille Kalian
penned the initialer, which has
Morris as a married man who
nightly imagines himself in a
friendly situation with a beautiful
girl. Miller says it’s a fantasy bit,
so as not to offend anybody’s sen¬
sitivities and, moreover, it’s made
clear Morris is never present in
his corporal form and doesn’t ever
get “involved” with the babe.
Producer reports that he had a
deal for the series with National
Telefilm Associates until a few
weeks ago, but that it was abrogat¬
ed when the distribbery asked to
re-make . the original handshake
arrangement. He said prints of the
pilot with Morris, which was shot
at a CBS facility in New York, is
about ready for showing, around
agency row.
There’ll be 65 quarter-hours over
a 13-week period, and Miller esti¬
mates the average cost of the
scripted latenight comedy will be
$4,000 per episode.

Sen. Monroney’s
Sample: ‘Phony

Chicago, Nov. 25.
Sen. Mike Monroney (Dem.Okla.), who heads the Senate sub¬
committee investigating radio-tv
ratings, made plain where his sym¬
pathies lie during a recent radio
interview here with WMAQ news¬
caster Len O’Cpnnor.
Said the senator: “These poll¬
sters, so called, on the rating serv¬
ices, seem to be able to read the
vision.
i eroding and shrinking process of minds of 70,000,000 tv viewers by
The cost of the station’s news ' network radio which has been its j taking a sample of some 500 peo¬
ple in their interviews or in their
shows for the year. Brown esti- j problem for many years.”
mates, is about $500,000. Station : WJR maintained it. wasn’t eco- automation ... or with the diary
found a hefty news payoff with its nomically sound or in the public system. Certainly, it was our im¬
accent on 15-minute news snows, j interest to carry commercials in pression that , you, in the first
virtually every hour on the hour . large blocks with compensation.“We place, can’t read the minds of
aroirnd the clock. Station broad-: cannot regard three-and-one-half what the average person wants to
casts some 180 news programs ■ minutes news summaries—provid-! look at\ tonight. I can’t tell you
weekly, most of these 15 minutes • e<j under this plan by the network ! now what program I’d like to see
in length.
—as compensation for valuable tonight. It is like asking a man
Brown cites WOR’S success with . WJR time sold to other advertis¬ what he wants for dinner next
Thursday. Tastes change and vary.
es 15-minute news face as a pro-! ers.” Patt said,
test against the current move byj WJR reportedly had' a more But these ratings through practice
the webs to step-up their five-; favorable network contract than .—and I think it is rather through
minute news capsules. Roster of i other affiliates. Arthur Hull Hayes timidity or lack of a decision on
webs servicing affiliates with five-1 prexy of CBS Radio, said that ouality of programs—have become
minute news programs includes under present conditions he could the bible of the broadcasting in¬
Mutual (to which WOR is affili- not dicker with the Detroit sta- dustry. It is almost worshipped
ated), NBC and CBS.
turn nor show them preference in as the Sermon on the Mount.”
Asked by O’Connor what he
Brown’s arguments against the future negotiations.
might be able to do about the
five-minute format is that it “frus¬
broadcast industry’s slavish abid¬
trates” the listener who isn’t given
ance by ratings, the solon went on:
sufficient detail, that remote pick¬
“Well, frankly, I don’t think we
ups are lost in the five-minute
can pass legislation, but I do think
capsule, and the short news breaks
the public that is concerned with
tend to foster “one-eared listeners”
the type of radio and television,
using radio for background sound.
He acknowledges that 15-minute
programming it is getting ... is
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
entitled to know why they are get¬
news shows can be dreary and me¬
James A. Fitzpatrick, vet travelog ting certain types of programs and
chanical, too. But it allows for
has applied to the FCC
greater leeway in all areas, he producer,
for a permit to erect a new color whether these programs are re¬
maintains.
tv station outside Palm Springs, sponsive to the genuine actual
to service the entire Coachella wishes of the viewers. We say
Valley. Backing producer, who last that 500 people out of 70,000,000
week moved his home from Bever¬ is not a proper sample and that
ly Hills to desert resort, are Texas it is a phony way of oversimplify¬
ing the choice or the prominence,
oilmen.
Due to the high San Jacinto of television programs bought by
J. H. Whitney & Co. and Sacra¬ range of mountains, which serves the advertising agencies for vari¬
ous manufacturers.”
mento Telecasters Inc.' have signed as a blockade. Palm Springs has
a purchase agreement by which now only cable tv, with only about
900 homes subscribing. The moun¬
Great Western Broadcasting Corp. tains themselves prevent any re¬
(wholly owned by the Whitney out¬ ception from Los Angeles and
Chicago, Nov. 25.
fit) will buy all of the stock of other stations. A maximum audi¬
NBC-TV rang up some fresh day¬
Sacramento Telecasters. Purchase ence of 100,000 during the season time coin from Gold Seal (Glass
Is subject to FCC approval.
and about 40,000 out of season is Wax), which purchased 14 daytime
Sacramento Telecasters owns and conjectured.
quarter hours to begin on Fel>. 9
operates KBET-TV, Sacrafnento, a
Project will cost about $350,000 De*l is worth around $300,000.
basic affiliate of CBS-TV web. Con¬ over a three-year period, and plans
Through CampbeU-Mithun, Gold
sideration for purchase of property call for' station, built on Edom Hill, Seal purchased seven alternate
was $4,550,000.
high point between Palm Sphings week quarter hours on “Tic Tac
Whitney outfit also owns, KOTV. and Indio, some miles to the south, Dough” and seven more alternate
Tulsa; KGUL-TV, Houston;. WANE to start operations with color. Site weeks on “Treasure Hunt.* Buy
and WANE-TV, Fort Wayne, and has already been approved by RCA was made at NBC-TY’s central
WISH and WISH-TV, Indianapolis. engineers.
division.

FitzPatrick, Yet
Travelog Producer,
Seeks Tint Station

WHITNEY TV BOY
FOR $4,550,000

Gold Seal’s TV Coin
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Haling Trouble With Reception?
It’s Those Industrial Heaters
Washington, Nov. 25.
Federal Communications Com¬
mission is cracking down on what
it terms a “serious” new source
Additional daytime biz was of radio and tv interference—in¬
racked up at CBS-TV when Gen¬ dustrial heating equipment.
eral Mills signed for alternate . Center of. the problem is New
quarter-hour sponsorship of soaper York where hundreds of new-type
“Love of Life” plus Jimmy Dean’s electronic heaters are being used
daytime stanzas.
in the burgeoning plastics indus¬
At same time, Cracker Jack Co. try for sealing, molding and set¬
and Brown Shoe Co. picked up ting of plastics.
Saturday participation sponsor¬
FCC’s New York field office has
ships on web’s “Captain Kangaroo”
been flooded with individual com¬
series.
plaints and even petitions from
whole neighborhoods concerning
interference with radio and tv re¬
ception.
Investigation has shown fre¬
quent violations of FCC’e elabor¬
ate rules on use of radio frequen¬
cy energy for industrial, scientific
and medical purposes and prompfc, ed what FCC calls a “determined
enforcement program” to see that
Industrial heater operators are
complying-with them. In general,
the rules require careful shielding
After the annual skull session of and filtering of radio waves ema¬
Television Bureau of Advertising nating from such equipment or re¬
striction to specific out-ofithc-way
members In N. Y. last week, the frequencies.
promotion . outfit named four
FCC recently issued cease and
veepees, where until now there desist" orders to three plastics
were none.
And TvB’s yearly manufacturers in New York who
budget was upped to just under failed to take necessary steps to
$1,000,000, according to Lawrence stop radio interference and have
(Bud) Rodgers of Huntington, their equipment certified in ac¬
W. Va., chairman of the TvB board. cordance with FCC rules. FCC
One of the reasons for the high warned other manufacturers to
budget is apparently to fight off toe the line lest their operations
the enlarged number of Video de¬ be halted by court actioh in the
tractors.
midst of the Christmas rush sea¬
George Huntington, who has son.
been considered the No. 2 TvB
The Society >of Plastics Industry
man to president Norman (Pete) in New York responded to the
. Cash, got the nod as v.p. and gen¬ problem by forming a RF (for
eral jmanager of the Bureau. John Radio Frequency) Interference
Sheehan became - national sales Committee wbich will work in
v.p.; Howard Abrahams, retail conjunction with FCC in clearing
sales v.p., and Dr. Leon Arons, the city’s airwaves of the errant
research v.p.
trouble-makers.
In a report made to members,
FCC says the industrial heater
Rodgers said “In the face of problem is comparable to that cre¬
progress we are beset * by a con¬ ated by diathermy (heat treat¬
tinuing, accelerating barrage of ment) machines in doctors’ offices
criticism and complaint.”
He several years ago. FCC and dia¬
warned
station
operators
to thermy equipment makers com¬
avoid fast buck practices because bined efforts and virtually elimi¬
they incite accusations of “ob¬ nated this as a source of interfer¬
noxious” practice in tv.
ence.
“Today, station after station
Over 30 Cooperative Interfer¬
finds itself either ‘sold out’ or in¬ ence Committees* made up of in¬
viting advertiser reprisal by jam¬ dustrial users of radio frequency
ming up commercials,” Rodgers equipment have been formed to
said. “It’s been my observation cope with the problem. FCC ap¬
that the broadcasting operation proval of radiating devices before
which is ‘sold out’ is either in a their manufacture has helped also.
monopoly or underpriced. I sin¬
But the headaches stemming
cerely believe that careful scrutiny from
non-approved
equipment
of the many plans and bulk dis¬ continue strong. Industrial heaters
counts into which we rush head¬
aren’t
the
only
culprits.
FCC cites
long at the first sign of a soft mar¬
ket are now responsible-for many- one manufacturer who was putting
out
a
“health”
device
wfiich
al¬
of our woes.
“A majority of stations report legedly would “magnetize' the iron
in
the
blood.”
Fortunately
for
higher units of sales than ever be¬
fore but they only have the same the’buyers, it didn’t do . this but
or lower revenues as against com¬ it raised hob with radio beams. #
parable periods. This In . itself is
symptomatic of an illness in our
rate structures and it could be¬
come chaotic—indeed, fatal. It’s
the surest explanation of the walls
of some advertisers and agencies
to reduce* commercial content even
below that permitted by (the NAB)
code.
»
Washington, Nov. 25.
The Federal Communications
Commission has sent out for as¬
pirins and directed, under orders
of the U.S. Court of Appeals here,
that new arguments be set on who
should have Indianapolis Channel
12.
December schedule of NBC news
It is a tough nut which split
correspondents
and
camermen the FCC three-to-three for a long
shapes up as one of the heaviest time until Commissioner T. A. M.
of the year. Topper will be “Chet Craven finally broke the deadlock
Huntley Reporting” with five on March 6, 1957, and cast the
projects in the works. .
deciding vote in favor of Crosley
Weekend after Thanksgiving, • Broadcasting Corp., now operating
Huntley, associate producer Eliot WLWI on channel 13.
Frankel, director Jim Kitchell,
But the appeals court has ruled
soundman John Dial and camera" that Craven should not have voted
man Bill Birch fly to Laramie, because he was not a FCC member
Wyoming, to interview Senator- when the oral arguments were
elect Gale McGee for third of three heard. Objection was also raised
post-election shows on new faces over his previous connection with
in Senate.
an engineering firm retained for
First week in December Wash¬ ad applicant in the case which iS
ington newsman Herb Kaplow goes no longer involved, Indianapolis
to - South America with director Broadcasting, Co., Inc.
George Murray for two separate
Craven issued z statement sim¬
“Chet Hdhtley Reporting” jobs. ultaneously with the commission’s
They plan stories on inflationary rescheduling of the case, explain¬
economic situation in Argentina ing that he would take no part in
and a Caracas looksee after elec¬ the new proceedings.
tion. Cameraman will be Edmondo
Craven explained he had voted
; Ricci, out of NBC’s Rome office. previously against his will and
Trio, minus Huntley, also plan * only because the FCCs general
(Continued on page 48)
(Continued on page 48)

CBS-TV Dayfene Coin

New Exec Lineup
For TvB; Budget
Nears $1,900,000

Headaches Never
Die, or Fade Away

‘Chet Huntley Reporting’
Sparks Jampacked Dec.
Shed for NBC Newsmen
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ALL EUROPE ON COM! TV KICK
100 U.S. TV Shows Circle Globe
Television is on the march in both Europe and in Latin America.
In the short span of two years Aug. ’56-’58, international tv
jumped from a total of 230 stations to the tbtal of 566 outlets,
404 of which are commercial. Television outside the U.S. is now
being beamed into over 21,028,000 homes, a jump of approximately
11,000,000 in a two-year span. These were the facts and figures
presented to members- of the International Advertising Associa¬
tion which held a panel discussion on world tv Thurs. (20).
Paul Talbot, an exec of Fremantle Overseas Radio & Television,
Inc., told members of the Assn, that presently “there are over 100
different American tv shows running each week in 43 countries
outside the U.S. ranging from a high of 93 half-hour series on tv
stations in Australia to only three per week in France. The gross
income in 1958 from overseas sales of these shows will be ap¬
proximately $14,000,000 representing 10% of the domestic gross.
“What do these American films mean to advertisers planning a
tv campaign abroad?- In Latin America the sponsor has the op¬
portunity to buy the show which he thinks will do the best job
for him and put it on a station of his choice. However, outside
of the Western Hemisphere with the exception of Japan, the
sponsor is not so directly, concerned with these programs.”
Tom Hughes, president of the National Export Advertising
Service, told of the programming trend in Latin America with
most programs currently filmed as compared to nearly all shows
being live at one time. Hughes pointed out that in June of 1957,
the top 15 shows in Puerto Rico included nine live shows and
six filmed skeins. The June ’58 survey shows that 12 out of the
top 15 shows are on film. The same is true in Cuba and Venezuela. .

British ATV’s Cap Gains Maneuver;
Footnote to TV’s No. 1 Midas Touch
London, Nov. 25.
One of the biggest capital gains
ever in financial history will be
made under a share exchange plan
which is to be put into operation
by Associated Television as a pre¬
lude to seeking full Stock Ex¬
change quotation for the com¬
pany’s stock. The proposals are
to be considered at an extraordi¬
nary meeting to be held on
Dec. 11.
At the same time, ATV fore¬
casts another sensational profit
rise for the current financial year
with an estimate in excess of $14,000.000 on the 12 months trading,
against $11,000,000 for the past
year.
The board’s plan for reorganiz¬
ing the company’s share capital is
designed to simplify the capital
structure. Existing capital is to
be increased from $5,656,000 to
$14,000,000. As part of the simpli¬
fication procedure, the existing de¬
ferred stock, with a par value of
14 cents, is to be converted into
ordinary and “A” ordinary shares
on the basis of 13 ordinaries for
16 deferred shares. The. current
market value of 13 ordinary
shares is in excess of $30, giving
the existing holders—who bought
the stock oh formation at par—a
capital gain of arqund 22,000%.
(In Britain such Capital gains are
not subject to tax.)
Arifong the ATV pioneers who
stand to make handsome capital
gains out of the financial reorgan¬
ization are Norman Collins, the
(Continued eh page 48)

McFadden’s New
NBC Sales Status
Thomas B. McFadden, veep of
NBC Spot Sales, is being upped to
the new post of veep and general
sales exec of NBC-TV .Network
with direct responsibilities for the
Eastern, Detroit, Los Angeles and
San Francisco sales offices.
Walter D. Scott, veep of NBCTV Network Sales, said McFad¬
den’s new. job is effective Dec. 1.
McFadden will report to Don Durgin, veep and national sales man¬
ager of NBC-TV Network-Sales.
^ Along with McFadden's promo¬
tion, Charles R. Abry, manager of
Eastern Sales, NBC-TV -Network,
w‘as named to the * newly-created
position of general shies exec with
responsibility for client contact in
the Eastern area, and direct re¬
sponsibility ' for Detroit office
activities.
McFadden was elected an NBC
veep in 1954. Two years later he
was named veep of WRCA and
WRCA-TV. He was upped to veep,
NBC Owned Stations and Spot
Sales in September, 1956.

Onward & Upward
London, Nov. 25.
The marked preference for
commercial tv over BBC-TV
is shown by Television Audi¬
ence Measurements which re¬
ports that during October
74% of the total time spent
viewing in homes with a
choice of both channels was
devoted to watching indie tv.
A regional breakdown gives
commercial tv shares as: Lon¬
don. 73%; Midlands, 78%:
North, 75%: Scotland, 73%;
South Wales and the West of
England, 70%; and. South,
64%.

Telefilmeries
Alerted to Need
For New Shows
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
With a big January network re¬
placement market looming, a pair
of Hollywood telefilmeries last
week reactivated^ properties origi¬
nally pitched for the fall market
in hopes of moving them as mid¬
season replacements.
Desilu Productions took its
“Grand Jury” off the shelf and
rolled into production of four more
episodes beyond the pilot filmed
.last spring. A Desilu exec said
action was taken because of verbal
commitments which might result in
a January sale, though declining
to comment beyond that. Mort
Briskfri is producing the stanzas,
which star Lyle Bettger and Har¬
old J. Stone.
itevue
Productions
similarly
took “Roadblock,” pilot it filmed
last .spring in coproduction with
ABC-TV, down and ordered addi¬
tional scripts with an eye toward
resumption of production. ABC's
option on the property has lapsed,
and Revue is going h alone on the
series, though it will wait to see
how the script situation works out
before greenlighting new produc¬
tion.

SB Dickers Texan’
Standard Brands is currently dick¬
ering for alternate-week sponsor¬
ship of the “Texan/’ a Rorvic-Desilu
package.
Western skein holds down the
Monday at 8 slot on CBS-TV. Pro¬
gram is presently being sponsored
by Brown & Williamson fepped by
Ted Bates.

ABC Affils March in Loaded For
Bear,
ixit Meek as Lambs
II.S JRIT. FOlll
►

ABC-TV affiliates showed up in
New York last week for the third
affiliate meeting of the year by the
London, Nov. 25..
Greensboro, N.C., Nov. 25.
web’s stations and, by the their
Europe seems about to embark
A couple of weeks ago on
on a major commercial tv kick.
own
admission, they were armea
the “What’s My Line” show
In many cases the pattern to be
for bear.: They were, to say the
publisher - panelist
Bennett
adopted will be compromise be¬
least,
displeased about the low rat¬
Cerf made the error of ask¬
tween the American formula of
ings “Operation Daybreak” has
in'? a guest if she were a
sponsorship and the British pat¬
been
pulling in its initial weeks
“sheep plucker.” It looks like
tern of direct advertising.
and they also wanted the network
he will not be able to live it
to
change
the setup on local com¬
In the main, the new develop¬
down.
mercial cut-ins during the daytime.
ment will be a natural sequel to
The other day when Cerf
the creation of the European Com¬
Julie Barnathan, the net’s re¬
arrived at the Raleigh-Durmon Market, due to swing into
ham Airport enroute to the
search chieftain, was the hero of
operation in the New Year, if
the day. He assuaged the 73 (out
N.C. State College Union he
and when a Free Trade Area- is
of 86) basic affiliates who showed
was greeted by a sign carried
subsequently created the pattern
up for the fireworks, by explaining
by State students which read:
would be extended and developed.
the ins-and-outs of daytime ratings,
“The Cotton Picking South
in particular that daytime audi¬
Welcomes
Sheep
Plucking
The surprising feature of re¬
ence shares for new shows almost
Cerf.”
cent developments is the likeli¬
invariably begin low (e.g., NBC’s
hood that France will become the
“Price Is Right,”) and that ABCfirst major continental commer¬
TV has suffered special pre-dark
cial tv outlet. According to -top
adversities
because the
good
television personalities from Bri¬
weather, which keeps hausfraus
tain, who are in constant touch
outdoors,
continued
much
longer
with the European market, Gen¬
this year.
eral de Gaulle is anxious to see
the creation of a new French com¬
Oliver Treyz, network prexy,
mercial network as the first step
promised affiliates that he’d alter
towards the re-establishment of
; the pattern of daytime cut-ins to
France as a major world power, i
| give stations more local minutes
With his cabinet colleagues, the
to sell. At present, ABC stations
General is now reportedly work¬
get 30 seconds per quarter-hour
from the web, but the stations,
ing out a formula which will en¬
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
in the main, can’t sell the 10 and
able the French government to
Ralph Nelson, whose CBS-TV 20-second spots to fill a half a min¬
introduce an alternative service in
producer-director pact was recent¬ ute. As it stands, Treyz will prob¬
the very near future.*
Already part of the French area ly rewritten to a freelance deal in¬ ably give them 30 seconds twice an
is penetrated by the commercial volving specific assignments, is go¬ hour—at 29:30 and 59:0—with sta¬
tv outlet from Luxembourg—which ing to be'glad when jet service tions supplying the adjacent 30 sec¬
is to be part of ECM. So far, the starts.- Currently here to direct onds in each instance to make time
Luxembourg outle.t has the field to “The Return of Ansel Gibbs” as for the more saleable one-minute
itself, both in radio and tv, al¬ the 90th production of “Playhouse spots.
Barnathan quite obviously won
though there is a restricted vol¬ 9Q” Thursday night (27), he’ll be
ume of advertising permitted in on an L.A.-to-N.Y. shuttle and back i the affils over on the rating front.
Germany, Italy and other of the the rest of the season and into Joe Drilling, affiliate boss (from
next fall.
KJEO-TV, Fresno, Calif.), later
European territories.
On Dec. 7, he returns to Gotham told reporters that the affiliates
The immediate possibility of an
alternative West German network to direct the “Playhouse 90” had their “critical questions” an¬
has been on the cards for some; Christmas show, the City Center’s swered “quite satisfactorily.” As a
time and a definite decision may production of “Nutcracker Suite,” matter of fact, he pulled a switch
be made within the next few which will be done in color. Then and gratuitously added that it was
months. Additionally, the Scan¬ he returns to the Coast for another actually more up to the station to
dinavian territories want to cash “Playhouse 90” assignment, then promote the daytime network
in on the lifting of European trade back to New York in February for shows locally than the network.
The ABC affils were told that
barriers and the prospects of an the Old Vic production of “Ham¬
inter-Continental tv link are in¬ let,” which he’ll produce and direct several new programs will be added
creasing day by -day.
as a CBS-TV “Du Pont Show of the to the network roster later this
The developments throughout Month” entry. Then back to the season—in keeping with the net’s
Europe confirm the Variety fore¬ Coast for two more “Playhouse 90” plan for launching shows in the
cast made as far back as 1955 on stints.
spring—or next fall.
the eve of the inauguration of the
Although it was not mentioned
Under his freelance status, he
British commercial system.
At can work for NBC or ABC as well to the press at the time of the
that time.it was suggested that if as CBS, but hasn’t the time. Hav¬ meeting, it was confirmed this week
commercial tv works in Britain ing recently completed directing that ABC has taken an option on
other European governments would Hume Cronyn and Jessica Tandy in Desilu’s half-hour series, “Grand
want to follow suit. Commercial “Man in the Dog Suit” on Broad¬ Jury.” A spot has not been picked
tv has not only worked in Britain way, he’s got more legit commit-- for the drama or even a starting
—it has been a major smash, mak¬ ments coming up. One is the fall time.
ing fabulous profits and capturing production of “Requiem for a
Otherwise, ABC blueprinted tbe
a large slice of the British viewing Heavyweight” by Panama & Frank return of “Dr. I.Q./’ possibly in
audience.
So successful has it (see separate story). Another, still the 9:30 p.m. Monday spot as the
been, in fact, that the British tv
“Anybody Can Play” replacementindustry is anxiously pressing for in negotiation, is the directing stint tipped it has an option on Screen
on the Greek Theatre opener next
the third network, when it comes,
Gems’ “Fat Man,” as a spring or
summer
here
(another
N.Y.-toto be banded over to the commer¬
fall Monday show, and noted War¬
cial operators against the pleas and L.A. switch), Judith Anderson’s ners “Dial M for Murder” as a half“Medea.”
wishes of the BBC.
After “Requiem,” Nelson may hour Thursday possibility. Ray Miltake on a staging stint for the land’s “Crisis” was mentioned as
Metropolitan Opera Co. He’s al¬ a possibility, but the network said
ready had discussions about restag¬ it did not have an option on the
ing an opera in their repertory, show.
but hasn’t set a deal yet because
of his prior commitments. For
Nelson, now in his 10th year in
television, it’s a long cry for those
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
first six years directing “I Remem¬
Rod Seriing, whose “Patterns” ber Mama.” When he finally left
pictured big business as the heavy, the show to strike out into the
has written “The Rank and File,” dramatic field, it was “a tough
about a labor boss (but it’s been
| turned down by CBS-TV as too break to make, giving up security
Lever Bros* like many another
| controversial. Serling’s “Patterns,” and also a show that was a lot of
sponsor, is going through the
incidentally, was rejected by “Stu¬ fun to do.”
He
did
“Requiem”
as
the
second
dio One” before it was sold to
agonies of reappraising its tv net¬
(Continued on page 48)
Kraft Theatre.^
work schedules.
Client’s “Lux
Seriing, who” had submitted his
Playhouse” on CBSrTV (it alter¬
labor yarn for a “Playhouse 90,”
nates
in
the
tim£
period with
frankly admits he’s discouraged at
“Schlitz Playhouse”)
may be
tv’s reluctance to. tackle contro¬
doomed
to
cancellation
in the face
versial or topical issues, and says
of indifferent rating returns, and
he will not submit his script else¬
it’s understood that Schlitz may
where.
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
NBC-TV will reprise Bob Hope’s also bow out of the half-hour vid“After ^Patterns,’ I thought I’d
film
entry.
give big business equal time,” the Moscow-originated teleshow and
Meanwhile, Lever has been busy
writer quipped. Then lie added, air it during the Christmas season
scanning the program horizons. It
“‘‘Playhouse 90’ • producer Herbert as a public service.
Brodkin wanted to do it, and John * Hope presented the hour-long has already put in orders for co¬
Frankenheimer wanted to direct it, show last season, and it was the sponsorship of the Saturday night
but the neetwok said it was too hot first ever to be originated from “Gale Storm Show” on CBS-TV
to handle.”
Russia by ah American comedian. and will co-sponsor the same net¬
Story deals with the rise and Web has received many requests work’s Sunday night “Keep Talk¬
fall of a labor boss.
for a rerun of the show since then. ing.”
By HAROLD MYERS

Serves Him Right

Ralph Nelson’s
Jet-Propelled
CBS-TV Sked

CBS-TV Nixes Seriing
Play Aboat Labor Boss
As Too Controversial’

Lever May Dump
lux Playhouse’

HOPE’S MOSCOW SHOW
GETS XMAS REPRISE
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ZIV’S NEW HIT SHOW STARRING

DANE CLARK
AND INTRODUCING

JOAN MARSHALL
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DEAN MARTIN SHOW
With Bing Crosby, Phil Harris,
Treniers, David Rose Orch
Producer-director: Jack Donohue
Writer: Herbert Baker
Musical Director: David Rose
69 Mins., Sat. (22), 9 p.m.
TIMEX
surely production, which overran, time British Army private who NBC-TV, from Hollywood (color)
JOHN GABRIEL BORKMAN
With Laurence Olivier, Pamela its 105 minutes allotted time by 20 landed himself with an overseas
(Peck).
Brown, Irene Worth, George minutes, it became something of posting to the Middle East. Ensu-.
The only sustained bit of enter¬
ing events led to his capture by tainment
Relpfc, Maxine Audley, Carmel an endurance test.
coming out of Dean Mar¬
McSharry, Anthony Valentine,
The blame must, of course, be the Germans and then crazily being tin's first show of the season oc¬
Anne Castaldini
shared. The play is by no. means taken prisoner again by the Allies. curred in the last quarter hour
Writer: Henrik Ibsen (translated an easy vehicle, but the adaptation He'was best in the slapstick rou¬ when Martin and guest Bing Crosby
by Michael Meyer)
and presentation, while ■ capturing tines and was ably supported by a parlayed a medley of evergreens
Bary.
Producer: Casper Wrede
the atmosphere, failed;to grasp the competent cast.
into a delightful, easygoing songDirector: Christopher Morahan
dramatic intensities. The produc¬
fest. That the tunes were Crosby
90 Mins., Wed. (19), 8:30 p.m.
tion was painstaking* rather than SECOND INQUIRY
perennials helped add a neat nos¬
ATV, from London
vigorous, acting was uneven and With Robert Reid, others
talgic flavor to the segmen.
The production of “John Gabriel identity of sojne of the principal Producer: David Martin
But it took Martin a long, long
Borkman” was considerably more characters was slow to emerge.
Editor: E. F. Le Lorr^in
time to get on the road to nostal¬
than a prestige .presentation for
The entire plot unfolds in a 30 mins., Fri., 9:30 p.m.
gia.. Preceding entries were ar¬
commercial television. It was ^ dosshouse, and the characters in¬ BBC-TV, from Birmingham
ranged in hodge-podge manner
combination of confidence and clude a thief, prostitute, murderer
Although commercial television without any particular flow or
courage. Confidence, in the loyalty and drunk. Into the scene walked
of the audience and courage in Wilfrid Lawson, who. immediately is fast learning the art of the docu¬ meaning. Although the solo shots
presenting an offbeat heavy-going established, himself as a champion mentary program, BBC-TV still by Martin and Crosby were okay,
drama as a peak horn: of entertain¬ dogooder working with a .zeal—if holds an almost unrivaled position [the horseplay preceding most of
the numbers and centering par¬
ment.
not. the conviction—of a mission¬ in this field. This was demonstrated ticularly on Martin’s sobrietyThe significant part about the ary. He gave comfort to a dying
unquestionably
in
its
follow-up
and/or Crosby’s gold is tiresome
whole production was that it woman, good advice to the alco¬
marked Sir Laurence Olivier’s star¬ holic ‘and almost brought about series, “Second Inquiry,” which stuff at this point of the. game. The
ring debut in a tv play.4 The vehi¬ the reformation of a petty thief takes, a second look into social and studied casualness was strained
cle was his own choice and, ap¬ who had been having an affair with other problems first explored in an and didn’t come off.
From the .Martin pipes came
parently, he deliberately chose to his landlord’s wife, but .wanted to earlier skein a couple of years
back. Robert Reid once 'again con¬ “Volare,” of course, “Just In
try his luck in a new medium with marry her sister.
ducts the inquiries in a forthright, Time,” “What’ll I Do” (in produc¬
a challenging and difficulty piece.
Wilfrid Lawson’s performance
and highly professional man¬ tion with a bevy of cuties) and
The result was a credit to all was in characteristic vein and blunt
ner. Film is ably lensed and edited “They Didn’t Believe Me.” Crosby
toncerned, particularly to Associ¬ among the distinguished cast there into
a tight and punchy 30-minute soloed effectively on “Gigi” and
ated Television, who, having per-, were worthwhile contributions by program.
joined Martin and other guest Phil
suaded Olivier to appear on ’tv, Alan Webb, Leo McKern, Esmond
First in the new weekly skein Harris in “Guys and Dolls” treat¬
gave him complete freedom of Knight and Miriam Karlin. In a
took a second look into Britain’s ment that didn’t come off. Harris
selection. Though it was not a
role, Diane Aubrey dis¬ color problem. Birmingham, one of also had a shot with the folk ballad,
flawless production, it was a mov¬ smaller
played
some
tender
emotion.
_
Britain’s
largest industrial cities, "John Henry,” which turned out
ing and memorable experience.
Myro.
was the hunting ground for the to be far from stimulating fare.
How it will make out on the ratings
reporter, who discovered that since
Also guesting were the frantic
is an open question, particularly in
view of the fact that the star did THE LADY RATLINGS ON PA¬ his last inquiry into racial preju¬ Treniers, .a musical group that
RADE
dice there two years ago, the col¬ whips up a storm for those who
not appear during the first of the
three acts. Would the audience, With Joan. Hurley, Yana, Tessie ored population had grown from like the hopped-up melodic pace.
O’Shea, Pearl Carr, Helga Barry, 11,000 to 30,000. On his previous Group rolled with “Why Oh Why”
which was tempted to tune in at
Renee Beck, Ivy Bing, Josie visit, a large number of the city’s and came in for a hot rocker with
the beginning, be prepared to wait
Bradly, Billie Brenchley, Josie white population were bitter about Martin. The David Rose orch did
almost 25 minutes for the star to
Burrell, Dorita Chester, Carole the colored infiltration, but now an okay job'with the varied musi¬
come on screen, with the bait of a
Colores, Denya Delage, Sheila things were much changed—white cal styles.
Hollywood movie on the alterna¬
Delane, Gwen. Evans, Betty Fos¬ worked amicably side by side with
tive channel?
The Timex watches got their
ter,
Adele French, Joy Ganjon, black, and color prejudice was al¬ usual underwater beating.
The Ibsen drama was smoothly
Barbara Gordon, Rosalind Heal, most a thing of the past, though it
Gros.
adapted and produced by Casper
Phylis Holden, Marie Jackley, was not quite dead. One of the
Wrede. It was a sensitive produc¬
Marianne Lincoln, Marjorie Man¬ major problems faced by the city
tion with the right sort of feeling
ners, Trixie Mason, Audrey May, authorities was the lack of housing WHAT IN THE WORLD?
for the subject and the characters.
Brenda Orton, Elsie Percival, for the settlers, and many large Producer: George Dessart
Christopher Morahan’s able direc¬
Marjorie Pointer, Vie Riscoe, families lived in one room at a Director: Jim Hirschfeld
tion kept the play flowing smoothly
i
June Ristorl, Marie Roberts, high rent, but the problems were 30 Mins., Sun., 12 (noon)
and gave the right degree of em¬
Renee Roberts, Claire Ruane, sorting themselves out. Interviews WCAU-TV, Philadelphia
phasis to the moving verbal clashes
were
candid
and
probing
and
got
Marie
Sullivan,
Jill
Summers,
The
off-again
on-again
anthro^
between the leading players.
Bertha Willmott, Hazel Wilson, ia good cross representation of pological series “What in the'
The main high drama of the
views.
Bary.
Ivy Benson’s band, others.
World?” has stopped digging
Ibsen play is, in fact, enacted long
around for a sponsor and has re¬
before the curtain goes up. His Producer: Marjorie Ristori
turned after a year, as a public
treatment puts the spotlight on Director: Douglas Hurn
service.
events after John Gabriel Bork¬ 60 Mins., Thurs., 9 p.m.
man has Served a long jail sentence Associated-Rediffusion, from Lon¬
Format and personnel remain
don
for playing around with his clients’
unchanged—all professors and di¬
rectors of the U. of Pennsylvania
money and has since suffered eight
From tim^ to time Jack Hylton,
Chelsea At Nine
Museum — Dr. Froelich Rainey,
years of self-imposed imprison¬ who handles most of Associatedment in his own home, where he Rediffusion’s light entertainment
American jester Alan King, who moderator, and panel members
is denied the companionship Qf his programs, ■ presents an all femme hit the high spots of popularity j Dr. Carlton S. Coon and Dr. Al¬
fred Kidder (absent this session).
wife and has lost most of.his show featuring the* members of
friends. Borkman, the ex-banker, the Grand Order Of The Lady with the British public on previ-1 His place was filled by David
dreams of the day when he will Ratlings—the jsister organization ous visits, made a return trip to Crownover, director of exhibitions
be recalled to guide, the bank’s fi¬ of the Grand Order Of Water Rats. top the hill of Granada-TV’s “Chel¬ at the Museum. Guest was Dr.
nances; his embittered wife thinks The ladies invariably work hard On sea At Nirie” (18). ' King’s aggres¬ Edith Parade of Columbia U., Rare
only of the day when their son the show, and for many viewers it sive style is now widely known in objects ^ are shown from the store¬
Will remove the stain from the must provide a pleasant diversion, this country because of his previ¬ room of the Museum and the
family name; her sister, having lost but its general level of entertain¬ ous tv stints, and consequently he scholars try to identfy them, pin¬
Borkman as a husband, also looks J ment does not come up to - 60- had to work harder on this offer¬ pointing time and place,
ing to win his audierice. He used ; These experts are almost as rare
to the son for comfort; but the boy minutes of peak time viewing.*
himself, desperate to get out of the
Apart from the billed topliners several'familiar gags and the first as the displays. These are no self¬
“airless” house, leaves them all in Yana and Tessie O’Shea, the pro¬ ; half of his routine rated only mod¬ exploiters,
cultivating
ohvious
favor of a woman some years his gram had little to offer other than erate approval, but the final part mannerisms to woo the audience.
senior.
some tired comedy material, an I of his stint went well. He’s been There is an honesty, amiability
The opening act was dominated overdose of male impersonations, held over for the next show.
■find mildness about the panel
by -the two women, played with and several uninspired chorus line
Opera star Joan Hammond made members that alone -could dis¬
somewhat heavy dramatic over¬ routines. Shows highspots * were a pleasing entry by warbling two tinguish the show. No prizes are
tones by Irene Worth and Pamela Yana singing a new song, “There arias—“The Entry Of Butterfly,” involved other than the enjoyment
Brown, as they sparred for the af¬ ^Goes My Lover,” and Miss O’Shea and “The Last Aria”—both frorr^ of tracking down the object. The
fections of the son. Whilst they 'belting out “Slow Boat To China.” “Madam Butterfly.” She possesses identifying process is'almost par¬
THE TWENTY FIFTH HOUR
argue they are constantly reminded
Bary.
a rich, sweet voice which did full ticipation.
With Susan Moran and Bob Crom¬ : of the presence of the man upstairs
Among the treasures shown were
justice to both pieces.
well
as he paces his lonely room. That CHARLIE DRAKE
A new feature on the program a 9th century vase from Iran, a 50Producer: Mi mi Cromwell.
provided a melancholy background (The’ Patriotic Singer)
year old Belgian Congo vase, a
Was
an
entry
called
“Musical
Mem¬
Director: Clark Prangle
to the scene. Olivier’s perform¬ With Charlie Drake, Geoffrey ories,” in which the work of some 19th century rope twister (panel
30 Mins,; Sun., 4 pjn.
ance was hold and incisive, reach¬
Sumner, Peter Hugh, Gerard of Britain’s leading composers is flunked this one), • a "digger from
WOODWARD 3s LOTHROP
ing a dramatic warmth in *the clos¬
Heinz, Harry Towb, Eweh Mac- recalled. On,this occasion it was New Guinea, a head of volcanic
WTOP-TV, Washington
ing sequence in contrast to the
Duff, Jack Cunningham, Colin music by Hans May. Appearing stone and a forgery, which didn’t
To lure and keep a respectable coldness of earlier scenes.
In
Croft, Peter. Sugden, Ian Par¬ in this spot were * the composer fool them.
owing audience, this show had frock coat, side whiskers and high
Production is heightened by set
sons, David Butler, The George and singers, Lester Ferguson, June
best'invite many performers with collar, he certainly looked the part.
Bronhill, Joe Lynch and the 40- Displays appear in clouds of dry
Mitchell
Singers
many relatives.- Only a personal Maxine Audley, asvthe woman the
interest in the Junior League, boy chooses and George Relph, the Writers: Dave Freeman, Charlie strong Luton Girls Choir. Songs ice smoke with appropriate music
recalled
included
“Carissima,” -and the panel comes on silhoutted
Drake
whose enterprising members are old clerk who retains his friend¬
“The Little Wite Horse,” 'Break Of behind their desks. Off-stage voice
running it, or in those on camera ship for Borkman, share in the star Producer: Ernest Max in
Day,” and '“My Song Goes'Round of Barry Cassels identifies objects
will cause anyone to use their 25th billing deservedly. The other parts Designer: Richard Henry
The* World.” ' Entry was' flowery for audience.
hour to view “The Twenty-fifth were admirably filled by Anthony 36 Mins., Tnes., 7:30 p.m.
and May was somewhat exuberant,
“World’* is a presentation of the
Hour” as the show stands now.
Valentine, Anne Castaldini and BBC-TV, from London
but
the spot was .pleasant in a new WGAU-TV Department of
However, there is now a two- Carmel McSharry.
Diminutive- comedian Charlie
Myro.
Public Affairs, in affiliation with
weeks delay due to football view¬
Drake, who recently hit the big- quaint way.
ing at this half hour spot in which
time and appeared in the Royal
From Italy came'the Van Wood the U. of Pennsylvania. A genuine
DEPTHS
public service and informative, it’»
many of the opening troubles can THE LOWER
Wilfrid Lawson, Alan Webb, Variety Show, kicked off his new Quartet, a personable instrumen¬ top
grade entertainment. Gagh.
be ironed out. Realizing they have With
tal-vocal
outfit comprising piano,
weekly
BBC-TV
series
with
30
Leo McKern, Esmond Knight,
a long way to go, the League pro¬
Miriam Karlin, James Maxwell, minutes of slapstick situation com¬ bass, guitar afld drums, who played
ducers will probably make the
rock
’n’
roll
and
featured
a
novelty
edy
which
held
the
promise
of
Rita Webb, Arthur Shepherd,
ultimate effort. >.
"
number where two of them played
Anita Giorgi, Dilys Hamlet, better things to come.'
The cause is good: to enrich the
John Sonthworth, Eric Thomp-: In the first outing—aired under one guitar at the same time. From
coffers of the League’s good works
Those two Thursday night (20)
son, Diane Aubrey, Alfred Lynch; the unpromising subtitle of “The further.-'afield- came- The Ballet
by a $250 a week contribution from
George Bensdn, Wolfe Morris, Patriotic Singer”—Drake clowned Popular De-Mexique with-a beau¬ blockbusters in competition with
Woodward & Lothrop, the sponsor.
tifully
executed
routine
using
exo¬
each
other just about split even on
Joby Blanshai;d,-Endre Muller, his way through a series of events
The idea is good, too; exploring
tic headgear, which was performed
offbeat hobbies in a town stuck " Howell Davies, Tom Payne, Bert with good timing and demonstrated to a flute and ‘drum accompani¬ the Trendex, rating returns.
a
flair
for
the
medium.
His
pint-,
Simms
In the 60-mlnufe period in which
in the rut of politics and social
size stature and play at. pathos ment.
Producer: Michael Elliott
they were pitted against* eacn
life. The title is inspired.
Singing and dancing their 100th other, Hallmark’s “Kiss Me Kate”
account to a. large extent .for
Poor interviewing and preem 105 Mins.,. Sun. (16), 8:45 p.m.
sympathetic audience reaction.Er- routine ‘ on the show were the on NBC-TV' outurew Playhouse
jitters made the opening ama¬ BBC-TV, frOm London
BBC-TV was. obviously hot un¬ nest Maxin, one of BBC-TV’s top Grafladiers. This well drilled and 90’s “Old Man” 20.5 to 15 in the
teurishly self-conscious, despite
good camera work, simple sets, and duly concerned, with the ratings light entertainment producers, individually styled troupe rank 9:30 to 10 slot, while ‘-‘Old Man”
a well-balanced offering of the when it selected Maxim Gorky’s made a taut job of the initial show high in-their particular field, and took the lead at 10—21 to 19,8. In
Montgomery Light Opera Co.’s “The Lower jDeptbk”;as its Sunday and worked in neatly some war¬ by way of a celebration did a re¬ the 9 to 8:30 period, the Cole
Gilbert and Sullivan performance, flight' drama, entry..; It is a sad time newsreel shots to add weight peat of “Blues in the Night,” first
t>erformed several months ago. Porter musical scored a 18.5
a “tour” of Corcoran Gallery ex¬ story; of gloom,. niisery, degrada¬ ;to the production.
against “Zane Grey The'atre’s 17.5.
Drake portrayed an unlikely war-1 'hey were in great form. Bary.
tion and- despair; in this too-leihibits.
Liz.

KISS ME KATE
(Hallmark Hall <*f Fame)
1
With Alfred Drake, Patricia Morison, Julie Wilson, Bill Hayes,
Jack Kinsman, Harvey Lembeck,
Paul McGrath, Robinson Stone,
Lee Case, Jerry Duane, Eva
Jessye, Lee Richardson, Lorenzo
Fuller, others; Franx Alters, con¬
ductor
Exec Producer: Mildred Freed
Albert
Director-Producer: George Schae¬
fer
Writers: Sam and Bella Spewack
Music-Lyrics: Cole Porter
90 Mins., Thurs (20), 9 pja.
HALLMARK CARDS
NBC-TV (tape; color)
(Foote, Cone & Belding) ..
There’s nothing wrong with a
medium that can deliver a “Kiss
Me Kate” in the- style and class
that made last Thursday night’s
Hallmark Hall of Fame 90-minute
tintcast one of the more engaging
events of the tv season. Granted
that it lacked the dimension and
some df the spark of an $8.80
Broadway production; it’s unfor¬
tunate too that in the trimming
process it resulted in the omission
of one of the show’s more outstand¬
ing production numbers, “Too
Darn Hot.”, Yet all things consid¬
ered here was high-voltaged en¬
tertainment, fashioned with skill
and artistry.
Its virtues were
many, not the least of which—per¬
haps most important in appraising
it in terms of tv’s future—the qual¬
ity of the tape and the tint.
Both Hallmark and exec produ¬
cer Mildred Freed Alberg added a
notch to their tv roster of hits in
transplanting to the video screen
this musical byplay on “Taming of
The Shrew” as originally con¬
ceived by Sam and Bella Spewack,
which boasts one of Cole Porter’s
standout Broadway musicomedy
scores. For all its minor faults,
its plusses were still abundant.
Merely to recapture the Porter
score in its original settings and
framework, and with Alfred Drake
and Patricia Morison on deck and
bedecked for the * show-within-ashow frolic, made the viewing and
listening a rewarding experience.
As produced and directed by
George Schaefer, the flavor, the
tempo and the spiritedness of the
Petruchio and Kate on-and-offstage shenanigans were captured to
a sufficiently satisfying degree to
make it worth the effort and coin
lavished on the production.
Along with Drake and Miss Mori-.
sm, this videotaped “Kate” also
enjoyed the services of Julie Wil«~n (repeating the Bianca role she
*:!nyed in the national company of
fT'.e legiter) along with Bill Haves,
~Tarvey Lembeck and Jack Klugmn, the latter two as the brushn-y our-^Shakespeare
gunmen.
Miss Wilson was a solid click, belt•*'*« out a winning “Why Can’t You
Behave?” and scoring even a bigger
triumph with her “Always True To
Yc*i In My Fashion” solo.
The vocal contribs, of course,
wr'-e the show's major highlights,
notably Miss Morison’s “So In
Love,” her dueling with Drake in
“Wunderbar;” Drake’s “Where Is
the Life That Late I Led;” the
cuarteting of the second act “We
Ooen In Venice” ~ intro and the
Kiugman-Lembeck “Brush Up Your
Shakespeare.”
More “Kiss Me Kates” on tv can
ro a long way toward overcoming
the pallidness of the day-to-day
entries.
Rose.
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Desilu Playhouse
William Bendix, stepping out of
his more familiar tv “Life of
Riley” comedy role, gave a consid¬
erably more serious and adult per¬
formance in Rod Serling’s interest¬
ing and ...compactly fashioned 60minute script, ‘‘The Time Ele¬
ment,” on the Westinghouse Desilu
Playhouse over CBS-TV (24).
Serling nearly always manages
with high precision to infuse his
scripts with believable dialog -and
plausible situations. His type¬
writer stance, in this instance, was
up to - his usual standard. Both
Bendix, as the minor league horse
player with recurring dreams of
what happened to him on Dec. 6,
1941, the day before the Japs
pulled their sneak attack on Pearl
Harbor, and Martin Balsam, as the
psychiatrist, added immeasurably
in the blossoming of Serling’s
fantasy.
There were many humorous dia¬
log bits in the Serling story of the
leading character’s frustrating ef¬
forts to warn those around him of
the impending danger. One of high
spots was the'scene in the office
of the Honolulu News when Bendix
undergoes a grilling on the eve of
Pearl Harbor and gives his audi¬
ence a clue what to expect in the
next 18 years, such as sputniks,
atomic subs, rock ’n roll and the
Los Angeles Dodgers. Serling’s
trick ending held up remarkably
well.
Photography was above par and
Allen Reisner’s direction was fine.
“The Time Element” made the 60
minutes go rapidly. However, Desi
Amaz, as host on the program,
gave off a hollow “ice box” effect
as he gazed upon the latest West¬
inghouse refrigerator.
Rems.

A few clips Showing. Am eft razzling and dazzling his grid foes con¬
sumed more of his guesting time
than the man himself. Hope’s six
writers let him down here.
To most at the sets Miss Grable
skimmed down to tights is enough
of visual pleasure to salvage any
deficits. Her skit with Hope about
two busy stars trying to find time
to see each other, was only mildly
diverting; the same for his sub skit
of men seeing things in their men¬
tal disorder. The sketch is not
Hope’s forte, the writers being
more at fault than he. But stand
him up and let the quips fall on
the political scene and the such (a
little dated but this and other seg¬
ments Were obviously taped because of impending AFTRA strike
and other roving commitments)
and the show is off and running.
As a warmup for the studio sitters
it’s an invaluable asset.
Bon Henry directed and Jack
Hope produced. Buick had a good
audience to sell its new models.
The ratings will substantiate this.
Helm.

Omnibus
New York’s lower east side, al¬
ways a fertile field for the drama,
got a whacky treatment at the
hands of writer George Panetta
and “Omnibus” on Sunday (23).
“The So Called Human Race” is a
farce bordering on fantasy that got
very much out of hand. It took
the straight performance of Walter
Abel toward the end of the show
to give the proceedings some mean¬
ing and directions.
Fortunately, despite the treat¬
ment Panetta managed a lot of
humourous injections.
Menasha
Skulnik, playing an amateur
t
[psychoanalyst, provided an excel¬
Voice of Firestone
lent peg for the comedy. His
“Voice of Firestone” racks up character, Mike Downstairs,
decades like they were 13-week seemed a compendium of most of
cycles. Last Monday night (24), it the citizens he’s played on Second
marked its 30th anni, a record run Ave. Skulnik was very friendly to
in broadcast history. Although the Mike and kidded him a lot in this
format has changed somewhat over “Omnibus” characterization.
the years, the show’s basic ingre¬
Panetta seemed to go in a cir¬
dient remains the same: “the best cuitous way in moralizing that kids
in music,’ as the program blurb are essentially good. Adolescent
puts it. Apparently, Firestone is lads do not pass from childhood
one bankroller that is not solely into ready made adults. They need
guided by the rating figures.
a lot of understanding and patience
This year, the program is rotat¬ before this perilous period is over.
ing among the classical, semi-clas¬ Panetta tried in a different way to
sical and pop repertoires' for its expound this cliche.
weekly presentations. The 30th
Skulnik’s analysis of a 15-year
anni fell on a longhair week and
the show offered an operatic recital old hoy, who takes two-hour baths
featuring Dorothy Warenskjold, without washing his face, and who
Rosalind Elias, Cesar Siepi and runs out of the tenement in shorts
Cesare Valletti, all topnotch sing¬ when he doesn’t get his way is
ers. They did a collection of the that he has a short-legged father
most familiar arias from “Faust,” j complex. A, policeman unfortu¬
“Don Giovanni,” “II Trovatore,” | nately makes an arrest and a court
case ensues. Jerome Cowan also
“Romeo and Juliet,” etc.
satirized effectively the role of
. There was no attempt to inject the judge for additional humor.
any showmanship into this'particu¬ Kay Medford and Arne Freeman as
lar stanza. Each of the artists took- the parents; Michael Pollard as the
one turn apiece before the camera youth, Tom Pedi as one of the
for a solo aria and then reappeared neighbors, high-keyed their parts
for some duo and trio assignments. in the spirit of the proceedings.
Operatic costuming was used in Unfortunately, sometimes they
the show’s second half, but there played against each rather than
was no real attempt at dramatiza¬ with each other.
Jose.
tion. In any case, it’s nice to Rear
opera, even if in snatches, on tv.
Playhouse
90
John Daly handled the introes
The gifted Fred Coe-John FranIn cultivated style.
Henru
kenheimer combo, aided in this in¬
stance by a brilliant Horton Foote
Boljt Hope
adaptation of William Faulkner’s
As long as the public will rally “Old Man,” came up with a memo¬
to these kind of shows, and the rable 90 minutes of overwhelming
ratings amply corroborate his wis¬ drama on the CBS-TV “Playhouse
dom, Bob Hope will keep giving it 90” production.
I
to them. By professional standards
Much of the credit for this over¬
last Friday’s (21 exhibit was right
down the middle furrow if not powering story of man’s humanity
comparable to the so-called hour as well as inhumanity to man also
specials with all their fuzz and must go to Geraldine Page, as the
frills. What they get the most of pregnant woman in the tiny row¬
is Hope and that they like. With¬ boat, and Sterling Hayden, the
out h|m such a show wouldn’t hold monosyllabic convict who must
fullfill his mission amid the swol¬
water in A time.
Corralled were a bevy of names len waters of the Mississippi.
that rate neon, or album covers but - Both Miss Page and Hayden
their participation in the .'general gave deeply-moving accounts of
-potpourri was - rather dishevelled themselves in the' highly adult tv
and disarranged. Gloria Swanson version of the Nobel Prize win¬
was enthroned as a queen review¬ ner’s novel of the ravages of the
ing her subjects, the Hollywood Mississippi River, known to its
Deb Stars. The Rams football ace, nverbank inhabitants as the “Old
Jon Arnett, had a few lines that Man.”
Technically, it also was a superb
didn’t net him much yardage. Betty
Grable, with a considerable show Job with loud salvos going to Wal¬
of glamorous underpinning, scam¬ ter Scott Herndon, art director, for
pered and sang; Wally Cox, a fa¬ his almost superrealistic sets, * The
vorite of Hope’s, foiled and stooged video version of “Old Man” un¬
like he was happy to be working deniably revealed the medlmn’s
again; Randy Sparks pleasantly in¬ capacity to convey both fright and
toned his new platter, “Ball of peace with fidelity and deep un¬
Chain,” which should have been! derstanding.
worth more to him in ^record skies . . The devotion and expense lav¬
and ..exposure than the checque ished ; on Faulkner’Stale were cer¬
autographed by Hope.
tainly worth the effort No detail
After trading a few quips about was overlooked to make it worthy
their ages—whispered, of course— of the medium’s highest standards.
Miss ^-Swanson rather awkwardly The mood and stream-of-consciousexited and seemed relieved. She ness-style of Faulkner was thor¬
musfYe felt what they felt at the oughly fathomed hy all concerned—
sets, that her day as high priestess the producer, the director, the ad¬
of fashion and beauty had waned. apter and the brilliant perform¬

-

ances rtf the-two leads plus a fine
supporting cast.
[There were fine cameo-like per¬
formances by Milton Seize? as a
convict far from resigned to serv¬
ing 199 years in the prison farm;
James Westerfield, as an uneasy
warden, and Malcolm Atterbury, as
a thoughtful, understanding medi¬
cal doctor.
Such-a word as incomparable
must be applied to this “Playhouse
90” performance.
Runs.
The George Gebel Show
With a hefty comedy pick-me-up
from Carl Reiner, this outing of
! the George Gohel show was a good
cut above Gobel’s ether outings
thus far this season. With the
variety elements of Janis Paige
; and an Eddie Fisher added, show
1 ran a zippy 60-minute course with
little in the way of lag or letdown.
Standout was a supermarket
sketch, with Go be! a customer and
Reiner a smart-alecky checker, peg
being an exaggeration of the grow¬
ing size and variety of the stores.
Also a solid sketch was the ReinerGobel-Paige-Phyllis Avery four¬
some on what happens to an eve¬
ning of bridge when one of couples
brings their baby along. Reiner
and Miss Paige played it to the
hilt as the doting parents, while
Gohel was good as the sorehead
i bridge addict who knows from
nothing about babies.
Less effective but okay was an
office party bit, with* Gob el intro! during the various office characters
I and characteristic. Not at all funny
and a little overcommercialized
was a routine about the RCA line,
which despite the effort at satire,
j still constituted excessive plugging.
Maybe if the gags had come off,
l the routines would have been okay,

but they didn’t and the bit was
annoying.
On the musical side, Miss Paige
turned in a song-and-dance “.Too
Darn Hot” that lived up to its title,
with no small asset her costume, a
glistening and tightfitting gold
lame leotard. Fisher was on briefly
with an okay version of “You’re
My Girl,” Miss Paige and Gobel
did a funny cha-cha to “Tea for
Two” and Gobel sang a pleasant
version of “Tom Dooley.” All in
all, the plusses fair outweighed the
few minusses on this outing.
Chan.

IS Ml*
love for hunter Hunter. Finally,
Miss O’Brien reverted to a bab¬
bling childhood, and Hunter led
her gently off. to the clink.
Program was obviously meant to
be profound, but th*e presumed ob¬
ject lesson about the horror and
stupidity, etc., of war was buried
in the graveyard along with two
murdered airmen. Kantor’s script
made Miss O’Brien look like a
killer- so early in the show and
stacked the cards so heavily against
her, you almost had to believe .she
was innocent. It was altogether an
imbalanced show and a disappoint¬
ment to find she was guilty after
all.
,Art.

Ed Sullivan Show
Having scored a coup d’video
Dateline: UN
with the Russian Moiseyev troupe
What the United Nations is doing
a few months ago, Ed Sullivan
tried the Kremlin kick again Sun¬ to help the less fortunate peoples
day (23) with the Sol Hurok-booked of the world was admirably de¬
Beryozka Russian Folk Dancers, tailed Sunday (23) on WRCA, N.Y.
but with less stunning results. The Program was the fifth in a 26-week
troupe, current at the Broadway series of 15-minute telefilms de¬
Theatre, N. Y., prior to national signed to tell the UN story. While
tour, opened the CBS’er in a 16- most viewers will vividly recall the
girl, skirt-shrouded “glide” of a Korean War and the UN’s part in
very basic character that seemed it, probably few are aware of the
only a poor man’s version of the time and money that the UN has
Moiseyev heavy-on-males menu. spent in Kprea’s reconstruction.
Later in the fray, their skirts
“Helping Koreans to help them¬
shortened to show the ankles, they selves” is a motto of the UN agency
performed whirling and circling concerned with that nation’s re¬
sequences at a dizzy pace, but covery. And in line with that
again with the same basic ele¬ host-narrator. Sonny Fox inter¬
ments, more reminiscent of the viewed a UN official on what has
routines of a skate troupe. Truth been accomplished since the war’s
to tell, after a couple days’ rehear¬ end. It was pointed out that the
sal, the unerring-do homegrown country’s economy has been re¬
Bockettes of Radio City Music Hall vived to the! extent that it’s now ap¬
could make Hurok (and Sullivan) proaching the 1949 level. Some
forget all about this “birch tree” 150,000 orphans have been given
group. Some of the Beryozkans food and care. In addition, many
were beauts. Okay femme Cos¬ Korean industries have been put
sacks.
back on their feet
The Sunday nighter was one'of
Not only industry but schools,
Sullivan’s mixture-as-before ef¬ housing and communication media
forts, with a couple of good high¬ have benefitted through the $148,lights but interlarded with repeti¬ 500,000 the UN has ppured into Ko¬
tion. A topper was Pat Stanley rea oyer the past five years. With¬
(with Russell Nype) in the free¬ al, this was an interesting, factual
wheeling, frothy Agnes de Mille. recitation. Film dips of the Ko¬
ballet from the musical “Goldi-" rean scene enhanced the documen¬
locks,” hacked by the troupe of tary flavor of the program. "Date¬
MiaHAITi MENSHIKOV
mixed pairs; but it came too soon line: UN” is telecast on stations
Producer: Menshikov
after the Russian hoofery. Four in some 23 states. But curiously,
Director: Menshikov
Coins did a harmony number. WRCA has seen fit-to air the series
Writer: Menshikov
Teddy Randazzo accordioned. The at 9:30 a.m. as an abrupt insertion
60 MIiul, Wed. (19) 1 p.m.
German, Marco, did-an incredible in a Sabbath religious session. It
RADIO TELEVISION EXECU¬ balancing stint on unsupported deserves a better time in the me¬
TIVES SOCIETY
ladder, climbing and rocking with tropolitan area.
Gilb.
Roosevelt Hotel, N. Y.
cocktail glasses atop the rigging
Soviet Ambassador Mikhail Men¬ and engaging in amazing postures
Ben Hecht Show
shikov, with the agility of a Rus¬ on a perch trapped on the ground.
This is evidently wide-open sea¬
sian dancer, turned in a spirited Herb Stunner's rambling monolog son on tv critics and Ben Hecht,
performance at the Radio and was furlongs away from his top- critic-baiter of old, thought he
Television Executives Society’s drawer. Kathryn Grayson handled would have a confederate in Steve
luncheon last Wednesday (19): an operatic aria in her typical Allen when he invited the latter
when he gave his audience the j high-decibel, deadpan style. Shel- to appear on WABC-TV (18). But
“lowdown” on USSR tv, Boris I ley Berman offered his nitery rou¬ Allen wasn’t quite as fearless as in
Pasternak, CBS-TV, radio program tine, this one on the hazards of fly- the past and conveyed the im¬
jamming, censorship, cultural ex- ! ! ing. (PanAm flies for Sullivan per¬ pression he was frequently pulling'
changes and golf.
I formers, it said on one of the his punches.
Sullivan* traded
He said the CBS News bureau credit frames).
Hecht tried to light a bonfire by
would be permitted to reopen in words With Leonard Bernstein in asking who dreamt up the notion
Moscow “when they change their a swiftie on the maestro’s upcom¬ that the mass mind is “backward,
approach" and he repeated his ing symphonic tv-er. Impero Bros, harelipped, semi - idiot.” Allen
original denunciation of CBS-TYs took over the closer for a good opined it was a product of stat¬
production of “Plot to Kill Stalin,”, head-to-head, etc., number and isticians.
namely that “it was a filthy con¬ were shut out while working as the
The humorist thought he de¬
9 o’clock mark was reached. Ray
coction and malicious slander.”
tected an increase in sophistication
Menshikov admitted that the Bloch’s sidemen operated expertly. among viewers, pointing out that
Trau.
USSR jammed some American pro¬
video did to certain comics what
grams because they did not pro¬
it might have taken 25 years to ‘do
Pursuit
mote peace and that Soviet tv pro¬
in radio and films. He singled out
Only
thing
conveyed
clearly
on
grams do not run from dawn until
Sid Caesar for adding to “sophis¬
midnight, thus “this has advan¬ “Kiss Me Again, Stranger,” the tication and hipness.”
tages for it gives our children and “Pursuit” drama last Wed. (19),
Hecht asked Allen which was
housewives an opportunity to en¬ was that the people in it were
gage in some other useful activi¬ very peculiar. That’s not the same most damaging to the production
of
good tv: sponsor, network, audi¬
thing
as
eerie,
which
is
apparently
ties on weekdays.’*
the atmosphere sought by producer ence or critics? Critics are least
He said there were 60 tv centres Eva Wolas, writer Leonard Kantor damaging, Allen said. Competitive
in Russia and some 100 new tv and director David Greene.
nature of the business results in
centres and tv stations to be added
CBS drama was based on a story a lowering of standards, he thought,
shortly. He also said he did not see
explaining that he could produce
the Moscow production of “The by Daphne du Maurier. The video a better show than the one he’s
Mad Haberdasher,” a lampoon of crew drew it in somber tones— doing currently if he were doing
former President Truman, and with recreations of a graveyard, a it, for example, on the BBC. Con¬
there was no tv coverage of the batty murderess with an indis¬ stant pressure to get higher rat¬
recent coronation of the Pope “be¬ tinguishable accent,- and a fey ings forces a lowering of stand¬
cause religion is considered a pri¬ young army officer. But the act¬ ards, he felt “I cannot put on
vate thing for any citizen to pur¬ ing from Jeffrey Hunter and Mar¬ I Shakespeare, I cannot put on the
garet O’Brien, in the principal
sue as he pleases.”
roles, to Myron McCormick, Mort ballet, I cannot put on the opera,
He railed against Pasternak, au¬ Sahl, Yvette Dugay and Harold I cannot present anything that is
thor of ‘Dr. Zhivago,” charging the Ayer, in lesser parts—was poor, chi-chi, too intellectual,” Allen
latter with writing “slanderous the scripting unbalanced and the sighed. “I have to hire singers
attacks against the Soviet people direction mediocre.- Mary Beth who, according to niy personal
and their revolutionary achieve¬ Hughes, as a B-girl was competent, tastes, I would never book. I have
ments.” He said new plays and ! at least so ‘it seemed, but then she to cater tirpopular taste.” When¬
films are televised on Russian sta¬ was only on screen for a few ever loftier shows are put on, they
tions without regard to their-effect seconds.
get lower ratings, he noted.
on boxoffice receipts.
Critics are also caught in a trap,
The principals certainly had the
‘'‘Thank goodness we have no hardest jobs. Hunter as an adoles¬ a squirrel cage, Allen said. Asked
commercials interrupting the pro¬ cent on the hunt for the murderer to give a description of a critic,
grams at the most interesting of his buddy, and Miss O’Brien as Allen said he didn’t have one but
point,”- he said.
the cuckoo kid who went around i Hecht had half a dozen to quoteDonald H. McGannon, prexy of slicing up ilyboys, after lovingr including Chesterton who said
BTES and prexy of Westinghouse them up, because the U.S. Air! critics were midgets juggling can¬
Broadcasting Co., presided at the Force bombed her out of home tod | non balls. Hecht asked Allen to
luncheon and threw questions at family during the' World War -II comment on Nick Kenny's critical
faculties. “He’s more of a com¬
the Soviet diplomat,
days in Italy.
Menshikov act was caught by
Kantor simply couldn't let It rest mentator on the tv scene,” Allen
said,
straight-faced. What about
leading talent scouts in the biz. On at that. He was simultaneously in¬
the dais wdre Pat Weaver, former volved in absolving Hunter of Ben Gross? He’s more a Reporter
than
reviewer,
Allen, said. Hecht
NBC program chieftain, and Marion some kind of way-out guilt com¬
HarpCR Jr., topper ‘of MeCann- plex, and this is where Hunter fell wondered if Allen’s recent vapor¬
Erickson, who vigorously mitted down hardest, and she, In addition izing of Jack O’Brian had proved
the Soviet diplomat’s verbalistic to struggling to keep her accent anything. “I don’t know,” he re;
kozatski routine,
Rans.
(Continued on page 50)
straight, was supposed to emote
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By
the dawn’s
early light...
On January 27, 1958, in a grim postscript to
Sputnik, President Eisenhower said: “National
security requires that prompt action be taken
to improve and expand the teaching of
science.. .” Only one high school student in four
was studying physics, only one in three taking
chemistry. Since 1950, the number of qualified
high school science teachers had dropped an
alarming 53%.
On October 6, 1958, the National Broad¬
casting Company, in partnership with leading
American educational and industrial organiza¬
tions*, undertook prompt action by launching
the world’s largest class. The'subject: Atomic
Age Physics. Telecast five times wreekly from
6:30-7:30 a.m., NBC’s Continental Classroom
exposed a priceless national asset-the knowledge
and teaching skill of eminent physicist Harvey
E. White—to teachers and students throughout
America. And strange things began to happen...
As dawrn broke over America, television
sets flicked on in homes, in fraternity lounges,
in high school and college classrooms, in
dormitories, in engineering laboratories. In
rapid sequence, 144 stations cleared time for the
course; 243 colleges and universities offered full
academic credit; 27,000 students mailed in 50
cents each for a syllabus; an estimated 270,000
Americans began sitting in with Dr. White and
his students on their home sets.
Dr. James R. Killian, Jr., White House
scientific adviser, considers Continental Class¬
room “truly a bold educational experiment in
the nation's interest.” How far can it go, in one
two-semester stroke, toward erasing the most
perilous educational lag this nation faces? No
one is certain. But the only television* network
ever to use its commercial facilities to create a
national classroom is certain that it is worth
finding out.

NBC

TELEVISION NETWORK
♦THEAMEIHCANASSOCIATION OF GOLLEGES TO* TEACHER EDUCATION - MU, TElffHONC
SYSTEM • THE FORD FOUNDATION - THE FUND FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OFEDUCATFOW
GENERAL FOODS FUND » INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES • FUTSBURGH’PIATI
GLASS FOUNDATION • STANDARD OIL COMPANf Of CALIFORNIA * UNITED STATESS&6L-
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$1,200,000 MORE
More & More TV Sponsors Lean
FOR PAAR, TODAY’
Toward 1-Network-Basket Pattern
-On Other Madison Ave. Fronts

Orders from nine advertisers
amounting to more than $1,200,000
in gross billings were placed With
NBC-TV’s “Today” and “Jack Paar
Show” during past week.
Top purchase came from O-Cedar
Corp, and ReaLemon Purity Co.
for participation in Paar Show.
Other advertisers included Maremont Mufflers; F. W. Fitch Co.;
H. J. Heinz Co.; American Agricul¬
tural Chemical Co.; York Corp.;
E. R. Wagner Manufacturing Co.,
and L. C. Forman and Sons.

Feasley, has been named the sen- J
Ry JACK BERNSTEIN
ior veepee of the agency. He has
Television’s largest spenders, re¬ been a v.p. and account supervisor j
gardless of whether they have split since joining the agency in 1952.
the account among various agen¬
M. E. Carlock has been elected
cies, have this season put most of a director and chairman of the
board
of Burke Dowling Adams'.
their advertising budgets into one
He recently resigned from Calkins
network-kitty.
& Holden where he served as vice
Liggett & Myers, which current¬ chairman of the board of directors.
ly has six shows in prii«e night¬
Halsey V. Barrett, exTvB, has
time slots has five of the programs been named tv manager of new
aired over NBC-TV.
Billings, business development at- Katzwhich are divided between Dancer- Agencv.
Fitzgerald-Sample and McCannWilliam Lyons of the tv program¬
Erickson, are in the coffers of NBC
with the exception of “Gunsmoke” ming department of Dowd, RedThere are . no immediate pros¬
field
& Johnstone will join Ted pects of a strike; settlement at
which has a CBS berth.
L&M
properties at NBC include “Brains Bates replacing Christy Walsh who WINS, the New York radio inde¬
has been appointed manager of the
& Brawn,” Eddie Fisher, “Steve newly-created Hollywood office of pendent from which 14 engineers
walked out nine days ago. The
Canyon,” “Behind Closed Doors,” Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.
technical men, members of local
and Ed Wynn.
(Some of these
SHORTS: Continuation of an-in¬ 1212 of the International Brother¬
properties will be changed when
flationary economy means adver¬ hood of Electrical Workers, filed
January rolls around.)
Benton & Bowles, which handles tising volume in America will con-_ unfair labor practice charges last
tinue
to rise. New advertising tal¬ week with the National Labor Re¬
most of the General Foods ac¬
count, has placed its nighttime ent, according to C. James Proud, lations Board, claiming that Elroy
president
of the Advertising Fed¬ McCaw,. the. outlet’s president,
business with CBS-TV, The net¬
work picked, up all the GF coin eration of America, will be needed had failed to bargain in good
to
maintain
the nation’s growth faith.
by way of the latter’s sponsorship
Situation is • loaded with antag¬
of “December Bride,” “Zane Grey condition.
Speaking before a meeting of onism, most particularly for Mc¬
Theatre,” Danny Thomas and “Ann
the Pennsylvania State U. chapter Caw, who at this moment is re¬
Sothem Show.”
American Tobacco, repped by of Alpha Delta Sigma, national ad cuperating in Seattle, Wash., from
BBDO and Sullivan, Stauffer, Col¬ fraternity. Proud said the growth a serious automobile accident.
well & Bayles placed its business of the advertising industry is mov¬ Union rank-and-filers said’ .that
with CBS, Bankroller has backed ing it toward specialization. “The even before the accident McCaw
the web to the tune of Jack Benny, idea is still the important clue to refused to discuss a new contract
“Traekdown,” and “Your Hit success, and I believe creative tal¬ and that they would not talk to
Parade.” Only “M-Squad” comes ent will always find opportunity, Mel Leeds, WINS program chief¬
even in the face of great special¬ tain, or Jack Kelly, sales manager,
under the NBC banner.
ization.”
because McCaw had not given them
A rundown of MeCann-Erickson
authority to okay a contract. Leeds
tv properties shows that all of the
said he had approached the union
Bell A Howell budget allocated for
over
the weekend to arrange a
tv. went to NBC. B&H this season
’negotiation session and that he
bought partial sponsorship of “El¬
By LES BROWN
would present any demands to
lery Queen,” “Cimarron City,”
MaCaw by phone.
Chicago, Nov.25.
“ Dragnet,” and participations in
Olian & Bronner snared the
WINS says that McCaw would
t.:e “Today” show. Buick spon¬
sors Bob Hope and “Tales of Wells $400,000 annual billings of Alva- return to New York on Dec. 3 to
Tranquil Corp., sales subsidiary of commence negotiations, but the
Fsrgo,” both on NBC.
Bulova out of MeCann-Erickson Alva Laboratories. Agency will management officials in New York
he,ps back the “Ed Wynn Show,” blurb the company’s tranquillizer were careful to point out that
“M-Squad,” and has participation' pilfs with a national radio-tv spot McCaw’s doctors may prevent the
ail on NBC. Other bluechip ac¬ campaign, in addition to newspaper trip, “even though he wants to
counts which follow the.same trend ads. .Other Alva, products are in come.”
All 12 members of American
are Nabisco a patron of NBC with the offing.
C. E. Niehoff & Co., maker of Federation of Television & Radio
three programs. Nestle a favorite
of CBS-TV with both shows and automotive parts, tapped Waldie Artists respected the IBEW picket
lines at the station until last Sat¬
Darby Foods, a large daytime and Briggs.
Norton Spitzer appointed ad and urday (22) morning. At that time,
client which does its business
sales promotion manager of RCA six announcers returned to work.
(mostly daytime) with CBS.
The returnees were all described
At J. Walter Thompson Quaker Victor Distributing Corp.
Jack L. Matthews promoted to as “talent announcers” by WINS,
Oats favors ABC-TV by sponsoring
as opposed to staff announcers,
account
exec
at
Clinton
E.
Frank
“Naked City,” and alt. Weeks of“Ozzie & Harriet.” Kraft products .agency. He’s replaced as media who work under an explicit union
contract with the radio station.
director
by
Alfred
S.
Trude,
who
a: JWT picks NBC as their web
The “talent,” Jack Lacy, Murray
by picking up the tab on “Bat Mas- switched over from MacFariand,
Kaufman,
sportscaster Les Keiter,
Aveyard
&
Co.
terson” and Milton Berle.
Irv Smith, Sidney Gross and Mitch
Charles
F.
Fleischmann,
v.p.
of
In some instances agencies have Young & Rubicam, named man¬ Lebe received along with the six
taken to dealing with one network ager of the contact department of other AFTRAns individual letters
on a particular account to benefit
from WINS. Purpose of the let¬
from the contiguous rate when the the agency’s Chi office*
ters, it: was pointed out, was . to
sponsor carries two programs back
remind the announcers that by
to back. Other national adver¬
failing to return to work despite
tisers feel they get better treat¬
the picket lines, they were abro¬
ment if they deal with one web
By BARRY BARNETT
gating their contracts with WINS
in the matter of striking a deal and
and the announcers who returned
London, Nov. 25.
in getting first crack at choice
to
work inferred that the station
.
One
of
the
biggest
advertising
properties or time. Whatever the
sue them if they stayed out
reason many bluechip accounts Circle surprises in years has been would
any
longer.
the
appointment
of
w.k
bandleader
this season'favor doing businessBert Ambrose as an associate di¬
o i the one-web basis.
rector of television for the C. J.
Grant* Advertising, which this Lytle agency. Ambrose, who has
week appointed Rudy Beblmer *as ho working background of agency
radio-tv director of the agency,- routine, claims however, that this
hns also made some key changes isn’t Teally necessary. 'Show’ busi¬
Chicago, Nov. 25.
in the agency’s top management ness, he says, is a good ground¬
WGN. Inc. has signed 'its first
group in the New York office. A ing for any business. To Save
three-man executive. committee good contacts and an -affable per¬ three-year contract in 26 years
h jaded by John H. Pinto, v.p. and sonality is the major necessity-, and with IBEW’s radio and tv broad¬
c reative director in the N.Y. of¬ Ambrose modestly believes.that he- cast engineers. Previous agree¬
fice, will supervise the agency’s can score 10 out of 10 bn both ments. in the recent past have been
activities here. Paul L. Bradley, counts. The appointment is cer¬ foF a term of two years.
New terms call for weekly pay
v.p, and general manager of the tainly a personality post, and al¬
New York o'ffice, has resigned.
ready the bandleader claims that increases ‘of $7.50 retroactive to
Oct.
1 of this year, with an addi¬
The change is believed to be he has almost landed at-least three
due to the fact that the agency’s accounts for the agency. He des¬ tional $7.50 raise next Oct. 1. Pact
provides
an opening for third raise
New York office failed to win the cribes his job as “a new lease on
dickering the same month, in 1960.
$1,000,000. Dodge New York Retail life.”
Starting
pay
scale at WGN is $100
Musical and Plastics Industries
Selling Assn, account which went
to the Wexton agency. Grant Ad¬ Ltd., the firm wnich-operates Bri¬ per week, progressing over a fouryear
period,
to a base salary of
vertising
handles -the- parent tain's first cut price record label.
Dodge account as well as most of Gala, plans to extend its Radio $182.50. Supervisory engineers get
$207.50
and
assistant supervisors
Luxembourg program for a year..
the dealer associations.
Program’, which runs for 15 min¬ $195.
SWITCHES: Ernie Hartman, tv utes each. Tuesday evening; plugs
Negotiations progressed reason¬
producer at Lennen & Newell, is the outfit’s latest disks. Luxem¬ ably smoothly.
leaving the agency on Dec. 1 to bourg is the only commercial ra¬
join Doyle Dane Bernbach’s pro¬ dio outlet beamed to Britain.
Greensboro, N. C,—For the first
in its history, WUNC-TV—
gramming department.
Streets agency is handling the ac¬ time
the Univ. of North Carolina tele¬
Howard Shank joins Grey Ad¬ count.
vision.
station *— how carries two
vertising Dec. 5 from Benton &
Cecil H. King, chairman of commercial programs:, The univer¬
Bowles to become veepee and crea¬ Daily Mirror Newspapers, which sityoperated staiion* how includes
tive director.
has a stake in tv, has accepted the NBC-TV’s “Meet the Press,” at
G. Douglas Morris, chairman of presidency of the Advertising As¬ 6 p.m., and the network’s “Out¬
the plans board at Lambert & sociation.
look” at 6:30 p.m.

Tensions Mount
h WINS Strike

Chi Agencies

London Agencies

CHI WON SIGNS
3-YEAR IBEW PACT
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IN NEW YORK CITY . . .
Harvey S. Firestone Jr. will be major speaker at Thomas Edison
Foundation Mass Media Awards dinner at Waldorf-Astoria Monday,
Dec. 1 . . .Lanny Ross, assistant to general manager of WCBS Radio,
named chairman of disk jockey division of Braille Music Institute’s
second annual international vacation festival . . . Don Morrow, tv annnouncer on Jackie Gleason Show, back in town after wedding trip to
Florida . . . Bill Wendell, emcee of “Tic-Tac-Dough” to Cleveland for
“Brains and Brawn” show . . . Theodore Steinway stamp collection on
music, acquired by tv-music director Paul Taubman, now on view at
General Post Office in Manhattan . . . Jim (WCBS Radio) Lowe named
emcee at Multiple Sclerosis “Hope Chest Ball” Friday, Dec. 5 at Gar¬
den City Hotel . . . Stephen G* Beatty, son of NBC Radio commentator
Morgan Beatty, will be sworn into Marine .Corps Friday, Nov, 28 in
N.Y. . . . Dr. Frank Stantion, prexy of CBS, participates in Anti-Defa¬
mation League foriim on “Communicating the Idea: Mass Media in a
Democracy” at Temple Emanu-El Saturday, Dec. 6. Other speakers are
Turner Catledge, m.e. of N.Y. Times and Dan Milch, editorial di¬
rector of Look mag ... Johnnie Ray, back from tour of South Amer¬
ica, made guest appearance on Garry Moore show last night (Tues.)
. . . Peter Martin, former script editor at ABC, now in Miami Beach
finishing second novel of a trilogy beginning with one called “The
Landsmen,” published in 1952 by Little, Brown who are also doing the
same one, titled “The Building,” for fall of next year . . . WNYC mu¬
sic director Herman Neuman cited by Danish National Orchestra for
contribution to group’s American tour . ? . WNYC publicity director
Mary McDonnell exits municipal outlet next month to become public
relations director of Martin Steel Products Corp. . . . Jack Gilford of
“Drink to Me Only” Broadway cast in “The Eternal Light” on WRCATV Sunday, Nov. 30 in script by Morton Wlshengrad . . .Joanne Ham¬
lin cut Crisco tv spot through Compton Agency and also doing Comet
spots for same ad agency . . . Mary Lon Forster just finished animated
voice of Arnold baker for Arnold Cooky tv film commercial.
Bob Weitman, CBS-TV veep in charge of program development,
off to the Coast on biz . . . Whitfield Connor returns to cast of.CBS- ,
TV’s “Guiding Light” Monday (1) after four-week absence during
road tryout of “The Disenchanted” due on Broadway next week . . .
Erroll Garner interrupts his concert tour under Sol Hurok banner to
appear on NBC Radio’s “Bandstand U.S.A.” show today (Wed.) . . *
CBS maestro Alfredo Antonini launched Tampa Philharmonic sea¬
son last week. In same city he also conducted first children’s concert
with “Captain Kangaroo” as narrator... Herman Kitchen, META’s chief
cameraman and photographer, will lead two-month tour of African
game preserves starting in January ... Hubbell Robinson, exec veep
of CBS-TV programming, named chairman of Radio-TV stations divi¬
sion of 1959 N.Y. March of Dimes . . . Dr. John G, Stoessinger, Hunt¬
er College prof, starts new course on WMCA Dec. 4. META will pro¬
duce ... WNEW Radio newscaster Win Forman, now appearing in
“Sunrise at Campobello,” also finished up on location in “Last Angry
Man” and “FBI Story.” Forman also signed to do Boys Town Christ¬
mas special on CBS Radio . . . Dorothy Collins will be hostess and do
commercials for Westclox on CBS-TV’s “Wonderful Town” special
Sunday (30) . . . Dave Garroway back on “Today” show and denying
rumors that he is “unhappy” about the program. "Absolute nonsense,”
he says . . . George Gobel in Tulsa for opening of his newest in chain
of luxury motor motels . . . NBC press staffer Noreen Sherlock, exnewspaperwoman, teaching journalism one night a week at Cathedral
ELS. under auspices of Catholic Institute of Press . . . Mona Freeman
will be “Girl of the Week” on Garfoway’s “Today” Dec. 1-5 .. . Cliff
Arquette negotiating with Tennessee Ernie Ford for monthly appear¬
ance on latter’s Coast show . . NBC newsman Chet Huntley will be
guest of honor at Nieman Fellows dinner Thursday, Dec. !4 in Brook¬
line, Mass. . . . Don Dnrgin, veep and national sales manager of NBCTV, spoke at Radio-TV Executives Society meeting yesterday (Tues.)
... A tapipg of Steve Allen’s five-and-a-half hour chat with “Long
John Nebel oh WOR-Radio’s “Party Line” was aired again midnight
to 5:30 a.m. yesterday (Tues.) . . . Denise Lor inked as guest 'for the
full Dec. 1 week on the Jimmy Dean CBS’er . . . Fiddler Mischa El¬
man appears tonight (Wed.) on the Patti Page ABC-TV stanza . . .
Bill Wendell doing gab for tomorrow’s Turkey Day telecast (Macy’s
sponsoring) via WRCA-TV . . , John Cameron Swayxe emceed annual
costume skating party at Rockefeller Center ^yesterday . . .^Charles
Gaynor, out of the Frank Cooper stable, writing pilot for new halfhour Ginger Rogers series which NBC plans. Alan Handley will pro¬
duce and direct . . . ABC assistant photo manager Edith Adler en¬
gaged to Marvin Betts, a non pro . . . Mel Allen, Ronald Reagan and
Audrey Meadows triple teaming on annual Tourney of Roses parade
(ABC-TV, 11:30 a.m. on Jan. 1) . < , “Irish Road Show” begins tomor¬
row as weekly WNTA-AM stanza, with Peter Melie hosting . . . Start¬
ing this week, John and Alice Griffin on the WBAI-FM program “Side¬
walk Critics Review” inaugurate interviews with theatre personali¬
ties. Interviews are taped at dinner at the Teheran Restaurant. Show
is heard every opening night at 11:45 pjn., and rebrdadcast at.9:05
a.m. the following mornin’g. Peggy Wood, Russell Nype and Arthur
Laurents-are this week’s guests.
Cecil Brown, Far Eastern bureau head for NBC, with headquarters
in Tokyo, returns to N.Y. with his wife, Martha, to spend Christmas
holidays . . . Brad Lacey, Fort Myers, Fla., deejay recovering from
heart surgery in Tampa General Hospital, and expected' back on air
in four weeks . . Ronald Dawson did /‘Indictment” for CBS and also
two shots- on the recorded “Objective” series . . . Calvin. J. Clements
turned a short- story of his into a 60-minute tv drama titled “Martin’s
Folly” which he sold to WeStinghouse Desilu Playhouse . . . David C.
Adams, exec veep of NBC, named chairman of Radio-TV Stations Di¬
vision of Muscular Dystrophy Assns. of America,
,
Jay Barney into “Man With Camera” vidpic between location shots
on the Coast (at La Quinta and Chats Worth) as John the Baptist in
“The Big Fisherman” film. Quite a site on Hollywood streets as he
whizzed by in John the Baptist makeup on his trusty Lambretta. Bar¬
ney also reading; for the Clarence Darrow role in Player’s Ring ver¬
sion of “Compulsion” for stage . . , Val Aims planes to Athens early
Dec. to woo Greek actress Ylla Livoukl for tv series to be produced
there. Joe Franklin’s WABC-TV “Memory Lane” hosts Bill Tabbert
next week (Dec. 2) . , . An unproduced tv script by James Bloomgarten,
“Tomorrow in Babylon,” is aiming for Broadway . «. Hfldegarde guests
on Steve Allen’s NBC-TV’er (30) * . , Julia 'Meade, in addition to her
regular Thursday (27) night stint on CBS-TV’s “Playhouse 90,” will
play a “double-header” on Sunday (30) doing CBS-TV’s “Philharmonic
Concert” and that might’s “Ed Sullivan Show” commercials . . . Thla
year’s Radio-TV Day, Wednesday, Dec, 3, of. annual Christmas sale
of articles made by the blind will be chaired by WCBS-TV newscaster
Ron Cochran. Carol Reed, WCBS-TV weathercaster, will assist him.
Others assisting are John B. and Rita Gambling and Alfred and Dora
McCann of WOR and Milton J. Cross of WABC . . . Sam Cook Digges,
general manager of WCBS-TV, will be emcee at Welfare League for
Retarded Children’s annual luncheon at Waldorf Saturday, Dec. 6.
Gene London, ex-“Tinker Tom” on WABC-TV appearing tomorrow
(Thanksgiving) on NBC-TV’s “Today” to spin tales for the moppet
tuners-in; ditto the entire Xmas week ... William O’Hara, of WQXR’a
(Continued on page 44)
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RE A FI ELD

zr/Myt*
Each of the wines and spirits shown here has won a place in the Blue Chips
circle by a distinguishing characteristic. ■ Whether it be a three-centuriesjold brand of Scotch, a brandy from the heart of the Cognac district, or a
revered name among champagnes, exceptional quality has always been the
deciding factor. ■ Throughout the years, the Blue Chips by Renfield have
been collected one by one to form a complete circle of superlative brands.
■ From all over the world, the finest comes to market here under the symbol
CHAHPAMC cog*.
.

CO.

that leads you to the perfect choice—Blue Chips by Renfield... the finest you
can drink, the grandest you can serve, the most distinguished you can give.
©RENFIELD

V
f

#

‘

IMPORTERS,

LTD.,

NEW

YORK, N. Y.

Haig & Haig, Blended Scots Whisly, 86.8 Proof; King William IV, Blended Scotch Whisky, 86.8
Proof; Remy Martin Cognac Brandy, 80 Proof; St Remy Brandy, 80 Proof; Cointreau Liqueur,
80 Proof, Produced and Bottled by Cointreau Ltd., Pennington, N, J.; Flora delle Alpi Cordial,
92 Proof; Chianti Melini; VanderFlip, Wine Specialty, made with wine, sugar and natural
flavors; Gordon’s Distilled London Dry Gin, 90 Proof, and Gordons Vodka, 80 and 100 Proof,
100% Neutral Spirits Distilled from Grain, Gordon s Dry Gin Co., Ltd., Linden, N. J.
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weekly chart is based on the 22 major markets regularly reported by TeleTELEPULSE QTY-BY43TY PROGRAM CHART. Vamity's
pulse each months in addition to 133 other Telepulse tabulated U.S. markets, covered
over the course of a year. Cities mill be rotated weekly. Tne Vabtety chart is a compilation of data on syndicated films, as well as network and live programs, in each
market. Under the top 10 multi-weekly heading, the (t) stands for local programming and the (•) for network shows.

PITTSBURGH
RK.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).KDKA
2. Have Gnn Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) .KDKA
3. Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00).WIIC
4. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).. WIIC
5. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30) .KDKA
6. Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30).KDKA
7. Jackie Gleason (Fri. 8:30-9:00) .KDKA
8. Little Women (Thurs. 8:30-9:30)_KDKA
9. Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00) ... .KDKA
10. Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:30-9:00) .KDKA

RK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
16.

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.
tNews at Noon (M-F 12:00-12:15) .. .KDKA
tNews Tonight (M-F 11:00-11:15) ...KDKA
tCarl Ide Reports, Wea. (M-F 7-7:15). KDKA
*CBS News (M-F 7:15-7:30).KDKA
*Search Tomorrow (M-F 12:30-12:45).KDKA
*Guiding Light (M-F 12:45-1:00) ... .KDKA
tJean Connelly (M-F 12:15-12:30) .. .KDKA
tGateway Studio Presents
(M-F ll:15-Signoff) .KDKA
*Price Is Right (M-F 11:00-11:30) .. .WIIC
tEarly Show (M-F 5:00-6:30) .KDKA

Stations: KDKA, WIIC, WTAE.

TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY-TIME
- STA. DISTRIB.

AV.
RTG.
38.9
32.5
31.3
30 2
29.5
28.5
27.9
27.8
27.7
27.5

TV Homes: 432,900.

L
1.

Honeymooners (Sat. 7:00) .......... WIIC.CBS
Sheriff of Cochise (Fri. 7:00) ..WIIC.NTA

TOP COMPETITION
AV.
AV.
RTG. .SH. PROGRAM
STA.
19.5
19.5

1.

Soldiers of Fortune (Fri. 6:30) .... .KDKA;... MCA

19.5

2.

Superman (Wed. 6:30) ..

18.9

3.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Captain David Grief (Sat. 7:00).KDKA....
Death Valley Days (Thurs. 7:30) .... KDKA....
State Trooper (Sat. 10:30) ..... KDKA....
Sea Hunt (Tues. 8:00) ......KDKA....
Silent .Service (Sat. 11:00) ......... KDKA....

7.
7.

Official Detective (Sun. 10:30) ...... WIIC.NTA
26 Men (Thurs. 7:00).
WIIC.ABC

15.9
15.9

AV.
RTG.

8.
9.

Big Story (Tues. 10:30) -...... ‘ WIIC.Flamingo
Jeff’s Collie (Mon. 6:30) ............ KDKA.... ITC

15.7
15.5

22.3
21.8
21.1
21.1
19.4
19.2
16.7

10.

Susie (Sat. 6:30)....

15.2

10.
10.

Target (Wed. 10:30) ...WIIC..... Ziv
Union Pacific (Tues. 7:00).
WIIC.CNP

15.2
15.2

11.
12.

Woody Woodpecker (Sun. 6:00) .....KDKA-Screen Gems
Annie Oakley (Thurs. 6:30) ..KDKA-CBS

14.9
14.5

12.
12.
12.

Colonel*Flack (Wed. 8:30) ..KDKA..,. CBS
Decoy (Tues. 7:30) .KDKA...,. Official
Laurel & Hardy (Sat. 6:00) ...KDKA.... Governor

14.5
14.5
14.5

Public Defender (Fri. 7:30) .:WIIC.Interstate
Rescue 8 (Tues. 10:00) ............. WTAE_Screen Gems
San Francisco Beat (Mon. 7:00) ..WIIC.CBS

14.5
14.5
14.5

15.3 12.
14.5 12.
12.
14.41

MINNEAPOLIS

.,.KDKA.... Flamingo
Guild
U. S. Borax
MCA
Ziv
CNP

WIIC..:.. ITC

Stations: KMSP, KSTP, WCCO, WTCN.

Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

18.5
18.5
18.2
17.5
16.5

44 Captain David Grief . ..KDKA
40 S Carl Ide Reports ... . .KDKA
{ CBS News. . .KDKA
47 $ News, Sports. . .WIIC
\ NBC News. . .wnc
47 j News, Sports .. . .WIIC
\ NBC News. ...WIIC
42 Honeymooners ...... . .WIIC
32 I Love Lucy. ...WIIC
37 Brains and Brawn ... . .wnc
28 Sugarfoot . . .WTAE
39 (Sat. Night News- . .WIIC *
| Movie Fox Tonight . ...WTAE
26 What’s My Line . . .KDKA
34 S Carl Ide Reports ... . .KDKA
1 CBS News ......... ...KDKA
31 Garry Moore. . .KDKA
44 f News, Sports. . .WIIC
7 NBC News. .. .WIIC
37 (News Today . .. .KDKA
| Sports Special ..... .. .KDKA
30 Ginger Rogers ....... .. .KDKA
36 f Carl Ide Reports ... ...KDKA
\ CBS News ......... ,. .KDKA
42 Meet The Press. .. .WIIC
39 (News, Sports. ...WIIC
( Frank Leahy .. .. .WIIC
22 Price Is Right. ., .wnc
27 Sugarfoot ... .. .WTAE
43 (Pope Special. .. .WIIC
} Progress Parade ... .. .WIIC
28 Your Hit Parade. .. .KDKA
25 Garry Moore .. .. .KDKA
30 (Carl Ide Reports ... .. .KDKA
} CBS News. ...KDKA

TV Homes: 385,200.

AV.
RTG.
18.5
21.0
20.7
14.0
14.3
11,7
12.0
19.5
21.5
17.5
23.5
14.3
14.0
25.3
22.3
22.7
21.5
13.3
13.7
18.7
19.0
23.7
16.0
15.7
10.9
15.0
15.3
26.9
22.2
11.3
11.7
21.5
23.2
22.3
23.0

Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30).WCCO
Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30).WCCO
Bob Hope (Tues. 8:00-9:00).KSTP
Perry Como (Sat. 7:00-8:00) ... .... .KSTP
Desilu Playhouse (Mon. 9:00-10:00) .WCCO
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 8:30-9:00) .. .WCCO
Lawrence Welk (Sat. 8:00-9:00).WTCN
Loretta Young (Sun. 9:00-9:30) .... .KSTP
Ed Sullivan (Sun. 7:00-8:00).WCCO
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00) . .WCCO
TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
10.

'(Today’s Headlines (M-F 10-10:15) . KSTP
tWea., Sports (M-F )0:15-10:30) ...KSTP
iNews-D. Moore (M-F 10:00-10:15)
WCCO
tAxel and His Dos: (M-T-F 4:30-5:30) WCCO
tPopeye (M-F 5:30-6:00)
. WCCO
*CBS News (M-Th-F 6:15-6:30).WCCO
tWea., Sports (M-F 10:15-11:00) ...WC'"'
* American Handstand (M-F 4-5:30) . .WTCN
tNews Picture (M-F 6:00-6:15)
.. .KSTP
*As The World Turns (M-F 12-30-1) .WCCO
*News-Adams, Sports (M-F 6-6:15) . WCCO

32.9 1. Death Valley Days (Sat 9:3Q) ....
28.9 2
28.8 3. Harbor Command (Thurs. 9:30) ...
28.3 4. State Trooper (Tues. 9:30) .
.
28.2 5. Flight (Wed. 9:30) ..
27.9 6
27.8 7. Mr. District Attorney (Wed. 10:30)
27.2 8.
26.8 9. Popeye (M-F 5:30) ..
26.5 10. .Highway Patrol (Thurs. 10:30)11
Looney Tunes (M-F 4:30) .. ..
12. Woody Woodpecker (Wed. 5:00) ..
13. Badge 714 (Tues. 10:30).
26.3 13. Unexpected (Sat. 10:30).
23.9 14. Huckleberry Hound (Tues. 6:30) ..
14.9 14. Sky King (Sat. 11:30 a.m.) . .....
13.4 15. Looney Tunes (Sat. 7:30 a.m.) ....
13.0 35. Superman (Thurs. 5:00) - :.
12.6 16. Farmer A1 Talfa (Sat. 11:00 a.m.) .
12.3 16. Jeff’s Collie (Mon. 6:30) ..
11.8 16. Sea Hunt (Tues. 9:00)
......
H-5 ! 16, Water Front (Fri. 10:30) _....
11.4
11.41

.
.

.

PORTLAND
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
1.
2.
3.
4.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.

Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30) .KOIN
Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30).KOIN
Perry Mason (Sat. 6:30-7:30) . ...KOIN
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9) . . KOIN
Loretta Young (Sun. 10:30)
KPTV
G. E. Theatre (Sun. 9:00-9:30).KOIN
Jackie Gleason (Fri. 7:30-8:00) .KOIN
Lineup (Fri. 9:00-9:30)
KOIN
Alfred Hitchcock (Sat. 9:30-10:00) .. KOIN
Sugarfoot (Tues.-7:30-8:30).KGW
TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

1. tNews Beat (M-F 6:30-7:00) .KGW
2. *CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30) .KOIN
3. *Mickey Mouse Club (M.W,F 5:30-6) KGW
3. tRoy Rogers < M, W, F 5:30-6:00) .. .KOIN
4. tWea., Sports, News (M-F 6:00-6:15). KOIN
5. * Adventure Time <T Th 5:30-6:00) ..KGW
6. tKit Carson (T, Th 5:30-6:00) .KOIN
6. *Queen For A Day (M-F 2:00-2:30) . .KPTV
7. tNightbeat, Wea. (M-F 10:30-10:45) .KGW
8. tPioneer Club (M-F 4:30-5:30).KGW

Stations: KGW, KOIN, KPTV.

TV Homes: 253,000.

Sheriff of Cochise .. ..
..
Playhouse 90.. ..
Garry Moore . ..
Ginger Rogers. ..

i

.KSTP
.WCCO
.WCCO
.WCCO
.WCCO
wmo
Cedric Adams Playhouse .WCCO
.. .KSTP
Mickey Mouse Club . .. .WTCN
Night Court - ...WCCO
American Bandstand ...WTCN
American Bandstand .. .WTCN
9 O’Clock Movie .... >. .KMSP
Movie Spectacular ., <. .WTCN
Sugarfoot . X .. WTCN
Detective’s Diary ... .. .KSTP
Western Trails . .. .KSTP
American Bandstand .. .WTCN
True Story. .. .KSTP
Name That Tune ... .. .WCCO
Garry Moore. .. .WCCO
: Dr. Christian. ...WCCO

20.5
22.5
24.2
23.2
17.9
21.2
6.2

17.9
7.5
8.5
10.8
8.1

8.0
7.2
21.2

5.2
3.0
8.1

5.2
17.525.2
7.2

Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

22.5
21.9
19.5
19.5 18.5
17.9
17.9

42
35
35
41
32
35
29

Powell Bowling. ..
Lawrence Welk. ..
Groucho Marx. ..
Mr. District Attorney ..
Father Knows Best ... ..
Texan .;... ..
Zorro ... ..

.KOIN
.KGW
.KPTV
.KOIN
.KOIN
.KOIN
.KGW

16.5
25.9
22.5
15.5
25.5
20.2
24.5

17.5
17.2
16.9
16.5
16.2
15.5

39
36
33
33
29
41

15.5
12.7
12.5
12.5
12.4
10.9
10.4
10.4

11.
12.

Mr. District Attorney (Tues, 7:00) . ..KOIN... . .Ziv
Sky King (Mon. 6:00) . ..KGW... .. Nabisco

.15.5
14.9

33
41

13.
13.

African Patrol (Thurs. 6:30)
San Francisco Beat (Tries. 10:30) .
'
Superman (Fri, 6:00) .
.
Twenty Six Men (Sat. 8:00) ..
Annie Oakley (Sun. 6:00) --

..KPTV.. ... Gross-Krasne
..KPTV.. ...CBS

14.5
14.5

30
46

..KGW... .. Flamingo
..KGW . . .. ABC
. .KGW... .. CBS

14.5
14.5
13.9

31
23
41

What’s My Line ..... ...KOIN
Newsbeat . .. .KGW
Trackdown . .. .KOIN
Hall of Fame . ...KPTV
Jefferson Drum. .. .KPTV
(Wea., Sports, News . .. .KOIN
} CBS News. .. .KOIN
State Trooper____ .. KGW
(Wea., Sports, News . .. .KOIN
} CBS News ......... .. .KOIN
Gray Ghost ..... .. .KOIN
( City Desk, News ... .. .KGW
/ News, John Daly ... .. .KGW
Boxing .. .. .KPTV
Perry Como . .. .KPTV
Meet The Press. ...KPTV

21.5
16.5
20.5
20.9
21.9
14.0
14.3
19.5
13.3
13.7
17.2
9.7
8.7
22.5
26.2
11.2

10.2
10.1

13.
13.
14.

Stations; WFGA, WJXT,

45.8
41.3
36.8
36.3
36.3
35.8
35.8
35.6
35.3
35.0

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
1. *CBS News (M-F 6:45-7:00).WJXT
2. t6:30 Report (M-F 6:30-6:45).WJXT
3. fFIa.-Geo. Newsreel (M-F 6:30-6:45) .WFGA
3. tPopeye (M-F 5:00 5:45) .WFGA
4. *NBC News (M-F 6:45-7:00).WFGA
5. tWatch The Birdie, (M-F 5:45-6:00) .WFGA
6. til O’clock Report (M-F 11-11:15) .. WJXT
7. *Adventure Time (T, Th 5:30-6:00) .. WJXT
8. *Guiding Light (M-F 12:45-1:00) .... WJXT
9. *Mickey Mouse Club (M,W,F 5:30-6). WJXT
9. tNews, Wea. (M-F 11:00-11:15) . ..WFGA
9. *Seatch Tomorrow (M-F 12:30-12:45). WJXT

40
36
33
31
32
28
46
28
45
38
39
40
36
41
22
68
88
38
66
24
16
35

Man Without A Gun'(Wed. 7:00) .. ..KPTV-.. ...NTA
Death Valley Days (Sat. 9:30) . ... ..KOIN... .. U. S. Borax
Sheriff <?f Cochise (Thurs. 10:00) . ..KOIN... . .NTA
State Trooper (Tues. 7:00) . ..KGW... .. MCA
Highway Patrol (Mon. 7:30). ..KGW... .. Ziv
Burns and Allen (Mon. 7:00)-- ..KPTV.. ... Screen Gems
Star Performance (Thurs. 8:00) .. ..KOIN... .. Official
How To Marry A Millionaire
(Sun. 10:30)..
,. KPTV-. .. .NTA
Gray Ghost (Thurs. 6:30)
.. ..KOIN. .. ..CBS
Kingdom of the Sea (Fri. 7:00) ... ..KGW... .. Guild
Sea Hunt (Mon. 10:00) ..
..... .. KGW... .. Ziv
People’s Choice (Thurs...7:30) ... ..KOIN... ..ABC
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00) . . ,KGW... .. Screen Gems

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).WJXT
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) . WJXT
Zane Grey (Thurs. 9:00-9:30)
WJXT
Red Skelton (Tues. 9:30-10:00) .WJXT
Wyatt Earp (Fri. 8:00-8:30).WJXT
Kraft Music Hall (Wed. 9:00-9:30) ..WFGA
Phil Silvers (Fri. 9:00-9:30).WJXT
Ed Sullivan (Sun. ‘8:00-9:00) . .WJXT
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00) .. WJXT
Perry Como (Sun. 8:00-9:00).WFGA

22.5
20.5
19.5
19.2
16.5
16.0
15.2
13.5
13.0
12.7
11.5
11.3
41.2
11.2
10.9
10.9
10.5
10.5
10.2
10.2
10.2
10.2

1.
2.
31.9 3.
31.2 3.
30.7 ■' 4.
29.5 5.
29.5 5.
28.2 6.
27.9
26.9 7.
26.5 8.
26.5 9.
10.
11.

JACKSONVILLE
1.
2.
3.
4.
4.
5.
5.
6.
7.
8.

..WCCO.. .. U. S. Borax
.KSTP... . .NTA
.KSTP... .. Ziv
.KSTP... ..MCA
.KSTP... ..CNP
. KSTP... . .CBS
.KSTP... .. Ziv
. WTCN..
.WCCO.. ..AAP
.KSTP.., . .Ziv
.WCCO.. ..AAP
..WCCO.. .. Screen Gems
..KSTP... ..CNP
..KSTP... . .Ziv
.. WCCO,. .. Screen Gems
..WCCO.. .. Nabisco
..WCCO.. .. AAP
. .WCCO.. .. Flamingo
.. WCCO.. ..CBS
.. WTCN... ..ITC
. .WTCN.. .. Ziv
.. KSTP... ..MCA

29.7
28.8
20.4
20.4
20.3
19.7
17.9
15.8
15.5
15.4
15.4
15.4,

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
6.
6.
7.
8.
9.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
15.
16.

TV Homes: 107,000.

Twenty Six Men (Mon. 7:30) .......WJXT.ABC
Boots & Saddles (Thurs. 7:00).WJXT.... CNP
State Trooper (Thurs. 7:30).WJXT.MCA
Death Valley Days (Fri. 7:00).WJXT.... U. S. Borax
Decoy (Sat. 9:00) ....-;....WJXT.'... Official
Target (Fri. 7:30) ..
WFGA_Ziv
Badge 714 (Mon. 7:00) ......._.WJXT.., . CNP
Jeff’s Collie (Wed. 7:00) ..WJXT.... ITC
Big Story (Sat. 10:30)...WJXT.... Flamingo
Sea Hunt (Wed. 7:30) .WJXT.Ziv
Cisco Kid (Tues. 6:00) ...WJXT.,...Ziv
Gray Ghost (Thurs. 7:30) ..WFGA.... CBS
Highway Patrol (Wed. 7:00) ..WFGA.... Ziv
Soldiers of Fortune (Fri. 6:00).WJXT.... .MCA
Honeymooners (Tues. 10:30) .. WFGA-CBS
Flight (Fri. 7:00) ...........WFGA.... CNP
Official Detective (Wed. 10:30) ...*. WFGA.... NTA
Silent Service (Mon. 7:00) .WFGA.... CNP
This Is Alice (Thurs. 7:00) ........ . WFGA..., NTA
Popeye (M-F 5:00) ..WFGA.... AAP

35.8
34.8
33.8
32.3
31.331.3
30.3
30.3
29.8
28.5
27.8
27.8
26.3
24.3
23.8
23.3
21.8
21.3
21.3
20.4
S-.V,

65
62
55
58
50
55
59
54
56
46
60
45
46
55
49
42
47
41
38
58

Survey Dates: October 11-31, 1958.
Political . . . WFGA
This Is Alice .. . .WFGA
; Gray Ghost . ..WFGA
Flight . . .WFGA
Steve Canyon
..WFGA
Political ..
. .WJXT
Silent Service ........ ..WFGA
Highway Patrol. . .WFGA
Brains & Brawn ...... ..WFGA
Wagon Train . ..WFGA'
Woody Woodpecker ... . .WFGA
State Trooper . ..WJXT
Jeff’s Collie .... . .WJXT
Huckleberry Hound .. • . . WFGA
Garry Moore . . .WJXT
Death Valley Days
..WJXT
Circle Theatre. ..WJXT
Badge 714 .. . .WJXT
Boots & Saddles. ..WJXT
( American Bandstand . WJXT
^venture

19.3
21.3
27.8
23.3
31.8
25.3
21.3
26.3
23.8
33.8
18.3
33:8
30.3
20.0
24.3
32.3
24.8
30.3
34.8
15.0
154

CINCINNATI

Stations: WCPO, WKRC, WLV/-T.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
•-----—
1.
1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).WKRC
36.9
2.
2. Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00).WLWtT
33.2
2.
3. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00).WCPO
30.2
3.
4. Bob Hope (Tues. 9:00-10:00)...>-WLW-T
30.0 4.
5. Walt Disney Presents (Fri. 8:00-9:00). WCPO
29.0
6. Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30)... .WCPO
28.6
5.
7. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 9:00-10:00)-WCPO
27.8
6.
8. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00)..WCPO
26.9
7.
9. Eddie Fisher (Tues. 8:00-9:00).WLW-T
25.8
8.
10. Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30).WCPO
25.5
9.
---:-—-- 10.
TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
-:—- 1L.
L ♦Mickey Mouse Club (M.WJF 5:30-6). WCPO
20.8 12.
2. t50-59 Club (M-F 12:00-1:30).WLW-T
16.8 12.
3. t News-Grant (M-F 11:00-11:15).WLW-T
13.4 12.
4. t Front Page News (M-F 11:00-11:15) .WLW-T
13.2 13.
5. ♦Adventure Time (T,Th 5:30-6:00)... WCPO
12.7 14.
6. tAl Lewis Show (M-F 9-10:30 a.m.)..WCPO
11.2 14.
7. ♦Concentration (M-F 11:30-12 Nn.).. WLW-T
11.115.
8. ♦NBC News (M-F 6:45-7:00)........ WLW-T
10.1 16.
9. tNews-Grant, Wea. (M-F 6:30-6:45). . WLW-T
9.9
10. ♦Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 ami.). .WLW-T
9.4

DALLAS
Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30).KRLD
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9). .KRLD
What’s My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:00)_KRLD
Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30).KRLD
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 7:30-8:00).. WFAA
Sugarfoot (Tues. 6:30-7:30).WFAA
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00).. - KRLD
Ann Southern (Mon. 8:30-9:00).._KRLD
Desilu Playhouse (Mon. 9:00-10:00). .KRLD
Maverick (Sun. 6:30-7:30)........... WFAA

4.
5.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

tlO O’Clock News (M-F 10:00-10:15) . KRLD
* American Bandstand (M-F 4-5:30). .WFAA
tWea., World Tonight
KRLD
(M-F 10:15-10:30).
tChannel 8 Report (M-F 10:00-10:15).KRLD
*CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30)....KRLD
♦Verdict Is Yours (M-F 2:30-3:00)... .KRLD
*Art Linkletter (M-F 1:30-2:00)...... KRLD
f6 O’clock News, Wea., Sports
KRLD
(M-F 6:00-6:15) .
*As World Turns (M-F 12:30-1:00).. .KRLD
fCommand Performance (M-F 9-11). - KFJZ

41.8
32.8
32.8
32.3
32.3
31.8
31.3 j
28.8
27.4
27.0

149
13.6
13.5

1.
2.
3.
3.
4.
4.
5.
5.
5,
6.
6.
7.
7.
8.
8.
8.
9.
10.

12.5
11.9
11.9 11.
11.7 12.
11.6 12.
12.
11.5
11.5

12.

DAYTON
1.
473
42.3
41.0
39.3
38.8
37.6
36.5
35.8
35.8
35.3
35.3

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
1.
2.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6.
7.

tFront Page News (M-F 11:00-11:15).WHIO
*As World Turns (M-F 1:30-2:00)....WHIO
tLittle Rascals (M-F 6:00-6:30).. WHIO
fSohio Reporter, Sports Desk
WHIO
(M-F 6:30-6:45).
♦NBC News (M-F 6:45-7:00).........WLW-D
‘Search Tomorrow (M-F 12:30-12:45).WHIG
♦Guiding Light (M-F 12:45-1:00).WHIO
tWHd West Show (M-F 5:00-5:45).. .WHIO
*Love of Life (M-F 12:00-12:30).... .WHIO

8.

tWea„, MisC. HM-F 5:45-6:00)..WHIO

63
42
36
46
46

Star and the Story (Fri. 9:00)....... WCPO_Official
Sherlock Holmes (Fri. 9:30)..WCPOGuild
Sea Hunt (Thurs. 7:30).WKRC... .Ziv
Racket Squad (Fri. 7:00)...WCPO_Hal Roach
Cisco Kid (Sun. 6:00)..WCPO. .. Ziv
Annie Oakley (Thurs. 6:30).WCPO. ...CBS

17.5
16.0
15.5
14.5
13.9
13.5

34
33
38
36
49
43

Wild Bill Hickok (Fri. 6:00)__WCPO.... Screen Gems
Men of Annapolis (Sun. 6:30).WCPO.... Ziv
Sheriff of Cochise (Thurs. 7:00).WKRC.... NTA
Superman (Mon. 6:Q0).. WCPO.... Flamingo
Dr. Hudson (Sat. 7:00)...WCPO.... MCA
I Spy (Tues. 7:00)....
.WCPO.... Guild
Tugboat Annie (Wed. 10:30).WLW-T... ITC
Foreign Legionnaire (Mon., Fri. 6:30). WCPO_ITC
Jungle Jim (Wed. 6:30)..
WCPO.... Screen Gems

13.2
12.5
12.5
12.5
12.2
11.5
11.5
11.0
10.9.

48
36
32
51
36
39
-30
37
39

TV Homes; 228,000.

Brains and Brawn.WLW-T
What's My Line .WKRC
Kraft Music Hall.WLW-T
Racket Squad.WCPO
(Sherlock Holmes.WCPO
( Jeff's Collie .. ;..WKRC
PhiT Silvers ..
.WKRC
Playhouse of Stars.WKRC
Leave It To Beaver.WCPO
Death Valley Days.WKRC
Gold Cup Matinee.WLW-T
J News-Grant, Wea.WLW-T
I NBC News.WLW-T
Gold Cup Matinee.WLW-T
Swiss Family Robinson:. .WLW-T
This Is Alice .WCPO
Gold Cup Matinee.WLW-T
Midwest Hayride ..WLW-T
MacKenzie’s Raiders ... .WKRC
Ginger Rogers.WKRC
NBC News .WLW-T
(News-Grant, Wea. .WLW-T
\ NBC News.WLW-T

10.7
22.5
23.2
14.5
10.5
10.5
22.9
22.2
14.5
18.7
9.9
10.0
10.3
8.2
16.5
10.5
6.9
13.2
9.5
20.5
9.9
11.0
11.3

Survey Dates; October 10-17, 1958.

Death Valley Days (Sat. 9:30)....... KRLD_U. S. Borax
Sky King (Sat. 11:00 a.m.)..
KRLD.... Nabisco
Man Without A Gun (Fri. 8:00).KFJZ.NTA
Rescue 8 (Sun. 8:00).WFAA_Screen Gems
How To Marry Millionaire (Fri. 7:30) KFJZ..... NTA
MacKenzie's Raiders (Tues. 9:30).WFAA.... Ziv
Union Pacific (FrL 8:30).-KFJZ..... CNP'
Twenty Six Men (Thurs. 9:30).WFAA_ABC
Wild BiU Hickok (Wed. 6:00).KFJZ.Screen Gems

33.8
18.3
15.3
153
13.8
13.8
13.3
133
133

51
60
22
24
22
21
20
22
32

Sheriff of Cochise (Tues. 9:00).WFAA. ...NTA
State Trooper (Tues. 9:30)..WBAP_MCA
Mike Hammer (Thurs. 9:00).WFAA_MCA
This Is Alice (Fri. 7:00)...KFJZ._NTA
Big Story (Wed. .9:30).WB AP.... Flamingo
Highway Patrol (Fri. 10:30).WFAA_Ziv
Medic (Mon. 7:00) :..WFAA.... CNP
Harbor Command (Sat. 5:00).KRLD.Ziv
Frontier Doctor (Thurs. 8:00)__KFJZ._HTS

12.8
12.8
12.3
123
11.8
11.8
11.8.
11.5
113

20
20
18
22
19
29
21
30
18

Championship Bowling (Sun. 3:30).. .WFAA..,. Schwimmer
Dial 999 (Wed. 7:30).KFJZ.Ziv
Our Miss Brooks (Sun. 3:00)__WFAA_CBS
Superman (Mon. 6:00)... .KFJZ!.... Flamingo

11.0
103
103
10.3

34
16
26
31

Whirlybirds (Mon. 9:30)...WFAA.... CBS

103

16

Command Performance.. KFJZ
15.3
Kiddie’s Special ........ WFAA
7.8
Phil Silvers .
KRLD
26.3
G.E. Theatre .KRLD - 21.8
Jackie Gleason .KRLD
22.3
Garry Moore
.KRLD
233
Playhouse of Stars.KRLD
24.8
Playhouse 90
KRLD
25.5
( 6:0Q News, Wea., Sports KRLD
12.0
} CBS News.KRLD
12.5
Garry Moore .KRLD
253
Garry Moore .KRLD
23.3
Playhouse 90 .KRLD
27.3
Walt Disney Presents ...WFAA
15.8
Ginger Rogers
...KRLD
26 3
Command Performance ..KFJZ
11.8
Texan .KRLD
22.0
Saturday Showcase .WBAP
113
(Little Women .KRLD
223
} Pat Boone .WFAA
22.3
Sunday Showroom .KRLD
10.3
Price Is Right.WBAP19.8
Builders Showcase .KRLD
13.0
( 6:00 News, Wea., Sports KRLD
9.0
1 CBS News.KRLD
9.5
Desilu Playhouse . KRLD
26.5

TV Hornes: 143,700.

Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

Stations; WHIO, WLW-D.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)....WHIO
2. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00).WLW-D
3. Sugarfoot (Tues. 7:30-8:30)---WLW-D
4. Restless Gun (Mon. 8:00-8:30).WLW-D
5. Have Gun WHI Travel (Sat. 9:30-10).WHIO
6. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00).WHIO
7. Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon. 8:30-9)..WLW-D
8. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00). .WHIO
8. Red Skelton (Tues. 9:30-10:00).WHIO
9. Millionaire (Wed. 9:00-9:30).....WHIO
9. Phil Silvers (Fri. 9:00-9:30)..WHIP

27.7
19.5
19.5
18.7
17.9

Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

t

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
1.
2.
3.

Ziv
Ziv
MCA
U. S. Borax '
Bagnall

Stations: KFJZ, KRLD, WBAP, WFAA.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
1.
2.
2.
3.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Highway Patrol (Sat. 10:30) .....WKRC....
Harbor Command (Sun. 10:30)...... WLW-T...
Mike Hammer (Wed. 9:00).WKRC....
Death Valley Days (Fri. 7:00).-WKRC.,..
I Search For Adventure (Wed. 7:00).. WLW*>T...

TV Homes: 323,500.

3*
4.
4.
±
**
5*
5.
ft
,*
J*
9.

Highway Patrol (Wed. 8:30).
Badge 714 (Sat. 10:30)...
Mike Hammer (Fri. 10:30).......
State Trooper (Tues. 7:00).......
This Is Alice (Wed. 8:00).
Tugboat Annie (Wed. 7:00)...
Gray Ghost (Mon. 7:00)...
Twenty Six Men (Tues. 7:00).
Silent Service (Tues. 8:00).
Dr. Hudson (Fri. 7:00)..
Star and the Story (Wedt 7:30)...
Sea Hunt (Wed. 10:30)..
Target (Thurs. 7:00)..
Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00)...
Little Rascals (Mon.-Fri. 6:00)....

17A J?*
17.1 n*
17.1 12.
16.2
13. Jeff’s Collie (Tues. 7:30).
14.6
TV Theatre (Thurs. 7:00)........
13.9
13.6 14- If You Had A Million (Sat. 7:00).
13.6 15. Roy Rogers (Sat. 5:00).
13.5 16. Mama (Sat. 6:00)..

13.4^

’

..WHIO... . Ziv
..WHIO... . CNP
..WHIO... ..MCA
..WHIO... . .MCA
..WHIO... . .NTA
..WLW-D.,.. ITC
..WHIO... ..CBS
..WLW-D.,..ABC
..WHIO... ..CNP
;.WHIO... ..MCA
..WHIO... . .Official
..WLW-D.,.. Ziv
..WHIO... . .Ziv
. .WLW-D.... U. S. Borax
..WHIO... . .Interstate

33.3
31.8
25.3
23.3
233
23.3
22.3
22.3
21.0
20.8
19.8
19.5
17.8
17.3
17.1

52
67
51
51
44
57
56
49
33
65
38
47
51
44:
63

..WHIO... ..ITC
..WLW-D.... Ziv
..WHIO... ..MCA
..WHIO... ..NTA
..WLW-D.. . CBS

16.8
16,8
14.8
13.8
12.3

29
49
40
63
50

Ozzie & Harriet. ..WLW-D
Brains and Brawn- ..WLW-D
77 Sunset Strip--- ..WLW-D
Twenty Six Men. ..WLW-D
Lawrence Welk. . .WLW-D
Man.Without A Gun.. ..WHIO
Death Valley Days- . .WLW-D
State Trooper. ..WHIO
Sugarfoot .. . WLW-D
Outdoor Guide . ..WLW-D
Lawrence Welk. . WLW-D
Ginger Rogers . ..WHIO
TY Theatre . ..WLW-D
Gray Ghost .......... ..WHIO
(Annie Oakley. .. WLW-D
(Rescue Eight . . .WLW-D
Sugarfoot
. .. WLW-D
Target . .. .. V7HIO
Midwestern Hayride .. . WLW-D
WLW-D
All Star Golf
Rising Generation •...,.. WHIO

31.3
15.8
23.8
22.3
30.3
17.3
17.3
23.3
41.8
11,3
31.8
21.8
16.8
22.3
11.3
11.3
40.3
17.8
21.8

8.0
12.3

UfihtEFr

40
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SMALL WORLDi a transatlantic conversation between former President Harry S. Truman,

THE CORONATION OF POPE JOHN XXIII
An hour-long video tape digest of the

YORK PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

Eurovision broadcast of the ceremonies in

perform Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony,

Home, •with commentary by Winston Burdett,

with the Westminster Choir,

CBS News correspondent.

11:30 am EST

i to 6 pm.

former Prime Minister Clement Attlee and Edward R. Murrow.

$ to 6:30 pm

psaneft
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You could be.
Within the span of a single day, you could see
for yourself what makes television so important
to so many people so much of the time.
You could see the Historic broadcast of the
coronation of a new Pope—repeated for those
who missed the initial broadcasts following
the Election Night reports. You could witness
the first of a series of unique “rehearsals”
by one of the world's great orchestras, led by
a dynamic young conductor.
You could eavesdrop on a freewheeling
conversation between the former leaders of
two great nations. You could be absorbed by
a vivid documentary presentation of one of
the nation's most disturbing problems—the
prevalence of drug addiction. You could be
regaled by Jack Benny and Ed Sullivan, two
of the country's most durable and popular
dispensers of mirth and entertainment.
And, finally, you could enjoy two solid hours
of sheer delight in one of the most exciting
pausical comedies ever to rock Broadway.
^To be sure, this is an exceptional Sunday.
■the TWENTIETH CENTURYi “The Addicted,”

WONDERFUL TOWN: a full two-hour television

Part I of a profile of the problem of drug

production of the famous Broadway musical hit

addiction in the United States.

6:30 to 7 pm

starring Rosalind Russell. 9

to 11 pm

But it's the kind of exception that can only
happen in television. For no other medium
can make you such an intimate part of both
the great and gay occasions of your time.
To make any day of the week exceptional in
television you need that extra impetus and
creative initiative that distinguishes, the
CBS Television Network from any other.
It is the kind of initiative that introduced the
majority of this season's most popular new
entertainment programs.
This effort to retain television's freshness and
vitality is being rewarded month after month
by advertisers and audiences alike.
To see how rewarding it can be for you, we
suggest that you watch closely this Sunday.

® The CBS Television Network

42
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^Rj^r-POLSE FEATURE CHART
•

Vahiety’s weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by Pulse’s latest reports, on
feature films and their competition covers 155 markets. Each week, two different
markets will be listed, with the 10 top-ratdd features tabulated.
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured

CHICAGO

feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
time period^ In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the»
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account,the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed featurear'
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer¬
tained. Under Time Slot, S. O. stands for Sign-Off.

Stations; WBBM, WBKB, WGN, WMBp.
PULSE
AVERAGE
RATING
25.1

TV Homes: 1,815,600.

Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

LOW
20.0

AVERAGE
SHARE
58

AV.
TOP COMPETITION
STATION RATINGS
*
Shock Theatre—“Bride of
the Monster” (1st Run).... ..WBKB . ... 7.3

21.3

20.0

41

What’s My Line. ..WBBM....25.2
News, Sports, Weather...... . .WBBM .........16.9
Mages Playhouse—
“Conflict” (Repeat). ..WGN .....19.4

15.7

16.3

15.0

39

News Roundup...
In Town Tonight.
Jack Paar Show..
Feature Playhouse—“Escape
Me Never” (Repeat).

Champagne Movie
Thurs. Oct. 16
19:00 p.m.-S.O.
WGN

14.8

16.3

103

35

News Roundup. ..WBBM. ..17.3
Jack Paar Show... ..WNBQ . ..13.4

1st Rim

Early Show
Sat. Oct. 11
4:30-6:00 p.m.
WBBM

14.6

16.7

11.7

38

Movie 5—“Return to
Paradise” (Repeat). ..WNBQ . . .13.3

6. “CAPTAIN BLOOD”—
Errol Flynn, Basil Rathbone,
Olivia de Havilland;
Warner Bros,; 1935; AAP

Repeat

Feature Film
Sun. Oct. 12
4:00-5:39 p.m.
WGN

13.8

15.3

12.7

48

Bowling Queen. ..WBBM .. .. 7.9
Face the Nation. ..WBBM.... 63
Meet the Press....... ..WNBQ _ .. 5.5

7. “RETURN TO PARADISE”—
Gary Cooper,
John Hudson;
United Artists; 1953; UA-TV.

Repeat

Movie 5
Sat. Oct 11
4:15-6:00 p.m.
WNBQ

13.3

13.7

12.7

33

Lone Ranger.*... ..WBBM. ..12.7
Early Show—“Gold
Rush Masie” (1st Run).... ..WBBM__ ..14.6

8. “CASABLANCA”—
Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid
Bergman, Paul Henreid;
Warner Bros; 1943; AAP

Repeat

Feature Film
Tues. Oct 14
10:09 pjn.-S.Q.
WGN

11.0

13.0

83

29

News Roundup... ..WBBM. ..15.7
In Town Tonight............ ..WBBM. ..123
Jack Paar Show. . .WNBQ. ..19.9

9. “RIDE THE MAN DOWN*—
Brian Dunlevy, Rod
Cameron, Jim Davis;
Republic; 1952; HTS

1st Run

Movietime U.S.A.
Tues. Oct. 14
19:00-11:39 p.m.
WBKB

10.5

123

9.0

25

News Roundup..... ..WBBM. ..15.7
Feature Film—
“Casablanca” (Repeat)..... ..WGN ....... . .113

Repeat

Mages Playhouse
Sun. Oct. 12
10:99-11:45 p:m.
WGN

9.8

12.3

7.3

23

Movie 5—
“Red River” (Repeat). ..WNBQ .. ..293
Paris Precinct.. ..WNBQ *. ..19.9
Colonel March. ..WNBQ. ..19.9

TOP 10 FEATURE FILMS
1. “LOST HORIZON”—
Ronald Colman, Jane
Wyatt, Thomas Mitchell;
Columbia; 1937; Screen Gems

RUN
1st Run

TIME SLOT
Best- of CBS
Sat, Oct. 11
10:00 p.m.-S.O.
WBBM

2. “RED RIVER”—
John Wayne, Montgomery
Clift, Joanne Dru:
United Artists; 1948; UA-TV

Repeat

Movie 5
Sun. Oct. 12
9:30-11:00 pan.
WNBQ

20.5

3. “TIIUNDERBIRDS”—
John Barrymore Jr., John
Derek, Mona Freeman;
Republic; 1952; HTS

1st Run

Movietime USA.
Fri. Oct. 10
10:00-11:30 p.m.
WBKB

4. “SPELLBOUND”—
Ingrid Bergman, Gregory
Peck, Rhonda Fleming;
United Artists; 1945; NTA

1st Run

5. “GOLD RUSH MASIE”—
Ann Sothern, Lee Bowman,
Virginia Weidler;
MGM; 19*40; MGM-TV

10. “CONFLICT”—
Humphrey Bogart, Alexis
Smith, Sydney Greenstreet;
Warner Bros; 1945; AAP

PITTSBURGH

HIGH
29.7

Stations:: KDKA, WIIC, WTAE,

TV Hpmes: 432,900,

m

..WBBM.. - .13.3
..WBBM.... 9.7
. .WNBQ ......,.. 8.9
..WGN .... 8.9

Survey Dates: October 10-17, 1958.

1. “TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE”—
Humphrey Bogart, Walter
Huston, Tim Holt;
Warner Bros.; 1948; AAP

1st Run

Feature for a Sunday
Afternoon
Sun. Oct. 12
3:00-5:90 p.m.
KDKA

21.5

23.3

19.7

49

Basketball—
Philadelphia vs. St. Louis., ..WIIC . ..13.8
Bowling Stars... ..WTAE .
8.5

2. “THIRTY SECONDS OVER
TOKYO”—
Van Johnson, Robert
Walker, Spencer Tracy;
MGM; 1944; MGM-TV

1st Run

Masterpiece Theatre
Sun. Oct. 12
9:00-11:00 p.m.
WTAE

20.2

21.0

193

31

Dinah Shore.
Alfred Hitchcock.....
Loretta Young.....
What’s My Line.

3. “NIGHT MUST FALL”—
Robert Montgomery,
Rosalind Russell;
MGM; 1937; MGM-TV

1st Run

Gateway Studio.
Fri. Oct. 10
11:15 p.m,-S.O.
KDKA

18.4

20.9

17.0

45

Movie for Tonight—
“Johnny O’clock” (1st Run) ..WTAE . ..12.3
Jack Paar Show.....WIIC . . .11.4

4. “THEY DIED WITH THEIR
BOOTS ON”—
Errol Flynn, Olivia de
Havilland, Arthur Kennedy;
Warner Bros.; 1941; AAP

1st Run

Gateway Studio
Wed. Oct. 15
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
KDKA

16.0

17.0

15.3

41

Shock Theatre—
“Frankenstein” (Repeat)... .: WTAE . ..12.6

6. “TO THE SHORES OF TRIPOLI”—
Maureen O’Hara, John
Payne, Randolph Scott;
20th Century Fox; 1942; NTA

1st' Run

Gateway Studio
Sat. Oct. 11 •
11:30 pjn.-S.O.
KDKA

15.5

15.7

15.5

43

Movie for Tonight—
“Johnny Eager” (Repeat).....WTAE . ..12.8

6. “WAGONS ROLL AT NIGHT”—
Humphrey Bogart, Sylvia
Sydney, Eddie Albert;
Warner BrQs.; 1941; AAP

1st Run

Early Show
Wed. Oct. 15
5:00-6:30 p.m.
KDKA

15.4

17.0

14.4

45

American Bandstand...WTAE . .. 8.9
Mickey Mouse Club.., .WTAE . ..10.6
6 O’clock Adventure....WTAE . ..11.5

6. “WHITE CARGO”—
Walter Pidgeon,
Hedy Lamarr;
MGM; 1942; MGM-TV -

1st Run

Gateway Studio
Mon. Oct. 13
11:15 p.m.-S.O.KDKA

15.4

16;7

14.3

43

Jack Paar Show,.. .WIIC ....12.4

7. “DESPERATE”;—
Steve Brodie,
Audrey Long;
RKO; 1947; C&C

Repeat

Early Show
Fri, Oct. 10
5:00-6:30 p.m.
KDKA

14.8 '

153

14.4

49

American Bandstand... .WTAE . .. 8.9
Mickey Mouse Club.....WTAE .. .. 10.6
Burns and Allen...WIIC
..11.9

.

8

.

8

.

8

..WIIC . ..23 2
..KDKA ...... . .25.5
..WIIC . . .26.9
..KDKA . . .25.5

.......

“THE BIG SKY”—
Kirk Douglas,Dewey
Martin, Elizabeth Threatt;
RKO; 1952; C&C

Repeat

Gateway Studio.
Thurs. Oct 16
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
KDKA

14.6
°

16.0

13.0

37

Jack Paar Show. .WIIC . . .15.9

“DEAD RECKONING”—
Humphrey Bogart,
Lizabeth Scott;
Columbia; 1947; Screen Gems

1st Run

Movie for Tonight
Tues. Qct, 14
10:45 p.m.-S.O,
WTAE

14.3 3

15.0

13.7

35

Garry M6ore. .KDKA . .21.0
News Tonight...KDKA . ..19.0
Gateway Studio—“Flying
Leathernecks” (1st Run).
.KDKA
..123

“RED RIVER”—
John Wayne, Montgomery
Clift, Joanne Dru;
United Artists; 1948; UA-TV

Repeat

Fineview Feature
, Sun. Oct. 12
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WIIC

153

133

39

Moonshoot . .KDKA
Gateway Studio “To Have
and-Have'Not” (1st Run)
.KDKA

•

...

’ 14.3

—

_

..
. .16.3
.. ..13,7
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Isn’t it
a shame?
The only TV rating services which rate WPIX
Number One among New York’s independent
stations are Nielsen* and Trendex.**
A third rating service, operating at only two-thirds
of its published required sample, doesn’t agree. But
then, does everybody ever agree ?
Oh yes—there’s a fourth rating service to which
we do not subscribe and, therefore, cannot quote*
We do urge subscribers to check WPIX* Anyone
for a fifth?
Very frankly, we took this ad in view of the recent
flurry of claims of leadership coming in from all
directions (in pretty large type, tool). Reminds us
of those good old Dodger games when three men
would he standing on first. Well, let’s look at the de*
cisions of a couple of good umpires and see who goes
back to the dugout.
For the 44th consecutive month, Nielsen reports
WPIX is the top-rated New York independent,
while Trendex gives WPIX a 39%, and 44% mat¬
ing lead, respectively, over the next two inde¬
pendents.
Over 100 National Advertisers (WPIX does not ac¬
cept “mail order” commercials or other commer¬
cials of questionable taste) and our 45th consecutive
month in the black is, we think, a further indication
of true leadership.
By the way, is that our non-commercial Educa¬
tional TV we see in a competitor’s “station share’*
computations ?
If you have read down this far, you know
for sure which station is_» * •

NEW YORK’S
LEADING
INDEPENDENT
TV STATION

* October NSI, 6-11 PM, S-S.
Special Trendex Week of
November 1-7, 6-11 PM.
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From the Production Centres
Continued from page 3#

music department, begins series of opera talks Friday (281 at the Ad¬
vertising Club . . . Linda Valenstein, daughter of Grey Advertising
board chairman Lawrence Valenstein, engaged to Jerome Elkind * • .
Gene Wood to "Treasure Hunt” as comedy writer.

IN HOLLYWOOD ...
CBS’ Hubbell Robinson Jr. and Bob Weitman in for the Friars’
Club roast of Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz over the weekend, plus Tele¬
vision City huddles . . . Jack Mulligan, KMPC account exec, conva¬
lescing after surgery . . . Bill Keene replaced Harry Geise as KNXT’s
weatherman . . . Dirk Courtenay, ex-Chi deejay and for past couple of
years in Hollywood, started new midnight to 4 a.m. strip on KRKD
. . . Clete Roberts feted by KTLA on his return from round-the-world
newsgathering jaunt, and starts his new strip on station shortly.
Florence (Mrs. Frank) Mullen is now a fullfledged agent and hung
nut her own shingle . . . Romer Grey, son of the great sportsmanwriter and partnered with Hal Hudson in “Zane Grey Theatre/’ is as¬
sembling the many thousands of feet of film on hunting and deep sea
fishing left him by his dad . . . Ziv’s Herb Gordon, onetime bandlead¬
er, had this answer for those quarreling over 13-week deals: “when
you make quality pictures they don’t haggle over short terms.” ...
Harry McMahan, who pioneered tv commercials 16 years ago with his
Five Star Productions, is returning to production in partnership with
Jerry Fairbanks. They lead off with a daytime stripper, “Love Is a
Problem.” McMahan ventured in the agency field when he folded Five
Star . . . Ralph Young, former Pittsburgh adman, joined Compton as
an account exec.

IN CHICAGO . . .
WGN has hired helicopter service for daily rush hour traffic bulle¬
tins covering Chi and suburbs . . . WBBM-TV mapping a local show
for .comic Red Blanchard, now that the proposed network opus has
struck out with the Gotham boys . , . Lloyd Yoder set to address.Chi
chapter of American Women In Radio & TV on Dec. 3,'first, speech
the NBC vice prez has been asked to make since he joined -the local
Shop nearly three months ago ... Henry Sjogren, former'asst. general
manager of WNBQ-WMAQ, in New York a few weeks on “special as¬
signment” bnt still maintaining a desk in. Chi . . . Andre Sarrut, French
blurb maker, in town this week to set up U.S; franchise, Telefrance
. . . Carl Russell, ex-Ziv, joined Independent Television Corp. as na¬
tional manager of regional sales, headquartering here «. . Dick Blakeslee, editor of the Tribune’s TV Week, recovering from surgery at Passavant . . . Chalmers H. Mar quia Jr. upped to program director of
WTTW, vice James Robertsoq, who left to join staff of Educational
TV and Radio Center . . . WRBM^TVTs Ray Rayner, thesping in. "The
Crucible” at 11th St. Theatre," came off with favorable notices from
the four critics . . . Bob Mnlholland joined WGN as a news editor . . .
Marty Faye adding a morning WAAF deejay stint to bis current sked
. . . Frank Reynolds hosting WBBM-TV’s new pubaffkirs series, "In¬
sight” ... Ed Roth, former program director of WGN-TV, now in
South America with NBC International. . - Paul Moore, supervisor of
tv technical operations at NBC, leaves the shop after 38 years to join
the missile division of Chrysler Corp.

IN BOSTON ...

PjhSUM&t
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Inside Stuff-Radio-TV
Bob Strunsky, copy cMef of CBS-TV network sales promotion and
ILLINOIS OPERA GUILD AUDI¬ advertising dept, is penning the much-discussed “SEE?” editorial-type
ads
running in the1 N.Y. Times, N.Y. Post and New Yorker. Strunsky
TIONS OF THE AIR
With Carl
Grayson,
William comes of a long line of journalists. His father, Simeon Strunsky, was
Browning, others
longtime editorial writer on N.Y. Times. Current CBS-TV ad copy,
Producer-Director: Dick Jones
written with considerable grace and simplicity, covers multitude of
Writer: Bob Bradford
subjects from how ratings are arrived at to transmission of tv pro¬
30 Mins., Sun., 4:30 p.m,
grams from overseas as well as restrained plugs for CBS.-TV pro¬
WGN, Chicago
grams. Strunsky’s copy is prepared under the supervision of Bill
WGN has shown wisdom in un¬ Golden, creative director of the dept.
derplaying the contest aspect of
the Illinois Opera Guild auditions,
Milton Berle spent most of his New York trip huddled with col¬
wMch it is broadcasting on 13 con¬
secutive Sundays this season. The laborator John Roeburt on their joint. novel, “Earthquake,’’ which
opera tyros are showcased not as Random House wants ready for spring publication. An. excerpt of the
contestants but as mccoy perform¬ book will appear in Variety’s pcoming 53rd Anniversary . Number.
ers, and the dignity of their musi¬ Berle says that “if Only one out of 40'of Milton Berle! tv watchers buy
cal idiom is spared the dishonor the book we have a surefire bestseller.” Mrs. Berle (Ruth Cosgrove)
of an amateur show. Which is as recuping from an operation at their BevHiffs Hotel bungalow; their
it should be, for these are not dil- lease on the Gene Kelly , house expired so they’re living in the BHH
letantes but fledgling profession¬ although the comedian says he plans to build a ''house in Beverly
als, many of them with important Hills.
credits under their belts with com¬
panies like Chicago’s Lyric Opera.
They have enough to offer to merit
Assessment- of the estate of late Comdr. Eugene F. McDonald Jr.,
a hearing without the excuse of a chairman of Zenith Radio Corp., has been revised to $12,000,000. After
contest.
his death it was estimated at around $7,000,000. Among his eight
Allowed to string the auditions stock items are 19,724 shares -of Zenith, common stock worth around
over 13 weeks, producer-director $2,805,731 on the-New York Stock-Exchange; 33,198 shares of Seneca
Dick Jones has shaped the-- “Com¬ Securities Corp., .McDonald’s holding company; and 36;279 shares of
petition” into a first class longhair Teco Inc., wito $10 par value per share.
radio series, bringing on three tal¬
ents each week—each of them* of * ‘ In cash, McDonald left. $248,000, Also--in. his estate are 20. patents,
a different voice range—and.giving 12 American .and eight foreign, which have not been evaluated' Prin¬
them two exposures apiece. The cipal beneficiaries are McDonald’s: children, Mrs. Jean Weissenherg
uncompetitive spirit'-of the shows and Eugene F, McDonald ill.
was reflected on the. first, outing in.
a duet by two of. thev performers,
Roger Englander, who marks .hjs: fifth $nni as CBS-TV producerwho might have enterecTa. plea for
fairness and held out for a single-o director this week, has a trio of special assignments upcoming in
the next month. He’s set to direct the premiere of a new opera Written
audit.
The duet was .from ^Madame for tv, “Sarah,” by'Ezra Laderman -and Clair Roskam/and starring
Butterfly” and was'done with pol¬ Patricia ’Neway- on Sunday. (30)/On Dec. 13/ he’ll produce-direct the
ish by a soprano named Jeanne first in a series of New York Philharmonic Young People’s Concerts
Diamond and a mezzo, Ardis Krai- with Leonard Bernstein and on Dec. 21 he’ll direct a special Yule
nik. Former earlier essayed an program featuring Alfredo Antonmi and his concert orqh. In addition
aria from Cdea’s “Adriana Le- to the tv chores, Englander produces and stages Thomas Scherman’s
couvreur” and the latter one from Little Orchestra Society Children’s Concerts.
Saint-Saens’ “Samson and Deli¬
lah.” Baritone Sheriff Milnes did
"The Credo”- f*pm .Verdi’S ^Othel¬
WNEW-TV stands to make money from a rival station/. If producer
lo” and an aritfroto Meyerbeer's Martin Storle sells “Bingo-at-Home” to any of its six'rival stations in
“L’Africaine.” ^
N.Y., WNEW-TV still gets money front it—even though the Metropoli¬
Sole accompaniment. was. Wil¬ tan Broadcasting-outlet is soon dropping the giveaway.
liam Browning’s: knowing' piano,
Because it was" in at the beginning- of the show a year ago, the sta¬
whose sound wa&'engineeredce!oSe tion was able to negotiate what is most simply described, as part own¬
enough to the voices to .keep it
ership,
which entitles it to royalties for/ as- long as “Bingo” stays on
from seeming. a desolate instru¬
ment in a rehearsal halL /Carl. the air. WNEW-TV deal also includes payments from a network airing.
Grayson, an ex client announcer
who sounds at times.like Edward
Television writers repped by_ Blanche Gaines are again doing a
R. Murrow, sets Jr refined tone as
“transatlantic, transfer” act. Mrs."Gaines in the past has sold a number
host. .
.
Withal the . show IS- a: credit to of her clients’ done-in-the-U.S. . teleplays to- the -BBC in England.
WGN and a good break for 3Q This time, plays by Jerome .RoSS (“Private History”) and Henry &
young opera singers. Winner will Madelin Misrock, (“Man After His. Own Heart”), both done on the
get a $r,000 grant from the Guild ex-“Studio One,” have been sold-to BBC.
for the furtherance of his or her . A third entry is George Lowther’s “Sounding.” This one, however,
career, and it’s understood an was not shown in the U.S. but on the CBC in Canada, and was bought
anonymous donor, after hearing^
the first show, is giving' $100 each by Britain’s ABC.
to the 29 runners-up.
.. Let.
•CBS-TV’s “Lamp Unto My Feet” this, week on its 10th. anni was cited
by National Council of Churches, N.Y. -Board of Rabbis" and National
Newark, O.—Newark Advocate, Council of Catholic Men. Citation was made at Waldorf luncheon yes¬
daily paper, and WCLT, local radio
station, protested ptopto^d legisla¬ terday (25Hto CBS-TV prexy Lou Cowan ror program’s “publia- iervice
tion which would have banned to the religigus life of America/’ “Lamp’’ is produced by Don Keller- „
tape-recording of City Council ses¬ man for Public Affairs Dept, of CBS -News. Dr, -Lyman Brysbuis host
sions without specific- permission. and moderator.

Homer H. Odom, former commercial mgr. WAKY, Louisville, new
gen. mgr. of WEZE \ . ; WHDH-TV celebrating 1st anni with press
party at Sidney Hill Country Club Tuesday (25) . . . WBZ-TV holding
Xmas press party at the Sherry Biltmore Dec. 9, with Fran Coreoran,
WBZ-TV tub thumper, hostessing . . . Duncan MacDonald Interview¬
ing Rita K, Fucilld, ed of Panorama on her “Yankee Home and. Food
Show” . . . Ken Wilson, music dir. WHDH and W HDH-TV. giving con¬
cert of pops and classical at Melrose Memorial Hall, Dec. 3 . . . Rob
Clayton guested Tony Bennett, Georgie Shaw and Billy Barnes On. his
‘‘Boston Ballroom” record show on WHDH-TV . . . WNAC-TV skedding major films for three movie shows, “Early Show/’ ‘'Late Show”
and. "Cinema 7” from five major studios for Dec. 1-7 . . . Joe Kelly,
WHDH mid WHDH-TV mentor of farm and food programs, won the
National Safety Council’s Public Interest Award, marking sixth con¬
secutive year for Ms radio program . . . Cy Durgin, drama and. music'
critic of the Boston Globe, taking to the air with new'program, “Seat
On The 4isle,” over WBCN and Concert net, Monday through Friday station had become first in the world to utilize new Bendix Radar
; “What Do You Think,” new audience
from 8 to 8:05 pan. . . . David S. Baker named asst, film operations [unit for weather forecasting
participation program, is set to debut Monday* :Pec. 8 on WBAL-TV.
mgr., WNAC-TV.
Brmit Gimts wiff emcee .. . Enie Harwell, “Voice of the Orioles”
bowed with Jive-minute “Harwell with Sports” on WBAL-TV. Gunth¬
IN 'SAN FRANCISCO ...
er Beer will pick up.the tab v, , “Strifes ’n Spares/’ Burt Claster
Jimmy Lyons, first and best of the jazz deejays, up from Monterey Production, picked up four more outlets In Virginia. Bailey Gees is
emcee.
Goss, who was hospitalized when car he rode hit rear of truck
talking deal with a network station . . . BartelTs Mort Wagner, who’s
near Strasburg, Va., is reported recovered and in good condition . . .
just taken hold of chain’s KYA, has brought, in some strength: new WAQERadioi* doing daily broadcast of menus of all Baltimore County
sales director is Ronald J. Kahn, ex-McLendon organization; new sales¬ schools as public service to- help perehts avoid duplication of menus at
men include Charles W. Johnson, ex-KVSM sales manager, and Gary home. Bill Kaye andBay. Stevens are doing the readings.
Garland, ex-KSFO sales manager; new program director Is William C.
Jones, ex-program chief of-BartelTs eastern division; assistant pro-" IN PITTSBURGH;
gram director is James Sparrow, ex-program director of RRUX . . .
Jay Morten/WEDO deejay, doing his daily program from a.trailer
Jack Brown names assistant general sales manager, KHOW, Oakland
. . . Hal Fenton will produce and emcee new KTVU western talent in the puking area of neVrGreat Valley Shopping (Renter . . . Charles
show . . , KTVU got NCAA to waive videotape ban, allow 8 p.m. air Grodfn,. local actor whb went to the Playhouse School, in cast of Arm¬
time for. Stanford-U. of California football game last Saturday (22). strong Circle Theatre;totoght' (Wed.) . . . IL. W* {Hank) Shepard, g.m.
Tab for two-plus hours was picked up by GM’s Delco and Eversharp of WAMF/ahd Mi wife~have dated the stork-again . . Joe Tucker
Schick . . . KJBS’s Jack Campbell suffered heart attack . . . With Don celebrated 22d anni at. ’WWSW -microphones . /v Stiin Bryant’s hourSherwood off KGO-TV, permanently it would appear, Sherwood is re¬ long Saturday afternoon country; music show has been dropped by
ported dickering deal with KPIX to telecast his Los Angeles tapes In KDKA-TV*. Station will;use the time slot for two of its public service
programs
Dkve ^alienbergers had their fifth wedding anni and
Frisco market.
Don Traffjaita.their jtfth . . . WAMP-celebrated [first anni as ah NBC
operatioh.'With.a cocktaffj.party at the Penn-Sheraton Hotel’s Terrace
IN PHILADELPHIA ...
Room . . . Disk jockey Bob Drews has departed WAMF with: the exWPEN deejay Larry Brown will receive an award at the BMI an¬ piration of Ms; original contract. He’s now hosting weekly Shodc Thea¬
nual banquet in New York (Dec. 9) as publisher, of one of the year’s* tre on Ch. 4 . .- William C. Dempsey in from San Francisco to take
top tunes, “At the Hop,” popularized by Danny and the Juniors , . . over as g.m. at WQED.'the1 educational tv station.

..

Herbert S. Clarke, former news director of WRVA-TV, Richmond, Va.,
now the weatherman on WCAU-TV’s "7 O’clock Report” , . . Phil
Sheridan, WFIL morning man, sang at the wedding’ of colleague Bill
Webber . . . WIBG program manager Grady Edney produced: sounds
for eight different weather conditions to replace jingles id weather
reports . . . Clifford C. Harris, WIP technical supervisor, chalks up 25
years at the station this month . . . WCAU adds “Have Gun, Will Tra¬
vel” to its Sunday strip of radio dramas ... Gene and Joan Crane
will do the commentary for the annual Gimhel’s Thanksgiving Day;
parade over WCAU-TV. Personalities taking part include,7 Jimmy Dean,
the grand marshalL Orson Bean and Pat Carroll of “Keep Talking,”
* will ride a float.

IN MINNEAPOLIS ...

_

Bobby Cox, former U. of Minnesota football star and briefly' in the
pro game this season, joining /SYDGY as a disk jockey,-his radio debut
. . . WCCO-TV claims its' Sunday “Bowlerama,” in its fifth season, is
nation’s largest live video bowling shpw . , . Tony Farker, ne# KMSPTV sports direetori yucoeeding Fred Van Hull who Je4tgti£d to become
Minnesota Society -tor Crippled Children and AduR*^director .
.
Shelddn .Petet«fi^/WTCN radio and tv news and special events di¬
rector, elected^ ^ItodtoTelevision Newsl'^Dlrectoto:/«t»tifc. vice
president . . . .Jow^CcmWer from KOLN-TV^ LMcolM/Nelwh/^
TV announcing staff femtion . . . Arkansas Gov, Orvfllfi^hbus ignofed a WTCN^TV^ iEOdtation to “come north” to appear oh its'^Opin¬
ions, Please” progrito^; explaining his integration posirion before a
IN BALTIMORE ...
local civic leaders toto<ri ^ . . George Jeoel in from HoQywopd: for kick¬
Two days after WJZ-TV stated that it had become .first Maryland off of Ms
Business” seilto. bn. rKlfSP-TV
tv station to announce plans for. “weather by radjjjr” with station’s Where, f<^iiLto|^l^;bh/^utoday nights with "a- topg’WP- tieradar equipment licensed by FCC and station. personnel, licensed to upvSiutohitonlks ai^sbtfoff to boy it for a min»mbs^lrw>^gjitations.
- .
operate special ,elq£&miic gear, wr at
their -

NBC Conmisflons
Four 30-Mimde Operas
For
Hour*
Washihgtdn3tov. 25.
NBC has. completed negotiations
with the National QoWWii of
Catholic Men for the .production
of four new operas on the
“Catholic Hour” next May.
The Council has just commis¬
sioned eight writers and composers
at Catholic Univ’s Drama and
Music Departments to furnish the
scripts. Writers of the libretto are
Jean Anne Lustberg, Leo Brady,
Rev. Dominic Rover, O. P., Frank
Getlein (a former student, now art
critic for the Milwaukee.Journal),
and his wife. -Composers are G.
Thaddeus Jones, William Graves,
Emerson Meyers, and Rev. Russell
Woollen.
The forn* operas will be pro¬
duced at the CU Theatre on April
2, 3, 4 and 5 under the direction
of James Waring, Arch Lustberg,
and Leo Brady.
After polishing them, the 22piece student orchestra and com--,
pany members will go to' New York
to produce the operas for tape in
NBC studios. They will be shown
on the four Sunday^ afternoons of
“The Catholic Houri’ during May.
CU officials believe this is the
first time four 30-minute operas
have been commissioned for pro¬
duction.
Wafenrille, Me.—Don Powers of
Portland, radio manager of the
Maine Broadcasting -System, was
elected to succeed Elden H. Shute
Jr., of WKTQ in South Paris, as
president' of the Maine Association
of Broadcasters, at the organixa-
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"Kaleidoscope’ to Range Far & Wide
In Upcoming NBC-TV Entries
result of much experimental work
By JO RANSON
by Frank Gaskins, NBC technical
Herbert Sussan, director of spe¬ operations supervisor. Milt Altman,
cial programs for NBC-TV, is chal¬ supervisor of graphic arts, and the
lenging creative workers to come NBC engineering department. End¬
up with effective and worthwhile j less variety of special effects, here¬
entertainment for the “NBC Kalei¬ tofore expensive, can. now he pro¬
doscope” series. What Sussan and duced quickly and for less, .money
his NBC colleagues have seen to- with the Chroma-Key process.
date from outsiders hasn’t been too
In the works for next Easter is
encouraging.
a mobile video tape unit telemen“The sameness of show ideas has tary of the Cristiani Bros. Circus,
been almost unbelje^hhle,” he said consisting of some 59 members of
this week. “Ninety percent of the; one vast family, all engaged in
suggestions from outsiders has some branch of Under canvas en¬
been nothing but rehashes. Con¬ tertainment and skill. As part of
sequently, virtually everything in this colorful family spectacle, Sus¬
the series has originated here, on san plans to use Robert Lax’s ap¬
the inside, rather than the outside, propriate verse as an integral part
and we feel our series will be an of the presentation.
answer to the perpetual cry: come
It’s understood that the “Kalei¬
up with something new and arrest¬
doscope” . ‘show dealing with selfing.”
of a. topflight American
Aside from the In-depth excur¬ analysis
dramatist will be tfiat of Tennes¬
sions into the NBC News produc¬ see Williams in which he will do
tions, Snssan is constantly prowl¬ excerpts from his own plays re¬
ing for new approaches to the flecting his philosophy of existence.
“Kaleidoscope” array and regards
Nov. 30 behind-the-scenes approach Numerous top legit directors and
to the Music Hall story as a superb actors have evinced considerable
example of what .he has been striv¬ interest in “The Actor Prepares,”"
ing to accomplish. Never before the story of how an actor is trained
has the complete story of the in¬ and moulded for a showbiz career.
credible Music Hall been told with This will be far removed from the
such detail and electronic skill. It fan magazine approach; to the prob¬
will mark the first time that the lem, Sussan said. *
Also on the agenda is ‘Psycho¬
very innards of the MUsic Hall have
been exposed to tv viewers. Here¬ analysis,” during which an actual
tofore, only fragmentary scenes analysis./will he aired “live.” In
of the backstage of the Music Hall this instance the producers are
were captured by cameras. Sun¬ huddling with leading medical au¬
day’s program will thus be the thorities including the celebrated
first hour-long look-see and the Menningers and it may take well
first to employ many new video ; over a year to tape the entire case
tape techniques. It Will add np to history: A colorful spectacle-from
what Sussan describes as a flex¬ India is also to be included in one
ible, edited kind of tape produc¬ of the upcoming ‘‘Kaleidoscope”
tion, tracing the genesis of a com¬ programs.
plete Music Hall production.
Not all of these projects' how¬
The “Kaleidoscope crew was sur¬ ever may materialize, this* season.
prised to discover they did not There are approximately 14 differ¬
have to lay special tv cables in the ent ideas in the hopperr all to be
Music Hall for the upcoming show. hammered out with new vided apThey discovered that the theatre /proaches, according to . Sussan,
had been equipped with tv outlets none of which he thinks will
and cables by far-sighted designers prompt" the opposition to say;
when it was constructed. 26 years “This reminds me of .so and sot”
ago.
Lurking in the wings, perhaps, as
As for Charles Van. Boren, who’ll the next to closing act, according
host the program, his current work to Sussan, is the transmission of.
schedule is of. mammoth propor¬ the first live pictures from the
tions. He starts at midnight work¬ Far East on “Kaleidoscope” in the
ing on the taping at the Music HaH. spring of 1960 or possibly earlier.
“Some of our ideas will come off
At 6 a.m. he crosses the Street and
readies himself for the “Today” well, some won’t,” Sussan said^
show. At ft am. he traipses up to “but we’ll undoubtedly contribute
Morningside Heights for his classes many new techniques to video
as English prof at Columbia. Fol¬ story telling. The ‘Kaleidoscope’
lowing afternoon meetings, as fac¬ series will continue whether it is
ulty advisor be rushes home with, sold or not,”
Most of the news shows in the
papers tor correct and scripts to
study. He then catches, a nap be¬ “Kaleidoscope” series will be pro¬
fore starting the next day’s work at duced by Chet Hagan under super¬
midnight.
vision of Bill McAndrew, veep in
Jn addition to what has- already- charge of hews. Sussan’will handle
been revealed about the upcpming the rest of the series. Ted Rogers-,
“Kaleidoscope” series* Sussan said former producer of ‘‘Wide Wide
that there’ll be programs dealing World,” Is one of several ^staffers
with wiretapping, the story of the worjung closely with Sussan in
Nile River and the story of Hol¬ realizing the ambitious experimen¬
land (land from sea). Other tenta¬ tal series.
tive projects include an off-beat
“bringing to life” of the story of
an individual, in this instance the
saga of the best seller, “Baa Baa
Black Sheep,” by Pappy Boyington
with live pickups from Burma and saiS Continued front page 1
other spots touched upon in the of late spring and early summer
flier’s turbulent bio. “This will be activity) to fill the upcoming gaps.
a reverse of ‘This Is Your Life’,” Take, for example, Bulova Watch,
Sussan said. “Here we’ll take the which bought alternate weeks up
viewer to the scene of action.”
to Jan. 1 on a headachy parlay—
Hecht’s ‘10 Commandments’
“Dragnet,” “M Squad” and Wynn
Also spelled out was the Feb. 8 (sharing latter with L&M). Then
there’s
R. J. Reynolds, which
production of “The Ten Command¬
ments,” based on a script by Ben bought alternate weeks on a short¬
term
deal
on the Sunday <.7:30
Hecht. Jess Oppenheimer will han¬
dle production of this work, re¬ “Northwest ‘Passage.” This poses
portedly a hard-hitting newspaper a double problem, both for the
story, not “religious” but more client, which wants out; and NBC,
moral. In this story Hecht will which is committed to 26 weeks.
make his moral point with the NBC’s problem is the toughest—
force of a ‘Front Page’ and ‘Face for how do you resell a turkey?
In the Crowd’ impact, Sussan said. The answer lies in the fact that
More specifically; the story will- the network will shift the show to
concern itself with the first com¬ Monday 7:30 sustaining as replace¬
ment for “Tic Tac Dough.” ■'Tit’s
mandment.
The Sussan office is also up to currently mulling an expansion of
its clavicle in the creation of a the Steve Allen entry to 90 min¬
show based on the recently pub¬ utes).
General Foods bought Bob Cum¬
lished “The Gershwin Years.” Al¬
lan Hanley has been assigned the mings until the first of the year.
development of this project in Bell & Howell has shortterm
which new electronic ways will be money riding, on “Cimarron City”
utilized for visual interpretations and “Ellery Queen.” RCA dittoed
of Gershwin’s music. The Gersh¬ with a big block of NBC shows,
win musical show will make full including “Northwest Passage,”
use of the new tv production proc¬ “Ellery Queen” and “Cimarron
ess known as Chroma-Key, .the ap¬ City.” In addition, both RCA and
parent answer to low cost back1 L & M are only committed to the
grounds in *v which add great ver¬ Eddie Fishrr-George Gobel al¬
satility and variety in video set¬ ternating hours until Feb. 1, with
tings. Chroma Key process is the option time due shortly. Mennen
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Co* has an alternate-week, short¬
term deal on CBS-TY’r “Pursuit”
Shultdn and Campbell Soups have
a late February writeoff date on
ARC-TV’S “Donna Reed” show.
But unlike previous years, the
unprecedented November selling
& buying season, poses a critical
problem for the networks ha view
of the fact that so many of these
shows are riding with low ratings.
It’s one thing to. hiiy a pilot at
the start of a season, for where
there’s only a pilot there’s always
hope. But when you have to sell
ra. a show’s record, and when the
record is.'bad, as in so many pres¬
ent instances, the chances are that
the networks may not even he able
to given them away in exchange
for time costs. For example, how
do you convince a client that a
Bob Cummings show is still a good
buy with a 13.5 rating, when the
opposition entries, Red Skelton
and “Naked City,” register a 24.0
and 20.0; respectively.
All of which could portend a
critical first quarter period in ’59
for the networks, unless they ean
move in. with, better replacement
shows. Ironically, it comes at a
time, when the economy has im¬
proved. Business is good and ad¬
vertisers have money to spend; Rut
they’re only interested In buying
shows with a guaranteed circula¬
tion.

BPA Elects Psm As
Prexy arifanplfoeBeat
On ftss’Matf Fails

Gen. Sarnoff: 1 Never Said That’
The Fortune magazine article lambasting television, .among
other things, quotes RCA board chairman David Sarnoff as hav¬
ing told N.Y. Herald Tribune tv critic John Crosby: “We’re in
the same position as a plumber laying a pipe. We’re not respons¬
ible for what goes through the pipe.”
Gen. Sarnoff vehemently denied to Variety having ever made
such a statement. His official comment: “Referring to the ‘quota¬
tion in Fortune allegedly made.-by me, I never made such a state¬
ment to John Crosby or to anyone else—^either as to the words
or the meaning. The quotation is false and untrue and is in direct
conflict with my conviction and .record.”
.
NBC made efforts to obtain from the magazine the source for
the General’s quote, but the network says it was told that the
Fortune staffers were .Under strict orders not to discuss it.
In a letter" sent to Luce yesterday (Tues.) Geh. Sarnoff protest¬
ed: “Never have I .disclaimed or questioned the broadcaster’s re¬
sponsibility for the programs he transmits.-Tq suggest that I have
done,so is to fly in. the face of the consistent, record of my words
and deeds over more than 5Q years of my career, in radio and tele¬
vision.
- - - - ^
. . My recognition of the responsibility of broadcasting goes
back to its early days, when I brought to the National Broadcast¬
ing Co. Dr. Walter Damrosch and his Music_Appreciation Hour,
grand opera from the Metropolitan Opera House, Di^ James Row¬
land Angell, former President of Yale University, to direct NBC’s
educational programs and Maestro Arturo Toscanini to lead the
NBC Symphony' Orchestra, the first such, orchestra especially cre¬
ated for network broadcasting.
“. . , The same "recognition of the broadcaster’s responsibilities
continues to the present day, and is fully shared by the manage¬
ment of the National Broadcasting Co. NBC assumes full responsi¬
bility for programs broadcast over its facilities. This responsibility
encompasses maintenance of a balanced schedule, consisting not
only of broad appeal entertainment programs* but also presenta¬
tions designed for specialized intellectual and cultural interests.
In the latter field, the NBC management consistently encourages

. .sciences news and public affairs. This is the kind of programming
that ‘goes through the pipe,* and NBC is responsible for it.
*
« „ ^Unfortunately, Fortune did not trouble to solicit my views
about broadcasting, or even to check with me before quoting me;
• Had it done so, I would have-had the opportunity to correct this
-obvious mWafement, to present my convictions, and to show.how
they have been fulfilled in practice.. Since this opportunity^was
not offered. me* I request that you publish tMs Tetter in full in
your next issue so that your readers may be disabused of m false
and unfair impression.”
V_ •>';

St. Louis, Nov. 25.
Charles A." Wilson of, WGN Inc.,
Chicago, -was .elected president of
the Broadcasters* Promotion Assn,
here last week after a closed-door
junior-grade donnyfcrfcafc
Wilson was the.i^cftoice of the
BPA nominating *Anfinittee^ but
for several days before the. voting
lari: Tuesday (18), a nunp-group
headed by Bruce Wallaee T WTMJ,
^
Milwaukee) distributed unsigned
25 SSSSSSSSSSSSSSHS^S^
Continued f r«B
mimeographed sheets urging the _
election df James Kiss (WPEN, gramming), the networks Are quiz scandaL gave the dailies and
Phffly).
wholly convinced that this is part tiie mags a field day. .
After Wilson’s formal nomina¬ of a concerted campaign by top
It’s long been recognized within
tion by Gene Godt (WCCO, Mpls.)-, national mags to get subscription
"Wallace took the podium to pitch tv off the ground and arrest the the industry that, public relationsKiss for prez. Godt and Wallace development of free sponsored wise, tv Is still in its infancy. While
got into personalities (mainly their television.
occasionally a Frank Stanton or a
own). Godt rebutted Wallace’s talk
But the networks are disturbed Sarnoff will personally step i|ito
with a lengthy spiel in favor of on other counts as well. They
Wilson, pointing out that Kiss is ; recognize that the magnates wha the breach, and while an NBC has
a^.onerman publicity-promotion, de¬ are Fortune readers for the most its Ken Bilby and the corporate
partment at WPEN. ’ part dictate how big business shaH CBS its Kidder Meader both rec¬
On: the. other hand,; Godt. said", spend its. advertising dollar; that ognized as superior talent in thieir
he had contacted. WQN gjn. Ward an appraisal of the medium as. set -‘one-network” thinking- 4nd ac¬
Quaal after the committee' had. forth in the magazine can only do complishment, . as an ov«alJ .indus¬
selected Wilson, and was. told that irreparable harm. It’s been, esti¬ try need the lack isstititpi^enti
because of the extrk'work involved mated that,, at the rate of tv’s
'as. BPA prexy, Quaal would add : growth, something like a billion; Tfie networks
another man to Wilson’s WGN and a half dollars will be* spent in¬ asking: Haw''does a Lpce
promotion department if he were tv In *59 (a figure disclosed at the Such a “hatchet job’* on tv with
■ elected.
'•* :* ....
Four A’s annual conclave two the fact that the Time-life owned
Dave Partridge (WestinghoUsg, Weeks ago), With such an unprece¬ St operated tv stations reap an An¬
NY.), first president Of‘the or¬ dented figure at stake* the net¬ nual revenue hardest fr&m the self¬
ganization, ended the imbrogBo by* works realize all too well the im¬ same shows now under'attack? ■
staring that it would be impossHtie pact of such, an article oh For¬
lor a one-man operator to da jus¬ tune’s, influential readership. But:
tice to both BPA and his station, even more disturbing is the con¬
and" urged the election, of Wilson viction of the webs that the For¬
and the rest of the slate.
tune mag piece merely sets the
Kiss, however, after his nomina¬ tempo for an all-out campaign on
tion for the top spot in the group, the part of top national mags to
withdrew as candidate for the com¬ “do a job” on television in a bid'
mittee’s recommended slot as 2d to recoup lost -advertising dollars.
Dell -Publishing Co., one of the
v.p.
Fortune has thus tossed the ball major paperback publishing out¬
In addition to Wilson, the fol¬ to the .tv networks. The question fits; New York Univ., and WCBSlowing were elected; Godt, 1st v.p., now being asked is: “What are TV, producers of “Sunrise Semes¬
and Burt Toppan, 2d veep; and as they going to do about it?” NBC, ter” have made a deal whereby
directors, Walton Smith (WROC, for one, may retaliate pronto; is the publishing house will issue a
Rochester, N. Y.), Janet Byers seriously considering taking over specially-boxed set of “great hooks”
(KYW, Cleveland), Harvey Clarke an hour segment of its Sunday .titles to be used' in conjunction
(CFPL, Toronto), Austin Heywood afternoon “Kaleidoscope” program with one of the new series of pro¬
(KNXT, L.A.), and Don Curran to. probe into Henry R. Luce’s grams starting in February, 1959.
(KTVI, St. Louis).
Life-Time-Fortune mag dynasty.
The course, tagged “Literary Her¬
Philadelphia and Chicago were
Last week at the annual eohven- itage,” will be given by Dr. David
the only contenders for next year’s tion of the Broadcasters Promotion H. Greene, associate professor of
meeting place, and Philly won by Assn, in St. Louis, Donald H. Mc- English at NYU, and will concern
a single vote.
Gannon, prexy of the Westinghouse itself wth some eight outstanding
Broadcasting Co., berated the radio novels in English literature. Seven
and tv industry for failing to prop¬ of the paperback titles, with the
erly tell its story, warning that as exception of James Joyce’s “Ulys¬
New CBS-TV Slot
tv billings increase the critics of ses,” will be sold via the Dell im¬
For Harvey Strothers television, notably the printed print, with all concerned reported¬
Harvey Struthers has been nam¬ media, will step up their attacks to ly sharing in revenues. Publishing
ed director of station services for win back advertisers. The answer outfit figures on pricing the com¬
CBS-TV Stations Division. : Strii- apparently came sooner than Was plete set of books at $4.95.
thers will be liaison between sta¬ expected—in the new issue of For-. 'It is understood that. revenues
tions and other departments of tune.
accruing from sale of books, may
division, CBS-TV Network and
A few months back, NBC board help in videotaping of series for
such service areas, as General En¬ chairman Robert Sarnoff, ip dedi¬ wider distribution among tv nut¬
gineering, Building and Construc¬ catory ceremonies at a Syracuse'tv lets in other parts of the country.
tion and Labor Relations^
affiliate, took a swipe at the* print¬
The “great books” in the upcom¬
Struthers starts his new assign¬ ed media (chiefly aimed- at the ing “Sunrise Semester” will carry
ment Dec. 8. He’ll report to Craig dailies) for negative treatment of special introductions and special
Lawrence, veep in charge of CBS television in its news orlumns. Gen¬ covers with WCBS-TV “Sunrise
owned tv outlets.
Previously, erally, the Samr^C Haim was Semester” plugs designed for those
Struthers was general manager pooh-poohed by publisners and ed¬ in attendance at the rise-and-shineof WHCT, CBS owned tv outlet in itors who expressed the- opinion classrooms. This marks Dell’s first
Hartford, which was recently sold that tv was suffering .from hallu¬ major tie-up with a university-tv
to Edward D. Taddei of New cinations. Nothing much else was outlet-produced series of educa¬
Haven.
done about it, even . though the tional programs.

Fortune's Hatchet Job on

WCBS, Dell PiWisba*,
NYU Team inThree-Way
TV Series, Book Venture

Z'JSiiETf
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The new Zenith,—world’s finest high fidelity—
creates living sound from, stereophonic*records

PLAYS ALL YOUR PRESENT RECORDS WITH A DEPTH OF SOUND YOU NEVER REALIZED WAS THERE
A new and complete line of high fidelity instru¬
ments has been created by Zenith. They are un¬
like anything you have ever heard before.
You’ll hear a new depth of sound in all your
present records. You’ll hear music as live as the
minute it was recorded—music with dimension
and movement—from the new stereophonic
records. You seem to hear the performers in per¬

son—not the speakers, not the records.
The complete line of Zenith High Fidelity In¬
struments includes deluxe, full stereophonic in¬
struments, self-contained in magnificent classic,
traditional or modem fine-furniture cabinets.
Also stereophonic equipped high fidelity instru¬
ments with companion Zenith remote speaker
systems which may be added now or later for

full stereophonic sound. See—and hear—the
new Zenith at your Zenith Dealer’s.
Above is the Zenith Classic—Full Stereo¬
phonic High Fidelity, self-contained in a single
cabinet, with FM-AM radio. In cherry veneers
and cherry hardwood solids, elegant Provincial
styling, Model SF2580, $800.00*. Stereophonioequipped models are priced from $199.95*.

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION OF STEREOPHONIC SOUND AT YOUR ZENITH DEALER’S

ZENITH RADIO
CORPORATION,
CHICAGO 39,
ILLINOIS.
The Royalty of television, stereophonio hich
ndellty instruments, phonograph*. radio* and
hearin* aid*. 40 yeara o! leadership In radionics
exclusively. * Manufacturer'* ruggttUd retail price.
SliohUy higher in the Southveit and Wut Coatt.
fricte and tpteificaliont ruh/eet to change -without
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TRIANGLE ACQUIRES
f 4 FIFTH VHF STATION

nutshell, is to ,tespect the’*.obvi¬
ous. “Instead of tiying:.tp gimmick
up a sportmg>1§Wyt fo£ -teRSyif
sion,” he says, “our object is,ito
Continued from 9)^ ^
play the game a*- ino$i pSeppie’-ittse-:
- * Triangle Publications has just
Continued from page 25
accustomed to playing it. Tjfcthe counsel told him it “was ;hi4 legal'- .bought its fifth VHF station. Out¬
bridge
shows,
our
.experts
Won’t
•
.duty
to
break the coipMisSioh dead^
staff announcers could be cut al¬ able work under SAG jurisdiction.
} fit,. which already owned V’s in
The spot rates also include a be playing match-point duplicate ’Ibqk.
most in half by having the remain¬
•Philly, Binghamton, N. Y., Altoona,
ing announcers, in the course of provision, upon which there was but common household.: rriftkef . "-There have been twar j£angies qj$
bridge, the kind thafcggll .bridge,; ,JCD since the chai^gl48.5dayisibhv'. Pa., and New Haven, has closed a
an eight-hour day, prepare all the reportedly agreement, that if players understand.”
v-"'.:.
F*-c|iairman George/.; C.'/' M^Con-J1 $3,000,000 deal for KFRE-TV-andday’s blurbs and lead-ins and lead- either N. Y., L. A. or Chicago
carry a video tape spot, a rate
.naughey and commissioner Richard.. Radio in Fresno, Calif.
outs on tape.
A. Mack have been replaced ais
KFFRE-TV is on Channel 12 and
This point was discussed at the comparable to that for a spot used
FCC members by Frederick 'W.. KFRE-AM is a 50,000-watter and
last dicker only as a principle. in six to 20 cities will be paid. Any
Ford and John S. .Gross. Both both have CBS affiliations.
The
Money has not yet become an two of the three major cities, and
the networks have to pay the en¬ S5J55 Continued from page £$..5^5555 Mcporinaiighey and. Mack .were, deal by Triangle, negotiated
issue.
with Craven, amoni; thf four vot¬ through broker Howard E. Stark,
Networks came up with a de¬ tire national rates of $312 and
was made with Paul R. Bartlett,
mand, too. They want the right to $205. There was also an increase special on Brazil’s new capital; ing fbrvCiPsley;-.:^^
.. _
'■
syndicate web tape video programs in rehearsal fees, with an hour go¬ Brazilia.
In-ordering ne^. iTgflments, FCC who owned KFRE and started the
Huntley, Kitchell, writer Bill saitT Crosley canr continue bperat- tv outlet approximately two-and-a
in non-network markets without ing from $6.25 to $6.75.
Hill and Chicago eamerainan. Bruct iUg WLWt pending ike caffe's qut- half years ago.
paying any additional fee. AFTRA
Powell, also plan a detailed job of come*> Commission ' rejedfed the
insisted after the network demand
five scheduled missile firings at request of the -orilyremaimng com¬
was made that the program fees
Cape-Canaveral and a possible In- peting applicant, WTBC,
only entitled the webs to one usage
that
’
and that any kind of syndication —^ Continued from page 25 55555;- terview with Maj. Gen. Donald both companies operate it jointly
Yates for. the Dec. 21 “Chet Hunt- .under a trusteeship awaiting final
whatsoever, even in s'o-called non¬
5—^. Continued from page 24 —5.
network markets, called for ad¬ film activity continues to earn the ley Reporting.”
disposition of the case.
Civil Rights Commission hear¬
ditional fees on programming Windy City the designation of a
There . were originally four ap¬ trol the MB operation, and that
national
production
centre.
ings
in
Montgomery,
Ala.,
Dec.
7
made originally for network use.
plicants for channel 13, but In¬ also seemed a likelihood before
Union is understood retaining its
As. Walt Sehwimmer says, “Some j to .3 will be covered by NBC news¬ dianapolis Broadcasting and Mid¬
demand, that network affiliates, day the line will disappear between i man Frank McGee, Maurice Levy west TV Corp., have-both dropped Buqkley put on the screwfe. Buckley Sold WNEvV Ra’dio to MB only
which are struck by AFTRA, shall filmed and live programming. All ■and Robert Blair.
out..
shortly before the KTLA merger
In addition to “Chet Huntley Re¬
not be fed network programming of it will be known as programAll three dissenters to Crosley was to take place. With the sale of
during the period of strike. When ming^ for television, and maybe porting” filming, producer Reuven
having
the
channel
in
the
1957
the
successful radio operation.
this came up initially during early then the label ‘from Chicago’ on Frank also has shooting schedule
for Jan. 25 “NBC kaleidoscope” oh decision are still commission mem¬ Buckley obtained slightly under
web-union contract talks, the net¬ the film shows Will be noticed.”
bers,
Robert
F.
Lee,
Rosel
Hi
Hyde
10%
interest
to MB plus a substan¬
works firmly resisted the demand,
Sehwimmer, "without De Met, is Brookhaven atomic lab in Long
tial cash payment for his station.
at one point, calling it unconstitu¬ piloting championship bridge and Island. Huntley -will do the com¬ and Robert T. Barley.
Simultaneously, he became an in¬
tional.
horseracing vidseries currently. mentary and Jack Sughrue will di¬
fluence in the combined radio-tv
The remaining major point seems Max Cooper, whose p.r. firm was rect
operation, and the reason for Par's
to be over a change in paragraph retained by the De Met-SchwimFor its year-end lineup of spe.failure to continue. controlling
89 of the AFTRA tv Code. The mer combine for promotion, ad-, cials, NBC News is bringing in six
the situation was attributed to his
Ceattaraef from yiie 29 paragraph, which seems to have mils he is hatching a new sports or its overseas correspondents the —
presence.
been called paragraph 88b at one syndication idea too, not on film day after Christmas. %Ehey are
Joseph C. Harsch, London; ’Edwin "“Playhouse 90” show, then some
time, concerns independent pack¬ but on video tape.
As a matter of fact," Bernard
Newman, Paris; Welles Hangen, other “90’s” before being recalled Goodwin, who is now prexy of MB
ages on network airtime. The con¬
This is not to mention a num¬ Cairo; John Rich, Berlin; Irving ! to N.Y. fpr the Rodgers & Hamtract now calls for indie producers
and
was then concurrently an em¬
to sign the Code when the net¬ ber of fringe and smallfry' pro¬ B. Levine, Moscow, and Cecil merstein “Cinderella.” Then back ployee of Par, was asked to make
works use their live shows. The ducers of vidfilms In the Windy Brown, Tokyo.
to the Coast for a short spell as up his mind whether he wanted to
Major prograpa is “Projection producer of “Climax,” and now become a fulltimer at Metropolitan
exact nature of the present hassle City, who concentrate on wres¬
has not been determined, but it tling shows and the like for syndi¬ ’59” set for Dec. 28 a; part of back to special assignments for the Or return to Par. . He chose- to
has been guessed by some side- cation. And there’s a long list, be¬ "NBC Kaleidoscope” series. Over¬ web. Nelson prefers a producer- stay with MB, where he shares
liners that AFTRA wants the net¬ sides, of commercial film outfits, seas bunch will be joined by U.S. director assignment; doesn’t like many of the.-toplevel functions with
works to assure that all tape video which account for around 35% of based David*' Brinkley, Robert straight producing because “there’s Buckley, who is progran^rsales
packagers sign. This would cross the nation’s blurb production. McCormick, Ray Scherer and too much administrative ■ work,” veep.
Among Goddwin’s. chief,
with those indies- who are Screen Sehwimmer feels there’s a great Frank McGee. McGee -will be but likes a combination of both jobs, it’s told, is the search, /or
unawareness to Chi’s influence on anchorman!
Actors Guild signatories.
fresh station acquisitions. Hence,
“because
then
you
get
a
chance
to
Before the informal sessions tv today.
Other aspects of homecoming .fight with the network and the Ear was frustrated even adminis¬
De Met and Sehwimmer, togeth¬ schedule include appearances on agencies for the things you believe tratively in MB.
held Friday night (21) and Satur¬
day (informal, someone explained, er or separately, are exploring unu¬ ‘Today” and “Hot Seat” an<t per¬ in.”
Since the KTLA merger failed,
to keep the meetings from being sual ideas for tv, mainly in the sonal appearances by newsmen in
Between the two coasts, at least it is understood that Par offered
encumbered by the traditionally realm of sports. Sports, they feel,- 24 Cities before civic and service as far as CBS is concerned, Nelson to sell the Los Angeles tv indie to
large number of people at formal have a lasting universality vis-a- groups. Climax is appearance of all prefers New York; “they let you MB on a straight sales arrange¬
dickers), AFTRA was asking $425 ; vis westerns and whodunits, which newsmen., in Washington Jan. 8, alone there.” In Hollywood, “every¬ ment. This offer was rejected,
for 13 weeks use of one video tape iare subject to trends. With their and at Foreign Policy Assn, gather- one from (Bill) Dozier down is rid¬ too.
spot for the entire U.S. By the close business relationship, De ifigin N.Y. Jan 9.
ing on your back all the time, sit¬
time the six-man (three network Met, Sehwimmer and Goltz can
ting and watching rehearsals on
and three AFTRA) talks were bring in a pilot for as low as $25,Omaha — Steve Shephard, Who their monitors and ordering
over, a tentative agreement was 000, a factor which makes the came to Omaha several years ago changes which it’s too late to make
reached giving AFTRA blurb product itself comparatively inex¬ as KOJL sportscaster, last week anyway. If they were that inter¬
pitchmen $312 for a commercial pensive. F’rinstance, Sehwimmer resigned from a similar post at ested they should have" come down —t Contianfc4 from Me 1
for an on-camera appearance and says he can sell a full hour sports KMTV to become general manager to the rehearsal hall a week earlier applied to her other tv Clicks,
$205 for off-camera work. Then film at a price that is slightly be¬ of KOIL.* Joe1 Patrick of XFAB
“Peter Pan” and “Annie Get Yuur
there is the additional 5% for pen¬ low what a good firstnm half will replaee Shephard at KMTV, when the changes could have been Gun”.
"
m£de. Here, they’re just in the
sion and welfare. This compares hour vid film sells for.
doing double duty as sports editor way.”
%
NBC bought the Easter “matinee
to the $260 and $170 for compar¬
Schwimmer’s philosophy, in -a of both the video and radio outlets.
& night” as a package, represent¬
ing a $665,000 investment. IAadd^tion, there’s $300,000 in time costs
to be applied.” Although IPs.' still
nearly* half a year away, NBGhas
Continues- treat pace 29
5made' it the No* 1 target on the
former BBC-TV chief, who was sales agenda,. with a couple: of
one of the first advocates of com-> sponsor- nibbled already in. ’ the
mercial tv arid whose holding of 1 house. Kid show and the nighttime
deferred stock rises from just over [ entry will be sold separately *
$6,100-to above $1,400,000; Prince
Littler, ATV chairman, whose
OFFSET REPRODUCTION
stock soars from $2,500 to $560,000; Val Parnell, whose holding
MIMEOGRAPHING
,
rises from $2,800 to over $600,000;
MULTIUTH
Lew Grade, whose stock jumps
from $3,500 to $778,000; and Phil
Resumes & TV Scripts
i and Sid Hyams, whose modest in¬
vestment of $280 each -will be
FAST SERVICE
worth over $61^000.
ATV’s ordinary stock, with a
par value Of $2.80r has been
quoted on the Stock Exchange un¬
der a special rule since last July.
It was first priced at $16.80 and
150 We* 44 St.. New York 36
has increased steadily in value and
is now changing hands at or
CO 5-4555
PL 7-4465
around $40. '
-: '

Headaches

AFTRA-Network Dickers

Chet Huntley

Chi's Stains

Par’s Mel. Stock

Ralph Nelson

Mary Martin

British ATV

A Guest Artist who HYPOS

RATINGS?

CARL

BALLANTINE

One of the most unique COMEDIANS in'
TELEVISION or ANY medium
% Ratings went up when on with .

GARRY MOORE-STEVE ALLEGED SULLIVAN
Who else would like to try forjifiis 'coincidence?7
I have a large family throughout America,
all with television sets.
Phone ENdicott 2-4800, New York
Also, have fun, will travel.

PUBLIC

AUCTION

LIQUIDATION. tAU: BY ORDER OF OWNER—Re: TELSON STUDIOS
CHAS. LEVY. Auct’r, Sells Wed., Dec. 3rd, 11 A.M.
AT 41OT BROADWAY, NEAR STEINWAY AYE., L.I.C.

MOVIE AND TELEVISION STUDIO
:.

FAIRFIELD SOUND EQUIPMENT

Consisting o# 4- Chmmmat Censolo, Va" Tap* Recorder wltti Pic-Sync, Otic
Mtthi Mole glchardoen D*lly Mlk* Boom, Floor and TaMa Microphones,
tbMadc tniw»H|Mliif NquipniMt, 19# Watt Inky Dlnkys, Ml Watt *•
" Watt PjilMlrti wtttr Barn Doers and Bulbs, Nets, Oobo Adapters,
^ ^TSWmfcipev^BerlmSr npeons, Cobot Kukoldras, 4#e Amp Phases,
' and Bell Switches, 400 Amp Sta** Boxes, Large
Camera Cablet, Kilos la Adapters, Complete Power
Saws, Drill Press, Sander, Bandsaw, Elactric Hand
... of Maaenlt* Flats, ever 50 Ft. Sky Blue Cydorama,
yjnemeMfe Crab Dolly, Light Towers, Prolection Room.

\ V ^

OFFICE EQUIPMENT

'Posks, Typewriter, Office Partitions, Matal Cabinots, Matal Shelving,
' Electric Clocks, Flro Extinguishers, etc.

LARGE LOT OF THEATRICAL PROPS
:

LEATHER

and

folding chairs, fluorescent lights, etc.

5-TON AIR CONDITIONER
INSPECTION DEC. 1st A 2nd, FROM 10 A.M. TO 4 F.M.

>

AUCTIONEER’S PHONE: MAIN 4-6358

UAftiEfr
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MEET U.A.A.

splice
ever
made!

(United Artists Associated, Inc.)
As the lawyers phrase it, “the .assets and
business of Associated Artists Productions
Corp! have been'acquired by United Artists
Associated, Inc.”
Translated this means that the same manage¬
ment, the same sales staff that’ brings you
fine A.A.P. films will now also handle the
great television features of United Artists.
This is important news to our friends in tel¬
evision. U.A.A. will provide you with
“
a wide choice of outstanding films
from a single source ... films that
will hold audiences and sell spon¬
sors. PLUS the kind of increased
service that can add up to in¬
creased profits.

Fjfe

Now that you’ve met us, let’s
get together!

UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, INC.

\ . W.*i*\**
' 1L

UAI
UAA

UAA

NEW YORK
345 Madison Ava., MUrray Hilt 6-2323
CHICAGO
75 E. Wacker Dr., DEarborn 2-2030
DALLAS
1511 Bryan St.. Rlveralda 7-8553
LOS ANGELES
8110 Sunsat Blvd., CRestvIaw 6-5886
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Ralph Cohn on Soviet TV
; Continued from page 26 ;

labors. .Coin they get from video
goes to support their own govern¬
ment-owned setup.
Video stations, Cohn said, were
already producing film, much of
it for daily telecasts. Russian tele¬
vision’s own film product is not
on an ambitious scale yet, but the
SG prexy was informed that the
stations are building their own
elaborate studio Setups and will
ultimately produce their own cellu¬
loid product.
Cohn estimated there are 400,000 to 500,000 tv sets in Moscow
and 2,500,000- sets throughout
Russia, and officials there claim
they “can’t keep up with the de¬
mand for sets.”
At the official rate of exchange
(four rubles to the U.S. dollar) it
costs Russians between $350 and
$450 for a video receiver, about
the equal of two months salary to
the average Russkie, Cohn esti¬
mated.
American group, which included
Mike Wallace, whom the others
elected their chairman, represent¬
ing ABC, Jerry Danzig of NBC,
Ralph Harmon of Westinghouse
Broadcasting, and Dr. Burton
Paula of the U. of Minnesota, plans
in the near future to make a writ¬
ten report on the state of USSR

video to the U.S. State Depart¬
ment. Cohn explained that each
member of the group is taking a
different aspect of the industry
and ' is to write his own report,
after which all five men will “sit
down and edit each other.”
Group visited Moscow, Lenin¬
grad, Tblisi (yclept Tiflis) and
Kiev. Trip took 19 days.
The things which Cohn called
commercials cost, he said, 100
rubles a* minute or $25. Total Russion blurb gross is a “very small
amount,” said Cohn. Cohn noted
that in»Leningrad alone did the
station charge two rates—a regu¬
lar charge for everyday commer¬
cials and 50% of the maximum
amount for a “culture” pitch. As
in other countries, the Russians
charge a periodic fee (in this in¬
stance, a monthly fee) to own a
set, and in that way principally
does Russia support its video op¬
erations, Cohn said. The fees on
; both radio and tv “vary from place
to place," he added, and it Is paid
through the Post Office system,
which is under the Ministry
of Comunication in Russia.
Cohn explained that ‘ Moscow
radio broadcasts approximately 16
hours every day and that the capi¬
tal city’s two tv stations do about
seven hours a day each, six days a
week.
“The Russians evidenced no interest in talking directly to us
about purchase of American prod¬
uct,” Cohn said. “Frankly,, there’s
no money in this.” The exchange
of programming for tv is being
worked out through the State De¬
partment and the Russian govern¬
ment, and Cohn viewed any pros¬
pective change of product as
“basically for propaganda pur¬
poses.” Russian tv everts are ex¬
pected to come to the U.S. to see
video here, but Cohn didn’t know
when.
Russian tv actors get residuals,
too. Setup is as follows, according
to Ralph Cohn:
Russkies get a half-day’s salary
for each rehearsal, 100% of salary
for dress rehearsal phis 200 to
300% of base one-day wages for
the actual show. This refers to a
live tv performance. If the show
is filmed or Jrinescoped, the Rus¬
sian thesp receives 50% of entire
fee up to that time, which entitles
the producer to rights in per¬
petuity.
Mike Wallace, will, be inter¬
viewed tomorrow (Thurs.) night by
Ben Hecht, whose show Wallaces
produces on WABC-TV, N. Y.

Malibu Beach Patrol and a west¬
ern. Andrews - Spears - Wolper is
filming “Divorce Hearing” for In¬
terstate TV.
Then there’s United Artists Tele¬
vision, which is producing a mini¬
mum of 39 on each of the five se¬
ries already set, and in the event
of missing a national sale, will put
its show into syndication. Similar
question mark obtains at MetroTV, which has been mulling entry
into syndication and might steer
some of its new product into that
channel if it doesn’t set network
deals. And KTTV is filming “Pa¬
role” for Telestar and taping
“Divorce Court” for Guild Films.

Five-Man Panel
Starts Study On
Spectrum Space

Washington, Nov. 25.
The federal stydy of spectrum
;space.is underway her, hut it is
going to have to limp before it
can walk.
The Office of Civil ari<j Defense
Mobilization has set up a five-man
study panel called the Special
OCDM Advisory Committee on
Telecommunications WhiiSfi* is sup¬
posed to lobk carefully into the
complicated spectrum and come
up wth recommendations by the
end of the year. "That is only she
weeks away.
.
Best guess here is that the spe¬
cial. committee will conclude that
the subject is too vast td under¬
take so quickly and recommend
that a high level federaL commis¬
sion: he established to do a thor¬
ough job.*
The whole thing Is along the
line of the Potter resolution which
passed the Senate but died in the
House last summer after the White
House proposed changes in its
provisions.
Later, the White House kicked
around, the idea of setting up a
Presidential commission to tackle
spectrum space* problems—includ¬
ing the rivalry between civilian
broadcasters and the military for
space. Legislative authority is not
necessary if the President wants
to create such a commission to
give him advice.
***
SERGEANT PRESTON..... 20.0
But the plan was junked in
*"*•
State Trooper.,...19.5
favor of an inital study on a lower
1551
Honeymooners.19.5
level.
The OCDM committee is
SJtont Service...12.5
the Result.
Sea Hunt.11.7
Tasks assigned to the OCDM
committee include examination of
^bvernment policies, use of facil¬
SERGEANT PRESTON.24.5
ities and procedures for allocation
Harbor Command...23.5
of the spectrum for government
Sheriff Cochise.22.5
and non-government use.
Highway Patrol..22.2
The new advisory group, named
State Trooper.21.2
by OCDM! Director Leo A. Hoegh,
i£
headed by Victor E. Cooley,
= Continued from page Zf
former Board Chairman of South¬
ond year “Sea Hunt,” and third western Bell Telephone Co. and
SERGEANT PRESTON.43.8
Whiriybirds.34.4
and fourth years of “Highway Deputy Director of the Office of
Sea~Hunt...29.3
Patrol.”
Defense Mobilization from 1953 to
Highway Patrol.29.1
In Manila, “West Point,” “Men 1958.
Silent Service.13.8
of Annapolis,” “Corliss Archer,”
The others are: Irvin Stewart,
second year “Science Fiction Thea¬ former FCC Commissioner,* past
tre,” ‘^Boston Blackie” and “The President of West Virginia U. and
SERGEANT PRESTON.31.0
Unexpected,” “Eddie Cantor,” and chairman of the Presidential Com¬
Highway Patrol.29.5
“Yesterday’s Newsreel” have been munication Policy Board in 1951;
Silent Service...29.3
sold.
Frank Gregg Hear, consulting
State Trooper.27.8
In Latin America, eight series radio engineer in private business;
Sea Hunt.-..19.8
have been signed for airing in William Glasgow Thompson, re¬
Argentina. The Lima, Peru, sta¬ tired Assistant Vice Present of
tion purchased, four skeins, while American Telephone^ and Tele¬
SERGEANT PRESTON.39.1
the San Salvador tv operation graph; and retired Maj. Gen. W.
Sea Hunt....32.6
signed for an. additional year of Preston Corderman, former Deputy
Sheriff of Cochise.31.6
“I Led Three Lives.” In Europe,' Chief Signal Officer of the Army
Whiriybirds..24.9
the German-language version of Signal Corps.
Silent-Service..21.3
“Tombstone Territory” has been
bought by NWDR for televising on.
the northern German tv chain and
SERGEANT PfeESTON..... 15.3
“Mr. D. A,” was bought by. BadenHoneymooners... „.13.0
Baden.
Sea Hunt.......12.4
Washington, Nov. 25. *
Highway Patrol. 9.0
Sftent Service. 4.6
: Federal Communications Com¬
mission has okayed sale of two
New Orleans radio stations.
Connie B. Gay, country music
Continued from pace 2f
SERGEANT PRESTON.44.4
impresario, acquired WYLD for
llwrir.
Harbor Command.43.8
ing
“Flight,”
is
finalizing
plans
for
$170,000
from Robert W. Rounsa1951
Highway Patrol...41.9
a pair of additional syndicated ville. Rounsaville, in turn bought
Sheriff of Cochise.35.0
shows this week. Gross-Xrasne- WTPS from the Times-Picayune
Sea Hunt.
31.9
Sillerman will use their California Publishing Co. for $170,000. TimesStudios for the first time in years Picayune agreed to sell radio op¬
in a return to Hollywood produc¬ eration following talks with Justice
1 INDEPENDENT tion with “Fate,” slated to start in Dept, when it purchased only com¬
January. Hal Roach Jiv currently peting New Orleans daily news¬
seeking a syndication outlet for his paper. Company owned AM Times^
TELEVISION wares, has gone ahead with* pro¬ Picayune. and PM Daily States
duction on “The Veil” and the new and acquired PM Item.
Guy Madison stanza in advance of
Both Gay and Rounsaville have
finalizing
a syndication outlet. ABC multiple radio properties. Gay
^^CORPORATION
Films is in second-year production owns AMs in San Antonio; Ash¬
on “26 Men” and is planning other land, Ky.; and Kinston, N.C.
projects. And Dick Powell once Rounsaville has AMs in Atlanta^
again is talking syndication and is Cincinnati, Tamps, Miami Beadi,
prepping a series based on the Louisville and Nashville.

Y

Leads the
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in Market
after Market!
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FCC OKAYS SALE OF
TWQN.0. STATIONS

Prep 25 Series

Webs Now Tangle
With Directors

Tele Fellewaps
Continued from vase 33

plied. “It seemed to do a great
deal of good in the business in that
it evaporated some fear which to
me seemed irrational. People ^were
quite literally fearful of Jack and
I think they’re less so now.”
Regarding .Jack Gould of the
N. Y. Times, Hecht thought the
newspaperman had “ a real rage
against anything funny.” Allen re¬
plied he had respect for Gould
“and yet occasionally I have had
something like this reaction you
have”
Hecht thought the use of the arts
to sell polish and beer was danger¬
ous. “Beauty lies down with the
beast once- too often and rises
cock-eyed,” he said with a flourish.
Allen didn’t agree with him.
Hecht salivates too*much on the
show. He should learn to wipe his
chin before airtime. As for the
Pepto-Bismol commercial on the
program, it was one of the worst
yet seen on the video lanes. Both
Hecht and Allen tried to laugh
it off.
Rails.

.

Radio & Television Directors
Guild begins contract talks with
the networks on Monday (Dec. 1).
Contract ends Dec. 31.
First demands by the Guild will
be in behalf of tv directors, radio
directors and associate radio direc¬
tors and tv program assistants.
Union said it was holding up de¬
mands for video associate directors
and stage managers until results
of an NLRB election among those
units. The video A.D.’s and stage
managers are voting on whether or
not they wish to remain under
RTDG jurisdiction, and, according
to the Guild, the vote outcome
should be k^own on Dec. 5.
Michael Kane, RTDG national
‘ prexy; Thomas Donovan, Gotham
local prez; Seymour Berns, Holly¬
wood prez; Clifford Braun, Chicago
local prexy, and Richard Cox,
Washington, pTez; Newman (Nicky)
H. Burnett, national exec director;
general counsel Mortimer Wolf,
and Nora Fadway, Hollywood exec
secretary, will act as negotiators
for RTDG.

Donna Reed Show
If the quality of last Wednesday
night’s show can be maintained
and ABC could do something about
an earlier period and away fh>m
the stifling competition on the
rival webs, Donna Reed will show ;
Columbus, O.—F. fleer Parkin¬
up much better in the ratings.
Pitted against Milton Berle and* son, formerly program director of
“The Millionaire” there?* little au¬ WBNS here, has been named gen¬
dience left for her after they get eral manager-of WCAE, Pitts¬
theirs. Ifs a delightful family burgh, ending a 24-year association,
show with deft touches of humor with the Columbus jradiu station,
supplied by a brace of journeymen, which he joined in 1934 as a staff
organist. Parke Blanton has been
Alan Upscott and Bob Fisher.
With the cast peopled by sub- named program director of WBNS,
effective
Nov. 24.
~*
teeners, who supply most of . the
motivation, it’s geared for the fam¬
ily trade. The elders play along
for the laughs and It all wraps up
as a pleasant session at the set.
The situations^never get out of
line and there’s no’forced- pressure
for the sake of a laugh.
(EquippedfNow Operating)
Story Ihe had Miss Reed
arranging a benefit for a hospital
Cer. Plef J00 x 12#
and coveting a concert pianist, who
4-story Uropmf, soundproof
is' taking a brief respite in town.
10036 iprinblwwJ, 2 ilivwtin
Her rival, Mary Shipp, wants her
own play for the benefit. The
Nwrnim Arranged
kids have a problem of their own
NATHAN MILLER
—they want to raise money to buy
1457.Broadway,
N. T.
a tackling dummy. All three are
Fhaao Wl 7-M5B
played off against the other but
the youngster works up a romance
with the pianist’s young daughter
and saves the day for mom.- Sure
he’ll play the benefit but for the
tackling dummy and what’s left,,
for the hospital.
Just a simple little plot and with
AS TEMPORARY CHRISTMAS
some gifted youngsters to carry It
out. Commendable in the roles fo
OPENINGS FOR
abet Miss Reed and Carl Betz were /
Paul Peterson, Reba Waters, Shel¬
(
SALESGIRLS
ley Fabares, Mary Shipp, Ricky
i
FULL AMR PART TIME
Klein, Hugh Corcoran and Stephen
Pearson. Well rounded in every •37Vz - 27 Vi - 22»/x Moan and Lorn
respect and ably directed by Oscar
Epplayaas*. Cafaferig
Rudolph Packager, arid exec pro¬
Liberal Discount Benefits
ducer Tony Owen should press
Apply 10 A.M. to 5 PM. Dolly
ABC for an earlier time or an¬
other night The kids would revel
PERSONN1L OFFICI
in it before they’re put away for
M Aooooo at Wop )M Sfroot
the night Miss Reed and Betz
are as typical family heads as you’ll
find in your block.
Helm. ,

FILM STUDIO

F8ANKUN SIMON

jomiHrjmmmi

RK0 Shorts
Coatinued from pare 27

thus leaving TTs staff with a
relatively large sales potential for
the shorts.
Fox has actually had the shorts
for the. last couple of weieks. Ac¬
cording to him, Guild is only deaning up remaining work on the
contracts it made prior to turning
tiie product over to TI. The
TT chief Said Guild only han¬
dled the RKO Shorts on a straight
distribution basis.
Meantime, Guild, which is now
located in 13,000 feet of space on
ParkAve. and 57th St., is on the
lookout for smaller offices. Much
of the space, leased when Reub
Kaufman was head of Guild, was
originally used 'by Vitapix and
more of it Was subleased to other
companies. But Cole said Guild
po longer needs that much floor
space and whea possible the com¬
pany will find new quarters.
Houston— Bob Caffey, newsman
on the staff nf KNUZ, has resigned.
He stated that he is considering
some, job proposals here. Caffey
is in the Universial film, “Damn
Citizen/’ currently being shown at
sevetpI loakL theatres. He portrays
the rble of t district attorney in
-stonr ofccmiption and cleanup in
Louisiana.

Landiem oerrad Nam to I fiA.
Monday Hni Friday

COCKTAILS—RINNCR—SUPPER
341 Second Arana of 45ti Street
Mender eH charge data
MU 4-7250^-Cpfi 7 dap

PENTHOUSE
3 rooms, 40x20 torraco, 4 exposures,
switchbeard-nr. theatre section, 5tn
Avenue, Rockefeller Plax*—1 block
from
Cenfral
Park
South—partly
furnished—available
for
Immediate
occupancy—sublease $400.0# month—
Call Fred Hoefer—Cl 7-4343 until 7
P.M. after 7 LI 4-0554.

YOU TAPE IT
I’LL TYPE IT
LU 7-3025
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WB Shows the Way
Continued from page 27

the space. Also, despite the boast
of the majors of their extensive fa¬
cilities, props, wardrobe depart¬
ments, etc., the tendency of studio
brass'to look down their noses at
tv is reflected down the line by
the property master, the wardrobe
mistress, etc., who don’t always
give a full measure of cooperation
to the telefilm maker.
On the other hand, when a com¬
pany has a lot of its own telefilm
production in work, the indie can
usually expect more awareness of
his own problems from studio per¬
sonnel, along with a greater respect
and understanding of the peculi¬
arities of telefilm production.
Blow-By-Blow
Here’s the picture on studio-bystudio telefilm activity:
Metro—Currently in production
on one series, just finished an¬
other. Will have some pilots in
work, and attitude is undergoing a
change, with possible largescale
production by next fall. Two rental
deals current, both below-the-line
pacts.
20th—Lotsa activity in store for
next year, with tv vet Martin
Manulis now’ heading the televi¬
sion arm. No production yet at
the main Westwood plant, but the
Western Ave. studios are full-up
with six rentals, keeping that facil¬
ity’s overhead covered.
Universal — Two below-the-line
rentals here, with some additional
pilot filming, helping to cover the
inactivity in theatrical production.
Also, heavy tv commercial produc¬
tion.
Paramount — No telefilm work
on the main lot, but the reactivated
Paramount-Sunset Studios has a
pair of rentals, and is beginning
production on three shows of its
own.
Republic—Strictly a rental pro¬
position, with Revue Productions
by far the mainstay. What hap¬
pens if MCA consummates its pur¬
chase of the U-I lot a big question
mark in Republic’s future. Other
big tenant is Jack Webb’s Mark VII
Ltd.
Disney—Has a fair share of his
own production going, with the
hourlong “Walt Disney Presents”
and “Zorro.” providing a nice
balance to his theatrical produc¬
tion.
Among the others, Goldwyn has
one tv film rental, the Loretta
Young show; Hal Roach Studios,
primarily a, telefilm plant, has
pulled a switch and is moving into
theatrical production to help cover
its overhead on lagging telefilm
production and rentals.
Ill terms of. actual coin, how
much does telefilm production

mean to a major?
Strictly in
terms of overhead, a below-the-line
deal, involving all facilities in¬
cluding crews, runs $18,000-$20,000 per half-hour show. In an in¬
stance where a half-hour series
goes 39 episodes, this means a totol gross income to the studio of
up to $800,000-per show. Total of
five shows in concurrent produc¬
tion could then mean some $4,000,000 a year in studio overhead
income, a big help in the overall
financial picture.
On a straight-rental, sans crews,
average is $750 a day, or in a fiveday week, $3,750. This can vary;
producers may pay a straight office
rent, plus the hefty daily rental
only when actively shooting. But
again, this can provide up to
$150,000 per show for a 39-week
series. For the major, the belowthe-line deal is vastly preferable.
Yet, when it involves a smaller lot
which has been in disuse, the
straight-rental deal can even prove
profitable for the studio.

SAG Merger
» Continued from, page 27

commercials. SAG is now the larg¬
est actors union in the U. S. ac¬
cording to treasurer George
Chandler, with 12,457 paidup mem¬
bers as of Oct. 31, with 8,726 or
70.05% in Hollywood, 2,960 or
23.76% in N. Y., balance in other
cities.
Newly-elected prexy Howard
Keel took over from retiring prexy
Leon Ames, who remains on
board. Others elected: MacDonald
Carey, first v.p.; James Lydofl/
second v.p.; Rosemary DeCamp,
third v.p.; Robert Keith, recording
secretary and George Chandler,
treasurer.

Electronic journalism
Requires Many Talents,
Sez CBS-TV’s Mickelson
San Diego, Nov. 26.
Essentials necessary for a career
in electronic journalism were
spelled out last Friday (21) by Sig
Mickelson, veep of CBS Inc., and
general manager of CBS News, in
a speech, delivered at the national
convention of * Sigma Delta Chi.
professional journalism fraternity.
Mickelson said that tv news
called both for general aptitudes
needed in all news media and spe¬
cial aptitudes required by tv itself.
“Many highly skilled newspaper¬
men,” he said, “would be a flop in
tv news, and—of course—vice
versa.”
He listed the requirements for
a successful career in tv news as
integrity,
education,
training,
awareness, curiosity, objectivity*
zeal, ingenuity, introspection and
stamina. He said a successful tv
newsman must be able to relate
“a complex story in the simplest
and most -concise way; of sensing
the drama of news and communi¬
cating it through word and pic¬
ture and of getting through to the
mass audience without talking
down to them.”

KTLA’S $600,000
'
RASH OF NEW BIZ

Triple Exposure
- •1

Vedneaday, November 26, 1958

of the filmed web shows, the indie
station issued this statement: “It is.
true that WOR-TV, in Octoher was
the number one station in two of
the three half-hour shows, and in
averaging the three half-hours
came out in top. But, in looking
at the first two weeks of Novem¬
ber, we find a completely reverse
picture. During this period, WNTATV was the number one station
on two of the three half-hours, and
when the three half-hours were
averaged, WNTA-TV was again
number one. The Arbitron break¬
down gave the following average
racing breakdown: 3.6 for WNTA;
3.1 for WOR-TV and 1.8 for WPIX.

1 Continued from page 2S

of October, according to the
monthly average of Arbitron.
Larger question, it’s pointed out,
is how to service a national client
in the N.Y. market. Ratings show
a w’hole series of coaxial network
shows from “Wagon Train” to
"Perry Como” to “Red Skelton”
doing poorer in N.Y. * than their
national rating. This occurs de¬
spite the. fact that the coaxial web
sh"ows ride on the top rated N.Y.
stations.
NTA Film Network, cognizant of
the problem and riding with the
newest station in the market, its
basic WNTA affiliate, decided to
triple expose to gain the maximum
circulation in the market. Initial
ratings indicate that it has suc¬
ceeded in getting greater rating
mileage.
The fourth show in the lineup,
the stripped "TV Hour of Stars,”
with a total rating for the three
stations in October of a 3.8, outrated the entire ABC daytime net¬
work lineup for the 11 aun. to 4
p,m. period, it’s pointed out.
In response to the recent article
showing WNTA-TV coming out sec¬
ond best in the rating derby, al¬
though it has first crack at most

Hollywood, Nov. 25.
In a rash of midseason sales ac¬
tivity, KTLA has racked up $600,000 worth of new business "within
the past two-week period. Included
in the sales spurt are six new pur¬
chases by advertisers of entire pro¬
grams; five renewal orders for
complete shows; five part-sponsor¬
ship sales and one renewal; and'48
new participation deals.
Participations purchased number
14 new sales for two of the sta¬
tion’s moppet entries, nine new
sponsors for its various “Court”
shows, 17 for Larry Finley’s
“Strictly Informal” late-late strip,
and seven for the early-ayem “Red
Rowe Show-”

CBS-TV lawyer’ Series
Houston, Nov. 25.
Cameron Mitchell, actor, and a
CBS-TV production crew are here
shooting background footage for
the pilot film of a new tv series,
“I’m a Lawyer.” The series, which
will be set in Houston, probably
will have its debut after the first
of the year.
Director is Richard Whorf and
producer is Julian Claman. Patri¬
cia Barry will costar.

Bigger Audience Shares Everywhere With

“CASEY JONES”
46.49!
41.49!
51.09!

SACRAMENTO

Source, ARB* Sepf. 1958.
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Parkyakarkus Fatally Stricken
Continued from page 2 ;

come veiled with the pall of
mortuary.
Danny Thomas, who was to have
followed Parkyakarkus, spoke but
a few serious words extolling Desi
and Lucy. He said, “Even if noth¬
ing had happened I couldn’t hope
to top Harry.” He then added.“The
final comedic action on this dais
tonight was presented by Parkya¬
karkus.” Sammy Davis Jr., was in¬
troduced but, under circumstances,
did not perform. At this time
everybody on the dais intermit¬
tent was still trying to cheer up
the audience by saying “he’s al¬
right; he’s alright.”
When Linkletter introduced Desi
Arnaz the audience Unmistakably
*got the message. Arnaz said: “This
was an evening that comes to you
once in a lifetime. It meant so
much, then all at once it doesn’t
mean a damn thing.” Arnaz then
closed with a request that the audi¬
ence pray for health.
. Miss Ball eschewed her pre¬
pared material; she pleaded with
the audience to forgive her for
being unable to speak. Linkletter
then presented them with the
Friars medallion for showmanship
and citizenship. That wrapped'up
the dinner.
. $50-$200 A Plate
Up ahead of and during Parkya¬
karkus’ turn on the dais, the $50
to $200 per plate dinner had been
a roaring success. After Barry
Mirkin led in singing the Friars
song, George Murphy delivered
what was scheduled to be the only
serious speech in praise of Desi
and Lucy for whom he is now pu1>
lic relations counsellor. Linklet¬
ter then took over the mike. Ex¬
cusing his presence by explaining..
Jessel coudn’t make it because he
“is rehearsing for a lead in the
Yiddish Theatre version of ‘Lo¬
lita^ Linkletter then said there
was another purpose for the din¬
ner, “You are the first people to
get on inside of 525,000 shares of
Desilu stock.”
Linkletter ex¬
pressed happy surprise at Desilu’s fabulous success, saying “when
I first met Desi he owed the Gould
Investment Company $37.”
Berle said that -“Levant was go¬
ing to be here tonight, but he
couldn’t make it. He’s feeling
good.” He added that “Desi and
Lucy were America’s answer to
Frick and Frack” and that Desi
had perfect elocution because he
had “taken diction lessons from
Akim Tamiroff.” He then added,
“we may laugh but some day he
will buy the whole country and
we’ll be talking funny.”
George Burns admitted a mixed
audience “puts a crimp in my
style,” but he was funny, if brief,
with some sexy jokes. Of Burns,
Linkletter said, “he’s a comedian’s
comedian; he’s the piece de resis¬
tance, which, in French, means ‘A
girl who says No.' ”
Parky’s Great Monolog
Then came Parkyakarkus,. with
the funniest monolog of all, most
of it ribbing the Friars. He said
it isn’t easy to get into the Friars.
All a prospective member must
prove is “that he’s either a resi¬
dent of Los Angeles or a non-resi¬
dent of Los Angeles—and he must
be vouched for by two men whose
n&mes are in phone book.”
He
said the membership included
“many prominent business men,
several fine judges and quite a
few defendants.” He added that
the Friars had just completed a
new library and “some day soon
he hopes to get a book.” Parkya¬
karkus said Friars membership in¬
cludes many interesting people
and several birdwatchers.
“No
matter what time of day it is,”
he said, “you’ll always find a couple
of members standing around look¬
ing for pigeons.” He alsq said the
club had the largest pool in the
area—“not a swimming pool; a
football pool.”
When he finished to an ovation,
Linkletter asked, “Why isn’t this
man on tv in prime time?” Park¬
yakarkus had just reached his
seat and replied with question,
“Yeah, why aren’t I?” He then
turned to Barry Mirkin, in charge
of the banquet, and asked “was

“WALL STREET FINAL”
Sponsored by Harris, Upham & Co.
WCBS -Radio

everything alright?” He had been
worried and nervous about follow¬
ing Berle. A moment later he
suffered the heart attack, his sec¬
ond in recent years. Some years
ago Parkyakarkus was also bedded
for months and partially paralyzed
by a serious spine operation.
Mrs. Einstein was the former
Thelma Leeds, actress who star¬
red with Parkyakarkus, Berle and
Joe Penner in “New Faces of 1937”
for RKO. Funeral services were
held this afternoon (Tues.) at the
Home of Peace here, George Jes¬
sel delivering the eulogy.

I-Minile Yen
—^ Continued from page 27

tions. Curtis mentioned that Brylcreem, while it has recently gone
into network, was active for sev¬
eral months in spot placements in
syndicated programs.- Ditto sev¬
eral others, Curtis notes, who are
still buying.
Curtis feels that the switch
from’ the shorter blurb forms to
one-minute spots is due to the
fact that the commercial lines of
most sponsors have become more
complex, that more and more of
a "story” is being told in the
pitches.
This was borne out dramatically
last week when the ABC-TV af¬
filiates forced the network to give
up more one-minute spots dtiring
“Operation Daybreak.” Actually,
the affils were willing to relinquish
30 seconds Id each quarter-hour in
-order to get two one-minute spots
per hour. ^The head of the af¬
filiate bod£ informed reporters
that stations weren’t able ta sell
the 10s and 20s that once filled up
the 30-second local cut-ins, except
perhaps in the “top 10” markets.
Now, he said, the only thing ad¬
vertisers want—“the only thing
we can sell”—is the one-minute
spot.
Curtis wound up his (ton obser¬
vations by noting “there was a
distrust of syndicated product a
few years ago, but today it stands
up, even against network shows.
And because they’ve gotten good,
and advertisers know it, stations
readily pick up alternate weeks so
that national and regional adver¬
tisers only have to buy 26 weeks.
That way stations are happy, ad¬
vertisers are happy and we're
happy too.”
Omaha — Lyle DeMoss, 35-year
vet of the broadcasting field, last
week resigned as assistant general
manager of Meredith WOW to
become a partner in the Allen &
Reynolds ad agency here. DeMoss,
manager of WOW-TV, since the
outlet opened a decade ago, will
be in charge of radio & tv for the
agency.

PUBLIC NOTICE
HINIT1IM FIFTY EIGHT
(PRODUCTIONS) LIMITKD
(Members' Voluntary WJndIng-up)
NOTICE is hereby given that the abovenamed company (whose former name
was INCORPORATED TELEVISION PRO¬
GRAMME COMPANY LIMITED and whose
address was Regent House. 235-241. Re¬
gent Street, London. W. l.> is being
wound-up voluntarily and THAT CREDI¬
TORS of the company ARE REQUIRED
ON OR BEFORE THE 31ST DAY OF
JANUARY, 1050, being the day for that
purpose
fixed
by
the
undersigned
GEORGE ERNEST RICHARDS of Price
Waterhouse A Co., 3. Frederick's Place.
Old Jewry, London, E. C. 2 the liquida¬
tor of the said company, to send their
names and addresses and particulars or
their debts or claims and the names and
addresses of their solicitors, if any, to
the undersigned and, if so required by*
notice in writing from the said liquida¬
tor, are personally or by their solicitors
to come in and prove their said debts
or claims at such time and place as
be specified in such notice, or in default
thereof they will be excluded from the
bnefit of any distribution made before
such debts are proved.
NOTE: The company which is being
wound-up has sold its business as a go¬
ing concern as at 1st October, 1958, to
an
entirely separate
body
corporate
which has adopted the name “Incor¬
porated Television Programme Company
Limited” which company' has undertaken
to pay all liabilities (including those
under existing contracts) of the company
which is being wound-up.
DATED this 14th day of November, 1958.
G. E. Richards
Liquidator
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JAZZ DOUBLING IN ‘SHEET’
Pepsi-Cola Ready to Bankroll
Disk Academy 'Oscar Video Spec
With the first awards by the 4
National Academy of Recording
Att’n Richard Wagner
Arts & Sciences to be handed out
next spring, the Pepsi-Cola com¬
Bayreuth, Nov. 18..
pany is now in the picture as the
Composer Richard Wagner
most likely bankroller for a video
would probably flip into the
spectacular
to
showcase
the
ring of the nibelungen if he
event. The Pepsi-Cola execs are
could see how his heirs are
currently talking with NARAS excarrying on over jazz here.
ces on the Coast about the spe¬
The Wagner family, who
cific details of a deaL It’s figured
have reorganized the summer
that the £eup of the soft drink
Richard Wagner Festival, are
company with a disk industry
not letting their musical tastes
go strictly longhair. They’ve
event of this type is a natural.
just
given part of their his¬
The top awards in the NARAS
torical house, the Villa Wahn“Oscars” are expected to be “best
fried, over to the members of
single of the year” “best album
a local jazz club. Cellar has
of the year” and “best song of
been redecorated \vjth pictures
the year.” There will probably be
of leading jazz musicians, and
about two dozen categories getting
the members meet once a
awards, covering such matters as
week in the room.
recording technique, album art, and
other artistic and technical phases
House belongs to Winifred
involved in disk production.
Wagner, Richard’s daughter,
Membership in NARAS has been
and it is^her two sons, Wielimited to the creative end of the
land and Wolfgang, who have
business, such as the singers, song¬
revolutionized their grandad’s
writers, artists & repertoire staff¬
idea with modern staging and
ers, musical directors and super¬
dramatizing of his operas at
vising engineers. In many re¬
their annual summer fests.
spects, the disk setup parallels
that of the Motion Picture Acad¬
emy of Arts & Sciences.
While some operational prob¬
lems involved in the voting for the
final choices are still to be ironed
out, the Coast chapter of NARAS
has already come up with a work¬
able plan. A couple of dry runs
have been held on the Coast and
members of the Academy are sat¬
isfied, on the basis of the tests,
that the nominations and final
winners will be an honest reflec¬
A promotion man has to be more
tion-of the industry’s tastes.
Paul Weston, who’s chairman than a disk-carrier. That’s the peg
of the Coast NARAS chapter, is evolved from Columbia Record*’
currently in New York and has meeting of promotion men and
met with the New York chapter representatives from radio stations
about shaping up the organization held in New York last week^
for the awards next spring. It’s
Meet was called by Col’s sales
expected that about 700 members execs as a starting point in a move
Will be in the Academy, eligible to lift its promotion men in the
to vote, when that time rolls field from the role of “plugger”
around.
to that of “programmer.” The sta¬
tion people were in agreement that
they needed help from the diskery
reps in the field in lining up the
(Continued on . page 60)

CoIPromodoneers
Touch Bases With
The Broadcasters

MGM-MARVELA IN DEAL
FOR PUERTO DISK SWAP

A reciprocal disk-trade .agrees
ment between the U.S. and Puerto
Rico has been set by MGM Rec¬
ords here and Marvela Records in
P.R. Deal was made by MGM
prexy Arnold Maxin who returned
from a quickie trek to Puerto
Rico over the weekend.
Pact calls for an exchange of
MGM and Marvela disks as well
as for Marvela to press the MGM
platters in P.R. During his stay,
there Maxin also acquired several
P.R. artists whom he’ll p«t into
the groove under the MGM ban¬
ner.

Bigger Average Checks,
Grove Rebooks Lombardo
Los Angeles, Nov. 25.
Guy Lombardo’s recent engage¬
ment at the Cocoanut Grove prov¬
ed so lucrative to the uitery that
Gus Lampe, entertainment direc¬
tor, will bring him back next fall
for four weeks instead of his past
stand of three. Covers on the
second and third week exceeded
those of the first and, according to
Lampe, the tabs ran higher than
with most previous acts, indicating
that Lombardo brought in the
spenders.
Lombardo orch’s recent click
Grove stand, marked his first re¬
turn to the Ambassador Hotel spot
in 10 years. In the three Weeks,
the band drew an average of $10,*
000 in covers ($2 and $2.50) each
week, better than average for
Grove headliners.
Chi’s Gamiat Expands
Chicago, Nov. 25.
Indie record distributor Lennie
Garmisa has opened a Milwaukee
branch. New office will be headed
by John O’Brien.
Labels bandied by Garmisa in¬
clude ABC-Paramount, Jubilee,
Apt, Elektra and Love,

COLINPUBBERY
IIPS IRROSSnifF

Form Country Music Assn, at Tenn.
Meet; Prez Gay Raps ‘Fast-Buck’ Ops
4

The jazz upsurge is now spread¬
The ‘Dooley* Story
ing into the sheet music field. Ac¬
cording to the publishers, it’s part
Washington, Nov. 25.
of the ruboff of the jazz boom In
Even if the spelling is off,
festivals, concert halls, small night
there’s as much truth as tune
clubs, books and disks.
to the big hit number, “Tom
Dooley,” says disk jockey Fred
Market for the “written-down”
Fiske
of WWDC Radio.
jazz music is building steadily with
The song,. Fiske relates, is
strongest pull centering in the field |
of modem and/or progressive jazz. I really about a man named
Heretofore, students, teachers and
Tom Dula who fought with
Zeb. Vance’s cavalry in Gettys¬
aficionados were content just to
burg and who was hanged in
listen to the music, live or re¬
corded, but now they want it on
1868. for the murder of his
paper so they can attempt to dupli¬
sweetheart,
Laurie
Foster,
cate their jazz hereos.
whom he believed had been
untrue
to
him
while
he
was
Spotlighting the sheet sales up¬
off fighting. Fiske got the inbeat in the jazz idiom is Charles
.
formation
from
John
Djldine
Colin’s publishing activities. Via
of West Hyattsville, Md., who
his operation, Colin is publishing
uncovered the facts in re¬
and distributing jazz folios in tiesearch at Statesville, N.C.
ups with publishers who have jazz
Legend has it, Fiske says,
copyrights in their catalogs. The
that Dula wrote the song in
folios are priced between $1.25 and
prison
and sang it on the cart
$1.50 each with the original pub¬
ride to the gallows.
lisher in for 10% of the selling
price. Colin’s profit is about 15c to
17c a copy.
An average initial print run, ac¬
cording to Colin, comes to about
1,000 copies on each folio but he
expects it’ll get begger as more
and more music store outlets in
the U.S. and overseas start pitch¬
ing in the orders.
Many of Colin’s jazz folios are
developed from the jazzsters’ diskings. He has a staff of arrangers
to transcribe the music note for
Nashville, Nov, 25.
note, off the disk and on to the
music sheet. In many cases record
Oldfashioned country music, un¬
store retailers tip him on the. disks touched by current trends in the
that get customer quries as to
whether there’s any corresponding pop field, is a thing of the past,
according to Steve Sholes, RCA
sheet music available.
The deal with the publisher of Victor’s pop artists & repertoire
the music that Colin has to tran¬ chief. Sholes said that despite re¬
scribe is the same as the one in
which the publisher already has a quests from the hinterlands, Vic¬
sheet copy printed. Seeco Records’ tor and other diskers have dis¬
Bronjo Music firm, for example,, covered that the market for the
gave Colin’s firm the rights to tran¬ old-style disks has. all but disap¬
scribe disks that were turned into peared. Sholes was to have spoken
folios of the works of Stan Getz, before the disk jockey convention
Charlie Perry and Jimmy Rainey. here over the last weekend, but
Some of Colin’ii other ties in¬ he was taken ill at the last mo¬
clude Chuck Darwin’s Lively Arts ment and his speech was read to
(Continued, on page 60)
(Continued on page 62)

RCA s Sholes Puts
WC&Win Crypt
At Nashville Meet

OUT SOON!
The

53rd Anniversary Number

HOFFMAN-MANNING’S
BRIT.‘MR. PARLIAMENT’
A couple of veteran Tin Pan Al¬
ley cleffers, A1 Hoffman and Dick
Manning, who have been angling
for a Broadway legit assignment
for some time, have finally landed
a musical—but in England. Hoff¬
man and Manning were inked last
week to write th~ score for a musi¬
cal titled “Mr. Parliament,” to he
produced by Jack Hylton, who’s
currently represented on Broadway
with the French revue, “La Plume
De Ma Tante.” . Don Appell, an¬
other U.S. writer who has been
working in television, wrote the
book for “Mr. Parliament,” which
will have the British comic, Arthur
Askey, in the top role.
“Mr. Parliament” wa~ originally
titled “Mr. Congressman” by the
team of U.S. writers. But with the
shift of locale to England, the play
was retitled and some songs had to
be revised. The musical is due to
start rehearsals early next year.
Hylton is dickering for Michael
Kidd to direct the show and Thel¬
ma Ritter to 'costar with Askey.

Decca’s N.Y. Shift From
Did Stand to U. Bldg.

Of

Forms Closing Shortly

Nashville, Nov. 25.
Out of the assemblage of some
2,000 country disk jockeys, record
execs and artists who converged
here for the seventh annual folk
fest, a new organization, the Coun¬
try Music Assn., has emerged to
represent ali facets of the indus¬
try. New organization replaces
the Country Music Disk Jockey
Assn, which went out of business
some months ago.
Connie B. Gay, prexy of the
Town & Country network of Arl¬
ington, Va., was named prexy of
the new outfit. Other officers are
singer Eddy Arnold and Harold
Moon, representing BMI of Cana¬
da, vice-prexies; Mac Wiseman, or
Dot
Records,
secretary;
and
Hubert Long, talent manager,
treasurer. A board of governors
representing such phases as ar¬
tists, dee jays, recording execs,
etc., were also elected as an over¬
all directing body.
While an undercurrent of gripes
about the lack, of cuffo disks to
many smalltown country jocks
were voiced-at several of the meet¬
ings, the conclave generally was
a swinging affair tied in with
WSM’s “Grand Ole Opry,” the
j longtime bailiwick for many of the
• top artists in the field. The usual
j kudos
to country music were
voiced by guest bigwigs and such
j politicos as Gov. Frank Clement
| of Tennessee and Sen. Albert
Gore, also from Tin Pan Valley.
One of the dramatic highlights
of the two-day affair occurred at
(Continued on page 62)

Usual Advertising Rates Prevail

Special Exploitation Advantages

Decca Records id due to shift its
operational base from its old Readquarters on West 57th St., N.Y., to
the Universal Bldg, at 445 Park
Ave. within the next couple of
months.' Due to cutbacks at the
picture company, which is owned
by Decca, a full floor has become
vacant. Decca is planning to trans¬
fer about 90% of its staff to the
new building, but will retain the
recording studios In the 57th St.
building.
Decca’s lease on 57th St., where
it occupies most of the floors of
the 16-story building, runs out
| shortly.

i Suit Charges lift Of
| E. German Natl Anthem
Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office
NEW YORK 34
154 W. 44th Sf.

HOLLYWOOD 28
4404 Stmstr Kfvd.

CHICAGO 11
412 N. Mlcilgan Ava.

LONDON. W. C. 2
8 St. Martin's Place
Trafalgar Sqaara

Berlin, Nov. 25.
German composer Peter Kreuder has filed suit against Hanm
Eisler, creator of Soviet Germany’s
“national anthem,” for plagiarism.
Kreuder claims that Eisler’s cre¬
ation bears a striking resemblance
to his “Goodbye, Johnny” song
from the 1938 Hans Albers film,
“Water for Canitoga.”
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
_____ By HERM SCHOENFELD

■■

Album Reviews

■ 1

Xavier Carat Orch (RCA Vic- CHRISTMAS” (Fellert) a good
tor): “GEZUNDHEIT” (Iris-Tro- comedy Xmas item, is dished up
jant) a swinging Latin instrumen- by Jim Backus in his Mr. Magoo
tal, has a laugh-getting idea, that voice. ‘'CAVE MAN” (Budd*) also
should nab it plenty of spins on has an amusing script,
Machito OrclF (Roulette):
all levels. “BILLY’S CHA CHA”
(Conquestt) is another strong en¬ “CHEEK TO CHEEK” (Berlint),
still another standard to get the
try' in the qha cha cycle.
Trade Adams (20h Fox): “YOU cha cha treatment, is bounced
CAN SURE PLAY THAT PI- crisply hy this crew, “CATHY
ANNA” (Delstonet), an oldfash-lCHA CHA CHA” (Patriciat) is a

•

Best Bets

mI

THE FOUR VOICES.7*....THE BOX
(Columbia).Eacb Time You Kiss Mo .

THE LENNON SISTERS

The Four Voices’ “The Box” (Witmark*) is a standout novelty
idea due to repeat the click of "Tke Thing” of some years ago.
’“Each Time You Kiss Me" (Witmark*) is a good ballad also with
chances.

Cubby, Brian and Junior Band• in
in
“ALL
ABOUND
THE
MERRY XMAS TREE”
B/'W “Outer Space Santa”
(Coral No. 9-62053)

*

*

*

LAWRENCE

WELK

Presents

_

MICKEY & SYLVIA..“OH YEAH! UH UH TO KNOW” (Hi Lot) is another
her
na(RCA Victor)....To The Valley
standard piece of backwoods ma■ terial.
ik):
Norman Petty Trio (Nor Va Jak):
>S”
“DOWN FROM THE CLOUDS”
led
(Nor Va Jakt) is a lushly-styled
*
*
*
iho
ballad well done by this combo
1 aa
with
a
wordless
choral
bit
and
CONNIE FRANCIS. ..NEVER BEFORE
Le
piano-organ setup.
“LITTLE
(MGM).. ... .My Happiness
BLACK SAMBA” (Nor Va. Jakt)\ is
is
Connie Francis’ “Never Before” (Saunders*), from the “Whoopa bright Latin-styled instrumental.
Up” legit score, is a first-rate class ballad projected in a style
Mickey & Sylvia’s “Oh Yeah! Uh Uh” (Ben-Ghazif) is a freshsounding rocking entry which should put this duo back into the
hit lists. “To The Valley” (Ben-Ghazif) is a less effective ballad.

that the disk-buying juves will go for. “My Happiness” (Happi..ness*) is another ballad side, done with multiple-tracking, with
solid potential.
~

*

*

*

ANDY WILLIAMS.THE HAWAIIAN WEDDING SONG
(Cadence)
.The House of Bamboo
Andy Williams’s “The Hawaiian Wedding Song’’ (Pickwick*),
an adaptation of a traditional native song, registers as a nifty pop
entry done for maximum returns by this stylish performer. “The
House of Bamboo” (Criterion*) is an interesting piece of material
icith'a Latin beat for more specialized impact.
~
*

*

*

BILL PARSONS.THE ALL-AMERICAN BOY
(Fraternity) ..
Rubber Dolly
Bill Parsons’ “The All-American Boy” (Buckeye*),. dedicated
to Elvis Presley, has a clever lyric which is sold with dry humor
by this singer. Could be one of those left-field hits. “Rubber Dolly”
(Buckeye*) is routine rocking stuff.
*

*

*

*

RUTH BROWN,
MAMA, HE TREATS YOUR DAUGHTER MEAN
(Atlantic).I’LL STEP ASIDE
Ruth Brown’s “Mama, He Treats Your Daughter Mean” (Marviy*) is a powerful rhythm workover of a blues standard due for
another big round of spins. “I’ll Step Aside” (Brenda-Progressivef )
is a good torchy rocker also belted strongly by this songstress.

ioned ragtime number with a good
lyric, gets a fine atmospheric ren¬
dition by this songstress. “THE
POWER OF LOVE” (Delstonet) is
a ballad with a pretentious lyric.
Bill Doggett (King): “RAINBOW
RIOT” (Arnel*) is a two-sided in¬
strumental with a driving beat
which the dancing kids can easily
latch onto. Bill Doggett’s combo
rocks solidly but not noisily.
Rusty Draper (Mercury): “WITH
THIS RING” (Edent), a big roman¬
tic ballad with a marriage cere¬
mony motif, gets a firm, straight¬
forward workover by Rusty Draper.
One of his best sides in some time.
“SHOPPIN’ AROUND” (Alamo*)
is a cute rythm idea.
Eddie Barnes (Clock): “SWEET
GIRL OF MINE” (Lowellt) rocks
along at a bright clip via Eddie
Barnes’ excellent bluesy-voiced
slice. “JUST TO KNOW" (Low¬
ell*), a torch song with a beat, also
gets a standout performance by
Barnes.
Sylvester
Bradford
(Atco):
“LIVE JUST TO LOVE YOU”
(Vanderbilt-Walden*) is a catching
rocking entry with a cute lyric de¬
livered stylishly. “I LIKE GIRLS”
(Vanderbilt-Walden*) is a bright,
simple item which the kids might
go for.
The Cloverleafs (MGM): “SIL¬
VER DOLLAR” (Hampshire
House*) is a clever hallad smooth¬
ly projected by this combo. Fine
change-of-pace material.
“THE
MARDI GRAS MARCH” (Feist*),
from the Jerry Wald pic, gets the
plug across in rousing style.
Ray Stevens (Capitol): “THE
CLOWN” fLoweryt), a maudlin
rocking ballad, is handled with the
usual note-bending- tricks by this
singer. .“SCHOOL” (Loweryf) is
a fair teenage-angled side.
Connie Freed (Challenge):
"THINGS THEY DON’T TEACH
YOU IN SCHOOL” (Spartan-Taj*)
is an above-par rocking ballad with
a strong peg for the juve crowd.
This songstress belts it very ef¬
fectively. “WHEN YOU FALL”
(Western-Spartan*) is a pretty
tune using a flock of girls’ names
in the lyric.
Jim Backus (Jubilee): “WHY
DON’T YOU GO HOME FOR

new instrumental in a similar
groove.
Boots Brown (RCA Victor):
“TROLLIN’ ” (Michelet) is a nifty
instrumental with a beat and sound
slated for big impact.
“JIM
TWANGY” (Michelet) is a more
frantic, but less effective side.
Johnny Cash (Sun): “IT’S JUST
ABOUT TIME” (Clementt), a good
country tune, gets a simple, catch¬
ing vocal by this folksinger. “I
JUST THOUGHT YOU’D LIKE

Variety

Christmas Disks
“RUDOLPH THE RED NOSED
REINDEER” (St. Nicholas*), the
perennial seasonal hit, turns up in
slick cha cha versions this year
via Hu?o Winterhalter orch’s slice
for RCA Victor and Hernando
Hopkins’ orch by ABC-Paramount.
Both may get the moppets swing¬
ing their hips.
Among the more promising new
seasonal entries is “OL’ FATSO”
(Shapiro-Bemstein*), a bright nov¬
elty nicely handled ‘by.The Four
Aces on Decca and Angle Rios for
Metro. Latter also has a standout
Xmas entry in “DONDE ESTA
SANTA CLAUS? (Ragtime*),.* La¬
tin-styled number with a appeal¬
ing lyric partly done in Spanish.
On the Kapp label. Bins Crosby
does a more traditionally patterned
holiday ballad in “HOW LOVELY
IS CHRISTMAS” (Berryt), a
standard-type programming item.
Another standard entry is “THE
CHRISTMAS CONCERT” on the
Disneyland label, an EP featuring
several familiar, numbers, like
“Jingle Bells,” “Winter Wonder¬
land” and some hymns, as played
and sung by an “all-mouse” sym¬
phony and orchestra.
A cute
appeal to the pre-school kids.

Extended Play Disks
“ELVIS SAILS” (RCA Victor):
This is an offbeat entry presenting
the interviews with Elvis Presley
shortly before he sailed for Ger¬
many. Presley comes across as
a bright, frank youngster with a
sharp sense of humor.

Robert Prince: “N.Y. Export: Op.
Jan”-Ballet Mush From “West
Side Story” (Warner Bros.) This is
ballet music—hep style. On one
side, Robert Prince’s opus from
"Ballets U.S.A.,” which scored at
the Brussels Fair and on Broadway,
is a complex, richly .textured work
in -four parts done in swinging
modern idiom. It’s consistently
interesting music, which is rarely
true of the longer jazz composition.
The other side of this LP presents
Leonard Bernstein’s ballet music
for the musical, “West Side Story,”
in a crisp performance, also under
Prince’s baton.
Bing- Crosby-Rosemary Clooney:
“Fancy Meeting You Here” (RCA
Victor). Two savvy singers team
up in a charming rundown of a
dozen numbers for a pop set with
adult appeal. Bing Crosby, whose
freelancing has turned his name
up on a flock of labels recently,
.and Rosemary Clooney, who also
did this as a one-shot for Victor,
work together easily on a songalog
that includes such oldies as “On a
Slow Boat-to China,” “I Can’t Get
Started,” “How Albout You,” “Say
Si Si” and a couple of neat newies,
the. album’s title song and' “Love
Won’t Let You Get Away.” Billy
May’s orch supplies quiet, capable
backing.
“Raymond Scott Conducts the
Rock ’n’ Roll Symphony” (Everest).
This is an offbeat package, blend¬
ing a lush string orch with a mod¬
erated rock ’n’ roll beat on a group
of fine oldies. Sam (The Man) Tay¬
lor, the tenor saxist who usually
blows up a storm on his regular
pop sides, here plays with a re¬
strained, pretty sound to match the
surrounding decor. Basically, this
is mood music with which to wean
kids from rock ’n’ roll. Numbers
are of the “Stardust” and “Deep
Purple” type.
Jonab Jobes Quartet: “Swln*in’
At the Cinema” (Capitol). The light
touch of trumpeter Jonah Jones
and his combo, w'hich have made
him a standout package name, is
again evident here in another
swinging set. Jones’ muted horn
dishes up a flock of pic songs in¬
cluding “True Love,” “Tammy,”
“Three Coins in the Fountain,”
“Lullaby of Broadway.”
'
Metropolitan Jan Quartet: “Great
Themes From the Classics” (MG1VI).
A new jazz combo headed by
pianist Lou Garisto, the Metropoli¬
tan Jazz Quartet plays in a modem j
groove with a definite melodic!
accent. This package, one of five
in an unusual sendoff by the label,
uses some of the better known
longhair themes for takeoffs into j
the jazz stratosphere. While the
combo is a tightly organized unit,;
it’s Phil Booner’s work on the
woodwinds, playing clarinet, sax
and flute, which is of chief in¬
terest.
Camarata: “The Happy Wan¬
derer” (Disneyland). A varied pro¬
gram of .songs with overseas set¬
tings is slickly served up by an
orch under Tutti Camarata and the
Gloria Wood Choir. The tunes

JO Best Sellers on Coin Machines.,

1. TOM DOOLEY (6).

Kingston Trio

2. IT’S ONLY MAKE BELIEVE (7).

Conway Twitty

3. TO KNOW HIM IS TO LOVE HIM (2)
4. IT’S ALL IN THE GAME (11) .

..Capitol
..MGM
Teddy Bears ..Dore
Tommy Edwards.MGM

5. CHANTILLY LACE (5) ..
6. BEEP BEEP (2) ...

Big Bopper.Mercury

7. I GOT STUNG (1) ..

Elvis

Presley

8. TOPSY (9) .

Cozy

Cole

9. THE END (5) ...

Earl Grant.

10. PROBLEMS (1) .

Playmates

.Roulette
.Victor

Everly Bros.

Love
Decca

.Cadence

Second Croup
LONESOME TOWN ..
I’VE GOT A FEELING

Ricky Nelson.
Ricky Nelson

.. Imperial
. .. Imperial

DAY THE RAINS CAME

Raymond LeFevre ... . .y. .Kapp
Jane Morgan __

A LOVER’S QUESTION _

Clyde McPhatter

TEA FOR TWO CHA CHA
CIMARRON .
.
OLD BLACK MAGIC .

Dorsey-Covington .... ... .Decca

LOVE IS ALL WE NEED ..
JEALOUS HEART
I’LL REMEMBER TONIGHT

....,,. Atlantic

Billy Vaughn....

.Dot

. ... Capitol
Tommy Edwards .... .MGM
Tab Hunter ...WB
Prima-Smith

Fontane Sisters ......
Pat Boone.

LM.tutus in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10]
i

range from “Midnight In Paris,”
through “Funniculi-Funnicula” to
“The Heather on the Hill” for a
tuneful Cook’s tour with each
country rating a medley of its own.
“Mae Barnes” (Vanguard). A
veteran songstress who is currently
enjoying a new vogue, in Green¬
wich Village spots, Mae Barnes is
a standout stylist who can torch,
swing, or rock or shout, or do
everything at once. She is superb
on numbers like “Blues in My
Heart,” “They Raided the Joint,”
“Old Man River” (in a decidedly
fresh arrangement) and “True Blue
Lou,” among others. A jazz combo
featuring Buck Clayton on trumpet
supplies ace backing,
Chaino: “Jungle Mating Rhythms’*
(Verve). This is an item for . the
“beat” generation. Chaino, an AfroCuban percussionist-singer, illus¬
trates a wide variety of' native
rhythms in a virtuoso display on
the congos, bongos, el aL The
“songs” include such items as
“Love Chant of the Mau Mau” and
“Jungle Crazy Maze Bongo.”
Helmut Zacharias Orch: “Smor¬
gasbord for Strings” (Decca). Hel¬
mut Zacharias’ Continental orch,
which specializes in schmaltz fid¬
dle and-accordion music, gives the
lush treatment to a group of Scan¬
dinavian melodies, s.The repertoire
includes some familiar works like
“Rustle of Spring,” “Grieg’s “Solveig Dance” and Frank Loesser’s
“Wonderful Copenhagen.” Some of
the native songs have a catching
lilt.
Bobby Montez Quintet: “Jungle
Fantastique” (Jubilee). This is an¬
other facet of Afro-Cuban rhythm
—the type you can dance to if you
can. This Coast combo plays an
intense style of south-of-the-border
music which, on occasion, builds
into powerful tempos.
A1 Melgard: “At the Chicago
Stadium Organ” (Audio Fidelity).
The giant organ of the Chicago
Stadium, reputed to be the largest
theatre pipe organ in the world, is
brought to bear on a repertoire
that doesn’t really need the full
works. It’s a lightweight song pro¬
gram which organist A1 Melgard
plays colorfully. The best organ
showcase is “I’ve Been Working
on the Railroad.” Other tunes in¬
clude “Parade of the Wooden Sol¬
diers,” “Heartaches,” “Asleep In
the Deep,” “On the Road to Man¬
dalay” and “Battle Hymn of the
Republic.”
Johnny Richards Orch: “Experi¬
ments in Sound” (Capitol). A big
band with a new sound, the Johnny
Richards orch impresses with a
series of fresh arrangements and
sound effects. Pretentiousness is
not wholly escaped in the results,
but that’s the risk of taking
chances. Numbers include “What
Is There to Say,” “Theme From
the Concerto to End All Con¬
certos,” “How Are Things in Glocca
Morra” and some Latin-styled
pieces.
Jimmie Rodgers: “Train Whistle
Blues” (RCA Victor). A legendary
country singer who is one of the
alltime bestselling disk artists, the
late Jimmie Rodgers is heard again
via this collection of old sides
made from 1928 to 1933, shortly
before his death. As heard on this
fascinating LP, Rodgers registers
as a remarkable artist with a sen¬
sitive folk and blues style. The
repertoire is, unfortunately, Un¬
even, ranging from the superlative
title song to a typically maudlin
number like “Treasures Untold”
and some mediocre blues tunes
like “High Powered Mama.” But in
numbers like “No Hard Times” and.
“Jimmie’s
Texas
Blues,”
the
Rodgers legend is shown to. have
a basis in fact.
Herm.

Longues’ Albums for Col
Sans Piastro, Who’s Decca
The Longines-Wittnauer radio-tv
groups are going into the groove
via Columbia Records. Diskery
has set two albums for the tieup.
One album released in the regu¬
lar Col line will be tagged “Pre¬
senting the Longines .Syniphonette
&r The Wittnauer Ghoraliers.” It’ll
contain selections from the 90th
anniversary broadcast of 1956.
Other package, set for Col’s lowprice Harmony label, will be “The
Wittnauer Choraliers Sing.” Both
sets have been recorded without
group’s maestro, Mishel Piastro,
who is a Decca pactee.
L-W is propping- an in-store pro¬
motional push on the packages Vi*
jewelry shops around the country.
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Price and Lack of Mass-Phono Gear
Dip Disks in Europe; Stereo 'Waiting’;
Video Spurs Market: RCA’s Pruttkig

A new attempt-on'the part of the pop publishers to spark sheet .
sales is in the works via a committee headed by Herbert E. Marks,
E. B. Marks Music prexy. Marks was named chairman of the in¬
N
„ Rome, Nov. 25.
vestigating group at last week’s meeting of the Music Publishers
A recent attempt to run a weekly
Protective Assn. Serving with him are Sal Chiantia (Leeds Music),
Italian
television
show based on a
Irving Bfown (Chappell)., Ira Wiegard (Bregman-Voccp & Conn)
popularity poll of Italian songs has
and Lou Silbering (Paramount-Famous).
backfired
on
its
producers.
The last attempt to crack the mystery of declining sheet music
By HERM SCHOENFELD
sales was made about eight years ago when Lou Levy, head'of
“Canzonissima,” slated to run
Leeds Music, came up with the proposal for the industry to sub¬
through the holiday season, vague¬
Paralleling the U.S. pattern, the
sidize a $99 piano. At that time, there were also recommendations
ly resembles the American “Hit
European disk biz, which has been
that more sheet music outlets be found. Subsequent studies, how¬
Parade” but as set up was to spot¬
Columbia Records’ disk club booming for the past half decade,
ever, showed that more outlets don’t mean more sales, but more
light the trip’seven songs as voted
bolstered
its
managerial
staff
last
returns.
tapered off this year and may even
from among 7,000 Italian viewers
in a poll (1,500,000 votes so far) week ^ith the appointment of Neil fall below 1957 levels. George
involving - ItalO lottery tickets as Keating as general manager. For¬ Prutting, manager of disk sales
merly general attorney for Col in
well. '
charge of its legal department, for RCA International and just
While.first show came off per¬ Keating had been associated with back from a five-week o.o. of the
fectly, with top singers singing the the diskery since 1956. In the new European scene, stated that an
mailed-in
selections, ‘followups spot he reports to Norman A. Ad¬ anticipated last-quarter spurt in
have been drastically handicapped ler, club’s v.p.
platter sales may yet brighten the
by fact that first five weeks have
Keating’s post as general attor¬ 12-month picture. The only areas
seen no change whatsoever in top ney will be taken over by Harvey that are definitely ahead of last
The decision in the Bethlehem-seven songs.
Schein who had been associated year are Italy and the Scandinavian
Youngstown Steel proposed merger
Felt that various causes could with the law film of Rosenman, countries.
case last week paved the way for
be blamed: unclear wording of reg¬ Goldmark, Colin & Kaye.
The main obstacles to the de¬
a relatively early hearing of the
ulations, making people vote only
velopment of real mass market,
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
motion to dismiss the $150,000,000
Prutting stated, were the continu¬
Phil Harris, for a long time on for songs they saw; “bought” votes
antitrust suit brought by 33
by traditionally active and busi¬
ing high prices for disks and the
ASCAP songsmiths against Broad¬ the shelf as far as the entertain- ness-minded Italian song publish¬
lack of mass-produced phonograph
cast Music Inc. and the major net¬ | ment field is concerned, is coming ers; “local” favoritism (especially
equipment. He pointed out that
out
of
his
hideaway
in
Palm
works. N.Y. Federal Judge Edward
an LP which sells for $5 in Eng¬
Harris has cut a new al¬ Neapolitan) for songs of certain
Weinfeld, who sat in the steel case ! Springs.
land, relative to earnings there,
bum for RCA Victor which is areas or cities, etc.
and indicated to the music biz liti¬ slated for . release next year.
is equivalent to about $20 in the
Whatever the reason, it’s given
gants a couple of months ago that
U.S. The high price pinch has
Label is keeping the session un¬ producers a big headache, and it’s
Chicago, Nov. 25.
this suit had priority, now is free der wraps, but it shapes as RCA’s probably that the setup will be
cued companies like British Decca,
Musician-arranger
Johnny
Manto handle the BMI motion to dis¬ top novelty package of the new changed, perhaps by announcing
via
its Ace-of-Clubs label, and
del, who defied the all-jazz score
miss.
winning songs, then staging others for the Figaro-United Artists “I RCA, through its Camden label,
year,
''~7
The BMI motion was brought on
to give audiences a respite from Want to Live!” picture, sees it as to issue LP lines which are about
25% lower in cost than the stand¬
the grounds that the ASCAP song¬
monotony.
a cinema milestone in* terms of its
writers are not the proper parties,
Latest kick has come from song total reliance on the jazz idiom ard platters.
to sue, even if the proposition that
Prutting stated that stereo was
publishers. They claim, that num¬ for accomp. “Heretofore,” he said,
a conspiracy existed against
bers are being sung to death on “jazz has been a ‘device’ and not at least a year away from achiev¬
ASCAP music is true. Under anti¬
ing even the start-off impact that
the show.
a complete framework.”
it now has in the U.S. While the
trust law, the defendants claim,
Incidentally, an interesting crossComposer believes pic marks
only parties directly injured have
section of Italian tastes in pop the first time jazz has been used disk companies are preparing to
the right to sue. In the case of the
Italian songs emerges from the as a “complete working base for get into the market, they are not
RCA
Victor
has
given
Pat
Suzuki
tunesmiths, it was argued that they the okay to appear in the original poll, conducted by the Italian tele¬ a (feature) picture without resort¬ ballyhooing stereo too much this
fall in order not to hurt the cur¬
were only indirectly injured since cast album of “Flower Drum Song” vision network, RAI-TV.
ing to a symphony underscore,”
they had transferred their publica¬ for Columbia Records. Giving Col
Results of poll, which- encom- such as was the case with “Sweet rent holiday business. Once again,
the biggest stumbling block to
tion rights to publishers and their the greenlight on Miss Suzuki
(Continued on page 57)
Smell of Success” and “Man With stereo’s development is the paucity
performance rights to ASCAP.
a Golden Arm.” And, he adds, of stereo palyback equipment, now
marks a switch in Victor’s previous
The plaintiffs argued, however* practice of loanouts. Last season
“They gave me carte blanche. It priced very high.
that ASCAP is only a collection Victor nixed the deal for Abbe
was the first time we didn’t have
Video’s impact on the disk mar¬
agency acting in behalf of indi¬ Lane to record Col’s original cast
to water down jazz for a film.”
ket is sharply felt, Prutting stated.
viduals. The songwriters also claim version of “Oh Captain” and Co¬
Mandel was in town several days
(Continued on page 60)
that writing songs is more than lumbia was forced to groove Eileen
last week in behalf of the picture,
publishing or licensing and that Rodgers on the songs sung by Miss
which preemed at the State-Lake.
the alleged conspiracy has dam¬ Lane in the tuner.
UA has him on the bally trail
aged thpm in their total songwrit¬
(New York is next) primariy
Columbia plans to cut “Flower
ing activities.
to excite interest in the sound¬
Drum Song,” the new musical by
Original argument on the motion Richard Rodgers & Oscar Hammertrack LP which its subsid label
has just issued, out as part of a
to dismiss was made a couple of stein 2d, in New York Dec. 7. Show
; broader campaign to win Oscar atmonths ago before Judge Weinfeld. is slated to open on Broadway Dec.
1 tention for the score.
Last week; both sides filed their 1. In addition to Miss Suzuki, cast
London, Nov. 25.
The Society of Music Authors &
answering brief which substan¬ features Miyoshi Umeki, Juanita
This isn’t Mandel’s initial pic¬
Electric & Musical Industries
tially reiterated the original posi¬ Hall, Keye Luke.and Larry Blyden. Ltd. has upped its trading profit ture stint, although his previous Composers (SOMAC) - is pitching'
Columbia also is playing the in the year to June 30 by $1,652,- efforts were done as a “ghost,”- for membership via a canvassing
tions of both defendants and plain¬
tiffs with regard to the motion for good disk-neighbor policy this sea¬ 000 over the previous year, with a The tuhesmith commented on the letter sent to tunesmiths last week.
son with its pactee Sylvia Syms. grand total of $14,902,000.
summary judgment.
“extra pressure they put on you The drive is the first step in
Thrush is now appearing in the
A large portion of this increase because they want you to think preparation |pr a general meeting
Moose Charlap-Norman Gimbel must be attributed to EMFs Rec¬ in terms of ‘hit tunes.’ It’s tough to be held this month.
tuner “Whoop-Up,” currently in ords Division. J. F. Lockwood, on the composer.” Besides writing
At the meeting of the SOMAC
its out-of-town tryout, and MGM chairman of the company, reports it, Mandel conducted the pic’s board of directors recently, Beris set for the; original cast album that during the year the outfit’s score.
nie Wayne was elected exec sec¬
treatment. Col okayed Miss Syms’ sales of disks in the U.K. was 23% j
retary and Eleanor Steele was
shot in the package for the MGM higher than in the preceding year,
named. publicity director. Org is
labeL
prexied by Larry Coleman. It’s
though exports were slightly down.,
now predominantly led by Broad¬
Lockwood, still with disks, makes '
London, Nov. 25.
cast Music Inc. writers.
an attack on the government for
As each official list of disk sales.
The membership pitch Was di¬
what he calls its “tax on culture,” j
and production in' Britain is re¬
Hollywood,
Nov.
25.
rected along following lines: 1)
in which he deplpres the fact that
leased, the record revolution which
Negotiations for the buyout of That songwriters should be able to
while the Chancellor of the Ex¬
is sweeping aside TSs in favor of
chequer cut sales tax on a large Tops Records by Hal Roach Stu¬ collaborate with whomever they
45s becomes more apparent. From
Hollywood, Nov. 25,
number of products, he left rec¬ dios have fallen through after sev¬ please, whether they are affiliated
January to September, production
Arwin
Records,
coast
indie
label
ords subject to the highest rate of eral weeks of discussion. Carl with ASCAP or BMI; 2) Songwrit¬
of 45s at just below 17,000,000 was
Doshay, Tops prexy, ended the ers do not receive sufficient pub¬
almost double the figure for the headed by Marty Melcher, is 60%.
“I find it very difficult,” he says, dickering with a statement: “We lic recognition for creating songs;
same period last year. At the same branching out into the country &
western
field
with
six
oatune
disks
3) The maximum share for song¬
see no basis for a deal.”
“to
understand
the
principles—if,
time, production of 78s fell hy al-.
slated for recording in January. indeed, there are any—on which
most 14,000,000.
Tops,, headquartered here, is writers should be 50% of the
Decision was reached to expand this new classification of goods for i one of the leading low-priced statutory rate; 4) That it in for the
But though.the sales of 45s are. into the c&w field after a series of
shooting up, and LPs, too, have confabs between Melcher and Nat purchase tax has been made. Can labels in the field and has wrapped best interests of songwriters to
added well over 1,000,000 to the Nigberg, exec producer of KABC- it be fairly argued that enjoyment up a substantial part of the super¬ develop a recommended standard
of music in the home is less a.' market and syndicate store disk form of songwriter’s contract with
current total against the first nine* TV*s “Country America” show.
all publishers, suitable and ade¬
necessity, or more a luxury, than biz.
months of 1957, total disk produc¬
According to Melcher, Nigberg
tion is down by slightly below 4,- will work along with Arwin on the the pleasures of personal adorn-: • Hal Roach. Jr., who is currently quate for either ASCAP or BMI af¬
filiates;
it will be for the good of
ment?”
500,000, and sales value, excluding recordings in an advisory capacity.
in New York, is still interested in the entire music industry to have
He adds: “The record is as much
sales tax, dropped by $260,000.
Joe Lubin, Arwin’s a&r director, a part of the country’s cultural getting into the recording field.
forums and open meetings at which
Total disk production for the will supervise the sessions and
songwriters can meet with mem¬
first nine months of this year was work along with Nigberg in the life as books, or the theatre, or. the ,
bers of the press, artists, publish¬
concert halL Can it realiy .be;
50,359,000,
worth
$26,334,000. signing of new western talent.
ers and representatives of record
thought
by
the
Treasury
that
lis¬
78 rpm disks totaled 22,445,000;
companies to discuss various in¬
tening to recorded music is some-:
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
45’s, 16,997,000; and LPs, 10,917,-:
dustry problems.
thing
to
be
deprecated
and
dis¬
000. Warner Bros. Records this week
couraged?. If so, it reveals an ex-! is releasing 18 stereo EPs espe¬
Sales, at 5,928,000, were down
traordinary sense of values. Frank- i
by 1,334,000 in September but be¬
Mickey Scopp, veepee-general ly, I see no justification for any cially designed for jukebox opera¬ Irv Jerome Roading
cause of the upsurge In 45s, sales manager of the Big Three (Rob¬ purchase tax at all on records, let tion. The disks will be sold at the
To O.O. Roulette Wings
current $1.29 market price of reg¬
value was $3,500,000—$143,000 up bins, Feist & Miller) is currently alone the highest rate.”
ular recordings.
on September, 1957.
Irv Jerome, veepee in charge of
in-London to handle firm’s affairs
Disks
include
sessions
by
Gus
sales
at Roulette Records, is hit¬
with British publishers, indie film
Bivona, Ira Ironstrings, Buddy ting the road this week on his first
producers and- studio representa¬ Joe Cain Joins Seeco
Cole,
Geri
Galian,
George
Gree¬
cross-country
tour of diskery’s dis¬
'Jazz for Modems9 Hot
tives whose works the Big Three
in the U.S.
As Package Producer ley, Matty Matlock, Raoul Mey- tributor network.
$5,10Q iit Glese. 1-Stop reps
nard,
Chico
Hamilton,
Tab
Hunt¬
Also on Scopp’s agenda are hud¬
The initial visit Is mainly to
Joe .Cain has joined Sidney
Cleveland, Nov. 25.
dles with Big Three affiliates in Siegel’s Seeco Records as an LP er, Tommy Morgan, Warren Bark¬ make overall reappraisal of sales
“Jazz For Modems’* package London and Paris. The Big Three producer. Cain, who produced the: er, the Outriggers, Marvin Wright, operation in regard to Roulette’s
pulled a solid $5,100 gross for a is associated with the Fred Day “Great Bands Go Latin” LP for Alton Purnell and the Gene Lowell. singles and primarily in terms of
one-nighter in Masonic Auditor¬ interests in Affiliated Music Pub-‘ Seeco, will confine his activities to Chorus. The EP’s were culled alboms. Diskery is planning a
from WB’s previous LP releases. heavy sales campaign between now
ium here last week. House was lishers Inc., the holding company the Latino field.
added to a $4.50 top.
for Robbins Music Corp., Ltd., B.
and the end of the year on both
Before -going into the disk biz,
Daye Brubeck’s quartet. Sonny Feldman & Co., add Francis, Day Cain had been trumpeter with the
Frank Houser, new cpncertmas- monaural as well as stereo LPs. To
Hollins* - Maynard Ferguson and; & Hunter JjtriL, all of whom have- Noro Morales and Miguelito Valdes ter of the San Francisco Sym¬ get the new program rolling Jer¬
the Four. Freshman comprise , the- subsidiary branches throughout bands and bas been assocated with phony, succeeding the ailing Na-' ome also will huddle, with dealers,
unit '
Europe.
j musical shows on CBS and NBC. . oum Blinder.
operators and one-stop operators.

Keating G.M. of‘Col Club’

To Hear BMI Motion Vs. Cleffer Suit
Phil Harris’ RCA Album

Jazz as Jazz, Not Mere
'Device/ in Mandel Score
For 1 Want to Live’Pic’

RCA Gives Blessing
To Pat Suzuki to Beat
’Drum’for Col Album

Profit for Year,
But Blasts Tax

45s Odds-On Favorite
To Make 78s Just A
Memory in Gt. Britain

ARWMGBERG TIE
ON SIX C&W DISKS

SOMAC, New Cleffer Org,
Pitching for Membership;
Name Wayne Exec Sec

?f0 GO’ IN HAL ROACH
DEAL FOR TOPS LABE

WB’s Jukebox Stereo EP's

Scopp O’seas for Big 3

MUSIC
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Israel, Too, Has
Its Record Club

l

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Vahietv. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent- (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

posinoira

This *
Week
1
2

London, Nov. 18.
The EMI combine has thumbeddown an option to make an LP
disk of the songs from Sandy Wil¬
son’s new musical, “Valmouth,”
current click at the Lyric Opera
House, Hammersmith. “Valmouth,”
based on a novel by the late Ron¬
ald Firbank, has a number of
songs in it which EMI regards as
sacrilegious and which might of- .
fend churchgoers.
I
The Lord Chamberlain had no qualms about licensing the musi- !
cal and author Wilson denies that*
it makes fun of religion, but ad- j
mits that it pokes kindly fun at j
the trappings and idiosyncrasies ;
of the Roman Catholic Church.
The rival firm of Pye Records 5
is now considering making the LP.
A representative was sent to see
the show and could find nothing
offensive. A Pye spokesman said:
“We are. definitely interested in
the project But there is a time
factor involved. The musical has
only seven weeks to run at Ham¬
mersmith.” The implication is that
Pye will step in where EMI fears
to tread, provided the show gets
a West End transfer.

TALENT

Last
Week
ARTIST AND LABEL
TUNE
2
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)......... Tom Dooleyf
1
CONWAY TWITTY (MGM)...
It’s Only Make-Believef

3

3

TEDDYBEARS (Dore) ..

4

6

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) ..

5
6

9
4

PLAYMATES (Roulette) .... Beep Beepf
COZY COLE (Love) ...Topsy*

7

5

TOMMY EDWARDS (MGM).Ip’* ^
(Love Is All We Need*

8

7

9

8

RICKY NELSON (Imperial).. (I’ve Got A Feelingf
(Lonesome Townf
BIG BOPPER (Mercury) ..... Chantilly Lacef

10

To Know Him, Love Himf

EVERLY BROS. (Cadence) ..Lifet

Sfiffi''

TUNES

Week Week
TUNE
1
1
fTOM DOOLEY ..
2
2
fTO KNOW HIM IS TO LOVE HIM.

PUBLISHER
Beechwood
Warman

3

3

flT’S ONLY MAKE BELIEVE.

4

4

*IT’S ALL IN THE GAME...

5
6

5
7

*TOPSY .......--.. .....Cosmopolitan
*BEEP, BEEP.........; H&L

Marielle
Remick

7

*1 GOT STUNG ......!...

8
9

*DAY RAINS CAME ....... Garland
*THE END.......... Criterion

..

10
6
fCHANTILLY LACE.
* ASCAP t BMI

Fed’I Judge Throws Suit
On ‘Sands’ to State Court

Memphis, Nov. 25.
Federal Judge John D.. Martin
threw a temporary harrier on the
lawsuit battle here over the au¬
thorship of the 1957 song hit,
“White Silver Sands.”
'
The suit field by Mrs. Gladys
A new BMI-affilated publishing
firm. We Three Inc., has been set Reinhardt against Clarence G.
up by Belle Nardone, Larry Spier (Red) Matthews, both of this city,
Jr. and Hal Webman. The trip is should be tried in the State
jointly associated in the owner¬ Chancery Court, Judge Martin
ship and operation of the various a ruled. Mrs. Reinhardt contends
firms controlled by Larry Spier j
she penned all the music
and part of the lyrics. MatInc. and Greenwich Records.
the
The We Three firm is teeing off thews later put the
with two songs, “Richer Than I” market “without my knowledge,”
and “Don’t Pity Me.” “Richer” she charges.
has been etched by Teddy RanMrs. Reinhardt said that record
dazzo
(ABC-Paramount),
Ray sales have topped the million mark
Peterson (RCA . Victor) and Ed on “Sands,” and she told the court
Townsend (Capitol). “Don’t Pity that there were “some $1,217,500
Me” got its first grooving from in gross proceeds with most of
Dion & The Belmonts on the it going to out-of-state record
Laurie label.
firms.” She claimed a share of
Meanwhile, the Spier combine is more that “$50,000 in royalties” for
rolling with “The Mocking Bird" her end. Grover McCormack, her
via the Four Lads on Columbia, attorney, said “We’ll take this to
“It’s Too Bad We Had To Say chancery or any other state court.”
Goodbye” via Little Joe on Okeh.
and the Emjays’ recording of
“This Is My Love” on Greenwich. Della Reese Back To

BMI-TIED WE THREE INC.
SET OP BY SPIER GROUP

Gospel Concertizing
Pittsburgh, Nov. 25.
Fred Waring’s “Hi-Fi Holiday”
did just a shade qnder capacity in
a one-nighter last week at Syria
Mosque, getting $9,900 at $3.95 top
in 3,800-seat music hall.
Waring date was another promo¬
tion for Lenny Litman, local nitery
owner (the Copa), who had another
big winner, a short time ago with
. the Dave Brubeck-Four FreshmenMaynard Ferguson-Sonny Rollins
“Jazz f8FiwmierB§.^'“^

OF

top Talent and tunes

Pye Has an Eye on LP Of
'Sacrilegious' Brit. Tuner
That EMI Wared Goodbye

Waring Fat $9,900, Pitt

There’s Disk Chb
In MGM s Future

PfiRn^TY Scoreboard

Tel Aviv, Nov. 18.
The Record Club setup has
spread to Israel. A few months
ago, a first start was made jointly
by the Ha’arez, a newspaper, and
Symphonia, local agents for Brit¬
ish Decca and London Records,
who placed two series of 12 records
on sale for subscribers at reduced
prices.
Now, the Musical Masterpieces
Society has entered the field; it
is an offspring of similar societies
now active all over Europe. The
first batch of 24 records, pressed
in Israel from European masters,
will be available at about half the
ordinary list price of LP records in
Israel, which at the moment has
reached the alltime high of almost
$9.50—mainly owing to high taxa¬
tion. The first ad inserted by the
new Society brought enrollment of
2,000 subscribers.
The local orgailizers of the Soci¬
ety hope to get tax reduction or
cancellation from the Israeli Minis¬
try of Finance, claiming that theirs
is a non-profit project of cultural
importance and educational value.
The Society’s Josefevich family has
agreed to all royalties remaining
in Israel in frozen accounts.

Della Reese, pop thrush, is
spreading into the faith and gos¬
pel field. Concerts are being lined
up by Tim Gayle, yeepee of Gen¬
eral Artists Corp., In conjunction
with Lee Magid, warbler’s mana¬
ger and Morty Palitz, veepee of
Jubilee Records, her disk affilia¬
tion.
The first concert is being sched¬
uled for New York’s Town Hall in
mid-January. At one time Miss
Reese ^sang with Mahalia Jackson’s
Group and the Clara Ward Sing’ers.~“
* " “ '1 V ~ ' - - - - *

Italo Song Poll
—Continued from page 55-

passed Italian songs of all times,
find “Edera” in the top position,
followed by “Nel Blu.”
Other tunes, in order, are: “Vurria,” “Come Prima” (For the First
Time); “Lazzarella,” “Tuppe Tuppe
Mariscia,” "Mamma,”
‘Ti ,diro,”
“Signorinella” and “Arrivederci
Roma.”
Eleventh position is. filled by
“Suonno a Marechiaro,” followed
by “Guaglione,” “Resta Cumme”
and Tornerai.”
Interesting to note that three of
Top 7 and six of Top 14 songs are
Neapolitan in origin and styling.
Only three of the 14 are songs dat¬
ing back anywhere from 15 to 30
years (“Mamma,” ’Tornerai” and
“Signorinella”). Also, three of the
Top 14 are by Domenico Modugno,
who besides “Nel Blu” has “Lazza¬
rella” and . “Resta Cumme” in the
all-time top 14 Italo songs.

Harris Heads Hub Local;
Reelect Tesar in Omaha
Boston, Nov. 25.
Samuel Marcus, prexy of Bos¬
ton Local No. 9, American Federa¬
tion of Musicians, was ousted in
the annual election. George Harris
was elected prexy by a vote pf.
723-633.
Gus Fischer was reelected secre¬
tary treasurer.
Omaha’s Voting
Omaha, Nov. 25.
Lad V. Tesar last week was re¬
elected prexy of Local 70, AFM.
Also renamed were George P.
Casey, v.p.; Carl Lamp, treasurer;
Bobby Bowman, exec secretary and
biz agent; and Louis Hahn, sergeant-at-amis.
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Gladys

Glad

Other Companies Also
Etched National Anthem
The Warner Bros, diskery’s
claim that it’s out with the first
recording of ‘The Star Spangled
Banner” in 25 years is being dis¬
puted by several recording compa¬
nies.
Columbia Records, for example,
issued 'the National Anthem in
July of this year on a single with
an orch conducted by Mitch Mil¬
ler, diskery’s pop artists & rep¬
ertoire chief. And under the Mer¬
cury banner two years ago, Fred¬
erick Fennell conducted the East¬
man Symphonic Wind Ensemble on
the Anthem in an album titled
“Ruffles and Flourishes—Music
For Field Trumpets and Drums.”
RCA Victor pact the Anthem in the
groove with the Boston Symph and
the Chicago Symph for the Amer¬
ican Heritage Foundation.

MGM Records looks likely to be
the next diskery to move into the
record club business. According to
MGM prexy Arnold Maxin, the
company is now exploring all the
possibilities of a disk club opera¬
tion and will definitely make its
club debut within the near future.
Maxin figures that before MGM
makes its move into a club opera¬
tion some new values and new
ideas have to be developed. He
realizes that right now it would be
foolhardy to pit MGM’s catalog
strength against the three majors
who are now actively in the club
business. Maxin, for the time
being, is keeping his approach to
the disk club business under wraps.
The majors’ move into such
operations was sparked several
years ago by Columbia Records.
RCA Victor followed with a Bookof-the-Month Club tie and Capitol
joined the trend soon after.-

Critics’Convention Pan
Of Acoustics Bringing
New Shell to Ford Aud.
Detroit, Nov. 25.
A $115,000 acoustical shell, de¬
signed to enclose the Detroit Sym¬
phony in such a way as to beam its
music throughout the auditorium
without distortion of sound or flat
spots, will be installed at the newly
built Ford Auditorium. Shell will
be 66 feet wide, 35 feet high and
35 feet deep.
The acoustical problem was
brought very much to the surface
a year ago by the nation’s music
critics whose association conven¬
tion was held in the auditorium.
They said in no uncertain terms
that the hall’s acoustics were ter¬
rible, a condition which localites
without tin ears had been saying
ever since the hall was built two
years ago. With the expenditure
of $115,000 now set for a shell, it
is obvious that someone goofed
badly in designing what was
termed an “acoustically perfect”
auditorium.

‘NEW YEARBOOK OF JAZZ’
A GOOD FEATHER WORK
The jazz scene gets a nifty up¬
dating in Leonard Feather’s ’The
New Yearbook of Jazz” (Horizon
Press; $4.95). It’s the third volume
in author’s “Encyclopedia of Jazz”
series and brings the jazzophiles
up to the developments in the jazz
world through mid-1958 via text
and pictures.
Feather has arranged it craftily
and without the pomposity that
usually takes over in the jazz-writ¬
ing field. His “Jazz U.S.A.” round¬
up is precise and clear and so are
his editorial assists from Benny
Green on Great Britain, Daniel
Filpacchi on France, Carl-Erik
Lindgren - on Sweden and Joachim
E. Berendt on Germany. Bill
Russo’s “Jazz and Classical Music”
and Martin Williams’ “Jazz and the
Other Arts” are other texts that
"help clear the picture.
The photos, the biographies, the
bibliography all help to bring the
jnew jazz scene into proper focus.
!
Gros.

Bill Nielsen Heading
Sales for Urania Label

Bill Nielsen has joined Urania
Records as director of sales. He re¬
places David Rothfeld who recently
shifted to Korvette Stores as rec¬
ord buyer and merchandiser.
Wilmington, Del., Nov. 25.
Prior to his Urania tie, Nielsen
Thelonius Monk, 38, jazz pianist, had been general manager of Epic
was fined $123.50 at a hearing inj Records, a Columbia subsid. He
New Castle, Del., on disorderly 'was associated with Col for 12
years in the sales division. He
conduct and assault charges stem¬ exited Epic a couple pf months ago,
ming from his Oct. 15 arrest on a being replaced there by A1 Shulnarcotics rap.
man.
The musician appeared at the
hearing accompanied by a phycian
Rosner’s Victor Post
and sat through the proceedings in
Ben Rcsner, formerly general
what Magistrate Samuel Hatton
described “as a daze.” The pianist manager, of the Vik label which
RCA Victor folded a couple of
did not testify.
State police stated Thelonius put weeks ago, has been named to new¬
up a fight when he was arrested on ly created post of manager of radio
the narcotics charge along with and tv relations. In his new spot,
Charles Rouse, 35, a musician, and Rosner will be trying to get air¬
Baroness Kathleen Annie Panono- time exposure for Victor’s artists
nica Rothschild de Koenigs water. and products.
He’ll work under William .1.
All three gave New York addresses
and are currently out on $5,000 (Bill) Alexander, Victor’s advertis¬
ing-promotion topper*
bail awaiting trial.

Thelonius Monk Out On
Bail in Narcotics Case

P'Srm&Fy
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Watch for these NBC-TV shows, in color and black and white: FERRY COMO SHOW, ELLERY QUEEN, GEORGE GOBEL SHOW, NORTHWEST PASSAGE, The^re all sponsored by RCA VICTOR!
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Distribntiiig Gets
Ellington s Riot-Less German Tour; Decca
Caedmon line in 27 Cities
Old Fogies 1% Duke Ouiet-Like

In a move to broaden* its’ Bales
coverage, Caedmon^ Records’ sales
manager Dick Weddell has set
Decca Distributing to handle the
line in 27 cities.
The Caedmon tie with Decca is
on a coast-to-coast hookup. -Other
distributor ties set by Weddell in¬
clude Trans-Disc, ^Boston; Arc- Dis¬
tributing, Detroit^ and J&F Dis¬
tributing, Baltimore. The Caedmon
distribs retained are Stanley-Lewis,
New York; O. Asher, Chicago;
New Sound, San Francisco; Uni-,
verse Record Distributing* Los
Angeles, and Great Western for
Salt Lake City and Denver.

Inside Stuff-Music
^ Continued from page 5&

—j

tury. Weiss acquired Walter Kollo’s “Was eine Frau lm Fruehling
traeumt” (What a Woman Is Dreaming in Spring). Latter, a 34-yearold hit tune, has long become a German evergreen.
Weiss is currently in the U. S. on family affairs, attendant to his
father’s death last week. He’s staying for a couple of weeks to hud¬
dle with Buddy Morris on the oversea operation.

By HAZEL GUILD
- ■■ 1
Frankfurt, Nov. 18.
Just two weeks after the windup
Continued from page 55 —^
of the Bill Haley rock *n’ roll con¬
cert tour of Germany, which ended Perry Como, for instance, has been
Edward W. Tan, who does the “Dragon Show,” one-hour daily short¬
with $25,000 damage to concert having a field day in disk sales
wave deejay program over the Voice of Free China, counterpart of
halls and equipmenfShd with sev¬ since his tv program began show¬
the Voice of America,, is appealing to American record companies for
platters. Tan, resident correspondent in Taipei, Taiwan, for the New
eral dozen injured patrons, Duke ing abroad. Similarly, Pat Boone’s
York Times and other U. S. and European publications and a stringer
Ellington and his 15-man hand is popularity has climbed to new
for CBS Radio News, does the deejay show, “for kicks” with no fiwinding his concert tour of Ger¬ heights via his tv exposure.
ancial returns. He is assisted by an American freelance girl journalist.
many, playing the same cities and
Regarding the RCA laheL’s im¬
in some cases the same concert pact In Europe, Prutting stated
‘
Chuck Minogue, former music editor in the radio division of United
halls—without a single riot or in¬ that in the two years since it has
Press International, has quit the press service to become a fulltime
jazz
musician. He’s currently appearing with the Joe Zack Quartet in
been introduced overseas, it has
cident.
Chicago, and is shartly embarking on an overseas tour. Minogue is
Continued from page 53
Ellington’s calm, quiet hut highly become the No." 1 American label
__
successful tour may be a step in in Europe.
Names like Como, Publication for folios byZoot Sims, also in the process of writing a book.
saving jazz concerts in Germany, Harry Belafonte and Elvis Presley Mat Mathews, Milt Hinton and
because many concert hall owners have given the RCA label a tre¬ Oscar Pettiford; Bill Grauer’s Jazz
Seeco’s Siegel Heads For
and managers had threatened to mendous impetus even though it Standard Music Publication, for
CTseas Affil Powwows
ban the music after the r&r riots was deprived overseas of the Little folios by Sonny Rollins and TheLondon, Nov. 25.
Dog trademark. While' still used lpnious Monk; Bill Simon’s ThornSidney Siegel, Seeco Records
marring Haley’s tour.
There’s an impressive lineup , of
by
Victor
in
the^U.S.,
the
Little
wdod
Music
for
folios
by
Charlie
prexy,
heads for Europe at the end
How does Ellington explain the
American musical talent being of November
for a month of meet¬
different reaction of the German Dog trademark reverted back to Christian, Dizzy Gillespie, Don El¬
paged
for
1959
by
British
agent
the
British
His
Master’s
Voice
liott
and
John
Coltrane;
t
Elliot
ing^
with
labels that.press and dis¬
fans to his music as against that of
label two’ years ago when RCA Lawrence Music for a Gerry Mul¬ Harold Davison, who’s currently in tribute for Seeco in England,
rock ’n* roll?
ended its association with the EMI ligan book, and Joe Puma’s Juma_ the States on a business visit. Da¬ France, Italy aind Spain. First stop
“We haven’t got a gimmick,” ad¬ group.
Music for folios by Herbie -Mann
for Siegel wilt'be England where
mits the 58-year-old Ellington.
vison, kingpin in Anglo-U, S. band the Seeco line is affiliated with
In France, the RCA affiliate, and Candido'X
“Rock ’n’ foil has gotten such a bad AREA (Applications et Realisations
Biggest folio call, saftfT Golin, swaps, is seeking concert tours for Oriole. From there Siegel heads
reputation because of all the pub¬ Electriques and Acoustiques), is now comes for. the.works of jazz Louis Armstrong, Ella- Fitzgerald, for France (Vogue Records), Italy
licity that people feel they are ex¬ building one of the most modern performers whQ suure on the vari¬
(Durium) and Spain where he re¬
pected to riot to show they like it. pressing plants in the world to ac- ous trade and magazine polls as the “Jazz At The Philharmonic” cently signed a new deal with TeleIt has an ill reputation—which it [ commodate the new business. New well as for the jazzsters Who come •outfit, Buck Clayton’s All Stars, funken of Madrid.
doesn’t deserve—but the rioters factory, in Burgundy,- will have up with a clicko LP.
and the'Modem Jazz Quartet.
"*
He’s also scheduled a number of
don’t realize that.”
: complete facilities for every stage
Colin himself puDllshes through
To set his concert season swing¬ recording sessions including AimHe feels that - undoubtedly in of the disk-making process, from two firms, New Sounds & Modern ing here, the agent will present the able and Lise Rollin in France and
some instances the same juveniles mixing the compound to manu¬ Music (ASCAP) and Charles Colin Count Basie band in a nationwide Lola Flores and Frederico Moreno
who crashed .chairs over each facturing the jackets.
Music (Sesac).
tour which kicks off in February. Toroba in Spain.
other’s heads: at the Haley events
attended his. concerts without stir¬
ring up a ruckus. But, he adds,
“Our audience embraces three
generations—the oldtijners who
want to hear our classics like
‘Mood Hidigo’ and ‘Sophisticated
Lady’ and the new gang wants to
6
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her between a pair of smoothies— j
'FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
“So the crowd doesn't build up a j
3
132
1
1
Only the Lonely (W 1053)...
2
8
4
2
4
4
3
9
3
1
1
1
9
1
1
5
5
lot of feeling,” he explained.
j
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
Haley was sold out in every city, j
2
2
110b
Sing Along With Mitch (CL 1160).
4
8
1
2
2
1
4- 2
2
8
5
3
Ellington, under the management j
SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
of Norman Granz, did extremely j
3
Sountrack
(LOC
1932).
3
2
5
88
2
4
1
7
8
6
6
6
5
2
1
good but not SRO business (his ;
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
second show at Frankfurt’s* 1,880- ;
4
4
2 73
2
Kingston Trio (T 996).
2
10
1
1
2
9
4
9
9
seat Congress Hall was nearly •
8
filled, with a few more empties for
GIGI (MGM>
his earlier 6:15 performance).
5
Soundtrack (E 3641).
3
9
1
2
6
3
7
3
7
6
7 67
“Maybe our audience isn’t the
VAN CLIBURN (Victor)
biggest in the world, but at least
6
6
Tchaikovsky Concerto (LM 2250).. 3
«2
3
4
4
3
3
3
7
7
it’s sincere and doesn’t riot,” he j
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
added. v
■
7
9
Sing Along With Mitch (CL 1243)..
6 42
2
10
4
'1
1
MUSIC MAN (CaDitoI)
8
14
Original Cast (WAO 990)...
39
6
6
8
7
9
6
5
7 $
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
9
8
Swing Softly (CL 1165) ..
37
9
2
6
9
3
8
9
5
j Continued from page 53
jj
RAY CONIFF (Columbia)
11
9
9
Concert in Rhythm (CL 1163).:...
4
3fi
6
1
8
4
platters for their shows and they’d Jj 10
AHMAD JAMAL (Argo)
rely on them more if the field j j
10
34
9
But
Not
For
Me
(LP
628)...
9
..
.10
6
10
4
3
5
10
10 ,
force boys had a knowledge of na- (j 11
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
tional trends, local sellers, pro-; j 12
7
28
Johnny’s Greatest Hits (CL 1135)..
3
2
6
8
8
gramming problems and radio |
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
ratings. Main pitch is to increase
13A 15
8 23
Sings the Blute (LC 1006).
5
7
2
10
Col’s effectiveness at'radio station
MANTOVANI (London) ‘
23
7
| 13B 20
Gems Forever (LL 3032)
9
1
8
7
level.
PAT BOONE (Dot)
Col’s plan now is to broaden the
22
24
1
8
6 10
Stardust (DLP 3118).......
8
activities of its field men to give
15
them a wider view of the industry
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
operation as a whole. They’ll con¬ ! 16A 13
Original Cast (CL 5090)_
10
5
7
7
19
7
tinue to call on the disk jockeys,
PEREZ PRADO (Victor)
radio station managers and librar¬
2
19
16B 12
Dilo (LPM 1883).
1
ians, says Bill Gallagher, Col’s na¬
LAWRENCE WELK (Brunswick)
V
tional sales chief, but they will
8
18
18
Presents
Dick
Kessner
(BR
54044).
10
3
,5
now move into such other fields as
SOUTH PACIFIC (Columbia)
tv promotion, merchandising at re¬
8
_17
19
16
4
Original Cast (B 2575-80)...
10
5
tail store level, etc. Gallagher’s
first step in the “broadening opera¬
DAKOTA STATON (Capitol)
tion” is to abolish the “promotion ;: 20A 21
3
15
Dynamic (T 1054).
10
5man” label for the more inclusive
TAB HUNTER (WB)
“promotion manager” label.
15
20B ..
4
Tab Hunter (W 122)..,.
. 3
Representing the radio stations
4
AHMAD JAMAL (Argo)
at the meet were Bill Randle, dee... •
2
20C 22
_15
Ahmad Jamal (LP 636).
5
jay at WERE, Cleveland; Martin
MANTOVANI (London)
Block, ABC deejay; Tony DeLuca,
23
..
Film Encores (LL 1700).... 10
4 . .. .. .. .
6 .. ... . 13
librarian at WFIL, Philadelphia;
Bob Sadoff, NBC programmer, and
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
Steve Lubunsky, general manager 24A .,
Cole Espanol (W 1031).. ..
5..
6
... .. 11
of N. Y. indie WMCA. Col brought
FOUR FRESHMEN (Capitol)
_
*
:
in 14 men from the field for the
24B 23
Voices in Love (T 1074)... .. .. .. .. ..
8 ..
3
.. .. .. .. 11
indoctrination course.

Prilling

Jan Doibling

Davison Woos U.S. Stars

Col Promotion

.
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NOBODY BOUGHT TICKETS TO IHIS PERFORMANCE
OF “GOLDILOCKS”-BUT MILLIONS WILL HEAR IT
ON COLUMBIA RECORDS! YEAR AFTER YEAR, NIT
AFTER HIT, THE FINEST OFFERINGS ON BROADWAY
REACH BY FAR THEIR LARGEST AUDIENCE;
-a
THROUGH ORIGINAL CAST RECORDINGS rfSaSI
ON COLUMBIA •
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SEUEHS

On The Upbeat
New York
Tom Reilly & Tom Cat* recorded
first tune written by N. Y. Post
columnist Earl Wilson and his son
Slugger for Time Records . » .
Carlton Records* “Philadelphia
U.S.A.” party, a promotion for its
Nu Tornados disk, will be held in
N. Y. Dec. 9 with Philly’s Mayor
Dilworth and city representative
Fred Mann attending . . . Frankie
Avalon guests on the Dick Clark
Show (ABC-TV) Saturday (29) . . .
Jester Record and * Music Co.
launching its 10th anni year with
Buzz Roberts’ “It’s Gonna Hap¬
pen” apd “Things Go Wrong” . . _
Terri ^Stevens, Felsted thrush,
opens at the Town House, Pitts¬
burgh, Friday (28) for a week . . .
Sandu Scott moves into Le Cupidon Dec. 2 . . . Wally Gingers
orch returns to Roseland Dance
City for the month of June . . .
Roulette’s CoStar albums will be
placed in the files of the Chicago
public libraries.
Monroe Golden, of Music Pub¬
lishers Holding Co. professional
staff, recuperating at home after
minor surgery ... Roberta Stevens
has shifted her keyboard stint from
the Park Sheraton’s Mermaid
Room to the Roger Smith . * .
Conway Twitty, who clicked on
MGM with a single slicing of “It’s
Only Make Believe,” cutting his
first LP for the label . . . Alan
Frederick! leaving his deejay slot
WGLI, Babylon, to work exclusive¬
ly on WHOM's “Night Train.” He
also plans to go into the manage¬
ment and recording field . .. Walter
Spriggs is forming a new instru-

CONNIE
FRANCIS
MY
HAPPINESS
KRANriV
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mental group which he’ll take on
a national tour.
The French tune “Melodie
Perdue,” bought for the U.S. by
Shapiro-Bemstein, cut by Monte
Kelly for the Carlton label . . .
Paul Badura-Skoda Sc Joerg Demos
will present a recital at Carnegie
Hall Jan. 7, followed by perform¬
ances at the Library of Congress,
Washington, Jan. 9; Chicago, Jan.
11; Winston-Salem, N.C., Jan. 13,
13, and Los Angeles, Jan. 25 . . .
An exhibit by manufacturers of
professional sound equipment will
be part of the sixth annual western
convention of the Audio Engineer¬
ing Society at Los Angeled Bjltmore Hotel Feb. 17-20 . , . Burl
Ives named chairman of the theatre
division for the New York Arthritis
Sc Rheumatism Fondation ,, , The
Four Yoices at the Town House,
Pittsburgh, until Saturday (29) . . .
The Rover Boys set for the Beverly
Hills Club, Cincinnati, for two
weeks beginning Dec. 19.
' Pinky Herman has made a deal
with MGM Records for the latter
to handle distribution of the Pinky
label’s release, “It’s A Wonderful,
Wonderful Feelin’,” written and
sung by Johnny Andrews, who has
his own Sunday morning show on
WRCA-TV. N.Y.

.♦ ASCAP
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Yolees subbed.. /Bill Haley Sc His
Comets wound up a 10-week tour
of Europe , and arrived here Nov.
18 . . . Four Ink Spots current at
Sciolla’s.

Pittsburgh
Andrint Bros^ until recently a
two-act, now heading a seven-piece
combo at Riviera Lounge in Las
Vegas. They’re booked solid in
Nevada until April at Vegas, Reno
and Elko . . . Joe Negri, guitarist,
has exited Penn-Sheraton Hotel’s
Harp & Crown to devote his time
to teaching. Bobby Cardlllo, pian¬
ist, and Tony Mara, harpist, remain.
... Allen Shine has augmented his
small orch to 11 men for Jimmy
Rodgers* current engagement at
Copa
. Artie Arnell band signed
for third straight year to play
Youngstown, O., Hospital dance at
Idora Park Dec. 13 . . . Marty
Irwin soloing at piano in lounge
of Chateau with opening there of
Ciro Rimae for a month. Irwin
previously had a trio in the main
room * . . Lady Holland had her
option picked up at Gold Key
Room for additional two weeks ...
Elmer Willett has signed 15-yearold singer Kenny Ambrose to Dot
recording contract... Continentals
into new Stardust Lounge for an
indefinite stay.

Merc’s Ambassador Label
Pending Buck Ram Tienp
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idiotic .pitchmen, and the phony
giveaways. Most of these ‘Martini
millionaires' know nothing about
the problems of country music and
; Continued from pul 53 ;
care less. These are the fast-buck
boys
who do moire in 13 weeks to
the conclave by Victor’* sales ex¬
ruin
a good piece of talent or a
ec, Jack Burgess.
good
format than most of us can
Shoies pointed out that country
build
In a lifetime.”
music changes under the influence
of changing conditions. “The lit¬
tle red schoolhouse is no hi ore,”
he said. “It has been replaced by
the big rural school centres and
when the kids began to cross geo¬
graphical boundaries, they also
began to cross musical boundaries.
Jorcy Vale
CetamBi* 4-123*
Television, too,'has had its im¬
pact; musical tastes have been
broadened, perhaps not for the
better, but that’s the way it is.”
Shoies credited the backwoods
Tho Soothwoot High School Choir
for creating the current rock 'n’
0. i. Dahl*, Director Crtumhie 4-12t»
roll cycle. The “big beat,” he said,
comes from gospel music, the
"Emotional, uninhibited, joy-ofHving kind of singing that has
been going on for generations, as
The Fear Vetoes
Cetwnbto 4-12*1
well as rhythm & blues music.”
Under the impact of various
economic and social changes, as
well as the advent of the disk
jockey, Shoies said that the coun¬
try artist has changed. “The coun¬
try artist works much harder, re¬
hearses more, and he’s learning to
read music at sight.
In other
words, he’s becoming more selfdisciplined.” Other improvements
in country music involve a greater
variety in harmonizing of the en¬
semble groups, plus the technical
advances in the instruments. AH
of these have freed the country
writer, Shoies said, from pbst lim¬
itations in the expression of his
musical and lyrical ideas.
As for the country disk jockeys,
Shoies stressed that this was one
segment of the trade which is
free of the “top 40” domination.
The country jocks,'he said, repre¬
sent one of the “last frontiers of
freedom in music presentation.”

RCA’s Sholes

GO CHASE A MOONBEAM

GREAT SOMEBODY
GOD’S CHRISTMAS TREE

EACH TIME YOU KISS ME
THE BOX

IVIY
HEART

Covfers (5) on Torgy’ __

NATION’S No. 1 RECORDING ARTISTS
“TOM DOOLEY”

o
3

tTom Bopley (Beechwood)... 4
tKnow Him (Wannaa).. 2
♦It’s All in Game (Remick).' 7
*Day Bains Came (Garland). 3
tNon Blmentior -(Hollis).... 1
*The Ead (Criterion).
7T*Wortd; Outside (Chappell).. 8
♦Togay (Cosmopolitan)..
* There Goes My Heart (Feist) 9
*Near You (Supreme).
♦Tea for Two (Harms). ..
tCan Me (Meridian)...
tChaatOly Laee (Glad)...:.. ..
tit’s Make Believe (Marielle) 5
♦Chase Moonbeam (Wltmark) ..

Cy Coleman makes his London
House debut tonight (Wed.) for
three rounds. Upcoming' at the
mmmr
Michigan Ave. jazzery are Gene
BMmf
Krupa (Dec. 17), Jonah Jones (Feb.
. HI V
4) and Carmen Cavallaro (March
ITI 1
18) . . . Somethin’ Smith Sc The
*
Redheads start a two-weeker to■ I ■ ■%
|mi m
A
morrow (Thurs.) at the Dallas Stat11II DDIll LVV
ler, with a Feb. 20 date at Eddya’
nill r IliUalil
in Kansas City . . . LaVern Baker
llfll ■ IllliVV
to the Orchid Room, St Louig,
„ .....
Dec. 23 for two , . . Meg Myles
K 12738
signed by the Cliche,/ Detroit Dec.
2 . . . Charlie Applewhite to the
MM
--j
Metropole, Windsor, Ont, Dec. 8
for a fortnight . . . Lonnie Sattfn,
j
just out after a month at the Chi
Cloister, ' set for the Key Club,
Minneapolis, Dec. 11 for three
"
9
frames . . . Betty Johnson will be
Mercury Records is readying a
clubdating for a week or so in Chi
———■———area starting around Dec. 1 . * . new diskery; subsid to be known
as Ambassador Records. Deal for
the new label is being negotiated
More Hits from MILLS—
Philadelphia
between Merc prexy Irving Green
T1IC UAfilRIAH
Showboat owner Herb Keller and songwriter-manager Buck Ram.
I Ilk mHUIVlNn
took his first plunge as an impreThe plans call for Ambassador
AEAU MARTIN
sario to sponsor the Bave Brubeck- to release all talent now recorded
Four Freshmen twin bill at the by Ram on bis indie Antler labeL
oa Capitol F-4065
Academy of Music (23) . . . The Until deal is consummated, the
.
Dukes of Dixieland play Sunny-. disks will continue to be released
brook Ballroom Nov. 29 . . . Sunny under the Antler banner and dis¬
fU ■ via A1V ' BEOIBC
Gale slated for the Erie Social Club
through Mercury’s out¬
I HAT W m l UtolKC Nov. 29-30 . . . Dakota Staton and tributed
Ahmad Jamal work the Thanksgiv- lets.
CREW CUTS
ing Nite Dance at the Broadwood
__ RCA
»CA Victor
Victor 47-7371
47-7371
Hotel .for
. . opening
Georgia ^
Gibbs
failed
to
ON
arrive
days
at ^
MILLS MUSIC. INC.
Latin Casino. She was caught in
——————^—J the Arizona blizzard. The Four
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Samuel Goldwyn’s filmization of
*★★★★★★★*★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ ‘Torgy and Bess” will receive aid
in exploiting the pic via the re¬
cording industry with five major
labels covering the score of the
George Gershwin music with disk
releases.
Columbia is releasing the offi¬
cial soundtrack score but minus
Sammy Davis Jr.’s voice. Latter
will not be heard in the LP because
he is under contract to Decca
*
* Which plans to release its own
*
Carrotly COLLEQI CONCERT TOUR
* “Porgy” version and nixed Colum¬
bia’s request for the use of Davis’
*
CAPITOL RECORDS
J voice on the soundtrack. Latter
sings four tunes in the films,
*
Par*. Mgr.—FRANK WIRIER
j which Will be either substituted or
cut from the soundtrack disk;
Other diskeries planning to cash
in on the “Porgy” music are
JOE CLAIM, Fro*.
I Verve, Capitol and Dot Latter is
745 Fifth Ay*. 203 N. Wabash Av* 4*7 Lincoln Kd. 1619 Suns*t Slvd.
I cutting a Bob Crosby rendition of
iw York 22. N.Y
Chicago. III.
Miami Boach. Fla. H'wood 46. Calif.
| the score, while the Norman
Phono:
Phono:
Phono:
Phono:
8 Granz label will release a “Porgy”
PLaza 9-4600
CEntral 6-9451
JEffaraon *-03S3
OLympia 2-994*
B album featuring Louis Armstrong
Wi!FElWtttzg«*l.

*
:
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^
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__._

Hollywood
Capitol Records veep Lloyd
Bonn hack at his desk following
a biz trek to Gotham ... Yet song¬
writer Harry Tobias was feted at
the Eldorado’s Songwriter Night
Monday (24) . . . Milton DeLngg
is writing lyric to the previous
strictly instrumental Poke Elling¬
ton tunes which the Mills Bros,
will wax for Dot... George Jessel
has completed his “The Last of
the Minstrel Men” album for De¬
sign Records. Charles Pallos conducted-arranged the session under
Harold Spina’s supervision . . .
Comics Rowan Sc Martin’s initial
Imperial album will be tagged “For
Adults Only” . . . George Boning
and Ned Washington will pen three
tunes for “Magoo’s Arabian Nights”
at Columbia.

«§
H

Surbegof ieiail sheet- mode
best sellers' based oh reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities ’and showing com*
paratipe sales, rating- for this
and tost week.

Country Music
Continued from page 53

JESSE GREER

= FLAPPERETTE

the Saturday (22) breakfast thrown
by Broadcast Music Inc., in honor
of the late Fred Rose, songwriter
of many hits and co-founder of
Acuff-Rose Music, which is head¬
quartered here. Guest of the
meeting was Johnny Marks, a one¬
time collaborator with Rose and
now a board member of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers. The fact
that an ASCAP exec was present
and spoke at a shindig dominated
by a form of music generally known
as “BMI music” Was unexpected.
Also in town for the convention
was ASCAP prexy Paul Cunning¬
ham, but he did not attend any
of the sessions.
One of the hardest - hitting
speeches was delivered by Connie
Gay who rapped the “fast-buck”
operators in the country-field. Gay
lashed out at the broadcasting
“geniuses” who would force upon
us the bleached blond bellowers,
>‘N^i4iW3m6fpWiitf^Sambersl the

Vocal - Instrumental
feblishad by

MILLS MUSIC

LOUIS PRIMA
KEELY SMITH
{.’

L RECORDS

THAT OLD
BLACK MAGIC
FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION

f^XtiiETr
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.. .“have we ever glowed with such a glare”!!

WITH 1BRI6HT HEW SHUSH
OH M-C-M K12738
*From the Forthcoming Broadway Musical
“Whoop-UpMusic by Moose Charlap
Lyrics by Norman Gimbel
Thanks, also, to Morty
Craft and Leroy
Holmes for a
wonderful
session
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AGVA Rules a Natl Board Member
Cannot ‘Sit In’ on Exec Committee
Question of whether a member
of the national board of the Ameri¬
can Guild of Variety Artists should
serve temporarily on the union’s
executive committee was resolved
at last week’s exec committee con¬
fab in which it was ruled that such
procedure isn’t constitutional.
Question is likely to figure im¬
portantly in the future Inasmuch as
it can be used to determine wheth¬
er certain actions taken by the exec
committee in the past are valid:
The problem arose last week
when Paul Valentine, a national
board member known to be at vari¬
ance with the administration, at¬
tempted to sit in on the executive
committee.
Pro- administration
members objected, whereupon the
entire question of sit-ins was gone
over. Committee found that there
was no basis in the AGVA consti¬
tution for substitutions of board
members for executive commitee
members.
AGVA president Penny Singleton, who presided at the meeting,
had long held this to be the case.
She refused to attend the Mexico
City convention in June on the
ground that she was improperlyplaced into office when president
Georgie Price’s resignation was accepted by the executive committee
on which national board members
w'ere sitting. Miss Singleton was
Censured by the convention, con¬
trolled by AGVA’s national ad¬
ministrative secretary, Jackie
Bright, for this stand.

Globetrotters’ Thin Gate
At Segregated Atlanta;
Can’t Play With Whites
Atlanta, Noy. 25.
Abe Saperstein’s Harlem Globe¬
trotters (No. 3 unit that’s headed
for South America! played to a
sparse 3,000 segregated customers
last week in a one-nighter at 5,000seat Atlanta Auditorium.
Heretofore, Trotters have per¬
formed here before to tumaway
business, but that was back in days
of incomparable Goose Tatum.
Clown J. C. Gibson is with this
unit.
Trotters have been doing their
stuff against Philadelphia Sphas,
who travel with them, but whites
against Negroes are not allowed
under Georgia segregation laws,
and Sphas had to square off against
Hollywood Queens, femme basketeers who are part of Trotters’
troupe. That made it necessary for
Atlanta promoters to scare up a
team to play Trotters. A squad of
dribblers from Atlanta’s Negro
YMCA bounce ball teams was as¬
sembled in a hurry to oppose Trot¬
ters. It was, of course, no contest,
77 to 44, for visitors.
Trotters warmed up for their
night performance with a game in
the afternoon before a crowd of
2,600 cheering fans, rone of whom
shelled out a kopeck to see the
basketeers. In fact, they were a
captive audience in more ways
than one—they are in residence at
the U. S. Penitentiary here.
Sixteen years ago. Globetrotters
played a similar engagement at
the U. S. Prison on McNeil Island,
where Fred Wilkinson was the
warden. Wilkinson now is chief at
Atlanta’s Big House and through
his friendship with Saperstein the
exhibition game was arranged for
inmates. Harry Hannin, promotion
director, was in charge of Globe¬
trotters’ Atlanta appearance.

EDITH PIAF’S DATES
AFTER WALDORF IN JAN.
' Edith Piaf is having a series of
hotel and nitery dates lined up for
her during her forthcoming trip to
the U.S. Singer is now sufficiently
recovered from the effects of an
automobile accident in France sev¬
eral months ago. Mishap caused
the postponement of her date at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y.,
where she was slated to open the
season.
Instead, she’ll open her tour at
the Waldorf on Jan. 26 for five
weeks, and will follow with El
Morocco, Montreal, March 3; La
Porte St, Jean, Que., March 20,
and the Fairmont Hotel, San Fran¬
cisco, April 9. It’s not yet definite
Whether'oth.dr dates will tfe Set-

Gaynor Gets Triple At
Sonny Boys AA in Pitt
Pittsburgh, Nov. 25.
Steve Gaynor, who just closed
as m.c.-host-singer at New Arena
downtown after a year and a half,
is sticking around town to take
oyer in same multiple capacity at
a private membership spot in East
Liberty.
It’s the Sonny. Boys
Athletic Assn., a plush nitery pre¬
viously known as the Bachelors
Club when it had. gambling and
played names.
Gaynor will be the room’s only
entertainer and is being taken' on
as a goodwill ambassador as well,
assigned to stimulate membership
rolls: Sonny Boys AA operates
only three nights .a week, Friday,
Saturday and Sunday.
He has been temporarily re¬
placed at the New Arena by Chuck
Walsh, vocalist featured on WIIC’s
daily
audience
participationer,
“Luncheon at the Ones.”

AGVAinMVs.
“Police Card’ Acts
The American Guild of Variety
Artists has started a move to
eliminate police registration of per¬
formers working in cabarets. A
committee made up of members
of the New York branch has been
appointed to work for the repeal
of the statute. Committee com¬
prises Orson Bean, Murray Lane
and Tommy Spencer.
A. membership meeting tenta¬
tively scheduled. for Dec. 4 will
then map plans to get other craft’
unions to work for elimination of
the
cabaret registration laws
which they term “discriminatory
and degrading to the profession.”
Musicians, also hit by the stat¬
ute, have been waging a running
battle against this legislation.
There is now a court case involv¬
ing musicians on the docket to
test the constitutionality of the
law.

MIAMI BEACH VICTIM
OF AIRLINE STRIKE
To the uncertainty of the
weather has been added another
hazard for the Miami Beach hotel
and cafe operators. The strike of
flight engneers and mechanics on
Eastern Airlines cancelled all
flights on this line which is the
largest carrier to the resor$.
Should this be a protracted strike,
business in Miami Beach would
suffer heavily. .
Bulk of the Florida business by
air goes to Eastern and the bal¬
ance to two other lines. National
and Northeast,
Eastern is the second airline
with labor difficulties. Trans World
Airlines is also crippled? - by a
strike, and American Airlines is
on the verge of going out Latter
two seriously hit the New York to
Los Angeles circuit, while Eastern,
which operates in 15 states, affects
largely the eastern seaboard trade
to the Florida resorts and Puerto
Rico.

FI?. Co*a City Bowing
Jan. 20 With Duke-'Jump’
The Copa City, Miami Beach will
open for the season Jan. 20 with
“Jump for Joy,” the Sid Kuller
show with Duke Ellington topping
the cast. Joe Glaser of -Associated
Booking Corp. set the deal which
is for four weeks and options.
Copa City deal marks the end
of indecision as to whether that
spot would light for the season.
Owner of the spot, Lou Chesler, a
Canadian investor, and Oscar
Markewitch, concessionaire, will
helm the operation.
Last year, the spot was operated
by Lou Walters as the Cafe de
Paris. Walters did the top nitery
business of the area untilthe
opening of Milton Berle at the
opposition,Latin Quarter,,--

Chi IBEW Sets Names .
For Arnmal Yale Show
Chicago, Nov. 25.
Frank Darling’s annual Christ¬
mas show for the membership of
Local 1031, International Brother¬
hood of Electrical Workers, this
year will headline Billy Ecksfine,
Jane Kean, Senor Wences, and
Frank Marlowe. Darling, prez and
i business manager of the local,
| tosses a vaude spectacular every
[Yule season out of union funds.
Members, of course, are admitted
free.
This year’s show will run 11
days, Dec. 4-14, to accommodate
the local’s membership of nearly
40,000. Final performance will be
;open to the public at $6 top, the
proceeds going to chairity.

Chi Ambassadors’
Operas to Pops
ForNewDancery
Chicago, Nov. 25. Windy City’s plush Ambassador
Hotels are cutting a cross-section
of contemporary show biz with
the four performers engaged for
the Dec. 5 unveiling of Guildhall,
glittery ballroom going up as a
new wing of the Ambassador
West. Talent lineup is a melting
pot of Wagnerian soprano Elisa¬
beth Schwarzkopf, musicomedy
warbler Carol Channing, British
actor Brian Aherne, and pops
pianist Roger Williams.
The four will participate only in
the opening night celebration.
Aherne will be i dressed as Beau
Richard Nash.- who. emceed the
divertissements at the original
Pumpt Room at Bath, England,
200 years . ago. Miss Schwarzkopf
will sing exerpts from “Marriage
of .Figaro,” Miss Channing showtuhes from “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes” and “Wonderful Town,”
and Williams will riDple off
“Autumn Leaves” and other disk
hits as the entr’acte,

Schine Hotels’ 3 Motels
Eflc?mnassing 450 Rooms
With Others Blueprinted
. .. Albany, Nov. 25.
Schine Hotels, which last sum¬
mer opened their first airport hotel
at Bradley Field, Windsor Locks,
Conn., will build three motor inns
next spring in Chicopee, Mass., and
Syracuse and Massena, N.Y.
The Chicopee installation will
contain 200 rooms; Syracuse, 150
rooms; Massena, 100 rooms. Schine
circuit operates theatres in Syra¬
cuse and Massena (centre of the
Seaway construction). •
All inns are expected to he ready
for occupancy by next August.
Others reportedly are in the
planning stage. When the Schine
Airport
Hotel
was
formally
opened—r-with film personalities on
hand—G. David Schine, president
ef Schine Enterprises, said, “A
stting of such hotels and inns will
he built”
The Schines also operate the
Roney Plaza in Miami Beach; the
McAllister (apartments and villas)
in Miami; the Gulfstream, Miami
Beach; the Northampton Hotel &
Wiggins
Tavern,
Northampton,
Mass.;. the .Queensbury, Glens
Ealls, N.Y.; the Ambassador Hotel
and' CoCoanut Grove; Los Angeles.
Schine interests likewise conduct
about 100 theatres in New York,
Ohio, Kentucky, Delaware and
Maryland.

Pact ‘Newcomers of 1928’
For Fla. Deauville in Jan.
The Deauville Hotel, Miami
Beach, the major hotel in the cir¬
cuit of six inns, offering free en¬
tertainment to guests, has set a
regular show in its nitery Toom.
Deauville prexy Morris Lansburgh
has bought Jackie Barnett's “New¬
comers of 1928” to start at the
hotel Jan. 23 for four weeks on a
deal set by Associated Booking
Corp.
Unit comprises Paul Whiteman,
Rudy Vallee, Harry Richman, Billy
Gilbert, Buster Keaton and Fifi
D’Orsay, along with a line and a
singing chorus to bring the cast
np.,tn,30. . .
--

Pepsi-Cola’s ‘Miss’ Showmanship
Atlantic City, Nov. -25..
Pepsi Cola set a new local trend in convention booth display
here last week (17-20) during the annual International Soft Drink
Industry Exposition in the city’s auditorium when it staffed its
exhibit, one of 250 which took up all of the main floor of the
hall, wih Miss America—Mary Ann Mobley, of Brandon, Miss—
and six of the girls who won honors in the September pageant.
The exposition was held as some 8,000 members of the American
Bottlers of Carbonated Beverages held their 40th annual convention
in the big hall.
Girls, attractively gowned with ribbons establishing their iden¬
tities prominently displayed, manned two soft drink bars and
dispensed cuffo Pepsi’s to one and all.
Miss America (Pepsi-Cola~ participates in the Miss America
Pageant scholarship fund) appeared in a roped-off section of the
exhibit where she greeted Pepsi-Cola bottlers and was photo¬
graphed with many of them.
Girls brought here by the company included Miss Tennessee,
* Patricia Eaves; Miss New York State, Miriam Sanderson; Miss
Connecticut, Billie June Turner; Miss Rhode Island, Miss Ann
Louise Willis, who was Miss Congeniality in the pageant; Miss
Pennsylvania, Lee Samley; and Miss North Carolina, Betty Jane
Evans, one of. the finalists and for a time favored to cop the big
event.
This is the first tme in the resort’s convention history that
Pageant girls plus Miss America have come here to boost the
wares of any company having a convention exhibit.
Stunt checked big with the many delegates, most of them stop¬
ping to be served with the soft drink by one of the girls.
Delegates photographed with Miss America on many occasions
had their wives or other members of the family in the. picture,
copies of which were sent to their homes by the company.

Unit Reviews
Mazeltov Hoedowm
(STUDEBAKER THEATRE,
CHICAGO)
Chicago, Nov. 19.
Myron Cohen, Estelle Sloan,
Patsy ‘Abbott, Bemie Bums, Jackie
Hilliard, Barton Bros., Benny Sharp
Qrch (9); $5.50 top.
Someone surely has noted that
to understand his humor is te un¬
derstand the Jew. But as with any
true Anglo-Yiddish revue, “Mazel¬
tov Hoedown” included, the humor
is often prohibitively ethnic for a
gentile, so the pews wind up filled
with a homogeneous audience and
brotherhood is not abetted. But
then, hpwever. brotherhood is not
[ the intent with such shows.
1 “Mazeltov” (“Good Luck”) ad¬
heres to formula, -basing on what
amounts to one long joke anent
! Jewish folkways, whether the reI citalist be Myron Cohen, Patsy
'Abbott, or whoever. Layout that
producer Jules Pfeiffer has
"mounted-* at the Studebaker is
pure vaude, in short, and though
it’s being blurbed in the metro
press, there’s no delusion as to its
real public, meaning show is de¬
pendent oh party trade via such
groups as B’nai B’rith and Hadassah. Biz. is said to be lively.
The buyers, not surprisingly,
seem to be uniformly agreeable.
Cohen, as star, finales the show
with his nitery act, and is no less
effective in this legit dome. Ail his
elegance of delivery, precision tim¬
ing and genuinely funny yarate
charm dandy reaction. Possibly for
his saloon mileage, he is the least
Yiddish in speech.
Estelle Sloan, in the penultimate
slot, spins and taps with her usual
authority, registering nicely with
"Syncopated 'Clock” but really
wowing ’em with an Israeli wed¬
ding dance. Patsy Abbott, with
some purple prose, dwells on
Miami, but some of her gags are
swallowed by the speed of her
tongue. Her dramatic chirping for
a closer is well done, if incongru¬
ous.
Bernie Bums’ talkalog Is heavy
with Yiddishisms and comic clicks
•best with his ludicrous impressions
of several show bizzers. Jackie
Hilliard, bill’s only authentic vo¬
calist, satisfies with some timehonored titles and several treat¬
ments of “Bei Mir Bist du Schoen.”
Barton Bros, open the show with
their familiar bits, including the
“Joe and Paul” number, copping
best reaction with a yock-filled
item called “Troubles.” Benny
Sharp’s tun esters, wellknown local¬
ly, are adequate to all tasks.
Show has enough merit for a
tour, but Pfeiffer ’says he has no
plans to hit the road. “Mazeltov”
plays through Nov. 30.
Pit.
Follies of Yesterday
(GATINEAU CLUB, OTTAWA)
Ottawa, Nov. 22.
Bemie Foyer presentation, pro¬
duced and staged by Ted Cappy;
written by Bob Bernstein, Harold
Beebe, B. Reyof; music director,
Boris Kogan; costumes, Joe Codori,
With Vicki Panvini, Shirley Leigh,
Vivian Swanson, Charmaine Harma,
Dolores Rodell, Sherry Kay, Bar¬
bara Kenny, Jay Devlin, Ray Edwards, Edward Erickson, Chris
Chase.

Follies of Yesterday” demands
nerve and savvy and Bernie Foyer
has both plus a>Jboffo' show, wheth¬
er for clubs or stage. Initial reac¬
tion to billing is bound to be nos¬
talgic but this hit doesn’t sit on
nostalgia. It comes right out with
top showmanship and sells solid
performances, costumes, music,
writing and quality. There are still
some dangling ends since this is
only the second booking, but with
: tidying "Follies” should collect
plenty kudos anywhere it plays.
Foyer’s team of 11, plus Boris
Kogan at baton and 88, is made up
of capable, versatile people who ex¬
hibit evidence of plenty research
and training. Admittedly a string
of impressions of former show biz
biggies, the items become more
than that. They are fine perform¬
ances in themselves and while they
use material,, appearances, gim¬
micks and reputations of the peo¬
ple they portray, they are socko
workers on their own.
Ray Edwards ties the show to¬
gether as emcee, bringing the cast
on to open with an introductory
stanza in chant and terp. Then
comes the string: Shirley Leigh as
Lillian Russell; Dolores Rodell and
Cbriff Chase as Nora Bayes and
Jack Norworth; Charmaine Harma
as Anna Held; Barbara Kenny and
Jay Devlin as Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Castle; Edward Erickson as Chauncey Olcott; Vicki Panvini as Jenny
: Lind; Vivian Swanson as Elsie
Jams, Sherry Kay as Eva Tanguay
and Edwards doing George M.
Cohan in song and tap. Care is
taken to parallel sound and sight
in the presentations and the cus¬
tomers are brought into the closer
in a sing-song using old standards.
Strength of “The Follies of Yes¬
terday” lies in absence of any show
of straining for effect and humble
offering of the work of the per¬
formers as their own efforts to re¬
vive rather than emulate.
“Follies” plays the Gatineau to
Nov. 29.
Gorm.

‘NIGHT OF STARS’112G
AT GARDEN FOR UJA
Annual “Night of Stars” benefit
held Monday (24) at Madison
Square Garden, N.Y., grossed
$112,000 for the United Jewish
‘Appeal of Greater New York.
Funds are used for refugee work
in Israel. Amount represented ad¬
missions and journal.
Among those appearing were
Sam Levene, Joy Harmon, Lucy
Monroe, Sherry Britten, Pat Stan¬
ley, Ed Sullivan, Harry Hershfield,
Jerry Marshall, Joel Grey, Honeydreamers, Rockettes, Dolores Wil¬
son. Plaques were presented to
Sullivan and Hershfield for their
long association with “Night of
Stars.”

Chevalier $25,600, D.C. 7

Washington, Nov. 25.
Maurice Chevalier (“An Evening
With”) pulled nearly $25,600 in
seven performances at the 1,540seat S^ubert Theatre at $5.50 top.
One-man show opened Nov. 17
and closed Sunday (23) .to permit
Chevalier .to keep a film commitin
Putting together and booking*
“The Miami: Beach in Marcn..‘&?$
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Wash. State Court Upholds Aud’s Right jp>1 BIG KEY ON 5-Year Blackout on Hospitalization
To Choose Tenants; Hub Case Pends URIBE CIRCUIT For Those in Arrears Sours AGVAns

Spokane, Nov. 25.
The Washington State Supreme
Court has upheld the right of the
city council to refuse the rental
of the municipally-owned Spokane
Coliseum to a second hockey team.
Action is important since it gives
the council the right to choose
tenants, and also protects the
arena from the charge of monopoly
as the action would automatically
prohibit competition to the exist¬
ing team. The Coliseum is the only
site in Spokane which can accom¬
modate an ice rink.
- The court upheld the premise
'that leasing of the spot to a second
hockey team would give too much
prominence to that sport to the
exclusion of other “sports and en¬
tertainment which it justifiably
anticipated enjoying when the
bond issue for the construction of
the auditorium was approved.” The
court also staled that equal treat¬
ment to both teams was a physical
impossibility because of the limi• tations of space and time inherent
in the nature of the hockey season.

Ask Court for Decision
Boston, Nov. 25..
The full bench of the Supreme
. Judicial Court has .been asked to
determine the legality of a state
statute authorizing the city to con¬
struct a municipal auditorium at
the multi-million-dollar Back Bay
Prudential Center. The case came
to the state’s high court in a suit
for a declaratory judgment filed
by the City of Boston against tho
Merchants National Bank.
The bank had agreed to purchase
$1,000,000 in bonds floated by the
city to raise funds to begin con¬
struction of the auditorium. On ad¬
vice of its lawyers, however, the
bank withdrew from the agree¬
ment and questioned the constitu¬
tionality of the statute.
The issue in the case involves
the interpretation of whether the
building will be for ‘‘public” use
or whether rent will be paid for its
use. The case is expected to be
argued next January.

-4-

Stolz’s ‘Magic of Lore’
leer in Berlin Reprise
Berlin, Nov. 25.
“Magic of Love” (“Zauber der
Liebe,” in German) is the title of
the ’ new Robert Stolz ice revue
which opened last Wednesday at
Sportpalast here. The w.k. Vien¬
nese composer did the entire score
for the rink show which has clicked
big in its preliminary Belgian and
German tour.
Billy Chappell flew to Stuttgart
to see Stolz’s operetta, “Lady On
The Loose,” which H. M. Tennent
Ltd. (Hugh Beaumont) will produce
in London, Peter Brook directing.
Chappell will do the English adap¬
tation from the Arthur Macrae
original libretto. After its West
End premiere next year it is slated
for Broadway.

Honolulu Beckons
To Stateside Acts
Honolulu, Nov. 24.
Matson Hotels’ execs reportedly
are ip the mood to import beaucoup stateside attractions, includ¬
ing some name singles, to hypo biz
in the Royal Hawaiian Hotel’s two
niteries.
Kingston Trio recently opened
the refurbished, enlarged Surf
Room lounge to solidly profit¬
able results. And Dorothy Shay
came into the oversized Monarch
Room for a one-nighter that found
the city’s social set shaking moth¬
balls out of their evening finery
and clamoring for reservations.
Entertainment columnists have
been campaigning behind the
scenes for years in an effort to
convince Matson officials that
these two rooms potentially can
become the city’s key niteries.
Cash registers, to date at least, in¬
dicate they’re on the right track.

By JOE COHEN
Puerto Rico shapes as another
important talent stop in the Carib¬
bean. The economic growth of the
island, coupled with its increased
stature as a resort, is resulting in
a bonanza for acts, not only from
the United States but from many
parts of Europe and South America.
’An important contributor, of
course, is the fact that it’s a thriv¬
ing casino centre. In that part of
the world, though, the green baize
isn’t accented—it’s there for the
guests of the various hotels and
cafes if desired. However, the in¬
come from the tables is a consid¬
erable factor in the huge growth
of the island’s resort potential and
has been a magnet for the increase
in capital available for construc¬
tion of top hotels.
The Caribe Hilton is still the
largest buyer of talent in P.R.
Some of the acts going in this
season include Vic Damone, Lisa
Kirk, Los Chavales de Espana, Lilo
and currently Gordon MacRae is
under negotiation. The San Juan
Hotel, an Intercontinental link, has
booked Katyna Ranieri. The Flamboyan currently has a ballet from
the Moulin Rouge, the Florence
Frederick Dancers. The Condado
(Continued on page 66)

Chevalier Booked For
Stand at Eden Roc, M.B.
Maurice Chevalier has been
signed for a stand at the Eden Roc
Hotel, Miami Beach, March 20,
He’s also dated for a one nighter,
March 3, at the Deauville Audito¬
rium in that town, which will be
free to guests of six hotels allied
with the Deauville in a special pro¬
motion.
Chevalier hasn’t played a Florida
nitery .for some ye'ars, his last date
being at the now -defunct Copa
City.

3?G in B.O. Lost in Fog;
Omaha Later, Sez Williams
Omaha, Nov. 25.
Failure of pianist Roger Wil¬
liams to show for a scheduled con¬
cert here on Nov. 15 cost promoter
Bill Baker a good pay-date.
About $3,500 was in the boxoffice for the one-nighter when
Baker received word that Williams’
plane, bound for Omaha from Des
Moines, had been grounded by fog.
Williams played Davenport, la.,
the night before and went on to
Denver for Nov. 16.
Beker gave customers a choice of
refunds or holding tbeir tickets
for a proposed new date, Williams’
manager promising Baker that he
would bring the pianist back for
a later show.

U.S. Acts to Top
Nacional Bills
Provision is being made to put
U.$. headliners on top of Cuban
shows at the Hotel Nacional,
Havana. Merle Jacobs, hooker of
the Nacional, who left yester¬
day for Havana following a
briefie in New York, is planning
on shortterm bookings only be¬
cause of the present political situ¬
ation. Already set are Yma Sumac,
down for Dec. 24, and Carmen
Cavallaro, for Jan. 14.
The native show will be pro¬
duced by Sandor, who formerly
did the layouts at the Montmartre,
Havana. Sandor was in New York
with Jacobs last week and pro¬
duced the “Night in Cuba” gala
under the auspices of Ambassador
to Cuba Earle Smith and Mrs.
Smith.
Jacobs is planning a heavier pro¬
duction budget under the new set¬
up to take care on any contingency.

CHARLESTON REJECTS
ARENA AS‘LUXURY’
Charleston, S.C., Nov. 25.
Charleston County voters turned
down, by a 2-1 vote, a bond issue
Which Would have provided funds
for a new $2,500,000 aud-arena
building for the South Carolina
port city.
The city’s morning newspaper
advised the voters on election
morning that the county had more
urgent needs at the time than a
“luxury item” like the auditorium.
Apparently taking the cue from
the editorial, the vote was against
a tax boost for the purpose.
Preliminary plans had been
made to erect the structure on the
county fairgrounds. The city now
has in use a makeshift countyowned auditorium-arena which was
renovated from a former factory
building.

OUT SOON!
The

53rd Anniversary Number
Of

Undertaker’s Sideline
Chicago, Nov. 25.
There’s a bizarre solution to
singer Barbara Lantz’s problem of
how to double at jobs this Week in
two cities 300 miles apart and still
get her full quota of sleep. Chirper
has to get from the Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel in St. Louis, where
she’s engaged evenings, to ABC’s
“Breakfast Club” in Chicago,
where she’s guesting in the early
mornings. And she > can’t make
plane connections between the two
cities in the wee hours.
Happens that Miss Lantz’s man¬
ager, Phil Bisch, is a mortician by
Irade, and he has assigned one of
his business cars—a hearse—to
shuttle the singer back and forth
between the two* cities; MisS Lantz
will be able to get her '40 winks
^■during-the^ drive*on 4he-eotTiinkthe4
rear, 'hnsM hi
l saT**1

Just how much coverage the
American Guild of Variety Artists’
hospitalization plan is giving per¬
formers is the worry of many acts
working in the variety field. Many
performers fear that present eli¬
gibility rules must, by themselves,
omit as many of 50°*) of the pres¬
ent AGVA membership.
Chief offender, it’s claimed, is
the clause in the present eligibil¬
ity setup which penalizes an act
for five years or!' collecting hos¬
pitalization benefits if he fall be¬
hind in his dues. It is felt that
under present conditions in the
variety field, many acts have at
one time or another within the
past few years forgotten to pay
dues, or have been in a position
where they couldn’t scrape up the
coin, or have worked in places
where no organizers were around,
or have been out of the country
and found it virtually impossible
to pay up. Under these conditions,
it’s seen a comparatively small
portion of the membership have
kept up the dues payment for five
years without a lapse.
It is also claimed that present
AGVA procedures are conducive
to getting performers to fall be¬
hind. Under present union prac¬
tices, members are not warned
that they are delinquent. No mail¬
ings or statements are sent out
stating what is owed, and thus
without reminders, one is apt to
forget a payment. Fact that a
member must scrape up six
months’ due at one time, also pro¬
motes arrearages. Many members
aren’t in a position to shell out
that much coin at one time.
That even some,in the admin¬
istration fear that "the stipulation
of five years’ of con’inued dues
payments to become eligible in the
hospitalization plan is much too
stringent for realistic purposes, is
deduced from the fact that a mem¬
ber who has on many occasions
been a spokesman for the admin¬
istration proposed that the eligi¬
bility be cut from five to four
years. The national board will
have to determine whether to ac¬
cept this recommendation.
Another factor that takes the
burden off the hospitalization fund
is the AGVA Welfare Trust Fund
policy which pays up to $7,500 for
hospitalization incurred during an
accident in a giveij period before
and after employment. Thus an¬
other liability is taken away.
A surprising number of com¬
plaints have been reported regard¬
ing the trick setup which reduces
AGVA’s
liability
considerably.
Whether action will be taken re¬
mains to be seen.

Forms Closing Shortly

Usual Advertising Rates Prevail

HOPE 24G BREAKS
TEX. 1-NITER MARK
Lubbock, Tex., Nov. 25.
' Bob Hope, headlining a show
comprised of Ann Mason, Ink
Spots, The Mark III, emcee-harmonicist Pete Pedersen and Russ
Gary’s band, drew a fat $24,000
gross from 7,259 attendance at the
Municipal Coliseum Friday (21).
Event was the biggest one-nighter
in Lubbock’s history.
New coliseum, on the Texas
Technological College campus, has
7,660 seats for stage events. Rec¬
ord breaking show was scaled from
$2.50 to $4. Texas Tech students
and military personnel had $2
ducats.

Crowe Town House-ing

Special Exploitation Advantages
Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office
NEW YORK 34
154 W. 4*H» St.

HOLLYWOOD 29
4494 Umt Bfvd.

CHICAGO 11
412 N. MfdHgaa Ava.

LONDON. W. C. 2
9 St. Mortta’s Place
Trafalgar Sqaart

Pittsburgh, Nov. 25.
Eddie Crowe, bass singer with the
Hilltoppers, has left that act to
come here as house m.c. and host
at Town House, a nitery on Route
22. Room, until recently a small-'
seater, has enlarged to a capacity
of over 500 and is going in strong
for banquet and private party
trade. Hence the effort to build a
permanent personality for the spot.
Crowe departed the Hilltoppers
after their recent engagement at
the Chase Hotel in St. Louis and
night
(M5n.) with the Four voices.
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has an early spring • date at the
Horjzon
Room . . . Marguerite
Piazza heads show for Shrine mem¬
bers only at Syria Mosque* Jan. 1920-21 .
Fran Warren into New
Clown Emmett Kelly, in Detroit to, pitch for DeSoto at the Auto
Arena for a week starting Dec, 1. Shaw, said: “This is the future of entertainment. It needs sponsors
to Help pay the way."There are too many half-empty theatres. This is
the reason you are seeing so- many stars doing cigaret and chewing
Kansas City
gum commercials.” At the Auto Show, Kelly participates in a car show¬
Sopie Tucker and Ted Shapiro room skit- As Weary Willie, he tries to buy a car but is turned down
will head for Miami in mid-Decem¬ by the dealer who figures the bum has no money.' Willie finally pulls
ber to reappear at the Latin Quar¬ out a roll and buys the whole, display.
ter. Opening night .at the Muehlebach here found Miss Tucker with
Volunteer, pressagents became a thorn in the side of Arthur Godfrey’s
laryngitis, and although she did
goodwill tour in Canada last week. A volunteer of the horsy set
two shows as scheduled, was un¬
barred the doors to reporters at Toronto’s . Royal Horse Show. Just
able to carry on. her hook and rec¬
ord sales for charity between shows as Godfrey squared himself with the local papers on this score,"an¬
. . . Glenn Miller orch under Ray other volunteer gave deporters the same info, “he doesn’t want to
McKinley set to play the Bacchus be bothered” while he was inspecting the Avro plant turning out
Ball Dec. 6 as annual society bene¬ the Arrow planes. However,, the ban was reversed in time, and reporters
fit for ‘the Philharmonic Orches¬ were admitted.
tra.
It’s set for the Muehlebach
. . . Songstress Teal" Joy and comic
Tommy Carlyn Jr., son of the veteran Pittsburgh bandleader and
Phil Foster will comprise the bill, music booking agent, isn’t following in his father’s footsteps exactly
at Eddys* beginning Friday (28) .. . but has entered' an allied field.- Elder Carlyn for a while owned and
Ken Harris orch, currently at the operated a lounge cafe, Bali-Kea, which he sold some’ years ago,
Persian Terrace, Hotel Syracuse,, and-h'is son is going, into that end of it. Young Carlyn and A1 Meyers
has been set for the Conrad Hilton have opened a lounge, the Stardust, in one of the local nabes. They’re
Hotel, Chi, opening Dec. 27. The keeping part of it in the family anyway. The Continentals, signed to
crew earlier had been set to, go supply the entertainment and dance music, work out of the Carlyn
into the Roseland Ballroom, N.Y.,
office.
during the holidays . . . Danny Fer¬
guson orch, now at Hotel Duluth,
- Eight grants' for study at Columbia Univ. are. available to winning
Duluth, Minm, goes to Texas dur¬
ing the holidays, then into the applicants of CBS Foundation News and Public Affairs Fellowships.
Brawn Suburban.Hotel* Louisville, j Under the grants averaging $8,000 apiece, winners will attend Colum¬
Jan. 12,
. .
bia Univ. for academic year beginning September, 1959.
Applications will close Feb. 2, 1959, and the selecting committee
will announce results about March 16. This marks the third annual
competition for news fellowships open to commercial and non-com¬
mercial broadcasters and operating employees and also teachers of
courses in news and. public affairs techniques in colleges and uni¬
versities.
' .

Inside Stuff-V^ade

Vaude, Cafe Dates

frames at Eddys’ in KjC. Dee. 26
New York
... Chanteuse Betty O’Neil lanuchJackie Miles repeats at the In- es a fortnight at the Chase, St.
ternatiom starting Dec. 3. Four Louis, today (Wed,) . . . Kirby
Aces also on the bill . .
Tony & Stone Four to the Rooster. Tail,
Eddie moved into the Bon Soir last Detroit, Dec. 26 . .. Henny Youngnight (Tues.) . . . Tammy Grimes man opens at Racquet Club; Daystarts at the Downstairs Room to¬ ton, O., Dec. 12 . . . Comedienne
morrow (Thurs.) . . . Agent Ber¬ Bobbie Baker to Detroit’s Rooster
nard Burke off to Florida for a ' Tail Dec. 15 for a pair . .. Paulette
three-month rest period . . . Wyona j Sisters due at the Copa Club, DayWinters booked -for the Tudor ton, Dec. 1 for two weeks.
Arms, Cleveland, Dec. 15, and the
Roaster Tail, Detroit, Dec. 29 . . .
Hollywood
Tma Sumac down for the Nacional,
Havana, Dec. 24 . . . George Tapps
Duke Mitchell opens at the Palm
tapped for the New Arena, Pitts¬ Springs Ranch Club (28) for the
burgh,’ Jan. 16 . . . Jane Kean goes . winter season. Nitery comic has
into the Drake, Chicago, Jan. 30 purchased an interest in the Hill¬
. . . Lucille & Eddie Roberts on a top Room of the Three Pool Desert
pair of repeaters at the Shoreham Skies Hotel in Palm Springs. He
Hotel, Washington, Dec. 2, and the plans to inaugurate new entertain¬
Park Lane. Denver, Feb. 5.
ment policy . .*. Jack Costanza Trio
A1 Kelly will be the commenta¬ is current at the Garden of Allah.
tor for the Desco Shoe Corp. at ... Estelita, Cuban singing-dancing
the Papular Price Shoe Show Nov. star, current at the Flamingo Hotel
30 , . . Lillian Briggs opens today in Las Vegas for two weeks . . .
(Wed.) at the St. Paul Auto Show Champ Butler opened a one-week... Peggy Lee switched to the Wil¬ er in the Penthouse Club in Van¬
liam Morris- Agency . . . The Sigv couver Friday (21) ... Johnny
natures preem at the Village Van¬ Mathis opens a four-weeker at the.
guard Dec. 22 . ... Eileen Barton Sands. Hotel, Las Vegas,. July 2%.
goes into Casa Seville, Franklin
Edgar Bergen opens a 10-day‘
Square, L.I., Jan. 9.
stint at the Koko Club in Phoenix
beginning Dec. 12 . . ..Lome &
Larry Collins join singer Johnny
Cash on a series of one-nighters
Chicago
kicking off last week in the South¬
Joe E. Lewis and Cathy Carr west . . . Louis Jordan- opens a
open a two-weeker at the Roose¬ six-weeker at the Sahara Hotel in
velt Hotel, New Orleans, tomorrow Las Vegdh beginning Dec. 8 . . .
Dick Contino s§t for a 10-day en¬
(Thurs.) . . . Tidelands, Houston,
London, Nov. 25.
gagement at the Rancho Inn in
signed Jonathan Winters for Dec.
Elko, Nevada . . . Comedienne
Granada Theatres is hoping to
31 . . . Toni Arden set for two
Helen Boice holds over at Ben turn one of its properties,, the
Blue’s Santa' Monica nitery for the Metropolitan vaude theatre, Edgholidays.
ware Road, into a theatre-restau¬
rant. Granada has applied to the
Public Control Committee of Lon¬
Atlanta
Thrush Maureen Cannon opened don County Council for permission
(24) at manager Lark Bragg’s to vary the terms of the • Met’s
The LCC has advised
Henry Grady Hotel Paradise Room, license.
with. musical impressionist Jimmy Granada to consider whether such
Grosso plus Don Grimes Orch . . . an alteration would be. worth it,
Comedians Wick & Brand top new since road improvements in the
bill in Imperial Hotel’s Domino area, planned for a couple of years
Lounge with exotic Joni Revlon ahead, would necessitate the par¬
and music by George Bruton orch tial demolition of the theatre.
. . . Exotic Rayena who performs
A
Granada
spokesman
told
under water in a glass tank head¬
lines show at Harem Club with Variety that the new theatreemcee Buster Raye and femme dis¬ eatery would not be" as lavish as
play including Donna LaSalle, The Talk of the Town, which now
Paula Fox and Joanne . . . Singer occupies the old London Hippo¬
Mark Denning, dancing Corvettes drome site.
The general plan
(2). exotic Sherry Lynn and Mich¬ would be to have tables filling the
elle featured in Peachtree Club auditorium and a once-nightly
. . . Guitarist Jess Rainwater at stage show. The" Metropolitan is
Henry Grady’s cocktailery. Dog¬ one of the oldest of the few re¬
wood Lounge* . . . Pianist Roy maining vaude halls in London..
Topps back for his fifth engage¬
ment at Danny Demetry’s Howell
House Lobby Zebra Lounge . . .
Comic Larry Panl held over at
Make the new O'Keefe Auditorium part
Clermont Hotel’s Anchorage Room
of your theatrical plans for 19601 Con¬
. . . Exotics Betty Dixon, Rusty Lee
struction is novr-weft under way on this
and Dallas York staying another
fabulous new theatre in. the hub of
booming, prosperous Ontario l It's des¬
week at Clovis Club . . . Pianist
The Sheraton hotel chain is set
tined to be one of the great showplace*
Mary York spotted in Glass House to operate its first hotel outside
Of North America,
Restaurant Sea Horse Lounge in the continental limits of the United
THE HOB OF ONTARIO
Heart of Atlanta Motel.
States. The chain has closed a deal
Toronto is the 6th largest market in
I with the Enterprise Hotel DevelopNorth America . .. one of the continent's
most "show-minded" cities . , . with a
[ ment Carp, to operate a 45Q-room
Houston
hungry appetite for drama, musical
Marquez Sisters open a two-week inn to be built in the Condado
oomeoy, variety, music, opera’ and alf
forms of live entertainment!. This is truly
stand at the Club Crescendo, with Beach section of San Juan. Enter¬
CANADA'S HEART OF SHOW
Jose
Ortiz orch . . . Crandall & prise will start construction shortly.
BUSINESS
Charles, a song and comedy duo,
New inn is to be 18 stories, and
3,JM SEATS!
take over the entertainment chores will be the tallest building in Puer¬
When O’Keefe Auditorium opens In
at Club La Bistro . . . Dave Bru- to Rico. Hotel, will occupy five and
1960, it will offer a 3,200 seat theatre,
beck quartet appear today (Wed.)
a half beachfront acres and open¬
with no seat more than 124 feet from
for a single performance at City
the stagel All seats will be specially
ing date will be sometime in 1961.
Auditorium under sponsorship of
designed for the utmost comfort and
I
Overall
cost is estimated at $10,visibility— many will be equipped with
Jazz Ltd., a local group.
hearing, aids. Acoustical facilities will be
000,000. One of the major features
unexcelled anywhere in North America —
|
of
the
operation
will be a casino.
to provide the finest production oT every

j

Granada Circuits
Theatre-Eatery

Beach is using a Spanish show and
Columbia, S.C., Nov. 25.
Lester Bates has settled on a pol¬
La . Concha, slated to open next
nlonth, hasn’t yet determined its icy which he thinks will keep his
plush Laurel Hill Theatre Restau¬
tilent policies.
JOne of the top bookings made rant out of the red.
The room will operate with a
lfst week was a two-weeker for
Maurice Chevalier at the El San danceband policy evenings, and no
Juan
Intercontinental,
starting cover for diners. Those whir come
March 5. Both the Caribe Hilton to drink and dance will have to pay
and the Intercontinental will book a dollar and tax. The room serves
luncheon and breakfast, but has no
names of that calibre when avail¬
music or entertainment except at
able.
night.
Aiding bookings on the Carib¬
Bates said he’ll have a once-abean circut is the Deauville Hotel month show policy, with occasional
plan (Miami Beach) under which names, at a cover charge.
six inns have combined to present
In its four years of operation the
free concerts to their guests. The Laurel has played numerous top
agencies are trying to shuttle
names.
many of these headliners to the
West Indies.
Miami-Havana-P.R. Loop

AUDITORIUM

C^OMOdlXQ

SPECTACULAR
NEW THEATRE

SHERATON GETS FIRST
NON-U S. RESORT HOTEL

form of entertainment
comedy to opera.

from

musical

Scotland

The Sheraton chain is also con| templatihg hotels in Kingston, Ja¬
maica, and there is the possibility
that it will close a dqal for a
Naples hosteL

,

MEH H1J6H WALKER
the man who's
Managing Director
of the spectacular
new O'Keefe Audi¬
torium. Contact him
now, he is booking
Shows, concerts,
conventions,
lec¬
tures, TV add Radio
broadcasts — for
the 1960 season.
Write or phone;
Hugh P. Walker
Managing Director.
O'Keefe
Auditorium, Toronto, Canada.
^Telephone: EM. 6-7211.

It’s evident that there will be a
lot of island hopping for acts this
season, the circuit being Miami
Beach, Havana and Puerto Rico.
There are attempts being made to
! interest the hotels of the Domini¬
can Republic in the use of names
in an effort to enlarge the circuit.

Edmund Hockridge to Glasgow
as headliner in vaude . . * The
Southlanders, Janet Brown, Stew¬
art & Mathew, and Johnnie Beattie,
in resident vaude season at Pavil¬
ion, Glasgow . . . Chic Murray,
deadpan
comedian, topping in!
vaude at Empire, Edinburgh , . .
Alec Finlay, Scot comedian, to
By-Happy Benway
!
H. M. Theatre, Aberdeen . . .1
Saranac Lake, Nov. 25.
Frankie Vaughan registered on!
one-nighter dates at Dundee, EdinBenton C. Hessler, president of
gurgh and Glasgow . . . Comic Lex the Shamus Club and chairman of
McLean into new resident stint at “We The Patients,” planed to
Palladium vaudery, Edinburgh,.
j Gotham and Albany on business
and pleasure. :
l
Francis Barrett, concession man¬
Pittsburgh
ager for Walter Reade’s Trenton
Frankie Laine plays Holiday Drive-In, in for the regular o.o.
House for nine days beginning and rest routine. Ditto Jerry Lee
March 13 . . . Foot Freshmen last- Page, formerly of burlesque, in
minute booking for - one night from Toledo.
(Thanksgiving
Eve)
at
Twin
John
Byron
(Pierre Andre),
Coaches . . . Tim Kirby goes into
Spanish dancer, did the trick here
Statler-HiltOn in Dallas Dec, 11
in
exactly
one
year
in a surgery
for two weeks .
DeJohn Sisters
set for Ankara Jan. 5 . : . Jimmy case that came through 100%. He
left
for
Gotham
and
home to re¬
Durante booked by Twin Coaches
for nine days starting April 3 . . . gain his sea legs then back to work,
John (IATSE) Pendleton, of the:
Ken Welch,? 'pianist-composer-ar¬
ranger and special material writer, State Theatre,. Kingsport, Tenn.,’
and his wife Mitzi Cottle, eX-Bemry rated a top clinic that allowed him
Goodman vocalist, have formed a a two-week vacation out of the
new act and will open it at the Twin hospital.
Trees. imDalla*...» George DeWiit
Write to those who bfre-ilL'- ■>'1

|

LARfiEST STAGE IN CANADA!
The stage floor will be across 128' of the
building. Acting area framed by the
proscenium can be reduced from 60.'
width to 36' when needed. Proscenium
is adjustable to these same widths, with
a maximum opening 30' high. Mechanically-eJevated 50-pieca orchestra pit. . .
radio and TV control rooms_stage-size
rehearsal studio . .. largest lounge areas
In North America. Thera will be 8 star
dressing rooms, other rooms to accom¬
modate up to 100 people I

Saranac Lake

| One-a-Month Shows For
Columbia's Laurel Hill

AquiSeHabla
Continued from page 63

Currently

CIPANGO
Dallas, Texas

Start of the Caribbean circuit
.has already been made. Merle
Jacobs is doing the buying for El
San Juari, Intercontinental, P. R.,
and the Nacional, Havana. Milton
Lehr is the choreographer and
producer of the San Juan shows
for Jacobs.

and Then

THREE WEEKS
(Starting Dec. 2)

LECUP1D0N

Possibility looms that Puerto
Rico, this season, will surpass Ha¬
vana in importance as a talent em¬
ployer. The revolutionary activity
by Fidel Castro may again ruin
the Cuban season. Thus, the talent
agencies are most happy to have
Puerto Rico come us as a substitute
booking.
Puerto Rico is also getting more
attention as an outlet for talent
because of the location of consid¬
erably more industry in that is¬
land. Tax advantages have enticed
a lot of manufacturers during “Op¬
eration Bootstrap” on overall plan
designed to lift the island posses¬
sion’s economic status.
At this point, the higher priced
American acts are still" not im¬
ported for mass consumption, but
it’s believed that the hotels and
niteries in the San Juan area, will
have ample reason to go after the
John Doe coin within a few years.

NEW TORN
Direction:

MCA

“THE COMEDIAN”
The Only Reel Monthly
PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE
THE LATEST — THE OREATEST —
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATE ST
New in its 99th Issue, containing
stories, oneriinors, poemettex, song
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono*
logs,
parodies,
double' gags,
bits.
Ideas, intros. Impressions, and lm»
personations, ..political,. Interruptions.
Thoughts
of
the
Day,
Humorous
Views of the News, etc. $20 yearly.
Introductory Offer; Last 11 Issues $15
Single Issues $3
Foreign: $5* Vr.—3 Yrs. $10 .
Single Issues $4—No C.O.D/s

BILLY GLASON
see W. 54 St., New York 19

VING MERLIN
and LYNDA
ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
Riviera Hotel
Los Yogas, Nor.
Currently Until. Dec. 16th
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N.Y.s Plaza Hotel Sold to Wien For
Record $21,000,000; AHA to Operate
The

Plaza

Hotel,

which

has 4-

changed hands twice since 1943,
was sold last week "by the Hotel
Corp. of America to Lawrence A.
Wien, attorney and realty Investor.
HCA, headed by A. M. Sonnabend,
will operate the Plaza starting
April 1, 1960, when the present
lease to the Hilton hotel chain ex¬
pires. Selling price was a record
$21,000,000, of which $15,000,000
is a mortgage.
The $6,000,000
balance will be paid in cash with
$1,000,000 due Dec. .1 and the
remainder next April 1.
Sonnabend bought the hotel in
1947 from the Hilton interests for
a reported $15,000,000. Hilton in
association with the Atlas Corp.
purchased the inn in 1943 for
$7,400,000. The money obtained
from the sale will be used by
HCA to liquidate . its remaining
bank indebtedness, discharge all
arrearages on its preferred stock
and also finance its motel and hotel
expansion program. HCA operates
the Roosevelt Hotel, N.Y.; Edgewater Beach, Chicago, and Somer¬
set, Boston, among others.
Wien’s offer was accepted over
the one submitted by the realty
investment* firm of Charles &
Milton A. Kimmelman. Wien is
head of a private realty investing
syndicate with holdings throughout
the country valued at about $500,000,000. Holdings include hotels
such as the Taft, Governor Clinton,
Shelton, Town House, Kenmore
and Bolivar in New York. The
Wien company recently . acquired
the operating lease on the* Equi¬
table Bldg, on lower Broadway,
N. Y.

Johnny Grant Troupe’s
Far East GI Junket
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Johnny Grant, making his 12th
trip to Far East and 18th overseas
trek to entertain American troops,
will take 13 performers with him
•when he leaves Dec. 15 for Japan,
Korea, Formosa and Okinawa.
Unit Includes Jackie LeMaire,
George Miladin, Connie Stevens,
Ted Stevens, Rima Rudina, Betty
Jo Houston, Marianne Caba, Val¬
erie Allen, Scatman Caruthers,
Val Setz, Ziva Rodan, Beverly
Scott and Gale Robbins.

OLASON'f

FUN-MASTER

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for all Theatricals
“W« Service the Stars'*

Big Temporary Spactal m All
35 6ag Files for 515, Plus Sl.M Postage
Foreign: 51.50 ea„ 35 for 545
• 3 Parody Books, Per Bk. ...*!• e
• 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. .. *25 •
• Minstrel Budget .$25 •
How to Master the Ceremonies
$3 per Copy
No C.O.D't
."Always Open"

BILLY GLASON
2M W. 54th St., N.Y.C., It Clrcl- 7-1130
(WE TEACH EMCEEINO and COMEDY)
(Lot » Real Professional Train You)

TERRACE and GRAY
BALLET end JAZZ DANCE ARTISTS
Currently

Town and Country, 1'klyn
Cl 4-9434

Gamecocks in a Theatre;
No Fights, Just Evil Eye
San Antonio, Nov. 25.
Gamecocks can only stare each
other in San Antonio, not battle it
out onstage.
The local vice squad will have
its members attending three per¬
formances daily of “Los Hi] os del
Sol” at the Alameda Theatre to
make certain the gamecocks stay
separated, according to local police
officials.
San Antonio police nixed an ad¬
vertised gamecock. fight on stage
of the theatre during a scene Of
the production by 15 performers,
mostly girls, after numerous tele¬
phone calls. The entire troupe is
from Mexico.
Instead of the gamecocks bat¬
tling it out, according to the script,
they will be held by the dancers.
Sar of the show is Juan Mendoza,
known in Mexico as “El Tariacui.”

P'SniETr

Lisa Kirk’s Bit for Her
Charleroi RS. at 2 Bits
Pittsburgh, Nov. 25.
Lisa Kirk gave her alma mater,
the Charleroi High School, about
25 miles from Pittsburgh, one of
the biggest afternoons in its his¬
tory last week. During her twoweek engagement at the Ankara,
she telephoned the principal and
told him she’d like to give a show
for the student body at a nominal
admission, the proceeds going to
the school’s pet project.
School head jumped at the op¬
portunity and Miss Kirk took her
entire troupe, four dancing boys
and conductor-pianist Don Pippin,
to an assembly Thursday (20) after¬
noon for an hour performance at
25c a head. After her graduation
from Charleroi Hi in the mid-’40s,
she did a revue at Pittsburgh Play¬
house and was vocalist with Baron
Elliott’s band for a short time be¬
fore hitting New York and sky¬
rocketing first in “Allegro” and
then “Kiss Me, Kate.”

ARTHUR MURRAY CASE
SETTLED BY ‘CONSENT’
Washington, Nov. 25.

Hawaii Sez Aloha Again
to Vaude as ‘Geisha’ Bill
Relights Honolulu House
v

Honolulu, Nov. 25.
Hawaii’s first genuine vaudeville
policy in years got under way
Thursday (20) when nitery operator
Bill Pacheco relit the long dark
Honolulu Theatre with “Geisha
Revue.”
House’s location isn’t the best
(it’s in a generally rundown area
adjoining the low-rent portion of
the crowded downtown area) but
Pacheco anticipates heavy Japa¬
nese variety acts.
Shows are at 7:30, 9:15 and 11
p.m., with no matinees.
Opening troupe, billed as com¬
ing from the “5th Floor” in Tokyo,
offers a wide range of talent, rang¬
ing from “Tokyo Rose,” buxom
lass heralded as “Geisha queenj’
to Mieko Miura, Japanese disk
singer. Other performers include
kabuki dancer Chieko Nakajima;
comedians Yukio Mizuhara and
Fumio Kotoke, Nakajima sword
fighters
Tsukiko
Sayo,
Kyoko
Komatsu and Arisa Fuji, and the
Cherry Doll§ (Anna Tamami, Emi
Wakasugi and Rubi Asami).
Pacheco’s done terrific biz in his
Oasis nitery with Japanese enter¬
tainers -and
occasionally h a s
^doubled as a boxing promoter.

The Justice Dept, and dancing
magnate Arthur Murray have set¬
tled their antitrust differences with
a consent judgment filed last Fri¬
day (21).
Murray and three finance com¬
panies were accused in the Govern¬
ment’s civil suit of conspiring to
restrain trade in the financing of
installment contracts for the pur¬
chase of dancing lessons at Mur¬
ray’s studios.
Specifically,
Just i c e
Dept,
charged them with trying to pre¬
vent Arthur Murray licensee stu¬
dios from placing their finances
with any financial houses other
than the three named in the suit.
The consent judgment contains
various provisions designed to
eliminate any interest in or con-1
trol by Arthur Murray oyer the
finance companies.
'

Building Program Knifes
Calgary Stampede Surplus
Calgary, Alta., Nov. 25.

An extensive building program
by the
Calgary Exhibition &
Stampede during 1958 has result¬
ed in one of the smallest net sur¬
pluses in recent years.
Revenue for the year was $1,082,000, compared with $948,500
in 1957,. and the net surplus was
$168,200. The finance committee
considered the figure low, al¬
though last year’s net was only
George A. Hamid has been re¬ $114,200, also because of construc¬
elected president of GAC-Hamid, tion expenses. ’
the outdoor subsidiary of General
Included in the organization’s
Artists Corp.
Joe Higgins and
building program is a $1,755,000
George A. Hamid Jr. are vicemulti-purpose exhibit building andT
presidents and Frank Taylor was
curling rink now under construc¬
mrde director of sales.
tion.
Regional sales directors are Er¬
Gate and grandstand gross rev¬
nie Young, in the midwest; Henry
Hamid and August Raab Jr., east enue for the six-day summer ex¬
and southeast; and A1 Alweil, far hibition and stampede was $513,wes£ Dorothy Packtman continues 300, as against $433,000 in 1957,
as talent coordinator and director and revenue from midway, con¬
of park bookings, Ronnie Beckman cessions and exhibit space totalled
as operations manager and Hal $156,400, compared with last year’s
$158,500.
Sands as director of productions.
GAC president Larry Kanaga re¬
Attendance was 549,336, an in¬
ported an overall increase in out¬ crease of 11,000 over 1957, despite
door business and transformation the final grandstand show being
from a regional to a national oper¬ rained out.
ation since Hamid affiliated with
F. C. Manning was reelected
GAC,
president. H. G. Love and. M. A.

GAC-Hamid Elections

OpMing 10th Informational Toir
Currently
BARCLEY HOTEL
Toronto, Ont., Canada
Direcfiont WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Pare. Mgr.: ED KIRKEBY

E nui iiiiwinrmniimiiiimuiiii

Washington, Nov. 25.
. The U.S. Supreme Court ruled
yesterday (Mon.) that the National
Labor Relations Board cannot re¬
fuse jurisdiction in the Miami
Beach Hotel Assn, labor squabble.
NLRB has consistently refused
to take on hotel cases on the
ground that hotels don’t have much
cf an impact on Interstate com¬
merce.
Case stemmed from efforts of
Local 255 of the Hotel Employees
Union to gain certification as bar¬
gaining agent for workers at
resorts making up the Miami
Beach Hotel Assn.
The high court remanded the
case back to the Court of Appeals
• here, which in turn will relay it
I to the'NLRB.
„
*
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Nabe Niteries Making Strong
Inroads on Club Date Field
The neighborhood cafes are eat¬
ing into a healthy slice of the for¬
mer club date business. Ever since
the niteries started going in for
the catering trade, they have been
finding their most lucrative mar¬
ket in organizations that used to
stage their own shows, but have
found that the process has be¬
come increasingly expensive. This
is so mainly because of union reg¬
ulations, particularly that of the
American Federation of Musicians
which makes it mandatory to hire
orchestras consisting of a speci¬
fied number of men. Stringent reg¬
ulations on overtime and rehears¬
al scales leave little room for an
act budget.
Consequently, many
groups have shifted their enter¬
tainment to niteries.
The former club date business
now comprises the bulk of the
nitery Tevenue in certain areas,
and assures a profitable operation
in many instances.
The cafes with the advent of
the new business have been able
to pare budgets and get along
excellently on maximum expendi¬
tures of $3,500. This figure seems
to have become the maximum out¬
lay around New York, with only
rare exceptions.
The adoption of the $3,500, more
or less, budget is partially the re¬
sult of the failure of Ben Maksik
to come out ahead with a season
of top names at the Town & Coun¬
try Club, Brooklyn.
The Boule¬
vard, Rego Park, has approximate¬
ly the same budget, as has the
Elegante, Brooklyn. The Casa Se¬
ville, Franklin Square, and the
Golden Slipper, Glen Cove, L. I.,

also have talent
$3,500 area.

outlays

in

the

All of them have long felt that
they cannot get hurt too much
with that kind of budget. A mini¬
mal party trade gets the spot off
the nut. The $3,500 budget was
given official sanction by the Fed¬
eral court recently, when it ap¬
proved that amount for the Mak¬
sik spot, which is now operating
under Chapter XI of the Federal
bankruptcy laws.
The only unfortunate part of
this setup, according'to club date
bookers, is the fact that there is
less talent employment around.
Several club dates easily accommo¬
dated in, the nabe largeseaters
would make for a much higher
talent budget than spent by the
nitery. A good club date for a
booker formerly had about a $3,500
budget for one ijight.
Now that
budget lasts a cafe owner a full
week.
The bookers feel that the Amer¬
ican Guild of Variety Artists
should work out something coop¬
eratively with the musicians so
that more acts could’ be employed.
In Chicago, for example, some
dates require 30 musicians if a
show is to be played. Inasmuch as
Chicago is a heavy convention
town, it is virtually impossible to
get committees to go in for shows
under such conditions.
However, the nabe cafe owners
are happy about this situation and
are increasing their business on
the- basis of lowering the per-capita entertainment costs.

Chalfen Awaiting Return
Of Pact to Ice-Up USSR
In Swap With Red Circus
Minneapolis, Nov. 25.
Local impresario Maurice Chal¬
fen says he’s awaiting receipt from
the Russian government of a con¬
tract already signed by him to send
one of his “Holiday on Ice” shows
behind the Iron Curtain next
March,
The terms were worked out with
Russian government officials, as¬
serts Chalfen. They prohibit Chal¬
fen from taking any dollars out of
Russia so that, in exchange for his
show playing in the Communist
country, he’ll have to arrange with
Sol Hurok to sponsor engagements
of a Russian ballet or circus in
Minneapolis and Milwaukee. Hurok
has sewed up rights for the presen¬
tation, of numerous Russian attrac¬
tions in this country.

THE
fyahulauA,

Old Vic’s Neville Pairing
With Odetta on Talk-Song

A deal is in the works for actor
John Neville, of London’s U.S.touring Old Vic, to trek for a cou¬
ple of months with folksinger
Odetta. Neville would do dramatic
readings and poetry recitations.
Series would be auspiced by Al¬
bert Grossman, who already has
Odetta under pact for all appear¬
ances.
Understood that deal won’t be
finalized till some time in Decem¬
ber, when Neville plans to leave
the Old Vic. Itinerary would in¬
clude major cities in the U.S. and
Dutton' are vice presidents and Canada, plus several colleges and
universities.
Maurice Hartnett continues as gen¬
eral manager.
,
i

Rule NLRB Must Take
Miami Beach Hotel Case

TheStarring
DEEP
RIVER BOYS
HARRY DOUGLASS

VAUDEVILLE

Direction:

CIRCLE ARTISTS CORP.
48 Wort 48th Street
New York
FL 7-7100
Personal Management:

SID HOWARD

Miss Barbara Lantz
Brightest Young Vocal Artist
on the Musical Horizon

Appearing Now

THE BOULEVARD ROOM
Sheraton Jefferson Hotel
St. Louis, Mo.

PHIL BISCH—Personal Manager
505 E. Allen. Springfield, 111.
Phone: Springfield 4-2
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beth Hotel this latent talent comes
Palmer House, Chi
Cocoannt
L. A.
Hofei Plaza, IV. Y.
to the fore with a phis to make
Chicago, NOv. 20.
Los Angeles, Nev;-21.
Jacqueline Francois, Jack Elliott
her one of the most entertaining \Los Chavales de Espdna (11)
Eartha
Kittf
The
Dunhills
(3),
ensemble (4), Ted Streeter and
performers yet to grace this room. with Isabela & Miguel; Ben Arden
Freddy Martin Orch (17); $2-$2.50
Mark Monte Orchs; $2.50 cover
Fashionably gowned, as usual,
cover. $3 minimum,
weekdays, $3 weekends.
and backed, by three males who 'Orch (11>; $2 cover.
can both dance and sing. Miss Van
Purely in terms -of-musical ex¬
In a flame-colored gown,- with Vooren whams over a solid-JfSO min¬
Among a plethora of French, j
her flame-colored voice, Eartha utes to score heavily to a capacity pression, Los Chavales de Espana
chanteuses, Jacqueline Francois
(the
Elids From Spain) are as fine a
Kitt
made
her
Cocoanut
Grove
stands out for the simple, reason
house at show caught. Material for
bow; Wednesday (19) night- for a the most part is of a special nature cabaret toroupe as before. Louis
that shers an accomplished artist
two-week stand. It is a fast act and. and all dealing, natch, with the Bona’s flamenco guitar is. Still,
as well as a very competent and
Miss Kitt does not waste her time foibles -and fancies of love. Belting skillful and sensitive, for example,.
appealing performer. This is her
or the audience’s with between- something rowdy like “Talk To and the Catalonian flavor of all
third return to the Persian Boom
sohgs chatter. The act has ap¬ Him,” thrush switches to a sultry hands is still very much to the
of the Plaza, and once again she
parently been altered somewhat as torchant “If You Only Knew” with taste. But the pacing,.per their
weaves the kind of magic that has
a nod to the decorus standards of the finesse of a pro and then to Empire Room preem kicking off
the customers mitting for more.
this room, hut it still swings wide “Marie the Mink” for salvos.- A their third stand here; isn’t what
It’s a topnotch show that Miss
and wicked. Entertainment direc¬ softshoe routine by the three boys | it was. Presentation has become
Francois’ puts on, and in a sense
tor Gus Lampe reports good ad¬ gives her a breather for change of almost static—absent is the quasi¬
it’s an unusual one, too, because
vance reservations for* the show, costume and she returns in a sim- | spontaneity and such droll inven¬
she’s distinctly not a personality
which
has the dancing Dunhills as pie black dress to do a satire-com¬ tions as there once were. And
kid trying to get by via the charm
a strong opener.
act. It’s one of the most engaging
edy bit on the melodramatic chirp¬ Bona’s “For our next number. . .”
Miss
Kitt weaves her turn ers found in the cellar boites of announcements only accent this
aspects of her act that she’s billed
around the songs that have been Paris.
as a singer—and she sings, viva¬
A third costume change for condition.
identified with her, special mate¬ her finale
Program includes Franco and
ciously, with a fullthroated Par¬
is effective but at the
rial
and
special
treatment
of
stand¬
isian verve and a sort of “take
lacks the individuality Russian melodies‘as well as Span¬
ards. She starts high and fast with moment
ish titles. Check-payers found the
me or leave me” attitude towards
shown
in
previous
offerings.
“Independent,” . runs
through
her public which is unique and
Although the basic talents of best of the bunch to be a gypsy“Witch,”
“Ain’t
Misbehavin’ ”
refreshingly different.
Van Vooren are ever present, type Bona original, scored for solo
“Love Is a Gamble,” “Let’s Begin,” Miss
kudos
go to her manager-husband, gditar and flamenco footwork to
Her repertoire is full of lights
and “An Old-Fashioned Girl.” She
instrumental accorap: Dancers Isa¬
and shadow, and possible a little
does a “Fever”-ish rendition of Gerry Purcell, for an attractive bela & Miguel are spotlighted
staging
job; to Lee Sherman for
heavy on the sad and dramatic
Tidelands, Houston
“Little White Lies,” and segues
twice earlier to provide virtually
side. That’s a pity, because she’s
Houston, Nov. 18.. into a monolog from her new film, his choreography and to Allan Jef¬ the
only excitement via flamboyant
never better than in a comedy
Marie McDonald with Ted Fio “Anna Lucasta.” It fits well and fries and Carl Eugster for their twists and turns. Theirs is highsongs
and
arrangements.
routine, in which her voice gets Rita, Jackie Miles, Don Cannon will probably be a show-stopper
Additional plus to femme is the style commercial terping, and duo
support from an expressive face Orch (10); No cover or minimum. after the picture is released and
and a pair of hands that know at
it has more association for audi¬ music of Denny Vaughan and his should be used to better advantage.
orch. 'Vaughan, who opened the
all times where they belong. Be¬
Ben Arden’s tunesters provide
Miss McDonald has a successful ences. Miss Kitt strips down to a room several months ago, returns their usual sharp dansapatlon be¬
ing no technique at all, i.e.t nothing
glamorized hula skirt for “Sister
more than a desire to get up there right night at the Tidelands Motor Kate,” and finishes with three of for an indefinite stay and between fore and after shows. Harpo &
Inn’s
private
Tidelands
Club
only
and sing, it’s the best technique
shows, a new trio, Les 3 Bars,
because the management set aside her best-known numbers, “I Want spells the Vaughan orch for cus¬ Chico Marx are next Dec. 21.
Pit.
of ’em all.
three nights (17,18-19) as ‘‘opening to Be Evil,” “Santa Baby” and tomer dancing, Miss Van Vooren is
There’s little time wasted In night” for the new club.
“C’est Si Bon.”
in until Dec. 6 with the Dornan
this show with patter, and—for¬
Opening
night,
the
singer
re¬
On night caught (18) the thrush’s
Newt.
Hotel Astor, IV. Y.
tunately—equally little time with act had body (37^-24-37) and called that her last (and only pre¬ Bros, to follow.
that frequently tedious boite habit warmth, and she responded well vious) appearance at the Grove
Irving Fields Trio; $3 minimum,
of making English lyrics fit French to heavy palming. But not so on was five years ago at a “command
Fri.-Sat. after 9:30.
Riverside, Reno
tunes. Miss Francois does some of the first opening night, which was performance” for visiting Queen i
Reno, Nov. 21.
that, of course, as a gesture to one of those things. Enroute to Frederitka of Greece. At that time,
After experimenting with a jazz
John Raitt, Sid Krofft, Starlets.
those who don’t dig the French Houston for the engagement, the her rendition of “Evil” stirred
mood for about a month, the Hotel
accent, but she % knows where to star’s plane made a forced landing, L.A/s Mayor Norris Poulson to (8), Eddie Fitzpatrick Orch (10); Astor’s renovated Broadway Cock¬
$2
minimum.
draw the line.
tail Lounge is Striking a more
delaying her arrival and causing deplore her choice in the per¬
“Ppm* Une Femme” gets the her to miss the rehearsal. She ap¬ formers entertaining the queen.
note with the Irving Fields
Auditor reaction to the powerful familiar
show off to a fast start This peared nervous and had a cold, the Miss Kitt now deadpans that
Trio. Combo has been on the hotel
segues into “Le Ciel,” “La Vie mike seemed to want to get into “Mayor Poulson made me a star” and emoting lyrics as expressed by room grind for close to 16 years
John Raitt—making his debut be¬ and has the musical demands of
Mondaine” and a well-paced med¬ the act, and lighting cues were by bk comments.
The Dunhills, three male danc¬ fore the saloon set in the River¬ such spots down pat It’s also fa¬
ley which in turn becomes “Bil¬ missed. When a ringsider heckled,
bao,” a fun number, exquisitely Miss McDonald said, “Why, I could ers, do the kind of act too seldom side’s plush Olympic Room—indi¬ miliar with the beat that goes over
performed- Chason des Rues and buy and sell you!” To some, this seen these days. Properly done— cates but one conclusion: solid suc¬ in New York, having put in long
Gerry Mulligan’s “Jern” go next was the funniest line of the night, as these boys do it—it is both cess on the bistro circuit.
stretches at the St. Moritz and the
The personable singer (estab¬ Park-Sheraton, so it looks like the
and after that the w.k. “September as she directed the barb at one of nostalgic and exciting. They use
Song” (in French) and “On Ne Texas’ better known millionaires, j precision tap, done with ease and lished on Broadway, in tv and in Broadway Cocktail Lounge is now
Sait Jamais,” sung with a lilt.
As the thrush was leaving the! humor, a specialty based on South Hollywood) scores effortlessly with on the right melody track.
“ZOmbo” is a nice rhythm piece club, she fainted and fell forward African dance rhythms, and finish a style and command exuding stage
Fields is a capable keyboarder
and “Un Jour Tu Yerras” has' on her face.
; with a straw-hat-and-stick sand- perfection and unquestioned vocal with a wide musical range. Ballads,
the French schmaltz everyone
At the next opening night. Miss shuffle that makes theirs a su¬ capabilities during his varied 11- rhythm and Latinos are easily and
title melange.
_
expects.
“Lullaby of. Birdland” McDonald came on to a warm perior opener.
delivered for cocktail and
From opener Shad Rach to his swiftly
Freddy Martin and his orch do
(in French) and ‘‘Mademoiselle de ovation and had the crowd with
dinner listening. On weekends
Paris” bring up the rear.
her from her opening “Wanting a smart overture of “Cumana,” and closing soliloquy from “Carousel,” after 9:30 p.m., when the minimum
Miss Francois is backed up by to Know You” to the appropriate provide their usual bright dance the darkhaired singer holds posi¬ goes into effect, management rolls
sets. Miss Kitt’s turn runs about tive attention through 30-minute up the rug for the terp crowd.
her arranger. Jack Elliott, at the closing, “Body and Soul.”
piano, and a male trio on drum,
She does a medley entitled 40 minutes, the Dunhills take 15, turn before the spot. An empathlc Although Fields was caught for
bass and xylophone. The combo “Around the World in Eight Min¬ and the overture rounds it out to delivery of “Hello, Young Lovers” review during the cocktail session,
Powe.
—sans mike—affords early assur¬ it’s a safe bet to assume the trio
is very effective and Elliott’s back¬ utes,” another medley from a new about an bour a show.
ance of plaudits from the girl would do okay by the dancers, too.
ing on the keys is both clever and disk album and such standards as
gender as Raitt effects stageside
expert.
“It’s the Wrong Time” and “Some¬
The Fields’ style is crisp and
Americana, Miami B.
intimacies. His offering of “Boll neat and even when he dresses up
Whole show is fresh and im¬ where Over the Rainbow” during
Miami Beach, Nov. 22.
Weevil” adds novel diversion to an item with a production styling,
aginative and Miss Francois capti¬ her 35 minutes. She shows better
Jose
Greco
&
Co.,
Lee
Martin
the
half-hour
onstage,
and
an
Eng¬
vates the ringsiders in this attrac¬ when her voice is strong and her
it comes across in clear melodic
lish version of “Barber of Seville” strokes. He gets expert aid from
tive room. Ted Straeter and orch dialog soft. Miss McDonald’s per¬ Orch; $2.50-$5 minimum.
rates superlatives—what with its his bass and drums backing.
provide the very danceable music sonal musical director, Ted Fio
alternating with Mark Monte’s Rito, plays a medley of seven
Jose Greco and his talented diction problems.
The service staff, too, is a plus
Taking advantage of past pro that ought to help the room build
Continentals.
Hift.
songs he penned while she makes troupe are playing their annual
date in the Bal Masque of this endeavors, Raitt shows his big as a- pre-and-post theatre spot.
a costume change.
Jackie Miles gets good mileage plushery and pulling them in as voice to full control and volume Headed by maitre d’Jan, whose
Riviera, Las Vegas
from his Las Vegas, gambling and if it were the height of the winter on “Hey There,” “The Girl That I credits range from London’s Siegi’s
Las-Vegas, Nov. 18.
Marry,” “Oh, What A Beautiful to New York’s Little Club, the
cartoon
gags, and he season.
•*Ziegfeld FolliesJane Morgan, begs offcharacters
His potency at the b.o. is Momin’” and “If I Loved-You”
with the aud wanting
seating and serving are. ran off in
Dickie Henderson, Helen Wood, more.
At the piano for the Raitt debut a slickly tailored style.
matched by the 60-odd minutes of
Gros.
Andrea Dancers (3). Ving Mer¬
The beefed-up Don Cannon Spanish folk and flamenco terpings is spouse Marge, introed from
lin & Lynda, Bill Shirley, Sue Ann house orch (10) backs the show in he^ has devised. Although display¬ stage and endorsed for looks and
Langdon, Dorothy Dorben Dancers good style, but the band’ll be better ing concert stage overtones, Greco ability.
Le Sexy, Paris
-Warmer for the Raitt headlining
(18 )Jlay Sinatra Orch (12); Pro¬ when Cannon is tipped that his has staged his troupe with a com¬
Paris, Nov. 25.
duced by Lou Walters; presented mnsic is too loud for this house. mercial flair that is tailored for a is Sid Krofft, the most accom¬
Gerard
Sety, Wasta, Potassi, RaThe Rose Murphy Trio with Slam smart cafe and he keeps the “oles” plished puppeteer ever to play a vik & Raps, Ruman & Kita, Julien,
by Sammy Lewis, $3 minimum.
Reno
house.
With
well
planned
and
table
pounding
on
high
i Stewart will move in Dec. 1.
throughout,, whether it be solo or lighting (and • Krofft in non-dis¬ Carole Ryva, Lucia Berry, Corine
Skip.
Lou Walters and Sammy Lewis
tracting black suiting) his puppet Chambord, Rita Cadillac & Roger
with members of the company.
have brought a handsomely mount¬
There’s no break as he moves world is animated into life on a Stephani, Rita Renoir, Tilda Hel¬
Steuben’s* Bos ten
ed musical revue to the Clover
string.
Opener with five Oriental ene, Simone ClarySj Lucia fc Jose;
his
troupe
through
its
paces.
The
Room which they have tagged “The
Boston, Nqv. 20.
group numbers are deftly balanced mannequins manipulated at the $5 minimum.'
Ziegfeld Follies/’ It’s reminiscent
Cordalins (4), Eddie Garson, and smooth flowing, the patterns same time proves ability. The
of the Ziegfeld extravaganzas in Don Dennis, Laurie Stuart, Tony achieved with a casual air that smart, well-costumed figures in¬
As the name of this Champsthat it is an omnibus of music, Bruno Orch (5); $2.50 minimum. adds
to impact. Best of these is clude boy-girl Negro team, a Elysees cellar club implies, there
songs, dancing, comedy, lavish sets
blonde stripper and her- dressing are plenty of strip acts—height, in
the
interp
of
Ravel’s
“Bolero,”
*
and pretty girls—and it pays. off
CordaRns, four auburn-topped palm-pounding sequence. Rosario [table, and a disjointed skelton in
But the youthful chassis and
as one of the best shows ever to femme lookers, three on violins Caro is an outstanding exponent a phosphorescent offering. Effec¬ fact.
invention make this all
play the Riviera. Jane Morgan and and one on accordion, win big of the Iberian art, as is Lupe Del tive begoff is a puppet in a Sid production
rather amusing and palatable
Dickie Henderson headline.
rounds in Max & Joe Schneider's Rio. Sequence of a folk dance with Krofft mhnic, with his own puppet. rather than straight erotic. With
Miss Morgan seems to be just nitery. Boniface Arnold Benak had Greco and two femmes is a 'delight
Bracketing the doiible bill are a solid bevy of straight visual acts,
right for this type of show—she’s the ropes up opening night (20), in its panto-storytelling. Finale, a the Starlets In Moro-Landis pro¬ this shapes as a show for tourists
a sophisticated looker who socks and the foursome—Betty, Dorothy, I wedding, festival, is a fitting cli- ductions. Eddie Fitzpatrick’s orch and regulars alike, and it looks to
showmanship into her excellent Nancy and Teresa handsomely ! f maxer to a sparkling performance handles difficult show more than keep its popularity in these days
s nging voice. She combines con¬ gowned in green—took the and on; ['•by Greco and his aides including capably. Bill runs to Dec. 3.
of fading chibs here.
fidence and ease into her turn, a musical toot around the world Paco Fernandez, Ramon. Velez,
Long.
In spite of all the nudity, Ger¬
offering “Friendship,” a medley of terping to the appropriate music Dolores Del Carmen, Maira An¬
ard Sety is the real red meat of
American songs sung in French of each country. Proceeding from geles, Teresa Montes, Curro Rod¬
the show. Tall, personable comic
Crescendo,
Houston
(“No Business Like Show Busi¬ Baghdad to Dublin to Paris to riguez, Pablo Medina, Maria Medi¬
patters drily and wittily while he
Houston, Nov. 18.
ness,” “Yellow Rose of Texas,” Tennessee, they whirl, swoop and na, Paul Haakon. Guitar solo by
transforms himself, by deft cloth¬
Marquez Sisters, Jose Ortiz ,Orch ing usage, into an Indian chief.
“Mr. Sandman” and “Davy Croc¬ tap to their own music, doing Ori¬ Ricardo Blasco is stamped With
kett”), “Fascination,” “You Make ental style terp, Irish jigs, can-can, virtffftsity! Due end of week is (5); no cover or minimum.
Samurai warrior, onelegged pirate,
Me Feel So Young,” “The Day The etc., and wind up with terrific Jonathan Winters.
etc., to make this a most engaging
Lary.
Rains Came,” a Ziegfeld medley square dance, oldfashioned hoeThe lively Marquez Sisters, Olga, offbeat act and a natural for Yank .
(in which she does okay impreshes down with appropriate verbiage.
Carrie and Tina, found a small boite and tv chances. Sety speaks
Q«een
Elizabeth,
Momt’l
of Ziegfeld stars and their trade¬ Act has great visual impact and
opening audience but heavy mitt¬ English well and, if he can fit his
Montreal, Nov. 18.
mark songs), and “All The Way.” gets over big with family trade.
ing for their nine-number, 30-min¬ patter to it, is ready lor the U.S.
Monique Van Vooren (with Les ute act at Club Crescendo. The
She flashes an expensive wardrobe,
Wasta does a drunk-aero act that
Don Dennis, singing emcee, gets
and she knows how to wear it - off a rousing “Wunderbar;” and 3 Gat cons), Denny Vaughan Orch Cuban sisters run through a Cuban is daring and unique on the tiny
Ernest Bragg gives her a strong segues to “With a Song in My (12), Les 3 Bars; $2.50-$3 cower.
medley, “Isle of Paris” in efia cha stage and the confines of Ibis small
assist on the 88.
tempo, “BabalU,” VApambichao,” room. Potassi is a' glib, suave
Heart,” rounding off With solid
Henderson, the British .comedian, “Bluebell” for heavy mitting.
When Belgium ebanteuse Mon¬ “Granada,” a. rock ’n’ roll go- magico and Ravik & Raps "enliven
zesty, fastis a fine balance for the singing
Eddie. Garson, clever ventrilo¬ ique Van Vooren first played, the round, “Jalisco,” -“Hey Cumpare” i proceedings with
naced rollerskating series of arestar. His suave, low-pressure com¬ quist, yocks it up with his Latino Ritz Cafe in Montreal seyeral years and “Mambo No. 5.”
edy got off to a slow start on open¬ dummy, Chico Chico, gamering ago she was just an attractive
Brunet Olga does some , comic besquep easy on the dahee bit with
ing night, but once he got the I large- laugh segs. Laurie .Stuart chirper with little out of the ordi¬ mugging and sometimes bandies more grinds than a coffee mill, and
audience with him, he could do no opens the show with trick, unicycle nary except a well-endowed ap¬ the maracas, while Carrie and Tina Rita Renoir cavorts behind a
wrong. His takeoff on tv westerns, riding, juggling atop a high bike, pearance. A slight comedic strain play guitars and the bongos. The ‘ beaded curtain' for her. exotic
bis impresh of Marlon Brando and and bringing on a dog in a suitcase came through occasionally but . was girls display fine harmony and effect. The rest of the peelers are
Rod Steiger, his pantomime of a for some cute tricks. Tony ^^mo never developed.. However, at cur¬ solid shapes, and their'dancing is:: all well-balanced and frenetic and
shgw up: well. Show ,ls in for. the.
Venus de Milo sculptor, bis hurley cuts the show expertly. Th:~
ut rent stand in the elegant Salle nearly as good.
season.
Mosk.
Skip.
Bonaventure of the Queen Eliza¬
Guy.
skit as an insurance man, his im- I exits Dec. 3.
presh of a “gold record” singer
and a singer who...sots entangled
in the microphone cord are all
very funny—and he gets solid’
yockstoprove.it.
The Andrea Dancers, two males
and a femme, are graceful adagioists with split-second timing high¬
lighted by the girl doing a triple
somersault before landing in the
arms of her partners.
Show’s pace is slackened some¬
what by violin team of Ving Merlin
& Lynda, an archaic-type act fea¬
turing talking fiddles. Helen Wood,
a beautiful ballerina, fits neatly
into the festivities with brilliant
fluidity of motion whiofr stamps
her as an embryonic great Bill
Shirley and Sue Ann Langdon
carry the production chirping
chores with finess, and the show¬
girls and ponies -618) would have
had no trouble being approved by
Mr. Ziegfeld. Hay Sinatra and orch
(12) do a topnotch job of backing.
Show is skedded for eight weeks,
with Red Skelton replacing Miss
Morgan for the final two frames..
Duke.

t'AniE’rr

Wednesday, November 26, 1958
Shorehain, Wash.
Washington, Nov. 18.

Nelson Eddy with Gale Sher¬
wood; Al Donahue Orch.; $2 cover.
For a sophisticated crowd of the
type which gathers at the Shoreham Hotel's IJlue Room, Nelson
Eddy & Gale Sherwood leave noth¬
ing to be desired in entertainment.
The social set ‘ smashed' tfieir
hands on opening night in a man¬
ner to which they are not accus¬
tomed to express their approval of
an act which combines superb mu¬
sic, comedy relief and a chance to
inspect a large portion of Miss
Sherwood's natural charms.
She
winds up in a harem costume which
is little more than a bikini with
chiffon h§re and there to' keep it
in the chic, non-vulgar class.
A
glittering rhinestone pin is held
to her navel with the kind of dou¬
ble-sized adhesive tape which men
used to keep toupees in place.
Miss Sherwood, a real looker
with voice, oozes personality with
a cuteness that clicks solidly. Ed¬
dy’s voice seems to grow with age.
And. while comedy comes a little
hard for him, it doesn’t with his
partner. Her imitation of an in¬
sulting Brooklyn housewife in the
audience (done offstage through a
loudspeaker among the tables) is
highly, amusing.
While she is a show-stealer,
Eddy gets a tremendous reception
for songs which made him famous
—“S h o r t n i n’
Bread."
"Rose
Marie," “Stout Hearted Men,” etc.
He also goes over big with imita¬
tions of Nat King Cole (his best),
Elvis Presley, Vaughn Monroe,
Jerry Lewis, Arthur Godfrey and
others.
Duos are smash as the two un¬
dertake familiars such as “One
Alone,”
“Wunderbar,”
“Indian
Love Call” and others the crowd
expects and wants.
There were
several encores for the show, which
stays two weeks.
Al Donahue Orch, highly popu¬
lar here since the room’s Septem¬
ber opener, continues for dancing
hours.
Carp.

House of Vienna. X. Y.
Victoria Sherry, Lili, Emery
Deutsch, Toni Koves, Carlo Hat¬
vary, Jan Schaff; no cover or mini¬
mum.
,
The
Continental flavor that
George Eberhardt puts into the
kitchen and on the stage at. his
House of Vienna on East 79th St.
gives the room a double-barrelled
attraction. Eberhardt is assured of
a solid dinner biz for the first show
which goes off at ,9 p.m., but there’s
enough of a gemutlich air to the
room to bring in the drink-outlates for the ll p.m. and 1 a.m.
shows on the weekends. The eastside area is getting a big residen¬
tial buildup and the H, of V. will
pick up a following along with it.
Newcomer to Eberhardt’s cur¬
rent layout is soprano Victoria
Sherry. She’s got a standard, highpitched styling that works well on
such as Noel Coward's “Zigeuner”
and an item out of Johann Strauss’
“Die Fledermius.” Her delivery
and demeanor are right out of
Shubert (J. J., not Franz), but the
tablers take it as part of the room’s
flavoring and her schmaltzy' songbag is well received.
In the holdover slot is Lili, a
petite. blonde with a Gallic ap¬
proach. She does especially well
with Cole Porter’s “Allez Vous En"
'and “C’est Magnifique,” from the
Broadway tuner “Can-Can.” and
locks it up with a sprightly "La
Fiacre.” Another, h.o. is Emery
Deutsch, an old hand at this sort
of setup. His fiddling during show¬
time milks such perennials as
“When a Gypsy Makes His Violin
Cry” and he enhances the room’s
romantic candlelight mood before
the show as he strolls from table
to table playing the waltzes that
serve as an excellent side dish to
sauerbraten.
Similar mood is purveyed by
Toni Koves, who toys with the cimbalon; Jan Schaff at the piano, and
singing emcee Carlo Hatvary. -

Gros.
Desert Inn. Ijis Vegas
Las Vegas, Nov. 25.

“Newcomers of 1928,” Paul
Whiteman, Harry Richman, Rudy
Vallee, Buster Keaton, Fifi D’Qrsay,
Billy. Gilbert, Girl Dancers (8),
Boy Dancers (4), Showgirls (4),
Carlton Hayes Orch (20); written,
produced and directed by Jackie
Barnett; musical numbers staged
and choreographed by 'Jon Greg?
vry; arrangements and dance mu¬
sic by Dean Elliot; $3 minimum.
Jackie Barnett’s “Newcomers of
1928” was a solid click when it
preemed here earlier this year, and
the second edition has lost none
of the . original impact. Basically
it’s the same show, with addition
of Billy Gilbert enhancing its nos¬
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talgic and comedy value. Paul Fairmont, San Francisco edian who shares the bill with
Whiteman, Harry Richman, Rudy
Miss Ghostley, shows signs of
San Francisco; Nov. 21.
Vallee, Buster Keaton and Fifi
Gogi Grant, Ernie Heckscher promise in certain aspects of his
routine, but in general he’s a
D’Orsay, none of whom take them¬ Orch (11); $2 cover.
derivative comic who employs the
selves seriously In this delightful
mannerisms and material of a
streamlined musical, each has am¬
Gogi Grant, attractive, poised
ple opportunity to show samples and gracious, shows a big, fine host of his present-day colleagues.
of the performing which made pops voice, meticulous phrasing He works over, without too much
originality, the usual topics of
them famous.
and excellent choice of material
tele¬
Whiteman conducts the Carlton in her 42-minute stint at the Fair¬ homosexuality, psychiatry,
vision westerns, tv comercials, pix
Hayes orch (20) in an abbreviated mont Hotel’s Venetian Room.
on tv, and horror films. He’s best
version of “Rhapsody in Blue”
She eomes on with “Best Things
which features Mike Cooper at the in Life Are Free,” “As Time Goes in a rock ’n’ roll takeoff depicting
88; Richman and Vallee prove they By” and a super-duper “How Deep a leather-jacketed juve delinquent
still have class in a clevpr sketch Is the Ocean.” Then she switches in which he captures the flavor
where they kid their own song into a couple of numbers from of the character and displays gen¬
hits; Buster Keaton’s distinctive “Gigi,” does a touching “Did He uine thesping ability.
The Bon Soir regulars—emceeartistry is shown in a classic pan¬ Ask About Me?” and moves into a
tomime scene in which he’s joined medley of novelty songs, including singer Jimmy Daniels, the Three
by Whiteman, Richman and Val¬ “Barney Google,” “Hold Tight,” Flames, and Mae Barnes—pitch
lee; Miss D’Orsay’s perennial sex “Music Goes Down an’ ’Round,” their wares, sometimes raucously
appeal ignites a very funny, fash¬ “Mairzy Doats” and “Hound Dog.” but always with spirit, to the
satisfaction of Bon Soir clientele.
ion show, in which she sings a
These are followed by a beau¬
sadey song called “The Derriere”; tifully arranged version of “Poor Murray Grand provides same neat
and Gilbert pulls yocks with his Butterfly,” in which she hums a pianisfic interludes as well as
backing, in conjunction with the
w.k. sneezing routine.
number of (bars from Puccini’s
Holl.
Impreshes of Helen Kane, Texas “Madame Butterfly” before going Flames, for the acts.
Guinan and Helen Morgan are into the pops song, and she moves
handled with unusual skill by Mitzi into “You and the Night and the
McCall, Cathy Stuart and Barbara Music,” the. inevitable “Wayward Hotel Muehlehacln K. C»
Kansas City, Nov. 21.
Logan. Larry Grayson and Kitty Wind” and finally a medley of
Sophie Tucker, with Ted Shapiro,
Muldoon, a goodlooking team, ad¬ Helen Morgan numbers, including
Larry
Green
Orch (8); $2-$2.50
mirably handle the production “Why Was I Born?” “Bill” and
singing chores, while Tom Vickers “Can’t Help Loving That Man.” cover, $2 beverage minimum.
and the pretty Earle Twins set the Crowd eats this up and she begs
pace for the show’s first-rate terp- off with a ’ lovely “Thanks for
The notice for this might well
ing. Jon Gregory’s choreography Everything.”
i read, Sophie Tucker in her first
gives the production a big plus,
Her voice is strong and pleasing appearance in the Terrace Grill,
and his “Get Rich Quick” number and it’s obvious that she’s well- ’nuff said. But this is one of the
is one of the best ever seen in rehearsed and knows her business, night club events of the year here,
Vegas.
for she doesn’t let any between- and turns out to be about all the
Ingeniously concocted by writer- songs chatter Interrupt her act. Terrace Grill can hold. There are
producer-director Jackie Barnett, Ernie Heckscher’s orch plays a fine extra tables all around, the cover
the package presents nostalgia in show, backing her solidly. Miss is up from $1.50 usual top to $2.50,
a new way which registers with Grant’s booked through Dec. 17.
there is a beverage minimum
both oldsters and youngsters. Show
added and food prices are upped
Stef.
is skedded through Dec. 22.
slightly. Still it makes no differ¬
Duke.
ence to the populace, with a room
Bon Soir, X. Y.
Alice Ghostley, Johnny Haymer, full or them on hand for the open¬
Beverly mils, Cincy
Mae Barnes, Jimmy Daniels, Three ing and the reservation list heavy
the two weeks of the
Cincinnati, Nov. 21.
Flames, Murray Grand; $5 mini¬ throughout
engagement.
Johnny Puleo & Harmonica Gang mum. *
There is just a chance that the
(6), George Tapps & Dancers (5),
hotel will even come out on the
Lindsay-Sapphite Dancers (9), Bill
Alice Ghostley, long a fave of deal. Since this is one of the few
Raymond, Gardner Benedict Orch the supper club circuit, is again recent experiences with a Fort
(10), Jimmy Wilber Trio, Larry fracturing ’em at the Bon Soir with Knox name here, it brings up the
her songs of sense and nonsense. j question of whether other goldVincent; $31 minimum, $4 Sat.
Armed with a selection of Wacky plated entertainment emissaries
A pleasing break from the con¬ ditties which appeal to the soDhis- may be a good move to bolster the
ventional pattern of comic and ticates. Miss Ghostley socks them Grill trade. Some others are being
singer toppers holds sway in this across in a completely winning sought and within the limits of the
She’s a master of the
fortnight’s
session
at
Greater manner.
small capacity (300 or so, and still
Cincy’s
ace
nitery.
Co-billers lifted eyebrow, the comedy shift¬ be able- to slip between tables)
Johnny Puleo & His Harmonica ing of a foot or a hand, and sur¬ there is reasonably good opportuni¬
Gang and George Tapps His Danc¬ prise facial expressions. And she ty for the artist and for the room.
ers make the change worthwhile, has a voice to boot, an unusual
.Opening show had a bit of .an
putting together a gay and lively asset for. a performer, with the extra fillip with Virginia Graham
speciality that is Miss Gfiostley’s.
47 minutes. Backing them with
Her comedy repertoire is fam¬ on hand to introduce Miss Tucker,
two clever production numbers are
iliar by now, but it continues to her first night club engagement in
the location Lindsay - Sapphire
be fresh and exciting, a statement K.C. in 22 years. While kidding
Dancers and Gardner Benedict’s
that is backed up by the enthus¬ her 70-odd years, she shows a re¬
band.
iasm
of
the
audience
which markable vitality and runs through
Puleo and his five rascals, yearly
brought her back for numerous eight or 10 numbers despite evi¬
visitors here, ga-ga ringsiders to a
encores before she begged off gra¬ dent laryngitis. Some of her mate¬
greater degree than of yore. The
ciously at show caught.
Singer, rial is sharp and cleverly done,
tiny headman, in his w.k. western best remembered by legit theatre¬ some is very risque,' indeed, and
outfit, seemingly takes more brush¬ goers for her outing in “New some is time-tested beyond ques¬
ing than ever from his husky Faces,” also makes a strong im¬ tion. “No One’s Going To Make
mouth harpists in his efforts to pression when she lapses into a an Old Lady Out of Me” is highly
reach the mike. A champ in his straight tune.
in character, while “Entertaining
line of panto, Puleo works the
Johnny Haymer, a young com- Papa” veers well into the blue.
crew through a solid repertoire of
“Have Fun” is on a philosophical
pops and standards,'topped oiiwith
bent and thereby a contrast, while
their standout “Peg O' My Heart”
her “Second Sophie Tucker” is a
waxing.
trip down memory lane and the
Tapps, who last appeared here
means of bringing in “Doing the
as a single several years ago, has
Grizzly Bear,” “Alabama Jubilee”
two young couples in his present TOMMY ALLEN
and the renowned “Some of These
group. Ballet, taps and flamenco Impressions
Days.” She plays through Dec. 4.
are blended in six numbers over 20 Mins.
Quin.
24 minutes, including two solos by Bal Tabarin, N.Y.
Tapps. He and his aides each
Tommy Allen, a newcomer to the
make two or more wardrobe ranks of impressionists, is equipped
El Morocco. Montreal
changes. Classy presentation con¬ with a minimal act. He’s a tall
Montreal, Nov. 21.
cludes
with
interpretations
of pleasant looking chap and some of
Vic Damone, Jack Durant, Lolita
“Oklahoma”' and “South Pacific” his portraits have a good likeness
de
Carlo
with
Remy & Kelly, Wolly
tunes.
Koll.
to the original. However, he’s in
dire need of material. He goes in Aspell, Nick Martin Orch (11),

New Acts
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Koko Club, Phoenix
Phoenix, Nov. 21.
Marie Wilson, Royal Guards,
Chop Chop & Charlene, Jimmy
Wilcox Orch (6); $3 minimum.
The Marie Wilson Show, featur¬
ing the famous blonde, is 55 min¬
utes of fast-paced song, dance and
some comedy, but it would have
to be labeled one of the weaker
shows this spot has carried in quite
a spell.
Miss Wilson gets okay support
to back up her shenanigans by
Chop Chop & Charlene, a duo
that exposes some entertaining bits
of Oriental mysticism. The pair
work well together, sport lots of
flash, and get across to entertain
satisfactorily
a
three - quarters
KoKo crowd.
Helping Miss Wilson out musi¬
cally, The Royal Guards prove an
adequate, but blustery, singing
group; they should work farther
from the mike if they expect to
keep the front tables occupied.
Miss Wilson comes on in a skin¬
tight gown and uses her fine phys¬
ical assets to every advantage. She
presents the showtune, “Diamonds
Are A Girl’s Best Friend,” in ade¬
quate fashion in spite of a trip to
the piano to reassure herself on
the lyrics. She scores best with a
“young girl” sequence already hav¬
ing been showcased on Sullivan’s
show in which she plays the role
of an autograph seeker outside
Grauman’s Chinese Theatre.
Loud guffaws were few: and far
between during her outing, with
the audience res'.less and uneasy
for most of the 55 minutes.

Jack.
Bal Tabarin, Y. Y.
Rose Hardaway, Tommy Allen,
Versatiles (4), Line <6), Mario
Dumont Trio; $4.50 minimum.
Chris Petroff, who has the lease¬
hold on the Bal Tabarin, one of
New York's oldest niteries, is again
resuming operation. Last year it
was leased to another operator, and
since its fame didn’t spread too far,
Petroff is back in the picture again.
Petroff is mixing his acts, ap¬
parently attempting new faces with
some familiar items. A last-minute
booking prior to the opening was
Rose Hardaway who has been
around the bistros since the days
of the La Conga of a decade ago.
Other act is Tommy Allen (New
Acts\
Miss Hardaway is
vivid and
energetic performer Who puts on
a colorful stint. She’s a looker with
a
cafe-au-lait complexion
who
throws a well-groomed voice in a
sultry manner. Negro singer has
a nicely arranged group of stand¬
ards which set her off well. A
flame-colored form-fitting gown
encases her nicely. Doffs the garb
at the end for a bit of terping, but
when she puts' on a negligee and
continues terping, itts a bit diffi¬
cult inasmuch as the folds get in
the way of her gams. Nonetheless,
she gives the impression of being
a torrid specimen and gets off to
an impressive palm.
The showbacking is by the Ver¬
satiles, a four-man group who fill
the lulls with an act all their own.
The Mario Dumont Trio provides
the Latin relief. A lively six-girl
can-can line gives the layout, a lot
of vitality.
.
Jose.

Sands, !^s Wgas
Las Vegas, Nov. 25.

Nat King Cole, Rowan & Martin,
Texas Copa Girls (13 L Antonio
Orch (17); created and
Von Steuben, Wiesbaden for indigoisms unnecessarily and Larry Moore Trio with Ann Somers; Morelli
staged by Jack Entratter; $3 min¬
sometimes he’s jarring on the sen¬ $1.50 cover.
- Wiesbaden, Nov. 18.
imum.
sitivities.
Dickie Bennett, Barry Authors
Always a heavy fave with the
With this material, he’s con¬
and Howard Swinson, Pat R.osa,
Nat King Cole’s mellow pipery
elderly juves woh can afford the
demned to the smalltime.
Jose.
Werner Overheidt Orch (7).
has eased back into the Copa Room,
The Hotel Von Steuben, top
military hotel in Europe, has an¬
other adequate hour-long show
featuring British entertainers.
Dickie Bennett, star of the show,
ig a returnee here who’s very
popular with the military audience,
okay in his “Get Happy,” but
especially amusing in his imita¬
tions of Sinatra, Billy Daniels,
Liberace, Vaughn Monroe, Dean
Martin, Johnnie Ray, et al. Only
trouble with the act is that his
own singing style never comes
across. He’s a slender, appealing
young lad. with a pleasant voice,
but should develop more of his
own numbers.
Barry Authors
and
Howard
Swinson are record-mimics, . and
the gimmick that sets their Spike
Jones and Mario Lanza mouthings
apart is that they play the records
at . an odd speed which distorts
the singers and makes songs even
more comic.
A slight drawback
In the show is that they, like
Bennett, have a Ray imitation—
and once a night is enough.
Pat Rosa, a staturesque blonde,
- adds the sex appeal for the show
and has a juggling act on a uni¬
cycle. • She tosses Indian clubs
and- also plays the harmonica
while peddling the one-wheeler,
night.
Haze.
OO-'f1*? ‘

rri-X

going nitery tabs; Vic Damone
returns to El Morocco and this im¬
KEN WELCH & MITZI COTTLE
peccable
singer is still top-drawer
Songs, Comedy
in every respect.
30 Mins.
Damone has the savvy and good
Tree Club, Dallas
Another husband-ahd-wife team taste with his songalog not only to
is on the nitery trail, to the ad¬ satisfy the pro but also wow all
vantage of tabtakers. Welch, a tal¬ levels of cafe l;fe. Backed by his
ented youngster, concocts the suc¬ own pianist Robert Smale and
cessful acts for Betty O’Neil, 'drummer Marty Angelo, together
Bobo Lewis, Patricia Wilson and with an enlarged band, Damone
Carol Burnett (including “I Made does nearly 50 minutes as he re¬
a Fool of Myself Over John Foster prises his former hits, updates with
Dulles”). Persuaded by Tree Club such items as “Gigi” but gets big¬
owner Norwood Ballow to show gest response from the everlasting
himself here, Welch has done it Porter and Gershwin standards.
again —. penning a neat, original A . deft sense of timing and hep
qlub stint for himself and Mitzi, phrasing do much to bolster per¬
an ex-Benny Goodman band vo¬ formance and ' his clincher of
“Funny Valentine” with a special
calist.
In two Shows nightly Welch has arrangement by his 88er is stand¬
framed amusing, exciting and well¬ out.
Comic Jack Durant amuses with.
paced original bits in the animated |
act.
During the vocals,. Mitzi an endless ktream of husky stories
piano-sits, joins Ken on the piano' about his wife .and the problems
bench for duets and both sit on of domesticity laced with the odd
stools for duets as he keys an ac¬ song, a few pratfalls and much kid¬
cordion for backdrop music. She, ding with ringsiders. Durant has j
a cute blonde, and he, a -handsome a good time; everybody has a good
youngster, provide clever patter time.
between songs.
Bubbly humor
Dancer Lolita de Carlo with
threads the show, except for yocks: Remy and Kelly open show with
on fresh bite such as “Optimist,” two okay numbers. Miss de Carlo
“Old Fashioned,’’ “Speed of light,” also spots a single during session
“You’re Mad," and the hilarious which appeals visually because of
“I’m Starting My Diet Tomorrow.” her amply-endowed figure.

J
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Newt.
o
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where the star is one of Jack Entratter’s hottest attractions. This
time around. Cole caps his turn as
part of a dar/y production num¬
ber with the Texas Copa Girls U3)
where he sings “Cuba" in a color¬
ful and lively setting. Other num¬
bers include “St. Louis Woman."
“Thou Swell," “I’m In Love” “But
Not For Me,” “Ballerina,” "?»fo*-:a
Lisa,” “Too Young,” “Come Closer
To Me,” “The Party’s Over” and
“Just One of Those Things.” Neat
punctuation is an 88 solo of “I
Want To Be Happy.”
Dan Rowan & Dick Martin, top
faves here for several years, pro¬
vide a strong balance to the bill.
The comedy . team seems to im¬
prove with. each outing, and in
this the hoys trot out a Morty
Stevens arrangement of “Lazy
River” in which both score with
vocal blending. Film and tv ex¬
posure has added to the boxoffice
potency of the act.
New production number choreoraphed by Bob Gilbert and Renne
Stuart has. bullfight theme and
features the big. voice of Steve
Rossi
sing&&j&
“Granada."
It
shows off Antonio Morelli orch (17)
to thjneffect.' Show runs until Dec,
17, when Sammy Davis Jr. returns.

Duke.
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Hotel Plates, N. Y.
Jacqueline Franco**, Jack Elliott
ensemble (4), Ted Streeter and
Mark Monte Orchs; $2.50 cover
tweekdays, $3 weekends.
Among a plethora of French,
chanteuses, Jacqueline Francois
stands out for the simple reason
that she's an accomplished artist
as well as a very competent and
appealing performer. This is her
third return to the Persian Room
of the Plaza, and once again she
weaves the kind of magic that has
the customers mitting for more.
It's a topnotch show that Miss
Francois puts on, and in a sense
it's an unusual one, too, because
she's distinctly not a personality
kid trying to get by via the charm
act. It's one of the most engaging
aspects of her act that she’s billed
as a singer—and she sings, viva¬
ciously, with a fullthroated Par¬
isian verve and a sort of “take
me or leave me” attitude towards
her public which is Unique and
refreshingly different.
Her repertoire is full of lights
and shadow, and possible a little
heavy on the sad and dramatic
side. That’s a pity, because she's
never better than in a comedy
routine, in which her voice gets
support from an expressive face
and a pair of hands that know at
all times where they belong. Be¬
ing no technique at all, i.e., nothing
more than a desire to get up there
and sing, it’s the best technique
of ’em all.
There's little time wasted in
this show with patter, and—for¬
tunately—equally little time with
that frequently tedious boite habit
of making English lyrics fit French !
times. Miss Francois does some of
that, of course, as a gesture to
those who don’t dig the French
accent, but she % knows where to
draw the line.
“Ppur Une Femme" gets the
show off to a fast start This
segues into “Le Ciel,” “La Vie
Mondaine” and a well-paced med¬
ley which in turn becomes “Bil¬
bao,” a fun number, exquisitely
performed. Chason des Rues and
Gerry Mulligan's “Jeru” go next
and after that the w.k. “September
Song” (in French) and “On Ne
Sait Jamais,” sung with a lilt.
“Zombo” is a nice rhythm piece
and “Un Jour Tu Verras” has'
the French schmaltz everyone
expects.
“Lullaby of Birdland”
(in French) and “Mademoiselle de
Paris” bring up the rear.
Miss Francois is backed up by
her arranger, Jack Elliott, at the
piano, and a male trio on drum,
bass and xylophone. The combo
is very effective and Elliott's back¬
ing on the keys is both clever and
expert.
Whole show is fresh and im¬
aginative and Miss Francois capti¬
vates the ringsiders in this attrac¬
tive room. Ted Straeter and orch
provide the very danceable music
alternating with Mark Monte's
Continentals.
Hift.
Riviera, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nov. 18.
•*Ziegfeld Follies," Jane Morgan,
Dickie Henderson, Helen Wood,
Andrea Dancers (3), Ving Mer¬
lin & Lynda, Bill Shirley, Sue Ann
Langdon, DorotJyy Dorben Dancers
(W)Jlay Sinatra Orch (12); Pro¬
duced by Lou Walters; presented
by Sammy Lewis, $3 minimum.
Lou Walters and Sammy Lewis
have brought a handsomely mount¬
ed musical revue to the Clover
Room which they have tagged “The
Ziegfeld Follies.” It's reminiscent
of the Ziegfeld extravaganzas in
that it is an omnibus of music,
songs, dancing, comedy, lavish sets
and pretty girls—and it pays off
as one of the best shows ever to
play the Riviera. Jane Morgan and
Dickie Henderson headline.
Miss Morgan seems to be just
right for this type of show—she’s
a -sophisticated looker who socks
showmanship into her excellent
s nging voice. She combines con¬
fidence and ease into her turn,
offering “Friendship,” a medley of
American songs sung in French
(“No Business Like Show Busi¬
ness,” “Yellow Rose of Texas,"
“Mr. Sandman” and “Davy Croc¬
kett”), “Fascination,” “You Make
Me Feel So Young,” “The Day The
Rains Came,” a Ziegfeld medley
(in which she does okay impreshes
of Ziegfeld stars and their trade¬
mark songs), and “All The Way.”
She flashes an expensive wardrobe,
and she knows how to wear it
Ernest Bragg gives her a strong
assist on the 88.
Henderson, the British .comedian,
is a fine balance for the singing
star. His suave, low-pressure com¬
edy got off to a slow start on open¬
ing night, but once he got the
audience with him, he could do no
wrong. His takeoff on tv westerns,
his impresh of Marlon Brando and
Rod Steiger, his pantomime of a
Venus de Milo sculptor, his burley
skit as an insurance man, his im-

presh of a “gold record” singer
and a singer who. .gets entangled
in the microphone cord are all
very funny—and he gets solid
yocks to prove, it.
The Andrea Dancers, two males
and a femme, are graceful adagioists with “split-second timing high¬
lighted by the girl doing a triple
somersault before lauding in the
arms of her partners.
Show’s pace is slackened some¬
what by vu)lin team of Ving Merlin
& Lynda, an archaic-type act fea¬
turing talking fiddles. Helen Wood,
a beautiful ballerina, fits neatly
into the festivities with brilliant
fluidity of motion which stamps
her as an embryonic great. Bill
Shirley and Sue Ann., Langdon
carry the production chirping;
chores with finess, and the show-!
girls and ponies (18) would have
had no trouble being approved by
Mr. Ziegfeld. Ray Sinatra and orch
(12) do a topnotch job of backing.
Show is skedded for eight weeks,
with Red Skelton replacing Miss
Morgan for the final two frames.
Duke.
Tidelands, Houston
Houston, Nov. 18.
Marie McDonald with Ted Fio
Rito, Jackie Miles, Don Cannon
Orch (10); No cover or minimum.
Miss McDonald has a successful
right night at the Tidelands Motor
inn's private Tidelands Club only
because the management set aside
three nights (17,18-19) as “opening
night” for the new dub.
On night caught (18) the thrush’s
act had body (37V&-24-37) and
warmth, and she responded well
to heavy palming. But not so on
the first opening night, which was
one of those things. Enroute to
Houston for the engagement, the
star’s plane made a forced landing,
delaying her arrival and causing
her to miss the rehearsal. She ap¬
peared nervous and had a cold, the
mike seemed to want to get into
the act, and lighting cues were
missed. When a ringsider heckled.
Miss McDonald said, “Why, I could
buy and sell you!” To some, this
was the funniest line of the night,
as she directed the barb at one of
Texas’ better known millionaires.
As the thrush was leaving the
club, she fainted and fell forward
on her face.
At the next opening night. Miss
McDonald came on to a warm
ovation and had the crowd with
her from her opening “Wanting
to Know You” to the appropriate
closing, “Body and Soul.”
She does a medley entitled
“Around the World in Eight Min¬
utes,” another medley from a new
disk album and such standards as
“It’s the Wrong Time” and “Some¬
where Over the Rainbow” during
her 35 minutes. She shows better
when her voice is strong and her
dialog soft. Miss McDonald’s per¬
sonal musical director, Ted Fio
Rito, plays a medley of seven
songs he penned while she makes
a costume change.
Jackie Miles gets good mileage
from his Las Vegas, gambling and
cartoon characters gags, and he
begs off with the aud wanting
more.
The beefed-up Don Cannon
house orch (10) backs the show in
good style, but the band’ll be better
when Cannon is tipped that his
music is too loud for this house.
The Rose Murphy Trio with Slam
Stewart will move in Dec. 1.
Skip.
Steuben’s, Boston
Boston, Nov. 20.
Cordalins (4), . Eddie Garson,
Don Dennis, Laurie Stuart, Tony
Bruno Orch (5); $2.50 minimum.
Cordalins, four auburn-topped
femme lookers, three on violins
and one on accordion, win big
rounds in Max & Joe Schneider’s
nitery. Boniface Arnold Benak had
the ropes up opening night (20),
and the foursome—Betty, Dorothy,
Nancy and Teresa handsomely
gowned in green—took the and on
a musical toot around the world
terping to the appropriate music
of each country. Proceeding from
Baghdad to Dublin to Paris to
Tennessee, they whirl, swoop and
tap to their own music, doing Ori¬
ental style terp, Irish jigs, can-can,
etc., and wind up with terrific
square dance, oldfashioned hoedown with appropriate verbiage.
Act has great visual impact and
gets over big with family trade.
Don Dennis, singing emcee, gets
off a rousing “Wunderbar” and
segues to “With a Song in My
Heart,” rounding -off with solid
“Bluebell” for heavy mitting.
Eddie. Garson, dever* ventrilo¬
quist. yocks it up with his Latino
dummy, Chico Chico, garnering
large* laugh segs. Laurie .Stuart
opens the show with trick unicyde
riding, juggling atop a high bike,
and bringing on a dog in a suitcase
for some cute tricks. Tony T'~nno
cuts the show expertly. Tb’~
ut
exits Dec. 3.
Guy.

Coeomvt
Los Angeles; Nev. 21.
Eartha Kittf The. DunhiUs (3),
Freddy Martin Orch 117); $242.50
cover. $3 minimum,
In a flame-colored gown, with
her flame-colored voice, Eartha
Kitt made her Cocoanut Grove
bow Wednesday (19) night- for a
two-week stand. It is a fast act and
Miss Kitt does not waste her time
or the audience’s with betweensongs chatter. The act has ap¬
parently been altered somewhat as
a nod to the decorus standards of
this room, but it still swings wide
and wicked. Entertainment direc¬
tor Gus Lampe reports good ad¬
vance reservations for the show,
which has the dancing DunhiUs as
a strong opener.
Miss Kitt weaves her turn
aronhd the songs that have been
identified with her, spedal mate¬
rial and special treatment of stand¬
ards. She starts high and fast with
“Independent,”
runs
through
“Witch,”
“Ain’t
Misbehavin’ ”
“Love Is a Gamble,” “Let’s. Begin,”
and “An Old-Fashioned Girl.” She
does a “Fever”-ish rendition of
“Little White Lies,” and segues
into a monolog from her new film,
“Anna Lucasta.” It fits well and
will probably be a show-stopper
after the picture is released and
it has more association for audi¬
ences. Miss Kitt strips down to a
glamorized hula skirt for “Sister
Kate,” and finishes with three of
her best-known numbers, “I Want
to Be Evil,” “Santa Baby” and
“C’est Si Bon.”
Opening night, the singer re¬
called that her last (and only pre¬
vious) appearance at the Grove
was five years ago at a “command
performance” for visiting Queen
Fredericka of Greece. At that time,
her rendition of “Evil” stirred
L.A-’s Mayor Norris Poulson to
deplore her choice in the per¬
formers entertaining the queen.
Miss Kitt now deadpans that
“Mayor Poulson made me a star”
by Ms comments.
The DunhiUs, three male danc¬
ers, do the kind of act too seldom
seen these days. Properly done—
as these boys do it—it is both
nostalgic and exciting. They use
recision tap, done with ease and
umor, a specialty based on South
African dance rhythms, and finish
with a straw-hat-and-stick sandshuffle that makes theirs a su¬
perior opener.
Freddy Martin and his orch do
a smart overture of “Cumana,” and
provide their usual bright dance
sets. Miss Kitt’s turn runs about
40 minutes, the DunhiUs take 15,
and. the overture rounds it out to
about an hour a show.
Powe.

beth Hotel this latent talent comes
to the fore with a phis to make
her on£ of the most entertaining
performers yet to grace tMs room.
Fashionably gowned, as .usual,
and backed, by three nudes who
can both dance and sing. Mis* Van.
Vooren whams over a solid 450 min¬
utes to score heavily to a capacity
house at show caught. Material for
the most part is of a special nature.
and all dealing, natch, with the
foibles and fancies of love. Belting
something rowdy like “Talk To
Him,” thrush switches to a sultry
torchant “If You Only Knew” with
the finesse of a pro and then to
“Marie the Mink” for salvos, A
softshoe routine by the three boys
gives her a breather for change of
costume and she returns in a sim¬
ple black dress to do a satire-com¬
edy bit on the melodramatic chirp¬
ers found In the cellar boites of
Paris. A third costume change for
her finale is effective but at the
moment lacks the individuality
shown in previous offerings.
Although the basic talents of
Miss Van Vooren are ever present,
kudos go to her manager-husband,
Gerry Purcell, for an attractive
staging job; to Lee Sherman for
Ms choreography and to Allan Jef¬
fries and Carl Eugster for their
songs and arrangements.
Additional plus to femme is the
music of Denny Vaughan and his
orch. Vaughan, who opened the
room several months ago, returns
for an indefinite stay and between
shows, a new trio, Les 3 Bars,
spells the Vaughan orch for cus¬
tomer dancing. Miss Van Vooren is
in until Dec. 6 with the Dornan
Bros, to follow.
Newt.
Riverside Reno
Reno, Nov. 21.
John Raitt, Sid Krofft, Starlets
8), Eddie Fitzpatrick Orch (10);
!2 minimum.

/Auditor reaction to the powerful
ipd emoting lyrics as expressed by
Rohn Raitt—making his debut beore the saloon set in the River¬
side’s plush Olympic Room—indi¬
cates but one conclusion: solid suc¬
cess on the bistro circuit.
The personable singer (estabished on Broadway, in tv and in
lollywood) scores effortlessly with
i style and command exuding stage
>erfection and unquestioned vocal
capabilities during his varied 11itle melange.
From opener “Shad Each to Ms
dosing soliloquy from “Carousel/’
he darkhaired singer holds posiive attention through 30-minute
urn before the spot. An empathic
ielivery of “Hello, Young Lovers”
—sans mike—affords early assurince of plaudits from the girl
render as Raitt effects stageside
Americana, Miami B.
ntimacies. His offering of “Boll
Miami Beach, Nov. 22.
Veevil” adds novel diversion to'
Jose Greco & Co., Lee Martin he half-hour onstage, and an EngOrch; $2.50-$5 minimum.
ish version of “Barber of Seville”
*ates superlatives—what with its
Jose Greco and his talented fiction problems.
Taking advantage of past pro
troupe are playing their annual
date in the Bal Masque of this endeavors, Raitt shows Ms big
plushery and pulling them in as roice to full control and volume
if it were the height of the winter hi “Hey There,” “The Girl That I
darry,” “Oh, What A Beautiful
season.
His potency at the b.o. Is dornin’ ” and “If I Loved You.”
At the piano for the Raitt debut
matched by the 60-odd minutes of
Spanish folk and flamenco terpings s spouse Marge, introed from
he^ has devised. Although display¬ itage and endorsed for looks and
ing concert stage overtones, Greco ibility.
.
Warmer for the Raitt headlining
has staged his troupe with a com¬
mercial flair that is tailored for a s Sid Krofft, the most accomsmart cafe and he keeps the “oles” >lished puppeteer ever to play a
and table pounding on Mgh leno house. With well-planned
throughout, whether it be solo or ighting (and Krofft in non-diswith members .dr the company.. . racting black suiting) Ms puppet
There’s no break as he moves vorid is animated ifito life on a
Ms troupe through its paces. The tring. Opener with five Oriental
group numbers are deftly balanced nannequins manipulated at the
and smooth flowing, the patterns same time proves ability. The
achieved with a casual air that smart, well-costumed figures in¬
adds to impact. Best of these is clude boy-girl Negro team, a
the Interp of Ravel’s “Bolero,” a jlonde stripper and her dressing
palm-pounding . sequence. Rosario j able, and a disjointed skelton in
Caro is an outstanding exponent ! i phosphorescent offering. Effecof the Iberian art, as is Lupe Del ive begoff is a puppet in a Sid
Rio. Sequence of a folk dance with trofft mimic, with Ms own puppet.
Bracketing the doiible bill are
Greco and two femmes is a delight
in its panto-storytelling. Finale, a ■ he Starlets in Moro-Landis prowedding, festival, is a fitting cli- iuctions. Eddie Fitzpatrick’s orch
maxer to a sparkling performance landles difficult show more than
toy Greco and his aides including capably. Bill runs to Dec. 3.
Paco Fernandez, Ramon. Velez,
Dolores Del Carmen, Maira An¬
geles, Teresa Montes, Curro Rod¬
Crescendo, Houston
riguez, Pablo Medina, Maria‘Medi¬
Houston, Nov. 18*
na, Paul Haakon. Guitar solo by
Marquez Sisters, Jose Ortiz Orch
Ricardo Blasco is stamped with
(5);
no
cover
or minimum.
virtdOsity. Due end of week is
Jonathan Winters.
Lary.
The lively Marquez Sisters, Olga,
Carrie and Tina, found a small
Queen Elizabeth, Momt’I opening
audience but heavy mitt¬
Montreal, Nov. 18.
ing for their nine-number, 30-min¬
Monique Van Vooren (with Les ute act at. Club Crescendo. The
3 Garcons), Denny Vaughan Orch Cuban sisters run through a Cuban
(12), Les 3 Bars; $2.50-$3 cover.
medley, “Isle of Paris” in cha cha
tempo, “Babalu,” “Apambichao,”
When Belgium chanteuse -Mon¬ “Granada,” a. rock ’n’ roll goique Van Vooren first played, the round, “Jalisco,” ““Hey Cumpare”
Ritz Cafe in Montreal several years and “Mambo No. 5.”
ago she was just an attractive
Brunet Olga does some comic
chirper with little out of the ordi¬ mugging and sometimes handles
nary except a well-endowed ap¬ the maracas, while Carrie and Tina
pearance. A slight comedic strain play guitars and the bongos. The
came through occasionally but .was girls display fine harmony and
never developed. However, at cur¬ solid shapes, and their dancing is
rent stand in the elegant Salle nearly as good.
Bonaventiire of the Queen Eliza¬
Skip.

Painter Hoa*e, Chi
CMcago, Nov. 20.
•.Los Chavales de Espana (11)
with Isabela & Miguel; Ben Arden
Orch til>; $2 cover.
Purely in terms of musical ex¬
pression, Los Chavales de Espana
(the Kids From Spain) are as fine a
cabaret toroupe as before. Louis
Bona’s flamenco guitic is. still.
skillful and sensitive, for example;.
and the Catalonian flavor of all
hands is still very much to the
taste. But the pacing,.per their
Empire Room preem kicking off
their tMrd stand here; isn’t what
it was. Presentation has become
almost static—absent is the quasi¬
spontaneity and such droll- inven¬
tions as there once were. And
Bona’s “For our next number. . .”
announcements only accent this
condition.
Program includes Franco and
Russian melodies* as well as Span¬
ish titles. Check-payers found the
best of the bunch to he a gypsytype Bona original, scored for solo
guitar and flamenco footwork to
instrumental accomp. Dancers Isa¬
bela & Miguel are spotlighted
twice earlier to provide virtually
the only excitement via flamboyant
twists and turns. Theirs is Mghstyle commercial terping, and duo
should be used to better advantage.
Ben Arden's tunesters provide
their usual sharp dansapation be¬
fore and after shows. Harpo &
Chico Marx are next Dec. 21.
.
‘ PitHotel Astor, N. Y.
Irving Fields Trio; $3 minimum,
Fri.-Sat. after 9:30.
After experimenting with a jazz
mood for about a month, the Hotel
Astor’s renovated Broadway Cock¬
tail Lounge is striking a more
familiar note with the Irving Fields
Trio. Combo bas been on the hotel
room grind for close to 16 years
and has the musical demands of
such spots down pat. It’s also fa¬
miliar with the beat that goes over
in New York, having put in long
stretches at the St. Moritz and the
Park-Sheraton, so it looks like the
Broadway Cocktail Lounge is now
on‘ the right melody track.
Fields is a capable keyboarder
with a wide musical range. Ballads,
rhythm and Latinos are easily and
swiftly delivered for cocktail and
dinner listening.... On weekends
after 9:30 p.m., when the minimum
goes into effect, management rolls
up the rug for the terp crowd.
Although Fields was caught for
review during the cocktail session,
it’s a safe bet to assume the trio
would do okay by the dancers, too.
The Fields’ style is crisp and
neat and even when lie dresses up
an item with a production styling,
it comes across in clear melodic
strokes. He gets expert aid front
his bass and drums backing.
The service staff, too, is a plus
that ought to help the room build
as a pre-and-post theatre spot.
Headed by maitre d’Jan, whose
credits Tange from London’s Siegi’s
to New York’s Little Club, the
seating and serving are. run off In
a slickly tailored style.
Gros.
Le Sexy, Paris
Pauris, Nov. 25.
Gerard Sety, Wasta, Potassi, Ravik & Raps, Ruman & Kita, Julien,
Carole Ryva, Lucia Berry, Corine
Chambord, Rita Cadillac & Roger
Stephani, Rita Renoir., Tilda Hel¬
ene, Simone Clarys, Lucia & Jose;
$5 minimum.As the name of this ChampsElysees cellar club implies, there
are plenty of strip acts—height, in
fact. But the youthful chassis and
production invention make this all
rather amusing and palatable
rather than straight erotic. With
a solid bevy of straight visual acts,
this shapes as a show for tourists
and regulars alike, and it looks to
keep its popularity in these days
of fading dubs here.
In spite of all the nudity, Ger¬
ard Sety is the real red meat of
the show. Tall, personable comic
patters drily and wittily while he
transforms himself, by deft cloth¬
ing usage, into an Indian cMef,
Samurai warrior, onelegged pirate,
etc., to make this a most engaging
offbeat act and a natural for Yank
boite and tv chances. Sety speaks
English well and, if he can fit his
patter to it, is ready for the U.S,
Wasta does a drunk-acro act that
is daring and unique on the tiny
stage and the confines of this, small
room. Potassi is a' glib, suave
magico and Ravik 8c Raps "enliven
proceedings With
zesty, fastpaced rollerskating series of arebesques easy on the dance bit with
more grinds than a coffee mill, and
Rita Renoir cavorts behind a
beaded curtain for her. exotic
effect. The rest of the peelers are
all well-balanced and frenetic and
shqw up well. Show .1* in for: the.
season.
Mosk.
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.Shoreham, Wash.

talgic and comedy value. Paul
Whiteman, Harry Richman, Rudy

Washington, Not.' 18:

San Francisco; Nov. 21.

Gogi Grant, Ernie
Nelson Eddy with Gale Sher¬ Vallee, Buster Keaton and Fifi J
of whom take them¬ Orch <11); $2 cover.
wood; Al Donahue Orch.; $2 cover. D’Orsay,'none
selves seriously in this delightful
For a sophisticated crowd of the
type which gathers at the Shoreham Hotel’s Blue Room, Nelson
Eddy Sc Gale Sherwood leave noth¬
ing to be desired in entertainment.
The social set ‘ smashed* tfieir
hands on opening night in a man¬
ner to which they are not accus¬
tomed to express their approval of
an act which combines superb mu¬
sic, comedy relief and a chance to
inspect a large portion of Miss
Sherwood’s natural charms.
She
winds up in a harem costume which
is little more than a bikini with
chiffon h$re and there to' keep it
in the chic, non-vulgar class.
A
glittering rhinestone pin is held
to her navel jwith the kind of dou¬
ble-sized adhesive tape which men
used to keep toupees in place.
Miss Sherwood, a real looker
with voice, oozes personality with
a cuteness that clicks solidly. Ed¬
dy’s voice seems to grow with age.
And while comedy comes a little
hard for him, it doesn’t with his
partner. Her imitation of an in¬
sulting Brooklyn housewife in . the
audience (done offstage through a
loudspeaker among the tables) is
highly amusing.
While she is a show-stealer,
Eddy gets a tremendous reception
for songs which made him famous
—“Shortnin’
Bread.”
‘-Rose
Marie,” “Stout Hearted Men,” etc.
He also goes over big with imita¬
tions of Nat King Cole Ihis best),
Elvis Presley, Vaughn Monroe,
Jerry Lewis, Arthur Godfrey and
others.'
Duos are smash as the two un¬
dertake familiars such as “One
Alone,”
“Wunderbar,”
“Indian
Love Call” and others the crowd
expects and. wants.
There were
several encores for the show, which
stays two weeks.
Al Donahue Orch, highly popu¬
lar here since the room’s Septem¬
ber opener, continues for dancing
hours.
Carp.

;
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Alice Ghostley, Johnny Haymer,
Mae Barnes, Jimmy Daniels, Three
Flames, Murray Grand; $5 mini¬
Johnny Puleo & Harmonica Gang mum. (6), George Tapps & Dancers (5),
Lindsay<-Sapphite Dancers (9), Bill
Alice Ghostley, long a fave of
Raymond, Gardner Benedict Orch the supper club circuit, is again
(10), Jimmy Wilber Trio, Larry fracturing ’em at the Bon Soir with
her songs of sense and nonsense.
Vincent; $2 minimum, $4 Sat.

House of Vienna, X. Y.

mum.

Gros.

Desert Inn, l*as Vegas
Las Vegas, Nov. 25.

“Newcomers of 1928,” Paul
Whiteman, Harry Richman, Rudy
Vallee, Buster Keaton, Fifi D’Orsay,
Billy. Gilbert, Girl Dancers (8),
Boy Dancers (4), Showgirls (4),
Carlton Hayes Orch (20); written,
produced and directed , by Jackie
Barnett; musical numbers staged
and choreographed by Jon Gregr
ory; arrangements and dance mu¬
sic by Dean Elliot; $3 minimum.
Jackie Barnett’s “Newcomers of
1928” was a solid click when it
preemed here earlier this year, and
the second edition has lost none
of the original impact. Basically
it's the same show, with addition
of Billy Gilbert enhancing its nos¬

Stef.

Bon Soir, X. Y.

Cincinnati, Nov. 21.

|

A pleasing break from the con¬
ventional pattern of comic and
singer toppers holds sway in this
fortnight’s
session
at
Greater^
Cincy’s
ace
nitery.
Co-billers
Johnny Puleo & His Harmonica
Gang and George Tapps His Danc¬
ers make the change worthwhile,
putting together a gay and lively
47 minutes. Backing them with
two clever production numbers are
the location Lindsay - Sapphire
Dancers and Gardner Benedict’s
band.
Puleo and his five rascals, yearly
visitors here, ga-ga ringsiders to a
greater degree than of yore. The
tiny headman, in his w.k. western
outfit, seemingly takes more brush¬
ing than ever from his husky
mouth harpists* in his efforts to
reach the mike. A champ in his
line of panto, Puleo works the
crew through a solid repertoire of
pops and standards.'topped ofFwith
their standout “Peg O’ My Heart”
waxing.
Tapps, who last appeared here
as a single several years ago, has
two young couples in his present
group. Ballet, taps and flamenco
are blended in six numbers over
24 minutes, including two solos by
Tapps. He and his aides each
make . two
or more wardrobe
changes. Classy presentation con¬
cludes
with interpretations
of
“Oklahoma”' and “South Pacific”
tunes.
Koll.

Von Steuben, Wiesbaden
- Wiesbaden, Nov. 18.

Dickie Bennett, Barry Authors
and Howard Swinson, Pat R.osa,
Werner Overheidt Orch (7).
The Hotel Von Steuben, top
military hotel in Europe, has an-other adequate hour-long show
featuring British entertainers.
Dickie Bennett, star of the show,
ig a returnee here who’s very
popular with the military audience,
okay in his “Get Happy,” but
especially amusing in his imita¬
tions of Sinatra, Billy Daniels,
Liberace, Vaughn Monroe, Dean
Martin, Johnnie Ray, et al. Only
trouble with the act is that his
own singing style never comes
across. He’s a slender, appealing
young lad with a pleasant voice,
but should develop more of his
own numbers.
Barry Authors
and
Howard
Swinson are record-mimics, and
the gimmick that sets their Spike
Jones and Mario Lanza mouthings
apart is that they play the records
at an odd speed which distorts
the singers and makes songs even
more comic.
A slight drawback
in the show is that they, like
Bennett, have a Ray imitation—
and once a night is enough.
Pat Rosa, a staturesque blonde,
adds the sex appeal for the show
and has a juggling act on a unicycle.
She tosses Indian clubs
and also plays the harmonica
while peddling the one-wheeler,
night.
Haze.
n'Vf'vP <
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Armed with a selection of wacky
ditties which appeal to the sophis¬
ticates, Miss Ghostley socks them
across in a completely winning
manner.
She’s a master of the
lifted eyebrow, the comedy shift¬
ing of a foot or a hand, and sur¬
prise facial expressions. And she
has a voice to boot, an unusual
asset for a performer, with the
speciality that is Miss Ghostley’s.
Her comedy repertoire is fam¬
iliar by now, but it continues to
be fresh and exciting, a statement
that is backed up by the enthus¬
iasm
of
the
audience
which
brought her back for numerous
encores before she begged off gra¬
ciously at show caught.
Singer,
best remembered by legit theatre¬
goers for her outing in “New
Faces,” also makes a strong im¬
pression when she lapses into a
straight tune.
Johnny Haymer,. a young com-

New Acts
TOMMY ALLEN
Impressions
20 Mins.
Bal Tabarin, N.Y.
Tommy Allen, a newcomer to the
ranks of impressionists, is equipped
with a minimal act. He’s a tall
pleasant looking chap and some of
his portraits have a good likeness
to the original. However, he’s in
dire need of material. He goes in
for indigoisms unnecessarily and
sometimes he’s jarring on the sen¬
sitivities.
With this material, he’s con¬
demned to the smalltime. Jose.
KEN WELCH & MITZI COTTLE
Songs, Comedy
30 Mins.
Tree Club, Dallas
Another husband-and-wife team
is on the nitery trail; to the ad¬
vantage of tabtakers. Welch, a tal¬
ented youngster, concocts the suc¬
cessful acts for Betty
O’Ne:!,
Bobo Lewis, Patricia Wilson and
Carol Burnett (Including “I Made
a Fool of Myself Over John Foster
Dulles”). Persuaded by Tree Club
owner Norwood Ballow to show
himself here, Welch has done it
again — penning a neat, original
9lub stint for himself and Mitzi,
an ex-Benny Goodman band vo¬
calist.
In two Shows nightly Welch has
framed amusing, exciting and well¬
paced original bits in the animated
act.
During the vocals, Mitzi
piano-sits, joins Ken on the piano
bench for duets and both sit on
stools for duets as he keys an ac¬
cordion for backdrop music. She,
a cute blonde, and he, a -handsome
youngster, provide clever patter
between songs.
Bubbly humor
threads the show, except for yocks.
on fresh bits such as “Optimist,”
“Old Fashioned,” “Speed of Light,”
“You’re Mad,” and the hilarious
“I’m Starting My Diet Tomorrow.”

Bark.'
•
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Koko Club, Phoenix
Phoenix, Nov. 21.

Marie Wilson, Royal Guards,
routine, but in general he’s a Chop Chop & Charlene, Jimmy
derivative comic who employs the Wilcox Orch <6); $3 minimum.

Gogi Grant, attractive, poised
and gracious, shows a big, fine
pops voice, meticulous. phrasing
and excellent choice of material
in her 42-minute stint at the Fair¬
mont Hotel’s Venetian Room.
She comes on with “Best Things
in Life Are Free,” “As Time Goes
By” and a super-duper “How Deep
Is the Ocean.” Then she switches
into a couple of numbers from
“Gigi,” does a touching “Did He
Ask About Me?” and .moves into a
medley of novelty songs, including
“Barney Google,” “Hold Tight,”
“Music Goes Down an’ ’Round,”
“Mairzy Doats” and “Hound Dog.”
These are followed by a beau¬
tifully arranged version of “Poor
Butterfly,” in which she hums a
number of bars from Puccini’s
“Madame Butterfly” before going
into the pops song, and she mpyes
into “You and the Night and the
Music,” the, inevitable “Wayward
Wind” and finally a medley of
Helen Morgan numbers, including
“Why Was I Born?” “Bill” and
“Can’t Help Loving That Man.”
Crowd eats this up and she begs
off with a’ lovely “Thanks for
Everything.”
Her voice is strong and pleasing
and it’s obvious that she’s wellrehearsed and knows her business,
for she doesn’t let any betweensongs chatter interrupt her act.
Ernie Heckscher’s orch plays a fine
show, backing her solidly. Miss
Grant’s booked through Dec. 17.

Duke.

edian who. shares the bill with
Miss Ghostley, shows signs of
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Heckscher promise in certain aspects of his

Beverly IIIlls, Clney

Victoria Sherry, Lili, Emery
Deutsch, Toni Koves, Carlo Hatvary, Jan Schaff; no cover or mini¬
T^e
Continental flavor
that
George Eberhardt puts into the
kitchen and on the stage at . his
House of Vienna on East 79th St.
gives the room a double-barrelled
attraction. Eberhardt is assured of
a solid dinner biz -for the first show
which goes off at .9 p.m., but there’s
enough of a gemutlich air to the
room to bring in the drink-outlates for the 11 p.m. and 1 a.m.
shows on the weekends. The eastside area is getting a big residen¬
tial buildup and the H. of V. will
pick up a following along with it.
Newcomer to Eberhardt’s cur¬
rent layout is soprano Victoria
Sherry. She’s got a standard, highpitched styling that works well on
such as Noel Coward’s “Zigeuner”
and an item out of Johann Strauss’
“Die Fledermaus.” Her delivery
and demeanor are right out of
Shubert (J. J., not Franz), but the
tablers take it as part of the room’s
flavoring and her schmaltzy songbag is well received.
In the holdover slot is Lili, a
petite blonde with a Gallic ap¬
proach. She does especially well
with Cole Porter’s “Allez Vous En”
'and “C’est Magnifique,” from the
Broadway tuner “Can-Can.” and
locks it up . with a sprightly “La
Fiacre.” Another h.o. is Emery
Deutsch, an old hand at this sort
of setup. His fiddling during show¬
time milks such perennials as
“When a Gypsy Makes His Violin
Cry” and he enhances the room’s
romantic candlelight mood before
the show as he strolls from table
to table playing the waltzes that
serve as an excellent side dish to
sauerbraten.
Similar mood is purveyed by
Toni Koves, who toys with the cimbalon; Jan Schaff at the piano, and
singing emcee Carlo Hatvary.

streamlined musical, each has am¬
ple opportunity to. show samples
of the performing which made
them famous.
Whiteman conducts the Carlton
Hayes orch (20) in an abbreviated
version of “Rhapsody in Blue”
which features Mike Cooper at the
88; Richman and Vallee prove they
still have class in a cleygr sketch
where they kid their own song
hits; Buster Keaton’s distinctive
artistry is shown in a classic pan¬
tomime scene in which he’s joined
by Whiteman, Richman and Val¬
lee; Miss D’Orsay’s perennial sex
appeal ignites a very funny fash¬
ion show in which she sings a
sadcy song called “The Derriere”;
and Gilbert pulls yocks with his
w.k. sneezing routine.
Impreshes of Helen Kane, Texas
Guinan and Helen Morgan are
handled with unusual skill by Mitzi
McCall, Cathy Stuart and Barbara
Logan. Larry Grayson and Kitty
Muldoon, a goodlooking team, ad¬
mirably handle the production
singing chores, while Tom Vickers
and the pretty Earle Twins set the
pace for the show’s first-rate terping. Jon Gregory’s choreography
gives the production a big plus,
and his “Get Rich Quick" number
is one of the best ever seen in
Vegas.
Ingeniously concocted by writerproducer-director Jackie Barnett,
the package presents nostalgia in
a new way which registers with
both oldsters and youngsters. Show
is skedded through Dec. 22.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

j Fairmont, San Franeiseo
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mannerisms and material of a
host Of his present-day colleagues.
The Marie Wilson Show, featur¬
He works over, without too much
originality, the usual topics of ing the famous blonde, is 55 min¬
homosexuality,
psychiatry,
tele¬ utes of fast-paced song, dance and
vision westerns, tv comercials, pix some comedy, but it would have
on tv, and horror films. He’s best to be labeled one of the weaker
In a rock ’n’ roll takeoff depicting shows this spot has carried in quite
a leather-jacketed jUve delinquent a spell.
Miss Wilson gets okay support
in which he captures the flavor
of the character and displays gen¬ to back up her shenanigans by
Chop
Chop & Charlene, a duo
uine thesping ability.
The Bon Soir regulars—emcee- that exposes some entertaining bits
of
Oriental
mysticism. The pair
singer Jimmy Daniels, the Three
Flames, and Mae Barnes—pitch work well together, sport lots of
their wares, sometimes raucously flash, and get across to entertain
a
three - quarters
but always with spirit, to the satisfactorily
satisfaction of Bon Soir clientele. KoKo crowd.
Helping
Miss
Wilson
out musi¬
Murray Grand provides same neat
pianistic interludes as well as cally, The Royal Guards prove an
backing, in conjunction with the adequate, but blustery, singing
group; they should work farther
Flames, for the acts.
Holl.
from the mike if they expect to
keep the front tables occupied.
Miss Wilson comes on in a skin¬
Hotel Mnehlehach, K. C.
tight gown and uses her fine phys¬
Kansas City, Nov. 21.
ical assets to every advantage. She
Sophie Tucker, with Ted Shapiro, presents the showtune, “Diamonds
Larry Green Orch (8); $2-$2.50 Are A Girl’s Best Friend,” in ade¬
cover, $2 beverage minimum.
quate fashion in spite of a trip to
the piano to reassure herself on
The notice for this might well the lyrics. She scores best with a
read, Sophie Tucker jn her first “young girl” sequence already hav¬
appearance in the Terrace Grill, ing been showcased on Sullivan’s
’nuff said. But this is one of the show in which she plays the role
night club events of the year here, of an autograph seeker outside
and turns out to be about all the Grauman’s Chinese Theatre.
Terrace Grill can hold. There are
Loud guffaws were few; and far
extra tables all around, the cover between during her outing, with
is up from $1.50 usual top to $2.50, the audience restless and uneasy
there is a beverage minimum for most of the 55 minutes.
added and food prices are upped
Jack.
slightly. Still it makes no differ¬
ence to the populace, with a room
Bal Tabarin, X. Y.
full or them on hand for the open¬
Rose Hardaway, Tommy Allen,
ing and the reservation list heavy
Versatiles (4), Line (6), Mario
throughout the two weeks of the
Dumont
Trio; $4.50 minimum.
engagement.
There is just a chance that the
Chris
Petroff,
vTho has the lease¬
hotel will even come out on the
deal. Since this is one of the few hold on the Bal Tabarin, one of
New York’s oldest niteries, is again
recent experiences with a Fort
resuming operation. Last year it
Knox name here, it brings up the
was leased to another operator, and
question, of whether other goldsince its fame didn’t spread too far,
plated entertainment emissaries
Petroff is back in the picture again.
may be a good move to bolster the
Petroff is mixing his acts, ap¬
Grill trade. Some others are being
parently attempting new faces with
sought and. within the limits of the
some familiar items. A last-minute
small capacity (300 or so, and still booking prior to the opening was
be able- to slip between tables) Rose Hardaway who has been
there is reasonably good opportuni¬ around the bistros since the days
ty for the artist and for the room. of the La Conga of a decade ago.
Opening show had a bit of «an Other act is Tommy Allen (New
extra fillip with Virginia Graham Acts'.
on hand to introduce Miss Tucker,
Miss Hardaway is a vivid and
her first night club engagement in energetic performer who puts on
K.C. in 22 years. While kidding a colorful stint. She’s a looker with
her 70-odd years, she shows a re¬ a
cafe-au-lait
comp’exion
who
markable vitality and runs through throws a w’ell-groomed voice in a
eight or 10 numbers despite evi¬ sultry manner. Negro singer has
dent laryngitis. Some of her mate¬ a nicely arranged group of stand¬
rial is sharp and cleverly done, ards which set her off well. A
some is very risque, indeed, and flame-colored form-fitting gown
seme is time-tested beyond ques¬ encases her nicely. Doffs the garb
tion. “No One’s Going To Make at the end for a bit of terping, but
an Old Lady Out of Me” is highly when she puts on a negligee and
in character, while “Entertaining continues terping, iUs a bit diffi¬
Papa” veers well into the blue. cult inasmuch as the folds get in
“Have Fun” is on a philosophical the way of her gams. Nonetheless,
bent and thereby a contrast, while she gives the impression of being
her “Second Sophie Tucker” is a a torrid specimen and gets off to
trip down memory lane and the an impressive palm.
The show’backing is by the Ver¬
means of bringing in “Doing the
Grizzly Bear,” “Alabama Jubilee” satiles, a four-man group who fill
and the renowned “Some of These the lulls with an act all their own.
Days.” She plays through Dec. 4. The Mario Dumont Trio provides
the Latin relief. A lively six-girl
Quin.
can-can line gives the layout a lot
of vitality.
Jose.

El Morocco, Montreal

Sands, S^as Vegas

Montreal, Nov. 21. •

Las Vegas, Nov. 25.
Vic Damone, Jack Durant, Lolita
Nat King Cole, Rowan & Martin,
de Carlo with Remy & Kelly, Wally
Texas
Copa
Girls (13), Antonio
Aspell, Nick Martin Orch (11),
Larry Moore Trio with Ann Somers; Morelli Orch '17); created and
staged
by
Jack
Entrattcr; $3 min¬
$1.50 cover.
imum.
Always a heavy fave with the
elderly juves woh can afford the
going nitery tabs, Vic Damone
returns to El Morocco and this im¬
peccable singer is still top-drawer
in every respect.
Damone has the savvy and good
taste with his songalog not only to
satisfy the pro but also wow all
levels of cafe l;fe. Backed by his
own pianist Robert Smale and
'drummer Marty Angelo, together
with an enlarged band, Damone
does nearly 50 minutes as he re¬
prises his former hits, updates with
such items as “Gigi” but gets big¬
gest response from the everlasting
Porter and Gershwin standards.
A deft sense of timing and hep
phrasing do much to bolster per¬
formance and his clincher of
“Funny Valentine” with a special
arrangement by his 88er is stand¬
out.
Comic Jack Durant amuses with
an endless stream of husky stories
about his wife .and the problems
of domesticity laced with the odd
song, a few pratfalls and much kid¬
ding with ringsiders. Durant has
a good time; everybody has a good
time.
Dancer Lolita de Carlo with
Remy and Kelly open show with
two okay numbers. Miss de Carlo
also spots a single during session
which appeals visually because of
her amply-endowed figure.

Newt.

Nat King Cole’s mellow pipery
has eased back into the Copa Room,
where the star is one ;of Jack Entratter’s hottest attractions. This
time around. Cole caps his turn ss
part of a dar/y production num¬
ber with the Texas Copa Girls (13)
where he sings “Cuba” in a color¬
ful and lively setting. Other num¬
bers include “St. Louis Woman.”
“Thou Swell.” “I’m In Love” “But
Not For Me,” “Ballerina,” “Mor:a
Lisa,” “Too Young,” “Come Closer
To Me,” “The Party’s Over” and
“Just One of Those Things.” Neat
punctuation is an 88 solo of “I
Want To Be Happy.”
Dan Rowan & Dick Martin, top
faves here .for several years, pro¬
vide a strong balance to the bill.
The comedy .team seems to im¬
prove with each outing, and in
this the boys trot out a Morty
Stevens arrangement of “Lazy
River” in which both score with
vocal blending. Film and tv ex¬
posure has added to the boxoffice
potency of the act.
New production number choreoraphed by Bob Gilbert and Reijne
Stuart has . bullfight theme and
features the big. voice of Steve
Rossi, sin^fcg
“Granada.”
It
shows off Antonio Morelli orch
to tbjreffect. (Show runs until Dec.
17, when Sanuny Davis Jr. returns.
;
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Roxy, NT. Y, s
Robert C. Rothafel presentation
of “Keys to the City/* with Evelyn
Brooks, Dorothy Keller, Henry
Micfiet;- Hines Bros. (2), Dancers
Modeme, Roxy Singers, Robert
Boucher Orch; staging and direc¬
tion, Rothafel; choreography, Ray
Frost & Kenny Springer; costumes,
Wvnniford Morton; sets, . Bruno
Maine; “The Tunnel of Lave"
(20th), reviewed in Variety Oct.
IS, *58.
Previously saluting Alaska in a
shew labelled “The 49th Star,” the
Roxy has turned to more familiar
territory with “Keys to the City.”
For this 40-minute session em¬
ploys skyline as a colorful back¬
ground to songs and dances of the
house ensemble and principals.
With the Robert C. Rothefel pro¬
duction is based upon an exciting
theme, few of the show’s "Six se¬
quences have a genuine audience
impact. Among the better scenes
is “Tenement Symphony,” stirring¬
ly sung by trench-coated Henry
Michel. He’s backed by a group
of singers-dancers who cavort
about in some interesting choreog¬
raphy devised by Ray Frost and.
Kenny Springer.
Less auspicious is te stint of
songstress Evelyn Brooks. Per¬
haps the vastness of the house may
have been a factor, but she fails
to cop more than polite plaudits for
her interpretation of such tunes as
“life Is Just a Bowl of Cherries”
and **Swanee.”
Sandwiched in
the layout are the Hines Bros., a
pair of diminutive hoofers who
register in varied routines.
Dorothy Keller, a sprightly im¬
pressionist, is spotted in a bit apt¬
ly named “The Big Audition.”
She’s an animated skirt-’n’-blouse
femme who puts Iotsa energy into,
making like Ray Bolger. She also
has a sexy rock *n’ roll number.
However, her shrill voice can be¬
come rather wearing.
Entire company is seen to ad¬
vantage in the opening sequence.
Stroblite effects accent the imag¬
inative WInniford Morton cos¬
tumes while stills of the Gotham
skyline' thrown on the Cinema-;
Scope screen provide an appropri¬
ate touch. Finale has a cha cha
motif. Its effectiveness is height¬
ened by the fine backing of Robert
Boucher’s house orch onstage.
Sets of Bruno Maine are also an
asset. On the whole, managing di¬
rector Rothafel has done very well
with what appears to be a limited
budget. However, he still seems
to be feeling his way inasmuch as
this is only the-third production of
the house’s new stage policy.
Gilb..

are a weirdly assorted male bean¬
pole and a grimacing female who
do a competent aero kock-ahout
filler. Menito & Michele are a fair
magicp entry with emphasis on
making many-sized gloves out of
little ones. It is okay, if familiar,
in the sleight-of-hand department.
Walyanes (8) are an Afro dance
group who give fine production
dress in some frenzied terping and
fire-eating to beating tom-toms.
This is a frenetic entry earmarked
for Yank boite and video possibili¬
ties. Nordics (3> are a muscular
group in for fine contortions and
balancing to make for a topnotcb
entry. Trotters Bros. (0) handle a
group of stringed puppets well for
a beguiling interlude.
Mask.

f'SlSlEff
interval slotting. His fun-fodder
was of indifferent quality and
failed to rouse more than a titter
of yocks; In fairness to comedian,
number of outfrouters in stalls at
show caught was at a minimum.
More comedy and with! greater
pace came from Harry Bailey, Irish
comedian, who romped along vigor¬
ously with patter and gags in blar¬
ney style; one of is gimmicks is
to round off long phrases of simi¬
lar-sounding lengthy words, gamer¬
ing a round of mitting at end of
each.
Archie Glen, in role of a drunk,
gives out with some earthy humor
and . suggestive material, and fur¬
ther lowers quality of the layout in
an old-style act. Freedie Harri¬
son has originality in approach to
piano playing with tricks. Two
Hellos are mixed team in trick cycl¬
ing. Jean & Peter Barbour come
up with best support act in good
stilt-dancing, manipulating puppets
from aloft Average opener in
song & dance by the two Taylor
Maids. Bobby Dowds orch offers
competent showbacking.
GordL.
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 2$

NEW YORK CITY
MUSIC

HALL 27

Szonys .
Francis Brarm
Corps do Ballet
Hockette*
II. Paigfi Ore.
ROXY,

Evelyn Brooks
Hines Bros.
Henry Michel
Dorothy Keller
Troupers
Balladeers
Robt. Boucher Oro

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
TIvon

Winifred Atwell
Morecambe & Wise
Gaston Palmer
2 Earls
Boss A Howitt
J A D Rees
3 Sylverkihgs
Vic Sabrino
Lorraine Bransgrove
Beverly UrquhartSYDNEY
TIvoU

Merry Macs
Fredye Marshall

Simone Moo In
Margo Glancy
John Broadway
Norman Yemm
Sally- Richardson
Deidr* Green
Susanna A Escorts
BRISBANE
Her Mi testy's

Larry Griswold
Johnny Lockwood
Anny Berryer
Medlock A Marlowe
Winnetou it Squaw
Rayes it Faye
Barton it StuchbVy
Williams it Shand
Edit Jubnsz
Frank Ward

Arnley A Gloria
Finsbury Park* London
Terry Scanlon
London, Nov. 18.
Kuban Dancers
Max & Cberie
Toiii DaZIi (with Bert Williams),
L’Olympla, Paris
Digby Wolfe, Joe Church, Freddie
BRITAIN
Paris, Nov. 18.
Frinton & May Warden, Mink DeASTON
GLASGOW
Georges Brasserie, Michele ArEmpire
vine & Barbara, Three Paulos, Al¬
Hlppodrereft
Nitwits
Jean Bertola,
Georges Terry Cantor
len Bros. & June C3), Marie De naud,
Magyar Ballet
Reich's
Ballet
H
olympia
(101,
Danny Purches
Vere Trio, Sydney Kaplan Orch.
Red Preston
Morton Fraser’s Co.
Marco, Gatos (S), Pia Colombo, Dale WarrenGold A Cordell
With the Palladium presenting Jean-Marie Frostier, Marottes (6); Colleen Laine
O'Neill A Haig
Toiya Kee
HANLEY
a revue, the Prince of Wales bous¬ ?2 top.
Lake it Rose
Royal
ing a musical, the Hippodrome
Kenny Cantor
Norman Evans
having been converted into a thea¬
Hirsute, mustachioed and heavy- John Walters
Clarkson A Leslie
BRADFORD
Gladys Morgan Co.
tre restaurant and the Casina long set, singer Georges Brassens sweats
Norma Evans
since having passed over to Cine¬ and chants his way through a re¬ Earl Alhambra
Duo Russmar
Sc Vaughan
rama, there is currently no West novated songalog that earns him Gaye Sis
TAP Derrick
Bu«g>li
Sc 'Susie/
Les
Brazillanos
End situation for the exposure of mighty mitts. Though his music,
LEEDS
Paul
King
new vaude talent. As a; result, guitar playing and singing voice Winters it Fielding
Empire
Hylda Baker
variety acts havfe to show their are elementally simple, his biting, P it J Yuile
£arl
Hackford A Doyle
talents in nabe situations. It is mordant but witty, poetic and an¬ Roy
George A Lydia
this situation that compelled Toni archic songs make him a unique Rosinas_
JAP Barbour
BRIGHTON
Dalli to make bis Metropolitan bow house star on the boards here.
Betty Fox Co.
Hippodrome
LIVERPOOL
at Finsbury Park as part of a
Brassens no longer glares at his Joan Regan
Empire
Moss Empires’ tour.
aud, and success has brought a 3 Vitalities
Murray A Maidle
Although in the past be has touch of humor which enhances 3Sav^en
Tassi A Partner
Rayros
.King Bros.
played in cabaret in Hollywood,; his still rich vein of material. Jimmy Gay
Freddie Frinton
it Griff
Las Vegas and the West End, this Whether lamenting the life of a Mild
Wilson, Keppel A
B it J Young
was his first London vande date. poor fool who could never make it Pat
Betty
Rosa
Peter Cavanagh
He reveals a solid vocal talent and with a lifelong; love, or kidding
COVENTRY
Francois A Zandra
emerges as one of the few singers himself and his audiences on the
Coventry
Kid A I
of modern times who can bold an shock content of his songs and out¬ David Whitfield
Alexia Troupe
3 Kaye Sis
NEWCASTLE
audience—when he tries—without look, he is in rare form and a solid, Jimmy
Wheeler
Empire
the use of a microphone. He’s a offbeat entertainer. He looks to 3 Monarch*
Dickie Valentine
personable young man with good have this four-week show In clover. Lane A Truzzi
EdOrics
3 Merkys
George Martin
looks, an amiable style and a
Michele Arnaud is a petite, so¬ Elaine A Rodolph Freddie Harrison
friendly approach. His pipes were phisticated singer whose drawing Grace O'Connor
Gin Bros.
Mitchell Co.
obviously trained for better things room airs and innuendos effective¬ Geo.
Rose A Marion
Davis Co.
Sharpe A Iris
than- vaude, but he has the facility ly counterpoint Brassens’ heavy¬ JoanEDINBURGH
SUNDERLAND
for adapting his vocalizing for pop weight swipes. Assured in bearing,
Empire
Empire
consumption. His current disks are style and songs, she also scores. Mudlarks
Marty Wilde
Horler
2
Jean
A
Verne
/
on the upgrade and he’s steadily
Jean Bertola has a pleasant, Jackie German
Nancy Whiskey
building a worthwhile following. deep voice hut conventional reper¬ Lorrae Desmond
Roy Rivers
He displays his versatility with toire and opening night nervous¬ Donald B. Stuart
John Barry 7
Fey Jover
A Bee
a range of numbers which includes ness, with a tendency to sing in Laycock
Allen Bros. — June Dave Gray
“Granada,” “Around the World in
Kelty A Della
wrong key, peg him primarily Pete Martin
80 Days,” “On With the Motley” the
a local filler.
and his latest waxing, “Catari
Pia Colombo is a statesque, well
Catari.” His verbal intros between built
girl who insists on wearing
numbers have a rare charm, capi¬ Left Bank
sweater and skirt while
talizing on bis self-confessed in¬ purveying belting,
dramatic mate¬
adequate knowledge of the Eng¬ rial. By changing style
to a more
lish language.
svelte songstress, her fine pipes
NEW YORK CITY
For the rest, the bill is disap-; may
turn
her
into
a
good
blues or
pointing. Digby Wolfe, a polished
’ Blue. Angel
Dean Sheldon
Latin Quarter ,
_ Davis A Spouse
comedian, seems out of his element torch singer for intime rooms.
A. M. Alberghetti
Marco has a remarkable act. A Martha Wright
with a suburban audience and bis
Reyneaux
Noonan A Marshall
good
looking,
personable
young
wit
and
humorous
appeal
seem
Geo.
Matson
Marvyn
Roy
Bobino, Paris
Lyon S
Dick Curry
mainly designed for more sophisti¬ man up-ends two cue Sticks on his Jimmy
Pony Sherrell
Paris, Nov. 25.
cated ears. Joe Church is another chin topped by a tray with glasses Bart Howard
Ben
Selr
Jo
Lombardi
Oro
Maria
Candido,
Paul Peri, comic who finds the going hard of liquid thereon. Then, with a Alice Gbostely
B Hariowe Ore
Pierre Dac, Paule Desjardins, and has- to overstrain for effect. knife in his teeth, on which is bal¬ Mae Barnes
Le Cuptdon
Jay
Lawrence
Gale
Robbins
anced,
tip
to
tip,
a
sword
with
a
Pierre Perret, Menito & Michele, Freddie Frinton’s wellknown but
Jimmie Daniels
Howard Beder
Walyanes (8>, Ruman & Kita, Nor¬ labored sketch, “Dinner for One,” tray and glasses on top, he ups on Three Flames
Xsh Ugardi Ore
Grand
Catun Ore
dics (3>, Trotters Bros. (2), Jean in which he steadily gets tight a ladder and does some aero bits Murray
Casanova
while serving at dinner for his; on top and then descends with it. Margaret Lecuona 3' TedInternational
Harold; $1.50 top.
Lewis
Madame and her absent guests, 1 It almost stretches the effect too
Chateau Madrid
fBeverly Marshall
much, but this is a topflight off¬ Los Orlandos
Cathy Basic
Maria Candido, in spite of a few also misses although the stock gags beat act ripe for the U.S.
Ralph Font Ore
Pat Paterno
raise
a
laugh.
Mink
Devine,
a
bestselling disks, has been pushed
Ore
Eddie Lawrence A
Gatos (3) are a bouncy, dynamic Panchito
Cortez
Connie
into the “live” star brackets too baggypants clown who plays a wide aero group with savvy contortions Candi
Mpgpnna Line
Copacabana
soon. Sleek, with a pleasant face, range of instruments, has a routine and comedy mixed with hep acro¬ Mickey
Rooney
Palmier! Ore
which
would
get
the
laughs
from
Joey Foreman
Mike Durso Ore
she lacks a notable .figure and is
batics to mike this a firSt-rate Janice Harper
New Roumanian
ill at ease at the mike, without the kids at a circus but only re- ] filler. Jean-Marie Proslier is an Harry
.Bell
Sadie Banks
savvy projection. Her potpourri of ceives lukewarm response from okay patter comedian on current, Bob Warren
Carolyn Carpenter
clientele. Allen Bros. & June '
Lou Donn Ore
Larry
Wilde
sugary ballads and Latino.numbers adult
on a lively acrobatic, terp rou¬ topics, but a toning down of his Pagan Ore
Steadman
does not help dispel this lack of put
tine, the Three Paulos do a con¬ fey, swishy mannerisms would Downstairs Room Granado Ore
individuality.
RSVP
Demi
Dozen
help.
Jean Arnold
Mabel Mercer
Though voice is well timbred, ventional . aerialist act and the
Ballet Holympia (10), headed Jane Connell
De Vere Trio provide a sim¬
Savoy Hilton
albeit a little too much high reg¬ Marie
Cea
Cabot
Emile
Petti Ore
by
Yank,
choreographer-dancer
ple and fresh opener. Backing- by
ister, She remains more a platter the
Fletcher
Town A Country
Sydney Kaplan orch is up to Georges Reich, gives out some Jack
George Hall
Davis A Reese
than a house personality. She does standard.
snappy ballets. Rightly vulgarized Gerry Mathew*
Myro.
Bobby
Darrin
not look ready for Yank chances.
Nejla Ates
for house use, they pep up and Stan Keen
More roadwork is in store. TwoNo. 1 Fifth Avt.
Two Guys A Geisha
round out this good bill.
Phyllis Diller
Burnell Dncrs
week show appears in for fair biz.
Empire, Glasgow
Marottes (6) are another high¬ Stewart Bose
Ned Harvey Ore
Paul Peri, on the other hand,
Glasgow, Nov. 20.
Slcarl Ore
light. Atop a low black curtain a Harold Fonville
has his songalog well in hatod. In
Bishop
Two Guitars
Edmund Hockridge (with Jimmy
of inventive puppets dance, JoanHotel
Aster
Olga Valdi
a pleasant baritone, be sings of Bailey), Bill Maynard, Harry Bai¬ group
cavort or do their own minature Irving Fields
Ivan Nepa
faraway places, with proper dash¬ ley, Jean & Peter Barbour, Archie house
Hotel Roosevelt
Xenia Branto
revue for good effect. Top
es of drama and poetics, and Glen, Freddie Harrison, Two Hel¬ bit is a run-in between a zany Guy Lombardo Ore K. Poliansky Oro
Xn«h» Uadanoff
Hotel Plain
seems to have been there. He is los,
Viennese Lantern
Taylor Maids (2), Bobby Dowds caterpillar and a snail. Sound ef¬ Jacquel'n Francoise
competent with a ballad and a nat¬
Straeter Ore
Michel Ine Bardin
fects and patter are particularly Ted
Mark Monte Ore
Zozo Sapountzaki
ural standard here, but also sans Orch.
striking. This act looks right for
Hotel Pierre
Ernest
Schoen
the personal approach needed for
Mimi Benzell
Village Barn
Vaude falls by the wayside with Yank video or boite chances.
Yank chances except at intime
Bill Tabbert
Belle Carroll
Mosk.
Wilbur Evans
Tex Fletcher
boites, where his poise and drive layouts such, as this, the poorest to
Joseph Ricardel Ore Flash Mason
play the No. 1 Scot vaudery in
could pay off.
Alan Logan Ore
Karen Thorsell
Pierre Perret does some pleas¬ some time. With one or two ex¬ Marie McDonald’* X-Ray
Hotel Taft
Mickey O'Malley
ceptions,
the
support
is
generally
Vincent Lopex Ore Low Harold Ore
ant self-cleffeci ditties with a nasal
Hotel
St.
Roglt
Village Vanguard
Houston, Nov. 25.
twang. But ballads seem coy in¬ weak:
MonteL
Ernestine Anderson
Headlining, Edmund Hockridge,
Marie McDonald, who made Fernanda
stead of penetrating, and he sounds
Ray Bari, Ore.
Johnny Griffin
WeMorf-Ast&rta
too much like star Georges Bras- tall, well-built C a- n a d i a n-boru news in Dallas recently when she MHt Shaw Ore
Hotel St. Moritz
Harry Belafonte
sens, but suffering in the natural singer, scores heftily with pleas¬ went to court to collect her salary Marshall
Grant 3
Millard Thomas
comparison. Paule Desjardins i$ an ing personality and strong set of for a night club engagement, hit
In Bebell
EmO Coleman Ore
Nancy Kenyon
Bela Bahai Ore
okay chirp with well silken rendi¬ pipes. He registers solidly with the headlines in Houston also.
tions of ballads, but also"-sans the “Volar e” and “More Than Ever,”
CHICAGO
Appearing at the new Tidelands
eclat for anything but plush boite and recaps with a selection from Hotel, she fainted and struck her
RJack Orchid
■two Note
“Carousel,” show in which he
fill-ins at offshore spots.
Sarah Vaughan
Don Rickies
Peter Appleynrd 4
Pierre Dae is an acidulous patter clicked some years ago in the head on a concrete floor. She will Jennie .Smith
undergo
X-rays
to
determine
the
Chez
Pare*
Joe.Parncllo<31
man who gets yocks with his savvy ILK. Exits to warm mitting.
Eydie Gorme
Blue Angot
dobbletalk and innuendo. Jean.] Bill Maynard, English comedian, extent of injuries.
Helen Fergusod
Vagabonds (4)
While enroute here her plane Ted Shoven 3
Geo. Cook Ore.
Harold mixes known beads wszli who has built up repute largely via
Panther
Chos Adorable* ttl
unlikely bodies on slides for an tv spotlighting, had a tough time developed trouble, and was forcedi Mighty
Lord Carlton
Cloister Inn
okay sight entry. Human & Kita attempting to win yocks in pre¬ to lan<L
Lord Chriate
Dick Haymes

Cabaret Bills

Fran Jefferies
Ramsey Lewis Trio

Mister

Kelly's

Gene Baylos
Conrad Hilton
Peggy Dletrick
Harrison A Kossi
Noberti
Marty Rubinstein S
Helga Neff
Marx A Frigo
Hans Leiter
Palmer House
Heinz Kroel
Los Chavales
Charlie Fisk Ork 10 Isabela A Miguel
Drake.
Ben Arden Ore
Patricia Wilson
Preview Lounge
Jimmy Blade Ora
Harry Epps' MusGate of Hern
_ kat Ramblers
Bob Gibson
Tony Bellua 3
Anita Sheer
Sutherland
London House
Sonny Stitt A
Cy Coleman
Three Sounds

LOS ANGELES
Band

Bex

Billy Gray
Barbara Heller
Guy Rennie
Jackie Hilliard
Boh Bailey's ore
Ban Biua'«
Ben Blue
Helen Boice
Smith Twins
Sally Blythe
Charles Vespia
Sammy Wolf
Dick Bernie
Richard Cannon
Ivan Lane Ore
Cocoanut Grove

Earths Ktt
Freddy Martin Ora
Crescendo

Mort Sahl

The Treniers
Interlude

Earl Grant
T. C. Jones
Morty Jacobs Trie
Moulin Rouge

Mills Bros.
Jay Lawrence.
"Wonderful World’*
Elate Bros.

Arthur Walsh
Bobbi Parker
Johnny Fergus on 3
Statler Hotel

Alan Jones
Skinnay Ennis Ore
Ye Little Club

Cleopatra John's
Joe Felix
Roger Nichols

LAS VEGAS
Desert hut

•Newcomers of '28"
Paul Whiteman
Harry Richman
Rudy Vallee
Buster Keaton
Billy Gilbert
Ari. Johnson
Donn Arcen Dncrs
Carlton Hayes O^c
'•Minsky's Folies
International"
Tempest Storm
Norton A Patricia
Irv Benson
Marilyn Dann
Samy Bros.
Sharon Randall
Alan Roberts
Tommy (Mot) Raft
Barbara Esko
Murray Brisco
Vickie Denas
Cee Davidson Ore
El

Cortez

Ross! A Boyer
Eddie Bush.
Versatiles

El Rancho Vegas

Jane Rumen
Norman A Dean
McKay A Charles
Dick Rice Orch
Flamingo
Platters
Jay Jason
Dunhilla
Goofers
Don Kirk
Flamingoettes
Jack Cathcart Or*

"Ziegfeld Ponies'*
Jane Morgan
Dickie Henderson
Helen Wood
Andrea Dancers
Ving Merlin
Bill Shirley
Sue Ann Langdon
Ray. Sinatra Ore
Sahara

'Kay Starr
Stan Fisher
4 Step Bros.
Stan Fisher.
Saharem Dancers
Louis Basil Ore
Mary Kaye Trio
Nat King Cole
RoWen A Martin
Ella Fitzgerald
Steve Rossi
Texas Cope Girls
Antonio MorelB Old
Shewnest
Shirley Scott
Garr Nelson
Showboat Girls
Vic Artese Ore
Silver dripper

Hank Henry
Suey Sin
Sherry Schone
Sparky Kaye
Red Marshall
Danny Jacobs
Annie Maloney
Geo. Redman Or*
Stardust

Lido De Paris
‘‘Ces't Magnifique"
Billy Daniels
Fremont Hotel
Happy Jesters
Honeycones
Wingy Manona
Deedy A.Bill
TrofMcana
Gayle Walton
Dick -Shawn
Make Believes
Dante DTaulo
Golden Nugget
Barbara Luna
Harry Ranch
Carla Alberghetti
Lee A Faye May¬
Jack Ackerman
nard
Ray Malone
Art (Cow Eyes) En- Perez Prado
gler
D Williams Singers
Sons of Gold’n Wst Nat Brandwynne
Riviera
Ore

MIAMI - MIAMI BEACH
Americana

Jose Greco Co.
Howard Brooks
Lee Martin Ore
Nina Ramon
Balmoral

Charlie Farrell
Billy Mitchell
Miekey Gentile
Jose Curhelo Ore
Clever Club

Moorman A Picadilly Pipers
Bonnie Davis
Bab Novack Ore
Eden Roc

Dorothy Sarnoff
Ford“ A Reynolds
Walter Nye Ore
Jackie Heller
Sonny Kendis Ore
Luis Varona Ore

Fontainebleau

Murray Schlamns
Sacasas Ore
Pup) Campo Ore
Harbour Leung*

SSnBny Walsh
Gilbert A Tracy
Rasha Roden
Tony Matas
Lucerne

Havana Maxell Gras
Diosa Costello
Milos Velarde
Don Casino
Tonia Flores
Tony St Fran cells.
•Tuan Romero
David Tyler Or*
The Grate

Joe Mooney Qdartet
Johnny Smith
Herbie Brock Ore
Phil Ruedy 3

HAVANA
Capri

Juan Guerrero
Gloria y Rolando
Victor Alverex
Somavilla Ore
Calvet Ore
Huron
Fernando Albuem*
Metamoros Trio
Gladys A Freddy
J. Moreno Ore
Fajardo Ore
Naclenal

Granada Den,
Marco Tovar
Les Buccanieys
Dancing Waters
W Reyes Ore
Gina Romand
Manolo Torrent*
Ana y Julio
Rlvltra

Olga Guillot

MitsouM A Robert*
Gina Martin
Raul de Mesa
NilO. Rodriguez
Conrad Wilson
Felix Guerrero Ore.
Sans food.
Alberto Aguila
Gloria A Rolando
Victor Alverex
La Seri* Ore
Ortega Ore
Tropica na

Leooella Gonzales
Xiemara Alfaro
Marta Castillo
Berta Depuy
Guaxacheros
Rolo Martinez
Henry Boyer
Tropicana Ballet
S Suarez Orq
Romeu Orq

SAN FRANCISCO
Backstage
Stan Arnold
Rene Joubert
Alfredo Cortes
Eluard Burt
Rlackhawk
Cal TJader 5
Canterbury
Geo. Alexander
Benny Strong OreEasy Stroot
Turk Murjjhy Ore
Cathy Hayos
Martin Danny
Fairmont total
Gogt Grant
R. lUfkarhar Or*
44* Club
Larry 1Winter*
Carol 1Davis

Gay 90's

Bee A Ray Goman
Sylvie St. Clair
Dick Keegan Ora
Hungry I

Kaye Ballard .
Tom 0*Horgan
Stan Wilson
Jam Workshop

Vlrgfl Gonsalves 0
On the Lev**
Kid Ory Ore
Purple Onion
Coachmen 3
Rett Russell
Lew Gottlieb
343 Club
Barbara Barr
Barbara A MoaaheU
Moro-Landis Dcrs
BUI Clifford Or*.
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Yesteryears Golden Road Stand, Its
Bleak (or Pittsburgh This Year
Pittsburgh, Nov. 25.
Although the Nixon Theatre has
had fairly good going so far this
autumn, prospects for the balance
of the season are bleak, and this
once-prosperous road city may
wind up the 1958-59 season no
better than last year. The trouble
is all too simple—not enough tour¬
ing shows.
It would be easy to work up syn¬
thetic enthusiasm for the Nixon’s
slate thus far. -There have been
five hookings, as follows (with re¬
spective grosses for each), “Li’l
Abner,” . $31,500; “Two for the
Seesaw,” $25,300; “Sunrise atCampobello,” $24,500; “Look Back in
Anger,” $14,400,” and last week’s
“Third Best Sport,” $16,700.
Except for “Look Back in
Anger,” which hit the boxoffice
skids here, and “Sport,” a tryout
and therefore an unknown value,
business was adequate or perhaps
mildly profitable. But in justice to
the legit appetite of the Pitt pub¬
lic, none of the shows was a Broad¬
way hit with the original cast.
“Abner”, and “Anger” had -who-dat
leads, while “Seesaw” and “Campobello” were second companies
with less-than-top stars.
For the remainder of the season,
there Is one definite booking and
two of what are euphemistically
called prospects. The certain item
is the pre-Broadway tourer, “The
Warm Peninsula,” starring Julie
Harris, a lively ^ boxoffice name.
The two possibilities are “The
Dark at the Top of the Stairs,”
which will have an all-unknown
cast (unless a name is signed to
replace Teresa Wright) and “Bells
Are Ringing,” with June Havoc as
successor for Judy Holliday. “Ro¬
manoff and Juliet,” starring Peter
Ustinov, has cancelled its booking.
So. the Nixon is bringing back
the film version of “South Pacific,”
opening Dec. 28 and continuing
until a legit booking materializes
or the public response becomes in¬
adequate. Last season the Nixon
played eight weeks of legit shows
to good grosses. So far this season
It has played five shows to only
passable biz. Things don’t look
good.

ALU FELT AS
TOURS DECLINE
By HOBE MORRISON

Revise ‘Compulsion’ For
Arena Staging in H’wood
Los Angeles, Nov, 25. .
A
production, -contemplated
early next year of “Compulsion”
at the Players Ring Theatre here
has been postponed , to permit au¬
thor Meyer Levin to revise the
script for the house’s central stag¬
ing.
“Blue Denim” has been set to
replace “Compulsion” following
the current run of “View from the
Bridge,” probably early next Febraiy. If the Arthur Miller play con¬
tinues until then it will have
racked up a near 11-month stay
at the theatre.

Atlantic City Sez:
Tryouts No Flop
Atlantic City, Nov. 25.
George A. Hamid Jr., operator
of the, Warren Theatre here, and
local VIPs, including Mayor Alt¬
man, are burning over raps di¬
rected at the legit venture by
Broadway columnists Dorothy Kilgallen and Walter Winchell. Both
ran items stating “Atlantic City
has had it as a tryout town.”
Miss Kilgallen asserted the au¬
diences were “spa'rse and chilly,”
while Winchell similarly noted
“the spectators are too frigid or
won’t turn out.” Hamid, in re¬
buttal, points to the grosses regis¬
tered by the four shows that have
thus far played the 1,470-seater.
The shows and respective figures
reported by Hamid were “Drink
to Me Only,” $26,474; “Make a Mil¬
lion,” $22,926; “Patate,” $22,406;
and “Epitaph for George Dillon,”
$19,639.
The four entries were part of a
five-show local subscription series,
which ends with this week’s en(Continued on page 73)

Playwrights Formerly
Told All in Sun. Pieces;
Now They Write Books
Legit authors are beginning to
make a habit of parlaying their
Broadway hits by writing books
about them. Richard Bissell started
it last year with “Say, Darling”
(Atlantic-Little, Brown) and Mere¬
dith Willson and William Gibson
are about to follow with “The
Story of the Music Man” {Henry
Holt) and “The Seesaw Log” {Al¬
fred Knopf), respectively.
The Willson book .will be an ac¬
count of the writing and produc¬
tion of the hit musical, “The Music
Man,” from the time the authorcomposer began it, at the urging
of his wife and various friends, to
the triumphant opening night on
Broadway. It’s expected to be
good-natured in tone.
Gibson’s book is expected to go
into considerable detail on the
( Continued on page 73}

SET ROAD FINALES ON
TUNNEL’, ‘ROMANOFF
Closing dates have been set for;
two current touring productions,
“Tunnel of Love” and “Romanoff
and Juliet" The former entry,
starring Eddie Bracken, winds up
with a one-niter Dec. 6 at the,
Coliseum, Evansville, Ind. “Roman¬
off,” starring Peter Ustinoff, ter¬
minates its run Jan. 3, after three,
weeks at the Blackstone Theatre,
Chicago.
“Tunnel,” produced by the Thea¬
tre Guild in association with
Manuel D. Herbert, began its road:
hike last Oct. 4. “Romanoff,” pro¬
duced by David Merrick,” has been
touring since exiting Broadway
last Sept. 13.

The dwindling road, a source of
increasing concern to legit man¬
agements in recent years, is ap¬
parently approaching a crisis. Om¬
inous signs are evident to Broad¬
way producers, out of town theatre
operators, critics and draipa edi¬
tors. Various factors are involved.
Although business for touring
shows has spurted in the last few
weeks, lifting the total gross to
about $1,000,000 more than at the
corresponding period last season,
the total number of playing weeks
(representing the volume of pro¬
ductions on the road), is substan¬
tially below the general level of a
few years ago. And while a few key
J cities have been getting at least
j subsistence supply of bookings,
most of town theatre are having
skimpier pickings than ever.
Moreover, boxoffice returns for
most touring productions appear
to be continuing the decline'of re¬
cent years, with a few powerhouse
hits taking a major share of the
business. As usual, cancellations
(Continued on page 75)

Minneapolis Case:
All Set for Road
Shows, But When?
Minneapolis, Nov. 25.
Minneapolis legit fans are won¬
dering what gives.
Local theatre manager Bennie
Berger kicked up a cloud of dust
last summer to arrange for an
available theatre and, in response
to an intensive public drive and
fervent urgings from Theatre Guild
representatives; an approximate
3/)00 subscribers signed up for the
Guild-American Theatre Society
season.
So what has happened? Not "a
(Continued fra page 74)

LEGITIMATE

Blaine It on Critics (as Usual)
Chicago, Nov. 18.
Though Chicago is the nation’s
second largest- city and a major
convention centre, with the great¬
est audience potential outside of"
New York, touring shows are in¬
Tokyo, Nov. 18.
creasingly hooking smaller towns
Fifty-five members of the Mos¬ and bypassing this quondam cul¬
cow Art Theatre will visit Japan tural oasis of the midwest. The
in early December for a 35-per¬ situation, while not new, seems to
formance tour of key cities. The be getting worse, and puzzled local
repertoire will include “The Cher¬ legiters are worried.
ry Orchard,” “The Lower Depths,”
The signs began to get ominous
“The.Three Sisters” and “Restless in the 1956-57 season when “The
Old Age,” the last-named written Lark” and.“Chalk Garden” toured
in 1937 and first staged in 1956. a number of cities in this direction
Performances are booked for but never stopped in Chi. This
Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya and Yawata. semester a much smaller mid west¬
The Japan tour ties in with the ern city, Detroit, will have had at
Russian group’s 60th anniversary least three shows that won’t hit
Chi, the revival of “Can-Can” and
celebration.
two tryouts, “Night Circus” and
“Third Best Sport.”
“Enrico VI” was the'-soltf tryout
slated for the Windy City this
year, hut it has folded en route to
New York. Prior to its premature
closing however, the show’s man¬
agement cancelled a scheduled
Chicago date, reportedly to avoid
facing caustic local critics.
Boston, Nov. 25.
So again the perennial question
More profits for Broadway pro¬ has been revived, are Chicago’s
ducers and fewer disappointed try- j critics killing local legit? The an¬
out-city legit patrons would result swer seems to be the same as ever
if indicated smash hits were —it depends on where you sit.
booked for longer tune-up engage¬ Sydney-Harris, of the Daily News,
ments. That’s the suggestion of panned Old Vic’s “Hamlet,” and it
Elinor Hughes, drama critic of the was a sellout. Claudia Cassidy or
Boston Herald, commenting on the Seymour Raven, of the Tribune,
current break-in stand of “The rapped nearly every show at EdgeFlower Drum Song,” at the Sliu- water Beach Playhouse over two
bert Theatre here. -The aisle- seasons, and the silo never seemed
sitter’s idea was aired in a recent to feel the effects. Sometimes the
reviews may help and sometimts
Sunday column.
they presumably hurt, but it has
The Rodgers-Hammerstein (with never proved that Chicago pans
Joseph Fields) musical was an ad¬ will put shows into red ink.
vance sellout for its four-and-a-half
The aggregate critics’ scorecard
weeks’ tryout. Practically from the last season showed nearly twice
after-premiere morning, lots of as many favorable notices as un¬
legit fans in the Hub and environs favorable, yet some of the favored
have been peppering the Shubert I shows fared less well” than some of
boxoffice, ticket brokers, drama
(Continued on page 73)
critics and everyone but passing
pedestrians with pleas to get seats
to the show. So how long could
“Flower Drum Song” ^remain in
Boston, if booking schedules per(Continued on page 73)
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Alexander H. Cohen, the New
York booking representative for
the Erlanger and Locust Theatres
in Philadelphia, is trying to estab¬
lish a pattern of three-week book¬
ings for the two houses. Bookings
of three weeks or longer have be¬
come more or less standard musi¬
cal tryouts in Philly, but straight
plays have generally stayed only
a fortnight, or in some cases a
single week.
There’s a dual basis for Cohen’s
reasoning on the proposed longer
booking for straight- play tryouts
at the two William Golrman-operated theatres. He figures that the
extra week can be justified finan¬
cially, on the one hand by at least
adequate boxoffice returns and on
the other by special contractual
terms and exploitation gimmicks.
Most shows breaking in at either
the Erlanger or Locust can take
advantage of a dark preceding week
to use the house for final dress re¬
hearsals and a previous-Saturday
night paid preview. The modified
terms should compensate for any
reduced gross .the third week,
Cohen believes, particularly if the
extended booking takes the place
of a break-in half-week in a
smaller-population tryout town.
The fact that Goldman provides
Erlanger and Locust tenants with
gratis-trailer plugs at his various
film houses in and around Philly,
and offers the services of#his own
local theatre party bureau, is an
extra come-on for extended tryout
bookings, Cohen figures.
Thus far, Cohen has set three
straight shows for three-week try¬
outs. ’Tall Story” plays the ex¬
tended stand at the Locust, open¬
ing Dec. 29, following a break-in
split-week at the Playhouse, Wil¬
mington, “Rashomon” will be at
the Erlanger for the same threeweek span. The third entry, “Sweet
Bird of Youth,” plays a three-week
break-in opening Feb. 9.
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Shows on Broadway

Seek $275,€08 Fund For
Oregon Bard Festival

Wednesday, November 26, 1958

hside Stuff—Legit

Ashland, Ore., Nov. 25.
The friendship between George Bernard Shaw and Mrs. Patrick
TUe Shadow of Gunman vigor in the small part of a deadlyA month-long campaign to raise Campbell, already scheduled for stage representation-in the forthcom¬
Cheryl Crawford & Joel Schenker pres¬ quiet terrorist.
entation, by arrangement with the Actors’
Arthur Malet offers a colorful $275,000 for the construction of a ing “Dear Liar,” will also be the subject of a play, “A Figleaf in Her
Studio. Inc., of two-act drama by\Sean
new theatre for the annual Oregon Bonnet,” by Jesse Thorn. In addition, London News Chronicle drama
O’Casey. Staging. Jack Garfein; setting, portrait of a would-be pedantic
Peter Larkin; lighting, Tharon Musser; letter-writer,. Zamah Cunningham Shakespearean Festival here got critic Alan Dent is working on a biography of Mrs. Campbell and is
•costumes, Ruth Morley. Features Zamah provides an amitsing miniature of underway recently. It’s figured the seeking anecdotal material.
Cunningham. Bruce Dem', Stefan Gierasch. James Green, Arthur Malet, George an ample biddy with an awed ad¬ coin will have to be raised before
“Liar,” adapted by Jerome Kilty from the Shaw-Campbell corres¬
Mathews, Gerald OTLaughlin, Daniel Reed, miration of literacy, while Stefan Christmas in order to open the
pondence, is due for a concert-style reading presentation on tour and
William
Smithers,
Katherine
Squire.
and 1959 season in time for Oregon’s perhaps Broadway next spring, with Katharine Cornell as star. “FigSusan Strasberg Opened Nov. 20. *58, Gierasch, Katherine Squire
at the Bijou Theatre, N.Y.;, $5.75 top Daniel
Reed are acceptable as statewide centennial celebration. | leaf in Her Bonnet” is scheduled for Broadway production by Patricia
weeknights- $6.90 Friday-Saturday mghts talkative
Dubliners and James
($7.50 opening).
New’hall.
Greene is passable as a bullying -The Festival was launched
Donal Divoren.William Smithers
As reported in Variety last week, Shaw’s correspondence with El¬
1935.
Seumas Shields....Gerald OXoughlin Cockney trooper. - Peter Larkin has
len Terry is also being adapted for stage presentation, probably in
.Maguire
. Bruce Dern designed a graphically cluttered,
: Mr. Mulligan .
Darnel Reed
London. Both the Shaw-Campbell and Shaw-Terry correspondences
* Mrnnie Powell.Susan Strasberg dingy tenement setting, Tharon
have been available in book form for several years.
Tommy Owens ...Stefan Gierasch Musser’s lighting is mood-creating
Mrs. Henderson.Zamah Cunningham and Ruth Morley’s costumes pro¬
Mr Gallogher .
Arthur Malet
perly
threadbare.
When “My Fair Lady” departs the Shubert Theatre-in Chicago next
Mrs. Grigson
. Katherine Squire
Adolnhus Grigson .George Mathews
“Gunman” is hardly the sort of
Feb. 7 it will have played a total of 66 weeks in the Windy City, not
Auxiliary ..
.James Greene
entertainment
or
new-hit
drama
65
as stated in Variety recently. That will be only one week shy of
J.B.
Passersby
Jack Allen, Tammy Allen,
Hilda Brawner, Tom Wheatley that spells smash boxoffice, but it
the longrun record for a musical in- Chicago, still held by “South
Washington, Nov. 24.
provides a welcome antidote for
Alfred de Liagte Jr. presentation i
Pacific.”
drama by Archibald MacLeis
When he got through the con¬ O’Casey’s rather special recent two-act
Staged by Elia Kazan; setting, Boris
versational preliminaries, Sean playwriting. It’s also a creditable Aronson; costumes, Lucinda Ballard;
opening
for
the
Crawford-Schenker
lighting,
Tharon Musser; music, David
O’Casey used to write powerful,
Amram; associate producer, Joseph I.
Hobe.
exciting drama.
Although the series at the Bijou.
Levine. Features Pat Hingle, Christopher
Plummer, Raymond Massey, Nan Martin.
celebrated Irishman prefers his
Opened Nov. 24, *58. at the National
fanciful later plays, it was the
Edwin Booth
Theatre, Washington; $4.95 top.
passionate, down-to-earth early
Jose Ferrer & Playwrights Co. presen¬ Roustabouts.. Clifton James, James Olson
Triad
Tiie Man Who Never
tation
of
three-act
drama
by
Milton
works that set DubFn on its ear
Nickles
.Christopher Plummer
Peter Marx & Richard Altman presen¬
Geiger. Stars Ferrer; features Lois Smith, Mr. Zuss
Died
.Raymond Massey
tation in association with Andrew Spie¬
some 30 years ago and established Lome
Greene, Richard Waring, Ian Keith, Distant Voice .. Ford Rainey
Irving Strouse presentation of three- gel. of three one-act operas by Mark
Sydney
Smith,
Marion
Ross,
Stephen
O’Casey’s reputation.
J. B. .. Pet HinTle act drama by Barrie Stavis. Staged by- Bucci. Staged by Altman; setting and
Franken, Anne Helm. Staged by Ferrer; Sarah . Nan Martin Robert Mayberry; setting and lighting, lighting. Ming Cho Lee; musical director,
With “The Shadow of a Gun¬ setting and lighting, Zvi Geyra; costumes, David
.
Arnold Merritt John Robert Lloyd. Opened Nov. 21, *58,
Bogin;
choreographic interpola¬
man,” which opened at the Bijou Edith Head; music, Paul Boyles. Opened Mary .; . Ciri Jacobsen at Jan Hus Theatre, N.Y.; $3.50 top Abba
Nov. 24, ’58, at the 46th Street Theatre, .Ton-thon . Jeffrey Rowland weeknights, $4.50 Friday-Saturday nights tions for “Sweet Betsy From Pike,”
Betty Low. Opened Nov. 21, *58, at
Theatre last Thursday night (20) N.Y.; $3.90 top ($7.50 opening).
Ruth
.... Candy Moore ($5 opening).
Theatre Marquee, N.Y.; $3.90 top weekas the first in a series of Cheryl William Winter
..
-.Lome Greene Rebecca .
Merry M-rtin’
Joe Hill . Mark Gordon nights; $4.60 Friday-Saturday nights.
Brutus Booth, cider....' Ian Keith Girl
.. Janet Ward
Crawford & Joel Schenker presen- Junius
Cast for “The Dress”: Anita Darlan,
Edwin Booth, as boy... Stephen Franken ^trs. Botticelli .. Helen Waters Ben Winton.Richard Ward Travis Hudson, Dan Resin.
Ed Rowan .
Stephen Gray
tations in collaboration with the Junius Brutus Booth, younger
',Trs. Lesure ..._..... Fav SeDpington Police Sergeant . Gordon Ramsey
Cast for “Tale for a Deaf Ear": Muriel
Sydney Smith Mrs. Adams .,.
Actors’ Studio, there is offered a!
Judith Lowry Tom Sharpe .
Birkhead- Bruce Mackay, Dorothy Renzi,
Dan
Keyes
Edwin Booth...Jose Ferrer Mrs. Murphy . Kaura Pierpont
striking contrast between the two Asia
Judge Howe ..
Paul Robmson Virginia Carrol, William Carrozo, Francis
Booth
.
Marion Ross -TbUy
.. Lane B’-adbury
Monschino, Dan Resin.
Court
Clerk
.
James
Alpe
O’Caseys. For this is the drama-] John Wilkes Booth.Richard Waring Rilc’-'d ... Bert r,->nwav
Cast for "Sweet Betsy From Pike”i
Constable
. Tom .Mulvey
Mary Devlin . Lois Smith Zoohor ....
Ivor " -encis
tist’s first produced full-length Edwina
Travis Hudson, Dan Resin, Anita Darian.
Booth..
Anne Hehn Eliphaz . Andreas Voutsinas Harry McRae . Earl Rowe
John T. Moody.Ferdi Hoffman
play, done originally in Dublin in
Chief
of
Police
Blake.
Jack
"Wilson
1922 and brought to New York in
The operatic style of this triple¬
For the opening Monday night
Adam Steele .
William Mahoney
“J.B.,” Archibald MacLeish’s Greek
1932 by the Abbey Theatre com¬ (24) of “Edwin Booth” at the 46th
..
Tom Klums bill by Marc Bucci is easy to take.
Weber .. Beatrice Roth The singing is clear, the music is
pany. One of O’Casey’s more re¬ Street Theatre, producers Jose Biblical drama with poetic pas¬ Martha
Henrv
Weber
.i.
Tom
Klunis
cent
efforts,
“Cock - a - Doodle Ferrer and the Playwrights Co. sages,, staged by Elia Kazan, is a Hilda Winton . Dorothy Butts impressive and the performances
Dandy,” which he personally re¬ issued, as a flossy insert to the highly charged play capable of set¬ Johnson ........ Gordon Ramsey are good.
O’Leary ..
Tom Mulvey
gards as h‘s best work, opened only regular Playbill, a souvenir pro¬ ting sparks flying, but not yet a Mike
Daly
. Richard A. Farmer
Of the entries, only “Tale for a
a fortnight ago as an off-Broadway gram printed on silk in the elabo¬ satisfying theatrical experience,
Scott McBride .. Joe Callaway Deaf Ear,” based on a story by
James Aloe
MacLeish has taken the story -nf District Att’v Weatherbee
entry.
rate style of the title star’s day.
Martin Henderson.Glen McDonald Elizabeth Enright, is in a serious
Even allowing for the wide dif¬ As it quickly turned out, that sets Job, reset it today and rewritten .Tud*»e MitrheU . Sid R. Gross vein. It’s effective on all counts.
Viola Healey
.
Catherine Baer
ference in quality between the the tone for a rococo performance it with bursts of magnificent Eng¬ Alexander
Marshall .Kermit Murdock “Ear” is sandwiched between “The
The result is an individual Judee Alfred
Broadway and off-Broadway pro¬ of a grandiloquent play. There lish.
Beard. Tom Klunis Dress,” a thin item concerning a
Chief Justice Alex Cooley. Hack Right or wife who buys an expensive dress
ductions and performances, it’s have undoubtedly been worse than interpretation unlikely to be ac¬ Judge
Fred Veitch
... Paul Robinson
evident that O’Casey is a faulty this in Broadway’s violently check¬ ceptable to most Biblical scholars. Attorney
General Stone
John Graham without her husband’s knowledge,
Like the Bible’s Job, MacLeish’s Rev. Bernard White ...Wiliam Mahoney and “Sweet Betsy From Pike,” -*
judge of his own- work. “Gunman” ered h’story, but it’s hard to recall
J.B. loses a>l. First,- his children Gov. William Weed.Elwin Causey humorous western satire.
is a better play, with more re¬ on” so hollow.
cognizable application, than “CockTraditionally, all actors long to are killed in various tragedies.
Muriel Birkhead and Bruce MacThe framing of labor leader Joe feay,
a-Doodle.” It has less form and play Hamlet. For Ferrer, then, it Then lrs wife, his home and his
heading the cast of “Ear,” are
finesse than O’Casey’s two biggest mu't have seemed a dreamy pros¬ vast material possessions disappear Hill on a murder rap, for which he excellent as a feuding married
in
the
concussion
of
a
nuclear
ex¬
successes, “Juno and the Paycock” pect to portray not only the Dane
was
subsequently
executed
in
1915,
couple.
During an argument the
and “The Plough and the Stars,” at his melancholiest, but also plosion, leaving his body tortured is the essence of “The Man Who husband dies, but his life is re¬
and it lacks the exalted beauty of Romeo. Macbeth, Othello, Richard by sores.
stored
when
his wife, prayerfully
Never
Died.”
Playwright
Barrie
In this circus of life, as Mac¬
“Within the Gates.” But at its III and a half-dozen or so other
has written it and the set Stavis, however, has so stacked the vows that if given another chance
delayed best, “Gunman” has devas¬ classic roles, all in the guise of Leish
deck In favor of the union organ¬ there would be no more bickering.
depicts
it,
J.B.
listens
to
his
com¬
tating punch and, if it had been America’s celebrated 19th century forters, as Job did. He is unable izer as to vitiate dramatic impact. The fights continue and the hus¬
v.ritten by an unknown author of tragedian, the great Booth h’mSelf. to understand why he must suffer
There’s little shading of char¬ band again drops dead.
today, would* bring him recognition
It’s a juicy part, all right. But punishment, but keeps h*s faith in acters
Others showing up well in “Ear”
or plot in this account of
overnight.
it’s also a bombastic booby-trap. God, his acceptance of life as it is. the conspiracy against HilL As a are Dorothy Renzi, Virginia Carrol
For all its obvious and at times For the Milton Geiger script is He cries out in -the passion of the result, the three-acter emerges as and William Carrozo. Also, on the
Irritating faults, this is a passion¬ a sort of gallery of attitudinizing, punished, but cannot truthfully re¬ a simple case of the Good Guys plus side are Dan Resin’s chorus
ate, stunning drama by a major rhetorical episodes in the cape¬ ject his God, although he doesn’t (Hill and his followers) being soloing, Richard Altman’s staging
playwright, a man of stature and swinging style of bygone melo¬ know why.
pitted against the Bad Guys (the and Ming Cho Lee’s set and imag¬
fire and guts. * It doesn’t really drama.
' To MacLeish, gathering the im¬ copper mine boss, his hatchet men inative lighting.
The show takes Booth from his pact of the Biblical ending but and the politicians).
come to life and gather momentum
Resin, Anita Darlan and Travis
boyhood
on
tour
with
his
father,
until the second act. But then it
giving it a new twist tone and em¬
The drama is concerned mainly Hudson are the only performers in
throbs with vitality and, behind Junius Brutus Booth the elder, phasis, J.B.’s most difficult task is with the events preceding Hill’s the other two offerings. Although
the deluge of Irish eloquence, the himself a nassion-tearing actor, his reunion with his wife, which arrest, his subsequent trial, appeals Resin and Miss Hudson are fine in
violent action and burning emotion drinker and uninhibited eccentric means the continuation of living. and finally his execution by a fir¬ both, it’s Miss Darian who cops
in the fashion of his time. Moving The force of evil suggests suicide ing squad. But the play’s black- top honors, particularly In her
have shattering impact.
“Gunman” is, of course, about awkwardly over and around Zvi as an easier out.
and-white tones hamper emotional
of the title role In
The primary trouble with “J.B.” involvement and, except for the handling
the Dublin rebellion of 1920 and Geyra’s ornate, two-level, obstacle“Betsy.”
Jess.
it expresses the author’s familiar course setting, the action includes is the fierceness of its writing and singing of some of Hill’s songs,
contempt for the boastfulness and innumerable key moments in the staging. It needs relief, either in there’s little that, reflects on the
a
slackening
of
pace
or
comedy.
star’s
life.
labor leader as an Influential in¬
cowardice of men in contrast to
There are affectionate and re¬ The fact that it is a short- play does dividual.
the matter-of-fact courage of wom¬
en, the stupidity and futility o.f criminatory family scenes, parts of not minimize the bristling impact
Considering the obstacles, Mark
of
what
is
offered.
But
the
audi¬
armed warfare, the ignorance and rehearsals, passages from various
response at the finale at to¬ Gordon is satisfactory In the title
hypocrisy of sectarian religion and Shakespeare dramas, Booth’s tur¬ ence
Ottawa, Nov. 25.
role. He heads a comparatively
night’s
(Monday)
break-in
seemed
the folly and glory of Gaelic bulent courtship and idyllic mar¬ to indicate a feeling of let-down. large cast for an off-Broadway
Broadway doesn’t produce
riage,. bits about his failures and
eloquence.
production.
Showing
up
impres¬
enough
hits
these
days to supply
Yet the performances are excep¬
There’s little plot, but amid the successes in America and London, tional in this Alfred de Liagre Jr., sively afe John Graham as an un¬ the road with a supporting crop of
welter of talk, merely the incep¬ the wife’s death, a- maudlinly presentation. Pat Hingle is J.B., scrupulous Attorney General, Ker¬ shows. That’s the thesis of Ernest
tion of a love affair between a drunken interlude, brother John Christopher Plummer is the voice mit Murdock as a sincere defense M. Rawley, manager of Royal
forthright, pretty colleen and the Wilkes Booth’s assassination of of evil, as the masked devil of. attorney and Stephen Gray as a Alexandra Theatre, as expressed
poet she believes to be a terrorist Lincoln, the star's temporary re¬ life’s circus, and Raymond Massey union official.
last Wednesday (19) on CBC’s
John Robert Lloyd has provided Trans-Canada
patriot. After seemingly endless tirement in the face of the family Is the voice of good in the mask of
(radio)
network.
blather by a drunken braggart, disgrace, the triumphant return to God. Good and evil speak their commendably skimpy settings for “Last season, however, we had 18
the
stage
and
the
bathos-drenched
there’s a raid by British officers,
thoughts to the audience, over the the various scene changes. Jess.
weeks
of
Canadian
shows,
includ¬
and the girl sacrifices her life in death scene.
plavers.
At the finale, Booth rises from
saving her craven sweetheart.
Harris Masterson, an oil and ing eight of ‘My Fur Lady/” he
The setting by Boris Aronson,
conceded.
his death chair and, as his surviv¬
After the garrulous first act, the ing brother, §ister and daughter extending into the orchestra pit cattleman from Houston, Tex., has
The
professionalized
McGill
play gathers steam with the knowl¬ crouch in grief, his transfigured with only a suggestion of a curtain, formed a partnership with Charles Univ. musical, which had a 14edge that the police raid impends. being exchanges greetings with the and the lighting by Tharon Mus¬ R. Wood for the Broadway produc¬ month run in 82 towns, netted
ser
are
remarkably
imaginative.
tion
of
“God
and
Kate
Murphy,”
A* the tragedy keeps drawing visible spirits of his father, wife,
closer there is unnerving tension murderer-brother and even him¬ . As’ it ‘ stands, “J.B.” has little by Kieran Tunney and John. Synge. more than 5% profit “That’s as
in the interminable Irish gab, with self as a boy. Although the Civil motion picture potential and could John C. Wilson had previously in¬ much as some Broadway success¬
the whiskey-inspired windbag pro¬ War has been worked into the offer more promise for stock than tended doing the play with Wood. es make,” remarked Donald Macviding the uproar that brings the show earlier, author Geiger has Broadway. It is an actor’s paradise, Masterson is also contemplating a Sween, one of show’s eight writerwith something less for the thea¬ production of Maurice Zolotow’s owners appearing on the same
constabulary and, in consequence,
(Continued on page 74)
tregoer.
Carp.
“The Marriage Equation.”
broadcast.
“
the explosive final scene with the
Net profit on “Fur Lady” was
girl’s offstage death and the flat
aftermath of the poet’s shame.
about $40,000 on a total gross of
$750,000, it was revealed. That
The show is unevenly staged and
despite long hauls, having to hire
played, but is taut and gripping in
the big concluding scenes. Before
seven standby musicians in many
that, the performance seems to
places and in at least one being
lack smoothness and continuity,
compelled to pay “stagehands” re¬
H-H
and what might be termed balance.
cruited through the local employ¬
A major change in the election procedure of Ac¬
The proposed change in the election procedure ment office and given temporary
For much of this, presumably, Jack
Garfein’s direction is responsible. tors Equity is being proposed by the union’s coun¬ is understood to stem from the council’s desire for work cards because the union did
In the largely passive role of the cil. The governing body is in favor of amending
the candidates to hit a wider segment of the Equity not have enough members to stand
poet, William Smithers seems a the Equity constitution to provide that voting be
by.
bit stilted, and Gerald ©’Loughlin entirely by mail referendum within four weeks membership with their closing campaign statements
is plausible if hardly emphatic as after the union's annual meeting.
than just those members, who show up at the an¬
“I Wish I May,” a kiddie show,
bis spineless roommate. However,
The amendment, which has to be adopted by the
nual confab and constitute a relatively small per¬ which has been giving three per¬
Susan Strasberg makes a clear im¬ membership before it becomes effective, would do
formances on Saturday afternoons
centage
of
the
overall
membership.
In
line
with
pression in the uncomplicated part away with the longstanding system of voting at the
this, the amendment states that the election ballots at the Theatre East, N.Y., is adding
of the heroine, George Mathews
Sunday matinee, beginning next
and statements of the candidates be mailed, at the aSunday
gives such a vivid portrayal of the annual meeting itself, with absent members mail¬
(30). The score and book
roaring, chest-thumping souse that ing in their ballots prior to the confab. Another expense of Equity, to the senior resident members for the offering are by Claibe
proposed
change
would
increase
the
amount
of
time
in good standing during the week following the Richardson and Dr. Wallace Gray,
he almost pulls the show out of
annual meeting.
balance, and Bruce Dern adds brief between nominations and the annual’meeting.
respectively.
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TOO FEW ROAD SHOWS,
SEZ RAWLEY, TORONTO

Propose Mail-Only Vote For Equity
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Chicago &ipes?—Producers, Too
Recent talk in legit circles about the declining number bookings
for some of the key road cities has led New York producer Ed¬
ward Choate to release the text of a letter he wrote last August
to the Drama Editor of the N.Y. Times. As the communication ex¬
plains, Choate was writing to comment on a previous Sunday Times
article by Claudia Cassidy, drama critic of the Chicago Tribune.
The producer declared, “In connection with Claudia Cassidy’s
Sunday article regarding the low state of the legitimate theatre in
Chicago, I think it should be pointed out that many producers
deliberately avoid Chicago with a play of intellectual content be¬
cause the' record shows that they almost invariably lose money
there.
“When Miss Cassidy says that ‘shows meticulously produced
for Broadway are farmed out for touring to less resourceful, show¬
men, who cut cast and production but not prices,’ I would re¬
mind her of at least one touring attraction of which this was not
true, but which played every leading city in^the U. S. and Canada
except Chicago.
*
“Two seasons ago, Albert H.. Rosen, Randolph Hale and I leased
the road rights of 'The Chalk Garden’ from Irene M. Selznick. For
10 weeks on the Coast, where the tour started, Gladys Cooper
played her original role, with Judith Anderson in the Siobhan
McKenna part (played in London by Peggy Ashcroft and Pamela
Brown at different times). When Miss Cooper was obliged to leave
during the tour for a prior commitment in London, she was re¬
placed by Cathleen Nesbitt.
“The production itself was more expensive to operate than the
Broadway qne. It had the original Cecil Beatbn costumes and
scenery, and also an extremely fine supporting cast. It not only
re-earned the cost of redoing .it on the Coast, but it grossed more
and earned more than the Broadway production,
“We may have been foolish, but we never played Chicago.”

Robeson Well-Received
In Concert in Glasgow
' Glasgow, Nov. 18.
Paul Robeson, making a onenight concert appearance last week
at St Andrew’s Hall, was warmly
received in a program of German,
Gaelic, Yiddish'“and English folk
songs and a reading of the death
scene from “Othello.”
Vet local critic Robins Millar
commented that the Negro bari¬
tone, a controversial figure in his
native U. S., has a voice “as grand
as ever0 and • does ‘ nbt need the
microphone he uses. He rapped
the singer’s “uncouth” platform
manner,. however, describing him
as “lurching to the piano.”

CM Legit
Coetiwti frsn page 71 =

the unfavored. "Separate Table”
received unanimous approval and
failed at the boxoffice, while “Diary
of Anne Frank” got mixed notices
and ran 10 weeks. Thisf season
“Auntie Mame” overcame a gen¬
erally poor critical reception ana
now seems to be holding ups well.
A tradester who prefers to re¬
main anonymous for business rea¬
sons argues that legit is doing a
bad job of selling itself in Chicago.
“No one ever puts up posters in
the neighborhoods anymore, as
they do* for circuses,” he says.
“That’s why -the neighborhood
trade no longer thinks about legit¬
imate theatre.
“The plain people think the thea¬
tre is too highbrow, even when the
shbw is a silly comedy. Now what
highbrow would want to see a silly
comedy? The real highbrows think
the giggly stuff they send us from
New- York is tod lowbrow, so they
stay home and watch television.
“Every show is different, but
those pressagehts always sell them
the same way and to the same
people. The p.a. may be getting
beautiful breaks on all the drama
pages, but the people who read
the drama pages remember the re¬
views, so all the breaks in the world
don't help.. What about the guy on
Hie west side who doesn’t read the
drama pages but who’d like to see
a funny show? Who goes after
him?” *

Hit in Boston
fa ■

Continues from page 71

mitted? Miss Hughes''didn’t at¬
tempt to answer the question in
her column.
“The Pleasure of His Company”
was also cited by the critic as an
example of tryout shows that might
profitably have played longer en¬
gagements in Boston. It was here
such a short time, she commented,
“that thousands of disappointed
people never even had a chance
of buying tickets.” She concluded,
“Would it have mattered So much
had the production stayed here
another two or three weeks? It
would have made lots happier feeli bigs, that’s for sure,”
As to the foun-afcd-a-half-week
booking of “Flower Drum Song,”

Miss Hughes commented, “That’s
longer than any other show has
shown signs of staying here this
season, but I need hardly tell you
that it is not nearly long enough
for the thousands, of frustrated
persons who<stand in line in front
Of the Shubert -Theatre and ring
the telephones of the city’s drama
critics in a vain and fruitless effort
to secure tickets.
“Is there any solution? I wish I
knew. Obviously, it is important to
Rodgers, Hammerstein and Fields
to get their show, ‘Flower Drum
Song’ td New York as quickly a$
they can, for there it can reach a
more extended audience and begin,
building up * nationwide reputa¬
tion. Yet it is hard on those who
cannot go to New York when they
wish, to be unable to buy tickets
for plays in their own baliwick.’
(Tryout bookings, as with all
road engagements, must be sched¬
uled weeks and even months in
advance.
Since Broadway the¬
atres must also be engaged far
ahead, particularly where highbudget musicals and the more de¬
sirable theatres are involved and
many months of -theatre parties
are presold, it’s obviously impos¬
sible to gamble on the length of
any tryout engagement.
(Even for a Rodgers-Hammerstein musical, a four-and-a-halfweek booking represents a substan¬
tial commitment. Under the un¬
likely circumstances that the show
proved to be disappointing, an ex¬
tended tryout stand could be ruin¬
ous.
Despite
solid - capacity
grosses, tryout economics are such
that “Flower Drum Song” and any
other musical show almost inevit¬
ably has sizable losses for tryout
tours.—EcLy

. Legit lathers
Continued from page 71

labor pains attending the produc¬
tion of the comedy, “Two for the
Seesaw,” during rehearsal and the
pre-Broadway tryout tour. Much of
this account is understood to in¬
volve the script revisions, with the
reasons involved. Also, there’ll re¬
portedly be a description of erup¬
tions of temperament by those in¬
volved in the show.
Whereas both the Willson and
Gibson books are to be factual
stories, “Say Darling” was fiction¬
alized, even canying the customary
author’s statement that the char¬
acters were fictional. Despite the
disclaimer, the novel was assumed
to have been an^rnly slightly dis¬
guised account of the production
of the Broadway musical, “Pajama
Game,” based on Bissell’s previous
novel,
Cents.”
The fact that Bissell’s third-gen¬
eration novel, “Say, Darling,” was
subsequently parlayed into a musi¬
cal show, the current Broadway
production of the same title, has
already led Shubert Alley wags to
suggest that the same cannibalistic
sort of procedure might be fol¬
lowed for “The Story of the Music
Man” and “The Seesaw Log.”
Meanwhile, both “Music Man”
and “Two for the Seesaw” are
prospering on Broadway and are
duplicated on tour.

Atlantic City
—Continued from page 71 =

gagement of “The Gazebo,” costarring Walter Slezak and Jayne
Meadows. Approximately $110,000
was subscribed for the project,
which revived fall-winter legit in
this resort city. A subscription
campaign for a second series of five
tryouts later this season is under¬
way.
Letters of protest over the col¬
umn items were sent to Miss Kil*
gallen and Winchell by Mayor Alt¬
man, while Hamid submitted a
similar beef in a wire to Miss Kilgallen, who was the first to knock
the operation. Both columnists
have been invited to attend the
current presentation as guests of
the city.

Name Authors’ Playlets
For Arena Stage, Wash.
By LES CARPENTER
Washington, Nov. 25.
The Arena Stage, now in its
eighth season in Washington, re¬
mains vigorous and progressive.
Typically, the outfit is departing
from cautious theatrical tradition
with Its current show, a triple-bill
of Arthur Miller, William Saroyan
and Tennessee Williams. ."
The Miller piece, “A Memory of
Two Mondays,” is wellknown and
much the best-received of the three
items, but each of the others is
believed to have had only a single
previous professional performance.
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Shows Abroad
Chrysanthemum
London, Nov. 14.
S. A. Gorlinsky’s presentation of twoact <21 scenes) musical comedy; book and
lyrics, Neville Phillips and Robin Chan¬
cellor; music, Robb Stewart; choreog¬
raphy, Alfred Rodrigues; staging. Eleanor
Fazan; decor, Disley Jones. Stars Pat
.Kirkwood. Hubert Gregg. At Prince of
Wales Theatre, London, Nov. 13, '58;
$2.80 top.
Lavender Brown.......Vivien Grant
Lily Brown .....Greta Hamby
Rose Brown ..
Josephine Blake
Daisy Brown ... Judy Carne
Willie ...
Roy Skelton
Sam .. Terry Theobald
Joe......
Roy Jameson
Tom . Ray Warwick
Capt. Brown .Raymond Newell
Uncle Fred . Richard Curnock
Bob Brown .
Roger Gage
Chrysanthemum Brown.... Pat Kirkwood
Ma Carroty . Freda. Wigson
John Blessington-Briggs... Hubert Gregg
James . Johnny Whyte
Mary Ann Blessington-Briggs
Patricia Moore
Emily . Stella Chapman
Social Worker. Burda Ccnn
Women in Limebouse Audry 'Hodgkiss.
Ina Clare, Janet Howse
Protector .
Michael Miller
Doorkeeper ..
Fred Evans
Thug ..
Boy Pattison
Seaman .
Alen Angel
Pepe .
Nicholas Amer
Ching Loo . Arnold Yarrow
Police Officer ..Roy Pattison
Cynthia Potts ....... Marco Cunningham
Edith Hackett . Monica Macleod
Horace . Michael Harding
Gertie ..
Janet. How«e
Firemen..Rov Skelton. Terry Theobald,
Michael Miller, R<"' Jameson,
Fred Evans

A gay musical parody of a 1913
melodrama, “Chrysanthemum” has
the makings of a West End hit,
aided largely by the powerhouse
performance of Pat Kirkwood, one
of Britain’s liveliest and most
vivacious musicomedy stars. Miss
Kirkwood and her husband Hubert
Gregg, making his debut in a
musical are an. attractive stellar
team, and should be good for the
marquee.
Miss Kirkwood’s sock perform¬
ance was to be expected, but
Gregg’s click is the surprise of the
evening. Previously known as a
light comedy actor, he has a confi¬
Triple-Bill
Zelda Fichandler presentation of three dent and pleasing way with a lyric
one-act plays; "Once Around the Block,” and although he makes little at¬
by William Saroyan; "The Purification.” tempt at singing, he does his stint
by Tennessee Williams, and "A Memory
of Two Mondays,” by Arthur Miller. admirably.
Staging, John O'Shaughnessy; scenery, |
There is- some unevenness in the
Mesrop Zesdeklsn; lighting, Leo Gallen-.i
sten. Opened Nov. IS, '58, at the Arena production. The first act is slow
and eorny, and interest Is sus¬
Stage, Washington; $3.25 top.
Oast ■ for "Once Around the Block": tained largely by the personal
Skedge Miller, Alan Coates, Mary Harritalents of the stars. The second
gan, Micolas Coster.
Cast for - "The Purification”; Philip act, however, is snappier, with
Bosco, Barry Bergman, Eugene B. Wood, good production numbers, amusing
Robert. Elston, Cay Knockey, Patricia
Ripley, Lyn Alstad, Rob Kilgallen, Mary scenes and diverting comedy busi¬
Harrigan, Fran Hogan, Clarissa Verlsshno, ness, including a song and dance
Alan- Coates, Nicolas Coster. Robert
number by half a dozen KeystoneProsky, Charlie Byrd.
Cast for "A Memory of Two Mondays ; type firemen.
Rob KUgallen, Robert Prosky, Patricia
As long as the book Isn’t re¬
Ripley, Lyn Alstad, Gene Gross. Eugene
R. Wood, Alan Coates, Gaylord Mason, garded seriously, it offers consid¬
Philip Bosco, Robert Elston,. Nicolas erable fun. The title character
Coster, Skedge Miller, Harry Bergman,
returns home after being abducted
Warner Schreiner.
to Buenos Aires by a white slaver,
but avoiding the worse-than-death
Williams dedicated “The Purifica¬ fate by jumping the ship and team¬
tion” to his late friend and spon¬ ing up with a South American
sor, Margo Jones, who presented dancer. Back home, she saves her
it at her Dallas theatre in 1954. brother’s fiancee from a similar
Saroyan’s
“Once
Around the fate, has to call off a projected
Block” was done in 1954 at the double wedding and finally exposes
the white slave trafficker.
Cherry Lane Theatre, N.Y.
Although the production has
The selection of the plays by been staged by Eleanor Fazan, a
Zelda Fichandler, producing direc¬ well-known terper, the Alfred
tor of the “in the round” resident Rodrigues choreography is by no
company Arena Stage, is interest¬ means a vital part of the show.
ing in the variety of dramatic There are, however, one or two
styles involved.
However, the cute specialties, particularly that
choices do not represent the best featuring Nicholas Amer as the
of either Williams or Saroyan. In South American dancer who leads
the- heroine’s four sisters in a,
fact,' the Williams item must be conga-like routine while he ex* i
one of his worst.
plains how he recruited the girl as
“The Purification”* is a blank his dance partner.
The best number’to show off
verse tone poem about incestuous
love of brother and sister,'While Miss Kirkwood’s, personality is
sis has an unsatisfied husband who “Shanghai Lil,” which she does
down to a bikini in a
takes an axe to her. It is told with stripped
Limehouse night club. Gregg has
an almost unconceivable plethora his best opportunities with “Watch
of metaphors, with a chorus re¬ Your Step” and “Sorry You’ve
peating the lines for emphasis. Been Troubled,” the latter de¬
Guitarist Charley Byrd strums scribing his frustrating attempts to
semi-classical mood rhythms to ex¬ telephone Scotland Yard.
Robb Stewart's music, though
aggerate the excessive thatricalism.
not memorable, strikes a gay note,
The bizarre symbolism maudlin and Neville Phillips and Robin
lines may please performers who Chancellor have teamed satisfac¬
enjoy emotionalism, as for exam¬ torily on the book and the lyrics.
ple, “O, stalion lover; the night is The costuming by Michael Bald¬
your raped mare.” But it’s thin in win attractively exaggerates the
quality or entertainment value. 1913 fashions and the Disley Jones
And some patrons may consider decor is bright and colorful. Roy
the climax sacrilegious: two sui¬ Lowe leads the pit orchestra with
vigor and authority.
cides to indicate “purification.”
Among the big cast Roger Gage
“Memory of Two Mondays” was is pleasant enough as the romantic
originally presented as. a curtain- lead* the four sisters are delight¬
raiser for the Broadway production fully played by Vivien Grant,
of “A View from the Bridge,” and Greta Hamby, Josephine Blake and
it has been staged here brilliantly Judy Carne, and Raymond Newell,
by John O’Shaugnessy, who also Richard Curnock and Freda Wigroles.
directed the other two. Rod Kilgal- son show style in featured
Myro.
len gives an expert performance
in the. lead of the young boy head¬
ed for better things than the dis¬
mal days of work in an auto parts
London, Nov. 25.
shipment room in Manhattan.
A production of “Hamlet” by the
“Once Around the Block” is a Shakespeare Memorial Theatre,
short comedy, fitting nicely into Stratford-on-Avon, will be pres¬
the Arena’s package. It’s about two ented in Moscow and Leningrad.
writers with a fancy for liquor and The English company leaves Dec.
varying degrees of sophistication. 8 for Russia and will return Jan. 7.
A young girl with a yen for authors
Fred Sadoff, the first American
turns her back on both for a down- to be employed as assistant direc¬
to-earth policeman who also has; tor of the Memorial Theatre, will
the writing urgd.
I supervise the presentation.

Britisk ‘Hamlet’ t« USSR

Garden of Loneliness
London, Oct. 30.
Arts Theatre Club (in association with
Straight Play Productions) presentation
of three-act (five scenes) drama by Ger¬
hart Hauptmann, English version by
Richard Duschinsky. Stars Jane Griffiths,
David Aylmer. Staged by Richard Du¬
schinsky; decor, Joan Jefferson Fariecn.
At Arts Theatre. London. Oct. 29, '50;
$1.75 top.
Mrs, Vockerat.Vivienne Bennett
Kitty Vockerat . Jane Griffiths
Nanny .
Brenda Bennett
Minna .
Jacqueline Harrison
Leo Braun .
David Ayylmer
John Vockerat . Michael Atkinson
Pastor Kollin .. Frank Royde
Otto Vockerat .. Stanley Beard
Mrs. Lehmann . Pearl Dadswell
Anna Mahr . Anne Ridler

When it was written in 1891,
“Garden of Loneliness” was prob¬
ably ahead of its time. Gerhart
Hauptmann’s
central
character
might well be described as the
Angry Young Man of the 19th
century. Now, though the play
retains some emotional and dra¬
matic Intensity, it is dated and
unlikely for transfer for a regular
West End run.
Richard Duschinsky’s transla¬
tion is intended to strike a mod¬
em note and his staging is sym¬
pathetic. However, the first act
is too labored and slow, so the con¬
flict emerging, in the second act is
too late. The plot is a triangle
involving a brilliant young biol¬
ogist, his pretty but shallow wife
and “emancipated” femme college
grad. Easily the best performance
comes from Jane Griffiths, in a
tender and understanding por¬
trayal of the wife, Michael Atkin¬
son plays the husband without
much subtletyi David Aylmer gives
a sensitive interpretation of a fam¬
ily friend, and Anne Ridler does
well enough as the other girl;
Joan Jefferson Farjeon’s drawing
room set hits the right period note.
Myro.
Le Oiinofs
(Chinois Restaurant)
Paris, Nov. 13.
Ludmila

Vlaato presen lation of musi-

-.. ----JacqueflLw
Maillan; features Jacques Dufilho, Michel
Galabru, Franeoise Blertin. Opened Nov.
12. *58. at Theatre La Bruyere. Paris;
$3 top.
Armandine . Jacqueline Maillan
Marice-Max . Jacr.’es Dufilho
Duchess .. Frencoise Berlin
Inspector . Michel Galabru
Jaccrtte . Monique Delaroche
Erica . Erancoise Dorm
Marcel . Jean Markovich
Luigi ...Jean-Pierre Lelage
Alfred.Jean-Pierre Meatier
Leo Leon ... Paul Gay

This is a curious combination of
musical farce, slapstick comedy
and whodunit It has a lightweight
story and inadequate music and
dancing, but offers an acidulously
laugh-getting performance by for¬
mer cabaret and music hall star
Jacqueline Maillan.
The show has had a lukewarm
critical reception, but local scuttle¬
butt is to the effect that Anita Loos
hopes to adapt the book and lyrics
for Broadway, as a possible vehicle
for Jerry Lewis. It seems likely
that the score would also have to
be bolstered with stronger songs,
and also have dancing added. As¬
suming that her English is ade¬
quate, Miss Maillan might he in¬
cluded in the transfer.
The show’s title refers to a res¬
taurant where a femme writers’
group meets to award an annual
literary prize. Some of the mem¬
bers become successive murder
victims, and Miss Maillan is the
comic focus- as a crotchety old au¬
thoress. The part envisioned for
Lewis is a man impersonating a
femme as head of the prize jiiry.
The cast is generally good, the
decor is amusing and Georges
Vitaly’s staging is skillful.
^

Ghosts
London, Nov. 13.

Old Vic Trust presentation, in associa¬
tion with the Arts Council of Great Brit¬
ain. of a three-act drama by Henrik
Ibsen; English version by Norman Ginxbury. Stars Flora Robson. Ronald Lewis,
Michael Hordern. Staged by John Feraald; decor and costumes, Neil Hobson.
At Old Vic Theatre, London, Nov. 12, ’58;
$2.10 tM.
Regina JEagstrand .
Anne Iddon
Eagstrand . Daniel Thorndike
Pastor Manders.Michael Hordern
Mrs. Helen Alving. .. Flora Robson
Oswald Alving . Ronald Lewis

The Old Vic has added Ibsen’s
once-controversial drama to its
repertoire, with Flora Robson to
play the. leadbig role of Mrs.
Alving. With a cast of only five,
and one set, this is the smallest
production at this theatre in mem¬
ory, but it is given the full treat¬
ment in acting and -direction. The
subject matter of “Ghosts” no
longer has shock impact, but- the
play remains powerful and moving,
with ample acting opportunities.
Adaptor Norman Ginsbury is
well served by both director John
Fernald and the cast. The produc¬
tion starts leisurely gains momen¬
tum in the recriminatory scene be¬
tween Mrs, Alving and Pastor Man(Continued on page 74)
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Shows on Broadway
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Edwin Booth
somehow refrained from having
Lincoln appear to deliver the Second Innaugural Address.
To give him his due, Ferrer has
a few moments of effective comedy,
as when he’s commenting sardonically on the dire London reviews,
making cynical fun of a sycophant
at a party or baiting his criticfriend, the late William Winter,
of the old N. Y. Tribune. But in
the more serious moments that
make up almost the entire, interminable show, the actor is transparently unbelievable as Booth,
Hamlet, Romeo or any of the other
classic characterizations. In several
scenes his unrestrained emoting is
embarrassing, but perhaps some
other director than Ferrer himself
might have curbed these excesses,
Lome Greene, in the stuffy, sonorous role of critic, commentator
and occasional bit player, has an
impressive voice and at least

thetic wife, but Richard Waring
swaggers and roars enthusiastically
as the crazed assassm-to-be..
Ian Keith is convincingly hammy
as the young Booth's actor-father,
Sydney Smith speaks the lines
clearly as the youth’s oldest brother» Junius Brutus Booth the
younger, while Marion Ross as the
sister, Anne Helm as the daughter
and Stephen Franken as Booth as
a boy are all acceptable,
Paul Bowles has provided sententious musical accompaniment
f°r many of the scenes.
Hobe.
—■——
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single touring show has played
Minneapolis so far this season and
none is booked for the rest of the
term. Subscribers, fingering their
subscription pasteboards, are painfully aware that five ^ows are
able to give life to
nsrY_ee?7 promised. What’s more, the subsynthetic part of the actors pa- 5^^ all 3>0oq of them, have
~
paid in advance. But nary a toUring legiter has appeared and nary
a one is booked.
Ready, able and willing to inter-
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the strictest
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fcpfeleM I
South Seas
| South
Sea. specificaspecifica-

erated by the Minnesota Amusement Co: (United Paramount). At
the urgings of Berger and local
civic leaders, executives of the film
chain agreed to make the 2,300seater available for legit bookings,
on the plea that the living theatre
should” be saved in Minneapolis
and, not too incidentally, touring
Broadway hits can pay off for
everyone concerned.
The Lyceum Theatre, which
played five touring shows last season, is no longer* available. When
Berger declined to renew his lease
on the bouse, at increased rental,
it was taken over by a religious
group.
Meanwhile, adjacent St.
Paul, the so-called Twin-City with
which Minneapolis wages jealous
rivalry, has had one legit booking
thus far this season, “Diary of
Anne Frank” for a two-nighter,
and is slated for another, “Auntie
Marne,” next Friday-Saturday 2829). Both shows played Minneapolis last season.
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‘SEESAW’HIT IN PARIS;
MARA1S-G1RARD0T STAR

i

Paris. Nov. 25.
“Two for the Seesaw,” William
Gibson’s two-character comedy,
opened Nov. 16 as an apparent hit:
at the. Ambassadeurs-Henri Bern¬
stein Theatre here. Jean Marais
and Annie Girardot are costarred
in Louise De Vilmorin’s adapta¬
tion, staged and designed by Lu¬
chino Visconti, and presented by
Gilberte Refoule and Lars Schmidt.
The earthiness and pathos of the
original play seems somewhat
modified in this treatment, but
the comedy comes across effectively. Annie Girardot scores in
the showier part of the girl and
Jean Marais is competent as the
unattached lawyer. Luchino Visconti’s scrimmed decor, with backdrop of New York by day and
night, adds a. colorful touch, and
his direction is deft.
Because of the small cast, this
should be economical to operate,
and appears in for a highly profit¬
able run.
'

Shows Abroad
Continued from page 73

Ghosts
ders, and hits its curtains crisply
between the distraught widow and
her disease-stricken son.
Miss Robson’s dignity and poise
carry the early scenes well and
she develops her anguish and mis¬
ery brilliantly. As the son wracked
with fear and remorse, Ronald
Lewis broods over the first two acts
and superbly hits the mark with
his big scene at the end. Michael
Hordern, a subtle actor with a
distinctive style of comedy, scores
as the pompous, smug Pastor Man¬
ners and yet never loses his grip
on *fais more serious scenes.
In the other two role , Daniel
Thorndike is perhaps a little forced
as Engstrand, the carpenter, but he
has several good moments. Regina,
the servant-girl, who turns out to
be Oswald Alving’s half-sister, is
played with a pert charm by blonde
Anne Iddon.
Neil Hobsoit has designed an
excellent setting with a backcloth
of a bleak Norwegian fiord and
John Lambert’s transcribed Grieg’s
Norwegian folk tunes, add to the
atmosphere of a first-rate produc¬
tion.
Rich.

At liberty f
You
can
star
in a

CHRISTMAS JOB
ATMACY'S
Full-time and part-time selling jobs. Earn while you
learn *.. and take home a good salary, and get 20% dis¬
count on personal things, 10% on practically everything
else. Work in the world’s biggest store... it’s fun.
Intorvfow Monday thm Saturday, 9 to 5
Macyfa Employment Offlco, 166 Woot 35 St.,
Westchester residents: ApplyMdcy’s White Hahn
Lena Islanders: Apply Macyrs Roosevelt Field, L. I.

fatate* & Inti Script Tastes
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dent that it was Thomas Jefferson Bank of America financing the
who drew the French “Bill of picturization of “Gone With The
Rights.” Neither is it an accident Wind,” shot in French, in Alathat France is the only major bama, with Raoul Levy producing,
European country (including Italy, Julien Duvivier directing, with
England, Spain ' and Germany) Brigitte Bardot as Scarlett and
which never went* to war against Gerard Philippe as Rhett Butler?
the United States.
Hardly.
The French do not, as a rule.
Perhaps no plays should ever be
,emigrate, and therefore, they left translated at all. As long as they
;no impact on the philological are performed in their native
\structure of the United States. So, language they are wonderful, sojif and when the “average Ameri- phisticated masterpieces of brittle
<can tourist” arrives in Europe, he and elphine substance. The mo]has no trouble understanding the ment you start to translate
iGerman sauerkraut - cum - knack - them . . .
iwurst civilization, and neither does
P.S. Just in case you have for]he feel strange to the Italian gotten, I am a literary agent and
«spaghetti - with - meatball culture. I happen to represent Marcel
;Bouillabaisse and tripes a la mode Achard. Due to the flop of
ide Caen are inunderstandable and “Patate” in New York I decided
jstrange to him and he will go to to go into the grocery business,
jincredible lengths to get a ham- . P.P.S. Just received a telegram
]burger with Coca Cola.
from the Hungarian National.
I cannot say that the French Theatre
in
Budapest,
where
jtake automatically to all'American Patate’ was successfully perplays either. Serious-literary plays formed under the title of “Krumare well accepted. Arthur Miller
f have given up the grocery
verv business
and am hack
the tr<
trade
and Tennessee Williams are very
tmspsss ana
back in tne
popular here and so are plays like a£ain.
“The Diary Of Anne Frank” and
George Marton.
“The Caine Mutiny Court Trial”
Other plays, such as, for instance,
A
xor
“Teahouse Of The August Moon,”
* mu*tJ ,fof •V9?bodY Mno“I,Y
“Harvey,” “Born Yesterday,” “Mr.
»n tn* th*atr«:
Roberts,” etc., were miserable
■ ■ PT||A||
failures. If you want to analyze
Mr I HII I) —
this situation and to draw certain
111 ™ 1
conclusions, you will have to im■■ aMiiPAA a
plement the phenomenon of, for
fllf M A|li|tvv 7
instance, the absolute flop on the
w 11
IIInirliftaVV ■
theatre of “Mr. Roberts” and
nriDCDT ICVA/IC
“Born Yesterday” and the tremenBy KUDCKT LEWIS
dous success of these two plays as
■■
--■■■
motion pictures in Paris.
Based on his famous locturos
I don’t think:I am too far wrong f on the Stanislavski "Method
m thinking .that in the last 10
_
years the theatre-going audiences
/rr,
.
"Tho -most
on both sides of the Atlantic have
most important new
made tremendous progress in the
book on theatro tochniquo
technique in
direction of. pure realism. Ten
many years/'—HENRY
years/7—HENRY HE
HEWE
WES
y*"® a.g0 a New York audience —Saturday
-Saturday Review.
Review,
might have accepted Tom Ewell
1
as “Patate” and Paris audiences
ieitb™m
nv
might have done the same with i
INTRODUCTION BY
Claude Dauphin as “Mr. Roberts.”
HAROLD CLURMAN
Not today. Too many people travel
PHOTOS^—ORIGINAL
and too many people see motion
CHART
OF "THE
"THF METHOD"
MFTHOR'
CHART Uh
OF
pictures in the original version, to
mt
appreciate, to realize the fact that
—- ,
MDauphin does not move, act and
mca,
speak as an American and that
camiici cbcuz-u
SAMUEL rKtnuri,
FRENCH, IHU
INC.
Ewell is about as un-French as
oAmuBfc
can be. This new trend will make
25 W. 45th
45tk St.
Sr.
it more and more difficult to exNew Yovfc
York 34
port literary properties from one
country to another. High litera- taaa???—!?—aas
ture, drama and tragedy will Ml MV MB ■■■■I MB I
suffer less from transplahtation mh
^
than comedy.
Thanksgiving
®
This mutual appreciation of M
Dinner
■
Dinner
realism versus phoneyness is not MR
m
restricted to the theatre. It is also ~
evident in motion pictures. (See:
“Bonjour Tristesse”), Attempts to
re-create a foreign atmosphere, a
foreign language, are bound to
fail. The biggest success of a
French writer in the U.S.A. and
in England in recent years, was
Pierre Boulle’s “River KwaiIn
Boulle’s book there. is not one
single Frenchman; ail characters
are either British or Japanese.
Bill Holden is the only American. I
This should teach some kind of a 1
lesson .to all producers on the
opposite shores of the Atlantic.
Can you, for instance, imagine the 1

ithhouT*

THE INTERNATIONAL STAR
'1h Fuchs th* actor with
tha sxprMsivs arms . . ,
ingratiating charm . . .
wa laughad aftsn and
loud—our only complaint
ha was not an aftan
enough.''—N. Y. Post, Oct.
20, 195B.

"Fuchs cpmes out the win¬
ner in more ways than
one.

Ho overcomes tho

hardest task of all for an
■ctar—getting laughs In an
almost alt

melodramatic

situation."—N. Y. World-

“His miming of tho Moise¬
yev Ballot—a Mr. Wonder*
ful... Loo does a wenden*
ful number, 'The Clown"'
-N. Y. Mirror, Oct. 20,
195B.

Telegram, Oct. 20, T95B.

"An earnest and sincere
portrayal."—N. Y. Times,
Oct. 20, 1958.

LEO FUCHS
Just finished six wonderful weeks at the
Phylis Andersen Theatre, New York
Nov. 26-ACADEMY OF MUSIC, Philadelphia
Dec. 6-7—HER MAJESTY'S, Montreal, Can. (3 Performances)
ANN SOUTHERN SHOW, CBS-TV, Dec. I, 9:30 P.M., EST
Dir —WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Wedncadayj .November 26, 1958

Off-B’way Shows

‘Two’ $25,190, Det.; Holm $16,790, Pitt
.Receipts generally dipped on
the road last week, with a few
shows falling below the breakeven
mark. However, the Toad compa¬
nies of “Music Man” and “My Fair
Lady” were the top grossers, while
the Eve Arden edition of “Auntie
'Marne”
and the pre-Broadway
“Flower Drum Song” held to ca¬
pacity:
Estimates for Last Week

ances, eight on CLO subscription.
Previous week,. $56,200.
ST. LOUIS
Sunrise at Campobello, Ameri¬
can (D-RS) (1st wk) ($5;. 1,600; $41,500) (Leif Erickson). Over $18,300.
Previous week, $26,300 at the
Hanna, Cleveland.

UEGITIMATE

PS^HETY

Boy Friend, Cherry Lane (1-2558).
Cock-A-Doodle-Dandy, Carnegie
(11-12-58).
Crucible, Martinique (3-11-58).
Deathwatcb, Theatre East (10-958); closes next Sunday (30).
Diversions, Downtown (11-7-58).
Hamlet
of
Stepney
Green,
-Cricket (11-13-58).
Heloise, Gate (9-24-58).
Ivanov, Renata (10-7-58).
Look Back in Anger, 41st St.
(11-7-58).
Man Who Never Died, Jan Hus
(11-21-58).
Playboy of the Western World,
Tara (5-8-58).
Salad Days, Barbizon Plaza (1110-58).
Threepenny Opera, deLys (9-2055).
Time of the Cuckoo, Sheridan
Sq. (10-27-58); closes Feb. 8.
Triad, Theatre Marquee (11-2158).
Ulysses, Rooftop (6-5-58); closes
next Sunday (30).
j
Closed Last Week
Blood Wedding, Actors Play¬
house (3-31-58); closed last Sunday
(23).

B way Slides; 'Gunman’ $11,600 in 6,
‘Gddilocks’ $6161)0, Tlume’
Homeward’
Business dropped substantially
for most of the non-sellout Brpadway shows last week. There was
one closing, “Epitaph for George
Dillon, and three others, “Comes
a Day,” “Man in the Dog Suit”
and “Visit,” will wrap up next
Saturday (29).
Of 25 entries on tap, eight
played to capacity, several having
party bookings. The capacity shows
were “La Plume de Ma Tante,”
“Marriage - Go - Round,” ’“Music
Man,” “My Fair Lady,” “Once
More With Feeling,” “Pleasure of
His Company,” “Touch of the
Poet” and “World of Suzie Wong.”
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

SPLIT-WEEKS
Auntie Mame, (C-RS) (Sylvia
Sidney. Totalled $43300 for seven
performances,, as follows: Pershing
Aud., Lincoln, Neb., Monday (17),
one, $7,800 on Brodaway Theatre:
League subscription; Highschool
Aud., Topeka, Kan., Tuesday (18),
one, $8,600 ' on BTL subscription;
Orpheum, Sioux City, la., Wednes¬
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
day (19), one, $8,100 on BTL sub¬
MC (MusicdlrComedy), MD (Musi¬
scription;
Paramount,
Omaha,
cal -Drama). O (Opera), OP (Op¬
Thursday-Saturday
(20-22),
four,
BOSTON
eretta), Rep .(Repertory), DR
$18,800. Previous week, $46,000 for
Cold Wind and Warm, Colonial
(Drama Reading).
(D-T) (1st wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,590; six-performance split.Other parenthetic designations
Diary of Anne Frank, (D-RS)
$34,000) (Eli Wallach, Maureen
(Figures denote opening dates)
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
Stapleton).- Opened Nov. 1-7 to five (Francis Lederer),, Totalled $20,000:
number of performances through
yes-no reviews (Adams, Globe; for seven performances, as follows:
LONDON
Hughes, Herald; Maloney, Travel¬ Lanier highschool, Montgomery, 1
last Saturday, top prices (where
At Drop of Hat, Fortune (1*24-57).
Auntie Mame, Adelphi (9-10-58).
er; Melvin, Monitor; Norton, JRec- Sunday (16), one, $1,200; Alumni-j
two prices are given, the higher is
Boy Friend, Wyndham’s (12-1-53).
ord) and one no opinion (Doyle, Memorial Aud., Knoxville, Tenn.,
•Breath of Spring, Duke York’s (3-26-58), for Friday-Saturday nights and the
American); almost $27,600 with Tuesday (18), one, $5,600 on BTL
BrouhCha, Aldwych (8-27-58).
lower for weeknights), number
Chrysanthemum, Wale* (11-13-58).
Guild subscription. Previous week, subscription; Tennessee Theatre,
of seats, capacity gross and stars.
Bay Tn Life Of, Savoy (10-1-58).
$19,900 at the Shubert,New Haven. Nashville, Wednesday (19), one,
Duel of Angels, Apollo (4-24r58).
Price
includes 10% Federal and
Ellis
Aud,,
Memphis,
Flower Drum . Song, Shubert $2,900;
Elder Statesman, Cambridge (9-25-58).
5% City tax, but grosses are net;
Expresso Bongo, Saville (4-23-58).
(MC-T) (4th wk) ($6.25-$405; 1,- Thursday-Saturday (20-22). four,
Five Finger Exercise, Comedy (7-16-58). i.e., exclusive of taxes.
$10,300
on
BTL
subscription.
Pre¬
717; '$52,000).
Another $52,000.
Flowering Cherry, Haymarket (11-21-57).
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC)
Exits today (Wed.) for New York. vious week, $35,000 for seven-per¬
For Adults Only, Strand (6-25-58).
Friends * Neighbors, Vic. Pal. (11-11-58).
(101st wk; 804 p) ($8.05; 1,453;
formance split.
Hook, Lino, Sinker, Piccadilly (11-19-58). $58,101) (Judy Holliday).
Nearly
Li’l Abner (MC-RS; Bus-andIrmo La Douce, Lyric (7-17-5B).
CHICAGO
$46,700 with Miss Holliday missing
Living for Pleasure, Garrick (7-10-58).
Auntie Mame, Erlanger (C-RS) truck Co.). Totalled $25,900 for
Long Day's Journey, Globe (9-24-58). .
three performances because of ill¬
(12th wk) ($6.60-$5,50; 1,333; $45,- seven performances, as follows:
Repertory, Old Vic (9-17-58).
ness. Her understudy, Phyllis New¬
Mousotrap, Ambassadors <11-25-52).
187) (Constance- Bennett). Nearly Kleinhans Aud., Buffalo, Monday
man,
subbed.
Previous
week,
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58).
(17), one, $6,900; Loew’s Canton,
$36,200. Previous week, $36,700.
No Concern, Westminster (10-6-58).
$49,706.
My Fair Lady, Shubert > (MC-RS) D., Tuesday (18), one, $3,300; Jaffa
Not in the Book, Criterion (4-2-58).
Roar
Lifco
«
Dove,
Phoenix
(9-25-57).
Comes
a
Day,
Ambassador
(D)
Mosque,
Altoona,
Pa.
Thursday
(55th. wk) ($7; 2,100; $72,979). Al¬
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
(3d wk; 20 p ($6.00; 1.155; $43,000)
most $61,800.
Previous
Week, (19), one, $4,600; Palace, Youngs¬
Simple Spyman, WnitehaU (3-19-58).
(Judith
Anderson).
Over
$16,800.
town, Thursday-Saturday (20-22),
$58,300.
Stepmother, St. Martins (11-5-58).
Tunnel of Love, Majesty's (12-3^57).
Previous week, $16,400.
Closes
four, $11,100. Previous week, $32,Unexpected Guest, Duchess (8-12-58).
next Saturday (29).
<300 for seven-performance split.
CLEVELAND
Where's Charley, Palace (2-20-58),
Look Back in Anger, (D-RS).
• transferred
Dark at the Top . of Hie Stairs,
Warm Peninsula, Hanna (CD-T)
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Music Box (D) (51st wk; 404 p)
(1st wk) ($4; 1,515; $28,000) (Julie Totalled $15,600 for seven per¬
Hot Summer Night, New (11-26-58).
($5.75 $6.90; 1,010; $33,000). Near¬
Devil Peter, Arts (11-27-58).
Harris). Over $22,300; Previous formances as follows: WVRA Thea¬
Grass Is Greener, St. Mart. (12-2-58).
ly $20,100. Previous week, $21,700.
week, $38,800 at the National, tre, Richmond, Monday-Tuesday
Moon on Rainbow, Royal Ct. 02-4-58).
(17-18), two, $2,900; Playhouse,
Washington.
Drink to Me Only, 54th St. (C)
West Side Story, Majesty's (12-12-58)
Wilmington
Wednesday-Saturday
CLOSED LAST WEEK
(7th wk; 53 p) ($5.75; 1,218; $36,Party, New (5-28-58).
(19-22),
five, $12,700.
Previous
000). Over $15,106. Previous week,
DETROIT
week, $29,500 at the Walnut, Phil¬
$17,600.
Li’l Abner, Riviera (MC-RS; N.Y.
adelphia.
Co.) (1st wk) ($4.95; 2,700; $38,000).
Girls in 509, Belasco (C) (6th wk;
Touring Shows
Romanoff ‘and Juliet, (C-RS)
Over .$19,100 for first five per¬
45 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,037; $33,000)
(Peter Ustinov). Totalled $34,700
(Nev. 24-Dec. 7)
formances of tour.
Coca).
for eight performances, as follows: ^Auntie Mame (Eve Arden)—Geary, S.F. (Peggy Wood, Imogene
'Two for the Seesaw, Shubert
Nearly $23,100 with parties. Pre¬
Indiana
Theatre,
Indianapolis,
(CD-RS (1st wk) ($4.40; 2,050; $38,Auntie Mame (Constance Bennett)— vious week, $26,000 with parties.
Monday-Wednesday (17-19), four, Erlanger, Chi (continues indefinitely).
000) (Ruth Roman, Jeffrey Lynn).
Goldilocks, Lunt-Fontanne (MC)
Auntie Mame (Sylvia Sidney)—Orpheum,
$18,500; Hartman, Columbus.
OVCr $25,100. Previous Week,'$25,la. (24-25); Memorial AUd., (6th wk; 49 p) ($900; 1,402; $68,Thursday-Saturday (20-22), four, Davenport,
Burlington, la. (26h Municipal Aud., St.
6Q0. a£-Her Majesty’s, Montreal.
$16,200. Previous week, $39,500 at
««'29); Purdue v
Lafayette, Ind. 843) (Don Ameche, Elaine Stritch).
(1-2); y, of Indiana,—Bloomington (3-4); Over $61,600 with parties.
Previ¬
the Pabst, Milwaukee.
Palace, Youngstown, O. (6-7).
LOS ANGELES
Shakespeare’s Ages of Man, (DR- ^Candid*—H°ch Aud., Lawrence, Kan. ous week, $65,000 with parties.
Crazy October, Hartford (C-T) RS) (John Gielgud). Totalled $18,Men’*
Gymnasium,
Fayetteville,
Jamaica, Imperial (MC) (50th
(1st wk) ($6-$4.95; 1,024; $34=600) 200 for four performances, as fol¬ Ark. (25); Mumcipal 1’heatre, Tulsa (26);
wk; 396 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000)
Music Hall, Kansas City, Mo. (28); Para
(Talhdah Bankhead). Almost $18,- lows:
State
College, Pocatello, mount, 'Omaha • (29); Pershing Municipal (Lena Home, Ricardo Montalhan).
performances.: Prfevi- Idaho, Tuesday (18), one, $2000; Aud., Lincoln, Neb. (30); Union Theatre,
Over $37,-400.
Previous
week,
Madison,
Wis.
(2-3);
Pabst,
Milwaukee
(5-6);
00* Week; $23,DOO at the Cass, Kingsbury Hall Salt Lake City,
Cold Wind and the Warm (tryout) (Eli $41,600.
Detroit
Thursday (20), one, $3,800; Wash¬ Wallach, Maureen Stapleton)—Colonial, . La Plume de Ma Tante, Royale
moves to N.Y.) (Reviewed
ington Univ., Seattle, Friday (21), ?°ston
m VARIETY, Nov. 12, ’58).
(R) (2d wk; 15 p) ($7.50; 1,050;
NEW HAVEN
one, $5,200; Georgian Aud., Van¬ . c«*y. October (tryout) (Tallulah Bank- $43,500) (Robert Dhery). Over $39,Night Circus, Shubert (D-T) couver, B.C., Saturday (22), one,
vSe^&s.-^.?4-®
<Revl<!we<i *” 900-with, parties. Previous week,
($jL8Q; 1,650; $43,000). (Ben ‘ Gaz- $6,300. Previous week, unreported,
DNry of Anno Frank (Francis Lederer) $36,600 "for first seven perform¬
rara, Janice Rule). About $22,000. totalled $17,000 for four perform¬ —Robmson
Mem., Little Rock. Ark. (24);
Previous week, $14,000 at Ford’s, ances, as follows: Northrup Aud., MumciP3! Aud., Shreveport, La. (25); ances and one preview.
City Aud., Beaumont, Tex. (26); Music
Baltimore.
•
Look Homeward, Angel, Barry¬
Minneapolis, Monday (10), one, HalL Houston (28-30); Municipal Aud.,
San Antonio <1); Municipal Aud., Big more-1©) (52d wk; 412 p) ($600;
$6,300; Stewart Hall Aud., St. Soring,
Tex. (3); Will Rogers Aud., Ft.
PHILADELPHIA
1,076; $40,716) (Miriam Hopkins,
Cloud, Minn., Tuesday (11), one,
Tex. (4-5); H.S. Aud., Snyder,
iCne for: Passion, Forrest (D-T) I $3,100;
Ed Begley). Almost $20,000. Pre¬
Weld
Hall
Moorhead, Tex. <6); Lyceum, Dallas (7).
Disenchanted (tryout) -Tlason Robards. vious week, $21,000.
(2dwk) ($520$4.0Q;X76Q; $4f>0«)) Minn.; Wednesday (12), one, $3,400;
Jr., Rosemary Harris)—Walnut, PiuLty
Make - a Million, Playhouse (C)
! Aud., Denver, Saturday (15), one, (24-29, moves to N.Y.) (Reviewed in
VARIETY, Nov. 5, ’58).
. t5fh wk; 36 p) ($6.90; 996; $36,000)
$4,200:
Gaiebo (tryout) (Walter Slezak, Jayne.
’:Dipenehanied, Walnut (D-T) (1st
(Sam
Lewene).
Over
$23,700.
;
Tunnel uf Love, (C-RS) (Eddie Meadows)—Warren, Atlantic City (24£9,
wk> ($4.80; 1,340; $35,000) (Jaspn
to N.YO (Reviewed in VARIETY, Previous week, $23,600.
Bracken). Totalled $11,500 for ~oves
ov. 19, *58).
Robards Jr./ Rosemary Harris).
seven performances, as follows:
Man
in
the
Bog
Suit,
Coronet
JR. (tryout) (Raymond Massey. Pat
Opened .Nov. 17 to one mild nod
Virginia Theatre, Wheeling, Sun¬ jungle, Christopher Plummer)—National, .(C) (4th wk; 28 p) ($600; 1,101;
(Schier,~Bulletin) and two unfavor¬
(24-6).
day (16), $1,600; Lyric,. Baltimore, Wash.
(Jessica Tandy, Hume
LI'I -Abner (bus-and-trock)—-Erlanger, $35,404)
able notices (Gaghan, News; Mur¬
Monday (17), one, $1,500; Mosque, Philly (24-29); RKO Keith, White Plains, ’Cronyn). Almost $23,000 with par¬
dock, Inquirer); almost $25,800.
Richmond, Tuesday (18), one, $900; N.Y. QL-2); Playhouse, Wilmington (3-6). ties. Previous week, same. Closes
Previous week, $23,400 at the Co¬
^Li'l Abner (N.Y. Co.)—Riviera, Det.
Syria Mosque, Pittsburgh, Wednes¬ (24-6).
next Saturday (29).
lonial/ Boston.
day (19), one, $1,100; Center. Nor¬ .Look. Back In Anger—Shubert, New
Marriage - Go-Round, Plymouth'
Gazebo, Locust (C-T) (1st Wk)
0439); Gglonial, Boston (1-6).
folk, Thursday (20), 6nC, $2,500; Haven..
Music Man (2d Co.)—Curran. S.F. (24-K).
(C) (4th wk; 29 p) ($6.90; 1,062;
($5-$4.50; 1,418; $35,0001 (Walter
Tower, Atlanta, Saturday (22), two,
Pair Lady (2d Co.)-^Shubert, Chi $42,200) (Charles Boyer, Claudette
Slezak, Jayne Meadows). Opened
$3,900. Previous week, $16,400 at
Nov. 17 to three pans by second
Night Circus (tryout) (Ben Gazsara,' Gdberth Nearly $40,400 with par¬
the ^Shubert, Cincinnati.
Janice Rule)—Locust, PhiRv (2429, moves ties.
Previous Week, samp.
stringers; about $25,700. PieViouk
to N.Y.) (Reviewed in- VARIETY, -£>ct.
Music Man, Majestic (MD) (49th
week, $15,100 for five perform¬
29, *58).
SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS
Old
Vic—Royal
Alexandra, Toronto wk; 388 p) ($8.05; 1,626; $68,658)
ances at the Playhouse, WilnnnlK
(25-29); St. Denis, Montreal (1-6).
(Theatres Set)
ton. •
- ‘ - *
Romanoff and Juliet (Peter Ustinoff)— (Robert Preston). Nearly $69,200.
Forrest’ Philly (2429); Shubert, New Previous week, same.
BROADWAY
Whoop-Up,' Shubert (MC-T) (2d.
Rower Drum Song, St. James (12-1-58). Haven (1-6),
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
wk> ($7.50-$6; 1084; $65,000). Al¬
Shakespeare'x Ages of Man (John GeilNight Ulrcus, Golden 02-2-58).
most $43,000. - Previous week,
gtid)—College,
Portland,
Ore.
(24-25); (141St wk; 1,123 p)'($8.05; 1,551;
Dtaonchantod, Coronet 02-3-58).
$44,900.
£•« Wind * W*rm, Jforosco 02-8-58). "Senior H.6., Sacramento (26); Alcazar, $68,210) (Edward Mulhare, Sally
S.F. (27-36); College,-Cotta Mesa, Cal. (1);
QM Vk, BNrat 02-2-58).
Millikan H.S, Long Beach, Cal. (2); Phil¬ Ann Howes). Steady at $69400J- 4/.4KIA (12-11-58).
Once More With Feeling, Na¬
PITTSBURGH
harmonic Aud., L.S. (5, matinee 6); Royce
•uNi Lyceum 02-12-58).
Hall, L.A. (evening 6).
WNoU» Ur Shubert (12-18-58).
Third Best Sport, Nixon (C-T)
tional (C) (5th wk; 39 p) ($600;.
Sunrise at Campobello (Leif Erickoon)—
tMerfoat
Sport,
Ambassador
02-30-38).
($4.95-$1.50; 1,760; $40,000) (CelAmerican, St. L. (24-29); Mem. Au<L> 1,162; $43,000) (Joseph Cotton, Ar¬
vUmr* or Lteio, 54th «t. 0-26-59).
L*viHe (2-6).
lene Francis). Over $41,700 with
e^eHolm). Opened Nov. 17to Two
UMMimon, Music Box 0-27-59).
Third BestRuort (tryout) (Celeste Holm)
48th St. <2-5-59).
affirmative notices (Krug/-Sun—Ford’s Balto (24-29): Shubert, Wash.. parties. 'Previous week, $42,000
«# ©•*, Barrymore (2-11-59).
Tele; Monahan, Press) andv one: r|MMh
(l-» (Reviewed in VARIETY, Oct. 22, '58). with -parties.
UWaWy, Bijou (2-12-50).
Tunnel of Lovo (Eddie Bracken)—
Firat. Wnmtona, Ahrtn (3-12-58).
Pleasure of His Company, Longpegative
(Cohen, Post-Gazette);,
Aycock
Aud.,
Greonboro,
N.C.
(24);
OFMEOADWAY
nearly $16,700 with Guild Sub¬
Municipal Aud., Savannah (25); Peabody acre (C) (5th xvk; 37 p) ($6.90; 1,AoaMI,-]toNl (UM8).
And., Daytona Beach (26); Civic, N.Q. 101; $36000) iCyrU Ritchard, Cor¬
scription, Previous week. $16,900
Joumaynfith atmnpors, Mewa 01-28-38). (2S-D;
Northwestern* State
College,
at the American, St. Louis.
Quom F«2tow, Cirdo>i» S«. 01-27-58). ■Nechitoches, La. (3); Apd., Memphis (4); nelia Ot?s Skinner, Charlie RugUf Mlop .-* Than, ProVincetown 02-4-58). "Kentucky Theatre, Paduka (5); Coliseum, igles, Walter Abel). Almost $36,000
EvansriUe* Ind. X6L
W FRANCISCO
with parties. Previous week, $36*JPOwOrlL
Two for the Bee sew (M -Co.) (Ruth
Auntie Mame/Geary (C~R$) (7th.
-Roman,
Jeffrey Lynn)—Shubert,
Det. 300 with parties.
(24-29); American, SL L. (1-6).
wk) ($5,50; 1,550; $474*00) 4Eve
Say, Darling, ANTA (MD) (34th
¥hrm Peninsula (tryout) (Julie Harris)
Arden). Another' $47000.
—Hanna, Cleve. (24-29): Shubert. Det.’ •tfk; 266 p) ($7.00; 1,165; $50,460)
Shh UhaN Haag Music, Actors 0-639).
Mutt* Man, CUriam OI0BS) (5th:
(1-0 (Reviewed., in VARJETY. Noy, 5. '58). (David
Wayne,
Vivian
Blaine,
•* tho Town, Mew Orpheum (1-15*5®).
MiiijUa .dryout)—Shubert,
Philly Johnny Desmond), -ever $34,100. j
m
*$58JD00L' :VH
C*H You, Aadarson (2*32),
jk ^Mcryv-jfoYi ox.
Previous week, $36,300. “Moves next ]
Almost $02,000 for bine perform¬
Clearing in Woods, Sheridan Sq. 0-16-59.

Parenthetic designations for outof-town shows are the same -as for
Broadway, -except that hyphenated
T w\th show classification indicates
tryout and RS indicates road show.
Also, prices on touring shows in¬
clude 10% Federal Tax and local
tax, if any, hut as on Broadway
grosses are net; i.e. exclusive of
taxes. Engagements are for single
week unless' otherwise noted.

British Shows

75

Monday (1) to the Beck. Eddie
Albert joined the cast last Monday
(24) as replacement for Wayne,
who’s taking a 10-week leave of
absence.
Shadow of a‘Gunman, Bijou CD)
(1st wk; 4 p) ($5.75-$60O; 599;
$20,400). Opened last Thursday (20)
to four favorable reviews (Aston,
World-Telegram; Atkinson, -Times;
Chapman, News; Watts, Post) and
three unfavorable (Coleman, Mir¬
ror; Kerr, Herald Tribune; Mc¬
Clain, Journal - American);
over
$11,600 for first four performances
and two previews.
Sunrise at Campobello, Cort <D)
(43d wk; 340 p> ($6.90; 1,155; $37,500). (Ralph Bellamy). Over $37,200. Previous week, $37,400.
Touch of the Poet, Hayes, (D)
(8th wk; -60 p) ($7.50; 1,139; $43,067) (Helen Hayes, Eric Portman,
Kim Stanley, Betty Field). Nearly
$42,100
with
parties. Previous
week, $42,200 with parties.
Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD)
(45th wk; 356 p) ($6.90; 780; $31,700) (Dana Andrews, Anne Ban¬
croft); Almost $30,100. Previous
week, $30,500.
Visit, Morcsco CD) C23d wk; 181
p) ($600; 946; $37,500) (Alfred
Lunt, Lynn Fontanne).
Nearly
$29,200. Previous week, $27,400.
Closes next Saturday C29).
West Side Story, Winter Garden
(MD) (61st wk; 484 p) (S8.05; 1,404;
$63,203). Over $42,700. Previous
week, $46,000.
World of Suzie Wong, Broadhurst (D) (6th wk; 47 p) ($6.90;
1,214; $46,500). Nearly $45000 with
parties.
Previous v.eck.
$45,400 with Guild subscription.
Closed Last Week
Epitaph for George Dillon,
Golden (D) (3d wk; 23 p) ($5.75;
800; $25,152) (Eileen Herlie, Robert
Stevens). Over $13,700. Previous
week, $13,900. Closed last Saturday
(22) at an approximate loss of its
entire $50,000 investment.
Opening This Week
Edwin Booth, 46th St. <D) ($600;
1097; $45,672) (Jose Ferrer). Play¬
wrights Co. presentation of a play
by Milton Geiger; opened last
Monday night (24) to unanimously
negative notices (Aston, WorldTelegram; Atkinson, Times; Chap¬
man, News; Coleman. Mirror; Kerr,
Herald Tribune; McClain, Jou^nalAmerican;. Watts, Post).
Cue for Passion, Miller (D)
($600; 946; $32,000) (Diana Wynyard, John Kerr). Playwrights Co.
and Franchut Productions presen¬
tation of a play by Elrtier Rice;
opened last night (Tues.).

ViiiisliiRg Read
Continued from page 71
of touring schedules is bringing
pained yelps from road theatre
managements. Also as per recent
custom, the Theatre Guild-American Theatre Society is having dif¬
ficulty obtaining enough suitable
shows to satisfy its subscribers in
various towns.
Another subject of anguished
howls is the steady deterioration of
railroad
facilities
for
touring
troupes.
Rail lines keep raising
the rales for transporting legit
■companies, at the same time re¬
ducing the baggage car facilities
for hauling scenery. Even worse,
the curtailment of trains bas now
reached such proportions that it’g
virtually impossible to make week¬
end jumps between many more
or less nearby cities.
.Such bonanza business-getters as
the touring editions of “My Fair
Lady” and “Music Man” are rack¬
ing up potent profits, and Peter
Ustinov’s television-hypoed draw
•is ‘proving b.o. magnet for ’“Ro¬
manoff and Juliet.” Also, both the
Constance Bennett and Eve Arden
companies of “Aunt Mame” are
getting hefty patronage. But tbs
moderate grosses of the toad edi¬
tions of “Sunrise -of CHmpdbello”
and “Two for the Seesaw” have
thus far been serious disappoint¬
ments.
These assorted factors add up
to a growing impression that the
road is becoming more than ever
a worthwhile field for -only a few
top ■successes. For the intermedi¬
ate shows the steadily shrinking
business, sharply rising costs and
pyramiding
transportation
diffi¬
culties make touring less and less
'attractive.

PfatiEfr

LEGITIMATE

CASTING NEWS
Following are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off-Broadway, touring, industrial and television shoves. All information has
been obtained directly by the Variety Casting Department by tele¬
phone calls, and has been rechecked as of noon yesterday (Tues.).
The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi¬
tions to the list will be made only when information is secured from
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads
provided by the managements of the shows involved rather than to
run a lengthy list of blind items.
In addition to the available parts listed, the tabulation includes pro¬
ductions announced for later this season, but, for which, the manage¬
ments, as yet, aren’t holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa¬
tions are as follows; (C) Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy,
(MD) Musical Drama, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic Reading.

Legit
BROADWAY
(Parts Available)
Daxrlin’ Man (MD>. Producers,
Playwrights Co. & Oliver Smith;
director, Vincent Donehue; chor¬
eographer, Agnes DeMille. Equity
call for dancers, Dec. 2; male,
2 p.m.; femme, 3 p.m.; Lunt-Fontanne Theatre, 205 W. 46th St.
Destry (MC)—Producer, David
Merrick, 246 W. 44th St.; director,
Michael Kidd; casting director, Ed¬
uard Fuller. Available parts: dark,
handsome villain; various western
types. Mail photo and resume.
Raisin in the Sun (D)—producer
Philip Rose St David J. Cogan (157
W. 57th St., Cl 5-2255); director,
Lloyd Richard. Available parts (allNegro>; Sidney Poitier’s; son,
10; African male college stu¬
dent, 24; female, 40-60; man, 35-50,
Tall Story (C)—producers, Em¬
mett Rogers St Robert Weiner
(234 W. 44th St., LA 4-4937); direc¬
tor, Herman Shumlin. Available
part: a lead male, slim, likeable,
six-foot-four, 22-23.
(Mail photo
and resume to Rogers).
The Gay Felons (C)—producers,
H. Clay Blaney and Geoffrey

Jones (36 CPS). Available parts:
male lead, 40-50, Frenchman,
quiet, authoritative; male, 45-55,
short, stocky, loveable sot, hen¬
pecked; about 12 assorted comics,
40-60; femme, 35-40, intense, emo¬
tional, Maureen Stapleton type;
femme,
young,
sexy
French;
femme, 35-40, attractive, quiet,
warm, sensitive; male lead, 25,
handsome, romantic. (Send photo
and resume to producers). Rehear¬
sals start Dec. 15.
Three Against Time (D)—produc¬
ers, Tad Danielewski St Morris
Feld. Available parts: femme lead,
30, foreign accent, beautiful, warm;
middle-aged male scientist; hand¬
some English scientist, 20’s; cul¬
tured well-built American general;
General’s wife, 45, submissive,
quiet, dominated by husband;
young, energetic businessman and
pretty, restless, discontented wife;
retired professor, ol.d, but still
bright and alive: efficient, relaxed
Government official, 40-45; two
servants, either authentic, Indians
or of American-Indian descent;
sandy blonde eight-year-old girl,
Vigorous, bright; scholarly nineyear-old boy.
(Mail photo and
resume to production assistant
Jeanette Kamins, 234 W. 44th St.,
Suite 702).

OFF-BROADWAY

play housekeeper; femme lead;
early 20’s, American, bright,, at¬
tractive; femme, 40’s, mature but
still good looking, scatterbrain;
femme, 80’s, important, regal
type; femme, early. 20’s, Italian.
(Mail photo and resume to prod¬
ucer).
I’ll Call. You (MC)—producers,
Lyn Swann & Sterling Noel;: direc¬
tor, Tad Danielewski,
Available
parts (experience required); male
comedian singer-dancer; roman¬
tic femme singer; two femme
comediennes, one a soft soubruet type; male for role of
suave, . successful
businessman;
“character" landlady; ballet dan¬
cers to double as Understudies and
play minor parts. (Mail photos &
resume to producers c/o Phyllis
Anderson Theatre, 2d Ave. & 4th
■St).
Mister President (D) — Produ¬
cers, Day Tuttle & Howard Kane,
E. 74th St. Theatre, 334 E. 74th St. |
Director Tuttle. Available parts:;
character roles, 50’s and 60’s.
Equity members, mail photo and
resume; non-Equity applicants, 1012 a.m. and 2-4 p.m., next Friday
(26).
She Shall Have Music (M)—pro¬
ducers Stuart Bishop, Debe Meyer
and Edwin West. Musical Director.
Julien Stein. Restoration period
acting styles required. Available
parts; male, 25-35, must sing, mode
and high fashion of 17th Century;
male lead, 25-30, lyric baritone,
hpavy acting; male 20-30, second
lead, tenor,, handsome, romantic,
must act; male 35-50, portly char¬
acter, comedy dancing; male 18-20,
small dancer; femme 18-20, Cock¬
ney hoyden, must sing and dance;
four male and four female, 18-30,
to sing dance and double in walkons and specialty spots, (Mail
photo and resume to producers, 72
Perry St., N.Y). Equity call dancers-singers. Nov. 28 at Variety
Arts Studio, 225 W. 46th St.;
femme, 10. a.m.; male, 1 p.m.
What Every Woman Knows (C).
Producer, Equity Library Theatre;
director,- Edwin Gifford. Casting
11 W. 18th St. 2d fl., Dec. 1, from
5-10 p.m.; Dec. 2-3, 7:30-10:30 p.m..
Equity members only (present
membership
cards).
Available
parts* femme . lead, 20’s, petite,
spirited, appealing, Scotch; male
lead 20’s, handsome, pompous;
male, 60, laborer, conscious of his
respectability; male, 40’s, sedate,
sanctimonious, materialistic; male,
about 20, enthusiastic, woman-shy;
femme 50’s, worldly, charming,
observant; femme 20’s, pretty, shal¬
low; male 60’s, affable, veteran
gallant. British; one femme and
foui male bit parts, may be nonEquity.

(Parts Available)
A Clearing in the Woods (C).
Producers, Paul Michael St Gayle
Hinckley, Sheridan Square Thea¬
tre, 99 Seventh Ave., So. Director,
Jack Ragorsky. Available part:
femme lead, played originally oh
Broadway by Kim Stanley. Cast¬
ing through agents only. Open
easting later.
- Count Tour Blessings (C) —
Producer, Stage Society (103 E.
86th St., N.Y. 28); director, Wil¬
liam Murray. Available parts:
male lead, 50, continental type;
OUT OF TOWN
(2d) male, 50’s, professional type;
(Parts Available)
elderly male to play butler; male,
40, strong comedy; male, young
Mistress of the House (D)—de
American, mature; femme, 60’sr to Lys Theatre Associates Inc.; direc-

i l&mtmr

"Laugh as you read. . not only funny but
informative."
i

Wt abac 6/a—2*<A m* mJ

YOU CAN'T MAIL
AN ELEPHANT

L.A. HERALD & EXPRESS, Darsie L Darsie

"Contains makings of a first-rate motion pic¬
ture or television comedy. Amusing book."**
L.A. CITIZEN NEWS, Walter Scratch

"Cleverly written chUckler
postal employe days."

anent

Derman's

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER, Hank Grant

"Satirical . . . Intimate . . . hilarious."
L.A. MIRROR NEWS, Kriss Karlsson
"I thoroughly enjoyed the postal fun . . . grand
tribute to career employees . . . splendid job."
HOWARD COONEN,
Regional Director, N. Y. Postoffice

By LWJ PERMAN
—

OieJ SaJfUrfrn aMr*

BrO*

"Written with a light touch . . . nonetheless in¬
formative ... contains idea for video series."**
VARIETY, Rodo

"Derman lights up the pages with de¬
lightful persiflage «.. hilarious... very
funny book ... a gay literary romp"

"Extremely funny book."
REX BARLEY, |CFI Radio: Books in the News

DAILY VARIETY, Jack Heilman
"Refreshing . . . different . . . superior
satire."
BILLBOARD; Joel M. Friedman

Thanks criticsI

JE.au EbebmaH

** P.S.: THE ELEPHANT WILL FIRST HEAD FOR BROADWAY
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tor, William de Lys; casting, Col¬
ette Wolff (EN 2-9208). Available
parts: femme 20-28, sensual, child¬
like, beautiful; mulatto male, 3035, handsome, alluring; Negro
femme 30-40, primitive beauty, fullbodied; servants, 5 male, 5 femme,
Negro & white, non-speaking-mime,
modern dance, classic ballet back¬
ground.
'
CHICAGO
Untitled
play—Jules
Pfeiffer
productions, Studebaker Theatre
(420 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago).
Call producer (HA 7-0088) for ap¬
pointment. Available parts: char¬
acter man, 50’s, with vitality; in¬
genue; male and female leads,
character comedienne. Casting cur¬
rently, details of play not yet avail¬
able.

INDUSTRIAL SHOW
(Parts Available)
Convention, week of
Jan. 28, 1959, Greenbrier Hotel,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
Openings for four attractive show¬
girls and kix femme dancers. Ap¬
ply, Cass Franklin (119 W. 57th
St., N.Y.).

standard numbers, plus recent
photo, short biographical summary.
Address Plymouth Show, ABC
Studio, Hollywood, or 2623 Santa
Monica Blvd., Santa Monica.
McCann-Erickson (485 Lexing¬
ton Ave., OX 7-6000). Available
part for male with beard {his own),
athletic build, 23-33. Drop by with
photo and resume, see Barbara
Neubauer.
The Verdict Is Yours, unre¬
hearsed courtroom dramas. CBS;,
producer, Eugene Burr; director,
Byron Paul; casting contact, Liam
Dunn, CBS, 524 W. 57th St. (do not
phone). No open casting; all dona
from files. Submit photo and re¬
sume for consideration.
WRCA-TV,
(30
Rockefeller
Plaza. N.Y.’20.), accepting appli¬
cations for auditions for all gen¬
eral talent, except dramatic actors*
alternate Tuesdays. Apply by mail
to “Open Auditions.”

National

FUTURE SHOWS
Ariadne & the Concrete Duck

(C)—producer, Howard Erskine (56
W. 45th St., OX 7-9620).
Far Away the. Train-Birds Cry

FILM HOUSE OVERHAUL
FOR PHILLY STOCK
Philadelphia, Nov. 25.
Actress and former stripper Ann
Corio is turning producer. In part¬
nership with Charles D. Teller, she
plans launching a winter stock
company here?
The venture is aimed to open
Dec. 30 at the Ogontz Theatre, a
former Warner film house in
Ogontz, in the northern section of
the city. The house is-being over¬
hauled at a reported cost of $40,000, including the reduction of the
seating capacity from 1,500 to 900,
Teller is president of the op¬
erating company, Cor-Tel Produc¬
tions*. Miss Corio, currently on the
Coast, is due here soon to sit in on
preliminary preparations and book-

(CD)—producer, Louis d’Almeida
(480 Lexington Ave., Jli 2-8115).
Gypsy (MC)—producers, David
Merrick St Leland Hayward (246 W.
44th St., LO 3-0830).
Let’s Go Steady (MC)—producer
Edward Padula (1501 Broadway,
LA 4-4860).
Madonna and Child (C)—pro¬
ducer, Guthrie McClintic (1270
6th Ave., Cl 7-5152).
Rivalry (DR)—producers, Cheryl
Crawford St Joel Schenker (49 W.
45th St., JU 2-3466), in association
with Actors Studio Inc.
The Poker Game (C)—Producer,
Anna Sokolow has booked the
Norman Forman (106 CPS).
York Theatre, N.Y., an off-Broadway legit house operated by Warnerr Le Roy, for a two-week dance
SHOWS IN REHEARSAL
appearance, starting Dec. 18..
BROADWAY
Redhead (MC)—producers, Rob¬
ert Fryer & Lawrence Carr (234
W. 44th St.. LA 4-2844).
OFF-BROADWAY

’Tis a Pity She’s a Whore (D)—
Producer, Eugene Van Grona.
Qnare Fellow (CD)—producers.
Circle in the Square & Banner Pro¬
ductions (5 Sheridan Square, CH
3-5646).

FOR LEASE
900 Seat Air-Cond. Theatre
For 1959 Summer Stock Sea¬
son.

Located in Proven Area,

with a Tremendous Potential.

SIGNED
BROADWAY
Night Circus: Arlene

Reply to:
Golonka,

Hazen Gifford.
Starward

Ark:

MARK ENTERPRISES, INC.
705 E. Cbostaat St.
Coatesvllle, Pa.

Greta Thyssen,

Richard Gardner.
Dark at the Top of the Stairs:

Sandy Dennis (succeeding Judith
Robinson).
Rashomon: Aviva Gor (under¬
study for Claire Bloom, Ruth
White): David Opatoshu.
Redhead: William LeMassena,
Ralph.. Sumpter, Patrick Horgan.
Rivalry: Martin Gabel.
Tall Story: Hans Conried, Marc
Connelly.
OFF-BROADWAY

Boy Friend: Denise McLagin
{succeeding Phoebe MacKay).
Diversions:
Anne
Francine
(stand-by for Gudi Mann).
Failures: Albert Salmi, Peggy
McCay. .
Hamlet of Stepney Green: Lou.
Gilbert (succeeding Menachem
Rubin.
Many Loves: Henry Proach,
Frank McGuire.
Playboy of Western World: B. J.
Geraghty (succeeding Liam Lenihan),
Qnare Fellow: Charles Althoff,
Lou Frizzell, Ben LaughlilT.
'Tis a Pity She’s a Whore:
Christopher Drake, Ursula Stevens,
Martin Kosleck.

levision
educational,
drama, CBS; producer, John McGiffert; director (MAIL Photo &
Giffert. (MAIL Photo St Resume),
Nat Greenblatt (524 W. 57th St.).
I, filmed on location—CBS; pro¬
ducer, Gilbert Ralston; casting
through Marc Merson; address by
mail only, Barbara Tuck, CBS, 524
W. 57th St. Available parts: un¬
usual types, interesting faces, good
physical conditions, will consider
applicants having had odd occupa¬
tions. Submit photo and resume.
Lamp Unto My Feet, religious
drama, CBS; producer, Don Kellerman; director, James Mac Allen.
(MAIL Photo St Resume), Nat
Greenblatt (524 W. 57th St.).
Lawrence Welk show (Plymouth
Motors), ABC-TV — Seeking teen¬
age vocal and instrumental per¬
formers for guest appearances or
as permanent band members. Sub¬
mit disk nr tape (home-recorded
acceptable) of wellknown pop or
Camera

Three,

I~mm

FOR SALE

SHUBERT an* COX THEATRES
!■ Claclaeetf, Ohie

BUCKSTOHE THEATRE
GREAT NORTHERN THEATRE
la Cklcap, Illlaali
to purchasers Intending to use the
property
fceueht
as
Leflltlmate
Theatres.

1
§
a

Reply to Box V-B05B-59, Variety, I
154 W. 44th St., Now York 34 i

PROFESSIONAL CAROS HONORED
Theatrical end TV Make V# e .All
Laadlno Cosmetic ilnee • ImparteO
A Domestic Perfumes o Distinctive
Fountain service.
FREE DELIVERY . OPEN SUNDAYS
"Tha Drug Start of the Stars"

HADLEY REXALL DRUGS
Till 4th Ava., Cor. 44 St., NEW YORK
Telephone PLaxa 7-0021

MODEL WANTED
Most Be 35Va-25V2-35V2.
Good salary.
CARTERET JR. FASHIONS CORF.
1375 Broadway, Now York, N. Y.
U SALE ) $ — LIQUIDATING
WAREHOUSE, Goad Used EqatpaTt
Paints* ...$15 A up
Steat Curtains ..915 & us
P1uf-jn-kn*ti (4-way 4 S-way fut#*) $S4|I5
StaH €■«• (2-wlra)............|Q,05 Hr ft,
Dlnnars pa* Dlanarbaar**
LIsMIas Eaulswant (miaatllaaaoi)

TIMES SQ. STAGE LTG. CO.
249 Wait 47Nt Sfc, N. Y, 24, N. Y.

FL 7*4925 — CO 54212

ebJ.i>l
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LITERATI
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Literati
217-Year-Old Mag Succumbs
Ben Franklin's “-General Mag¬
azine and Historical Chronicle,”
which survived a span of 217 years
ceased publication last, month
through lack of funds. The mag
featured fiction, literary comment,
historical essays and poetry and
was issued as a quarterly by the
University of Pennsylvania's Gen¬
eral Alumni Society in Philadel¬
phia.
A price war between the two
publishers found the General Mag¬
azine a casualty within six months.
It was revived in name and spirit
by the Penn Alumni group in 1925.

Samuel Fuller also has been or¬
dered by Bantam to novelize his
original screenplay, “The Big Red
One.”
Bantam also is teaming up with
Allied Artists in saturation ex¬
ploitation campaign for Nov. 21
opening in 115 N.Y. theatres of
“Never Love a Stranger.”

London,.are expected In the fall
of that year.
Author, who negotiated the sale
while at. the Frankfurt Book Fair,
is now dickering for Italian and
German rights.
Algren’s Chi Documentary
Nelson Algrtn’s prose poem,
"CMcago: City On the Make,” has
been adapted for a one-reel docu¬
mentary by Dick Klevickis, a form¬
er film writer for Kling Film
Studios. It’s intended for theatri¬
cal release, to be titled “Nelson
Algren’s CMcago,” with the author
doing the voice track.
Algren owns the .plates of the
original book, wMch is now outof-print, and he will probably’ put
the volume into another printing
when the picture is ready for re¬
lease.
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! SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK {
+♦+♦♦♦♦♦»++♦♦»+♦ By Frank Scully

'

Palm Springs, Nov. 25.
Maurice Zam, who is my favorite musicologist, because he can cut
through more nonsense in less time than anybody I know in his field,
just gave me a fascinating expose of the distortions of The Wedding
March and how it has loused up more lives than a third party at Tea
For Two.
He was telling me about a tour he had been making in the sticks
and how In Reno, of all places, the highschool kids gave him a stand¬
ing
ovation such as he had never had in his life, and he wondered if
'Stanislavski’s Legacy*
instead of yapping forever about juvenile delinquents we couldn’t do
“Stanislavski’s Legacy” (Theatre
better
by sending good concerts into the area where kids are sup¬
Arts; $3.50) is translated and edit¬
posed to play chopsticks with switchlcnives.
ed by Elizabeth Hapgood from
Sweet Music: No Taxes
articles, speeches, notes and me¬
It is a fact that natives of gambling areas are not given over very
moirs of the celebrated, Russian
much
to
gambling
and
it
is good to hear that their kids are even less
director. Editor, a friend, of Stan¬
interested in getting something for nothing. I had observed that this
islavski's, gathered . the material
Jim Bishop on Bugs Baer
13th 'Ballet Annual’
after his death in 1938, mid pre¬
Jim Bishop frankly borrowed was equally true at Monte Carlo, a most law-abiding community,
“The Ballet Annual/’ edited* by sents it to supplement the direc¬
where the Prince so protects his Mends that they are not allowed to
Arnold Haskell (Macmillan; $5), is tor’s own (books and. published rec¬ from Bugs Baer—with credit to the gamble, and it takes thfee generations to become one of his devoted
emcee of the Banshees’ functions—
the 13th edition of this dance re¬
ords.
ty recalling that when the latter subjects. Not to "make it too sentimental, that status gets them com¬
cap. Printed in Britain, book relies
Included are quotes from Ms re¬ was birthday-partied at Toots pletely off tjte tax-hook.
heavily on • illustrations of world¬
TMs does not extend to the Commonwealth of Nevada, but there
wide ballet activities. Text covers marks on the Moscow Art Theatre; Shor’s last year, on the occasion of
the past season in the British Isles, discussions of styles of acting; his 70th, he cracked, “I’ve heard a must be some benefits accruing to the native because he obviously is
Europe, Canada and the U. SL, with comments. on training singers to lot of nice things about myself and not as big a sucker for slot machines as the passing tourist. But that
a checklist of the season’s ballets act; reminiscences of Tolstoy and I’d be a sucker to deny any of his kids should be above all this legalized vice and be fetched prefer¬
and dance companies appearing in Chekhov; playwriting; scene de¬ them.” This, too, served as Bishop’s ably by a concert of classic music must astonish even those who are
signoff' speecfalet of thanks when starry-eyed at the sight of anybody In Ms teens.
London. Anatol Chujoy writes of
ballet in New York;* Arthur Todd sign; and even a chapter on acting he got the Silver Lady award.
Part of this, I suspect, is due to the fact that Maurice Zam can take
This was the 12th award in the a few notes of some Dutch compositions, centuries old, and show with
reports on Jerome Bobbins and melodramas. Tome is valuable ad¬
“West Side Stoiy”; and there is dition to existing publications by 23 years of the Banshees wMch Joe almost the speed of light how it becomes boogie woogie in the 20th
Connelly, Bray Kelley and Joe
additional material from Frederiek and about Stanislavski. Down.
Ashton, Anton Dolin and Mary
Willicombe Jr. started as a Heart century. He can show them, too, how a simple composition of Mozart
Clarke, among others.
promotion, and has continued for can be loused up if not played with the simplicity that Mozart em¬
Jessel’s ‘How To’ Book
ployed. These expositions fascinate anybody and you don’t have to be
WMle on the Coast for the Art almost a quarter of a century.
Tome is handsomely produced
a music-lover to be fetched by a personality that can treat masters
and provides excellent continuity Linkletter “success story” cockwith such humanity and good humor.
tailery, celebrating his current
to a worthy dance series.
'Holiday’ Biz B.O.
Freedom For Palm-Slammers
•bestseller, Prentice - Hall’s Stuart
Down,
Holiday magazine reports ad¬
L. Daniels was impressed by vertising volume already booked
He was the first concert performer I ever heard who ajrgued that
George Jessel’s click on his focal for the first half of 1959 running a member of an audience feeling an urge to applaud a particular pas¬
New Pub Setups
sage should not restrain himself because some martinet had ordained
Whitford-Bolles Pub. Co. Inc. au¬ (Hollywood) television program more than 12% ahead of 1958.
At the same time Ralph Hench, that all palm-slamming must be reserved to the end of the p'erformthorized to conduct a publishing and thus was bom the comedian’s
business in Bochester, N.Y. Direc¬ upcoming '“Treasury of Stories for veepee and advertising director, ance.
tors are A. Eugene Holies Jr., All Occasions.” It’s slated for said the mag closed its books for
But Ms heresy regarding The Wedding March is more shockingly
‘Walter H. Foertsch and J. Frank spring publication and will not be 1958 with a gain in advertising true than all Ms other dissenting opinions. He explains that the bar¬
Birdsall Jr., Bochester. Harris, an anthology of jokes but more revenue of 5% over 1957.
ometer of all rhythm is the human walk, and it has been synchronized
as
a
practical
guide
for
public
Advertising revenue for 1958 through the ages to match the heartbeat and put no strain on this or¬
Beach, Keating, Wilcox, Dale &
Linowitz were filing attorneys at speakers at fraternal functions and totaled $8,705,441, -compared with gan while stimulating circulation. The term. andante, for example,
the like, with accent on practical $8,288,907 for 1957. This year’s
Albany.
hints to command audience atten¬
comes from the verb andare, which means to walk. The human walk
Herbert Magourney Inc. author¬ tion, no disturbance from the wait¬ linage total was 4,348 columns,
ized to conduct a publishing and ers, minimum of coffee-cup clatter, down 4.1% from 4,534 columns the under normal conditions is in moderate time. Everything faster than
a normal walk is said to be fast. Everything slower also has its
printing business, with Herbert what-not-to-do, etc., as only" a vet previous year.
description, wMch is adagio.
Magourney, Arthur J. Rosenthal after-dinner speaker like Jessel
Jazzbos Have It Right
Christiansen’s Opinion
and Ellen T. Rosenthal, N.Y. City, could advise.
The andante rhythm gives one a sense of well-being. That is why
Arthur Christiansen, a director
as directors. Paul, Weiss, Bifkind.
He will augment the book with of Beaverbrook Newspapers Ltd., many popular pieces are composed in the andante tempo. Jazz musi¬
Wharton & Garrison were filing at¬ solid
stories, anecdotes, toasts, re¬ and a former editor of the London cians just about Mt the spirit of the term on the nose. They say “walk
torneys. .Wilson Publishing . Co. citations
the like. PrenticeExpress, said at Glasgow that, It” This is a perfect translation of andante.
Inc. Also chartered to do business Hall does and
a big mailorder business Daily
as a newspaperman, his only fear
in New York.
You might tMnk, argues Zam, all this has nothing to dp with how
in this type of book and has suc¬ of
television would be that it would you get through a day in tMs life, but the fact is,, he argues further,
cessfully published a number of have
color before this was intro¬ that misinterpretation of the term andante messes up your life at
Bentley’s Anthology
banqueteering volumes.
duced
generally
in
the
editorial
“The Classic Theatre ” edited by
columns of the press.
< one of its climactic moments. That is when you’re getting married.
Eric Bentley (Doubleday; $1.25,
Organists Louse Up Wedding March
New Bobbs-Merrill Officers
For newspapers color might cost
paperbound), is'the first of several
The way all organists play The Wedding March is better keyed for
Acquisition
of
Bobbs-Merrill
Go.,
volumes to appear in this series as Indianapolis, by Howard W. Sams “the world,” but it was a necessity a 'murderer in Ms walk of the last mile toward legal extinction. Be¬
in
the
progress
of
the
press.
the work of the same editor. VoL 1 & Co., electronics publishers, has
Executive said the only reason cause of this distortion The Wedding March has become the most agon¬
contains translations of * six early resulted in several new- officers.
Italian plgys — two of Carlo 6ol- Howard Sams was elected board for the failure of so many news¬ izing march in the history of civilized man. It is played so Slowly that
papers
recently was bad manage¬ no one but an acrobat could keep his balance in the promenade up
dcni’s: ’The Servant of Two Mas¬ chairman and president of the 120ters” end “Mirandojina”;*a n d year-old firm. Leo C. Gobin, for¬ ment or bad editing. He did not the aisle. That more who started out in tMs march didn’t, end as
feel
there
were too many newspa¬ corpses at the altar is one more proof of the triumph of human cour¬
Machiavelli’s * “Thd Mandrake,” mer Bobbs-Merrill treasurer, be¬
pers. There were newspapers of
among other titles.
comes vice president /md general differing quality, and no matter age over expert stupidity. That many have run off never to return, Zam
Bentley continues to perform manager; Donald B. Sbaw is treas¬ what praises were sung of those attributes to. The Wedding March ringing through their heads at its
yeoman service'supplying texts for urer, and Leland C. Morgan is which had ceased to publish,. he funeral pace.
“Who was responsible for corrupting the very spirit of this joyful
dramas that might otherwise be secretary.
was certain that a closer look at
lost to students and directors; or,
D. Laurence Chambers, former the editing or management would event?” Zam asked. “Whoever he was, he has immortalized Mmself
at best, difficult to obtain in work¬ board chairman, has become chair¬ show the cause of failure.
in a most gruesome manner every time somebody tries to walk down
manlike translation. A worthy un- man emeritus, and Robert L. Moor¬
He feared many more sheets the aisle at the. snail’s pace he has set for all lovers. The point is they
.dertaking, well-carried out
head becomes honorary secretary would close in the next few years can never walk in a joyous normal manner because the organist is
Rodo.
and treasurer. Former president because their standards were not playing The Wedding March, not in andante but in adagio, which is
Lowe Berger has been given a high enough or their technique was a funereal tempo.”
leave of absence because of illness. not good, enough.
i To fortify his position he pointed out that The Wedding March
Jake Trussell’s Tome
In the . long run, he believed, tv came from Wagner’s opera “Lohengrin” and the tempo of the march
Jake Trussell, sports editor and New board members, in addition to
amusements columnist of the the officers, include John A. Alex¬ would not damage the press, but as indicated by Wagner was andante con moto, This means “faster
Kingsville Becord, Texas, has pub¬ ander and Harold H. Bredell, both would settle down as an advertising than a walk,” not half as fast as a walk. It should therefore be a joy¬
George medium which Would be comple¬
lished the second in a series of Indianapolis attorneys-;
booklets containing his verse. This Browsky, Chicago advertising ex¬ mentary to newspapers rather than ful rhythmic swing toward the altar.
This is logical because a wedding is a joyful affair and the tempo
i one is called “After Hours Poetry” ecutive; and William B. Collins, a rival
($1) and is the scribe’s poetic im- Worthington, O.
He congratulated the Glasgow. of a wedding march should have the rhythmic swingof “The Stars and
Herald on switching to front-page Stripes Forever,”
.(pressions Pf night life from AcaZam said Wagner’s directions were Siegreicher Mut, which means
news. It was a firstrate move al¬
i pulco to Gotham, including TexasAnnenberg Buys TV Digest
i Mexico border towns, Las Vegas,
courageous spirit, and Schreitsvoran, which means advance forward,
Triangle Publications Inc. (Wal¬ though years overdue, he opined.
^Bourbon St, and other byways of ter Annenberg) has purchased
j This roughly is what Wagner had in mind when he gave us The Wed¬
^ the land.
ding March.
Television Digest Inc. from Martin
CHATTER
fi
Philip Trussell, Ms 15-year-old Codel. TV Digest is a Washington
“In a courageous spirit,” Zam concluded, “is the mood and tempo
College Publishing Corp. author¬
fson, made the cover design for the based weekly newsletter devoted ized to conduct a publishing and which should motivate anyone getting married. It’s tough enough
(new poetry collection.
to the broadcasting industry and printing business in Great Neck, without starting as if it were a ijeath notice in a concentration camp.”
also publishes a semiannual refer¬ L. I. The Cure? ajSsc XJp Organists!
"
ence book. Television Factbook.
Martha Foley’s Billing
The cure? It involves the reformation of all futura 'GtganiStS and
Bill Ornstein represented in the
Item last week about Whit BurTriangle plans-to keep the D.C. Sunday (23) N.Y. Herald Tribune musicians so that they play a wedding march andante con moto, mean¬
; nett as co-founder of the old Story staff and office space of TV Digest with an article on the lure of steel. ing “let’s speed this thing up and get pn to the main business wMch
! magazine credited Ms second wife intact. Takeover is effective Dec, bands in the Caribbean.
1 is a happy honeymoon.”
$ as Ms colleague. Co-founder was, 1. with Codel staying on as asso¬
The Drama Book Shop, N. Y., j I should like to draw this to the attention of the writers of people
f of course, Martha FolCy. The pair ciate publisher. Purchase price is “pouring”
for George Oppenheim-; like Sid Caesar who get humor out of educating peasants away from
I then resided in Majorca, Spain, undisclosed.
er and Ms “Passionate Playgoer” their error. But I should also like to add that these are Maurice Zam’s
land conducted all correspondence
(Viking) boqk this weekend.
< ideas and these writings enjoy the protection of copyright.
land handling of manuscripts and
'Mike Wallace Asks*
Lillian Heitzel, who was killed
Bora in New York and raised in Boston, Zam has won prizes over
3 galleys from there,
Simon & Schuster issuing “Mike in a fall at a Copenhagen circus
i Miss Foley is today’s editor of WaPace Asks” ($1.95) Dec. 1 as in 1931, was elected the first mem¬ Europe and America. He is the annotator for the Hollywood Bowl pro¬
J the annual anthology of “Best jumbo paperback,
grams.
While not as funny as Victor Borge, nor as melancholy as Os¬
of the Circus Hall of Fame in
1 Stories” and a lecturer at Colum- a It’s comphation of excerpted ber
car Levant, he is a gay and learned musicologist and that at what¬
Sarasota.
3 bia U.
text from his television interviews,
Gene Robb, publisher of Hearst’s ever audience level he is playing he makes it fun to listen.
from Bankhead (Tallulah)
to Albany Times-Union, has received
/
Bantam’s Fix Books
Wylie (Philip)—46 in all— with the Gideon Lodge, B’nai B’rith ager, was appointed assistant to editor of Basic Books. He was 11
^ Bantam Books has acquired re- ictures of those who were grilled Citizenship Award, in recognition Good
Housekeeping
publisher years m.e. of Scientific American
iprint rights to another hook slated
y Wallace.
of “outstanding ‘community serv¬ Harry Dunlap and will be suc¬ and edited and coauthored Your
Ito he brought to the screen, Sheilah
ices.”
ceeded by Joseph F. Kern of Newspaper and the Scientific
■aiGraham-Gerold Frank's "Beloved
Haakon Chevalier’s Novel
Charles Einstein, former assist¬ Good Housekeeping’s Gotham sales American Reader.
|Infidel,” ■ story of F. Scott Fitz¬
Haakon Chevalier, former U. of ant sports editor of defunct Inter-; staff.
Hearsf Corp. has purchased 56gerald.. Jerpy Wald- will produce California Romance language pro¬ national News Service, last week
New fan mag. Stardom, is about year-old Popular Mechanics Maga¬
dm for 20th-Fo3d Other Bantam j fessor who figured prominently in ; started writing a daily column for ic hit the newsstands. It’s a bi¬ zine, 11th of the special interest
^Jooks with close Hollywood affilia-H the- J. Robert Oppenheimer rhu¬ Hearst’s morning San Francisco monthly published by Little Brand: publications under the Hearst im¬
Ition include "The Image Makers,” * barb, has told his version of it in a •Examiner.
Publications. Bessie Little is listed print. Hariy Chamberlaine, veep
^Bernard V. Dryer bestseller to be thinly disguised novel called “The
Mrs. Anne Nelson Cutler Amus- as president, publisher and editor. and advertising director of Good
Jmade by Charles Schnee for Co¬ Man Who Would Be God.” The sen, wife of Rinehart veep Ted Walter J. Fultz is editorial direc¬ Housekeeping, was named pub¬
lumbia Pictures; Max Shulman’s french version will appear next’ Amnssen, died of a heart attack tor; John Qunlan, managing edi¬ lisher of Popular Mechanics. Ray¬
j'Rally’ Bound the Flag, t-o”-;,,’ —put out by Editions du in hen New York home last week, tor. Publication will concentrate mond J. Petersen, director of
•fcpcoming*20tte relsas4>
•
^"'"P-h-Ianguage editions, aged_4l. Three sons and. a daugh¬ on films, tv and records and soil fashion
advertising on
Good
fby Leon Uris, which Seven Ai.s
' the imprimatur of Putnam ter survive.
for two bits.
Housekeeping since 1955, succeeds
^Productions will do for UA release. in the U.S. and Jonathan Cape of
Leon Svirsky appointed science Chamberlaine.
Frank Duply, eastern ad man-

g
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Broadway
RCA exec Frank M. Folsom back
from New Orleans on an oil-well
deal.
Hal Cooke in for the winter at
the piano at Stonehenge, Ridge¬
field. Conn.
Harrison & Fisher back in New
York on Dec. 19 following a stand
at the London Hippodrome, start¬
ing Dec. 10.
Hotel George V and Plaza* Athenee (Paris) owner Francois
Dupre in this weekend for a Goth¬
am sojourn.
Hildegarde named this year’s re¬
cipient of the Atlas Award, given
annually by a group of buyers in
the fashion trades.
Boston Symphony played its 72d
season road date at Brooklyn Acad¬
emy of Music last week, sold out
lOD^o for first time in 27 years.
Van Cliburn, the pianist, will
be made an honorary admiral in
the Texas Navy when he appears
at a concert at the U. of Texas.
Hotel Manhattan g.m. Frank W.
Kridel
distributed
Manhattan
cocktail glasses to VIPs invited to
the first anni of the Zeckendorf
hotel.
Herbert E. Marks, E. B. Marks
Music prexy, named chairman of
the. music publishers’ trade divi¬
sion of the 1959 N.Y. March of
Dimes.
Bernie Lapp, a veteran assistant
manager at the Broadway Para¬
mount, home recuperating from an
operation and long siege in the
hospital.
The Claude C. Philippes (Mony
Dalmes) may quickie to Paris for
the Xmas-New Year holiday to be
with the Comedie Francaise ac¬
tress' mother who has been ailing.
The Paul Schoensteins’ son,
Ralph, • American Weekly staffer,
engaged to Judy Lois Greenspan,
Fairview, N.J., teacher. Schoenstein pere is editor of the N.Y.
Journal American.
Met’s new (second year) tenor,
Nicolai Gedda, who breaks the rule
that tenors are short (he’s six feet,
two) weekended in Chicago for
recitals but sings tonight (Wed.) at
Met in “Tales of Hoffman.’’
John Corigliano, concertmaster
of N. Y. Philharmonic, will partici¬
pate at Brooklyn Academy of Mu¬
sic memorial concert Dec. 2 for
late Boris Levitsky. It’s organized
by Music Teachers Guild to create
a scholarship.
Veteran theatre operator Jim
(“Bishop”) Lenihan, known to hun¬
dreds of old vaude acts from RKO
days, confined to his home on Long
Island by MJD. Has been a relief
manager for Skouras circuit right
to present. Now about 75.
Shirley Broughton will choreo¬
graph and premier danseuse the
Amato Opera three-week mounting
of “La Traviata.” Phyliss Distler,
Ann Farar, Joy Gonsorowski,
Marsh Hirsch, Lois Long, Rose¬
mary Rehm and Lois Rosner also
in ballet.
Last word in ultramodern coop¬
erative housings is the Zecken¬
dorf’s plan for the site near the
UN, which they traded off for the
Hotel Astor. and which will be de¬
signed for UN ambassadorial per¬
sonnel. including quondam office
facilities as well as luxury apart¬
ments.

Rome
By Robert F. Hawkins
(Stampa Estera; tel. 657 906)
Italian delegation back from
Brazilian Film Festival.
In-and-out-of-Rome: Curt Jur¬
gens, Ava Gardner, Antonio Vilar,
Joseph Levine.
Roy Acuff and his troupe enter¬
taining GIs at several Italian mili¬
tary installations.
Lindsey Spight, Coast TX exec,
through Rome on part of European
swing to o.o. continental videoscene.., , .._
Renato RaScel starts his Italian
TV series, “Tonight in Rascel City”
over RAI-TV net Dec. 7. It’s slated
for 12 weeks.
Series of Eleonora Duse memo¬
rial lectures held in Rome’s Teatro
dei Servi, under aegis of Theatre
Club of Rome.
Curt Jurgen and wife, Simone
Bicheron, due here soon, ditto Ava
Gardner, who stops over in Rome
on her way to Australia.
About 20 Italian production com¬
panies failed during June-September period. Most are minor-league,
but some fairly important.
G. Ricordi celebrated 150th year
in music business by preeming
their new stereo recording of
“Medea,” with Maria Callas.
Gian Carlo Menotti’s “Maria Galovin” will be staged by La Scala
Opera as its second presentation of
fall season. Clara Petrella sings
lead.
Claude Heater, U.S. baritone
working on “Ben Hur,” took time
off for some opera appearances in
Copenh^^en v‘*-h an Italo Lyric
Group.
Mrs. nT~
1 *'.n?.a joined her
husband in Berlin, where he’s

shooting “For the First Time,” for
Corona Films-Astor Prods. Metro
releases.
. Japanese pic* “Burmese Harp,”
distributed in original version here
by Globe Films International, so
far topped $115,000, very good for
an arty pic.
French pic, “The Player,” which
MG is releasing here, will have its
world preem in resort town of
Saint Vincent, one of Italy’s few
legit gambling spots.
Billie Holiday, touring Northern
Italy on singing dates, will appear
on Italy’s RAI-TV Sunday night
variety show “We and They,” em¬
ceed by Nino Taranto.
Abbe Lane and Xavier Cugat
made separate guest appearances
on top Italian tv show, “II Musichiere.” Both appeared for charity
and both turned in singing stints.
Dino DeLaurentiis’ “The Tem¬
pest,” which has Paramount re¬
lease abroad, will have its Italian
preem Dec. 1 at Naples’ San Carlo
Opera House as Red Cross gala
benefit.
Steve Reeves and Giorgia Moll
in Jugoslavia to wArk on "Agi
Murad” (Thee White Devil), an
Italo-Jugoslav coproduction. Pic
based on Tolstoy novel, and will
be released here by Lux Films.

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen
(Atlantic 1-6100)
Joan Erdeljac joined line at
Three Rivers Inn near Syracuse.
Suzannah Stahl of “Goldilocks”
chorus is local girl Sue Stahlsmith.
Pat O’Brien cancelled “Last Hur¬
rah” plug visit on account of ill¬
ness.
Nino Repepi now doubling as
manager and house singer at Casa
Loma.
Lou Starr forming dancing line
for niteries with Junior Misses
billing.
Ben Steerman, SW exec, rushed
to Montefiore Hospital for' obser¬
vation.
Mrs. George Claire to Miami
Beach to spend 10 days with her
mother.
Tess (Mrs. Frank) Andrini in
from San Francisco to visit an ail¬
ing aunt.
Andy Chakeres, operator of
Horizon Room, underwent another
operation.
Lisa Kirk in few days ahead of
Ankara opening to renew old ac¬
quaintances.
Post - Gazette sportswriter Jim
Gregg Jr. badly banged up in a
car accident.
Vaude-cafe dancing team of
Duquaines celebrated their 8th
wedding anni.
Mel Davidson, dancer, hit the
road again with “Li’l Abner” after
visiting his folks.
International Theatre brought
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo to
Mosque for one-nighter.
Singer Kay Baird Marshall up
from Florida to spend couple of
months with her mother.
.
Henry Hewes, drama critic for.
Saturday Review, sneaking to 20th
Century Club Monday (1).
Frank Gorshin coming home for
visit after finishing role in Richard
Widmark movie, “Warlock.”
Former Florence Sando joined
husband Arthur Manson in Madrid
for Cinerama opening hoopla.
Bob Rosuali elected Tent No. 1
delegate to Variety. Club conven¬
tion in Las Vegas next April.
A1 Checco a replacement with
Walter Slezak and Jayne Meadows
in cast of tryout “The Gazebo.”
. San Francisco newshawk Ed
Montgomery in to talk about Susan
Hayward starrer, "I Want to Live.”
Comedian* Rummy Bishop suf¬
fered hip injury’ when hit by car
and. will be out of action several
weeks.

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan
(319 N. 18th St: Locust 44848)
Singer Frankie Avalon’s father
opened a new teenage ballroom.
Ragtime Smitty, 88er at the Bon
Bon, chalking up 50 years as an
entertainer.
Max Rabinovitz, Curtis Institute
violinist, touring with the Man¬
hattan Chamber Orchestra.
Hugh Walsh, treasurer at the
Academy of Music, recovering
after operation at Fitzgerald-Mercy
Hospital.
Comedian Cozy Morley pur¬
chased the Club Avalon, booker
Eddie Suez’s nitery landmark in
North Wildwood.
Actors Equity nixed negotiations
to bring.in Zero Mostel’s "Ulysses
in Nighttown” for three-day run
at the YM & YWHA here. •
Warren McCullough, curator of
Independence Hall; to make return
bid as orchestra leader, heading
own band for high school dance
here Jan. 10.
Charles Garvey, magician and
former head of the local AGVA
branch, h-’s "one into the adver-.
tisiug
as p.r. at the Glenn
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London
(COVent Garden 0135-6-7)
Jack Carter due in Thursday
(27) for tv dates.
Anna Russell returning to U.S.
today (Wed.) after completing her
British tour.
Metro making its annual show¬
manship awards at reception to¬
morrow TThurs.).
Sy Weintraub in for confabs
with Sydney Box on their vidpic
coproduction projeccts.
Eiko, Ando on six-day provincial
swing doing personals for "Bar¬
barian and the Geisha.”
Princess Alexandra to attend
charity preem of "The Square
Peg” at the Gaumont Dec. 4.
Sir Alexander B. King, 70 last
weekend, was feted by local and
national trade at Glasgow dinner.
Clifton James, who plays title
role in “I Was Monty’s Double,”
doing extensive p.a. tour through¬
out provinces.
Michael Flanders, out of hospital
after bout of pneumonia and pleu¬
risy, expects to resume in “At the
Drop of a Hat” next week.
James Cagney, filming "Shake
Hands with the Devil” in Ireland,
gave first of a series of talks spon¬
sored by British Film Institute at
National Film Theatre.
Carl Foreman, to Stockholm last
week for Swedish premiere of
"The Key” also interviwed local
femme talent for his upcoming
"The Guns, of Navarone.”
Robert Morley among guests at
luncheon party given by the Queen
and Duke of Edinburgh at Buck¬
ingham Palace last Thursday (20).
It was the day after the opening
of his latest play, "Hook, Line and
Sinker.”

Australia
Eric Gorrick
(Film House, Sydney)
Johnny Mathis due for brief run
with the Stadium loop.
"This is Cinerama” okay on
three-a-day at Plaza, Sydney.
Berry Greenberg, Warners’ for¬
eign supervisor, on biz jaunt to.
Far East
. A1 Katz, UA exec, due next
month for quick looksee. It’s his
second stanza Down Under.
Strawhats okay with “Happy
Time,” “House by the Lake,” “Si¬
mon & -Laura,” "Titus Andronicus” and "The Man,”
J. C. Williamson readying top
publicity, campaign for “My Fair
Lady” at Her Majesty’s, Mel¬
bourne, next February.
Ron Michaels, Chief of UA here,
to Hong Kong for talks with Ar¬
nold Picker. UA’s “80 Days’* in its
second year at Paris, Sydney.
“Femmes and Furs,” plush reVue with Merry Macs, Fredye Mar¬
shall and batch of local nudies,
pulling solidly at Tivoli, Sydney.
Bernie Freeman, Metro topper
here, planed to N. Y. for home
office conference. Metro recently
acquired local distribution of RKO
product.
. Record $50,000 net profit re¬
ported by Carroll-Musgrove Thea¬
tres, operators of Prince Edward,
Sydney, principal showcase for
Paramount product.
American producer Clyde Hood
was among passengers on illfated
"Southern Cloud” which crashed
27 years ago in Australian Alps.
Plane was only recently discov¬
ered. Hood was producing minia¬
ture revues at Capitol, Sydney, for
Union Theatres, now Greater Un¬
ion Theatres’ cinema loop.
By

Scotland
By Gordon Irving
. (Glasgow: BEAtsden 5566)
Vaude reopened at Empress,
Glasgow.
Steady advance booking for pan¬
tomimes and Christmas shows.
Touring version of “Grab Me A
Gondola” at King’s Theatre, Glas¬
gow.
Bruce McClure, tv dance direc¬
tor, mulling tour of U.S. next
summer.
Teddy Peiro (Peiro Bros), jug¬
gler, injured in fall at Alhambra,
Glasgow.
Andy Stewart, young comedian,
out of hospital following treatment
fof-ulcers.
"Thistle o* Scotland,” annual
winter show, tees off Nov. 21, at
Metropole, Glasgow.
New Year’s Eve tv show being
readied by Rai Purdy, program di¬
rector at Scot indie tv.
Robert Wilson, Scot song star,
solid biz in resident season at
Carlisle, northwest England.
David Hughes, currently in No. 1
pantomime at Alhambra, Glasgow,
set for BBC-TV series next year.
Grace Logan, wife of comedian
Jimmy Logan, doing choreography
for winter pantomime at His Ma¬
jesty’s Theatre, Aberdeen.
Uemrs Loi:s invay^ at Empire,
Glasgow, -'"'d mi’l'ing 1959"trip to

trek through America with Ted
Heath orch.
Kenneth McKellar, Scot tenor,
rehearsing Richard Tauber rule in
new musical of “Old Chelsea,”
opening at King’s Theatre, Glas¬
gow, Dec. 15.
Howard & Wyndham’s panto¬
mime “Sinbad the Sailor,” with
David Hughes as singing lead, teed
off at Alhambra, Glasgow. Jimmy
Logan and Rikki Fulton share com¬
edy
tops.
Fredie
Carpenter
staged.

Miami Beach

Hollywood
Arthur Jacobs to London,.
Louis Jourdan off to Paris.
Jane Powell down with virus.
Ted Ashley in from Gotham on
tv biz.
Monty Kay skied in from Man¬
hattan.
Gilbert Kurland back from
London.
Jim
Bowles
arrived
from
Gotham.
Roger Corman returned from
world tour.
Robert L. Lippert skied to Mex¬
ico City. .
Ralph Riskin joined Famous
Artists literary dept.
Phil Harris sustained minor in¬
juries in auto accident.
. Ketti Frings filed for divorce
against agent Kurt Frings.
Joe Hoenig switched from Rogers-Cowan to Bill Watters flackery.
Anatole Litvak arrived from Eu¬
rope with print of “The Journey.”
Ziegfeld Club celebrated its 22d
anniversary, with Billie Burke hon¬
orary prexy.
t
William O. Marsh succeeds Pete
Montemurro as 20th-Fox studio
purchasing agent.
Jerry Weisfeldt hospitalized in
Riverside, Cal., result of serious
auto accident injuries.
Ernest Borgnine sailed for Aus¬
tralian location of Stanley Kram¬
er’s “Summer of the 17th DolL”
Bob Cummings tours Japan,
Hong Kong and Australia next
summer to bally his NBC-TV show.

By Larry Soloway
(1755 Calais Dr.; Union 5-5389)
Earl Wilsons in and out of town.
Disk jock Jerry Wichener no
longer with WQAM, Storz station
in Miami.
A1 and Walter Jacobs back
home and mulling offer for a new
project on the Beach.
Hal Zeiger in for a look around;
he’d like to bring his “Borschtcapades” revue back this season.
La Ronde room of Fontainebleau,
being expanded to seat 750-800,
definitely will not reopen until
completion date: Dec. 19.
Frank Sinatra got a virus, while
shooting “Hole in the Head” here.
Good weather aided company gen¬
erally and this wound up on
skedded date, and left for Coast.
Monte Carlo Hotel, which fea¬
tured name acts in its Roulette
Room for several seasons, under
auctioneer’s hammer this week.
May be turned into a co-op or yearlease operation.
Demo party chairman, Paul But¬
ler, in to scan new exhibition hall
(Delaware 7-4984)
for 1960 nominating convention.
Jack Benko remodelling his Noc¬
Only hitch is state segregation turne Club.
laws, although there have been a
Bobby Christian orch at Club
number of integrated meets staged Laurel on northside.
in the past without incident.
Bill Doggett headlining new re¬
vue at Roberts Show Club.
Gaslight Club now employs five
ragtime pianists and dixieland
By Les Rees
combo in its several rooms.
(2123 Fremont Ave. So., FR 7-2609)
Jimmy Payne, onetime producer
Vienna Octet gave St. Paul Au¬ of Blue Angel calypso shows, now
staging ’em for competing Club
ditorium concert. *
Violinist Isaac -Stern a Minne¬ Bambu.
Myron Cohen doubling in town
apolis Symphony soloist.
Theatre St. Paul presented as author (“Laughing Out Loud”)
at autographing parties and as top“Lady’s Not for Burning,”
U. of Minnesota Punchinello liner of “Mazeltov Hoedown” at
Studebaker.
Players presented “Picnic.”
Burgess Meredith in over week¬
Pianist Byron Janis guest artist
end huddling with Lois Solomon
with Minneapolis Symphony.
Schmitz Sisters into Hotel Rad- and Paul Raffles anent national
isson Flame Room for second en¬ tour of their jazz production of
biblical "Song of Songs.”
gagement.
Dr. John Reich, head of Good¬
Bob Scobey’s Frisco band back
at Lakeview club for its third en¬ man Memorial Theatre, personally
staged current production, "Lady
gagement within year.
Songstress Sarah Fleming and Precious Stream,” ancient Chines*
tenor David Daniels appeared at play which he adapted for modern
theatre.
St. Pjul Women’s Institute.
Pedicone’s Gold & Diamond
Comedienne Anna Russell, who
spoofs serious music, guest artist Club, Lyons, III. showcase for
at Mineapolis Symphony special smart singing and piano talent,
notched its first anni this month.
concert.
Northwest Variety dub reelected Pearl Eddy and Twa Ton Baker
all officers, including chief, second are current.
and . third barkers Joe Podoloff,
Tom Burke and Gilbert Nathanson,
respectively.

Chicago

Las Vegas

By Forrest Duke

(DUdley 2-6100)

By Guy Livingston

(344 Little Bldg.; HAncock
Bobby Hackett in for week stand
at Storyville. Anita O’Day opens
Monday (24).
Christine Carere, French filmstress, in for plugs on new Jerry
Wald film, “Mardi Gras.”
Jacques Tati in for round of p.a.’s
heralding opening of his “My Un¬
de” at the Kenmore arter.
Boris Goldovsky’s N.E. Opera
Theatre nabbing acclaim for 12
performances of four operas in
English at the Wilbur legiter.
Gail Riley, daughter of the Mass,
registrar of njotor vehicles, turned
piper and singing with Sammy Eisen’s orch at the Bradford Roof.
Paris company of Le Vieux-Colombier booked to present "Britannicus” for two performances at
Sanders Theatre, Cambridge, Dec.
6-7.

Detroit
By Fred Tew

(TU 5-8694)
Clown Emmett Kelly in '“The
DeSoto Story” at the Detroit Ai#o
Show. He recounts.highpoints of
the auto maker’s 30 years in twoa-day performances.
Detroit Free Press saluted FM
radio in a special story, noting
that, despite troubles which al¬
most red-inked the stations out of
business, there are 13 FM stations
in the area-.
One of the vets of Detroit thea¬
trical biz, Nathan Sehreiber, owner
of the Colonial Theatre, celebrated
his 74th birthday and 53 years in
show biz. He has acquired 30
acres of land in suburban Livonia
and has just received a permit to
construct that community’s firSt
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Hal Loman’s mom in from N.Y.
to catch son’s ierp act at El Rancho.
Paula Richards, chirper in El
Rancho lounge, given new long¬
term pact.
Garwood Van giving Jeanne
Crain and Paul Brinkman guided
tour of Tropicana casino.
Mischa Violin, conductor at
Radio City Music Hall for eight
years, now violinist with Antonio
Morelli orch at the Sands.
Sam Diamond, formerly of the
Flamingo, and now manager of the
Pioneer Club, mending after sur¬
gery at Mt. Sinai hospital in L.A.
Bicycling down the Strip at 2
am. on their way home, Susan
Cartwright of England, Bosalined
Michaelis of Australia and Annette
McKay of Scotland. All are in Lido
de Paris show at the Stardust.

Cleveland
By Glenn. C. Pullen
Actor Alan Baxter in from Hol¬
lywood to visit relatives here.
Helen Merrill, jazz canary,
breaking in new intimate act at
Kornman’s Back Room Club.
Kathryn Kane singing at Alpine
Village with Bobby Whalen, tenor,
aifd Marian Morell on same bill.
George Szell, conductor of Cleve¬
land Symphony, taking it on first
West Coast tour In spring of 1959.
Sheraton chain, which bought
Lionel Hampton’s orch cost Sam
Firsten’s Modern Jazz Club a
pretty penny for a one-weeker but
did boffa.
Hotel Cleveland, planning to turn
its ultra conservative old Bronze
Room into a «swank Polynesian
dance-dinery.
Bandmaster Mickey Katz and Hal
Zeiger, former Clevelander, coproducers of "Borschtcapades” last
week at Public Music Hall, ban¬
queted by their local clansmen be-
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OBITUARIES
HARRY EINSTEIN
(PARKYAKARKUS)
Harry Einstein, 54, known pro¬
fessionally as Parkyakarkus, vet
performer fn musicals, radio, cafes
and video, died of a heart attack
Nov. 24 after' a monologue at the
Friars dinner for Lucille Ball &
Desi Amaz in Hollywood. Details
on Page 2.
HANS VON TWARDOWSKI
Hans Heinrich von Twardowski,
60, German born actor, stage
director and playwright, died
Nov. 19 in New York City. His
career spanned the legit theatre,
films, tv and radio. He appeared
in Berlin theatres in starring roles
in the 1920’s and had acted there
with Marlene Dietrich and Elisa¬
beth Bergner. He also appeared in
productions for the late Max
Reinhardt.
One of his first stage roles was
in Ibsen’s “Peer Gynt” in Berlin.
Heinrich played the Duaphin in
Schiller’s “Die Jungfrau von
Orleans,” and also sang tenor roles
in musicomedy. In the German
film, “The Cabinet of Dr. Cali-,
gari,” released.in the U.S. in 1921,
he .played a supporting role. He
was brought to America in 1930 by
Warner Bros, and played in the
German versions of "The Sacred
Flame” and “Big House.”
Among other U.S. films in which
he appeared'were “Private Jones,”
“Adorable;’* 'The Scarlet Em¬
press,” “The Crusaders,” -“Storm
Over Andes,” “Beasts of Berlin”
and “Hangmen Also Die.” In the
1930’s Heinrich directed and ap¬
peared in “The Brothers Kara¬
mazov” and “Old Heidelberg” at
the Pasadena, Calif. Playhouse. In
1939, he appeared at the-St. Felix
Street Playhouse, Brooklyn, in
“Shakespeare’s
Marchant-1939,”
written by him as an; interpreta¬
tion of “The Merchant of Venice”
in modern dress. He also played

partnership with Eddie Sherman,
now a Hollywood personal man¬
ager.
, .
After selling out his interests in
theatres, Stiefel went to Hollywood
where he managed Mickey Rooney,
among others, and produced sev¬
eral pictures including “The Big
Wheel” and “Quicksand.” After¬
ward, he returned to Philadelphia
to operate the Uptown Theatre*
Stiefel once figured in a dispute
with Sherman over the manage¬
ment of Abbott & Costello. -This
was at a time when it seemed that
the duo, then at their, height, were
ready to split. Abbott went over to
Stiefel, while Costello remained
with Sherman. Issue was settled- by
Universal Pictures and Sherman
retained the team.
His wife, son, brother and two
sisters survive.
W. FRANKE HARLING
W. Franke Harling, 71, Academy
Award winning composer w’hose
music included operas, cantatas
and pops, died Nov. 22 in Sierra
Madre, Calif.
.
He shared an academy award in
1939 for the film, “Stagecoach.”
He wrote “Beyond the Blue Hori¬
zon” with Richard Whiting. He
gained another Oscar nomination
in 1941 for “Penny Serenade.” One
of his top tunes was “Sing You
Sinners.”
. In 1909-10, he was organist and
choir director at West Point. He
composed .“The Corps,” the acad¬
emy hymn, and “West Pohit For¬
ever,” its official march. His grand
opera, “A Light From St. Agnes,”
was performed by the Chicago
Civic Opera Company in 1925, and
in Paris four years later, the first
American’ opera sung in France.
He wrote the music for “Deep
River,” described as a jazz opera,
and for the legit, productions of
“Outward Bound” and “The Out¬
sider.” Films for- which he wrote

HUBERT OSBORNE
Hubert Osborne, 77, retired
- playwright, actor and dramatic
educator, died Oct. 25 in Nancy,
France. He wrote “Shore Leave,”
.a comedy produced'by the late
David Belasco at Broadway’s. Ly¬
ceum Theatre ;in 1922. “Hit the
Deck,” a musical version, was pro¬
duced on Broadway' in 1927. Also
based on “Shore Leave” were two
films, “Follow the Fleet,” released
in 1936, and “Hit. the Deck” in
1955.
Other Broadway plays written
by Osborne include “April/’ “The
Good Men Do,” “Rita Coventry”
and “The Blue , Bandanna.” In
1905, he made his acting debut as
a member of the Ben Greet Com¬
pany, on tour in “Everyman.” He
also toured with the same company
in Shakespearean repertory. After
winning a prize for his play, “The
Good Men Do,” he received a
fellowship to Harvard University.
There he became a student of
Prbfessor George Pierce Baker in
his 47 Workshop, a play-creating
laboratory.
Osborne later was an assistant
to' Prof. Baker at Harvard. He
subsequently taught dramatic writ¬
ing at Carnegie Institute of Tech¬
nology. He served for a period,
beginning in 1925, as assistant
director of the Yale drama depart¬
ment under Prof. Baker. He also
at one time was stage director- for
the late Mrs. Minnie Maddern
Fiske, and of the Neighborhood
Playhouse in New York. In 193031, he was director of the Gboman
Theatre Repertory Co. in Chicago.
He retired shortly after that and
went to France to live.
SAMUEL H. STIEFEL
Samuej H. Stiefel, 61, theatre
operator and former Hollywood
producer, died Nov. 20 in Phila¬
delphia of a kidney ailment. He is
credited with having given such
top Negro personalities as Duke
Ellington, Louis Armstrong, Pearl
Bailey and Cab Calloway their first
major breaks.
Stiefel was one of the first theatremen to use a band onstage and
have the show work in front of it.
His circuit included the Pearl,
Philadelphia;. Royal, Baltimore;
Howard, Washington, in addition
to the old Lincoln, Fay’s and
Nixon’s Grand, all in Philadelphia.
Fay’* Theatre’* \vtiV 1:-oi>&*atfed in

EDWIN M. MARTIN
Edwin M. Martin, 58, motion pic¬
ture columnist of The San Diego
Union and other Copley papers,
died Nov. 15 in San Diego of stom¬
ach cancer after a prolonged ill¬
ness. He was also a radio commen¬
tator on KSDO, San Diego.
A native of Meridian, Miss.,
Martin attended Columbia’s Pulitz¬
er School of Journalism before
joining the staff of the old New
York World. He went to Holly¬
wood iivl922 as a columnist on the
old Hollywood News and was also
a publicist for RKO Radio and
Columbia Pictures. For. a time
he was a p.a, at the Desert Inn in
Las Vegas.
Surviving are his wife, daughterj
and three. sisters.
H. M. DANCfiR
H. M. Dancer, 60, chairman of
the board of Dancer-FitzsreraldSample, died of a heart attack Nov.
21 while on vacation in Antigua,
British. West Indies. Funeral serv¬
ices were held on Nov. ’-24 in
Bronswood Cemetery in Hinsdale,
Ill. •
' s
Dancer joined the predecessor
of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample in
1937, became president in 1940 aiid
was named chairman several years
later. Prior to coming to New York
he was' associated' w;th Henri,
Hurst & McDonald, Chi agency,
where he served as.a v.p. and gen¬
eral manager. •
0
Surviving are his wife,, three
daughters aqd nine grandchildren.

79
of Russia, he and his father opened
the Nevele as a farni which took
guests in 1901. It has grown into
35J rooms with 700 acres of
grounds. At his death, he was coowner of the Nevele and the Olcott
with his sons, Ben and Julius
Slutsky.
Surviving also are his wife,
daughter, three brothers and three
sisters.
JAMES B. CARSON
James B. Carson, 73, retired
stage and film comedian, died Nov.
18 in Los Angeles.
He launched his career in vaude¬
ville, touring the U.S. His legit
credits include “Judy Forgot” at
the Broadway Theatre in 1910,
“Redheads,” “Little Jessie James”
in 1923, and “The Great Necker”
in 1928, His films include “Every¬
thing Happens to Me,” “Moonlight
and Pretzels,” “Harmony Lane”
and “Coronado.”
His four daughters survive.
WALTER S. GOULD
Walter S. Gould, 83, Negro jazz
pianist who trouped in vaudeville
as “One-Leg Shadow” Gould, died
Nov. 17. in Albany. A native of
Philadelphia, lie lost a leg in" a
train accident at the age of 11. He
sang Negro spirituals as a teenager
and later became a pianist.
Gould subsequently toured as a
pianist-singer with the acts of Cole
& Johnson, Williams & Walker and
“Give a Damn” Jones. Fcr a time
he taught music and since 1938 had
beeh an accountant.
1 There are no survivors.

tor of the Thayer Military Band at
Canton, O., for 55 years, died Nov.
19 in that city. He was a former
director of the Cleveland. Shrine
band and earlier gave concerts as
a baritone with artists of the
Metropolitan Opera.
His wife, daughter and a brother
survive.
JAMES S. BRAILEY
James S. Brailey, 85, founder of
Brailey-Browining Theatres, died
Nov. 15 in Toledo, O. At one time
his chain operated a number of
houses in northwestern Ohio and
Indiana. Among them were the
Paramount and State Theatres in
Toledo.
Surviving are his daughter and
a brother.
TOM PITTMAN
Tom Pittman. 25, stage-screen
actor, died in an auto accident in
Hollywood Oct. 31, when his sports
car plunged over a road into Bene¬
dict .Canyon. His body was found
-Nov.* 19 in wreckage, after sheriff
deputies took to the air in an
attempt to possibly spot remains.
His last credit on screen was
“Proud Rebel.” Father survives.

MARRIAGES
Josephine Fremlce to Timothy
Fales, New York, Nov. 14. Bride
is a featured dancer in “Jamaica”;
he’s the son of a socialite New
York banker.
Myrtle Arbuthnot to Harry
Rob'nson, London,' Nov, 17. Bride
is Ziki Arnptt, singer niece of Lord
Wharton; hc’S a songwriter.
Jennifer Jayne to Peter Muliins,
London, Nov. 22. Bride is a tv
actress and singer: he’s art direc¬
tor of “William Tell” vidpic series.
France Roche to Gilbert de
Goldschmidt, recently in Paris. She
is a Parisian columnist and quon¬
dam ac'ress; De Goldschmidt had
financed France - American film
productions.
Joanne Gilkert to Edward L.
Rissien, London, Nov. 20. Bride
and groom are' both American. She
an actress and singer, he a tv and
film producer.
* *
Rosemary Canuto to Paul Lauterbur, PIttsbu’*''h, Nov. 22. Bride
is continuitv director for WTAE,
Ch. 11, in P;tt.
Kathy Gallant to Dwight Stuart,
HoPvwood. 0«t. 27. Bride, an ac¬
tress. was “Mms’Nrw Hampshire
of 1951.”
Mary McGowan t" Rob Menzies,
Glasgow, Scotland, TTov. 6. Bride’s
a dancebard vocal.5.Tt.
Joy Norton
an Richards,
London, Nov. 7°. P-ric-e is a showrg:rl; he’s a W~st End stage man¬
ager.
Suzanne Zane to George David
Pal, Santa Monica, Cal., Nov. 22.
Groom is sen of film producer
George Pal.
Jeanne Evans to Fr-hard L. Bare,
Carmel, C:.\.t Nov. 22. Bride is a
tv actress; he’s a director*.
Connie Russell to R-ll Webber,
Philadelphia, Nov. 22.
Ife is
WFIL-TV’s morning man.
Natalib Pr'mus to Joe Lustig,
Athens, Greece,‘ Nov. 2. Bride is
with the J. Walter Thompson
agency; he’s a Broadway legit
pressagent.

BILLY GIBSON
BRIy Gibson, 65, former monopedic dancer and quondam jewelry
salesman, who worked with para¬
plegics, among other things, becaure cf the loss of his right leg,
died last week in New York’s Wel¬
fare Island.
It is believed his wife and daugh¬
ter survive. However, a distant
cousin in Philadelphia was notified
by the Catholic Actors* Guild. Fu¬
neral arrangements were made by
ARTHUR JOHNSTON McCULLEY the Actors Fund of America.
Arthur Johnston McCulley, 75,
creator of “Zorro ” died Nov. 23 in
LOTT A W. DONAGHEY
Hollywood, after a series of opera¬
Lotta Watson Donaghey, 83, for¬
tions. .
mer actress and widow of one¬
A former newspaperman, he time Chicago Tribune drama critic
wrote numerous books, during h's Frederick Dcnaghcy. ded Nov. 17
career! He created “Zorro” for a in Chicago. She. and her husband
i national iiien’s magazine. The ficwere active in the original Chicago
NOV. 27, 1956
| : tional character became wellkncwn Opera Co. and once operated a
! when Douglas Fairbanks Sr. por¬ theatrical agency that booked tours
trayed the role in films. Later it for such longhair attractions as
was done with Tvrone Power in Jascha
Ke’fetz, Gallicurci and Rob¬
music Include "Cradle. Song/’ the title role. He began writing in ert Kanleil.
“Shanghai Express,” “When the 1908. His novels include “Iron
Her husband’s tenure with the
Lights Go On Again,” "Men With Horse Town” and “The Devil’s Tribune
was from 1922 to 1930.
Wings,” "Trouble in Paradise” and Doubloons.” He also wrote several
plays and film stories. The tv
“Bitter Tea of General Yen.”
GRACE D. NILE
series is based, on the character be
Grace Dunbar Nile, ex-actress
created.
GRACE P. KATZ
L’Cm Fremont, Neb., died of cancer
His
daughter
survives.
Grace Price (Mrs. Jerome) Katz,
Nov. 14 in Lakewood, Colo. She
who founded the Pittsburgh Chil¬
once shared b'lling with Eva
M, L. NELSON
dren’s Theatre 25 years ago, died
Tanguay, Eddie Foy, Bob Burns
M.
L.
Nelson,
49,
managing
edi¬
in Pittsburgh Nov. 23 after a year’s tor of the news bureau of stations and Jack Eenny.
illness. She was' a former Broad¬
Miss NFe entered the theatre in
way actress and the niece of the WHO and WHO-TV, De$ Moines the early 1900s as a chorus girl and
late producers, A1 Woods and Mar¬ died of a heart attack Nov. 16 in moved up to Broadway legit. She
that
city.
He
had
been
with
WHO
tin Herman. She was appearing
left the sta^e in 1927 to team with
with Lionel JBarrymore and.Clau¬ for 15 years. During World War II Dick Mansfield and establish their
dette Colbert in "The Kiss in the he was given awards by the Nether¬ own vaude company..
lands
and
the
Greek
governments
Taxi” when she quit the stage in
1926 to marry Jerome F. Katz, a for his appeals on his radio preJAMES L. REYNOLDS
gram. “The War Service B^lboard ”
Pitt merchant.
James L. Reynolds, 43, Tower
Soon after arriving in Pitts¬ for clothing and relief of European Theatre manager, Dallas, died Nov.
burgh, Mrs. Katz began teaching war victims. Before joining WHO 16 in that citv after a brief illness.
B1RTKS
classes in creative dramatics to he ivas with WLB. U. of Minnesota He started with the Interstate The¬
Mr. and Mrs. James Keenan,
children at th? Y.M. and W.H.A. radio station, and WLOL, Minne¬ atres .circuit in 1932 as an usher twin daughters. Pittsburgh, Nov.
apolis.
and this led to her first. Children’s
Surviving are is wife, three sons, and rose through the ranks to be¬ 15. Father’s fc-rmcr p.a. for Wil¬
Theatre production, “Snow White
come manager of several local liam Penn Playhouse and is now
and the Seven Dwarfs,” The or¬ his mother and a sister.
.suburban houses' for the chain, on that strawhet’s advisory board.
ganization in the past few seasohs
before being promoted to the
Mr. and Mrs. Ethan Stang,
TERI JOSE^OVTTS
has annually toured. 50 towns and
daughter, Pittsburgh, Nov. 9. Fa¬
Teri Josefovits, 49, pianist-com¬ Tower, midtown deluxer.
cities in the Pennsylvania-OhioSurvived
by
a
son,
daughter
and
ther
s with the Pitt Symphony.
West Virginia-Maryland area. In poser, died Nov, 23 in Yonkers, his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. B°rnie E3inoff, son,
the year Mrs. Katz has been ailing, N.Y. He had been recuperating
Pittsburgh, Nov. 17. Father’s man¬
at
home
after
major
surgery
when
Faye Parker Youngling, singerGARDNER HUNTING
ager of SW Squmrel Hill Theatre.
writer-director, has been in charge complications set in.
Gardner Hunting, -86, retired
Mr. and Mrs. B;!l White, daugh¬
For many Years, Josefovits h'd
of the actual operation of the
plaved as a single and as a leader film executive and writer, dmd ter, Sarta Mon^a, Cal., Nov. 11.
Pittsburgh Children's Theater.
Nov. 21 in Burbank, Calif. He Father is KHJ-TV film supervisor.
I
of
his
Teri
Trio
in
hotels
and
club
In addition to her husband, she
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome B. Agel,
dates around the country. He also worked for newspapers and mags
leaves a brother.
had been staff pianist at the Broad¬ in Michigan. Illinois and New York daughter, New York, Nov. 11/
way Paramount Theatre for 11 before he entered the film indus¬ Father is an account supervisor
WILLIAM A. SUMMERVILLE
years. During the early stages try. He was with the Famous Plav- wPh Asher B. Elkes Associates.
William A. Summerville, 79, for¬ of his career, Josefovits toured ers-Laskv Corporation in N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Marshall
mer owner of a Toronto theatre Europe and the U.S. as a classical and Hollywood from 1912-18 and Sinskey, son. Santa Monica, Cal.,
chain which he passed on to his and concert pianist.
later became a freelance writer, Nov. 17. Mother is actress Peggy
sons,- died Nov. 19 in Toronto. He
Webber.
Surviving are his wife, his retiring five years ago.
was also a Member of Parliament father, and two brothers.
Mr. and Mrs. Bueky Rous,
His brother survives.
from 1937-’43. Formerly he was a
daughter, Glendale, Cal., Nov. 19.
comet soloist and toured the U.S.
Barry h. drewes
Mother is former standin for Dor¬
SYLVESTER L. CRONIN
and Canada with theatre orches¬
Barry H. Drewes. 45, leader of othy Malone: father is a Universal
Sylvester L. Cronin. 78, retired
tras.
circus executive whose career of the U. S. Army chorus at Fort studio costumer.
In 1924, Summerville built the 60 years was spent with the big Myer, Virginia, and former direc¬
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Curtis, daugh¬
Prince of Wales Theatre. This was top, died of a heart attack Nov. 15 tor of the cadet glee club at West ter, Hollywood, Nov. 22. Mother is
the first of his vaude and pictuie in Arcadia, Cal. A native of Hart¬ Point, died Nov. 22 in Garden City, fiim actress Janet Leigh; father is
deluxers in Toronto. He was v.p. ford City, Ind., he first worked L. I. He was also director of edu¬ a film actor.
of the Independent Theatre Oper¬ with theatres in Peru, Ind.
cational mnsm for G. Schirmer,
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Mandel,
ators of Canada and was selected
Cronin later joined the Hagen- Tnc., New York music publishing Sim. Tarrytown, N. Y., Nov. 22.
in 1957 by the Canadian Picture beck-Wallace circus as advertising firm.
Father is son of Harry Mandel,
Pioneers as “Film Pioneer of the agert. He managed the John G.
His
wife,
three
daughters, head of RKO Theatres publicity.
Year.”
Robinson circus for several years, mother and two brothers survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Poll, son.
Survived by Wife, two sons and then moved to the Coast in 1929 to
New York, Nov. 20. Father is presi¬
a grandson (Paul) who is the lead become general manager of the A1
JOHN RICH
dent of Gold Medal Studios (form¬
member of The Three Deuces, nit- G, Barnes Circus, For a time he
John Rich, 47, Columbia Pictures erly Biograph) in the Bronx.ery singers.
managed the Clyde Beatty Circus film editor (not to be confused with f Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Zucker,
screen writer-director of same daughter, Hollywood, Nov. 20.
after World War n.
EDWARD J. SULLIVAN
name), died of a heart attack Nov. Mother is former script writer Dee
Edward. J. Sullivan, 67, former
JOSEPH SI TTTSKY
14 in Hollywood.
Hill; father is a publicist and rec¬
vaude performer who once trnnoed
Joseph Slutskv. 76. co-owner of
Survivmg are his wife, daughter, ord promoter.
with song and dance team billed the Nevele Hotel ip Ellenville, New mother and sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Kane,' son,
as the B)°ur Sullivan Bros., died York, and the Ql-^ott Hotel oh Cen¬
Houston, recently. Father is disk
Nov. 13 in Milford, Mass. He later tral Park Wp$t in New York City,
WILLIAM E. STRASQN£R,
jockey on staff of KXYZ in that
managed a band, directed* muistrel* "died "Nov.' 23 'in "Eirenville! Amative
William E. Strassner^&f, direc-; city;

JACK CARNEY
on Broadway in the 1941 produc¬
tion of “Anne, of England.”
His brother and two sisters
survive.

kSkiBTr
shows and more recently Was a
projectionist at the State Theatre,
Milford.
Born in Dover, N. H., Sullivan
worked in vaude with his brothers,
Joe, Bert and Bill. After the death
of Bert the act briefly continued
as the Three Sullivan Bros. Eddie
then switched to the hand business
and toured New England for 15
years. He retired as a projectionist
six months ago.
Surviving are his wife, two' s.ons,
two daughters and two brothers.
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MOON BOOKERS !
and

PA
Now Available
FOR OUTER SPACEf
Here's their record on earth
USribty

yfaZIETY

Copacabana, X. Y.
Betty (ex-Sisters. with Jane)
Kean and Lew Parker, vet
vaud§ nitery - musicomedyvideo comic are a new Mr. &
Mrs. offstage and a new pro
combo who troupe it to the
hilt to a solid score. They get
better as they progress and
are a cinch for anybody’s
bistro. As a matter of fact,
the way they reprise that
socko scene from “The Bickersons” (Phil Rapp’s highly du¬
rable routine * it’s about time
they are rediscovered for the
basi£ television medium from
which this pioneer situation
comedy stemmed. The 10-min¬
ute excerpt they re-reprised,
in pseudo - reclining - in - bed
manner (a sheet over two
chairs), points that up anew.
Situation comedy must be un¬
equivocally socko -to hold ’em
on a saloon floor. They did.
Abel.

BETTY KEAN & LEW
PARKER
Comedy
25 Mins.
New Nixon, Pittsburgh
It figures. Take Betty Kean’s
background in comedy as long¬
time half of the sister team of
Betty & Jane Kean (Jane’s
now doing an act with Ron
Fletcher) and Lew Parker’s
ditto as a single in vaude,
cafes, musicals and tv, and the
double - harness know-how is
bound to pay off. It does, too,
in spades.
Any way you look at them,
Kean and Parker are on the
gold standard, Besides, they’re
something new since most of
the comedy duos these days
are of the strictly male vari¬
ety. What’s more, the two of
them look as if they’d been
working together for years
and years.
Miss Kean’s still an unin¬
hibited clown who can shake
loose some tremendous mug¬
ging and loose-limbed canters
while Parker manages the al¬
most unbelievable job of be¬
ing both a straight and a
crack comic. A literate, civil¬
ized and highly polished one
besides.
For a finish, Miss Kean and

PSniETY
“Betty Kean and Lew Park¬
er’s new team is working out
into a strong entry for the cafe
circuit and other mediums.”
L ary.

Parker pull a sheet up around
their backs while sitting on
two chairs to give the impres¬
sion they’re in bed and go into
a few minutes of “The Bickersags” by Phil Rapp. It’s a
sharp, smart slice of Rapp’s
typical domestic comedy, de¬
livered by a couple of real
. pros, and over big.
Add Kean and Parker to the
turns that can’t miss. They’re
perfect for every type of room
and a cinch for every type of
audience, solid, Jackson.
Cohen.
LEE .MORTIMER

New York Mirror
“Betty Kean arid Lew Park¬
er at the Copacabana is the
funniest mixed team in history
and I will match it with any
comic or comics anywhere at
any time. If you don’t laugh
at them there’s something
wrong with you.”
MARTIN BURDEN

New York Post
“Betty Kean and Lew Park¬
er .. . funnier than ever . . .
a highly entertaining act, with
two expert performers mug¬
ging, singing, doing impres¬
sions and paradies and, in gen¬
eral, doing a hilarious job.’’

ED SULLIVAN

FRANK FARRELL

New York Daily News

New York .World-Telegram
and Sun

“Lew Parker and Betty
Kean chck at the Copa.”

“Betty Kean and Lew Park¬
er’s comedy routines are
hilarious!”

HY GARDNER

New; York Herald Tribune

LANDON LAIRD

“Jules Podell set off some
hilarious fireworks in his
Copacabana by giving Betty
Kean and Lew Parker a show
window to display their com¬
edic pyrotechnics. Their stint
would tickle the funnybones of
the delightful Mr. and Mrs.
comedy teams of two-a-day
history.”

Kansas City Star
“The Terrace Grill has the
team of Lew Parker and Betty
Kean, two of the best come¬
dians in the business. Their
act is packed with laughs and
is guaranteed to get a Jot of
applause.”

BURT BOYAR
GENE KNIGHT
(Jim O'Coimor)

New York Journal-American
“BETTY KEAN AND HUB¬
BY LEW ARE LIKE HER
NAME . . . KEEN.
“There’s something new in
the nightclubs, not only new
but good. It’s the new comedy
team of Betty Kean and Lew
Parker. They present a pro¬
duction complete with props.
She is a comedienne; he is a
comedian, together they make
fun!”

Morning Telegraph
“Betty Kean and Lew Park¬
er’s ‘The Bickersons’ on a re¬
cent Paar show was* comedy—
to—laugh—out—loud—to.”

PAUL BRUUN

Miami Sun
• “Everything they present it
new and distinctively and in¬
dividually their own. Their
talent won considerable arid
enthusiastic applause from the
customers.”

Special Material—ELF BASSE • LARRY DANIELS • SAMMY FAIN
NAT HIKEN
•
MICKEY ROSE
•
DANNY SHAPIRO
JERRY SEELEN • ALLAN WALKER • BERNIE WAYNE
and PHILLIP -RAPP'S Creation, of "THE BICKERSONS"

December 3

Cocoanut Grove

AMBASSADOR HOTEL
Los Angeles

December 25

Gowns by KATHRYN KUHN
————
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Jock Itrttll
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